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.1  .,  -   ,  ■  •. V»sh1nft«i  ftwpt  Bandinc 
Washington^  JNu  . 
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Kodak  P)uk  Vtalu 

lastaan  Kodak  Co.  SodMater,   N.Y. 

MassaehxuMtts  General  Hospital 
Trait  St*  Boston  14,  Mass. 

Industrial  Health  Engineering 
The  University  of  Pittsbori^ 
Pittsbuin^  13,  Pa. 

Laverack  &  Haines,  Inc. 
718  White  Building   Buffalo  2,  H.Y. 
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332  S.  Michigan  Ave.  Chicago  ̂ ,  111, 
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Itoch9Bter|  M*T«,  . .,  -^     ..  ;      ̂ ^       .,_  ̂   .  ■■...  r 

Assoolata  Medical  Direetor 
General  Hotora  Coxp* 
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Ironvood,  Mich. 

850  Fifth  Ave.  Nev  York,  Ii.T. 

535  H«  Dearborn  St. 
Chicago  10,  111. 
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Rochester  20,  N.I. 

Assistant  Medical  Director 
Industrial  Health  Burean 

Mstzxipolitan  Life  Insurance  &>. 
1  Hi<H»on  Atb.  Bsv  Toxic  10,  R.T. 

InsUtuta  of  Industrial  Health 

v.lll-liatanii«]r  Hospital 
UniTsrsilgr  of  Mi^igan 
Aan  Arbor,  Ki^. 

Jb»  B.  F*  Qoodridx  Co. 

Akrotif  Ohio 

Hereolss  Fovder  Co. 
900  Market  St.  Vilnington,  DaLa. 
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3395  Scrantcm  Boad  Clevaland,  Ohio 

239  Perrine  Ave.  Elberon,  H.  J. 

779  Beigen  Ave,  Jersey  City  6,  N.  J. 
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Ministry  of  Labour  and  Rational  Service 
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Vashingtcm  25,  D«  C. 

Health  Branch,  a.  S.  Bureau  of  Mi
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3700  Maaaachuaett*  Are.  H.V. 
Wairtiington,  D.  C» 

Barton  DiTialon,  Jefferson  Hospital
 

Bxwid  &  Fitswattar  8t«. 

Bxiladelphla  47,  Fa. 

406  K.  Broadway   Toledo  5,  Ohio 

Hale,  Thooas  V«,  M.D. 
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fSgftie  Health  Serrlc* Atlanta  5,  0*» 

lye,  Robert,  M.D. Strong  Menorial  Hoepital 
Bo^ester,  K.T. 
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IDI4.  Broadway  Cincinnati  2,  Ohio 

fiepbblic  Steel  Corporatioa 
RepuUic  Building 

25  Prospect  Are.,  H«V.  C3.eTaland  1,  Ohio 

IronvDod,  Mich. 

Cia.  Minere  de  Penoles  S«A« 
Apartsdo  Postal  251 
Honterrejr,  H.L.,  Me^dkbo 

Vest  Coast  Sanatoritat 

Comer  Brook,  Nevfoundland  Canada 

inarican  Medical  Association 

535  H,  Dearlwm  St.  Chicago,  111. 

Montresl,  liU.so 
«?.•>'"•-'■  ■>'-..■   -   •^^Vo'"^  ■V.'-/""^*..; 

9  levport  Ets« 
Iromiood,  Mi^ 

Issoeists  Patholofist 
The  Saranac  Laboratozy,  Saranac  Lake,  H.T. 

Industrial  Medical  Association 
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■^^^•Vi--^-. 
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Hlagara  fialle,  H.T. 

Bethlehca  Steel  Co. 
Bathlahaa,  Pa« 

Medical  Director 

Uijd  loland  Hospital 
Fairfield,  Ala. 

St.  Joseph  Lead  Co. 
Bonne  Torre,  Mo* 
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Foreword 
f, -,     ■  " :  "  '     ■ 

The  Saranac  Symposiums,  of  which  this  sessio
n  is 

.f  (  the  Seventh,  have  been  organized  periodicaUy
  for  the 

iil-  discussion  of  health  problems  pertaining  to  w
orkers 

yii;  exposed  by.  inhalation  to  industrial  
substances.  The 

l|jl'subj^  to  be  discussed  at  the  Seventh  
Saranac  Sym- 

|^;posium  will  be  limited  but  many  have
  broad  appUca- 

'  jtion.'  The  topics  wiU  not  be  restricted  to  individual 

i^mpanies  or  industries,  nor  wiU  they  concern
  only  a 

jangle  group  such  as  the  employer  or  the  emp
loyee,  the 

J„  or  the  insured.  The  problems  to  be  
considered 

involve  a  host  of  diverse  interests  —  engineer
ing, 

medical,  legal,  administrative,  social.  At  
the  sym- 

^um  representatives  of  each  of  those  grou
ps  and 

interests  wiU  have  the  opportunity  to  explor
e  and 

iSscuss  common  problems  with  the  objective  
that  in- 

dustrial jiealth  be  improved.  If  that  objective  is  at- 

jldilith^Smposium  will  be  a  successful 
 one. 

f^i-  '^  ̂'n{V 
t 

,i  '
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ADDRESS  OF  WELCOME         -         ARTHUR  J.  VORWALD.M.D. 

Eg-  DOCTOR  VORWALD; 

Ladies  and  Gentlemen:   The  members  of  the  Staff 

of  the  Saranac  Laboratory  and  of  the  other  departments  of f 

the  Trudeau  Foimdation,  are  delighted  to  act  as  hosts  to 

you  who  come  here  for  the  Seventh  Saranac  Symposixaa. 

On  behalf  of  those  members,  I  am  privileged  to 

extend  a  most  cordial  welcome  to  you  all,  especially  to 

those  of  you  who  have  come  from  distant  lands,  to  partici- 

pate in  this  Symposivmi.  You  represent  many  different  in- 

terests and  include  physicians  and  engineers,  lawyers  and 

insxarance  executives,  specialists  in  compensation  and  labor 

matters,  and  representatives  of  management  and  of  labor. 

K^^  Although  those  interests  are  diverse,  never- 

theless,  tti^e  int^j?«^^  have  a  common  objective,  namely, 

to  give  the  utmost  in  health  and  happiness  in  our  way  o:^ 

life,  as  indicated  in  the  Foreword  of  your  printed  program. 

I  wish,  again,  to  impress  upon  you  that  the  topic  J 

to  be  discussed  at  this  Symposium  must  be  limited.   Those 

topics  have  broad  application,  and  they  are  not  restricted 

to  individual  companies  or  industries,  nor  do  they  concern 

only  a  single  group  such  as  the  employer  or  the  employee, 

the  insurer  or  the  insured.   The  t&TS^   kei?e,  dvirlng  the 

course  of  the  week,  will  cover  a  wide  range  of  subjects, 

which  y&u  will, explore  in  friendly  d±«<UASJ^4on .  As  her
eto- 

fore, this  Symposium  will  give  all  of  us  the  opportunity 
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to  exchange  ideas  in  an  informa}.  way,  which  will  further 

our  Tonderstanding  and  solution  of  problems  pertaining  to 

some  aspects   of  pulmonary  disease   in  the   industrial  worker. 

We  hope,    sincerely,    that  your  deliberations  will 

benefit  us   all  in  oiar   common  objective,   and  that  you  will 

look  back  with  pleasure  and  satisfaction   to  your  so-journ 

here   in  Saranac  Lake* 

In  opening  this  Symposiumy  it  is  my  privilege   to 

make   certain  announcejnents  which  ̂   shall   try  to   do   every 
\ 

morning  or  periodically  during  yche   day,    to  keep  you  inform- 

ed and  to   assist  you  ih  your ystay  with  us» 

As  you  realize,    tnere  is  Registration  at  the ifh 

John  Black  Room.     We  had^hoped  to  register  all  before  this 

/  \ 

session.      However,    shortly  after  nine   thirty,   we   saw  that 

/  \ was   going  to  be   impossible, \ because   it  would  delay  o^xc 

meeting  this  morniiig.     We   thought  it  was  more   important  to 
/ 

get  on  with  our  discussions  than  to  have  you  register. 

However,  we  do. hope  that  you  will  register  sometime  during 

the  day,    /  \ 

Those  of  you  who  come  to  join  us  from  outside  of 

Saranac  Lake,  on  registration,  will^  receive  white  badges. 

ak€ Those  of  us  who  reside  in  Saranac  Lake  will  receive  color- 

ed  badges,  the  green  for  members  of  the  Trudeau  structure, 

the  pink  for  members  of  Saranac  Lake  medical  profession, 

legal  profession,  and  others  who  have  an  interest  and  will 
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be  here,  so  thal>,  should  any  of  you  wish  to  learn  of  things 

or  wish  to  have  hblp,  ask  ohe  of  us  who  have  colored  cards. 

Automobile  tags  pn  registration:  A  nimber  of 

you  have  come  with\cars,  aiid  as  you  will  note,  there  are 

parking  meters  throughout /the  village.   However,  the  Chief 

of  Police,  Chief  Wallace,)  in  the  interest  of  this  Syrapos- 

ivim,  has  graciously  Waivek  the  parking  meter  ordinanceand, 

on  registration,  you  will  receive  a  red  card,  which  we 

inside  of  your  windshield  some- 
\ 

hope  you  will  show  on  the 

where,  so  that  the  Police  Department  may  see  that  card  and 

not  fine  you  for  having  tarked  overtime,  so  that  that  card 

will  allow  you  to  park  anwvhere  in  the  village,  as  long  as 

you  wish,   during  the  Symposium. 

On  ThTjrsday  nighty    we  have   a  banquet,    and  we 

hope   that,    on  registration,  Vou  will  also  buy  your  tickets 

for   the  banquet,   because that\is  important,  since  we  must 

notify  the  Hotel  management  as\to  the  number  who  might  be 

attending* 

As    to  mail,    incoming  mail  may  be   obtained  either 

at  or   in  the  John  Black  Room  of   the   Saranac  Laboratory, I 
by  asking   the  Secretary;  or  by  inquiry  at  the    desk  xn  the 

foyer  of   this  building./    Outside  of   the   foyer,   you  will 

find  a  bulletin  board  on  the  wall  where   we  will  attempt   or 

try  to  put  notice   for   those  of  you  who  inight  be   called  to 

the  phone  or  might  have   special   delivery  letters   or  other 
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k^ things  which  should  come  to  you, 
\ 

The  agenda,  as  you  will  note,  is  g/^crowded  one 

and  it  begins  every  inorning\  at  nine  o'cIock.   Then,  it I  / 

will  CO  until  twelve  or  twelve  thirty,  as  you  follow  your 

agenda.  Today,  we  have  set  aside  twp/  hours  for  lunch,  be- 

cause it's  the  first  day  and  We  thought  that  you  wotild  be 

looking  for  places  to  have  liinch./'  On  all  other  days,  the 

lunch  period  is  one  hour  and  a  half.  Now,  there  are  var- \f 

ious  eating  places  in  town,  which  I  know  will  make  every 

/  \ 

effort  
to  serve  you  

as  promptly  
as  possible  

so  that  you 

can  return  here  to  this  hall  for  the  afternoon  session. \ 

Then,  too,  there  are  many  of  yoTJ|  who  are  Elks  and  the  Elks 
/       '  ■ '- 

Club  is  up  the  street  to  yoiir  ri^ht,  down  tiie  hill . and  then 

up  a  hill  and  right  at  the  top,  8cpd  it's  a  very  delightful 

place.  You  are  welcome  to  go  there  and  also  to  invite  your 

friends  to  Join  you,  both  for  Itinch  and  dinner  in  th« i 

evening.         /  i 

The  agenda  is  crowded,  and  we  apologize  for  the 

lack  of  provisions  for  play,  but  the  evenings  should  afford i 

you  a  svifficient  time  to  do  some  ot   the  few  tilings  for  re- 

laxation  which  you  wish.   There  arel  many  of  you  who  live  or 

who  are  staying  in  accommodations  o^  the  outskirts  of  town 

and  some  of  you  living  in  those  accommodations  are  without
 

cars.   You  may  call  a  cab,  or  you  may  go  on  the  highway  in 

the  morning  and  start  thumbing  and  should  members  of  this 
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symposium  with  cars  pass  by,  I  hope  
th^t  they  will  honor 

those  with  cards  on  their  lapels,  wh^  mi
ght  be  doing  the 

thumbing.  / 

You  may  visit  the   John  ilack  Room 
 of  the  Saranac 

Laboratory   to  see   the  exhibits, /v
isit  the  otiier  components 

of  the  Trudeau  Foundation  and  A  so
  the   Trudeau  Sanitorium  « 

many  of  you  know  .diere   those  faciliti
es   are  located.     We  do 

hope   and  urge   that  you  will  iind  t
ime  to  visit  these  fa« 

cilities   and  to  explore  some  of  the  
 activities  going  on  in 

the  various   departments.   / 

That,    then,   brings  us   to  the  first
  topic  on  the 

symposium,    and  in  the  discussions   t
hroughout  the  week,    I  do 

hopo   that  those  of  you  who  partici
pate  will  give  your  name 

and  your  location  so  that  the  sten
otypist  may  record  it 

for  the  record. 

DEFINITIONS  AND  /lARIPICM'ION   OP   TE
I^S 

PERTAINING   TO  PNEUMONONiqSIS   

Moderators'    Arthur /j.   Vorwald,|M.   D. 

Panel  Mempers: /Anthony   J.   Lanza,   M.   D. 
Leonard  Gre^nburg,   M.   D. 
0.  A.    SandeJ,   M.  D. 
Richard  Warfxer 

Charles  M.  fletcher,   M.   D. 

Discussion,    led/by  A.    J.    (jre
nstein,   M.  D. 

BY  DOHTOR  V(j>RWALD: 

Lth  thafb    then,    the firbt   topic   on  the   agenda  for 
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DEFINITIONS  AND  CLAEIFICATION  OF/TERMS 
PERTAINING  TO  PNEOMOCONIOSIS 

7- 

Moderator:  Arthxir  J.  Vorwald,  M.  D. 

Panel  Members:   Anthooy  J.  Lanza,  M.  D. 
Leonam  Greenburg,  M,  D, 

0.  A./ Sander,  M.  D. 
Richard  Vagner 
Gharries  M.  Fletcher,  M.  D. 

Discussion,  led  by  /  A.  J.  Orenstein,  M.  D. 

T 
BY  DOCTOR  VORWALD: 

tl^lth  that  then,  thb  first  topic  on  the  agenda  for 
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this  morning  concerns   the  Definitions   and  Clarification  of 

Terms  Pertaining  to  Pnetmoconiosis,    and  it  will  be  carried 

along  by  a  panel,   and  you  can  see   the  members   of  the  panel. 

Now,    in  planning  the  agenda  for  the  Symposiimi,   we  were 

urged  by  many  colleagues   to  include   for  discussion,    tiie 

definition  and  clarification  of   teims  which  pertain  to  the 

Inhalation  of  atmospheric  substances   and  which  have  given 

and  are  giving  rise  to   considerable  debate. 

Now,  those   colleagues   obviously   are   somewhat  dis- 

turbed by  the  lack  of  uniformity  in  usage   and  definitions 

of  certain  terms,   particularly  of  those   tenns  which  lack 

clarification,   and  which  permit  a  multitude  of  interpreta- 

tions,   often  extremely  unorthodox  and  frequently  confiising* 

Some  colleagues,   although  desirous   of  clarificatijjn, 

evidenced  considerable  pessimism,    for  fear  that  discussion 

at  this  aymposiijm,    involving  a  large   group   of  individuals, 

rather  than  a  small  panel,  would  fail   to  resolve  many  of   th^ 

issues   concerning  definitions,   usage,    intei^retation  of 

terms,    and  the  like. 

Now,    that  pessimism  is   appreciated,    but   it  was 

felt  that  that  feeling   shoiild  not  deter  ua   from  placing  the 

topic   on  the   agenda,  believing  that  much  good  would  accrue 

if  no  more    than   to  pave   the  way  for   action  by  some   other        | 

group   or   some  other  panel.      It  is    true   perhaps,    that  our        \ 
I 

discussions  here  today  concerning  definitions  and  terminology. 
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will  involve  words,  and  as  such,  may  be  looked  upon  as  he- 

ing  somewhat  picayime,  perhaps  too  academic,  perhaps  of 

little  practical  value,  and  too  difficult  to  tackle,  but 

words  are  tools  with  which  wo  think,  and  we  ought  to  try  to 

select  the  most  appropriate  tools  for  the  job  which  we  are 

all  trying  to  do# 

Now,  that  job  pertains  to  the  inhalation  of  in- 

dustrial substances  and  includes  engineering,  medicine,  the 

legal  phases,  compensation  and  the  like,  so  I'm  sure  that 

you  appreciate  the  difficulties  in  planning  a  discussion 

of  words  and  definitions  and  the  like,  which  constitutes 

the  topic  for  this  session* 

Should  the  session  prove  disappointing  and  non- 

productive, then  yovir  Chairman  takes  fall  responsibility 

for  that  failxire.   On  the  other  hand,  shoTild  it  be  a  stim- 

ulating and  successful  one,  then  the  Symposium  will  owe 

you  a  debt  of  gratitude. 

The  framework  of  oxir  discussions  on  definitions 

and  terminology,  it  seems  to  me,  should  concern  such  words 

as  "pneumoconiosis",  "inactive  and  active  dusts",  termin- 

ology for  specific  disease  entities,  and,  in  considering 

it,  it  seems  to  me  that  we  should  give  or  shoiold  approach 

it  from  two  points  of  view  perhaps*  The  medical  point  of 

view  and  the  legal  point  of  view,  so  keep  those  things  in 

mind,  and  each  of  those  points  of  view  might  be  explored 
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NEW  YORK  UNIVERSITY-BELLEVUE  MEDICAL  CENTER 
OF  NEW  YORK  UNIVERSmf 

INSTITUTE    OF  INDUSTRIAL  MEDICINE 

)  325  EAST  38TH  STREET 

NEW  YORK  16,  N.Y. 

UMiag  Addrtu:  477  FIRST  AVENUE,  NEW  YORK  16,  N.Y. 

Ttltphont:  MURRAY  HILL  9-1580 

September  8,  1952 

Dr.  Arthur  J.  Vorvfald 
Saranac  Laboratory 

Saranac  Lake,  New  Xork 

Dear  Art: 

Enclosed  are  my  comments  on  the  Panel.  As  you 
vill  note,  they  are  very  brief  and  written  more  or  less 
in  telegraphic  form  so  that  they  may  be  expanded  by 
suitable  comments  as  the  case  may  demand  and  would  per- 

mit plenty  of  room  for  argument. 

My  comments  on  chrome  cancer  are  also  veiy  brief. 
Do  you  want  an  advance  copy  of  that  too? 

With  best  regards. 

Sincerely  yours. 

.J.  LanzA,  M.D. A 

AJL:lc 
Enc. 



SEVEHTH  SARANAC  SYMPOSIDM 

PNEDJOCONIOSIS  September  22,  1952 
„   y.^   A.J.  Lanza,  M.r.  10  a.m. 

As  a  preliminary  statement  concerning  this  Panel  it  is  important  to 

determine  what  it  is  we  are  discussing.  If  we  can  agree  on  that  we  may  hope 

to  agree  on  terms. 

We  are  concerned  with  occupational  diseases  of  the  lungs  due  to  the 

inhalation  of  dusts — occupational  diseases  which  occur  all  over  the  world, 

which  may  cause  disability  and  death,  and  which  do  not  occur  except  as  occu- 

pational diseases.  The  importance  of  these  diseases  has  become  recognized, 

as  far  as  modem  industrial  conditions  are  concerned,  within  the  past  forty- 

five  years.  The  particular  disease  which  has  especially  attracted  attention 

is  what  we  now  call  silicosis. 

About  1918  Landis  stated  that  organic  dusts — textile  dust,  vegetable 

dust,  wood  dust — did  not  cause  the  definite  occupational  lung  disease  which 

was  becoming  more  and  more  recognized  as  the  evidence  of  surveys  of  many 

industries  began  to  accumulate,  and  revealed  that  various  diseases  to  which 

/^' 

trade  names  had  become  attached  were  one  and  the  same.  The  villain  of  this 

piece  is  silica — principally  free  silica  and  to  a  lesser  extent  various  dusts 

of  combined  silica. 

Almost  everybody  breathes  silica  in  one  form  or  another  during  his  life- 

time; everybody  inhales  water  vapor.  The  one  does  not  develop  dust  disease 

of  the  limgj  the  other  does  not  drown.  But  when  the  dosage  of  either  dust  or 

water  becomes  too  large  for  the  respiratory  system  to  cope  with,  unfortunate 

results  follow.  So  to  repeat:  We  are  concerned  with  occupational  diseases 

of  the  lungs  caused  by  the  inhalation  of  dust. 
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These  diseases  are  of  slow  onset  and  are  characterized  by  the  fonnation 

of  pulmaiary  fibrosis  accompanied  by  a  varying  degree  of  dyspnea.  Some  of 

these  diseases  are  further  characterized  by  an  increased  susceptibility  to 

infection,  particularly  by  the  tubercle  bacillus.  They  present  a  radiologic 

picture  which  may  be  quite  characteristic  but  which  at  times  may  also  be  con- 

fusing. However,  these  X-ray  films  of  dust  diseases  of  the  lungs  show  a 

pathological  involvement  more  or  less  evenly  distributed  throughout  both  lungs. 

The  added  factor  of  infection,  when  present,  may  confuse  the  diagnosis  especially 

when  the  nature  and  extent  of  dust  exposure  jrC  not  known. 

¥e  know  a  great  deal  about  the  occupational  disease  of  the  lungs  due 

to  the  inhalation  of  orystoline  silica.  There  is  still  much  we  do  not  know 

about  silicosis,  the  term  commonly  applied  to  this  disease,  in  spite  of  the 

fact  that  a  tremendous  amotmt  of  research  has  been  carried  on.  ¥e  know  less 

about  the  action  of  asbestos  and  still  less  about  the  resxilts  of  inhaling 

diatomaceous  earth.  ¥e  may  say  the  same  about  silicates  such  as  talc,  kaolin 

and  others* 

Ve  recognize  that  each  of  these  dusts  acts  in  a  specific  manner  upon 

the  pulmonary  tissue.  ¥e  have  also  learned  that  a  combination  of  one  or 

more  dusts  or  the  action  of  silica  in  combination  with  a  non -siliceous  dust 

may  alter  the  pathological  and  clinical  picture.  ¥e  still  do  not  know  too 

much  about  these  dust  diseases.  Consequently  I  believe  we  should  abandon 

any  attempt  or  habit  of  referring  to  these  diseases  by  a  generic  term  xmless 

the  specific  etiologic  agent  is  mentioned  also. 

The  word  commonly  in  use  today  is  pneumoconiosis.  This  word  means 

nothing.  The  proper  term  is  pneimionoconiosis  whic^h  means  something.  There 
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is  a  tendency  to  include  xmder  this  generic  term  various  inhalation  diseases 

of  unrelated  nature.  These  occupational  dust  diseases  of  the  lung  comprise 

a  perfectly  distinct  clinical  entity,  at  least  to  those  who  have  worked  in 

this  field  and  who  are  familiar  with  working  conditions  and  their  effects 

upon  health.  Metal  fume  fever  /  zinc  chillsy  allergic  asthma  /  carbon 

T£r  <   '°°°°^'^^  poisoning^/  lead  poisoning /mercury  poisoning  /  nitrous  fume  poison- 

ing-@)r^l^  inhalation  diseases.  Certainly  there  is  nothing  to  be  gained  ly 
attempting  to  lump  all  these  under  some  generic  tenn.  I  have  not  mentioned 

coal.  The  role  of  coal  dust  in  causing  pulmonaiy  disease  is  still  not  clear 

particularly  when  we  appreciate  that  many  coal  dusts  contain  varying  amounts 

of  siUca.  It  is  evident  that  there  is  an  occupational  disease  of  coal  miners 

vhich  by  its  nature  and  clinical  manifestations  can  properly  be  classed  as  a 

pneumonoconiosis.  Much  research  woik  is  being  carried  on  in  many  places. 

Until  we  know  more^it  would  be  an  advantage  if  we  abandoned  such  terns  as 

pneumoconiosis  or  that  still  more  objectionable  tenn  "silicatosis-  and 

"siderosis"  and  use  specific  definitive  terms,  viz.,  occupational  dust  disease 
of  the  lungs  -  or  pulmonary  fibrosis  -  due  to  the  inhalation  of  silica  or  J 

asbestos  or^coal  in  the  so  and  so  industry  in  such  a  place. 

The  tems  silicosis  and  asbestosis  have  become  so  widely  accepted  that 

it  is  evident  that  they  will  continue  to  be  generally  used.  The  definition 

of  silicosis  is  not  entirely  satisfactory,  but  it  has  been  recognized  and 

accepted  by  compensation  tribunals  all  over  this  countiy.  Consequently,  I 

believe  that  the  tenn  silicosis  should  be  restricted  to  the  specific  puliaonaiy 
disease  caused  by  oryctQline  silica. 
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DR.  VOEWALD:  In  e-aummT,  it  ..culd  appear  tliat  Dr.   Lan.^  ir,  not  inclined  to 
retain  the  word  pneumoconiosis  but  vould  keep   the  vsll-esta.blished  ter.Tis 

silicosis  and  aebeotosis,  vhich  rafer  to  vell^efined  disease  entities  vath 

knovn  specific  etiology^  He  deplc:.es,  howeve:.,  the  use  of.  terns  to  identify 
those  pulmonary  conditiona,  caused  by  inhaled  dust,  vhich  are  not  clearly 
defined  \n.th   resoset  to  etioloe:--'-  cr-  tn   cT-Jn-s^-.i  o4^„   i ^   *-o^wiu^  Ci  to  Ciinj-Ccil  signs  and  syaiptoms.  Those 

conditions  he  would  refer  to  as  occupation^  dust  disease  of  the  lung  due 
to  the  inhalation  of  a  specific  agent  in  such  and  such  an  industry  in  such and  such  a  place. 
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Ciiapte^r  to*-  / 

i-on  aad  Clarijtication  of  Tersiis  Psrtaisiing  to  pmevaEoecirlQ^is 
/ 

/ 
panel  discussion  deEliri^mth  the  definition  and  clcrificat-icn  cf   i 

1      7  A  /       '         ̂ '  "    '   ' ^ytainifag  to  pneuzaocohiosis  vbs  conduei/ed  by  a  panel  vhlch  had  the 

foUovii^g  members: 

Moderator 

Pan^i'laembers 

/ 

/ 

Disc- 

In troduc  tpry ; n 

Arthur  J.  Voyireld,  M.D, 

AnjiKJny  J,  Lanza,  M.D,^ 

Leonard  GresnJasS^  M.D, 

0.  A. 
ider. 

lU/dnard  Wagner 

Charles  M,  Fletchej, 

A.  J.  Oi-ejist^in,  K.D, 

ArtliTir  J.  Vorwald,  M.D^ 

In  plenning  the  agenda  for  ti*e--s3aaficsiuEi  ve  •^.'sre  urged  ty  31^:15:^  'iol- 

leagues  to  include  for  ditxussion  the  definition  and  clarificatiori  of  tsn^s 

which  pertain  to  the  inhalation  of  atciospheric  substenees  end  vhien  l.:a-;3 

caused  or  are  causing  considerable  debate.  Those  colleagues  apparently  ore 

somewhat  disturbed  by  the  lack  of  uniformity  in  the  use  and  definition  of 

certain  terms,  thereby  permitting  a  multitude  of  interpretations  that  are 

often  unorthodox  and  confusing.  Although  there  is  some  doubt  that  dis- 

cussion at  this  symposium,  involving  a  large  group  of  individuals,  vould 

.& 

^ 

d-
 

^ 
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resolve  many  of  tho  issues  concerning  the  definition,  usage,  and  interpret- 

ation of  terms,  it  was  felt  tlmt  the  topic  should  be  placed  on  ̂ the  agenda 

if  for  no  other  reason  than  to  pa\^e  the  vay  for  furtner  consideration. 

It  is  true  that  cur  discussion  concerning  definitions  and  terminology 

vill  deal  vith  words  and  may  perhaps  be  vieved  as  being  too  academic  or  of 

litUe  practical  value.  But  words  ere  tools  and  ve  should  try  to  select 

the  most  appropriate  tools  for  our  job,  a  Job  vhXeb.  pertains  to  the  inhal- 

ation of  induotrial  substances  and  includes  diverse  interests  such  as 

engineering,  medicine,  lav,  insurence,  compensation  and  sociology.  Our 

discussion  will  direct  attention  to  such  words  as  pneuEocooiosis,  active 

dust,  and  inactive  dust,  and  to  the  terminology  for  specific  disease  enti- 

ties and  vill  attempt  to  approach  the  subject  from  both  the  medical  ar-d  the 

legal  point  of  view.  In  exploring  these  two  points  of  viev^  aust  consider 

not  only  the  specialist  in  diseases- of  the  chest  but  also  the  la^iyer,  the 

compensation  commissionsr,  the  general  practitioner,  the  layman  and  the 

patiento  The  particular  interest  of  each  of  these  individuals  should  be 

given  consideration  in  our  discussions. 

Remarks  by  Panel  member  Anthony  J,  Lanza,  M,D, 

As  a  preliminary   .............,',        ' 

/ 

/ 

.ciystalliiie  silica. 
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from  the  etandpoint  of  the  lay  person,  the  general  prac- 

titioner, the  specialist  in  diseases  of  the  chest,  partic- 

vilarly  those  concerned  with  pneumoconiosis,  legal  counsel, 

and  also  the  point  of  view  of  compensation  commissioners. 

With  that  then,  the  first  member  of  the  panel  to 

participate  in  this  discussion  is  Doctor  Lanza,  whom  you 

all  know  and  who  needs  no  introduction  at  this  Symposium. 

BY  DOCTOR  LANZA; 

Doctor  Vorwald,  Ladies  and  Gentlemen;  You  know, 

when  a  preacher  gets  up  to  preach  or  when  the  politician 

gets  up  to  orate,  particularly  if  he  is  looking  for  votes, 

they  try  to  create  an  atmosphere  of  peace  and  good  will  and 

get  everybody  in  a  kind  and  amiable  mood  toward  themselves, 

sweetness  and  light.   Such  is  not  ray  motive,   I  think  that 

a  certain  amount  of  disagreement  is  healthy  and  the  explor- 

ation of  disagreements  is  healthy. 

We're  concerned  with  definitions.   I  often  tell 

my  students,  when  I  have  any,  that  if  they  really  want  an 

exercise  in  mental  gymnastics,  take  a  pad  and  a  pencil  and 

try  to  write  a  definition,  a  definition  of  anything.   It's 

a  very  difficult  thing  to  do,  and  they  will  finish  up  sadde: 

and  wiser. 

Now,  I  think  the  first  point  to  establish  today, 

if  we  can  establish  it,  is  to  try  and  determine  what  it  is 
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from  the  standpoint  of  the  l&j  person,  the  general  prac- 

titioner, the  specialist  in  diseases  of  the  chest,  partic- 

ularly those  concerned  with  pnetmoconiosis,  legal  counsel, 

emd  also  the  point  of  view  of  compensation  commissioners* 

vith  that  then,  the  first  member  of  the  panel  to 

participate  in  this  discussion  is  doctor  lanza,  vhom  you 

all  know  and  who  needs  no  introduction  at  this  ̂ ymposiunu 
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we«re  talking  about.      If  we  can  get  that  far  in  agreeioent, 

maybe  we   can  pxoll  out  some  gems  of  light   from  the  discus- 
sion* 

Now,    it  seems    to  me,    at  least  from  ray  point  of  vi^w, 

and  perhaps   I  am  prejudiced  somewhat  by  my  many  years   of 

connection  with  this  institution  here,    that  we're  concerned 

with  occupational  diseases   of  the  lungs  due   to  the    inhala- 

tion of  dust,   occupational   diseases  which  occur  all  over 

world,  which  may  cause   disability  and  death,    and  which  do 

not   occur  except  as  occupational  diseases* 

A  man  can  get  lead  poisoning  by  using  the  wrong 

kind  of  hair  tonic.      He   can  get  carbon  monoxide  poisoning 

by  being  careless   in  his  garage.      I  never  heard  of  a  man 

getting   silicosis  working  in  his   garden,    or  asbestos is 

from  painting  up   in  the  garrett.      The   importance  of  these 

diseases  has  become  recognized  as   far   as   modern  industrial 

conditions   are   concerned,  within  the  past  forty-five  years. 

The  particular   disease  which  has  especially  attracted  at- 

tention is    the   one   that  we  now  call   silicosis. 

About  1918,  Doctor  Landish  of  the  Phipps  Insti- 

tute who  was  one  of  the  original  group  that  studied  indus- 

trial diseases  in  this  country,  stated  that  organic  dusts, 

textile  dust,  vegetable  dust,  wood  dust,  did  not  cause  the 

definite  occupational  lung  disease  which  was  becoming  more
 

and  more  recognized  as    the   evidence  of  surveys   in  many 



industries  began  to  accvunulate,    and  revealed  that  various 

diseases    to   which  trade  names  had  become   attached,  were  one 

and   the   same. 

Now,    the   villain  of  this  piece   is   silica,    prin- 

cipally free   silica,   and  to  a  somewhat  lesser  extent,   var- 

ious  dusts   of  combined  silica.      Now  again,    it»s   a  good  idea 

to  get  scsne  background  in  this  business,    that  is    to   suf- 

ficiently appreciate   it. 

Everybody  breathes   silica  in  one    form  or  anoter 

diiring  his   lifetime.      It  con^oses   a  major  portion  of  the 

earth's    crust,    and  it  doesn*t  make  any  difference  whether 

you  walk  down   the   city  street  or  whether  you  walk  across   th«i 

Nevada  desert,   you»re  going   to  breathe  some   silica,    just 

the   same  way   that  everybody  inhales  water  vapor.      The   one 

does  not  develop  dust  diseases   of   the  lungs;    the    other 

does  not  drown,   but  when  the  dosage   of  either  dust  or  water 

becomes   too  large  for  the  respiratory  system  to  cope  with, 

unfortunate  results  follow. 

So,    to  repeat,    we  are   concerned  with  occupational 

diseases    of   the   lungs    caused  by   the   inhalation  of  dust. 

These   diseases  are  of   slow  onset  and  are   characterized  by 

the   formation  of  pulmonary  fibrosis,   generally  accompanied 

by   a  varying  degree   of  p2il3hiiEaaia,Sorae   of   these   diseases   are    ! 
I 

further   characterized  by  an  increased  susceptibility   to   in-' 

fection,   particularly  by   the    tubercle  bacillus.      They  ' 
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with  a  non-silicious  dust,  may  alter  the  pathological  and 

clinical  pictvire.  We  still  do  not  know  too  much  about 

these  dust  diseases. 

Consequently,  I  believe  we  should  abandon  any 

attempt  or  habit  of  referring  to  these  diseases  by  a 

generic  term,  unless  a  specific  etiological  agent  is  men- 

tioned  also.   The  word  commonly  in  use  today  as  a  catch- 

all for  these  dust  diseases  is  the  term  'pneianoconiosis*. 

It  is  an  xinsatis factory  term;  it's  a  sloppy  term,  and  it 

means  little  or  nothing.   The  proper  term  is  »pneumonocon- 

iosis,  as  the  terra  was  first  used  by  Zenker.   It  means 

something. 

However,  the  term  'pneumoconiosis*  has  become  so 

widely  adopted  that  it  is  probably  here  to  stay,  so  I  shall 

not  try  to  make  any  battle  upon  the  retention  or  ttie  aban- 

donment of  the  term  'pneTomoconiosis*,  for,  as  I  say,  I 

think  it's  a  sloppy  term. 

There  is  a  tendency  to  include,  under  this  gen- 

eric term,  various  inhalation  diseases  of  unrelated  nature. 

The  true  occupational  dust  diseases  of  the  lungs  comprise  a 

perfectly  distinct  clinical  entity,  at  least  to  those  of  us 

who  have  worked  in  this  field  and  who  are  familiar  with 

working  conditions  and  the  effects  upon  health.   Metal  frame 

fever,  zinc  chills,  allergic  asthma,  carbon  monoxide  pois- 

oning, lead  poisoning,  mercury  poisoning,  nitrous  fume 
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poisoning,  are  all  inhalation  diseases.   The  pecxiliar 

symptom  complex  that  effects  a  fair  number  of  people  if 

they  come  too  near  a  horse  or  dog  or  cat  or  a  pig,  is  fam- 

iliar to  all  of  you,  but  there  is  nothing  to  be  gained  by 

attengjting  to  liorap  all  these  diseases  under  the  same  gen- 

eric term,  unless  you  use  the  term  'lung  disease*  the  way 

some  people  use  the  term  'heart  disease',  which  means  any- 

thing or  nothing,  depending  upon  how  you  qtoalify  it. 

I  have  not  mentioned  coal.   The  role  of  coal  dust 

in  causing  pulmonary  disease  is  still  not  entirely  clear, 

particularly  when  we  appreciate  that  many  coal  dusts  con- 

tain various  amounts  of  free  silica.   It  is  evident  that 

there  is  an  occupational  disease  of  coal  miners  which,  by 

its  natxare  and  its  clinical  manifestations,  can  properly 

be  classes  as  a  pneuraonoconiosis.  Much  research  work  is 

still  being  carried  on  in  many  places.  Until  we  know  more, 

it  would  be  an  advantage  if  we  could  abandon  such  terms  as 

♦pneumoconiosis'  or  the  still  more  objectionable  teim  of 

'silicatosis'  or  'siderosis',  and  use  specific  definitive 

terms,  namely,  occupational  dust  disease  of  the  Ivings  or 

pulmonary  fibrosis,  if  you  prefer,  due  to  the  inhalation 

of  silica  or  asbestos  or  coal,  in  such  and  such  an  indus- 

try,  in  such  and  such  a  place. 

It  assumes  that  any  of  these  agents  acts  in  the 

same  way  in  all  the  various  places  that  it's  met  with  on  the 
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face  of  the  globe,  and  that  is  highly  fallacious,  and  that 

is  the  reason  why  we  get,  on  the  one  hand,  a  tendency  to 

he  overly  dogmatic,  and  on  the  other,  a  difficxilty  in  re- 

conciling the  clinical  pictiire  of  some  of  these  dust  dis- 

eases as  seen  in  different  parts  of  the  same  country  or  in 

different  countries. 

If  you  wish  to  give  a  description  of  pneumocon- 

iosis to  coal  miners,  for  instance,  you  should  specify, » I 

am  talking  about  anthracite  miners  in  Pennsylvania;  I»m 

not  talking  about  soft  coal  miners  in  Utah  or  sfot  coal 

miners  in  Alabama*.  The  absence  of  clarification  of  that 

kind  is  one  of  the  reasons  why  there  is  so  much  confiision 

in  the  general  picture  of  what  these  dust  diseases  are  all 

about. 

The  terms  'silicosis'  and  'asbestosis*  have  be- 

come so  widely  accepted  that  it  is  evident  that  they  will 

continue  to  be  generally  used.   The  definition  of  'sili- 

cosis' is  not  entirely  satisfactory,  but  it  has  been  recog- 

nized and  accepted  by  compensation  tribunals  all  over  the 

United  States.   Consequently,  I  believe  that  the  term 

•silicosis'  should  be  restricted  to  pulmonary  disease 

caused  by  crystalline  silica. 

Now,  here  again,  theamoxint  of  sloppy  tenninology 

and  sloppy  diagnosis  which  I  see  every  day,  is  not  only 

troublesome,  but  it's  maddening.   For  Instance,  I  got  a 
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report  the   other   day  from  a  physician  who  had  worked  up  a 

case  of  asbestos is   and  he  had  done   a  very  good  job;    the 

clinical  pictiire,    the  X-ray,    everything  was  fine.      He  had 

worked  up  his   case    in  first  class  shape.      There  was  a  man 

exposed  to  asbestos,    and   there  was  no  argument  as    to  what 

was    the  matter  with  him,   but  on  his   diagnosis  for   the  Com- 

pensation Commission,   he  put  third  state   silicosis. 

Now,    it  seems   incredible   to  me    that  an  intelli- 

gent physician  could  make    that  kind  of  mistake,   and  he 

wouldn't  make   that  kind  of   a  mistake   if  he'd  ever   taken  the 

trouble   to  find  out  what   tiiis   is    all  about. 

Very  well,,  finally,    I  hop©  that  we,  can  agree  that 

instead  of  being  too  concerned  about  so  many' of  these   termSj 
that  we  will   always  mention  the  etiological  agent  and,    if 

possible,    its   chemical   composition,    or   the   composition  as 

identified  by   the  X-ray  defraction  method.      Then,    anybody 

who  reads   your  paper  knows  what  you  are   talking  about. 

Otherwise,    he    assumes   that  he  knows  what  you're   talking 

about,    and  he  may  be   wrong,    and  the  other   thing  that  I  hope 

that  we    can   all  agree   on  is    that  nobody,    capital   NO,   no- 

body,  will   continue   to  write   in  this  field  and  invent  his 

own  terms    to   describe   what  he    thinks  he    sees. 

Thank  you,  (Applaxise). 

BY  DOCTOR   VORWALD; 

Forgot   the  bell,    not   that  I  want   to   stop  Doctor 
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Lanza,  :,  ;      * 

It  would  seem  then,   if  I  may  summarize   just  a 

bit,   the  points,   that  Doctor  Lanza  is   inclined  to  accept 

the  word   »pnetmioconiosis»,    in  view  of  its  past  history  of 

usage,    and  perhaps   also   to  accep^t  the  well-established  dis- 

ease entity  such  as   silicosis  and  as  bestosis,  but  he  does 

deplore   the  usage  of  other  terms   and  suggests  that  we    agree 

on  identifying  these   conditions,    or  precisely  that  it  is 

piilmonary  dust  disease,    if  you  will,    in  such  and  such  a 

worker  in  such  and  such  a  place,    as  exposed  to  such  and 

such  material.  ,  •     \:V  '^-    -'    '    ■  -5;":i'  ?  -;-i  ?         ■  ' ■■■. 

The  next  meinber  of  the  panel  is  Doctor  Leonard 

Greenburghi.who'is;  Director  of  the' DiYision  of  Industrial 

Hygiene  and  Safety  Standards   of  New  York  State  Department 

of  Labor,   New  York  City W    JDoctor  GreehbTarg  too,  you  know, 

as  well  as  many  of  us  here  do.  ^ ■  ■'■.■"■.'  .-,  '' 

-  -'   ■  _  ■    -  'r  ■■■-■  »*-.'■'      ■  -  ■■   "'  *■■     ' 

BY  DOCTOR  GREENBURG;  '   .' ' 

Mr.  Chairman,  Ladies  and  Gentlemen:  Doctor 

Lanxa's  brief  discussion  makes  it  possible  for  me  to  skip 

some  introductory  matter  and  get  down  to  what  I  think  is  a 

series  of  answers,  or  an  answer  to  a  series  of  questions 

propoimded  by  Doctor  Vorwald  and  sent  to  each  of  the  panel 

members. 

I  think  it  may  be  well  if  we  make  a  little 
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diagram  on  the  board  here  which  is  simply  indicative,  or 

simply  put  here  to  indicate  no  firm  classification  of  dis- 

eases or  the  course  of  disease  in  industrial  relations,  but 

merely  something  suggestive  so  that  we  will  have  something 

to  talk  about  in  trying  to  define  our  teiros,  and  I»ll  read 

this  to  you  after  in  ckse  you  can't  see  it  from  where  you 

are.  r  ;  .  ..    ; 

I  put  on  the  board  here  simply  in  outline,  a 

series  of  squares  with  various  letters  in  them.  We  have  D 

in  the  first,  and  then  ~  by  the  way,  I»m  talking  now  about 

living  people,  I'm  not  talking  about  pathological  specimens 

or  laboratory  material.  •  »D»  is  the  man  going  in  industry 

and  gets  dust  in  his  lungs .^  v  Later  on,  he  may  get  dust, 

dust  with  fibrosis  and  later  on  there  may  be  some  nodula- 

tion  present  and  later  on,  perhaps,  some  infection  and 

finally,  some  dust  plus  fibrosis,  plus  nodulation,  plus 

infection,  plus  conglomeration. 

Now,  there  are  some  —  and  you  will  hear  from 

one  such  representative  in  a  few  minutes,  I  presume  —  who 

think  that  this  area  here,  when  the  man  has  dust  in  his 

lungs,  is  a  real  pneumoconiosis,  because  in  the  opinion  of 

these  people  who  are  important  people  in  the  field,  the 

word  'pneumoconiosis'  strictly  defines  or  means  dust  in  the 

lung  or  dusty  Itmg.   There  are  others,  such  as  Doctor  Lan- 

za, and  I  may  include  myself,  who  believe  that  this  whole 
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area  here.  Including  all  of  the  various  stages,  is  repre- 

sentative of  pnevunoconiosis  and  I  agree  with  the  British 

that  it»s  perfectly  all  right  to  use  the  term  'pnexomocon- 

iosis»  as  an  abbreviation  of  pneumonoconiosis,  and  I  hard- 

ly think  it's  worth  while  making  an  issue  of  the  abbrevia- 

tion. 

At  any  rate,  I  would  suggest  that  to  my  way  of 

thinking,  this  whole  area  is  a  field  of  pneumoconiosis,  and 

these  things  may  or  may  not  be  present.   They  may  or  may 

not  be  discernible.   In  fact,  in  many  cases,  they  are  dis- 

cernible and  in  many  cases  not,  depending  on  the  particular 

type  of  dust* 

Now,  the  second  point  which  I  would  like  to  make 

is,  does  this  happen  with  organic  dust  as  well  as  inorganic 

dust,  and  mind  you,  at  the  beginning,  I  said  that  we  are 

not  talking  about  any  specific  type  of  pathology.   I  want 

all  the  various  types  together  in  this  picture,  realizing 

that  the  coal  pneumoconiosis  and  fibrosis  is  a  different 

one  from  the  asbestos  and  from  silica. 

Well,  now  that  we  know,  or  I  think  it's  pretty 

well  established  that  coal  dust  by  itself,  will  produce  a 

pneumoconiosis,  and  coal  dust  being  an  organic  dust,  I 

think  we  should  leave  the  door  open  to  future  developments 

of  knowledge  and  say  that  this  can  happen  with  inorganic 

dusts  and  it  may  also  happen  with  organic.   I  think  one 
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important  difference  in  the  organic  and  inorganic   is  prob- 

ably  due   to  the  fact   that  the   inorganic  dusts   are  usually 

in  such  large  particle   sizes    that  comparatively  a  small 

percentage  gets  up   into   the  lungs,   but  in  the  case   of  coal 

dust,    that's  not   true   and  I  think  it's   fairly  well  estab- 

lished.     Our  British  colleagues  will   tell  us  more  definite- 

ly in  a  day  or   two,   that  coal  dust  will  produce  a  definite 

pneumoconiosis,    and  I  would  like,   however,    as  this  discus- 

sion comes   out,    to  say  that  I   think  that  so  far  as  I'm 

concerned,    I  would  prefer  to   see   the  use  of  the  teim 

'pneumoconiosis'    continued  in  the   literature. 

Now,   what  I  say  has  no  —  I  haven't  said  anything 

about  the  legal   implications   of   this  and  the  legal  impli- 

cations are  perhaps  many  and  perhaps   very   important.      They 

will  have   to  be   discussed  by  a  lawyer.      I  don't  claim  to  be 

versed  in  legal  matters,  but  whatever  the   lawyer  said,   I 

think  it's   important,   perhaps   it's  fundamentally  iit5)ortant 

for  the  medical  and  specialist  group  in  this   field,    to  de- 

cide  on  terminology  and   then  feed  that  over   to  the   compen- 

sation commissions   and  state   legislatures   and  other  bodies 

who  are   trying  to   set  up  the   organic  laws   dealing  with  com- 

pensation affairs. 

So,    I  woiild  say,    in  answer   to   the   first  question 

of  our  Chairman,    that  pneumoconiosis   is   a   generic    term 

meaning  the   Inhalation   of  any   and   all  kinds   of  diist. 
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organic  and  Inorganic,   and  having  no  particular  reference 

to  the   clinical  manifestations*      In  the  early  stages,    it»s 

impossible   to   tell   and  it's   important   to  note,   now  and  for- 

ever,   that  the  X-ray  is  a  rather  weak  tool  that  we  have  to 

rely  on  a  great  deal.     We  have   dDne  a  great  deal  of   talking 

about   the  meaning  of  the  X-ray  and,    as   time  goes   on,   we 

realize,  more  and  more,    at  least  I  feel  that  we  realize 

more   and  more,    that   the  X-ray  is  quite   Inadequate  in  many 

ways.  ,         ' 

It*s   the  best  we  have,    but  it  is   inadequate*      For 

exait^jle,  when  you  look  at  the   chest  picture  of  a  man  who 

has  been  in  a  dusty  atmosphere,   even  silica  dust,   it's  im- 

possible to   tell   the   difference   in  tiie  early  stages  between 

these   two,   particxolarly  when  the   fibrosis   is  small  In 

amount,    and  someone  can  easily   confuse   the  X-ray  picture 

in  the  case   of  an  iron  miner  and  be  unable   to   tell  whether 

he   is   looking  at,   rather,   what  some   of  oior  colleagues   call 

a  benign  pnevimoconiosis   as   compared  with  a  real  fibrous   - 

early   stage   of  a  real   fibrosis. 

Our  Chairman  also  raised  the   question,   should 

this   term  be  restricted  to  those  conditions  which  are   ac- 

companied by  definite  pathology  with  X-ray   and  clinical 

manifestations    and  with  associated  pulmonary  disability, 

and  which  are  thus   eligible   for   compensation.      That  brings 

up   the  question  as   to  what  you're  going   to    call   these 
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diseases   after  they're  found,    and  I  agree  in  large  part  witii 

what  Doctor  Lanza  said,   but  I  agree  more   thoroTjghly  with 

the  British,    and  I  have   a  couple  of  references    there  which 

I   can  read  to  you  if  it  becomes  necessary, 

I  think  what  we  might  call  this   -  these  diseases 

are  pneumoconiosis,   of  say,   coal  miners,   or   in  other  words, 

silica  workers,    and  then,   witii  or  without  infection  and 

with  or  without  disability. 

Now,    it  seems    to  me   that  if  you  want  to  write  a 

compensation  act  and  define  your   terms   fairly  accurately, 

you  could  proceed  on  some   such  basis  as  this,   and  you   could 

dov«L  fairly vaccurate^ijpbiv  if  necessary  adding   some  more 

modifying  terms   to  really  pinpoint  the  type  of  people  whom 

you  wanted  to  pay  disability  to.      If  you  wanted  to  pay 

them  disability  with  -  if  you  wanted  to  pay  compensation 

for  disability,    you  would  insist  on  this    being  present,    as 

is   done   in  New  York  State  at  this   time. 

The  next  question  which  our  Chairman  raised  is 

the   question  as   to  whether  there    are   active   and   inactive 

dusts   as   in,    I  think,      —  and  I  think  the   answer   to   that 

is   quite   clear.      There  probably  are   active   and  inactive 

dusts,    but   the   terms   are  very  bad,   because   we   don't  know 

too  much  about  some  of   these   dusts   and  certainly  we    don't 

know   too  much  about  how  much  is  present  in  any  one   type 

of  exposvire. 
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It's  pretty  difficult  sometimes   to   tell  when  you  . 

get  a  man's  X-ray  pictxire   in  the  office  and  you  talk  to   him 

about  his   occupation,    it's  pretty  difficult   to  tell   just 

precisely  what  he  was  exposed  to   and,   for    that  reason,    I 

would  think  that  it  would  be  poor  practice   to  bring   in  the 

question  of  inactive   and  active  dusts. 

;.  .         Furthermore,    we  have   learned  in  the  last  fifteen 

years,    that  what,    at  one   time,   we  considered  inactive,   we 

now  know  to  be  active. 

V  Our  Chairman  also  raised  the   question  as   to 

whether  sin^ile   silicosis  was   a  condition  or  a  disease.  Well 

so  far  as  I'm  aware,    simple  silicosis  is  a  disease.      It's 

fibrosis   with  a  certain  amount  of  nodulation,    just  how  much 

I'^-it's   impossible   to  say.      I  went  back  to   the  1930  report  of 

the   Johannesburg  Conference,    and  I  would  like    to  read  you 

■aie  definition  first  used  of  silicosis,   by  Doctor  Urban  to 

.,    his  colleagues.      He   says:    'If  one   employs   a   term  simple 

..    silicosis   to  designate   a  condition  of  simple  silicosis  un- 

accompanied by  simple   or  undetected  tuberculosis,    one  may 

say  that   due   to  a  tactical   standpoint  upon  respiratory  ail- 

ment,   the  degree  of  simple   silicosis   coincides  with   the  ap- 

pearance  of  a  certain   amount  of  palpable  nodxxlation  under 

the  pleura  and  in   the  lung   substance'. 

Apparently,    the   question  as   to   how  much  nodiila- 

tion  is   somewhat  indefinite,    and  then   a  little   later  on. 
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it's  pointed  out  that,    although  Urban  and  his  colleagues 

say  that  simple  silicosis   is  usually  not  accompanied  by  in- 

fection,   they  quote  Maragliano's  words   in  which  Maragliano 

says    that  simple   silicosis,    even  in  its  earliest  detective 

stage,   has   an  element  of  low-grade   and  latent  tubercular 

infection, 

I  don't  want  to  belabor  the  point  except  to   say 

that  this    is  an  example    of  how  fallacious    the  reading  of 

X-ray  pictures  may  be,    and  it's  perfectly  possible   to   read, 

to  fvirther  pursue  nodulation,    than   an  X-ray  picture,    and 

that  the   autopsy   tables   find  it,    and  that  it's  perfectly 

possible    that  we  do  not  know  where  infection   takes  place* 

It  used   to  be   set  up  here   at  Saranac  primarily, 

and  other  places,    I  suppose,    too,    that  when  the  nodiiles 

began   to  get   fuzzy  around   the   edges  was  when  infection  be- 

gan to  set  in.     Well,    I  think  that's  pretty  indefinite 

and  I  think  we   can  not   tell  from  the  X-ray  picture   exactly 

when  infection  is    and  Is   not  present. 

Is    there   a  silicosis  which  antidates   nodulation 

and  which   is   diagnoslble?      I   think  the  answer   to   that   is 

definitely  yes.      I   think  that   the  silicosis  which  has  been 

produced  by  very  finely  divided  silica,   produces  a   disease 

which  antidates  nodulation.      In  fact,    nodulation   is   very 

late   in   that   type    of  disease,    and  disability  does    take 

place. 
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Ihen,   he  has  raised   the  question,    shall  we  \ase 

such  terras  as  anthraco-silicosis   and  sidero-sillcosis,    and 

I  say  I   think  definitely  not.      I  think  that   they  represent 

an  effort   to  give   a  name   to    something  about  which  we're 

quite   ignorant.     We  don't  know  just  what  the   amount  of 

silica  is   and  the   amoxont  of  coal  dust  is,    in  anthraco- 

silicosis,    and  I  don't  think  the  adding  of   a  name   adds  any- 

thing to  it  at  all. 

I  think,    if  the  man   is   a  coal  miner,    it   Is  better 

to  say  we  have  pneiimoconiosis   in  a  coal  miner,    with  infec- 

tion or  without  infection,   with  disability  or  without  dis- 

ability,   and  I  certainly  do  not  prefer  to  use   a  new  term 

for  every  pulmonary  condition  associated  with  a  special 

dust.      I    think  it's   better  to  use   the  name   of    the  dust  if 

you  want  and  the   type  or  description  of  the   type  of  work, 

as    suggested  before,    and  I  agree  completely  with  Doctor 

Lanza  in  that  regard. 

And,    finally,   he  has  raised  the  question  as    to 

whether  beryllium  is  or  is  not  in  pneumoconiosis.      I  don't 

think  it's  worth  while   getting  into  a  detailed  discussion 

of   that   at   this    time.      It  perhaps  would  come  better  later 

in   the   Symposivim.     Beryllium  is   apparently  primarily  a 

disease   of   the   l^lng,    as  we  know   it,    when   the  patient  has 

inhaled  beryllium.      The   pathology   is  practically   canpletelyi 

limited  to   the  Ixang,      It  may  be   argued  that  this   is   not  an 
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irritative  process,    somewhat  similar  to  silica,    let  us    say. 

Well,  maybe  it  is   and  maybe   it  isn't.      I  don't  know,  but  I 

remember   the   days,    in   iiie  early  days  of  these  discussions, 

when  we    tiiought   that  the  harmful  effect  of  breathing  sili- 

ca dust  was   due   to  its   sharpness   and  hardness,    and   then  a 

short  time   later,   we  foomd  out   that  when  workers  breathed 

carborimdum  dust  which  was  very  sharp  and  very  hard,   we 

didn't  get  the  same  results   as  we  got  in  the   case  of  silica 

dust  exposure* 

At  that  time,   we  gave  up    the  notion  that   the 

irritative   effects  were  due    to  the   hardness  and  sharpness 

of  the   dust   and  it  was  generally   agreed  that  there  must  be 

"some  pecTiliap   chemical  reaction  between  the  tissues   and  the 

'crystalline   silica*     Well,    if  that's    true   and  I  presume  it 

is   true,   the   alumintim  workers   would  seem  to   indicate 

that  also   —  if   that's   true,    then   isn't  that  somewhat 

similar   to  the  effect  of  the   entry  of  silica,   of  beryllium 

dust  on  the   tissues  of   the  lungs. 

In   that  respect,   beryllium  may  act  very  much  like 

silica,    and  I  think  it  would  be  unwise  at   this    time   to 

strike  out   the  possibility  that  beryllium  should  be  classed 

as    a  pnetunoconiosis. 

Well,    I  don't  know   that   I've   added  an   awful  lot   t<j> 

the   disciossion,   but   it's   one   man's   view  and  I   think  whan 

it's  all   added   together  with  Doctor   Sander  and  the    other 
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members   of  the  panel,   maybe  we  will  be   able  to   come  to  some 

agreement  on  terminology. 

Thank  you, 

BY  DOCTOR  VORWALD: 

Thank  you.   Doctor   Greenburg,      Again,    Doctor 

Greenburg  does   favor   the  usage   of  the   identifying  of  dust 

disease   as   dust  disease   in  a  specific  worker,      I  should 

like,    at  this  point.   Doctor   Greenburg,    to   ask  one   qxjestion, 

which  I«m  not  clear  on  at  the  moment.      Do  you  or  do  not 

you  favor   the  use  of  the    term   'pnevmioconiosis  t    as   a  generic 

term  or/jdp.  you  wish  it  to  be  restricted  only  to    those 

dusts  which  do  produce  pulmonary  damage? 

BY  DOCTOR  GREENBURG; 

No,    I  would  say  -   I  tried  to    indicate  that   I 

favor   the  larger  square  in  which  the    term  is   xised  for  all 

dust  inhalation, 

BY  DOCTOR  VORWALD; 

As  a  generic  term? 

BY  DOCTOR  GREENBURG; 

Yes,    as   a  generic    term;    I   thought    I  made  that 

very   clear. 
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BY  DOCTOR  VORWALD: 

I  don't  know  if  I'm  correct,  but  do  I  \mderstand 

that  Doctor  Lanza  favors  restricting  pnexamoconiosis  to  the 

dust  disease,    or  do  you  prefer  it  as  a  generic  definition? 

BY  DOCTOR  LANZA: 

The   dictionary  definition  says,    a  pulmonary  dis- 

ease  characterized  by  fibrosis,   so  that  would  seem  to   shut 

out  the   allergies   and  a  number  of   other  things   called  pxxl- 

monary   disease,    from  inhaling.      I  think  we're  dealing 

specifically  with  the  organic  dusts  that  produce  fibrosis. 

BY  DOCTOR  VORWALD; 

Do  you  believe   that  pnevimoconiosis    should  refer 

to   all  dusts   or  specific   dusts? 

BY  DOCTOR  LANZA: 

To   inorganic  dusts. 

BY  DOCTOR  VORWALD: 

To  all   inorganic   dusts? 

BY  DOCTOR  LANZA: 

If   they  produce   the   result;    a  lot  of  inorganic 

dusts   don't  do   anything   at  all.      You're  talking  about  a 
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September  10,  1952 

Arthur  J.  Vorwald,  M.D. 
The  Trudeau  Foundation   . 
P.O.  Box  551 
Saranac  Lake,  N.Y. 

Dear  Art: 

Attached  is  a  first  draft  of  my  opening  statement  for 
the  panel  discussion  on  Monday  morning.   i  am  sure  that  there will  be  considerable  duplication  and  lack  of  coordination  be- tween the  statements.   For  that  reason,  most  of  the  statements probably  will  need  much  revision  before  publication  in  the  Pro- ceedings.  I'm  sure  mine  will. 

As  you  will  note,  I'm  sticking  my  neck  way  out  with 
many  positive  statements  which  may  be  quite  unpopular.   They certainly  ought  to  start  some  good  arguments.   I  doubt  the  need for  planted  questions,  but  find  one  right  away  which  I  didn't touch  m  my  statement:   "Should  combined  terms  such  as  anthra- 
cosilicosis  or  siderosilicosis  be  retained  or  dropped'"   I favor  their  retention  and  believe  very  strongly  that  "sidero- 

silicosis" should  always  be  used  in  iron  miners  with  silicosis. I  say  this  because  I  am  sure  that  the  hematite  contributes  to the  roentgen  shadows  Just  as  with  welders  with  silicosis  in foundry  cleaning  rooms. 

Thanks  to  both  Madge  and  you  for  the  invitations  to  lunch on  Monday  and  Tuesday,  which  I  accept  with  pleasure.   I  am sorry  to  have  to  regret  the  Saturday  noon  invitation  because  I cannot  get  there  until  about  5  P.M.  that  day. 

Here's  to  the  best-ever  Symposium'. 

Sinci 

OAS  FH  0.  A.  S^der,  M.D, 
Enclos . 
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THE  BENIGN  PNEUMOCONIOSES 

0.  A.  Sander,  M.D.,  Milwaukee,  Wis. 

There  has  been  increasing  pressure  in  some  quarters  to  drop 

this  term  which  was  proposed  by  Pendergrass  ten  years  ago  and  also 

to  outlaw  the  terms  "anthracosis, "  "siderosis, "  "baritosis,"  and 

"stannosis."   They  argue  that  this  nomenclature  implies  disease 

and  potential  or  real  disability  in  too  many  minds  and  that  deposits 

of  inert  particulate  matter  in  the  lungs  (whether  or  not  visualized 

by  X-ray)  should  not  be  dignified  by  an  "-osis"  term.   This  school 

of  thinking,  as  exemplified  by  the  definition  of  "pneumonconiosis" 

dreamed  up  at  the  Sydney  Conference  last  year,  suggests  that  "carbon, 

iron,  barium,  or  tin  pigmentation"  are  more  benign  designations  for 

these  non-disabling  material  deposits. 

I  am  not  of  this  school  and  have  been  most  unhappy  about  this 

turn  of  events.   In  my  outline  of  "The  Pneumoconioses"  which  I  have 

been  using  for  teaching  for  a  number  of  years,  I  define  "pneumo- 

coniosis" simply  as  "dust  in  the  lungs."   This  includes  all  dusts 

which  are  small  enough  to  reach  the  alveoli  and  which  are  retained 

in  the  lymphatics  after  they  have  been  phagocytized.   This  is  the 

true  generic,  meaning  of  the  term  and  carries  with  it  no  implication 

of  any  reaction  to  the  dust.   By  constant  repetition  and  education 

of  persons  dealing  with  these  problems,  there  is  no  basis  for  impli- 

cation of  disability  in  anyone's  mind  when  this  term  is  used. 

In  my  lectures  to  medical  school  students,  the  most  convincing 
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vay  I  have  found  to  clarify  the  thinking  on  the  --oses" 
 is  to  pass 

around  some  of  Dr.  Cough's  colored  vhole  lung  sections  showi
ng  moderate 

coal  dust  deposits.   I  point  out  particularly  the  localizat
ion  of  the 

carbon  particles  in  the  lymphatics  around  the  blood  vessels,  g
iving 

the  "nodular"  effect  on  the  cut  section.   All  residents  of  highly 

industrialized  cities  have  similar  anthracotic  pigmentation,  w
hich  is 

a  true  pneumoconiosis  due  to  carbon  deposits.   Such  pneumoco
niosis, 

however,  is  not  a  fibrosis,  does  not  predispose  to  tubercul
osis  or 

other  infection,  and  does  not  cause  impaired  lung  function  or
  dis- 

ability.  Were  such  carbon  radiopaque  as  is  iron,  tin,  and  barium, 

most  of  us  would  have  the  pneumoconiosis  diagnosis  made  from  our
  chest 

films.   Since  it  is  not,  our  chest  films  are  read  as  showing  "he
althy 

lungs."   Repeated  at  frequent  intervals  to  the  students  is  that 

"pneumoconiosis  is  not  synonymous  with  fibrosis  because  these  ine
rt 

deposits  of  carbon  also  are  a  pneumoconiosis." 

I  also  do  not  favor  the  suggestion  that  the  term  "benign  pneumo- 

coniosis" be  dropped,  even  though  I  never  have  liked  it  too  well  be- 

cause of  the  implication  that  all  which  is  not  benign  is  necessarily 

malignant.   It,  nevertheless,  serves  the  very  useful  purpose  of 

setting  apart  those  pneumoconioses  which  are  known  not  to  cause  fibros
is 

or  disability  and  not  to  predispose  to  tuberculosis.   Perhaps  "inert 

pneumoconiosis"  would  be  a  more  precise  term,  but  the  "benign"  will  be 

hard  to  drop  because  it  has  been  used  so  long.   Should  there  be 

general  agreement  that  it  be  dropped,  then  I  suggest  "fibrogenic  pneum
o- 

coniosis" as  the  most  descriptive  term  for  silicosis  and  asbestosis  and 

"inert  pneumoconiosis"  for  siderosis,  stannosis,  and  baritosis. 

This  raises  the  question  "Are  these  inert  or  inactive  dusts  truly 

inert  at  all  times  and  under  all  circumstances?"   For  the  pneumoconiosis 

of  the  South  Vales  coal  miner,  it  likely  is  a  matter  of  degree.   Minimal 

i 
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to  moderate  depoBition  of  this  coal  dust  appears  to  result  in  no 

structural  changes,  but  heavy  deposition  seems  to  cause  the  focal 

emphysema  described  by  Drs.  Fletcher  and  Gough.   The  definition  of 

this  pneumoconiosis,  therefore,  must  include  these  differences  in  the 

resulting  pathology  due  to  the  degree  of  deposition  of  coal  dust. 

For  the  other  inert  dusts,  such  as  iron,  tin,  and  barium,  I  have 

not  seen  a  single  case  of  so  much  retention  that  structural  change 

and  impaired  lung  function  resulted.   All  appear  to  have  remained 

truly  inert  pneumoconioses.   In  the  siderosis  of  welders,  for  example, 

the  iron  deposits  in  the  perivascular  lymphatics  cause  no  cellular 

response  at  all — not  even  a  foreign  body  reaction.   You  will  note  the 

complete  absence  of  fibrous  tissue  in  these  sections  of  welders' 

lung  (show  slides).   For  the  tin  oxide  pneumoconiosis  (stannosis) , 

both  Bartak  in  Czechoslovakia  and  Hughes  in  this  country  have  shown 

the  absence  of  fibrosis  in  two  autopsy  cases.   Function  studies  by 

Stocklen  of  two  tin  cases  were  entirely  normal.   Both  had  unusually 

heavy  tin  oxide  deposits  as  revealed  by  their  chest  films.   Pendergrass 

has  reported  several  barium  oxide  cases  (baritosis)  in  which  there  were 

heavy  deposits  of  barium  dust  in  the  lungs  without  pulmonary  symptoms. 

None  of  these  have  come  to  post-mortem  study  to  my  knowledge. 

In  conclusion,  I  believe  very  strongly  that  there  is  ample  cause 

to  retain  the  present  generic  definitions  of  pneumoconiosis  and  of 

benign  or  inert  pneumoconiosis  and  that  the  specific  terms  such  as 

siderosis,  stannosis,  and  baritosis  be  retained  as  well.   With  con- 

tinual education  of  medical  students  and  the  medical  profession  and 

with  constant  repetition  of  the  phrase  "pneumoconiosis  is  not  synony- 

mous with  fibrosis,"  the  misunderstandings  of  the  past  will  gradually 

fade  away. 
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Arthur  J.  Vorwald,  M.D. 
The  Trudeau  Foundation 
P.O.  Box  551 
Saranac  Lake,  N.T. 

Dear  Art: 

I  am  sorry  for  the  tardiness  of  my  paper.   After 

getting  into  it  I  didn't  like  any  of  it,  either  the  fu^»i*J«d 

manuscript  or  the  atenotypisf s  notes.   I  know  you  will  like 

the  rerision  far  better  than  the  original.   It  follows 
 pretty 

well  what  I  actually  said,  but  says  it  better. 

Your  touch-up  of  the  discussion  of  that  morning  ses
sion 

is  excellent  and  I  see  nothing  to  change.   I  hope  you  wil
l 

include  the  letter  of  February  ZU   from  Miller  and  
Peterson 

in  which  they  vote  to  retain  the  original  generic  meani
ng  of 

the  term  "pneumoconiosis." 

I  am  returning  one  additional  page.  No.  33,  and  hope 

you  can  add  ■    with  the  possible  exception  of  categ
ory.!." 

After  seeing  the  sample  films,  of  which  I  now  have  a  
set,  I 

am  more  than  ever  convinced  that  their  category  1  is 

Homer  Sampson's  old  "stage  of  imagination." 

Best  regards. 

Since 

OAS  FH 

Enclos. 

0.  A.  SaMder,  M.D. 
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The  mere  diagnosis  of  pne

umoconiosis 

,u  those  states  is  suffic
ient  in  man.  cases  to  co

nstitute  liability. 

.t..„»t  to  determine  the  typ
e  of  dust  involTed 

Too  often  there  Is  no  att
empt  to  aei..r 

or  the  extent  of  the  res
ulting  pathological  chan

ge. 

TO  me  the  soundest  solutio
n  of  the  problem  is  to  co

nsider  all 

,.  us  as  having  pneumocon
iosis  because  we  all  are

  retaining  particu- 

true,  then  the  term  has  n
o  place  in  occupational  

disease  laws. 

.ISO,  the  dictionary  and  
textboo.  definitions  must 

 be  revised  and 

A        •ph#.re  now  is  much  evidence  which 

the  -fibrosis-  implication  
removed.   There  now 

-.  +Ar.cr    in   the  past  decade  that  t
here  are  numerous 

has  been  accumulating  in  tne  
pas* 

inactive  dusts  which  cause  no
  fibrosis  at  all. 

.irst  of  all,  let  us  loo.  at
  one  of  Gough- s  colored  gross  lung 

sections  showing  a  moderate  a
mount  of  coal  dust  retention,

  which  is 
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i comparable  in  appearance  to 
 most  city  dvellerB*  lungs.  

 Hote  the 

deposition  of  the  pigment  aro
und  the  blood  Tassels  giving 

 a  nodular 

appearance  on  cross  section  o
f  the  lung.   Were  the  coal  du

st 

radiopaque,  the  X-ray  pattern
  also  would  be  nodular  and  t

he  X-ray 

diagnosis  then  would  be  -pneum
oconiosis  due  to  carbon  dust." 

  But  be- 

cause anthracotic  pigmentation  in  m
oderate  degrees  is  not  visual

ized 

by  X-ray,  such  a  chest  film  is
  read  as  "healthy  lungs,-  as  a

re  moat 

of  our  chest  films.   That  is  pr
ecisely  why  most  of  the  trouble

 

with  the  term  has  arisen.   Most
  physicians  think  of  it  as  a  r

adio- 

logical term,  whereas  it  actually  mean
s  only  -dust  in  the  lungs,- 

vhether  it  can  be  visualized  by
  X-ray  or  not. 

A  number  of  inactive  or  inert 
 dusts  now  are  recognised  which

  are 

readily  seen  radiologically  
when  retained  in  sufficient  

amount. 

First2  were  the  welders'  sideros
is  cases  due  to  retention  in  the 

lungs  of  iron  oxide  partieles.
   The  X-ray  pattern  is  discre

tely  nodu- 

lar and  closely  resembles  nodular  
silicosis  by  X-ray,  yet  post-mo

rtem 

studies  have  shown  no  evidence  of
  fibrosis.   As  far  as  we  have  bee

n 

able  to  determine  in  the  past  fi
fteen  years,  iron  oxide  is  a  tru

ly 

inert  or  inactive  dust.   Grinde
rs  and  flame  cutters  of  steel  m

ay 

have  similar  iron  oxide  exposu
res  of  sufficient  degree  to  be

  visualized 

3,4. by  X-ray  as  nodulation. 

The  term  -siderosis-  for  such  iron
  pigmentation  is  a  perfectly 

proper  one,  but  as  with  pneumo
coniosis  there  must  be  no  im

plication 

of  fibrosis  in  the  term.   Zenker
^  defined  siderosis  as  a  -fibro

sis 

of  the  lungs  due  to  iron,-  which 
 is  quite  understandable  because 

 the 

iron  miners'  lungs  studied  by  Zenker
  in  1867  were  fibrotic.   He 

incorrectly  attributed  the  fibrosis 
 to  the  iron  rather  than  to  the 

quartz  dust  which  all  the  miners  had  breat
hed  along  with  the  iron. 

They  actually  were  cases  of  siderosilico
sis. 
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Additional  examples  of  inert  or  inactive  dusts  are  tin  oxide 

and  barium  oxide,  which  when  retained  in  sufficient  degree  result  in 

dense  sharply  defined  nodulation  by  X-ray.   let  in  spite  of  such  ex- 

treme deposition  of  particulate  material,  all  studies  of  such  cases 

have  shown  a  complete  absence  of  fibrosis  or  impaired  lung  function. 

Function  studies  byy^StockleE[|^  of  two  tin  cases  were  entirely  normal. 

Bartak^  in  Czechoslovakia  and  Dundon  and  Hughes"  in  this  country  have 
■^   n  --      ,_,8 

shown  the  absence  of  fibrosis  in  detailed  post-mortem  studies  of  two 

cases  with  tin  deposits.   The  term  "stannosis"  is  perfectly  proper 

for  tin  pigmentation  provided  there  is  no  implication  of  fibrosis  in 

the  term.   Several  barium  oxide  or  baritosis  cases  have  been  reported 

by  Pendergrass^  in  which  there  were  heavy  deposits  of  barium  dust  in 

the  lungs  without  symptoms.   One  of  these  has  come  to  post-mortem 

study, ^°  which  clearly  showed  the  barium  deposits,  but  unfortunately 

there  was  an  associated  anthracosilicosis  due  to  this  person's  earlier 

work  in  anthracite  mines. 

This  brings  us  to  the  term  "benign  pneumoconiosis,"  first  used 

by  Pendergrass    in  1945,  which  seems  so  unpopular  in  many  quarters. 

My  only  objection  to  it  is  that  the  benign  designation  implies  that 

all  other  pneumoconioses  are  malignant,  which  is  not  true.   Some 

fibrotic  pneumoconioses  are  quite  benign,  especially  when  minimal  in 

degree.   The  term  "inert  pneumoconioses"  probably  is  preferable. 

Hevertheless,  "benign"  most  likely  will  stick  because  it  serves  the 

very  useful  purpose  of  setting  apart  those  pneumoconioses  which  are 

known  not  to  cause  fibrosis  or  impaired  lung  function  and  not  to 

predispose  to  tuberculosis. 

As  for  the  compound  terms,  I  favor  the  retention  of  "sidero- 

silicosis"  if  both  history  and  X-ray  pattern  suggest  that  there  has 
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^   been  sufficient  free  silica  exposure  along  with  the  iron  to  cause 
silicosis  and  the  root  lymph  nodes  seem  definitely  enlarged  on  the 
chest  film.   AS  you  know,  siderosis  alone  does  not  cause  enlargement 
of  the  root  shadows,  which  makes  this  an  important  point  in  differen- 

tial  diagnosis.   Anthracosilicosis  "should  be  retained  only  for  those 
cases  in  which  there  is  a  clear-cut  history  of  free  silica  exposure 
along  with  the  coal  dust  and  the  chest  film  shows  clear-cut  evidence 
of  a  nodular  pattern  resembling  silicosis.   In  the  absence  of  signi- 

ficant silica  exposure  in  a  coal  miner  with  pin-point  or  micro- 
nodulation  and  emphysema,  the  term  -pneumoconiosis  of  coal  workers- 
seems  the  best  devised  so  far.   i  cannot  agree,  however,  that  that 
diagnosis  is  proper  if  the  only  X-ray  evidence  of  pathological  change 
Is  emphysema.   More  about  this  will  be  heard  from  Drs.  Fletcher  and fiugh-Jones. 

In  conclusion,  I  believe  very  strongly  that  there  are  sufficient 
sound  reasons  to  retain  the  present  generic  definitions  of  pneumo- 

coniosis and  the  more  specific  terms  of  silicosis,  siderosis  and  the 
others  as  well.   If  the  general  word  -pneumoconisosis-  is  causing 
so  much  trouble  in  medicolegal  circles,  let's  take  it  out  of  our 
occupational  disease  laws.   It  should  never  have  been  there  in  the 
first  place.   There  those  pneumoconioses  which  are  known  to  cause 
disability  when  in  sufficient  degree  of  development  should  be  so 
clearly  defined  that  there  is  no  cause  for  quibbling  over  terms. 

With  continual  education  of  medcal  students  and  the  medical  pro- 
fession and  with  constant  repetition  of  the  statement  that  «pneumo- 

coniosis  is  not  synonymous  with  fibrosis,-  the  misunderstandings 
of  the  past  will  gradually  fade  away.   And  never  forget  to  add  that 
-you  and  I~ell  of  us— have  a  pneumoconiosis.- 
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disease. 

BY  DOCTOR  VORWALD; 

So  you  wish  to  restrict  the  use  of   the   terra 

'pneiaraoconiosis»    to  a  disease? 

BY  DOCTOR  LANZA;  •  ̂ 

'        That«s  right, 

BY  DOCTOR  VORWALD;         '     i'    ' 

Perhaps  sometime  later  on  in  the  morning,    someone 

will     define  it  for  us,  what   is  a  disease. 

BY  DOCTOR  LANZA;"}-  ''  \ 

Well,   if  you're  sick,  you  know. 

BY  DOCTOR  VORWAIJD;\^: 

:r :■'.-■  As  Doctor  Lanza  says,    if  you're   sick,   you  know. 

Well,    our  next  member  of  the  panel   is   Doctor 

Sander,  who  is   associate  in  Medicine   at  Marquette  Univer- 

sity Medical  School,    and  who  is  Consultant  in  Industrial 

Medicine   from  Milwaukee,  Wisconsin.      Doctor  Sander  has  his 

views  regarding  this   subject,   which  I  believe  will     be   some4' 

what  different  than  those  which  have  already  been  expressed, 

BY  DOCTOR   SANDER; 

Doctor  Vorwald,   Members   of   the   Syrapositim:      I'm 

one  who  has  been   teaching   students  for    the  last  fifteen 
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BY  DOCTOR  SANDERS 

Doctor  Vorwald,  Members  of  the  Symposium:    I»m  one  who 

has  been  teaching  students  for  the  last  fifteen 
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years,    that  pneumoconiosis    is   an  overall   term  covering  all 

inhaled  dusts.      It  simply  means   dust  in  the   l\ings,    and  to 

me,    limiting  the   term  to   those   dusts  which  cause   disease  or 

cause   symptoms,    is  like   saying  it  suits   our  convenience  now 

to  say    that  the  world  is   flat.     We  know  Christopher  Columbo 

said  the  world  was  round  and  they   thought  he   was   crazy  at 

that   time.     ¥e  finally  have    accepted  that.     Well,   now,    it 

suits  our  convenience,   maybe  because  of  our  legal  friends, 

to  say  that   the  world  now  is   flat  again.     To  me,    it's    just 

as  ridiculous   to  limit  the   term   'pneumoconiosis'    to  those 

conditions  which  cause   symptoms. 

Dust  in  the  lungs  --  we  all  have  some  pneumocon- 

iosis,   every  one  of  tis,    those  who  live   in  the  city  or  live 

in  cities,   even  the  farmers  have  some  pneiamoconiosis,   be- 

cause  they  inhale   organic   dusts.      It's   just  as    simple   as 

that   to  me.      Let's   assume   everyone  who  comes   to  your   office 

has  pneumoconiosis.      Olien,    let's  be   specific  after   that. 

What  is   it  due   to? 

Speaking  of  dictionary  definitions.   Doctor  Johns- 

ton sent  me  this,    and  I   think  it's   too   good   to  pass  up.      I 

don't  believe  in  dictionaries,    and  here   is   the   latest  defi- 

nition,   found  in  Blackstone's  New  Gold  Medical  Dictionary, 

the  latest  edition.      Grinder's  Asthma   is   an  interstitial 

pneTJmonia  due   to   inhalation  of  fine  particles    set  free  in 

grinding  steel,    and  then  it   says.    See  Fibroid  Phthisis,    and 
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then  you  look  up   fibroid  phthisis,    on  Page   770,    and  it   says; 

Chronic   slowly  progressive   pulmonary   tuberculosis  with   ex- 

tensive fibrosis   and  mild  symptoms.      That's    the  latest 

edition. 

The   only   textbook  I  know  which  has   defined 

•pneumoconiosis t    as  an  overall   term,    generic   term,  meaning 

any  dust  in  the  lung  is  Doctor  Johnston's  book.     Now,    you 

look  up   any  medical   textbook  today,    and  it  will  say 

pneumoconiosis   is   fibrosis   due    to   the   inhalation  of   dust. 

We  have   the   evidence   of  dusts  which  cause  no  fibrosis,   and 

it's  perfectly  clear   evidence.        .   .,         ... 

We  have   it,   first   of  all,   with  the   iron  oxide,   anc. 

we  have   it  with  the   tin  oxide.     Me  have  it -with  the  barium 

oxide   and  there   are   others.     We   certainly  have  it  with 

altunlnum  oxide,     Alvmiinim  oxide  doesn't  show,  becatise   it's 

not  as  radiopaque,   but   it's   deposited  in  the   same   way.     We 

have  it  with  carbon  pigmentation,   and  in  carbon  pigmentation 

the  pathologist  says,    there   it   is,    the  paro-vascular  lymph- 

atics  aroxind  blood  vessels.      It  looks   like  nodular   sili- 

cosis,   doesn't   it?      It's   carbon  pigmentation.      If  that 

carbon  were  radiopaque   as    is    iron,    tin  and  barium,    we   all 

would  have  nodulation  by  X-ray,    every   one   of  xis .      Then 

we'd   agree    that  we    all  had  pneumoconiosis,   but  because   our 

chest  films   are  read  as   healthy  lungs,   we   can't  believe   that 

we  have   pneumoconiosis,   but  we   do.     We're    all  carrying 
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31. plenty  of  material  in  our  paro-vasc;xlar  lymphatics,    and 

it's  not  doing  any  harm,   not  doing   any  more  harm  than  these 

little   carbon  particles   are   doing   in  these  paro-vascular 

lymphatics. 

There  is   just  a  little   difference  in   the  coal  pig' 

mentation  and  coal  reaction  than  you  get  with  the  simple 

soot  in  the   atmosphere.      Coal,  being  a  hydrocarbon,    ca;ises 

irritation,   tmdoubtedly,    in   the  bronchial s   and  there   is  an 

added  factor  of  obstruction,   which  xindoTjbtedly  we'll  hear 

about  from  our  English  friends  and  Doctor   Orenstein,  but 

soot  in  graphite  and  non-irritating  materials,    like   iron 

is  non- irritating.     You  can  inject  it  under  the  skin  and  it 

is    the   same    thing  as  a   tattoo  mark.      There   is  no  fibrosis. 

There   is  no  keloid.      There   is  no  reaction, 

I   think  we  might  look  at  these   slides.      Many  of 

you  have    seen  these  welders   sections,    but  I  thought  it 

would  be  quite  important  to  review  it  again,   because  it  is 

basic,      I  hope  you  can  see    the   absence   of  any  reaction  what-' 

ever.      Three   out  of  four  here  have    seen  these,    but  probably 

they're  worth  seeing  again. 

This   is    the  welder  who  worked  inside  of  a   tank 

for   ten  or  eleven  years.      There  was  no   attempt  at  ventila- 

tion  so  he  had  heavy  welding  fume   exposure.     Welding   fume,     ! 
i 
i 

you  know,   is   ninety-nine  percent  plus,    iron  oxide,    very 

fine   dust.      He  had  no  symptoms.      He  had  this   nodulation. 
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which  when  we  saw  the  fiHa  in  1935,   we   scratc

hed  our  heads 

and  said,   he  probably  has   silicosis.      He  h
as  no  silica  ex- 

posure,   and  we  wondered,    is    there  possibly   a  free   si
lica 

liberated  in  the   carbon  arc  from  the   coating
  of  liie  welding 

rod.     After  all,    there   is   sodium  silicate 
 binder   in  the 

coating,    and  we   investigated  that   and  t
here  was  no  evidence 

of  any  SiOg.     Well,    this   fellow,   unfortunat
ely,   died  a  year 

later,    and  we  were   able   to  get  his  lungs. 

May  we   see  the  next,   please?     And,    this  is    th
e 

low  part  view,   showing  the  deposits  of  pig
ment  in  the  paro- 

vascular  lymphatics.      The  next  is   a  high  pow
er  view.     Note 

the   absence   of  fibrosis.      Here   is   a  high  po
wer  view,    show- 

ing the   extreme   amount  of  pigment  deposit  in
  the  paro- 

vascular  lymphatics.      That  pigment  is   i
nside  the  paro- 

vasculars.      Grossly,    that  lung  looked  ju
st  like  an  anthra- 

pigmentation,   .^ich  you  see  in  most  ad
ults   living  in  cities 

but  with  some   ferrous   cyanide  stain,  we  w
ere   able  to   prove 

this  was    iron  oxide  from  his   welding  fumes.    
  Note   the   ab- 

sence of  fibrosis,    and  in  the  next   slide,    is    the   o
ne   for 

connective    tissue,    showing  complete   ab
sence  of  fibrosis, 

no  fibrous   tissue   reaction,    no   intelli
gible  virus. 

We  have    the   additional   evidence   from  the   tin 
 case^ 

We  have   had  -  there  have   been   two  post  mort
em  studies,    one 

by  Bartuk  in  Czechoslovakia,    and   the   
other  by  Doctor   Hu^es 

and  both  showed  a  complete   absence   of  fi
brosis    in  these    tin 
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deposits.     Unfortunately,    I  didn't  bring  my  slides,  but  you 

all  have   seen   the   extreme  pigmentation  with  the   tin  oxide, 

and  we  have   two  good  post  mortem  cases,  which  show  a  com- 

plete  absence  of  fibrosis,    and  just  an  inert  deposition, 

Bartxak  did  complete   function  s  tu dies   on  his   cas- 

es  and  foTond  no  decrease   in  pulmonary  function.      The  barium 

cases   of  Doctor  Prendergast  have  no   symptoms   of  any  kind. 

There  are  not   too  many  barium  cases.      There  hasn't  been 

that  much  bariian  oxide  exposure,   but  there    again,   we  have 

this  marked  deposition  of  inert  material,   which  causes  no 

fibrosis. 

Therefore,    I  say  there  is    such  a  thing  as   inactivo 

dust  and  no  matter  how  much  iron  oxide,   no  matter  how  much 

tin  oxide,   no  matter  how  much  barium  oxide  you  inhale,   you 

are  not  going   to  get  symptoms.     We  have  yet  to  see  a  case 

of  tin  oxide  with  symptoms.      They  haven't  seen  any   in 

Cleveland  where   they  have  uncovered  a  good  many,     Bartuk 

had  no  case  with  symptoms,    in  spite  of   the  extreme  X-ray 

evidence   of  it.      So    there   is   such  a    liilng,    in  my   opinion, 

of  inactive  dust,    and  I  don't  like    the   term  benign  piienmo- 

coniosis  any  more   than  you  do, 

I  wish  Doctor  Gene  Prendergast  were  here   to   de- 

fend himself.      He   coined  the   term,   you  know,    about   ten 

years   ago.      Benign  implies    that    the   other  pneumoconioses 

are  malignant.      I  don't  like   it  for   that  reason  because 
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3k* they're  not  all  malignant  either. 

I   think  inert  pneimioconiosis  would  be   a  perfectly 

proper   terra  for   the  pxire  iron  oxide,    the  pure   tin  oxide, 

and  the  pure  barium  oxide   deposits.      I   think  it  woiild  be 

perfectly  proper  because  we  have   the  pathological  evidence 

that  it  does  not  cause  reaction,    that  it  doesn't  cause 

symptoms. 

As  for   the  retention  or  discard  of  such  terms   as 

anthraco-silicosis   or  sidero-silicosis,    I  think  it  would  be 

perfectly  proper   to  retain  sidero-silicosis  where  you  know 

that   there  has  been  both  silica  and  iron  exposure.     Every 

iron  miner,    no  matter  vftiere  he  works,  who  has    any  expos xire 

to  silica,    and  most  of  them  do  have  exposure  to   silica,   we 

have  been  looking  for  iron  miners  who  have  never  had  exposure 

to  silica,   had  only  hematite  expostire,    and  we  haven't  found 

one   so  far.     Every  miner  has   a  sid^o-silicosis   if  he    de- 

velops  anything  at  all.     We  know  he  has  hematite  in  his 

lungs,    and  I  firmly  believe   that  some   day  we're  going  to   be 

able    to   show    that    this   hematite  itself,    in  itself,   is   add- 

ing to   the  nodulation  which  we   see  by  X-ray. 

Me  have   seen   it  in  a  few  post  mor terns   in  iron 

miners,   where    there  was   considerable   iron  pigmentation, 

which  -undoubtedly  helped  produce    the   nodulation.      I  have 

yet  to  find,    however,    a  miner  who  had  only  iron  pigmenta- 

tion,   that   is    that  he  had  a  nodular  pattern  in  his   X-ray 
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film  where   the  pattern  was   due   only    to  iron  pigmentation. 

We  haven't  fovnd  such  a  case   and  we  may  not,   becaxase   all    of 

the  miners   in  the  past,    the   older  men  who  have  nodulation, 

by  X-rays,    always   helped  drill   the   shafts,    and  the    shafts, 

as  you  know,    are   in  silica,    in  quartz.      They're   usually 

quartz  veins,    so  even  the  mucker,   who  has  only  ore  dust 

exposure,  has  had  silica  exposure   in  the  past,  because  h« 

usually  helped  in  the  drilling  of  the   shafts. 

I  believe,    firraay  believe,    that   it  is   perfectly 

proper  to   retain  the   term  sidero-sillcosis.      As  for  the 

coal  miners  pneumoconiosis,    I'm  definitely  in  favor  of 

throwing  out  the   term  anthraco-silicosis.     We  know  that 

there   is   a  pathology,    in   tiae   absence  of  any  significant 

amoxint  of  free  silica  vri.th  coal  dust.      Doctor  Fletcher 

and  his   coal  workers  have   shown   that  very   clearly,    and  you 

will  hear  more   about  that  later.      I   do  not  believe   that 

that   term  is  proper. in   the  majority   of  coal  miners  pneumo- 

coniosis  cases* 

Now,    as   for  pneumoconiosis    Itself,    I'm  in  favor 

of  retaining  it,    and  keeping   it   as    an  overall  term,    and 

always    driving  home    to  whomever  you're   talking   to,    when- 

ever you're   thinking  about   it,    that  you  and  I,    all  of  us 

have   some  pneTjmoconiosis. 

Thank  you. 
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BY  DOCTOR  VORWALD: 

Thank  you.  Doctor  Sander.  You  have  heard  Doctor 

Sander  express  his  views,  which  are  somewhat  different  th
an 

those  expressed  by  the  previous  members  of  the  panel.   As 

I  interpret  it.  Doctor  Sander  is  in  favor  of  retaining  t
he 

word  tpneumoconiosis'  and  using  it  in  its  generic  sense, 

that  is  that  it  has  reference  only  to  the  inhalation  of 

dust,  and  does  not  have  reference  to  either  the  sympto
matol-. 

ogy  or  the  character  or  extent  of  pathology  within  the  
lung 

Furthermore,  he  agrees  with  an  expression  by 

Doctor  Greenburg,  that  there  are  active  and  inactiv
e  dusts. 

Jtm  sure  that  we,  too,  would  agree  with  that  view.  Do
ctor 

Sander  is  in  favor,  therefore,  of  trying  to  identify  some
 

of  those  conditions  as  pneumoconioses  which  are  produce
d 

by  inactive  dusts.   He  is  inclined  to  retain  the  
term 

sidero-sillcosis,  but  is  in  favor  of  discarding,  at  l
east 

for  the  time  being,  the  term  anthraco-silicosis,  
I  believe, 

in  the  final  analysis,  on  the  basis  that  we  just  do
  not 

know  what  the  precise  etiological  agent  is  which  is 
 giving 

rise  to  this  pulmonary  change,  as  seen,  for  example,
  in 

coal  workers. 

I  should  merely  like  to  put  a  question  to  the 

audience  at  this  time  for  consideration.   Since
  there  are 

active  and  inactive  dusts,  and  should  we  rest
rict  ttie  term 

pneumoconiosis  to  those  pulmonary  conditi
ons  which  are 
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DEFINITION  OF  PNEUMOCONIOSIS  -  SOME  LEGAL  ASPECTS 

Paper  Read  By- Richard  C.  Wagner,  Manager,  Casualty  Department, 
Association  of  Casualty  and  Surety  Companies,  at 
Seventh  Saranac  Symposium,  on  September  22,  1952, 
at  The  Saranac  Laboratory,  Saranac  Lake,  New  York. 

The  question  of  definition  of  medical  terms  would  seem,  as  a  matter  of 

first  impression,  to  be  a  problem  exclusively  for  the  medical  profession.   Cer- 

tainly it  can  be  conceded  that  it  is  primarily  a  medical  problan.   Obviously 

that  was  the  view  of  the  sponsors  of  this  meeting,  for  here  I  am  the  only  attorney 

in  a  group  of  five  eminent  physicians.   However,  somewhat  closer  study  reveals, 

as  is  often  the  case  in  the  field  of  occupational  diseases,  that  medical  definitions 

have  important,  often  vital,  bearing  on  legal  rights  both  of  employers  and  employees. 

This  is  especially  true  where  such  definitions,  and  any  defects  they  may  contain, 

are  incorporated  into  any  statute.   They  are  also  of  importance  where  they  form 

part  of  the  testimony  or  influence  the  judgment  of  a  medical  witness. 

Let  me  illustrate.   We  are  here  interested  in  the  definition  of  the  term 

"pQe^^oconiosis"  and  those  of  the  other  diseases  or  conditions  that  fall  within  the 

broad  scope  of  that  general  term.   In  New  Hampshire  for  example,  the  Workmen's 

Compensation  Law  provides  compensation  for  certain  listed  diseases,  including 

"silicosis  and  other  pulmonary  dust  diseases."   Whether  a  particular  condition 

can  be  classed  as  a  pulmonary  dust  disease  will  determine  whether  or  not  that 

particular  individual  will  receive  compensation  therefor.   The  tiltimate  determin- 

ation in  such  a  case  is  very  likely  to  rest  on  the  medical  testimony  which  is  pre- 

sented.  Does  beryllium  poisoning,  for  example,  fall  within  thife  category?  What 

about  an  allergic  reaction  to  let  us  say  flour  dust? 

A  medical  expert  confronted  with  the  necessity  of  expressing  an  opinion 

on  the  point  might  be  inclined,  if  my  experience  is  any  criterion,  to  a  liberal 

interpretation  in  order  to  enable  the  claimant  to  receive  compensation.   What 
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'  voiiid  hie  testimony  be,  however,  where  instead  of  resulting  in  the  granting  of 

/^/^^„  compensation,  classifying  a  particular  condition  as  a  pulmonaiy  dust  disease  votjld^.., 

^^^"^  'resulV'in  reducing  or  possibly  barring  the  payment  of  ccnqjensation^"^  As  no  doubt^^^-''  . ':-'^^ 

^  -"  -,,  miny  of  ypu  know,  many  states  have  special  provisions  with  respect  to  silicosis 

I-  .'  an4  some  of  the  other  dust  diseases.   There  are  provisions  for  graduated  scales 
ll  ",;■■■  .■'',-'■  '*    '\      .  y       '  ■  --■  .."  . 
•".*■.  ̂    of  bonefi-JiS,  the  so-calldd  escalator  clauses,  whereby  compensation  for  disability  •  ■  !.;  ;. 

v-k;'^  -  •  -  -  ■  ■  ■  .  ;       ■    ,    ,       ;   .  .;.;-;^  •  ,     •  i-.  .,;:::v  :&-.i:^^ 

JH''^^^  pc<nirring  ehortly  after  the  ef'fective  date  of  the  law  is  limited,  "^v  Special  re- ■  ̂  "^jp^^^P^- <:: 

^^W  'quirements  as  to  exposure  or  time  limitations  are  also  provided. -;,  The  particularVc j%;"-  ''' 
.■^.■:^'^^^'-  v-n.-%r^^:''^^'^'^'-  '  ""  -■"-"■■'"■V'  ■•'■■'-'    "•'  „:"'=^-^^':-''-;;^, 
N^:^^^^  facts^of  a  specific  case  might  well  not  fit  those  particular  requirements.   let  '  ;  "y^H 
iM-' ''■'■' .    "'■  ■'■'^!sj^  '.-'■■'                 ■■    ■                 ,  -■         '      .■  '    '•■  ''-.. 

Ill.'Ui  coMiBt^cy  is  necessary.   A  different  answer  to  the  same  question  can  hardly -be....  :  .i,!^, /. 

^■; -*^  iustiflM  te(^   of  tlie  difference  in  the  effect  such  an  answer  would  have.  At     :  '  ?^ KH~ 

K^SW  tie  same"  time,  it  might  be  well  if  in  fonnulating  the  definitions  on  which  opinions  /rv^r'  -. 

f^^M^^ij^'^'y^^t''^^^^   effect  of  the  use  of  particular  language  msiy  well  be  •   ;  ̂ ^-J 

|j^".  *riv^*Bbme^Consi^^^^^       -Their  effectiveness  as  useful  tools  in' the  solution  of  ;;■,■-% 

^^^^^iwii^TOblCTis  would  .thereby-'be  'enhanced.  '--  -  >'  •'  7;;?^^:':;^Wf '-«^^K^i^  %r^-'::^^^%W^ 

i^J^^i'v?-  .:  ̂ '^'tf^^  ^jiat  the  problem  of  definitions  is  of  significance  und^r  a' 

^&^  schedule  type  law^'v  It  is  of  importance  also,  particularly  with  respect  to  dust  i'^""^^'  '•' 

^li^V';  diseases,  under  a  law  providing  broad  occupational  disease  coverage  either  with  or., 

nf-^  '■■"* 

"*'*"  without  definition.   As  I  lave  mentioned,  a  number  of  states  have  found  it  necessaiy 

?-■'?  because  of  the  special  nature  of  the  dust  diseases,  to  include  provisions  specifically 

dealing  with  such  diseases  which  differ  from  those  relating  to  occupational  diseases 

generally.   A  general  descriptive  term  is  necessary  to  describe  the  diseases  to  which 

these  special  provisions  shoiild  be  applicable.   At  the  same  time,  such  a  term 

should  not  be  so  broad  as  to  be  applicable  to  conditions  to  which  those  special  pro- 

visions should  not  apply.   The  term  would  have  to  be  general  for  if  specific 

diseases,  say  silicosis  or  asbestosis,  only  are  mentioned,  avoidance  of  these 

special  provisions  may  be  attempted  by  alleging  disability  from  one  of  the  other 

dust  diseases. 
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  ^M^:?f^-   The  ifegislaiiive  history  of  such  provisions  in  MichiiganisllntereBting  in 

tcS^I'this  connecUon.v  Vhen  provisions  for  compensation  for  occupational  diseases  verei;^^.
 

4**#-  first  enacted  in  1937,  the  schedule  of  such  diseases  included  three  different  ^;  .^:^.4.  . 

references  to  dust  diseases.  One  vas  stone  workers  or  grinders  phthisi
s  caused 

^^^  bv  quarrying,  cutting,  crushing,  grinding  or  polishing  of  stone,  or  grinding  o
r 

Ji^^  polishing  of  metal.  The  other  vas  silicosis  caused  by  mining.  The: thi
rd  referred 

^IS.to  pneumoconiosis  caused  ty  quanying,  cutting,  crushing,  grinding  
or  polishing  of 

^  metal. ^-^  It  is  apparent  that  the  Legislature  in  this  instance  tos  having
  some  diffi- 

^IScuity  vith  definitions.  In  1943  the  schedule  vas  repealed  and  a  broad 
 definiUon 

N^-" 

;^-' 

Substituted.  In  that  state  the  special  dust  disease  provisions  both  before  and    ,  ̂ ^ 

^ter  the  1943  amendment  referred  to  "silicosis  or  other  dust  disease."  
From  the  ;•  .^  ;^ 

^i^Sae  of  the  •vrord  silicosis  the  inference  seems  plain  that  the  disease  must  be  pulmonary. 

I^^ix.  ■..      '  "■-■':  ■   ■■      ■       ■■■■^/: 

^Sl^et  I  believe -the Especial  inclusion  of  that  word  would  have  been: desirable.  Some  -  ■:
'• 

^^^ubt  as  to  the'  scope  of  these  provisions,  however,  must  have  existed  for  in  1945 

**'. 

"*. 

jn|S;Ki;,.:  ;'>■-• 

raVJ'-'*, 

iJir;/' 
^^^^k- 

^ttaa^provisions  for  Aperiodic  ptysical  examinations  were  added  \tte?e^r^rT^ 

pS3«6ilicosis,  pneumoconiosis  or  other  dust  disease."  These,  I  may  add,  
have  since 

^^^I^been  repealed  .when  .because  of  indefiniteness  they  were  held  unconstitutional 
 ty^ 

^^;--^.^e  court.  .. ;^ ■;-:';,,  ;'^.;  ^       .   ^ 

This"  legislative  histoiy  is  of  interest  as'  indicating  the  difficulty  ex- 

perienced in  the  use  of  terms  in  just  one  state.  It  might  be  noted  further  that 

while  the  schedule  was  in  force  in  Michigan  there  was  considerable  question  whether 

silicosis  was  compensable  in  any  industry  except  mining  and  whether  the  term 

pneumoconiosis  was  broad  enough  to  include  silicosis,  Sutter  vs.  Kalamazoo  Stov
e 

and  Furnace  Ckampany,  1941,  297  Mich.  226,  297  N.W.  475;  Gerlesits  vs.  Lakey  Foundry 

and  Machine  Company,  1947,  319  Mich-  229,  29  N.W.  2d  856;  Mercante  vs.  Michigan 

Steel  Casting  Company,  1948,  320  Mich.  542,  31  N.W.  2d  712. 

While  we  are  discussing  terms,  I  would  like  to  express  a  word  of  caution. 

^•V'VrK;; 

-H.  f-'  '^■c^M  '' 
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If  a  condition  has  a  name,  there  is  a  tendency  among  lAymen;  to"  feel  that  it 

^,,,  i' ■  ;Sv/!;i  is  disabling  and  that  it  should  be  compensable.'  Many  .different  tenas, 'and  new  ones 
•^'*'r::v* 

■u^M^^ 

seon  to  be  cropping  up  with  surprising  frequency,  have  been  ■  said  to  COTie  within  the 

general  scope  of  the  word  pnevmioconiosis.  If  that  term  or  an  equivalent  is  used 

without  adequate  definition  in  a  law,  any  condition  which  might  be  said  to  come 

within  its  scope  is  deemed  to  be  compensable.  Yet,  if  I  am  not  mistaken,  a  ntnaber 

?$^^#fe  of  these  are  not  considered  to  be  disabling;  The  Fifth  Edition  of  Gould's  Medical 
;.■■■■-  -:■,  '■..'■'      ■    "   •'>■  ■...  -,        .-'- 

Dictionary  (1941)  defines  pneumonokoniosis  as:  ■        *  '^■ 

"A  general  term  applied  to  chronic  induration  or  fibroUB  inflammation 

of  the  lungs  due  to  the  inhalation  of  dust.  Various  names  are  given  to 

it  according  to  the  kind  of  dust  causliig  the  inflnmmatioh;  antiiracosis, 

*  -■  -i^   "■'■ 
■   -  ■  ■"■'/■'•■ ''  '•'"-■  iV; 

that  due  to  the  inhalation  of  coal-dust;  siderosis,^;that ^due  to  inhalation 

of  metsd-lic  dust;  chalicosis, . that  due  to  the;inhalation  of  mineral  dust." 
.■-«'>-^, 

w^i^'.;:"-'^^>'r^- ,      A  layman  might  well  feel  that  all  these  conditionsnfire.^r. should  be  ccm- 

S^'£,i.-ti^^^  US  look,  however  J  iat  the  1949  Edition  apparently  of  ;the'"s?une  book 

•"•  ",  ̂ r  now  known  as  *Blakiston's  New  Gould  Medical  Dictionary"  Urst  Edition;'  Pneumonoconiosis 
■;,;  ■-■-..aw,. 

is  defined  as:    o         '[-p--  "r.-:^:  ■.■-'''  \    •■■/■■■      •  - 

"Chronic  inflammation  of  the  lungs  caused  by  the  inhalation  of  dust. 

,  All  of  the  recognized  forms  are  due  to  mineral  dusts.  (Neither  irritations 

of  the  bronchial  tree  nor  acute  infections  resulting  from  inhalation  of 

organic  dusts  are  classed  as  pneumonoconioses . )  The  predominant  reaction 

is  fibrosis,  which  varies  in  type  with  the  etiologic  dust.  Silicosis  and 

asbestosis  are  the  main  forms  of  pneumonoconiosis  known  to  cause  disability. 

Other  forms,  known  as  benign  pneumonoconioses,  in  which  the  reaction  is 

limited  to  the  stromal  tissues,  are  anthracosis,  due  to  carbon  dust, 

siderosis,  due  to  iron  dust,  calcicosis,  due  to  marble  dust,  and  baritosis, 

due  to  barivim  dust.  Also  see  beryllosis . " 
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I  t>1^nV  you  vill  agreg  that  there  jls  considerable  difference  in  the  effect  these 

two  definitions  would  have  on  laymien.','!^    ,   ;; ,  !. 

;-n^.i^-i^: 
'  '  '  '"  Thajb  jny  point  is"not"ia<»demic,  is  evidenced  ty  a  law  recently  adopted  in 

Alabema.  This  law  enacted  in  1951  (Act  No.  180,  Laws  of  1951,  effective  June  29, 

1951)  provides  ccanpensation  only  for  ̂ occupational  pneumonoconiosis."  This  is 

defined  as:  ■  ̂          ''  -^^'^S^;^'^^'    , 

y  V  2^iv,9v-:^*A  disease  of  the  JxingsJjcaased  ty  inhalation  of  minute  particles  of 

:i.%./.f^  >f  {,  dust  over  a  period ' of  vtime. and  \rtiich  said  dust  is  due  to  causes  €ind 

-;  -?^  ,'?-'"  '^^  the  course  of  the  employment  without *;  .  • -i^-^  ■    '   '  -'  .     ■'  -"    ,  -  ■-■^  ->.  *'.^>^.-,;.^^",-/'  :.,  _■  ■  ■ 

'  ̂  y   T&SBjrd  to  whether  or-not'isaid  causes  or  conditions  are  inherent  in  the 

J.  •^'~"  employment  or  can  Wf eliminated 'or  reduced  ty  due  care  on  the  part  of 

'"  the  employer.  The  term  'occupational  pneumonoconiosis'  shall  include, 

V  "^^^^^  1^        limitation, .such  diseases  as  silicosis,  siderosis, 

■  y  Cvr  '- >ia' :  anthracosis,  arithra-sllicosiSj  anthraco-silicosis,  an thraco- tuberculosis, 

^^^^      W^^  alumlnosis,  and  other  diSfeases 

''     of  the  lungs  resulting  from  causes  enumerated  in  this  section." 

,.:-::-   Please: note  the  inclusion  of  siderosis,  anthracosis  and  aliminosis.  I  would  dis- 

.?,;  like ^to  attempt :, to,  define  with; a^       of  certainty  the  scope  of  this  law. 

■  ■'  C  Tet' at 'least 'some  of  you  may  be  called  upon  to  give  an  opinion  whether  or  not  a 

specific  condition  is  or  is  not  "occupational  pnetaaonoconiosis"  within  the  meaning 

of  this  definition. 

Some  of  the  other  statutory  references  to  dust  diseases  may  be  of  Interest. 

In  New  York  the  reference  is  to  "silicosis  or  other  dust  diseases."  A  rather 

interesting  sitiiatlon  arose  under  this  provision.  In  1942  an  employee  claimed 

and  was  awarded  compensation  under  Article  A-A,  since  repealed,  relating  to  dust 

diseases.  The  claim  was  for  disability  alleged  to  have  been  suffered  from  exposure 

to  dust  from  vacuum  cleaners,  Sturesky  vs.  Straussman,  1941,  263  A.D.  771,  30  N.Y.S. 

886.  After  a  period  in  military  service  he  reopened  his  case.  He  now  contended 
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m^^^^"^ ^'*$'"Uia,v  his  condition,  asthma,  vas  not  a  dust  disease  Iwt  an  "occupational  disease." 

1^S°^?s??^^^  The  court  held  that  its  original  decision  vas  not  res  adjudicata  and  on  the  basis 

i^^^^5si^f  of  lithe  medical  evidence  presented,  affirmed  an  avard  tinder  the  broad  occupational 

^v.-^^ijf- disease  provisions.  Apparently,  when  the  original  claim  was  presented,  there  was 

f^--^   '  doubt  whether  the  claimant's  condition  was  an  occupational  disease  or  an  ordinary 

fi^^Jffl-^^ disease  of  life.  The  contention  that  it  was  a  dust  disease  probably' was  thought 

S^^|^*t:tofstrengthen  his  case.  Once  the  occupational  nature  of  his  condition  vas  established, 

k  apparently  to  avoid  the  limiting  provisions  of  Article  4.-^4,  he  was  able  successfully 

j^fci^-to'i^ect  this  theoiy  (id.  194B,  273  A.D.  1036,  78  N.I. S.  2d  $33^  I 'may  add  that 
if^WW^^^-^'  '■■''      ""  ''     "■ 
£S'-':'^^-'4inMLBBcnxri,   on  the  other  hand,  asthma  from  an  allergy  to  vheat  dust  vas  held  not 

fan  occupational  disease  since  it  was  due  to  the  claimant! s  sensitivity  and 
i''!.''S&''■^'^•~>^'i■■'''''^■■■,'^'■   -i.  ■  '  ■'  ..■.-■  '. 

't'i*  i^^^Ot  to  the  hazards  of  the  employment  as  such,  Sanford  vs.  Valier-Sjpies  MillinLg  Co.^ 

Wl950;-235-S^..:2d  92.'  ■  ''$":'---S'r'-::^:-.ijy.: 
r^-iS!'' 

:•  ■  >■  ii"  ,S;«/ii**AS??  ' 

Pl|?^-s^&>{;^In  Ohio  the  silicosis  provisions  are  also  applicable  ■tofbther  occupational 

^;(iiseases  bf^the  respiratory  tract."  This  language  seemsiisomevhat^-lxroaderfthan  the  ' 

1^^^?^^ reference? to  dust  diseases  or  pulmonary  dust  diseases  found  in  some  of  the  other 

lj?j;01aws.  ,  It  may,  for  example,  well  result  in  a  different  construction  than  that  which 

l^^t^Sl^^  reached  in  New  York.  In  Ohio  it  is  interesting  to  note  that  berylliosis  is 

^,^^^^^^^  specifically  excluded  from  these  provisions  although  the  medical  experts  known  as 

2i^^^5^si3J.cosis  referees  are  specifically  given  jurisdiction  with  respect  to  this  disease. 
'  -    ■  ■  T'^t 

•'.'ff^fV^  A  law  providing  compensation  for  occupational  diseases  was  enacted  in 

Louisiana  this  year.  This  contains  a  list  of  compensable  diseases,  including 

asbestosis,  silicosis  and  pneumoconiosis.  In  view  of  the  fact  that  the  courts 

administer  the  Workmen's  Compensation  Law  in  that  state,  the  interpretation  of  this 

term  may  well  present  some  problems,  in  the  solution  of  whiph  -doctors  will  have  to 
J 

play  an  important  part. 

Besides  the  definition  in  Alabama,  Florida  comes  nearest  to  having  a 
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definition  of  duet  dise^es  in^tgStatute  it^^^         state,  compensation  " 
is  provided  for  occupational,  ;di6eases^ under  a  broad  definition.  It  is  there 

further  ̂ P-^i^i^^y.^taJe^^  ^^o^   silicosis,  asbestosis  or  any 

^       dust  disease  shall  be'  caused j^^f^^  the  characteristic  f ibrotic  condition  of the  lungs  caused  from  the  inhalation  of  dust.-  Thus  here  ve  find  with  reference 

to  dust  diseases  a  specif ic^^eference^t;o  fibrosis  which  you  vill  have  noted  is  lack- 
ing  in  some  of  the  other  statutoiy;feferences.  '  ■  ■■ 

;..    ,^    There  are,  of  c<yg6^;||ni|^^^       that  make  specific  mention,  either 
vith  or  without  definitiony^oSiiicosis  and  asbestosis.  These  definitions  are 

fairly  similar  in  vorcUnrg^  ̂ ey  do  differ  in  e:cact  language  from  state  to 
,  state.  Some  include  a:^peciil^ei^nce  to  nodulati^^ 

Others  refer  to  the  «chai|cte3^s||h^  condition  of  .the  lungs  caused  ly  in- 

-'  ̂̂ l^tion«  of  silicon  dioxide  di|C^:asl^^  ^  ̂ ^^ notheaiviof  anyparUtear-^^^tj-arisWfroB^t^^^  Some 

.thought  -^P^^^^^^^^^:i^r0^  ' should  or  should  not  be'inade.  tii^J^S^:'!!;:;};  • ' ;;:   .  j.,;^.?v^.  ̂ ^;V=S*4^#?:.~  .  ̂  

I  have  endeavore^;^  point^/some  of  the  more  important  legal  problems 

that  arise  through  the-use  of  te^^^t  ;definitions  or  where  the  definitions ■;■■■•■—■   :.  ■'i'f^^'$^^^- '':"■'    '-'^   '•'       '   -'  -'"■   ."'.■-■A''  ■ 

used  are  not  completely  satisfag|xp?liinustrM.ion,  specific  reference  to  the 
provisions  of  the  laws  of  the  varlc^PstaXSand  experience' thereunder  has  been 
made.  While  these  are  legal  problems,  lawyers  of  necessity  must  look  to  the  medical 
profession  for  their  solution.  I  believe  it  would  be  of  mutual  benefit  if  in 

fonnulating  such  terns  and  their  definitions  the  medical  profession  kept  some  of  ' 
these  questions  in  mind.  Is  there  a  general  descriptive  tern  that  would  cover 

Silicosis  and  other  similar  dust  diseases  and,  at  the  same  time,  exclude  non-disabling 
conditions?  What  is  and  what  should  be  covered  under  the  tern  pneumoconiosis?  'n.ese 

and  other  questions  will  require  an  answer. "  It  would  be  most  helpful  if  such  answers were  based  on  informed  opinion  reached  after  mature  deliberation. 
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DEFINITION  OF  PNEUMOCONIOSIS  -  SOME  LEGAL  ASPECTS 

/''  Paper  Read  Bjy  \    , /  Richard  C.  Wagner,  Manager,  Casualty  Department, 
/  Association  of  Casualty  and  Surety  Companies,  at 
'  Seventh  Saranac  Symposium,  on  September  22,  1952,   ' 
Vat  The  Saranac  Laboratory,  Saranac  Lake,  New  York.y 

The  question  of  definition  of  medical  terms  would  seem,  as  a  matter  of 

first  impression,  to  be  a  problem  exclusively  for  the  medical  profession.   Cer- 

tainly it  can  be  conceded  that  it  is  primarily  a  medical  problem.   Obviously 

that  vas  the  view  of  the  sponsors  of  this  meeting,  for  here  I  am  the  only  attorney 

in  a  group  of  five  eminent  physicians.   However,  somewhat  closer  study  reveals, 

as  is  often  the  case  in  the  field  of  occupational  diseases,  that  medical  definitions 

have  important,  often  vital,  bearing  on  legal  rights  both  of  employers  and  employees. 

This  is  especially  true  where  such  definitions,  and  any  defects  they  may  contain, 

are  incorporated  into  any  statute.   They  are  also  of  importance  where  they  form 

part  of  the  testimony  or  influence  the  judgment  of  a  medical  witness. 

Let  me  illustrate.   We  are  here  interested  in  the  definition  of  the  term 

"pneumoconiosis"  and  those  of  the  other  diseases  or  conditions  that  fall  within  the 

broad  scope  of  that  general  tenn.   In  New  Hampshire  for  example,  the  Workmen's 

Compensation  Law  provides  compensation  for  certain  listed  diseases,  including 

"silicosis  and  other  pulmonaiy  dust  diseases."   Whether  a  particular  condition 

can  be  classed  as  a  pulmonaiy  dust  disease  will  determine  whether  or  not  that 

particular  individual  will  receive  compensation  therefor.   The  ultimate  determin- 

ation in  such  a  case  is  veiy  likely  to  rest  on  the  medical  testimony  which  is  pre- 

sented.  Does  beryllium  poisoning,  for  example,  fall  within  thife  category?  What 

about  an  allergic  reaction  to  let  us  say  flour  dust? 

A  medical  expert  confronted  with  the  necessity  of  expressing  an  opinion 

on  the  point  might  be  inclined,  if  ny  experience  is  any  criterion,  to  a  liberal 

interpretation  in  order  to  enable  tlie  claimant  to  receive  compensation.   What 
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would  his  testimony  be,  however,  vhere  instead  of  resulting  in  the
  granting  of 

compensation,  classifying  a  particular  condition  as  a  pulmonary 
 dust  disease  vould 

result  in  reducing  or  possibly  barring  the  payment  of  compensation.
  As  no  doubt 

many  of  you  know,  many  states  have  special  provisions  with  respect 
 to  silicosis 

and  some  of  the  other  dust  diseases.   There  are  provisions  for  graduate
d  scales 

of  benefits,  the  so-called  escalator  clauses,  whereby  compensation  for  disa
bility 

occurring  shortly  after  the  effective  date  of  the  law  is  limited.   Spec
ial  re- 

quirements as  to  exposure  or  time  limitations  are  also  provided.   The  particular 

facts  of  a  specific  case  might  well  not  fit  those  particular  requirements.  
 Yet 

consistency  is  necessary.   A  different  answer  to  the  same  question  can  hardly  be, 

justified  because  of  the  difference  in  the  effect  such  an  answer  would  have.  At
 

the  same  time,  it  might  be  well  if  in  formulating  the  definitions  on  which  opinio
ns 

have  to  be  based,  the  legal  effect  of  the  use  of  particular  language  may  well  be 

given  some  consideration.   Their  effectiveness  as  useful  tools  in  the  solution 
 of 

practical  problems  would  thereby  be  enhanced. 

I  have  indicated  that  the  problem  of  definitions  is  of  significance  under  a 

schedule  type  law.   It  is  of  importance  also,  particularly  with  respect  to  dust 

diseases,  under  a  law  providing  broad  occupational  disease  coverage  either  with  or 

without  definition.   As  I  have  mentioned,  a  number  of  states  have  found  it  necessary 

because  of  the  special  nature  of  the  dust  diseases,  to  include  provisions  specifically 

dealing  with  such  diseases  which  differ  from  those  relating  to  occupational  diseases 

generally.   A  general  descriptive  term  is  necessary  to  describe  the  diseases  to  which 

these  special  provisions  should  be  applicable.   At  the  same  time,  such  a  term 

should  not  be  so  broad  as  to  be  applicable  to  conditions  to  which  those  spiecial  pro- 

visions should  not  apply.   The  term  would  have  to  be  general  for  if  specific 

diseases,  say  silicosis  or  asbestosis,  only  are  mentioned,  avoidance  of  these 

special  provisions  may  be  attempted  ty  alleging  disability  from  one  of  the  other 

dust  diseases. 
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The  legislative  history  of  sueh  pro
visions  In  Michigan  is  interesting 

 In 

this  connection.  Vhen  provisions
  for  compensation  tor  occupation

al  diseases  vere 

first  enacted  in  1937,  the  sch
edule  of  such  diseases  include

d  three  different 

references  to  dust  diseases.  
One  »as  stone  .ori^ers  or  grinde

rs  phthisis  caused 

„  ̂rrymg.  cutting,  crashing
,  grinding  or  polishing  of  s

tone,  or  grinding  or 

polishing  of  .etal.  The  other 
 ™s  silicosis  caused  ̂   Mining.  The  third  referred 

to  pne^oooniosls  caused  ̂   quarrying,  cutting,  cnrshlng, 
 grinding  or  polishing  of 

.etal.  It  IS  apparent  that  th
e  Legislature  In  this  instance 

 »>s  having  so.e  diffi- 

culty vith  definitions.  In  19«  the 
 schedule  ̂ s  repealed  and  a  broad  definiti

on 

substituted,  in  that  state  the 
 special  dust  disease  provisions 

 hot^  before  and 

after  the  19«  a.end»ent  referred
  to  "silicosis  or  other  dust  di

sease.-  Trc.  the 

use  of  the  vord  silicosis  the  inf
erence  see„s  plain  that  the  disea

se  .nast  be  pul«>nary. 

let  I  believe  the  special  inclusi
on  of  that  vord  vould  have  been 

 desirable.  Some 

doubt  as  to  the  scope  of  these  pro
visions,  however,  must  have  existe

d  for  In  1945 

*en  provisions  for  periodic  pt^
sical  examinations  were  added  t

hese  referred  to 

.silicosis,  pneumoconiosis  or  oth
er  dust  disease."  These,  I  may  a

dd,  have  since 

been  repealed  when  because  of  in
definiteness  they  were  held  uncon

stitutional  ly 

the  court. 

This  legislative  history  is  of  in
terest  as  indicating  the  difficult

y  ex- 

perienced m  the  use  of  ter^s  in  just  one  s
tate.  It  might  be  noted  further 

 that 

While  the  schedule  ™s  in  force  
in  Michigan  there  was  considerabl

e  question  whether 

silicosis  was  compensable  in  any  I
ndustr,-  except  mining  and  whether 

 the  term 

pneumoconiosis  ̂ s   broad  enough  to  include  sili
cosis,  ̂ tter  vs.  Kala^^oo  Stove 

and  ̂ mace  Company,  19A1,  a97  M
ich.  226,  297  ».«.  A75,  Gerleslts

  vs.  U.ey  Fc^dry 

r^     o-.^  «•  V,  T^Q  t?Q  N  U  2d  856:  Mercante  vs.  Michigan 

and  Machine  Company,  19A7,  319  Mich.  
229,  29  N.W.  Zd  «!>b, 

Steel  Casting  Company,  19^8,  320  
Mich.  5^2,  31  N.W.  2d  712. 

While  ve  are  discussing  tenas,  I
  vould  like  to  express  a  word  of

  caution. 
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If  a  condition  has  a  name,  there  I
s  a  tendency  among  laymen  to  feel  

that  it 

U   disabling  and  that  it  should  ̂
  compensable.  Many  different  ter

ms,  and  ne.  ones 

seem  to  be  cropping  up  vlth  surpr
ising  frequency,  have  been  said  

to  come  within  the 

general  scope  of  the  word  pneumoc
oniosis.  If  that  term  or  an  equi

valent  is  nsed 

without  adequate  definition  in  a  la
w,  any  condition  which  might  be  sai

d  to  come 

within  its  scope  is  deemed  to  be  c
ompensable.  Yet,  if  I  am  not  mista

ken,  a  n»ber 

of  these  are  not  considered  to  be
  disabling.  The  Fifth  Wition  of

  Gould's  Medical 

Dictionary  (1941)  defines  pnemo
nokoniosis  as: 

«A  general  teim  applied  to  chron
ic  induration  or  fibrous  inflamm

ation 

of  the  lungs  due  to  the  inhalation 
 of  dust.  Various  names  are  given  t

o 

it  according  to  the  kind  of  dust 
 causing  the  inflammation:  anthra

cosis, 

that  due  to  the  inhalation  of  coal
-dust;  siderosis,  that  due  to  inha

lation 

of  metallic  dust;  chalicosis,  tha
t  due  to  the  inhalation  of  minera

l  dust.- 

A  layman  might  well  feel  that  all 
 these  conditions  are  or  should  be

  com- 

pensable. Let  us  look,  however,  at  the  1949  E
dition  apparently  of  the  same  book 

now  known  as  ̂ Blakiston- s  New  Gould  Medical  Dictionary"  Fi
rst  Mition.  Pneumonoconiosis 

is  defined  as: 

"Chronic  inflammation  of  the  lungs  ca
used  by  the  inhalation  of  dust. 

All  of  the  recognized  fonns  are  du
e  to  mineral  dusts.  (Neither  irri

tations 

of  the  bronchial  tree  nor  acute  inf
ections  resulting  from  inhalation  o

f 

organic  dusts  are  classed  as  pneum
onoconioses.)  The  predominant  rea

ction 

is  fibrosis,  which  varies  in  type  w
ith  the  etiologic  dust.  Silicosis  

and 

asbestosis  are  the  main  foms  of  pn
eumonoconiosis  known  to  cause  disab

ility. 

Other  foms,  known  as  benign  pneumon
oconioses,  in  which  the  reaction  is

 

limited  to  the  stromal  tissues,  are  an
thracosis,  due  to  carbon  dust, 

siderosis,  due  to  iron  dust,  calcicos
is,  due  to  marble  dust,  and  baritosis

, 

due  to  barium  dust.  Also  see  beiyl
losis." 
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I  think  you  will  agreg  that  there  is  considerable  
difference  in  the  effect  these 

two  definitions  would  have  on  laymen. 

Tl^t  my  point  is  hot  academic,  is  evidenced  by  a  law  r
ecently  adopted  in 

Alabama.  This  law  enacted  in  1951  (Act  No.  180,  Laws  of  1951, 
 effective  June  29, 

1951)  provides  compensation  only  for  "occupational  pn
eumonoconiosis."  This  is 

defined  as: 

«A  disease  of  the  lungs  caused  "by   inhalation  of  minute  particles  o
f 

dust  over  a  period  of  time  and  which  said  dust  is  due  to  cau
ses  and 

conditions  arising  out  of  and  in  the  course  of  the  employment  
without 

regard  to  whether  or  not  said  causes  or  conditions  are  inhere
nt  in  the 

employment  or  can  be  eliminated  or  reduced  by  due  care  on  the  part 
 of 

the  employer.  The  term  'occupational  pneumonoconiosis'  shall 
 include, 

but  without  limitation,  such  diseases  as  silicosis,  siderosis, 

anthracosis,  anthra-silicosis,  anthraco-silicosis,  anthraco-
tuberculosis, 

tuberculo-silicosis,  silico-tuberculosis,  aluminosis,  and  other  
diseases 

of  the  lungs  resulting  from  causes  enumerated  in  this  sec
tion." 

Please  note  the  inclusion  of  siderosis,  anthracosis  and  alu
minosis.  I  would  dis- 

like to  attempt  to  define  with  any  degree  of  certainty  the  scope  of 
 this  law. 

Yet  at  least  some  of  you  may  be  called  upon  to  give  an  opinion  whe
ther  or  not  a 

specific  condition  is  or  is  not  "occupational  pneumonoconiosis
"  within  the  meaning 

of  this  definition. 

Some  of  the  other  statutory  references  to  dust  diseases  may  be  of 
 interest. 

In  New  York  the  reference  is  to  "silicosis  or  other  dust  disease
s."  A  rather 

interesting  situation  arose  under  this  provision.  In  1942  an  employ
ee  claimed 

and  was  awarded  compensation  under  Article  A-A,  since  repealed,  relat
ing  to  dust 

diseases.  The  claim  was  for  disability  alleged  to  have  been  suffered  f
rom  exposure 

to  dust  from  vacuum  cleaners,  Sturesky  vs.  Straussman,  19-41,  263  A.D.  771,  30
  N.Y.S. 

886.  After  a  period  in  military  service  he  reopened  his  case.  He  now 
 contended 
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^    that  his  condition,  asthi^a,  w
as  not  a  dust  disease  but  an  "occupat

ional  disease." 

The  court  held  that  its  original  decis
ion  was  not  res  adjudicata  and  on  the 

 basis 

of  the  medical  evidence  presented,  af
fimed  an  award  under  the  broad  occup

ational 

disease  provisions,  ApparenUy,  when
  the  original  claim  was  presented,  th

ere  was 

doubt  whether  the  claimant's  condition 
 was  an  occupational  disease  or  an  ordin

ary 

disease  of  life.  The  contention  that  i
t  was  a  dust  disease  probably  was  thoug

ht 

to  strengthen  his  case.  Once  the  occu
pational  nature  of  his  condition  was  

established, 

apparently  to  avoid  the  limiting  prov
isions  of  Article  A-A,  he  was  able  su

ccessfully 

to  reject  «.is  theory  (id.  19A8,  273  A.D.
  1036,  78  N.Y.S.  2d  633)  I  may  add  that 

..^n  .Missouri,  on  the  other  hand,  asthma  f
rom  an  allergy  to  wheat  dust  was  held  not 

to  be  an  occupational  disease  since  it 
 was  due- to  the  claimant's  sensitivity 

 and 

not  to  the  hazards  of  the  employment  as 
 such,  Sanford  vs.  Valier-Spies  Milling  C

o., 

1950,  235  S.W.  2d  92. 

In  Ohio  the  silicosis  provisions  are  also
  applicable  "to  other  occupational 

diseases  of  the  respiratory  tract."  Thi
s  language  seems  somewhat 'broader  than  

the 

reference  to  dust  diseases  or  pulmonary  dus
t  diseases  found  in  some  of  the  other 

laws.  It  may,  for  example,  well  result  
in  a  different  construction  than  that  wh

ich 

was  reached  in  New  York.  In  Ohio  It  is  in
teresting  to  note  that  berylliosis  is 

specifically  excluded  from  these  provision
s  although  the  medical  experts  known  as 

silicosis  referees  are  specifically  given 
 jurisdiction  with  respect  to  this  disease.

 

A  law  providing  compensation  for  occupati
onal  diseases  was  enacted  in 

Louisiana  this  year.  This  contains  a  lis
t  of  compensable  diseases,  including 

asbestosis,  silicosis  and  pneumoconiosis.
  In  view  of  the  fact  that  the  courts 

administer  the  Workmen's  Compensation  Law 
 in  that  state,  the  interpretation  of  this 

term  may  well  present  some  problems,  in  t
he  solution  of  Which  -doctors  will  have  to 

play  an  important  part. 

Besides  the  definition  in  Alabama,  Florida  com
es  nearest  to  Having  a 
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definition  of  dust  diseases  in  the  statute  itself.  In  that  state,  compensation 

is  provided  for  occupational  diseases  under  a  broad  definition.  It  is  there 

further  specifically  stated  that  "disability  from  silicosis,  asbestosis  or  any 

dust  disease  shall  be  caused  only  from  the  characteristic  fibrotic  condition  of 

the  lungs  caused  from  the  inhalation  of  dust."  Thus  here  ve  find  vith  reference 

to  dust  diseases  a  specific  reference  to  fibrosis  which  you  will  have  noted  is  lack- 

ing in  some  of  the  other  statutory  references. 

There  are,  of  course,  a  number  of  states  that  make  specific  mention,  either 

vith  or  without  definition,  of  silicosis  and  asbestosis.  These  definitions  are 

fairly  similar  in  wording  although  they  do  differ  in  exact  language  from  state  to 

state.  Some  include  a  specific  reference  to  nodvilation  with  respect  to  silicosis. 

Others  refer  to  the  "characteristic  fibrotic  condition  of  the  lungs  caused  ty  in- 

halation" of  silicon  dioxide  dust  or  asbestos  dust,  as  the  case  may  be.  I  have 

not  heard  of  einy  particiilar  difficulty  arising  from  these  definitions.  Some 

thought  might  be  given,  however,  to  whether  or  not  the  reference  to  nodiilation 

should  or  should  not  be  made. 

I  have  endeavored  to  point  to  some  of  the  more  important  legal  problems 

that  arise  through  the  use  of  terms  without  definitions  or  where  the  definitions 

used  are  not  completely  satisfactory.  In  illustration,  specific  reference  to  the 

provisions  of  the  laws  of  the  various  states  and  experience  thereunder  has  been 

made.  Vhile  these  are  legal  problems,  lawyers  of  necessity  must  look  to  the  medical 

profession  for  their  solution.  I  believe  it  would  be  of  mutual  benefit  if  in 

formulating  such  terms  and  their  definitions  the  medical  profession  kept  some  of 

these  questions  in  mind.  Is  there  a  general  descriptive  term  that  would  cover 

silicosis  and  other  similar  dust  diseases  and,  at  the  same  time,  exclude  non-disabling 

conditions?  Vhat  is  and  what  should  be  covered  under  the  term  pneumoconiosis?  These 

and  other  questions  will  require  an  answer.  It  would  be  most  helpful  if  such  answers 

were  based  on  informed  opinion  reached  after  mature  deliberation. 
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accompanied  by  signs  and  symptoms,  then  vdiat  do  we  do  with 

those  dusts  which  are  inactive  and  give  rise  to  no  such 

symptoms,  if  we  can  not  refer  to  them  as  belonging  to  the 

category  of  pneumoconiosis?    Consider  that  for  a  bit. 

In  the  introductory  remarks  of  this  panel,  I 

mentioned  that  the  terms  and  definitions  have  interest  to 

fields  of  endeavor  other  than  medicine,  and  so  we  have 

asked  the  next  member  of  otir  panel,  Mr,  Wagner,  to  present 

his  views ♦   Mr.  Wagner  is  Manager  of  the  Casualty  Departmen 

of  the  Association  of  Casualty  and  Surety  Companies,  New 

York  City,  New  York.   Mr.  Wagner. 

BY  ̂ ![R.  WAGNER;         ■.  '•   ,•.:  -  \%_   ' 

Doctor  VorwaJ-d,   Ladies   and  Gentlemen  of  this 

SymposiTJim:      I,  unfortunately,    am  going  to  have   to   stick 

pretty  close   to   this  paper,    and  I  realize   that  makes   a 

rather   dry  presentation,  but  if   I  start   to  bandy  around 

some   of  these  medical  terms,    as   a  layman,    I'm  afraid  I'm 

going   to  get  into   trouble,    so   I  might  be   in  trouble    anyway, 

but   I'll   stick  to  what   I  have   here. 

(Mr.  Wagner  read  his  prepared  paper,    copyof 

which  is   on  file   in  the  Saranac  Laboratory). 

BY  DOCTOR   VORVJALD; 

You  have  heard  the   representative  from  the   lega
l 
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BY  DOCTOR  VORWALD; 

You  have  heard  the  representative  from  the  legal 

■fi?^ 
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profession,  and  I  think  it  is  evident  that  that  profession 

is  placing  upon  the  medical  group,  the  task,  and  pleading 

for  clarification  and  definitions  of  terms  by  the  medical 

profession,  for  use  and  application  by  the  legal  group. 

They  look  upon  the  medical  profession  for  those  definitions 

and  that  clarification. 

Oior  next  member  on  the  panel  comes  to  us  frcan 

England.  Doctor  Fletcher  is  Director  of  the  Pneumoconiosis 

Research  Unit  of  the  Medical  Research  Council  in  Cardiff, 

Wales,  and  has  had  much  experience  with  coal  miners  in 

that  area,  and  he  is  also  a  lecturer  of  the  Post  Graduate 

School  of  Medicine,  University  of  London,  London,  England, 

and  I'm  happy  to  introduce  to  you  Doctor  Fletcher. 

BY  DOCTOR  FLETCHER: 

Mr.  Chairman  and  Gentlemen:   I'm  in  slight  dif- 

ficulties, since  this  is  the  first  occasion  on  which  I've 

attempted  to  take  part  in  a  panel  of  this  kind  and  I  don't 

know  to  what  extent  I'm  expected  to  answer  the  questions 

that  Doctor  Vorwald  fired  at  me  across  the  Atlantic,  or 

to  what  extent  I  can  throw  brickbats  at  the  -  some  of  the 

remarks  which  I  regard  as  highly  debatable,  which  have 

been  made  already  this  morning.   I  will  attempt  to  combine 

the  two . 

I  have   been  pleased  with    the   definition  of 
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Dear  Art, 

I  enclose  my  comments-  on  your  questions  concerning 
the  definition   and  classification  of  terms  pertaining  to 
pneumoconiosis,        I  have   added  an  extra  paragraph  at  the 
end  on  pneumoconiosis  without  radiological   change,   which  is 
a  problem  upon  which  I   should  be    glad  to   have  the    views  of the  Panel. 

If  it   is  also   suitable  for  the  discussion,   would 
the  following  question  be   considered  by  the  Panel? :- 

"Since  radiography  provides  the   single  most 
important   piece   of  evidence  in  the  diagnosis   of 
pneumoconiosis,   the  present   lack  of   agreement   as  to 
the  earliest  characteristic  radiological   signs  of 
pneumoconiosis  and  as  to  the   method   of  classification 
of  the  more   advanced  stages, is  an  important   source  of 
national  and  international   confusion, JQoes  the  Panel 
agree  that    if   an  international  body,   such  as   W.H.O. 
or  I.L.O.    were  to   assemble   sets  of  radiographs 
derived  from  men  working  in  some   of  the  major  pneumo- 
coniosis-risk  industries  and  were  to  circulate  them 
for  classification  to    leading  experts  in  different 
countries,    some  measure  of  present   agreemsnt   and  dis- 

agreement would  be  obtained  and  that,    in  the  light 
of  these  findings,    a  conference  of  the  experts 
concerned  might  be   able  to  agree  upon  a  common  system'^ Later  circulation  of  further  sets  of  films  might   then 
ensure  that  the   system  was  being  used  in  the   same  way 
in  different   countries." 

/  I   am  not   sure  whether  this   is  an  appropriate 
topic  for  the  Panel.        I  have  been  trying  to   stimulate 
I.L.O.   to   do  something  about  this  question  of  radiological 
classification  for  two  years  withoxit    success,    but    I  think 
it   is  possible   that   7/.H.0.   might  be  stimulated  by  a 
resolution  emerging  from  a  Saranac  Symposium. 

Yoxirs  sincerely. 
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Fnevunoconiosis 

Strictly,   pneumoconiosis  means  a  "process 
in  the  lungs  caused  by  dust"   and  is   theoi>fetically  initia

ted 
when  the  first  dust  particleffbecome*  lodged  m  the  lung 

parenchyma  and  cause*. any  reaction.        For  practical 

purposes  the   definition  of   pneumoconiosis  proposed  by  the 
International  Conference   of  the  I.L.O.   in  Sydney  m  1950 

is  reasonable:    "Pneumoconiosis   is  a  diagnosable  disease  ot 

the  lungs  produced  by  the   inhalation  of   dust,  the  term 
"dust"  being  understood  to  refer  to  particulate  matter  m 

the   solid  phase  but  excluding  living  organisms   .        Ihe 
terms   "diagnosable"   here   implies  the   presence  of  signs  or 

symptoms,   but  not   always   loss  of   function   (paras.   5  and  2? 

of  the  report  of  the  Conference).        To  me,   the   word  "diseas
e 

here   implies  any  abnormal  condition  of    the    lungs.        It    is 

always  difficult  to  define   Just   where  normality  ends   and 

abnormality  begins.        No   sharp  distinction  can  be   drawn 
between  the   accumulation  of   soot  or  dust   in  a  town  dweller  s 

lung  and  the   earliest   changes  of   coal   pneumoconiosis,    or 

even  silicosis.    (1,   2).        It  would  be   reasonable   in  some 

cases  to  speak  of   "town  dwellers'   pneumoconiosis   .        ■'^  _ 
scientific  medicine  the  diagnosis  of   pneumoconiosis  should 

1  thus  be  made   as  soon  as   any  characteristic  change  can  be 

':  detected,    whether  this  be    clinical   or  radiological  during 
'  life,   or  histological   after  death,    so    long  as  this  change 
;  can  be  reasonably  attributed  to   the  presence  of   dust.        In 

'most  forms  of  pneumoconiosis  histological   changes  are  the 

first  to   appear,    and  radiological  abnormality  precedes  the 

appearance  of  clinical  or  functional   changes  by  many  years 

(although  in  some  forms  of   pneumoconiosis  such  as  asbestosis 
and  byssinosis   and,   as  I  shall  show  later,    in  some   cases  of 

coal  pneumoconiosis,   the  reverse  is  true).        These  radio- 
logical  changes   are  due  to  dust   in  the  lung  which,  for 

scientific  and  logical  reasons,   must  be   regarded  as  con- 
stituting pneumoconiosis. 

The   chief   objection  to   applying  the  term  pneumo- 
coniosis to   cases  without  disability  is   psychological.        A 

man  may  be  told  that   he   has  pneumoconiosis  on  the  grounds  of 
radiological  evidence,   and  may  then  be  disgruntled  if  he   be 

not  granted  compensation:    or,    in  an  area  such  as  South  Wales 
where   large  numbers   of  men   are   seriously  affected  by  the 
disease,    he  may  be   alarrasd  by  the  diagaosis   and  develop 
an  anxiety  state.        It   would,    therefore,    be    advantageous  to 

have  a  separate  term  which  could  be   used  for  non-disabling 

pneumoconiosis,   but   since  non-disabling  and  disabling  pneumo- 
coniosis are  usually  but   different    stages   of   a  single  patho- 

logical process,    it  would  be   illogical   in   scientific  medicine 
to  use   separate  terms.        Moreover,    the   radiologist  or 
pathologist,    as  he   classifies  radiographs  or  sections  of 

lungs,    cannot  distinguish  the   disabled  from  the   non-disabled 
and  must   apply  the  term  pneumoconiosis  to    all  those   in  whom 
he  finds  abnormality  attributable   to  dust.        We   use   the   term 
tuberculosis  to  cover  both  the    healed  apical   scar  and 
extensive   active   disease;    we   distinguish  the  two   by  suitable 
prefixes,    and   sensible    doctors   do    not    alarm   their   patients 
by  telling  them  -that    they   have   pulmonary   tuberculosis   v/hen 
they  discover  an  apical  scar  in  a  routine  radiograph. 

For  purposes   of   compensation  it    may  be  necessary 
to  define   a  limit   of   acceptable    abnormality   (whether  clinical 
or  radiological)   below  v/hich   an  official  diagnosis  of  pneumo- 

coniosis will  not  be  made,    above  the   lowest   limit  recognised 
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by  special  investigators.       It  might  ̂ e   appropriate  to 
describe  pneumoconiosis  of  severity  sufficient  to  merit 

compensation  as  "compensatable   pneumoconiosis   ,   and  to 
define  its  limits  for  each  form  of  pneumoconiosis  m 

appropriate  histolfigical,   radiological,   clinical  or functional  terms. 

In  the  Pneumoconiosis  Research  Unit  we   have  not 

found  it  difficult  to  explain  to    a  mafi  that   his  radiograph 
"shows  that  he  has  been  a  miner,   but  does  not  show  enou^ 

dust  to   do   any  harm"   and  that   he    cannot  therefore  expect 

compensation.        In  border-line   cases  also  we   have  found  no 

difficulty  in  explaining  that  doctors  may  disagree  with  one 
another  in  assessing  the  severity  of  the   disease   so  that  in 

such  cases,   while    application  for  compensation  may  be   worth 

making,    the   man  must  not  be   surprised  if  it  fails  despite 
our  own  diagnosis  of   pneumoconiosis.        We  have  foimd   the 
Welsh  coal  miner  much  more  ready  to   accept  the  existence   of 

observer  error  among  doctors  than  are  members  of  the   medical 
profession  themselvesi 

Active   and  Inactive  Dusts 

The  pathological  activity  of  a  dust   depends  not 
only  on  its  chemical  nature  but   also   on  its  physical 
characteristics,    such  as  size-distibution,    and  upon  the 

dose   adminstered,    so  that  no  simple  classification  of  dusts 
into   active   and  inactive  is  possible.        For   example,    a  given 

quantity  of  20  Angstrom  silica  may  be  highly  active  if   given 
in   a  single   large  dose,  but  the  same   quantity  may  have  no 
effect   at   all   if   adminstered  in  small  concentration  over  a 
longer  period. 

It  might  be  possible  to  reach  a  theoretically 
sound  classification  of  dusts  according  to  their  activity   on 
the  basis  of  the   relationship  between  the    amount   of  material 

retained  in  the    lung  and  the  degree   of   pathological  change. 

Thus,    an  active  dust  would  be  one  in  v/hich  the   degree  of 
pathological  reaction  aa^  its  presence   in  the    lung  is   great 
in  relation  to  the   amoTofit  of  retained  material   (e.g.    silica 

and  berylliiim)    and  an  inactive   dust  would  be   one  in  which 
the  pathological   change   is  relatively  small   (e.g.    coal   and 

iron"),  but   here  we  meet  the  difficulty  that   dusts   such  as coal  which  would  be  classified  as  inactive  per  se  may,    in 
combination  v/ith  tuberculous  infection,   produce   gross 
pathological  changes. 

A  vast    amount   of   study  would  be  required  to 

achieve   anything  but  a  rough  classification  along  these 
lines  and  it  would  still  be  of   little  practical   use.        As 

I  hope  to   show  in  my  paper  on  the  iipidemiology  of  Coal 
Miners'   Pneumoconiosis,   we  now  have   evidence  that  Welsh 

anthracite   or  steam  coal  dusts  produce  much  more  pneumo- 
coniosis  in  men  exposed  to  them  than   do   English  bituminous 

coal  dusts   in  the   same    airborne   concentration,   and  yet  the 
dgeree   of  fibrosis  in  the   lungs   of   anthracite   and   bituminous 
coal   miners   in  relation  to  the   amoimt   of   retained   coal 
does  not   appear  to  be  very   different.-      These   different 
effects  may  be   due  to   differences   in  the   proportion  of   the 
Inhaled  dust    retained   in  the    lung,    the   reason  for  which  we 
do  not  understand. 

Any  classification  of  dusts  into  active  or 
inactive  on  the  basis   of    animal  experiments  may  be 
dangerously  misleading.        Coal   dust  was  for  years  regarded 
as   harmless   in  Great  Britain  and   is    still   so   regarded   in 
Germany,    largely  because    animal    lungs  do  not  show  any 
fibrotic  response  to   inhaled  coal  dust,    and  yet  the 
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Silicosis 

I  am  unaware  of  any  difference  of  the  "««^i?f  °^^ 
A-h^  ̂ tAc^  "disease"   and  "condition"   in  reXatxon  to   sxIicosls.

 

r^SS  any  plthologcal  change   attri
butable  to  free   sxlxca 

^^T^^r  Silicosis  I  distinguish  the  formation  of 

^iforS  disfribSed:concentric,cfl
la6enous.fibrotic  nodules 

by  the  term  "Classical  nodular  silicosis
   . 

Terms  for  Specific  Entities 

■hn  riiic^t  the  word  pneumoconiosis  should  be  used,    prece
aeu  uy 

Srktrf  in  coli  mines)  but   should  not  be   ap
plied  to  the 

Sdina^  coal  workers'   pneumoconiosis  m  which 
 there   is   no 

evidenS  that   silica  is  responsible  for  
the  fibrosis. 

Clarity  is  gained  by  using  prefixes  to   the 

general  term  ̂ neLioconiosis"  for  the  pu
lmonary  conditions 

attributable  to  specific  dusts. 

Pneumoconiosis  Without  Radiologp-cal  Change 

In  South  Wales  Professor  Gough  has  occasiona
lly 

demonstrated  cases  of   severe  focal  emphysema   
in  simple 

coafpnemoconiosis  which  must   have  been  di
sabling  during 

life  but  which  was  unassociated  with  any  rad
iological 

abnormality.        Dr.    Hugh-Jones  will  show  m  his   pa
per 

SS?^  that  the   impiirment   of  ventilatory 
 function  m 

coTSLrs  with  simple  pneumoconiosis  is   ̂ ^iJ^^^ll^^^^^''^^ 

to  the  severity  of  the  radiographic  changes  an
d  that   coal 

miner!  Without   any  radiological   abnormality  appea
r,    on  the 

SerSge     to  have  impaired  ventilatory  capacit
y  when  compared 

S??  SA-S?ners   of  the   same   age.        This   impairnent  
 is      in 

Sme  cLes.    associated  with  f^*«^<i^^^^  *°   ̂ ^^^f  ̂ -^a^Itf oA 

WhPther  this   disability  is  attributable  to    
dust   mhala-cion 

^  cannot   yit   sly.      Further  studies  of    much  larger  
samples 

of  M^e?s  Kd  of  men  from  various  other  dusty  
and  non-dusty 

occSa^ionfwill  be  required  to  establish   
its   smnificance. 

But  these  preliminary  findings  do   suggest    t^t 

we  mav  at  present   pay  too  much   attention  to  
the  radiological 

SctSe   in  dlcidinl  the    question  of   compensati
on  m  simple 

?neScon?os!s.        It  might  be  fairer  to   -°^-^^f./^^^^*fi,^ 

occupations   if  we   were  to  compensate   respirato
ry  disability 

regardless  of  the   radiological   picture^ whenever 
 this    dis- 

ability falls  well  outside   the    range   of    the  normal   at  the 

Appropriate   age   and  is   not  clearly  attributable   
to  other  non- 

occupltionll  lespiratory  disease.        Improvements   in
  respiratory 

function  tests, which  might   enable   the    pattern  of    impaired 
function   in  pneumoconiosis  to   be   distintiuished  from  t  hat    ot 
emphysema  and   chronic    bronchitis, would   greatly    help   m  tnis decision.  g^^AU..^ 

1.  Davson,   J.    and  Susman,    W. (1957). J.   Path.Bact.,   45,    597 

2.  Harding,    H.E.(1949)   Proc.    9th   Int.    Congr,    Industr.    Med. 19^8 
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tter. 

The  Significance  of  the  word  Pneimoconiosis
 

Strictly,  pneumoconiosis  means  a  "proce
ss  in  the  lungs  caused 

by  dust"  and  is  theoretically  initiated  whe
n  the  first  dust  particles 

become  lodged  isi   the  lung  parenchyir^  and  
cause  sjay  reaction.   For 

practical  purposes  the  definition  of  pneu
moconiosis  proposed  by  the 

international  Conference  of  the  I.L.O.
  in  Sydney  in  1950  is  reasonable: 

"Eneu^noconiosis  is  a  diagnosable  disease 
 of  the  lungs  produced  by  the 

inhalation  of  dust,  the  tern  'dusf  bei
ng  understood  to  refer  to 

particulate  matter  in  the  solid  phas
e  but  excluding  living  organisms". 

The  tern  -diagnosable-  here  i^lies  the  pr
esence  of  signs  or  symptans, 

but  not  always  loss  of  function  (p.ras.
  5  and  27  of  the  report  of  the 

Conference).   To  me.  the  word  'diseas
e-  here  implies  any  abnormal  con- 

dition of  the  lungs.   It  is  always  difficu
lt  to  define  Just  where 

noxn-ality  ends  and  abnonnality  begin
s.   Ho  sharp  distinction  can  be 

drawn  between  the  accumulation  
of  soot  or  dust  in  a  town  dweller

- s  lung 

and  the  earliest  changes  of  coal  p
neumoconiosis,  or  even  silicosis  (

1,2). 

It  would  be  reasonable  in  some  
cases  to  3pealc  of  'town  dweller's

  pneumo- 

coniosis",   in  scientific  medicine  the  diagno
sis  of  pneumoconiosis 

should  thus  be  made  as  soon  as  a
ny  characteristic  change  can  be 

 detected, 

whether  this  be  clinical  or  radio
logical  during  life,  or  histolog

ical 

after  death,  so  long  a.  this  cha
nge  can  be  reasonably  attributed

  to  the 

presence  of  dust.   In  most  fo
nns  of  pneumoconiosis  histologi

cal  changes 

are  the  first  to  appear,  and  rad
i9logical  abnonnality  precedes  

the 

appearance  of  clinical  or  f^mctio
nal  changes  by  many  years  (alt

hough  3^ 

3ome  fox^  of  pneumoconiosis  s
uch  as  asbestosis  and  byssinosis

  the  reverse 

is  true).  These  radiological  ch
anges  are  due  to  dust  in  the  lu

ng  and  n^t 

for  scientific  and  logical  reas
ons  be  regarded  as  constituting 

 pneumoconiosis. 

I  feel  there  is  some  danger  i^
  using  a  definition  based  upon

  hist- 

ological examination  of  lungs  because  it
  may  encourage  men  to  undergo 

 lung 

biopsy  in  order  to  obtain  hist
ological  proof.   Without  lung

  biopsy  a 

histological  definition  canno
t  be  logically  applied  durin

g  life. 

l^A 
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The  only  objection  to  applying  the  term  pneumoconiosis  to  cases 

without  disability  is  psychological.   A  man  may  be  told  that  he  has  
pneumo- 

coniosis on  the  grounds  of  radiological  evidence,  and  ma^  then  be  disgruntled 

if  he  be  not  granted  compensation:  or,  in  an  area  such  as  South  Wales  
where 

large  numbers  of  men  are  seriously  affected  by  the  disease,  he  may  
be  alarmed 

by  the  diagnosis  and  develop  an  anxiety  state.    From  this  point  
of  view  it 

would  be  advantageous  to  have  a  separate  terai  which  would  
be  used  for  non-disabling 

pneumoconiosis,  but  since  non-disabling  and  disabling  pneumoconiosis  
are  usually 

but  different  stages  of  a  single  pathological  process,  it  would  
be  illogical  in 

scientific  medicine  to  use  separate  tenns.   Moreover,  radiologists  
or  pathol- 

ogists, as  they  classify  radiographs  or  sections  of  lungs,  cannot  
distinguish 

the  disabled  from  the  non-disabled  and  mast  apply  the  tenn  
penumoconiosis  to  every 

case  in  vrtiich  they  find  abnormality  attributable  to  dust. 

In  the  Pneumoconiosis  Research  Unit  we  have  not  found  
it  difficult  to 

explain  to  a  man  that  his  radiograph  "shows  that  he 
 has  been  a  miner,  but  does  not 

show  enough  dust  to  do  any  hann"  and  that  he  cannot
  thereCore  expect  compensation. 

In  border-line  cases  also  we  have  found  no  difficulty 
 in  explains^  that  doctors  may 

disagree  with  one  another  in  assessing  the  severity  
of  the  disease  so  that  in  such 

cases,  while  application  for  compensation  may  be  w
orth  making,  the  man  nmt  not  be 

surprised  if  it  fails  despite  our  own  diagnosis  of 
 penumoconiosis.  (we  have  found 

that  the  Welsh  coal  miner  «  is  much  more  ready  to
  accept  the  existence  of  observer 

error  among  doctors  than  are  members  of  the  medi
cal  profession  themselvesj)  For 

this  reason  I  do  notttiink  that  there  is  any  need  to  
introduce  a  new  term  for  non- 

ccmpensatable  pneumoconiosis. 

For  purposes  of  compensation  it  may  be  necessary  
to  define  a  limit  of 

acceptable  abnomality  (whether  clinical  or  rad
iological)  below  which  an  official 

diagnosis  of  pneumoconiosis  will  not  be  made,  a
nd  which  may  lie  above  the  lowest 

limit  recognised  by  special  investigators.   I
t  is  for  legislators  to  decide  what 

they  want  to  have  compensated  -  disability,  loss
  of  earning  capacity,  shorteniiig 

of  life  expectancy  or  what  they  will.   It  is  th
en  up  to  doctors  to  attempt  to 

devise  means  of  measuring  the  factor  that  is  to
  be  compensated,  and  to  show  the 

degree  of  accuracy  with  which  it  can  be  mea
sured.   At  present  legislators  often 

demand,  and  doctors  are  prepared  to  give,  
expressions  of  opinion  which  cannot  be 

supported  by  scientific  evidence,  particula
rly  in  relation  to  respiratory  dis- 

ability. 

-  r 
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We  have  also  to  consider  Aether  a  man  can  b
e  disabled  by  pneumocon- 

iosis iri.thout  developing  characteristic  radiological  si
gns.   In  South  Wales 

Professor  Gough  has  occasionally  demonstrated  coa
l  miners'  lungs  with  severe 

focal  emphysema  which  most  have  been  the  cause  of 
 pulmonary  disability  during 

life  but  which  were  unassociated  with  the  radio
logical  abnomality  characteristic 

of  pneumoconiosis.   Such  cases,  however,  are  v
ery  unoonrnion.   Pulmonary  disability 

attributable  to  dust  inhalation  may  also  arise 
 in  byssinosis  and  asbestosis  without 

any  characteristic  radiological  changes.  Dr.  Hugh
  Jones  will  show  in  his  paper 

tonorrow  that, in  the  sample  of  miners  and  non-
miners  that  we  have  studied, the 

ndnera  without  any  radiological  signs  of  pneumoc
oniosis  appeared  on  the  average 

to  have  impaired  ventilatory  capacity  when  com
pared  with  non-miners  of  the  same 

age.   This  impainnant  was  in  some  ca^es  asso
ciated  with  a  tendency  to  bronchial 

spasm.   Whether  this  disability  is  attributab
le  to  dust  inhalation  we  cannot  yet 

say.   The  sample  was  a  small  one  and  the  res
ults  may  not  be  generally  applicable. 

Further  studies  of  mch  larger  samples  of  min
ers  and  men  workd^  in  other  dusty 

and  non-dusty  occupations  will  be  required
  to  establish  whether  coaldust  inhalation

 

can  disable  without  causing  radiological  c
hanges. 

Our  preliminary  findings  do  suggest  that  we
  may  at  present  rely  too  moh 

upon  the  radiological  changes  in  decidin
g  compensation  for  disability  in  simple

 

pneumoconiosis.   Until  we  know  more  abou
t  the  relationship  between  disability 

and  severity  of  radiological  change  from  s
tudies  on  large  populations  of  miners 

and  ex-miners  (not  on  hospital  populatio
ns,  men  applying  for  compensation  or 

working  populations,*  which  are  biased  
in  relation  to  disability)  we  shall  not

  be 

able  to  say  what  emphasis  should  be  pla
ced  on  disability  measured  by  clinical

  or 

physiological  methods  and  what  empha
sis  should  be  placed  on  the  radiolo

gical  picture. 

An.tive  and  Inactive  Dusts 

The  pathological  activity  of  a  dus
t  depends  not  only  an  its  chemical 

nature  but  also  on  its  physical  cha
racteristics,  such  as  si.e  distribu

tion,  and 

upon  the  dose  administered,  s9  tha
t  no  si^le  classification  of  dus

ts  ̂ to  active 

and  inactive  is  possible.  For  ex«^
le.  a  given  c^antity  ̂   20  Angstrom  silica  may 

be  highly  active  if  given  in  a  sin
gle  large  dose,  but  the  s^e  c^ant

ity  may  have 

.0  effect  at  all  if  administered  
in  small  concentrations  over  a  l

onger  period. 

It  might  be  possible  to  reach  
a  theoretically  sound  classifica

tion  of 

.usts  according  to  their  activit
y  on  the  basis  of  the  relations

hip  between  the 

amount  of  material  tetai^ed  in 
 the  lung  and  the  degree  of  pat

hological  change. 
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Thus,  an  active  diist  would  be  one  in  which  the  degree  of  pathological  reaction 

to  its  presence  in  the  lung  is  great  in  relation  to  the  amoxmt  of  retained  material 

(e.g.  silica  and  beryllium)  and  an  inactive  dust  would  be  one  in  which  the  patholog- 

ical change  is  relatively  small  (e.g.  coal  and  iron),  but  here  we  meet  the  difficulty 

that  dusts  such  as  coal  which  would  be  classified  as  inactive  per  se  may,  in  combin- 

ation  with  tuberculous  infection,  produce  gross  pathological  changes. 

Any  classification  of  dusts  into  active  or  inactive  on  the  basis  of  animal 

experiments  may  be  dangerously  misleading.   Coal  diist  was  for  years  regarded  as 

harmless  in  Great  Britain  and  is  still  so  regarded  in  Gemany,  largely  because  animal 

lungs  do  not  show  any  fibrotic  response  to  inhaled  coal  dust,  and  yet  the  i
nhalation 

of  doal  dust  has  disabled  more  than  20,000  coal  workers  in  South  Wales  during  the 

past  twenty  years. 

Silicosis 

Dr.  Vorwald  asked  me  whether  silicosis  is  a  "disease"  or  a  "co
ndition". 

I  don't  see  any  difference  in  the  meaning  of  these  two  words.   I  regard  any  p
ath- 

ological change  attributable  to  free  silica  as  a  form  of  silicosis.   I  distingu
ish 

the  foimation  of  uniformly  distributed  concentric  collagenous  fibroti
c  nodules  by 

the  tem  "Classical  nodular  silicosis". 

Tenna  for  Specific  Entities 

The  word  silicosis  should  only  be  used  when  it  has  been  clearly  de
mon- 

-    Btrated  that  the  pathological  changes  in  the  lung  are  attributable  to
  the  action  of 

silica.   So  far  as  I  know  this  can  only  be  done  where  the  dust  exposur
e  is  to  pure 

silica  or  where  the  reaction  in  the  lung  is  of  the  classical  type. 
  For  all  other 

."■pulmonary  disease  due  to  dust  the  word  pneumoconiosis  should  be  used, 
 preceded  by 

"^   the  name  of  the  dust  or  occupation  by  or  in  which  the  disease  is  caused.   The  ter
m 

"anthraco-silicosis"  should  be  applied  only  to  those  cases  of  class
ical  silicosis 

in  which  there  are  also  deposits  of  coal  In  the  lungs  (  for  exa
mple,  rook  workers 

in  coal  mines)  but  should  not  be  applied  to  the  ordinary  coa
l  workers'  pneumoconiosis 

in  7^u.ch  there  is  no  evidence  that  silica  is  responsible  for  the  fibro
sis. 

Clarity  is  gained  in  referring  to  the  pulmonary  conditions  attr
ibutable 

to  specific  dusts  by  using  prefixes  to  the  word  pneumoconiosis, 
 e.g.  soot  pneumo- 

coniosis, talo  pneumoconiosis  etc. 

1.  Davson  J.  and  Susmaii,W.  (1957),  J.  Path.  Bact. ,  45,  597. 

2.  Harding,  H.E.  (1949)  Proc.  9th  Int.  Congr.  Industr.  Med.  1
943  Lond.  p.692. 



DR.   VORWALDi  It  v;ould  ftppesx  that  Dr.  Fl.etch=^.r  ifc-ald  like  to  restrict  the 

vord  pneumoconiosis  to  those  ccnditioris  8Jid  dusts  vhicli  produce  dissase. 

He  does  not  accept  the  assimption  that  there  are  inactive  dusts  but  considers 

all  dusts  to  be  active  dependi^ig;  of  course,  upon  cosieentraticn.  He  believes 

that  if  the  eoacentration  of  cxiy  dust  ±b  high  enougJiy  certain  clinical  sigus 

and  perhaps  symptoms  id.3J.  appc^ar  in  individuals  exposed  to  the  dust.  Have 

I  stated  your  vievs  correctly;  Dr.  Fletcher"? 

■r^cP^^      DR.  FLETCHERS  ^Ee&V  Wo.   5 ,-.,.;  .i-Xix,-  r-'c  -.^-^<  •'^a-^^-. _.-,!.-  -^^■—-^v.  ̂ ^t^e^^  kt^  oJU^ 

DR.  vCRWALD:  Dr.  Fletcher  deplores  the  use  of  the  ter/a  anthriico-silicosis 

and  tiierefore  is  in  agi'eeinent  vith  soise  other  panel  raenbers.  Hs  uould  use 

the  vord  silicosis  but  vould  restrict  it  to  tlicse  conditions  v..er3  the  "  q 

presence  of  silica,  crystslline  frse-silica,  in  the  lung  is  proven.  But        Q^ 

how  do  ve  prove  that  silica  is  present  in  tiie  lung?  Eadiolcgically?  By 

biopsy  and  chemical  analysis  of  the  tissue?  By  the  presence  of  silica  in 

the  sputum  or  in  the  urine?  kve   vre  to  rely  onlj-  on  tne  occupational  history 

of  exposure  to  silica  and,  ipso  facto,  conclude  that  exposure  necessitates 

tlie  presence  of  silicosis?  Are  ve  to  discard  the  observation  that  tnere  is 

individusQ.  variation  in  tlie  way  men  respond  to  inhaled  free  silica,  tliat 

some  men  can  be  exposed  for  long  periods  of  time  and  never  develop  silicosis? 

    Remarks  by  A.  J.  Orensteln,  M.Do 

+,.,  Cl  '\'  ̂ .-'   l/am  very  ̂ lad   

'   .-\.^---/-   •/      /  ,        I !   or  processes  concs^med,  / 
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Discussion 

DR.  LMZA:  I  don*t  believe  there  is  as  ciuch  disEgresment  betveen  us  gb  ve 

might  have  expected.  I  differ  >jitii  Dr.  Sander  on  the  broad  use  of  ttie  word 

pneumoconiosis  and  I  believe  considerably  more  thought  Biust  ba  given  to  the 

question  of  active  dusts  and  inert  dusts.  Me   altjays  thiiik  of  ksx)lin  an  an 

inert  dust  yet  Dr.  Kenneth  Lynch  recently  presented  ne  %ri.th  tlie  facts  on 

tvo  fatal  cases  involving  exposure  to  kaolin,  Ke  had  the  lungs  for  study. 

Of  courso,  it  was  a  question  of  dosage.  These  tvo  man  had  worked  4,7  years 

in  the  industry  end  had  been  almost  smothered  in  kaolin.  /To  quibble  as  to 

whether  that  Icaolin  dust  is  an  activs/dust  or  an  inacti^e  dust  does  not  get 

OiS very  far. ■ 

DR.  GREEIv^HJRG:  I  vould  like  to  enphasiSQ  two  points.  Tne   first  point  is 

the  change  in  our  attitude  toward  many  types  of  dust  fonasriy  considered 

to  be  completely  inert.  lears  ago  ve  beliex'sd  silica  to  be  the  only  vUlainj 

and  I  remeiaber  when  the  pathological  effects  of  inlialed  t-alc  diist  vers 

attributod  to  the  few  per  cent  of  free  silica  in  ths  duct.  Today  ve  know 

that  to  he  untrue  and  therefore  I  say  we  nnxst  keep  an  opan  roind  and  not 

assert  that  any  particular  dust  is  completely  free  of  daaaging  effect. 

The  second  point,  cne  which  I  emphasized  before  end  wiiich  Dr.  Orenstsin 

mentionecl,  is  tiie  falleeicuanses  of  reading  too  much  into  an  X^-ray  picture. 

You  aiay  look  at  an  X-ray  picture  of  the  ehsst  a^ad  see  no  ncduls-tioQs  then 

exsioine  en  X-ray  picture  of  tiis  lungs  after  -chey  have  been  i*eu!oved  at  jmtop- 

sy  and  blown  up  and  you  ̂ riLl  frequently  discover  that  nodu3iition  is  presents 

The  X-ray  picture  is  soiastiits?-:  most  deeeiving„  The  cnaracter  end   extent  of 

the  pathology  in  the  luugSg  the  respiratory  incapacity  e-nd  the  eei'ly  roent-- 

geaograpiiic  zcenifestaticns  of  dust  inhalation  "bear  no  cIoeq  ralationsiiip  to 
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each  ottiero  I  adait  ve  may  have  no  substitute  for  the  X-ray  but  ve  crast 

be  very  caroful  in  our  interpi'statioa  based  on  the  roenbgenograia  alone  and 

must  tvy  to  use  also  careful  industrial  histories,  studies  of  tlie  dust,  end 

studies  of  tho  functional  capacity  to  ■vrork. 

/^       DR.  SANDERS  I  Bhould  like  first  to  correct  one  mis-EtateFient.  It  is 

theoretically  possible,  of  course,  to  inhale  enough  inert  laaterial  to  drovn 

one's  eclfj  but  ve  have  not  seen  in  industry,  at  least  in  otir  arsa,  ecncsn- 

tratione,  of  dust  sufficient  to  have  that  occur.  Ue  have  seen  oxbreae 

>  S<f  dsposite.  of  tin  and  of  iron  in  vrelders.  Those  velders  had  a  terrific  ex- 

^rf  ̂   posTiJre  inside  small  tanks,  yet  none  of  them  had  symptoias,  neither  pulr^-onary 

Bjiaptorae  nor  es^ptoias  elsetjhere.  None  had  a  measurable  decrease  in  the 

maximal  breathing  capacity 5  all  had  perfectly  normal  lung  function.  There- 

for© in  industry,  at  least  out  our  >Kiy  and  so  far  as  I  know  in  this  country., 

we  havo  not  had  sufficiently  high  concentrations  of  inert  material  to  prc- 

duee  disability  or  to  cause  any  impairment  of  lung  function.  It  is  theo- 

retically possible,  of  course,  for  very  liigh  concentrations  to  ba  responsible 

for  impairjssnt  of  lung  function  and  Dr.  Fletcher  cited  one  case  in  which 

thei*e  was  probably  en  excessive  concentration. 

For  the  overall  use  of  pasu3fnoconiosis  I  still  believe  in  conforsing 

to  the  ganerie  roeening  of  vords.  I  don't  like  to  ccsll  en  entity  somet'jiing 

it  isa'tj  yat  we  propose  to  liait  pnei^moconiosis  to  a  fibrotic  pneuoDCDnioois. 

If  that  ;Liiaitation  be  acceptsd,  then  another  term  vill  be  needed  to  identify 

the  dust  conditions  vhich  ere  truly  benign  and  non-fibrogenic. 

MR,  HAGiiilRj  Fron  -the  legal  standpoint  the  iiaportant  th5.ng  is^  vhat  dis- 

eases do  vo  ̂ sh  to  "Mike  compansable?  For  vliat  diseasa.s  should  iP-dustrry 

bear  a  rospsnaibility  for  conipsnsation?  ¥e  ?Thc-uld  fit  the  terms  closest 



to  those  diseases  so  as  not  to  leiive  to  the  courts  ttie  interpretation  of 

those  terms. 

DR.  FLETCHER:  I  think  Dr.  Sander  has  misunderstood  mej  I  do  not  vish  to 

restrict  the  term  laieumoconiosis  to  fibrotic  changes.  Pneumoconiosis  is  a 

process  in  the  lung  and,  theoretically,  that  process  is  initiated  vhen  the 

first  dust  particle  is  erigulfed  by  the  first  lung  cell.  But  I  hesitate 

/  \^Jl^yxihi^  "   \  about  a  statement  that  a  dus^^^^ert/oar/t^^J^^sip^ol^twb^or  three^tho- 

y  -.^r^r--     logical  ̂ ^00,     The  state  nent  may  be  true,  but  I  am  a  little  disturbed  about 

it  because  experienced  a!«^bSr^£^iir^*^  '"^^^  ̂ W^-.  c<y>^.U.^M^  -^.x^^jgo^  i.-t£L 
I  Shall  have  to  disagree  vith  Dr.  Lanza  that  a  pieumoconiosis  must  be 

occupational.  Vhat  would  ve  say  about  a  deep  sea  diver  viiose  hobby  vas 

sandstone  and  vho  got  pnetunoconiosis  from  his  hobby? 

^^^  \   DR.  HUSSEI:  I  vould  like   to  emphasize  that  we  are  discussing  a  subject 

^^^^^^  (      I   about  whicn  our  knowledge  is  most  imperfect.  Definitions  at  their  best 

are  imperfect  and  in  tiying  to  formulate  a  definition  of  pneumoconiosis 

we  have  a  very  co-jplicated  situation. 

Since  many  people  refer  to  Zenker  as  the  originator  of  trie  word  pneumo- 

coniosis, I  woold  like  to  point  out  that  Dr.  Zenker  was  a  pathologist  and 

was  not  necessarily  introducing  a  term.  In  almost  the  last  paragraph  of 

his  paper  e.-.titled  The  Pulmonary  Diseases  Due  to  Inhalation  of  Dust  he 

stated  thet  rather  than  vise  that  long-winded  expression  he  would  simply 

use  tlie  w:rd  pneumoconiosin,  which  has  the  same  meaning  as  the  title. 

Also,  he  was  writing  about  tn  anatomical  disease  while  all  of  you  are  talk- 

ing about  clinical  disease. 

The  derivation  of  many  Tords  in  medical  terminology  is  more  remote 

than  that  of  the  term  pneumoconiosis!  for  example,  typhoid  fever  is  a  tem 

we  derive  from  comparative  an  I  statistical  data  and  tuberculosis  is  a  name 

derived  from  the  appearance  o;*  tubercles.  The  term  pneumoconiosis  must 



mean,  if  ve   accept  the  vay  it  was  introduced,  disease  of 
 1^ie  lung  due  to 

the  inhalation  of  dust.  And  since  this  is  one  of  the  few  
instances  in  modi- 

cine  in  vhich  our  definitions  have  to  stand  a  legal  test  -  a
lways  a  difficult 

matter  -  it  is  important  to  have  in  our  definitions  not  just  
vague  words 

but  very  definite  exprssBions  to  indicate  as  nearly  as  possi
ble  the  e^cact 

meaning  we  wish  to  convGy  -  whether  on  anatomical  meaning  o
r  a  cUnical. 

meaning  or  a  combination  of  the  two.  Finally,  the  definit
ion  should  include 

some  statement  that  permits  one  to  determine,  insofar  as  is  p
ossible,  tlae 

disabiUty,  particularly  its  extent,  associated  with  
tiie  pneumoconiosis. 

DR.  VOHWALDi  Dr.  Fletcher  pointed  out  that  as  soon  as  a  particl
e  of  crystal-   Ji 

line  free  silica  is  deposited  in  the  lung  there  is  a  cellular
  reaction^  ̂ ^ 

HoUriJ,  the  individual  may  present  no  evident  clinical  signs 
 or  symptoms 

and  the  chest  radiograph  may  appear  nonaal.  Quartz  may  b3 
 recovered  from 

the  lung,  thus  indicating  that  the  individual  inhaled  fre
e  silica.  Patho- 

logically, the  lung  may  exhibit  various  degrees  of  cellular  reaction, 
 bat 

without  the  nodular  lesions  of  silicosis.  The  point  here  is  that
  the  lung 

manifests  tissue  reaction  to  inhaled  silica.  Obviously,  a  diagnos
is  of 

silicosis  cannot  be  made,  since  the  definition  of  silicosis  re
quires  the 

presence  in  the  lung  of  nodular  shadows  that  can  be  visuali
zed  radiographi- 

cally  or  of  nodular  lesions  in  the  lung.  Thus,  by  definition  the  individ
ual  ̂   ,.^ 

does  not  heve  siUcosis,  but  vrhat  does  he  have? 

DR.  BRODKIIh  In  an  individual  whose  roentgenogram  shows  
nodulation  bj.t 

"^\    ,  who  has  no  symptoms,  is  there  or  is  there  not  loss  of  function?
  As  a 

,./'■'       thoracic  surgeon  I  sometimes  take  out  half  a  lung  yet  the  patient,  with  all 

that  tissue  remowd,  is  symptomless  from  tiie  stendpoint  
of  p-oLnonary  dis- 

ease. I  should  ii!c3  to  cite  one  case,  that  of  a  man  of  ZL  who  had  
be^n 

-  10  - 



TAKEN  FROM  PAGE 

38. 

BY  DOCTOR  FLETCHER; 

Mr.  Chairman  and  Gentlemen:   I'm  in  slight  difficulties, 

since  this  is  the  first  occasion  on  which  I've  attempted  to  take 

part  in  a  panel  of  this  kind  and  I  don't  know  to  what  extent  I'm 

expected  to  answer  the  questions  that  Doctor  Vorwald  fired  at  me 

across  the  Atlantic,  or  to  what  extent  I  can  throw  brickbats  at  the- 

some  of  the  remarks  which  I  regard  as  highly  debatable,  which  have  been 

made  already  this  morning.  I  will  attempt  to  combine  the  two. 

I  have  been  pleased  with  the  definition  of 
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pneiimoconlosis  proposed  by   the   International  Labor  Office 

Conference   in  Sidney   two  years   ago,    that  pneiimoconiosis   is 

a  diagnosable   disease   of   the  lungs  produced  by   the   inhala- 

tion of  dust,    the    term  dust  being  understood   to  refer   to 

particulate  matter   in  the   solid  phase  but  excluding  living 

organisms. 

The   terro  diagnosable   is   later   amplified  in  the 

report  as  meaning  the  presence   of  signs   or  symptoms,   with 

radiological  abnormality  as  being  a  sign,   but  not  always 

loss   of  function.      To  me,    the  word  disease   implies   any 

abnormal   condition  of   the   lungs. 

Now,    it's   difficult  to   define  where  normality 

leaves   off  and  where   abnormality  begins.      You  can't  draw 

any  sharp   distinction  between  the    accumulations   of  soot 

dust   in  a  town  dweller  long   in  a   smoky  city  such  as   Shef- 

field,   andthe    early   stages   of  pneijmoconlosis,    and,    of 

course   Zenker  and  Schuller  describe   pneumoconioses   in   the 

town  dwellers   in  the   apex. 

But,    I   should   think  here,   we  want  to   increase    the 

acceptance  within  the   framework  of  medical  knowledge  of    the 

statistician  and  if  we  do    that,   possibly  even   the    lawyers 

may  follow  us    and  recognize   statistical  concepts,    and  I  re- 

gard  as    abnormal,    something  which   is    two   standard   deviatlonp 

away   from   the  normal,    and  where  we   can  measure    that,    we  j 

should   admit  that   as    an   abnormality  or   come    to   scxne 
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agreement  as  to  what  the  number  of  standard  deviations  we 

can  admit  are. 

We  can  do  that  by  surveying  the  normal  population 

and  discovering  the  frequency  of  certain  radiological  pic- 

tures, comparing  them  with  the  occupation  we're  interested 

in,  and  we  may  even  say  the  pathologists  to  start,  can  be- 

come quantitative  in  their  work  so  that  they  can  follow  sui 

with  the  radiologists  and  the  physiologists.   The  physic- 

ians —  well,  perhaps  later,  they  too. 

With  regard  to  the  pathological  definition,  that, 

of  course,  is  useless  in  life,  and  I  do  deplore,  I  must  say., 

for  legal  purposes,  a  definition  based  on  fibrosis  which 

can  not  be  diagnosed  without  lung  biopsy,  because  much  as 

I  like  my  colleagues,  the  lung  surgeons,  I  think  they  al- 

ready have  a  tendency  to  be  too  enthusiastic. 

For  purposes  of  condensation,  for  scientific 

pxorposes,  I  think  we  must  be  quite  strict  and  recognize  a 

process  in  the  lungs  attributable  to  dust.   Now,  that  is 

pneumoconiosis,  whatever  the  lawyers  want  us  to  say.   It 

is  up  to  the  lawyers  to  decide  what  they  want  to  compensate,, 

Do  they  want  to  compensate  a  man  for  having  an  abnormal 

radiograph  or  for  being  disabled?   Let  them  say  what  it  is 

they  want  to  compensate.   Then  the  doctor,  in  his  term, 

can  say  how  he  will  set  so  sort  of  limit,  with,  I  plead, 

the  help  of  the  statistician. 



hi. 
One  of  the  difficulties  of  the  conflict  between 

I 

the  compensatable  pneumoconiosis  and  scientific  pneumo-    | 

coniosis  is  psychological.   The  man  who  has  pneumoconiosis, I 
I 

diagnosed  on  a  radiograph  by  one  doctor,    applies   to   compen-| 

sation  and  is    tiirned  down  and  is   then  di sgruntle d, or   in  an 

area  like   South  Wales,   where   there    are  himdreds   -  yes,    tens 

of  thousands   -  of  disabled  men  with  pnetmoconiosis ,   he  de- 

velops   an  anxietystate, 

tfell,  I  suggest  that  clever  doctors  needn't  be 

baffled  by  this  any  more  than  they  are  by  tuberculosis.  If 

we  diagnose,  on  a  radiograph,  a  hemolytical  scar,  we  don't 

tell  the  man  he  has  got  tuberc\ilosis.  We  ignore  it,  but 

we  make  a  record  in  oior  own  notes  that  he  has  had  tubercu- 

losis; he  has  some  sign  of  tubercular  infection.  The  same  | 

sign  can  be  used  in  pnetnnoconiosis,  and  we  have  not  found  i 

it  difficult  to  explain  to  miners  that  they  have  dust  in  j 

their  lungs,    but   that   is  not  compensatable  pneumoconiosis.    ; 

Most  miners  have   signs  of   dust  in  their  skin  : 

where    they  have  wounded  the   skin  or  have   got  dust  in   the         : 

skin.      We   can  explain  it  is  not  a  dust  disease;    it   is    dust 

in  the   skin.      They  have   dust  in   the   liing   and  they  will   ac«    ̂  

cept   that   explanation.  I 

Moreover,    we   have   found   the  miner  much  more  will-^ 

ing   to   accept   the   fact  that   two  doctors  may  disagree   in 

their   opinion   about  an  X-ray  film  than  our   doctors    in  service 
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Active  and  inactive  dusts,  I  don't  think  you  can 

make  any  distinction  without  so  much  specificationthat  the  [ 
I 

distinction  loses  any  value.   In  the  case  of  silica,  a     ! 

clearly  active  dust,  if  given  in  high  dose,  the  effect  will | 

be  clearly  shown,  but  the  same  quantity  spread  over  a  long  | 

period  of  time  will  have  no  effedt  whatever  on  an  animal's  j 

life.   Active  or  inactive?   It  depends  on  the  dose. 

And,  for  that  reason,  I  am  very  much  afraid  of 

Doctor  Sander's  statement  about  inactive  dusts,  that  soot 

is  inactive.   Kraase  and  Gatner,  recently  in  Germany,  have 

confirmed  the  observations  of  Locke,  that  men  working  exposed 
i 

to  high  concentrations  of  pure  soot,  99.9  percent  soot, 

pujre  carbon,  developed  radiological  abnormalities,  and  I 

have  seen  them  myself,  identical  with  coal  gas.   Is  soot 

radiologic ally  inactive?   No,  not  if  it's  inhaled  in  so  much 

quantity  that  it  displaces  air  from  the  lungs;  solid       j 

material  up  against  air  in  the  lungs  will  cause  a  radiol- 

ogical pictxire,  so  soot  is  as  radlologically  opaque  as 

edema  fluid  when  it  replaces  that  in  the  lung,  and  you  see 

the  shadow,  and  I  don't  like  the  quotation  of  two  or  three  [ 

cases  of  tin  oxide,  barivim  oxide  lungs  and  iron  in  the  lungs 

as  evidence  that  no  matter  how  much  of  these  dusts  these    ! 

men  inhale,  they  would  suffer  no  damage,  j 

I  could  match  Doctor  Sander's  pathological  pic-   | 

tures  with  coal  miners  lungs,  with  just  about  as  much      ! 

fw^ 



dust,    just   about  as  much  reaction.      All  right,   would  argue 

Doctor  Sander,    there    is  no  such   thing  as   a  dangerous    quan- 

tity of   coal   dust,      coal   is   an   inactive  dust.      Let  him  come 

to  South  Wales   and  see   what  happens   when  the  man  inhales 

enormous   amounts   or  quantities   of  coal  over  long  periods 

of    time.      Then,    Indeed,    there   is   a  reaction. 

And,    I   suspect  that  these   diseases   due   to  the 

so-called  inert  dusts  have   their  character  determined  ver
y 

largely  by   the  quantity  of  dust  that  is   inhaled,   and
  that 

any   inert  dust  or  so-called  inert  dust,    simply  because    it 

is   not  silica,    as    the  usual  meaning  for   the    teim,   any   such 

inert  dust  inhaled  in  sufficient  quantities,   will   caus
e 

liability  to  disability,   especially  when  complicated 
 by 

tuberculous   infection. 

Doctor  Vorwald   asked  me,   whether   silicosis  was   a 

disease   or   a  condition.      I'm  afraid  that  these   two  w
ords 

have   very  little   differennce   in  their  meaning  in
  Great 

Britain.      It's   one    of   these  meanings   that   are   different,
    of 

course,   because   we   think  we    talk  English  and  you  
think  we 

talk  English  and  actually  I   think  oTjr   languages   are,    
in 

some  respects,    different.      But   I  would  simply  value
    the 

distinction,    if  it   is  necessary,    of  classical  
nodular  sili- 

cosis  as   one   particular   form  of   silicosis,   with  the   p
artic- 

ular  process    in   the   lungs    strictly   attributable    to   the  | 

inhalation  of   silica,   by  which  I  mean  crystalline 
  free  1 



silica,    and   that  is    silicosis,   and  I  think  that  silicosis  as  ̂ 

a   term,    should  only  be  used,    or   the  word  should  only  be  j 

used  as    aterm  when  silica  can  be   quite  positively,   by   irre- ; 

futable   scientific  evidence,    shown  to  be   the   cause  of  the       ; 

condition,    and  that  is,    as  Doctor  Sander  said,    why   I   object  j i 

to    the    term  anthraco-silicosis.      It  pre-supposes    that  
sili- ; 

ca  has   something  to  do  with  the  pathology  and  leads   to  
  dan- | 

gerous   concepts,    such  as  inGErmany,   where  they  are
   express- I 

ing   all   the   stone   dusts   in   their  mines,  because   it  c
ontains  \ 

silica.      Thereby,    they  hope   to  prevent  the   an
thraco-silicosis 

which  is  being  caused  by   the   coal   dust  in    their  mines,    to      j 

which  they  pay  still,   no  attention.      A  very   dangerous    term
,  | 

anthraco-silicosis,  * 
I 

One  short  point,    I  want  to   make,    on   the   active         | 

and  inactive  dusts,  and  that  is  I  do  deprecate  very  str
ong- | 

ly,    any  attempt   to  determine    the    activity  of   a  dust 
 on  | 

animal   experiments   or  rather   the   inactivity  of  a 
 dust.  i 

Coal  dust,  in  our  experience,  has  practically  n
o  pathologi- ; 

cal  reaction  in  the  lungs  of  animals  at  all,  
but  it  has  dis- 

abled well   over  20,000   coal  miners    in  South  Wales   in  the         ; 

last   twenty  years,  : 

One   last  point,    and   that  is  pneumoconiosis   wi
th-    ■ 

out   radiological   change.       In   coal   pneumocon
iosis,    Professor 

Goff  has   shown  lungs   obviously  severely   injure
d  by   coal 

dust,    in  which,    during  life,    there   has  b
een  no  radiological 



abnormality,  and  Doctor  Hugh-Jones  will  show  you,  in  his 

paper,  tomorrow  afternoon,  I  hope,  that  coal  pneumoconiosis 

is  very  simply  related,  until  massive  fibrosis  intervenes. 

In  simple  pneumoconiosis  with  just  a  few  mottlings,  there 

is  no  relation  between  the  severity  of  the  radiological 
change  and  the  disability. 

In  Great  Britain,  a  man  has  to  show  radiological 

abnormality  during  life  to  be  admitted  to  compensation,  and 

I  think  that  it  might  perhaps  be  fairer  to  admit  any  miner 

who  shows  a  significant  deviation  from  normal  pulmonary 

function  to  compensation,  regardless  of  the  radiological 

change.   In  that  way,  a  few  men  who  would  be  disabled  by 
ordinary  emphysema  and  bronchitis,  had  they  not  been  coal 

miners,  they  would  be  given  com.pensation,  but  personally, 

I  would  prefer  that,  ethically,  from  -  to  the  present  sys- 

tem which  certainly  debars  some  men  who  are  disabled  by 
coal  dust  from  being  admitted  to  compensation. 

Thank  you.  (Applause). 

BY  DOCTOR  VORWALD: 

It  seems  to  me  we're  really  rolling  along  now. 

We're  getting  to  the  point  where  the  noon  hour  is  coming, 
but  yet  we're  approaching  the  most  interesting  part  of  this 
discussion.   I  amtempted  to  say  to  you,  let's  go  without     ' 

^ur^lunch  and  carry  on,  but  I  don't  think  that  would  be 
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agreeable  to  all  of  you. 

It  would  appear,  from  my  interpretation  of  what 

Doctor  Fletcher  said,  he  should  like  to  restrict  the  word 

» pneumoconioses '  to  those  conditions,  to  those  dusts  which 

produce  disease,  but  I  gather  that  he  does  not  recognize 

that  there  are  inactive  dusts,  that  all  dusts  are  active, 

of  course,  depending  upon,  as  he  said,  concentration.   If 

the  concentration  is  large  enough,  then  there  will  appear 

certain  clinical  signs  and  perhaps  symptoms  in  this  indi- 

vidual who  has  been  exposed  to  those  high  levels  of  concen- 

tration of  any  dust.  Am  I  correct.  Doctor  Fletcher? 

BY  DOCTOR  FLETCHER; 

Yes. 

BY  DOCTOR  V0RWAIJ3t 

-;;-        He  also  would  like  to  emphasize  that  he  deplores 

the  use  of  the  term  'anthraco-silicosis '  and  thus  is  in 

agreement  with  some  other  members  of  the  panel.   He  would 

use  the  word  'silicosis',  but  restrict  it  in  a  sense  t« 

those  conditions  where  the  presence  of  silica,  free  crys- 

talline silica  is  actually  proven  clinically. 

Then,  I  ask  the  question,  again,  for  considera- 

tion, how  do  we  prove  that  silica  is  present  in  the  Ixmg? 

By  biopsy?   Can  we  see  it  radiologically?   Is  it  in  the 

sputum?  Do  we  fine  it  in  the  urine?   Or  must  we  rely  upon 

the  occupational  history,  that  this  man  has  had  an  exposure? 
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.■■->-  -:,4*V  ■■•.'K^ s,iii??r-  A, ^•' "*"■•"■■   " " •  *  ■'■-i'-/--    •-  •■■  -'■'■   ■■.■.■ ';^^&'ls^;i 

la  tha  aaoiUMiary  ataga  vhan  it  ia  iS3nEiiid,:^i1^ 

'^^M '  pqSNn.  tlatt  daflnlta  and  apaolflo  pbjuUitM^giu^^' r'Mij^:^ml^>$iaokU  ara  or  iwrs  baen  praaant  and  tba^  mp9io±^ 
"^"  "^  "  '     ̂   ia  oar  tea  baan  aarloaaljr  and  paznsuumtljr 
:'**:? 

t<- :»^: 

ii^ailNid  )B7  that  diaaaaa." 

kttaatian  la  iavitad  to  tht  following  Iqpc^tant 

U) Tl»  iBtrodttatlott  of  tha  anta-^lBa%«ma.  (lAtar 

'■V;--  -V;  '■^,.-  It  waa  ranaaed  lat  ataga).     .  ,\;'^- 

>^^^ftA>i1^  «»a  of  the  axprasaloA  Hvfiai^juadjegud^ 

^tgna  of  aUlotittiiH':  lA^te^^SiiflkitiimB  of  thft 

«tagaa#,liui  «ahDrt  of   •: 

^4»ifia*4#lNF«**^^  th8;^«^3t«r' 

W  :ta''vlwt:'«i^  ̂ Wt!^l$^ j^^  aiiiooaial'  joid  lihat  .iii  Manit: 
^ 

''~\:--    ','■■-      .'■,■  ~    "    ":   -■^' ■'■  ■  ,    .""thB"".  ■  "_  ;        ;■' 



^■'-.1.'-  ■-.  1.  ,'r-  ■:\C    -■  .*F  ■ 

Ife'ifif:';- 

*  '  '    ̂ M#\ ', 

ppi??
"-' 

l(ife#^i§-." 

conie^^wSw  of  these  |li|fehbiJ«lJt  o|tJ 

J      vletlM  with  •tUi  pr^otiil^  luadlala^^li^ 

v;;:t,  '^^ ;  ;;-| :;  '^';'::-/      •   fonotions  wcmld  'rshiibillta'U 

"Ve"'' .Vl-- : ■£■:'  ̂-^  ■  «««  other  «plwmt|      '  '^^^^ft^^ll^ 
:  <b)      Tl»t  the  liability  in  rtepect  of 

would  in  tha  long  ran  be  anoli 

Of  coure©,  in  the  evwot  mlther  of  theee; 

ims  realised  to  any  iwtable  eact«it» 

Ity  Tlews  on  the  193^  definition  of  mxA^f^l^^^^)^. 

.^vi«re-*ttttea  "before  a  parliaaentary  coMittee  in  ̂ ^^^^^^V  :  "^^ 

,Si*3(Lj;>K/i'Su-  ■ 

\^^'?i\^^:i^. '%^'  '<:■ ' 

;^.,.*' 

?•:■: 

«    I  ehotad  like  the  Coaalttee  to  P«»«{- 
exaotly  what  theae  sentencea  ̂ ^-M'^^ ^^^^£1^^^ 
at%ll  they  «ean  thiaf        Tbe Jiiw  4i««** B^???};^,. 
Saalnera  of  ibe  »a*«i^  --S^  *»»*•»  ̂ -^.^^ ^«  there  ar*  «r  IMi^J^ 

1Sbwi*le1«<?^»^ 

S^  .•dilS^'^^ 
>.<»dlb«ify "*i»n»*  ;'»-^"U'  i'^''^^ '■;■■-. ■■■  <  '''.I'.' -•^^ 'i' " 

>:«fb«»^ 



'tb»B  earns  the  19S$  iaS%* m^v  %wikiai^^oxu^ 

>r 

XVftdt- 

^^;^v?^^ 

i^ 
-    <. 

>l^ 

•A  parson  shall  tcv  the  ptti^c^s  of  thU  4ot  U 

dMtsed  to  bm'or  to  M'TO  bad  ■llioosis;* .: 

<«)  In  tho  ante-i»rljaary  6t«it^«  vH»n  U  |a  foand  Iji* 
tbB  Sureau  tMt  the  •arllsrt  detsetabS^MpeolTlo  -, -    '--       -    ♦^       ?r  Mf*  bsaa  pr«f«&t| 

„^^.-^   ^,      ,  l8  ottJbttS  be«a 
^iiqpalx«d  by  saeh^illooelsi 

<b)  to  the  priawT  stage,  when  It  1*  Scmni  by  ths  Burs«a, 

thkt  dsflaite  HHd  sP»ol«L«  phgrsl«a  signs  of  aUloosls 
*<*•«»  )Kv»  ̂ sa  present,  and  that  eapaelty  for  wek    ̂ .^ 

is  or  tes  besa  lopalred  by  that  diseasSf  tttvch  sot 
-fopioaaly  and  pexxtanentlyj 

^:>  -^.-^  , 

^#: 

^i^^^-*' 
^
^
 

(o)  In  the  seoondary  stage,  when  It  is  fWind  hy  tbj  -  , 
Bureau  that  definite  and  specif lo  physical  signs  of 

ailioosls  are  or  tare  been  present,  and  that  eapaolty 

for  work  la  or  has  been  serlonsly  and  permanently 

l^MOred  by  that  dlseasa  or  when  it  is  found  by  ths 

Boreaa  tl»t  toberculosis  with  silicosis  Is  or  b||^^exx 

be  noted  ten  the  words    •♦i.-J^MSl^.^^^^^^ 

defeSpWi^ffio  PhyBical  signs..."  In  the  BxA^^^pr^urr ^f^gm^^^ -^-g^ 

«i»b ^ ••(Wiilett  of:^he  words     "...  whether  or  not  capacity '^^iwt'W;^,;-    ,^J^ 

■.'■"'  -"'-'■ 'pre  s«it 

'^1':^^ 

|i."?5^:— ■^*^^ "^  ■^'^^:  :  ..'  ̂i4airli«»4s^4>^^»^  silicosis".  The  word  "«pi^tot-l«^w»w 

riTr-^ *S'^ 

^BTs  J*  atteapt  was  ate^e  t*  <^^ 

'v'^i''. 

'^«^N«i#feil*«4f^^  not;%hlJlSt/«>i::  y 

iato^ 

';^l 
mi 

. '^*A-'- 

-'fhs?-,. 
:<fr 



-^  ^       a  I-.-*-  <.>i*aa*«  la  t>i»  South  Aft'ittim  x^sm^-  ^ 
th»  Tk9Xf^  M^  last  cMl^gSB  w  -^t^^  .  ^^  ̂ ^  .  ̂ ^^  ̂  ̂ ^^ 

^^  ̂ y£^^'\!^^Pz 

■^.L* 

(c)  fMB  .moo.l»  IB  tto  tMrd  Stag.  (wMoh 
 «5^^»-^ 

aad  that  the  8«td  disease 

^^ 

^,f^#prfosoing  Boderate  ma
nual  work. 

Ite«^-Ii«i'hav«  some  Ui5>ortant
  changes  i- 

.aease  hae  Incapacitated  MA  «P^^^.^^^^f  J 

*^C  1"" ^^kj{*^xf, («) 

<b) 

if  it  vr.  *iUeo*l8.  and  
the  defUHUana  cf .4^* 

tla-e^' atag*«  «f  •lli<»o«i«  appXy  H.^J*  5f^ ■^-.        •       .  k  >,«*■•  lift'.  'J 

pn0aBoconlo»M.     ;,  .  Prcviow»l
3^ 

ti.  deflnlti«»  of  th#  ̂ t  
ftage  (th.  ol4,lrt«-Pril«rT) 

 " 

^     ̂    <  ~     '  -elaborate*  - '^  ^ 



^t,
" 

«lal)orated  In  tJ»  wardu  «d«ieoUl>l«  iij '''^ 

jBtt^as  vbtAMOtfW*,  in  place  of  tl»  pMrlxitui 

r'*#arli«»t  dfUotable*,  «ad  tba  word  «plundLc«l* 

(«)         «Oftp«oity  fdr.work  la  or  ha*  bMn  impaired  by  that  diaaaw* 

l0  Tftplaoed  by  *♦..  tha  aaid  disease  has  nst 

SMMStfitated  M»  f?««  performing  moderate 

MtrnttX^'jUbour*  in  1*»  definition  of  the  seeond 

sta^«- 

(dj     J  Di  the  third  etege  "©opacity  for  work  is  or  has  been 

seriously  and  penaaneotly  Impaired  bjr  that  ̂ 

disease"  is  replaced  by  *..,  the  said  disease 

has  inoapacitated  him  frcaa  performing  aodermte     , 

manaal  labour".  The  last  sentence  of  the 

1925  definition  relating  to  the  presence  of 

tuberculosis  is  deleted.  Tuberculosis  Is 

dealt  with  separately  in  the  X9A6.Act  as  ibnowa*-*'^ 

~,-^     "W  ■ 

"  <taberoalosi8*  means  tuberaulo»l»^  th» 

respiratory  organs  and  a  person  lihall»  for  the 

purposes  of  this  Act,  be  deemed  to  be  suffsrlng 
from  tuberculosis  - 

(k)      U  the  Surea*  1»»  *swad  ti»  said  perso
n's 

■spaUm  to  ooat«iii  tuber^  liaeiilii  or 

(b>      If  the  Barsaa  li"  f ««*  **»  »«^  person  io  W 

«aie!ta>l:ig  £*x«i  «clo»ed«  tttbermOosis  which  eeritmaly 

hie  vorklog  e^peeitgr**' 

'  .'^   *  Oae  0t  il»  •f«*ote  of  thsee  dkultlons  on  oertlflcaUon 

'l«  %tmi  <*•  «tt^  «ii«llte.  «li>»V«^  takmn  to  iiM»  ifladlplo«i««l  .  , 



■*  H,'f^' 

y. 

BXgM  oOyr  tod  ••••••Mat  «tf  -^g**  baa  b««
i»«de  nrtaally 

solAlr  <m  tb«  radlftloglcal-appMCTMiMa,       ^:  ooat
sntlon 

appMTs  to  W  thtt  th.  wdlogwipfi  jawrldrt  tJ
w'^mly  ••pMm« 

Bigngt  of  olllodfel^i        Tb»t  i»  thB  obewico  Of  oerta
la  radtographic 

tipp«ira»oo«,  any  o«cdlo-pu2«fflayy'^i»«t>ili*y,P"»«*
  »irt  be  due  to 

MM  olAw-  ««*♦>  tod  that  It  la  not  the  ftooUon  
of  toa  «cajnlnera 

to  aoak  for  tba  •«»>»  oauae". 

Oaa  ooaao^ttwoe  la  that  the  mliiara  aaa«^  that  they 

*lo8t  ooafidoMi  ia  ti»  $ilicoais  Medic&l  Bureau-  
and  hare  threatoaad 

to  boyoott  4t  if.^-.)>oraoimel  and  aethoda  are  not  r
adically  otaaaeed 

fortlwith, 

Beoasao  Of  the  attitude  of  the  alnera,  the  Oore
mment 

recently  appointed  «  Ooamlealon  of  Bnqulry.        Th
la  Comndaeloa  in 

Its  rep»t  jmholttod  to  Goremaent  tba  following
  definition*  of 

aiiooale.       (•Sllloosia"  means  any  pneumooonloala
  la  thla  oont«t)* 

"■*  "1  p^aoa  ahall  be  deeaad  to  be  or  to  have  been «a£fBri9g> 

(.5  i*c»  aillooala  in  the  first  atage  **>«  *^^.  ̂   . 

SLtt  4to  i?Sd  during  life  the  e-fUtot  aigna
  of  aiHoosla 

•iaidnatioiii  W>1««  *!>•  Si|*«tt  baa  ««««* Jf^^^!^ 

oaxaaaent  laBal»«»at  of  Jfeaplratory  9r  eardlo-*eaplratory 

lealoAs  if  iiiltosl*  «*  «hroaia  J^roaohitl*  and/or
  Ita 

Bureau;  io  peraaneat  and  baT*  reaaltod  fron  the
  p*rffl««noe 

wlthltt  i  period  of  twetre  aontlia  alafte  tbi  person  U
st 

worked  iii  a  daaty  ooenpatloiu 
-^b)r 



1  '.-    -         ••>-Jt^^><   'k 

.u. 

'  ",*' 

c^inatlon  that  «llioo«l«  has  jltwi  riae  to  i
«pai»Mit 

redueUon  in  <w*<»itr  f  or  «c«tla  to  the  «t^ 
onfittlng  the  peraon  for  more  than  noderate  ««^«»

» 

Srdlo.re8plT«tory  organs  due  to  •i^^aliMif  ̂ ^^^ 

^padtated  the  deoeaaed  for  wwre  than  
aoderate  exertion 

dTirIng  llfei 

(o)  trm  aiUooalB  In  tlfa  thlrd^ jtAi*  when  the iSieau  haa  found  l»r  Wdlologloal  and  oJ^^^^^Pf  ̂ i^ 

>of  reeplTfltory  or  oardio-reaplratory  tm^t^  "I"!?* 

ri(^on  in  Japablty  f  or  «tertion  to^^^ent  of 
unfitting  the  person  for  aor*  than  light  «»rtl

on,^ 

the  Bureau  has  foTmd  poat-«>rt«m  sueh  leaiona  of  t
je 

cardlo-^espiratory  organ*  due  to  »lll«o»la  as  wwd,
,  > 

.  hw^  Incapacitated  the  deceased  for  mxr^  than 
 Ug» 

aoqnrtlon  during  life," 

The  CoBBalssion  remarked  »• 

-This  definition  has  been  drafted  vlth  the  "^^ removing  as  «uch  ambiguity  as  is  possible  "^  **  *2we  In 
JSTSie  leering  the  Bureau  the  saw  amount  ̂ ^Stt^l^ 
^elatog  the  science  and  art  of  diagnosla  m^m**  ̂ tTZT 

^SsHalSd  upon  to  deal  with  a  subjeet  v
htoh  la  by  ao 

means  either  statlo  or  easy. 

Thevords  tsFeclflcS  •moderately  marked'  W**?^^^ 
Jrb^deliberately  omitted  froj  the  I^f  ̂ ^^*^ 
as  being  vague  end  too  ""^^'^t^"^*?*  jf  !J^^ iJ 
peraonal  Interpretation,  and  beoauso  their  «*JJ2*MJ 

^r^phasi^e  the  radiological  finding,  
and  to  obscure 

the  overwhelming  Importance  of  incapacity  
for  worK. 

mtierOBore,  the  words  '<»«fdl*>r^*2*?^,'SlJ!^!^ 
into  tbe  deflation  in  order, to  Indicate  —  oloarlj  «JW 

in  at  least  the  later  "^*il;P«*^  •«*°**  ̂  
dlssodetea  tfm  oardlao  «lprwo%i«. 

I^he  word  •exertion'  has  been  -f*H2*l.T*i-^  S^' 
twirmal  wark»  In  order  to  indleato  thet  wlMit  Is  ̂ ^^^^   ̂  

/   iTs^  S  lose  of  power  fosr  •uifinW  «uo»l«  
effort,*  ̂ 

'  ̂  

i'i-  (I-- .vcimifbis  ̂  



XatarnaticnMLL  labermr  0tfX69,in  Sohaaxiotitiarg,  sdopta4  tfae  tetUjavtag 

PiSi^"-'
 4* •#;i '^d^ 

.^binga  dtteti^  iabOjt^      of  eilleon  di(ad4«^"  >[t  can 
W p3*odi^ed  aiperiSMmtally  In  anlaalav'   ;^i5  _ 

4'  *-fV-"  liSMS?!'' *  .'^ni-^  ■--.  ■,  '-\'t  V-;. 

-  r  "^  ■  -J-  ̂ -.t^*B£^-  <^iiL 
"-^r:: 

:»ln  th«  'flrpi  stage*  syjaptoma  »ifai»M(i  id^tha 

r«i^iz^t(n7''ayat«D'aagr.'be  alther  «lig]|(i'^b;^i#ltt'-'*^^ 
abeaat,     ,   ̂ paolty.for  voric  wgr  W  iillffiUy ' 
^.la5>RlrBd^,'»rg.^'ti^  tha  ̂ ;'r-'#:; 
iwanBfel.--i&- |s»roa^        and'  ik^'aans^^  aigna^  ■:i:-j--~-- 
cmd  ilia  radiagntii)^'  ikost  ab^  an  Ineraa*^  daaaitjr  ° 
of  Unaar  afaad<nra»  aM  tW^  ]^  " 

,     ■v&^'iha/'aooidind'^ati^'^it/'tbi^  <rf^th»v 
;|>ha?»ipaivj»|«Si»,<rt^^^       In 'tjia':  »i?Si^4iy^^|^ 

'X«di^g»|^aho|»^:4Aor«as^^  ^ 

tald^i«y;'i©vttia^^  ̂ *0i3daaeaca#/;-'"''"t68»aii«i|S^ 
:4!iMPMa:'a^'-deflniW  '<a' ycxkl^x)tSiki^^ 

-  % 

■    '  *' 

'>...; 

'  ̂ '"C^^X-'  ,•« 

i'lj-^        "    *      ■ getff^tXj-^&^^Ag^^       9xcd  \  ifidleatioaa ..  ixf ;.  «|««a  It^'jaMsira 

"'ff  wj; 

■  '?■|-■,J^'^:■ 
6«-;£Aj.-,v;-'--..;* 

;,•>» 

ihilJBonMT  t^^  If 
abova  dsporlbad  *st8gas*  of  silicosis*  altarlogtbav  v 
aTn^ptaoQ^  pbghsloal  aigoB  and  radiognipld«F/^]^!*ar8B8aa« 

rt«6d^3tbft-4egi^:.of;: working  capacity  'IWUit.,,  "■    ■;  4 
tls^foi^B  ioflaenoe  th*' stage •  clasBificaiifflft  od^  tha    ̂ '      *^^^^^ 
iMivi^uB^^  /yhiob  olassification^^i^    i^  tHaat  cixtteBtaiu^ 

ba;^^ft9fd.jixra>>n'-ibc^  dasrea-of  loss  ol^^iiorkS^  eiiu^aalty:  ̂ ''''"  "^'^ 
tban'^dn  pbyai^l  ai^g^         radlographleappaarano^.*!  , 

.!'€"■- 
;^;;,.i'i>'<;'4i''*- . 

■'V  ; 

*The- 

■t:.V*-"i' 

1 

^ w 
-■ft. 

"  i, 

*: /-. ■ !  '''\ 

'^iyq 

■'>■ 

^,jr:;i; 

■■  ,     V;' 

I-  -. 

^^ 

-t 

i\ 

,  ' 

'V3"$ 
'-:" 

— 'V 

■  ;-*■"■..    ■'*    . '  "  • 

*-.  ̂  :.'   ■■      .   \  . 

"       >■■ 

* 

.  '«■--, 

;:•-, 

"< 

.  V- 

"C"-, . 

i *■■"'■"•.. :'  -■ 

• .  r 

'"■^'■-'■'.  J, 

'"■'" 

■■"-■■ 

■^'    -'t 
'  S--:-..-- 

■  ■■^r- 

-I 

-,'■» 
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47. 

Then  are  we  to  discard  the  observation  which  I  think  is     ; 

valid  that  there  is  individual  variation  in  the  way  men  re- : 

spond  to  free  crystalline  silica,  that  some  can  be  exposed  | 

for  longer  periods  of  time  and  never  manifest  evidence  of i 

silicosis?  •         i 

I  put  the  question  again:  If,  then,  silicosis  is  i 

to  be  used  and  to  be  restricted  only  in  instances  where  free' 

crystalline  silica  -  the  presence  of  free  crystalline  sili-  ! 

ca  can  be  proven,  then  how  do  we  prove  it?  j 

The  discussion  of  these  papers,  before  we  again   ; 

turn  the  discussion  back  to  the  panel  members,  and  to  the   j 

audience,  will  be  led  by  Doctor  Orenstein,  who  perhaps      I 

comes  from  the  greatest  -  from  the  greatest  distance  away,   | 

to  join  us  in  this  Symposiiim.   Doctor  Orenstein  is  Chief    j i 

Medical  Officer  of  the  Rand  Mines  in  Johannesburg  of  the    j 

Union  of  South  -"-frica.   Doctor  Orenstein.  j 

BY  DOCTOR  ORENSTEIN; 
f 

Mr.  Chairman,  Ladies  and  Gentlemen:   I'm  afraid 

that  any  attempt  on  my  part  to  lead  this  discussion  would   ; 

be  to  take  up  much  more  time  than  you  have  at  your  disposal,' 

and  strain  your  patience  beyond  almost  endurance. 

If  you  followed  at  all  what  has  been  said  up  to 

now,  you  will  have  grasped  the  extreme  complexity  of  this    ; 

question.   I  have  had  very  little  time  to  prepare  for  this,  : 



TAKEN  FROM  PAGE 

U7^ 

BY  DOCTOR  ORENSTEIN; 

Mr.  Chairman,  Ladies  and  Gentlemen:  I'm  afraid  that  any 

attempt  on  my  part  to  lead  this  discussion  would  be  to  take  up 

much  more  time  than  you  have  at  your  disposal,  and  strain  your 

patience  beyond  almost  endurance ♦ 

If  you  followed  at  all  vdiat  has  been  said  up  to  now,  you 

will  have  grasped  the  extreme  complexity  of  this  question.  I  have 

had  very  little  time  to  prepare  for  this. 



because  nry  masters  gave  me  very  little  notice  about  coming  | 

here  and  I  didn't  really  know  at  the  time,  what  was  expect-  j 

ed  of  me.  However,  I  thought  that  perhaps  I  might  take  up  j 

a  side  of  thequestion  which  is  the  -  from  my  point  of  view,  j 

a  practical  one,  and  that  is  definition  from  the  point  of   i 

view  of  the  person  who  has  to  certify  for  compensation,  that i 
i 

is  to  say  the  question  which  was  in  some  respect  dealt  with! 
i 

then  by  Mr.  Wagner.  | 

If  one  is  to  attempt  to  deal  with  the  point,  with  j 

the  definition  itself,  from  the  pathological  and  clinical  j 

point  of  view,  strictly  medical  point  of  view,  one  enters 

a  very  wide  field  indeed.  To  attempt  to  add  to  the  defi- 

nitions, the  importance  of  exact  definition  from  the  certi- 

fying physician's  point  of  view,  is  indeed  a  very  wide 

field  also* 

Now,  South  Africa  is  a  little,  small  country,     | 
i 

but  it  has  had  experience  with  legislation  on  pneumoconiosis! 

or  strictly  speaking,  silicosis,  of  some  forty  years  today,  i 

and  there  it  was  the  experience  in  legislation,  of  attempts  ] 
i 

at  definition  of  terms,  over  numerous  acts,  as  Mr,  Wagner   ' 

mentioned  in  the  days  of  certain  of  the  states,  where  again  I 

and  again,  attempts  were  made  to  clarify  the  position  for   j 

the  benefit  of  the  certifying  physician,  ; 

The  first  question  that  arises  immediately  is,  of  i 
i 

course,  what  does  one  mean  by  disease.   That,  in  itself,    ' 
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is  a  problem  which  could  be  discussed  at  considerable 

length.   Prom  the  clinical  -  pathological  point  of  view, 

of  course,  it  was  laid  down  a  century  ago,  by  Wilhelm,  that 

it  is  an  abnormality  of  cells,  but  you  can  have  abnormality! 

of  cells,  as  you  all  know.  In  an  area,  or  in  an  organ  with-  { 

out  having  any  disability  whatsoever,  and,  therefore,  dis- 

ease, in  the  sense  of  the  person  who  has  to  decide  that 

something  exists  in  an  individual  for  which  he  has  some 

-  for  which  he  has  to  receive  compensation. 

We,  I  think,  or  those  of  us  who  have  to  consider 

legislation  from  the  point  of  view  of  compensation,  must 

bear  in  mind  two  important  and  somewhat  opposing  points  of 

view.   One  is  that  if  you  don't  define  a  disease,  an  indus- 

trial disease,  with  great  exactitude,  or  with  as  much  exact- 

itude as  you  can  manage,  grave  injustice  would  be  done  or 

might  be  done  on  the  one  hand,  to  the  man  who  suffers  from 

the  disease,  such  as  has  been  the  case  on  a  large  scale  in 

South  V\iales,  or  you  might,  in  the  case  of  certain  industries 

damage  the  prosperity  of  that  industry  by  excessive  compen-  | 

sation  being  paid  out,  and  therefore,  in  our  concept,  in 

South  Africa,  we  consider  pneum.oconiosis,  silicosis,  an 

incapacity  of  some  sort,  a  disability  of  some  sort, 
I 

Mow,  the  legiwlation  of  South  Africa  has  started  I 
t 

with  the  Act  of  1912,  when  it  was  first  thought  that  disease! 

existed  which  was  due  to  quartz,  and  at  that  time,  tw«      | 

I 
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stages  of  disease  were  defined  and  at  that  time,  it  was,  of 

co-urse,  called  'Miners'  Phthisis',  and  the  first  definition 

was:   "Miners'  Phthisis  shall  mean  silicosis  of  the  lungs". 

Certain  benefits  are  awarded  when  there  is  no  serious  or 

permanent  impairment,  or  more  if  there  is  serious  or  per- 

manent impairment.   No  mention  was  made  of  tuberculosis. 

Four  years  afterwards,  it  was  -  the  legislation 

was  amended,  and  it  was  then  said  that,  for  the  purposes 

of  this  Act,  the  expression  'Miners'  Phthisis'  means  sili- 

cosis of  the  lungs,  and  tuberculosis  means  tuberculosis  of 

the  limgs  or  of  the  respiratory  organs. 

Now,  here  it  may  be  strange  to  an  American  audi- 

ence to  appreciate  how  the  acts  are  drafted.   In  our  draft, 

you  start  off  by  defining  In  the  beginning  of  the  act,  everj 

tSrm  that  you  use,  as  If  it  were  a  dictionary,  and  it  is 

that  definition  that  fixes  the  attitude  of  the  Compensation 

Board  toward  the  particular  individual's  troubles. ! 

Now,  in  1916,  tuberculosis  was  included  and  becamej 

compensable,  whether  associated  with  or  without  silicosis.  | 

Then,  it  was  realized  that  the  definition  which  was  used 

then  was  not  satisfactory,  and  a  much  more  elaborate  one 

was  introduced  three  years  afterwards  under  t^e  so-called 

Consolidating  Act,  and  a  radical  change  was  m.ade. 

At  this  stage  -  in  this  Act,  a  third  stage  of 

silicosis  was  recognized  and  that  is  the  so-called  ante- 
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primary  stage,  now  called  the  first  stage.
 

The  ante-primary  stage  was  then  defined,  when  it  |
 

is  foimd  by  the  Bureau,  that  is  to  say  the  medical 
 examin-  | 

era,  that  physical  gigns  of  damage  to  the  lungs,  
short  of  | 

definite  physical  signs  of  silicosis  -  SHORT  OF  DEF
INITE  | 

PHYSICAL  SIGNS  OF  SILICOSIS  -  have  become  evide
nt,  and  that j 

such  damage  has  supervened  during  and  in  consequen
ce  of  em- | 

Ployment  in  a  scheduled  mine;  and  then  the  primary  st
age,  | 

with  a  certain  amount  of  disability,  and  the  secondary
  j 

stage  with  more  disability.  I  have  no  time  to  read  the
se  | 

without  detaining  you  too  long.  , 

Now,  the  ante-primary  stage  was  introduced
  when 

a  condition,  ill-defined  condition  became  compensa
ble.  The  | 

reason  for  that  I  don't  want  to  go  into  at  the  m
oment  be-  i 

yond  saying  in  a  word  that  the  idea  was  then  that  if 
 you  j 

remove  the  man  from  exposure  to  dust  early  enough,
  the  dls-  | 

ease  would  not  progress  and,  therefore,  the  man 
 would  be  I 

able  to  locate  himself  in  some  other  occupatio
n,  and  Inci-  i 

dentally,  the  people  who  were  responsible  for 
 payir^e 

compensation  would  be  relieved  of  the  higher
  compensation  : 

which,  in  the  secondary  stages,  meant  pension 
 for  life  and  : 

a  pension  to  the  widow  or  dependents.  That,  of
  course,  in  ■ 

the  event  neither  of  these  expectations  prove
d  to  be  correct 

We  all  know  now  that  at  least  in  relation  to  SI  Og'  ̂ °  i 

matter  how  early  you  re-nove  a  person,  a  certain  p
rogression  : 



takes  place. 

In  1920,  in  giving  evidence  before  a  Parliament- 

ary Commission  that  dealt  with  this  subject,  I  expressed 

very  strongly  the  view  that  they  barked  up  the  wrong  tree 

and  that  they  passed  legislation  which,  in  itself,  v/as  z-iot 

reasonable  and  that  they  expected  medical  men  to  possess 

occult  or  supernatural  powers  in  making  a  diagnosis  of  some- 

thing which  didn't  exist. 

Then,  in  1925,  an  act  was  passed  in  which  the 

ante-primary  stage  was  defined,  the  earliest  detectable 

specific  signs  -  physical  signs,  of  silicosis,  and  there- 

after, the  whole  of  the  compensation  question  became  be- 

devilled by  this  word  'specific',  because  the  interpretatior 

was  made  that  specific  meant  radiological,  radiological  and  j 

nothing  else. 

Well,  this  went  on  for  some  considerable  time 

xintil  it  became  clear,  as  was  said  a  v/hile  ago  by  several 

speakers,  that  the  radiological  signs  do  not  necessarily  or, 

for  that  matters,  frequently  even,  bear  any  relation  t» 

disability,  and  so  it  came  about  last  year,  that  the  Miners  i 
i 

Union  memorialized  the  Government  and  said  that  unless  a    j 

radical  change  is  made  in  the  function  of  the  Government    j 

Bureau  of  Medical  Examiners,  they  would  boycott  the  Bureau. 

The  effect  of  that  would  have  been  a  general  strike,  of     •: 
j 

course,  because  it  is  a  crime  to  employ  any  person  in  a     j 
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dusty  occupation  in  South  Africa  v;ho  is  not  possessed  of  a 

certificate  of  being  free  from  silicosis  and  tuberculosis, 

which  he  has  to  supply  at  periodic  intervals. 

Now,  as  a  result  of  that,  a  Commission  was  appoint 

ed  under  the  chairmanship  of  a  Judge  of  the  Supreme  Court, 

and  they  made  certain  recommendations  with  regard  to  alter-  j 

ations  in  the  act.   Meanwhile,  something  had  to  be  done  to  j 

placate  the  Miners'  Union,  and  rapidly,  an  amendment  to  the  | j 

Silicosis  Act  was  passed  at  the  last  session  of  Parliament 

early  this  year,  or  the  middle  of  this  year,  in  which  aTiend-; 

ment  -  an  amendment  was  passed  named  'Pulmonary  Disability', 

Pulmonary  Disability  was  defined  very  loosely  as 

something  or  other  which  a  man  might  acquire  by  working  in 

a  dusty  occupation,  but  which  is  not  silicosis,  but  which 

disables  his  lungs  or  his  heart  or  lung  and  heart.   That 

was  passed  while  the  Commission  was  in  session  and  before 

the  Commission  was  ready  t«  advise  with  regard  to  the  best 

way  of  amending  the  act  and  the  definition. 

Well,  that  particular  amendment  will  probably  be   ! 
j 

thrown  out  at  the  next  session  of  Parliament  and  a  new  defi-j 

nition  will  be  introduced.  I 
i 

I  -  you  already  had  quoted  to  you  the  Sydney  def-  | 

inition  of  pneumoconiosis  with  which  I  entirely  agree,   I 
1 

thought  I  told  you  briefly  about  our  difficulties,  because   j I 

they  are  difficulties  which  apply  or  might  apply  to  anybody  j 



in  any  country  that  attempts  legislation  of  dust  disease  of 

the  lungs,  damage  to  the  lungs  due  to  working  in  dust,  J 

We  have  -  the  Commission  of  which  I  happen  to  be  ! 

a  member,  felt  that  the  definitions  should  be  to  the  effect  i 

that  —  I'll  read  to  you  just  this  much  if  you'll  forgive  \ 

me;    it  won't  take  more  than  a  few  minutes  —  it  first  of    j 
J 

all  stated  in  the  definition  of  terms  that  the  word  'Sili-  ! 
! 

cosis'  as  used  in  the  Act  means  any  pneumoconiosis  v/hatso-  j 

ever,  the  v/ord  silicosis,  so  you  turn  this  aroiond  and  talk  j 

of  a  pneumoconiosis,  but  then  Mr.  Wagner  and  some  of  the 

lawyers  here  realize  that  when  you  have  had  a  number  of  ! 

previous  acts  and  you  have  to  make  an  amendment,  it  is  al-  : 

ways  dangerous  to  change  the  name  of  the  act,  because  the 
i 

effect  -  it  might  effect  previous  decisions  of  the  court  on  j I 

i 
previous  compensation,  bo   the  particular  technique  of  say-  | 

i 
ing  silicosis  means  pneumoconiosis,  you  might  just  as  well  i 

i 

have  said  if  the  word  'John  Smith'  is  used  in  this  Act,  it  ' I 

v^ill  mean  pneumoconiosis,  it  will  have  the  same  effect,     ' 

And  they  defined  it  in  these  stages  or  proposed 

to  the  Government  that  the  three  stages  be  defined  as  follows 

That  a  person  shall  be  deemed  to  be  or  to  have    \ 

been  suffering  —  that  is  to  say  on  post-mortem  —  from     ; 
i 

silicosis:  ; 

(a)   In  the  first  stage  when  the  Bureau  has  found  i 

during  life  the  earliest  signs  of  silicosis  demonstrable  by  j 



radiological  or  any  other  appropriate  examination,  or  when 

the  Bureau  has  found  demonstrable  permanent  impairment  of 

respiratory  or  cardio-respiratory  function;  or  when  the 

Bureau  has  fovmd  post-mortem  early  lesions  of  silicosis  or 

chronic  bronchitis  and/or  its  sequelae.   Provided  that  the 

impairment  of  the  respiratory  or  cardio-respiratory  func- 

tion or  the  chronic  bronchitis  and  its  sequelae  shall,  in 

the  opinion  of  the  Bureau,  be  permanent  and  have  resulted 

from  the  performance  of  work  in  a  dusty  occupation  and 

shall  have  been  fo-und  within  a  period  of  twelve  months 

since  the  person  last  worked  in  a  dusty  occupation. 

Then,  it  proceeds  to  define  the  second  and  third 

stages  on  the  basis  of  incapacity  for  exertion. 

The  Commission  remarked,  in  defense  of  its  pro- 

posal, that  "This  definition  has  been  drafted  with  the  view 

to  removing  as  much  ambiguity  as  is  possible  and  at  the 

same  time  leaving  the  Bureau  the  same  amount  of  latitude 

in  exercising  the  science  and  art  of  diagnosis  as  must  be 

left  to  those  called  upon  to  deal  with  a  subject  which  is 

by  no  means  either  static  or  easy. 

"The  v/ords  'specific",  'moderately  marked'  and 

'marked*  have  been  deliberately  omitted  from  the  proposed 

definitions  as  being  vague  and  too  much  the  subject  of  a 

variety  of  personal  interpretation,  and  because  their  use 

tends  to  over-emphasize  the  radiological  findings  and  to 



obscure  the  overwhelming  Importance 
 of  incapacity  workvx- 

for  work* 

"Furthermore,  the  words  'cardio-resp
iratory '  are 

brought  into  the  definition  in  orde
r  to  indicate  as  clearly 

as  may  be  that  such  affections  of  the
  lungs  as  are  usually 

present  in  at  least  the  later  stag
es  of  silicosis  cannot 

be  dissociated  from  cardiac  disfunct
ion. 

"The  word  'exertion'  has  been  substituted 
 for  the 

words  'manual  work'  in  order  to  indicate  th
at  what  is  to  be 

assessed  is  loss  of  power  for  sustai
ned  muscular  effort." 

Now,  finally  I  just  want  to  say  one 
 word  in  empha- 

sis  of  what  has  been  said  before,  and  b
ecause  of  our  rather 

unfortunate  experience,  and  that  is  we 
 must  bear  in  mind 

the  danger  of  trying  to  use  the  radiogr
aph  as  a  measure  of 

disability,  as  a  measure  of  disability,
  as  a  measure  of  a 

man's  impairment  of  function,  except  in  a
  very  highest  de- 

gree of  fibrosis;  it  is  no  measure  of  disa
bility  whatsoever 

ajid  should  not  be  used  as  such, 

I  have  seen  in  many  law  suits,  as  long  as 
 I  have 

experienced,  and  it  is  a  long  experience
,  any  number  of 

people,  and  such  people  brought  before
  the  Com^nission,  who 

radiologically,  showed  practically  no  sign
s,  very  very 

early  signs  of  striation  or  slight  nod
ulation,  who  were  in- 

valids in  every  sense  of  the  word,  hardly  able  
to  do  any- 

thing, certainly  would  have  been  handicapped  if  you
  asked^ 
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them  to  walk  rapidly  down  this  room,  and  we  have  seen 

people  with  advanced  nodulation,  massive  fibrosis  of  por- 

tions of  the  lung,  who  are  playing  a  very  good  game  of 

tennis,  and  those  are  extremes,  of  coairse,  but  what  I  sug- 

gest to  you  gentlemen  is  that,  after  all,  we,  as  Industrial 

medical  men,  must  be  deeply  concerned  with  the  question  of 

doing  substantial  justice  to  the  people  who  look  to  us,  as 

medical  men,  to  advise  those  who  draft  legislation  which 

may  mean  the  propserity  of  a  person  or,  at  least  may  mean 

a  person  not  being  thrown  into  the  utmost  depths  of  poverty, 

because  he  -  because  somebody  quibbled  about  the  wording  of 

a  law  or  somebody  has  quibbled  about  what  should  be  done 

to  establish  that  man's  ability  to  earn  a  living,  or  on  the 

other  hand,  his  entitlement  to  compensation  for  something 

that  has  happened  whilst  he  was  directly  or  indirectly  in 
the  service  of  the  nationi 

We  can  not  escape  that,  and  to  satisfy  ourselves 

merely  with  purely  medical,  clinical,  pathological  defini- 

tions, does  not  -  is  not  substantial  justice  to  the  task, 
the  duty  which  is  thrown  upon  us  as  industrial  medical  men 

(Applause) , 

BY  DOCTOR  VORWALD: 

\ 

The  meeting  is  now  ready  for  the  rebuttal,  may  I   ' 

say,  by  the  members  of  the  panel  who  have  heard  one  another  ; 
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express  their  views,  and  the  first  one  to  call  upon  is 

Doctor  Lanza,   Do  you  have  anything  to  add.  Doctor  Lanza, 
any  other  remarks? 

BY  DOCTOR  LAI^ZA; 

I  don't  think  I  have  anything  to  add;  I  don't 

think  there  is  as  much  disagreement  between  us  as  we  might 

have  expected.   I  differ  with  Doctor  Sander  on  the  broad 

use  of  the  word  'pneumoconiosis'  and  I  think  a  lot  more 

thought  has  to  be  given  to  the  matter  of  inert  dusts  or 

active  dusts,   I  don't  know  wfiether  Doctor  Kenneth  Lynch 

is  in  the  audience  or  not,  but  not  long  ago,  he  presented 

to  me  the  facts  on  two  cases,  two  fatal  cases  of  kaolin. 

Well,  now,  we  always  think  of  kaolin  as  an  inert  dust,  yet 

here  were  two  men   who  have  died.  He  had  the  lungs,  so  he 
knew  what  he  was  talking  about. 

Well,  of  course,  it  comes  back.  Just  as  one  of 

the  speakers  said,  to  the  question  of  dosage.   These  two 

men  had  worked  forty-seven  years  in  the  industry,  each  one 

of  them,  and  they  had  little  -  they  had  been  smothered  or 

drowned  in  kaolin.   Now,  to  quibble  as  to  whether  that  is 

dust,  inert  or  active  dust,  I  don't  think,  gets  us  very 

far.   I  don't  think  I  have  anything  else  to  add,  i 

BY  DOCTOR  VORA'ALD:  i 

Doctor  Greenburg?  ""  '■ 

BY  DOCTOR  GREEi^BURG: 



Mr.  Chairman,  I  don't  think  there  is  any  great 

area  of  difference  between  the  speakers  here  this  morning, 

I  think  perhaps  some  of  us  have  one  or  two  points  of  dis-   i 

agreement  with  Doctor  Sander,  but  I  think  that  will  all  be  ; 
i 

straightened  out  after  we  get  the  record  and  read  it  over 

and  discuss  it  a  little  more  between  ourselves. 

I  would  only  like  to  emphasize  two  points,   I 

first  came  to  Saranac  in  about  1921,  if  I  remember  correctly 

or  possibly  »22,   Doctor  Gardner  was  then  just  beginning  to 

get  interested  in  the  dust  question  and  I  had  been  working 

for  a  year  or  two  on  the  Public  Health  Service,   I  started 

in  April,  1918  to  be  exact,  and  I  came  up  here  and  we  spent 

time  in  the  laboratory  doing  some  foolish  things.  Among 

others,  we  put  salicic  acid  down  the  nostrils  of  some  gulnea,i 

pigs  to  see  what  happened.   Of  course,  you  know  what  hap-   ; 

pened,  most  of  them  drowned,  but  anyway,  one  thing  that  did  \ 

emerge  over  the  period  of  years  was  this,  that  I've  seen  a  i 

change  in  our  attitude  toward  many  different  types  of  dusts  i 

which,  at  the  beginning,  we  thought  were  completely  inert. 

At  that  time,  silica  was  only  supposed  to  be  the   ; 

only  villain  in  the  picture,  and  I  remember  the  time  when   j 

the  question  of  talc  dust,  the  effect  of  talc  dust  was  brought i 

up  f nd  it  was  said  that  the  pathological  effects  of  respir-  : 

atlon  of  talc  dust  were  due  to  three  -  two  or  three  or  four  | 

percent  of  free  crystalline  silica,  and  today  we  know  that 
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to  be  completely  untrue,  so  I  would  say  th
at  anything  we 

do,  we  ira^st  keep  an  open  mind  and  not  sa
y  that  this  or  that 

dust  is  completely  free  of  damaging  effec
t,  because  time  has 

proven  us  wrong  again  and  again  and  again
,  the  last  time 

with  the  coal  dust  studies  in  South  Wales, 

And,  the  other  point  which  I  should  like
  to  em- 

phasize is  this  point  which  has  been  mentioned  by  
Doctor 

Orenstein,  in  which  I  believe  I  mentioned  b
efore,  and  that 

is  the  fallaciousness  of  attributing,  reading
  too  much  into 

an  X-ray  picture.  If  you  look  at  an  X-ray 
 picture  of  the 

chest  and  you  see  that  there  is  no  nodulatio
n  present,  and 

then  wait  until  the  autopsy  of  the  lungs,  taken
  out  and 

blown  up,  and  take  an  X-ray  picture  of  the  lung
s,  you  will 

very  frequently  see  nodulation  present  there, 
 and  I  say 

that  the  difference  between  the  early  stages
  of  dust  inhal- 

ation and  incapacity,  bear  no  co-relation  to  each  o
ther, 

just  as  Doctor  Orenstein  has  said,  and  that  th
e  X^ray  pic- 

ture is  sometimes  most  deceiving,  and  I  admit  we  may  not  j 

have  any  tool  to  substitute  for  it,  but  we  must  be 
 very  j 

careful  in  our  Interpretations  based  on  X-ray  pict
ures  and  | 

try  instead  to  use  the  X-ray  picture, careful  in
dustrial  ; 

histories  and  laboratory  studies  on  the  dust  and  stu
dies  of  | 

the  functional  capacity  of  the  work.   Thank  you.
  j 

BY  DOCTOR  VOmVALD; 

Doctor  Sander? 



BY  DOCTOR  SANDER; 

I  seem  to  be  in  the  minority  on  the  overall  use 

of  pneimoconiosis,  and  before  I  talk  about  that,  I  would 

like  to  correct  one  misstatement.   I  fully  agree  that  you 

can  inhale  enough,  I  mean  it's  theoretically  possible  to 

inhale  enough  inert  material  to  drown  yourself;  there  is  no 

question  about  that.   We  have  not  seen,  in  industry,  suf- 

ficient concentrations  of  dust  to  have  that  occur,  at  least 

not  in  our  area,  and  we  have  these  extreme  deposits  of  tin 

and  iron  in  the  welders,  for  example.   Those  welders  have 

terrific  exposure,  inside  of  small  tanks,  and  yet  none  of 

them  had  symptoms,  none  of  them  have  had  syroptoms  elsewhere, 

None  of  them  had  a  measurable  decrease  in  the  maximal 

breathing  capacity,  perfectly  normal  lung  function,  so  that 

in  industry,  out  our  way  at  least,  and  as  far  as  I  know  in 

this  country,  we  have  not  had  sufficiently  high  concentra- 

tions of  inert  material  to  cause  any  Impairment  of  lung 

function  or  disability.   I  say  it's  theoretically  possible, 

of  course,  and  Doctor  Fletcher  cited  one  case  where  it 

probably  was  such  an  excessive  concentration. 

But,  for  the  overall  use  of  pneumoconiosis,  I 

still  believe  in  staying  with  the  generic  meaning  of  words.  1 

I »m  a  purist  in  that  regard.   I  don't  like  to  call  something I 

what  it  isn't,  and  here  we  are,  going  to  limit  a  pneumoconio- 

sis to  fibrotic  pneumoconioses,  and  what  do  we  call  these   I 
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others  which  v/e  have  been  able  to  show,  and  many  others 

have  shown  have  been  truely  inert.   I  throw  out  that  ques- 

tion and  I  think  maybe  we  might  get  an  answer  before  the 

week  is  over. 

BY  DOCTOR  VQRWALD; 

Mr .  Wagner?  Dick? 

BY  MR.  WAGNER; 

Well,  I'll  just  say  one  sentence  from  here,   I 

don't  think  there  is  anything  else  I  can  add  to  what  I've 

said,   I  think,  from  the  legal  standpoint,  the  important 

thing  is,  as  has  been  pointed  out,  what  diseases  are  we  go- 

ing to  make  -  what  do  we  want  to  make  -  compensabls?  What 

are  the  diseases  for  which  industry  should  bear  a  responsi- 

bility for  compensation?  And  then  let's  see  if  we  can  fit 

the  terras  closest  to  them,  so  as  not  to  leave  the  courts  to 

construe  those  terms, 

BY  DOCTOR  VQRWALD; 

Charles? 

BY  DOCTOR  FIETCHER; 
I 

I  think  Doctor  Sander  has  misunderstood  me.   I    | 
I 

don't  want  to  restrict  the  term  'pneumoconiosis'  to  fibrotiq 

changes.   Pneumoconiosis  is  a  process  in  the  lung,  and  I    j i 

think,  theoretically,  that  process  is  initiated  when  the    I 

first  dust  particle  is  engulfed  by  the  first  lung  cell.   You 

can't  get  away  from  it,  that's  when  the  process  is  first    , 
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initiated.   It  becomes  done,  of  coxorse,  when  Doctor  Vorwaldl 

can  say  there  is  a  deviation  from  normal;  I  can  say  there   j I 
is  a  significant  deviation;  Doctor  Hugh-Jones  can  say  there  | 

is  a  deviation,  clinically,  but  you  can  say  they  are  all 

pneumoconioses,  right  from  the  engulfment  of  the  first 

particle  by  the  cell.   I  want  to  make  that  quite  dlear. 

All  I  hesitate  about  is  the  statement  that  a  dust 

is  inert  on  two  or  three  pathological  cases.   It  may  be 

quite  true,  I'm  not  denying  it  is  true,  I «m  just  quite 

frightened  of  it  because  of  similar  experiences  in  relation 
to  coal. 

The  other  point  that  I»d  like  to  make,  and  that 

I  tried  to  make  earlier,  is  that  I  do  strongly  disagree 

with  Doctor  Lanza  that  a  pneumociniosis  must  be  occupational. 

Perhaps  he  has  a  vested  interest  there.  What  would  we  say  { 

to  a  deep  sea  diver  whose  hobby  was  sandstone  and  who  got   I 

pneiimocibniosis  from  his  hobby?  j 

BY  DOCTOR  VORV/ALD;  ' 

There  is  an  announcement  that  Doctor  Parker  is 

wanted  on  the  phone,  call  154,  Doctor  Parker. 

That  brings  us  then  to  participation  from  the     | 

floor.   Now,  what  are  yotir  questions,  what  are  your  coimiients? 

Doctor  Huasey?  ' 

BY   DOCTOR  HUSSEY:  : 

I'd  like  to  say  a  word  or  two  about  one  or  two  of 
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the  matters  that  I  made  notes  about.   I  don't  want  to  be  - 

I  don't  want  to  appear  to  be  -  I 'm  not,  but  I  don't  want  to 

appear  to  be  pedantic  about  this. 

In  the  first  place,  I  would  like  to  emphasize 

that  it  has  been  -  or  give  further  emphasis  to  the  fact  that 

we  are  discussing  a  subject  about  which  our  knowledge  is 

most  imperfect.   Now,  does  anybody  disagree  with  that? 

Definitions  at  their  best  are  imperfect,  so  we  have  a  very 

complicated  situation  to  try  to  formulate  a  definition. 

Then  I'd  like  to  say  a  word  in  defense  of  Doctor 

Zenker.   So  many  people  used  the  v/ord  'pneumoconiosis'  and 

refer  to  Zenker  as  having  originated  it.  I'd  like  tocall 

yoiir  attention,  if  you  don't  know  it,  to  the  fact  that  Doc- 

tor Zenker  was  a  pathologist  and  he  was  not  necessarily  in- 

troducing a  term.   If  you  will  read  his  paper,  you  will  fin(J 

the  very  last  sentence,  almost  in  the  last  paragraph,  the 

title  of  his  paper  was  "The  Pulmonary  Diseases  Due  to  In- 

halation of  Dust",  and  he  said  rather  than  to  use  this  long-j- 

winded  expression,  I  will  simply  use  the  word  'pneumoconlo-  ■' 

sis',  which  means  the  same  thing.   That's  the  way  the  Greeks 

say  it,  and  I  won't  go  into  the  Greek  about  it;  you  can  find 

some  Greek  scholar  for  that,  but  that's  the  dope.  ! 

Now,  he  was  talking  about  an  anatom.ical  disease, 

not  clinical  disease.   All  of  you  are  talking  about  clinical 

disease.   Don't,  then,  blame  it  on  Zenker.   If  he  were  here 
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today  and  he  knew  the  story  about  Mary's  little  lamb  that 

went  to  Pittsburg,  I'm  sure  he'd  speak  of  it  that  way. 

Now,  also  in  making  these  various  definitions,  we 

have  to  keep  in  mind  that,  in  most  instances,  if  you  look 

into  the  origin  of  our  terms  that  we  use  in  medicine,  they 

are  much  less  secure  than  is  the  term  pneumonoconiosis,  whi  ̂ h 

I  think  must  be,  if  you're  going  to  accept  the  original 

way  in  which  it  was  introduced,  mean  diseases  of  the  lung 

due  to  the  inhalation  of  dust. 

Typhoid  fever  is  a  term  we  derive  from  comparative! 

and  statistical  data.   Tuberculosis  is  a  disease  that  we 

derive  from  the  appearance  of  tubercles,  and  finally,  I'd 

like  to  indicate  to  you,  the  need,  in  thinking  about  all  of 

these  matters  of  definition  especially,  and  this  is  one  of 

the  few,  if  not  the  only  instance  in  medicine,  I  don't  mean 

the  pulmonary  dust  diseases,  but  occupational  diseases, wherf 

over   definitions  have  to  stand  a  legal  test  and  that's  always 

a  difficult  matter,  but  I  do  think  it's  very  important  for 

us  to  keep  In  mind  that  we  rnu.st  have  in  our  definitions, 

not  just  vague  words,  but  very  definite  expressions  to  in- 

dicate as  nearly  as  is  possible,  the  exact  meaning  that  we 

wish  to  convey,  whether  it's  an  anatomical  meaning  or  whether 

it's  a  clinical  meaning  or  whether  it's  a  combination  of  the 

two,  and  then  finally,  since  the  one  consideration  that's 
i 

of  particular  importance  involved  in  all  of  these  matters. 
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is  the  question  of  disability,  the  definition  should  als» 

include  some  statement  that  permits  one  to  determine,  inso- 
I 

far  as  it's  possible,  the  disability  and  the  extent  of  it  in 

connection  with  that  disease,  j 

BY  DOCTOR  VORWALD;  j 

Doctor  FOe  tcher  cited  the  fact,  in  agreement  with  I 

Doctor  Sander,  and  I  saw  Doctor  Sander  shake  his  head,  that | 

as  soon  as  a  particle  of  free  crystalline  silica  is  depos-  j 

ited  in  the  lung,  there  is  a  cellualr  reaction.   In  study-  \ i 
I 

ing  these  many  cases  which  come  to  us  here,  there  is  always  ! 

the  problem,  in  my  own  mind,  and  that  is  looking  at  tissue,  ; 

I  see  that  cellular  reaction.   Maybe  one  particle  of  free   j 

crystalline  silica,  maybe  more  particles.   There  is  a  re-  \ 

action  there  of  the  lung  to  free  crystalline  silica.   How- 

ever, there  has  never  been  any  evident  clinical  signs  or    i 

symptoms.   The  radiograph  appears  normal;  there  are  no      | 

respiratory  symptoms.  We  know  the  man  has  been  exposed  to  j 

free  crystalline  silica.   We  can  recover  free  crystalline   \ 

silica  from  the  lung  which  may  or' may  not  mean  a  thing,  and 
the  real  problem  then  is,  does  this  man  have  silicosis.   I 

am  aware,  as  you  are,  of  our  definition  of  silicosis,  that  | 

if  a  man  is  in  the  presence  of  brief  nodular  shadows,  radio- 

graphically,  and  nodular  lesions  in  the  lung;  yet  here  we 

have  this  case  where  frequently  silica  particles  are  in 

cells  within  the  lung  and  there  is  cellular  damage,  yet 
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what  we  see  does  not  conform  to  our  definition.   Does  this 

man  have  silicosis?  Those  are  some  of  the  problems. 

Again,  it  is  open  to  the  floor.   Doctor  Brodman? i 

BY  DOCTOR  BRQDIvLAJJ:  I 

May  I  speak  from  here?  I  am  one  of  these  intrepi4 

thoracic  siirgeons  that  Doctor  Fletcher  referred  to  in  a  very 

hesitating  manner.  I  can  not  help  but  think,  we  speak  of 

looking  at  an  X-ray,  with  nodulation,  and  since  there  a
re 

no  symptoms,  is  there  loss  of  function  or  isn't  ther
e? 

Now,  sometimes  it  becomes  my  duty  to  take  out  a  half  a  lung. 

Now,  there  is  no  question  at  all  in  that  case,  that  there 

la  loss  of  pulmonary  tissue,  or  I  might  say  destruction  
of 

pulmonary  tissue  and  still  that  patient  without,  or  with  a 

half  a  lung  gone,  is  absolutely  simulous  from  the  stand
- 

point of  pulmonary  disease. 

I  should  like  to  cite  one  case  to  which  Doctor 

Fletcher  referred,  and  that  is  a  case  of  a  young  man  of  21 

who  had  an  exposure  ti  silica,  and  had  diffused  nodulation
s 

throughout  both  lungs,  and  six  experts  gave  six  different 

diagnoses.   I  must  confess  it  remained,  it  was  left  to  me 

as  the  thoracic  surgeon  to  take  out  a  small  piece  of  Iwas 

which  did  not  involve  too  much  surgery  or  excessive  danger 

to  the  patient,  aside  from  the  fact  that  he  was  quite  dis-  ; 

mayed,  and  somewhat  anxious,  but  with  that  piece  of  lung, I 

we  were  able  to  very,  very  definitely  determine  that  the  man 
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had  sarco-sllicosis. 

BY  DOCTOR  VORWALD: 

Doctor  Merewether,  would  you  care  to  say  anything? 

I  call  upon  Doctor  Merewether  because,  during  recent  days, 

we  have  had  considerable  discussion  about  these  things,  and 

Doctor  Merewether  whom  you  will  hear  later  on  in  the  Sym- 

posium is  also  a  guest  at  the  Symposium  coming  from  England, 

BY  DOCTOR  WiERE\'\/'ETHER ; 

Mr.  Chairman,  Ladies  and  Gentlemen:   The  most 

expert  exposition  of  this  subject  this  morning  has,  as  I 

expected,  served  not  to  show  grievance  so  much,  as  to  throw 

up  differences  in  the  various  aspects  that  the  people  have 

to  deal  with  in  this  matter,   I  have  not  prepared  anything 

on  it,  and  I  feel  rather  like  the  new  tenth  husband  of  the 

famous  film  star,  in  a  very  humble  and  embarrassed  position, 

but  more  particularly,  because  -  and  more  particularly  be- 

cause I  feel  that  I  can't  give  you  any  answers. 

Doctor  Raymond  Eussey  implies  that  the  Greeks  may  | 

have  an  answer  to  these  things,  but  I  think  we  should  better! 

get  down  to  the  real  priorities  in  this  discussion,  as  much  i 
i 

as  possible,  as  must  be  obvious  to  all  of  us.   The  important^ 

thing  is  or  the  important  things  are  really  -  first  prior-  i 

ities  are  prevention  and  compensation  for  those  unfortunate  ; 

enough  to  get  the  disease,  and  its  nomenclature  and  defi-   , 
i 

nitions  which  enable  these  matters  to  be  facilitated        1 
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forwardly  and  these  are  more  important  that  academic  pro-  { 

tection,  and  moreover,  we  can't  expect  total  prevention  of  j 

these  diseases,  hut  only  a  proportion,  and  you,  no  doubt,  I 

will  come  along  way  in  this  in  the  course  of  the  future,  but 

we  must  try  and  keep  up  to  these  things  in  practical  prior-  ! 

ities. 

Therefore,  since  -  since  the  word  'pneumoconiosis < 

in  the  industries  and  amongst  the  people  who  suffer  from  ' 

the  disease,  has  a  most  sinister  meaning,  I  deplore  the 
i 

use  of  the  word  except  in  medical  circles,  to  indicate 

something  that  does  not  cause  disablement,  sickness  or      | 
i 

death.   Now,  it's  unfortunate  really,  that  the  word  has  come 

to  stay*   It's  been  in  existence  so  long,  but  it  is  very    j 

necessary  for  operational  purposes  that  we  should  knov/  what  j 

it  means,  as  all  the  speakers  have  pointed  out. 

Now,  there  are  three  types  in  general,  of  people  ; 

who  consider  or  who  have  to  consider  the  word  'pneumocon- 

iosis'.  The  widest  conception  of  it  is  that  of  the  man  who  , 

is  not  the  least  bit  interested,  the  intelligent  layman, 

the  doctor  whords  specializing  in  some  other  -  highly       * 

specialized  in  some  other  line  of  business,  who  uses  it 

merely  meaning  a  dusty  li^ng,  but  it  sounds  better  to  call   ; 

it  'pneumoconiosis'. 

The  second  is  a  wide  definition  and  a  particular 

definition  like  that  adopted  -  adopted  by  the  ILO,  some  years 
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ag«.  This  is  Important  that  the  ILO  has  to  adopt  a  high 

definition,  so  as  to  enable,  in  your  somewhat  infrequent 

discussions  that  they  have  dealing  with  particular  subjects 

like  pneumoconiosis,  there  is  opportunity  to  expand,  follow 

expert  knowledge  and  focus  research  and  compensation  laws 

and  prevention  laws,  and  so  forth,  in  the  right  direction. 

The  third  and  more  narrow  types  of  definition  are 

those  which  we  commonly  use  in  different  forms  in  different 

states  in  different  countires.   They  will  probably  always 

vary  for  other  reasons,  amongst  themselves.   In  England,  we 

have  a  rather  tight  definity,  which  in  itself,  has  varied 

since  1925,  1925,  the  first  main  definition  of  these  things, 

and  that  is  likely  to  vary  again  as  more  knowledge  comes 
along. 

At  the  present  moment,  pneumoconiosis  is  defined 

as  fibrosis  of  the  lungs  due  to  silica  dust,  as  bestos  dust 

or  other  dust,  and  includes  the  condition  known  as  dust 

reticulation  of  the  lungs. 

Now,  that  is  for  a  particular  purpose.   It  is 

something  that  expert  chest  physicians  in  your  country,  my 

coimtry,  and  so  forth,  understand  what  it  means,  because 

they  have  seen  so  many  cases  and  they  can  apply  it  with 

justice.   The  word  'other  dust',  if  there  was  aiiother  dust, 

then  it  would  have  to  be  scheduled  separately  and  that  is 

j  what  is  causing  the  trouble  at  the  m_oment.   Berjriiiosis  at 
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at  the  moment,  for  instance,  is  presently  being  compensated! 

as  beryllium  poisoning,  I i 
r 

Nov/,  it  is  important  to  have  a  definition  for     I 

compensation  purposes,  which  can  be  applied  by  specialists  i 
i 

in  the  field,  for  the  reason  that  compensation  is  something' 

for  a  -  in  this  case,  it's  something  for  a  devastating  dis- 

ease, and  those  people  should  be  paid  equivalent  for  it,  thdse 

that  get  it.   It  is  just  to  compensate  them  for  such  a 

disease. 

It  is  also  unjust  to  compensate  somebody  who  has  j 

not  got  the  disease,  by  making  the  definition  too  wide.   In' 

our  law,  we  also  have  a  method,  a  provision  in  the  Indus- 

trial Injuries  Act  which  provides  for  prescribing  a  disease 

with  retrograde  effect,  a  very  unusual  thing  in  any  legis- 

lation, that  enables  one,  as  soon  as  evidence  is  found  of 

the  occupational  character  of  any  disease,  evidence  that I 

satisfys  the  criteria  just  mentioned,  it  can  be  scheduled   I 

and  people  who  have  got  the  disease,  after  it  is,  you  know,  i 

on  the  list,  can  be  compe  nsated,  j 

Nov/,  I  said  I  was  going  to  add  a  few  bits  and     ' 

pieces  to  the  difficulties.   Is  carsinoma  due  to  actual     j 

trioxide  dust,  or  nickel,  if  nickel  is  the  cause,  dust,  or  i 

the  bichromates  pneumoconiosis.   This  is  not  a  pneumoconiosis 

by  our  own  definition,  so  we  have  to  put  it  in  the  Acts     j 

separately,  '. 
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Now,  mixed  dust,  some  people  suggest  we  should 

put  the  dust  on,  but  here  surely  we  should  have  further 

information  from  the  experts  in  minerology,  and  geology, 

because  you  could  have  mixed  dusts  which  are  deliberately 

mixed,  and  they  produce,  as  everybody  knows,  very  m.ixed  typqs 

of  X-ray  appearances.   Then  you  can  have  mixed  dusts  which 

are  mixed  in  some  areas  of  the  country  and  not  in  others. 

Thus,  you  can  have  a  pure  talc,  or  so-called  talc,  French 

chalk,  call  it  what  you  like,  which  has  no  free  silica  in 
it. 

Yet,  I  have  seen,  I  remember  the  last  time  I  was 

here  ten  years  ago,  through  the  courtesy  of  my  old  friend, 

that  great  man,  that  lovable  great  man,  LeRoy  Gardner,  a 

slide  of  a  lung  which  in  the  literature  was  labeled  talc 

pneumoconiosis,  and  it  was  pretty  obvious  that  the  man  died 

of  silicosis,  and  asbestosis  together,  whatever  else  the    I 

talc  did.   It  was  obvious  to  anybody.   He  didn't  label  it   I 

that,  I 

Now,  the  quiet  agreement  that  a  thing  is  called   \ 

inert,  may  be  illustrated  by  Roy  Gardner's  magnificently    i 
i 

illuminating  deliberations,  that  dust  if  inhaled,  may  cause  ; 

damage  to  the  lung  in  spite  of  being  classed  as  active  or    \ 

inert  dust,  and  lastly,  the  main  dust  that  causes  disability, 

in  disease,  we  know,  and  if  we  can  get  a  nomenclature  suit- 

able for  them,  we  have  achieved  a  priority,  which  will  cause 
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or  help  justice  to  be  done  to  those  known  cases.   It  may 

do  a  little  damage  to  the  researchers  who  are  looking  into 

the  epoch  type,  but  it  is  more  important  to  see  that  justice; 

is  done  and  do  it  quickly. 

By  DOCTOR  VQRWALD; 

Are  there  other  questions  or  comments  from  the 

floor?  (No  response). 

We  have  had  a  discussion  of  disease,  what  is  dis- 

ease.  Anyone  wish  to  comment  as  to  their  interpretation  of 

a  disease.   Doctor  McCann,  really,  you  should  say  something 

about  it.   Doctor  Werner,  care  to  make  a  remark? 

BY  DOCTOR  MeCANN; 

This  is  a  very  difficult  question  to w hich  to 

address  oneself.  As  a  clinician,  I  think  we  have  to  relate 

the  word  disease  to  the  occurrence  of  symptoms  and  we  must 

realize,  at  the  outset,  that  disease  in  the  sense  that 

symptoms  occur,  is  not  so  extensive  that  a  -  that  it  be« 

comes  a  pathological  process. 

A  very  skilled  athlete  may  develop  a  system  of    i 
i 

distress  if  the  emotional  distress  is  great  enough,  so  I    | 
I 

think  that  we  have  then  to  take  into  consideration  the  fac-  : 

tor  of  great  stress,  the  factor  of  normality  or  abnormality  ' 

of  the  individual;  we  have  to  take  the  individual  as  a  wholei 

into  acco\int,  in  regard  to  his  ability  to  adapt  himself  to  [ 

stress.   He  may  have  a  pathological  process  in  one  organ,   i 
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for  which  he  will  comensate  hy  the  adapted  pt:'oce3ses  in 

another,  so  that  \inder  the  same  stress,  he  may  react  dif- 

ferently from  his  neighbor.   I  think  it's  one  word  to  try 

to  define  disease  as  distinct  from  a  pathological  process; 

he  would  have  to  take  these  things  into  account,  aside  from 

an  Individual  with  definite  pathological  process  recognized 
I 

as  being  produced  by  silica,  who  may  never  be  put  under 

stress  sufficient  to  bring  out  symptoms,  so  that  from  a 

clinician's  standpoint,  I  think  he  would  have  to  say  then 

that  disease  is  the  difference  in  adaptation  to  stress  pro-  I 

duced  by  a  pathological  process,  to  such  an  extent  that  the ! 

individual  is  unable  to  adapt  with  ease  to  the  extent  that  j 
I 

a  normal  man  would  do  so.   This  is  very  difficult*         ' 

BY  DOCTOR  VQRWALD; 

We  v/ill  get  some  remarks  here.   We're  going  to    j 
i 

close  the  session  immediately  because  we  are  late.   But     j 
i 

there  is  considerable  agreement  between  our  thoughts  con-  I 

cerning  definitions.  However,  I  think  that  all  of  us  will  ' 

agree  that  there  is  considerable  disagreement  also,  and  i 

that  there  are  terms  which  we  are  -  which  we  use  today  which 

need  definition  and  clarification,  and  thinking  about  this,  : 

anticipating  that  we  would  come  out  of  this  discussion  w ith  ; 

something  that  might  not  be  concrete  enough,  I  thought 

that  it  might  be  well  to  make  something  concrete  out  of     | 
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this  discussion,  and  in  debating  this  thing  with  my  col-  j 

leagues,  it  was  thought  that  we  better  present  this  to  the  ̂ 

Symposium,  that  this  Symposium  regrets  the  confusion  
caused, 

by  the  use  of  the  word  'pneumoconiosis t  with  uncertain  mean- 

ing and  that  this  Symposium  invites  Doctor  Seward  Hiller,  | 

Doctor  Peterson  of  the  Industrial  Counsel,  Doctor  Miller  | 

of  the  United  States  Public  Health  Service,  to  constitute  j 

a  small  committee,  to  constitute  a  small  committee  under  
• 

the  heading  of  representatives  from  bodies  and  individual  | 

experts  specifically  concerned  with  the  use  of  the  term  | 

fpneumoconiosis»,  to  consider  its  definition,  having  regard, 

to  its  application  in  the  research,  clinical,  operative,  and 

legal  fields,  with  the  aim  of  common  interpretation,  and  | 

that  that  committee  should  report.  1 

What  is  yoTor  comment,  do  you  think  that  such  a 

committee  should  be  constituted  under  the  aegis  of  a  group  ; 

having  interest,  such  as  the  industrial  counsel,  or  on  in- 

dustrial  health,  or  the  United  States  Public  Health  Service, 

to  appoint  this  committee  and  this  committee  will  consider 

these  terms  and  that  there  shall  be  letters  -  there  shall 

be  also  corresponding  members  to  the  committee,  our  friends 

from  England,  our  friends  from  South  Afraica  and  elsewhere, 

who  might  write  their  views  to  the  Committee.   Is  that 

worthwhile?   I  think  it  is.   Any  expression?  , 

BY  DOCTOR  PAUL  RICHARDS: 
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I  make  a  suggestion  that  jour   suggestion  be  made 

as  a  motion  and  I  second  the  motion, 

BY  DOCTOR  VORWALD: 

My  suggestion  -  it  has  been  suggested  that  my  sug- 

gestion be  made  a  motion  and  that  that  motion  be  seconded. 

It  has  been  seconded.   So  it  has  been  done,  so  is  it  your 

wish  then,  by  a  voice  merely,  that  this  be  done,  and  then  I 

think  Doctor  Seward  Killer  and  Doctor  Peterson  in  the  audi- 

ence, and  I  shall  place  the  burden  of  responsibility  upon 

either  one  or  both  of  them  to  arrange  such  committee.   Is 

that  jovtr   wish  by  voice  vote?  Those  in  favor?   (Response 

of  ayes).   Those  against  it?   (No  response).   I  take  it 

it's  unanimous,  then.  Doctor  Peterson. 

BY  DOCTOR  PETERSON: 

I'd  like  to  see  in  that  representation,  the  Amer- 

ican Public  Health  Association. 

BY  DOCTOR  VORWALD; 

American  Public  Health;  I'm  sure   Doctor  Seward 

Miller  is  here  and  Doctor  Peterson  and  they  have  heard  your 

recommendation,  and  they  will  take  consideration  of  it. 

BY  DOCTOR  GREENBTJRG; 

Mr.  Chairman,  the  American  Public  Health  Associa- 

tion now  has  a  committee  at  work  on  it. 

BY  DOCTOR  VORWALD; 

Well,  perhaps  the  American  Public  Health  Associa- 
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February  2i|,  1953 

Dr.  Arthur  J.  Vorwald 

Director,  The  Saranac  Laboratory 
and  The  Trudeau  Foundation 

P.O.  Box  551 
Saranac  Lake,  New  York 

Dear  Doctor  Vorwald: 

DurinF  the  Seventh  Saranac  Symposium,  at
  the  session  on 

Definitions  and  Clarification  of  Terms 
 Pertaining  to 

Pneumoconiosis,  held  on  Monday  morning, 
 September  22 

iq^2  vour  records  will  show  that  the  pr
oblem  of  definition 

of  pneumoconiosis  was  referred  for  stu
dy  to  Seward  Miller 

and  C.  M.  Peterson. 

This  matter  has  been  given  due  consideration.   
 ^^\^^® 

Zll   ?avo?ably  impressed  with  a  state
ment  prepared  by 

Leroy  U.  Gardner,  as  follows: 

"I  prefer  to  retain  the  original  meaning  
and 

use  pneuSoconiosis  as  a  generic  tern 
 to  describe  all 

forms  of  pulmonary  reactions  to  inhaled
  ^ust,  with  no 

iSDlication  as  to  character,  severity  or  effect 
 on    _ 

faction!"   (The  Pathology ^and  Hoentgeno
i^graphic  Mani- 

festations of  Pneumoconiosis.   Leroy  U.  Gardner,  
M.D., 

JAMA  111^:535-545,  Feb.  17,  19ifO.) 

According  to  our  present  view  we  hav
e  seen  no  good  reason 

for  attempting  to  improve  on  this  c
oncept. 

Sincerely  yours. 

yc^^r.>f<^^ 
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Tiie  Inhalatic:n  of  Certain  Industrial  Substances 

Chapter  yo   ̂   >^  Q  ̂\l  ̂ ^^  ̂  \ 

BQ^ 

Introduction 

Theodore  F.  Hatch 

As  I  listened  to  the  program  dealing  with  definitions  and  terminology 

and  to  the  various  views  expressed,  it  occurred  to  xne  tnat  so:;ie  of  the 

differences  made  evident  by  tne  discussion  steia  from  tne  fact  thr. t,  v-e  as 

a  grouj  do  not  have  as  complete  an  understanding  as  we  would  like  to  have 

of  the  mecnanism  of  action  of  -^4$-  various  dusts.   As  "ve  gain  in  cur  knowl- 

edge of  tne  basic  mechanisms  of  action  tne  problem  of  defining  tne  parti- 

cular condition  ve  wish  to  discusi;  may  become  easier. 

The  series  of  papers  which  follow  pertains  to  the  inhalation  of 

certain  indur;trial  subi^tances.   The  fir-t  papers  review  briefl'-  vericus  as- 

pects of  some  of  t;ie  materials  wnich  have  received  coiisiderable  atte.-tion 

in  tne  past;  i.bcut  those  materials  there  has  accumiolatsd  a.  great  deal  of 

information  ■v^hicn,  though  far  fro:i!  being  complete,  fenrnishes  a  broad  back- 

gro'Uid  of  facts  arid  experience.   /notnex'-  j^^aper  irill  be  devoted  to  nei:  indus- 

trial products  -  to  the  recently-developed  simtiietic  silicas  w  licu  nave 

become  -liiite  important  in  commercial  applications.   Finally,  some  of  the 

iiewer  concepts  regarding  tr^e  fate  of  dust  particles  that  nava  been  inhaled 

into  the  lung  -.ill  le  discussed.   Tne  way  in  whicn  p.u-ticulctes  ar':^  ni.ndled 

in  the  course  of  inlnalation,  their  receipt  by  t--e  I'ungs,  the  amount  of  rete.i- 

tion  -  an  understanding  of  all  these  tilings  is  fundamental  to  a  better 

comprehension  of  tne  v,-nole  problem  of  dur;t  diseases. 



We  sometimes  wonder  whether  the  day  -vriLli  ever  come  when  we  shall  be 

able  to  anticipate  tne  difficulties  associ'-ted  with  the  inhalation  of 

particulate  matter  aiid  shall  not  ..lave  t:  wait  until  tne  difficulty  has 

developed  before  becoming  concerned  about  it.   Our  success  in  meeting 

this  problem  will  depend  upon  tue  degree  to  whlca  v^e   can  reduce  our  under- 

standing to  fundamentals,  to  the  common  denominators  that  go  to  make  up 

the  problem,  whether  it  be  one  of  asbestos  or  of  bauxite  of  of  something 

else. 

Is  it  going  to  be  possible  for  us  to  anticipate  said  to  predict,  from 

basic  studies  of  new  dusts,  the  possibility  of  toxic  reaction?  It  would 

be  a  discouraging  situation  if  one  believed  tnat  we  co'uld  nev-r  acnieve 

that  objective.  Vie   may  not  bi  able  to  explain  everything  but  I  certainly 

hope  that  in  tiie  future  we  snail  be  able  tc  do  a  better  job  in  anticipating 

possible  trouble  than  we  have  in  the  past.   And  in  obtaining  a  better  under- 

standing of  these  problems  we  must  de^;end  as  mucii  on  epidemiological  find- 

ings from  the  field  as  we  do  on  the  firidings  rrom  t.ie  Icboratory.   The  one 

complements  and  s  .'.^-■pZ.e/.ients   th?  ct^.s". 
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tion  should  be   a  tri-part  members   of   this   group,   with  Do

c-  . 

tor  Hiller  and  Doctor  Peterson  to  formvilate   a  defhi
tion  i 

under   the   aegis   of   individuals,    specifically  concern
ed  withi 

the   use   of   terms.      Then  I  place    that  responsibility  upon  j
 

Doctor  Seward  Hiller,    Doctor  Peterson,   hoping  they   can  ar-  ̂  

range   this   committee.  j 

(Adjoxirnraent  of  morning  session  12:20  P.M.)  j 

SUBJECT:      THE   INHALATION  OF  CERTAIN   INDUSTRIAL   SUBSTANCES
 

Chairman:     Theodore  P.   Hatch Monday,  Sept.  22. 
2:00  -  5:30  P.  M. 

Brief  Reviews 

Silica 

Asbestos 

Beryllium 

Bauxite 

Discussion. 

New  Syne the tic  Silica 

Thomas  M.  Durkan 

Arthvir   J.    Vorwald,   M.   D. 

Harriet  L«   Hardy,   M.   D» 

C.  G.  Shaver,  M.D. and 

Donald  Solandt,  M.  D. 

Philip  C.  Pratt,  M.  D. 

The   Fate    of   Inhaled  Particxolates 

Merril  Eiseribud 

Discussion,   led  by 

Theodore  F.   Hatch. 

BY  DOCTOR    VORWALD: 
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SUBJECT:  THE  INHALATION  OF  CERTAIN  INDUSTRIAL  SUBSTANCES 

Chaiiman:   Theodore  F,  Hatch Monday,  Sept.  22. 
2:  -  5:30  P.  M. 

Brief  Reviews 

Silica 

Asbestos 

Beryllium 

Bauxite 

Discussion. 

New  Synthetic  Silica 

Thomas  M.  Durkan 

Arthur  J.  Vorwald,  M.  D. 

Harriet  L.  Hardy,  M.  D. 

C.  G.  Shaver,  M.  D. 
and 

Donald  Solandt,  M.  D. 

Philip  C.  Pratt,  M.  D. 

The  Fate  of  Inhaled  Particulates 

Merril  Eisenbud 

Discussion,  led  by 

Theodore  **,  Hatch 

BY  DOCTOR  VORVAT.Di 
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We're  behind  schedule,  so  I  think  we  should  begin 

We  have  a  very  interesting  afternoon.  We  don't  really  wish 

to  run  overtime  as  we  did  this  morning.  I  hope  all  of  you 

have  foiind  food.  The  Chief  of  Police  called  me  up  and  told 

me  that  there  were  a  number  of  cars  parked  about  without  | 

having  paid  their  nickels,   but  yet   they  do   not  have   the  red| 
i 

tag  on  their  windshields.  Again,  we  \arge  that  you  register! 
i 

at  the  John  Black  Room  and  receive  your  automobile  cards,   j 

otherwise,  you  may  find  yourself  elsewhere  other  than  in   i 

the  Symposium. 

Our  topics  for  this  afternoon  concern  various 

substances  and  we  have  selected  a  Chairman  whom  we  believe 

is  outstanding  as  a  moderator  of  those  topics.  Doctor  Hatch 

from  the  School  of  Public  Health,  the  University  of  Pitts- 

burgh and  the  Industrial  Hygiene  Foundation  of  the  Mellon 

Institute  in  Pittsburgh.   He  will  serve  as  the  Chairman. 

Doctor  Hatch. 

BY  DOCTOR  HATCH; 

Doctor  Vorwald  and  the  Symposiiam:   It  occurred  to 

me  as  I  was  listening  to  the  program  this  morning,  the  dis- 
i 

cussion  of  the  various  views,  that  some  of  the  differences  j 

that  were  made  evident  by  the  discussion  stem  from  the  f act | 
1 

that  we,  as  a  group,  do  not  have  as  complete  an  understand-: 

ing  as  we  would  like  to  have  of  the  mechanism  of  -  of  the 

various  dusts,  and  that  as  we  gain  in  our  ixnder standing  of  i 
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the  basic  mechanisms  of  action,  the  problem  of  defining  the 

thing  that  we're  talking  about  may  become  easier,  and  it 

woiild  seem  to  me  that  our  afternoon  session,  therefore, 

should  contribute  in  a  very  usefia  way,  to  easing  that 

difficulty  as  it  appeared  in  the  morning  discussion. 

We  have,  as  you  all  see,  a  series  of  talks  on 

The  Inhalation  of  Certain  Industrial  Substances,  beginning 
with  the  old  one  of  silica  and  going  through  to  some  of  the 

newer  materials  and  some  of  the  newer  concepts  with  regard 
to  the  action  of  dust  in  the  lung. 

I  understand  that  some  of  the  people  in  the  back 

of  the  room  this  morning  had  difficulty  in  hearing  the 

various  speakers,  so  that  I  will  now  ask  the  speakers  this 

afternoon  to  keep  their  voices  up,  keep  that  in  mind,  and   j 
to  make  svire  that  they  speak  up  loudly.  ! 

I  was  provided  by  Doctor  Vorwald  with  a  program   I I 

in  advance,  in  which  he  has  carefully  noted  the  number  of   ! 

minutes  allowed  for  each  speaker.   Since  we  are  a  little    ' 

late  in  starting,  I  shall  pound  the  bell  down  here  very     I 

promptly  to  make  sure  that  they  stay  within  their  time.     ; 

The  first  subject  this  afternoon,  under  this  gen- j 
eral  heading  of  inhalation  of  certain  industrail  substancesj 
is  a  discussion  by  Mr,  Durkan  of  the  Laboratory  Staff  on    ' 

Silica.   I»m  sure  Mr.  Durkan  needs  no  further  introduction  ; 
than  that  to  us.   Hr.  Dxirkan, 
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BY  MR.   DURKAN; 

Vff 

Mr.  Chairman,  Members  of  the  SympoaiTom: 

(Doctor  Durkan  read  his  prepared  paper,  which  is 

on  file  at  the  Laboratory), 

BY  DOCTOR  HATCH; 

In  view  of  the  fact  that  our  several  subjects  in 

this  topic  are  expressed  in  several  papers,  it  would  be 

best  to  perhaps  limit  discussion  and  comments  to  the  end 

of  the  presentation,  so  I  call  next  on  Doctor  Vorwald  who 

will  duscuss  the  findings  in  reference  to  asbestos. 

BY  DOCTOR  VORWALD; 

It»s  not  easy  to  cover  the  topic  of  asbestos  and 

asbestosis  in  the  short  time  which  we  must,  and  I  shall 

only  try,  and  shall  try  to  be  very  brief. 

As  you  perhaps  know,  the  disease  asbestosis  was 

first  described  about  1900  in  England  and  since  that  time, 

there  have  been  many,  many  reports  concerning  asbestos  and 

notably  those  reports  by  Doctor  Merewether  in  England, 

Doctor  Lanza  and  McConnell  and  Fennel  of  the  United  -  of  the 

Metropolitan  Life  Instirance  Company;  by  Doctor  Lynchnand 

others,  and  again  by  Doctor  Lanza  in  the  Monograph,  publish- 

ed by  the  Oxford  University  Medical  Publications,  entitled 

"Silicosis  and  Asbestosis", 

And,  following  these  reports,  it  was  thought  that 

'>% 
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BY  DOCTOR  VOBWALD; 

It's  not  eas7  to  cover  the  topic  of  asbestos  and  asbestosis 

in  the  short  time  vhich  we  nnist,  and  I  shall  only  try,  and  shall 

try  to  be  very  brief • 

As  you  perhaps  know,  the  disease  asbestosis  was  first  described 

about  1900  in  England  and  since  that  time,  there  have  been  many,  many 

reports  concerning  asbestos  and  notably  those  reports  hy  Doctor 

Merewether  in  England,  Doctor  Lanza  and  McGonnell  and  Fennel  of  the 

United  -  of  the  Metropolitan  Life  Insurance  Company;  by  Doctor  Lynch 

and  others,  and  again  ty  Doctor  Lanza  in  the  Monograph,  published  by 

the  Oxford  University  Medical  Publications,  entitled  "Silicosis  and 

Asbestosis"* 

And,  following  these  reports,  it  was  thought  that 
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"  .'    ,.     that  there  was  nothing  m
ore  \ 

.e  toov  all  ahout  ashestosis,    ^  ̂̂^^^  ̂^^^^^^  ̂ ^^^  ̂ ^^^  , 
that  could  be  known.     However,  ^_^  ̂^  ̂^  recognize 

,.at  t..re   a.e  sUU  .-,.  .an.  P  ^^^^^^^  ̂ ^ 

i.«o^o     Tirohlems  wnicii  
*«- 

fiisease   ashestosis, 
  proox 

4.  « -mi  he   considered, problems  which  -ust  still  ,  ,,,,ainly  do  not 

Therefore,    in  my  remarks,  
^ 

Q^y        I  will  merely  
try    w 

„ish  to  appear  donatio  In  ̂ ^  "     '  ̂ ,^^ii3i,ed  and  seem 

^■p  1-he   things  which  ar
e point  out  so»e  of  the  th     S  ^^^^^^  ̂ ^  ̂ ^ 

4-  ■^^^^Rhed.   and  other  t
hinga to  he   establishe
d,  

^owledge. 

^o«^A  with  our  presen
t*  ̂ ^ valid  m  accor-danoe  «lt
  ^^^^ 

you  all  toow  W
hat  asbestos  I

S. 

■  „e  that  refers  to  a  def
inite   specif lo name   is  not  really  one   that  ^^  ̂ 

4.v;^T.  Is  a  term  which  is    ap
p 

^eral.  l>ut  it  rather  i.  a  ^  ^^   _  ̂  

n    /iifferent  substances
   oco 

variety  of  several  dlfferen  „„otile  and  var- 

.r,A  one  could  men
tion  cryso ^  flhroua  form,   and  ̂   ^^^^^^  ̂ ^^^  ̂   ̂ ^^,,. 

lous  other  typ
es  of  ashestos 

  in ,  ^J5-irAn  to   them. 

^^^^^^-'^'^rtorrnHIr  Of  persons  en.a.ed  in  the 
Now,   the  total 

 nw 

^,  V.W  does  not  exceed  1,500. 
     ̂ ^  , 

<«^n<?trY  probably  do
es  nu asbestos   industry  P 
 

numbers   of 

^      o-H  least  in  this  country.    
  J-"  I 

number  of   such,    at  lea  definitely  knowt^ 

Inhaling  asbestos  
dusts   is  no 

^„„,  workers  ̂ ^-^  ̂^  ̂ ^^^  ̂ ,  ,,e  frequency  of        | 

^°""^''    Tal^^s   intch  .or.ers  would  .dic
ate  that  only pulmonary  changes   in  ^^fftolent 

.  .e«  Of  the   total  numher  of^
^^^^e^^posed^^ 
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quantities  of  asbestos  fibers  develop  asbestosis*  Thus, 

the  condition  differs  considerably  from  the  condition  re- 

sulting from  the  present  deposition  of  free  crystalline 

silica.  Certainly,  it  may  go  differently,  the  magnitude 

of  the  problem  in  one  is  different  than  in  the  other # 

Now,  it  woxad  appear  that  industrial  environments 

that  exist  today  necessitate  generally  ten  or  more  years  of 

exposure  to  asbestos  dust  in  concentrations  exceeding  one 

million  fibers  longer  than  ten  microns  per  cubic  foot  of 

air.   It  appears  that  way.   This  is  basically  subject  to 

criticism  and  we  know  of  other  levels  of  permissible  con- 

centration that  have  been  established  for  asbestos,  but 

from  our  studies  and  our  interpretation,  and  I  repeat,  it 

appears  that  industrial  environments  which  exist  today    '.|i^>^ 

necessitate  generally  ten  or  more  years  of  exposure  to  as- 

bestos dust  in  concentrations  exceeding  one  million  fibers 

longer  than  ten  microns  per  cubic  foot  of  air« 

Now,  of  course,  exceptions  to  this  occur.  In 

subjects  exposed  to  concentrations  above  that  tentative  per-' 

missible  limit,  and  I  recall  to  your  mind,  the  statement 

brought  out  by  Doctor  Fletcher  this  morning,  namely,  the 

concentration.  After  all,  if  the  concentration  is  high, 

well,  then  we  find  within  the  pulmonary  tissue,  many  change$; 

so,  too,  with  asbestos# 

Now,  an  occasional  c  ase  has  come  to  tis  for  study 
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with  manifest  piilmonary  changes   and  profound  symptoms,   whos^f? 

occupational  history  discloses  an  exposure  of  less  than 

five  years,   but  I  again  hasten  to  add  in  those   instances, 

to  an  extremely  high  atmospheric   concentration  of  long     ; 

fiber  asbestos*      In  view  of   the   experimental   studies,    the 

pulmonary  deposition  of  long  fibers   of  asbestos  seems   to 

be   the  agent  responsible  for  changes   in  the  lung  which 

are  identified  as   asbestos is # 

Rather   than   to  cite   all    ttie  experimental  evidence,, 

our  evidence  here   at  the   Saranac  Laboratory,    and  those  by 

Smith,  Woodin  and  King  in  England,  have  failed  to  show 

evident  pulmonary  change  with  fibers  less   than  ten  microns 

in  length  in  our  instance,    and  less  than  2.5  microns  in 

the   instance   of  King  and  his  workers,    co-workers   in  Englahdi^^^ 

and  that.   Whereas  long   asbestos   fibers,    in  o\ir  e:xperlence, 

caused  well-marked  para-bronchlolar  and  interstitial  resem- 

blance,   the   condition,    as  we   see   it   In  human  subjects  expos ^ 

ed  to  asbestos* 

Now,    as  you  all  know,    the  pulmonary  changes   due 

to   the  asbestos   fiber  occtir   initially  as   collars   of  fibrotis 

tissue   about  the   respiratory  bronchlals,    and  the  progres- 

sion of  that  fibrosis   occurs  and  it  is   characterized  by  ex- 

tentlon  into   the   adjoining  alveolar  walls,   which  distorts 

those  walls    and  distorts    the   formed  alveolar  space,    giving 

rise   often  to  what  we   identify  as   anatomical  emphysema  and 

y'*-- 
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also  to  clinical  manifestations  of  respiratory  difficulty 

due,  perhaps,  to  that  emphysema  and  perhaps  due  to  a  diffu- 

sion phenomena*   I  shall  not  dwell  upon  that,  b  ecause  that 

is  going  to  be  a  subject  for  discussion  by  Doctor  Gregoiro 

on  Thursday* 

The  point  to  be  made,  however,  is  this,  that  as- 

bestos manifests  itself  in  an  entirely  different  way  than 

does  asbestosis  manifest  itself  in  an  entirely  different 

way  than  does  silicosis,  Asbestosis  is  a  diffuse  pulmonary 

involvement,  giving  rise  to  the  ground  glass  appearance  in- 

the  lower  lung,  often  involving  the  lower  lung,  manifested 

Roentgenographically»  One  condition,  in  our  belief,  is 

accompanied  in  many  instances  by  respiratory  difficulty, 

whereas  the  other  condition,  simple  nodular  silicosis,  is  ■ 

often  free  of  respiratory  difficulty. 

-.•The" action  of  inhaling  asbestos  fibers,  I  think 

the  concenstis  of  opinion  today  is,  that  it  is  a  mechanical 

action,  that  the  fiber  being  flexible,  is  inhaled  into  the 

repiratory  bronchials  and  because  of  its  flexibility,  it 

can  be  taken  up  by  a  cell  and  it  can  be  carried  into  the 

alveolar  wall  where  it  is  deposited  and  produces  its  damage. 

Our  experimental  evidence  seems  to  prove  that  since  fibers 

which  are  brittle  and  just  as  long,  glass  wool  fibers,  which 

can  be  broken  very  readily,  fall  to  produce  this  type  of 

readtion  which  we  see  characterizes  the  pulmonary  response 

X*- 
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to  the  asbestos  fiber.   Thus  we  believe  t
hat  the  flexibility 

of  the  fiber  is  an  important  factor  in  the
capacity  of  the 

asbestos  fiber  to  produce  damage^ in  the  lung. 

There  are  some,  however,  who  believe  tha
t  the 

chemical  actions,  that  ksbestos  produces  
its  effect  by 

chemical  action.   Supposing  that  the  m
inerological  coat- 

ing of  mineral  substances  is  removed,~  leavi
ng  bare  the  as- 

bestos fiber  or  spicule,  allowing  silica  -  sili
cic  acid  to 

be  liberated  and  thus  producing  damage.  
 I  think  that  that 

needs  proof.   I  don't  -  I  do  not  believe
  that  silicic  acid 

produces  the  damage.  We  have  been  unab
le  to  reproduce  the 

experimental  effect,^  or  reproduce  it  e
xperimentally. 

The  fesbestos  bodies—  some  tin©  s  I  like 
 to  refer 

to  it  as  commonly  called,  bodi.-  asbest
os  is  bodies,  as  the 

asbestos  body.  Why?  Because  these  bod
ies  appear  anywhere 

in  the  lung.  They  often  lie  free  in  
the  alveolar  space. 

The  body  is  coated  with  a  layer  of  subs
tance  which  gives  a 

positive  reaction  to  iron,  which  we  and
  others  believe  is 

derived  from  tissue  fluids.   I  like  to 
 look  upon  the  as- 

bestos body  as  a  -  a  body  which  has  been  remov
ed  or  is  in- 

capable of  producing  damage.   This  has  been  c
ited  by  other 

workers,  notably,  Colus,  Lynch  and  oth
ers,  and  I  like  ta) 

refer  to  it  as  the  asbestos  body  rath
er  than  the  asbestosis 

body,  because  the  presence  of  this  b
ody  does  not  mean  that 

asbestotic  fibrosis  is  present  in  the  l
ung. 
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We  have  seen  asbestosls,   asbesto
s  bodies  appear 

in  the  sputum,  without  evident  chang
e  In  the  pulmonary     ̂  

tissue.     Therefore,   the  asbestos 
 body  ln_ the  .sputum  Is  not 

diagnostic  for  the  disease   asbes
tosls.     It  merely  means  thai 

the   individual  has  Inhaled  an  as
te^tos  fiber  and  that  the 

body  has  reacted  thereto  by  coa
ting  It  with  Iron. 

I  have  seen  asbestos  bodies  lyin
g  free   In  the  al- 

veolar space,  without  evident  pulmonary 
 change  in  the  al- 

veolar walls  Which  form  that  space.     
I -have  seen  asbestos 

bodies   m  the   alveolar  wall  withou
t  evident  fibrosis.     So, 

therefore.   I  like  to  look  upon  th
e  asbestos  body  as  a  body 

which  is   incapable  of  producing
  damage,    that  their  pres- 

ence means  merely  that  the  fiber  has 
 been  deposited  In  the 

lung,   and  that  -  and  that  their 
 presence  In  the  sputum  has 

no  reference  whatsoever  to  the 
  degree  or  extent  of  fibrosis 

in  the  pulmonary  area. 

Asbestosls  is  productive  of  pu
lmonary  disfunction 

and  this,  too,  shall  be  a  topic
  for  discussion  on  Thursday, 

suffice  it  to  say  for  the  pre
sent  ttae  that  the  symptomatol

- 

ogy of  asbestosls  established  as  be
stosis  as  dominated  by 

phthismla  and  irritating  cough
.  The  complications  of  as- 

bestos, inhalation  of  the  asbestos  dust,
  does  not  apparently 

alter  significantly,  the  final 
 outcome  of  tuberculosis, 

either  experimentally  or  clini
cally. 

I  know  that  there  are  those  of  you 
 who  will  take 
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exception  to  that  statement.  However,  our  clinic  study  of 

clinical  patients,  our  study  of  experimental  animals,  in- 

fected with  the  tubercle  bacillus,  have  failed  to  demon- 

strate that  the  asbestos  fiber  deposited  in  the  lung  in- 

creases the  susceptibility  of  that  tissue  to  infection  by 

the  tubercle  bacillus,  thus  asbestosis  is  quite  different  ■ 

then  or  from  silicosis. 

Inhalation  of  asbestos  dust  and  carcinoma  of  the 

lung  is  also  a  subject  for  discussion  on  Wednesday  and  I 

shall  not  dwell  upon  that  at  this  moment.   There  is  often 

associated  with  asbestosis,  well-established  asbestosis, 

cardiac  enlargement  that  seems  to  result  from  increased 

pxilmonary  tension.  , 

Bronchiectasis,  identified  as  the  dry  type,  is 

frequently  associated  as  a  complication  of  asbestosis,  and 

it  is  logical  since  the  fibrosis  of  asbestosis  gains  about"' 

the  respiratory  bronchioles  and  about  the  bronchial s,  liiat  -, 

there  is  a  degree  of  fibrosis  which  interferes  with  the    ■ 

wall  of  the  respiratory  bronchiole  and  which  will  often 

cause  a  physiological  dlsfvinction,  thus  retention  of  secre- 

tions, thus  also  the  appearance  of  bronchiectasis. 

Experimental  evidence  with  respect  to  asbestosis 

indicates,  and  also  there  is  some  clinical  evidence,  that 

on  removal  of  the  asbestotlc  from  the  -  from  the  atmosphere, 

that  there  is  appreciable  clearing  of  the  asbestosis  of  the 
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lesion  in  the  lung,  that,  thus,  it 
 also  differs  from  sili- 

cosis.  Remove  a  man  with  silicosis 
 from  his  -  the  atmos- 

phere containing  free  crystalline  silica,
  that  silicosis 

will  progress  for  a  short  period  of 
 time  and  then  it  will 

become  stabilized  and  indeed,  it  may  r
egress  by  reason  of 

contraction  of  the  fibrous  tissue,  bu
t  with  the  asbestotic, 

that  individual,  on  removal  from  the  
dusty  atmosphere,  the 

disease  in  his  lungs  seems  to  stabiliz
e  very  quickly,  much 

more  quickly  than  that  does  to  the  
free  crystalline  silica 

particle* 

As  far  as  therapy  is  concerned,  studi
es  by  the 

Saranac  Laboratory  and  also  by  Smith,  
Woodin  and  King, 

experimental  studies  with  aluminum  
hydroxide,  colloidal 

aluminum  hydroxide,  showed  no  evid
ent  retention  or  retar-  -^ 

dation  of  the  development  of  asbestos
is  in  experimental 

aniiaals.  Kius,  again,  it  differs  from
  the  reaction  due  to 

the  free  crystalline  silica  in  the  for
m  of  quartz. 

Furthermore,  this  asbestosis,  this  a
luminum  hy- 

droxide or  aluminum,  colloidal  aluminum  hydro
xide  did  not 

prevent  the  development  of  the  react
ion  to  the  asbestos 

fibers  deposited  in  the. lung.  -  If  an
ything,  our  experiment- 

al evidence,  and  that  'is  also  supported  
by  the  evidence  fro« 

King  in  England  and  his  co-workers,
  is  that  aluminum  hydrox- 

ide augments  the  fibrosis  due  to  the  as
bestos  fiber. 

cortisone?  I  know  of  no  experimental  or
  clinical 
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study  where  Cortisone  has  been  \ised  as  a  possible  thera- 

peutic agent  against  the  pulmonary  reaction  to  asbestosis, 

to  asbestotic  fiber  or  for  asbestosis.   It  seeins  to  me, 

however,  that  Cortisone  should  be  given  a  trial.  We  have 

considered  that  for  silicosis,  but  by  reason  of  the  fact 

that  the  individual  with  free  crystalline  silica  in  his 

lung  is  more  susceptible  to  tuberculosis,  we  have  not  fav
or- 

ed the  use  of  Cortisone  which  also  increases  the  susceptibil-
 

ity of  the  lung  to  tuberculosis.  But  that  does  not  appear 

to  be  the  case  in  asbestosis. 

We,  therefore,  consider  giving  Cortisone  a  trial 

in  the  asbestotic.  Thank  you*     ,       '        , 

BY  DOCTOR  HATCH: 

I«m  a  little  c^arious  to  know  why,  in  settling  the 

times  for  this  afternoon.  Doctor  Vorwald  has  allotted  m
ore 

time  for  discussion  of  Beryllium.   I  thoxight  Doctor  Hardy 

could  tell  us  all  about  it  in  five  minutes,  but  instead  of 

that,  she  is  allotted  a  little  longer  time.   I'll  ask  Docto]|- 

Hardy  to  talk  on  Beryllium. 

BY  DOCTOR  HARDY t 

Professor  Hatch  and  Members  of  the  Sympositmi: 

There  has  been  in  the  past  decade  a  truly  impressive  a
ccum- 

ulation of  American  and  foreign  literature  relating  to  the 

epidemiological,  clinical  and  experimental  aspects  of  
expos 

jre 
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to  certain  beryllltim  compounds.  This  documentation  and 

active  attemTJts  to  use  this  data  in  the  prevention  of  workea 

illness  ieflect  the  accuracy  of  Dr.  Alice  Hamilton ts^obser - 

vation  that  in  her  experience  she  has  never  seen  a  more 

prompt  and  active  attack  on  a  serious  industrial  hazard. 

Much  of  the  available  knowledge  of  beryllium  intoxication  ii 

well  known  to  the  membership  of  this  Symposium,  Becaiise  of 

this  and  the  size  of  the  subject,  I  shall  in  the  time  at  ray 

disposal  deliberately  choose  certain  current  observations 

and  opinions  which  seem  to  me  to  warrant  your  attention.  I 

shall  present  this  material  under  the  headings  of  the  epi- 

demiology, the  clinical  aspects,  the  treatment  and  the  diag- 

nosis of  beryllium  poisoning, 

Epldemlolomt   ^^^-j. 

ghts-  Dlldu  I  mid  the  one  following  (Slid»  T£4-3»»- 

present*  the  operations  which  I  know  with  reasonable  certain 

ty  have  been  incriminated  as  causing  worker  illness.  And 

in 
jfc^s  table  X^^fttT^^-lW^ shows  the  compounds  associated  with

 

these  operations.     Van  Ordstrand,  Wilson,  DeNardi^and  I 

agree  that  beryllium  oxide  appears  as   the  usual  etiologio 

exposure  in  ̂ B^  ¥9X8-.   -Illness   in  the  extraction  indus- 

try  both  ijera^azjid  abroad  is  held  to  be  associated  with  ex- 

posure to  the  acid  salts  of  beryllium  espoelkly  tiie  fl^o^?- 

ido  and  the  sulfate.     Accurate  information  on.  incidence  of 

S^iiiidftooryOliua,  poisoning  associated  with  x^taljx  Maj?lc^ 
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expostires  is  difficvG-t  to  obtain.  Lack  of  loiowledge  of  totejl 

nxjittber  of  those  exposed,  failure  to  racognize  beryllluxa- 

caused  disease  in  the  past  and  continued  appearance  of  cases 

of  chronic  poisoning,  long  periods  after  cessation  of  expos- 

ure  combine  to  make  available  information  of  case  incidence 

undependable • .  Here  are  a  few  reasonably  accurate  figures, 

DeNardi  and  associates  report  ij.31  cases  of  acute  beryllium 

reaction  in  an  extraction  plant  between  19i}-0-1952  during 

which  time  some  1,700  people  were  employed.   222  of  such 

illnesses  involved  the  respiratory  tract  with  60  cases  of 

acute  beryllium  pneumonitis,  10  of  which  proved  fatal,   Vig- 

liani  reported  in  19ll-8,  75  cases  of  bronchitis  among  230 A 

workers  engaged  in  alloy  raantifacture,  all  disability  being 

transient*  Tabershaw.^ during  a  ta^ip  to  Germany  in  1950, 

learned  from  Niemoeller  that  in  1936  of  112  workers  exposed 

1^.2   became  ill  following  esposure  to  beryllium  salts,  3  dyin^ 

during  an  acute  reaction  and  ̂   at  an   unnamed  later  period* 

It  is  apparent  from  s  uch  evidence  that  acute  beryllium  poiS" 

oning  is  related  to  intensity  of  exposure •  Absence  of  new 

cases  of  acute  disease  as.  reported  to  roe  by  E is enbud. follow-' 

Ing  control  of  working  air  concentrations  of  beryllixam  to 

below  25  micrograms/nK  of  air  for  the  briefest  exposure  Is 

further  proof  of  the  relation  between  beryllium  concentra- 

tlott  ioLd  disease* 

The  problem  of  case  incidence  JLn  industirial 

■^m/t  -vvv-, i^^"'V  -^fe  I  ■  •  ^■■-^^v  t^^^4-^^M^^S: 
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epidemics  of  chronic  bei''ylli\:m  poisoning  is  far  from  settled 

as   clinically  active  cases  are  currently  appearing  from 

berylliiJia  exposures  which  ceased  as  long  as  10  years   ago. 

Here   are   a  fev/  recently  acquired  figures  for  yoxir  consider- 

ation..    In  one  fluorescent  lamp  laanuf ac tur ing  plant  between 

1,14.00  and  i,700  people  were  exposed  to  a  phosphor  contain-^ 

ing  about  12%  beryllium  and  to  date  there  are  at  least  90 

diagnosed  cases  of  chronic  berylli"um  poisoning*      This    is  an 

incidence   of  over  %  vjhich  is   greater  than  the  \$  considere(3. 

epidemic  for   a  coiamuiilcable  disease   in  a  community.      In 

fluorescent  lamp  manufacturing  plants  using  a  less   than  \^% 

beryllium  containing  phosphor  a  small  number  of  cases  of 

chronic  disease  have  been  documented  -  roughly  1^  of  sever- 

al thousand  exposed  workers.     This  experience   Indicates   that 

both  high  and  low  beryllium-containing  phosphors  can  cause 

disease.     Since  high  and  low  beryllium-containing  phosphors 

wore  prepared  differently  with  low  and  high  firing^^there 

was  variation  in  the  physical  characteristics   of  the  beryl- 

lium compounds,.    ^^ 

Dellardi  reports   the  low  figure  of  7  cases  of ,V  A 

chronic  beryllium  disease  from  the  roughly  1,700  workers  on 

extraction  ope3?Ations  among  whom  lf31  cases  of  acute  beryl- '■'A  ■*^' 4-  M- ; 

llioa  reaction  occiirr«id«     Relatively  high  incidence  of  -v 

chronic  beryllltna  disease  has  teen  repoptidd  by  Slavlnj^from 

Bpraying  of  o&thode.  tubes  and  by  S«.toder|^in  'a  «mall  ae(¥Q 

m 
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sign  manufacturing  shop  where  phosphor  preparation  and  tub© 

coating  were  done.  There  are  many  gaps  in  our  knowledge  of 

the  epidemiology  of  beryllixaa  disease  in  alloy  manufacture. 

Beryllium  research,  certain  operations  in  neon  sign  raanufac- 

t\ir©«  neighborhood  contamination  and  beryllium  metalltirgy* 

No  cases  of  beryllium  poisoning  have  been  reported  frcaa 

handling  beryl  ore  which,  if  correct,  I  believe  means  that 

qualitatively  beryl  will  not  produce  hiiman  berylliiira  disease 

Finished  beryllium  alloys  containing  less  than  l\.%  beryllium 

have  not  caused  illness  to  date,  which  may  be  interpreted  to 

mean  that  quantitatively  there  probably  is  a  safe  level  of 

beryllium  air  contamination.  Some  of  ovoc  gaps  in  knowledge 

will  never  be  filled,  I  am  glad  to  say,  because  proper  engi- 

neering control  will  prevent  new  cases  and  we  lack  data  on 

beryllium  air  contamination  of  past  operations » 

Scanty  though  It  is,  knowledge  of  epidemiology  haa 

led  to  acceptance  of  beryllium  as  etiology  and  to  attempts 

to  explain  the  mechanism  of  beryllium  intoxication.  Sternar' 

has  studied  the  available  data  and  presents  the  broad  con- 

cept that  clinically  active  berylllxjm  poisoning  Is  an  Irauno" 

toxlo  reaction  to  the  chemical  held  in  tissue.  Ciu*tls^back8 

this  up  by  describing  positive  skin  tests  in  all  cases  of 

active  disease.  These  observers »  If  I  quote  them  correctly, 

coiftsiddr  that  aoW  Mi»*'^ttfe  VeaitHjlMtgr  <^^^ 

decisive  in  producing  4ifatoiai^.f^' It  leems  to ̂ et]m 

CtJf) 
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may  be  true  and  if  it  is,  the  same  mechanism  rules  the  ap- 

pearance of  clinically  active  infantile  paralysis  and  other 

infectious  disease  when  such  disease  is  epidemic  in  a  com-  | 

munity.  Yet,  it  is  seen  that  the  high  incidence  of  chronic  i 

beryllium  poisoning  reported  by  Slavin^in  a  small  group  spray- 

ing radio  tube  cathodes  and  thWvariation  in  case  incidence 

between  high  and  low  beryllium  phosphor  fluorescent  lamp 

manufactvire  are  examples  of  the  importance  of  quality  anc3/oi 

quantity  of  beryllium  exposure  in  chronic  as  well  as  acute 

disease  production,  The  delay  between  cessation  of  beryl '■ 

lium  exposure  and  onset  of  clinically  active  disease  leads 

me  to  believe  that  we  are  still  faced  with  understanding 

what  Gardner  called 'beryllium  plus  the  x   factorj  which  I,  a« 

a  clinician,  have  described  as  the  precipitating  factor. 

In  summary,  then,  sketchy  as  our  knowledse  is,. the  epidem- 

iology of  clinical  illness  clearly  correlated  with  certain 

beryllium  operations  has  taught  us  several  facts.  These 

facts  are  that  some  acid  salts  of  beryllium  and  various 

forms  of  the  oxide  have  caused  poisoning,  acute  and  chron- 

ic, among  workers  and  a  few  individuals  living  near  heryl- 

lium  operations.  Reduction  of  beryllium  concentration  in 
'^'^'^f:' 

a. 

working  environment  below  Z^W  for  short  and  2A/Vr  for  -fe*?  ̂  

exposure  has  prevented  the  development  of  acute  beryllium  dJ.s- 

,«aae  in  \^  past  I},  years.     Because  of  the  delay  In  onset  of 

^^liwi  cl^onic  dtaeaBe  we  do  nof  ̂ i:  taacwji^  labial©' livdlfi  Are 

%,.■■-.< 

,i^A.;V..:A-.
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low  enough  to  prevent  chronic  beryllium  poisoning. 
Clinical  Aspectsi 

The  published  work  of  Van  Ordstrand^^DeNardi^and 
associates  makes  it  unnocessa3?y  for  me  to   describe   acute 

beryllium  poisoning.     Their  observations  load  to  certain 

conclusions   of  irapcrtance   in  the   study  of  beryllium  disease. 

According  to  Van  Ordstrand,    acute  beryllium  poisoning  when 

manifested  as  a  pneiomonitis   is  a  constitutional  disease  giv- 

ing weight  loss  and  biochemical  changes   as  does  the  chronic 

disease,     DeNardi  in  a  recent  report  makes   the   interesting 
point  that  workers   in  the  extraction  industry  exposed  to 

acid  beryllium  salts  exhibit  higher  concentrations   of  beryl- 
lium in  urine  and  tissue   than  do  workers   in  ind\is  tries  such 

as  fluorescent  lamp  manufacture  studied  by  Klemper^  This 
finding  oo«tirs  with  and  without  evidence  of  clinically  actlJe 

disease  and  after  cessation  of  beryllium  exposure.     Kelraper*^ 
has  found  that  Be*   is  not  found  in  the  urine  of  non-exposed 

controls.      I  interpret  this   to  mean  that  while   intensity  of 

exposure   determines  clinical  acute  beryllium  reaction,    the 

body  is  capable,   to  a  remarkable  degree,   of  handling  beryl- 

lium safely  by  excretion  and  storage.     Piirther,   I  conclude 

that  quantities  of  beryllium  in  urine  are  no  index  of  dis- 

ease* /•    * 

.3fe$g»  Slide  BT  liats  my  arbitrary  description  of 

clinical  jpyndromae  aB»o©iated  irith  chronic  beryHiTjm: 
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poisoning.     I  want  to  make  certain  poi
nts  by  describing  a 

case  in  each  category. 

Here  is  the  chest  X-ray  4Si'£3e=^  of  C.  G. 
 who 

worked  as  an  engineer  in  the  development
  of  fluorescent  laiaj 

manufacture  for  i^  years,  leaving  10  year
s  ago.  During  an 

attach  of  infectious  hepatitis  9  years  
ago  this  chest  X-ray 

was  discovered.  He  has  never  missed  a  day'
s  work,  admits  t<^ 

no  symptoms  and  has  the  same  X-ray  picture  this  ye
ar.  As  j 

we  gain  e^erience  and  with  more  chest  
X-ray  surveys  we  see 

a  definite  number  of  such  cases.  I  ref
er  to  this  as  asymp- 

tomatic beryllium  effect. 

L.  S.    (JJii.li.,    in'}    is   a  36-year  old  en
gineer  who  ex- 

posed to  high  beryllium  phosphor  fo^  3  to  1
,  years  during  hii; 

work  designii^g  and  perfecting  the  
metal  frames  for  fluores- 

cent  lamps.     He  noted  raised  red  skin
  lesions  on  his  face 

and  anterior  chest  wall  l^  years   ago. 
    These  were  variously 

treated  with  dessication.   chemicals,  ra
diation,   and  excisiox^ 

without  diagnosis.     In  19i|.9  after  a
  mountain  climbing  trip 

this  man  caught  cold.     He  did  not^co
ver  as  he  thought  he 

should  and  noticed  dyapnea  on  effeet  for  t
he  first  tlmo.  Th| 

X-ray  you  see  here  is  similar  to  th
e-  one  taken  at  the  onset 

of  symptoms.     Tuberculosis  was  caref
ully  ruled  out..    Biopsy 

of  the  skin  lesions  revealed  a  gran
ulomatous  reaction  very 

likft  BArcoldosia.     This  man  does  a  sende^tary  46b^,^|^|^| 

easily*  h^r  dyspnea  <m  exertion  «uoh  as  wg>ktot
g-gW^;^ 
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As   in  the  case  of  the  first  category*    in  otir  experience   at 

least,    this   group  of  cases  of  mildly  disabling  berylliiom 

disease   ia  growing. 

A  small  group  of  cases  of  chronic  beryllium  pois- 

oning exhibit  dramatic  febrile  episodes  that  cannot  be  con- 

trolled with  any  drug.     'Thio   -(SSzida   VII)    is   n,   Tllrle   n^l^ 

j^i^0.4^^^^jc^g^^£>ir-0Xa<f3:^^      In  my  experience   such  episodes 

reflect  a  poor  prognosis.      Can  it  be  that  the   febrile  re- 

action means  a  mobilization  of  beryllium  from  its  body 

storehouse? 

This  X-ray   ̂ ^X^^^^f::£it^  belongs   to  3.  L,,   a  young 

woman  exposed  to  berylliTJm  oxide   in  ceramic  work.     She  was 

probably  quite  heavily  exposed  while  shaking  the  dry  mater- 

ial for  sizing  purposes  a  part  of  each  work  day  for  18 

months  during  19ili4--l|5.     Her  symptoms  began  in  19^0  with 

hacking  co\igh  and  later  dyspnea.     She  has  had  to  give  up 

©Tan  desk  work  but  has  never  been  a  bod  patient,  maintains 

good  appetitite  and   steady  weight.      Such  patients   in  my 

classification  are  moderately  disabled* 

An  interesting  and  controversial  group  is  repre- 

sented by  the  following  X-rays  of  V ,^/ i^^^^^^^^^n    ̂ ^» 

man  worked  in  the  preparation  of  phosphors  cohtainlng  about 

XSj^  beryllium  for  use  in  fluore^neent  laii^p  mioiufftclwei    .H*. 

\ha^' fiicute'  beyyllifltt  pneumonitijic ia:^iiy.'«*^^>iiiOi^  Vi%^, 
..-^'A' 
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complete  symptoraatlc  recovery.  In  19it-7  lio  became  disabled 

with  cougji,  dyspnea  aid  weight  loss.  Here  is  his  later  X-ray. 

i^X^y^xYl  After  a  long  course  W.  R.  died  of  chronic  beryl- 

ll\3m  poison,  i4y  first  hand  knowledge  e^jg^enda  feo  7  such 

cases.  It  is  of  Interest  that  Dellardi  reports  that  5  of  hl£ 

cases  of  occupational  chronic  beryllium  poisoning  had  suffer- 

ed acute  berylliuia  tracheo  bronchitis  at  an  earlier  date. 

He  also  reports  1  case  of  acute  beryllium  pneumonitis  -  the 

active  phase  occurring  in  191^4  *  which  has  never  recovered 

and  now  shows  X-ray  evidence  of  ptOmonary  fibrosis.  This 

finding  of  a  few  chronic  cases  after  acute  beryllium  reactidn 

raises  the  important  question  of  whether  a  woricer  who  has 

shown  evidence  of  acute  beryllivira  poisoning  of  the  respira- 

tory tract  should  be  allowed  to  retxirn  to  beryllium  exposure 

If  Sterner*s  concept  is  correct,  such  workers  have  demon- 

strated a  harmful  reaction  to  beryllium  in  any  dose,  or 

perhaps  one  might  simply  say  insult  should  not  be  added  to 

injury. 

{^i^k^0^yi^*     There  are  a  number  of  cases  of  chro 

ic  beryllium  poisoning  with  bad  prognosis,  like  that  of  A,Ki 

shown  here  who  are  completely  disabled.  These  patients  may 

have  lived  as  long  as  8  years  in  igy .  experience  dependant  on 

nearly^  f^lN^  .^??^.,¥^*?^  i??9s*¥'^  handy  i^pi^^»^^k^l  ̂ •^Iwy-ai'O 

.cgtrh#eliv  JLS  fhie  Lliaa''  of  n".  G*"  illua  U  al>f ».  Prom  case  to 

;i«|||i:|lt);;v:lntepyal»-^can:t^^  ©videnee  .of  nogati-vo 

i;'.,,;  >»'-*;-/'- ■■ 
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nitrogen  balance,  liver  involvement,  splenic  enlargement, 

IMOU.A0C  Ifc*.  ^»<*'  3^ 

ittdc>%  total  prot^   gamma  «1  obtain,   altered  alkaline  phospha«' 

tose*     Renal  calculi  occur   in  about  20^  of  all  cases  of   the 

disease  with  and  without  hyper calcuria  or  hypercalcemia  - 

often  causing  little   diiiability. bflo   of  t-hio   fl-Aoit-' 

^.Ro.ef-nt    Jw^n    Wa-^'^^""j      ■"'"'     ̂ '^^'^    ̂     ynn-nr,     fiiiii    III   ijb    mm'tj    ̂ O 

Ka^ 

-iO. 

^ai'gi^   and  -vho   do  thin>    they  pormoatuLJ  ai.iluJi'lUi'i.y    -cnrougn  -ctie 

^afcxluiiiliial  Wtt3>lr. — JSttei*e~was  elvdence   or~"tnvulvoiuonLi  of  Itnig, 

^S-'^roT   and  nnloon  _at  the   same_;bifaet»     As   expected  cor  pulmon- 

ale  develops   if  the  patient  lives  long  in  this   state.      The 

mortality  rate  is  at  present  20-25^  and  my  data  shows  com- 

plete  invalidism  of  50-60^  of   the  cases.     You  will  recall 

that  I  listed  recovery  as   a  possible   clinical   outcome  of 

chronic  beryllium  poisoning  but  put   the  word  in  quotation 

marks.      This  was  done  because   I  know  of  no   case   in  which  the 

patient  has  become   symptom  and  sign  free  after  a  serious 

episode  of  illness .n  !Haa^lSilji^  *S3/i->ir&--trtie-'c 

i 
! 

'I 

UP,  L,  whose  case  is  reported  in  full  by  Cass.^  ghi-a  maia  had 

-0* 

been  exposed  to  liigh  Be,   phosphor.      He  was   desperately  ill 

for  more  than  a  year.     Now,    7  years  after  sxiff icient  recov- 

ery to  go  back  to  his  desk  job  he   still  shows  fine  X-ray 

densitlea  and  evidence  of  right  heart  strain.     He  has  passed 

small  reimil  c&leuli  on  3  occasions  and  has  at  intervals  brief 

;:  bouts  of  unexplained  chills  and  fever  from  which  he  apontan- 

eousiy  req^Ters * 
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Altiiougli  I  liave  spoken  only  briefly  of  each  cate- 

gory, I  liops  you  sense  the  protean  manifestations  of  toxic 

beryllivua  effect.   It  is  my  opinion  that  these  various  clin- 

ical pictures,  the  many  biochemical  and  postmortem  changes, 

as  well  as  finding  beryllivim  so  widely  distributed  in  bone 

and  tissue  indicate  tiiat  berylliiim  poisoning  is  a  constitu- 

tional  disease.   Van  Ordstrand.and  DeNardi.  agree  with  this 

U^  ^         r 
but  Wilson  and  doubtless  others  do  not  and  prefer  to  con- 

sider this  disease  purely  p-ulmonary, 

I  have  wondered  if  increase  in  the  period  of  de- 

lay in  onsent  between  cassation  of  beryllium  exposure  and 

clinically  active  disease  would  change  the  prognosis,  De 

Nardi^ thinks  not  from  his  experience.  However,  the  new  cas- 

es of  chronic  berylliuni  poisoning  I  see  now  are  not  showing 

the  malignant  course  of  those  I  first  saw  in  1914-5-^1-7  fracn 

fluorescent  lamp  manufacture  using  12%   beryllium  phosphor, 

'ihis  may  be  because  at  least  some  of  the  cases  I  see  now  are 

from  different  beryllivm  exposures,  different  both  qualita- 

rively  and  quantitatively* 

It  is  of  practical  clinical  importance  to  know  that 

there  have  been  a  negligible  number  of  acid  fast  infections 

complicating  chronic  beryllium  poisoning,  I  know  of  only 

3  such  cases.  Further,  although  animal  experimentation  s
ho^s (fo) 

that  Gar daar'B.  finding  of  osteogenic  sarcoma  in  beryllium 

«a«>o»«d  rabbits  can  "be  successfully  repeated|^  there  3ms  heais 

\i:^,s:-^::'M'W'^-:-^-':.: 
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no  clinical  experience   to  incrimlxiate  l^^^jllium  as  a  carcin- 

ogen*     To  my  knowledge  tliere  has  been  only  1  case  which  clin- 

ically appeared  to  be   chronic  beryllium  disease   and  at  aut» 

opsy  proved  to  be  pulmonary  adeno -carcinoma.     No  character- 

istic histopathology  of  the   chronic  beryllium  reaction  was 

described*     Minute  but  measurable  amounts  of  beryllium  were 

detected  in  the  lung.      In  one  other   instance  reported  by 

DeNardi^beryllium  was  found  in  poeteiortem  tissue  of  an  ex- 

posed worker  whose  l;ings  showed  bronchiogenic  carcinoma.   This 

man  had  had  acute  berylli"un  pneumonia.      These  reports   are   ol' 

interest  but  certainly  not  valid  at  this   time   in  .relating 

beryllium  expostire   to  malignant  disease. 

I  shall  speak  briefly  of  the  treatment  of  chronic 

beryllium  poisoning,     ACTH  and  cortisone  have  been  shown  to 

affect  the  disease  to  a  remarkable  degree.     Pulmonary  func- 

tion  study  demonstrates  real  change  in  the  underlying  pro- 

cess in  many  but  not  all  cases  studied.     Biopsy  study  before 

and  after  treata:aent  has  been  reported  as  both  showing  no 

change  and  decrease  in  the  nu^^ber  of  characteristic  granxilo- 

mataV     In  many  cases  the  X-ray  densities  of  chronic  berylliujm 

poisoning  have  shown  definite  lightening  with  Rx«      In  my  ex* 

perlence  the  X»ray  picture  may  progress  unfavorably  as  shown 

by  emphysema  and  increase  in  the  size  and^number  of  the  den- 

8iti«8  in  spite  or  treatment,     KleitQ>ererJia8  satisflecl  him- 

.  solf  that  eorti«62Mi.doe8  not  increase  t^  »xcr*tliin  of  ̂ * 
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berylll-um.  The  action  of  ACTH  and  cortisone  on  other  systeirlic 

effects  of  berylliiaa  is  interesting  and  mystifying.  Enlargeid 

liver,  spleen,  and  hilar  nodes  may  be  reduced  to  normal  size; 

disturbed  liver  fionction  as  reflected  in  brorasulfalein  re- 

tention may  be  reversed.   Increased  total  protein,  gamma 
i 

globulin,  change  in  alkaline  p^iosphatose  levels  are  restored 

to  normal  values  by  treatment  with  AcTH  or  cortisone.   Re-  j 
I 

cent  experience  has  given  me  evidence,  on  the  other  hand,  of 

the  relentless  progress  of  chronic  beryllium  poisoning  in 

some  cases  in  spite  of  a  relatively  symptom  free  status  of 

the  patient  following  the  use  of  these  drugs.   In  one  care- 

fully followed  case  emphysema  has  developed  in  spite  of 

treatment;  in  another,  abnormal  liver  function  t  eats  and 

increase  in  X*ray  visible  pathology  of  the  cheat  in  spite 

of  improved  pulmonary  function  values  and  few  symptoms,  sug« 

gest  that  we  do  not  have  a  cure  for  beryllium  poisoning  in 

using  either  ACTH  or  cortisone. 

My  experience  leads  me  to  state,  however,  that 

clinical  improvement  of  symptomatic  chronic  beryllium  dis- 

ease, is  so  spectacular  that  one  is  not  justified  in  with- 

holding these  drugs.  There  have  been  few  \in toward  side 

effects  in  the i^  cases  knoim  to  me.  Transient  glycosuria, 

gastritis,  and  one  questionable  psychiatric  reaction  make 

•up  lay  wtperieno^  and  4o  not;  »eem  worriecwa©  Jln  vi.®M^jof-t|wt>^^ 

poor^  P3*og]iosl8  of 'this  dl8«as©»  Prom  latorffilttent '  couris«e 
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coiirses  of  ACTH,  I  have  changed  to  short  high  level  coiiraes 

of  ACTH  followed  by  long  term  use  of  oral  cortisone  in  dos- 

ages which  will  control  dyspnea  and  cough.  Differing  from 

Van  Ordstrand^and  DeNardi^et  al^  I  €Uid  ray  colleagues,  Wil- 

son.  Hasterlik^and  Kline. and,  I  am  sure,  others  use  these 

drugs  in  certain  cases  of  chronic  beryllium  poisoning  that 

are  less  than  severely  disabled.  In  a  few  chosen  cases,  I 

have  treated  workers  with  only  X-ray  changes  and  perhaps 

dyspnea  on  strenuous  exercise  where  the  diagnosis  has  been 

made  on  epidemiological  grounds  and  beryllium  has  been  founc. 

in  the  \irine.  It  is  too  early  to  know  whether  or  not  this 

approach  is  worthwhile.  In  summary,  it  is  ray  current  be- 

lief that  either  ACTH  or  cortisone  or  both  used  in  dosages 

to  control  symptoms  for  long  term  courses  varied  to  suit  th<i 

individual  case  are  of  real  merit  in  the  treatment  of  chronf 

ic  beryllium  poisoning.  I  do  not  believe  these  drugs  are 

curing  the  disease  but  they  are  providing  at  least  some  pa- 

tients with  means  for  more  efficient  handling  of  the  tojcic 

insult* 

«^  There  has  been  a  good  deal  of  interest  in  Schu- 

bert»s  use^  of  i^sae^to   iiaprbve  the  survival  time  of  animals^ A      A     /  {j\y 

acutely  poisoned  with  certain  beryllium  compounds*  Pinkelfs 

has  shown  that  sodium  salicylate  chemically  allied  to klxxAa.  ̂ \ 

will  also  prpvicl©  protection  to  bexyllium  poisoned  animala|| 
yko» 

^;r^ 
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Work  with  chronically  poinsoned  animals  such  as  those  of 

Dutr a  showing  gramilomatous  skin  reaction  to  berylll\3m  and 

^      q,  A.T.A. 
toxicity  ytudies  on  -Avartn   are  waited  with  great  interest. 

If  this  chemical  should  prove  the  specific  for  the  toxic 

beryllivm  ion  as  Schubert  postulates,  it  may  be  as  specu- 

lated that  ACTH  or  cortisone  might  have  an  effect  on  the 

granulomatous  reaction  of  chronic  beryllitim  disease  after 

which  Aiiit^4rrr  could  act* 

Diag^nosis  of  Beryllium  Poisoning; 

Dxiring  the  time  remaining  I  want  to  talk  to  you 

about  the  diagnosis  of  beryllium  poisoning.   The  acute  dis- 

ease does  not  vjarrant  discussion  because  its  occvirrence  is 

reasonably  well  correlated  with  beryllium  exposure  of  rela- 

tively high  intensity.  It  also  occurs  either  immediately  o:j» 

within  a  matter  of  a  week  of  such  exposure. 

The  chronic  disease,  because  of  delay  in  onset  an^ 

because  of  what  often  appear  to  be  very  slight  causative 

beryllium  exposures,  presents  a  much  more  complex  problem. 

Machle.  and  Williams,  have  pointed  out  that  knowledge  of  the A  A 

physical  characteristics  of  certain  berylli\jm  compovinda 

caxislng  Illness  may  make  the  sropearance  of  cases  less  mys- 

terious* Also,  as  I  said  earlier  many  facts  suggest  that 

■  *** 

"beryllixan  may  act  with  another  factor  to  produce  disabilitjrii 

Dr.  Gardner  called  this  the  x  factor,'  Dr.  Sterner^calls  thi^ 

an  ianiKunotoxic  reaction  of  a  suBctptible  individualM|  I 
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have  referred  to  It  as  the  precipitating  factor  which  ̂ -^7^  ̂ ^ 

=e,v  irtwCcWY  be  an  antecedent  respiratory  tract  insult,  bacterial  or    j 

chemical,  post  pregnancy  endocrene  activity,  or  induced 

weight  loss.     >.       s^ 

Wilson^  RobertSj^and  others  studying  the  chest 

X-ray  changes  of  chronic  beryllium  poisoning  have  taught  us 

correctly  that  lymphatic  spread  of  malignancy,  acid  fact  in-i- 

fection^,  sarcoidosis  must  be  considered  in  each  case.   Pro-? 

per  studies  will  usually  settle  the  diagnosis  in  the  first 

two  cases.   Sarcoidosis  involving  the  limg  has  become  our 

great  diagnostic  problem  as  we  see  the  wider  spectrixm  of 

clinical  syndromes  following  beryllitun  exposiire  which  I 

described  to  you  earlier*  ^ 

In  tho  nai:^t  'hf  ■  m  ̂   "I"*"'  are  svunmarized  the  feat\irefi 

that  chronic  beryllium  disease  and  sarcoidasis  have  in 

common.  XS3:**s-SV)-» 

The  chest  X-ray  changes  in  both  beryllium  poison- 

ing and  sarcoidosis  are  certainly  bilateral  and  with  rare 

exceptions  involve  the  entire  lung  fields.  The  hilar  node 

enlargement  and  spontaneous  pneumothorax  secondary  to  large 

emphysematous  bullae  are  common  to  the  two  diseases.  Greater 

use  of  routine  chest  X-ray  study  has  substantiated  the  truth 

of  the  poor  correlation  between  clinical  complaint  and  X- 

ray  densities  in  both  diseases*  The  occtarrence  of  renal 

calctill  chronic  beryllitm  poisoning  is  unexplained  as  in 
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sarcoidosis  where  calculi  also  occur  though  less  frequently, 

(gllTie  K^.-f-w  It  has  been  of  great  interest  and 

disappointment  that  in  the  studies  thus  far  ccsnpleted  bio- 

chemical, physiological  and  histopathological  studies  do 

not  give  completely  clear  and  helpful  differential  points 

between  beryllium  poisoning  and  sarcoidosis*  To  illustrate 

the  kind  of  problems  currently  being  encoimtered  I  would 

like  to  speak  of  P.  K.,  a  32  year  old  Navy  veteran  who  prior 

to  entering  military  service  worked  as  inventory  clerk  near 

salvage  operations  of  fluorescent  lamps  made -beryllium  con- 

taining phosphors.  In  December  19^0  because  of  hacking 

cough  with  fine  widely  scattered  X-ray  densities  in  the 

chest  and  otherwise  negative  examination  a  diagnosis  of  sar- 

coidosis was  made.  His  family  physician  ruled  out  pulmonary 

tuberculosis  and  discovering  his  exposure  to  beryllium  re- 

ferred him  to  us.  -We  found  beryllium  In  the  virine,  beryllit^ 

in  lung  tissue  and  slightly  abnormal  p\ilmonary  function 

values.  The  Iving  seen  during  thorocotoray  for  biopsy  showed 

widespread,  greyish  firm  nodules  which  on  microscopic  study 

were  variously  called  sarcoidosis  and  chronic  beryllium 

poisoning  by  different  observers.  It  has  seemed  to  me  reas- 

onable to  conclude  in  Idiis  man»«  case  that  what  we  foxind  may 

correctly  be  correlated  with  beryllivaa  exposure.  " 

Experience  is,,  of  c<n»rse,  «till  gathering  on  re- 

action t^  ACTH  and  cortisone  3ji*both*beryU.i&a;poisoining*«-iid| *-; 

-%,; 
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sarcoidosis.  When  I  made  this  s-lide  my  experience  and  that 
! 

of  others  pointed  to  favorable  response  of  some  degree  in   j 

both  diseases.  Since  then  I  have  seen  cases  of  sarcoidosis  i 

unresponsive  to  these  drugs.  There  is,  of  coiirse,  the  pos- ! 

sibility  that  the  same  will  prove  true  with  beryllium  diseaae 

but  as  yet  we  have  only  favorable  reports  in,  except  in  the 

few  cases  where  we  are  trying  preventive  therapy  impossible 

as  yet  to  evaluate. 

To  try  to  bring  out  the  diagnostic  differences  I 

now  want  to  go  throxigh  twor'  jlidoo  (Slldo  XVII)  of  listing 

the  variation  between  sarcoidosis  and  chronic  beryllium 

poisoning,-  I  have  been  able  to  ciT-stallize  these  differ- 

ences by  study  of  such  material  presented  by  Longcope  and 

Preiman  and  the  collection  of  cases  from  the  military  made 

by  MiclSl  in  Georgia.'  The  clinical  findings  are  placed  in 

the  order  in  ̂ ich  they  seemed  most  striking  in  comparing 

the  two  diseases.'  You  will  recall  that  cnir  few  remissions 

of  chronic  beryllltaa  disease  continue  to  show  X-ray  changes 

and  varying  aiaounts  of  disability  much  as  a  case  of  treated 

tuberculosis,'  not  a  true  recovery  as -In  sarcoidosis •  The 

only  change  in  the  hemograia  of  chronic  beryllitun  poisoning 

known  to  me  is  the  secondary  poly/Tythemia.-  In  sarcoidosis 

there  is  usually  increase  in  the  total  white  count,'  made  up 

monocytes,  and  in  some  series  eosinophilels..*'  Only  an  ̂ ^^^"^ 

lonial  case  of  beryllium  disease  shows  ah  irici^aawiin",  v-  ,. 

i 

of^ 

^M 
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sedimentation  time.     You  will  notlca  that  I  have  not  re- 

corded the  changes   in  the   tuberculin  tests.      The  fact  is   I 

do  not  have   in  the  chronic  beryllium  poisoning  cases   good 

data  on  this  point  which  is  valid  for  comparison  with  the 

oft  reported  negative  tests  in  sarcoidosis.     The  impression 

I  gain  from  my  own  experience  is  that  carried  to  strong 

enough  concentrations   the   tuberculin  test  in  our  series   of 

cases  of  beryllium  poisoning  is   about  what  it  would  be   in 

the  general  population. 

It  is  of  importance   that  no  X-ray  changes  have 

been  seen  in  the  bones  of  cases  of  chronic  beryllium  poison- 

ing whereas  in  20-25j^  of  the  cases  of  sarcoidosis  character-^ 

is  tic  changes   are  reported^     This  is  itaportant  not  only  be-
 

cause it  affords  a  differential  diagnostic  point  but  becaus^ 

of  the  small*anlmals   study  showing  that  beryllium  compounds 

can  produce  osteosclerosis  and  in  cSwn  cml^nls  osteogenij 

sarcoma.     During  a  recent  lung  biopsy  for   diagnosis    of  r
es- 

piratory disability  in  a  beryllium  exposed  worker,    a  rib 

was  removed^     We  were  surprised  to  learn   that  although  a 

definite  but  small  amount  of  beryllium  was  present  in  the
 

lung,   over  100  times  as  much  was  found  In  the  rib.      The  m
an^s 

last  beryllium  exposure  was  10  years  prior  to  the  biopsy. 

Furthermore,   2  autopsied  cases  -  one,  to  be  reported  in  fu
ll 

by  ir^^' isaw  shovn  a  curious  hardiMse  of  the  bone,^  refsr^
 

red  to  informally  aa  "marble  "bone i^*     On«"cajmot^h0
lp  but'; 
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wonder  if  workers  living  for  many  years  with  stored  beryl- 

livm   of  possible  pathogenicity  may  not  develop  clinically 

detectable  bone  disease, 

(»S>. 

C^. 

Ci) 

My  knowledge   of   the  work  of  Klemperer^  DeNardi^ 

Dutra  and  Cholak  leads  me  to  use  the  presence  of  beryllium  j 

in  biological  material  determined  chemically  or  spectre-  , 

graphically  as  signifying  exposxire  only  and  not  intoxica-  | 

tion.  As  in  the  diagnosis  of  lead  poinoning,  the  discovery  j 

of  beryllium  in  the  urine  of  a  case  under  study  is  only  one  j 

part  of  the  evidence  needed  in  establishing  etiology,  al- 

though an  important  one   if  the   test  is  done   in  a  reliable 

laboratory* 

^(^S^^^dCi^j;^^  In  the  past  I  have  been  much
  im- 

pressed with  the  greater  morbidity  and  mortality  of  clironic 

beryllium  poisoning  over  that  of  sarcoidosis.     However,   my     j 

own  experience  and     I\eisner»8^work  bring  the  two  disease
s   to- 

gether on  this  point  alsoi     Reisner  reports  20-2^^  mortality 

for  sarcoidosis  which  is  very  near  that  of  chronic  berylli
um i 

poisoning  in  most  reported  series i      It  is   true  that  the  j 

gastrointestinal  symptoms  and  great  weight  loss  in  some
  cas- 

ea  of  chronic  beryllium  poisoning  are  in  strikJlgk  contract 

to  sarcoidosiflt     This  may  be  a  reflection  of   inability  to 

absorb  and  store  nitrogen  shown  in  the  metabolic  studies  of 

¥aterho\ise  *^ 

The  ab8imc«,of  «yo,  paro|id/W»cL  tonsil  involvem
ent 
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In  chi*onic  beryllltun  poisoning,  I  put  at  the  end  of  the 

list.  We  have  never  seen  these  but  as  we  constantly  gain 

new  knowledge  of  the  clinical  possibilities  of  this  disease 

we  may  encounter  changes  in  these  tissues  at  a  later  date. 

Let  me  say  in  summary  that  in  my  opinion  the  cor- 

rect diagnosis  of  beryllium  poisoning  rests  on  the  estab- 

lishment of  exposure  by  epidemiological  or  environmental 

study  or  lacking  these,  its  discovery  in  urine,  blood  or 

tissue.   In  addition  clinical  judgment  and  imagination  in 

evaluation  of  symptoms,  labcxatory  studies.  X-ray  opinion, 

and  physical  findings  are  required  as  experience  with  beryl- 

lium intoxication b  roadens  the  spectrum  of  syndromes  that 

may  occur.  ' 

We  know  that  beryllium  and  its   compo-onds  will 

continue   to  be  used  and  the   evidence   is  complete   that  cer- 

tain compounds  produce   disease   after  a  delay  of  \mcertain 

length.     May   I  therefore  urge   conscientious   epidemiological 

studies  of  beryllitm  exposiires  and  illness  when  it  occurs, 

studies   of  physical  characteristics   of  the  beryllium  con- 

pounds  in  use,   and  acceptance  of  the  protean  manifestations 

of  beryllium  effect  In  the  body.  ( 

BY  DOCTOR  HATCtet 

Doctcp  Hardy  is  cert«d.nly  to  be  cor^atulated  for 

never ing  so  muc^  on  berylllim  lA  ths  tlia©  allwited  tp'^ 

I*ia  sure  that  raaiy  of  you  Viil  hflbre  questions  tb  raise  with 
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DR.  MACHLE:   I'd  like  to  compliment  Dr.  Hardy  on  a  very  excellent  summary 

of  the  b-rryllium  problem  and  to  ask  her  to  elaborate  on  the  cases  presumably 

exposed  to  lov-berj^llium  phosphor.  ¥e  have  been  folloving  data  on  several 

thousand  persons  exposed  since  194-5  to  lov-beryllium  phosphors  and  have  yet 

to  find  a  case  of  the  berylliiim  disease  in  that  group. 
\ 

DR.  (HARDY:     My  data  anaeluaec  mptprlslj-sappii-gd-fay 
«r-f  ,f..^^^^«*Ji^  -W>^  3  JLc^     2r.-t£.  C-<rv>vU«.",  -f._. -r  ̂ cc^c- 
^: lyaieion  Tfhich 

^refe3?s-to-&~pho sphor "trsvlTig7"~I-~uiidgrS"tan'd ,"a "^beryii-itcr  -content  aJbvayB  belov 

■  4-'  pBi — e«iit..  He  reports  ̂ out  11  cases  and  we  have  in  I-lassachusetts  2  cases 

in  or  from  companies  using  -feh^fe-eaaae  phosphor.   I  have. from  Nash  of  England. 

roportjg  'of  6  cases  of  chronic  beryllium  poisoning,  3  if  these  from  lov- 

beryllium  phosphor  isanufacturing.   I'  used  the  word  "roughly"  in  my  paper 

advisedly  because  I  di^frf-t  have  precise  data  as  to  the  total  number  of  cases^  ̂ -"^  -^ 

¥iiea?e-vere- about  15  cases,-  or  possibly  mpre  -  out  of  an  unknown  number, 
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doubtless  in  the  thousands,  of  individuals  exposed  to  phosphor»j^^&^ 

K^^^Jl^-tim.'t^pn^^^nl;  Of  less  ?taaji,,4:2P-er  tceit. 

<v  V>-T  >>'^     DR.  MACHLE:  That  is  a  very  significant  observation.  Tnere  are  several 

yvt " /^  /     variables  in  beryilium  phosphors  which  have  a  bearing  on  exposure.  One 

is  the  total  amount  of  beryllium  present,  since  there  is  a  limit  to  the 

r^       amount  that  will  react  with  other  components  of  the  phosphor.  A  second 

^^  variable  is  the  completeness  of  tiie  reaction  which,  of  course,  is  affected        V, 

by  the  time,  temperatiire  /and  repetition  of  firing  and  by  the  use  or  omis-  | 

sion  of  fluxes.  In  at  least  two  situations  involving  cases  which  seemingly  t' 

occurred  from  exposure  to  low-beryllium  phosphor  only,  we  have  been  able  (^ 

to  show  that  there  were  unusual  practices  in  the  preparation  of  the  phosphor  - 

lessening  the  firing,  experimenting  with  fliucing  methods,  and  so  forth  - 

which  leadl  one  to  believe  tnat  those  situations  were  anomalous  and  shoxild 

^^        not  be  included  in  the  general  epidemiological  consideration.  ^- 

0         DR.  HARDY:  It  seemed  to  me,  in  reviewing  the  evidence  in  my  own  personal A 

-T5^.i-k«-<^1^     experience,  we  had  to  say  that  the  low  beryllium  phosphor  mamrfactured 

be£©f«e  May  194-9  had  caused  death  in  a  ni:!mber  of  cases  of  beryllium  poison- 

ing. I  Relieve,  as  you  do,  Lr.  Machle,  that  this  is  a  very  crucial  point 

in  studying  the  epidemiology'  of  the  disease. 
'-7 

  ' 
UNIDENTIFIED  SPEAKER:   Dr.  Hardy,  wnat  is  txie  longest  period  of  time  for 

treatment  of  those  patients  to  whom  you  have  referred? 

Ov^       DR.  HARDY:  One  patient,  recency  reported  oy  Kannedy  in  the  tfvA:«M.-A^  -i 

J    itave-Gontinued  to  treat  up  to  tne  present  tiiue.  /-^>  !*^<>-  >_».
.».:,—  ^ 
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UNIDENTIFIED  SPEAKER:  One  of  yoxir  patients  looks  like  a  hyperthyroid. 

Is  there  any  indication  that  toxicity  stimulates  the  thyroid,  or  is 

nyperacidity  of  the  bone  the  cause? 

DR.  HARDY:  We  don't  knowj  there  has  been  considerable  speculation  aboct 

W^^'^   ̂ 6  ̂ 9-^  two  yCases  of  thyroid  tumors  vhich  seemed  to  disappear.  They 

had  high  B.M.R. 's.and  hypopooloomiat  Their  lungs  were  not  explored  to  ̂ ^ 

'Ui^         learn  what  had  happened.  ¥e  feel  that  in  some  mysterious  way  the  disposi- 

tion  and  modus  operandi  of  beryllium  in  the  body  must  be  relate <L^t  at  "^  —^ 

present  I  have  no  information  on  the  subject  except  the  early  tracer  studies 

of  Dr.  Hamilton  Berkeley  in  -vdiich  berylliirm  put  into  animals  remained  in 

the  liver  and  kidney  for  a  while  but  never  left  the  bones  for  the  duration 

of  his  study.  This  sitviation  is  in  agreement  with  the  findings  in  autopsy 

cases  when  beryllium  was  present.  Dr.  Fuller  Albright  believes  that  the 

renal  calculi  and  perhaps  the  other  phenomena  I  envimerated  are  related, 

just  as  he  believes  they  are  related,  in  sarcoidosis,  to  a  protein  binding  - 

in  certain  diseases  protein  will  bind  calcium.  But  that  is  really  a  descript- 

ion, not  an  explanation. 

UNIDENTIFIED  SPEAilER:  What  is  the  dosage  of  ACTH  you  used  for  tneatment? 

S-^l 
^   DR.  HARDY:  It  varies  a  great  deal.  In  general  we  have  given.! 200  milligrams 

of  -^CTH  a  dajr,  divided  into  50  milligram  doses^'s^:^fe^;3«at^  then  a  shift  to  '"'' 
oral  cortisone.  The  patient  is  kept  on  that  treatment  for  a  week  or  two 

until  we're  sure  we  have  what  would  be  the  best  possible  benefit  from  the 

symptomatic  standpoint.   In  various  cases  we  have  tested  this  by  pulmonarj'- 

function  study  and  cardiac  catherization  study.  We  then  do  what  Dr.  Geor^ie 

,Dorr"' calls  "titrate  the  dose",  meaning  that  we  decrease  the  dose  to  the 

point  below  whicn  the  patient  is  still  comfortable,  and  then  continue  -sTith 

that  dose. 



I  Have  patients  that  have  heen  on  75  milligraas^of  ̂ ^r..^  ̂ J^
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„  ̂lligra^s  eve^ eight  hours  -  t
or^a  year^ahd  i-^n^  see  *»e^We

 

rSna'any:"hS:'rve  ch^S-l^piSatiTJatrent
s  fro.^ihj.opl^ 

fc^'rjatiSiSl^_li>diviJuaylable^^^ 

very'impressive  e-eh  though  I  donH  helieve  that  |^=m-ing  ̂ ^^  i^^.....^. 

DK.'vOEMiLD:      Is  that  a  general  tendency  w
ith  cortisone? 

A7> 

BR/H^iiDY:  Yes.  It  has  been  ̂   e^ence^^^e  experi^^oe  oi  ̂ ^^J^ 

Mohel,  .*c  has  treated  «^  many
iof  tho^  nnr»,  ■  that  you  w  

get^Mll- 

liant  results  in  the  treatoent  
of  sarcoidosis  vith  ACIH  or  corti

sone,  hut, 

as  I  have  already  pointed  out,  
I  have  seen  cases  of  sarcoidosis  

that  simply 

.ill  not  respond  in  any  vay  to  ACIH  or  
cortisone.  In^t  I  have  s^en^ 

cases  -  two  recent  cases  are  fresh 
 in  ny  Mnd  -  that  ̂   definitely^  

been 

.ade  worse,  as  proven  by  pulmonary
  function  studies  and  a  

clinical  dovnhill 

course  with  an  obviously  Increasing  
development  of  granulation  tissue. 

 I 

have  not  seen  tois  condition  in  
beryllLuB  poisoning  except  for  one

  or  two 

cases  which  would  appear  to  be  
getting  worse  -  from  a  laboratory  

stand- 

point  -  though  they  are  cyitemirn^y  
better. 

/SSi^TEBROCK:  cur  experience  i
n  the  treatment  of  chronic  beryllium

  poison- 

ing with  cortisone  parallels  that  of 
 Dr.  Hardy.  We  have  ̂ served  s

everal 



dozen  patients  under  cortisone  therapy  and  have  be
en  able  to  do  a  great 

deal  for  them  but  ve  find  very  definitely  that  v
e  are  not  curing  them. 

^  The  patients  go  dovnhill  and  the  best  ve  can  do  i
s  to  give  them  a  more 

'  protracted  period  of  disability  -  a  more  practical  period,  if  
I  may  use 

that  vord.  They  sleep  more  comfortably  during  thi
s  longer  period  of  dis-  ' 

*1       ability  but  the  end  results  are  about  the  same. 

r.  Dr.  Hardy,  vhat  in  your  opinion  is  the  activating  fact
or  in  the 

precipitating  mechanism?  Is  it  a  true  allergy  or 
 is  it  a  matter  of 

P  physico-chemical  changes  vithin  the  system  that  prec
ipitates  tne  disease? 

DR.'"hAEDY:  I  believe  that  the  berj-llium  in  the  body  is  in  a  state  of 

equilibrium,  is  stored  for  excretion,  and  then  something  
happens  to  the 

yj^^""        individual,  "^^o^^^   a  respiratory  tract  infection  or  a  pregnancy  or
, 

arr*'^^^^^        for  soldiers,  experience  in  combat  or  loss  of  weight  incurred  during  boot 

training.  In  practically  all  cases  in  vhich  I  have  been
  able  to  make  a 

good  clinical  hunt  I  have  found  that  something  happened 
 to  the  individual 

after  he  or  she  stopped  inhaling  beryllium  or  that  the
  individual  was 

subjected  to  an  added  physiological  burden  which  made  
it  possible  for  tiie 

beryllium  to  become  pathogenic. 

I  have  not  seem  any  evidence  that  tne  clinically-active 
 disease  is 

an  allergic  type  of  response  but  I  believe  that  Lr.  Sterne
r  has  a  good 

basic  idea  that  may  explain  many  things  about  geiter  respon
se  to  toxic 

insult,  not  just  to  beryllium  but  to  infection  also. 

D 

iR.  VORWALD:  Quite  recently  we  succeeded  in  reproducing  in  tae 
 lung  of 

animals  a  lesion  which  at  least  simulates  the  lesion  seen 
 in  industrial 

workers  exposed  to  beryllium.  The  lesions  in  the  aniiual  and
   in  the 



^^*iW"5f'Vv: 

industrial  worker,  caused  by  beryllium,  are  as  nearly  similar  to  each  other 

as  are  the  lesions  produced  by  silica  in  animals  and  in  man.  Lesions  devel- 

oped after  many  months  of  exposure,  at  an  extremely  low  level  of  concentra- 

tion, to  pure   beryllium  oxide  or  to  berylliiom  sulphate.  Ve  have  not  yet 

succeeded,  for  unknown  reasons,  in  reproducing  the  number  of  lesions  seen 

in  human  cases,  as  the  lesions  formed  in  the  experimental  animal  are  few 

and  far  between. 

7 
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Discussion 

DR.  laCHIE:  l/l   like  to  complijaent  Dr.  Hardy  on  a  veiy  excellent 

summary  of  the  beiyllium  problem  and  to  ask  her  to  elaborate  on 

the  cases  presumab]^  exposed  to  low-berylliuiii  phosphor.  We  have 

been  follovdng  data  on  several  thousand  persons  e:?)osed  since  19h$ 
to  low-beiyllium  phosphors  and  have  yet  to  find  a  case  of  the 
beryllium  disease  in  that  group, 

DR.  HARDY;  iSy  data  is  a  mixture  of  knowledge  that  I  have  by  the 

courtesy  of  other  physicians.  Dr.  Edward  Klein  reports  about 

11  cases  and  we  have  in  Massachusetts  2  cases  in  or  from  companies 
using  a  low-beiyllium  phosphor.  I  have  a  report  from  Nash  of 

^  England,  reporting  6  cases  of  chronic  beryllium  poisoning,  3  of 
these  from  low-beiyllium  phosphor  manufacturing,  i  used  the  word 

"roughOy"  in  ny  paper  advisedOy  because  I  dol  not  have  the  precise 
data  as  to  the  total  number  of  cases,  but  it  is  something  of  the 

order  of  at  least  15  cases.  These  cases  are  from  an  unknorai 

number,  doubt^^ss  in  the  thousands,  of  individuals  exposed  to 
low-beryllium  phosphor. 

DR.  MACHLE:  That  is  a  very  significant  observation.  There  are 

several  variables  in  beryllium  phosphors  which  have  a  bearing  on 

exposure.  One  is  the  total  amount  of  beryllium  present,  since 

there  is  a  Imit  to  the  amount  that  will  react  with  other  components 
of  the  phosphor.  A  second  variable  is  the  completeness  of  the 

reaction  which,  of  course,  is  affected  by  the  time,  temperature. 

^ 
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and  repetition  of  firing  and  by  the  use  or  omission  of  flttxes. 

In  at  least  two  situations  involving  cases  •which  seemingly  occtirred 

£rom  eocposure  to  low-beryllium  phosphor  only,  we  have  been  able 

to  show  that  theire  were  imusual  practices  in  t  he  preparation  of 

the  phosphor  -  lessening  the  firing,  ejcperimenting  with  fluxing 

methods,  and  so  forth  -  which  lead  one  to  believe  that  those 

situations  were  anomalous  and  should  not  be  included  in  the 

general  epidemiological  consideration, 

DR,  HARDY;  That  is  wliy  I  quoted  you.  Dr.  Machle,  as  one  of  those 

urging  study  of  physical  characteristics  of  state  of  aggravation. 

It  seemed  to  me,  in  reviewing  the  evidence  in  my  own  personal 

experience,  we  had  to  say  that  the  low-beryllium  phosphor  manu- 

factured until  May  19U9  had  caused  death  in  a  nxmiber  of  cases 

of  berylliim  poisoning,  I  believe,  as  you  do.  Dr.  Machle,  that 

this  is  a  very  cnJcial  point  in  studying  the  epidemiology  of 

the  disease, 

UNJDEMTIFIED  SPEMER:  Dr.  Hardy,  what  is  the  longest  period  of 

time  for  treatment  of  those  patients  to  whom  you  have  referred? 

DR,  HARDY:  One  patient,  reported  by  Kennedy  in  the  Jovirnal  of 

^  the  Canadian  Medical  Association,  has  been  treated  intermittentily 

since  January  19^0 • 

XnttDENTIFTED  SPEAKER:  One  of  yo\ir  patients  looks  like  a  hyper- 

ti^rroid.  Is  there  any  indication  that  toxicity  stimulates  the 

thyroid,  or  is  hyperacidity  of  the  bone  the  cause? 
not 

DR.  HARDY:  We  do  /  know;  there  has  been  considerable  specu- 

lation as  to  the  mechanism  of  beryllium  toxicity.  We  had  two 
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W cases  of  thorroid  trimors  which  seemed  to  disappear.  They  had 

high  B.M.R.*s.  Their  lungs  -were  not  explored  by  biopsy  to  learn 

•what  had  happened.  We  feel  that  in  some  injrsterious  way  the  dis- 

position and  modus  operandi  of  beryllium  in  the  body  must  be 

related  to  the  handling  of  calcium,  but  at  present  I  have  no 

information  on  the  subject  except  the  early  tracer  studies  of 

Dr.  Hamilton  Berkeley  in  which  beryllium  put  into  animals  remained 

in  the  liver  and  kidney  for  a  Ydiile  but  never  left  the  bones 

for  the  duration  of  his  study.  This  sitviation  is  in  agreement 

with  the  findings  in  autopsy  cases  when  beiyllitmi  was  present. 

Dr.  Fuller  Albright  believes  that  the  renal  calculi  and  perhaps 

the  other  phenomena  I  enumerated  are  related,  just  as  he  believes 

they  are  related,  in  sarcoidosis,  to  a  protein  binding  -  in 

certain  diseases  protein  will  bind  calcium.  But  that  is  really 

a  description,  not  an  explanation. 

UNXDEOTIFTED  SPEAKER:  T19hat  is  the  dosage  of  ACTH  you  used  for 

treatment? 

y 

DR.  HARDY:  It  varies  a  great  deal.  In  general  we  have  given 

200  milligrams  of  ACTH  a  day  intramuscularly,  divided  into 

^  milligram  doses  every  6  hours  for  a  few  days  and  later 

2$  milligram  doses 5  then  a  shift  to  oral  cortisone.  The  patient are 

is  kept  on  that  treateent  for  a  week  or  two  until  we '/-  sure  we 

have  what  would  be  the  best  possible  benefit  from  the  symptomatic 

standpoint.  In  various  cases  we  have  tested  this  by  pulmonary 
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function  study  and  cardiac  catherization  study.  We  then  do  what 

Dr.  George  Thorn  calls  "titrate  the  dose,"  meaning  that  we  decrease 

the  dose  to  the  point  at  which  the  patient  is  still  comfortable, 

and  then  continue  with  that  dose, 

I  have  patients  that  have  been  on  7^  milligrams  of  cortisone 

a  day  -  2$  milligrams  every  eight  hours  -  for  a  year  and  we  see 

few  harmful  effects.  This  is  very  impressive  even  though  I  dor  hot 

believe  that  I  am  curing  beryllium  poisoning. 

DR.  VOHWAID:  Is  that  a  general  tendency  v/ith  cortisone? 

(/ 

DR.  H&EDY:  Yes.  It  has  been  my  experience  and  the  experience 

of  Dr.  Max  Michel,  who  has  treated  many  cases  of  Boeck's  sarcoid, 

that  you  may  get  apparently  brilliant  results  in  the  treatment  of 

sarcoidosis  with  ACTH  or  cortisone  but,  as  I  have  already  pointed 

out,  I  have  seen  cases  of  sarcoidosis  that  simply  will  not  respond 

in  any  way  to  ACTH  or  cortisone.  In  fact^  I  have  seen  cases  -  two 

recent  cases  are  fresh  in  n^r  mind  -  that  seem  definitely  to  have 

been  made  worse,  as  proven  by  pulmonary  function  studies  and  a 

clinical  downhill  course  with  an  obviously  increasing  development 

of  granulation  tissue.  I  have  not  seen  this  condition  in  beiyllium 

poisoning  except  for  one  or  two  cases  which  vrould  appear  to  be 

getting  worse  -  from  a  laboratoiy  standpoint  -.  though  they  are 

syii5)tomatically  better. 

DR.  TEBROCK:  Our  experience  in  the  treatment  of  chronic  beryllium 

poisoning  with  cortisone  parallels  that  of  Dr.  Hardy.  We  have 



observed  several  dozen  patients  under  cortisone  therapy  and  have 

been  able  to  do  a  great  deal  for  them  but  we  find  very  definitely 

that  we  are  not  curing  them.  The  patients  go  dowihill  and  the 

best  we  can  do  is  to  give  them  a  more  protracted  period  of  dis- 

ability -  a  more  practical  period,  if  I  may  use  that  word.  They 

sleep  more  comfortably  duidng  this  longer  period  of  disability 

but  the  end  results  are  about  the  same. 

Dr.  Hardy,  what  in  yotir  opinion  is  the  activating  factor 

in  the  precipitating  mechanism?  Is  it  a  true  allergy  or  is  it 

a  matter  of  physico-chemical  changes  within  the  system  that 

precipitates  the  disease? 

DR,  HA.RDI:  I  believe  that  the  beryllium  in  the  body  is  in  a 

state  of  equilibrium,  is  stored  for  excretion,  and  then  something 

happens  to  the  individtxal,  such  as  a  respiratory  tract  infection 

or  a  pregnancy  or,  for  soldiers,  experience  in  combat  or  loss  of 

weight  incurred  during  boot  training.  In  practically  all  cases 

in  which  I  have  been  able  to  make  a  good  clinical  hunt  I  have 

foimd  that  something  happened  to  the  individual  after  he  or  she 

stopped  inhaling  beryllivim  or  that  the  individual  was  subjected 

to  an  added  physiological  burden  which  made  it  possible  for  the 

beryl 1 j um  to  become  pathogenic. 

I  have  not  seen  any  evidence  that  the  clirdcally-^ctive  disease 

is  an  allergic  type  of  response  but  I  believe  that  Dr.  Sterner  has 

a  good  basic  idea  that  may  explain  many  things  about  gll  response 

to  toxic  insult,  not  just  to  beryllium  but  to  infection  also. 
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DR.  VORWALD:  CJuite  recently  we  succeeded  in  reproducing  in  the 

lung  of  animals  a  lesion  which  at  least  simulates  the  lesion  seen 

in  industrial  workers  exposed  to  beryllium.  The  lesions  in  the 

animal  and  in  the  industrial  worker,  caused  by  beryllium,  are  as 

nearly  similar  to  each  other  as  are  the  lesions  produced  by  silica 

in  animals  and  in  man.  Lesions  developed  after  many  months  of 

exposure,  at  an  extremely  low  level  of  concentration,  to  pure 

berylldtrai  oxide  or  to  beryllium  sulphate.  We  have  not  yet 

succeeded,  for  unknown  reasons,  in  reproducing  the  number  of 

lesions  seen  in  human  cases,  as  the  lesions  formed  in  the  ex- 

perimental animal  are  few  and  far  between. 



TAKEN  FROM  PAGE   111« 

BY  DOCTOR  HATCH; 

Gentlemen,  to  continue  our  discussion  now  on  the  newer 

problems,  with  a  report  ty  Doctor  Pratt  of  the 
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Laboratory  staff  on  their  studies  on  some  of  the  new  syn- 

thetic silicas.  Doctor  Pratt,  ".    -  ' 

BY  DOCTOR  PRATT; 

(Doctor  Pratt  read  a  prepared  paper,  which  is  on 

file  at  the  Saranac  Laboratory). 

BY  DOCTOR  HATCH; 

Ladies  and  gentlemen,  we  have  heard  now  about  many 

different  kinds  of  materials  ranging  all  the  way  from  our 

old  friend  Silica,  as  it  occurs  in  nature,  to  problems  t
hat 

develop  with  the  synthetic  silicas,  and  these  other  c
urious 

dusts  in  between. 

We  go  now  to  a  little  departure,  perhaps,  from 

the  processes  that  have  been  followed  this  afternoon,  
the 

discussion  of  the  behavior  of  particulate  matter,  withou
t 

special  reference  to  the  natiire  of  the  material,  in  the 

course  of  inhalation  and  certainly  the  way  in  which  part
ic- 

ulates are  handled  in  the  course  of  inhalation  and  their 

receipt,  and  the  amount  of  retention,  and  the  under
standing 

of  those  things  is  fundamental  to  the  building  up  a
n  under- 

standing of  the  whole  problem  of  dust  diseases, 

Merril  Eisenbud  of  the  New  York  Operations  Office 

of  the  Atomic  Energy  Commission  will  report  to  us  now 
 on  the 

Pate  of  Inhaled  Particulates.   Mr.  Eisenbud. 

BY  MR.  EISEKBUD; 

(Mr.  Eisenbud  read  prepared  paper  which  is  on  file 

1  y 
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in  the  Saranac  Laboratory).  . 

BY  DOCTOR  HATCH; 

I  think  you  will  all  agree  with  me  that  we  have 

had  a  very  concentrated  afternoon  and  I'm  not  sure  how  much 

time  you're  going  to  feel  like  taking  now  for  discussion;-^- 

but  I  am  certain  that  whether  you  feel  like  it  or  not,  you 

all  have  many  questions  that  you'd  like  to  raise  for  such  : 

discussion. 

I  should  like  to  emphasize  at  this  point,  the  ' 

chairman's  privilege  of  opening  the  discussion  and  to  make 

one  or  two  comments  which  pertain  particularly  to  the  last.  ■ 

presentation  of  Mr.  Eisenbud's,  and  having  to  do  with  the  -" 

fate  of  inhaled  particulates.  First  of  all,  I»d  like  to   ,_ 

suggest,  whereas  there  has  been  a  good  deal  of  attention 

paid  to  initial  retention  of  particulate  matter  in  relation 

to  particle  size  or  the  -  over  the  last  few  years,  I'm  not 

at  all  sure  in  my  own  mind  that  it's  the  most  important 

factor  compared  with  the  subsequent  clearance  of  particulate 

matter  from  the  entire  lung  struct\ire.   I  remember  how  im- 

pressed I  was  many  years  ago  when  I  made  a  very  crude  little 

calculation  with  some  of  the  data  from  South  Africa  compar- 

ing the  amoimts  of  materials  foxmd  in  matching  of  silicotic 

lungs  with  some  rough  calculations  on  my  own  among  the  ma- 

terial that  the  individual  had  probably  inhaled  and  retained 

and  while  the  essence  is  necessarily  very  crude,  nevertheles 

'4f^ 
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the  order  of  magnitude  was  not  far  off,  and  the  amount  re- 

tained or  the  amount  accoxinted  for  in  the  silicotic  lung 

was  in  the  order  of  one  tenth  to  one  percent  of  the  aniovint 

which  they  had  inhaled  over  the  years. 

Now,  then  to  whatever  degree  that  residue  repre- 

sented the  material  that  it  produced  in  them,  it's  pretty 

clear  that  we»re  talking  about  a  highly  selected  portion  of 

the  total  material  inhaled,  and  so  when  we  try  to  relate 

the  composition  and  the  physiclal  characteristics  and  so  on, 

of  the  material  in  the  atmosphere,  among  them  it  seems  to 

me  pretty  evident,  that  there  is  an  awful  lot  of  information 

-  an  awful  lot  of  things  happen  from  time  of  inhalation  to 

the  development,  , full .development  of  the  effects,  so  I  sus- 

pect that  the  -  one  of  the  biggest  gaps  in  our  understand- 

ing, one  of  the  things  in  which  there  is  the  greatest  need 

for  research,  is  the  research  into  the  way  partifulate  ma- 

terial is  handled,  the  rates,  relative  rates  of  clearance 

and  the  relative  ways  in  which  the  particulate  matter  is 

disposed  of  within  the  lungs  and  in  that  connection,  I»d 

like  to  make  two  points  which  will  amplify,  add  perhaps  a 

little  bit,  to  what  Mr.  Eisenbud  has  j-ust  had  to  say  about  t}ie 

retention. 

First  of  all,  if  you  will  permit  me  to  make  a  very 

diagramatic  sketch  here,  of  a  primary  molecule,  and  this  is 

very  diagramatic,  but  I  want  to  use  this  way  of  making  my 
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point.   Considering  the  primary  lobtae,  beginning  with 

the  respiratory  bronchiole,  we  have  —  I  warned  you  this  is 

going  to  be  very  diagramatic  —  we  have  some  kind  of  vesti- 

bule beyond  the  respiratory  bronchiole  connected  to  that  in 

various  air  sacs.   Now,  I  won't  go  beyond  that  in  trying  to 

picture  it,  but  I  make  this  point  that  down  to  this  point  ' 
here,  concerned  with  known  respiratory  air  passage  ways,  th< 

volume  of  which  air  got  through  something  like  lii.0  c.c.»s 

of  atypical,  and  this  pass  in  here  adds  up  to  something  of 

that  order,  and  the  alveolar  spaces  to  something  of  that  or- 

der; now,  in  the  course  of  Inhalation,  these  are  figures^  ' 

representing  a  relaxed  lung.   In  the  course  of  inhalation; - 

there  is  expansion  down  here,  and  I  presume  some  expansion 

in  this  volume  also,  but  even  under  the  most  rapid  rate  of 

inhalation,  the  air  velocity  down  in  here  .and -out  into. this 

space  is  of  the  order  of,  well,  at  best,  one' or 'two  f eet  • 

per  minute  or  one  or  two  centimeters  per  second.         :.•;' 

According  to  the  very  elementary  view  of  the 

thing,  from  the  standpoint  of  fluid  flow,  we  have  to  accept 

the  notion  that  the  flow  of  air  into  this  space  is  completely 

slow.   There  is  no  tvirbulence  in  it,  so  that  as  these  spac-; 

es  expand,  the  air  that  was  in  here  at  the  beginning  of  the 

inhalation  simply  recedes  quietly  out  in  these  spaces  here 

and  the  new  air  comes  in  on  top,  so  that  active  mechanical. 

-,.?< 
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ventilation  -  by  active  mechanical  ventilation,  I  mean  actl^re  -| 
change  of  gasses,  takes  place  only  down  into  this  particular'  I 
space,  since  at  least  under  conditions  of  normal  quiet 

breathing,  the  tidal  volume  will  not  any  more  than  see  that 

and  even  under  heavy  breathing  of  exercise  as  it  goes  up, 
it  will  still  Just  fall  in  on  top  of  the  receding  air. 

Now,  there  is  an  important  point  here.   The  ventii  '; 

lation  is  all  right  so  far  as  exchanging  is  concerned,  be- 

cause the  exchange  of  oxygen  and  Cog  across  this  face,  t  ak^j:,3 
place  by  rapid  molecular  diffusion,  a  pretty  well  accepted 

notion  in  respiratory  physiology,  but  the  philosophy  of 
diffusion  of  particles  of  the  order  of  one  or  two  microns 

is  so  slow  that  we  can  expect  no  exchange  of  particles  out 

into  the  true  alveolar  spaces  in  any  way  comparable  to  the 

exchange  of  gas  out  into  them,  so  that  these  figures  that 

we're  talking  about  here  represent  deep  lung  deposition,  but 

not  necessarily  mean  the  same  for  all  different  sizes,  as  tc 
the  ultimate  site. 

As  particle  size  goes  down,  the  gravitational  de- 

fect which  is  a  primary  one  in  causing  the  sedimenting  out 

of  particles,  the  gravitation  effect  goes  down  in  size  and 

the  diffusion  velocity  goes  up,  decreasing  size  in  that 

fashion,  and  for  simple  sedimentation,  this  is  about  a  quar- 

ter of  a  micron,  so  it  seems  to  me  that  basic  to  our  consid«' 

erations  this  afternoon,  which  we  have  heard  so  much  about 
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the  peculiar  behavior  of  some  of  these  sub -microscopic  ma- 

terials, basic  to  that  may  be  a  deeper  understanding  than 

we  now  have  of  the  actual  site  of  the  position  and  the  way 

that  thosd  particles  are  handled  by  this  total  structure, 

since  it  seems  clear  to  me  at  any  rate,  that  a  particle  that 

does  get  out  of  here  by  diffusion  is  going  to  be  -  well, 

say  we  depend  on  different  mechanisms  for  its  removal,  and. 

that  is  true  of  particles  settled  out  in  the  earlier  part. 

One  more  point  which  I'd  like  to  make:   If  this 

represents  the  respiratory  cycle  with  this  inhalation  and 

expiration,  we  know  that  these  early  stages  of  inhalation 

as  a  relatively  rapid  intake  which  peters  off  with  the  end 

of  the  inhalation  and  then  there  is  a  rapid  beginning  of  '' 

exhalation  which  tapers  off.  Current  thinking,  from  recent 

experimental  work,  suggests  anyway,  that  the  volume  of  air  i; 

which  is  breathed  in  at  this  time  is  represented  by  this  k-jj 

volume  of  air  exhaled,  and  this  volume  of  air  inhaled 

represented  by  that  volume  exhaled  and  so  on,  and  the  so- 

called  sequential  ventilation  of  the  first  air  in,  the  last 

air  out,  which  is  another  way  of  saying  that  the  different 

parts  of  the  lungs  are  expanded  at  different  times  in  the 

course  of  inhalation  and  exhalation. 

Now,  the  function,  among  other  things,  is  the  time 

it  saves  down  in  the  lungs  in  this  vol-urae  of  air  that's  be- 

ing actively  exchanged,  so  that  along  with  this  question. 
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we  have  also  to  consider  the  parts  of  the  lungs  that  are 

most  actively  ventilated  dtiring  the  early  phase  of  inhala- 

tion, that  they  are  being  last  out,  as  against  the  air  that 

comes  in  dtiring  the  last  ventilation  and  that  is  the  last 

air  out,  so  that  where  this  air  goes  to  in  the  lung  com- 

pared with  where  this  air  goes  to,  is  important  in  your 

understanding  of  the  site  of  deposition,  and  again  jovcc 

point  of  clearance,  so  I  would  like  to  suggest  that  more 

important  than  our  understanding  of  retention,  is  a  better 

understanding  than  we  now  have  of  the  clearance  of  the  ma- 

terial from  the  Ixing  and  the  way  in  which  that  is  related 

to  the  nature,  both  chemical  and  physical,  of  the  material # 

Now,  I  had  to  get  my  say  in.  At  this  point,  I 

should  like  to  open  the  meeting  for  discussion  from  the 

floor* 

BY  DOCTOR  VORWALD; 

Ted,  how  do  you  know  all  this,  that  is  how  do  you 

know  there  is  no  ttirbulence  of  air  way  out  in  this  micro- 

scope? 

BY  DOCTOR  HATCH; 

Well,  obviously,  we  can't  know  it  from  any  exper- 

imental work.   We  can  only  know  it  from  analysis.  We  know  j 

this,  that  in  the  normal  typical  lung,  there  are,  and  we  have 

a  pretty  good  idea,  how  many,  respiratory  bronchioles  there 

and  we  know  from  anatomical  measurements,  the  cross -section 
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of  air  in  the  anatomical  bronchiole,  and  in  one  of  -  one  sel; 

of  data  that  I  have  in  mind,  total  air  of  a  whole  set  of 

bronchioles,  cross -section  adds  up  to  one  eight  eight  squar^ 
bronchioles.  Respiratory  -  yes,  there  are  one  and  a  fifth 

times  ten  respiratory  bronchioles,  and  that  relates  to  this 

velocity  per  second  and  so  on  down.   This  is  Landau's  chart 

I  think. 

These  are  typical  dimensions  and  reported  for  the 

respiratory  system.   I'm  sure  they're  not  exactly  right,  bulj 

they  are  good  enough  for  our  piorposes. 

Now,  one  thing  we  know  in  fluid  mechanics,  in  the 

understanding  of  fluids  and  flow,  and  we  can  draw  a  sharp 

distinction  between  so-called  laminal  flow  and  so-called 

tiirbulent  flow,  and  determining  in  advance  in  any  given  sit- 

uation when  we're  going  to  have  one  and  when  we're  going  to 

have  the  other.   The  index  Is  the  so-called  Reynolds  number 

which  I  won't  b\irden  you  with,  but  say  this,  if  a  Reynolds 

niomber  is  less  than  two  thousand,  you  can  be  s\ire  you  have 
laminal  flow. 

These  calculations  here  would  indicate  that  in 

the  lungs  even  under  the  deepest  inhalation  at  an  instantan- 

eous rate  of  sixty  liters  a  minute,  the  Reynolds  number  is 

tremendous  to  be  compared  with  two  thousand,  as  a  dividing 

line  between  laminal  and  turbulent  flow  so  it's  only  my 

faith  in  the  Reynolds  number  and  fluid  mechanics  that  would , 
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tell  me  that  this  is  so. 

I  think  there  is  some  physiological  evidence  to 

indicate  that  it  is  so  in  this  case,  that  after  exchange, 

it's  ventilated  by  diffusion.  Does  that  answer  your  ques- 

tion? 

BY  DOCTOR  MACHLE: 

i  i:^  ̂ 1 

Mr.  Chairman,  I»d  like  to  compliment  Doctor  Hardy 

on  a  very  excellent  summary  of  the  beryllium  problem.   I 

would  like  also  to  ask  if  she  would  elaborate  on  the  cases 

presiimably  exposed  to  low  beryllium  phosphor"*  Wo  have  been 

following  data  on  several  thousand  people  exposed  to  low 

beryllivira  phosphors  since  19i4-5»  Prom  our  experience,  from 

the  data  we  have  now  pooled  together,  we  have  yet  to  f ind.j > 

any  cases  of  exposure  to  berylliijm  encountered  in  the  low 

phosphor,  at  least  in  one  manufacturing  operation  in  this 

country,  and  in  another  raanuf ac txiring  operation,  there  have 

been  several  hundred  including  -  several  hxindred  thousand 

man  hoiirs  of  exposure  to  low  beryllium  phosphors,  the  per- 

centage was  less  than  three  years. 

BY  DOCTOR  VQRWALD: 

The  percentage  was  less  than  what? 

BY  DOCTOR  MACHLE; 

Beryllium* 

BY  DOCTOR  HARDY; 

My  data  is  a  mixture  of  material  that  I  have  by 

j^i 

.^^-
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the  courtesy  of  Doctor  Kline,  on  General  Electric  phosphorl 

which,  I  Tinder  stand,  is  always  below  four  percent,  and  he'-ir- 

reports  about  eleven  cases,  and  we  have  two  cases  in  Massa-^ 

chusetts  in  or  from  subsidiary  companies  in  that  same  pho's 

phor»  (NOTE:  Doctor  Hardy  requested  following  the  closi^ 

of  the  session  that  the  reference  to  General  Electric  be 

deleted  from  her  remarks.  However,  as  the  reporter  underi^ 
■-■■■>.  /'-■■..  ^-  ■   i  ...  -  ,  ■     '...^i»SiJ 

stood  the  response,  the  reference  is  made  in  such  a  manna»1 

that  it  is  felt  Doctor  Hardy  should  make  the  deletion  in-;fi; 

such  a  way  as  not  to  confuse  her  statement). 

I  have  reports  from  Nash  in  England,  reporting  :". 

six  cases  of  chronic  berylli\aii  poisoning,  three  of  these  ' 

from  low  beryllitim  phosphor  manufacturing.   I  used  the  tea^Bi) -'  ., '^i  ■'■? 

--■  *  "  ;V^ 

•roughly'    advisedly,   because   I  didn't  have   the  precise' datk 

as   to  the   total  nxunber  of   these,   but  it  was   something  of :',;' 

the   order  of  fifteen  which  is   on  the   low   side,    of   individ- 

uals with  an  unknown  ntmber, doubtless   in  the   thousands, 

exposed  to  phosphor  below  four  percent.      Is    that  what  you 

want? 

BY  DOCTOR  MACHLE; 

May   I  ask  again  -  yes,    that's   a  very  significant 

observation,   but   there   are   several  various    significances   in 

beryllium  phosphor  quite   apart  from  what  Doctor  Pratt  men- 

tioned,   characteristic,    so   to   speak,    of  exposiire.     By  the 

characterization  of  phosphor,    the   total   amount  of  beryllium 
m 
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present  is  an  important  consideration  because  of  the  limi- 

tation in  the  limit  of  the  solution  which  you  can  make  of 

berylliTim  in  material*  . 

The  second  variable  is  the  completeness  of  the 

reaction  which,  of  course,  is  determined  by  the  time,  tem- 

peratvire  and  repetition  in  firing,  together  with  the  use  -  - 

or  non-use  of  flexes.   In  situations  where  we  have  encoun- 

tered cases  which  seemingly  occiirred  from  e3q>osure  to,  low 

beryllium  phosphor  only,  it  has  been  possible  in  at  least^^v 

two  of  the  situations  to  establish  that  there  have  been  un- 

usual practices  in  the  preparation  of  phosphor  by  -  in  the 

direction  of  lessening  firing,  experimentation  with  flex- 

ing methods,  and  so  forth,  which  lead  one  to  believe  that, 

it  was  an  anomalous  situation  and  it  could  not  be  included 

in  the  general  epidemiological  consideration  which,  obv
ious- 

ly, you  are  bound  by,  to  have  a  certainty  as  to  the  nature 

of  the  exposure. 

BY  DOCTOR  HARDY: 

That  is  why  I  quoted  you.  Doctor  Machle,  as  one  ol' 

the  more  studied  of  physical  characteristics  of  state  of 

aggravation,  and  so  forth,  and  so  forth,  but  it  seemed  to 

me  in  reviewing  the  evidence  in  ray  own  personal  experience, 

we  had  to  say  that  the  low  beryllium  phosphor  used  in  that 

manufacture  before  May  19i4-9  liad  caused  the  death  of  a  num- 

ber of  cases  of  beryllium  poisoning  and  I  think,  as  you  do. 

•J-,, 

'f 
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this  is  a  very  crucial  point  in  s
tudying  the  epidemiology 

of  the  disease, 

BY  DOCTOR  VORWALD; 

Mr.  Chairman,  it  may  be  interesti
ng  for  you  to 

know,  I  think  we  have  in  recent  
years,  or  last  year,  suc- 

ceeded in  reproducing  a  lesion  in  the  
lung  of  animals  which 

siiaulates,  at  least,  the  lesion 
 which  we  see  in  the  human 

cases  exposed  to  beryllium,  and
  certainly  the  simulation  is 

as  comparable  in  that  instance 
 as  is  the  simulation  between 

silicotic  produced  and  the  sil
icotic  natural  subjects.  We 

have  succeeded  in  doing  that  
after  many  months  of  exposure 

to  pure  beryllium  oxide  at  ext
remely  low  levels  of  concen,.^ 

tration,  and  also  to  a  beryllium 
 sulphate  at  extremely  low ^ 

levels  of  concentration. 

There  is  -  in  my  own  mind,  howev
er,  there  is  one 

difficulty  Which  I  can  not  exp
lain  and  that  is  that  we  have 

hot  as  yet  succeeded  in  repr
oducing  the  number  of  lesions

 

that  we  see  in  human  oases.  H
ow.  I  must  admit  that  the 

lesions  that  we  have  reproduced
  experimentally  are  very  few 

and  far  between,  but  wo  will  b
e  reporting  some  of  our  other 

Observations  on  Wednesday  when  w
e  discuss  the  pulmonary  can 

cer  and  its  relationship  to  some
  of  our  exposures  in  ex- 

perimental  animals, 

I  should  like  to  ask,  if  I  may,  ju
st  one  more 

moment,  Mr.  Chairman.  Doctor  Solandt  -  
we  may  l~otJi^^ 

■VAl 

■  >  ■  ,■ -M 
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him  sufficient  time,  axid  if  he  could  merely  tell  us  very 

briefly,  what  he  is  doing  then  as  the  agent  that  is  pro- 

ducing this  change  in  the  group  -  in  these  experimental 

animals,  and  also  related  to  human  subjects  in  the  abrasive 

bauxite  industry.   Is  Doctor  Solandt  still  here?   (No  re- 

sponse). Doctor  Shaver,  could  you  -  he's  not  here.  We  may 

have  stopped  him  too  short;  I'm  not  quite  clear  as  to  his 

final  conclusion.  Perhaps  while  Doctor  Shaver  is  asking   r; 

for  that,  some  others  might  have  a  question, 

BY  DOCTOR  GRBENBURG; 

Mr,  Vorwald,  I'd  like  to  ask  Mr.  Hatch  a  question 

In  that  diagram,  you've  got  there  for  the  inhalation  and  th€ 

exhalation,  you  say  the  material  can  be  fractionated  to;,idif 

ferent  parts  of  the  cycle,  but  as  I  remember  it,  you  sald,^;. 

that  the  total  retention  was  about  one  tenth  of  a  percent 

up  to  one  percent, 

BY  DOCTOR  HATCH; 

The  ultimate  retention, 

BY  DOCTOR  GRBENBURG; 

Yes,  the  ultimate  retention.   Now,  if  the  ulti- 

mate retention  is  one  tenth  to  one  percent  and  the  concen- 

tration to  which  the  animal  is  exposed  is  approximately 

uniform,  for  any  given  duration  of  time,  woiildn't  the  araoun"^ 

retained  in  the  various  parts  of  the  cycle  be  approximately 

the  same  in  the  last  analysis? 

:^-M 

■■'  J* 
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BY  DOCTOR  HATCH; 

Well,  I  think  somebody  who  knows  more  about  the 

lungs  than  I  do  would  ha Ve  to  answer  that.   The  picture  I 

have  is  that  there  are  -  there  is  relative  ease  in  ventila- 

tion of  certain  parts  of  the  lungs  compared  with  others  and 

you  woTild  expect,  therefore,  over  a  period  of  time  to  find 

a  disease  and,  therefore,  there  would  be  a  higher  deposi- 

tion in  such  areas. 

BY  DOCTOR  GREEKBURG;  .  ..,.^, 

No,  that  isn't  the  thing  I  was  talking  about;  the 

first  thing  I'm  quite  in  agreement  with. 

BY  DOCTOR  HATCH; 

You're  speaking  about  this  chart  on  the  right? 

BY  DOCTOR  GREENBHRG; 

That's  right. 

BY  DOCTOR  HATCH; 

This  is  inhalation-exhalation- ventilation  cxirve 

for  the  liongs, 

BY  DOCTOR  GREENBURG; 

Right.   Now,  it  seems  to  me  that  the  retention  in 

all  parts  of  that  cycle,  in  all  parts  of  the  inhalation  eye] 

would  be  approximately  the  same. 

BY  DOCTOR  HATCH; 

Well,  I  was  suggesting  —  no,  I  can't  say  that  is 

so.   I  was  just  suggesting  it.  You  say  this,  the  svibject 

e 
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"breathing  fifteen  respirations  a  minute,  then  this  is  four 

seconds  from  here  to  here.  The  average  duration  of  stay  of 

this  air  in  the  lungs  will  approach  four  seconds.   The  aver- 

age dioration  of  stay  of  this  air  in  the  lungs  will  be  one 

second  or  less.  Now,  the  amount  that's  deposited  out  of 

that  air  is  going  to  be  in  proportion  to  the  duration  of 

stay  in  this  actively  ventilated  space  so  that  in  certain 

portions  of  the  l\ing,  favorably  receiving  this  air,  then 

they're  going  to  get  more  dust, 

UNIDENTIFIED  SPEAKER; 

Gentlemen,  I  suggest  that  you're  talking  about 

two  different  things;  he  is  talking  about  retention  in 

respiration  and  you're  talking  about  ultimate  retention  in
 

the  tissues  after  the  elimination  process, 

BY  DOCTOR  HATCH: 

Maybe -I'm  a  little  confused, 

UNIDENTIFIED  SPEAKER; 

You  can  get  particles  of  this  order,  magnitude,  scjme- 

thing  of  the  order  or  magnitude  of  two  to  three  microns; 

you  can  get  upwards  of  thirty-five  or  more  percentage  
re- 

tention in  the  lung  during  the  respiratory  cycle.  How  much 

you'll  find  there  six  months  later  is  a  totally  different 

story, 

BY  DOCTOR  HATCH; 

But  with  respect  to  that,  that  average  figure  is 

;'•* 
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made  up  of  higher  percentages  In  the  lungs  and  lower  per- 

centages in  others  depending  on  the  activity  of  ventilation, 

BY  DOCTOR  VORWALD; 

Ted,  are  you  sure  that  the  first  air  in  is  the 

last  air  out? 

BY  DOCTOR  HATCH;  .,   ;/ 

I  think  the  most  -  the  best  evidence  we  have  on 

that  is  a  paper  by  Fowler,  remember,  down  in  Pennsylvania, 

in  which  he  determined  that  was  so  by  the  Ingenious  trick 

of  splitting  up  the  inhalation  for  a  moment  and  then  sud- 

denly completing  the  exhalation  with  a  mixture,  and  then 

he  analyzed  the  exhaled  air  in  the  same  way  and  then  he 

found  that  that  same  mixture  going  in  was  fOTond  in  the  air 

coming  out»  Now,  we  have  some  other  indirect  evidence  and 

we  have  a  little  bit  of  evidence  that  agrees  with  Fowler. 

BY  DOCTOR  VORWALD; 

Doctor  Shaver? 

BY  DOCTOR  SHAVER; 

Rather  than  hash  what  Doctor  Solandt  had  to  say, 

I  will  just  read  part  of  his  summary  and  conclusions, 

(Doctor  Shavef  reads  from  Doctor  Solandt 's  paper, 

which  has  been  filed  with  the  Saranac  Laboratory.) 

UNIDENTIFIED  SPEAKER; 

I  wanted  to  ask  Doctor  Hardy  a  couple  of  questions 

One  is  what  is  the  longest  period  of  time  for  treatment  of 
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Dear  Doctor  Vorwald, 

I  have  had  the  paper  which  I  presented  at 

Saranac  Lake  a  year  ago,  re-typed,  and  the  pathological 
cuts  are  included.   There  has  been  no  change  in  the 
text. 

I  hope  that  any  delay  on  iny  part  has  not 
inconvenienced  you,  s 

Yours  sincerely. 

C,    G,    Shaver,    31,  B. 

Superintendent, 
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BAUXITE  FVm   PNEm^OCCSNIOSIS 

by 

C,  G,  Shaver,  M.B. 

On  the  occasion  of  the  Sixth  Saranac  Syraposium, 

Dr.  A,  R.  Riddell  presented  a  very  concise,  but  clear-cut 
 picture 

of  the  clinical  features  of  Bauxite  Fume  Pneumoconiosis.  
Chemical 

aspects  of  the  disease  were  discussed  by  Doctor  C,  M,  Jephc
ott.  I 

have  been  asked  to  discuss  the  clinical  developments  
since  that 

time. 

Dr.   Riddell   reported  30  cases  of  well-established 

disease,    29  early  and  17  doubtful.     The  present  sit
uation  reveals 

that  we  have   to  date   a  total  of  38  cases  of  well-est
ablished 

disease,    some  of  these  were  previously  classified  as  Early.   
  In  the 

Early  group  there   are  65  cases,    and   there   is   a  furth
er  group  of  23 

Doubtful.      It  is  quite   impossible,    because  of  changing 
 conditions  of 

employment,    and  lay-offs   to  formulate  any  opinion  as   
to  the  incidence 

of  disease  among  those  employed.     One  of  the  well-esta
blished  cases, 

who  had  not  been  x-rayed  previously,    reported  recently  at  a
  mass 

survey.   He  had  been  an  aluminum  oxide  furnace   feeder  fr
om  September 

1939  to  March  1942,    since  when  he   has  worked   as   a  farmer.   He  ha
s   no 

complaints,    and  his  examination,    other  than  the  x-ray  
of  his  chest, 

was  negative.       A  case  diagnosed   as  Early  disease  in  1951,  
  had  had 

two  yetrs  exposure   as   a  hot  change  man  in  1942  and
  1943,    but  had 

missed  being  x-rayed   since    then,    although  his  employment
  since   1943 

was   not  associated  with   furnace    fumes. 

Deaths    to  date,    which  have  been  ascribed   to 

the  disease   nui.iber  13,    or  34.5;o  of  the  grcu.p   recorded   as 
 '.Veil 

Established.      Althou-jh  spontaneous  pneuaiothorax  
has   been  a  very 
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common  development  in  the  group,  it  has  been  responsible  for 

sudden  death  in  only  one  case.   This  patient  was  recovering 

from  a  unilateral  pneumothorax  when  he  developeda  massive 

pneumothorax  on  the  controlateral  side,  and  died  ivithin  a  few 

minutes.   In  two  cases  infection  played  an  important  part  as 

a  cause  of  death,  one  showing  a  rather  marked  downhill  course 

following  pneumonia,  and  the  other  developed  an  infection 

which  terminated  in  gross  bronchiectasis.  The  remainder  died 

chronic 

of/cor  pulmonale. 

Eight  deaths  have  occurred  in  the  group 

from  causes  unrelated  directly  to  the  pulmonary  disease,  two  of 

these  from  coronary  occlusion,  one  from  brain  tumour,  and  one 

from  purulent  pericarditis.  We  were  not  successful  in  obtain- 

ing post-mortem  examinations  in  the  remainder  (T.M,,  F,P.,  i\/,M., 

and  R,M,). 

Special  investigation  was  carried  out  on 

one  case,  who  in  1947,  during  the  development  of  his  disease 

showed  a  rather  marked  paradoxical  movement  of  his  mediastinum 

(A.M.),   Later  however,  the  intensity  of  emphysema  in  his  upper 

right  lung  area  seemed  to  compensate,  and  this  phenonema  became 

less  marked.   He  was  admitted  to  the  Toronto  General  Hospital 

in  March  1950  for  investigation  of  cardiovascular  effects  which 

may  have  been  initiated  by  his  pulraonary  fibrosis.   At  this  time 

he  had  a  normal  cardiograph.  After  catheterization  of  the  heart 

it  was  concluded  that  there  was  a  slight  increase  in  the  degree 

of  negative  pressure  within  his  thoracic  cage,  and  a  slight  degree 

of  pulmonary  hypertension. 
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Interestingly  enough  this  man  was  totally 

disabled  in  1947,  but  improved  to  the  point  that  h
e  wanted  to  do 

something,  and  he  accepted  our  advice  to  take  a
  business  course. 

which  he  completed.  He  then  obtained  a  light  job 
 as  timekeeper 

at  a  local  plant,  and  from  1950  to  December  1951
.  he  was  quite 

welU  He  then  developed  an  acute  pulmonary  in
fection,  from  which 

he  has  not  completely  recovered.  The  clinica
l  improvement  between 

1947  and  1950  corresponded  with  increasing  emphy
sema  in  the  right 

lung,  and  I  feel  that  had  the  cardiovascular
  investigation  been 

carried  out  in  1947.  the  changes  noted  would
  have  been  more  marked 

than  in  1950. 

Detailed  lung  function  tests  have  been  carri
ed 

out  on  two  patients  (A.M..  R.S..  ).  one  bein
g  the  case  reported  above. 

He  was  unable  to  complete  the  lightest  test  g
iven  on  the  ergometer. 

as  well  as  being  unable  to  do  the  other  exercise
  test  of  stepping  up 

and  down  on  a  low  stool.  His  disability  in  194
9  was  rated  at  a 

mininum  of  75%.   As  stated  above,  however,
  the  man's  tolerance  for 

work  seemed  to  improve  later. 

The  other  case  (L.R.),  on  whom  lung  function 

tests  were  carried  out  in  May  1948  required  
an  alveolar  oxygen 

concentration  of  59.2%  to  give  100%  arterea
l  oxygen  saturation.  The 

time  required  to  reach  100%  saturation  on  cha
nging  from  room  air  to 

100%  was  77  seconds.  This  compares  to  a  seri
es  of  normal  subjects  who 

had  given  a  mean  O2  concentration  of  30.1%  
for  100%  saturation,  and 

a  saturation  time  of  43  seconds.  His  actual  vit
al  capacity  was  1.1  litres, 

and  calculated  normal  V.C.  3.9  litres.  His
  Electrocardiograph  at 

this  time  showed  no  evidence  of  right  hear
t  failure.   This  patient 

is  still  alive,  although  he  lives 
 a  most  sedentary  sort  of  existenc

e. 
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CORTISONE 

It  was  with  some  anticipation  following  upon  the 

results  of  the  use  of  Cortisone  in  Beryllium  disease^  that  the 

Workmen*s  Compensation  Board  permitted  us  to  use  the  drug  on 

selected  cases  of  Bauxite  Fume  Pneumoconiosis.  The  case  recorded 

above  was  treated  from  January  11th  1951  to  February  12th,  1951, 

with  150  mgm.  of  Cortisone. for  7  days,  and  200  mgm  for  the 

remainder  of  the  period.  During  the  time  of  treatment,  there  was 

no  change  in  his  subjective  symptoms,  if  anything  his  dyspnoea 

increased  slightly.  This  was  ascribed  to  a  gain  of  10  lbs,  in 

weight  while  he  was  taking  the  drug.  Since  discontinuance  of  the 

therapy  his  weight  has  returned  to  its  former  normal,  and  no 

change  has  been  noted  subjectively  or  objectively  in  the  patient. 

We  have  not  used  the  drug  on  other  patients, 

PATHOLOGY; 

A  previous  report  on  the  pathology  of  Bauxite  fume 

Pneumoconiosis  has  been  made  by  Wyatt  and  Riddell,  We  have  had  the 

opportunity  since  this  report  to  study  two  cases  in  which  death 

occurred  in  patients  showing  early  lung  changes.  The  first  died  on 

January  2nd,  1949.  He  had  a  stone  in  his  common  duct  and  vegetative 

endocarditis.  The  pathologist  could  not  state  the  exact  cause  of 

death,  but  was  quite  certain  that  the  pulmonary  condition  was  in 

no  way  responsible.  The  second  case  died  of  coronary  thrombosis  in 

December  1951. 

Case   1, 
(W.M.)  age  40,      He  gave   an  occupational   history  of  19  years   in  one  of  the 

local   abrasive  plants.      From  July   1927  to  January  1928  he  was   in  the 

mix  roofii,    after  which   from  January   1928   to  Mach  1941,    he  was   an 
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aluminum  oxide   furnace   feeder,    with  the  exception  of  a  two- 

year  lay-off.   Following  this  he  was   a  supervisor  in  the
 

furnace  room. 

The  first  x-ray  taken  on  this  man  was  in 

September  1944.      It  was  reported  that  there  was   a  light
 

increase  in  the   first  and  second  interspace  markings,    but 

the  change  was   not  sufficiently  marked  to  make  a  diag
nosis 

of  occupational  disease.     In  April   1947  these  lung  chan
ges 

seemed   to  be  of  sufficient  importance   to  make  a  diagnosi
s 

of  early  disease. 

The  last  films   taken  on  him  were   in  July 

1948  and  these  show  light  granular  infiltration  above  th
e 

third  rib  on  either  side.     Althougl/of  better  technique, 

they  show  some  increase  in  the  lung  shadowing  over  his 

initial   film  of  September  1944. 

ffROSS  PATHOLOGY; 

Dr.   J.  P#     Wyatt,    Pathologist  at   the 

Toronto  East  General   Hospital   reported   that  the  pleural 

surface  was  smooth.   The  lungs  were  bluish  grey  in  colour, 

with  fine  dark-blue  mottling.   On  section,    the  lung  parenchyma
 

was  pale-grey  in  colour.      It  had  a  fine   spongy  appearance. 

No   abnormality  was  noted  in  the  bronchi   or  vessels. 

In  the   right  upper  lobe,    near  the   apex,    there 

was   a  small    area  which  felt  firmer  than   the   surrounding   tiss
ue. 

Fine   interlacing  strands  of  dark  grey  tissue  could  be  seen, 

and  between  these   slightly  dilated  air  
spaces.     This  was 

the  only  area  in  the  right  lung  
which   appeared  abnormal. 



On  the  left  in  the  upper  lobe  at  the  apex,  was  a  small  area  where 
the  alveoli  were  dilated,  giving  the  appearance  of  a  honeycomb. 
Adjacent  to  this  area  were  seen  small  patches  which  were  dark  gray 
in  colour,  and  firm  to  touch.  The  remainder  of  the  lunq  had  a 
normal  appearance. 

Microscopic  Description: 

The  lung  parenchyma  showed  a  diffuse  uniform 

interstitial  fibrosis  throughout.  The  normal  alveolar  septal 

lace  work  is  replaced  by  a  stiffened  collagen  deposit,  some 

of  this  is  hyalinized  giving  a  filigreed  trabecular  pattern. 

The  septal  thickening  of  the  right  lower  lobe  is  minimal,  but 

the  stiffened  radiating  septa  are  distinct.   The  other  lobes 

are  mors,  or  less  in  the  same  stage  with  a  moderate  degree  of 

septal  thickening.  At  places  the  septal  fibrosis  passes  into 

irregular  masses  of  scars,  radiating  from  which  are  bands  of 

hyalinized  septal  tissue,  A  large  area  of  scarring  with 

trapped  anthracotic  dust  is  noted  in  the  right  upper  lobe 

which  as  described  grossly,  is  firmer  in  consistency  than  the 

surrounding  tissue.  Nowehere  is  fibrous  nodulation  found,  nor 

is  there  any  evidence  of  koniophthisis.  Emphysema  is  not 

marked,  though  some  dilated  spaces  are  found  along  with  fibrosis. 

Inflammatory  reaction  and  oedema  are  patchy.   The  cellular 

reaction  is  predominantly  small  round  cells,  and  in  some  oreas 

polymorphonuclear  leucocytes,  which  are  more  intravascular  than 

interstitial.  The  small  blood  vessels  have  also  a  thickened 

hyalinized  wall. 

The  lymph  nodes  show  fibrotic  scarring  and 

anthracotic  pigment  deposition.  One  lymph  node  shows  three 

minute  focffi  of  a  cellular  demarcated  amorphous  debris,  reminiscent 

of  healed  tubercle. 

Opinion; 

1,  The  upper  lobes  are  not  the  only  lobes  involved, 

2.  The  trabecular  outline  is  that  of  single  stiffened 

septal  walls. 
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3,  Curiously  enough  the  collagen  is  all  of  the  same   age, 

4,  Previouslungs  which  have  been  sectioned  have  shown  a 
more  heterogenous  morphology, 

5,  The  lesion  of  increased  septal  cellularity  is   not 

present. 

Analysis  of  lung  ash; 

Silica:         28.95% 

Alumina:       16,86% 

0   oOo-   0 

Case  2, 

R.M.  age  57,      This  man  gave  an  occupational   history  of  working  as  a 

general   labourer  in  the  arc-furnace  room  of  one  of  the    Plants 

from  1935  to  1940.   He  was  then  a  crane  operator  in  the  same 

department  until   the   time  of  his  death. 

The   first  chest  film  taken  on  him  was  on  May  2nd,    1945, 

It  shows   some   suggestion  of  increased  markings   in  both  apices, 

although  the  change  was  not  of  a  degree   as   to  substantiate  a 

diagnosis  of  occupational  disease. 

Stereoscopic  films  were   taken  in  April   1947,  and   these 

showed   a  very  light,    but  quite  distinct  granular  type  of  infiltr- 

ation above    the   second  rib  on  either  side,    and   some   slight 

increase  in  his   lung  markings  in  general. 

Further  films  did  not  reveal   any  definite  extension  of 

his   disease.      The   last  plate   on  file   is  dated  St$»tember  1951, 

The   films   in  this   case   are   not   shown,    because  it  is   felt 

that   the   disease  would  not  show  up   to   advantage  in  a  small  print. 

The  pathological   report  on   this  case   is  presented 

through   the  kindness  of  Doctor  A.    J.    Blanchard,    Sunnybrook  Hospital. 
Toronto.    Ont. 
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Gross  pathology  of  the   lungs  showed  that  the  pleura  was  generally 

smooth,    glistening  and  greyish. in  colour,    with  black  mottling.     The   lungs 

were  slightly  emphysematous,    but  no  bullae  were  noted. 

Cross   section  through  the  lungs  showed  a  fine  moderate  diffuse 

dilatation  of  alveoli,    so   that  the   lungs  were  more  porous   than  normal. 

In  addition  there  was  considerable  black  patchy  pigmentation  throughout 

all   lobes.      These  pi^ented  areas   however,    were  not  indurated. 

Occasional   areas  showed  small  rounded  nodules,    one   to   two  mms,   in  diameter, 

which  were  not  considered  typical  of  silicosis.     Occasional  nodules  in  a 

perivascular  or  subpleural  locations  were  larger  and  rubbery  in 

consistency,     /t  the  extreme  right  apex,    there  was   a  superficial   firm 

cartilagenous   like  nodule,    .5  cm.   in  diameter.  On  the  left  there  was  a 

suggestion  of  a  diffuse,    interstitial  fibrosing  process  involving  the 

central  portion  of  the  upper  lobe.     Peribronchial   lymph  nodes  were  small 

and  blackish  in  colour,    and  soft  in  consistency. 

Microscopic  examination: 
  Right   lung 

(a).  This  shows  patchy  areas  of  scattered  dense  dark 

anthracotic  pigmentation  with  a  slight  amount  of  underi  ying  dense 

fibrous   tissue.     This  however,    is   not  showing  anji  circumferential 

arrangement,    such   as   is   seen  in  silicotic  nodules.   In  addition 

almost  all  of  the   alveolar  walls   are   slightly  to  moderately  thickened 

due   to  an  increase  in  collagenous   fibrous   tissue.     The  alveolar  spaces 

show  a  patchy  dilatation,    and  many  of  them  contain  histiocytes  some  of 

which  have  engulfed  anthracotic  pigment. 
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A. 49       Low  power  view  of  lung  showing  patchy  fibrous  thickening  of  alveolar 
walls  and  entrapped  anthracotic  pigment.   In  one   area  the  collagen  is 
hyalinized,    but  there  is  no  evidence  of  any  nodulation.  There  is 
moderate  dilatation  of  some  of  the  alveoli. 

A. 48       High  power  view  of  small   area  of  A,   49  showing  again  the  interstitial, 
non-nodular  fibrosis,   pigmentation,    and  some  thickening  of  small   arteries. 
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(b)       Two  further  sections  from  the  right  lung  showed  the 

pleural  surface  of  the  lung,  with  a  thickening  of  an  interlobular 

septum  by  dense  fibrous  tissue,  and  also  patchy  subpleural  and 

"perivascular  anthracotic  pigmentation,  and  a  thickening  of  the 

alveolar  walls  with  emphysea;a  and  patchy  areas  of  atelectasis. 

One  of  the  sections  also  includes  a  fairly  large  bronchus  which 

appears  to  be  essentially  normal  apart  from  a  very  slight  chronic 

inflammatory  cell  infiltration,  and  shows  a  peribronchial  ^yraph 

node  with  considerable  anthracotic  pigmentation,  and  some  fibrosis, 

which  however,  was  more  diffuse,  and  not  suggestive  of  the  silicotic 

type. 

(c),      "Avo  sections  from  the  left  upper  lobe  show  a  marked 

degree  of  interstitital  thickening  of  alveolar  walls.  Many  of  the 

alveoli  are  collapsed,  and  in  addition,  most  of  the  persisting 

alveolar  spaces  are  filled  up  with  an  accumulation  of  histiocytes. 

Here  and  there,  were  dense  accumulations  of  black  anthracotic  pigment. 

A, 50    This  is  a  low  power  view  which  shows  a  more  diffuse  fibrous  thickening 
of  alveolar  walls,  and  in  some  of  the  alveoli  there  are  collections  of 
n  h  n/»n/»  \- 1  .^  c 
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A.51.  This  shows  an  emphysematous  bulla.  The  surro
undinglung  is  partly 

compressed.  Yau  can  also  perceive  patchy  increase
  in  fibrous  tissue 

in  the  alveolar  walls  in  the  interstitial  tissue. 

A  .52. 
You  can  see  the  increase  in  fibrous  tissue,  both  fibroblasts  add 

collagen  being  laid  down  in  the  alveolar  walls  in  incr
eased  amount. 
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Diagnosis; 

1).  Diffuse  interstitial  fibrosis  of  lungs,  moderate. 
2),  Eraphyseraa  of  lungs  .moderate. 
3),  Anthracosis  of  lungs  and  peribronchial  lymph  nodes, moderate. 

Summary;   Examination  of  this  tissue  disclosed  that  the  obvious 

cause  of  death  was  a  recent  coronary  thrombosis  with  myocardial 

infarction.  The  lungs  showed  an  unusual  picture  in  that  there  waa^ 

very  diffuse  interstitial  fibrosis  with  thickening  of  almost  all  of  the 

alveolar  walls  and  patchy  atetctasis  and  emphysema.  In  the  atelectatic 

areas,  many  of  the  alveolar  spaces  were  filled  with  dense  accumulations 

of  histiocytes.  Nowhere  was  there  any  suggestion  of  the  lesions  of 

silicosis.  The  pathological  changes  des<Sribed  above  are  compatible  with 

those  seen  in  early  cases  of  Bauxite  pneumoconiosis. 

Analysis  of  Lung  Ash; 

Silica;   22,3% 

Alumina:  32,41%, 

These  cases  differ  from  those  described  by  Wjiatt  and  Riddell 

in  as  muchas  they  did  not  have  the  thickened  pleura.  Gross  bullous 

emphysema  was  lacking,  although  both  cases  show  beginning  changes  of 

this  nature.   Interstitial  fibrosis,  although  present,  is  much  less 

marked  than  in  the  cases  described  by  Wyatt  and  Riddell. 

TUBERCULOSIS; 

A  total  of  11  cases  of  tuberculosis  from  the  plants  under 

surveillance,  has  been  treated.  In  only  one  of  these  however,  was  there 

x-ray  evidence  of  pneumoconiosis  associated  with  the  tuberculous 

condition.  This  has  been  treated,  and  the  tuberculous  process  is 

progressing  favourably.   He  is  disabled  however,  because  of  his 

pneumoconiosis. 

In  the  remaining  group,  all  but  one  have  been  discharged 

from  hospital,  this  patient  having  been  diagnosed  only  within  the  past  few  months, 
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It  would  seern  that  there   is  no  evidence   to  suggest  that 

tuberculosis    has   been  more   frequently  encountered  in  this   Industry 

than   in  other  Industries  of  the  district.      The  presence  of  Bauxite 

Fume   Pneumoconiosis  made   the   treatment  of  the  Tuberculous  condition 

in   the  patient  where   both  were  present,    soiisewhat  more  difficult,    but 

the  ultimate  progress  of  the   tuberculous  disease   has  been  satisfactory^ 

PREyENTION; 

The   Industries  concerned,    in  co-operation  with  the  Department 

of  Industrial   Hygiarne  of  the  Province  of  Ontario   have  effected   a 

marked   improvement  in   the  ventilation  of  all   Plants.      This 

unquestionably  has   been  of  major  importance  in  decreasing   the   incidence 

of   the  disease.      In  addition  to   this,    periodic  physical   and  x-ray 

examination  of  employees   in  the   Industry  has  been  carried  out;    at 

first  at  intervals  of  six  months,    latterly,    except  in  special 

instances,    it  has  been  done  once   a  year.     There   has   also  been 

improvement  in   the  method  of  feeding  furnaces,    so   that   the  men 

get   less  exposure   to  furnace   fumes, 

/.  very  rigid  pre-employment  examination  has   been  enforced,    and 

men  who   have    had  previous  exposure   as   hard-rock  miners,    as  well    as 

those  who   show  chronic  pulmonary  disease,    such   as   bronchitis   or 

bronchiectasis   have  been  excluded   from  employment. 

The  disease   Bauxite   Fume  Pneumoconiosis   was   first  identified 

in   19-^2,    and   it  would   appear   that   the  major  occurence  of  the  dsease 

ainonij  workmen   associated  with  Bauxite  Fumes  was   between   the  years 

1942   and   1945,      Since    then   there   has   teen   a  gradual    lessening 

of   the   incidence   of  disease,    and  it  is   felt  latterly   that   thcdisease 

is   under  control,    although    there   still    rti.iains    a  goodly  number  of 

oorkmen.    who   because  of  previous   exposure,    show  
distinct   lung  changes. 
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these  patients  you  have  referred  to?  : 

BY  DOCTOR  HARDY; 

One  recently  reported  by  Kennedy  in  the  Journal  o^ 

the  American  Medical  Association,  I  have  continued
  to  treat 

that  same  case  up  until  now# 

TJNIDEHTIFIED  SPEAKER; 

The  second  question,  one  of  your  patients  showed
 

here,  looks  like  a  hyper thyroid;  is  there  any  i
ndication 

toxicity  stimulates  the  hyperthyroid,  or  is  it  bec
ause  of 

hyperacidity  of  the  bone? 

BY  DOCTOR  HARDY; 

We  don't  know;  there  has  been  a  lot  of  specula
tion 

about  that.  We  had  two  cases  of  thyroid  tumor
s  that  sort 

of  disappeared.   They  had  high  m.  p.  r.'s.   N
o  one  every  - 

explored  their  lungs  to  know.   Hypercalcemias
  were  present. 

Our  feeling  is  that,  in  some  mysterious  way
,  the  behavior 

of  beryllium  in  the  body,  particularly  its 
 disposition  and 

modus  operandi  must  be  related,  but  at  present  I 
 have  no  kn<|w- 

ledge  except  those  early  tracer  studies  of
  Doctor  Hamilton 

Berkeley,  except  that  when  he  gave  berylli
um,  the  material 

went  in  the  animals'  body  and  was  in  the  liver  
and  kidney 

for  a  while  but  it  never  left  the  bones  for  the
  duration  of 

his  study.   That's  been  true  in  autopsy  cases, 
 where  beryll 

was  present.  Doctor  Fuller  Albright  thinks 
 that  the  renal 

calculi  and  perhaps  the  other  phenomena  that  I  h
ave 

.um 
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eniimerated  are  related*  jiist  as  he  thinks  they  are  in  sar- 

coidosis to  a  protean  binding,  that  is  protean  will  bind 

calcium  in  certain  diseases,  but  as  far  as  I'm  concerned, 

that's  a  description,  not  an  explanation,   I  don't  know. 

UNIDENTIFIED  SPEAKER; 

What  is  the  dosage  of  your  ACTG  for  that  treateien^? 

BY  DOCTOR  HARDY; 

Well,  it  varys  a  great  deal*   In  general,  we 

have  given  him  200  milligrams  a  day,  ACTH  embodied  into  , 

fifty  milligrams  every  six  hours,  for  a  few  days;  then  down 

to  a  hiondred  milligrams  spread  out,  then  shift  to  the  oral 

cortisone,  keep  him  there  one  or  two  weeks  until  you're  sur^ 

that. you  have  what  would  be  the  bewt  possible  benefit  from, 

the  symptomatic  standpoint,  and  in  various  cases,  we  have 

tested  this  by  pulmonary  frmction  study  and  cardiac  cather- 

ization  study  and  then  we  do  what  Doctor  George  Dorn  calls 

titrate  the  dose,  meaning  let  him  go  down  to  the  point  be- 

low which  he  is  still  comfortable  and  then  keep  him  there* 

I'm  a  great  deal  older  than  I  was  when  I  talked 

about  this  in  19^0  and  I  have  patients  that  have  been  on 

75  milligrams  of  cortisone,  25  milligrams  every  eight  hours 

for  a  year,  and  I  can't  see  where  I've  done  any  harm,  and 

I've  taken  symptomatic  patients  from  a  complete  chair  pa- 

tient back  to  forty  hoiirs  a  day  -  four  hours  a  day,  and 

this  is  very  impressive  even  though  in  all  honesty,  I  don't 
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think  I  «m  ctiring  them. 

UNIDENTIFIED  SPEAKER; 

The  only  reason  I«m  asking,  Jerry  Kane  of  Michigar 

seems  to  think  that  the  use  of  cortisone  may  ledd  to  sporac-^ 

ic  sclerosis;  I  don't  know* 

BY  DOCTOR  HARDY: 

Well,  I  think  it  might  easily  be  true,, but  I 

think  in  the  case  of  beryllium  poisoning,  you  have  to  sort 

of  take  the  choice  and  play  your  cards  as  you  go# 

BY  DOCTOR  VORWALD;       ' 

Is  that  a  general  tendency  in  cortisone? 

BY  DOCTOR  HARDY;  .    . 

Yes,  it's  been  my  experience  in  talking  with  Doc- 
•\  i   /      -.,:   f  f  ;     -■:■■•■ 

tor  Max  Michel,  who  has  treated  very  many  of  these,  that  yo\|i 

may  get  brilliant  results  in  treatment  of  sarcoidosis  with 

ACTH  or  cortisone,  but  as  I  pointed  out  in  that  swift -runniiig 

survey  summary,  just  given  you,  I  have  seen  cases  of  sarcoi-- 

dosis  that  simply  will  not  respond  in  any  way  to  ACTH  and 

cortisone,  and  I  have  seen  -  I  have  even  seen  cases  recent- 

ly . —  two  are  very  fresh  in  my  mind  —  that  have  definitely 

been  made  worse,  and  have  proven  this  by  pulmonary  function 

studies  and  a  clinical  downhill  course  of  obviously  increas- 

ing replacement  of  the  granular  tissue.   This  I  have  not 

seen  in  beryllium  poisoning  except  for  my  remarks  that  one 

or  two  cases  I  have  watched  appear  to  be  getting,  from  the 
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laboratory  standpoint,   worse   thoiagh  they're   systematically 

better. 

BY  DOCTOR  TABRUCK; 

I'd  like  to  state  that  our  experience  in  the 

treatment  of  chronic  beryllium  poisoning  with  cortisone 

parallels  that  of  Doctor  Hardy.  We  have  seen  several  dose 

cases  under  cortisone  therapy  and  we  find  we  have  been  able 

to  do  a  great  deal  for  these  patients,  but  we  find  very  def 

initely  we're  not  ciiring  anything.  We  find  the  patients 

go  downhill  and  the  best  we  can  offer  them  is  to  give  them 

a  more  protracted  period  of  disability  but  a  more  practical 

period  of  disability  if  you  can  use  that  word.  In  other 

words,  they  are  sleeping  much  more  comfortably  during  this 

period  of  disability,  which  becomes  longer,  but  the  end 

results  are  about  the  same* 

I'd  like  to  ask  Doctor  Hardy  what,  in  her  opinion 

is  the  activating  factor  in  her  precipitate  mechanism?  Is 

it  a  matter  of  true  allergy  or  is  it  a  matter  of  physio- 

chemical  changes  within  the  system  that  precipitates  the 

instance  of  disease  in  beryllium  poisoning? 

BY  DOCTOR  HARDY; 

Well,  I  see  I  didn't  make  myself  clear  or  talked 

too  fast.  I  think  the  berylliiim  is  in  the  body  very  often 

in  happy  equilibrium,  stored  for  excretion,  and  then  some- 

thing happens  to  the  patient  —  maybe  it's  a  respiratory 
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tradt  infection  or  this  very  fascinating  business  of  the 

woman  having  a  baby  and  getting  along  quite  well,  and  then 

when  the  baby  is  foiir  or  five  months,  she  begins  to  go  down- 

hill in  induced  weight  loss.   I  have  seen  this  very  striking 

ly,  or  in  unusual  exercise,  the  soldier,  you  rgtoiember  a  very 

small  but  definite  group,  after  experience  in  combat;  or  I 

have  young  girls  in  cases  where,  or  cases  where  a  lazy  190 

poimd  man  went  and  was  put  through  boot  training  and  lost 

thirty  poTonds  and  he  became  a  clinically  active  case  of 

berylliiam  disease. 

In  fadt,  in  practically  all  of  the  cases  in  which 

I  have  been  able  to  make  a  good  clinical  hunt,  I  have  been 

able  to  find  something  that  happened  to  that  man  or  woman  . 

after  he  or  she  stopped  inhaling  berylli-ura  or  perhaps  still 

is  in  the  situation  that  is  an  added  insult  or  added  phys- 

iological burden,  that  if  you  like,  makes  it  possible  for 

the  beryllium  to  become  pathogenic, 

I  suspect  you're  referring  to  the  very  fascinat- 

ing work  of  the  boys,  showing  that  beryllium  in  the  test 

tube  and  in  small  animals  will  inhibit  magnesia,  will  take 

the  place  of  magnesia  in  certain  enzyme  systems  and,  by 

pressing  out  the  phosphatase,  set  up  a  whole  chain  reaction 

to  to  speak,  and  it's  very,  very  seductive  to  consider  that 

this  may  be  the  means  by  which  to  say  your  response  takes 

place,  that  later  on  you'll  have  fibrosis  and  so  on,  syraptoih 

■  »;■ 
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producing.   The  cortisone  that  is  used  in  test  "tubes  on 

small  animals  compared  to  the  human  of  this  particular  set- 

up, makes  it  a  little  difficult  to  translate  it  from  the 

test  tube  to  humans,  but  there  it  is  possible  for  later  use» 

I  haven't  seen  any  evidence  there  that  the  clini- 

cally active  disease  is  an  allergic  type  of  response,  al- 

though I  think  Doctor  Sterner  has  a, very  good  basic  broad 
"r'i   .,>  ■•  «  .  '■   A.^"""  ■    -i   ■■    ■  -i  J    :  "        ■        ' 

isdea  that  may  explain  a  lot  of  things  about  goiter  response 

to  toxic  insult,  not  just  beryllium,  but  also  infection, 

BY  DOCTOR  HATCH; 

I  think  ait  this  hour  I'd  like  to  call  the  meeting 

to  a  close,  and  I'd  like  to  make  one  comment  in  closing.  We 

have  heard,  this  afternoon,  of  the  action  of  different  dusts 

in  the  lungs,  the  relative  importance  of  different  factors 

in  the  dust,  that  go  to  determine  the  nature  and  magnitude  cjf 

the  action.  Very  illuminating,  I  believe,  in  the  light  of 

this  morning's  discussion  in  which  we  had  great  difficulty 

in  arriving  at  definitions  to  a  high  degree  because  there  w^re 

so  many  gaps  in  our  knowledge,   I  should  like  to  leave  with 

you  this  thought,  will  the  day  ever  come  when  we  will  be 

able  to  anticipate  difficulties  associated  with  the  inhala- 

tion of  particulate  matter  and  not  have  to  wait  until  the 

difficulty  has  developed  before  becoming  concerned  with  it. 

It's  going  to  the  question  or  the  degree  of  which  we  can  re- 1 
duce   our  understanding   to    the   fxindamen  tali  ties,    the    common 
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denominators  that  go  to  make  up  the  problem,  whether  It's 

the  problem  of  asbestos  or  bauxite  or  whatever,  to  what- 

ever degree  we  can  meet  those  fxindamentals  and  extract  out 

of  them  a  common  denominator* 

Is  it  going  to  be  possible  for  us  to  anticipate 

and  predict,  from  basic  studies  of  new  dusts,  the  possi- 

bility of  toxic  infection?  I,  for  one,  would  be  pretty 

discouraged  if  I  thought  that  day  would  never  come.   I 

don't  want  to  suggest  that  one  day  we'll  be  able  to  explain 

everything,  but  I  certainly  hope  we  will  be  able  to  do  a  ' 

better  job  than  we  have  in  the  past  in  anticipating  this 

trouble*  ,  . 

The  other  comment  I  want  to  make  is  one  I  think 

Doctor  Fletcher  spoke  in  paii^ticular  about  this  morning,  tha-j; 

in  oiAT  understanding  of  these  problems  we  have  to  depend  as 

much  on  epidemiological  findings  from  th©  field  as  we  do  on 

the  findings  from  the  laboratory.   One  compliments  and  sup- 

plements the  other*     .V, .,;.",   — 

I  think,  with  that,  we'll  call  the  afternoon 

meeting  to  a  close. 

-oOo- 

(Sesslon  adjourned  at  5:^5  P«  M.). 

REPORTER'S  NOTE:   Throughout  the  transcript,  unless  names 

were  specifically  speSiled  at  the  time  given,  all  proper 
names  will  be  subject  to  change  or  correction. 
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Edited  fcage  77 

DR.    FRIfiDJIAN:      Roughly  from  25   tdi  86  years^of   age. 

^ 

M 

Edited  pige  90 

DR.    FRIEIiJIAN:      Dr.    Wright,    how  n^njf  patients   in  the 

dusty  trade   groups   you   studie^a  had  V'adiologic 

evidence   pf   pulmonary  dise^e   and   hd^w  many  were 

disabled  according   to  pj>tesent   standards   of   pulmonary 

function   studies? 

Edited   pag^   90 
/ 

DR.  FRIEDKM:  You  may  have  been  dealing  with  places 

where  the  improvement  of  dust  conditions  Viad  already 

been   acc9inpln.shed.      Do  you  know  how  many  yVars   these 

men  wo^ed   it^  hazardous   concentrations   of   dij^t   and 
/ 

how^any  year^  they  did  not? 

f 

Edited  page  .,il2 

DR.  FRIEDI<IM:   I  do  not  believe  as  so  many  have  in- 

ferred that  the  administration  of  justice  in  cases 

involving  occupational  diseases  of  the  chest  is 
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hampered  by  dishonest  doctors  and  lawyers.   I  be- 

lieve that  99.44^  of  them  are  basically  honest 
people.   The  major  difficulty  we  doctors  and 

lawyers  encounter  in  attempting  to  solve  intelli- 

gently and  equitably  claims  for  compensation  is 

the  fact  that  we  are  forced  to  render  opinions  on 
the  basis  of  our  current  knowledge  in  the  face  of 
antiquated  statutes  which  were  enacted  5,  10,  15 
or  more  years  previously.  \fe   make  considerable 
progress  in  medicine  each  year  and  I  think  that 
much  of  the  difficulty  could  be  resolved  if  the 
compensation  acts  of  the  various  states  were 

sufficiently  flexible  in  nature  to  permit  the 
application  of  newer  and  acceptable  medical  know- 

ledge from  year  to  year.   Yesterday,  for  example, 
Mr.  Waters  referred  to  the  Fest  Virginia  Compensation 
Act  Which  he  believed  was  a  very  good  act;  but  in 
l^est  Virginia,  if  my  information  is  correct,  occu- 

pational diseases  of  the  chest  are  limited  to  those 
cases  in  which  nodules  can  be  identified  in  the 

roentgenogram.   Today  we  know  that  there  can  be  very 
significant  and  disabling  pulmonary  dust  disease 
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-it^out   any   evidence   of   no.ulation   m   a 
.--a.  of  the  chest    r  -o^ntgeno- ^st.   I  can  see  hoK  in  West  v,-   • 
a  doctor  for  fho   .  

^i^gmia "^  tor  the  Claimant  or  a  ri^^  + 

"isabled  fr„„  ,  ,  "dividual  who  I3 "•on  pulmonary  dust  disease  =  . 

to  be  disabled  but  „bo  bas  „  '"  """'''' 

Chest  roe„t.e  "ovulation  1„  bis 
roentgenogram.   «„,,, 

ability  are  w  tall.-  ^''- talking  about  -  «„„„„  . 
ma^ •  economic  or medical? 

I 
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Miss  S«  M'-ilstein  sv^ 
Secretary  to  -  \ 

Mr.  M.  Eisenbud
  "*^ 

United  States  Atomic  Energy  Coamission 

P.O.  Box  30,  Ansonla  Station 
New  York,  23,  New  York 

Dear  Miss  Mulsteinx  '  ̂  

Thank  you  for  your  letter  of  October  18  in  ̂ diich^ou   ^      • 

enclosed  a  copy  of  the  talk  given  try-  Mr.  Mulstein-Tat~our Seventh  Saranac  Symposixim  held  here  in  Saranac  Lake  last  month. 

We  are  very  grateful  to  you  for  sending  the  paper  to  us  so 

prtai^tly. 

Sincerely  yours. 

Artirior  J.  Vorwald,  M.D. 

Director,  The  Tradeau  Foundation 
aiid  The  Saranac  Laboratory 
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O.  S.  ATOMIC  ENERGY  COMMISSION 

P.  O.  BOX  SO.  ANSONIA  STATION 

NEW  YORK  23.  NEW  YORK 

AND  REFER  TO: 

UNITED  STATES  ' 
ATOMIC  ENERGY  COMMISSION 

NEW  YORK  OPERATIONS  OFFICE 

HSrsrm October  15,  1952 

Dr.  Arthur  J.  Vorwsld 

Director  of  Itesearch 

Saranac  Laboratory  and  The  Trudeau  Foundation 

7  Chmrch  Street 
Saranac  Lake,  New  York 

Dear  Dr.  Vorwald: 

rs   you  probably  knoT/,  :/a~.  £isenbud  is  at  present  abroad  for  a 

period  of  about  8  v/c^ks,  anH.  therefore,  I  am  taking  the  liberty 

of  forv/arding  to  you  a  copy  of  the  talk  he  gave  at  Saranac  recently 

T'hich  he  indiccted  you  ivculd  need  for  your  records. 
Sincerely, 

S.    I\(lulstein 
Secy,   to  ilr.  M.  Eisenbud 

Enclosure: 

"The  Fate  of   Inhaled   I'articulates" 
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PNEUMOCONIOSIS  IN  COAL  MINERS 

Chairman:   PHILIP  DRINKER,  Sc.  D.  . 

Industrial  Hygiena  Studies  of  Coal  Miners  in 
Two  Geographical  Areas  in  the  United  States 

E.  D.  J.  Urban 
Discussion 

Radiological  Classification 

Charles  M.  Fletcher,  M.  D, 
Discussion 

Pathology  of  Coal  Workers'  Pneumoconiosis 

• 
Arthur  J.  VorwaTd,  M.  D. 

Discussion 1 
Epidemiology  of  Coal  Workers'  Pneumoconiosis in  Wales 1 

Charles  M.  Fletcher,  M.  D. 
Discussion 1 

BY  DOCTOR  VORWALD: 1 
It's  past  o\ir  time  to  begin  and  there  are  a  few I 

announcements  which  I  should  like  to  make  before  the  formal ■ 

opening  of  the  morning  session. I 
Again,  to  remind  you,  those  of  you  who  have  not I 

registered,  please  do  so  at  the  John  Black  Room.   Also,  to- ■ 

morrow  night,  on  Wednesday,  at  eight  o'clock,  there  will  be I 
• a  demonstration  of  colored  photography  by  the  Ansco  Com- I 
• pany  in  the  main  ballroom  of  the  Saranac  Lake  Hotel.   Those I 

of  you  who  are  interested  in  color  photography,  I  know. I 
will  be  interested  in  what  they  have  to  present.   Also, 1 

i 
1 

^   ■ I^^^H ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^■^^^^^^^^^^^^1 



there  are  a  number  of  you  who  are  Rotarians  and  today  being 

Tuesday,  the  Rotarians  will  meet  this  evening  at  the  Pish 

and  Game  Club  at  six  o'clock.   The  Fish  and  Game  Club  is  on 

the  outskirts  of  Saranac  Lake  and  should  you  inquire,  I'm 

certain  that  you  will  find  your  way  there.   It  sounds  very 

interesting  when  the  Rotarians  meet  at  the  Pish  and  Game 

Club  instead  of  at  noon  time  at  the  hotel,  because  it 

always  means  something  extraordinary  in  food  and  other 

things,  so  if  you  wish,  you're  welcome  to  go  there,  to  make 

up  your  Rotary* 

The  banquet  on  Thizrsday  night,  as  you  will  note 

from  your  agenda,  there  is  to  be  a  banquet  on  Thursday 

night,  and  I  wish  to  announce  that  ladies  are  cordially  in- 

vited to  the  banquet.   There  will  be  a  good  many  there,  so 

those  of  you  who  are  accompanied  by  a  lady,  please  bring 

them. 

With  that  then,  we  will  enter  our  -  or  begin  our 

sessions  for  this  morning,  and  otir  Chairman  certainly  needs  ] 

no  introduction  to  you  —  Professor  Drinker,  who  is  Professo.r 

of  Industrial  Hygiene  at  Harvard.   Doctor  Drinker. 

BY  DOCTOR  DRINKER; 

Doctor  Vorwald,  Ladies  and  Gentlemen;  I'd  like  to. 

make  it  clear  to  those  whom  I  don't  happen  to  know  person-  | 

ally  that  I  am  not  a  physician  and  if  questions  should,  by  j 

any  chance,  come  ray  way  which  are  medical,  I  take  second 



place  to  no  one  In  the  matter  of  evasion  and  I  will  evade 

them  and  pass  them  along  to  somebody  else. 

The  first  paper  this  morning  is  by  Mr.  Urban  of 

the  Laboratory  here,  on  Industrial  Hygiene  Studies  in  Coal 

Miners  in  Two  Geographical  Areas  in  the  United  States. 
BY  MR«  URBAN: 

Coal  is  a  sedimentary  rock  which,  because  of  its 

high  energy  value,  has  been  and  is  of  outstanding  importance 

to  man.  Coals  occur  in  all  geologiacl  ages  since  the  Devon-! 

ian  period  about  three  hiondred  million  years  ago.  World- 

wide distributions  of  coal  originated  in  the 

and  in  the  periods  and  in  the  later  tertiar;^ 

period,  most  of  the  lignites  or  low  ranking  coals  of  the 
world  were  formed. 

The  extensive  distribution  of  the  individual  coal 

seams  implies  swamp  accumulation  on  broad  deltas,  coastal 

plains  and  broad  interior  low  lands  where  shallow  waters 

rest  throughout  the  year.   All  ordinary  coals  are  of  vege- 

table origin.   In  the  sedimentary  cycle  of  coal,  the  im- 

mediate source  of  materials  were  the  prolific  plant  tree 

growths  and  the  carbon  dioxide  which  was  drawn  from  the 

siirroundlng  atmosphere  and  surface  waters. 

The  trees  and  plants  which  fell  into  the  swamp 

waters  underwent  partial  decay  and  the  residue  accumulated  i 

on  the  bottom  of  the  swamps  to  form  peat,  which  is  the  first 
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BY  MR.  UBBAN; 

Uoal  is  a  sedimentary  rock  vhich,  because  of  its  high  energy 

value,  has  been  and  is  of  outstanding  importance  to  man.  Coals 

occur  in  all  geological  ages  since  the  Devonian  period  about  three 

hundred  million  years  ago.  World-wide  distributions  of  coal  origin- 

ated in  the  and  in  the  periods  and  in  the 

later  tertiary  period,  most  of  the  lignites  or  low  ranking  coals  of 

the  world  *ere  formed. 

The  extensive  distribution  of  the  individual  coal  seams  implies 

swamp  accumulation  on  broad  deltas,  coastal  plains  and  broad  interior 

low  lands  where  shallow  waters  rest  throughout  the  year.  All  ordinary 

coals  are  of  vegetable  origin.  In  the  sedimentary  cycle  of  coal,  the 

immediate  source  of  materials  were  the  prolific  plant  tree  growths 

and  the  carbon  dioxide  which  was  drawn  from  the  surrounding  atmosphere 

and  surface  waters. 

The  trees  and  plants  which  fell  into  the  swamp  waters  underwent 

partial  decay  and  the  residue  accumulated  on  the  bottom  of  the  swamps 

to  form  peat,  which  is  the  first 
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stage  of  coal,  all  coals.   It  has  been  estimated  that  from 

125  to  150  years  of  time  of  accvmiulation  were  required  to 

produce  the  equivalent  of  one  foot  of  bituminous  coal.  Fvm 

11$   to  200  years  were  required  to  produce  one  foot  of  anthri- 

cite  coal.   An  essential  to  coal  formations  is  the  arrest  of 

bacterial  decay  in  the  submerged  vegetable  matter  before 

complete  destruction  t akes  place,  so  that  there  is  some 

residue  to  accumulate.   This  is  brought  about  from  the  decay- 
promoting  bacteria  to  render  the  water  toxic  to  themselves. 

The  type  of  coal  eventually  formed  depends  on  the 

environment,  the  kind  of  plants  and  particularly  on  the  dur-- 

atlon  of  the  bacteria  decomposition.   May  we  have  the  first 

slide,  please? 

In  non-technical  terminology,  four  main  types  of 

coal  are  recognized,  anthracite  or  hard  coal,  bituminous 

or  soft  coal,  canel,  which  is  actually  a  special  type  of 

bituminous  coal,  and  lignite.   These  types  may  be  further 

subdivided  into  ranks.   Each  rank  designates  coal  of  spec- 

ific energy  values  and  chemical  and  physical  properties, 

semi-anthracite,  intermediate  coal  between  anthracite  and 

bituminous;  there  are  actually  five  different  kinds  of 

bituminous  —  sub -bituminous  and  brown  coal  are  intermedlat 

between  bituminous  and  lignite,  andhracite  being  termed  as 

the  coal  of  the  highest  type  and  lignite  the  lowest  type. 

Peat  is  a  fuel.   It's  not  a  coal,  but  a  mixture  I 

f 
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of  partly  decomposed  vegetable  matter  in  which  bacterial 

action,  for  the  most  part,  has  been  interrupted.   Subse- 

quent physical  and  chemical  changes  produce  coal  of  the 

above  ranks.   Where  these  changes  have  reached  completeness, 

graphite  is  the  result. 

Physically  —  rather,  chemically,  coals  contain 

hydrogen,  carbon,  oxygen  and  impurities  either  in  simple 

elements  or  in  complex  combinations.   The  chemical  changes 

which  occur  when  the  higher  rank  coals  are  formed  from  peat 

are  the  progressive  elimination  of  water,  oxygen  and  bitum- 

inous -  either  the  solid  and  sem£-solid  hydrocarbons,  the 

increase  in  carbon  as  fixed  carbon  in  volati.le  matter,  the 

consolidation  of  hydrogen  development,  heavy  hydrocarbons, 

and  an  increased  resistance  to  solvents,  oxidation  and  heat, 

Some  of  the  physical  changes  which  may  occur  in 

coal  formed  from  peat,  in  the  highest  ranks,  concern  the 

by-products  of  those  coals  of  the  higher  ranks  which  con- 

tain lignose,  gums,  waxes,  oils,  resins  and  fats.   Those 

resins  and  waxes  which  are  less  assailable  by  bacterial 

action  are  present  in  most  coals. 

Coal  beds  occur  within  so-called  coal  regions 

which  consist  of  alternating  beds  varying  in  thickness,  of 

sandstone,  shale,  clay,  almost  —  mostly  of  fresh  water 

origin.   A  coal  measure  generally  contains  several  coal 

seams  separated  by  sedimentary  depositions  of  these  various 
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mlnerals. 

In  Pennsylvania,  for  example,  there  are  29  coal 

seams  aggregating  106  feet  of  coal  with  beds  varying  in 

thickness  from  a  mere  film  up  to  100  feet.   The  famous 

Maimot  seam  is  fifty  to  sixty  feet  thick.   In  Alabama,  there 

are  fifty-five  coal  seams.   In  England,  the  aggregate 

thickness  of  coal  is  85  feet  and  in  Germany  120  feet. 

Now,  during  the  past  several  years,  the  Saranac 

Laboratory  has  conducted  industrial  hygiene  surveys  in  a 

number  of  underground  coal  mines  located  in  various  coal 

fields  throughout  the  eastern  section  of  this  country. 

Data  from  such  -  from  six  such  surveys  has  been  selected 

for  presentation.   Each  of  these  mines  extracted  a  bitiomi- 

nous  or  soft  coal  from  a  different  coal  seam,  with  the  ex- 

ception of  two  mines,  five  and  six  which  I'll  show  you  lateij 

which  worked  in  opposite  ends  of  the  same  seam,  j 

They  ranked  in  size  from  employment  of  about  300 

to  1,000  men.   The  deepest  mine  was  about  600  feet  below 

surface.   All  of  the  mines  were  entered  either  through 

vertical  shafts  or  inclined  slopes.   Modern  methods  of 

mechanized  mining  were  followed  in  each  case,  utilizing 

both  track  and  trackless  type  of  equipment,   A  limited 

amount  of  hand  work,  hand  shovelling  into  conveyor  pans  was 

also  done. 

All  the  mines  were  generally  regarded  as  gaseous. 
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Considerable  attention  in  each  case  was,  therefore,  given  tc 

safety,  to  ventilation  and  dust  control.   Now,  for  these 

reasons,  data  from  the  -  from  these  six  mines  can  be  com- 

pared. 

It  is  our  further  belief  that  some  of  the  conclu- 

sions derived  from  these  studies  can  be  employed  also  throu^ 

other  coal  mines,  even  coal  mintes  of  the  anthracite  type. 

Our  primary  concern  in  these  surveys  was  for  hazards  of  a 

respiratory  significance.   The  nature  and  effect  upon  man 

of  the  gasses  commonly  encountered  in  bituminous  coal  mines, 

gasses  like  methane,  carbon  dioxide,  carbon  monoxide  and 

oxygen-deficient  air  are  rather  well  established.   Our  in- 

vestigations were  directed  mainly,  therefore,  to  a  study  of 

the  air-borne  dust,  to  which  the  workers  were  exposed. 

May  we  have  the  first  slide,  please?   Now,  early 

in  our  investigations,  it  became  apparent  that  a  niomber  of 

different  minerals  would  be  present  in  varying  proportions 

throughout  the  same  coal  seam.   A  method  was  developed  by 

us  for  the  collection  of  air -borne  dusts  for  chemical  analy- 

ses.  It  consisted  of  a  small  one  half  horsepower  United 

States  Bureau  of  Mines  approved  suction  motor  set,  connected 

to  a  paper  filter  by  a  two-inch  diameter  smooth  ball  hose,  j 
i 

The  paper  was  enclosed  in  a  holder  which  was  elevated  to    | 

breathing  level  height  by  a  tripod.   The  apparatus  was  com- ! 

pletely  portable  and  was  used  wherever  electric  power  was   J 
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available. 

In  operation,  dust-laden  air  is  drawn  into  the 

filter.   The  dust  is  retained  and  the  clean  air  passed  on 

through  to  the  fan.   This  is  your  fan  motor  set;  this  is 

your  hose;  this  is  your  filter  paper  holder*  We  just  set 

it  on  an  ordinary  engineer's  tripod  so  that  we  can  carry 

It  aroiind  at  the  same  txrae  keep  it  up  in  the  air,  and  the 

filter  paper  holder  section  is  here.   It  was  a  simple  metal 

affair.   It  had  a  screw  cap  on  it  and  the  filter  paper  was 

held  in  position  there  tightly. 

Now,  we're  not  sure  about  the  efficiency  of  col- 

lection of  this  device,  although  we  know  it's  very  high. 

Through  experience,  we  have  learned,  for  example,  that  we 

can  r\in  this  thing  all  day  in  a  coal  mine,  collection  a 

--  collect  a  deposition  on  the  filter  which  would  be  on  this; 

side,  heavy  enough  to  completely  fill  up  all  the  cleats,  an(^ 

yet  when  we  take  the  filter  paper  off,  the  back  of  the 

filter  -  the  color  of  the  back  of  the  filter  hasn't  changed 

at  all,  that  is  if  any  particles  did  pass  through,  there 

were  very  few  of  them,  so  that  the  paper  must  be  an  effic- 

ient collecting  device. 

The  device  was  employed  for  collecting  the  air- 

borne dusts  from  coal  face  operations,  from  workings  in  roc 

and  during  the  coal  train  haulage.   Figure  two  illustrates 

a  typical  section  through  a  coal  formation  of  two  of  the 
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mines    s-orveyed.      This   particular  bed  was   the   deepest  of 

three   coal    seams  which  were  being  mined  at  the    time    in  the 

same   coal  field  or   coal  measirre.      In  other  words,    three 

operators,    three   other  beds   had  different  elevations    in  the 

same   geographical   area  and  were  being  mined;    this    just 

happened  to  be    the   deepest. 

The  roof   above    the   coal  bed  was    a  mass   of  sand- 

stone  deposits    separated  from  the   coal  by  a  narrow  layer  of 

top    slate.      Lying  beneath   the   coal  were   deposits   of  other 

sediments   as   coal   slate,  fire   clay   and  sandstone.      In  ad- 

dition  the   coal  bed  itself   contained  several   other  sedi- 

mentary depositions,    termed  locally   as  binder   seams.      This 

is  your  main  sandstone   area  roof.     We   have   a  top   slate 

layer  here,    some  mines    this  wasn't  present   and  others    it 

was   present.      Some   places,    geographically,    we   called  it    - 

in  some  places   it  was   called  broceli. 

This   is   your   coal   face   or   coal  bed.      Here   are 

other   sedimentaify  depositions  within   the   coal   face   itself 

or  rather  inclusions    of  sedimentary  materials.      Actually, 

while  we   consider   that   this    is  mined  as   a   single   coal  bed, 

actually,   we  have   one,    tivro,    three,    four   coal  beds   repre- 

senting  different   sedimentary   cycles   of   coal   formation,   be- 

cause  each  one    of  these  binder   seams  was   lain  down  after   th^ 

lower   coal   seam  was    deposited. 

In  the   other  coal  mine   study,    the  respective   coal 
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seams  v/ere  similarly  enclosed  by  sedimentary  deposits  of 

varying  thickness  and  minerological  composition.   In  some 

coal  beds,  the  binder  seams  were  less  prominent;  in  others, 

however,  the  coal  seams  included,  in  addition,  deposits  of 

Golden  Bright,  again  these  local  terms,  and  rock  layers  as 

much  as  eight  layers  in  thickness. 

In  the  mine  represented  by  this  coal  face,  bulk 

samples  of  each  of  the  various  rock  horizons,  both  enclos- 

ing the  coal  and  included  in  the  seam,  were  taKen  for  chem- 

ical analyses.   All  contained  free  silica. 

In  the  sandstone,  the  analysis,  the  average  analy-j- 

sis  of  several  samples  showed  it  contained  sixty-seven  per- 

cent free  silica,  the  top  slate  twenty-one  and  a  half,  the 

binder  material  which  again  was  a  sedimentary  deposit, 

probably  a  shale  material,  contained  forty  percent  free 

silica.   The  coal  itself  was  taken  very  -  quite  a  number  of 

samples  -  and  the  average  of  these  samples  was  only  three 

tenths  of  one  percent  free  silica.   Coal  slate  and  slate  - 

the  two  in  this  particular  case  were  so  intermixed  that  we 

couldn't  separate  them  and  the  combined  analysis,  the  com- 

bined analysis  showed  thirty-one  point  one  percent,  the 

fire  clay  39,2  percent  silica,  the  sandstone  similar  to  that, i 
i 

so  all  of  these  sedimentary  depositions  other  than  coal  con- 

tained appreciable  amounts  of  free  silica. 

Chanel  saraples  were  obtained  from  across  the 
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entire  coal  face  from  the  roof  to  bottom  and  showed  free 

silica  samples  ranking  from  1.5  to  7,2  percent.   The  average 

of  thirty  samples  was  8.3  percent  silica.   The  air-borne 

dust  created  by  all  operations  dioring  the  complete  day's 

shift  was  collected  on  filter  paper.   The  free  silica 

values  of  these  samples,  however,  ranged  from  three  tenths 

of  one  percent  to  seven  tenths  of  one  percent  with  an  aver- 

age of  five  tenths  percent. 

The  Chanel  sample  was  simply  a  run  or  cut  of  the 

roof  of  uniform  size  directly  across  from  the  top  to  the 

bottom  and  collecting  all  the  droppings  that  came  out  of 

that  room  and  analyzing  those  for  silica.  These  results 

indicate  that  although  sillclous  materials  were  associated 

with  the  coal  bed,  most  of  the  dusts  created  by  the  coal 

face  operations  originated  from  the  coal  itself. 

We  can  see  that  pretty  well  even  though  we  do 

have  the  silica-bearing  materials  here,  the  air -borne  dust 

only  contains  half  of  one  percent  free  silica. 

May  I  have  the  next  slide,  please?   To  Illustrate 

this  point,  still  further,  table  Two  shows  a  comparison  of  the 

petrographlc  analyses  of  three  different  types  of  sampling 

obtained  from  the  same  coal  face.   A  quartz  content  of  the 

coal  only  in  this  particular  case  was  a  hundred  to  one  per- 

cent.  A  Chanel  sample  from  the  entire  coal  face  showed  three i 

percent   silica  and   a  filter  paper   collection  of   air-borne 
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dust  from  all  coal  operations
  revealed  but  three  tenths  o

f 

one  percent  silica.  When  t
his  first  sample  was  obtaine

d, 

we  instructed  the  man  that  was
  doing  the  drilling  with  a 

drill,  to  drill  into  as  clean
  a  coal  area  as  he  possibly 

could  and  then  we  collected  
all  the  dust  from  the  drillin

g 

and  the  quartz  content  of  th
at  dust  was  a  hundred  and  on

e 

percent,  -  rather,  one  hu
ndredth  of  one  percent. 

undoubtedly,  for  the  prope
r  evaluation  of  the 

silica  hazard  in  coal  mining
,  analyses  should  be  made  of

 

the  air-borne  dusts  rather 
 than  of  the  parent  materia

ls. 

Dust  conditions  to  which  men
  are  exposed  for  coal 

mining  can  be  divided  for 
 study  into  three  general  

cate- 

gories: The  dust  divisions  related  
to  operations  of  the 

coal  face,  those  existing  
in  coal  working  sections  w

hich 

are  adjacent  to  the  coal  f
ace  and  those  present  in  o

ther 

areas  of  the  mine,  through  w
hich  men  mT^t  travel  or  in 

which  general  work  is  don
e. 

May  we  have  the  next  slide, 
 please?   Table  1 

shows  the  average  concentr
ation  of  dustiness  associ

ated  with 

corrnnon  coal  face  operations 
 in  six  bituminous  mines.   2

^0 

samples  are  summarized  in  t
his  table.   One  of  the  firs

t 

standards  for  permissible  
levels  of  dustiness  for  sil

ica, 

applied  in  this  country,  j
udged  that  if  in  any  given 

 dust 

concentration  less  than  fiv
e  million  particles  per  cu

bic 

foot  of  silica  were  present, 
 the  condition  was^consldered
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safe.   Recently,  the  United  States  Conference  of  IndiiS  trial 

Hygienists  have  proposed  that  no  pei^nisslble  concentration 

of  any  dust  should  be  denser  than  fifty  million  particles 

per  cubic  foot.   Following  this,  the  United  States  Bureau  oi 

Mines  suggested  a  majcimuin  weighted  average  dust  level  for 

coal  mines  of  twenty  million  particles  per  cubic  foot  based 

on  a  work  shift  exposure. 

Now,  the  first  standard  has  some  experimental 

basis.   The  other  two,  in  part,  are  attempts  to  establish 

standards  of  good  practice.   In  mines  No,  1,  2,  3  and  ij., 

all  the  coal  face  operations  where  wet  methods  were  used, 

the  dust  conditions  were  probably  with  one  exception,  com- 

plied with,  or  they  complied  with  all  of  the  above  stan- 

dards.  That  exception  is  this  mine  -  this  9i|.0  figure. 

These  dust  counts  are  all  in  millions  of  particles  with 

the  particles  being  all  less  than  ten  micron  per  cubic 

foot,  so  this  9k.. 0   figure,  if  it  was  properly  weighted  by 

the  time  required  to  drill  the  five  or  six  holes  in  the  fact, 

which  ordinarily  was  about  a  half  an  hour,  it  was  probably 

weighted  against  the  number  of  times  that  the  man  had  to 

drill  these  holes  in  an  hight-hour  shift,  would  probably 

be  less  than  fifty  million  particles  per  cubic  foot, 

probably  closer  to  that, 

-  No  air-borne  dust  samples  were  collected  in 

these  first  four  mines,  ¥e  collected  bulk  samples  but 
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not  air -borne  samples.   From  other  observations,  however, 

from  a  comparison  of  bulk  samples  from  one,  two,  three  and 

four  mines,  with  five  and  six  mines  where  we  had  air -borne 

sampling,  the  silica  content  was  probably  but  slightly 

higher  than  that  reported  in  five  or  found  in. five  and  six. 

Now,  dusty  conditions  were  experienced  in  Mine 

Nvimber  Five  and  still  higher  dust  conditions  were  found  in 

Mine  Six,  even  when  using  water.  Based  on  silica  content, 

however,  the  highest  count  taken  was  3.3  million  particl
es 

per  cubic  foot  of  quartz,  that  is  even  this  figure  of  672.3
 

million,  with  cutting  dry.  Mine  Number  six,  that's
  total 

dust  -  the  free  silica  count  in  that  was  only  3.3  million 

particles  per  cubic  foot. 

In  Mine  five,  and  particularly  Mine  Six,  the  coal 

was  much  more  gracile,  it  was  much  more  dry  and  gave 
r  ise 

to  more  dust  than  did  the  coals  of  any  of  the  other 
 mines 

studied.   These  results  indicate  that  in  most  b
ituminous 

coal  mines,  dust  conditions  of  good  order  can  be  main
tained j 

In  exceptional  cases,  however,  additional  precautions  a
re   | 

recuired  to  prevent  dust  levels  from  approaching  a  s
ilica 

hazard. 

You  can  see   in  this    dust   count,    this   dry   opera- 

tion  of   cutting  went  up    two  hundred  million  particles   high- 

er,   that  we  would  approach  an  equivalent  of  fifty   -  of  five 

million  particles   of   silica  present.     We  would  be   introduciijig f 



a  silica  hazard  simply  from  the  silica  which  
was  present 

even  though  at  low  concentration. 

Table  three,  please.   The  next  slide,  please
. 

Levels  of  dustiness  at  coal  section  operation
s  other  than 

those  at  the  coal  face  are  shown  in  Table  3.   In  M
ines  1, 

2  and  3  and  k*    in  this  case  also  Mine  5,  c
onditions  were 

maintained  in  good  order; although  there  were 
 -  they  were 

moderately  high  in  Mine  6,  the  silica  cou
nt  was  low. 

By  shunting  car  cycle,  we  mean  that  we  went 
 -  we 

travelled  with  the  operator  of  this  particular
  car.   The 

car  itself  represents  a  -  looks  like  a  large  sha
llow  pan  on 

four  wheels,  and  he  travels  from  the  loading  
station  in  the 

coal  face  to  the  dumping  station  into  the  m
ine  cars  through 

the  -  through  the  coal  section  itself,  and  our  
sample  was 

taken  during  the  course  of  this  complete  cyc
le.  When  the 

shuttle  car  arrives  at  the  dumping  station  
into  the  coal 

cars,  the  coal  was  unloaded. 

This  particular  operation  gave  rise  to, 
 in  some  ir.- 

stances,  to  more  dust  than  in  other  parts
  of  the  operation 

of  the  shuttle  car  cycle.  You  can  see  h
ere  127.8  for  that 

particular  operation  alone;  that  127.8  is
  part  of  this  163-5. 

The  general  air  in  the  roadways  was  pretty 
 clean  although  ii^ 

Number  6  mine,  conditions  were  ordinarily
  dusty  throughout, 

and  also  dusty  in  the  roadways. 

The  next  slide,  please.   Dust  counts  t
aken  in 
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Intake  gas  supplies  to  the  six  mines  showed  cons
istently 

low  values.  It  is  in  some  of  these  airways  that  me
n  are 

transported  to  and  from  their  work  places  and  whe
re  coal 

car  haulage  is  done.  In  some  of  the  mines,  sand 
 was  used 

on  the  tracks  to  give  the  locomotives  additiona
l  traction. 

Several  air-borne  dust  samples  were  collected  on 

filter  paper  in  these  mines,  from  the  position 
 of  the  motor 

man  during  the  course  of  an  entire  shift's  opera
tion.  The 

levels  of  total  dust  and  of  silica  in  each  insta
nce  were 

within  permissible  limits. 

This  (next  slide)  represents  the  area  in  the 

mine  frequently  travelled,  where  car  haulage  
is  done  and 

the  area  of  the  mine  where  the  work  -  where  t
he  workers 

spend  possibly  an  hour  or  an  hour  and  a  half  o
f  his  day 

just  in  the  course  of  transportation. 

The  next  slide,  please.   Table  five  is  a  summary 

obtained  by  the  United  -  obtained  by  the  U.  S.  B
ureau  of 

Mines  in  sampling  the  roof  blocks  common  to
  fifty-one 

coal  mines  in  nine  eastern  states.   It  was  pres
ented  by 

James  Westfield  at  the  American  Mining  Congress  
meeting  in 

1951.   It  shows  that  more  than  ninety  percent
  of  the  roof 

blocks  in  these  mines  were  shale  and  sandstone
,  averaging 

26.5  and  ̂ $   percent  free  silica  respectively.   Thes
e  values 

are  in  accord  with  the  findings  of  our  survey
. 

Unquestionably,  a  definite  silica  hazard  exists 
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in  coal  mines  when  work  is  done  in  rocks  other  than  coal. 

Shafts  or  inclined  slopes  are  driven  at  times  which  requirec. 

penetration  in  the  rock.   In  some  mines,  rock  falls  and 

falls  of  roof  rock  must  be  removed  in  the  course  of  opera- 

tion.  Roof  folding  is  a  new  practice  which  necessitates  the 

drilling  of  deep  holes  in  rock.  When  such  work  is  done  dry, 

resulting  dust  levels  are  high. 

It  has  been  demonstrated  conclusively,  however, 

in  other  rock  mines  and  in  tunnel  work,  that  levels  of  per- 

missible dustiness  can  be  maintained  by  the  proper  use  of 

water  and  ventilation.   Some  of  the  coal  mine  surveys  follov 

this  practice.   Other  mines,  although  they  drill  dry  and  woifk 

in  rock  dry,  provide  the  men  with  filter  respiratory  equip- 

ment* 

In  conclusion,  it  must  be  remembered  that  these 

methods  are  in  respect  to  modern  day  practices  of  mining. 

It  can  be  applied  only  as  changes  and  practices  remain  es- 

sentially Tinchanged,   In  any  occupation,  the  occupational 

dust  conditions  to  the  exposed  worker,  the  history  of  the   i 

mine  as  well  as  the  history  of  the  man  must  be  taken  into   : 

consideration.   Disease  conditions  may  well  be  the  end  re-  j 

suits  of  dust  exposures  which  he  has  experienced  previously, 
I 

Thank  you,  (Applause), 

BY  DOCTOR  DRINKER; 

We  will  try  to  limit  the  discussion  on  this  paper' 
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to  about  five  minutes,  because  we're  a  little  bit  behind 

time,   I'd  like  to  ask  Mr.  Urban  one  question.   Are  you  botlji 

ered  by  the  bits  of  paper  interfering  with  those  samples  in 

petrographic  analysis  when  you  use  that  completed  filter? 

BY  MR.  URBAN; 

No,  we  have  pretty  good  success  with  it  and  Docto:^ 

Durkan  is  here,  I  think,  and  can  tell  you  about  it.   We 

have  analyzed  very  small  papers  successfully, 

BY  DOCTOR  DRINKER; 

Are  those  the  filters  that  are  used  in  the  Chem- 

ical Warfare  Service  Mass  classification,  you  get  it  from 

the  M.  S,  A,? 

BY  MR.  URBAN: 

I'm  not  sure  about  that,  get  it  from  M.  S.  A, 

BY  DOCTOR  DRINKER; 

That's  the  type  we  use, 

BY  MR.  URBAN: 

The  only  difficulty  we  had  was  trying  to  sample 

fields  that  were  a  little  high  in  relative  humidity,  the 

paper  getting  wet,  but  where  the  humidity  was  less  than  say 

ninety  percent,  we  didn't  have  too  much  trouble, 

BY  DOCTOR  DRINKER: 

Doctor  Fletcher? 

BY  DOCTOR  FLETCHER: 

I'd  just  like  to  ask  one  or  two  questions,  make 
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one  or  two  comments  on  this  most  interesting  paper.   First, 

as  to  the  method  you  use  for  free  silica  analysis.  We  have 

recently  in  Great  Britain,  circulated  a  sample  of  dust  around 

about  six  laboratories,  and  using  three  methods  of  free 

silica  analysis,  and  the  answers  ranged  on  the  free  samples 

of  dust  from  about  one  percent  to  ten  percent  on  the  same 

sample  of  dust  sent  around  to  different  laboratories,  so  I 

think  the  free  silica  figures  are  very  significant  in  re- 

lation to  the  method  used,  and  also  even  to  the  individual 

using  the  method* 

Secondly,  I  notice  you  did  petrographic  analysis 

of  air-borne  dust.   Now,  that  has  eluded  us  so  far.   We  have 

not  been  able  to  study  inhalable  dust  under  five  microns 

in  diameter  by  petrographic  analysis  so  far.   The  petrolo- 

gist  will  go  down  to  about  ten,  fifteen  microns;  below  that, 

he  says,  'Sorry,  can't,  help  you'.   We  hope  we're  getting 

somewhgre  by  a  new  method  in  which  the  particles  are  crushed 

xmder  the  microscope,  into  a  thin  sheet  and  we  may  be  able 

to  identify  them  petrographic ally  that  way;  we  hope  so. 

Thirdly,  I  notice  you  took  samples  on  filter 

paper;  you  apparently  dispersed  them  to  get  your  counts. 

Of  course,  the  man  doesn't  do  that.   He  breathes  the  dust  in 

the  air,  and  his  own  system  and  his  respiratory  tracts  takes 

the  particles,  and  our  view  at  the  moment  is  that  he  doesn't 

Inhale  anything  over  a  particle  size  with  a  terminal 



velocity  equivalent  to  a  particle  of  -  a  spherical  particle 

of  unit  density  about  five  microns  diameter. 

Now,  of  course,  if  you  collect  dust  on  a  filter 

and  then  disperse  it,  you  break  up  all  the  aggregates  and 

the  aggregates  are,  of  course,  the  big  factor  In  the  actual 

Inhalable  dust  concentration  in  any  coal  mine,  and  I  won- 

dered what  your  views  were  on  that  point. 

And,  lastly,  I  see  you  quoted  average  dust  con- 

centrations without  mentioning  any  standard  areas.  We  find 

that  the  co-efficient  variation  of  precipitate  amounts,  I 

quote  from  memory,  it's  of  the  order  of  fifty  percent. 

There  is  a  collossal  variation  from  moment  to  moment,  and 

just  an  average  dust  concentration  taken  regardless, to  the 

moment  at  which  the  man  is  working  and  without  reference  to 

the  various  -  the  variability  we  feel  may  be  highly  mis- 

leading, and  I  wondered  what  your  views  were  on  that  questicjin. 

BY  MR.  URBAN; 

I'm  sorry  I  didn't  make  myself  clear.   The  dust 

coiints  that  we  made,  the  dust  counts  that  we  made  were  not 

on  filter  paper  but  we  made  them  with  the  standard  United 

States  Bureau  of  Mines  Light  Field  count.   That  is  we 

actually  sampled  atmospheres  and  counted  particles  less 

than  ten  microns.   The  filter  paper  collection  was  simply 

to  collect  air -borne  dust. 

Now,  it's  true  that,  petrographically,  we  can  not 
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see,  that  is  we  can  not  analyze  petrographlcally,  part
icles 

lower  than  five  microns.   In  our  case  at  the  laborator
y,  we 

employed  three  men.  We  used  topography,  chemistry 
 and  in- 

dex, and  X-ray  defractlon  combined  to  give  us  some  idea  
of 

the  mineralogical  components  of  the  dust.   We  had  d
one  the 

air-borne  samples  by  petrography,  so  we  could  get  ou
r  other 

mineralogical  components,  and  their  action,  lik
e  calcium, 

magnesium,  iron.   The  quarts  in  that  table  w
as  done  chemi- 

cally. 

Now,  the  reported  average  counts  for  several  
of 

these:   One  was  a  very  practical  one.   If  we  put  t
he  ranges 

on  that  table,  there  just  would  be  so  many  figur
es  we  coudl 

not  recognize  the  table,  and  certainly  we  did  f
ind  variatioi^s 

as  much  as  fifty  percent  from  one  count  to  ano
ther  in  the 

series,  but  we  did  report  the  average  because
  we  studied 

the  series.   The  average  looked  fair  and  we  rep
orted  the 

average* 

BY  DOCTOR  DRIMKER; 

We're  doing  petrographic  analysis.  Doctor  Fletche
]|', 

on  particles  that  are  well  under  five  microns.
   The  only 

one  you've  got  is  past  history.   It  seems  t
o  me  it's  per- 

fectly analogous  to  what  you  demand  in  radiologic
al  analy- 

sis.  You  won't  give  a  positive  diagnosis  of  sil
icosis  un- 

less you  know  the  man's  history. 

Well,  I  don't  see  -  this  seems  to  me  p
erfectly 
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analogous,  if  you  know  the  past  history 
 of  the  dust  and  know 

it  accurately,  you  can  do  things  petrogr
aphically  that  you 

can't  possibly  do  if  you  come  into  an 
 unknown, and  following 

that  argument  out,  it's  common  knowled
ge  now  that  a  nuinber 

of  our  laboratories  in  the  United  Stat
es  do  -  do  petrographic 

analysis  on  dust  well  below  five  micr
ons.   They  wouldn't 

teach  you  that  in  a  course  in  petrogra
phy,  but  it's  being 

done  • 

I  asked  him  that  designedly,  that  que
stion  about 

the  interference  of  the  fibers  on  the
  filter,  because  Bris- 

coe and  Matthews  and  your  other  pals  have 
 said  that  you 

can't  do  it  with  those.   My  point  is
  that  the  nuinbers  of 

those  fibers  are  so  trivial  that  they
're  not  of  any  conse- 

quence, but  I'm  sure  that  the  Americans  Don
't  profess  that 

their  accuracy  in  these  determinations  in
  any  way  is  remarkj 

able,  and  we  have  just  as  bad  trouble
s  on  the  big  ranges  of 

concentration  as  you  do. 

The  next  paper  is  by  Doctor  Fletch
er  on  Radiologi- 

cal Classifications, 

BY  DOCTOR  FLETCHER: 

Mr.  Chairman  and  Members  of  the  Sympo
sium:   I'm 

sorry  that  I  should  appear  again  so  
shortly.   I  hope  that 

there  are  not  too  many  radiologists  in  the 
 Symposium  this   j 

morning,  and  although  I  should  like
  there  to  be  in  some  ways. 
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BY  DOCTOR  FLETCHER; 

Mr.  Chairman  and  Members  of  the  Symposium:  I'm  
sorry  that  I 

should  appear  again  so  shortly.  I  hope  that  t
here  are  not  too 

many  radiologists  in  the  Symposium  this  morning,
  and  although  I 

should  like  there  to  be  in  some  ways. 
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and  that  is  that  I  find  that  radiologists  known  as  little 

about  radiographs  of  pneumoconiosis  as  general  physicians 

know  about  the  clinical  and  physiological  picture  of  pneumo- 

coniosis. 

Seven  years  ago,  when  I  started  my  work  in  rela- 

tion to  pneumoconiosis  in  South  Wales,  I  consulted  a  very 

eminent  radiologist  in  London  and  he  told  me  that  the 

radiological  side  of  the  pneiomoconioses  had  been  completely 

worked  out  and  there  was  no  further  cause  to  do  any  work  in 

that  subject  at  all.   And  when  I  got  down  to  South  Wales,  I 

started  studying  literatvire. 

Could  I  have  the  first  slide,  please?   And  this 

is  a  brief  summary  of  the  sort  of  thing  I  found  about  the 

systems  of  classification  that  had  been  widely  used  in  re- 

lation to  coal  miners,  particularly  in  various  countries. 

There  was  the  original  ILO  classification  with  the  three 

stages  which  were  partly  radiological  and  partly  clinical; 

there  was  the  Miners  South  iifrican  Classification  that  some 

authorjfe  had  attempted  to  apply  to  coal  miners  with  all  thesd I 
elaborate  classifications  here,  mostly  based  on  the  size  of  i 

the  operation;  the  American  Public  Health  Service  classifi- 
j 

cation  used  in  those  excellent  reports  in  the  hard  and  soft| 

coal  miners,  again  with  various  elaborate  subdivisions,     \ 

Now,  these  ones  here,  and  this  side  of  the  diagrati, 

1  know  the  real  equivalents  in  these  classifications , because 
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we've  done  actual  readings  of  the  same  sets  of  films  in  the 

different  classifications  with  the  people  using  them,  and  we 

know  something  about  the  equivalents. 

Over  here,  the  equivalents  are  a  bit  different. 

We  have  the  French  one,  wiich  is  normal  with  a  little  sub- 

group of  normal,  the  'pathologique  normale'  which  is  a 

rather  nice  bit  of  French  compromise,  the  little  sub- 

division of  normal,  and  the  fibrotic  F  here,  'Fibres  modu- 

laire',  and  »supernaturale»,  and  these  were  based  on  the 
size  of  shadows. 

The  Germans,  in  deference  to  them,  I  have  simply 

-  I  have  simplified  what  they  actually  do.   They  actually 

put  in  the  intermediate  classifications  of  one  and  two,  two 

to  three,  between  two  and  three,  and  they  even  have  a  sub- 

division here,  naught  to  one  to  one,  and  naught  to  one  to  one i 
in  between  these  two,  and  then  the  Silicosis  Boards  in  Eng-  j 

land  have  modified  this  original  one  here.   Genhardt,  who 

wrote  those,  did  the  original  survey  work  .   In  South  ¥ales 

they  had  done  an  original  classification  of  their  oim,  using 

a  term  reticulation,  which  I  regard  as  an  abomination,  be-  ; 
i 

cause  it  is  being  used  by  different  authors  to  indicate  any- i 
thing  from  a  normal  film  up  to  the  most  advanced  nodulation  | 

and  then  that  was  the  situation,  and  we  eventually  worked 

out  a  new  system  of  our  own  which  I  have  indicated  roughly 

here, 
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Now,  the  tiiree  reasons  why  we  wanted  a  new  system, 

First  of  all,  none  of  the  existing  systems  recognized  th
e 

basic  distinction  we  wanted  to  make  between  radiographs  thalj 

showed  only  generally  discreet  nodular  shadows  and  
those 

that  had,  in  addition,  local,  coalescent  or  massive  sh
adows. 

Our  reason  for  wanting  to  make  this  distinction 

was  largely  based  on  Professor  Goffe's  work,  as  he  m
ade  a 

very  clear  pathological  distinction  between  what  
he  called 

simple  pneumoconiosis  and  massive  fibrosis,  and  
I'll  show 

that  in  a  moment. 

The  second  thing  was  that  in  our  follow-up  stud- 

ies of  radiographs  of  men  progressing,  we  found  that  the 

progression  of  the  disease  in  tnose  with  gener
alized  dls- 

dreet  shadows,  was  manifested  always  by  an  increase 
 in  the 

number  and  profusion  of  shadows  and  only  in  proportio
n  by 

an  increase  in  their  size. 

Now,  all  the  other  classifications  indicated 

progression  by  Increase  in  size,  ignoring  incr
ease  in  pro- 

fusion. 

And,  the  third  reason  was  that  we  wanted  to  make 

our  classification  purely  radiological.  We  didn
't  want  to 

have  any  confusion  with  clinical  symptoms  which 
 had  appear- 

ed in  some  of  the  others. 

The  next  slide,  please,  snows  this  basic  
distinc- 

tion —  the  radiology  ~  between  coal  deposits  in  the
  lung 
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next  slide  --  and  those  with,  in  addition,  large  massive 

shadows,  and  that  is  the  basic  distinction  that  we  make  in 

our  classification. 

Could  I,  just  for  one  moment,  have  the  first 

slide  back  again,   I'm  sorry  to  go  out  of  order,  but  it 

Just  would  help  if  we  could  have  it  back,   Weil,  now,  we 

devised  a  system  which  has  been  published  and  which  some  of 

you  know  about  and  we  advocated  a  similar  system  at  the  ILO 

Conference  at  --  I  say  we  did  —  I  advocated  a  similar  sys- 

tem at  the  ILO  Conference  in  Sydney  in  1950»  and  somehow  or 

other,  they  suggested  a  system  of  classification  that  bears 

rather  a  resemblance  to  the  one  that  v;e  have  been  using. 

Later  on,  we  thought  that  the  just  mere  announce- 

ment, by  an  International  Conference  of  a  system  of  classi- 

fication that  was  a  good  one  wouldn't  do  much  to  increase 

international  understanding.   In  any  case,  the  ILO  have  not 

yet  published  the  report  of  this  Conference.   Things  go 

slowly  in  Geneva.   The  Conference  was  over  two  years  ago, 

but  nothing  has  appeared  yet  about  it,  and  we  wanted  to  be 

able  to  understand  epidemiological  results  that  were  being 

obtained  by  workers  in  coal  fields  in  the  north  of  Prance 

and  in  the  Ruhr  in  Germany,  and  we,  therefore,  sent  them 

sets  of  films  from  our  mines  and  asked  them  to  send  us  sets 

of  films  from  their  mines. 

We  carried  out  readings  in  their  classification 
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and  our  classification,  and  we  undertook  meetings  to  discuss 

this  and  eventually,  both  in  Prance  and  Germany,  they  have 

agreed  to  use  this  type  of  classification  for  their  work, 

but  have  introduced  a  small  modification  that  they  want  to 

distinguish  in  the  groups  of  simple  pnevimoconiosis,  that 

here  the  type  of  films  with  very  fine  capacities,  moderate 

size  and  larger  size,  so  as  to  retain  something  of  the  orig-i 

inal  indication  of  size,  but  in  a  secondary  role. 

Well,  now,  the  actual  classification  used,  con- 

sists of  a  normal  group,  three  subdivisions  of  discreet 

shadows.  We  originally  had  four;  we  have  dropped  the  fourth 

now.   Three  are  quite  siifficient  ,  and  then  they  have  foTHf 

divisions  of  cases  with  massive  shadows. 

Now,  the  next  slide.   Here  is  a  radiograph.   It's  | I 

almost  impossible  to  demonstrate  these  things  with  lantern 

slides,  but  I  have  got  quite  a  collection  of  films  here  if  I 

anybody  would  like  to  come  and  see  some  of  the  original  | 

filtas  afterwards,  but  in  classification  1,  we  demand  pres-  | 

ence  of  minute  opacities,  usually  one  millimeter  to  1.5  j 

millimeter  diameter,  in  little  clusters  in  at  least  two  rib 

spaces,  each  area  occupying  an  area  of  one  square  centimeter.. 

In  Classification  2  —  next  slide  —  we  require  ! 

that  these  opacities  be  distributed  throughout  both  lung  | 

fields,  but  they  are  usually  sparce  at  the  periphery  and  up  ' 

at  the  apex.  } 
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By  Category  3,  they  haveto  become  generalize
d  by 

all  lung  fields  and  are  now  profuse  and  extend  ri
ght  out  to 

the  periphery. 

That  is  the  basic  classification  of  the  simple 

pneumoconiosis,  but  in  addition, w  e  do  recognize  these  dif- 

ferent types,  that  is  the  mixed  type  which  we  call  m
ixed, 

or  tMicron  Nodulaire'  which  also  begins  with  'M
t,  and  the 

Germans  call  it  ,  but  unfortunately,  we're 

prepared  to  call  it  some  other  word  which  I
  forget  at  the 

moment  which  does  begin  with  an  'M',  but  
-  next  slide  -- 

there  is  a  common  type  occupying  about  ten 
 percent  opacity 

in  simple  pneumoconiosis,  in  which  thes
e  little  minute 

opacities  occur  in  pure  culture  which  we 
 call  the  pinhead 

type;  the  French  have  had  the  courtesy  
to  call  it  'Pinhead 

Fleshaire'.   The  Germans  -  the  Germans  h
ave  insisted  on  call 

.,  .  which  is  a  little  different, 
mg  It  » 

but  anyway  it  Indicates  this  pinhead  per
iod. 

On  the  next  slide,  we  have,  on  the  other  hand,  the^ 

nodular  type  of  f  ilia,  in  -  fortunately,  
'Nodulaire'  in 

French,  and  'Nodular'  in  German,  and  we  in
dicate  that  with 

an  'N',  following  the  number  indicating  the  ca
tegory  of  the 

simple  pneumoconiosis,  and  this,  of  cour
se,  the  nodular 

appearance  tends  to  occur  in  men  with  a 
 heavy  rock  exposure 

who  have  actually  got  classical  silicosis,
  together  with 

coal  deposits,  the  only  condition  which 
 justifys  the  term 

» Anthraco-silicosis  »  .   ^   — 
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Well,  now,  coming  on  fron  that  —  next  slide  -  we 

come  to  the  beginning  of  what  we  call  progressive,  massive 

fibrosis,  PMP,  which  the  ILO  calls  pneumoconiosis,  w
ith 

coalescent  massive  shadows  wnere,  in  addition  to  the  general 

condition,  you  have  an  area  with  larger  opacities,  amountin
g: 

to  rather  more  in  diajneter  than  appear,  and  although,  in 

many  films,  the  radiograph  also  shows  a  definite  m
ass.  Thai; 

is  the  beginning  wnich  we  call  PMF,  to  distinguish  
the  cate-. 

gories  from  the  numbers  we  use  in  simple  pneumoconi
osis. 

The  next  slide.   These  cases  have  the  peculiar 

property  that  they  tend  to  progress  whetner  or
  not  the  man 

is  exposed  to  further  dust  inhalation.   Our  si
mple  pneumo- 

coniosis, we  see  progression  from  Category  One  to  Two  or 

Two  to  Three  only  under  conditions  of  dust  exposu
re  where 

presumably  further  coal  dusts  are  being  laid  dow
n  in  the 

lung,  but  here  is  a  radiograph  of  a  man  who  leave
s  with  a 

shadow,  leaving  the  mine  in  191^1. 

Next  slide.   By  19i|3,  he  has  now  a  sizeable  mass 

of  it  here  and  another  one  beginning  there  —  (next  
slide) 

—  and  in  19i|7,  he  has  a  very  definite  mass  here.   No
te  the 

next  one.   The  next  one  —  may  we  have  the  next  one
  —  this 

is  191^7  with  now  a  large  mass  in  both  sides  of  th
e  limg 

field,  and  we  indicate  tnese  decreasing  size  of  
masses  with 

the  letters  B  and  C,  B  for  shadows  that  extend  o
nly  over 

three  anterior  rib  spaces,  C  if  they  extend  ov
er  more  than 

^ 
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the  three  anterior  rib  spaces,  just  to  give  an  indication 

of  their  size.   That's  not  a  very  Important  distinction, 
so  far  as  we  know. 

And,  lastly,  we  use  the  Category  D  —  next  slide 

—  for  those  which,  in  addition  to  massive  shadows,  have 

gross  distortion  of  the  diaphragms,  the  raediastina  here, 

and  with  emphysema  at  the  basis,  which,  as  this  radiograph 

shows,  can  be  quite  extreme  in  many  of  these  cases. 

So,  in  svjrm&rj   now,  —  next  slide  —  we  have 

the  classification  slide  which  I  have  used  both  in  Prance 

and  Germany;  that's  why  it's  international  -  in  which  we 

have  the  normal  films  with  naup^ht  and  the  French  again 

wanted  to  retain  some  vestige  of  their  pathologique  which 

we  call  X,  which  is  a  film  which  you  can  not  put  your  hand 

on  our  heart  and  say  it's  normal  because  there  is  something 

that  suggests  pneumoconiosis  to  you,  because  it  might  well 

be  something  else,  some  sort  of  non-specific  fibrosis, 

emphysema  or  what  have  you,  bronchitis;  and  so,  if  you  like, 

you  can  call  it  X«   We  regard  it  as  pretty  bad  form  in  the 

pneixmoconioses  to  use  X;  we  only  do  it  when  we're  absolute- 

ly forced  to,  because  we  just  can't  make  up  our  minds. 

Then,  we  come  on  to  simple  pneumoconiosis,  which 

is  three  categories  depending  chiefly  on  the  diffusion  of 

the  opacities,  on  thslr  diffusion  up  to  the  rib  area,  v;ith 

the  pinhead,  micro-nodular,  mostly  put  in  for  the  consideralfion 
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of  the  French,  and  for  description,  but  we  don't  regard  these 

categories  as  having  any  great  significance.   Natural  his- 

tory, and  the  prognosis  and  everything  else,  of  the  plnhead, 

micro -nodular  and  nodular  is  similar. 

Then,  we  come  to  progressive  fibrosis.  A,  B,  C 

and  D,  depending  on  the  size  of  the  shadows,  and  eventually 

D,  which  you  can't  see  on  the  table  there  which  has  distor- 

tion. 

Well,  now,  that  is  the  classification,  and  now  I 

want  to  say  one  or  two  words  to  try  and  persuade  you  that 

it  may  be  quite  a  good  one.  First  of  all,  it  is  a  purely 

radiological  classification.   It  is  used  by  looking  at  the 

radiograph  and  without  any  further  Information  at  all, which 

is  what  a  radiological  classification  sho^old  be. 

Secondly,  the  categories  are  based  on  studies  of 

the  progression  of  the  disease,  so  that  the  earlier  cate- 

gories represent  earlier  stages  in  the  natural  development 

of  the  disease,  than  do  the  liter  categories. 

Thirdly,  in  justification  of  our  categori§>s  of 

simple  pneumoconiosis,  we  have  found  evidence  wnich  I  shall 

show  in  my  next  talk  on  the  epidemiological  side,  evidence 

that  there  is  a  fairly  direct  quantitative  relationship 

between  the  amoiint  of  dust  exposure  required  to  produce  theie 

three  categories.   The  ratio  of  dust  exposure  required  to 

produce  Category  Two  is  about  twice  that  required  to  prod
uce 
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category  One,  and  to  produce  Category  Three  is  half  a
s  much 

again.   The  actual  ratios  are  about  six  to  ten  to  fi
fteen. 

So  that  these  categories  do  represent  a  fairly  direct 
 quan- 

titative relationship  to  the  amount  of  dust  inhaled.  We 

want  to  confirm  that  by  chemical  analyses  of  the  airi
ount  of 

dust  in  the  lungs  in  these  categories  but  we  haven't
  yet  had 

the  results  of  that  completed. 

With  regard  to  the  relationship  to  the  underlying 

pathology,  there  is  difficulty.  We,  as  radiologi
sts,  on  tiie 

radiological  side,  think  the  difficulty  lies  on  
the  patho- 

logical side  and  the  difficulty  I  referred  to  yesterday,  anc
. 

that  is  the  difficulty  of  getting  the  pathologist  
to  be  qian- 

titative  and  to  say  just  how  much  abnormality  ther
e  is  in 

different  lungs,  but  we  have  got  Professor  Goffe 
 and  his 

colleague.  Doctor  James,  to  classify  a  large  nu
mber  of 

lung  sections  done  by  his  technique,  which  we
  had  radio- 

graphed too  under  three  systems,  one  according  to  the  
pro- 

fusion of  the  opacities,  and  also  according  to  the  seve
rity 

of  the  focal  emphysema. 

There  is  no  relationship  between  our  categorie
s 

and  the  severity  of  focal  emphysema,  none.   
The  profusion 

of  the  opacities  is  not  effected  by  the  dev
elopment  of  focal, 

emphysema,  but  there  is  a  relationship,  a 
 definitely  rough 

relationship  between  our  categories  and  the
  dust  foci,  whic 

is  some  indication  of  the  amount  of  coal 
 in  the  lung. 
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great  interest,  but  as  Doctor  Hugh-Jones  is  devoting  his 
talk  to  that  subject,  I  will  leave  it  to  hin,  and  I  will 
only  say  here  that  tnere  is  li.tle  relationship  to  dis- 

ability here,  but  a  very  great  justification  of  this  dis- 

tinction between  simple  and  massive  fibrosis,  on  disability I   grounds. 

Now,  one  point,!  don't  expect  any  of  you  could 

see  any  abnormality  in  that  film  i  showed  you  of  Category  ij 
well,  now,  quite  experienced  radiologists  in  England  and  in] 
this  country,  are  having  the  privilege  of  discussing  some   i 
films  Of  ours  with  Doctor  Eugene  Pendergrass  in  Phlladel-   I 
Phla,  and  he  expressed  a  firm  idea  that  films  of  Category  1 j 

and  2  were  absolutely  normal  and  he  could  parallel  them     j With  films  of  any  man  walking  the  streets  of  Philadelphia. 
I  tried  to  get  him  to  look  at  these  specific      ' 

ocpacities  which  1  thought  Justified  the  diagnosis.   He  sail 
he  was  looking  at  them  but  even  so  we  couldn't  agree  and  so' 
either  we  were  wrong  or  Philadelphia  was  much  smokier  and   ' 
dustier  than  it  looked  when  I  was  there,  or  he  was  wrong.   j 

Well,  I  was  very  worried  about  this  and  I  was 

worried,  too,  about  radiologists  who  said  that  they  couldn'i 
see  any  abnormality  in  our  Category  1  a^d,  as  this  Category; 
is  one  which  we  have  used  extensively  in  our  epidemiological 
work,  it  was  of  vital  importance  to  see  whether  it  was  true| 
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or  not,  so  what  we  did  was  to  collect  12^  films  of  non- 

xniners,  men  who  had  had  no  significant  dust  exposure.   Some 

of  them  were  members  of  our  own  unit,  but  the  majority  were 

men  working  in  a  power  station  on  non-dusty  occupations 

where  we  had  a  survey,  so  we  got  good  films  there.  We 

mixed  them  up  and  ran  them  out  with  films  of  seventy-five 

miners  of  neighboring  mines  which  had  previously  been  read 

by  readers  A  and  B  on  survey,  fifty  of  them  being  normal 

and  twenty -five  of  them  being  category  1* 

Well,  now,  we  thoi;ight  we'd  be  clever  and  not 

only  read  category  naught,  one,  two,  but  we  thought  we'd 

put  in  an e xtra  category  naught,  with  a  cross  in  it,  to 

indicate  that  although  we  thought  it  wasn't  quite  category 

one,  to  indicate  that  the  film  showed  as  if  it  was  a  miner '£i 

film,  because  we  not  only  believed  we  could  read  category 

one,  but  something  earlier.   So,  that's  what  we  asked  the 

readers  to  do. 

The   films  were   read,    interestingly,  by   four  read- 

ers,   A,   B,    C    and  D,    and   then  read   together  by  A  and  B,    and 

by  C   and  D,    and   finally    those   films,    on  vjhich  we   differed, 

were   read  in   consultation  by   all  four   together,    and  here   are. 

the   results   for   the   non-miners   and  the   miners. 

In   the  non-miners,    A  and  B    —  miners,    first  of 

all      were  rather   cautious  under   these   experimental   con- 

ditions.     They  didn't  want   to    show   they   had  been  reading 
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one  wrongly  and  you  will  see  of  the  twenty -five  films,  they 

read  as  one  -  they  read  ten  as  one;  now,  I  pushed  theiti  down 

to  normal  miner  and  non-miner.   In  so  doing,  they  didn't 

read  any  pneumoconiosis  in  the  non-miners  and  only  read 

one  case  as  showing,  looking  like  a  miner,  but  not  being 

category  1,   C  and  D  was  myself  and  Doctor  Gil son.  We  were 

more  courageous  and  we  read  up  a  little  bit;  we  read  thirty-} 

eight  out  of  these  films  as  showing  Category  1,  one  as  2, 

and  about  the  same  nixmber,  about  thirty-six  coming  in  the 

normal  group,  but  in  so  doing,  we  had  read  four  of  the  non- 

miners  as  having  Category  1,  four  of  the  125,  sJ^d  nine  as 

being  suspicious. 

When  the  four  of  us  met  together  to  try  and 

straighten  this  out,  we  pretty  well  hit  off  the  original 

level  of  reading  the  miners'  films  and  we  never  once  agreed 

that  there  was  evidence  of  pneumoconiosis.   I  asked  that 

A  and  B  try  and  re-read  these  films  using  their  normal  sur- 

vwy  technique.   Here  they  were  put  off  by  the  danger  of 

reading  things  that  they  were  frightened  about  and  they  did 

try  and  read  them  exactly  as  they  read  the  survey  films, 

and  they  very  nearly  hit  off  the  same  level  as  on  the  sur- 

vey and  they  never  once  read  Category  1  in  a  non-miner. 

They  weren't  attempting,  in  that  case,  to  read  the  sus- 

picious. 

Well,  I  conclude  from  that,  that  at  any  rate,  we 
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can  distinguish  our   Category  1   and   that   it   does    occur  only 

very  rarely   in  non-miners,    and   there   only  when  we're   over-
 

reading.     When  we're   reading  as   we   normally  do,    a  Category 

1   is   a   thing  which   is    sufficiently  rare    in  a  normal   not  to 

have   occurred  in  this   group   of  125  non-miners.      Just    the 

same,    the   sort  of   danger  of  less   specific  reading,    I   did 

send   these   films   to   two  Germans  who   agreed  strongly  on  this 

abnormality  and  you  will   see    they  read  on   the  miners,    and  nO 

less    than   twenty   and  twenty -two   in  the  mon-miners,    as   be- 

ginning silicosis. 

So   I   think  this    type   of  experiment,   mixing  up 

completely  normal  films  with  films   of  men  exposed  to   
dust, 

is   a  completely   salutory   experiment.      I   recommend  it   t
o 

anybody  who   is   engaged  in   this   sort   of  work. 

One   small  point  of   interest,   what  with    these   cases, 

that   C   and  D,   Doctor  Gilson  and  I,    read   as   showing  so
me   ab- 

normality.     I  was    interested  to  know  if    it  had  any  relation 

to  Age. So   I  have    just  plotted  it   out   in  relation  to  
 Age.You 

see    that    there    is    a   very   clear  relationship  between   age    an
d 

this   abnormality,    and  I  believe    that   it   is   possible    tha
t 

these   older  men  aged  forty-five    to   fifty  had,    in  fact,    been 

exposed   to   a  certain  amount   of   dust   and   smoke   in  and 
  around 

Cardiff,    and  that  what   we  were   reading  as   early  pne
umocon- 

iosis,   m-ay  have  been  the   earliest   signs   of  dust  accumulat
- 

ing in  their   lungs   with  age. 
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 overread- 

ing  of  Category  1  never  occurred  in  a  m
an  under  thirty,  and 

most  of  our  active  epidemiological  wor
k  is  concerned  with 

men  in  that  age  group,  so  that  I  am  
quite  satisfied  that 

our  category  1  is  an  abnormality  at
tributable  to  the  inhal- 

ation of  dust  in  the  -  at  least  in  the  younger  a
ge  group, 

and  nearly  always  so  even  in  the  olde
r  age  groups. 

Next,  I  just  want  to  talk  very  quickly
  about  the 

question  of  observation  which  has  been
  pioneered  in  this 

country  in  relation  to  tuberculosis,  
but  I  think  we  have 

pioneered  it  in  our  country  in  rela
tion  to  pneumoconiosis. 

The  first  experiment  we  did  was  to  g
et  102  films  of  miners 

ranging  from  normal  to  nodulation  
in  the  original  classifi- 

cation,  we  asked  ten  e^q^erts  to  classify  them
  into  normal, 

early,  definite,  certifiable  pneumo
coniosis,  and  nodulation. 

we  found  that,  of  these  ten  experienc
ed  observers, 

in  thirty  films,  opinions  ranged  fro
m  one  observer  to  the 

other,  from  one  to  four  or  two  to  five
,  that  is  one  quoted 

normal,  another  certifiable  pneumoco
niosis,  another  nodula- 

tion.  For  shattering  results,  I  took  that  up 
 to  a  very 

eminent  radiologist  in  London.   He  sa
id  none  of  them  were 

radiologists.   He  said  he  and  anothe
r  radiologist  would 

agree  a  hundred  percent  on  these 
 films. 

The  silly  ass  tried  it,  and  the  di
fference  betweeik 

them  was  greater  than  between  all  ten,
  so  -  this  is  very 
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important  ~  the  number  related  as  showing  certifiable 

pneiiinoconiosis  by  these  various  observers,  varied.   One 

snowed  that  four  of  102  films  snowed  enough  pneumoconiosis 

for  certification;  another  said  that  29  were  —  I  mean 

normal.   The  number  certifiable  ranged  from  9  to  53«  These 

were  experienced  observers.   The  average  consistency-each 

observer  read  the  film  twice  —  was  sixty  percent;  sixty 

percent  of  the  films  the  observer  did  give  the  same  opinion 

on  the  two  occasions;  the  record  was  eighty-four. 

The  other  thing  was  under-exposed  films.   Some  of 

the  films  were  classified  higher  than  the  hard  films,   Wellj 

now,  we  have  done  a  great  deal  of  work  on  this  subject  and 

we  have  attempted  to  improve  this  situation,  first  of  all, 

by  accurate  definitions  of  the  categories  in  words;  second- 

ly, by  setting  up  standard  films  exemplifying  the  cate- 

gories, so  instead  of  just  putting  a  film  up  and  saying, 

well,  that  looks  like  Category  2,  you  put  up  another  flM 

alongside  which  has  been  agreed  to  be  Category  2  and  see  If 

it  looks  the  same  and,  thirdly,  we  have  adopted  the  method 

of  reading  shown  to  be  so  valuable  by  Duorshonn  and  his 

colleagues,  of  duplicate  reading.   Every  film  on  our  survey 

is  read  on  two  different  occasions  without  any  knowledge  on 

the  two  occasions  what  the  previous  reading  was  and  any 

film  on  which  two  opinions  differ  is  given  a  third  casting 

vote  to  get  the  final  category. 
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The  next  slide  just  shows  -  no,  w
e'll  skip  this 

one,  I  think  this  is  just  showing 
 the  errors  in  relation  to 

the  diagnosis  of  pure  math  in  t
his  international  set-up. 

We.llskip  that  one.   Mow,  tnis  is 
 our  latest  result  of  our 

readers  A  and  B  who  do  all  our  su
rvey  reading  showing  that 

first  reading  of  five  hundred  film
s  talcen  at  random  from  a 

large  survey  of  five  thousand  an
d  their  second  reading  here, 

and  any  film  which  was  read  norma
l  on  the  two  occasions  nevjr 

goes  to  a  third  reading,  but  if  n
o  two  agree  on  two  reading^ 

we  have  a  third  deciding  reading, 
 and  you  can  note  the  lack 

of  divergence  of  opinion,  which
  is  relativdy small. 

Lastly,  on  the  question  of  under
standing,  I  have 

told  you  that  we  have  been  takin
g  films  around  in  Prance 

^d  Germany  to  get  them  read  an
d  here  is  at  leastthe  result 

of  150  films  which  we  sent  out,  wh
ich  we  classified  as  thir[;y 

in  category  1;  thirty-two;  thir
ty  -  three,  and  we  sent 

them  to  them  and  put  them  into 
 the  international  classifi- 

cation, and  into  the  German  class  if legio
n  as  presently 

used,  and  you  will  see  that  wni
le  there  is  difference  in 

the  minds  of  tne  ooservers  here, 
 there  is,  on  the  whole, 

agreement.   If  they  were  to  have
  classified  that  set  of 

films  and  given  us  a  prevalence 
 of  pneumoconiosis  based  on 

that  classification,  it  would  hav
e  been  very  similar  to 

the  prevalence  that  we  would  ha
ve  found  if  we  had  read  those 

films.   We  could  'understand  th
eir  statistics,  but  if  they 
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did  It  In  their  own  classification,  there  was  some  agreemeni; 

between  the  categories  here.   You  will  see  that  our  Category 

B  films  are  pretty  evenly  distributed,  and  what  we  call 

Category  A  were  distributed  through  the  whole  range.   It 

would  have  been  very  difficult  for  us  to  have  any  accurate 

translation  of  that  sort  of  classification  into  oiu?s,  even 

if  we  had  known  what  the  results  of  this  experiment  were 

going  to  be. 

At  the  present,  the  existence  of  different  sets 

or  systems  of  classification  in  the  different  countires  of 

the  world,  and  the  different  centers,  militates  very  ser- 

iously against  scientific  imderstanding  of  epidemiological 

work.   This  system  of  classification  has  now  been  adopted 

pretty  well  uniformly  throughout  Great  Britain.   As  I  said, 

it  is  being  adopted  in  France  and  in  Germany.   A  conference 

is  being  held  in  Paris  to  further  its  adoption  in  France, 

next  -  the  end  of  this  week,  on  this  Saturday,  and  I  think 

the  time  has  come  for  some  international  body,  the  ILO,  to 

start  being  active  in  this  field  and  carry  on  this  sort  of 

work  we  have  been  doing  on  our  own,  by  getting  sets  of  films 

sent  around  to  the  various  centers  where  work  of  this  kind 

is  being  done  so  that  we  can  see  what  the  relationship  be- 

tween different  forms  of  classification  is,  and  if  possible, 

obtain  the  consent  of  the  different  centers  in  this  part  of 

the  globe,  to  use  a  classification  similar  to  that  which  we 

-i- 
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we  are  using,  not  Identical,  because  I  have  no  doubt  
that 

you  will  have  a  great  contribution  to  make  in  suggesting 

valuable  modifications,  but  at  least  that  we  should  adhe
re 

to  using  a  uniform  system  so  that  we  can  know  what  
you're 

talking  about  and  you  can  understand  what  we're  ta
lking 

about  in  our  radiological  work.  (Applause). 

BY  DOCTOR  PRIMER; 

Any  discussion  of  this  paper?  Doctor  Richards? 

E.Y  DOCTOR  RICHARDS; 

I   don't  think  we're    too  far   apart.      I   think  I 

could  understand  Doctor  Fletcher   as  he   went   along  with  th
is, 

very  well,    and  I   don't   think   I  have   anything  particularly 
 to 

add. 

BY  DOCTOR  ORENSTEIN; 

Mr.  Chairman,  I  would  just  like  to  pay  a  tribute 

to  Doctor  Fletcher's  work  from  the  point  of  view  of
  the 

tactical  worker  in  his  field.   To  many  of  you,  this  m
ay 

seem  to  be  a  supererogation  of  trying  to  establi
sh  a  whole 

lot  of  categories,  but  it  is  a  matter  of  the  greate
st  impor-| 

tance  that  there  shouldbe  an  iinder standing  in  t
his  matter, 

not  only  from  the  point  of  view  of  epidemiologic
al  survey 

but  from  the  point  of  view  of  such  countries  
where  compensa- 

tion is  based  on  stages  of  tne  disease  and  is  not  true  to   | i 

form  simply  because   a  man  has   pneumoconiosis.      Fxe  recei
ves     i 

_a_certain  amount  J^Jie_has^neui^ 
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and  a  certain  amount  for  a  larger  stage  and  so  on,  and  be- 

cause of  that  point  of  view  and  because  of  the  great  damage 

that  was  done  to  the  compensation  question,  the  certifica- 

tion question  by  the  1930  adoption  of  that  one,  two  and 

three  which  you  saw  on  the  right-hand  side  of  the  scale, 

when  an  attempt  was  made  to  correlate  the  capacity,  that 

Is  to  say  compensation,  to  stages  of  radiographic  appear- 

ance, now,  a  lot  of  good  has  been  done  by  Doctor  Fletcher 

in  his  endeavors  in  this  way  in  particular,  where  he  demon- 

strated this  at  great  length  and  I'll  never  forget  the 

night  we  spent  in  a  small  office  somewhere  up  on  the  top 

floor  of  a  Sydney  building,  threshing  out  this  question, 

I  also  would  like  to  pay  a  tribute  to  the  objec- 

tive work  which  he  carried  out  in  trying  to  discover  the  erf 

rors  of  his  own  interpretation  and  of  others'  interpreta- 

tions,  A  lot  has  been  said  by  radiologists,  if  we  have 

long  enough  experience  and  enough  correlation  with  post 

mortem  findings,  we  can  classify  with  great  ease.   That's 

quite  untrue.   They  can  not,  and  a  lot  more  work  villi  have 

to  be  done  to  make  that  clear, 

I  merely  viant  to  say  this,  Mr.  Chairman  so  that 

somebody  who  has  to  work  in  this  field  would  speak  for  the 

great  benefit  this  vjork  has  conferred  on  the  knowledge  of 

pneumoconiosis, 

BY  DOCTOR  DRINKER: 



Thank  you.  Doctor. 

BY  DOCTOR  VQRWALD; 

Mr.  Chairman,  I  should  like  to  join  Doctor  Oren- 

stein  in  his  tribute  to  Doctor  Fletcher  and  we  here  are  in- 

deed fortunate  to  have  him  with  us  and  to  hear  what  he  has 

to  say.   I  don't  think  that  we're  too  far  apart.   Of  course, 

there  is  divergence  of  opinion  with  respect  to  Category  1 

and  Category  2.   That  is  where  we  find  the  greatest  differ- 
ence. 

Doctor  Fletcher,  I  know,  is  keenly  aware  of  the 

technical  qualities  of  the  film.   He  hasn't  mentioned  it; 

perhaps  he  will,  the  necessity  for  having  good  films  of 

good  technical  quality  in  order  to  classify  these  films. 

Then,  I  should  also  like  to  ask  Doctor  Fletcher  one  ques- 

tion, does  his  classification  pertain  only  to  the  coal 

miners'  lung,  to  the  coal  worker,  or  does  his  classification 

pertain  to  all  of  pneumoconiosis? 

BY  DOCTOR  DRINKER; 

Will  you  answer  that.  Doctor  Fletcher? 

BY  DOCTOR  FLETCIiER; 

Thank  you  very  much  indeed.  Doctor  Vorwald,  for 

raising  these  two  points.   I  am  afraid  I  was  getting  behind 

time  and  I  didn't  have  time  but,  of  course,  the  technique 

of  the  radiograph  is  of  the  greatest  importance.   We  have 

shown  that  the  average  of  category  given  by  ten  observers 
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to  one  film,  or  films  of  the  same  man  taken  on  the  same  day, 

under-exposed  and  over-exposed,  the  average  opinion  may 

shift  by  one  and  a  half  categories  easily,  and  It  is  abso
l- 

utely essential  to  have  really  good  technique  and  we  have  d
e:- 

voted  a  great  deal  of  attention  to  that  point  in  our  own 

radiographic  work. 

We  have  now,  in  our  mobile  unit,  not  only  an  auto- 

matic exposure  control  mechanism  which  Seaman's  in  Germany 

have  devised  for  their  automatic,  which  is  quite  re
markable 

in  the  way  in  which  It  enables  loniform  exposure  to
  be  obtain- 

ed of  men  of  various  chest  thicknesses  and  with  vari
ations 

in  main  supply,  but  we  now  have  also  an  automatic 
 processing 

unit  which  puts  the  films  through  at  exactly  the  rig
ht  time 

and  temperature  and  in  that  way,  we  have  been  able  to  r
educ| 

the  number  or  percentage  of  films  that  we  have  to  re
ject  on 

our  survey  as  technically  satisfactory  from  about  
forty  per- 

cent right  down  to  t^^ro  percent. 

About  the  width  of  application  of  this  class
ifi- 

cation, it  has  been  worked  out  on  coal  miners  and  this 
 work 

has  been  done  on  coal  miners,  which  is  the  big  s
ubject  prob- 

lem we  have  in  Great  Britain,  but  I  think  that  in  p
rincipal. 

It  is  applicable  to  all  the  world* s  pneumoconioses  which 

manifest  themselves  in  discreet  capacities  going
  throughout; 

the  channels,  that  is  to  say  coal  pneumoconio
sis,  what  Doctor 

Sander  was  calling  sidero-sllicosis,  silicos
is  and  so  on. 
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I   think   the   same  principals   can  be   applied. 

The  members   of   the   Silicosis   Boards    in  Great 

Britain  who   see  men  from  all   industries,    tell  me   that   they 

find   this  method  of   classification  valid   for   at  least  ninety- 

five   percent   of  all    the    cases    they    see.      There   are    the   odd 

cases   which  you'll   say,    I'm  sorry  we    just   can't  fit   this   in, 

You've   got    to  put   it   down  as  unclassified. 

BY  DOCTOR  RICHARDS: 

Mr.    Chairman,    I    think  while  we're   discussing  this 

problem  of   terminology,    I'd  like  you  to   call   on  Doctor 

Johnston,    from  a   clinical   standpoint  to   say  a  word   to  you. 

BY  DOCTOR   JOHNSTON: 

I  have  nothing  to    add.      I    just  think   that  Doctor 

Fletcher,    in  all    the    arguments  yesterday.   Doctor  Fletcher 

has   probably   established  Doctor   Sander's   point   that   every- 

body has   pneumoconiosis,    the    classifications    one   or   two; 

even   the   farmers    I'm  certain  we'll    see,    that    in  farmers  who 

live    in  impure   air   all    their  life,    so  everybody  must  have 

pneumoconiosis • 

BY  DOCTOR  DRINKER: 

There    are   a   fair  number  of  persons   in  this    room 

who   are   not  good  Roentgenologists    then,    and  there    is    one 

definitely   of  that  number   I'd  like    to   ask  a  layman's   kind 

of   a  question.      I  have   been   steeped   in   the   doctrine  started. 

Pankos   and  Sampson  and  right   on  down   to   the   present  experts^ 
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that   these   radiological  pictures    differ   enormously  with   the 

geology  to  which  these  men  are   exposed  and  presviraably. 

Doctor  Fletcher's   interests    are    largely    in   the  Welch   coal 

fields.      How   does    this    classification  apply   to  say   our  hard 

rock  miners    in  the  Missouri   area,    Pendergrass   certainly 

must  have  brought    that  up   in  talking  with  you, 

BY  DOCTOR   FLETCPIER: 

I  think  that  the  classification  would  apply  com- 

pletely, but  that  our  category  1  and  2  are  a  little  earlier 

than  Doctor  Pendergrass  would  recognize.  One  of  the  diffi- 

culties is  with  these  very  early  abnormalities,  you  have  got 

to  study  the  film  extremely  closely.  We  say  ten  Inches  is 

the  right  distance  from  the  observer  to  the  film.  A  great- 

er distance  than  that  you  just  can't  see  these  early  changes, 

and  I  put  up  that  film,  that  slide  of  the  results  of  dis- 

tinguishing normals  from  these  category  1,  to  show  that  if 

you  do  that,  you  can  distinguish  and  all  I  can  say  to  Doctoi^ 

Johnston  is  that  if  you  will  get  these  films  of  these  farm- 

ers and  send  us  a  group,  we  will  mix  them  up  with  some  min- 

ers and  get  some  readers  who  don't  know  what  we've  done  to 

read  them,  and  I'll  bet  he'll  find  that  the  miners  have  got 

more  dust  in  their  liongs  and  have  got  a  higher  proportion 

of  Category  1   abnormality  than  have  his    farmers. 

If,    on   the   other  hand,    his   farmers   have   got    a  gredt 

deal   of   Category  1   abnormality,    all  right,    I   agree   with  him,' 
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they  must  have  some  pneiomoccniosis,  and  Doctor  Lanza,  I 

think,  w  ould  agree  too  that  it  might  be  called  occupational, 

BY  DOCTOR  VORWALD; 

Weil,  Doctor  Fletcher,  there  is  no  way  in  which 

Doctor  Johnston  can  win,  is  there? 

BY  DOCTOR  FLETCHER; 

Yes,  yes,  he  can,  because  we  can  get  a  third 

group  of  real  —  in  our  country,  there  is  very  little  dust 

in  farming;  in  fact,  none  at  all,  and  we  could  get  a  group 

such  as  these  power  station  workers  who  also  are  not  perhaps 

a  dusty  occupation  as  your  farmers.   I  don't  know.   I  have 

heard  about  the  Dust  Bowl,  but  I  don't  know  how  dusty  this 

is,  this  occupation  of  farming  over  here,  but  we  could  cer- 

tainly get  a  group  of  true  normals  in  agricultiiral  workers 

in  our  country  or  in  office  workers  in  New  York;  looked  to 

me  as  if  the  atmosphere  was  pretty  clear  there,  and  we  coulcL 

say  these  are  normals.   If  we  diagnose  abnormality  in  them, 

then  clearly  this  Category  1  we're  talking  about  is  absol- 

ute nonsense  in  terms  of  coal  workers  pneumoconiosis. 

BY  DOCTOR  JOHNSTON; 

Phil,  I  don't  want  to  labor  this  point;  I  happen 

to  have  a  daughter  who  has  lived  in  California  all  her  life  J
 

She  has  never  been  on  a  farm,  never  done  any  work  of  any 

kind,  there  is  no  bitTJininous  coal  in  California.   I  can 

vouch  for  that.   She  does  have,  however,  s  ome  markedness  th^t 
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might  be   classified  under    two  of  your   films. 

Now,    I   don't  know  how,    what  we   do    about   such  peopl 

V;e    can  get  Into   a  hobby   classification  or   a  work   classi
fi- 

cation and  still    they   show   this    little    stuff. 

Now,    I'm  still  getting  back  that  we   must   adopt   a 

point   if  we're   going    to  go   ahead  with  your   classification,
 

to   get  back   to  Doctor  Emraett   Sander  here   that   everybody  has 

pneumoconios  is ■ 

BY   DOCTOR   DRINKER; 

Doctor  Sander? 

BY  DOCTOR   SANDER: 

I»d  like  to  clarify  that.  I  don't  say  that  every- 

one has  pneumoconiosis  which  is  visualized  by  X-ray.  We 

all  have  some  pneumoconiosis  by  strict  definition,  but  n
ot 

visualized  by  X-ray.  You  can  have,  I'm  satisfied,  you  
can 

have  a  lot  of  anthracotic  pigmentation  and  still  have  a
  per- 

fectly normal  chest  film.  I  think  we  owe  Doctor  Fie  tcher  a 

great  debt  of  gratitude  for  this  precise  classifica
tion. 

I  see  no  reason  why  we  can't  adopt  it  for  almost  every 

industry  in  this  country.  Even  the  diathermacious  
earth  car 

go  into  Category  A,  B  and  C;  they  miss  Categories  1
,  2  and 

3,  because  they  never  are  nodular,  and  I  don't  see
  any 

reason  why  we  can't  use  it  for  almost  any  and  every  
dustty 

industry  in  this  country,^  It
^.- >^  ̂ '^^^^^  .^C.^V.W^  eaV^.-\\- 

BY  DOCTOR   DRINICSR: 
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Doctor  Fletcher? 

BY  DOCTOR  FLETCHER; 

I   do  want   to  be   absolutely   clear   about   one   point 

and   that   is   that  normal   individuals    in  Great  Britain,    that 

we   have    exarained,    do  not   show   the    abnormality  which  we    class- 

ify as    Category   1,    except  perhaps    in  one   or   two  percent   of 

those   over   the   age    of   fifty. 

Now,    I  xvant   to  make    that   absolutely  clear.      I  am 

quite   convinced  that  this    abnormality   that  we're   classify- 

ing here    as    a   specific   change  produced  by  dust*      I  won't 

say   that   the   odd   case    of   sarcoidosis   or  non-specific  fibro- 

sis,   dermatosis,    God  knows   what,    can't  mimic   it,   but   that's 

absolutely   important   from   the   point   of  view   of    industrial 

medicine.      The   odd   disease   which   effects    one   in   a  million 

of    the   population,    we   needn't  worry   about   if   we   make   mistake; 

there,    but   this    condition  is    specifically  for    -  as    I'm  con- 

vinced by  our   experiments,    for   the   development  of  dust   re- 

tention  in   the    lungs,    as    shown  by    coal   miners, 

I'm  very   interested   in   Doctor   Sander   saying   that 

some   people   may    skip   Category   1,    2   or   3»      I    think   that 

happens    to    the  pottery  workers    in  our   country.      I  have   seen 

films    there,    whicn  show   a   shadow    in  which   the   background 

snowed  no   pneumoconiosis    at   all,    and   I   think    tnat    can  hap- 

pen,  but   I   think   the   principals    can  be   applied,    and   I   do         j 

want   to   make    it  quite    clear,    and   I    think  perhaps    some    of    th^ 
— *T- 
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slides  I  shall  show  you  on  the  epidemiology  of  the  disease, 

will  persuade  you  that  this  condition  does  develop  
in  rela- 

tion to  dust  exposure, 

3Y  DOCTOR  VORWALD: 

.  I  should  like  merely  to  ask  one  more  question 

and  that  is.  Doctor  Fletcher,  you  have  classified  n
ow  an 

individual  as  belonging  to  Category  1,  had  he  had  some 

respiratory  disability.   Are  you  ready  to  compensate
  him 

for  inhalation  of  dust? 

BY  DOCTOR  FLETCHER: 

I  have  the  good  fortune  to  be  a  research  worker 

not  concerned  with  compensation,  and  it's  entirely  a
  ques- 

tion of  the  legislative  definition.   The  practice  of  the 

medical  boards  in  our  coiontry  at  the  moment  is  not
  to  recog- 

nize anything  less  than  our  Category  2.   My  own  persona
l 

view  is  that  if  a  man  has  worked  in  a  coal  mine  a
nd  shows 

respiratory  disability  and  has  any  evidence  
of  dust  reten- 

tion, category  1,  it  would  be  fairer  to  bias  the  
scales  in 

his  favor  and  give  nim  the  benefit  of  the  doubt 
 and  say 

that  that  disability  could  be  due  to  pneui^ioconios
is ,  but  I 

think  that  what  Doctor  Hugh- Jones  will  say  thi
s  afternoon 

may  throw  a  little  further  light  on  that  problem.
   - 

BY  DOCTOR  JOHI^STQN: 

Doctor  Fletcher,  while  you're  still  there,  do 
 you 

have  any  figures  on  your  present  employ
ment  classification? 



-'or.  SASDERI     I  ,<3onn  e«y  that  erezybody  hi..;;^e«ii^^'^ch  is  vlst^,^e^ 

by  the  I-ray.     Ve  all  hare  wm»  paeuaoconiosia,  by  «1*i«i'-^nai,tiofl,  bat  not"'   ̂ 
Boaething  visualiEed  by  X-ray.  ̂   One,  can  i»v«  a  lot  ̂ f  antiiracotlc  pigmentation 

and  atiU  have  a  perfectly  ixomal  cheat-fila.    Ve  ai^'deiily  indebted  to  Dr. 

":.y.f     K-etcher  for  .this  preciee  cXaaflificatioa  and  I  »ee  no  reason' vhy  ̂   c«n»t  lulopt 
it  for  alfflost  every  induatry  in  this  coutry;.     Even  the  ̂ iiatomaceous  earth  cases 

:-  can.go  into  categories  A,  B^,  and  Cyj  they  idsa  categories  1,  2,  and  3  because 
the  shadows  are  never  oi^ular.     I  see  no  itvsason  vby  ve  canHnse  the  classifl- 

cation  for  a^st  any  dusty J^idustry  in  this  country,  -^v/i^  /tfc.    f^H-^M^ 

•  DR.  U.ETCHERJ     I  vifo  to  sake  it  clear  that  no"rttal  Indi'ndual.  in  Great  Britain 

lAoa  ve  bave/exaaiied-Ho  not  shov  the  abMm^ty  ve  eUasify  as  category  1, 
except  perhaps  1  or  2  per  cent  of  persons  older  than  50  years.     I  to  "quite  con- 

vinced  that  this  abnormality  ̂ ch  ve  are  classliyiag-  is  a  specific  Change 

U        produced-by  dust.     I  ,««»t  a*y  that  th^odd  case  of  w^doais  or  non-specific 
fibrosis  can«t  aiaic  it  but  that  is,  unimportant  from  the  standpoint  of  Industrial 
medicine.     Ve  needn't  >orry  if  ve  ma]ce  a  mistake  about  the  odd  disease' vhich 

Affects  one  in  a  million^  but  this  condition  is  specificiUy  associated  vith  the 

development  of  dust  retention  in  the' lung., ^as  is  shown  by  tSff  coal  miners. 
I'm  interested  ia  Dr.  Sander's  statement  that  some  persons  m^y  eUp  cate- 

gories 1,  2,  and  3.     I  believe  that  happens  to  potteir  ̂ wkers  in  our'  country  ' ' 
and  I  have  seen  films  supporting  tMs  belief.  '   "  ,!  - 

V 

respiratory  difficulty/ are  ̂ yoai^i^  inhalation  of 

'dust?  :'-'\  ̂   '.:*  vV' ■■;:■■ '•^"■■■-' \^''■"'^'-r^'^':' ■"'■  -^^^ 

3  3 
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BY  DOCTOR  FLETCIiERr 

I  hang  my  head  in  shame  and  say  that  although  we 

have  been  agitating  in  our  units  for  information,  for  four 

or  five  years  now,  for  pre-employment  and  regular  examina- 

tions of  coal  miners,  they  have  not  yet  taken  place  in  Grea 

Britain,  but  in  those  films  I  showed  you  of  non-miners,  som^ 

of  those  might  have  been  applicants  for  coal  miners  and  all  I 

I  can  say  is  we  did  not  diagnose  Category  1  in  any  man  even 

when  we  were  reading  rather  generally,  we  didn't  diagnose  it 

in  any  man  \ander  the  age  of  thirty-flve# 

BY  DOCTOR  DRINKER; 

The  next  paper  is  by  Doctor  Vorwald  on  the  Path- 

ology of  Coal  Miners  Pneumoconiosis,   Doctor  Vorwald. 

BY  DOCTOR  VORWALD; 

Mr.  Chairman,  Ladies  and  Gentlemen,  at  the  onset, 

I  wish  to  say  that  we,  in  planning  for  this  day's  session, 

made  every  effort  to  bring  Doctor  Goffe  from  England.   As 

you  know.  Doctor  Golfe  is  Professor  of  Pathology  and  Bac- 

teriology at  the  Welch  Rational  School  of  Medicine  in  Wales  : 

and  he  has  had  pernaps  more  experience  with  the  pathology 

of  pulmonary  changes  in  coal  workers  than  any  man,  and  it   ! 

is  unfortunate  that  he  could  not  be  with  us.  I 

Now,  in  a  general  way,  our  concepts  of  the  changes 

f  coal  workers  which  have  come  to  us  here  in  i lung£ 

the   Saranac  Laboratory  for   study,    conform  in  general  with 

-I 
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BY  DOCTOR  VORWALD; 

Mr.  Chairman,  Ladies  and  Gentlemen,  at  the  onset,  I  wish  to 

say  that  ve,  in  planning  for  this  day's  session,  made  every  effort 

to  bring  Doctor  Goffe  from  England.  As  you  know.  Doctor  CJoffe  is 

Professor  of  Pathology  and  Bacteriology  at  the  Welch  National  School 

of  Medicine  in  Wales  and  he  has  had  per|iaps  more  experience  with  the 

pathology  of  pulmonary  changes  in  coal  workers  than  any  man,  and  it 

is  unfortunate  that  he  could  not  be  with  us. 

Now,  in  a  general  way,  our  concepts  of  the  changes  in  the  lungs 

of  coal  workers  which  have  come  to  us  here  in  the  Saranac  Laboratory 

for  study,  conform  in  general  with 
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the  concepts  expressed  by  Doctor  Goffe,   In  some  instances, 

however,  there  is  divergence  of  views  which  I  hasten  to  say 

is  occasioned  perhaps  by  the  fact  that  our  study  of  lungs 

of  coal  workers  has  been  limited  to  relatively  few  cases. 

In  addition,  it  is  possible  that  the  conditions  of  exposure 

experienced  by  coal  workers  in  tnis  country  are  different 

from  conditions  in  Wales. 

Furthermore,  the  problems  pertaining  to  the  in- 

halation of  coal  dust  are  indeed  complex.   Now,  that  com- 

plexity may  be  more  fully  appreciated  should  an  attempt  be 

made  to  answer  the  question  as  to  what  is  coal  dust,  and 

then  may  I  have  the  first  slide. 

Now,  this  slide,  taken  from  a  publication  by 

Parkers  In  Coal  Science,  by  Doctor  Banion,  Director  of  Re- 

search Laboratories,  the  British  Coal  Research  Association, 

here  Doctor  Banion  has  tabulated  some  of  the  various  rare 

elements  in  coal  ashes. 

Now,  the  data,  as  we  see  them  here,  are  expressed 

in  grams  per  ton  or  parts  per  million.   To  give  an  approxi- 

mate idea  of  tiae  concentration  factor,  comparison  may  be 

made  with  the  average  amount  of  the  same  element  found  in 

the  oridnary  rocks  of  the  earth's  surface  as  we'll  use  this 

factor.   As  for  Arsenic,  As,  arsenic  is  one  thousand  six 

hundred  times  -  one  thousand  six  hundred  times  more  concen- 

trated in  the  ash  of  certain  coals  than  in  the  average  rock^ 
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of  the  earth's  surface,  so  we  can  also  go  through  the  list- 

ing of  the  other  elements,  beryllium,  germanium,  lead, 

nickel,  platinum,  zinc,  zerconl;jm,  and  you  can  multiply, 

you  can  see  the  factor,  the  concentratio  n  of  those  substandes 

in  coal  ash# 

Now,  it  is  possible  that  some  of  these  substances 

exist,  per  se,  in  coal  in  the  dust  breathed  by  these  indi- 

viduals and  it  is  also  known  that  some  of  these  substances 

produce  damage  to  the  l\ings» 

In  attempting  to  define  what  is  coal  dust  —  next 

slide     the  problem  becomes  even  more  complicated  should 

we  examine  the  so-called  coal  tree,  and  here  one  visualizes 

the  production  obtained  from  coal  by  carbonization.   Wow, 

many  of  these  products  may  exert  their  effect  when  doal 

dust  becomes  deposited  in  the  lung.   I  am  not  too  clear 

about  this,  but  I  merely  present  it  to  give  expose  to  the 

possibilities  at  least  that  some  of  the  complicated  featu
res 

as  we  have  seen  them,  pertaining  to  the  inhalation,  deposi
- 

tion of  coal  gust  in  the  lung,  may  be  related  in  some  way  to I 

all    these   products  which  are    derived  from  coal.  j 

Now,    what   are   the   changes    that   occur   in   the   lungs  1 

of    some    coal  vxorkers    exposed   to   coal    dust?      This    is    the 

chest  Roentgenogram  of   a   38-year    old,    I  mean  of    a   fifty- 

year   old  white  male,    who  has  worked  for   38  years   as    a  mo tor r i 

man  in  a  bituminous  mine.      Now,    his  medical  history  was    1      | 
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Irrelevant  except  for  two  years  prior  to  death  when  this 

individual  siiffered  from  dyspnea,  from  exertion,  I  mean,  ex- 

pscially  on  exertion,  and  from  productive  cough.   Further- 

more, he  had  clinically  manifest  arterial  sclerosis,  which 

-  and  ultimately  developed  multiple  infarcts  in  the  lung  and 

brain  and  he  died  in  coma. 

The  Xtrays,  as  you  see  here,  the  lung  markings  are 

slightly  exaggerated.   There  is  a  primary  complex,  as  you 

see  here,  in  the  right  lung.   There  is  no  definite  Roentg
en- 

ographic  evidence  of  change,  comparable  at  least  with  a 

diagnosis  of  silicosis.   The  gross  section  of  this  iung 

exhibits  diffuse  pigmentation,  slight  focal  emphysema,  as 

you  see,  rather  coarse  in  type,  some  focal  emphysema  in  the 

lower  lobe  of  this  lung  which  is  of  the  right  side.   The 

lymph  nodes  are  small,  but  they  are  slightly  pigmented,  and 

this  is  the  section  of  this  lung  and  it  happens  to  be  the 

left  upper  lobe,  and  we  find  that  there  is  focal  depos
ition 

of  dust  scattered  everywhere  throughout  the  lung.   F\irth
er- 

more,  there  is  also  deposition  along  the  vascular  fron
ts 

which  gives  rise  to  what  we  call  a  linear  deposition.   
Also 

one  sees  the  dust  deposited  in  tne  tissue  immediately  
below 

the  pleura.   Furthermore,  one  can  see  at  least  the 
 dispor- 

portion  between  the  size  of  the  alveolar  spaces  which
  we 

identify  as  the  anatoraical  evidence  of  emphysema,  als
o  note 

the  tracho -bronchial  lymph  nodes  which  are 
 only  slightly 
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enlarged  and  pigmented. 

This  is  from  the  right  upper  lung,  right  upper 

lobe.   Now,  in  addition  to  having  the  focal  deposition  of 

dust,  the  linear  deposition  of  dust  along  the  vascular 

tracts,  we  also  have  a  large  area  of  deposition  of  dust  and 

in  addition,  the  emphysema  in  this  instance  is  quite  ob- 

vious, occupying  one  small  portion  of  this  lobe,  but  it  is 

also  apparent  in  the  mid-portions  of  the  lung  and  qviite 

well  scattered  throughout  the  whole  puj-monary  tissue. 

The  next  slide,  this  is  from  the  right  lower  lobe,, 

I  am  merely  showing  you  the  different  sections  from  differ- 

ent portions  of  the  lobes  of  the  lung  so  that  you  might 

have  opportunity  to  compare  what  we  see  in  the  actual  tissuo 

with  the  changes  visualized  in  the  Roentgenogram. 

Again,  this  does  not  differ  much  from  the  sectionu 

of  other  lobes,  focal  deposition,  linear  deposition  follow- 

ing the  vascular  tracts,  evidence  of  anatomical  forms  of  at 

least  coarse  emphysema. 

The  next  slide.   Now,  if  we  examine  this  lung 

microscopically,  we  find  that  many  of  the  vascular  trunks  aj:«e 

surrounded  by  a  small  amoujit  of  connective  tissue  which  is 

readily  seen  in  sections  named  specifically  for  connective 

tissue.   Here  we  find  no  evident  deposition  of  dust  around 

this  vascular  trunk.   As  you  perhaps  know,  following  the   I 

deposition  of  dust  in  the  lung,  that  dust  is  taken  up  by   | 
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phagocytes;  it  is  mobilized.   Those  jPhagocytes,  laden  with 

dust,  find  their  way  ultimately,  that  some  of  those  phago- 
cytes, ultimately  into  the  lymphatics  about  the  vascular 

trunks,  but  this  is  a  normal  vascular  trunk  seen  in  the 
section  of  this  Ixing. 

The  next  slide.   And  then,  we  examine  other  vas- 

cular trunks  and  we  find  that  in  some  instances,  there  is 

deposition  of  this  black  pigment,  and  there  is  a  slight, 

very  slight  increase  in  the  collagen  that  has  been  formed. 

You  can  see  by  this  connecting  tissue. 

The  next  slide.   And  if  we  examine  the  lymph  node 

of  this  man  who,  as  you  will  recall,  was  fifty  years  of  age, 
and  worked  for  thirty-eight  years  as  a  motorman  in  a  bitum- 

inous mine,  we  find  dust  which  has  been  drained  from  the 

lung  to  the  tracheobronchial  lymph  node,  yet,  there  is  no 

evident  significant  response  to  that  dust  which  has  become 
deposited  in  the  node. 

We  thus  -  this  case  demonstrates  that  long  occu- 

pation in  a  coal  mine  as  a  motorman  does  not  demand  the  pros 

ence  of  large  amoujits  of  dust  in  tlie  lung  nor  does  that 

occupation  demand  the  presence  of  significant  pulmonary 
changes  due  to  the  Inhalation  of  dust. 

The  next  case,  some  cases  exhibit  changes  as  seen 

in  this  case,  as  seen  cases  with  classical  silicosis,  com- 

plicated  also  by  tuberculosis.   This  is  the  case,  the  chest ^ 
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Reontgenogram  of  a  fifty-year  old  colored  man;  occupatlona] 

history,  worked  imdergroiind  for  twenty -eight  years  as  a  coal 

loader  for  eleven  years,  as  a  rock  helper  and  rock  heloman  fior 

thirteen  years,  as  a  truck  helper  for  four  years. 

My  X-ray  on  the  right  side,  we  see  scattered 

throughout  the  entire  lung  field,  areas  of  increased  densi- 

ty, and  there  is  also  a  fan-shaped  area  of  consolidation, 

as  you  see  in  the  upper  third  of  the  lung,  within  the  region!; 

that  region  there  is  also  an  area  of  relative  rarifactlon. 

On  the  left  side,  there  are  scattered  throughout,  small 

areas  of  Increased  density. 

The  next  slide.   The  section  of  this  lung,  this 

happens  to  be  the  right  upper  lobe,  exhibits  scattered 

nodular  lesions  throughout  all  of  the  lung  tissue.   They 

are  quite  well  defined,  but  yet  not  as  defined  as  is  the 

case  with  the  classical  nodular  silicosis,  in  that  the  bor- 

ders of  these  lesions  are  Irregular,  and  if  we  examine  many 

of  them,  we  find  that  they  are  scattered  in  shape,  with     j 
j 

flnger-llke  projections  Into  the  adjoining  alveolar  walls.   | 
I 

The  next  slide.   And,  if  we  examine  many  of  these  | 

nodular  lesions,  we  find  that  they  demonstrate  the  deposi- 

tion of  collagen,  arranged  in  t;;rplcal  fashion,  which  is 

classical  for  the  reaction  to  free  crystalline  silica.   In 

addition,  we  also  find  that  the  periphery  of  these  nodules, 

is  usually  surrounded  by  a  thick  or  thin  collar,  depending 
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upon  the  circumstances  of  exposure,  of  deep  pigment,  of    1 

black  pigment.   Furthermore,  this  pigment,  and  its  associa- 

ted slight  reaction,  deposition  of  collagen,  extends  into 

the  adjacent  alveolar  walls.   Examination  of  other  lesions, 

we  could  demonstrate  fibrosis,  actual  fibrosis,  of  hazy 

fibrosis  in  tnis  case,  of  this  islariized  fibrous  tissue, 

vjhich  is  similar  to  the  change  of  scene  in  silicotics,  com- 

plicated by  tuberculosis. 

Thus,  under  certain  conditions  in  coal  mining 

operations,  or  certain  coal  mining  operations  are  associated, 

with  the  dissemination  of  dust,  which,  on  inhalation  into 

the  lung,  produce  silicotic  reaction,  and  some  such  reactions 

are  also  complicated  by  tuberculosis,  as  is  present  in  this 

case.   This  complication  is  more  evident  in  the  next  case. 

Next  slide.  The  gross  section  of  this,  the  lung 

of  a  driller  in  a  bitumiinous  mine.  He  was  a  driller  for 

nine  years,  been  exposed  to  high  levels  of  free  crystalline 

silica.  Wow,  we  see,  first  the  nodular  lesions,  scattered  j 

throughout  the  lung.  We  see  that  they  are  studded  in  snape . 

We  see  many  of  them  on  close  inspection,  that  they  project  | 

into  the  adjoining  alveolar  walls.  We  see  the  evident  | 

emphysema  which  is  at  best  and  coarse  in  type.  We  see  lar^ 

lesions  and  we  also  see  coalescence  of  lesions  wnich  has  | 

given  rise  to  a  large  massive  shadow  in  the  Roentgenogram,  ; 

and  close  inspection  s hows  obvious  tuberculous  compl
ication. 



Tiie  next  slide  also  manifests  the  tuberculous  cai(^ 

plication  such  as  here,  coalescence  of  lesions  with  a  mass- 

ive area  of  fibrosis,  complicated  by  tuberculosis  with  the 

production  of  an  excavation   in  which  momerous  tubercle 

bacllla  were  found. 

Now,  the  lungs  of  some  coal  miners  show  also  the 

complicated  features  which  accompany  other  pneumocionioses* 

For  example,  the  next  case,  that  of  a  white  male  subject 

fifty-three  years  of  age,  who  had  been  employed  for  many 

years  in  a  coal  mine,  a  bituminous  coal  mine.   Now,  I  can 

not  give  you  all  the  details  of  his  occupational  history, 

because  this  is  a  relatively  recent  case  and  we  are  still 

seeking  them. 

The  medical  history,  the  patient  developed  a 

spontaneous  pneumothorax;,  and  we  can  see  it  on  this  side. 

Here  is  the  edge  of  the  lung,  along  the  lung  after  an  at- 

tack of  coughing  following  a  cold.   The  X-ray  at  this  time 

shows  a  spontaneous  pneumothorax  on  the  right,  estimated 

degree  of  collapse  about  sixty  percent.   The  impression  is 

given  that  within  the  collapsed  portion  of  this  lung,  there 

is  definite  nodulation.   On  the  left,  several  areas  of 

rarlflcation  are  seen  in  the  upper  half  of  this  line,  wlth^ 

the  loss  of  pulmonary  markers  which  are  usually  present  in 

a  healthy  lung.   The  impression  is  also  gained  here  that 
■ 

nodulation  is  present. 
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The  next  slide,  eight  days  later,  now,  a 

hydropneumo thorax  on  the  right  has  developed,  a  rubber 

catheter  Is  inserted;  there  is  a  fluid  line,  and  the  area 

of  rarif action  still  exists  on  the  left.   The  impression  is 

gained  that  nodulation  is  present. 

The  next  slide  is  a  section  frora  the  right  lower 

lobe  in  the  area  of  consolidation  seen  Roentgenographically, 

It  is  a  common  fluid  hypostatic  pneuraonic  process.   V/e 

will  not  spend  much  time  on  this  pai-'ticular  feature  of  this 

case,  but  note  also  the  scattered  areas  of  focal  pigmenta- 

tion, and  also  the  rather  coarse  emphysema. 

The  next  slide,  the  right  upper  lobe  section  and 

also  sections  from  the  left  lung,  we  see  the  isolated 

lesions  which  are  not  too  numerous  and  here  and  here, 

stellar  in  shape,  projecting  along  the  alveolar  walls.  We 

see  the  emphysema,  but  what  is  more  troublesome,  in  s ome 

of  these  cases  of  coal  miners,  and  indeed  it  is  not  specific 

for  the  coal  miner,  we  also  see  it  in  those  individuals  who  j 

have  inhaled  free  crystalline  silica,  mixed  with  other  com- | 

ponents  such  as  the  Iron  miner,  the  magnatite  miner.   We 

see  large  areas  of  dust  pigmentation  presumably  due  to 

coalescence  of  the  pigmentation,  but  we  find  areas  of  liqu3 

faction  necrosis  within  those  lesions. 

Now,  this  liquifaction  necrosis  is  also  very 

troublesome,  although  we  believe  tnat  in  the  majority  of 
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instances  where  coalescence  of  lesions  has  occurred  where 

large  massive  areas  of  shadows  develop  in  the  test  Roentgen, 

that  that  coalescence  is  due  to  a  complicated  tuberculous 

infection.   Yet,  there  are  those  cases,  with  necrosis,  with 

liquifaction  and  indeed  with  excavation,  where  we  have  been 

unable,  with  all  means  at  our  command,  to  detect  the  pres- 

ence of  the  tubercle  bacillus  or  to  see  evidence  of  reactior, 

which  characterizes  tuberculosis. 

Lest  we're  led  to  believe  that  coalescence  and 

necrosis  and  liquifaction  may  be  due  to  agents  or  to  factors 

other  than  infection,  and  we  have  advanced  the  view  that 

perhaps  high  local  concentrations  of  dust  may  be  responsi- 

ble for  some  of  the  necroses,  or  that  the  necrosis  seen  in 

these  l\mgs  were  -  with  mixed  exposure,  where  there  is  pre- 

sent carbonization  material  in  large  amovmts,  where  there 

is  present  iron  oxide  in  large  amounts,  that  perhaps  this 

necrosis  is  a  specific  action  for  compounds  in  the  dust, 

other  than  the  free  crystalline  silica.  Is  it  possible 

that  the  carbonation  component,  that  the  iron  component, 

may  have  a  power  of  absorption  or  adsorption  and  so  keep 

localized  the  toxic  substances,  perhaps  liberated  from  the 

free  crystalline  silica  particles  and  some  dust  irritating 

particles  which  certainly  may  produce  this  necrosis.  Cer-  i 

tainly  infection  is  considered  -  and  I  mention  that  -  in-  j 

fection  other  than  may  produce  tuberculosis,  is  a  possibility. 
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and  I  submit  that  the  demonstration  of  tubercu
losis  In 

some  of  these  cases,  can  not  be  accomplished
. 

The  next  slide.  If  vie  take  a  micro-photograph  of 

these  areas  of  llquif action,  some  of  the  things  w
hich  I  have 

said  become  more  clear,  as  for  example,  here 
 is  a  micro- 

photograph  of  that  area  of  llquif action.  
 A  connective 

tissue  state,  we  see  the  typical  collagen,  
sustained  with 

connective  tissue,  as  we  see,  which  charact
erizes  the  re- 

sponse to  free  crystalline  silica.  We  also  see  the
  heavy 

black  pigment  which  has  been  inhaled  and  
deposited  in  tnis 

coal  miner's  lungs  and  we  see  the  area  of 
 necrosis  and 

liqulfactlon.   There  is  no  evidence,  hi
stological  evidence 

of  tuberculosis  infection.   Then  what  is  
this  due  to?  And 

I  again  submit  the  reasons  for  possible  
necrosis  and  liqul- 

factlon other  than  infection. 

The  next  slide,  and  this  is  the  character 
 of  the 

stellate  lesion  as  we  like  to  Identify  i
t,  the  irregular 

lesion  which  is  not  dlscredt,  which  is  
not  the  run  or  order 

of  classical  nodular  silicosis  or  the  re
action  of  the  lung 

to  pure  free  crystalline  silica.  Wa  h
ave  here  tne  whirling 

of  fibrous  tissue  which  characterizes  
the  reaction  to  free 

crystalline  silica  and  we  have  had  the 
 color  of  pigmented 

-  that  collar  of  pigmented  tissue,  ab
out  the  lesion  which 

extends,  as  you  see  here,  along  the  a
lveolar  wall,  and  also 

the  distortion  of  the  adjacent  alveolar  
spaces.   This  is  an 
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important  feature  which  I  will  call  your  attention  to  shor" 

The  next  slide,  in  addition  to  the  area  of  liqui- 

faction  necrosis  without  detectable  infection,  is  the  focal 

reaction  present  about  small  deposits  of  coal  dust  in  the 

lung.  Now,  this  focal  reaction  has  been  described  by  Doctoii' 

Goffe,  It  has  been  described  by  others.  It  poses  a  problem 

which  is  difficult  to  solve  and  perhaps  has  not  been  solved,, 

The  focal  deposition  of  dust  with  its  reaction,  the  focal 

emphysema,  is  troublesome  because  it  is  a  large  factor  in 

the  respiratory  disability  perhaps  of  these  coal  miners, 

and  here  we  have  a  case,  a  gross  section  of  the  lung  of  a 

coal  miner,  in  a  bituminous  mine.  He  was  a  machine  man 

and  a  loader  for  seven  years.  Here  we  see  the  focal  depo- 

sition of  dust  scattered  thi-oughout  the  lung,  different 

portions  of  the  lung.  The  lesions  are  stellate  in  shape  and 

you  can  readily  see  the  distortion,  the  increase  in  size  of 

the  alveolar  spaces,  adjacent  to  these  focal  deposits. 

That  tnen  is  the  focal  empnysema  x>rhich  has  been  so  clearly  [ 

defined  by  Doctor  Goffe,  and  which  has  been  referred  to  by  j 

Doctor  Fletcher  and  his  co-workers.  I 

The  next  slide,  and  we  stain  these  lesions  spec-  y 

ifically  for  a  certain  -  with  certain  special  stains  and  we i 

note  the  heavy  deposit  of  coal  dust  and  we  also  note  a      | 

proliferation  of  collagen,  wnich  permeates  the  lesion,  and  | 
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4 we  can  see  the  irregularity,  we  can  see  the  emphysema  and 

also  the  projection  into  the  adjoining  alveolar  space. 

The  next  slide,  another  case  —  no,  this  is  the 

same  slide,  and  here  it  is,  showing  you  the  inl'lltration 

of  the  adjacent  alveolar  walls  with  coal  dust  which  has 

become  deposited  in  the  wall,  the  tnickening  of  the  \iall, 

the  relative  or  the  degree  of  -  the  sparcity  of  the  collageA, 

formation  of  collagen  such  as  we  woula  see  if  pxjre  free 

crystalline  silica  were  deposited  in  those  walls  and  we  see 

the  large  alveolar  space,  this  is  the  anatomical  form  of 

emphysema  as  we  see  it. 

The  next  slide.   This  emphysema  is  more  pronouncec^ 

and  these,  of  coiorse,  are  advanced  cases  and  this  -  you 

can  readily   visualize,  belongs  to  the  -  one  of  the  stages 

so  well  described  by  doctor  Fletcher,  of  a  bitijminous  miner 

for  thirty-eight  years.   He  was  a  mule  driver  for  a  number 

of  years;  he  was  a  machine  man  and  raotorman;  he  was  a  coal 

loader  for  approximately  twenty -four  years,  and  he  was  a 

trackman. 

His  symptoms  began  approximately  six  years  prior 

to  death  and  they  were  increasing  respiratory  and  cardiac   i 

difficulty.   The  X-ray,  in  addition  to  these  areas  of  mass-^ 

ive  shadows,  shows  scattered  focal  shadows  throughout  the 

lung.   There  is  also  marked  prominence  of  the  left  ventric- 
I 

ular  cells  and  the  transfer  diameter  of  the  cardiac  silhouette 
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is  somewhat  enlarged.   The  Roentgenographic  interpreation 

was  that  in  the  presence  of  an  adequate  history  of  exposure 

to  free  crystalline  silica,  the  changes  visualized  in  the 

lungs  are  compatible  with  a  Roentgenographic  diagnosis  of 
I 

silicosis  with  conglomeration.   Post  morten  showed  advanced^ 

arterial  sclerosis,  coronary  involvement,  cardiac  hyper-    j 

trophy  and  dilation. 

The  next  slide.   The  gross  lung  in  this  case  is 

heavily  pigmented  as  you  see  here  with  black  pigment  and,   I 

of  course,  one  can  also  readily  recognize  the  coarse  emphy- 

sema present.   The  next  slide,  and  the  section  of  the  right! 

upper  lobe,  the  emphysema  certainly  is  now  most  pronounced 

and  most  emphatic,  and  now  again,  we  see  the  focal  irregular 

deposits  of  pigment  extending  into  the  adjacent  alveolar 

spaces,  the  small  portions  of  the  lobules  of  the  lung  are 
I 

enphasized  about  these,  and  if  we  pick  many  of  them  up,  I 

there  are  large  or  more  coarse  emphysematous  areas.  There  j 

is,  near  the  hilar  region,  this  area  of  massive  pigmentation 

The  tracheobronchial  lymph  nodes  are  enlarged,  j 

The  next  slide.  That  was  from  the  right  upper  ! 

lobe.  This  is  the  left  lower  lobe.  Again,  tne  emphysema  ! 

now  is  more  pronounced.  Of  course,  gross  emphysema,  and 

the  massive  area  of  pigmentation.  Of  course,  this  is  now 

the  emphysema  beyond  the  stage  which  is  so  troublesome.  Of 

course,  this  is  the  progression,  no  doubt  of  this  small 
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focal  area,  areas  of  emphysema  which  occur  about  the  depos- 

its  of  dust. 

And  now,  the  question  arises,  did  the  emphysema 

exist  before  the  pulmonary  deposition  of  dust?  Would  the 

emphysema  have  developed  without  deposition  of  dust  or  is 

the  emphysema  related  to  or  caused  by  the  deposition  of  dus 

in  the  lung?   I  am  unable  to  answer  the  first  two  questions 

namely,  did  emphysema  exist  before  the  pulmonary  depositio
n 

of  dust  in  this  case,  or  would  the  emphysema  have  developed 

in  these  cases  without  deposition  of  dust?   That  demaaids  a 

number  of  studies  which  I'm  sure  you  will  hear  more  about 

in  subsequent  days,  but  the  question  is,  is  the  emphysema 

related  or  caused  by  the  deposition  of  dust? 

This  picture  of  focal  emphysema  has  been  ade- 

quately described  by  Goffe  and  I  should  like  to  show  some 

of  his  preparations  which  he  has  so  kindly  given  to  me. 

This  is  the  section  from  apex  to  base  of  a  coal 

miner,  age  twenty,  who  worked  on  the  coal  face  in  a  
semi- 

bituminous  mine.   You  will  note  that  there  are  focal  
collec' 

tions  of  dust  in  the  l\mg  and  many  of  them.   Some  have 

coalesced  to  form  larger  collections.   However,  the  point  j 

to  be  made  is  that  there  is  little  or  no  focal  emphysema,  ̂  

associated  with  these  deposits  in  this  Instance.   Thus,     | 

the  -  not  all  cases  showing  focal  deposition  of  coal  pig- 

ment in  the  dust,  in  the  lung,  are  associated  with  this 
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focal  emphysema,  as  seen  when  the  spec
imen  is  met.   That 

does  not  mean  that  it  may  not  develop,  
hut  certainly  a  case 

in  point,  is  that  not  all  cases  of  d
ust  are  accompanied  by 

focal  emphysema. 

Another  section  hy  Doctor  Goffe  sho
ws  the  depos- 

its of  coal  dust  in  the  lung  and  now  the 
 focal  emphysema, 

associated  with  every  -  practically  ev
ery  deposit  of  this 

dust  in  the  lung. 

The  next  slide.   Pour  points  of  refer
ence  at  this 

time,  I  should  like  -  I  present  the  n
ormal  lung,  a  section 

prepared  by  us  in  accordance  with  th
e  Goffe  theory,  and  we 

see  one  lobe  and  another  lobe  of  the  l
ung  of  that  side, 

and  note  the  absence  of  pigment,  the 
 black  foci  that  you 

see  are  cross-sections  of  asperducts
;  note  the  uniformity 

in  size  of  the  alveolar  spaces.   i.ots  no  foc
al  emphysema    ^ 

or  gross  emphysema,  j 

The  next  slide.   Let  us  focus  our  intere
st  now  on| 

this  focal  emphysema  which  charact
erizes  the  reaction  assocf- 

iated  with  the  deposition  of  coal  
dust  in  the  lung  and  which 

is  responsible,  I  believe,  for  mo
st  of  the  emohysema,  focali 

emphysema,  and  thus  responsible  i
n  large  measure,  for  the 

respiratory  difficulty  experienced 
 by  some  coal  workers. 

Here  we  see  tne  deposits  of  coal  dust
  in  the  lung. 

we  see  that  the  alveolar  walls  are  
pigmented  with  this  de-  i 

oosit,  that  some  of  the  alveolar  walls  are  app
arently      j 
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thickened  and  then  ruptured  with  projections  into  the  ad- 

joining alveolar  space. 

The  next  slide.   We'll  go  hurriedly  now.   The 

higher  magnification  shows  the  deposition  of  this  coal 

pigment  or  coal  dust  in  -  again  in  both  sides,  sometimes 

about  a  vascular  trunk,  forming  thick  collars,  but  the 

point  to  be  made  here  is  that  this  pigment  is  not  concen- 

trated immediately  about  the  wall  of  the  vascular  trunk, 

but  it  forms  a  thick  wide  collar,  and  as  we  look  at  it 

closely,  we  find  also  the  deposition  or  formation  of  thin 

strands  of  collagen,  showing  that  there  is  a  reaction  to 

this  dust  as  deposited  in  the  lung. 

The  next  slide  —  and  a  connective  tissue  stain 

of  that  lesion,  again  the  vascular  trunk,  the  -  again  the 

heavy  deposit  of  black  pigment  which  tends  to  obscure  the 

collagen  which  is  formed,  and  which  makes  histological 

study  difficult,  but  note  also  the  blue  collagen  which  has 

responded  to  this  deposition  of  coal  dust, 

l^[o^^^,  is  the  focal  emphysema  that  we  see  associated 

with  these  focal  deposits  of  dust,  due  to  the  collagen  de- j 

position  and  formation  which  we  see  here  in  these  deposits! 

of  coal  dust?   Is  it  possible  that  these  foci  have  re- 

action, that  they  act  as  anchors  and  so  inhibit  the  natur- 

al function  of  the  lung  in  these  immediate  areas,  or  is  it 

because  the  changes  ~  the  next  slide  —  which  this  merely 
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shows  the  area  of  higher  concentration  due  to  the  response 

of  free  crystalline  silica,  due  to  pigmentation  —  or  is 

the  emphyseraa  due  to  changes  In  the  vascular  trunks?   Or 

the  blood  supply  to  certain  areas,  as  for  example,  here  we 

see,  a  large  vascular  trunk  sustained  with  elastic  tissue? 

We  see  the  lumen  of  this  vascular  trunk  which  is  consider- 

ably narrower  and  smaller  than  normal.   We  see  the  elastic 

membrane  and  we  see  the  deposit  of  coal  dust  about  this 

vascular  trunk. 

The  next  slide.   And,  in  other  instances,  again 

the  wall  of  a  vascular  trunk,  the  inner  elastic  tissue  and 

here  we  see  the  deposit  of  coal  dust,  and  here  we  see  the 

deposition  of  collagen.   Actually  Involving  and  impinging 

upon  these  vascular  trunks. 

The  next  slide.   Or,  In  other  Instances,  we  see 

the  vascular  trunk  In  the  center  of  an  area  of  pigmenta- 

tion, almost  occluded.   Is  It  then  possible  that  this  focal 

emphysema  which  we  see,  and  the  respiratory  difficulty  in 

these  coal  rainers,  may  be  due  to  these  changes  in  the 

vascular  trunk? 

The  next  slide.   Or,  is  the  emphyseraa  and  the  re- 

spiratory difficulty,  more  directly  due  to  the  Involvement 

of  the  pulmonary  tissue  per  se?  For  example,  in  this  in- 

stance, with  deposition  of  this  coal  dust  in  the  alveolar 

wall  and  its  associated  Inflammatory  response,  could  it  be 
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due  to  that,  and  Incidentally,  we  see  here  a  body  which  Is 

elongated  with  segments,  and  also  with  bulbous  ends.   They 

simulate  the  asbestos  bodies  which  we  see  in  asbestos  work- 

ers,  I  have  six  cases  in  which  we  have  discovered  similar 

bodies.   These  have  been  reported  by  a  good  group,  a  large 

group,  of  other  workers.  Whether  that  asbestos  body  is  due 

to  really  an  asbestos  body  or  whether  it  is  a  reaction  to 

an  asbestos  fiber  which  has  been  inhaled  incidentally,  or 

an  asbestos  fiber  from  some  fuses  used,  I  am  unable  to  say. 

And,  we  see  now,  the  stellate  lesions,  changes 

per  se,  extension  along  the  collagen,  extension  along  the 

alveolar  walls,  disportion  of  the  alveolar  walls,  degener- 

ation of  the  alveolar  walls,  loss  of  function  of  the  alve- 

olar walls  and  its  accompanying  distortion  of  the  alveolar 

space,  and  emphysema.   This  slide   again  shows  the  thick- 

ening of  the  alveolar  wall,  obliteration  of  the  architec- 

ture of  that  wall,  loss  of  vascularity,  the  deposition  of 

collagen. 

The  next  slide  —  and  here  is  a  sedtion  of  the 

lung  of  a  coal  miner  in  which  we  see  almost  complete  oblit- 

eration of  the  alveolar  wall  structures,  replacement  by 

deposition  of  collagen.   The  next  slide  —  and  elastic 

tissue  stains.  We  see  adjacent  walls  of  the  elastic  fibers 

quite  prominent,  we  study  the  pigmented  wall.   It  is  diffi- 

cult to  see  the  elastic  fibers,  but  I  have  not  detected 
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any  significant  different  in  the  character  or  amount  of  th 

elastic  fibers  which  are  present  or  absent  in  these  areas 

of  pigmentation. 

The  next  slide.   And  we  see  here,  complete  ob- 

literation of  the  architecture  of  the  lung,  by  an  involve- 

ment of  the  perimysium,  pigmentation,  hilization  of  the 

alveolar  walls.   The  next  slide  --  And,  is  the  emphysema 

and  the  respiratory  difficulty  due  to  obstruction  of  the 

major  air  spaces  or  passages?  We  do  find  areas  of  pigmen- 

tation, association  of  reaction,  expansion  of  the  alveolar 

wall,  and  repression  of  the  small  air  space. 

Next  slide.   In  other  instemces,  we  find  that  the 

respiratory  bronchiole  is  filled  viith  mucous  or  with  in- 

flammatory obstruction.   Is  it  possible  then  that  the  vas- 

cular changes,  that  the  hilization  of  the  alveolar  walls, 

that  the  obstruction  of  the  respiratory  bronchiole,  which 

we  see  in  these  cases,  is  responsible,  as  individual  fac- 

tors, for  this  emphysema  and  respiratory  difficulty,  or  is 

any  combination  important? 

Now,  I  should  like  to  snow  you  quickly  a  few 

other  slides.   The  next  slide.   Although  focal  emphysema 

is  discovered  in  the  lungs  of  many  coal  workers,  neverthe- 

less, it  is  not  unique  for  the  deposition  of  coal  dust  in 

the  lung.   It  accompanies  also  the  pulmonary  deposition  of 

other  types  of  dust  inhaled  by  workers  in  other  forms  of 

t 
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occupation,  as  for  example,  and  quickly,  the  lun
g  of  a 

granite  cutter. 

Again,  we  see  these  areas  of  reaction  to  
the 

dust,  and  we  see  emphysema  about  these  foci
.   Here  and 

here.   The  next  slide  -  A  molder,  in  an  in
dustry,  and  we 

see  the  deposition  of  dust  with  its  reac
tion,  associated 

reaction,  hut  not  again  the  focal  emphyse
ma.   The  next 

slide  -  I'm  sorry,  let's  go  back  to  that  sl
ide.   This  is 

a  diathermacious  earth  worker  and  we  see 
 the  reaction,  and 

the  focal  emphysema. 

The  next  slide  —  A  molder,  and  we  see  t
he  black 

pigmentation,  focal  emphysema  locali
zed  about  the  pleura, 

about  the  areas  of  deposition  of  dust,
  and  also  the  coarse 

emphysema.  The  next  slide  -  a  magna
tite  workers  for  thir- 

ty five  years,  again  the  focal  emphysema
  and  the  areas  of 

reaction  to  the  free  crystalline  silica
,  which  this  worker 

has  inhaled,  with  collars,  irregular  pi
gment  extending  in- 

to the  alveolar  walls,  in  this  instance. 

The  next  slide  —  a  hematite  worker.   Again,
  the 

emphysema  which  seems  to  be  more  promi
nent  about  the  areas 

of  dust  deposition.   The  next  slide,  a
  graphite  worker, 

again,  the  focal  emphysema.   The  nex
t  slide  -  a  carborundu# 

worker;  again,  the  empnysema  which  se
ems  to  be  most  promi- 

nent about  the  areas  of  deposition  and  about  
the  areas  of 

reaction.   The  next  slide,  a  limestone  w
orker,  and  again 
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the  focal  emphysema. 

So  I  then  submit  that  focal  emphysema,  although 

it  may  be  more  prominent  in  the  coal  workers'  lungs,  and 

although  it  may  assiwie  a  greater  degree  of  -  may  become 

more  manifest  in  the  coal  miners'  lung  and  may  be  respon- 

sible for  much  of  the  respiratory  difficulty,  particularly 

should  it  progress,  yet  it  is  not  unique  for  the  coal 

miners  lung.   Thank  you,  (Applause). 

BY  DOCTOR  DRINKER; 

Any  questions  to  ask  Doctor  Vorwald?   (No  responses)* 

I  suggest  we  have  a  five -minute  recess, 

(Recess  taken  from  11:20  to  11:30  A.M.). 

BY  DOCTOR  DRINKER; 

The  final  paper  this  morning  is  by  Doctor  Fletchei' 

on  the  Epidemiology  of  Coal  Workers'  Pneumoconiosis  in
 

Wales.   Doctor  Fletcher, 

BY  DOCTOR  FLETCHER: 

I'm  afraid  the  title  of  this  paper  is  a  little 

bit  wider  than  that.   Strictly  speaking,  I'm  going  to  talk 

about  the  Epidemiology  in  Great  Britain,  because  some  of  tii^ 

great  interest  in  the  epidemiological  features  of  thi
s  dis- 

ease in  our  country,  is  the  difference  in  the  prevalence  o
f 

this  disease  in  the  different  parts  of  the  country. 

So,  first  of  all,  for  those  of  you  who  know  as 
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BY  DOCTOR  FLETCHERt 

I'm  afraid  the  title  of  this  paper  is  a  little  bit  vider  than 

that.  Strictly  speaking,  I'm  going  to  talk  about  the  Epidemiology 

in  Great  Britain,  because  some  of  the  great  interest  in  the  epidem- 

iological features  of  this  disease  in  our  country,  is  the  difference 

in  the  prevalence  of  this  disease  in  the  different  parts  of  the 

country. 

So,  first  of  all,  for  those  of  you  \dio  know  as 
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little   about   the    geography   of  our   country  as    I  know   about 

yours,    I'm  going   to  put  a  map  up   to   show    just  where   the 

coal  fields   are    in  Great  Britain.      We  have,    first,   here,    is 

the    country. 

The  coal  deposits  in  Great  Britain  are  here  in 

South  'rfales  with  little  fields  neighboring  which  are  very 

unimportant  in  size.   Tlaen  there  is  a  very  small  field 

hidden  at  the  moment,  just  coming  out  there,  in  Kent,  seme
 

little  fields  in  the  Midlands,  a  very  big  field  in  Yor
k- 

shire and  another  one  in  Lancashire,  a  big  one  up  in  Durham, 

going  out  into  the  sea,  another  little  one  in  Cumb
erland 

going  out  into  the  sea  here,  and  other  ones  in 
 Scotland. 

And,  where  our  work  has  been  concentrated  is  in 

Wales,  but  we  have  also  investigated  the  one  up  here
  in 

Lancasnire  and  the  one  in  Cumberland.  By  and  large,  th
e 

greater  part  of  the  coal  in  Great  Britain  here  is  bitu
minou^, 

but  in  Wales  -  next  slide  —  the  coal  grades  are  —
  here 

is  the  coal  field  in  detail,  from  anthracite  o
ver  here 

through  semi-bit^ominous  or  what  we  call  steam  coal
  out  herei 

with  bituminous  coal  out  in  t he  west.  There  is  a  complete  j
 

spectrum  of  coals  in  South  Wales  from  anthracite  to  b
itum-  | 

inous • 

Now,    tne    disease   of   coal  miners  pneuitioconiosis    thit 

Itm  going  to    talk   about  was   very  fully   described,    I   should 
   \ 



say  pathologically  desopibed,   o
ver  a  hundred  years  ago   in 

Scotland,    and   the   disease    then
  appears    In  British  history 

to  have   disappeared.      The   experts
    said   that   there  was   no 

such   thing  now   In  abont   1910,    
as    the   old  miners   asttam. 

the  black  lung  of  miners;    It  h
ad  disappeared  and  that  was 

attributed  to   Improved  worMng 
  conditions    In  the   mines. 

But  them,   as  radiography  bega
n  to  be  more  widely 

applied  m  Qreat  Britain,    It 
 was   found  that  miners    showed 

X-rays   that  looked  very  like 
 silicosis   and  then  the  path- 

ologists  got   interested  again,    and  pa
rticularly   In  South 

wales,    described   the   sort   of 
 pathological  picture   that 

^.tor  vorwald  has  described  to  you, 
  and  in  1929,  miners        ; 

were    adxaitted   to  Workmen's    Com
pensation  for   the   first   tiMO 

.   nfficial   fK-ures   as    to   the   preva
lence    of    this    con- and   some   oiiiciax   x±^^  ^ 

dition  became    available* 

And  here   we    start   actually  
going   through  various 

legal   delays,    the   first   cases  
  certified  were    in  1931.    These

; 

are  years   along  here    (indicating
  on  slide)    and   the   height      | 

,r   the    column  represents   nu..ber. 
  of  men  officially   certl-      , 

f'led  with  the   disease    in  e  acn  year   fr
om  1931    to   19W.    There; 

is   a   gap    there  because    the   legisla
tion  changed,    and   then        ̂  

there    is    -W.    '^9,    -SO.      This    is   Sout
h  Wales  where   about        | 

just   over  a  hundred   thousand  mi
ners  work,    and   this    Is    the 

Whole  rest  of  Great     Britain 
 where   seven   ty   thousand   -   sx

x 

to   seven     hundred   thousand,  
  I  should   say,   work;    seven 

  times' 



the  number  of  men  here,  as  in  V/ales»   These  cases  after 

this  gap  here  are  not  comparable  strictly,  because  the 

legislation  changed  slightly  and  the  standards  of  diagnosis 

changed  slightly  but  not  very  greatly. 

You  see  the  steady  increase  throughout  the  1930 's 

and  then  the  very  abrupt  increase  through  the  war,   I'm  not 

going  into  the  reasons  in  detail;  it  was  partly  due  to  the 

increase  of  dust  during  the  pre-war  years,  due  to  mechani- 

zation, also  due  to  change  of  legislation  diiring  this  time, 

and  also  due  to  the  fact  that  during  the  war,  miners  could 

not  get  out  of  the  mines  except  on  medical  grounds. 

Wages  went  up  in  many  industries  and  many  men 

found  pneumoconiosis  a  way  to  get  lighter  but  equally  ard- 

uous work,  and  so  legislative,  social,  I  think  generally, 

epidemiological  reasons  for  this  tremendous  increase,   I 

just  want  to  draw  your  attention  to  the  increase  of  the 

size  of  the  problem  in  South  Wales, 

These  workers  increasing  during  this  time,  over 

twenty  thousand  men  were  certified  with  this  disease  and 

removed  from  the  industry.   In  19i|5>  over  one  in  three  of 

the  undeiiground  workers  of  two  mines  were  removed  frcra  the 

industry  for  pneumoconiosis. 

In  great  contrast  to  this  tremendous  prevalence 

in  South  ws-les,  by  certified  figures,  we  have  the  very  much 

smaller  prevalence  in  the  rest  of  Great  Birtain,   The  level 
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seems  to  be  easing  off  in  South  Wales;  it  appears  to  be 

still  rising  in  the  rest  of  the  country. 

Well,  now,  in  South  Wales  itself,  there  are  also 

quite  important  changes  in  the  certification  prevalence  as 

we  look  across  the  country.   Over  in  the  anthracite  area 

here,  this  is  a  map  in  vxhlch  little  dots  imply  coal  mines 

employing  more  than  a  hundred  men,  and  these  are  contour 

drawings  on  mines  with  the  same  prevalence  of  certified 

disease  over  this  period  'i|0  to  'ij-^.   The  blacker  they  are, 

the  worse  they  are. 

The  black  here  is  over  seventy  per  thousand  per 

annum,  and  mostly  the  anthracite,  with  a  tongue  out  here 

in  the  bituminous  area,  and  the  surrounding  bituminous  area^
 

were  very  much  lower  prevalence. 

Well,  now,  the  Medical  Research  Council  did  a  big 

investigation  of  this  problem  in  1938  and  with  Doctor  Hart 

and  Doctor  Haslett  and  a  lot  of  other  people,  and  they  con- 

firmed, from  survey  work,  this  distribution  of  the  disease 

in  South  wales,  the  nigher  tne  rank  of  coal,  the  more  the 

disease.   They  failed  to  show  any  direct  relationship  to 

any  particular  component  of  the  coal  such  as  the  free 
 sil- 

ica or  the  ash.   There  was  a  general  relationship  to  the 1 

total    araount   of   dust.      The   disease,    they   pointed   out,    was       j I 

quite  distinct  from  classical  silicosis  and  from  their  work, I 

this  rank  of  coal  hypothesis,  that  high  rank  coals,  antnracite 
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coals  are  more  harmful  than  the  bituminous  coals,  the  soft 

coals,  that  came  into  being  and  has  had  wide  currency,  and 

that   is   Although,  as  I  say,  there  was  no  direct  evidence 

from  their  work,  for  this  hypothesis  because  the  anthracite 

mines  were  dustier  than  the  steam  coal,  which,  in  t\irn,  wer^ 

dustier  than  the  bituminous. 

Well,  no\j,    to  go  on,  owing  to  the  very  grievous 

situation  in  South  Wales,  the  Medical  Research  Council  set 

up  a  special  unit  in  19i|5*  which  I  have  had  the  pleasure 

and  honor  of  being  associated  with  since  that  time,  and  we 

have  done  a  good  deal  of  work  into  the  epidemiological  side 

-  the  epidemiological  features  of  this  disease. 

The  work  has  been  done  by  my  colleague.  Doctor 

Cochran,  and  I  really  feel  rather  shy  coming  here  and  talk- 

ing to  you  about  work  he  has  done.   All  that  I  am  going  to 

tell  you  about  has  been  work  for  which  he  has  been  respon- 

sible and  the  credit  goes  to  him  and  his  team. 

The  objective  of  this  epidemiological  work  has 

feeen,  first,  to  try  and  see  if  we  could  get  any  explana- 

tion for  these  epidemiological  differences  as  shown  by 

certification  figures,  and  secondly,  to  see  if  we  could 

guide  dust  suppression  by  establishing  safe  limits  of 

dustiness. 

Now,  the  method  —  next  slide  --  has  been  to 

study  men  and  their  dust  exposure.   Now,  what  sort  of  men 
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did  we   study?      The    sort   of   groups    that  have  been  used  for 

epidemiological  work  have  been   the    following:      Miners 

attending   hospital.      I'm   ashamed   almost   to  put   that    on   a 

slide,   but    I  vjouldn't   do    it   except   that  quite  prominent 

papers   have  been  published  on  miners    attending  hospital, 

and   clearly  they  are   —  even  a  nighly  selected  group,    even 

if    the   doctor  himself   doesn't   select  his   patients    --  they 

have  been   selected  for  him   on  a  very   curious    and  unpre- 

dictable basis. 

A  lot  of  papers  have  been  published  on  applicants 

or  receipts  for  compensation.  All  the  figures  I  have  shown 

you  so  far  as  we  have  gone,  are  based  on  that  sort  of  popu- 

lation, but  again  many -fold  motives  effect  a  man's  applica- 

tion for  compensation,  and  it's  difficult  to  use  that  type 

of  population  for   active  work. 

You  then  have   more    carefully  selected  populations 

The   ideal  population  would  be   all    the   men  x-jho  have   ever 

worked  in  an  industry,   whatever   they're   now  doing,   but 

clearly,   that's    impossible.      What  we    can  do    is    take    select- 

ed  cases,    all    the   cases    in   a  mine    and   selected  occupations, 

all   the  underground  workers,    all    the   underground  workers 

and  surface   workers,   because   miners    tend  to  go   from  under- 

ground to   surface   from   time    to   tim.e,    or   complete  mining 

communities.     We  have   adopted,    at  various    times,    the   pop- 

ulations   three   to    six. 
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Now,  the  next  important  thing  is  to  insure  
that 

you  get  all  the  population  you're  after.   Here
  is,  just  to 

emphasize  this  point,  the  prevalence  of  di
sease  according 

to  our  categories,  0,  1,  2,  3,  simple  pne
umoconiosis,  mass- 

ive fibrosis,  to  a  hundred  consecutive  cases  at
tending  the 

certifying  panel  at  Collier.  You  see  the  
first  two  are  not 

represented,  miners  and  ex-miners  admitted 
 to  our  ward, 

high  proportion  have  exited;  ex-miners  in
  a  town,  this  dis- 

tribution; surface  workers,  and  the  designed  undergrou
nd 

population,  and  you  will  see  that  these  
three  all  agree 

fairly  well,  but  the  certified  cases  and  
the  hospital  cases 

show  a  gross  distortion  of  the  distributio
n  of  disease, 

altnough  all  these  cases  come  from  the  sa
me  geographical 

area. 

These  are  the  collierys  we  have  studied 
 which 

have  been  in  South  Wales.   Some  of  the  
collierys  already 

have  been  studied  by  the  Medical  Research  C
ouncil  in  1938.  i 

We  have  re-read  the  films  in  our  classifica
tion  and  used   ! 

their  figures.  We  have  also,  particula
rly  carefully,  stud-; 

ied  some  steam  coal  mines,  this  group  her
e  in  South  Wales.  '; 

Steam  coal  is  our  semi -bituminous,  and  an  an
thracite  mine   j 

with  very  little  disease  in  it.   This  is
  another  steam  coal! 

mine,  and  two  mines  in  England  with  rath
er  low  concentra-   : 

tions  of  dust,  two  mines  in  England  in 
 Lancashire  and  Cum- 

berland with  very  high  dust  concentrations  repute
dly,  from 
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all  we   could  hear,   but  very   low   certified  incidence. 

We  hoped   there    to    get   a  real   contrast  between   the 

conditions   in  bltiiiulnous   and  anthracite  mines   in  South  is/alefe 

and    the   general   relationship  between  dustiness    and  rank  out|- 

slde   South  Males,    to   get  mines  which  were  really  dusty 

but  had  low  rank   coals,    and   those   are   the    two. 

Now,    this    slide   is   attributed   to  Doctor  Cochran, 

jjhe  percentage   of   the  unaerground-surf ace  populations   which 

he   has   managed   to  X-ray    in  each  of   those   mines   are   given 

there,    and   the    only    two   cases,    in   this    mine   here    and  here, 

in  which  he   was   not  fully   in  charge   of   the    survey,    there 

were   early   surveys,    is    the   proportion  below  ninety -eight 

percent. 

The    important    aspect   of   that   is    shown   in   two 

figures    —  next   slide.      At   these    two  collierys   where   we 

didn't  get   ninety-eight  percent   of   the  population,  you  will 

see    that   the  proportion  varies   with  age.      The    statisticians 

found  difficulty   in   the   casually  yo;ing,    and  in   the   equally 

old.      The   middie-age   you   get   easier.      If   you  don't  get 

ninety-five  percent  you  get    seventy-five  percent;   both   of 

these   collierys   you  got   over  seventy-five  percent   of    the 

population,    but  you've    got   a   distorted  sample.      It   is    es- 

sential   to   get    a  hundred  percent  population. 

The   next   slide    —   and   one    colliery  where   he    got 

a  hundred  percent.    Doctor   Cochran  analyzed  the   amoxint   of 
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disease  in  relation  to  pneumoconiosis,  inactiv
e  and  clin- 

ically significant  tuberculosis,  on  the  radiograph  and
  the 

first  two  hundred  men  came  along  willingly  for 
 examination. 

The  second  two  hundred  came  along  after  some  a
rgujnent,  and 

the  third  two  hundred  had  to  he  frog-marched  in, 
 and  you 

will  see  that  people  with  pneumoconiosis  come  forth
  readily^ 

the  people  with  tuberculosis  lag  behind,  so  if  y
ou  only  get 

sixty  percent,  you  have  missed  quite  a  lot
  of  your  disease. 

You  get  adversely  distorted  samples  in  relat
ion  to  disease, 

61  problem  which  is  quite  often  omitted  in  ref
erence  to  this 

point,  and  which  is  commonly  omitted  in  sur
vey  work. 

Well,  now,  some  results  —  next  slide.   Here
  are 

just  the  crude  prevalences  of  these  twelve 
 collierys  I 

have  shown  you,  just  the  sort  of  thing  you 
 get  from  X-rays 

of  these  populations.   Here  is  an  anthrac
ite  mine,  preval- 

ence category  1,  2,  3:  Massive  Fibrosis,  PMP  
is  short  for 

that,  quite  a  big  range  of  these  prevalen
ces;  these  two 

English  collierys  with  the  low  prevalence  
and  you  will  see 

that  this  does,  by  and  large,  conform  what
  is  shown  by  cer- 

tification figures,  that  if  we're  interested  in  dus
t  ex- 

posure, we  can't  use  this  crude  prevalence,  and  t
he  ques- 

tion is  what  dust  exposure  should  we  examine  i
n  relation 

to  this  disease. 

This  slide  shows  figures  from  all  these  popu
la- 

tions in  relation  to  age,  years  spent  undergroun
d  and  years 



m^ spent   on   the    coal   face,    all   luxaped   together,    the  whole   lot, 
and  you  will   see   that  in  relation   to   age,    there   is    a    taper- 

ing Off   after   the   ag.   of   forty-five;    there    is   no   increase 
in   the  prevalence   of   the   disease.      This   is    Category  1.      You 
take  underground  work,    there   is    a  smaller    tapering  off;    whe^ 
you  take   miners    on    the    coal   face,    then    there   is   a  steady 
increase   with   increasing  years    on  the    coal    face,    and  it 
was    that   argument   and  various    other   arguments    that   led  us 
to  concentrate   our  attention  in  relation    to  dust   exposure 
to   the   coal  face  worker   and   to   dust   at   the   coal  face. 

And,    what  we  have    done    is    this:      Por   our  relation- 

ship  between  dust   and  disease,    technique    of  field  surveys,    | 
we  have    the  unit,    an  X-ray  team  and  a  dus t    team.      The  X-rly 
team  takes    the  X-rays   and   takes    industrial   histories.      The 
X-rays    are   read  by   the   duplicate   reading   technique    I   spoke 
to  you  about   this  morning.      The    industrial   histories    are 
carefully   screened  and  from  it  we   select  pure   face   workers. 
They  are    defined  as  men  who,    during   the    ten  years   before 
the    survey,    have  worked  on   the    coal   face   for  more    than  one 
year   and  worked  in  no   other   dust   occupation  for   more    than 
one  year.      We   limit  ourselves    to    ten  years   because   our   dust 
exposure  may   occur   today,   but   the   disease   is   produced  in 
the   past.      We   have,    tnerefore,    to   multiply  by   a   factor   pro- 

duced in   the   dust  history   in   order    to  make    the   dust   compu- 
tation relative    to    the   dust   we   have   observed,    and  we    do  notj 
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think  we  can  do  that  over  a  greater  period  than  ten  years, 

so  vje  restrict  ourselves  to  piire  face  workers  over  ten 

years. 

The  dust  team  goes  to  the  coal  faces,  all  the 

coal  faces  in  the  mine  using  the  precipitator,  and  they 

take  dust  measurements  in  terms  of  particles,  c.  c.  or 

more  strictly  speaking,  and  I  apologize,  per  millimeter, 

twenty-five  microns,  and  we  have  now  adopted  a  teciinioue 

whereby  the  dust  is  not  taken  at  fixed  positions  on  the 

coal  face,  but  is  taken  at  the  working  places  of  colliers 

selected  on  a  random  basis,  so  that  the  dust  measurements 

do  represent  the  true  measure  of  dust  exposixre  of  those 
men. 

If  the  man  selected  is  an  absentee,  well,  no 

dust  is  collected  that  day  and  naught  is  contributed  to  the! 

average,  because  the  man  wasn't  exposed  to  dust  that  day,   ! 

We  introduced  that  relationship  to  the  actual  exposure  of  ! 

the  man  as  closely  as  we  can.  I 

Then,  we  take  the  nistory  of  the  mine  as  closely  ; 

as  we  can  in  terms  of  production,  ventilation,  all  the     I 
! 

rest  of  it,  in  order  to  see  how  relevant  this  sample  here 

is  to  the  past  and  Introduce  a  multiplication  factor  where  ' 

necessary,  but  at  the  sam.e  time,  tiarough  the  filters,  we  ' 

take  the  analysis  and  we  get  an  index  of  total  dust  dose 

expressed  in  particles  per  c.  c.  times  years,  that  is  the 
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concentration  of  dust  multiplied  by  the  number  of  years  the 

man  has  been  exposed  to  it,  and  on  the  other  side,  by  multi 

plying  that  by  the  proportion  of  free  silica  in  the  dust, 
we  get  a  total  of  silica  dust. 

Now,  then,  this  technique  of  relating  dust  dosage 

to  amount  of  disease  is  a  standard  pharmacological  one,  but 

I  want  to  pay  tribute  to  my  colleague,  Mr.  Roach,  who  has 

done  all  our  dust  measurements,  for  the  fact  that  he  point- 

ed  out  this  particular  method  of  expression  to  use.  Doc  torsi 

who  ought  to  have  known  better.   Previously  we  were  just    j 

taking  an  average  dust  concentration  times  an  average  years! 

of  all  the  men,  but  ignoring  the  great  differences  in  the   I 

distribution  of  period  of  exposure  between  the  different    i 

mines.   What  Jlr.  Roach  suggested,  we  should  do,  is  to  take  | 

for  each  raan  the  anoimt  of  time  he  had  spent  on  the  coal 

face,  multiply  that  by  the  niimber  of  years  and  get,  for 

each  man,  a  dust  exposiore  in  terms  of  particle  years,  then 

group  the  man  according  to  different  groups  of  dust  expos- 

ure and  see  the  percentage  in  t hose  groups  showing  radiolo- 

gical change  and  this  is  the  result  in  all  the  pure  face 

workers  at  eight  of  those  twelve  British  pits  where  we  had 

the  dust  information.   Four  of  them  we  didn't  do  dust 

samples,   Quite  a  nice  sort  of  steep  curve  with  the  only 

dip  here,  i 

Well,  now,  we  were  interested  in  the  difference   I 
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between  the  English  mines  and  the  Welch  mines,  so  let'
s  see 

what  happens  when  we  separate  them.   The  dip  comes  rig
ht 

out  and  we  find  beautiful  smooth  curve,  and  this  curve 
 is 

fitted  by  less  squares  to  these  figxires  here  which  i
s  quite 

different  from  the  English. 

These  six  Welch  pits  are  all  mutually  consistent 

statistically,  and  statistically  quite  different
  from  the 

English  here.   Here  is  the  dust  dosage,  and  they 
 do  show 

a  quite  clear  difference  in  the  relationship  
of  radiologi- 

cal abnormality  and  dust  exposure. 

Now,  then,  why  this  difference?  Well,  it's 

natural  that  we  should  say  'Hurraht;  it  is  obv
ious  that 

this  is  silicosis,  anthraco-silicosis;  you've  onl
y  got  to 

look  at  the  American -European  literature  to  se
e  that,  and 

It  is  the  responsibility  of  silica,  and  so  we
  take  these 

five  mines,  the  five  not  six,  and  we  look  to  see.
   The 

range  in  ash  content,  nothing  much  in  it;  the
  high  content 

is  inone  of  the  English  mines;  total  silica,  not
hing  in  it; 

free  silica,  this  should  be  O.k   —  I'l^  ̂ o^ry  that's  a  mis- 

print —  and  you  see  again  that  the  Engxish  mines  f
all  in 

the  same  sort  of  range  as  the  Welch  Mines;  ca
lcium;  albumen^ 

and  the  only  striking  thing  is  the  volatile 
 matter.   These 

Welch  mines  happen  to  have  this  range  where
  both  the  Eng- 

lish mines  have  the  low  volatile.  We  haven't  yet
  managed 

to  study  low  volatile  Welch  mines,  so  we  don
't  know  how 
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important  this  Is,  but  it's  the  obvious  point  at  the  moment 

Well,  now,  let's  just  look  at  the  free  silica 

dosage  against  dust.   That's  in  the  six  Welch  pits,  and  I 

want  you  to  remember  that  other  slide,  that  beautiful  steep 

curve,  and  the  very  visible  sigmoid  adopted  from  it,  and 

it's  very  clear  that  the  silica  is  not  relating  to  the  ab- 
normalities as  well  as  the  total  dust, 

Mali,  now,  what  can  this  mean,  this  difference 

between  the  Welch  and  the  English  mines?   I  think  that  in 

looking  for  the  silica  difference,  we're  really  barking  up 

the  wrong  tree  altogether,  and  for  this  reason:  That  in 

talking  about  active  and  inactive  dusts  the  otner  day,  I 

think  I  suggested  to  you,  or  perhaps  I  didn't,  but  it's  in 

my  written  paper,  that  you  migiit  define  an  Inactive  dust 

as  one  in  which  there  is  a  lot  of  dust  in  trie  lung  in  re- 

lation to  the  amoumt  of  reaction  to  it,  but  as  an  actuve 

dust  is  one  in  which  tnere  is  relatively  little  dust  in 

the  lung  in  relation  to  the  amount  of  reaction. 

Cork  -  quite  a  little  cork,  produced  fibrosis. 

In  coal,  in  iron,  you  get  a  large  amount  of  dust  x^rith  rela- 

tively little  fibrosis,  but  if  this  difference  between  the  \ 

English  and  Welch  mines,  were  between  the  bituminous  and    j 

the  anthracite  and  the  steam  coal  mines,  if  that  were  due 

to  differences  in  the  fibrogenic  properties  of  these  dusts,! 

we  would  expect,  pathologically,  to  find  a  greater  reaction 



in  relation  to  the  amount  of  dust  in  the  Welch  mines  than 

we  find  in  the  English  mines.   Now,  hitherto,  the  amount  of 

material  we've  got  from  English  mines  is  relatively  scanty, 

but  we  have  quite  a  bit  and  we  don't  see  any  such  differ- 

ence.  If  you  look  at  an  English  bituminous  miner's  lung. 

Professor  Goffe  will  say,  'I  can  see  no  difference  in  this 

lung  from  a  Welch  mine  -  miner's  lung,  except  there  seems 

to  be  less  dust  in  it'.   The  amount  of  reaction  in  rela- 

tion to  the  amount  of  dust  is  the  same,  but  there  does  seem 

to  be  less  dust  in  it,  and  that  at  present  is  our  thinking, 

that  for  some  reason  or  other  the  bituminous  coal  dust 

either  doesn't  get  into  the  lung  so  easily  or  having  got 

in,  is  easy  meat  to  the  phagocytes  and  they  just  walk 

straight  out  with  it  again,  a  verjr  difficult  hypothesis  t
o 

test. 

we're    trying  to  do    that  with  animal   experiments, 

but   it's   going  to  be   quite    an  elaborate   statistical  proble
m 

to  get  proof   of    that  hypothesis,   but   that's   where  w
e're 

sitting   at   the  moment.     We    think  there  must  be    some   differ
- 

ence   of   some   kind   in    the   re tainability   of    these    dusts.      I 

can   say   straightaway   that   it  doesn't  lie   in  the   size  d
is- i 

t 

tribution   of   dusts.  | 

Well,    now,    that   is    as    far   as   we   have   got   in  re-     i 

lation   to    tnese   epidemiological    differences.      There    is    this| 

difficulty.      We    can't  yet  explain  it,    and   at  the   time,    we 



have    set  for   the   future,    a  plan  to   carrj'-   out    slmultaneoiis 

dust   and  radiological   surveys    at    twenty  mines   scattered 

throughout   the  whole   of   Great  Britain,    which   the   coal  board 

are    organizing  in   collaboration  vrith  us,    and  vie   hope    to 

overcome    the    Inaccuracies    of   the  historical   factor    in   this 

way,    and  from  follow-up   surveys    of   this   kind,    to  get  really 

good  evidence,   more  precise    than  we've   got   at   the   moment 

which,    associated  with  and   in  addition    to,    animal  experi- 

ments,  may  help  us    to   solve    the   why's   and  wherefore's    in 

this    difference  we  have  found. 

Now,    what  about   safe   limits?      Next   slide.      Here 

we   have,    for    the  Welch  pits,    where   our  working  data   is  much 

more   complete,    these   dose   response   curves   for   Category  1,   and 

for   Category   2,    and  more    and  Cateogry   3>    and  here   we   have 

the    dust    dost.      These    are    sigmoid    curves,    and   are,    of   cours^, 

soiind  distribution  curves.      That  is    to    say   this    curve  here 

represents   an  ordinary   -   an   ordinary  normal  distribution 

curve,    and  the   fifty  percent  point   Is,    of  cotirse,    the   most 

accurate   point    to    take    the    relevant   point    on    it   from,    and 

I  have  mentioned   in  my  paper    that   our  ratio  betv/een  oxu? 

categories    is   roughly  speaking,   but   only  roughly,   linear, 

is    about  half   as  much  dust   again,    at   the   fifty  percent 

point  here;    two  and   three,    you  can   see   it   isn't  quite    as 

accurate    as    it   should  be,    but    it's    not  bad,    and   this   is    our 

evidence    that   our   categories    are   related    to   dust   exposure. 



Now,    then  when   I  pufbllshed   this   in   the   Screed, 

I   shall   leave   out   these   figures   here,    and   I   hope  you  will 

forget    them,    because   ob:?iously,    this    is    quite    a   dangerous 

graph,    because   you  can   read  up   from  here,    if   a  man   is    ex- 

posed  to   five    tnousand  particles   per    c.    c,    by    the  by,    a 

thousand, approximately,    particles    is,    I  think   I'm  right, 

aren't   I,    Professor  Drinker  in  saying  it's    approximately 

twenty-five    to   thirty  million  particles   per  cubic   foot? 

I  know  you   talk  about   these   different   things,   but  perhaps 

you  better  leave   it  untranslated  at  the  moment. 

Anyway,  a  man  is  translated  to  a  thousand  parti- 

cles per  c.  c,  which  is  about  the  official  approved  levels 

in  Great  Britain,  for  five  years,  fifty  percent  of  the  men 

vfill  have  Category  1  in  five  years.  Ten  years,  fifty  per- 

cent will  have  Category  2,  Does  it  matter?  I  think  we'll 

leave  that  discussion  until  Doctor  Hugh-Jones  has  told  you 

something   about   the    disability. 

Clearly,    from  this    sort   of   chart,    you  can  read 

off  what  will  happen   to  men  if    they're    exposed    to    these 

particular    conditions    for   various   periods    of   time,    and  ob- 

viously,   I    suppose    to    some    of   us,    should  forget    the   politi- 

cal   consequences    and   just   publish  his   results    and   let    the      | 

workers    and   the   employers    fight   it    out,    but    I    think  that 

it's   better   at   the  present,    to  publish  that   graph  without 

the   figures   on  it   for   the  future,    so   I  hope  you'll    try    to 
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■understand  why  I  omit  the  flgiires  from  the  publication. 

It's  also  a  matter  of  discretion,  because  in  these  figures 

we  have  got  o-ur  historical  factor  which  is  a  little  bit  of 

guess  vjoi^k,  and  these  figures  here  are  only  relevant  to  the 

particular  range  of  dust  concentrations  that  we  have  ob- 

served, 

V;e  have  found,  for  instance,  that  if  you  separately 

analyze  years  and  particles,  that  for  the  same  —  sorry, 

that  for  -  yes,  the  same  period  of  time,  twice  the  exposure 

produces  more  than  twice  the  amount  of  disease.   That  is  to 

say  concentration  is  more  important  than  time  and  these 

figures  just  represent  an  even  weight  of  concentration  and 

time.   So  much  about  safe  conditions;  that  is  our  approach; 

I  recommend  it  to  you  as  a  very  valuable  method  of  express- 

ing this  relationship, 

I  now  vjant  to  tiirn  to  discuss  what  we  refer  to, 

conversationally,  as  the  two-disease  hypothesis  which  Doc- 

tor Vorwald  has  already  raised  with  you.  We  find,  in 

simple  pneumoconiosis,  we  call  it,  these  discreet  capaci- 

ties throughout  tne  chest,  and  we  find  these  massive  lesionjs. 

Are  the  massive  lesions  just  due  to  large  quantity  of  dust 

in  the  lung  or  are  they  due  to  the  action  of  some  other 

agent  and  dust? 

Doctor  Goife's  view  is  that  these  lesions  are 

tuberculous,  as  Doctor  Vorwald  said.   He  finds  tubercle 
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bacllla  in  fifty  percent  of   them  at  post  mortem,   but   in 

the    other   sixty  percent  he    doesn't  find   them.      He    says 

that   the   histology  looks    to  him  like    tuberculosis    or   the 

same.      Doctor  Vorwald  won't  support  him  there,    and  I   can't 

enter   into   that,    but  we  have    got   this   large   number  of   cases 

without  definite   overt  eviddnce   of   tuberculosis    at   death. 

The   explanation  on  the    tuberculous  hypotliesis    is   that   the 

tuberculosis   has   died  out   leaving  its   scar  behind  it,    but 

I  don't  like    that  very  much,   because  we    do   see    cases    that 

progress  rapidly  right  up    to   death,    and  even  in   those    cases 

that  have  progressed  right  up    to    death,    we  have    two  in  whlc]|i 

we   failed  to  find  any  definite   evidence  of   tuberculosis « 

It   is  possible    that   the    tubercle   bacillus    initiates   some 

process  which  then  becomes    self -propagating.     Me   know   that 

the   dust   in   the   lung  Is  mobile,    even  in  these   little   foca, 

because   a  man  with  simple   pne\amoconlosis,    when   he   gets 

bronchitis,   will   cough  up   dust   in  his   sputum  many  years 

after  he   leaves    the  mine,    and   it  may  be   that   once   an   in- 

fection   starts    in   the    lung,    the   rest    of    the    lung    tends    to 

move   up   in   that  focus   and   then   starts   a  propagating  pro- 

cess   that   is    due    to    the    dust.      That   is    a  possible   way    of 

ilninj 
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But  we  still  believe  that  there  is  a  lot  of  evi- 

dence for  the  tuberculous  process  and  certainly  for  there 
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being  two  different  disease  processes  involved
  and  the  evi- 

dence we  have,  I  want  to  just  discuss  with  you  now  brie
fly. 

First,  the  Eiiropeans  say  that  these  massiv
e 

lesions  are  due  to  the  action  of  silica.   If  s
o,  we  would 

—  sorry,  will  you  just  skip  the  next  four
  slides;  they're 

just  pictures  that  Doctor  Vorwald  has  alr
eady  covered  on 

the  pathology.   I  think  I  can  skip  that,  so
  come  on  to  the 

next  table.   I  just  put  this  in  in  case  D
octor  Vorwald 

hadn't  covered  it. 

Here  we  come  to  cases  that  Professor  King  i
n 

London  and  Nagelschmidt  have  done  analyses
  on,  on  the  whole 

lung  in  relation  to  the  pathological  gro
up,  normal,  slight 

simple,  marked  simple,  early  coalescen
t  nodulatlon  and 

massive  fibrosis,  and  you  will  notice  t
here  is  no  differenc^ 

in  these  groups  in  proportion  to  the  
amount  of  free  silica 

anywhere  in  that  table. 

If  these  massive  lesions  were  due  to  t
hose  cases 

with  a  lot  of  silica  in  them,  then  we  ou
ght  to  find  a  high- 

er proportion  of  free  silica  in  these  ra
assivs  cases,  than 

m  the  simple  cases  and  you  will  see  nin
e,  ten,  eleven,  so 

we  don't  think  that  it's  due  to  silica. 

Now,  evidence  then,for  their  being  two  p
rocesses 

in  the  progression  of  the  disease.   We
  have  followed  cases 

over  various  periods  of  time,  using  o
ther  people's  previous^ 

X-rays  in  this  group,  and  our  own  X-ra
ys  here,  and  in  simple 
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pneumoconiosis,  with  dust  exposure,  without  dust  exposvire, 

and  with  dust  exposure,  we  had  eighty-one  cases  Category 

1  to  three  without  dust  exposure.   None  progressed;  two 

hundred  sixty  cases  with  dust  exposure  and  eighteen  percent 

progressed,  so  in  smaller  interval,  our  own  X-rays,  divid- 

ing no  dust  exposure,  minimal,  engine  drivers  underground, 

and  under  control  code,  none  progressed  without  dust  ex- 

posiorej  21,  —  2.1  with  minimal  and  7  percent  with  dust 

expos\are  over  this  short  period.   Those  are  published  al- 

ready, so  that  pneumoconiosis  progresses  as  duch  only  with 

dust  exposure. 

Now,  you  go  on  to  massive  fibrosis;  there  are  two 

features,  one  the  attack  of  massive  fibrosis  on  simple 

pneumoconiosis,  and  secondly  the  progression  of  it  once  it 

starts.   Here  again,  small  groups  of  cases,  on  here,  forty 

In  each  group,  but  with  over  five  years  dust  exposure  and 

no  dust  exposure.   This  represents  the  attach,  the  number 

of  cases  attached  by  massive  fibrosis  in  that  period,  rather 

more  in  the  no  dust  exposure  group  than  the  dust  exposure. 

There  is  not  a  significant  difference. 

When  you  come  to  progression  again,  no  difference;, 

significant  difference  in  the  amount  of  progression  or  the 

attack  rate  of  massive  fibrosis  in  relation  to  dust  expos- 

ure, so  in  relation  to  dust  exposure,  the  two  types  of  ap- 

pearance, radiological  appearance,  behave  differently. 
  h   
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Well,    now,    the  way   in  which  we've    tried   to   fu
r- 

ther  our  knowledge   of   this   question  Is    an  ingenious
   and 

courageous   plan  put  forward  by  Doctor  Cochran.
     We    can't 

produce    simple   pneumoconiosis    in   animals    
and  we    don't 

think,    therefore,   we   can  really  get  relev
ant   information 

about   the    tuberculous   nature    of  massive   fi
brosis   from  ani- 

mal work,      well,    then,    he   said  we'll  have    to  us
e  men  and 

he    took  a  complete  population  of   a  mining  va
lley,    the   LittL 

Rhondda,   which  is    the  Rhondda  Fach,    he    too
k   the    complete 

population,    thirty   thousand  and  decided 
 ne   would  X-ray 

them  all   and  he  would   then  discover   all    the 
   cases   of   tuber- 

culosis   in   that  valley,    open  tuberculosis,    with   the 
  help 

of   the   regional  hospital  board,    he  would  g
et  those    cases 

into  hospitals   and  have   sputum  control   of    
the  m.ajority   - 

the   remainder,   rather,    and  by  one-two    test
ing,    see   whether 

he    could  reduce    the   rate    of   tuberculous    
infection  or   infec- 

tivity   in  that  valley. 

He  would  then  compare   the    attack  rate   o
f  m.asslve 

fibrosis   in  that  valley  with   that  pertai
ning   in  a  neighbor- 

ing valley  where   no   special  meas-ares   had 
 been  taken. 

This    shows   his    success    in  X-raying   that   val
ley. 

I    do  want  to  pay   tribute    to  Doctor  Coc
hran  for  this    remark- 

able  performance.      These    are    age    groups    a
long  here, women 

here,    men  here,    and  this    is    the  proporti
on  of    the    total 

population  established  by  private    census   
 at   the    time   of    the 



x-ray  survey,  and  the  ground  is  well  over  one  hiondred  per- 

cent.  Where  it  gets  over  sixty,  where  it's  difficult  to 

get  some  of  the  old  men  and  old  women  out,  the  survey  was 

done  in  winter  which  is  a  mistake,  because  it's  difficult 

to  get  them  out  and  convince  them  their  X-rays  have  any 

relevance  to  the  health  of  the  comm.unity,  so  you  just  com- 

pare this  with  the  business  figures  published  in  this 

coimtry,  where  a  careful  census  has  been  taken  according 

to  county,  and  considerably  lower  figures,  and  this  inter- 

esting drop  in  the  young,  the  men  presumably  too  busy,  and 

the  women  with  too  many  children  to  be  able  to  leave  and 

come  to  the  X-ray. 

But  anyway,    that   remarkable   achievement  there,    I 

think,    shows    that   he   has    succeeded   in   getting  nearly   all 

the    cases    of    tuberculosis,    except   some   of   these   here,    on 

X-ray.      Well,    now,    the   results   of  his    experiment  won't  be      , i 

available,    of   course,    for   five   or    ten   years.      But  meanwhilel, 

there    are   some   interesting  points   from  the  prevalence  j i 

point   of   view,    which   are    relevant    to    our   problem.      This  | 

snows   the  numbers    actually  X-rayed,   miners,    ex-miners    and 

non-miners,    the   adult  females    and  the    school   children.      Thej 1 

infants    in  the   school   areas   were  not  examined,    twenty -one      • 
j 

thousand  more,  \ 
i 

In  the  course  of  this  survey.  Doctor  Cochran  and  j 

his  team  have  -  his  team  of  four,  in  six  months,  they  had  ■ 



no  less  than  twenty -thou sand  personal  home  visits  to  poor 

people  in  the  valley. 

This  rather  depressing  picture  shows  the  preva- 

lence of  pneumoconiosis  in  the  ex-miners  and  miners  in  the 

valley.   It  snows  there  is  quite  a  lot  of  pneumoconiosis, 

study  of  simple  pneiomoconiosis  here  without  fibrosis  in 

which  the  study  of  the  attack  rate  and  also  quite  a  lot  of 

massive  fibrosis  to  study  too,  enormous  population  there, 

and  the  total  numbers  in  this  whole  group  are  about  nine 

thousand. 

x^iow,  this  is  quite  a  complicated  ongi  I  do  apolo- 

gize.  The  first  point  is  that  there  is  a  logarithmic  scale i 

and  here  I  considered  cases  of  infectious  tuberculosis, 

let's  say,  with  a  positive  smear  on  culjcure,  cases  of  in- 

active tuberculosis,  diagnosed  on  the  radiograph  as  held 

inactive  tuberculosis,  and  cases  diagnosed  as  clinically 

active  tuberculosis,  let's  say,  cases  requiring  supervision^ i 
or  in  the  cases  where  there  is  pneumoconiosis  or  massive    I 

fibrosis,  and  we  found  none  in  Category  1  in  which  the      j 

shadow  looked  like  pneiomoconiosis,  but  in  many  cases,  on    i 

the  others,  it  was  awfully  difficult  to  call  the  thing 

tuberculosis  or  massive  fibrosis,  so  we  put  them  here. 

We  have  in  category,  infectious  cases  less  than 
i 

one  percent,  inactive  tuberculosis  and  clinically  signifi-  i 

cant  cases.   Coming  into  Category  1,  there  is  practically 
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no  infectious   tuberculosis,   and   In
deed  in  a  survey  of  these,, 

all  these  .aen  and   the   neighboring  va
lley,    this    one  man  Is 

the   only   case   out   of   four   thousand 
 miners   in  Category  1 

pneumoconiosis,  we  had  had  a  positiv
e   sputum  on.     There   is 

decrease,    insignificant  decrease   
 in   the    auount   of   cllnloally 

significant,    but  a  rise   in   the   
prevalence   of    inactive. 

Might  we    suppose    that   a  little   bi
t   of   coal    dust 

in   tt>e   lung  increases    the   fibr
ogenlc   action  of   tuberculosis 

so   that   there   is   a   tendency  for   a 
 healed  active   scar   and   a 

reduction  in   the    tendency    for   ope
n    tuberculosis,    might   that 

exolam  the   facts?     We    then  get   
a  bit  more    coal  dust   to 

the   lung,    category   2.      Fibrosi
s    is    furtner   stimulated. 

Massive   fibrosis  begins    to    appe
ar.      The    Inactive   cases 

drop   Off   as   they're   going   slowly
   over    there,    but  now   Infec- 

tious   cases  begin   to   appear  when  we  get 
 up    to   Category  3. 

when  it   goes   right  up   to   sixty
  percent. 

Thus,    in  the    case   of  massive    fib
rosis,    of  course, 

the   category   is   read  on   the  back
ground  and  your    -   it  means 

unreadable,   whe.e    ifs    that  you  
simply   canU  read   simple 

pneumoconiosis   in   the   background
   .     Whafs    interesting   is 

this   reappearance   of   Infectious    cases   
 and  quite   a  portion       | 

or  proportion  of   about  one    percent
  of   the    cases    of  massive     , 

fibrosis   do   develop   positive    spu
tum  so    that   even  though   the^ 

are    definitely   these  highly   flbrotl
c   lesions   on  our    tuber-     ; 

oular   hyoothesis,    some   of   them 
 may,    for   some    reason  or   .thee,

r. 



and  it's  almost  entirely  in  the  age  group  over  forty -five, 

break  down  and  develop  active  tuberculosis,  spreading  tu- 

berculosis. 

It's  perhaps  of  some  interest  that  it's  at  that 

age  that  the  mortality  of  tuberculosis  rises  in  the  general 

population.   Perhaps  it's  something  to  do  with  resistance. 

But,  now,  I  can't  speculate  any  further.   Next 

slide  ■ —  and  I  must  just  point  to  the  future  for  vmat  is 

going  to  happen  in  this  valley.   And  this  is  a  map  of  the 

valley  as  it  was  in  the  first  of  September,  1950,  with  all 

the  positive  cases  marked  by  pins  on  the  map  here.   There 

is  all  the  cases,  in  or  out  of  hospitals.   This  is  the  same 

date,  with  the  cases  who  were  in  hospital  removed,  and  I 

think  that  it  expresses  the  Inadequacy  of  our  present  tu- 

berculosis services,  that  is  the  very  small  impression  that 

they  make  on  the  amoimt  of  infectious  tuberculosis  in  a 

raining  coimnunity,  but  the  Regional  Hospital  Board  said 

for  this  special  purpose,  they  would  open  particular  wards 

to  which  these  m.en  could  be  admitted  and  that  was  the  posi- 

tion the  1st  of  October,  1951,  the  31st  of  October,  195l>  a 

year  after  the  survey  started. 

This  is  relatively  small,  only  about  thirty-nine 

out  of  the  original  one  hundred  twenty -two  are  still  in 

the  valley,  four  months  later  only  thirty-eight.   The  otner, I 

are  still  in  hospital  or  in  their  graves  and  the  remainder  1 
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here  are  being  carefully  visited  every  month  by 
 a  health 

advisor  to  insure  they  are  really  looking  after
  their 

sputum,  not  going  out  to  the  pubs,  and  gener
ally  behaving 

themselves. 

And  what  will  be  fascinating  in  the  future  wil
l 

be  to  see  what  effect  this  has  on  the  none  too 
 positive  rate 

m  the  children,  and  then  what  effect  it  may  hav
e  on  the 

attack  rate  in  massive  fibrosis  in  those  who  
already  have 

simple  pneumoconiosis  in  that  valley,  when  
compared  with 

the  neighboring  valley  in  which  this  specia
l  procedure 

has  not  been  followed,  and  I  hope  perhaps  at  y
our  next 

Symposium,  Doctor  Cochran  maybe  able  to 
 come  himself.  Doc- 

tor Vorwald,  to  tell  you  what  he  has  found. 

Well,  now,  gentlemen,  1  have  spoken  chiefl
y,  on 

-  about  methods,  just  -  and  there  is  just  time  to  ref
er  to  | 

this  chart.  This  is  -  I  just  have  this  one.  It's  a  ve
ry  | 

provisional  chart,  this  is  the  first  of  one  year
,  but  it's  | 

the  mortality  in  age  groups  during  the  firs
t  year  after  thej 

survey  according  to  X-ray  category  and  he
re  is  massive  fi- 

brosis,  simple  pneumoconiosis.  Category  1  and  2,  and 
 tnat   j 

is  the  figure  for  the  whole  of  England  and  Wales  for  
the   ; 

I 

year. 

Simple  pneumoconiosis  is  just  lined  up  completely 

with  the  normal  population,  norraal  male  populati
on;  massive, 

fibrosis    is   up,   but  I   don't  want   to   lay   too  much 
 emphasis 



on  this.   It's  only  one  year  and  this  particular  kick  here, 

which  looks  so  impressive  was  due  to  four  cases  dying  and 

two  of  them  had  carcinoma  of  the  lung,  so  I  think  there  is 

very  possibly  a  significant  difference  up  there. 

But  our  point,  I  chiefly  have  spoken  to  you  about 

methods  and  I'm  afraid  I  have  given  you  very  few  answers. 

I  have,  I  hope,  perhaps  convinced  you  tnat  there  is  som
e 

subtle  difference  between,  at  any  rate,  Welch  and  -  Welch 

anthracite  and  steam  coal  dust  and  English  bituminous  dust.
 

Ro  same  safe  level  would  be  applicable  to  these  two  mines. 

I  have  touched  on  this  two -disease  hypothesis 

\^hich  we  regard  as  very  interesting  and  which  we  can  not 

solve  our  problems  at  the  moment,  but  vie  believe  it  to 
 be 

perhaps  m.ore  important  than  the  problem  of  safe  
dust  con- 

ditions and  of  simple  pneumoconiosis.   Doctor  Kugh-Jones 

will  show  you  this  afternoon  that  disability  
in  this  dis- 

ease is  very  largely  attributable  to  massive  fi
brosis. 

We  have  some  preliminary  evidence  that  
m.ortality  is  related 

to  massive  fibrosis.   If  simple  pneumoconio
sis  is  really  no 

much  more  than  an  abnormal  radiograph,  
then  it's  slinple 

pneumoconiosis,  tnat's  caused  by  
dust  and  if  it  is  true 

that  massive  fibrosis  is  due  to  
an  additional  factor,  per- 

..aps  tuberculosis,  maybe  that  
we  oughtn't  to  worry  so  much 

i_-  V,  r^Q^T^e'    the  simple  pneumo- 

about  dust  concentrations  which 
 cause  T^ne     f 

^1    r-nril  opT&vhB   with  little 

coniosis,  because  the  ao
normal  raaiocra. 
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disability   and  little  mortality   and  what  really  we   ought 

to   do   in  our   country   is    to  remove    tuberculous    infection 

from   the  mining  ideas   and  if  from  the  mining  area,    why  not 

from  the   rest  of   the   country, 

I    don't  say   that   is   necessarily   the   answer,   but 

it's   ibhe   way   we're    thinking   at    the   moment.      I    think    that 

it's   going  to  be   exceedingly   difficult   to   lovier   our   dust 

concentrations    in  British   coal   mines,    the   level   of   which 

no  man  will   develop    the   radiographic    abnormalities    of  simpl4 

pneiiraoconiosis.      It  may  not  be   necessary    to   exert   that  close 

-  that   collossal    an   effort  with    all    its    economic    consequenc(3X 

if  we    can  protect    the  population  from   tuberculous    infection 

but  first  we've   got   to  prove   our  point. 

(■Applause) . 

3Y   DOCTOR    DRII'JIfflR: 

Anyone  v/ish   to  question  Doctor   Fletcher? 

BY  MR.    URBAN; 

I  wonder   if   Doctor   Abbott  would   like    to   comment 

-  Doctor  Hammond,    would   he    like    to    comiiient   on   what   he    did 

along  this   line   in  Michigan? 

BY   DOCTOR   DRINKER; 

I    couldn't   hear    that. 

BY  KR.    URBAN;  ,  ;_ 

Is    Doctor   Hammond  here? 

BY  DOCTOR   HAI-'MOt'ID; 
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VJell,  I  haven't  been  in  contact  with  the  iron 

mines  for  a  long  time.  Doctor  Urban,  and  I  don't  know  that 

I  have  anything  to  add  to  what  Doctor  Fletcher  said  in  that 

line,  but  I  think  it's  -  his  experience  parallels  oior  own 

pretty  well.  As  I  listened  to  him,  I  thougnt  that  we  were 

getting  right  back  to  vjnat  we  here  in  Saranac  Lake  were 

taught  a  good  many  years  ago  —  when  I  say  a  good  many 

years  ago,  I  mean  ten  or  fifteen—  that  tuberculosis  was 

the  important  thing,  perhaps  in  these  massive  fibrotic 

lesions,  'rfe  felt  up  there  that  every  shadow  we  saw  in  an  i 

X-ray  at  that  time,  in  our  own  bailiwick  there,  would  prob-j 

ably  have    to  be    interpreted  in  the   light  of  being   tuber-        | 1 
I 

culous .  I 

Now,  I  think  that  we're  probably  getting  away     | 

from  that  a  little  bit,  but  I  still  think  tnat  it  is  per- 

haps the  important  factor,  and  I  know  that  up  there,  we  very 

definitely  felt  that  if  we  could  protect  these  people  from  ; 

tuberculosis,  then  we  had  a  much  better  chance  of  getting 

disability  from  silicosis  in  that  field.   We  had  a  situa- 

tion tnere  which  was  perhaps  somewhat  unique  in  this  coun- 

try, as  far  as  the  problems  of  prevalence  of  tuberculosis 

were  concerned.   We  had  some  family  histories  tiiat  were,    | 

well,  to  say  the  least,  they  were  unusual,  but  by  inter-    i 

marriage,  younger  people  become  diseased  with  tuberculosi
s, 

the  parents  are  then  going  into  the  mines  and  contracting 
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tuberculosis  at  an  early  date,  sorae times  dying  with  their 

boots  on.   Those  days  now  seem  to  have  disappeared  pretty 

well  since  we  have  better  methods  of  exhaust  ventilation 

in  the  mines,  but  those  of  us  who  worked  in  that  area,  and 

there  are  a  number  here,  I  think  were  pretty  well  convinced 

that  in  the  majority  of  cases  if  we  coxild  control  that, 

we  could  prevent  disability  from  these  cases, 

BY  DOCTOR  MOTLBY; 

I'd  like  to  ask  Doctor  Fletcher,  if  in  the  epi- 

demiological study  they  have  made,  any  correlation  with 

the  study  of  the  man?  'we  have  occasions  to  study  buddies 

who  were  in  the  war  together,  in  some  cases  even  brothers, 

and  one  man  may  become  severely  disabled,  where  one  man 

may  show  only  slight  disability.   The  factors  we  have 

thought  of  is  sinus  infection,  mouth  breathing.   I  know 

Doctor  Schepper,  when  he  visited  m^y  laboratory  from  South 

Africa,  made  much  of  the  physical  examination  they  gave  the 

white  men  there  before  they  permitted  them  to  work  in  the 

gold  mines.   They  gave  them  a  very  rigid  physical  exaraina- 

tlon  and  in  correlating  dust  count,  it  seems  to  me  there 

might  be  some  correlation  v/ith  the  rapidity  with  which  they 

develop  changes,  and  it's  a  physical  finding  and  I  wondered 

if  they  had  made  any  attempt  to  correlate  that. 

BY  DOCTOR  FLETCiSR: 

One  man  being  taken  and  the  other  left.   It's  like 
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the  Bible  call,  the  last  Judgment.   We  have  got  that  too;
 

one  has  massive  fibrosis  and  the  other  hasn't.   Two  men
 

work  the  same  place,  one  man  gets  a  huge  mass  of  shad
ow 

and  the  otner  doesn't,  one  is  disabled  and  the  other  
isn't 

You  could  say  one  has  tuberculosis  and  the  other  h
asn't. 

Whether  in  two  men  exposed  to  the  same  dust  conditions,
 

one  will  develop  radiological  abnormality  and  the  other
 

will  not  is  a  problem  we  discuss  at  great  length. 

We  have,  at  the  moment,  got  a  group  of  miners 

who  have  worked  on  dusty  coal  faces  for  more  than  twe
nty - 

five  years,  in  whom  we  can  find  no  radiological  abno
rmality 

we  hope  to  trace  those  up  to  see  what  happened  and  we  ho
pe 

to  chase  them  into  Professor  Gof f e ' s  department  to  see  if 

our  X-ray  is  wrong  or  whether  they  can  cope  with  di
sease 

so  efficiently  they  don't  take  it,  and  I  personally 
 believe 

that  some  men  have  such  competent  phagocytes  or  somethi
ng 

of  that  sort  that  they  cope  with  dust  that  many  oth
ers  will 

he  susceptibb  to. 

My  colleague  works  with  animals,  and  he  says  that 

one  will  be  exposed  to  dust  and  will  cope  witn  it,  an
d  the 

others  may  be  susceptible,  and  he  says  that  animal
s  and  men 

are  the  same  in  regard  to  dust.   He  may  be  wrong  and  I
'm 

not. 

In  regard  to  South  African  experience,  examina- 

tion, prophylactics.  Doctor  Cochran  has  done  a  great
  deal 
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of  investigation  as  to  radiological  activity  and  body  type. 

By  evidence,  he  has  been  able  to  sort  his  men  into  tall, 

thin,  short,  squat,  and  so  forth,  and  there  is  no  relation 

at  all  between  those  anthropological  measurements  and 

pneumoconiosis,  simple  pneumoconiosis;  on  the  other  hand, 

there  is  a  relation  between  the  tall-thin  type  and  massive 

fibrosis.   Either  the  tall,  thin  type  are  more  prevalent 

to  get  massive  fibrosis  and  tuberculosis,  or  wnen  a  man 

gets  massive  fibrosis  and  tuberculosis,  he  becomes  tliin 

and  tall. 

BY  DOCTOR  DRINKSR: 

Doctor  Sander? 

BY  DOCTOR  SANDER; 

I'd  like  to  ask,  do  you  have  a  correlation,  or 

have  you  made  a  correlation  with  emphysema  in  the  various 

categories  of  simple  pne-umoconiosis,  clinically  signliicant 

emphysema,  radiologically  and  by  l\ing  function  studies? 

BY  DOCTOR  FLETCHER: 

As  far  as  lung  function  studies  are  concerned, 

I'll  leave  that  to  Doctor  Hugh-Jones.   As  far  as  radiologi- 

cal emphysema,  I »m  afraid  we've  been  so  far  disappointed 

to  read  emphysema  repeatedly  on  X-rays,  that  we  have  decid- 

ed that  a  radiological  reading  of  emphysema  is  worth  about 

as  much  as  the  ink,  the  ink  you  bother  to  write  it  down 

with.   But  we  do  know  our  radiological  categories  are 

? 



;inrelated   to  professor  Goffe's   focal   emphysema.      All  we    can 

say   In   the   very   advanced  focal   emphysema.    Professor  Goffe 

has    got    two    or    three    cases,    one    of  which  published   In  his 

paper   in   the  Faculty  Radiologist,   where   there   is    gross 

focal   emphysema,    and   the    radiograph  does    show   a  kind  of 

honey-comb  pattern,    so  when  we   see   a  marked  honey-comb 

pattern  in  a  miner,    we    think  perhaps  he  has   got   focal 

emphysema,    and  we  have    got  about   three  X-rays  of   that   kind, 

and  the   man  has    either  died  or  we  haven't   got   them.      So   I 

don't   think  I    can  say   that;    all    I   can  say   is   where  massive 

fibrosis   develops    in  the   last   stage,    there  you  can  see   the 

big  bully   and  you   can  be   pretty  confident, 

BY  DOCTOR   SAWDER: 

Did  you  fee^    that  your  first  film  on   the    left. 

Category   1  has   emphysema? 

3Y  DOCTOR  FLETCHER: 

I  feel   it  has,   but   I'm  not  sure,    I'm  not   defi- 

nitely positive, 

3Y   DOCTOR   SAl'IDBR: 

You  feel,    logically,    there   is   emphysema? 

BY   DOCTOR   FLETCi-SR; 

I   feel   there    is,   but   if  you  haven't   done   any 

careful  repeat   reading   of  X-rays    to    classify   them  as    e
mphy- 

sema and   coirelate    them  with   the   physiological    findings, 

but   I   would   only    say    tnat  where    the    emphysema   is    gross
,    and 



I    think   that   one   of   these   Tilras   fell   into    that   type   or 

category,    then  I  would  be    Jolly   cross   with  the  physiolo- 

gist  if  he   didn't  find   some    evidence, 

3Y  DOCTOR  MYER; 

Now,   we    can   discard  completely   the    term  anthraco- 

silicosis  here,    and   to  consider    this    as   a  form  of   anthraco- 

sis   with  Infection.      If   so,    it's   going   to  effect   oiir   atti- 

tude   toward   compensation  because   our   laws    in  New  York  State 

compensate   the   silicotic.      Now,    would  you  have   us    discard 

that   terra  anthraco-silicosis? 

BY  DOCTOR   RLETCHER; 

Well,    if  it's    going   to  deprive   coal  miners   of 

compensation,    I  would  say  you  must  go   on  calling  it   sili- 

cosis,  but   I  hope   you'll  be   putting  inverted  commas    on  each 

side    of    the   word,    because    I    just  don't  think   there   is   any 

evidence    that   the   very   small    silica   content,    you  may  have 

noticed  how  very  small   the    silica   content  of    this    coal    dust 

is,    I    don't   think   there    is    any   evidence    that    this    silica 

content    is    responsible    for    this    silicosis,    even  v/hen  Doctor 

Vorwald  points    to    the    diagram  and  says,    here   v;e  have   the 

characteristic   response    to   silica,    in   the  middle   of  the 

thing.      Well,    I   am  reminded   that  Doctor  Hebbleston  main- 

tains   that   reaction   to    coal   dust,    with   age,    collagen  may 

develop    and   it's    comriion  for   any    scar,    so    I'm   told  by    the         j 

pathologists,    for   collagen    to   develop,    and    it  may  be    a 
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reaction  to  aging  as  much  as  a  reaction  to  silica,  and  I 

just  simply  say  that  the  antnraco-silicosis  implies  to  me 

that  this  is  caused  by  silica,  and  I  don't  know  anything 

in  the  world  literature  to  support  that  hypothesis. 

BY  DOCTOR  MCCQRI4ICK; 

I  would  like  to  ask  Doctor  Fletcher  whether  he 

would  care  to  comment  about  the  range  of  dust  concentra- 

tions that  you  may  find  in  British  mines,  and  where  he  has 

been  able  to  set  up  any  sort  of  defense  marks  below  which 

his  early  pneumoconiosis  does  not  occur. 

BY  DOCTOR  FLaTCHER; 

The  range  is  very  great  indeed,  and  due  to  a  var- 

iety of  reasons,  the  anthracite  mines  that  have  been  very  j 

dusty  in  the  past  for  various  reasons.  First  of  all,  in  j 

anthracite  mines,  there  is  no  danger  of  coal  dust  explosion^. 

Therefore,  ventilation  is  not  quite  such  an  urgent  safety   i i 

measure,  and  in  general,  anthracite  mines  have  been  char-  j 

acteristically,  have  had  sluggish  ventilation  in  the  past,  . 

There  is  much  more  short-firing  antliracite  mines  and  they 

have  been  very  dusty.  Bituminous  mines  have  to  be  very  ■. 

vigorously  ventilated  because  of  the  danger  of  coal  gas  andj 

coal  dust  explosions,  and  by  and  large,  the  dust  production 

from  the  tiburainous  coal  doesn't  seem  to  be  so  great. 

At  the  moment,  in  Great  Britain,  there  is  an 

official  standard  of  6^0  particles  for  anthracite,  8pO 
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particles  per  cubic  mllliraeter  as  approved  conditions. 

Nobody  states  how  long  those  approved  conditions  have  got 

to  be  prevailing.   That  is  to  say,  if  a  coal  face  is  ap- 

proved, if  the  dust  concentrations  rise  for  five  minutes 

a^ove  that  level  or  the  average  for  a  week  or  what.   We 

feel  that  the  right  figure  is  the  average  for  a  month,  and 

Doctor  Righter  is  busy  designing,  has  already  designed  a 

dust  sampling  instrument  which  will  give  an  integrated 

sample  for  a  period  of  a  week  and  just  give  you  one  dust 

count  to  do  at  the  end  of  a  period  of  a  week  and  we  think 

that  will  be  a  sound  basis. 

Well,  now,  on  those  figiores  I  pointed  to  you  on 

the  board,  men  will  develop  simple  pneumoconiosis  under 

those  approved  conditions.   There  is  no  doubt  about  that, 

so  that  the  level  will  have  to  be  lower  if  our  objective  is 

going  to  be  to  prevent  all  radiological  abnormality,  but 

massive  fibrosis  doesn't  develop  until  a  man  has  got  at 

least  category  2  in  our  experience,  so  that  perhaps  that's 

che  level  v;e  ought  to  aim  at,  and  we  may  not  have  to  drop 

this  too  loxv  to  achieve  that.   Certainly  in  bitujninous 

mines,  vre  may  have  to  be  more  strict  than  anthracite  and 

steam  coal  mines. 

There  is  one  other  point.   I  showed  you  a  fall 

in  the  arnount  of  Infectious  tuberculosis  and  clinically  sig^ 

nificant  tuberculosis  with  a  rise  in  inactive  tuberculosis 

■1 
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• in  Category  1,   Maybe  \<e    ought  to  give  all  oxor  coal  miners 

clinically  active  pneumoconiosis  to  protect  them  from  tu- 

berculosis.  It  Is  Interesting  that  mortality  figures  for 

Great  Britain,  and  I  think  other  countries  too.  Great 

Britain  quite  definitely,  have  snown  a  low  tuberculous  mor- 
■■• ■  ■ 

tality  for  coal  miners* 

^,. Now,  In  Great  Britain  as  a  whole.  Category  1 

pneumoconiosis  Is  very  prevalent  and  there  Is  very  little 

.K. 

2  or  3,   Maybe  that  Is  a  -  It's  an  advantage  to  a  coal 

miner  to  have  just  a  little  dust  In  design,  enough  to  pro- 

• tect  htm  from  tuberculosis,  but  not  enough  to  disable  him. 

BY  DOCTOR  V/ARING: 

*i-  - I'd  like  to  ask  Doctor  Fletcher  If  he  has  made 

any  studies  of  the  conversion  of  the  tuberculous  ties  In 

relation  to  the  development  of  pulmonary  -  progressive 

pulmonary  fibrosis,  massive  fibrosis? 

BY  DOCTOR  FLETCHER: 

Unfortunately,  we  can't  do  that,  because  our  mln-i 

ers  have  such  a  high  disability  rate.   At  the  age  of  fourteen. 

when  leaving  school  in  Rhondda  Valley  where  we  had  this 

fig-ure,  I  think  it's  sixty  percent  mine  coal,  but  the  earli' 

• est,  at  the  age  of  eighteen,  which  is  the  earliest  we  got 

• 
a  mining  population,  it's  ninety-five  percent,  so  oirr-  chanc( 

of  watching  that  are  very  slight.   VJe  have  got  two  miners 

3 

in  Category  2  pnemioconiosls,  positive,  and  we're  vjatchlng 

; 

.  -.. 



them  like  anything,  but  unfortunately,  one  got  nephritis 
and  died  so  we  have  only  got  one,  but  in  the  future  in 

Rhondda  Valley,  we  shall  have  opportunities  for  that  sort 
of  thing, 

BY  DOCTOR  FRIEDMN: 

I'd  like  to  cornment  on  Doctor  Fletcher's  remark 

that  we  could  detect  some  of  the  difference  in  the  body  in 

the  people  who  have  conglomerate  lesions  in  the  X-ray  and 

the  physical  appearance.   We're  studying  about  two  thousand 

soft  coal  miners  in  Alabama;  we  have  failed  to  establish 

any  correlation  between  body  build  and  the  appearajice, 

whether  it  be  a  simple  type  of  pneumoconiosis  or  whether  it 

should  be  a  fibre tic  variety.   However,  we  have  observed 

that  where  there  is  a  coalescent  factor  and  the  infection 

becomes  overwhelming,  in  the  event  he  dies  in  a  state  of 

malnutrition,  it  becomes  evident. 

Now,  the  second  point  Doctor  McCormick  raised 

about  the  dust  levels.   I  feel,  and  I  think  it  is  true  too, 
that  regardless  of  the  safe  level  of  dust  in  v/hich  a  man 

works  --  and  that  is  within  reasonable  limits  of  safety  —  j 
if  he  works  long  enough  in  that  environment,  he  ̂ vill  obtain  i 

the  sane  type  of  exposure,  let's  say,  in  tx^enty  years  in  a  ! 

safe  environment  that  a  man  would  obtain  in  an  unsafe  en- i 
vironment,  in  a  lesser  oeriod  of  time.  i 

I  don't  tnink  we  snould  place  too  much  emphasis   \ 
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over  the  long  raoige  period  of  time  on  safe  levels  of  dust, 

because  of  the  Individual  exposed  long  enough  toa  dust,  he 

will  get  the  same  effects  over  a  long  period  of  time  which 

he  canin  a  short  period  of  time  in  higher  concentration, 

5Y  DOCTOR  BRODKIN: 

My  name  is  Brodkin  and  I  was  going  to  ask  a  simple 

question.   The  incidence  of  scars  is  frequent  enough.   Has 

anyone  made  any  correlation  between  the  tendency  to  keloid 

formation  and  the  extent  of  fibrosis? 

You  take  two  individuals.   Each  has  the  same 

scar  over  an  area;  one  i^rill  develop  —  irrespective  of  any 

infectious  bacteria,  one  will  develop  a  large  keloid,  the 

other  one  v/ill  develop  a  fine  hair-line  scar.   Has  there 

been  any  correlation  of  that? 

BY  DOCTOR  VORVJALD; 

Who  is  he  asking  that  of? 

BY  DOCTOR  DRINKER; 

Were  you  asking  that  of  anyone  in  particular? 

BY  DOCTOR  BRODKIN: 

Well,  anyone. 

BY  DOCTOR  VORVJALD: 

I  have  no  evidence  -  I  have  no  evidence  to  shovj 

that,  for  example,  individuals  or  subjects  from  the  faces 

who  develop  keloids  very  readily,  that  they  respond  more 

readily  to  the  deposition  of  dust  in  the  lujigs  with  the 
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formation  of  collagen,   I  have  no  evidence,  "but  we  do  know 

of  coixTse,  that  collagen  does  form  in  the  Negroid  race  and 

the  Caucasian,  people  from  Japan  and  elsev/here.   Perhaps 

Doctor  Orensteln  could  tell  us  something  about  that.   Doc- 

tor Orensteln,  Doctor  Orensteln,  can  you  comment  upon 

whetner  there  Is,  In  the  Bantu,  the  colored  individual, 

presumably  a  greater  tendency  to  develop  keloids,  and  if  so 

whether  he  is  more  prone  to  develop  collagen  in  the  lung 

due  to  the  deposition  of  dust,  than  is  one  from  a  race 

without  or  not  prone  to  develop  keloids. 

BY  DOCTOR  ORENSTSIN; 

V;hy,  actually,  it  used  to  be  one  of  the  extra- 

ordinary museum  specimens  that  we  had  and  still  have,  of 

our   Bantu  lungs  and  spleens  and  livers  with  enormous  things 

that  you  used  to  call  tuberculoma,  huge  deposits,  and  nowa- 

days you  don't  see  it  any  more.   The  specimens  are  old, 

I  don't  know  why,  I  have  no  explanation.   It  would  be  pur- 

poseless to  detain  you  hers  with  trying  to  explain  differ- 

ences between  what  you  see  in  colliery  workers  in,  say, 

V/ales,  to  what  you  see  In  the  workers  In  Johannesburg, 

where  they  work  In  a  high  percentage  of  silica,  and  his- 

torically, it's  a  very  complicated  thing,  so  I  don't  think 

you  want  to  take  up  your  time,  because  I  can  only  say  this, 

in  the  Bantu  and  in  the  white  man,  the  type  of  pneumocon- 

iosis vihich  is  so  in  the  first  two  and  a  half  decades  of 
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this  century  and  the  type  you  have  today  are  as  differnet 

as  anything  can  possibly  be,  pathologically,  ralcroscopically 
and  clinically, 

BY  DOCTOR  VORV/ALD: 

Certainly  v;e  know  from  evidence  there  Is  a  species 

difference,  as  for  example,  the  white  rat  is  much  liiore 

prone  to  develop  collagen  in  a  snorter  period  of  time  than 

is  the  guinea  pig  or  the  rabbit,  to  the  pulmonary  deposi- 

tion offree  crystalline  silica,  but  again,  I  certainly  have 

no  evidence  that  the  colored  race  responds  with  more  colla- 

gen under  the  same  conditions  of  exposure  than  does  an  in- 

dividual from  the  white  race. 

Now,  perhaps  Doctor  Fletcher  would  like  to  comment 

Fletch,  Charles,  do  you  want  to  say  anything  about  that? 
BY  DOCTOR  FLETCIiER: 

I  have  nothing  to  say  about  tnat;  I  would  hate 

to  be  charged  with  designing  experiments  on  this  problem. 

BY  DOCTOR  ABI'IER; 

Abner,  Buffalo^  New  York.   Isn't,  logically,  a 

keloid  the  sarae  as  a  fibrous  tissue  appearing  In  the  lung 

following  silica  and  if  It  is,  should  the  response  to 

X-ray  therapy  be  the  same. 

BY  DOCTOR  VORWALD: 

Well,  histologically,  the  actual  architecture  of 

the  keloid,  histological  architecture  is  different  than  the 

i      f 
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architecture  we    see   In   the    silicotic  nodule,    but  basically 

it's    collagen  and  I  assume  formed  in  a   different  way,      I I 
can't   comment  as    to  whether   the    collagen   in   the   lung  would   i 1 

be  as  amenable  to  change  imder  the  influences  of  X-ray 

therapy  as  might  be  the  keloid. 

BY  DOCTOR  DRIHKBR; 

All  right.  Doctor  Friedman, 

BY  DOCTOR  FRIEDMAN: 

Half  of  our  population  in  the  coal  mines  in  Ala- 

bama is  colored  and  the  other  half  is  white.   Me  have  not 

been  able  to  detect  any  difference  at  the  autopsy  table  or 

in  the  Roentgenogram  on  both.   Now,  on  the  other  hand,  we 

have  an  opportunity  to  examine  one  Negro  x-jho  had  massive 

keloids,  but  his  bone  specimen  didn't  show  any  Inflection 

of  vjhat  his  skin  showed  in  keloid  formation.   There  was 

absolutely  no  correlation  that  we  could  detect  in  our 

study.   You  can  find  just  as  much  fibrous  tissue  in  the 

white  man  as  you  can  in  the  colored  man  and  I  say,  as 

Doctor  Vorwald  pointed  out,  there  may  be  more  of  an  indi- 

vidual difference  than  there  is  a  difference  between  the 

races.   We  can't  detect  any  racial  different  in  response 

to  the  dust. 

However,  only  one  thing,  we  should  say  in  con- 

ditioning this  statement,  is  the  fact  that  the  colored 

population  in  our  community  live  in  a  little  less  pleasant 
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environment.   They  don't  have  quite  the  economic  facility 

that  some  of  the  white  people  have  and  the  mortality  rate 

in  our  colored  miners  that  work  undergroiind  is  greater, 

BY  DOCTOR  BOBTJER: 

I  wanted  to  ask  Doctor  Fletcher  if  there  is  any 

difference  in  the  prevalence  rate  in  the  general  community 

in  the  English  mining  area  which  you  were  showing  us,  com- 

pared with  the  Welch  mining  area? 

BY  DOCTOR  FLETGESR: 

There  is  an  interesting  point  there.   The  male 

population,  mortality  rate,  is  very  specific.  White  Haven 

Borough  Council  and  the  Rhondda  Urban  District  Council, 

here  is  distinct  lines  of  pneuirioconiosis,  heie  female  rates 

are  almost  identical  and  the  children  mortality  rates  are 

almost  identical,  but  it  is  interesting  that  the  male  mor- 

tality rate  in  the  Rhondda  shows  a  deficiency,  particularly 

in  the  age  groups. 

Now,  if  you  add  in  to  the  age  mortality,  the  male  I 

pneumoconiosis  mortality  which  is  nearly  all  pneumoconiosis; 

massive  fibrosis,  then  there  is  another  argument  here  for 

supposing  that  the  men  dying  here  of  massive  fibrosis  wo\ald| 

have  died  of  tuberculosis  if  they  hadn't  had  their  massive 

fibrosis, 

BY  DOCTOR  DRIKKSR: 

Can  you  people  in  the  back  of  the  room  hear  this?! 



Can  you  iiear    the   speakers    all  right,    because   I  raust   say   I 

can't  hear  when   they  ask  me,   but  it  may  be   a  reflection  on 

me.      Can  you  hear    the   papers   all  right,    you  in   the   back   of 

the   room? 

(General  response  indicating  "Yes"). 

BY  BOCTOR  MILLER; 

I  wish  Doctor  Vorwald  v/ould  comrnent  on  the  idea 

that  concentration  of  exposure  was  more  important,  the  dur- 

ation of  exposure  was  more  important  than  the  concentration,. 

BY  DOCTOR  FLETCHER; 

Excuse  me,  the  other  way  around, 

BY  DOCTOR  MILLER; 

No,  I  believe  Doctor  Friedman  said  that  the  dur- 

ation of  exposure  to  a  noxious  dust  vjas  more  important  than 

the  concentration,  maybe  I  misvinder stood. 

BY  DOCTOR  FRIEDMAN; 

I  said  that  the  duration  of  exposure  has  to  be 

taken  into  consideration,  it  was  also  a  very  important 

factor. 

BY  DOCTOR  MILLER; 

Oh,  not  the  sole  factor? 

BY  DOCTOR  FRIEDMiAN; 

No,  sir, 

BY  DOCTOR  FLETCHER: 

I  might  just  answer  that  point.   The  evidence  we 



have  got  on  that  point  is  simply  this,  
that  if  you  -  if  you 

do  your  time,  your  response  curve  
here,  the  miners  who  have 

been  exposed  to  more  than  a  thousand  p
articles  per  c.  c. 

and  less  than  a  thousand  particles  per  c
.  c,  we  have  got 

time  along  here  and  percentage  effect
ed  here,  then  the 

people  in  the  high  -  that's  concent
ration  -  show  a  durve 

like  that;  the  people  in  the  lower 
 dust  concentration  a 

curve  like  that,  so  that  just  for  e
quivalent  particle  years 

you  have  a  smaller  response  if  t
he  actual  concentration 

of  dust  was  level,  and  that  is  purely
  provisional,  and  is 

not  of  statistical  sis^ificance  ther
e,  but  it  is  a  trend 

that  makes  us  doubt  the  applicability 
 of  our  figures, 

necessarily,  to  the  whole  range  
of  concentrations. 

BY  DOCTOR  VORWALD: 

I  should  like  to  make  one  comment  a
nd  that  is 

with  respect  to  the  free  crystallin
e  silica  content  of  the 

lungs.   Doctor  Fletcher  pointed  t
hat  out  and  he  used  the 

low  free  crystalline  silica  content
  of  the  lung  as  a  basis 

for  saying  that  probably  free  crys
talline  silica  is  not  a 

factor  in  the  reaction  of  tne  lung
  to  the  deposits  of  coal 

dust,  correct.  Doctor  Fletcher? 

BY  DOCTOR  FLSTCHER; 

NO.  there  is  no  more  free  silica 
 in  massive  fi- 

brosis than  simple,  so  tne  massive  fibro
sis  isn't  due  to 

more  silica  in  the  lungs  in  the  f
ibrosis  cases  than  in 
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simple  pneumoconiosis, 

BY  DOCTOR  VQRWALD; 

Well,  some  of  our  experience  would  be  different 

than  that,  in  that  we  have  analyzed  some  of  the  massive 

fibrosis  lesions  and  some  without,  and  we  have  found  higher 

free  crystalline  silica  substance  in  the  higher  massive 

fibrosis  lesions.   I  might  emphasize  though  that  there  are 

those  where  we  have  not  found  that, 

I  would  like  to  say  also,  with  regard  to  the  free 

crystalline  silica  in  the  lung,  we  have  examined  many  lungs 

of  normal  individuals,  of  individuals  who  have  been  exposed 

to  free  crystalline  silica,  but  without  silicosis,  and  of 

individuals  exposed  to  free  crystalline  silica  with  silico- 

sis. 

Now,  there  is  a  wide  range  of  values  observed  in 

the  norm.al  lung  versus  the  lungs  of  subjects  without  sili- 

cosis, but  exposed  to  free  crystalline  silica,  and  the 

lungs  of  subjects  with  manifest  silicosis.   There  is  a  wide 

range,  and  this  range  overlaps,  so  that  except  for  the  ex- 

tremes, the  two  extremes,  vje  believe  that  there  is  relative- 

ly little  value  or  one  can  give  a  little  index  to  the  amount 
i 

of  free  crystalline  silica  in  the  Ivmg  as  related  to  the  i 

degree  or  character  and  extent  of  pathology  within  the  lung. 

There    is   no   correlation,  ! 

BY   DOCTOR   GREEIiBURG: 
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How  about  the  tlrae  factor.  Doctor  Vorwald,  did 

you  take  that  into  account? 

BY  DOCTOR  VORWALD: 

Well,  I  can't  specifically  give  those  figures; 

it's  over  a  long  period  of  time.   In  other  words,  here  are 

fifteen  normal  limgs  wnich  we  analyzed  and  they  all  have 

free  crystalline  silica,  a  certain  range  from  a  low  to  -  I 

forget  what  it  was  -  tvrelve  percent,  lir.  Durkan,  do  you 

remember  those  values? 

B'S  I'IR.  DURKAN: 

No. 

BY  DOCTOR  VORWALD; 

Then  we  have  sixty  or  seventy -five  lungs  of  in- 

dividuals who  have  been  exposed  to  silica  by  reason  of 

their  employment,  yet  v;ithout  silicosis  pathologically, 

and  they  have  a  range  of  free  crystalline  silica  value  whici^ 

is  broad  that  way  • 

Then  we  have  forty-five  or  fifty  sij-icotics,  es- 

tablished silicosis  of  industrial  workers,  and  they  do  have 

a  large  range,  but  this  range  overlaps  so  that  except  for 

the  extremes,  we  can  not  place  any  correlation  between  the 

amoiint  of  free  crystalline  silica  detected  in  the  lung  by 

our  methods  and  the  degree  and  character,  extent  of  path- 

ology, silicotic  fibrosis  in  the  lung, 

BY  DOCTOR  GREE>ffiURG: 
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Well,    that   is   another  Xiray  of  saying  what  has    so 

often  been  said,    naraely,    that   there    is   a  high  degree   of 

persons   susceptibility   in  individual   variation   too? 

BY  DOCTOR  VORWALD; 

Yes,   but  maybe   Doctor   Pratt  wishes    to   comment   on 

thato 

BY  DOCTOR  PRATT; 

I   think  there   is   one   important   thing  more    that 

should  be   added  to   that  content,    tnat  is   that   all    that  work 

was  based   on  the  percent  of   silica   in  the   lung.     We   realize 

that    the    amount  of  silica   in   the    lung  ash  correlates  fully 

with   the   araoTint  of   silic^in  the   lung,   but   very  recently 

using   a   simple    technique    to   determine    the    amount  of   silica    \ 

in   the   lung,    that   correlates    a  great  deal  better  with   the      I 

axaount   in  animals   and   a  number   of   animal   experiments    show      j 

nice   correlation,   but   the  amount   of   disease   estimated   in 

the    sections    and  the    amount   of   silica   in   the   lung. 

To   quote    one   example    of   a   case    in  which   a   lung 

showed  fibrosis,    another   lung  showed  simple   nodular   sili- 
i 

cosis.      In  each     lung   the  percentage   of  silica  was    the   same^ 

but   on   the   basis   of    total    amount    of   si±ica,    there   was    aboutj 

one   gram  of   silica  in  the  x^rhole    lung,    v/ith   silicosis,    and      | 

one    gram   in   the    lung   showing  fibrosis,    even    though  the 

percentage   was    the    same. 

Obviously,    the    difference    is    the    ash  from   the 
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reaction  dilutes  the  silica  which  is  present,  and  I  think 

Doctor  Fletcher's  figures  could  be  a  lot  more  convincing 

if  they  were  based  on  the  total  amoixnt  of  silica* 

BY  DOCTOR  DRIIIKSR; 

I  suggest  we  better  adjourn  and  continue  the 

discussion  this  afternoon.   The  next  meeting  is  at  2:30 

this  afternoon. 

-oOo- 

(Adjournment  taken  from  1:10  to  2:35  P.  M. ) 

P1\TEUI>T0C0NI0SIS  IN  COAL  MINERS  (Continued)    2:30  to  5:30  PM 
Sept. 23,  1952. 

Chairman:   0.  A.  Sander,  M.  D. 

Pneumoconiosis  in  Coal  Miners  in  Alabama 

Louis  Friedman,  M.  D.. 

Discussion 

Pulmonary  Fimction  Studies  of  Coal  Miners  in 
Pennsylvania  and  West  Virginia 

Hurley  L,  Motley,  M.  D. 

Pulmonary  Function  Studies  of  Coal  Miners  in 
Wales 

Philip  Hugh- Jones,  M.  D. 

Discussion 

BY   DOCTOR    SANDSR: 

  Le_tJ,s_have    the,  meejiing  come    to   oEder.     V/e'll   carry 
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PNEUMOCONIOSIS  IN  COAL  MINERS  (Continued) 

Chairrman:   0.  A.  Sander,  M.  D. 

Pneumoconiosis  in  Coal  Miners  in  Alabama 

Loviis  Friedman,  M.  D, 

Discussion 

2:30  to  5:30  P.M. 
Sept.  23.  1952> 

Pulmonary  Function  Studies  of  Coal  Miners  in 
Pennsylvania  and  Vest  Virginia 

Hurley  L.  Motley,  M.  D, 

Pulmonary  Function  Studies  of  Coal  Miners  in 
Wales 

Philip  Hugh-Jones,  M.  D, 

Discussion 

BY  DOCTOR  SANDERt 

Let's  have  the  meeting  come  to  order.  We'll  carry 
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on  with  Black  Tuesday,  the  Pneumoconiosis  of  Coal  Miners 

day,  and  see  if  we  can  confuse  and  confound  you  a  little 

more  this  afternoon.   First  of  all,  doctor  Vorwald  has  an 

announcement. 

BY  DOCTOR  V0RV7ALD: 

It's  a  very  simple  one,  and  that  is  we  are  re- 

quested again  to  remind  you,  those  of  you  v/ho  wish  to  at- 

tend the  banquet,  to  please  register  oefore  tomorrow  noon 

for  the  simple  reason  that  the  hotel  manager  must  have  th
e 

numoer  of  people  who  are  coming  so  that  he  can  prepare  
the 

adequate  araount  of  food  for  the  group  and  set  up  the  nux
a- 

ber  of  tables  that  mignt  be  requested,  so  please  registe
r 

for  the  banquet  and  know  also  that  the  ladies  accompanying
 

you  are  invited  to  the  banquet. 

BY  DOCTOR  SANDER; 

The  first  speaker  this  afternoon  has  had  a  large 

clinical  experience  with  a  group  of  bituminous  miners  in 

Alabama.   He  xiill  tell  you  about  it,  his  clinical  experiencje 

with  this  group.   Doctor  Louis  Friedman  of  Birmingham.
 

BY  DOCTOR  FRIEDI-iAI'I; 

My  remarks  this  afternoon  will  be  based  upon  ox}r 

experiences  in  the  study  of  about  three  thousand  sof
t  coal 

miners  in  Alabama.  When  I  was  much  younger  and  before 
 I 

had  the  advice  and  counsel  of  people  like  Doctors  San
der, 

Vorwald  and  Doctor  Lanza  and  Doctor  Hussey,  I  acciden
tally 
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BY  DOCTOR  FRIEDMAN; 

My  remarks  this  afternoon  vill  be  based  upon  our  experiences 

in  the  study  of  about  three  thousand  soft  coal  miners  in  Alabama. 

Vhen  I  was  much  yoimger  and  before  I  had  the  advice  and  counsel  of 

people  like  Doctors  Sander,  Vorwald  and  Doctor  Lanza  and  Doctor 

Hussey,  I  accidentally 



called  my   disease    'anthraco-sllicosis « ,   with  some    justifi- 

cation,   I    thought.      They  have    subsequently   persuaded  me, 

energetically   and   in  a   very   friendly   manner,    to    convert    the 

title    of  my  paper    to    'Pneumoconiosis    in  Soft  Coal  Miners' 

and   then  when   I  mentioned    that    to   Doctor  Lanza,    he   added 

'In  Alabama'.      I  had  nothing   to    do  with    the    title. 

The   pulmonary   dust   disease,    as   we    see   it    in   soft 

coal  miners,    is   a   disease   v/hich  produces    disability,   both 

on  a   structural    and  functional   basis.      My  remarks    to  you 

this    afternoon  will   be   from   the   point   of   viev^r   of    a    clialclaii 

as   Doctor  Sanders    indicated,    and  our   great   concern   is    the 

correlation  of  X-ray  findings,    clinical   history    and  func- 

tional   studies   x/ith   the    total    picture    presented   to   us   by    th 

patient. 

Unfortunately,    it   is    not   always   possible    to   des- 

cribe   disability   on   the   usual    standards    in    the    case    of 

coal  workers'    pneumoconiosis,      Onl^r   so   frequently   do  v;e   finii 

a  lack  of  Roentgenographicf indlngs   and  nevertheless,    we   are' 

confinced    that   the   man's    occupation  haa   something   to   do   with 
i 

his    present    disability. 

I  would  like   to   show  you  --   slide,    please    --   in 

the    first    slide,    I  would   like    to    shov/  you  s  ome    of    the 

terminology    that  we   use    in  Alabaraa,    at   least  we   use    in   our 

clinic,    to    simplify   the   problem.      Wow,    in  presenting   this 

classification   of   clinical    dls_hillty   and  Roentgenographlc 
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classifioatio.  of   tt.e   disease,    I
   do  not  mean   to    talce   Issue 

with  Doctor  Fletcher   In  the   wonder
ful  work   that   he   has    done 

m  hreaWng   this  Roengsenographlc  
 pxctu.-e    down   to    its  fine    i 

elements.      To  Me,    this    Is    the    cl
inlclan.s    idea  of    the 

classification  in  which  you  ascr
ibe   very   little.    In  which 

you   do  not  rely  upon  your  X-r
ay   for  further   than  Identl- 

.    -  ^   ̂ vio+-onppq   only  do  you  use   it   on  the 
fication,    and  m  some   xnstances   onxy   u   

  j 

basis   of  very  pronounced  struct
ural  changes,    to   determine 

the   fact   that   this  man  must  obvious
ly  be   disabled.      We 

Merely  use    the  Roentgenogram   
to   classify   the  particular 

disease   and  call   it  pneumoconios
is   of   soft   coal  workers, 

and   then  we   use   our   clinical   s
tadias    and  laboratory  studies 

to  determine  whether   there  is
   any  disability. 

We   consider,    in  sensing  a  man's   
 disability,    that 

a  man  is   either  disabled  or  not  
disabled   as    a  result   of 

nU   occupational   disease,    and   
on   that  basis,   you  can  have 

a   disease  which  is   disabling,    tempor
ai-ily   disabling,    as    I 

will   show  you  later   in  the    slides
,    or  you  can  have    a  dis- 

ease  which  is   non-disabling,    and  for  .
those   of  us  who   so 

frequently   find  it  necessary   to  
 sit  on  a   fence,    we   have 

the   fourth  classification  of  p
ossibly   disabling  disease, 

until   we   can  make   up    our  mind   th
ree  months   later  when  you 

come  back  for   another  X-ray   
and   examination. 

prom  the   point  of  view   of   asse
ssing  disability, 

I  would   like    to   take   this  moment   to
    say    it   Is  very   easy    f. 
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a  aoctor    to   .ex.  upon  M
s   TuncUons  ...ies    a^.

e.   fne^-.e 

.e.cent   .ise^ilitr-      W
ell,    t.at    is   f.o.  a  .e

dicaX  poxnt 

o.   View,   .u.   .ou    .a.e    
a   coal   .ine.  w.o  .as   no

   education  ana 

..o-naswo..e.inaco
aX.ineaXXorMsXirea

n.a.t.e 

a.e  o.  ro...-rive,   Tir
t,  o.  rirt...ive,   suaa

enx.  rxnas  ...- 

3;xr  wxt.  a  axsease    ..a.
  wiXX  process   is   he   is 

  exposed 

,o  .is  p.esent  occupatio
n  Tor  any   ̂ .t.e.  ti.e,    to  .y  wa. 

o.    t.in.in„    ana  I   t.in.  
 t.at   is    s.area  .y  s one   or 

   t.e 

.    .«v      that  man  is   actual
Xy   a  hundred  percent members   here    today,    tha

t  m^n 

,.o   inno-er  find  his   economic  
place 

disabXed,   because   he   c
an  no   Xonger  fxn 

•n   «   livelihood  and  take  
  care    of  nxmself 

m  society   to   gam  a
  liveixno 

and  Ills    family.  ^ 

,,ow,    as   regards    the  R
oentgenographic    class

x.x- 

•11    notice   that  we   have   O-ype 
 1,   vaiich   is  a 

cation,    you  will   not
ice   "cn 

o    n-r.   tHe  X-ray   which  probably 

linear  variety,    a  linear    chang
e    m  the  X  x    , 

-.      ̂ nr.    H^letcher's    simple   pneu
moconiosis, 

corresponds    to   Doctor  
 i-letcner 

p      the   nodular   variety  wh
ich  we   do  not and   then   the   Type   2,    tne   noaui 
 

^       ̂ 

oriH   TVoe    3,    the   mixea, 

3,,   ,ery   frequently   in  
coal  miners,    and  Type 

.   nicture   of  linear   changes  
  and  nodu-    , 

one    in  which  you   see    
a  picture 

rp^r-nP  k      the   conglomerate      ! 

lar   changes    in   the  Roentgenogra
xa,    Type  I^,    t  o 

.oalescent  variety,    maybe  
  a  progressive    change    fro

m  Type    1, 

,   or   3,    so   you  may  ha
ve    conglomerate    coal

escent  nodular 

.         ,   3o^^t   coal  workers,    and   finally
   in  T,^pe    5, 

one-amoconiosis   oi    so.t    co
ax   w 

,.^.lf     YOU  can    see   that    tliis
    is   a the   Roentgenogram   xos.li,    /o  ^^^^   
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complicated  case,  pnevanonla,  bronchiecta
sis,  spontaneous 

pneumothorax  or  some  other  complication  whi
ch  we  are  able 

to  discern  from  the  Roentgenogram  and,  ther
efore,  in  send- 

ing a  communication  to  another  doctor,  anothe
r  clinician, 

who  doesn't  get  too  deeply  into  the  break
doim  of  Roentgen- 

ographic  types  of  disease,  we  could  say  t
hat  this  man  has 

non-disabling  linear  pneumoconiosis  of  s
oft  coal  workers 

and  immediately  he  knows  what  we're  talki
ng  about. 

Next  slide  —  No,  on  this  first  slide,  you'l
l 

see  -  I  wonder  if  we  put  the  lights  off  w
hether  we  couldn' 

have  a  better  view  of  the  screen.   Now,  on
  this  first  slide 

you  see  the  X-ray  of  a  twenty-seven  year
  old  boy  who  died 

of  accute  monocytic  leukemia,  after  worki
ng  only  three  and 

a  half  years  in  a  soft  coal  mine,  and  i
f  you  notice  his 

Roentgenogram,  there  is  nothing  particu
larly  revealing 

about  it  and  it  could  be  classified  a
s  increased  bronchio- 

vascular  ma^jkings. 

However,  the  next  slide  —  you  skipped  — 
 Now, 

this  slide  shows  a  cross-section  of  his  l
ung  prepared  by 

Doctor  Goffe  in  Wales,  and  you  will  se
e  that  he  already 

has  the  deposition  of  coal  nodules  thr
oughout  his  entire 

lung.   Now,  I  use  the  term  coal  macule
s  to  correspond  with 

Doctor  Hebbleston's  description  of  th
e  disease  pathologi- 

cally.  Now,  if  you  will  notice,  although  he
  has  these 
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marked  macules    throughout  his   entire
   lung  field,    there   is 

no   evidence   of  nodulatlon  in   the 
 X-ray  and  we  have   no  evi- 

dence  from  the   X-ray   that   this  man   even 
 had   any   changes 

compatible  with  an   early   t>-pe    of
  pneumoconiosis.      However, 

those   of  us  who  work  with  the   dise
ase    and  know   that   the 

changes,    the   early   changes   or   t
he   nature    that  we   saw  of 

the  X-rav  of    the   patient,   would
  suspect  that   something  was 

present  in  this  man's  pulmonary
   tissue    that  wasn't  present 

in  a  normal   Individual's    ches
t. 

How,    this    is   an  example   of  an
other  linear  variety! 

of   pulmonary   dust  disease   in 
 s  of  t  coal  workers   and,    altho

ugh 

this   patient  doesn't  look  p
articularly   disahled  from  R

oent- 

genogram,   he    IS   unahle    to  participate  
 in  any  gainful  occu- 

pation after  having  worked   thirty-sev
en  years    as   a  coal 

worker  in  Alabama, 

Hext  slide.   Mow,  this  is  
a  slide  also  snowing 

only  increased  bronchoveslc
ular  markings  and  nothing 

 par- 

ticularly significant.   This  o,an  die
d  of  accute  lymphatic 

leukemia  after  having  worke
d  thirty-five  yearsln  a  so

ft 

coal  mine.   I  would  like  fo
r  you  to  look  at  the  apices

  of 

this  lung  very  carefully,  
heoause  the  whole  lung  sec

tion  in 

tnis  case  will  not  correspond  at  al
l  with  wnat  you  have    j t 

seen  from  this  man's  X-ray. 
 i 

Hare  you  see  another  whole 
 lung  section  prepared 

^j   Doctor  Gorre,  and  you  se
e  the  focal  emphysema,  thej

^oal 

li 

T 
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deposits   and'sorae    evidence   of   silica  spread  throughout   this 

man's    lung  field.      Again,    pointing  out   to  us   very    clearly 

that  you   can  not  rely   upon   the   Roentgenogram   to   determine 

either  function  or   the   degree   of  pathology  which  you  will 

find  wnen  you   examine    the    tissue    at  necropsy, 

Now,    this    is    an  example   of   nodular    type    of   pneumo- 

coniosls    in   the   soft  coal  worker.      That's   what  you  think 

and  that's   what   I   thought,    but  it   isn't   so.      This   man  work- 

ed  in   the    coal  mine,   but  he   actually  wasn't   a  coal  miner. 

Ee   worked  on  a  motor  up   a  haulage   way   and  for   thirty-three 

years,    he    sanded  a   track  in   front  of  him  and  he  was   inhal- 

ing pure    silica  during   that   entire  period   of   time    and  it's 

only   in  those   instances    in  Alabama   that  we   are   able   to   find 

both  a  motorraan  and  people  vjho   do   a  lot   of   drilling  in  hard 

rock,    evidences    of    tne   nodular   variety   of   pneuiaoconiosis 

in  soft  coal  workers,    so   actually   this  man,    although  he 

worked   in  a  coal   mine   really  wasn't   a  coal   miner   and  he 

actually   has    a    true    case   of   silicosis. 

Ijow,    T:his    is    an   exaraple   of   a    seventy  year   old 

man   and,    as   you  see,    he   has  both  nodules    and   linear   changes 

in  both  lung  fields   sjanraetrical,    and  you  would   tnink  from 

this   X-ray,    that   the   man   should  have    a   great   deal  of    dis- 

ability.     On   the    otner  hand,    he    never   complained  of   any 

signs    and   symptoms    referable    to   his    -    to   his    lungs,    no 

dypsnea,    no   cough,    and  he    died   of   a   carcinoma   of    the    stoma
c^i 
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I  want  to  apologize  for  the  fact  that  th
is  was 

not  prepared  in  color,  but  as  you  see  
in  this  wnole  lung 

section  interpreted  hy  Doctor  Goffe,  i
ndicates  that  this 

man  not  only  had  coal  but  a  great  deal
  of  silica  in  his 

lung  tissue.   At  this  point,  I  would  l
ike  to  say  that  we 

have  two  groups  of  patients  in  our  cMn
ic.   We  have  coal 

workers  and  ore  miners  and,  in  our  expe
rience,  it  appeared 

that  the  coal  miners  suffer  greater  di
sability  from  their 

exposure  to  coal  dust  than  do  people  w
ho  work  in  ore  mlnfes. 

In  this  particular  case,  you  can  see 
 the  extensive 

changes  in  this  man's  lung  field  witho
ut  any  evidence  of 

clinical  disability  for  a  man  of  his  
age  compared  to  another 

man  who  had  to  work  in  a  coal  mine  of  th
e  same  age.   The 

next  line  is  the  microscopic  section  and
  you  see  here,  you 

see  the  silica  nodules,  you  see  some 
 of  the  silica  deposited 

m  whirls  and  in  the  middle  of  the  nod
ule,  you  see  the  coal 

dust. 

The   next   slide.      Now,    this    is    an    example  
  of   a  Ne- 

gro  who   had  worked   twentym  some   years    in 
  a   coal   mine  who 

came    in   com.plaining  because    of  pain   in 
 his    criest.      We   ex- 

amined him  very   carefully   and  even  though  
we   maintain  a 

high   index   of   suspicious    -   of   suspic
ion   tnat   tnis  man  may 

he    suffering   from  pne.;uioconiosis   of 
  soft   coal  workers    in 

Alabama,    we   found  no    evidence    to   
 substantiate    our   clinical 

impression   tnat   he  may   have    the    disease.  
     Txaerefore,    we   did  I 
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some   additional   studies   and   in   the  esophageal   examination 

with  beriiMi,    revealed   a   little    nick   in  his    esophagus   and 

because   he   had  a  widened  niediastinuiti,    we    decided   to   explore 

this   raan   and   see   what  iiis    trouble   Xiias, 

V/ell,    that    surgery,    Doctor   Charles   Donald,    a 

tnoracic    surgeon,    performed   this    operation,    found   that  both 

of  his    lung  fields  were   full   of  nodular  masses  which  we   ware 

unable    to   see    in  a  Roentgenogram,    and   this  microscopic 

section  v/as    taken  from  the  mediastinal   lymph  node  which 

was    the    size    of   a    tennis   ball,    and  as   you   see    in   this 

mediastinal  node,    evidences   of   silica  in  whirls    and  coal 

deposits,    so    this  was    another  example   of  more  pathology 

being  present  in  the  pulmonary   tissue    than  we  vjere    able   to 

discern   in  the  Roentgenogram, 

Now,    this    is    an   example    of   a  man  who   died   in  his 

seventies,    and   of  a  cerebrovascular   accident.      He    suffered 

from  hypertensive   arterial   cardiovascular   disease,    and  if 

you  notice  his  Roentgenogram,    exanine   it  carefully,    you 

don't   see    anything   too  revealing.      You  see    the   evidence   of 

increased  marl-iings    and   for  most    of   us  who    are   really    inter- 

ested in   disease   v^e   could  possibly  read  into   this    focal 

emphysema. 

Now,    notice    the    left   lung   and  notice    the    rigtit 

lung   and  notice    the   next   slide    that   appears.      Focal   emphy- 

sema,   evidence    of   the    coal    macule    degenerating   and  causing 

-r 
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the  focal  emphysema  and  similarly
,  in  the  left  lung  over 

there,  so  you  see  again  the  evid
ence  of  the  disease  patho- 

logically is  much  more  e:.tensive  than  you 
 ca:.  discern  in 

the  Roentganograiii. 

Now,  this  is  only  a  clinical  exam
ple  of  what  we 

term  conglomerate  coalescent  pn
eumoconiosis  in  soft  coal 

uorlcers.   Here  you  see  a  soiltary
  nodule  In  the  right  apex. 

NOW.  I  would  like  to  say  this,  
in  tne  ensuing  slides,  you 

will  see  more  examples  of  cong
lo-.-eration  and  coalescence 

and  we  experience  a  great  deal  
of  difficulty  in  attempting 

to  prove  the  diagnosis  of  tub
erculosis  in  these  patients. 

By  very  exhaustive  laboratory 
 studies  which  in- 

clude smears,  concentrates,  cultures,  
guinea  pigs,  and  all 

other  varieties  of  tests  which
  w  ascertain  the  presence 

of  tuberculosis  -  of  tubercle  
bacillus,  we  only  too  fre- 

quently find  that  we  are  unable  to  de
i^onstrate  it.   Perhaps 

Doctor  vorwald.s  contribution  
last  year  or  the  year  before 

on  the  B.  C.  a.  vasicine  in  
silicotic  animals  could  possi

bly 

exolain  the  fact  that  we  have  
evidences  of  Infection  or  at 

least  evidences  of  conglomerat
ion,  and  coalescence  in  thos

e 

places  m  the  lung  wnere  you
  ordinarily  find  tuberculosis,

 

and  still  we  are  unable  to  find
  a  tubercle  bacillus.   Perhaj|s 

it  doesn't  take  too  many  tubercle  b
aclllae  to  set  the  pro-  | 

cess  in  motion  here  and  .ater  on,  we
  just  car..t  find  them   j 

either  in  life  or  in  death.   As  a  matt
er  of  fact,  during^ J 
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life,  we  only  find  tuberculosis  in  our  patients  In  about 

ten  or  fifteen  percent  of  the  cases,  whereas  we're  able  to 

double  that  at  the  necropsy  table. 

This  is  another  example  of  conglomeration  and 

coalescence  in  a  soft  coal  miner,  and  again  vje  were  unable 

to  prove  the  existence  of  tuberculosis,  and  incidentally, 

in  this  particular  case,  the  man's  t^^bercular  test  v/as  neg- 

ative.  Recently,  I  have  corae  to  the  conclusion,  v;hether 

it's  right  or  wnether  it's  wrong,  that  vjhenever  you  have 

conglomeration  and  coaxescence  in  assymmetry  in  the  lung 

fields  of  people  who  serve  -  vjho  suffer  from  pnewaoconio- 

sis,  I  believe  that  we  are  justified  in  ascribing  the 

assymetry  of  the  conglomerate  and  coalescent  lesion  to  a 

superimposed  infection,  more  than  likely  tuberculosis. 

Next  slide.   This,  now,  is  an  example  of  a  fifty- 

five  year  old  coal  miner  who  has  bi-lateral  conglomeration 

and  coalescence  which  probably  fits  the  terminology  of 

angel-wing  distribution  of  the  disease.   This  m.an  had  open 

hemoptysis  -  the  man  had  hemoptysis  on  frequent  occasions 

and  we  examined  his  sputum  on  the  time  that  he  had  hemopty- 

sis and  the  times  he  didn't  have  hemoptysis  and  \-ie   have 

still  been  unable  to  prove  a  tuberculous  infection  in  this 

particular  case.   Of  course,  he's  terribly  disabled,  not 

only  structurally  from  wnat  we  see  in  the  Roentgenogram, 

and  what  we  know  will  happen  to  the  man,  but  also  on  the 



basis  Of  functional  studies. 

In  the  next  slide  you  will  see  what  I  presume  f 
be  an  ensuing  stape  of  ̂ -  

Presume  to 
o  ̂ T^age  of  tnis  man's  dlsea<^f^    p 

uj.t.ease,   here  vou  ̂ p« 

lesion  in  the  Tf^-p-i-  t  " n  the  left  lung  as  we  demonstrated  in  fh. 
slide.   Of  .o  

""^  Pi^evious ^da.   Of  course,  we  had  no  difficulty  in  this  -   .- rac,^  4„      .  
^      ̂    ̂ nis  particular 

:::„:::::;:."•"•-""-
•-"■.-.«-. 

Next   slide.      T  -k^t  • 

.        .  ''^"    '^"^   *^^    -lide   before    tl.. o"op    T    -IT..-,  J-      '  ^->^i  c    uiie 
I   just   snowed  can  go   to   either   the    t„h  , 

that   T    •      ̂   tubepcular  stage that  I   just  showed  you  or  else   ] t  „»  ̂  
a,.,t  ,  "  develop    the   conglom- erate  coalescent  features    of    the  X  „. 

oi    tne  X-ray  on    the  right  or   it 

raay  go  on  to  develoo   fr^     ,  S"t  or  it 
.      ..  ■     *""   '='""8'^=^  '^°«-d  here   on   tno   left -   tne   left   slide,    the    left  x-ray. 

r  "   °^  "^--=*   -  -   -  -»   that  hoth  Of   these   pat- e    ts   at  autopsy  had   tuberculosis    and  e^austl.e    stud   e      In oth  instances    over   a  period  Of  several   years,    failed 

xogist   m  our  coinmunitjr.      ̂ e  had   « 
Hiff,,      -.^      .  ^»      -^e   nad   a  great   deal   of        I ciiifucultv  In   fi  nailer     -ux.    .  -^  ux ""  **"°"S   =u«lcie„t  evidence    to    call  ' 
tnis    tuberculosis,   but  he   did  find    the    or        •  i 

^j-i^a   zaa    organism.  | 

.e.t   Slide.      MOW.    this    Is    an  e.a,Ple    of  ano..er       | 

coa^^^er  .io_wor^_^„^.^^^^^  coal   „lne    -.       J 
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excuse  rae  —  twenty-six  years  In  a  coal  mine  and  three  yearj; 

in  an  ore  mine.   Notice  the  conglomerate  and  coal es cent 

lesions  in  his  apices.   This  is  not  an  unusual  picture  in 

Alabama,  where  our  coal  miners  have  to  do  a  lot  of  drilling, 

so  we  have  a  sufficient  admixture  of  coal  dust  and  silica 

to  present  this  type  of  picture o   I  want  you  to  notice 

the  lower  parts  of  both  of  these  lung  fields  and  the  upper 

parts  and  then  in  the  next  slide,  you  can  see  the  conglom- 

erate coale scent  lesion  in  the  pathology  and  in  the  lower 

half  of  the  liing  field,  you  see  nodules  or  macules  of  coal 

vjnich  were  not  discerned  in  the  Roentgenogram,  indicating 

again  that  the  coal  macule  itself  is  not  the  radiopaque 

-  has  not  the  radiopaque  character  wnich  we  ascribe  to 

silica  or  fibrous  tissue,  and  if  you  were  to  rely  completely 

on  the  Roentgenogram,  you  would  miss  so  many  cases  of 

pneixraoconiosis  in  soft  coal  workers. 

Additionally,  I  want  you  to  notice  the  focal 

emphysema  in  the  lower  naif  of  this  man's  lung  fields, 

Novj,  this  is  an  example  of  pnexomoconiosis  in  a 

soft  coal  vjorker  vvith  cavitation  in  the  right  upper  lobe, 

I  was  convinced,  as  well  as  everyone  else,  that  saw  this 

case,  that  this  patient  had  tuberculous  infection  super- 

imposed, but  Instead  he  turned  out  to  have  --  next  slide  — 

what  Doctor  Belli ter  has  desdribed  as  a  sceptic  necrosis, 
I 

We  were  able  to  find  the  cavity,  but  v;e  were  never  able  to  | 
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find  any  tubercle  bacillae.   Again  I  want  you  to  notice  the 

extent  of  syraple  pneumoconiosis  in  the  right  lobe  and  again 

in  this  lung  over  here,  notice  the  large  amount  of  coal  de- 

posits and  the  cavity  ̂ ^itnout  any  eviddncs  of  tubercle 

^acillae,  both  in  life  and  in  death  at  the  necropsy  table, 

and  very  careful  studies. 

Next  slide.   Now,  the  problem  frequently  comes 

up,  and  the  question  is  often  asked,  is  pneumoconiosis  a 

progressive  disease?   I  think  that  in  this  slide  and  in 

ensuing  Roentgenograms,  I  can  say  and  show  you  that  it  is. 

If  you  notice,  this  first  slide,  incidentally,  all  of  the 

whole  lung  sections  in  pathologj^  which  I  am  showing  you 

today  have  been  prepared  by  Doctor  Goffe  in  Cardiff,  Wales 

and  he  lent  me  these  tissues  so  I  could  demonstrate  them  to 

you. 

If  you  notice  here,  in  this  first  whole  lung  sec- 

tion, there  are  coal  macules  and  in  this  Ivmg  we  find  no 

evidence  of  focal  emphysema.   However,  in  another  case  which 

had  been  a  coal  miner  for  a  lonc^er  period  of  time,  here  you 

see  the  generating  coal  macules  and  focal  emphysema  and  some 

coal  macules  maintain  themselves  without  degeneration. 

Now,  what  the  contracture  of  the  coal  macule  is 

due  to  is  only  a  matter  of  conjecture.   It  may  be  tiiat  the 

impure  fractions  in  coal  dust  besides  carbon,  have  a  fiber- 

genic  tendency  and  cause  this  contractu.re  over  a  long  period 



or  else  it  may  be  due  to  the  mechanical  effect  o
f  the  macule 

and  the  effect  on  the  macule  of  the  surroundin
g  tissue. 

Perhaps  this  man  had  some  silica  in  his  co§.  ma
cule,  just 

enough  to  cause  the  fibrous  contracture  over  a  
long  period 

of  time. 

And  now  you  see,  in  this  final  section  here,
  all 

of  the  coal  macules  have  disappeared  and  the
  entire  lung 

field  represents  a  Swiss  cheese  affair  of  f
ocal  emphysema. 

This,  I  believe  indicates  pathologically  at
  least,  that 

the  disease  is  progressive,  and  you  can  se
e  the  progression 

in  one  slide,  that  the  middle  lung  section
  -  within  that 

one  section,  you  can  see  the  focal  emphys
ema  and  the 

macule  before  it  has  degenerated.  While  
we're  looking  at 

these  sections,  we  may  see  the  reason  why  s
o  many  of  the 

Roentgenograms  appear  to  have  only  inc
reased  markings. 

Of  course,  most  of  this,  most  of  the  mac
ules  and 

the  tissue,  as  we  see  it,  is  not  radiopa
que  and,  therefore, 

in  a  large  -  in  an  X-ray  of  the  entire  lun
g,  you  have  what 

may  be  called  a  little  out  effect,  inc
reased  areas  of 

translucency  and  Increased  areas  of  opaci
ty,  but  they 

neutralize  themselves  when  they  finally 
 come  to  the  X-ray 

screen  and  that's  why  we  see  only  evide
nces  of  linear 

markings,  and  of  course,  some  of  these
  linear  markings 

may  be  ascribed  to  what  Doctor  Vorwald 
 pointed  out  this 

morninr  in  his  microscopic  sections. 
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Next  slide.   Now,  this  is  a  man  who  left  the  - 

left  his  coal  mining  occupation  in  191^8.   If  you  no
tice  the 

first  X-ray,  this  was  taken  in  19i|.9.   Notice  the  typ
e  of 

X-ray  he  has.   At  this  time,  the  man  had  already  le
ft  his 

occupation  in  the  coal  mine  and  had  no  longer  bee
n  exposed 

to  any  coal  dust. 

However,  in  the  second  X-ray  taken  one  year  later, 

you  see  that  he  has  developed  conglomeration  
and  coales- 

cence in  areas  where  previously  it  was  only  s uggested,  
that 

it  had  just  started  and  then  finally,  in  this  
last  X-ray, 

another  year  later,  you  see  that  he  has  had 
 additional  pro- 

gression of  his  disease. 

Now,  whether  the  progression  of  the  disease 
 in 

this  case  is  due  to  the  effect  of  the  coal  dust
  upon  the 

tissue,  or  whether  it  is  due  to  the  fact  that 
 he  had  a 

silica  admixture  in  the  dust  that  he  breathe
d,  or  whether 

it  is  due  to  superimposed  infection,  is  not
  of  material 

concern.   The  fact  of  tne  matter  remains  t
hat  this  man  re- 

moved from  his  occupation,  showed  a  progression  
of  dis- 

ease in  his  lung  fields  which  may  be  ascribed,  d
irectly  or 

indirectly,  to  the  basic  pneuinoconiosis . 

Next  slide.   Now,  in  dealing  with  these  patients,
 

we  find  certain  complications  wnich  are  rn.ore 
 frecuenttahn 

others  and  if  you  notice  the  first  complication
  listed  is 

emphysema,  the  second  one,  bronchitis  and 
 bronchiolitis. 



and   then  below  I  explain   those    two. 

Emphysema  and  bjconcnitls    are   so   constantly   as- 

sociated with  clinically   significant   disease    that    they 

should  be   probably   considered  part  of   the    clinical  entity 

rather   than   complications.      Nov;,    we    also   have   recurrent 

pne\monia  in  tnese  patients,    cor  pulmonale   is   very  prevalent 

with  associated  cardiac   decompensation.      As   a  matter   of   fact, 

if   the    cardiologist  would  examine   people  who  suffer  from 

pne\amoconiosis,    they  would  not  regard  cor  pulmonale   as   an 

unusual   entity,   butwould  find   it  not   only  has    accute  mani- 

festations,   but  we  who   are    interested   in   dust   disease   of 

the   lung  find  it  is   quite   prevalent  as   a   chronic   disease 

just  like  hypertension. 

Bronchiectasis,    we  have    found  in   a  substantial 

nujnber   of   our  patients;    tuberculosis    is,    of   course,    one   of 

the    complications.      Spontaneous   pneumothorax,    we   have    ob- 

served about   twenty   to    twenty-four  patients;    I   don't  know 

the    exact  number,    in   our   series,    and  I   think  that's   a  higherj 

incidence    than  you   should  find   in   the    control   population  i 
I 

group,  j 
I 

And,    finally,    pulmonary   osteoarthropathy,   we   do       j i 

find   and   I   put   that   down   as    a   complication  because   of    the        ; 
I 

manner   in  which  you   can   see    dramatic   results,    when  you  hav-iS 

tnis  hypertrophic  pulmonary   osteoarthropathy,    if  you   treat 

the   man's   Itmgs,    clear  up   the  bronchiectasis,    the  bronchial  | 



edema   and.  infection,    and  don't  give   him  any   aspirin  for 

-  or   any   specific  measiores   for  his    arthritis,    so   frequently 

'  is    there   a  manifestation  of   improvement   in  his    pulmonary 
function,    general  pulmonary   function,    the   effects   of    the 

pulmonary  osteoarthropathy  is   gone,   with  fevj  exceptions    for 

inclement  weather   and  so   on,    as    long   as   you  maintain  a 

rather   satisfactory   situation   in   the  man's   lungs. 

Next   slide.      Now,    this    is   an  example   of  a  patient 

who  had  pneTomonia  and   then   -  now,    of  coiorse,    this  man  ex- 

pectorates   at   a  rate   of   sputum  daily  that   I   thought  he  had 

bronchiectasis,    but  you  can  see   from  the  bronchogram,    it 

is  within  normal   limits    and  in  the   rig^t   lovjer   iobe  where 

it  doesn't  fill,    probably   the   result   of   accumulated  secre- 

tions,   indicating   that   these   people   do   have    an   entity   which 

may  be    coni\ised  with  bronchiectasis   and  has    to  be    differ- 

entiated  from  the   bronchidlitis  which  is    associated,    prob- 

ably  responsible   for    the  bronchospasm  and   the  bronchial 

edema,    and  a   lot  of   these    -   a  lot  of   disability,    which  one 

sees    in    these    cases. 

When  you   clear   up    the   bronchiolitis,    these   pa- 

tients   riave    experienced   a   great   deal    of  relief,    and   are 

able    to   do  many    things    that   they  haven't  been   able    to   do 

previously. 

Next   slide.      Now,    this    is    an   exaaiiple    of  what  we 

call    temporarily   disabling  pneumoconiosis    in   soft  coal 
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workers.      In  his   lower   left  lung  you'll   see   he   has   pneumonia 

and    then   tnere   you  see    about   a  raonth   later   or    so,    that  the 

area  of  pneumonia  has   cleared.      Now,    this  patient,    when  we 

first   saw  him  v;as    critically   ill,    and  such   is    the    case  with 

all   of    our  patients   who   develop    secondary   complications. 

They  live   in  such  a   delicate    cardio-respiratory  balance 

that  a   supervening,    intervening  Infection,    pneumonia   or 

systemic   infection   throws    the  vjeight   of  balance   against 

them,    and    these   people   become    critically    ill   and   disabled. 

However,    vjhen   they're    treated   and   they  get    over 

their   illness,    they  return   to   their  previous   status,   perhaps 

with   some    additional   damage    to    their  pulmonary   tissue  which 

Tfie    can't   measure    and  v/ant    to   resume    their  work. 

Incidentally,    this   patient   is    back   at  work  in    a 

coal  mine    and   does   not  vjant   anyoody    to    know    about    the   fact 

that  he   has   pneumoconiosis   because    if    they  find   out,    they 

will    take   him   off   his    job,    ̂ ^rhich   should  be   done.      Ee   has 

been   advised   to    leave   his    occupation,    but  v;e    as   doctors, 

have   no   right    to   say   to    a   nan,     'You  get    out'.      It's    up   to 

him  to   make    the   final    decision,    because   he's    the    one   who 

has    to    survive. 

Incidentally,    I    only  want   to    mention   one    thing 

about    the    treatment   of    these   patients.      You   can  not  rely 

UiOon   the   parental    administration  of   antibiotics   and    other 

agents.      These   people, to    obtain    the   best   results 

X__ 
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therapeutically,    I   don't  care  what  you  use   as   long   as  you 

use    something   that's    Indicated  and   that   has   been    success- 

ful   in  your  hands.      Parental    therapy  with  penicillin,    for 

example,    in   a   case   like    this,    would  prolong    the    patient's 

convalenscence  maybe    two   or    three  months  before  you  find 

that  he   is    able    to  go    to  work,   whereas  with   aerosol   thera- 

py,  you  attack   the    disease   directly  either  by  hand  or  with 

intermittent  breathing  pressure  unit  designed  by  Doctor 

Motley,      It   doesn't  make   any  difference,   but  remember, 

the   aerosol  route,    the   direct   approach  to    the    disease. 

Next  slide.      Now,    this   is    an   example   of  an   indi- 

vidual  with   cor  pulmonale.      Notice    the   lacy   character  of   the: 

changes    in  his   lung  fields.      He  worked  in   a  coal   nine   for 

thirty-five    years.      He    is    seriously   disabled   and  he    is    un- 

able  to   take   a  bath. 

Incidentally,    I'd   like    to  point   out    tiriat    in  our 

clinical    experience,    we   find    two   very   important   things    to 

ask  patients,   because    sometimes    a  patient   comes    to   you  be- 

cause  he    knows    that   the    disease    is    compensable    and  he   cones 

with   the    idea   that  you're    going    to   establish   the    diagnosis 

and  he    comes    in   complaining   of    shortness    of  breath,    cough,     , 

can't   work,    can't   sleep,    can't   do   nothing,    is   mad   at  nis  j 

wife,    nervous,    can't   do   anything,   but   there    are    a  few   tning:^ 

YOU  can  find  out,  I 

For   one    thinp;,    these   people    can't    take    a  bath   in     ̂ 
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hot  v/ater.       If   they   take    a  lot   of   water,    and    if   they   really 

have  pulmonary   disability   on   the  basis    of   their  pulmonary 

disfunction,    they  become   more    short   of  breath  and  have   to 

be   helped  from   the    tub.      That's    due    to   peripheral    vasal 

dilitation   and   increased   oxygen  demand. 

Secondly,    these   people    are    always   more    snort   of 

breath   in   the   morning   than   they   are    at    any   other    time    of 

the   day   except  when  they're   v;orking,    so   after   they've  had 

a  good  night's    rest,    when    they  v/ake   up    in   the   morning,    if 

you   ask   them  hov:  do   you   feel,    if    they're   really    suffering 

from  a  dyspnea   due   to  pulmonary   disease,    they'll    tell  you 

'Doctor,    I   didn't  sleep   well   and  when   I   got  up    this   morning 

I  didn't  feel  well;    it   took  me   about  an  hour   to    sH  r  around 

and   start  feeling  better'.      That's    a  good   differential    diag 

nostic  point  which  we   should  keep   in  m.ind   said   it  would  also 

help   us    to   differentiate   between   cardiac    disease   -   dyspnea 

and  pulmonary   dyspnea. 

Next   slide.      This    is    an   example    of    cardiac   fail- 

■uj?e    in   a  patient  with  pneum.oconiosis    and  before   you    -   and 

before    you   label    this   patient   as   having  pneumoconiosis,    you 

should   correct  his    heart  failure    first   and   then  re-examine 

his   roentgenogram^   to    see    if  he    still   has    evidences    of  pneu- 

moconiosis,     Here   you  can   see    the    enlarged   cardiac    shadow 

on    the    left  with   increased  markings    of  nodularity,    and 

then  here    on   the    right  you   find    that   the    cardiac    shadow   is 
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much  smaller  but  he  still  has  the  changes  in  "both  lung 

fields  compatible  with  pne-umoconiosis. 

In  ■  the  management  of  these  patients,  it  is  im- 

portant to  reiaember  tnat  you  do  not  treat  these  patients 

v;ith  cardiac  failure  the  wqy  you  do  someone  who  has  cardiac 

failure  on  the  basis  of  rheijinatic  heart  disease  or  arterial 

sclerotic  disease.   In  these  people,  it  is  important  to 

correct  the  deranged  pulmonary  function  and  make  some  attemp|t 

to  correct  first  before  you  digitalize  him,  otherwise  you 

are  apt  to  create  a  load  on  the  right  side  of  the  heart  and 

precipitate  a  fatal  accident, 

Kext  slide,   I  don't  know  how  this  got  here,  but 

it  is.   Would  you  mind  taking  this  out  and  leave  it  for  last]. 

This  is  a  joker.   Now,  this  is  an  example  of  a  patient  v/ith 

pneumoconiosis,  heart  failure  and  bronchiectasis,  all  of 

those  things  in  one  patient.   Notice  the  dilated  bronchi 

in  the  lower  lobes  and  notice  the  cardiac  failizre  in  the 

miadle  picture.   This  patient  is  still  living.   He  lives 

in  an  oxygen  tent,  has  been  living  in  an  oxygen  tent  for 

over  tv/o  and  a  half  years. 

Next  slide.   Now,  this  is  an  example  of  chiefly 

linear  increased  markings  with  some  evidence  of  nodulation 

and  a  spontaneous  pneumothorax  on  the  left,  on  the  left-hand 

side.   Nov;,  ̂ ^rhen  I  say  a  man  has  linear  pulmonary  dust  dis-  j 

east,  or  when  I  say  a  man  has  nodular  puim.onary  dust  disease 

T 
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or  mixed,    I  meanthat   it's   predominantly  linear,    that   it's 

predominantly  nodular  and  when   it  isn't  predominantly   one 

or    the    other,    I   call    it  mixed,    because    as    a   clinician,    we 

have    to   have    a   simple   method   of   approach   to    this   problem 

that  you   can  present   to   other   doctors    in   the    community,   to 

doctorw  viho  work  in  coal  mining  camps,    so   that    they   can 

work  with  you  and  understand  what  you're    trying  to   accom- 

plish,   and  when  you  get   too   scientific  with   them,    when  you 

get   into    the    category   of    too  much  research,   with   a   little 

doctor  who  works    in  the   country,    you  lose    all   of  his    coop- 

eration,  so  we   have    to   give    them,  something   that  we   can  see 

and   that's    simple. 

Next  slide.      This  man  lived  a  little   over   three 

years,    a   little    over    three   yeai-s    in   an  oxygen   tent   and   then 

died  looking  like   a  skeleton  and  if  you  see,    in  this    lung 

field,    he   has    evidence   not   only   of   silicosis,   but   also    over 

here   you  see   evidence   of   anthraco    —  excuse  me    -  of  pulmonaiiy 

dust   disease   of   coal  miners,  with   focal    emphysema   and  raacul^, 

—  habit  vxill    always   come   out. 

Now,    next  slide.      Now,    here   you  see    the  X-rays    of 

two    individuals   who  have    about    the   same    extent   of  pulmonary 

change    in   the   Roentgenogram.      Now,    the    sixty -four   dollar 

question,    how   can   an  X-ray  m.an   tell   m.e   wnich   one    is    and  which 

one    is   not   disabled?     But    just   to   speed   things, up,    I'll   tellj. I 

you   that    tne    man   on    the   left   is    disabled   and   tlie  man   on    the  j 

t' 



right  Is   not.      However,    I  want   to   tell  you   that  subsequent- 

ly  the  man  on   the   right  has    developed   disability,   but    at   tne 

time    of   this   examination,    he  was   not   disabled. 

Next   slide.      Nov/,    this    is    an  example   of  extensive 

changes    in   the   pulmonary   field,    in  a   patient   forty-five 

years   old,    twenty-nine   years    a  coal  miner,    no  disability. 

Nevertheless,    look  at   the    extensive   changes   in  his   lung 

field,    by   comparison  with   some    of    the   other  Roentgenograms 

which  you  have   seen  both  in   this   lecture    and   in  the    other 

lectures   vihich  preceded  mine. 

Next  slide.      Here   is   an  example   of   a  seventy - 

year    old  man  with   an  elevated   -  with   an  elevated   leaf   of 

the   diaghragm  on  this    side,    resulting   from  pleurisy,    pneu- 

monia,   several  years   previous    to    this    Roentgenogram.      He         I 

is    seventy  years    old;   he  works;    he  worked   in  a  coal  mine    at  . 

the    time    this   Roentgenogram  was    taken   and  he    had  absolute- 

ly  no    disability    that  we    could  find,    either    -   either   in    the  i 

clinic,    on   clinical   basis    or    in  a   laboratory.  | 

Next   slide.      Now,    this    is    an    example    of    tissue  j 

reaction.      These    two  boys  v:orked   alongside   of   each   other    for 

fourteen  years.      This  man  is    thirty-six  years    old,    I    think,  i 
j 

and    this    one    is    thirty-four  years    old.      Notice    the    differ-     j 

ence  in  the  way  these  tissues  have  reacted.  Piere  you  have  j 

a  nodular  variety  of  change  in  this  man's  lung  field  and  in  ' 

the    one   on   the   right,    has    chiefly   a   linear   change   in  his   liuig 
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field.    Indicating  in    tiiis    case    that   two  people    of   different 

stock,   working  in   the    same   occupation,    reacted   differently. 

Next   slide.      Now,    here    is   an    exanple    of   two  boys 

who  v;orked  alongside   of   each  other,    I   think,    for    thirty   some 

years.      You  notice    the    similarity   of   their  Roentgenographic 

changes* 

Next   slide.      Here    are    two   other  brothers,    both 

with  negative    tubercular   tests,   both  with  negative    tubercu- 

lin  test,    and  we    can't  prove    tuberculosis.      They    v;orked 

nineteen  years    together   and  they've  worked   about    ten  years 

apart   and  you  can't,    v;ell,    you  know,    you  have    to   say   they 

look  alike   anyway,    and  it's    just  remarkable    to   see    the    sim- 

ilarity  of    the    changes   in   these    tvjo  X-rays    even  though 

they   XTOrked   ten  years    at   another   occupation. 

Next    slide.      Now,    these    two,    these    two  brothers 

are    the   first  of  four  brothers.      Now,   notice  how  similar 

these    tl^^o   X-rays   appear.      These   boys  worked   together   forty- 

one    years.      Notice    the    similarity    and   the   change    in  these 

Roentgenograms,    but   they're   brothers,    and   now    their    other 

brothers   worked   in   another  part  of   the    same    coal   mine    for 

thirty-one   years    together.      Notice    the  man   on   the  right   witt. 

the    conglomeration   and   coalescence   and   the    one   who   has   only 

worked   about   fifteen  years    already  beginning   to  manifest 

the    changes   of  his  brother    alongside   of  whom  he   worked. 

Next   slide.      You   got    the    last   one    -  you  got   the 
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one   you  put  up   the   first   time    -   I  asked  you   to  put  it  last? 

And  now,    just   to   confuse   you,    as   well    as    I'm  confused, this 

is    tv;o  brothers.      These    two  brothers   worked  alongside   of 

each  other   —   excuse  me,    not   alongside   of  each  other,    they 

worked  for    thirty-seven  years    on  opposite   sides   of   a  rail- 

road car.      They  did  loading  and   the   reason  they  worked   on 

opposite    sides   of    the   railroad  car  were  because    they  loved 

each  other   and   they  wanted   to  be   sure    in  case   a  rock  would 

start  falling   on   the  brotlier,    they  would  see   it  and   they'd 

r-un  over   and  save    the  brother. 

Look  at   these   Roentgenograms.      See  how  different 

they   are.      Worked  on  opposite    sides   of  a   coal    car,    so   there- 

fore,   even   though  Doctor  Lanza   is  much  older  than   I   am,    I'm 

going   to   improve    on  his    terminology.      I'm  going    to   say  frcm 

now  on  when  you  talk   about  pneumoconiosis,    you  have   to    talk 

about  pneumoconiosis    in  soft  coal  workers   in  Alabama  in 

Jefferson  County   in  Mine   Number  9,    Shaft  Number   8   on  the 

right-hand   side   of   the    railroad   track,    and  that's   about  what 

it   comes   down    to. 

Now,  in  conclusion  -  in  conclusion,  I  think  I 

have  about  two  minutes  left,  is  that  right.  Doctor  Sander? 

BY  DOCTOR  SArlDER: 

One. 

BY  DOCTOR  FRIEDi-iA.K: 

That  always  happens  when  you  deal  with  Yankees. 



In  conclusion,    I'd  like    to  remark   as    follows:      That   there   It 

a   disease   in  coal  workers,    that    it's    due   to  their  occupa- 

tion,   that   the    disease,    once   it  manifests    itself  clinically 

is  progressive,    that   different  people  may  react  differently 

to    the    same    ejcposure    of   dust   over    the    same   period   of   time. 

As   a  rule,    I  have    sixteen  pairs    of  brothers   -   that's  why  I 

say   as    a  rule    -  as    a  rule,    brothers   will  react  similarly, 

but  you  can't  depend  upon  it,    because    I   just  showed  you, 

(Applause), 

BY  DOCTOR    SANDER: 

Well,    as   you  can  see.    Doctor  Friedman  has   had  a 

donsiderable   clinical   experience  with  this    coal   miners   dis- 

ease,     I  have    asked  Doctor  Fletcher   to   open   the   discussion     j i 

of  Doctor  Friedman's   remarks,    and   then   I  would   -   Itm  going     :' 
to   ask  for  questions    from  the  floor   after  Doctor  Fletcher 

has   finished  his   discussion,    and  I  hope  you'll  have   a  good     : 

many  questions    to   shoot   this    way.  ; i 

BY  DOCTOR   FLETCHER:  j 

Doctor   Sander  has    said   that    I   could  make    one   pre-  ! 

liminary  remark  on  xaj  paper   this   morning,    which   I  neglected 

to   say    this  morning.      I   suggested  that  if   we   could  abolish    i 

tuberculosis    in  mining   areas   we    could   abolish   the   v;orst   ef-  • 
i 

fects    of    disease.       That  might   be    taken    to  mean    tliat  pnsumo-  ' 

coniosis   is    a   form  of    tuberculosis.      I    just   want    to    say    thaij i 

any   such  interpretation  of  my  remarks    is    the   exact  opposite 
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of  what   I  mean.      The   expression  of   this   disea
se   is  by   dust 

suppression.      It  is   an  occupational  disease; 
   it  is   not   tu- 

berculosis,  but   if    the   utraost  huinan   endeavor   fails    to   re-
 

duce  dust  levels,    that  in  which  no  radiological   
activity 

prevails,    then   the   lessening    of   tuberculosis
   on   this    dis- 

ease,   might  be  lessened  by   strict  tuberculosis  
 control 

in   this    area.      I   am  glad  I  have   an  opportunity 
  to   remove   an^ 

misapprehension  in  regard  to  ray  remarks.
 

In  regard  to  Doctor  Friedman's   excellent  pa
per, 

I   really   want   to    sympathize  with  him  from  t
he  bottom  of  my 

heart,   because    I   started  studying  this   dis
ease   as   a  clin- 

ician  and  it  wasn't  until   I  had  been  at   it   as    a   cl
inician 

for    sometime    that   I  managed  to  get  my   ep
idemiological   col- 

leagues   to   show  me    something   about   the   disease. 

As   a  clinician  one    is   grossly  limited.      He    tell
s 

us    that  he   sees    spontaneous   pneumothorax  
as    a   common  com- 

plication of  this    disease.      That  means    to    say   that  p
atients 

wno   have    spontaneous   pneumothorax  with   this    disease
   come    to ^ 

his    clinic.      It   doesn't    tell   us    anything  about   
the    frequen- | 

cy   of    that   complication   in   the    community   
of   men  with   pneumo- 

coniosis,   and  we   clinicians   are   at   a  gross   disadvantage 
   in 

studying   occupational   disease    in   that  we
    can  not   resist 

analyzing   our   figures    and   thinking   that    they 
  ma^  mean   some-| 

thing.      It's    a   temptation   that   I  have   had    to  strenuous
ly         | 

resist  myself,   under   the  most  tremendous   barrage   of
   criti^clsm 

T"
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from  Doctor  Cochran,  my  epidemiological  colleague,  who 

thinks  of  clinicians  with  -  as  one  of  the  lesser  breed  of 

rodents. 

So  I  just  want  to  sympathize  with  Doctor  Friedman 

and  congratulate  him  that  he  has  derived  so  many  interest- 

ing conclusions  to  the  severity  of  this  disease.   I  would 

just  like  to  quarrel  with  him  about  this  temporarily  dis- 

abling pneumoconiosis.   He  says  he  has  a  man  with  a  pneumo- 

coniosis x-Jith  pneumonia  and  he  was  grossly  disabled.   Well, 

I  have  seen  that  in  London,   He  was  disabled  when  he  came 

in.   I  think  he  had  disabling  pneumonia,  whereas  you  might 

call  it  temporarily  disabling  pneumoconiosis* 

I  want  to  quarrel  iirlth  his  suggestion  that  the 

coal  macule  is  not  as  opaque  as  the  silicotic  nodule.  The 

coal  macule  is  smaller  than  the  silicotic  nodule.   I  believe 

the  radiopacity  is  at  great  as  collagen  and  the  silicotic 

nodule  is  larger  than  the  coal  nodule,  displaces  more  air 

and  is,  therefore,  more  visible. 

And  lastly,  I  want  to  ask  him  one  very  important 

question,  that  is  in  this  tubercular  negativity  of  cases 

of  massive  fibrosis.   That  we  have  never  observed,   V^e 

have  fOTind  cases  of  massive  fibrosis  that  only  react  to  one  I 

in  a  thousand  tuberculin  and  I  believe  we  have  had  one  p-o   i 

^         I 

1 

up  to  one  in  a  hundred  but  never  a  complete  negative,  and  I  I 

would  like  to  know  what  strength  of  tuberculin  he  used  for  I 
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that  negative  test.   Thank  you  very  much.  Doctor  Sander, 

BY  DOCTOR  SMDER; 

Thank  you,  Doctor  Fletcher.   Do  you  want  to  make 

jour   remarks  now?   Doctor  Vorwald  has  a  Tew  reraarks  to  make 

to  correct  a  false  impression  of  this  morning,  right? 

BY  DOCTOR  VORWALD: 

Yes,  I  should  like  to  do  exactly  what  Doctor 

Fletcher  did,  so  that  we  do  not  leave  a  false  imoression 

with  you. 

First,  in  showing  the  slides  stained  for  elastic 

tissue.  Doctor  Hussey  called  my  attention  to  the  point  that 

I  did  call  It  elastic  tissue  rather  than  reticulin  within 

the  lung,  and  so  I  wish  to  correct  that. 

The  second  correction  which  I  should  like  to  make, 

being  a  correction,  at  least  attempt  to  modify  the  impres- 

sion which  I  left  with  you,  and  that  is  with  respect  to  this 

focal  emphysema  and  I  demonstrated  a  series  of  cases  of  work 

ers  exposed  to  dust  other  than  coal  dust,  vriiere  there  was 

focal  emphysema,  and  called  attention  to  the  fact  tnat  this 

focal  emphysema  was  then  not  unique  for  the  coal  m.inars' 
limg. 

In  presenting  these  cases,  such  as  from  the  gran- 

ite worker,  and  from  tno  limestone  worker  and  from  the 

graphite  worker,  I  wish  to  Impress  upon  you  that  those  were 

the  very  isolated  cases,  that  it  nas  certainly  not  involved 
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the  large  group  of  individuals  supposed  to  be  exposed  to 

these  dusts. 

Purtherriore,    iifith   respect    to    the   magnatite   worker 

and   the   hematite  worker,    the   incidence   of   this   focal   emphy- 

sema,   about   the   foci   of  dust,    is   present  probably   to   a  great 

er   degree    than  is  present   in   the  graphite  worker  in  the 

other   cases,    and   to  a  lesser  degree   in  the    coal  miners' 

lung,    but    tnat   does   not  mean    that  with   the    deposition  of 

graphite   in   the   limg,    with   the   deposition  of  magna  tits,   with 

the   deposition  of  hematite,    and  indeed  with   the   deposition 

of   limestone,     that   there  must   also,    therefore,    be   present  a 

focal   emphysema  and   thus,    therefore,    the   man   -   the   patient 

must   also   have    a  respiratory   difficulty.         I   think  that   is 

fallacious   and   I    don't  wish   to   leave  you  with    that   impres- 

sion. 

If  I  may  go  on  and  comment  just  ̂   bit  about  Doc- 

tor Friedman's  remarks,  certainly  Doctor  Friedman  has  had  a  ! 

great  deal  of  experience  with  the  coal  miners,  I  should  j 

like  again  to  take  a  bit  of  exception  vjith  him  on  the  -  Ms  \ 

statememb  vilth  regard  to  the  matter  of  progression,  that  it  i 

is  of  relatively  little  concern.  He  mentioned  that  it  is  of 

little  concern  whether  it  be  due  to  m^assive  local  concen-  I 

tration  of  dust  or  whether  it  be  due  to  a  complicating  in-  ; 

fection. 

I   think  it  is    of   concern.      We  must  know  whether 
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these  coal  miners'  lungs  are  raore  susceptibl
e  to  infection 

than  is  the  lung  of  a  worker  with  depositio
n  of  other  kinds 

of  dusts. 

Again,    I    should  like    to  make    a   slight   compari
son 

as    did  Doctor   Fletcher,   that    is,    he    spoke   of   emphysem
a,    and 

that   it   is    important   to   know   the    incidence  by   age 
  also 

of   emphysema,    in  the   entire   working  population  of
    the    coal 

miners,    and  to   compare    that   incidence  with   the    i
ncidence   in 

the   non-exposed  population,   by   age   and  by   ra
cial    character- 

istics.     I   think   that   is   also   very    important  before   we   
con- 

clude   that   emphysema,    in   the    coal  miners,    about   which
  he  has 

seen,    as    a  common  denominator  of  all   of   the   c
oal  miners   ex- 

posed and   that   it   is   ni^er   than  the    Incidence    in   th
e   non- 

exposed  population. 

W'ith  respect   to   his    last  remark,    that   is    that   he 

will   not   only   have    to   know  wnsther    th^se    coal  
 miners    come 

from  Alabama,    and  wnether   they    come   from  
Jefferson   County 

and  Mine   Itober   9    and   the   right   side    of    the    truck,    I 
  thirlc     j 

that's   precisely   what   he   has   to   do,    and  we    all   have    to    do       j 

that,    and   furtnermore,    I   should   like    to    know,    and 
  I    think  w^ 

have    to   extend  it,   we   want   to    know  whether   he    com
es   up    the 

track  or   down   the    track.     We  want  to  know  wh
ether   that    track 

is    outdoors    or   indoors. 

I    think  those   are    the    things    that  we  must   iaiow   if  | 

we   are    to   solve   some  of   the  problems   relating  not   only   to       j 



the  puikmonary   changes    in  coal  miners,    "but   also    the   pulruonarj 

changes   in  workers    exposed  to   other   dusts. 

One  more    comment  and   that   is   with   respect  to   the 

Roentgenogram  and    the   patliologlcal  manifestations   of    the 

disease;    it   is    true    that   the  pathology,    the   pathologies, 

-  the   pathologist   frequently   sees   more   disease    in   the    lungs 

than  manifested  in  the    chest  Roentgenogram,      But   I  don't         | I 

believe   that   that  should  be   \ised  as    an   arguraent    to    support 

the   view   that    there    is    always    something  more   in   the    lung 

than  is   present   in  it,    than  is   visualized   in   the   Roentgen- 

ogram.     Should  we   follow    that   reasoning,     tlien  v;e    could    all 

-  we   should  say   then  also,    well,    this   Roentgenogram  is   neg- 

ative,   it   shows   no    evident   change,    but    there    is    something 

more    in   the    l\mg   than  v/hat  vje    see    in  the  Roentgenogram. 

Therefore,   this   man  must  have  pneumoconiosis,   because  he 

had  an  exposure    to   coal    dust,    so  we    throw   the  Roentgenogram 

out   the  window,    we    throw   the   physical   examination   out   of 

the   window,    and   all   we   want   to   Imovx   is    did  or   did  not    this 

man  have    an   exposure    to    dust.      If  he   did,     then  he   belongs 

to    the    category  of   pneuir.oconiosis ;    if  he   had   no    exposiire, 

then  we   may   question.      Thank  you. 

BY  DOCTOR   SAHDER; 

We  already  ho-ve  a  few  questions  of  Doctor  Fried- 

man. I'm  going  to  ask  one  and  then  I  hope  we'll  have  some 

more    from   the   floor   and    then   we'll   give   him  a    chance   to 
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\i*' 

answer   them» 

ltd   like    to   Imow  how  he   makes    a   diagn
osis    in  a 

nan  who  has  been  a  miner  for  some  
 twenty-five  years,   whose 

chest  film  at   age    sixty -five,    wnen  
 he's   retiring,    shows 

only   emphysema,    nothing  beyond  that
.     What   -  how   does   he 

go   about  making  the  diagnosis  beyon
d   the   hot  tub    test   and 

the    -   the   history  of  his   not  feeling  w
ell  when  he   gets  up 

in   the  morning?     What   do  you  have  
besides   his   history,    and 

possibly   the   lung  function   test,
which  undoubtedly  will   show 

a  low  maximal  breathing   capacity,  
 because   he   has    emphysem? 

Anyone  who  has   emphysema  has   a
  low  maximal  breathing   ca- 

pacity.     At  age   sixty-five    it^s   lower   than
   it  was   at   age 

forty-five,    and   if  you  have    the   
additional   emphysema,    it's 

goiJg  to  be    still   lower.      Eow  
does   he  make    the   diagnosis 

of   coal   miners,    pneumoconiosis  
with   that   situation   in  mind? 

DO  we  have   some    other   questions?    
 Doctor  Kline? 

BY  DOCTOR  KLII^.; 

Doctor  Friedman,    I  didn't  come  
  in  at   the   very  be- 

ginning  of  your   paper   and   if   you've    a
nswered  my   question, 

I..,  wasting  your   ti..e,    but  yo
u   talked  about   cardiac   failur

e 

m  these   cases,    and  you  mentione
d   that  before   one   gave 

digitalis   or    treated    tl.e   patien
t   with   the    other  methods    tha. 

,,e   have    available   for    the    cardiac    failure
,    one    snould   do         | 

something   about   the  pulmonary   
condition.      1  pres^ome  you   were 

referring  to  McMichael's   work  in  En
gland  on   tne    effec^j^f 
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digitalis  on  the  veins  of  the  body.   This  work  has 
 not  been 

widely  accepted,  and  not  generally  confirmed,  b
ut  I'm  not 

taking  any  exception  to  that.   I  am  asking  th
is  question. 

What  does  one  do  about  the  primary  pulmonary  condition? 
  Thej 

disease  of  the  heart  is  the  result  of  increase  
in  the  pul- 

monary artery  and  the  right  ventricle.   Do  you  have  s
ome 

therapeutic  tool  which  corrects  this  conditio
n  before  cor- 

recting the  cardiac  disease? 

BY  DOCTOR  SENDER ; 

ccc. 

.      .,:-YV' 

'^^J^^> Any   other   questions? 

BY  DOCTOR  AI-'BERSON ;    ̂        ' "-'  -•'^- ■  ■-'• 

What  was    the    time   element  between  the    last
  X-ray 

film  and   the   last  post  mortem  exaxaination? 
     -  Doctor   Amber- 

son   —  This   calculation   effects  me   as   batt
ing  about  ninety- 

seven  percent,   which   is   pretty   good   in   any  
 league.      The   time 

element  between   the   last   chest  film   and    
the   post  mortem 

examination. 

BY  DOCTOR    SALiDBR: 

In  which  case? 

BY  DOCTOR   AMBERSOI'I: 

I   think   tnere    were    tv/o   or    three, 

BY   DOCTOR   SAl-jpER; 

He  had  two  or  three.   Any  other  questions?
 

BY  DOCTOR  BRISTOL; 

ltd  like  to  ask  Doctor  Friedman  if  he  thinks  it'
s  j 
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possible  from  the  X-ray  to  make  a  diagnosis  of  focal  emphy- 

sema, number  one,  and  X-ray  alone,  that  is;  and  number  two, 

do  you  believe  that  emphysema  is  a  complication  of  simple 

coal  workers  pneumoconiosis? 

BY  DOCTOR  SANDBR: 

Any  other  questions  of  Doctor  Friedman? 

(No  response). 

You  have  the  floor.  Doctor  Friedman, 

BY  DOCTOR  FRIEDMAN; 

On  my  way  up  again.   I  should  have  stayed  home. 

I'm  really  surprised.   1  thought  it  would  be  worse  than  that 

I  don't  know  whether  I'm  going  to  answer  these  questions 

in  order  and  I  don't  even  know  whether  I'm.  going  to  answer 

them,  but  I'm  going  to  say  something  about  each  one. 

As  regards  Doctor  Fletcher's  remarks  about  the 

Incidence  of  spontaneous  pneumothorax,  that's  true,  it's 

clinicians '  incidence  of  the  disease  and  in  my  particular 

situation,  I  am  not  in  a  position  to  compare  a  comparable 

control  group  of  coal  miners  whom  I  study,  because  the 

people  who  co:ae  to  see  us,  sick  coal  miners,  v;e  don't  get 

a  cross-section  of  the  coal  mining  population, 

Hov/ever,  I  do  think.  Doctor  Fletcher,  that  the 

incidence  of  spontaneous  pneumothorax,  even  without  the 

comparison,  appears  to  be  higher  than  in  the  normal  popula- 

tion group.   Of  course,  I  kno^^I'  that  Doctor  Goffe,  and  you 
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come  from  that  school  of  Doctor  Goffe,  feels  tha
t  spontan- 

eous pneumothorax  probably  Is  unrelated  to  the  disea
se  be- 

cause of  the  location  of  the  blades,  and  when  I  made  tlia
t 

statement,  I  knew  I  was  on  dangerous  ground,   I  tho
ught 

you'd  overlook  ito 

Regarding  the  tuberculin  testing,  we  use  one  
to 

one  thousandth  to  begin  with  and  we  end  up  with  o
ne  to  one 

hundredth  and  if  you're  ever  down  in  Alabama,  I
'd  like  for 

you  to  come  down  and  see  some  of  our  negative  
skin  tests, 

because  they  really  complicate  the  picture  w
hen  we  can't 

obtain  a  positive  reaction,  and  we  frequently 
 test  them 

again  in  three  months  or  six  months. 

And  then,  about  the  location,  then  Doctor
  Vor- 

wald  made  a  remark  about  the  incidence  of  emph
ysema  in  coal 

workers.   I  took  one  hundred  patients  from  the  a
ge  forty  to 

sixty  in  our  own  clinic,  random  sample,  men,  a
nd  then  I 

took  a  group  of  coal  miners,  forty  to  sixty  years  of  age,  
 | 

and  compared  the  incidence  of  emphysema  in  both  groups.     j 

Now.  I  admit  before  I  go  any  further,  tnat  it's 
  j i 

not  a  fair  comparison  because  the  people  in  the  cont
rol  ! 

group  who  come  between  the  age  group  of  forty  and  sixty,  j 

came  in  complaining  perhaps  of  some  heart  disease  
or  gastric 

disturbance  or  sorae thing  of  that  nature,  but  the  coal  mlner^ 

all  come  complaining  of  something  wrong  with  tneir  lungs,  | 

but  at  least  in  that  group,  I  would  like  to  give  you  the    j 

_4  -  ■ 



benefit    of  v;hat   vje   found. 

We  found  less    than   ten  or   twelve  percent  emphy- 

sema in   a  control  group  whereas    in   a  group   of   coal  miners 

who   came   to,  be   studied,    and  we  used  maximal  breathing   ca- 

pacity,   both  lung   capacity,    fluoroscopic   exaiuination.   X-ray, 

we   didn't  use   any   gas   studies,   we're   not   equipped  for   it    - 

we  found   that    the   incidence    of  emphysema  by   the  most  rigid 

standards    in  a   coal   mining   standard,    in   the    age   group  of 

forty   to   sixty  was    in  excess   of   seventy-five  percent, 

I   admit,    to  begin  with,    that   that's    an  unfair 

comparison,    but   as    I  say,    I   don't  have   a   cross-section  and 

I  wasn't   able    to  X-ray   all   of   the   coal  miners    in  an   area 

whether    they  vjere   sick   or   v/hether    they  weren't. 

I'm  glad   that  Doctor   Vorwald  felt  that   the   loca- 

tion  of    the    man's    vjopk  v/as    irrioortant,      We    all    realize    that, 

and  I    think  we  have    to  realize,    not   only   the   geographical 

location  of   the  mine,   but  where   he   works   in  the  mine,    whet- 

her he '  s   a    timberman,    whether   he's   a   short  fire  man,    whether' 

he    does   drilling   or  wnether  he   does   overhead  pinning,    these 

are    all    important   factors,    and   those    of   you  who   may   not   be 

familiar  vjith  some    of   the   more   modern  metiaods    of   coal   mining, 

I  would  like    to   tell  you,    and  Doctor  Fletcher  made   some   re- 

mark  touching    on   that    this   morning,    in   this   machine    age   of 

mining  vie 're   beginning  to   see  patients    in   the   lower  age 

groups   who,    after   lower  periods    of  exposure   as    coal  worker s^. 
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are   developing  pnetmioconiosls  by  Roentgenograph! c   change 

and  functional   changes.      It's   because    the   machines   don't 

knox^  to   cut    through   just  coak,    they  cut    through  everything 

and   they  want  to    do    that   so  you  can  get    the   raost    out   of   a 

seam  of  coal,    and   the   overhead  pinning,    that   is,    of   course, 

the   same    thing  as   drilling   in  pure   rock,    and  you're  going 

to   get   a  p\jre   silica  exposuj^e   because    the   purpose    of  over- 

head pinning  is    to  fasten   the   roof   of   the   coal   mine   and 

instead  of  with  beams,   you're   going  to  fasten   it   to   the 
overhead  strata, 

I  had   the   privilege    last  week   to   examine   some 

coal  miners    in  Peru,    South  America,      I'm  only   sorry   that 

they  wouldn't  let  me  have   the  X-rays    to  bring  up  here,    be- 

cause what  we   see   in   our  coal  mines   isn't   anything   like  what 

we   see    there,   what  we   see   in   their   coal   mines    isn't   anything 

at   all   like  what   we    see    in   our   coal   mines    in  Alabama   and 

Doctor  Fletcher   didn't   show   anything   that  looked   like   any 

Peruvian  coal  miner,    and  if  you   think  we  have   patients, 

they  have  many  more,    because    their  patients   are    Indians   who 

live   fifteen  or   sixteen   thousand   feet   above   sea  level,    and 

to  begin  with,    they  have   emphysema   and  then  you  have    to 

start   to   eva  luate    the   disability   on   the   basis    of   that,    so 

we   ought   to  be  pretty   glad  our  problem  isn't  com.pllcated 

in   that  manner* 

Now,    Doctor   Sander  asked  me,    I    think   I   have    the 



age  right,  in  a  man  about  sixty  years  old,  who  has  worked 

so  many  years  in  a  coal  mine,  who  has  no  Roentenographic 

changes,  but  just  has  evidence  of  emphysema  by  our  standards,, 
how  could  I  say  this  patient  had  pneximoconiosis .   I  wished 

'  I  could  say  so.  Doctor  Sander,  because  I'm  convinced  in  my 
own  mind  that  many  of  these  people  do  not  show  Roentgeno- 

graphic  changes  compatible  with  the  results  of  their  occu- 

pation,  I  believe  that  they  develop  emphysema  or  rather    ! 

we  should  put  it  this  way,  I  believe  just  like  another  sixty' 
year  old  man,  they  may  develop  emphysema  in  the  usual  coursj 

of  life,  but  they're  more  prone  to  develop  emphysema  if 
they've  worked  in  a  coal  mine. 

The  mechanical  effect  over  a  long  period  of  time 

of  the  inhalation  of  non-soluble  dusts,  the  effect  in  in- 

ternal bronchial,  with  infection  and  without  Infection, 

causes  an  intermittent  occlusion  over  a  long  period  of  time 

of  a  balance  value  of  nature,  and  if  you  do  that  long  enougii 

and  often  enough  for  twenty  to  thirty  years,  you're  going 

to  have  some  effect  on  your  alveolae,  and  you're  going  to 

have  emphysema  as  a  result  of  your  occupation. 

The  day  will  come,  I'm  certain,  that  we  will  be 

intelligent  enough  as  doctors,  and  will  find  the  correct 

diagnostic  methods  to  be  able  to  prove  that  the  emphysema 

we  see  in  coal  v^orkers,  even  without  Roentgenographic 

changes,  may  be  the  result  of  their  occupation,  taking  into 
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consideratioxn   the   fact   of   the   usual   aging  process    In  man. 
Now,   Doctor  KLine   asked  me   about   treating  the 

patient  with  congestive   heart  failure   and  something  about 
why  we   didn't  use   digitalis   first    ,    and  what   corrected   the 
pulmonary   function  before   we    treated  heart  fail-ore.      i»m 

not  familiar  with   the  man's   name  you  mentioned,   that's   only 
itiy   own   observation. 

Vife   fcimd  that  we    are   able,    very  quickly,    to   im- 

prove   the  pulmonary  function  in   an  indiviaual   with  the    jud- 

icial   -   or    judicious   use   of  proper   aerosol    therapy   and 
oxygen.      We    treat    them  for   about   twenty   -  about    twelve 

hours   for   their   lungs   first.      We   give   them  aerosol    therapy, 

oxygen,    and   then  after   we   have   improved   their  pulmonary 
function  to   some   degree,   we    then  go    ahead   and   digitalize 

rapidly  with   one    of   the   popular  new  preparations    that   are 
designed  for  rapid  digitalization. 

The   reason  v;e    did    that  was   because   we   had  occas- 

ion   to    treat   several   patients    with  pneumoconiosis    and  heart 

failure   and  we    treated   thera  with   the   standard  methods    and 

we    lost   a  few  patients,    so   v/e   felt   that   v;e    vrould  give    it    a 

try    and    treat    them  from   the    otner   end   first,    treat    the    pul- 

monary   side    first.      Vje   did   and  we    found  that    it's    been 
successful. 

Doctor   -  Doctor  Bristol   asked  me  hov/  do  we    estab- 

lish  the    diagnosis    -  will   you   restate   your   question;    you 



know  I  had  a  lot  of  trouble  hero  keeping  up  vjlth  you  fellow^, 

BY  DOCTOR  BRISTOL; 

Well,  I  believe  you  nentioned  in  your  paper,  that 

in  demonstrating  one  of  your  chest  Roentgenograms,  you 

pointed  to  an  area  of  focal  emphysema  and  I  asked  you  the 

question,  do  you  think  we  can  see  focal  emphysema  on  the 

Roentgenogram, 

BY  DOCTOR  FRIEDMAN; 

Well,  now,  I  get  it  now.   Now,  v/hen  you  see  a 

lot  of  X-rays  in  coal  m.iners,  it's  just  like  anything  else 

in  medicine,  you  get  used  to  seeing  something,  you  think 

you  know  something  and  after  a  while,  when  jou^ve   had  aut- 

opsy specimens  to  go  with  Roentgenograms  to  compare,  and 

then  you  can  go  back  and  compare  your  Roentgenogram  with 

your  pathology,  then  you  can  see  some  changes  in  another 

X-ray  which  at  least  suggest  the  same  tning  you  savv'  prev- 

iously, the  diagnosis  of  focal  emphysem.a  is  not  a  definite 

diagnosis  from  the  Roentgenogram;  it's  presuraptive  on  the 

basis  of  experience. 

BY  DOCTOR  BRISTOL; 

Well,  would  you  enlighten  me  by  telling  me  what 

characterizes,  in  your  own  mind,  focal  emphysema  in  the 

chest  X-ray? 

BY  DOCTOR  PRIEDI4AN; 

Well,  in  the  chest  X-ray  of  focal  eraphyEem.a,  y 
ou  i 
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start   to      get    the   idea  you're   looking   through  s
omething 

like    a  mesh  work,    like   a  dilated  sponge.      You  get   the   i
dea 

that   the    areas    of   translucency,    surrounded  by   areas 
  of   in- 

creased density  have   a  regular  nature,   but  you  can  not  de
- 

cide,   it's    a   sort  of   a  linear   character   of    the  X-ray,   you 

can  not  make    the    diagnosis    from   the   Roentgenogram,   
 and   it's 

a  presumptive   diagnosis,    and  after  you've    seen
  enoijgh  of 

them,    I   think  you  can  usually   guess    correctly. 

Now,    another  Doctor   asked  me   about   the   -   about 

the    time   element  between   the  Roentgenograms   and   t
he   necrop- 

sy material,    is    that   correct?      Now,    the  Roentgenog
rams 

perhaps  were    thirty   -  a  month  before   the   patient 
 died  or  a 

week,    it  doesn't  make  much  difference,   but    Just  
within  that 

limit,    I    think,   with   the   exception  of  one   patie
nt  who  died, 

the    one   with   the    spontaneous   pneumothorax.      He    did
n't   die 

until   about   two   and  a  half  years   after  we  had  t
hat  X-ray, 

but   I  wanted   to   siiow   the   spontaneous   condition
. 

Now,    the  radiologist   didn't  have   a   great   deal  o
f 

difficulty  batting  ninety-eight   or  ninety-nine
   percent,   be- 

cause most  of   the  X-rays    that  he   looked  at  were   prett
y  easy 

to   diagnose   as   pulmonary  dust   disease   of   coal  
workers,    to- 

gether with   their   occupational   history.      However,    as   D
octor 

Bristol   pointed  out   in  his    question,    the  X-ray   m
an  was    not 

able    to    tell  me,    nor   am  I   able    to    tell  you  def
initely   that 

this  man 
this  patient  was  going  to  have  focal  emphysema 



in  the  pathologic  specimen.   It's  presumptive  on  the  basis 

of  experience. 

BY  DOCTOR  BRISTOL: 

Louis,  did  you  forget  my  question  which  was,  is 

emphysema  a  complication  of  simple  coal  miners  pneumocon- 

iosis? 

BY  DOCTOR  FRIEDMAIJ: 

Emphysema  is  a  complication  and,  as  I  said  .., 

BY  DOCTOR  BRISTOL: 

Simple  now, 

BY  DOCTOR  FRIEDMM: 

Emphysema  is  a  complication  of  simple  pneumocon- 

iosis, focal  emphysema,  but  you  see  bronchitis,  emphysema 

and  chronic  bronchitis  are  so  closely  associated  with 

pneumoconiosis  that  you  should  consider  the  part  of  the  dis- 

ease entity.   You  remember  I  snowed  the  pathologic  specimen 

of  the  degeneration  in  the  individual,  and  you  saw  that  that 

was  a  definite  change  in  the  pathology  and  Doctor  Vorwald 

demonstrated  that  this  morning  too, 

BY  DOCTOR  SAInDER: 

We're  -  thank  you  very  much.  Doctor  Friedman, 

We're  a  little  bit  late,  but  I  think  a  two  minute  stretch 

would  help  all  of  us, 

(Recess  taken  from  3:30  to  3:50  P.M.) 

BY  DOCTOR  SANDER: 
i   1 



r,^r,+-a    nlpa'^e'?     We   have    two 

Will  you   take    your    seats    pj.eab«.      w 

very   Interesting  papers    remain
ing  this    afternoon,    the   first 

one  by  Doctor  Hurley  Motley,   
recently   of  Philadelphia. 

Who  has   .tone    the  most,    one   of   
 the   most   outstanding  pieces 

of  work   in  lung  function  studies
   and   therapy   of  pulmonary 

dust   diseases.      Doctor  Motley 
  Is   now   heading  for  a  more 

aaluhrious    title.      He    is   on  
his   way   to    southern  Californi

a 

„u-   4.i^„  TTniversitY   of    Southern  Call- 
as   Associate    Professor   at    the 

 ̂ nxver£>io;> 

fornia  Medical   School.      Doctor
  Motley. 

BY  DOCTOR  MOTLEY: 

(Doctor  Hotley  read  a  prepared  p
aper  wnich  is    on 

file   at   the   Saranac  Laboratory).
 

BY  DOCTOR   SAKDER; 

I    think  you'll   agree    that's    a  lot
  to   digest   in 

forty-five  minutes.      I   don't   s
ee   how  you   could   cover  that 

much  that  fast,      we'll  withhold  di
scussion  on  Doctor  Motley  |< 

paper  until   after   the   next  paper
,    because    they're   on   es- 

sentially  the    same    subjects. 

Doctor   Philip   Hugh-Jones    come
s    to   us    from  England. 

He   has   been  with  Doctor   Flet
cher's   pneumoconiosis   resea

rch 

m  Cardiff.      Doctor  Hugh-Jones
  wants  me    to  state,    asked  me 

to   state    that  his   collaborator.
    Doctor   Gilson,    has  worked 

with  him   and  woula  be    one    of   
 tne    speakers    had  he   been  able 

to   come   here    today.      Doctor   Jon
es  will   give   us  his    experiencje

 

in   the   function  studies   of    the   coal 
 miners   in  South  Wales^.^ 



Doctor  Jones. 

BY  DOCTOR  KUGH-JOI^^S: 

(Referring  to  an  ejchlbit  on  table)   Just  for  the 

benefit  of  any  seciirity  people,  that  isn't  part  of  an  atom- 

ic bomb, 

Ilr.  Chairman,  Ladies  and  Gentlemen:   The  lung 

function  studies  I  want  to  talk  about  this  afternoon,  as 

the  chairman  has  told  you,  were  done  in  collaboration  with 

Doctor  Gilson,  and  we  were  working  under  Doctor  Fletcher 

in  South  wales  where  this  extreme  amount  of  coal  workers 

pneumoconiosis  has  occurred* 

Now,  the  most  important  symptom  of  pneumoconiosis 

is  excessive  breathlessness  on  exertion.   But  since  this 

symptom  is  not  specific  in  any  viay  and  neither  are  there 
I 

any   specific    clinical   findings    of    the    disease,    the    diagnosis 

of  pneumoconiosis    in  life,    depends   on   the   radiograph,    and 

all    too   often,    the    disease    is    thought   of    as    a  radiological 

abnormality*      However,    I  ioiow  you  vjould   agree  with  me    that 

it  is    the   disturbance    of  lixng  function  and  not  the   radio- 

graphic  changes   which  matter   to    the  man,    and   the  m.ain  pur- 

pose  of   our  vjork  was    to  find   out   the   functional    significance* 

if   any,    of   the  radiograph. 

But  before    I   describe    that   experiment,    I   would 

like    to  be    quite    clear   as    to  what    this    ' coal -workers ' 

pneumoconiosis'    is    that  we   see    in  Britain,      Radiologically 



and  pathologically,  it's  distinct  from  silicosis
,  that  is 

the  pure  classical  silicosis,  and  we  know,  for  example,  fronj
 

the  work  of  Gough,  who  f  oimd  it  in  the  coal -trimmers  at  t
he  j 

docks,  that  it  does  occur,  just  from  the  exposure 
 to  coal 

dust  only,  because  those  men  who  load  the  coal  in 
 ships 

have  no  exposure  to  rock  dust,  and  they  get  typical 
 X-ray 

findings  of  coal  workers  pneiomoconiosis,  and  in  th
e  mines, 

it  usually  occurs  in  the  worker  on  the  coal  fac
e. 

Now,  the  disease  we  see  in  Wales,  radiologically, 

is  no  different,  as  far  as  we  can  make  out,  from
  the  des- 

criptions of  the  disease  given  here  in  the  United  States, 

given  in  other  parts  of  Great  Britain,  given  in 
 Europe  and 

given  in  Australia,  so  I  want  to  be  quite  cl
ear  that  I'm 

talking  about  coal  workers  pneumoconiosis,  a
nd  the  results 

I  tnink  are  applicable  to  it  in  itfales  certainly,
  probably 

in  other  parts  of  the  world,  but  we  have  no  re
ason  to  sup- 

pose that  the  studies  are  applicable  to  silicosis,  
which  is 

a  different  pathological  condition. 

Now,  in  describing  our  work,  I  shall  use  the 

International  Classification  of  the  X-ray  wni
ch  Doctor 

Fletcher  told  you  about  this  morning,  and  may  I  
have  the 

first  slide  please. 

And,    as   you  remember,    from  his   remarks,    that  is 

divided   into    the    simple    pnevnaoconiosis .      There    is    a   typical 

example    of    the    stage    tree    of    tiie    simple   disease,    and  into
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the    coraplicated  or   conglomerate    shadows.      May   I    just  have 

the   next   two   slides.      The   first  one    there   is   a    typical 

Stage   B,    and   lastly   Stage   D,    just   to  remind  us   vjhat   we're 

talking   about,    which   shows    the    extreme    distortion   —   may 

I  have    the   next  slide,    please    —   the  extreme   distortion  you 

get   of    the    lung   structure. 

Here   is    the   slide,   with   the    trachea  moved  right 

across    and   this  large   basal  emphysema  which   I   think, 

radiologically,    everybody  would   agree   is  basal  emphysema, 

Now,    for   our  work.      The   main  intent,    as   I   have 

said,   was    to   find  the   functional   significance    of    the    dif- 

ferent X-ray   stages,   but  we    also  wanted   to  knov/  why   coal 

vjorkers  were  breathless.      May   I  have    the  next   slide.      So 

I   can  put   down   that  was    our  first  object  of  o^jr   experiment, 

the    caiise    of    the   breathlessness    and  its    severity    in  relatior. 

to    the    radiograph. 

Now,    the    second  intention  was    a  more   aRibitious 

one,    and   that  was    to    try   and  find   out    the    interrelation   of 

tne    different   lung   function    tests    we  were   using,    that   is 

to  what   extent   one    test   overlapped  with   another,    and  what 

precisely    they  were  measixing  in   the   lungs, 

Nov/,    I   shall   deal    this    afternoon,   with  our  first 

object    and    the    second   I  will   put   out   as    a    demonstration  for 

the   results    of   that.      Now,    of  course,   many      other  workers 

have    tried   to   get   out    this    first   object,    but   a   review   of 
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the  literature  has  shown  us  that  very  few  people  claimed 

that  there  is  much  relationship  between  the  radiograph  and 
the  functional  state  of  the  map.   But  also  a  review  of 

the  literature  convinced  us  that  workers  who  have  claimed 

to  have  found  this  lack  of  relation  had  very  little  real 
power  to  make  that  conclusion. 

And  I  have  put  up  here,  and  I  hope  you'll  forgive 

me,  what  I  think  are  the  necessary  criteria  before  one  can 

accept  any  work  relating  the  X-ray  to  the  functional  state 

of  a  man.   First  of  all,  it  must  be  an  unbiased  sample  and 

a  hospital  population  is  particularly  unsatisfactory  from 

this  point  of  view,  because  obviously,  the  breathless  man 

com.es  up  to  the  hospital,  and  1  would  disagree  with  Doctor 

Motley  when  he  says  that  nis  patients  were  unselected.   He 

may  have  not  selected  them,  but  when  he  draws  a  conclusion 

that  there  is  no  relation  between  the  X-ray  and  the  func- 

tional state  of  the  m.an,  I  v;ould  submit  that  his  work  is 

done  on  what  is,  inevitably,  a  biased  sa^nple,  if  it  were 
volunteers  coming  up  to  a  hospital. 

Secondly,  there  must  be  allowance  made  for  other 

independent  variables  which  everybody  will  agree  effects 

that  function  besides  pneumoconiosis.   The  obvious  one  is 

age,  but  there  are  many  others. 

Thirdly,  there  must  be  adequate  functional  tests 

and  we  must  know  their  acc^oracy,  their  reputabili ty,  and 
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what  I  have  called  their  discrimination,  that  is  their  power 

of  segregating  the  norinal  from  the  abnomal.  I  will  explain 

that  later  if  you  people  are  interested. 

And  finally  one  requires  preeise  radiological 

description.   My  own  impression  of  the  literature  is  that 

physiologists  nave  gone  to  a  great  deal  raore  trouble  over 

their  physiological  tests  than  they  have  over  the  radiographjs 

and  there  are  very  few  physiologists  who  are  meticulous 

enough  to  accept  carefully  graded  tests  to  give  the  same 

criteria  of  excellence  to  their  radiographic  selection. 

Well,  bearing  those  points  in  mind,  we  designed 

the  following  experiment  —  may  I  have  the  next  slide, 

please  --  which  was  designed  to  try  and  meet  those  require- 

ments.  We  selected,  at  ages  thirty -five,  forty-five  and 

fifty-five  years  approximately,  eight  men  in  each  of  the 

different  radiological  categories,  normal  working  man,  that 

is  men  with  less  than  simple  pneumoconiosis,  men  showing 

Category  1  or  2,  men  showing  Category  3  or  1^.,  B  and  the 

D's, 

The  men  vjere  selected  entirely  on  their  radio- 

graph, on  no  other  basis  at  all  and  the  radiographs  were 

classified  and  read  in  duplicate,  by  independent  observers. 

Furthermore,  we  also  selected,  as  another  control  besides 

the  control  miners,  we  selected  forty  men  who  were  non- 

miners  and  we  chose  them  simply  to  be  sure  whether  mining 
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itself  might  have  an  effect  on  lung  function  as  opposed  to 

the  radiograph. 

Well,  now,  besides  all  these  men,  we  did,  as  you 

will  see  in  the  talk,  select  some  otner  workers  as  other 

controls  or  some  other  men.   We  selected  five  cases  of  ad- 

vanced non-industrial  emphysema,  chosen  for  use  by  Professor 

Christie  in  London,  who  sent  us  them  as  undoubtedly  cases 

of  emphysema,  and  we  also  selected  tvjo  rather  reare  cases 

of  a  curious  fibrosis  in  the  lung,  where  it  was  thought 

that  there  would  certainly  be  a  gas  transfer  defect.   That 

is  those  other  cases  were  simply  put  in  as  controls  to  make 

sure  that  tne  appi-opriate  lung  function  tests  did  measure 

wnat  they  were  meant  to.   That  is,  if  we  got  negative  find
- 

ings in  pneujnoconiosis,  we  wanted  to  be  sure  that  the  tests 

themselves  were  not  at  fault. 

Now,  before  the  men  were  tested  by  ourselves, 

they  were  examined  cardiologically  and  clinically,  and  th
e 

clinicians  were  two  independent  observers,  who  not  only 

examined  the  men,  all  tiiese  men,  a  hundred  and  sixty-f
ive 

cases,  but  they  graded  them  according  to  tneir  degree 
 of 

breathle ssnes s. 

Hay  I  have  the  next  slide,  please?   And  their i 

breathlessness  was  graded  purely  symtoma tic  ally  on  a  series  j 

of  questions  as  to  whether  they  were  undoubtedly  as  good  
as  , 

other  men  when  tney  were  walking  about  on  the  flat,  xmether  j
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they  were    able    to   walk  V;ltli  raen   of    their   own   age    on    the 

level,   hut   they  got  behind  on  hills    or   stairs,  whether   they 

were    able    to   keep   up  with  menon   the    level,    but    they   dropped 

behind   after   a   long    time,    or  whether    they    could   only  vialk 

fifty  yards    or  finally  vjhether    tney  were  breathless   at  rest. 

Nov;,    such  a   classification   is    obviously   open   to 

observation   rather,   but  when   two   independent   clinicians   did 

it   and  we  have   found  tnat  such  a  grading  of  breathlessness 

does    at   least   enable    one    to   define   men   into,    shall   we    say, 

four    categories    of  breathlessness   with  which   to    canpare 

lung   function   studies. 

Now,    for   our  own   tests.      May    I  have    the   next   slide 

please?      I   haven't   got   time    to    go    tnrough   in  detail    all    of 

these    tests,    but   I    think   and  hope    they're    fairly  familiar 

techJiiques.       Tne    exercise    test  was    a   stepping  test    in  which 

every  man   did  work   at    the   rate   of  J>^0  killograme ters    a 

minute,    and  we   m.easured   the    amount   of   air   he   needed   to    do 

that   standard  amoumt   of   work.     We  also,    in  some    cases, 

measured   the   arterial   oxygen   saturation   of   the  blood  before 

and   after    the   exercise. 

Now,    the    exercise   was,    in  fact,    similar   to   the 

sort   of  exercise    that   one   gets    on  a  bicycle   or   a  pedom.eter, 

in    that   it  x^fas    ino.ependent   of    the   I'jeight   or   size   of   the   man. I 
I 

That   was    s tandar-dized   out,      VJe   m.easured,    as    you   see    there,     | 

maximura  voluntary   ventilation   and  we    also    tried   to   deteriTiine 
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whether  a  man  had  any  bellows  spasmor  not,  by  using  adrenalin
 

We  measured  the  arterial  capacity,  using  our 

closed  circuit,  which  compares  very  well  with  the  open  
cir- 

cuit technique  described  by  Doctor  Motley  here  and  first 

put  out  by  Doctor  Kellner,  and  finally  the  last  test
  in 

which  we  tried  to  find  the  intra-pulmonary  gas  distri
bution 

and  the  rapidness  of  gas  transfer  into  the  blood.   I 
 must 

spend  a  little  time  on  that. 

Now,  our  men,  as  I  told  you,  were  not  volunteers 

coming  up  to  the  hospital.   They  were  men  selected 
 at  ran- 

dom from  the  whole  of  the  coal  field,  many  of  them  working 

miners,  and  we  would,  therefore,  think,  that  It  wou
ld  un- 

justifiable to  do  arterial  puncture  on  them,  and  so  -  and 

we  wanted  to  try  and  get  a  test  which  would  give  us  th
e 

information  with  as  little  as  possible  in  the  way  of  d
is- 

turbance to  the  man,  and  we  chose  to  give  them  an  inhala- 

tion of  air  in  which  some  of  the  nitrogen  was  replaced  by 

helium  simply  to  act  as  a  trace  gas,  and  in  which 
 there 

was  a  small  quantity  of  carbon  monoxide  introduc
ed. 

The  idea  was  that  helium  goes  Into  the  lungs  and 

is  distributed  without  going  through  into  the  blo
od  stream. 

It's  the  less  soluble  of  all  gasses  in  the  blood.   The
 

carbon  monoxide  on  the  other  hand,  goes  across  in
to  the 

blood  stream,  and  in  lung  concentrations,  exerts
  negligible 

back- tensions.  May  I  have  the  next  slide,  please
? 
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You  will  see  here  the  results,  the  net  results  of 

the  test.   Here  I  am  plotting  up  here  the  concentration  of 

gas  that  the  men  breathe  out  after  he  stops  inhaling  the 

mixture  here.   And  you  will  see  that  by  about  forty  breaths 

or  fifty  breaths,  a  normal  subject  is  breathing  out  what  he 

is  breathing  in  in  the  wqy  of  helium, n  On  the  other  hand, 

the  carbon  monoxide  comes  up  and  then  flattens  out.   The 

difference  here  being  due  to  the  rate,  due  to  the  absorp- 

tion of  the  carbon  monoxide  into  the  blood  stream. 

Now,  the  results.   As  you  see,  there,  they  are 

not  very  helpful  and  they  do  need  mathematical  analysis  in 

the  form  and  components  of  these  curves,  and  I  can't  go 

into  that  now,  but  I  would  like  to  tell  you  that  in  normal 

subjects,  the  helium  distribution  cxorve  in  the  blood  and 

in  the  lungs  is  the  sort  of  thing  you  would  expect  if  it 

follov;ed  through  the  lungs.   That  is  an  exponential  curve, 

and  in  emphysema,  it  seems,  it  ventilated  much  more 

quickly  and  washed  out  of  gas  much  more  quickly  than  other 

parts,  so  that  instead  of  being  a  single  exponential,  it 

takes the  combination  of  two  exponential  curves,  and  the 

mathematical  analysis  is  entirely  different. 

It  takes  much  longer  for  the  man  to  replace  the 

gas  in  his  liings  and  the  replacement  is  in  a  different 

form,  and  we  simply  express  that  in  terms  of  two  mixing 

indices  which  I  shall  describe  and  they  do  represent  the 
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degree  to  which  the  lungs  are  unevenly  lirentilated.   That, 

I  shall  use  later  on,  as  a  physiological  definition  of  
em- 

physema. 

The  carbon  monoxide  is  expressed  as  the  proportior. 

of  gas  removed  from  the  inspired  gas,  because  that  gets  
ovei 

the  difficulty  of  the  different  ventilation  of  diffe
rent 

subjects  when  expressed  like  that. 

Now,  for  the  results.  May  I  have  the  next  slide, 

please?   Here  you  see  the  standardized  ventilation.  
 That 

is  the  amount  of  air  the  subjects  need  for  doing  a  stand
ard 

amount  of  exercise,  and  here  are  our  different  radlol
ogcal 

groups  and  you  will  see  that  a-apart  from  a  few  men  
lying 

outside  these  lines,  most  of  the  men  did  not  need  a  par
- 

ticularly increased  amount  of  air  con^jared  to  the  normal 

subjects,  to  do  the  exercise. 

In  fact,  in  other  words,  they  had  only  about  a 

tiJenty  percent  rise,  this  is  about  twenty  percent
  here, 

greater  than  the  normal,  in  the  most  abnormal  subj
ects,  in 

their  ventilatory  requirements  for  a  given  amount  
of  work. 

So  it's  perfectly  clear  that  the  cause  of  the  b
reathlessness 

is  not  primarily  an  increased  need  for  air  when  doi
ng  a 

standard  amount  of  work,  in  pneumoconiosis. 

If,  on  the  other  hand,  you  look  here  at  the 

maximum  voluntary  ventilation  or  if  you  like, the  ma
ximum 

breathing  capacity,  that  represents  the  maximum  outp
ut  of 

■f" 
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the  pulmonary  bellows.   It  tells  you  how  much  air  a  man  can 

pass  in  and  out  if  he  tries  his  hardest  and  you  will  see 

that,  first  of  all,  there  is  a  very  marked  falling  off  of 

the  maximum  voliintary  ventilation  with  disease,  but  second- 

ly, there  is  a  very  wide  scatter  about  this  average  and  if 

you  look  at  this  diagram,  these  crosses  represent  the  thir- 

ty five  and  the  circles  elderly  men  and  you  will  see  there 

is  a  big  age  effect.   Mostly  the  young  men  are  at  the  top 

here  ajid  the  old  men  are  at  the  bottom,  so  now  if  we  take 

out  this  effect  of  age  —  the  next  slide  —  and  you  see  the 

results  now  of  the  mean  maximum  voluntary  ventilation  of 

those  different  radiological  groups  against  the  age  in 

years,  you  will  see  that  normaJ.  men  drop  their  maximuni 

power  of  their  Ixmgs  as  they  get  older,  certainly  men  with 

simple  pneumoconiosis,  but  you  will  notice  that  simple 

pneumoconiosis  or  the  degree  of  it  doesn't  make  much  effect. 

The  3's  are  just  as  bad  as  the  2's  and  even  the 

none,  without  pneumoconiosis,  or  shall  we  say  without  any 

radiological  pneumoconiosis,  are  worse  than  the  other  men, 

but  not  seriously  worse,  but  when  you  come  to  the  compli- 

cated disease,  you  will  see  that  they  have  a  marked  fall- 

ing off  of  the  maximum  ventilatory  power  of  their  lungs, 

particularly  in  Group  D# 

May  I  have  the  next  slide,  please?   Here  is  the 

result  really  shown  in  another  way.   It's  the  form  of  a 



solid  histogram.     You  will   see    the  base   of   it  is   our    orig- 

inal experimental  plan.      Here   are   o\ir   different  age  groups 

and  here   are   our   original   -  here   are   our   different  radiol- 

ogical  groups   on  the  bottom  and   the   height  of   the   groups 

represents    the   average  blocks    at  the    top.      On  the   top   of 

the   clinician's   effect   of   their  breathlessness   done   entire- 

ly independently  of   the  history,    and  the  bottom  it  says 

•dyspneac   index  used  by  McCann',    in  which  we   express    the 

amount  of  air   a  man  had  to  use   as   the   amount  of  exercise 

in  proportion   to   the   amount  he   conceivably   could  use. 

Now,    it's   obvious  when  you  stop    to   think   about 

it,    if  you're  using  all    the   air  your  lungs    can  take   in  and 

out,    you're   feeling  extremely  breathless  whereas    if  you're 

only  using  about  twenty  percent  of   it,   you're  not  feeling 

very  breathless,    and  this    index  we   do  find  agrees   remark- 

ably well  with  the   assessment  of  breathlessness   given  by 

the   clinicians,   but  it's    a  more   sensitive    test.      It's 

not   surprising,   you  can  measure   the    thing  better   than  you 

can   -  well,    I  wouldn't  like    to   say   guess,    I'll   say  estimate 

it,    and  you   see  here    that   the  normal   subjects   get  slightly 

more  breathless  with  age,   but   the   important   thing   is   that 

simple  pneumoconiosis,    although  it  puts   a  slight  premium  on 

normal   aging,    doesn't  have  much  effect  iintil   the  men   are 

very  old,    that   is,   fifty-five  years,  but   the  complicated 

pneumoconiosis  puts    this  marked  premium  on  aging  and 
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furthermore,  this  Group  D,  the  rate  of  change  with  age  Is 

very  much  steeper. 

May  I  have  the  next  slide,  please?  Now,  Doctor 

Motley  expresses  most  of  his  results  in  the  terms  of  resid- 

ual air  percentage  of  the  total  lung  volume,  and  here  I 

know  you  will  forgive  me,  if  I  disagree  with  him  to  some 

extent.  First  of  all,  in  some  of  his  papers,  and  he  did 

this  afternoon  express  his  other  results  in  terms  of  this 

one  test,  and  it  does  seem  to  me  that  automatically  then, 

that  test  is  labeled  as  a  hxindred  percent  and  everything 

else  is  worse  than  that,  and  I  don't  quite  see  why  he  choos- 

es that  test  for  emphysema  and  not  some  others. 

Secondly,  I  would  like  to  show  a  difference  in 

our   results  than  the  ones  he  got.   Here  is  the  residual 

capacity  percent  and  you  will  see  that  in  the  pneumocon- 

iosis cases,  there  is  a  rise,  but  not  a  very  marked  rise. 

There  is  a  rise,  you  will  note,  with  age  in  normal  subjects 

and  there  is  a  slight  increase  with  disease  particularly, 

in  the  group  D,  but  it's  nothing  like  as  marked  as  in  the 

non -Indus trial  er^jhysema  people  and  the  -  there  is  one 

slight  point  here,  and  that  is  with  regard  to  hospital 

populations. 

When  we  took  a  hospital  population,  we  foiind  ex- 

actly the  same  results  as  he  did,  that  at  least  fifty  per- 

cent of  the  men  had  a  large  residual  air  percentage  in  that! L 



case,  whereas  here  only  about  nineteen  percent  had  one  in 

the  general  population  with  pne-umoconiosis. 

May  I  have  the  next  slide,  please?  Furthermore, 

I  would  like  to  analyze  the  meaning  of  this  residual  air 

percentage.   Here  you  will  see  the  absolute  figures  express- 

ed, and  what's  noticeable  here  is  not  so  much  the  rise  of 

the  residual  air  Itself,  but  the  fall  in  the  total  lung 

volume,  and  I  believe  you're  seeing  in  pneumoconiosis  ex- 

actly the  same  thing  by  looking  at  the  residual  air  percen- 

tage as  you  are  in  measioring  the  M.  V.  B.  or  the  fall  in 

the  vital  capacity* 

The  percentage  in  pneumoconiosis  is,  by  and  large, 

raised  because  of  the  fall  in  the  complimentary  air,  where- 

as in  some  of  the  non -Indus trial  emphysema,  both  the  resid- 

ual capacity  is  increased,  and  the  total  lung  voliame  increas 

es,  so  that  the  percentage  is  still  up,  but  you  may  get  a 

rise  of  residual  air  percentage  from  two  different  defects, 

one  from  an  increase  in  the  absolute  volume  and  you  get 

that,  notice,  in  Category  D  pneumoconiosis,  where  I  believe 

they  are  developing  true  hypertrophic  emphysema  on  the 

radiograph,  whereas  in  our  people  it  looks  to  me  as  if  it 

was  due  to  a  fall  in  their  bellows,  namely,  their  vital 

capacity,  rather  than  a  rise  in  the  residual  air» 

May  I  have  the  next  slide,  please?  Now,  we've 

mentioned  this  term  emphysema.   Well,  we  might  discuss 



afterwards  what  we  mean  by  emphysema,  but  the  one  thing  is 
clear  cut  and  it's  been  demonstrated  very  ably  in  Philadel- 

phia in  the  States  by  Fowler  and  Comroe  and  his  group 

there,  that  in  this  emphysema,  you  do  get  this  Inequality  o 
mixing  of  gasses  in  the  lungs,  m   find  exactly  the  same 

thing,  and  this  is  the  result  of  this  helium  mixing  index 

which  expresses  the  primary  exponential  -  the  binary 
exponential  replacement  of  gas,  and  you  will  see  that  the 

normal  binders,  if  I  may  call  them  that,  are  grouped  with 

the  normal  subjects,  truely  normal.   The  simple  pneumocon- 

iosis are  grouped  with  Category  B,  and  it's  only  Category 
D  that  you  get  a  very  marked  falling  off  of  the  index. 

If  you  compare  that  with  the  advanced  non- 

industrial  emphysema  sent  to  us  from  London,  you  will  see 

that  the  test  does  show  a  marked  effect  in  non-industrial 

hypertrophic  emphysema.   Now,  it  is  tempting  to  suggest 

that  this  might  represent  what  Gough  describes  pathologi- 
cally as  focal  emphysema,  because  after  all,  there  is  no 

reason  to  see  why  a  massive  shadow  per  se,  in  this  group  B 
should  alter  the  gas  distribution  in  the  lungs,  and  it  is 

equally  tempting  to  suggest  that  this  corresponds  with  the 

large  fuller  emphysema  of  the  radiograph.   Anyway,  we  have 

not  got  enough  pathological  correlation  to  make  that  point 

clearly.   Nevertheless,  I  think  the  results  are  suggestive. 

May  I  have  the  next  slide,  please?   Now,  lastly. 
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vhat   about   the   gas    transfer  defect   in  pneumoconiosis?     Well 

do  you  remember  when  I  was    talking  about   the  exercise  re- 

suajts,    I  did  say   that   there  was    a  rise  of  about   twenty  per- 

cent only,    in   the   amount  of   air  for  a  given  amoiint  of  work 

and   that  would,    to.  me,    suggest   an  indication  either  of  gas 

distribution  in  the  lungs   or  gas    transfer  being  deficient. 

Here   are    the  results   of   the   carbon  monoxide  uptake,    and 

you  will   see   that  there   Is   not  a  marked  deficiency  of  carbon 

monoxide  uptake  \intil  you  get  down   to  the  Group  D,    and  even 

then   it  isn't  very  great   and  when  you  remember   the    scatter 

about   these   averages,   you'll  find  that  the   results  here 

are  barely,    of  bare   significance. 

These   are   the   Category  D  as  we  have  had  before; 

those   are   the  Category  B   and  those   the   simple  pneumoconio- 

sis,  but  to   show  you    that   that   test  does   reflect  gas    trans- 

fer defedts  when  it  occurs,    here    are   these   cases   of  rather 

rare   fibrosis  which  have  been  published  recently  in  the 

Medical    Journals,    and  you  will   find  that   these  men  were 

-  with   curious   fibrosis   in   the  lungs,    do    take  up   about 

twenty  percent  of   the   carbon  monoxide   in  the  mix-up,  where- 

as   these  people   take  up   about  seventy  percent. 

So   I    think  you  can  say   that  gas    transfer   is   not 

a  marked  effect   in  pneumoconiosis   except  in  its   later 

stages    and   then   it   is    often  associated  with  heart  disease 

and  cardiac  failure   in  our  experience,    and  I   think  that 
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result  does   fit  in  with  the   clinical  observation  that   cyan- 

osis is  not  a  common  feature  of  pneiomoconlosis.      It's  breatt. 

lessness   on  exertion  these  men  get,    and  not  breathlessness 

at  rest  nor  cyanosis. 

Now,  May  I   just   try  and  draw  some   conclusions 

about  this  work,    and  to  suggest  to  you  some   of  its    impli- 

cations.    First  of  all,    it  does   seem  to  me    that  we  have  es- 

tablished on   the   average,    that   there   is    a  relationship  be- 

tween the  X-ray  and  the   functional   state  of   the  man.      Notie, 

I   said  on  the  average  and  in  groups,    and   I   think  the    reason 

why  people   have  missed   that  relationship    is  because   they 

have  been  working  with  bias  populations    and  they  have  not 

taken  the  effects   of  age   into  account. 

I  don't  know  whether  you  remember   that   the   slide 

I  put  on  of   the  dyspneac   index,    did  show  that  young  men 

with  -  even  with  Category  D  pneumoconiosis,   may  not  be  very 

breathless  whereas   the   old  men  may  be  extremely  breathless, 

and  if  you  read  an  X-ray  in  conjunction  with  age,   you  get  an 

idea  on   the   average,    of   the  man's   breathlessness,   but  that    , 

doesn't  work   in  individuals,    because    the   scatter  about  the    j 

average,    and  you  do  need  functional   tests    to  precisely   say 

how  disabled  a  man  is,    and  no  normal  amoxont  of  reading   of 

the   radiographs  helps  you.      On  the   other  hand,    the   relation- 

ship   to    the   radiograph,    I  think,    is   important   from  the  point i 

of  view  of  prevention  of   the   disease.     We  have    shown  that      | 



it  is  the  common  disease  which  is  the  disabling  disease, 

whereas  the  simple  pneumoconiosis,  whatever  it's  degree, 

and  notice  I  say  whatever  it's  degree,  does  not  produce 

serious  disability. 

That  gives  one  a  guide  as  to  how  one  can  check 

the  efficacy  of  dust  suppression  in  the  mines.   It  means 

that  one  can  afford  to  let  a  man  develop  the  very  earliest 

stages  of  simple  pneumoconiosis  without  thinking  that  he  will 

be  seriously  disabled  by  it,  and  you  can  then  say  to  the 

engineers,  look,  this  mine  is  not  safe  and  if  the  man  goes 

on,  on  repeated  radiological  examination  progressing,  he 

will  be  liable  to  serious  disability,  by  catching,  ir  you 

like*  or  by  developing  progressive  massive  fibrosis  and 

complicated  disease,  and  the  epidemiological  studies  have 

shown  the  complicated  disease,  whether  it's  due  to  tubercu- 

losis or  not,  I  don't  know,  but  in  itself,  does  not  occur, 

and  this  is  a  significant  and  marked  -  at  least  Category  2 

simple  pneumoconiosis  in  the  radiograph,  so  I  think  the 

practical  importance  of  this  work  is  in  relation  to  preven- 

tion of  the  disease  by  periodic  X-ray  examinations* 

Then,  lastly,  there  is  the  question  of  compensa- 

tion and  disability,  which  I  know  many  people  will  be  ask- 

ing.  Well,  first  of  all,  there  is  the  very  intrigue ing  and 

slightly  worrying  result  that  we  found,  that  the  normal 

miners,  with  less  than  Category  1  pneumoconiosis  in  their 
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x-ray,  were  significantly   disabl
ed  co^^ared  with  the   truely 

normal  non-miners,    and  that  was   
 confirmed  in  a  pit  where 

men  were  working  underground  a
nd  compared  witj.  non-worlcing 

population,  but  obviously,  thaf
s   got  to  be  dona  on  much 

larger  groups  of  men  in  other 
 Industry,  heavy  steel  indus- 

try,  farming  workers,   shall  we   say, 
 before  we  can  make  an 

assertion,  but  it  is   interesting
  «.at,   shall  we  say,  make 

a  guess   if  you  like,    that  brea
thlessness  can  occur  in  miner 

oo^pared  with  non-miners,    to  som
e  extent,    and  one  mi^t 

argue   that  the  disability  Is   t
he  thing  on  which  the   funotior,-

 

al   tests    should  give   a  precise 
  answer. 

The  loss  of  faculty,:  if  you  lik
e,   is  what  the 

clinician  has  to  assess,    as   t
he  meaning  of  the  functional 

tests   and  I  think,  personally,  
  compensation  should  depend 

on  that* 

Lastly,    I  have  said  nothing  
about  the   Interrela- 

tion of  the   tests  Which  was   the  othe
r  object  of  our  work. 

NOW,    Doctor  Motley,    for   example
,    suggested   that   a  battery 

Of  three   tests,  vital   capacit
y,  maximum  breathing  capacity

 

^d  residual  breathing  capacit
y  percentage,   could  form  a 

useful  measure   of  ventilatory  func
tion.      It   -  perhaps   I 

understood   -   or  misunderstood  Doct
or  Motley,   but  it   did 

seem   to  ma    that  he   compared  them
  individually  with  the    sum 

total  of   the  ttoee.     I  would  
like   to  get  his   co™nt  about 

that. 



But  what  we  have  tried  to  do,  instead  of  arbitrary 

selecting  tests,  is  to  try  and  find  the  precise  mathemat- 

ical relation  to  our  problem  and  this  rather  cvirious  look- 

ing obejct  here  which  I  have  put  out  as  a  demonstration 

does  show  that.  The  angles  between  each  of  these  knitting 

needles  represents  the  degree  to  which  tests  are  measuring 

the  same  thing.  It's  all  right  -  this  will  be  out  on  demon- 

stration,  you  can  see  it  somewhere  else. 

If  tests   are   at  right   angles,    it  means    they're 

entirely   independent,   measuring  something   to   the  -  some- 

thing totally  unrelated.      The  nearer   they   come    together, 

the  more    they're  measuring  the    same   thing,    and  we  have   also 

tried  to  relate   those   to   the  fundamental  properties   of   the 

Ixmg,    namely,    the  bellows,    action,    the   size  of  the    lungs, 

the   distribution  of  gas   and  gas    transfer   and  we  believe, 

through  this  method  which  can  be   got  out,    is  an  interest- 

ing one   in  doing  two  things:      One,    in  enabling   people   to 

formulate   a  logical  battery  of  physiological   tests  because 

you  obviously   don't  need   to  use    two    testw  which  are  meas- 

\iring   the    same   things;    secondly,    it  does    show  you  in  rela- 

tion  to   the  X-ray  and  age,    the   type   of  physiological  lesion 

which  onegets  in  coal   workers'   pneumoconiosis. 

(Applause). 

BY  DOCTOR  SANDER; 

Thank  you  very  much.  Doctor.   I'm  going  to  ask    j 
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Doctor  George  Wright   to   open  the  discussion.     Will  you  come 

up,    George,   please?     Doctor  George  Wright  of   the   Trudeau 

FoxHidation  who  has   done    all    the  Itmg  function  work  here  at 

Trudeau.        You  going  home? 

BY  DOCTOR  WRIGHT; 

Yeah,    I  was    just  on  ray  way  home. 

It  was  a  pleasure  for  itie  to  say  a  few  words  about 

these  last  two  papers.  This  is,  of  covocse,  a  field  that  I 

am  intensely  interested  in  and  I  suppose  some  of  you  had  a 

bit  of  difficulty  in  following  the  enormous  amoiint  of  data 

that  was  presented.  I  must  confess  to  having  had  the  same 

difficulty. 

This   sort  of  work  does  not  lend  itself  well   to 

easy  digestion,    and  takes   sometime  going  over  in  order  to 

come  up  with  an   intelligent  discussion.      I   shall   confine 

ray  remarks,    therefore,    to   some   generalities. 

First  of  all,   most  of   the   questions    that  I  had 

posed  for  Doctor  Motley  have  been  posed  for  me  by  Doctor 

Jones.      I  believe    that   conditions  here   are   a  little  bit 

different   than  in  England.      I   can  only  envy  Doctor   Jones » 

opportiinities    to  make   a   study  of  a  group   of   individuals 

which  embraces   all    types    of  experiences,    in  which  he    can 

set  up  his   experimental   approach  and  before   he  begins    to 

get  his  men. 

In  oior   country,   we're  pretty  much  forced  to   take 
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the  cases  as  they  come,  and  I  thihk  that  Dpctor  Motley  woulc, 

he  the  first  to  say  that  lis  material  is  not  necessarily  re- 

presentative of  the  Industry  -as  a  whole,  but  so  far,  we  have 

not  been  permitted  to  go  Into  a  field  and  take  all  of  the 

men  or  sample  them  In  a  random  fashion,  and  I  think  perhaps 

the  finest  thing  about  Doctor  Jones'  presentation  is  that 

that  is  precisely  what  he  has  done.   I  wish  that  we  had  an 

opportunity  to  do  that  here, 

I  have  some  little  doubt  about  this  term  breath- 

lessness.  All  of  us  are  seeking  for  some  final  criterion 

of  a  man's  ability  to  work.  Breathlessness  is  not  a  simple 

thing.   It  is  an  extremely  complicated  one.  Those  who 

practice  medicine  know  that.   The  psychological  aspects  of 

exertional  dyspnea  are  enoiTnous,  and  I  wonder  whether  or 

not  breathlessness  is  an  adequate  criterion  of  a  man's 

ability  to  work.   It  is  certainly  one  of  the  things,  but 

it  should  be  subjected  to  the  same  scrutiny  that  Doctor 

Jones  has  subjected  his  X-rays  and  other  tests  to. 

Now,  at  the  end  of  this  day,  now,  I  had  hoped 

that  I  would  learn  whether  or  not  the  coal  problem  in  Eng- 

land  was  the  same  as  that  in  the  United  States.   Now,  I  must 

confess  that  I  don't  know  whether  it's  the  same.   Now,  I've! 

had  no  experience  with  coal  miners'  disabilities,  but  it 

would  appear  to  me  from  the  paper  of  Doctor  Motley  and  also 

Doctor  Jones,  that  the  disabilities  are  essentially  the  sam^ 
I 
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as  that  that  has  already  been  found  and  well  described  by 

McCann's  group,  by  ourselves,  and  by  others  abroad,  in 

silicosis  that  occurs  in  metal  miners  or  foundry  workers, 

in  that  the  discreet  nodulation  and  the  linear  exaggeration 

type  of  abnormality,  little  in  the  way  of  disability  is  dis. 

closed,  and  that  it's  only  in  the  conglomerate  disease  that 

one  meets  moderate  to  severe  grades  of  disability.   If  I'm 

wrong  in  this,  I  wovild  welcome  correction. 

I  had  wondered  whether  or  not  the  changes  in  the 

coal  mining  industry  were  distinctly  different  from  that  in 

other  industries.   I  still  don't  know,  however,  from  the 

papers  given  by  otar  American  coal  workers,  as  to  whether 

or  not  what  they  are  seeing  in  the  coal  industry  is  the  same 

thing  that  is  being  seen  by  Doctor  Fletcher's  group  in 

Britain, 

I  want  to  make  one  thing  very  clear.  I  know  full 

well  the  enormoxis  amount  of  work  that  has  gone  into  these 

two  papers,  and  I  think  the  two  men  are  to  be  congratulated 

on  the  very  fine  piece  of  work.  I'm  sure  that  as  the  years 

go  by,  we  -  they  will  be  deriving  more  and  more  good  infor- 

mation from  the  data  that  they  already  possess. 

(Applause). 

BY  DOCTOR   SANDER; 

Do   I  hear  any   other   comments   from  the  floor  or   an^^ 

questions?      I'm  sure  you  all  have   questions   but  you  prob
abljr 

V 

V 
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don't  want  to  ask  them.  No  questions? 

(No  response). 

Doctor  Vorwald  has  a  few  announcements  to  make. 

Thank  you  very  much  for  the  excellent  papers. 

BY  DOCTOR  VORWALD; 

Members  of  the  Symposium,  during  the  course  of 

the  stay,  you've  heard  some  outstanding  studies.   I  merely 

want  to  say  many  is  the  man  who  has  pointed  to  the  fact 

that  we  need  more  studies.   I  plead  with  you  to  make  it 

available,  make  those  studies  available  to  us  here,  else- 

where in  this  country,  whereby  we  might  come  further,  come 

closer  to  the  solution  of  the  problems  confronting  us  with 

respect  to  coal  miners,  coal  workers  and  the  pulmonary 

changes  which  they  show.   I  think  You  will  Join  with  me  in 

complimenting  the  speakers  of  today  -  Doctor  Motley,  D
octor 

Fletcher,  Doctor  Jones,  Doctor  Hugh-Jones,  for  the 
 contrib- 

ution which  they  have  made  to  this  Symposium.   Thank  you. 

BY  DOCTOR  SANDER; 

I'm  very  sorry  I  didn't  give  Doctor  Motley  and 

Doctor  Jones  an  opportunity  to  answer  the  questions  
which 

were  asked.  Will  you  take  over  for  a  minute.  Doctor  Motle
y? 

BY  DOCTOR  MOTLEY; 

With  regard  to  Doctor  Jones'  question  on  emphy- 

sema being  a  reduction  in  vital  capacity  only,  that  is  not 

our  experience.  ¥e  find  that  the  vital  capacity  is  reduced. 
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tut  wa  find  also  that  t
he  ahsoluto  residual  vo

luzae  Is  xn- 

creased.  In  our  fourth
  group,  the  ones  for  

advanced  1.- 

pair.ent,  Ifs  .ore  th
an  a  hundred  percent  i

ncreased,  that 

is  the  predicted  residu
al  volume  Is  thirteen  

hundred;  Ifs 

over  twenty-six.  In  s
o»e  Instances,  we  have

  residual  vol- 

umes as  high  as  forty-five  h
undred  c.Cs.  Tx.e .  t

he  vital 

capacity  ™ay  he  only  t
wo  thousand,  hut  we  ha

ve  a.a  ahsol- 

ute  increase  in  residu
al  volume. 

I  did  perhaps  not  Make 
 it  clear  In  ̂    evaluation 

.  „^  have  really  three  th
ings,  the  residual 

of  emphysema,  we  have  
reaxj-j 

*  •„  i-hp  oxDlred  air  at  the  end,  afte
r 

nitrogen  percent  xn  
the  expiroa 4-„„   ^f  1-hat  is  elevatedj 

wreathing  oxygen  for  s
even  mxnutes  -  if  that

 
jT^  4->^A  sbsolute  volume  as  a 

that  is  significant;  sec
ondly,  the  aoMlui; 

„itv,  resoect  to  the  normal  
predicted,  and 

residual  volume  wxth  r
especi; 

thirdly,  the  residual 
 predicted  on  volume. 

I  hoped  -  I  tried  to  make
  it  clear,  I  mean  to 

point  out  the  correla
tion  with  that  arhitr

ary  classification 

When  the  residual  volume 
 is  more  than  thirty-five 

 percent   j 

of  total  on  volume,  lung  vol
ume,  we  have  a  fairly  nice 

    | 

correlation  with  direct  bloo
d  studies,  getting  rid  of  t

he   j 

„f  tv,»  air  in  the  air  sacs  as  a 

carhon  dioxide  and  lower,
  of  the  air  xn 

result  of  the  Increase
d  volume  of  residual  

air. 

The  ventilation  factor. 
 Doctor  Jones,  is  simply 

a  help  hefore  I  analyze
  all  my  cases  with  re

spect  to  this 

figure.  I  used  to  evaluate  ind
ependently,  the^r^e^ual .  ̂ 
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tile  maximum  breathing  capacity.      This    simply  gives  me  a 

figure.      Now,   by   and  large,    if   that   is   from  eighty   to   a 

hundred,    that  Includes   a  slight  group, from  eighty  to   sixty 

are  moderate,    sixty  to   forty  an  advanced  and  below  forty 

far   advanced. 

No^^r,    the   only   thing   that  upsets   that,    if   the   oxy- 

gen saturation  rocks,    and  I  think  it  is  most  important  that 

we  have  blood  saturations,  because   as   I  pointed  out,    we 

have  normal  resting   sat\irations   that  may   go  down   ten  percent^ 

or  more  with  exercise.      That  indicates   disability.      If   that 

man  is    trying   to  work,    he   is  working  with  a  reduced  oxygen 

saturation,    a  temporary  degree  of  irapotency,  which  we  know 

increases   arterial  blood  pressure,    increases  pulmonary 

vascular  resistance. 

Doctor  Wright's   question  regards    a  conglomeration 

for   total   disability.      In  general,   we  find  that  is    true. 

However,   we   do  have   some   cases    that  would  fall  in  Stage   1 

or  2  or  even  in  some,    you  would  call   it,    normal  X-ray,  with 

a  history   of    thirty-five   or  forty  or  more   inside   exposure, 

are   totally   disabled.      We  have  fo-und   just  as   severe    emphy- 

sema.  Doctor   Jones,    in  our  coal  miners   as  we  have  found  in 

idiopathic  emphysema  in  non-coal  miner  groups;    some  of    them 

have   gone  up   as   high  as   seventy -five  percent. 

Doctor   Jones,    I  would  like    to  ask  you  why  you 

use   air   cons\amption,    as   I  understand  that,    that  is    the    total 
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volume  Of  air  rather  than  the
  actual  o^gen  uptalce  on  the 

tasls   of  tody  surface   area.   
  Isn't  there  a  possibility  o

f 

air  m  there  due   to  Individua
l  ventilating  alveolae   that

 

are  not  profused  Insofar  as  art
erial  punctures  go?     We 

don-t  have  any  more  hesitation
  in  doing  them  than  we  do  a 

venal  puncture;    Ifs   just  ab
out  as  easy  and  we   do  that  r

ou- 

tmely.     I  have  no  trouble  
with  our  coal  miner  group. 

It  is   true  that  we-re  not  ab
le   to  go  out  and  take 

the  Whole  coal  mine  and  work
  it.   that  is   these  men  have 

„ade  application,     ftuite  a 
 number  of  the  men  that  I  h

ave 

studied  are   still     working.   
  They  made  application  to  c

o„.e 

m  for  study  during  their  v
acation  period.     We  probably

 

have,   oh,   around  a  hundred 
 in  such  a  category. 

BY  DOCTOR  SAMPER  i 

Doctor  Hugh-Jones,    do  you  h
ave  anything  to   close 

the   discussion? 

BY  DOCTO"   HITnH-JOMESl 

i  probably  have  said  enough,
  but  there  are   Just 

a  few  points    that  do  occur   to
  me.      First  of   all,    I  don-t 

want  to  sort  of  take  up  pu
rely  technical  physiologica

l 

points,  but  I  thlnk.Doctor 
 Motley.   I  might  -  I  must 

 disagree 

oxygen  uptake  and  his   carb
on  dioxide  output  are  norm

al, 

tten  he.s  normal  as  far  as  his
  lungs   are   concerned.     I 

don't  think  I  quite  agree  wi
th  you  there. 
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BY  DOCTOR  MOTLEY; 

Just  one  part* 

BY  DOCTOR  HUGH- JONES; 

It  seems  to  me  It  rather  hinges  on  Doctor  Wright «i 

point  about  breathlessness  and  it  also  raises  the  last  ques-
 

tion Doctor  Motley  asked,  why  I  measure  air  consumption. 

Breathlessness  itself  is  a  syn^tom  and  we  were  at  pains  to 

get  somewhat  -  some  way  of  consul tatively  measuring  breath- 

lessness and  it  is,  after  all,  we  think,  the  amount  of 

bellows  or  bellowing  and  air  shifting,  if  you  like,  that  a 

man  has  to  do,  compared  with  the  amount  that  he  conceivab
ly 

can  do,  which  gives  some  measurement  of  breathlessness
  or 

what  his  sensation  of  breathlessness  is, 

I  ao-ree  with  Doctor  Motley  from  the  physiological 

point  of  view,  we  are  all  often  interested,  for  other  re
as- 

ons, in  knowing  oxygen  consumption,  and  also  knowing  carbon 

monoxide  uptake  which  we  often  remember.   The  reason  for 

carbon  monoxide,  there  is  no  way  known  yet  of  getting  over 

the  back  tension  in  the  different  parts  of  the  l\mgs,  in 

evaluating  oxygen  transfer,  but  there  is  the  cardinal  p
oint 

which  comes  out  from  all  this,  and  that  is  what  is  the 

cause  of  the  breathlessness  of  pneumoconiosis,  and  I  hope 

I  made  it  clear  that  as  far  as  we  were  concerned,  we  thi
nk 

it  is  exertional  dyspnea,  due  mainly  to  the  bellows  
not 

being  able  to  have  the  reserve  that  they  normally  should  ha^^e. 



the  maximum  ventilatory  capacity  is  reduced. 

In  a  few  cases,  the  air  requirement,  or  if  you 

like,  the  oxygen  requirement,  but  the  two  don't  rvm  quite 

hand  in  hand,  in  increased,  but  that  is  subservient  to  the 

main  cause,  which  is  this  diminution  of  bellowing  pwoer  in 
the  lungs* 

Now,  the  cause  of  that,  and  I  think  Doctor  Vor- 

wald  this  morning  posed  what  were  the  causes  of  breathless - 

ness  in  pneumoconiosis,  and  he  suggested  foxor,  I  think,  and 

one  was  focal  emphysema,  another  one  was  blocking  of  the 

arteries,  another  one  was  a  ventilation  profusion  upset, 

and  quite  honestly,  I  think  I  wuld  like  to  say  that  in  the 

main,  it's  due  to  a  fifth  one,  which  he  didn't  measure  or 

mention,  and  that  is,  I  believe  myself,  that  it  is  mainly 

a  mechanical  upset  in  the  lungs,  but  we  don't  yet  know  the 
answer  to  this. 

The  causes  of  diminution  of  maximum  voliintary 

ventilation  is  a  thing  which  badly  needs  studying.   Otis, 

in  America,  started  a  very  useful  method  of  thinking  about 

it,  and  he  points  out  that  you  can  get  diminution  in  the 

maximum  bellows  due  either  to  the  power  of  the  muscles 

working  the  bellows,  due  to  the  diminution  of  the  air  flow, 

forms  of  bronchial  spasm,  due  to  a  lowering  of  the  vital 

capacity,  which  is  the  stroke  of  the  bellows,  or  finally, 

due  to  the  elastic  properties  of  the  lungs,  the  degree  of 
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drag  that  you  get  through  the  actual  shifting  in  and  out  of 

the  Ixing  substance,  and  we  have  not  yet  got  down  to  that 

form  of  analysis,  but  it  does  seem  fairly  clear  that  in 

pneumoconiosis,  the  main  affect  is  an  actual  reduced  size  of 

bellows  which  one  gets  and  sees  in  the  drop  of  the  vital 

capacity,  and  it  is  interesting  in  a  way,  how  well  vital 

capacity  comes  out  as  a  functional  test  in  pneumoconiosis 

for  that  reason,   I  think  rather  surprisingly  well,  because 

it  isn't  really  a  dynamic  test  of  fionction,  as  y^u  will  see 
from  that  model. 

Then,  lastly,  there  is  this  next  question  of  what 

is  the  role  of  emphysema.   Our  results  are,  and  if  you  wil 

accept  them,  that's  only  if  you  will  accept,  that  bad  gas 

distribution  could  be  defined  as  oneof  the  effects  of  em- 

physema.  Our  results  do  suggest  that  the  focal  emphysema 

described  by  Gough,  is  not  itself,  of  necessity,  disabling, 

insofar  as  we  have  got,  but  that  the  same  process,  physio- 

logical process  which  gives  rise  to  it,  also  upsets  the 

elasticity  of  the  Itmg  substance,  which  diminishes  the 

maximum  breathing  capacity,  but  that  is  speculation. 

The  whole  business  of  what  is  emphysema,  is  an 

extremely  difficult  project,  or  idea,  and  we  are  trying  to 

get  down  to  analyzing  how  one  could  define  physiological 

emphysema  and  how  that  overlaps  with  what  the  clinicians 

talk  about  and  what  the  radiologists  talk  about,  becatise 

■ 
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it  does   seem  to  me   that  the  word   'emphysema'    is   shamefully 

misused  in  the   sense   that  it  is  probably  a  syndrome  which 

may  give  rise   or  may  arise   from  various   causes  within  the 

l\angs« 

And  lastly,    there   is   one  point  and  that  is   about 

disability,   which  I  hope   I  made   clear.      I  did  say    that  I 

thought   conglomerate  pnexjmoconiosis   or  complicated  pnevimo- 

coniosis   is    the  main  and  essentially  really   disabling  part 

of   the  disease,   but  I  think  you  will  notice   that  in  the 

single   disease,    as   age   increased,    and  by  the    time  people 

have  got  Category  3   simple  pnetimoconiosis   at   age  fifty -five, 

they  were  beginning  to  get  fairly  disabled. 

What  happens   after  fifty -five  we   don't  know.     We 

didn't  go  above    that,    and  I  would  stress   that  our  results 

are   limited  over   those  years,  because  we   didn't  go  beyond 

age  fifty-five,  which  was   the  range  we  were   Interested  in 

oiirselves. 

Thank  you, 

BY  DOCTOR   SANDER; 

Did  this   discussion  formulate   any   questions? 

(No  response). 

If  not,  I  want  to  thank  all  the  speakers  this 

afternoon.  Doctor  Friedman,  Doctor  Motley  and  Doctor  H"ugh- 

Jones,  for  this  excellent  discussion.   Thank  you  very 

much. 
(Session  adjourned  jit  5»^5  P«  M.  ) 
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PKEOT10C0HI0SIS  AND  PULMONAKS"  GANDER 

Clialrmani     C*  P.  Rhoads,  M.  D« 

Philosophy  of  Biostatlatica  as  Applied  to 
Envlronraental  Pua-monary  Cancer 

Morton  L«  Lovin,  M»  D« 

Disciifision 

Gonoral  Review 

W.  C«  Hueper^  K«  D* 

DisctiBsion 

Asbdstos  Miners 

Paul  Car  tier,  M.  !)• 

Discussion 

Asbestos  Weavers 

Kenneth  M.  Lynch,  M*  D« 

Discussion,  led  by  E«  R«  A.  Merowether,  M.  D# 

BY  DOCTOR  VORVJALD} 

Ladies  and  gentlemen,    it*fl  past  time  to  begin* 

We»re  behind  schedule  by   twenty  iainutes#     We  hop©  that  we 

will  proceed  in  Making  up  this   time  during   the  course  of 

the  day*      I  will  admit  it's  a  very  tight  schedule,  but  with 

the  leadership  of  o\3r  chairman,   I  am  sure  that  w©  will  ac- 

complish our  objective  for  today. 

Bofor©  we  begin  formally,    there   are    just,    again, 

a  few  announcements  which  I  must  make,      I  call  your  atten- 

iiL JtQ  the  b  anQueJt_fclcivfita^XQr__  iQiii5i'r5«_fia4_Rl6  o_  _the__   
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gatdiorlng  at  the  Hotsl  f.aj'anac  tonight  on  colored  photo* 

gr«phy#  T^y  the  Ansco  Laboratories. 

In  addition,    chere  is  a  hook  here  which  was  left 

on  th«  seat.      It  is  a  hrowii  book  full  of  notes.      I  shoiild 

lik®  to  read  tli®  notes,  bocauao   I  tiiink  I  might  glean  in 

there  smao  of  tlie  wealmassos  of  otir  Synposiwra,  but  never* 

theless,  her©  is   trie  book.      It  has  no  narie  and  I»ra  hoping 

that  whoever  owns  it  r.isht,  rnight  get  it  l^ve,   so  I»ll  put 

it  right  on  th«  table. 

With  that  thon,  we  open  o^jt  today *s  sessions  on 

pulmonary  cancer,   and  pneunoconiosis,  from  tlae  inha
lation  : 

of  dust,   and  I  thiiik  it  follows  logically,    this   topic  fol- 

lows logically  along  the  saine  linos  as  we  were  discussin
g 

yesterday. 

The  Chiarm&n  for   today's  sossions   Is  Doctor 

Rhoads,  whom  you  know,   and  Doctor  Rhoads  is   the  Directo
r 

of  the  llsnoriel  Center  for  Cancer  and  Allied  Diseases  
In 

New  York  City,   and  Director  also  of   tlie  Sloan-Ketter
ing 

Institute  for  Research  Study  of  Cancer.     With  that.    Doctor
 

Rhoads. 

BY  DOCTOR   RHOADS; 

Doctor  Vorwftld  and  Guests:      I  appear  before  you 

in  a  distinctly  sin  ular  pocition.      I  have  not  
boon  identi- 

fied witli  trie  field  of  pxilmonary  cancer,    nor  with  exposure 

to  duct  inhalation.      I  ar.i  In  an  elways  vcr:^  diffic
ult  and 

'W' 
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lauch  publicized  positiwi  of  research,  director,   tlmt  unhappy 

type  of  Individual  trying  to  persua.de  op  threaten  individ- 

uals  to  do  what  he   thinkii   they  ought  to  do.     He  always  find 

this  very  difficult  indeed,  of  course,   if  not  impossible* 

However,   I  was  very  happy  to  be  able  to  accept 

Doctor  Vorwald»«  invitation,  because  in  our  group  arid  other 

groups  associated  witix  xxa^  have  coioe  certa.in  aspects  of 

work  which  pertain,   I  think,   to  your  iiiterest  and  to  the 

field  of  pulmonary  cancer*     I  have  no  conwients  in  the  field 

of  statistics,  and  so  will  leave  that  important  topic  to 

those  who  will  present  papers* 

I  was  in^jresaed,  however,  with  the  program,  to 

observe  what  seams  to  be  a  sti^ongly  inclined  point  of  view 

toward  the  purely  industrial  hazard  aspect  of  this  problem 

and  perhaps  loss  attention  given  to  diagnostic,   therapeutic 

and  experimental  considerations,   *diich  perhaps  play  an  in- 

teresting role* 

Until  we  can,   through  your  efforts,   eliminate   tiie 

cause  of  tiiis  veryserious  condition,   we  imjst  consider  what 

con  be   done  better  to  handle  it  once  it  has  occurred* 

We  have  been  interested,   in  otjr  institution,   in 

the  development  of  techniques*     We  permit  study  of  thera- 

peutic problems  relating  to  pulmonary  end  other  environment- 

ally induced  cancer*     V/e  are  vqvj  happy,    some  years   a^.o,   to 

be   able   to  provide  facilities   for  Doctor  V/llliam  Smith, 
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which  have  permitted  the  development  of  highly  precise  and 
fiatlsfaetory  techniques  for  carcinogenic  principals. 

Many  of  ua  have  felt  that  that  enterprlae  aubse- 

q^aontly  conducted  at  Now  York  University,   In  the  Modical 
Department,  has  provided  irapoptant  data.   Indeed  prlnclpali, 
which  may  lend  then  selves   to  atudy  of  pulmonary  aa  well  as 
other  environmental  types  of  cancera.     I  refer,    of  course, 
to  the  study  of  that  form  of  cancer  induced  in  e^erimental 
animals  and  conceivably  in  laaa,  by  th»  positive  action  of 
Mgh  temperature  catalytic  agents,  fuel  oil. 

Doctor  Smith  and  his  associates  were  able  to 

demonstrate  the  cause  of  these  activities  of  these  com- 

pounds of  this  material,   and  of  certain  ccanpounds  contained 
thsrein.     There  are  strong  suggeetlona  that  no  one  pure 
compound  induces   the  neoplastic  change,  but  ratoer  a  combin- 

ation of  several.     Biere  was  also  strong  evidence  that   this 
combination  of  materials  will  induce  cancer  in  the  primate, 
which  I  regard  as  an  important  advaneea 

If  we  have,    then,   the  principal  of  possible  mul- 

tiple origin  or  whole  carcinogenesis,   that  provides  at  leasl; 
leads  for  further  investigation.     We  have  also  been  happy 
to  have  with  us  Doctor     Winter  >  nho  came  subsequent  to  his 
amjor  observations  with  Doctor  Ames  in  St.  Loiaa.      I  ara  a 
strong  defender  of  Doctor  Winter,  whom  I  regard  as  an  ener- 
Cetic   and  reliable  worker.      I  am  aware   that  his   statistic* 

^1 

4 
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has  -  have  been  brought  into  question,  but  his    ta
blos,  his 

data,  with  those  of  others,  would  seem  to  laaijy  of
  us   to 

provide  adequate  evidence   to  suspect  tiie  in
halation  of 

tobacco  Biaoke  from  cigarettes  aa   a  participati
ng  etlologlca], 

factor  in  pulrionary  neoplastic  disease.     Doc
tor  Winter  ims 

never,   aa  far  as  I  know,  claimed  that  ttiis  w
as  the   -only 

factor,  but  only  that  it  is  an  izaportant  on
e  which  justlfys 

further  study.     We  have  been  fortunate   to 
 have  certain  ob- 

servationa  which  w©  think  may  give   techniques
  sx^gestins 

the  possibility  of  further  study,  both  of  eti
ologic,  of  a 

prophyllactic  and  a  therapeutic  nature
. 

Kay  I  have  the  first  slide,  please?     I  am  going
 

to  show  just  a  few  slides  i^ich  indicate  
certain  areas  of 

study,   and  of  thought  which  may  amplify  the  to
pics  of  today«jl 

discussion.     I  presume  that  you  have  all 
 seen  the  articU 

of  Stott«s  which  appeared  in  the  sumraer  i
ssue  of  the  Bray«i 

Journal  of  Cancer.     If  you  have  not,  for  you
r  interest,   I 

throw  it  before  you,  because  it  does  sim
plify  those  studies 

of  the   individuals  who  have  been  concerned  
with  smoking  as 

etiologic  and  piilmonary  canceration. 

This  is  the  cliart  of   the  London  areas  a
nd  sucgestl 

very  strcnsly  a  concentration  of  pulmon
ary  cancers  in  thost 

areas  heavily  conta-ninated  with  indust
rial  nmoke  and  a  treni!. 

toward  the  areas  to  vdiich  the  prevailing  wi
nd  blows.     This 

may,    in  the  opinion  of  Stotts .  wliich  seems   to  bejwoll 
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establiehdd  by  the  evidono**  provide  an,  additional  factor 

to  the  ono  inferred  to  by  thoae  eonoezned  with  cigarette 

smoking*  And  I  would  like  to  emphasizd  again  the  pos6ibil« 

Ity  of  niultiplo  faotore  in  the  etiology  of  pulnonary  neo- 

plastic change* 

Doctor  Winter  has  allowed  me,  since  he  is  in 

Evirope*  to  preeent  one  exaiaple  of  cancer  in  the  oxperi '.cent- 

al animal,  induced  with  the  production  of  tho  btirning  of 

cigarettes  under  circumBtances  which  are  considered  to  be 

related  or  reeuaonably  close  to  those  which  obtain  in  xsjan. 

Trxie  cancer  now  has  been  induced  by  these  pellets  and  it  Is 

hoped  that  it  will  enable  us  to  go  forward  to  a  more  oxact 

knowledgeof  the  physical  circumstances  involved  in  smoking, 

to  be  developed,  and  more  adequate  evidence  concerning  the 

nattjre  of  the  active  principal  and  the  node  of  its  produc- 

tion and  the  mode  of  preventing  the  lesions  thereby  caused, 

can  be  had,  but  this  is  a  triis  cancer  in  the  experimental 

aniaal,  caused  by  cigarette  smoked  tar* 

Now,  we  have  an  important  area  in  the  early  diag- 

nosis, and  I  hopo  that  those  concerned  with  public  health 

measures.  Doctor  Levin  and  others,  will  refer  to  the  ques- 

tion of  how  well  we  can  pick  up  treatable  dieoace  by  mass 

survey*  In  our  own  experience  of  about  one  hundred  fifty 

to  two  hundred  patients  a  year,  v;ith  pulmonary  patients,  wa 

find  that  the  pick-up  that  coraes  to  us  from  that  survey  ic 
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coi!5)arativ©ly  liiaited,  but  thor©  is  a  very  active  pick-up 

from  armed  aazMrlce  examinations  and  from  e  xaminatlona  in  th4 

doctors*  offices  or  the  hospital. 

This  suggests  some  practices  in  bringing  before 

the  practitioner,   the  lEaportanc©  of  considering  neoplastic 

change  as  etiologic,  as  possibly  suspicious  of  any  pulmon- 

ary 108ion«  and  I  do  hope  we  will  learn  more  of  early  dlag« 

nosis  by  laeans  of  mass  survey  techniques* 

Next  slide.     Of  co\n:>8e,   in  our  particular  inter- 

eat,  we  are  deeply  concerned  with  getting  a  syiaptomatie 

disease  in  a  stage  where  lt«8  still  treatable  and  we (re  verj 

happy  to  be  able  to  report  that  steadily  the  incidence  of 

operable  disease  increases,   in  part  because  of  the  greater 

core^}etence  of  the  surgeon  and  to  some  extent  perhaps,  be- 

cause of  the  early  rendition  because  of  adequate  diagnostic 

measures,   and  these  are  very  important  factors  from  ttm 

stan<^oint  of  the  life  of  the  effected  indlvidualij 

So,  w©  are  now  working  on  some  thirty  percent  of 

the  patients  who  present  pulnonary  lesions.     Now,   very 

happily,  we  have  been  able   to  define  -  to  devise  and  apply 

a  more  radical  technique  of  siirgical  removal.     For  many 

years,   it  was  regarded  as   impossible   to  attack  the  lesians 

involved,   and,    of  co-arse,    it  is    their  involvemont  which 

renders    the  pure  rate  so  low  in  pulmonary  cancer*     Daszda, 

Hand,  Watson  and  associates,  have  devised  a  procedure  now 
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in  general  use,  wiiich  Includea  in  the  red  line,   accessible 

mediastinal  nodes  and  sorae  fifty  patients  have  h@mx  sub- 

jected to  this  radical  diaection,  applying  the  principal, 

the  saioe  principal  of  bi-section  which  has  been  so  success- 

ful in  X-ray  stirglcal  patients  in  cancer. 

And,  we  are  able  to  report  at  this  time,  sea* 

siiggeation  of  to  what  extent  this  may  be  an  advance,     It»a 

not  a  very  emphatic  suggestion,  and  we  have  no  Idea  what 

will  be  the  factor  at  the  end  of  the  five-year  period,  but 

we  are  satisfied,  as  testified  by  the  slide,    that  once  the 

disease  had  gone  beyond  the  nodes  directly  contiguous  to 

pxOiaonary  tissue,  it  is  hardly  worthwhile  to  cariy  out  thesi 

elaborate  bisections* 

On  the  other  hand,  we  are  satisfied  that   thero  is 

good  reason,   at  least,  at  present,   to  attempt  to  renove 

directly  contiguoua  involved  nodes,  because  we  do  have 

these  four  individtials  who,   otherwise,  would  have  been  fa- 

talities, who  may  well  have  been  benefitted  by  this  rather 

radical  operative  process* 

Next  slide,  please,      I  have  been  vei»y  much  con- 

cerned and  my  aaaociate.   Doctor  Southara,   in  the  whole  ques- 

tion of  potential  hemotherapy  of  pulmonary  cancer.     As 

Doctor  Margus  remarked  to  no,    it  is  conventional  to  say 

it  is  cancer  and  nothing  to  be  done.     Of  coiirse,    it  is   tinxe 

tliat  it  is  not  treatable,   the  patient  will  not  bo  cured,   but; 
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When  a  man  cones  to  you  desperate  with  dyspnea,  deeply 
cyanotic,  because  of  superior  mediastinal  pressure  tx^ooL 

his  lung  cancer,  he  is  gratified  and  thankfia  If  you  cMi 

provide  him  even  a  few  months  or  weeks  of  relief.  This 

can  be  done  in  many  instances  today,  with  those  conventloi- 

al  therapeutical  -  herao therapeutical  agents  of  the  trl-  ' 

mllllraeter  service,  which  you  are  all  familiar  with*  and  J 

simply  throw  on  these  slides  to  indicate  tfcie  evidence  that 

there  is  a  transient  therapeutic  result  to  be  obtained  aod 
this  should  not  be  sneered  at* 

In  one  sense,  it  indicates  that  with  careful  ome*#| 

wa  can  aohiavo  better  tliorepeutio  results,  az»i  secondly^ 

the  possibility  of  relieving  a  desperate  situation  f or  w«ekl 
or  months,  should  bo  considered. 

We  have  all  been  seeking  methods  by  which  we  coid4 

extend  ttis  efficiency  of  hemotherapeutlc  attack*  This  hat 

Involved  some  procedure  which  would  allow  reproducable  ex* 

perlnjents  on  human  pulmonary  oancer«   In  our  laboratory. 

Doctor  Tool  an  has  been  successful  in  drawing  epidermoid 

cancer  of  man  of  a  variety  and  type,  in  the  experimental 

technique,  and  applying  this  technique  employing  essentially 
successful  hemotherapeutlc  methods. 

This  (slide)  is  a  low  power  of  a  bronchogenic 

from  man  as  removed  in  the  operating  room.  This  (slide) 

is  a  h%h  power  —  I'm  thinliing  of  no  professional  diagnosli 

I; 
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—  and  h&r&f   aftar  two  weeks  of  experimental  aniiaal,  low 

pow«r,  end  the  next  slide,  the  same  preparation  hi^ 

power,  two  weeks  In  the  animal.  This  can  be  done  qiiite 

regularly  and  lends  itself  candidly  to  various  factors  and 

techniques* 

Sow,  this  is  an  example  of  how  epidemnoid  canceri^ 

this  is  not  a  lung  -  In  the  experimental  animal,  cancer 

planted  in  the  radiograph,  can  be  destroyed  completely 

either  by  hemo therapeutic  or  viral  means.  This  is  a  des- 

troyed inplant  of  human  eplderxaoid  cancer. 

Similarly,  we  are  making  great  efforts  to  grow 

huEian  pulmonary  and  other  forma  of  epidermoid  disease  in 

tissue  cultiire.  It  can  be  done  not  as  well  as  we  would 

like  and  this  is  an  example.  Tide  is  epidermoid  disease, 

but  not  pulmonary,  growing  in  tissue  culture  at  the  end  of 

a  ten-^ay  period. 

And  this  (slide)  is  -  this  is  the  treated  culturt, 

the  first*  the  one  before  the  control,  infected  with  a  vlr- 

ma   suitably  adapted  to  the  destruction  of  certain  forms  of 

human  cancer  under  artificial  conditions,  and  you  will  ob- 

serve that  the  cancer  cells  have  been  destroyed  leaving  th« 

normal  cells,  Tiiis  can  not  be  done  in  ©very  form  of  human 

cancer,  but  it  can  be  done  with  a  cood  nany  and  we  hope 

that  they  will  come  to  licht  through  tho  development  of 

tiiese  techniques,  with  better  diagnostic,  better  therapeutic 
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methods  and  then  we  will  wait  for  you  gentlemen  to  give  us 

prevention  of  the  disease  entirely. 

Now,  the  first  paper  is  Doctor  Levin's,   You're 

all  familiar  with  his  great  contribution  to  this  field,  and 

I  personally  have  waited  with  great  interest,  his  analysis 

of  the  data  which  bear  on  the  environmental  pulmonary 

cancer.  Doctor  Levin* 

BY  DOCTOR  LBVIN; 

Thank  you.  Doctor  Rhoads#   Ladies  and  gentlemen, 

I  am  supposed  to  talk  to  you  on  the  philosophy  of  the  bio- 

statistics  of  environmental  pulmonary  cancer,  and  I  have 

never  been  sure,  up  until  this  moment,  whether  I  was  sup- 

posed to  concentrate  on  philosophy  or  bios tatis tics  or 

environmental  pulmonary  cancer.   I  shall  probably  try  to 

do  all  three,  and  succeed  in  neither  of  them  or  not  one. 

I  certainly  would  like  very  much  to  second  the 

remarks  of  Doctor  Rhoads  as  made  and  perhaps  I  can  do  so 

and  make  some  comments  on  some  of  the  things  he  has  said, 

by  telling  you  what  my  own  point  of  view  is  in  this  matter. 

It  is  primarily  that  of  an  epidemiologist  which 

is  the  field  in  which  I  received  most  of  my  medical  train- 

ing.  An  epidemiologist,  as  you  probably  know,  is  not  a 

statistician  necessarily,  although  he  has  to  know  something 

about  statistics  and  use  them  and  know  when  he  is  in 

trouble,  some  -  so  he  can  go  to  someone  who  is  a  s tatis  tic is-H* 

V 
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An  epiddmlologlst  ifi*  primarily*  a  fellow  who  is 

interested  in  two  questions,   first  of  all,%daetber  a  certain 

group  of  people  actually  do  or  do  not  have  more  of  a  cer- 

tain disease   &en  otitxer  groups  do  have*     He's  interested  in 

knowing  whether  that's  reeCLly  so,  and  so  he  is  rather  crit- 

ical of  things  which  may  look  like  that«   and  zjevertlieless 

are  not  really  good  evidence,  and  he  is  interested  in  know- 

ing,  if  that  is  so,  what  the  reasons  rai^t  be,  and  his  reas 

ong  for  those  intez^sts  are  quite  practical,  because  he  is 

the  man  who  Is  usually  called  upon  to  make  certain  decis- 

ions or  to  give  certain  advice  as  to  whether  certain  things 

should  or  should  not  be  done  in  a  given  sitiiation* 

Now,  it  Just  happens  that  historically,   that  tsrpe 

of  question  usually  arose  with  omt  epidemic  diseases  and 

that's  why,   I  s't:q;>po8e,  the  term  epidoailology,  is  usiaally 

thought  of  as  referred  to  with  people  who  deal  with  infec- 

tious diseases,  but  precisely  the  sai!^  question  can  arise 

in  almost  any  type  of  disease,  and  certainly  they  do  arise 

in  industry. 

IJow,    the  epideniologiet's  point  of  view  on  pul- 

monary cancer  and  ttie  evidence  respecting  various  etiolo- 

gical agents  is,   I  would  say,   highly  critical.     That  is, 

we  ai»e  aware  from  long  experience,    that  a  lot  of  things 

which  look  like  etiological  relationships   axMj  not  neces- 

sarily such.      The  other  point  of  view,    I  would  say,  perhaps 
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would  S90m  to  you  to  be  opposite,  but  I  would  of  for  t
o  you 

as  the  result  of  long  reflection  on  the  part  of  a  g
ood 

many  people* 

We  epidemiologists  suspect  that*  from  the  stand- 

point  of  the  causation  of  pulmonary  cancer,   our  best  e
s^or- 

laental  animal  may  be  man  rather  than  any  anliaal  w© 
 can 

Study  in  a  laboratory.     How,  man  is  not  a  very  good  
ex- 

perimental animal,  but  it  seems  as  if  in  cancer,  he  may  b« 

our  only  one  in  some  forms,   and  the  laboratory  may  or  
may 

not  confirm  ^fiiat  we  find  in  man,  but  we  have  a  stron
g  feel« 

Ing  that  we  are  missing  a  pretty  good  bet  in  not  st
udying 

much  more  intensively,  possible  relationships  whic
h  afty  be 

etiological  to  man. 

We  have  about  twenty -five  thousand  cases  of 

pulmonary  cancer  each  year  in  this  country,  and
  it  so«bb« 

very  unlikely  that  those   twenty-five  thousand 
 people  do 

not  have  a  good  many  characteristics  which  d
istinguish 

thera  from  their  fellows,  which  may  have  some  r
elationship 

to  the  fact  it  involves  lung  cancer,   about  wh
ich  we  stilldo 

not  know  very  much. 

Now,   Doctor  Rhoads  mentioned  the  relationsh
ip 

to  smoking  tobacco,  especially  cigarettes.      I  k
now  of  no  ob 

servation  which  would  imply  or  implicate  any  othe
r  type  of 

smoking,  and  I  mentioned  the  work  of  one  inve
stigator  or 

rather   two.  Winter  and  Graiiam.     Now,    I  happen_
to  toow^odor 
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Winter  and  I  lik9  tda  vea?y  lauch,   and  I  agroo  with  Doctor 

Rhoads»  oatiraata  of  him  as  a  vary  energetic,   a  capable  and 

an  entiixieiasfcic  chap.     The  kind  of  observation,  however, 
which  Winter  and  Graham  made  about  relationship  between 

smokins  and  cancer  is  precisely  the  kind  of  observation 

which  you  will  find  in  the  literature  for  the  last  twenty 

years*     If  you  look  up  one  of  the  earliest  Biultlsraphs  on 

lung  cancer  published  about  1930,  you  will  find  about  foxar 

pages  devoted  to  the  relationship  to  smoking  cigarettes. 

Now,   those  observations  were  never  taken  serious* 

ly,  and  they  were  never  picked  up,  precisely  because     of  thf 

tmcritical^   over-enthusiastic  type  of  analysis  on  which 

they  were  based,   in  other  words,    they  were  based  on  inade- 

quate controls,    they  were  studied  in  such  a  way  that  on* 

could  see  liiat  the  person  making  the  study  has  a  pretty 

strong  bias  in  the  first  place,   as   to  what  lie  would  fiali 

It»B  not  iixe  sort  of  evidence  which  really  tells  you  anythirg 
tdiat  you  can  rely  on. 

Now,   it  happens   tiiat  tiie  observation  of  winter 

and  Graham  have  been  conf iiroed  as   to  their  general  tenor. 

IQaere  is  a  relationship  between  smoking  in   tobacco*     There 

is  a  great  difference  in  the  quantitative  observations.    If 

we  are  to  believe   tiio  observations  of  winter  and  Graham, 

piilmonary  cancer  is  extremely  rare  in  people  who  do  not 

smoke   cigarettes,   about  three  percent  of  Ivmg  cancers^ 
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according  to  their  data,  throo  to  five  porcent,  occur  in 

pdople  who  do  not  sxaoke  clgarettas* 

That  is  not  in  accordance  with  observations  v^ch 

we  have  made,  and  I,  frankly,  doubt  whether  it  is  in  accord 

with  what  the  facte  are*  I  think  tliat  is  one  of  the  cm- 

cial  Questions  which  renalns  to  be  proven  or  to  be  further 

tested* 

However,  I  did  not  intend  to  really  go  into  the 

question  of  that  particular  observation,  because  that  is  no^ 

our  topic*  What  I  thoiight  I  would  do  is  to  give  you  scaue 

general  quantitative  background  for  this  whole  question  of 

lung  cancer  which  would  serve  as  sort  of  a  backdrop  for 

the  papers  which  are  to  comet  first  of  all,  the  importance 

of  this  topic,  this  form  of  cancer  as  a  huiaan  tumor  g; 

May  I  have  the  first  slide?  Thle  first  slide  is 

simply  the  characteristic  age  curve  of  cancer,  that  is  the 

incidence  of  cancer  by  age  among  males  and  asiong  females 

as  usually  occxars  in  New  York  State  where,  as  you  kaow,  canf 

cer  is  a  reportable  disease*  These  are  all  caaee  reported 

from  all  sources  for  various  periods  of  tine,  put  on  an 

annual  basis*  That  is  a  very  interesting  curve,  for  one 

thing,  because  it  does  not  follow  the  type  of  curve  that 

you  would  aspect  in  most  forms  of  cancer  which  keeps  going 

up  with  age*  Most  forms  of  cancer  start  in  lower,  yotinger 

age  groups  and  keep  coing  straight  upi  in  lung  cancer  if 
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aftar  about  fifty-five,   the  rate  di-opa. 
'There  are  a  number  of  thing,  vhtch  can  be  said 

about  that  obeervatlon.  and  I  don't  propoe.  to  go  into  aU 
Of  the  possible  explanations,  but  It  doe.  mean,  one  thing. 
It  does  sueeeet  <»e  thing,   that  for  .on,,  reason,  people  ̂  
were  bom,    this  is  1945  roughly,  and  people  aged  sUty  in        . 

19k5.  were  bom  in  1665.  «.  my  arithmetic  inforaa  ».     P«,pl,'v bom  before  1685,  for  so™  reason,  had  less,  have  las. 
lung  cancer  than  people  born  at  an  earlier  age.  an  at  ear- Iter  periodi 

That  may  not  be  solf^rldent  to  you,  but  It  fol- 
lows from  a  further  analysia  of  theae  curreB  «hich  ahov 

that  «hen  you  analyse  these  curvoa  by  tbe  year  of  blrtia,  thi 
keap  on  golne  straight  up,   and  they  keep  on  going  up  In  a 
xmch  higher  fashion  depending  on  wix«n  the  person  was  bom? 
That  is  not  the  sort  of  thing  that  you  would  expect  In  a 
carcinogen,   if  it  is  a  carcinogen,   ^ch  occura  generally, 
such  as  a  carcinogen  in  the  air.     Ifs  apparently  something 
which  picks  out  certain  ages  and  not  othera. 

Now,    in  most  -  the  important  point  that  I  wish  to 

bring  out  in  this   slide  is   that  you  couldntt  analyze  any 
two  groups  of  people,   say  the  number  of  lung  cancers  in  two 
factories,   or   tixe  nu^abor  of  lung  cancers  in  <^e  factory  as 
corapu^ed  with  the  number  of  lung  cancers  in  the  surrounding 
coimtryside,  umesa  you  took  into  account  the  age  factor* 
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because  obvioxiaZy  if  you  did  have  a  lot  of  people  In  thi« 

age  group,  you  would  have  more  or  less  cancer  than  If  you 

had  a  lot  of  people  in  this  ago  groxap  or  this  ago  group. 

You  would  certainly  have  to  adjuist  for  age,  and  it's  sur- 

prlaing  to  find  that  some  studies  do  not  even  take  into  ac- 

count such  a  syajple  and  obvious  variable  which  has  got  to 

be  adjusted* 

How,  when  you  take  this  type  of  curve,  that  in 

the  number  of  eases  which  occxir  by  age  in  one  year  and  ap- 

ply to  an  ordinary  life  table,  which  is  the  expectancy^ 

the  expectancy  of  living,  at  various  ages  In  the  duration 

of  life,  you  will  get  a  table  such  as  the  next  slide,  whioh 

will  tell  you  about  how  many  cases  of  cancer  of  various 

types  one  might  expect  to  occur  in  the  populatlcai  today 

throughout  the  rest  of  their  lives.  These  figures  are  all 

based  on  an  a  base  of  one,  that  is  this  top  figiore  gives 

you  the  probability  of  skin  cancer  occxarring  in  males 

throughout  life,  and  the  figure  ,02  means  that  two  out  of 

a  hundred,  two  percent  of  aj.l  laales, almost  two  and  a  half 

perdent  of  all  males,  using  the  type  of  data  which  I  have 

Just  described,  that  is  the  actual  incidence  of  cancer  as 

determined  by  reporting  applied  to  the  life  table,  two  out 

of  a  hiindred  males  tiiroughout  tlio  rest  of  their  lives  will 

develop  some  form  of  skin  cancer* 

Now,  for  lung,  the  figure  is  just  over  one  percentp. 
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about  on«  percent  of  all  loaldB  according  to  Hew  Yox^c  state 

data^  may  be  expected  to  develop  lung  cancer*  That  raay  be 

considered  a  sort  of  backdrop  of  this  whole  pi^blem. 

It  l8  a  problem  w  hich,  at  a  lainiraim*  will  effect 

one  percent  of  the  nale  population*     I»d  like  to  stress 

the  point  that  that  1»  a  mlnlnwa*     First  of  all,   these  fig- 

iires  are  based  on  the  data  for  »i^2,    *kk.$  since  then,  the 

rates  for  lung  cancer,  have  gone  up  and  the   death  rates  from 

all  causes  gone  down,  wMclx  means  that  the  opportunity  for 

developing  lung  cancer  lias  increased  and  the  rate  at  which 

it  develops  has  also  increased,  so  that  figure  one  percent 

is  definitely  ralixiavim,  but  it  is  at  least  one  percent  of 

the  general  populationrl 

May  I  have  the  next  slide  now?     This  —  oh,  there 

is  a  paper  slide  in  between  there  —  may  I  have  the  first 

of  the  paper  slides  then?     I  don*t  know  whether  you  can  see 

this*     I  think  this  is  another  of  the  important  observa- 

tions about  lung  cancer  which  we  have  to  remember  concern- 

ing this  whole  problem,  and  that  is  the  increase  which  has 

occurred  over  tiie  past  two  or  three  decades* 

These  are   the  actual  mortality  rates  in  New  York 

St5=vte  between  1931  and  191^8  in  females  and  In  males,  stan-     I 

dardized  for  age,   tiiat  is   the  age  factor  has  boon  kept  con-  , 
I 
1 

stant  in  the  two  periods*  The  striking  thing  here  is  the   | 

difference  in  the  increase  in  the  sexes*  In  females,  the 
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IncroaB©  haa  bean  about  from  2»^  to  l4.#3  deaths  per  hundred 

thousand  per  year,   an  increase  of  about  seventy  percent. 

In  males,   the  increase  has  been  froia  1|.»7  to  19  per  hiindred 

thovisand,  an  increase  of  over  three  hundred  percent* 

Now,   an  increase  in  lung  »  in  any  form  of  cancer, 

as  you  know,  may  be  due  and  often  is  attributed  to  the   fact 

that  our  diagnostic  procedxires  are  raoi»e  effective*      If  that 

is  the  explanation  for  this   increase,   then  we  wotild  have  to 

ask  ourselves  why,  diagnostic  procedoz^es  were  three  hun* 

Gred  percent  more  effective  now  as  conpared  with  1931  in 

males,  but  only  seventy  percent  more  effective  than  in  fe- 

males* 

I  woxild  say  that  certainly  that  causes  or  casts 

considerable  doubt  on  the  explazuition  that  such  an  increast 

can  be  due  to  diagnostic  prooeduz^s  alone  and  mains  it  ex* 

tromely  probable  that  there  has  been  a  real  increase  in 

l\mg  cancer  over  this  period,  probably  in  both  sexes* 

Another  bit  of  evidence  --  laay  I  have  the  next 

slide  --  which  leads  in  the  same  direction,    is   the  differ- 

ent way   in  which  the  ages  have  been  effected  in  this   in- 

crease.    Now,    that«s   the  slide  that  you  showed,  the  last 

slide   tiiat  you  showed  before   this  one.     That»s  it.      I  - 

this   is    the  mortality  rate   in  the   United  States.      I  call 

your  attention  to   the  upper  left,  your  upper  left-hand  cor- 

ner hero  which  gives  you  the  age  specific  mortality  rates* 
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This  i8  age  down  har«  in  »30,  *39  and  »i^9,  and 

you  will  notice  th&t   tli©  increaa©  has  bean  more  narked  hdr© 

In  the  middle  period  than  here  in  the  older  periods,  v^ioh 

again  conicidea  vith  the  observation  that  there  is  something; 

happening  in  these  people  arotmd  eixty,  ̂ ^lich  apparently 

is  not  happening  nearly  ao  xaarkedly  in  people  who  are  older 

than  that.  That  again  is  the  sort  of  thing  that  one  would 

not  expect  to  see  if  this  were  purely  a  diagnostic  phenome- 

non. There  ie  no  reason  to  suppose  that  diagnosis  may  « 

in  a  disease  with  high  cose  fatality  such  as  cancer  of  the 

lungs,  should  make  such  a  aarked  difference  according  to 

the  age,  should  show  such  a  laarked  different  according  to 

age  alone,  so  that  putting  these  data  together,  one  would 

lead  to  the  conclusion  that  one  coxxld  not  safely  assixcia  tha 

tills  increase  was  purely  artificial  and  due  to  the  fact 

that  we  found  more  lung  cancer,  one  would  certainly  have  to 

assume  that  there  was  a  very  strong  probability  that  this 
was  something  real* 

Now,  one  of  the  points  that  one  can  make  about 

real  changes  in  cancer  incidence  over  time,  la,  as  a  matter 

of  fact,  in  incidence  in  any  disease  over  time,  that  if 

they  are  real,  they  are  probably  due  to  some  environmental 

factor.  The  reason  for  that  goes  back  to  one  of  the  laws 

of  genetics,  if  you  will  remember  your  genetics.  You  will 

recall  that,  according  to  the  way  the  genes  operate,  their 
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proportion  from  one  generation  to  another  ramalne  constant 

under  most  circumstances,   so  that  if  genetic  factors.  If 

constitutional  factors  were  the  ones  which  obtained,   we 

would  not  expect  the  incidence  of  tiie  disease  to  change 

froia  year  to  year.     If  we  find  a  real  change,  we  should 

suspect  some  envlroniaental  cause  rather  than  some  genetic 

cause  as   the  reason  for  that  change* 

So  I  would  feel  safe,   from  the  philosophic  view- 

point  here*  s  peaking  as  an  epidemiologist  that  we  have  good 

reason  to  suppose,  first,  that  there  has  been  a  real  change 

in  lung  cancer  and,  second,   that  that  change  is  probably 

due  to  something  in  the  environaent.     Whatever  that  may  be, 

of  course,  remains  to  be  seen* 

How,  how  woxild  we  go  about  studying  the  possible 

relationship  of  lung  cancer  to  various  environmental  fac- 

tors?    Now,  may  I  have   the  next  slide*     I  have  placed  on 

this  next  slide,  a  hypotlistical  situation  in  a  -  X  don«t 

know  whether  you  can  see   this   or  not*     I  have  here  a  state 

or  a  population  group  in  t^ich  there  are  five  million  males 

in  whom  nine  hundred  cases  of  lung  cancer  occtir  in  a  year, 

and  we  have  in  that  saitse  pop\ilation  group  an  industry*   w* 

call     Ind\iatry  A,  which  has   ten  thoiusand  males   among  whcai 

nine  cases  of  lung  cancer  occxat  in  a  year,    so  that  in   the 

entire  gi'oup,   that  is    in  the   entire  state,    if  this   is  a 

state  we're  talking  about,    there  are  nine  hundred  and  nine 
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canos  of  lung  cancer  In  on©  yaar. 

How,  suppose  one  wanted  to  study  lung  cancer  a« 

to  whether  it  was  related  to,   say,    some  particular  indus- 

try.    According  to  —  we  could  use  at  least  two  raethoda 

which  raiglit  be  called  tlio  cose  netiiod  or  the  retrospective 

incidence  metiiod.     We  could  take  all  nine  hundred  and  nine 

case*  of  lung  cancer,    as  we  do  here,   and  we  could  take  com-
 

parable number  of  controls,  we   take  a  thoxisand  controls, 

and  if  w©  were  interested  in  Industry  A,   if  we  had  reason 

to  suspect  Industry  A,  wetd  find  out  how  laany  of  these  ni
ne 

hxmdred  and  nine  lung  cancer  cases  were  people  who  worked 

in  Ind\i8try  A»     If  we  got  all  our  cases,  we»d  find  that 

there  were  nine  of  them  and  in  our  control  group,  which 

should  be  representative  of  the  total  male  population,  we 

should  find  the  sane  proportion  of  industry  A  workers  as 

ten  thousand  is  to  five  railliou,   that  is   the  proportion  of 

male  poptaation  to  wales   in  industry  A* 

Kow,   ten  thousand  to  five  :aillion  is   two  per 

thousand,  so  we»d  find  two  cases,    two  people  who  worked  in 

Industry  A  in  our  controls i     Kow,   nind  you,   I  assume  that 

we  don't  know  these  facts.     Vo  sir-iDly  have  these  nine  hu
n- 

dred and  nine  cases  and  we're  interested  in  whether  Indus-
 

try A  has  anything  to  do  with  lung  cancer.      If  that  is  w
hat 

we  did,  and  we  were  successful  in  getting  all  nine  
hundred 

and  nine  lung  cancer  cases  and  if  your  control  group  ie 
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properly  selacted,  in  other  words,  it  waan»t  bi&eed  in  such 

a  way  &8  to  accidentally  di»op  out  these  two  Industry  A 

cases*  or  iJT  oixr  lung  cancer  cases  were  poorly  selected  so 

we  might  not  -  we  may  have  zaissed  these  nine  cases,  in 

other  wordB,  if  our  experiment  were  perfect,  W0»d  find  that 

there  was  one  percent  Industry  A  people  in  the  lung  cancer 

cases  and   two  p&r   thousand  Indxistry  A  people  in  the  con- 

trols, which  amounts  to  a  ratio  of  five  to  one,  that  is  one 

percent  is  fire  times  as  much  as  two  tentksof  one  percent* 

This  gives  you  five  to  one. 

How,  if  you  go  back  to  our  pastulated  poptaation, 

this  is  a  method,  nine  hundred  and  five  million  is  a  rate 

of  ninety  per  hundred  thousand  and  nine  per  ten  thousand 

is  a  rate  of  eighteen,  it's  Just  -  it»s  just  the  other  way 

around.  This  is  eighteen  per  hundred  thousand  and  this 

nine  should  he  here  and  the  relation  between  eighteen  and 

ninety  is  five  to  one,  tdiich  is  exactly  ̂ ^iiat  you  woxild 

find  in  your  case  method* 

In  other  words,  your  case  method,  if  it  wore 

properly  perfoi*med  would  give  you  the  true  situation  with 

respect  to  the  incidence  of  lung  cancer  in  industry  A  as 

compared  to  the  poptilation.  If  there  was  five  tines  as 

much  lun£  cancer  in  Industry  A  as  in  the  popvilation,  as- 

Sliming,  of   course,  tiiet  the  age  factor  and  other  possible 

variables  which  might  effect  lung  cancer  had  been  given 
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consideration,   I  am  asstualng  that  that  has  been  done*     The 

other  way  in  which  you  might  do  that  would  be  the  retro- 

spective  Incidence  metliod.     You  take   ten  years  of  Industry 

A  and  how  many  cases  of  lung  cancer  occTorred  in  ten  years* 

Kow,   if  nine  cases  occurred  in  one  yearj   in  tea 

years,  ninety  cases   co\ild  be  expected  to  occur  in  the  ten 

years,   and  they'd  be  •  you'd  have  to  ask  yoiirself,  how  aany 

cases  do  occur  in  that  period,  and  one  of  the  ways  in 

which  you  night  answer  that  q:ueatlon  is,  vdiy,  you  would  say, 

I  expect  or  woiild  expect  the  same  nuniber  of  cases   that 

would  occor  if  industry  A  had  the  sanwi  incidence  as  th» 

general  male  population.     That  would  give  you  ton  yeart 

times   ten  thousand  laales,  which  is  the  same  thing  as  a  hun- 

dred thousand  and  one,  and  an  incidence  of  eighteen  per 

hundred  thousand  would  give  you  an  expected  case  Incldene* 

of  eighteen  cases,   in  this  period,  which  again  would  be  a 

ratio  of  five   to  one. 

Now,   I'd  like  to  call  your  attention  to  the  fact 

tiiat  if  this  particular  case  Method  were  done  on  half  th« 

number  of  cases,   if  Instead  of  getting  all  nine  hundred  and 

nine  cases,   you  had  gotten  half  of  those,   then  these   two 

observations  would  not  be  significantly  different  from  each 

other  from  tho   standpoint  of  chance  variations.      That  is 

they  would  be   the  kind  of  difference  that  would  occur  often 

by  chance   alone,    so    that  one   couldn't  be   sure    that    that  waa 
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'«f! a  raal  difference,   so  tliat  the  actual  magnitude,   the  actual 

niirabar  of  cases   that  you»d  study  in  an  industry  or  tlxat 

you'd  study  of  this  kind,   is  €ls  important  as  the  selection 

of   the   cases    themselves* 

Now,    lot  us   assvime,   howevor,    that  we  have  done 

this  study  in  this  way  and  we  do  find  a  sigiif leant  dlffex** 

ence,    in  other  words,  we  find  that  there   are  five   tiines  as 

many  cases  in  Industry  A  as  in  the  general  population,  all 

factors  being  held  constant.     Does  that  mean  neoessarily 

that  Industry  A,    there  is  sane  thing  in  Industry  A  which 

causes  Ixing  cancer? 

Now,   in  my  view  that  does  not  necesoarlly  mean 

that*      I  think  that  one  of  the  important  principals,  phil- 

osophical principals,    to  remeriber  in  s tudies  of  this  kind 

is   that  data  do  not   tall  you  any  more  than  what  they  actual«f 

ly   signify.     They  tell  you  that,   for  sane  reason,  people 

in  Industry  A  have  developed  five   times   ac  tnuch  lung  cancer 

as  people   in  the  general  popxilation.     That  may  be  duo   to 

the   fact   tnat   there   is   something  in  Industry  A  which  causea 

Ixing  cancer.      It  may  be   diie    to  eoTnething  else,   for  instenc©! 

if  we  were  studying  a  factor  such  as    the  presence   of  six 

fingers   on  one  liand  rather  than  five,    and  found  that  one 

industry  had  five    tines    as  many  people  like    that  as  would 

be  expected  in  the   general  population,    I   tMnk  one  would 

think   twice  before   one   attributed  that   to  something   in  the 

d\ 
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Indus  tary.  One   might,  normally,  if  that  i«  a  genetic  trait 

one  might  wonder  whether  the  owner  of  the  indxiBtry  had  oix 

fingers  and  whether  he  had  many  members  of  his  family 
working  for  him. 

The  point  is  that  one  can  not  automatically  Jump 

ffom  association  of  this  kind  to  causation.  Causation  may 
be  the  factor  or  it  may  not.  Whether  or  not  it»a  causa* 

tion  depends  on  other  evidence,  depends  on  what  else  we 

know  about  the  disease.  If  we  did  not  know  that  various 

dusts  can  produce  liing  pathology,  that  it  is  possible  to 

produce  lung  cancer  in  animals  by  the  application  of  cer- 

tain chemicals,  I  think  we  woiad  be  less  apt  to  suspect 

that  an  observation  like  this  actually  indicated  a  cause  of 
the  effect* 

How,  actually,  there  are  only  a  few  ways  in  man 

that  I  know  of,  whether  •  or  that  I  can  think  of,  in  on« 

connection,  that  can  actually  prove  causation  to  Qne»8 

satisfaction.  One  is  by  this  second  method  here  which  I 

have  called  experimental  induction.  I  mean  if  one  suspected 

a  certain  substance  in  this  industry  and  one  applied  it 

either  to  man,  which,  of  course,  is  extremely  improbably 

although  it  has  been  suggested,  and  as  a  matter  of  fact, 

we  are  making  tentative  plans  along  that  direction,  if  one 

applied  to  man  oranimals  and  actually  got  the  disease  in 

question,  I  think  one  would  have  some  additional  evidence 
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that  that  was  an  etiological  agdnt. 

However,   Hd  like   to  call  your  attention  to  the 

fact  that  if  one  didn»fc  do  that,   one  wouldn't  have  evidence 
that  it  wasn't  an  etiological  agent,  because  unfortunately, 
there  are  raeny  things  or  at  least  there  are  some   things 
which  will  cause  cancer  in  man  that  will  not  cause  it  in 

animals,   so  the  negative  evidence  is  not  conelusive  nega- tively. 

Th«  other  way  you  can  test  it  is  by  the  protectlvi 

teat,  by  actual  prevention,     I  mean  if  we  actually  made  8oa4 
element  in  Industry  A  idilch  was  a  factor  and  then  studied 
the  incidence  later  on,    the  protective  incidexice  and  found 

out  it  had  dropped,   I  think  we  would  iiave  scfne  additional 
evidence  to  the  etiological  relationship,  but  it  seems  to 

me   that  one  or  the  other  of  those  tests  has  got  to  be  ap- 
plied in  all  of  our  presumed  data  regarding  etiologic  -  et- 

iology in  pulmonary  cancer,   environmental  etiology,  before 
we  are  absolutely  certain  that  what  we    think  is  otlology  is 
or  actually  is* 

How,   I  don't  know  whether  Jtm  running  too  much 

over  my  time.      I  had  some  data  which,   from  the  philosophical, 
point  of  view  seemed  to  me   to  be  in teres ting  as   to  how  im- 

portant environmental,   espacially  occupational  cancer  might 
be   in  America,  but  we  might  keep  that,  parhaps,  for  the 
discussion,  Mr,  Chainaan, 

■%M 
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BY  DOCTOR  RHOADSt 

You  have  three  minutes. 

BY  DOCTOR  LSVIM: 

I  do  have  three  minutes?  Well,  may  I  have  the 

next  Bllde?  These  are  some  -  sorae  of  ottr  data  regarding  the 

relationship  between  cigarette  smoking  and  cancer,  two 

forms  of  cancer,  cancer  of  the  lung  and  cancer  of  the  laryxu;. 

This  is  simply  the  proportion  of  cases  of  cancer  of  the  lunj; 

and  cancer  of  the  larynx  who  were  cigarette  smokers,  by  agdj 

compared  with  two  types  of  controls,  in  the  same  hospital 

population. 

This  is  our  -  the  Buffalo  Hospital,  the  two  con- 

trols were  patients  who  had  no  malignant  tumor  and  patients 

who  have  other  types  of  cancer  than  l\mg  or  larynx.  You 

will  note  one  thing  which  apparently  has  not  been  empha- 

sized very  much,  but  which  we  have  confirmed  by  f\irther 

study  of  the  same  phenomenon.  That  is  apparently  there  la 

much  relationship  between  cigarette  smoking  and  larynx  can- 

cer as  between  cigarette  smoking  and  Ixmg  cancer. 

You  will  notice,  also,  the  interesting  thing  is 

that  the  cigarette  smoker  is  one  of  the  things  which  drops 

off  with  increasing  age.  You  were  caused  -  one  of  the 

things  we  would  probably  have  to  find  to  explain  the  age 

curve  in  cancer  is  something  which  dropped  off  with  increasf 

ing  age.  For  some  reason,  at  least  at  present,  the  older 

u^^^ 
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ft  man  is,    the  lees  likely  ha  is  to  be  a  cigarette  smoker. 

How,   that's   a  verj  interesting  observation.     That 

is,   again,   as  Doctor  Rhoads  indicated,   and  I  think  we  will 

all  agree,    this   does  not  necessarily  mean  that  cigarette 

smoking  causes  Ixang,  cancer,    though  that  raay  be  siraply  an 

added  effect  or  factor.      It  simply  means   there  is  laore  lung 

cancer  eraong  cigarette  smokers   than  tiiere  is  among  non- 

cigarette  smokers. 

The  interesting  question  is  what  does   tiiat  actxial- 

ly  niean  from  the  standpoint  of  numbers,  quantitatively? 

And  there  are  various  ways  of  doing  that,   and  I  won't  try 

to  go  into  the  arithmetic  of  it,  but  on  the   r»xt  slide,   I 

have   jotted  down  some  conclusions  which  arise  from  over 

data.     They  do  not  arise,    incidentally,   from  the  data  such 

as  has  been  induced  by  Winter  and  Graham,  because  if  their 

data  is  right,   practically  all   -  practically  only  cigarette 

smokers  get  lung  cancer  and  that  isn't  true  accca?ding  to 

o\ar  data  at  all* 

Tlxirty-fiva  percent  of  lung  cancer  cases  are  not 

cigarette  smokers  according  to   our  figxaros.      If  our  data 

are  correct,    throughout  life,   this   is  the  Incidence  of  l\mg 

cancer.      In  non-smokers,   five  per   thousand,    this   is   through-' 

out  life,   mind  you.      In  heavy  smokers,    that  is  not   just 

cigarette  smokers,    ttiat's  people  who  smoke   one  to  two  packs 

a  day,    it»s  six  times  as  much  or  thirty  per   thousand,   that»i 
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three  percent*     You  will  recall  that  the  lleftitiie  expeotano' 

in  the  general  male  population  is  one  percent  and  this   is 

three  tiiaes  as  much. 

Now,  according  to  a  recent  paper  in  Pxiblic  Health 

Reports  by  Britain,  Prasier  and  Coven,   it»B  is  ray  opinion 

that  that  agrees  at  least  in  general  with  the  data  or 

Maohle  and  Gregorius  on  chroma te  worker  cancer |   these  are 

not  the  figtires  given  by  Britain,   Prasier  and  Coven,   they 

are  simply  wy  interpretation  of  them,   as  to  how  much  liang 

cancer  those  workers  may  be  expected  to  develop  in  twenty- 

five  yeara  if  their  data  are  correct,   per  thousand. 

Among  white  males,    the 3?©  shoxild  be  alxtg'-fivd 

cases  in  twenty-five  years  in  chromate  workers  and  among 

non-white,    two  hundred  and  tiiirty-five.      Now,   unless  ay 

arithmetic  is  very,  very  far  off,    tliis  means  one   thing, 

possibly  two,   certainly  that  cigarette  smoking,   if  it  it 

a  carcinogen  is  a  pretty  mild  one,   since  it  increases  th» 

general  incidence   throughout  life  only  by  a  factor  of  threei 

and  if  such  an  occupational  factor  as   cloromata  dust  is  a 

carcinogen,   it  apparently,  when  It  does  work,   is   a  pretty 

strong  one,   since  it  may  increase  it  by  a  very  much  higher 

factor*     That  is,  twenty -three  percent  of  all   the  male 

workers,   in  twenty -five  years,  may  be  expected  to  develop 

liing  cancer  if  the  data  published  by  these  workers   stand 

up  and  are  representative  of   the   true  picture • 
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so   that  w<»  liava  apparently,  aBsumitig  that  the  facts  we  have 

at  our  disposal,  wo  can  rely  on,   two  chief  types  of  carcin- 

ogen^  vhlch  are  environmental,   among  others,  because  I 

hadn't  considered  tjeneral  environnental   dust,   one  which  is 

heavy  smoking,  which  is  apparently  very  weak,  and  one  of 

this  type  whoso  incidence  we  don*t  know  since  we  don't  know 

all  the  occupational  carcinogens,  but  which  when  it  does 

occur,   is  perhaps  vei7  strong* 

I  think  I  have  more  -  one  raore  slide,   v^aich  per- 

haps puts  this  in  nuiubers.     Applying  the  one  percent  througl. 

out  life  figtire  to  the  seventy -five,  appraociraatsly  seventy- 

five  million  males  in  the  United  states,   throughout  their 

lifetime,   seven  hundred  and  fifty  thousand  of  them  will 

develop  lung  cancer*     Of  those,  a  little  less  than  half  or 

rather  something  like  a  third,   two  hundred  twenty- five 

thousand,  will  be  non-smokers.     The  rest  will  be  smokers, 

but  since   there  is  no  reason  to  suppose   that  smokers  are 

immune   to  the  same  influences  as  the  non-smokers,  we  can 

only  attribute   three  hundred  and  thirty-seven  thousand  of 

those  cases   to  smoking  per  se,   so  that  what  ttils  leads  us 

in  substance,    to  is  this,   that  even  if  smolcing  gets  fioll 

credit,  we  have  got  to  accoimt  for  about  four  hundred 

thousand  cases   of  Itmg  cancer   to  other  causes  which,   if 

they're   environmental   and  if  they  occupational,   means   that 

we've  £Ot  to  find  a  lot  more  occupational  causes  of  lung 
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cancer  than  we  have  up  to  the  present. 

The  one  thing  which  makes  that  likely  is  the  
fact 

that  one,  when  occupational  causes  do  occu
o-,  they  apparent- 

ly are  quite  strong  as  compared  to  such  a  m
ild  agent  as 

tobacco  seems  to  be.  (Applause). 

BY  DOCTOR  RHOADS; 

I  know  Doctor  Levin's  presentation  will  a
rouse  a 

great  deal  of  discussion.   I  would  like 
 to  open  the  discus- 

sion  by  just  one  question,  Mort.   I  as
sume  that  the  drop- 

off with  age  is  just  for  the  number  of  indi
viduals  in  that 

age  group  population? 

BY  DOCTOR  LEVIN; 

Yes,  that's  the  case. 

BY  DOCTOR  RHOADS; 

And  I  also  assume  that  when  you  refer  to  
the  high 

incidence  in  individuals  born  in  1885,  
that  is  continuing 

high  as  the  years  go  on  and  similar  st
udies  are  being  madej 

it  isn't  that  year,  but  that  period  afte
r? 

BY  DOCTOR  LEVIN; 

Yes. 

BY  DOCTOR  RHOADS; 

Iim  very  much  interested  to  hear  Do
ctor  Levin  in- 

dicate his  acceptance  of  smoking  as  a  pos
sible  etiological 

or  participating  agent,  because  th
is,  in  view  of  the  impor-, 

tance  of  the  problem,  its  extent  would  jus
tify  one  perhaps  j^ 
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in  considering  whether  that  subject  should  lend  itself  to 

experimental  work  designed  to  prove  or  disprove  the  case 

more  adequately,  provide  more  adequate  statistics  on  the 

subject. 

Now,  may  we  have-  discussion?   Doctor  Lanza,  would 

you  care  to  make  any  comment  at  all? 

BY  DOCTOR  LANZA; 

No,  I  have  no  comment. 

BY  DOCTOR  RHOADS; 

Is  there  no  one  who  inclined  to  smoke  cigarettes, 

who  wants  to  ask  questions? 

BY  DOCTOR  FLETCHER; 

According  to  Doctor  Levin,  he  supposes  that  chro- 

mate  is  a  much  more  powerful  carcinogen  than  tobacco,  but 

how  did  he  measure  the  intake  of  chromate  as  compared  to 

tobacco  in  these  two  groupst 

BY  DOCTOR  RHOADS; 

Doctor  Levin,  would  you  care  to  answer  that  ques- 

tion of  Doctor  Fletcher's? 

BY  DOCTOR  LEVIN;  > 

Well,  I  think  it's  a  very  good  question.   In  othej^ 

words,  it  refers  to  the  relative  dosage,   I  wasn't  trying 

to  be  as  fine  as  that,   I  was  simply  ref  err  ding  to  chromate 

as  the  net  experience  of  a  chromate  worker,  wherever  they'r^ 

involved.   The  net  experience  of  a  chromate  worker,  if  the 
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data  that  we  have   available   act  or   are   correct,    I  have  no 

reason  to  suppose   they're  not,    because    they  seem  to  have 

been  very  carefully   done.      The  net  experience,    whatever 

that   is,    is   apparently  much  more  powerful    than   the  net   ex- 

perience  of  heavy  smoking.      Now,    your  question  is  what  would 

happen  if  we    took   those    chromate  workers   and  gave   them  one 

tenth  as  much  dust  as    they  did  get?      I   don't  know,      I'm 

simply  referring  to   the   actual  facts   as    they  were    observed 

in   actual  life. 

BY  DOCTOR  RHOADS; 

Does    that  answer   the   question?      I'm  stirprised 

no  one  has    commented  on  the   possibility  of  air  pollution. 

Doctor  Smith,   you  must  have   some    feelings   on   this    point,      I 

saw  Doctor   Joe  Smith  in  back  here   a  few  minutes   ago.      Would 

you  care    to   comment  on  air  pollution  in  view  of  Stott's 

report,    as    a  complimentary  factor   of  environmental  nature? 

BY   DOCTOR    SMITH; 

I  have  yet  to   see  Doctor  Stott's  report.      It  cer- 

tainly opens   up  a  very   different  problem.      I  think  I'm  in 

a  fortunate   position  here   in  that  most  people  who   are  reallj 

familiar  with  this   subject  and  who   told  me   what  little    I've 

been  able   to  gather  about  it,    are   in   this   room  and  I   can 

pass    the  problem  on   to   them, 

BY  DOCTOR  RHOADS; 

Well,    there   are  other  facts  bearing  on  this 
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question  In  one  report,    the   Incidence   of  lung  cancer  in 

individuals   in   cities    of  over  one  hundred  thousand.    Is  much 

greater    than  in  rural   communities,      I  don't  know  how   valid 

these   hints   are,   but   they   justify   further  discussion.      Are 

there   further   comments    on  Doctor  Levin's  paper? 

(No  response). 

If  not,  we'll  proceed  to   the  next  paper.      Doctor 

Hueper  needs   no   introduction.      You  know  his   long   continued 

contributions    to  the   field  of   environmental   cancer.      My 

acquaintance  with  hira  dates   over  many  years.      It  has   always 

been  most  stimulating.      He   is   one  who  has    stuck  to   his  guns 

in   this   important  problem,    and  I  happen  to  know,    in  some 

instances,    tinder  difficult  circiomstances,    and  has   given  ua 

much  knowledge   of  this    important  field.      Doctor  Hueper. 

BY  DOCTOR  HUEPER; 

(Doctor  Hueper  read  a  prepared  paper,  vihich  is  on 

file  at  the  Saranac  Laboratory). 

BY  DOCTOR  RHOADS: 

I'd  like  to  congratulate  both  of  the  speakers  on 

completing  their  presentations  on  time.  I  hope  their  pre- 

cedents can  be  observed  for  the  rest  of  the  day. 

I  would  like  to  raise  one  or  two  questions  to 

initiate  the  further  discussions.   Doctor  Hueper,  you  re- 

ferred several  times  to  the  presence  of  benzpyrene  in  sus- 

pected material  as  supporting  the  view  that  these  materials 
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"Do  you  realize  that  vathin  the  lifetijne 
of  men  now  living,  within  a  hxmdi-ed  yeai^ 
or  one-hundred  and  thirty  years  at  most, 
all  the  external  conditions  under  vihich 

man  lives  his  life  on  this  earth'  have- 
been  more  completely  revolutionized  than 

during  all  the  ages  'of  recorded  history 
v^ich  preceded. " 

R.  A.  Millikan. 

Occupational  fend  Environmental  Pulmonary  Cancer 

^''ith  Special  Reference  to  Pneimioconiosis 

W.  C.  Hueper 

1.  Increase  in  Lrm^  Cancer  Frequency. 

It  is  generally  recognized  that  exposure  to  certain  exogenous  physical 

and  chemical  agents  plays  an  ianx>rtant  role  in  the  causation  of  cancers  of 

the  skin.  Considering  the  fact  that  the  respiratory-  tract  my  be  looked  upon 

as  an  inverted  part  of  the  oufter  covering  of  the  body  end  that  niemy  of  the 

known  or  suspected  cutaneous  carcinogens  also  are  inhaled,  i,t  is  pot  surpris- 

ing that  observations  made  laiinly  during  recent  decades  have  brought  to  light 

a  rapidly  increasing  ntmber  of  environmental  and  occupational  agents  vfeLch  are 

involved  in  the  development  of  cancers  of  the  nasal  cavity,  paranasal  sinuses, 

larynx,  and  lung.  The  relative  importance  of  these  discoveries  is  greatly 

enhanced  because  of  the  consistent  and  spect-acular  increase  in  the  frequency 

of  cancer  of  the  lung  noted  during  the  last  50  years  in  almost  all  industrial- 

ized countries  (Hueper),  This  rise  in  the  number  of  deaths  from  pulmonary 

cancers  has  reached  in  several  regions  such  proportions,  that  cancer  of  the 

lung  has  replaced  cancer  of  the  stomach  as  the  most  frequent  cause  of  death 

fix.m  cancer  among  males  (Steiner,  Butt  arxl  Edmondsonj  Halpert), 
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It  has  lately  become  a  convenient  expedient  for  some  investigators  to 

ejcplain  away  unpleasant  things  in  vital  statistics,  such  as  the  rising 
 death 

pate  from  bronchogenic  cancer  (Stocks)  by  changing  fashions  in  certific
ation 

of  causes  of  deaths,  increased  awareness  of  the  medical  profession  of  lung 

cancer,  progressive  aging  of  the  population  and  similar  half  and  part  t
ruths. 

However,  to  the  critical  observer  there  exists  little  if  any  doubt  that  an 

appreciable  part  of  this  development  is  real.   The  following  grajiis  (fig.  1  and 

fig*.  2)  and  table  (table  l)  giving  statistical  data  from  this  country  and 

abroad  support  this  statement. 

Fig.  1,  Death  Jb.tes  for  Lung  and  Larynx  Cancer 
in  the  United  States,  1925  -  1948. 

Fig.  2.  Lung  Cancer  Death  Rates  for  England 

and  Wales,  1900  -  1947. 

These  observations  made  on  official  death  certificate  data  are  in  agree- 

ment with  the  evidence  obtained  by  investigators  using  autopsy  material, 

Steiner,  Butt  and  Edmondson  found  at  the  Los  iuigeles  Gepera;L  fiospital  that 

carcinoma  of  the  lung  was  note^  during  the  pep,od  3,92?  rr  3-927  in  0.6  percent 

of  all  autopsies  and  constituted  4.3  percent  of  all  tumors,  while  in  1943  to 

^^   1946  corresponding  figures  were  2,3  percent  and  11.3  percent.  Similarly, 

Beeler  and  Iray  observed  at  the  Lotteman  General  Hospital  in  San  Francisco 

bronchogenic  carcinomas  in  1.2  percent  of  all  autopsies  during  the  decade 

1920  -  1929,  whereas  they  occurred  in  2.7  percent  in  the  period  1940  -  19^8. 

Corresponding  observations  were  recorded  by  Ochsner  and  DeBakey;  Eosahn; 

Gowan;  Metropolitan  Life  Insurance  Compajiy,  and  other  American  investigators 

(Hueper;  Steiner;  Bruby  and  Sweany).  The  statistical  data  of  Dom  and  Potter 

show  that  this  trend  has  been  in  existence  since  1914  and  has  shown  a  tendency 

in  late  years  to  become  less  pronounced  (table  l), 

Schinz,  Rosin  and  Sonti  reported  fram  Zurich,  Switzerland,  that  the  male 

mortality  due  to  carcinoma  of  the  lung  between  1936  and  19^  was  9.8  per  1D0,Q(P 
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Table  1. 

Annual  Age  Adjtistcd  Increase  of  Frequency  of  Lung  Cincer  Mortcility 

Hale  8 

Females 

19U-1930 

B.0% 

1931-19^) 

2.5% 

Potter 1933-19^ 

5M 2fG% 



Trend  in  Mortality  From  Respiratory  Cancer, 

Lirng  compared  vrith  Larynx,  by  Sex,   1925-1928 
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Lung  Cancer  Death  Rates 
for  England  and  Wales 
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The  rates  are  based  on  three  year  averages  for  all  vpar<' except  19ii7 

Doll,R.  &  Hill,  A.B.:  Brit.Med.  J,  1:  739  (1950) 
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yrtiereas  it  was  2.7  per  100,000  from  1S96  to  1905.  Brandt  noted  that  in 

Riga,  Latvia,  the  lung  cancer  incidence  rose  from  1.5  percent  of  all  cancers 

found  at  autopsy  in  1901  -  1905  to  10.5  percent  in  1921  -  1925.  Simross' 

pj^ysis  of  the  post-mortem  material  of  Goettingen,  Germany,  yielded  similar 

information,  since  cancer  of  the  lung  constituted  2.6  percent  of  all  cancer 

jH  1906  to  1912,  while  they  were  9.S  percent  in  192?  -  1931. 

According  to  a  report  of  von  Glinski  in  1939,  6.32  percent  of  all  cancers 

seen  at  autopsy  in  Stettin,  Gcrm^^ny,  involved  the  lunge.  Clanmesen  evaluating 

official  Danish  mortality  figures  noted  an  apparent  rise  in  limg  cancer  among 

males,  viiose  attack  rate  increased  from  5  F^r  100,000  in  1931  in  Copenhagen 

to  about  25  per  100,000  living  in  1945,  v^ile  the  corresponding  figures  for 

females  amounted  to  4  and  7  per  100,000  respectively.  The  observations  of 

Husted  and  Eiilraan  on  Danish  post-mcrtem  riaterlpl  confirmed  this  trend.  The 

investigations  of  Henschen  on  the  autopsy  material  of  Stockholm  hospitals 

(Sweden)  also  revealed  a  progressive  increase  of  lung  cancer  during  the  period 

1900  to  1946.  During  the  period  1900  -  1909,  1.6  percent  of  all  cancers 

affected  the  lungs,  dioring  1910  to  1919  the  incidence  figure  stood  at  2,1 

percent  aiid  had  risen  to  5.85  percent  for  the  period  of  1920  to  1929.  In  the 

autopsy  material  of  the  St.  Erik's  Hospital  in  Stockholm,  9.9  percent  of  all 

cancers  observed  during  1937  to  1946  v/ere  located  in  the  l^jng.  VJhile  Casole 

reported  in  1927  that  among  2,658  necropsies  p^^rformed  in  Padua  during  1914 

and  1925  there  were  two  cancers  of  the  lung  (0,C7  percent)  and  among  11,968 

autopsies  made  during  1910  -  1925  in  Milan,  there  were  15  pulmonary  cancers 

(0,13  percent),  Fabris  noted  in  1938,  150  lung  cancers  anong  10,000  necropsies 

seen  in  ten  yea.rs  in  Venice  (1.5  percent). 

The  statistical  stixlies  of  Stocks  have  demonstrated  that  also  in  England 

and  Wales  there  has  occurred  a  phenomenal  increase  in  the  frequency  of  lung 

cancer  during  the  last  several  decades  (fig.  2).  Cancer  of  the  lung  in 
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England  and  Wales  had  standardized  death  rates  of  1.1  for  males  and  0,7  for 

females  during  1901  -  1920  and  10.6  for  males  and  2.5  for  femraes  in  1936  -1939, 

irfiich  are  almost  identical  with  those  recorded  by  Schinz  for  Zurich.  These 

observations  are  in  a  general  v.-ay  confirmed  for  Great  Britain  by  the  stixiies 

of  Kennaway;  Kennavny  and  Kennawayj  Keady  and  Kenna^wayj  and  Cheoseman  as  well 

as  by  those  of  Bonser.  This  investigator  noted  that  there  was  a  noticeable 

increo.s3  in  the  incidence  of  intrathoracic  cancers  at  post-mortem  at  the  Leeds 

General  Ir^irmary  dijiring  1928  to  1937,  following  a  long  period  (1891  -  1927) 

of  relatively  steady  incidence,  for  which  (1894  -  1928)  also  R-issey  and  Holmes, 

using  post-mortem  material  of  various  hospitals,  did  not  observe  any  signifi- 

cant changes.  Heady  and  Kennav.-ay  pointed  out  that  there  occurred  a  ninefold 

increase  of  cancer  of  tlie  lung  in  men  in  England  aiKi  Wales  between  1928  and 

1947,  according  to  data  of  death  certificates. 

The  evidence  based  on  death  rates  from  lung  cancer  and  on  autopsy  observa- 

tions was  confirmed  by  the  results  of  recent  morbidity  studies  on  cancer  of 

the  respiratory  tract  for  eight  metropolitan  centers  in  the  United  States 

(Dom;  Warren;  Grodowitz;  Cutler;  Marcus),  The  surveys  conducted  first  in 

1937  and  repeated  in  1947,  showed  for  all  metropolitan  centers  a  consistent 

and  often  considerable  increase  in  the  morbidity  rates  of  both  cancers  of  the 

limg  and,  to  a  lesser  extent,  of  the  larynx  (table  2).  The  rise  in  larynx 

cancer  morbidity  in  the  urban  areas  in  the  United  States  demonstrated  by  the 

surveys  between  1937  and  1947  appears  to  be  definitely  more  pronovmced  than 

the  increase  of  crude  larynx  cancer  death  rates  per  100,000  in  the   United 

States  (1930:  males,  1,42;  females,  9.22;  1937:  males,  1.70;  females,  0.25) 

(Jackson  and  Jackson).   Ihese  observations  on  the  trend  of  death  rr.tes  of 

larynx  cancer  in  the  United  States  are  in  relatively  close  agreement  with 

those  made  in  England  and  Wales  (Kennav^.y  and  Kennaway)  ̂ vhich  stood  in  1932 

at  4.4  per  100,000  males  and  at  1.1  for  100,000  females,  vrfiile  they  were  in 

-»-:V-?'.«v-itoV .;.,:; [Kiali^dBUkttSaiclfiBaHDNiaiBaSSfilBHBBBBffiBffit 
nntitiiTOfflfr  f°l 
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Table  2. 

Incidence  of  Eespir.itory  Cancer,  1937  aJid  1947 

Morbidity  R-ites  for  Eight  Metropolitan  Centers,  by  Sox 

per  100, OQO  population* 

-. 

Hales Females Total 

Primary  Si€a''andr 
1 Percent Percent 

Percent 

City  - W?? 
J.947 

Increase 1937 1947 
Increase 

]1937 

1947 Increase 

Bronchus  and  Lunp 
Atlanta 5.0 

13.4 
168 1.0 

5.0 
400 

2.9 8.9 

207 

New  Orlenng 13.1 
39.1 198 

2.8 

4.2 

50 

7.6 

2!.\8 

174 

Dallas 5.9 
29.0 

392 

C.5 6.4 

1180 

3.1 

17.'2 

455 

Birmingham 4.5 

18.9 

320 

2.1 3.9 
86 

3.3 11.0 

233 

Denver 

9.1 

21.9 

lAl 

4.2 

8.1 93 
k.6 

14,8 

124 

S.an  Francisco 15.6 34.3 120 3.9 
8.1 

lj?8 

9.8 

20.8 
]i-12 

Chicaqo 13.3 29.5 

122 
4.3 

7.0 

63 

8.8 
18.0 3,95 

Pittsburgh 9.7 
26.1 .169 4.9 5.5 

12 
7.3 

15.6 

114 

Detroit 12.6 32.0 

154 

2.3 

5.7 148 

7.6 

19.0 

155 

Larynx 
Atlanta 

1.4 

4t0 

186 

0.3 
0.3 

e.9 

2.0 
122 

New  Orleans 
11.3 14,9 

32 

0.4 

1.0 150 

5.6 
7.6 

36 

Dallas 

3.2 

5.3 
66 

1.5 

0.4 
73 

2.3 

2.7 

17 

Ri  mi  n^^ham 

1.4 

4.D 186 0.0 

1.3 

0.7 
2.6 

271 

Denver 2,0 

4.1 

105 

0.0 

CO 

0.9 

£.0 

122 San  Francisco 4.5 8.8 

96 

C.2 

0.8 

300 

2.4 

4.6 

9Z 

Chicaco 

6.7 

7.0 

4 

0.4 

0.6 

50 

3.5 
3.7 

6  ■ 

Pittsburgh 4.4 8.0 

82 0.4 

0.8 
100 

2.4 

4.4 

8^ 

Detroit 3.5 
6.4 

83 

0.4 

0.3 

-25 

2.0 3.4 

70 

*M6metrics  Section 
National  Cancer  Institute 
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1949,  4.1  for  males  and  1.3  for  females. 

It  is  apparent  from  these  data  that  viiatever  factors  tmy   be  responsible 

for  the  reniarkatle  rise  in  the  frequency  of  Iving  cancer,  ihey  h-vre  not  -  or  to 

a  much  lesser  degree  -  affected  the  incidence  of  cancer  of  the  laiynx. 

If  all  due  and  liberal  allowciice  is  made  for  the  progressive  aging  of 

the  population  since  1900,  for  an  increased  awareness  of  the  medical  pro- 

fession of  pulmonary  cancer,  for  improved  diagnostic  facilities,  for  better 

recording  systons,  and  for  decreased  deaths  from  other  diseases  than  cancer, 

there  still  remains  a  considerable  balance  of  Img  cancers  vMch  cannot 

plausibly  be  accounted  for  by  these  factors.  Surely,  improvement  in  the 

medical  proficiency  of  the  p^-thologic  diagnosis  of  lung  cancer  can  scarcely 

bo  advanced  as  a  factor  of  importance,  since  the  histologic  diagnosis  of  lung 

cancer  is  in  general  not  a  difficult  task  and  ha.s  been  practiced  -.vith  effi- 

ciency and  competence  for  many  decides  in  the  well-organized  pathological 

institutes  of  Etirope,  v^ich  serviced  the  large  public  hospitals  with  their 

sociologically  and  economically  relatively  stable  patient  populations.  The 

numerous  objections  voiced  by  Machlin  on  statistical!  grounds  against  the  claim 

of  an  increase  of  lung  c?jicers,  pertain  to  only  a  minor  degree  to  those  insti- 

tutes. Since  fundamental  chajiges  in  the  biologic  composition  and  constitution 

of  the  population  groups  involved  did  not  take  place  within  a  few  decades 

during  >Mch  the  increase  in  lung  cancer  frequency  occurred,  there  remain' onl3r 

raterations  in  environmental  factors  related  to  nvodem  industrialization  ajid 

living  conditions  >*iich  plausibly  night  have  pixivided  the  main  causation  of 

this  development  ( Boycott) . 

2.  Geogra-phical  Distribution. 

Ihe  concept  that  exogenous  factors,  entering  the  human  environment  some 

75  to  50  years  ago  and  acting  in  increasing  intensity,  are  responsible  for  the 

recent  increase  in  lung  cancers  is  supported  by  additional  epidemiologic  ' 
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observations,  related  to  the  geographical  distribution  of  pulmonary  cancers. 

The   data  on  the  incidence  of  respiratory-  cancer,  1937  and  1947,  in  eight 

metropolitan  centers  (tabic  2)  reveal  stiUd^g  differences  in  the  lung  cancer 

morbidity  rates  of  different  centers,  the  extremes  being  39.1  per  100,000 

population,  m-aes,  1947,  in  New  Orleans  and  13.4  per  100,000  in  Atlanta. 

The  percentages  of  increase  in  frequency  for  these  coiniiunities  -ilso  were 

far  from  uniform.  Since  the  most  marked  discrepancies  on  theso  two  points 

occur  among  metropolitan  areas  (New  Orleans  and  Atla^itr.)  located  in  the  same 

pajrt  of  the  country  (Southern  St-tes),  it  is  most  unlikely  that  diiferences  in 

the  genetic-biologic  composition  of  the  populations  or  fundamentr.l  variations 

in  the  smoking  habit  between  these  popxiLations  am   be  responsible  for  them. 

It  is,  therefore,  much  mors  probable  that  occup'-.tional,  industri."l  or  other 

environnm  taJ.  factors  related  to  living  conditions  account  for  these  regionaJ. 

variations. 

Similar  variations  appear  if  cancer  mortality  data  for  different  areas  of 

States  are  analyzed.  When  Colorado,  for  instance,  is  divided  into  three  regicns 

according  to  predominating  types  of  occupational  activities  (eastern  part  with 

agriculture,  central  part  vdth  industry,  western  part  with  mining  --jid  ranching) 

(fig.  3),  it  appears  that  the  hi^est  lung  ca-ncer  death  rate  exists  in  the 

central,  industrialized  portion  (50  per  100,000  male  deaths)  while  the  lowest 

is  found  in  the  agricultural  area  (30  per  100,000),  with  the  westom  mining 

regions  occup-'ing  an  intemediary  position  (32).  Seelig  and  Benignus  also 

demonstrated  that  lung  cancer  death  rates  for  1930  to  1934  were  hi^er  in  the 

urban  areas  than  in  the  rural  ones  of  the  forty-eight  States. 

Similar  statsr-wide  discrepancies  in  the  distribution  of  pulmonary  cancer 

appear,  if  the  lung  cancer  death  rates  of  the  forty-eight  States  are  compared 

(table  3). 

i 
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Ifeble  3. 

Lung  Cancer  Death  Rates  in  the  a5  States  of  the  IMited  State* 
in  1946  and  154S 

Crtide  Death 
Rates  per  100,000 

Industrialized  States 
St?te 

1946 1^48 Connecticut 

8.5 

11.1 
Dlinois a.i 8.2 

Maryland 

6.5 
8.4 

Massachusetts 1C.4 

10.2 
Michigan 5.7 

7.1 

New  Hampshire 7.4 

10.1 

New  Jersey 9.7 

9.7 New  York 10.2 

U.9 
Ohio 

6,p 

7.9 

Pennsylvania 

6.7 

8.4 

Rhode  Island 
8.7 7.4 

States  with  Regional 

Industrinli^iation 
Stat3 1946 

19-+8 
Flc.dda 6.8 

7.4 

Louisiana 6.5 

8.5 

Misjouri 7.3 9.4 
Montana ip.o 

8.8 
Nebrfiska 5.7 

8.0 

Apricultural  States 

Sta-'-e 
1S46 

1948 

Alabr.Tia 

4.0 

5.1 

Arkar.ofs 

3.6 

5,4 
New  Kexico 2.6 

3.0 

North  Cf..rr.lina 

3.1 

4.0 

Norih  Dakota 

5.6 
4.1 

Oregon 

4.1 

4.4 

South  CflTY^linn 

3.6 

3.7 
Washington 

5.1 4.2 
VfTominR 4.9 

3.9 

The  death  rates  for  the  year  1946  were  taken  from  "The-  American 
Cancer  Society,  Inc.,  1949,  Cancer  Death  Rates  for  each  State  in  the 

United  States  by  Site";  those  for  the  year  1948  were  produced  by  the 
National  Office  of  Vital  Statistics  (Rigdon  and  Kirchoff), 
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■'Do  you  realize  that  within  the  lif etiiae 

of  men  now  living,  ivithin  a  hundred  year? 

or  one-hundred  and  thirty  years  at  most, 

all  the  external  conditions  under  vjhich 

n^  lives  his  life  on  this  earth"  h
ave- 

been  more  completely  revolutionized  than 

during  all  the  ages  of  recorded  history 

which  preceded." 

R.  A.  Fiillikan. 

Occupational  ^nd  Environmental  Pulmonary  Can
cer 

I-'ith  Special  Reference  to  Pnemoconiosis 

W.    C,   Hueper 

1.   Increase  in  L^jn.g;  Cancer  Frequency. 

It  is  generally  recognized  that  exposure  to  
certain  exogenous  physical 

and  chemical  agents  plays  an  iim^ortant  role  i
n  the  causation  of  cancers  of 

the  skin.   Considering  the  fact  that  the  respira
tory  tract  my  be  looked  upon 

as  an  inverted  part  of  the  outer  covering  of  the  bo
dy  and  that  m..ny  of  the 

known  or  suspected  cutaneous  carcinogens  also  ar
e  inhaled,  it  is  Rot  surpris- 

ing that  observations  made  mainly  during  recent  dec
ades  have  brought  to  light 

a  rapidly  increasing  number  of  enviromr^entP
i  and  occupational 'agents  which  are 

involved  in  the  development  of  ca.ncers  of  the  
nasal  cavity,  paranasal  sinuses, 

'larynx,  and  Hang.  The  relative  importance  of  the
se  discoveries  is  greatly 

enhanced  because  of  the  consistent  and  spect^.c
ular  increase  in  the  frequency 

of  cancer  of  the  l^^ng  noted  during  the  last  5
0  years  in  almost  all  industrial- 

ized countries  (Hueper).   This  rise  in  the  number  
of  deaths  fi^m  pulmonary 

cancers  has  reached  in  several  regions  such  prop
ortions,  that  cancer  of  the 

lung  has  replaced  cancer  of  the  stomach  as  t
he  most  frequent  cause  of  death 

from  cancer  among  mles   (Steiner,-  Butt  and  Edm
ondson;  Halpert) , 
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It  has  lately  become  a  con
venient  expedient  for  sone

  investigators  to 

e^pxain  a«.  .npXeaeant  thi
ngs  in  vital  statistics,    s

nch  as  the  rising  -ath 

,ate  fro.  b^nchogenic  can
cor  (Stoc.s)  b.  changing  

fashions  in  certification 

f.  +v,p  npdical  profession  of  lung 

of  causes  of  deaths,    irxreased  
awareness  of  tn.  medxc.i  p 

•    n  n-  th^  popul^-tion  and  simlar  half
  and  part  truths, 

cancer,   progressive  agxng  
of  tn.  popui-i^io. 

•  „^.„  iT+tip  if  cnr  doubt  tha,t  an 

However,   to  the  critical  observer  
there  exxsto  Ix.tl.         ...  / 

^    •      ̂ ..^T        The   following  graphs   (fig-   1  '"••'^^ 

appreciable  part  of  this  development  
xs  r.^.      ih.  -ollo  g     . 

,      .    .  4-„+^o+Tr>s1    data  from  this  countrj^  and 

fig.   2)   .and  table   (table  l)
   gxvxng   statxstxcal  dat... 

Pbroad  suppoi-t  this  stat
^sment. 

Fie     1       Der^th  Rates  for  lu
ng  and  Larj-nx  Cancer ^^*  i^  the  United  States,  1925  -  1%8. 

Fig.    2.     Lung  cancer  Death 
 Hates   for  Engl-d 

and  vfcaes,  1900  -  1947. 

These  observations  nade  on  o
ffici.^  deat.  certificate  da

ta  are  in  agree- 

-,t  -d-  the  evidence  obtain
ed  by  investigators  .sing  aut

opsy  material, 

,     ,j    „t  nt-  Los  Irailes  a.ineT^l  Hospital  
that 

Steiner,    &Jtt  and  Ednondson  f
ound  at   .n--  Los  ....„ 

,,,,i,.„a  Of  the  inng  w^.s  r.te
d  during  the  p..riod  1923  -  19^

7  in  0.6  percent 

,.  ,al  .-.topsi^s   ar_d  constitute
d  U.,  percer.t  of  ,11  tu.ers,  .*

ile  in  1%3  to 

m6  corresponding  figures  v
,ere  2.3  percent  ,nd  U.3  perc

ent.     Sir^larly. 

Beeler  and  Iray  obse^ed  at
  the  lotte^^n  Gene^l  Hosp

ital  in  3ar.  Francisco 

•      1    9  r.r.rre-t  of  r-ll  autopsies  during  th
e  decace 

bronchogenic  carcinomas  x
n  1.2  perce.... 

A  ̂ ^   ■:>  1  -nercent  in  the  period  1940  -  1948. 

1920  -  1929,  ̂ ^ereas  they  occurred  xn  2.7  
percent,  x 

corresponding  observations 
 were  recorded  by  Ochsner  

and  DeBa..ey.  P.sahn. 

Oowan.  Met^politan  life  
Insurance  Co.^.ny,  and  oth

er  Merican  investigators 
V        m-        +-,-i--ic.t-irr.l  data  of  Dom  and  Potter 

(Hueper;   Steiner;    Bruby  and  .Sweany) 
.     Tne  sta.xs.xcl         .- 
.    ̂        ̂    o-;r.^P  IQIA  and  has  sho^Am  a  tendency 

show  that  this  trend  has  been  
in  exxstence  sxnce  19U  ̂ d 

in  late  years  to  become  less 
 pronounced  (table  l) . 

Schin.  Bosin  and  Sonti  rep
orted  fre.  Zurich,   Switzerl

and,  that  the  .ale 

mortality  due  to  ca.inon.  ef
  the  lung  between  193.  and  19

A.  was  9.^  per  lOCW 
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Table  1. 

Annua 
a  Age  Adjusted  increas

e  of  Frequency  o f  Lung  CrJicer  Mortc-a
ity 

Pom 

Males 

Females 

_1^14rl220. 

e,5fo 

2.5' 

d 

_Potter_____1913rli44 



Trend  in  Mortality  From  Respiratory  Cancer, 

Liing  compared  with  Larynx,  by  Sex,   1925-1928 
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I^Qreas  it  was  2,1  per  100,000  from  1S96  to  1905.     Brandt  noted  that  
in 

Riga,   Latvia,   th/;  lung  cancer  incidence  rose  from  1.5  percent  of  all  cancers 

.found  at  autopsy  in  1901  -  1905  to  10.5  percent  in  1921  -  1925.     Simross' 

analysis  of  the  post-mortem  material  of  Goettingen,   Germany,   yielded  similar 

infonration,   since  cancer  of  the  lung  constituted  2.6  percent  of  all  cancer 

in  1906  to  1912,   whi].e   they  were  9.S  percent  in  192?   -  1931. 

According  to  a  report  of  von  Glinski  in  1939,   6.32  percent  of  all  cancers 

seen  at  autopsy  In  Stettin,   Gorm^Jiy,   involved  the  lunge.      ClGmraesen  eval^oating 

officipj.  Danish    .Tortality  figures  noted  an  apparent  rise  in  lung  cancer  anong 

males,   ̂ ose  attack  rate  increased  from  5  l-^^r  100,000  in  1931  in  Copenhagen 

to  about  25  per  100,000  living  in  19Z+5,  while  the   corresponding  figures  for 

females  amount id  to  4  and  7  per  100,000  respectively.     The  observa.ions  of 

Husted  and  EiiT.man  on  Danish  post-mcrtem  material  confirnied  this  t:-end.    The 

investigations  of  Henschen  on  the  autopsy  material  of  Stoc'^diolm  h:;.spitfils 

(Sweden)   also  r:ive^l.ed  a  progressive   increase  of  lung  chancer  during  the  period 

1900  to  1946.      During  the  period  1900  -  1909,  1.6  percent  of  all  crmcers 

affected  the  lungs,   duruig  1910  to  1919  the  incidence  figure   stood  at  2.1 

percent  and  had  risen  to  5.S5  percent  for  the  period  of  1923  to  1929.      In  the 

autopsy  m,aterial  of  the  3t.   Erik's  Hospit?J.  in  Stockholm,   9.9  percent  of  all 

cancers  observed  during  1937  to  1946  v.-ere  located  in  the  Img.     I^hile  Casole 

reported  in  1927  that  ajmong  2,653  necropsies  performed  in  Padua  during  1914 

and  1925  there  v/ere  two  ceaicers  of  the  lung  (0.07  percent)  and  among  11,968 

autopsies  rmAe  during  1910  -  1925  in  Ililan,  there  were  15  pulmonary  cancers 

(0,13  percent),   Fabris  noted  in  1933,  150  l^ang  cancers  exiong  10,000  necropsies 

seen  in  ten  jrears  in  Venice  (1.5  percent). 

The   statistical   studies  of  Stocks  hsve  demonstrated  that  also  in  England 

and  Wales  there  has  occurred  a  phenomenal  increase  in  the  frequency  of  lung 

cancer  during  the  last  several  decades  (fig.  2).     Cancer  of  the  lung  in  • 
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England  and  Wales  had  standardized  death  rates  of  1.1  
for  mles  and  0,7  for 

females  during  1901  -  1920  and  10.6  for  males  and  2.5  for
  females  in  1936  -1939, 

which  are  almost  identical  with  those  recorded  by  S
chinz  for  Zurich.   These 

observations  are  in  a  general  way  confimed  for  Grea
t  Britain  by  the  studies 

of  Kennawr.y;  Kennax-.-ay  and  Kennaway;  Heady  and  Kennaway
;  and  Cheosemrji  as  well 

as  by  those  of  Bonser.   This  investigator  noted  t
hat  there  was  a  noticeable 

increase  in  the  incidence  of  intrathoracic  cancers  
at  post-mortem  at  the  Leeds 

General  Ir^irmary  during  192S  to  1937,  follovrlng  a  lon
g  period  (1891  -  1927) 

of  relatively  steady  incidence,  for  which  (1894  -  
1928)  also  Passey  .:md  HoLiies, 

using  post-mortem  material  of  various  hospitals,  
did  not  observe  any  signifi- 

cant changes.   Heady  and  Kennav;ay  pointed  out  that  the
re  occurred  a  ninefold 

increase  of  cancer  of  the  lung  in  men  in  England  an
d  Wales  between  1928  and 

1947,  according  to  data  of  death  certificates. 

The  evidence  based  on  death  rates  fi^m  lung  cance
r  and  on  autopsy  observa- 

tions was  confimod  by  the  results  of  recant  morbidity 
 studies  on  crjncer  of 

the  respiratory  tract  for  el-ht  metropolitan  
centers  in  the  -TnitGd  States 

(Dom;  Warren;  Grodowitz;  Cutler;  Maycus).  
The  surveys  conducted  first  in 

1937  and  repeated  in  1947,  showed  for  .^1  met
ropolitan  centers  a  consistent 

and  often  considerable  increase  in  the  morbidity  
rates  of  both  cheers  of  the 

lung  and,  to  a  lesser  extent,  of  the  larynx  (ta
ble  2).   The  rise  in  laryroc 

cancer  morbidity  in  the  urban  areas  in  the  Unit
ed  States  demonstrated  by  the 

surveys  between  1937  cand  1947  appears  to  be  d
efinitely  more  pronounced  than 

the  increase  of  crude  larynx  cancer  death  rates 
 per  100,000  in  the  United 

States  (1930:  males,  1.42;  fem<ales,  9.22;  1937:  H
^les,  1.70;  females,  0.25) 

(Jackson  and  Jackson).   These  observations  on  
the  trend  of  death  ir.tes  of 

larynx  cancer  in  the  United  States  are  in  rela
tively  close  agreement  with 

those  made  in  England  and  >.^ales  (Kennaway  s.nd  Kenn
av^ay)  ;vhich  stood  in  1932 

at  4.4  per  100,000  males  and  at  1.1  for  100,00
0  females,  while  they  were  in 
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Table  2. 

Incidence  of  Respiratory  Gancer,  1937  and  1947 

Morbidity  Rates  for  Eight  Metropolitan  Centers,  by  
Sex 

per  100,000  popiilation* 

Males Females 
Total 

Primary  Sif3'"andn City_   i21L 2ML 

Bronchus  and  T.unp 
Atlanta  5.0 
New  Qrle-nng)  13^1 
Dall-^s  5.9 
Birminghfim  4.5 
Denver  9.1 
SoJi  Francisco  15.6 
Chicarro  13.3 
Fittsburch  9.7 
Detroit  12.6 

LarATix 
/tlanta  1.4 
Mew  Orlenns  11.3 
Dall.-5.s  3 . 2 
Birmint'haffi  1.4 
Denver  2,0 
San  Francisco  4.5 
Chicago  6.7 
Pittsburgh  4.4 
Detroit  3.5 

Percent 
Increase 

13.4 

39.1 29.0 18.9 
?.1.9 

34.3 29.5 

26.1 

32.0 

4.0 

14.9 

5.3 

4.0 

4.1 8.S 

7.0 
8.0 6.4 

16S 

19^ 

392 
320 

141 
120 

122 

169 
154 

l(i6 

32 

66 

186 

105 

96 

4 82 

83 

1937  1947, 

1.0 
2,8 
C,5 

2.1 

4.2 

3.9 
4.3 

4.9 

2.3 

0.3 
0,4 

1.5 

0.0 
0.0 

C.2 

0.4 
0.4 

0.4 

5.0 
4.2 

6.4 

3.9 8.1 

S.l 

7.0 

5.5 

5.7 

0.3 

1.0 

0.4 

1.3 

CO 
0.^ 0.6 
0.8 

0.3 

Percent 
Increase 

4^0 

50 

1180 

86 
93 

ir8 

63 

12 148 
150 73 

30D 

50 

100 

-25 

1937  ].947 2.9 

7.6 
3.1 

3.3 6.6 

9.8 

8.8 7.3 

7.6 

C.9 

5.6 

2.3 

0.7 0.9 
2.4 

3.5 

2.4 

2.0 

Percent 
Increase 

8.9 

20.8 

17  .'2 

11.0 

14,8 20.8 
18,0 

15.6 19.0 
2.0 

7.6 

2.7 

2.6 e.o 

4.6 

3.7 
4.4 
3.4 

2D7 

174 

455 

233 

124 

112 

XQ5 

114 

15,9 

122 

36 

1'/ 

271 

122 

92 

6 

70 

•5'<-]3i6inetrics  Section 

National  Cancer  Institute 
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1.949,  4.1  for  males  and  1.3  for  females. 

It  is  apparent  from  these  data  that  ̂ ^^.ateve^  factors  ma^-  be  responsible 

for  the  remarkable  rise  in  the  frequency  of  l\ing  cancer,  they  have  not  -  or  to 

a  much  lesser  degree  -  affected  the  incidence  of  cancer  of  the  larynx. 

If  all  due  .ai-id  liberal  allowance  is  made  for  the  progressive  aging  of 

the  population  since  1900,  for  .an  increased  awareness  of  the  medical  pro- 

fession of  pulmonary  cancer,  for  improved  diagnostic  facilities,  for  better 

recording  systems,  and  for  decreased  deaths  from  other  diseases  than  cancer, 

there  still  remains  a  considerable  balance  of  lung  cancers  which  crjinot 

plausibly  be  accounted  for  by  these  factors.   Surely,  improvement  in  the 

medical  proficiency  of  the  pathologic  diagnosis  of  lung  cancer  can  scarcely 

bo  .adv.-'jiced  as  a  factor  of  ii^iportance,  since  the  histologic  diagnosis  of  lung 

c^Jicer  is  in  general  not  a  difficua.t  task  cud   has  been  practiced  \vith  effi- 

ciency -nd  competence  for  many  decades  in  the  well- organized  pathol'jgicr-l 

institutes  of  Europe,  which  serviced  the  large  public  hospitals  wdth  their 

sociologically  rjid  economically  relatively  stable  patient  populations.   The 

numerous  objections  voiced  by  I-ln.chlin  on  statistical  grounds  against  the  claim 

of  an  increase  of  lung  c':'ncers,  pertain  to  only  a  minor  degree  to  those  insti- 

tutes. Since  fvind?3mental  changes  in  the  biologic  composition  and  constitution 

of  the  population  groups  involved  did  not  take  place  ■vd.thin  a  few  decades 

dxiring  which  the  increase  in  lung  crjncer  frequency  occurred,  there  remain'  only 

alterations  in  environmental  factors  related  to  modem  industrialization  and 

living  conditions  which  plausibly  mi,ght  have  prov5.ded  the  main  causation  of 

this  development  (Boycott). 

2,  Geo  graphical  Pis  t ributi  on . 

The  concept  that  exogenous  factors,  entering  the  human  environment  some 

75  to  50  years  ago  and  acting  in  increasing  intensity,  are  responsible  for  the 

recent  increase  in  lung  cancers  is  supported  by  additional  epidemiologic 
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n    J-   +^^VMitTon  of  pulmonarj--  cancers, 
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^  -,    .tr^kins  differences  in  li
ie  lung  cancer 

metropolitan  centers  (t
able  2)   repeal  strxlang 
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.+.,«,     the  extremes  be
ing  39.1  per  100,000 

morbidity  rates  of  diffe
rent  centers,   the  ext. 

les     1947     in  NOV  Orle
ans  and  13.4  per  100,0

00  ̂   .txa.ta. population,  nrdes,   194^,   m  . 
 

....    ,  „-,oo  were 
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Z.r  fror.  uniform.     Since
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p.nc lar  iron-
  

,^.^„„+.^  located  in  the  same 

n.  +  .,n   -reas  (New  Orleans  an
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Table  3* 

Lun,  Cancer  Death  Rates  in  the  0
5  States  of  the  United  State. 

in  1946  and  1948 

Crude  Death 

Rates  per  100,000 

Strte 
Connecticut 
Illinois 

Maryland 
Massachusetts 
Michigan 
New  Hampshire 
New  Jersey 
New  York 
Ohio 

Pennsylvania 
Rhode  Island^ 

Stab3 
Flc.oda 
Lobisipjna 
Misoouri 

Mon'-ana 
Neb'.  V-' ska 

Ind iiatrialized  States, 
8.5 

aa 6.5 

1C.4 
5.7 7.4 

9.7 
10.2 

6.P 

6.7 8.7 

States  with  Regional 
IndustriiOi.i^''"  tl2S_-. 

1946 
6.5 
7.3 

19. 0 

Stale   , 

Alabf.-na Arkar.ors 
New  Kexico 

North  CE.rolina 
Nori.h  Dakota 
Oregon 
South  Carolina 

Washington 
Wyoming   

A£TrLCUltur?l  States^ 

4.0 

3.6 

2.6 

3.1 

5.6 
4.1 

3.6 5.1 

1^48 11.1 8.2 

8.4 

10.2 

7.1 

iO.l 

9.7 

11.9 

7.9 

8.4 

■  7-4 

  1,241 

f'.4 

8.5 

9.4 
8.8 a.o 

_1948_ 

5,1 

5.4 

3.0 

4.0 4.1 

4.4 

3.7 

4.2 

3.9 

™   ̂   4.U   +  o  -p^,^  thP  vear  1946  were  taken  from  "The  i^jrier
ican Thp  depth  rates  lor  t.ne  year  x7'+>-'  n^-i  ̂          -,.4.  j^  +ur- 

National  Office  of  Vital  Statistic
s  (Rigdon  and  Karchoxl). 
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The  extremes  in  deviations  of  lung  cancer  death  rates  between  different 

States  were  presented  by  New  York  with  U.9  per  100,000  deaths  as  the  highest 

rate  and  Idaho  with  2.9  in  194S.  Althdyfeh  the  differences  are  in  part  ex- 

plainable by  variations  in  medical  care,  recording,  etc.,  they  are  too  marked 

not  to  be  in  part  at  least,  real  and  to  represent  actual  trends.       "    " 

It  is  remarkable,  moreover,  that  rates  above  7.1  are  mainly  met  in  in- 

dustrial States  (Massachusetts,  Connecticut,  Rhode  Island,  New  Ycrk,  New 

Jersey,  Pennsylvania,  Ohio,  Illinois,  Missouri  and  MJ.chigo^)  or  in  States 

having  known  cancer-producing  industries  in  some  industrialized  parts  (Montana, 

Louisiana,  Maryland),  while  the  majority  of  the  predominantly  agricultural 

States  having  relatively  low  linig  cancer  rates, 

Si-iilarly,  Springett  reported  thnt  the  mortality  from  lung  cancer  was 

five  times  higher  in  England  and  T^es  than  in  Norway,  while  the  mortality 

from  larynx  cancer  in  Norway  was  only  one  quarter  that  in  England.  Fischer, 

likewise,  remarked  on  the  considerable  variations  of  the  lung  crncer  frequency 

in  different  parts  of  Germany,  where  the  highest  incidence  figures  were  re- 

ported from  the  densely  populated  and  highly  urbanized  and  industriaUzed 

districts  of  Saxony  and  the  Ruhr  Valley  (Dissraann), 

Stocks;  Kennaway;  Kennaway  arri  Kennawayj  and  Fulton  also  noted  in  their 

more  recent  studies  that  there  was  a  prevalence  of  cancers  of  the  lung  and 

larynx  in  urboji  areas  over  rural  ones.  In  urban  populations  there  was,  more- 

over, a  lack  of  influence  of  social  class  upon  the  liability  to  lung  cancer. 

If  the  coefficient  of  number  of  persons  producing  one  cancer  death  was  set 

arbitrarily  at  one  hundred  for  the  administrative  county  of  London  during 

1946  to  1949,  it  was  233  for  rural  districts  (Kennaway).  For  cancer  of  the 

larynx  the  coefficients  were  100  and  170,  respectively.  Stocks'  statistical 

analyses  of  the  lung  and  larynx  cancer  incidence  for  different  age  groups 

T-riod:? 
 1*^22.  ■'o

  ""oto 

"^    IQ 

940  tc  I9.',4  r-ve-le^   th-'-t  crr.rer  r-.r  the 

■%s»<>*S>*y<»;.'«r*i«K>4.'- .V;-!-. 
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respiratoiy  organs  was  the  certified  cause  of  
much  higher  death- rates  in 

urban  than  in  ruml  areas.  In  fact,  it  was  shown 
 in  1936  that  for  cancer  of 

the  lung  in  males  there  was  a  steep  downw-.rd  gra
dient  from  London  through 

large  and  small  towns  to  rural  areas.  VSiile  t
he  standardized  mortality  ratios 

for  cancer  of  the  lar^-nx  at  ages  35  -  64  for  soc
ial  classes  in  Engli>>nd  nnd 

Wales,  1930  -  1932  showed  a  definite  increase
  toward  the  lowest  soci.-a  class, 

cancer  of  the  lung  reve^aed  only  sn^-U  nnd  insi
gnific.^oit  correlations  with  the 

enviir>nriental  and  soci-a  indices  as  expressed  by  t
he  five  social  classes  used 

in  the  evaluation.  Fi^Dm  studies  of  the  records  o
f  the  Meteorological  Office, 

however,  it  appeared  that  there  existed  a  posi
tive  correlation  between  the 

lung  cancer  death  rate  and  smshine  hours  for  20
  towns  investigated.  Stocks 

suggests  that  the  only  explanations  of  these  res
ults  i^ch  seem  adequate  were 

that  either  smokiness  of  atmosphere  is  an  importrnt 
 factor  in  itself  in  pro- 

ducing cancer  of  the  lung,  or  sunshine  is  an  ijnportsnt  f
actor  in  preventing 

its  incidence. 

In  a  recent  study  of  liills  on  the  distribution  of
  respiratory  tract 

cancers  in  relation  to  atmospheric  pollution  in  C
incinnati,  this  author  came 

to  the  conclusion  that  in  general  the  clep_ner  suburb
s  of  the  city  hr.d  low 

respiratoiy  cancer  rates,  vhile  the  more  industr
i-aized,  low  lying  distidcts 

had  higher  Kites,  and  that  the  rates  of  respiratory
  cancer  deaths  per  10,000 

males  for  a  five-year  period  compr.red  Tvlth  the  aver
age  carbon  deposit  per 

month  in  different  parts  of  the  city. 

3,  Atmospheric  Pollution. 

The  topographical  distribution  pattern  eispla
j'ed  by  respiratoiy  cancers 

clearly  suggests  the  action  of  an  enviix^nmenta
l  agent  v.hich  is  present  or 

operative  to  a  higher  degree  in  urban  and  ind
ustrialized  regions  than  in 

rural  areas.  Air  pollution  from  effluents  o
f  domestic  fireplaces,  incinerators, 

industrial  estaolishnents,  ap.a  carbon  biacK  p
xanos,  c-iaus'.  i^r^i^   Tron  gasoi^-c 

«.-r.-H'ji»««if;»*»-.-J>»-  5,. 
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and  diesel  engines  and  coal  or  oil-fired  railixmd  loconotives,  dust  from 

asphalted,  tarred  and  oiled  roods  and  from  abrasion  of  rubber  tires  (Sharrah), 

would  perhaps  best  conform  with  this  pattern.  The  possible  causal  signifi- 

cance of  some  or  all  of  the  mentioned  sources  of  air  pollution  has  been  pro- 

posed previousljr  bjr  several  investigators  (Duguid;  McCrae,  Funk  and  Jackson j 

Klotzj  Matzj  Katzj  Wegelin;  Eoffoj  Seellg  and  Bsnignus;  KLing,  Scmssonov  and 

Heros;  Oldofredi;  Smith,  m,;   Lorentz).  Others,  however,  disclaimed  for 

various  reasons,  the  existence  of  such  connections  (Kusted  and  Biilmann; 

Lehmannj  Brandtj  Fischer;  Jaffe;  Konrad  and  Franks;  Kennaway  and  Kennaway; 

Stocks;  Syrek)  with  lung  cancer  incidence  in  England;  France;  Germnny,  Poland, 
Latvia,  Russia  and  Sweden, 

The  three  main  sources  of  potentially  carcinogenic  air  pollution  are  re- 

presented by  (a)  the  specific  hydrocarbons  which  are  contained  in  the  combustLcn 

and  distillation  products  of  carbonaceous  matter;  (b)  arsenicals  released  as 

fumes  from  metallurgical  establishments  (smelters),  and  coal-buming  fum.-ces 

and  power  plants  or  as  dust  following  their  use  as  pesticides;  (c)  radioactive 

matter  present  as  gases  and  fumes  in  the  effluents  from  industrial  and  militai^- 

radioactive  oper?>-tions,  and  radioactive  reaction  and  decay  products  of  atomic 
enei^gy  pl?jits  (Smith;  Lowry) . 

a.  Domestic  soot,  viiich  may  consist  of  xip  to  /jO  percent  of  tany 

matter  (Cohen  and  Rust on)  and  viiich  is  the  chief  atmospheric  contaminant, 

contains,  according  to  Goulden  and  lipler,  3,4-benzpyrene  (300  mg./kg.  in  a 

ndxed  sample)  representing  one  of  the  carcinogenic  agents  present  in  coal  tar 

and  shale  oil  (Berenblum  ̂ nd  Schoental).  The  same  carcinogenic  chemical  has 

recently  been  demonstrated  in  carbon  blacks  which  form  a  m.ajor  constituent  of 

automobile  tires  (Falk  and  Steiner).  It  has  been  estimated  that  a  single 

automobile  tire  during  its  life,  produces  by  friction  with  the  surface  upon 

>*iich  it  travels,  750  billions  of  carbon  black  containing  rubber  particles 
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(Sharrah).  This  does  not  include  the  dust  created  from  
tarred,  a^ph?lted  and 

oiled  road  surfaces  on  which  the  tire  ̂ s  v.-om.  It  has  been  established  pIso 

that  the  exhaust  of  gasoline  and  diesel  engines  contains  
benzpyrene  (VfelLer) 

and  was  deRonstr-ted  in  automobile  lubricating  oil.  
It  is  notewrthy  that 

whilst  the  particles  of  coal  smoke  are  distributed  
over  a  large  rar^e  of  sizes. 

Waller  found  those  in  the  exhaust  of  internal  combustion  
engines  concentrrtted 

in  a  liiaited  range  of  smll  sizes.  Dust  particles  
of  small  size  are  known  to 

rondergo  maximum  retention  in  "Uie  lung. 

Recent  studies  of  T-Jaller  showed  that  samples  of  
smoke  drawn  from  the  air 

at  eight  different  towns  in  England  contained  
benzpyrene.  The  concentration  of 

benzpyrene  ir,se  sharply  during  the  winter,  and  
there  was  a  tendency  for  the 

mean  annual  values  to  increase  with  the  size  of
  the  town.  The  average  benzpy- 

rene concentrations  during  snog  days  increased  fourfold
  {fton  7.2  mg.  per 

100  m3  to  32.3  mg.).  A  large  part  seems  to  c
ome,  in  the  opinion  of  l«fcllc=r, 

from  domestic  fires.  Since  it  has  been  detected
  also  in  the  exhaust  of  com- 

bustion engines,  some  benzpyrene  in  the  atmosphere  mus
t  come  from  this  source. 

While  the  human  evidence  concerning  the  existen
ce  of  a  causal  relation 

between  the  inhalation  of  atmospheric  carcinogen
s  f  r^m  soot,  rubber  tires  and 

engine  exhausts  nnd  cancer  of  the  lung  is  sugg
estive  (Schnurer),  there  exists 

adequate  end  vrlid  proof  of  the  carcinogenic  
properties  of  soot  or  carbon  black 

or  their  benzolic  extractives  when  applied  to 
 the  skin  of  mice  or  inhaled  into 

the  lungs  of  experl-uental  enimals.  Extracts  of
  dust  from  the  air  of  eight  large 

industrialized  /onerican  cities  .vhen  injected  
subcutaneously  into  mice  produced 

sarcomas  at  the  site  of  introduction  (Leiter  
and  Shear;  Leiter,  Shiiridn  and 

Shear) . 

Mce  exposed  to  the  inhalation  of  soot  obt
ained  from  a  hospital  flue  stack 

developed  an  excessive  number  of  pulmonary 
 adenomas  and  carcinoma.s  (Seelig  and 

Beni.^us) .   SiMlar  results  were  obtained  by
  McDonald  and  Woodhouse  as  weU  as 
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Campbell,  \tien  mice  repeatedly  inhaled  clouds  of  soot  collected  fr
om  en 

English  city  or  swept  from  tarred  English  roads.  Squainous  cell  ca
ncer  of  the 

bronchi  was  obtained  by  Huller  in  six  (6)  out  of  24  rats  painted  on  the
  skin 

with  tar  over  prolonged  periods,  -while  Pessano  reported  similar  re
sults  in  m.ts 

exposed  to  the  inhalation  of  the  exhr.ust  of  combustion  products  of
  petroleum. 

b.  Extensive  pollution  of  the  air  vath  arsenical  effluents  from  metal 

ore  smelters  was  especially  in  past  decades,  a  well-recognized  fact  giving 

rise  to  damige  to  crops  and  vdld  and  domesticated  animals  (Hofmannj  Prell; 

Nieberle).  It  xvt^s  an  unavoidable  vmile  usually  circumscribed  complicatio
n  of 

large  scale  dusting  and  .sprr.ying  opeititions  with  arsenic--a  pesticides
.  The 

contamination  of  the  air  of  cities  with  arsenical  impurities  from  the  combust
ion 

of  coal  doubtlessly  is  in  general  of  a  much  lower  order.  Goulden,  Kennaway  an
d 

Urquhart  recently  determined  the  arsenic  content  of  the  air  obtained  from 

ei^t  (8)  English  cities.  It  was  found  that  there  were  in  one  cbm.  of  air, 

0.055  micrograms  of  arsenious  oxide.  This  pollution  increased  during  Novemb
er 

to  Janua:^  to  0.104  micTOgrams.  These  rjnounts  when  inhaled  by  man  over  a  perioc 

of  years  are  considerably  below  those  introduced  into  the  liings  from  smoking 

cigarettes  or  entering  the  body  vrhen  Fowler's  solution  is  taken.  Goulden  et  al. 

believe,  therefore,  that  the  arsenic  contained  in  the  air  of  large  cities  may 

have  at  best  a  summation  effect. 

The  human  epidemiologic  evidence  on  pulmonary  cancer  caused  by  an  environ- 

mental arsenical  air  pollution  is  practic-illy  non-existent,  unless  the  ob- 

servations made  during  recent  years  in  severr.l  counties  in  Montrr.a  having 

copper  ore  smelters  provide  vAiat  might  be  considered  suggestive  evidence 

(table  4). 

c.  Contamination  of  the  atmospheixj  with  radioactive  material  on  a 

regional  level  near  atomic  energy  plants  or  occiirring  at  times  on  a  wider  scale 

as  the  result  of  massive  discharges  of  radioactive  matter  folloiving  atomic 

■^i:i-'>\*-i.:^> 
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Table  4. 

Lung  Cancer  Mortality  in  Several  Counties 

of  Montana,  1947  -  194S 

County  and 
Total 

Number 

Lting  Cancers %  Lung 

Annual  Lung 

Cancer  Death 
Population 

1940 
Major 

Industry Total 
Total  Cancer 

Deaths 
Cancer 

Ra.te/100,000 

Male Fcanale Male     Female Unle     Female 

Deer  lodge Copper 
21 

0 
21 

98 

30.8      0.0 

145.7 

13,627 
Silver  Bow 

Smelting 

Copper 

27 

2 

29 

259 

22.6       1.5 48.6        3.9 

53,207 
Cascade 

Mining 

Copper 

20 

5 

25 

299 

12.7      3.5 46.3      12.3 
a,  999 

Mining 
Smelting 

GfOlatin A.griculture     1 
0 1 

81 3.0      0.0 

5.2 

IS, 269 

The  estimated  crude  death  rate  for  lung  cancer  among  white  males  in  the 
entire  United  States  in  1947  is  10.9  per  10,000  population. 
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bomb  explosions  represents  a  special  pro'dLea  viiich  still  needs  a  great  deal 

of  critical  investigation  for  properly  assessing  the  possible  creation  of 

cnncer  hazards  to  the  Ixing  and  other  organs  f  ron  prolonged  exposures  and 

cumulative  effects.  The  ordinary  radioactivity  of  the  air,  on  the  other  hand, 

stems  from  the  gaseous  decay  products  of  the  small  amounts  of  urrnium  and 

thoriTJm  distributed  throughout  the  earth's  crust.  Daivson  recently  detemined 

the  degree  of  radioactivity  of  the  suspended  matter  in  the  air  of  urban  and 

rural  areas  in  England,  The  amounts  fcvmd  were  sm-nll  (l/lOth  to  l/3000th  of 

the  lowest  amotmts  considered  harmful  to  man).  It  appears,  therefore,  that 

these  corancn  radioactive  contpjninants  of  the  air  do  not  play  cTny  significrnt 

role  in  the  praduction  of  the  ordinary  type  of  hum^.n  lung  cancer,  Iherc  is 

thus  a  certain  amount  of  evidence  suggesting  the  existence  of  a  causal  relation 

between  some  atmospheric  pollutants  with  the  relative  distribution  of  respira- 

tory cancer  upon  large  groups  of  the  general  population. 

4,  Occupational  and  Professional  Distribution,  Dusty  Trades  and  Tobacco 

Smoking  Habit, 

Nianerous  attenrots  have  been  made  also  to  establish  evidence  indicating 

an  excessive  lung  c?jicer  liability  for  special  and  restricted  population 

groups  related  to  occi;5)ations,  trades,  professions  and  habits, 

a.  Occupational  Aspects.  /.  considerable  mmber  of  investigators 

recorded  failure  in  attempts  to  find  specific  occupational  relations  to  lung 

cancer  incidence  (Brackbankj  Hollingsvorth;  SimmrDss;  Haintzj  Husted  find 

Biilmannj  Jaffej  Rice;  Rogers j  Shennanj  Bonsor;  and  others).  Others  concluded 

that  workers  exposed  to  road  dust  or  nonspecific  industrial  dusts  and  fumes 

displayed  an  excessive  fi^quency  of  lung  cancer  cnd/oi-   cancer  of  the  3.arynx 

(Campbell J  Dugviidj  Ferenczy  and  Matolcay;  Kennaway  and  Xennaway;  Perrone  and 

Levinsonj  Rosedale  and  McKay;  Schachter;  Singer;  Aske-TUpnark;  Singer;  Hampeln; 

Harvey;  Seyfarth;  Hudson;  Rostoski;  Saupe  and  Schmorl;  Schmorl),  Silica  dust 

i 
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in  particular  'was  centioned  hy  Weiglj  Schmorl  and  Singer.  The  basic  concept 

underlying  these  claims  is  p.pparently  the  still  rather  wide-spread,  although 

erroneous  belief,  that  cancer  may  develop  on  the  basis  of  any  nonspecific 

chronic  irritation.  Since  occupational  and  experimental  cancer  research  has 

rather  definitely  established  the  fact  that  carcinogenic  properties  are 

possessed  by  only  specific  agents  of  vihich  only  a  part  have  -also  an  appreciable 

irritative  action,  the  above-nentioned  assertions  as  to  an  alleged  carcinogenic 

action  of  all  anri  ony  kinds  of  dust  seem  to  be  conclusions  drawn  frorc  pre- 

conceived ideasj  and,  therefore,  are  of  relatively  little  scientific  v-ilue. 

Street  dust  does  not  possess  any  carcinogenic  properties  in  the  opinion  of 

Kikuthj  Berblingor,  Schmidtmann  and  Probst.  The  latter  cited  in  support  the 

relative  infrequency  of  lung  cancer  among  policemen,  trolleymen,  teamsters, 

chauffeurs,  street  workers,  and  street  vendors. 

Of  distinctly  greater  significance,  on  the  other  hand,  are  the  observa- 

tions made  in  regard  to  the  increased  or  decreased  frequency  of  lung  cancer 

among  members  of  certain  occupational  groups,  especially  as  these  data  reveal 

a  definite  degree  of  uniformity  with  which  certain  woricer  groups  are  cited 

for  their  excessive  liability  although  the  data  are  coming  from  different 

investigators  and  obtained  from  different  material.  The  information  on  this 

subject  is  suimirized  in  table  5. 

In  addition  to  these  occupational  grnps  for  viiich  a  certain  amount  of 

agreement  exists,  there  were  mentioned  by  eone  investigators,  other  gnups 

which  do  not  have  general  support,  Vorsluys  noted  diamond  cutters;  Dublin  and 

Graham,  engravers;  V^der  and  Graham  as  well  as  BSCC  1952,  cabinet  makers  and 

carpenters;  Vender  and  Graham,  smelter  workers;  and  Verslviys,  butchers  and 

barmen,  A  low  frequency  of  lung  cancer  is  recorded  for  agricultural  workers 

(Kennawriy  and  Ken!i,nv\T.y-;  Vc^rsluys)  and  coal  miners  (Kennaway  and  Kennaway; 

Mason;  Versluys;  Foil;  Schulte;  Schulz;  jUlen), 
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Table  5. 

Pocupational  Groups  with  an  Excessive  Lung  Cancer  Incidence 

Occupational  Group Investigator 

Metal  vrorfcers,  welders,  metal 
grinders  and  polishers,  wire 

makers,  tool  and  die  m-Ucers, 
foundry  workers,  metal  movilders, 
Xathe  workers,  etc. 

Cigar  manufacturers  and 
tobacconists 

Engineers;  mechanics;  machinists, 
pltmiers,  eto« 

Painters,  decorators 

Tar  workers,   road  woricers, 
asphalters,  pr.viours,  stokers, 
patent  fuel  workers,  furnace 
men,  foundry  laborers, 
rollers,  etc. 

Borst;  Kennaway  and  Kennaway;  Tumor  and 

Grace;  Mueller;  Dublin  and  Vane;  \fyvdet 
and  Graham;  McLaughlin 

Seyfarth;   Borst;  Kennaway  and  Kennaway; 

Enger;  Versluys;   Brinkmann 

BECC*  19/44  and  1952;  Gillespie;   TSxraer  and 

Grace;  Mueller;  Wynder  and  Graham 

BECC  1944;  Mueller;  Dublin  and  Vane;  Fulton. 

Vfyndor  and  Graham 

Kennaway  and  Kennaway;  Pulton;   BECC  1952 

Registrar-General  (1936),  McLaughlin 

♦Report  of  British  Eknpire  Cancer  Campaign, 
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Table  5. 

Pocupationra  Groups  vith  an  Excessive  Lung  Cancer  ̂ ci-^ncc 

Pccupatlonnl  Group 

Metal  workers,  welders,  metal 
i^rinders  and  polishers,  vrLre 
makers,  tool  and  die  makers, 
fonndry  workers,  metal  moulders, 
lathe  workers,  etc. 

Cigar  manufacturers  and 
tobacconists 

Engineers;  mechanicsj  machinists, 
plumers,  etc. 

Investigate!^ — 

Painters,  decorators 

Tar  woikers,  road  workers, 

asphalters,  paviours,  stokers, 
patent  fuel  workers,  furnace 
men,  foundry  labon^rs, 
rollers,  etc. 

Borst;  Kennaway  and  Kemv*--way: 
 Tunicr  and 

Grace  J  Mueller;  Dublin  V^d  ̂ ^-5  ̂ '^^^y 
and  Graham;  McLaughlin 

Seyferth;  Borst;  Kennawa/  &"-  Ka
nnaway; 

Enger;  Versluys;  Brinknvsnn 

BECC*  19A4  and  1952;  Gin-^'spi^J  "^^""^  
 ̂ ^ 

Grace;  Mueller;  Wynder  '<id  Gra
ham 

BECC  19A4;  Mueller;  Publi/^  ̂   ̂ ^^J  Fulton. 
V\^5mdor  and  Graham 

Kennaway  and  Kennaway;  Fr^aton;  BECC  195
2 

Registrar-General  (193S>/  McLaughl
in 

^Report  of  British  Empire  Cancer  Campaign, 
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Table  6 

Lung  Cancer  Death  Rate  per  1,000  Deaths  of  All  Causes  for  Seve
n  (?) 

Industrial  Groups  in  Ohio,  1947  Among  5,309  Male  Cancer  
Deaths 

Industry 

Iron  and  Steel 

Transportation 
Agriculture 
Rubber  and  Plastics 

Stone,  "Jiy,  Glass Mon-Ferrous  Metal 
Mining  and  Quarrying 

Total 

%  Respiratory  Cancer 

2.13 2.91 

0.82 

2.34 

0.66 

3.22 

1.53 

1.76 

Table  7 

Lung  Cancer  Frequency  Among  Operating  and  Ncn-Operating  
Railroad  Workers 

Railroad   Period 

Ltmg  Cancer  Lung  Cancers 

Total  No,    Operating  RR  Non-Operating 

Lung  Cancers    Workers  RR  Workers   No,   t. 

A    1940-1950 

B    1939-1949 

29 

104 

24 

59 

83 No, 

5 

15 

17 

15 
Lung  Cancers  Unde- termined RR  Workers 

Jio,   t   

30 

29 
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■a^e  employment  ratio  of  opex^tiiig 
 r.dlroad  workers  to  non-opei-.ting

 

r=ilrx,r.d  v;orkers  of  one  of  the  t«o.  c
ompanies  ̂ s  1:4.  From  this  rdtio  it 

.pp«.xs  that  aW  75  percent  of
  the  l^g  cancex.  listed  for  r^d

lr^.d  anployees 

of  these  t«o  companies  occurred  an«
,ng  the  operating  group  vi.ich  ̂ presents  only 

25  percent  of  the  total  number  o
f  en^^loyees.  Operr.tins  railroad 

 vr.ricers  in- 

cluded engineers,  fircaen,  conductors,  .
en  in  the  r^^undhouses  .a.d  switcT^.

en. 

It  r^T  be  mentioned  finally  that  
Bounae  and  Eushin  demonstrated  the

 

presence  of  not  inconsiderable  amo
unts  of  chromium  (chromite  ore  an

d  d^romates) 

in  the  atmospheric  air  i.  tl.e  i^ed
iate  environment  of  a  large  chron^

to  pl.^t 

e^d  that  Da^^s  recently  reported  t
hat  the  use  of  soluble  chromates  a

s  corrosion 

and  rust  inl^bitors  in  automobiles 
 had  led  to  a  yellow  discoloration  o

f  the 

snow  i.  /-kron,  Ohio.  In  view  of  the
  est^.blished  high  lung  aancer  liabil

ity  of 

chromite  .vorkers,  serious  attention  m
ust  be  given  during  the  coning  years 

 to 

possible  carcinoscnic  effects  resu
lting  from  such  atmospheric  poUuti

on  of 

the  air  .d.th  chromium  containing  ca
rcinogens  (Huoper),  Such  observati

ons  should 

not  be  lightly  passed  off  'with  the 
 unfounded  assurance  that  it  is  inc

onceivable 

that  r.nj  hazardous  concentrr.tions  o
f  chiomium  or  arsenic  or  other  carc

inogenic 

agents  might  enter  the  air  in  the  en
virons  of  pl.-nts  (Fo^alger).  Tnoroug

h  and 

critical  surveys  must  establish  the
  haimlessness  of  such  contcmination

s  as 

definite  facts  before  they  can  be  
dismissed  as  potenti.1  public  henlt

h  ha«.rds. 

•n.e  occurrence  of  a  not  inconsiderabl
e  nuna>er  of  "neighborhood  cases"  of  -r

 

berylliosis  caused  by  plant  contam
ination  of  the  environmental  air  a

nd  associ- 

ated with  at  least  a  p^tenti-^  lung  .^  b
one  cancer  hazard  for  the  victims 

should  represent  a  ver^^  impressive  v/
aming  against  undue  complacency. 

In  vievr  of  the  demonstration  of  atmo
spheric  carcinogens  ( Editorial, L^^ce

t) 

the  serious  problem  of  the  possible 
 important  role  of  industrial  air  ..

ILution 

i^  the  nse  of  lung  cancers  should  not
  be  characterized  as  a  subject  for 

"loose  and  injudicious  statements".  I
t  is  jx^or  scientific  Judgment  if  perso

n. 
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having  serious  and  coi^tent  concern  *dth  a  public  health  hazard  of  rapidLy 

growing  inqxirtance  are  suspected  of  "misusing  statistics  for  propaganda 

purposes"  (Lanza). 

It  is  obvioxis  from  the  evidence  available  that  the  incidence  of  lung 

cancer  pri-or  to  1900,  in  relaticn  to  the  frequency  of  cancer  in  general,  stood 

at  approximately  one  percent  of  all  cancer;  /^ter  this  period  there  vias  at 

first  a  gradual  increase  in  the  frequency  of  these  neoplasms,  followed  in  many 

localities  studied  by  a  sudden  and  much  more  rapid  increase,  the  gradient 

becoming  constantly  steeper  during  the  last  three  decades  of  this  century. 

One  of  the  characteristic  features  of  this  phenomenon  is  that  the  development 

did  not  start  in  different  cities,  countries  and  continents  at  the  same  time 

but  that  there  were  marked  differences  in  the  time  of  onset  not  only  betvfeen 

different  countries,  but  also  between  different  regions  and  cities  of  the  same 

country.  The  development,  moreover,  was  not  imiform  in  degree  and  intensity  in 

different  localities,  but  evidently  affected  urban,  industrialized  areas  to  a 

hi^er  extent  than  rural  ones  and   certain  occupational  groups  more  than  others 

(Hueper;  Steiner).  If  the  action  of  environmental  carcinogens  should  mainly 

account  for  the  striking  increase  of  Ixmg  cancer  frequency  and  for  its  iryeg" 

ular  course  in  different  regions  and  conditions,  industrial  and  indxistrially 

related  c&rcinogens  viould  well  fit  this  pattern,  since  the  growth  of  indust- 

rial establishments  and  the  use  of  their  products  in  the  economic  life  of 

different  countries  and  conmunities  have  greatly  lacked  xinif ormity  in  time, 

type  and  extent  (Hueper), 

b.  Tobacco  Smoking  Habit,  Rather  far-reaching,  if  not  extravagent, 

claims  recently  have  been  advanced  as  to  the  important,  if  not  predominant 

role  which  cigarette  smoking  is  alleged  to  have  played  in  the  production  of 

lung  cancer  and  its  progressive  rise  in  frequency  during  the  past  50  years. 

A.  critical  and  sober  analysis  of  the  evidence  offered  in  support  of  these 
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assertions  is  in  order  not  only  for  reasons  of  scientific  accuracy  but  also 

for  medicolegal  reasons  and  especially  for  detennining  the  direction  of 

future  epidemiologic  research  and  of  control  adirities  in  the  field  cf  lung  .cancer
,  , 

A  few  years  pJ'ter  there  developed  a  grovdng  appreciation  of  the  rapid 

increase  of  cancer  of  the  lung,  scioking  of  tobacco,  particularly,  cigarettes, 

vras  suspected  by  some  investigators  as  one  of  the  causes,  or  the  main  cause 

of  this  phenomenon  (Perretj  Adler;  V.ihssink,  Aricin  and  l^gnerj  McCordi   Bogen 

and..Looinis;  Grace;  Thysj  Syrekj  McNally;  Stmadj  Joannovic;  Bsrblinger; 

Hochstaetter;  Schoenherr),  although  such  connections  were  denied  by  Staehelin
 

and  Hintze, 

Idckint  in  1930,  however,  was  the  first  to  mke  definite  claims  in
  this 

respect,  for  vrfiich  he  sought  support  in  the .  observations  of  Seyfarth  and  of 

Young,  Russell,  Brownlee  and  Collis  concerning  the  excessive  frequency 
 of  lung 

cancer  among  restaiirant  owners  and  waiters  professionally  exposed  to  toba
cco 

smoke.  These  assertions  were  repeated  by  Hoffkan;  Ferrari;  BiDckbank;  Roffo; 

Muller;  Vfeigl;  and  Lehmann,  as  to  the  lung,  and  by  Eoffo;  Hemnann;  and 

Jackson  and  Jackson  as  to  the  larynx.  Muller  did  the  first  statistical  stu
dy 

on  the  relation  of  tobficco  smoking  to  lung  cancer  by  comparing  the  relative 

intensity  of  the  smoking  habit  (cigarettes,  cigars,  pipe)  among  the  members  o
f 

a  series  of  86  lung  cancer  patients  with  the  intensity  distribution  among  a 

normal  control  group  (table  8). 

According  to  the  occupational  data  given,  there  were  in  the  cancer  seri
es 

19  male  individuals  occupation?lly  exposed  to  metal  dusts  and  fumes,  lubri- 

cating oil  mist  and  soot;  12  exposed  to  soot  and  automobile  exhaust;  11  ex- 

posed to  ingredients  of  paints;  one  (1)  exposed  to  chronates;  vMle  of  the 

10  feciale  cancer  cases,  three  (3)  had  voriced  in  an  ammunition  plant  and  one  (l) 

in  a  cigarette  factory.  A  possibly  significant  occupational  exposure  history 

thus  existed  in  43  of  the  76  nale  cases  and  in  perhaps  four  (4)  of  the  10 

female  cases. 
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Table  6 

Degree  of  Tobacco  Consumption  Among  86  Lung  Cancer  Cases  and  86  Normal  Controls 

Degree  of  Tobacco     Highly 

Consumption   Excessive  Very  Heavy  Heavy  Moderate  Non-gmokers   
No.  of  No.  of    No.  of  No»  of  No.  of 
Cases  Cases     Cases  Cases  Cases 

%  of  Degrees  Among  ^       ^  ̂   ,     ̂   ,  r^\ 
Lung  Cancer  Series  2?   (25)  21    (18)  15   (13)  31    (27)  4     (3) 

%  of  Degrees  Among  ^       ,     ̂   ^         /%,,  /,  .\ 
Nonnal  Controls     5(4)  6    (  5)  25   (22)  48    (41)  16     (14) 
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/m  aneOysis  of  the  .tobacco  smoking  history  of  93  lung  cancel*  patients 

of  Schairer  and  Schflniger  revealed  similar  statistical  correlations,  since 

29  vrere  highly  excessive  smokers;  1?  very  heavy  ones;  31  heavy  ones;  and 

U  moderate  ones,  vAiile  three  (3)  vrere  non-smokers. 

iVhile  these  discussions  of  a  possible  causal  relation  betvreen  cigarette 

smoking  and  lung  cancer  first  aroused  little  attention  beyond  the  narrow  circle 

of  research  vroricers,  the  problem  started  to  attract  vd.de  attention  from  the 

medical  profession,  pxiblic  press,  industiy,  and  laity  after  the  publication  of 

the  papers  of  Schrek,  Baker,  Ballard  and  Dolgoff  and  of  l^der  and  Graham  in 

1950.  There  followed  in  rapid  succession  a  nuirfier  of  statistical  investiga- 

tions of  this  problem  from  this  country  and  abroad  (Levin,  Goldstein  and  •"• 

Geriiardt;  Breslow;  Ochsner,  DeCamp  and  DeBakey;  Graham;  VJ^ynder;  Mills  and 

Porter:  Dungall;  Doll  and  Hill;  Daff  and 'Kenimway;  Daff,  Doll  and  Kennaway; 

Gsell).  From  the  results  of  these  studies  the  following  conclusions  were 

drawn  by  the  different  investigators: 

Vender  and  Graham:  Excessive  and  prolonged  use  of  tobacco,  especially  cigar- 

ettes, seems  to  be  an  important  factor  in  the  induction  of  bix>nchiogenic 

■^m   carcinoma,  ;jnong  605  men  with  bronchiogenic  carcinoma,  other  than  adenocar- 

cinoma, 96.5  percent  vrere  moderately  heavy  to  chain  smokers  for  many  years, 

compared  with  73.7  percent  among  the  general  male  hospital  population  without 

cancer, 

Schrek  et  al, :  The  correlation  between  smoking  and  cancer  is  probably  not 

due  to  fortuitous  or  secondary  factors.  It  seems  plausible,  therefore,  to 

formulate  the  hypothesis  that  there  is  a  direct  relationship  between  cigarette 

smoking  and  cancer  of  the  respiratory  tract  and  that  cigarette  smoking  may  be  a 

carcinogenic  agent.   This  relatively  low  percentage  of  deaths  by  camcer  of  the 

respiratory  tract  compared  to  the  hi^  percentage  of  smokers  indicates  that 

smoking  is,  at  most,  only  a  weak  carcinogenic  agent. 

- 



Ochsner.  DeOa^  ̂   ,^^^^     ̂ ^^  .^  ̂   distlgot  ,^«H.^=1  bet«en  the 
«ale  of  cigarattas  and  the  lncide«:e  of  b^nohogenic  ca.,ino,:,a.     B,oau=e  the 
c.-u,=lncgenic  effect  of  cigarette  .M.klng  does  not  beco,:«  evident  .mtil  after 
-W  Tears  of  «.oldng  (approri^tely  20),  it  is  fri^tening  to  spoouleto  on 
the  possible  n^r  of  bronchogenic  cancex.  that  ̂ y  develop  as  the  result  of 
the  tre:«,dous  nunbers  of  ciga«ttes  consuned  in  the  t«o  decades  f  .,>„  1930 
to  1950.     If  there  is  a  causal  relationship  bef^en  ciga^tte  s^-oklng  =nd 
bronchogenic  carcinc.  the  deaths  per  ICWJCOO  population  f„„  this  cause  ̂ y be  expected  to  increase  traa  II.3  to  29.4  by  1970. 

levin,  Goldstein  and  GerhaMt:     Ihese  data  support  the  conclusion  that  lung 
cancer  occurs  appr^xl^tely  65  percent  «,re  f  «,uenUy  a.ong  ̂ les  „ho  have 
™oked  Cigarettes  for  25  years  or  ̂ «  than  a^ong  „^es  «ho  have  ̂ kod  cigars 
or  pipes  for  a  comparable  period,  or  non-s^ke^,     ^e  data  in,iicate  also  that 
P^pe  a^  cigar  ̂ kers  have  no  higher  incidence  of  1^,  cancer  th..  „on-s^.ers. 
ae  fadings  suggest,  although  they  do  not  establish,  a  causal  relation  bet«,en 
Cigarette  and  pipe  s.„oking  aM,  respectively,  lung  and  lip  cancer. 

^    HUls  and  Porter:     .^«ng  cancers  of  the  ..spiratory  tr..ct  free,  the  laxynx 
<lo««rd,  an  abno»ally  high  ..rentage  of  cigarette  jokers,  as  .ell  .s  of 
Pipe  and/or  cigar  users,  is  f o^.     This  g„,up  of  cancer  victim  e:d,ibits       "      " 
Significantly  increased  percentages  in  aU  fonns  of  smoking, 

>^U  ani  Hill:     ;^ng  the  smokers  a  ̂ latively  high  p^portlon  of  the  patients 
-th  carcinoma  of  the  lung  fell  in  the  heavier  smoki^  categories.     SmcWng  is 
-  f«tor,  and  an  important  factor,  in  the  production  of  cnrcinom..  of  the  1-^ 
rne  ̂sk  of  developing  carcinoma  of  the  lung  incn=as=s  steadily  as  the  =.ou„t 
-o-^ed  inc^ases.     If  the  rtsk  amo^  „on-^.oker3  is  taken  as  unity  and  the 
vaulting  ratios  in  the  three  age  gr,^3  in  >^ch  a  large  n^ber  of  p.,tient3 -re  inten^ewed  (ages  «  .  74)  a^  averaged,    the  relative  rtsks  become 
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6,  19,  26,  49,  and  65  viiea  the  nianber  of  cigarettes  smoked  a  day  are,  3,  10, 

20,  35,  and  say  60   that  is,  the  mid-points  of  each  snoking  group.  Cig- 

arette smoking  x-ras  more  closely  related  to  carcinoEa  of  the  lung  than  pipe 

smoking,  Kb  distinct  association  was  found  vith  inhaling. 

It  appeai-s  from  the  speculations  of  Doll  and  Hill  that  among  the  popula- 

tion of  Greater  London  over  the  age  of  U5t   those  vrfio  smoke  35  or  more  ciga- 

rettes a  day,  had  a  chance  of  developing  cancer  of  the  lung  which  was  fifty  (50) 

times  greater  than  that  of  non-smokers  of  similar  age.  Assuming  that  these 

c<»clusions  are  essentially  correct,  it  may  then  justly  be  argued  that  an 

effective  control  of  cigarette  smoking  offers  the  means  for  a  far-reaching 

prevention  of  cancer  of  the  lung  and,  possibly,  the  larynx.  The  statistical 

data  v^ch  form  the  basis  of  these  conclusions  are  stmrxarized  in  table  9. 

Brunner  found  among  127  lung  cancer  patients  75  percent  heavy  smokers  and  9.5 

percent  non-smokers. 

While  some  of  the  not  inconsiderable  differences  in  the  relative  percent- 

ages of  smokers  of  various  degrees  are  doubtlessly  due  to  the  use  of  different 

standards  in  the  classification  used,  this  explanation,  however,  does  not  hold 

for  the  proportion  of  non-smokers  listed  by  the  different  investigators,  Hie 

percentage  range  for  non-smokers  is  from  1,3  to  14.6  percent  for  the  various 

-  lung  cancer  groups  and  from  8.S  to  30.5  percent  for  the  control  groups.  These 

discrepancies  suggest  the  existence  of  differences  in  the  basic  c  exposition  of 

the  human  material  evaluated.  The  validity  of  this  concept  also  is  supported 

by  the  fact  that  the  various  investigators  noted  rather  widely  varying  pro- 

portions of  adenocarcinomas  in  males  and  females  in  their  irespective  seides. 

The  histologic  type  of  pulmonary  cancer  is  predominantly  of  the  epidermoid 

variety  among  males,  while  a  considerable  proportion  of  these  tumors  among 

women  are  of  the  adenocarcinomatous  kind  (36, Zj^  in  females;  4,5^  in  males 

(Gsell);  52$S  in  females;  18^  in  males  (Proc.  First  Nat..  Cancer  Conf..);  13,7^ 

in  females;  6.7^^  in  males  (Mason);  52^  in  females;  0.6^  in  males  (Wynder  and 
Graham),  it  was  noted  also  that  a  history  of  heavy  smoking  was  less  often 

'  I 
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Table  9__» 

Statistical  correlations  Betwee
n  Tobacco  Smoking  and  Lung  Canc

er 

Degree  of  Smoking  Habit  Ampng 
 Lung  Cancer  Patients  (Males) 

Highly 

xcessive 

Very 

Heavy Heavy 

50.0 

Moderate 

12.2 

Non-Smokers Authors       E 

Schrek,  et  al. 
18.3 

14.6  Cigarettes 

only, 

balance : 

pipje  & 

cigars , 

V^jmder  &  Graham 

20.3 

30.9 

35.2 

12.4 

1.3 

Doll  &  Hill 

5.0 

21.0 
30.3 

38.6 

5.1 

Breslow 
15.3 

50.7 

19.5 

3.5 

9.0 

Gsell 

30.0 
37.0 

21.0 

10.5 
2.0 

Controls : 

l^der  &  Graham 

.  7.6 

11.5 

35.6 

30c5 
14.6 

Doll  &  Hill 2.1 
11.4 

30.5 

47.1 

e.& 
Breslow 3.5 

34.8 

18.8 11.1 
30,5 

vrnm nHMRfflfT 
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elicited  from  patients  with  adenocarcjunoma  than  in  those  vd.th-  epidenaoid 

carcinoma  (Gsellj  ̂ Tnder  and  Graham)"^  '^  " 

Bie*  apparent  lack  of  unifonnitj  in  the  human  material  analyzed  by  the 

different  authors  is  fvu-ther  demonstrated  by  the  appreciable  differences  in 

the  sex  distribution  of  lung  cancers  reported  at  different  times,  from  dif- 

ferent regions  and  by  different  investigators.  The  male  to  female  sex  ratio 

fluctuates  between  2:1  to  20:1  (Hueper).  It  is  noteworthy,  however,  that  the 

uniformly  observed  prevalence  of  limg  cancer  among  males  has,  in  general,  become 

in  recent  years  even  more  pronounced  than  in  former  decades.  This  observation 

strongly  militates  against  a  predominant  causal  role  of  cigarette  anolcuig  in 

the  production  of  lung  cancer,  because  aU  previous  experience  in   the  field  of 

.  occupational  cancer  indicates  that  given  the  same  type  of  carcinogenic  exposure 

for  both  sexes  cind  at  the  same  time  an  increasing  eqtjalization  of  the  intensity 

of  exposure,  there  occurs  a  narrowing  of  the  gap  in  incidence  rates  of  the  two 

sexes  and  not  a  widening,  vhich  actually  exists.  This  interpretation  of  the 

diverging,  sex  related  frequency  trends  is  not  fundamentally  affected  by  the 

statement  that  the  interval  between  the  start  of  tobacco  smoking  and  the 

appearance  of  a  lung  cancer  is  between  20  and  AO  years  (Kinder  and  Graham; 

Ochsner,  DeCamp  and  DeBakeyj  Schrek,  Baker  and  Ballard) .  Even  if  women  may  not 

have  indulged  on  a  large  scale  in  tobacco  smoking  some  thirty  years  ago,  there 

can  be  little  doubt  that  the  cigarette  smoking  habit  has  made  during  this 

period  much  greater  strides  smong  wamen  than  among  men. 

The  purely  statistical  approach  leading  to  the  assumption  of  the  existence 

of  causal  relations  between  two  coincidental  events  and  trends  is  thus  in 

urgent  need  of  supporting  biologic  evidence.  It  is  for  this  reason  that  the 

negative  statistical  correlation  between  pulmonary  cancer  frequency  and  ciga^* 

rette  smoking  recently  reported  by  Dungal  from  Iceland  has  added  relatively 

little  to  the  basic  issues.  Dungal  pointed  out  that  there  were  among  1939 

autopsies  performed  during  1939  -  1948  with  Al?  cancers  of  all  sites  only 

12  pulmonary  cancers  (2.9^  instead  of  10  to  20^  in  the  United  States  and  12^ 
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in  Switzerland),  that  tobacco,  especially  of  cigarettes  was  not  particularly 

popular  in  Iceland  until  1939  and  that  tarring  of  the   roads  viiich  h^jti  ex- 

tensively been  done  since  1920,  had  not  exerted  any  influence  on  lung  cancer 

frequency. 

Experimental  Tobacco  Cancer: 

Attempts  to  produce  ccncers  with  tobacco  tar  in  experimental  animals 

began  many  years  before  even  any  relation  betv.'een  tobacco  smoking  and  lung 

cancer  was  suspected  -  that  is  at  a  time  when  the  claims  of  a  causal  relation- 

ship between  cancer  and  tobacco  smolcing  was  still  limited  to  cancers  of  the  lip, 

tongue,  mouth,  and  larynx  (Martin,  Friedell  and  Rosenthal), 

a.  Skin  Applications  of  Tobacco  Tar:-  liacker  and  Schmincke  as  ivell 

as  Helwig  using  tobacco  tar  extracts  vdiich  they  applied  to  the  ears  of  rabbits 

and  the  skin  of  mice,  respectively,  produced  only  tilcers  with  epithelial  pro- 

liferations, but  not  cancers.  Similarly  negative  were  experiments  of  Hoffmann, 

Schreus  and  Zurhelle  vrfio  applied  denicotinized  tobacco  tar  for  80  days  to  the 

skin  of  mice  J  and  by  Cooper,  Lamb,  Sanders  and  Hirst  who  used  ti>e  same  tech- 

nique for  23  months  and  observed  a  single  skin  cancer,  Roffo  and  Chikamatsu 

reported  the  production  of  cancioids  in  the  ears  of  a  few  rabbits  after  pro- 

longed painting  with  tobacco  tar.  Ihese  claims  were  confinaed  by  experiments 

of  Lu-Pu-hua  but  cancers  of  rabbits'  ears  were  seen  only  when  he  Tised  simul- 

taneously intravenotis  cholesterol  injections  as  well  as  painted  the  other  ear 

with  coal  tar.  These  observations  of  Lu-Fu-hua  on  cholesterinized  and  coal 

tar  treated  rabbits  were  successfully  repeated  by  Schxirch  and  Winterstein  who 

in  tttm  failed  to  produce  skin  cancers  in  mice  receiving  skin  application  of 

tobacco  tar  and  various  tobacco  tar  fractions  having  different  boiling  points, 

Sugiura  subsequently  succeeded  in  pixjducing  a  solitary  squcJDous  cell 

carcinoma  in  a  mouse  painted  with  tobacco  tar  distilled  at  a  temperature 

between  500^-900°  G.  Tobacco  tar  distilltKi  between  100°  -  500°  C.  proved  to 

PBn 

^i 
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be  noncrcinogenic  for  ndce  ,*.on  app
U«l  to  the  skin.     Both  dlstm.tcs  

were 

adninistered  in  an  oiiy  ndxture  to  th
e  ears  of  r.ts  and  rabbits  for  52  to 

95  veeks  without  tumor  fonn^.tion.     
Flor,^  repeated  the  application  of  t

ob..cco 

tar  distillates  of  different  boiling
  joints  (130-350°C);35t>-W<'C>=s  w

e^as  of 

t^-M^cc^^to^.^of  rabbits  a
nd  obtained  in  a  consider..bie  propor

tion 

of  the  ani^as,   papillon^s  and  cr^i
nonir.toid  tu::K>r5,  but  not  carcinoin..

s. 

Sever.^  squnnous  cell  carcinon>^3  were 
 found  in  ndce  after  the  appUcation  o

f 

these  tars. 

b.     Inhalation  of  Tobacco  Tar  Fuaes:-
  The  first  attar.pts  to  produce 

c^cer  of  the  lung  in  ex5>erbuental  n
ni.n.J.s  by  the  ir-.alation  of  tobacco 

 smoke 

wei.  ir-nde  by  Mortens  using  mce  viaich  v
^ere  e.^sed  in  glass  jars  to  tobacco 

sznoke  injected  into  these  vessels.     M>on
g  the  first  set  of  125  ndce,  two  (2) 

developed  "lu.^  c.ncer",  but  in  both  in
stances  they  n..st  likely  were  of 

..spontaneous"  origin,     l-hen  this  experime
nt  ..r.s  repeated  no  lung  tutors  were 

obt-ained.     Like^-^se,  negative  wer.  siMl
ar  experiments  of  Loren.  et  ai.  vi.en 

nace  inhaled '  tobacco  snoke  introduced  into  a  closed  conta
iner.     The  strain  A 

ndce  exposed  to  tobacco  funes  showed  th
e  same  incidence  of  spont.nncx,us  2^  t^

 

as  control  ani^^ls.     In  Cx^pbell's  exj
^rments  in  .vhich  a  si^il^x  technique 

of  inhaling  tobacco  smoke  ̂ -s  used,    «iere  followed  a  ndnor  inc^asc
  of  lung 

tumors  in  the  test  series  over  that  of 
 the  controls, 

A  iTK^re  direct  and  drastic  method  for  intr
oducing  tobacco  tar  into  the 

lungs  of  experimental  --mix^ls  was  chosen
  by  Roffo  «ho  injected  this  material 

directly  into  the  lungs  of  i^-ts  .nd  obt.^ed
  in  one   (l)  rat,   four  (4)  small 

sqxiamous  cell  carcinomas. 

A  criticrl  evalup-tion  of  the  total  experi
mented  evidence  pemits  ̂ ho 

conclusion  th.t  tobacco  tar  obtained  at  var
ious  distillation  rrnges  is  of  very 

.^ak  if  not  doubtful  carcinogenicity  to  
the  skin  of  mice  and  produces  apparently 

only  can^inomatoid  tumors  in  the  ears  of
  rabbits,  ̂ en  applied  over  long  periods 
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of  tine.     The  inhalation  of  tobacco  smoke,   released  into  the  atiaosphere.by  - 

mice  failed  to  produce  lung  cancers.     The  unconfirmed  positive  clsims  of 

Roffo  have  been  disregarded  in  reaching  these  conclusions. 

c.     Dsrionstration  of  Knovm  Carcinogens  in  Tobacco  Smoke  and  Tar. 

Among  the  known  carcinogenic  chemicals  which  may  occvir  in  tobacco  smoke  or 

tar  carcinogenic  c-.ronir'tic  hydrocarbons  and  arse:iicals  have  to  be  considered. 

The  carcinogenic  aromatic  hydrocarbons  might  be  formed  during  the  combustion 

of  the  tobacco  while  arsenicals  might  occur  in  only  those  tob?.ccc  tare  and 

fumes  vrfiich  are  generated  from  tobacco  containing  arsenical  insecticide 

residues. 

Although  Roffo  asserted  to  have  demonstrated  3,4-benzpyrene  in  tobacco 

tar  by  spectroscopic  methods,    this  claim  has  remained  unconfirmed  by  sevei-al 

very  reliable  investigators  (Schurcli  and  VSiiterstein;   Cooper,  Lomb,   Senders 

and  Hurst j  Waller), 

V:hile  the  failure  to  demonstrate  3,4-benzr7rene  in  tobacco  tar  does  not 

exclude  the  possible  presence  of  other  carcinogenic  chemicals  in  this  .-^nterirJ., 

it  nevertheless  is  an  observation  which  isnotevrorthy  because  3,4-beri2pyrens 

seems  to  be  one  of  the  cocaon  carcinogenic  combustion  products  nf  carbonaceous 

matter  of  many  kinds. 

In  view  of  these  negative  findings  for  carcinogenic  hylroc:-rbons  in 

tobacco  tar  some  investigators  recently  have  favored  the  concept  tiirt  the 

alleged  carcinogenic  effect  of  tobacco   smoke  upon  the  respiratory  tr-ct  de- 

pends at  least  in  part  upon  the  inhalation  of  arsenic  present  in  the  tobacco 

as  an  insecticide  residue  and  volatilized  during  the  smoking  process   (Doll  and 

HiUj  GoiiLden,  Kennaway  and  Urquhart).      In  fact,    rather  appreciable  arxounts  of 

arsenic  can  be  demonstrated  in  tobacco  and  in  tobacco  smoke,   especially  of  the 

American  variety.     Gross  and  Nelson  found  that  the  arsenic  content  of  cigarette 

tobacco  of  five  (5)   ̂ ^rands  ranged  from  9.7  to  36.3  p. p.m.,   that  of  cigcii's  from 
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8.3  to  48.4  p.poE.,  and  that  of  pipe  tobacco  from  26.0  to  50.0-p.p.in.  Thomas 

and  Collier  noted  that  the  range  of  the  arsenic  content  of  cigarette  tobacco 

vrais  from  35.4  to  114  p.p.m.,  Utixle  that  of  cigars  was  13.2  to  29.5  and  that 

of  pipe  tobacco  22.7  to  42.8  p.p.m.  The  reason  for  the  marked  variations  in 

different  samples  and  various  types  of  tobacco  is  xindetenained.  However, 

different  climatic  conditions  and  methods  of  cviltivation  and  processing  of 

tobacco  in  various  parts  of  the  United  States  and  the  different  use  to  which 

the  various  types  of  tobacco  are  subsequently  put  in  the  production  of  tobacco 

goods  may  have  a  decided  influence  in  this  respect. 

In  more  recent  studies  of  cigarette  tobacco  by  Daff  and  Nelson,  three  (3) 

Aaerican  brands  gave  an  arsenioxis  oxide  content  ranging  from  25  to  47  micro- 

grams; two  (2)  English  brands  had  one  ranging  from  50  to  55  microgramsj  eight 

(8)  Tuifcish  brands  had  one  ranging  froni  0  to  4.1  microgramsj  one  (1)  French 

brand  ranged  from  0.5  to  1.5  microgramsj  and  from  a  Rhodesian  brand,  the  range 

was  1,6  to  4.1  micrograms,  Popp  found  that  Palatinate  tobacco  contained  5#1 

p.p.m.  of  arsenic;  Macedonian  cigarette  tobacco  0,7;  Java  tobacco  0.33;  and 

Brazilian  tobacco  4.6.  Oliver  reported  that  English  pipe  tobacco  contained 

32  p.p.m.  of  arsenic  (as  metal);  cigarettes  68  p.p.n. ;  Jamaica  cigars,  30  p.pum.; 
I 

and  Havana  cigars,  170  p.p.m. 

The  observations  shovr  that  the  concentration  of  arsenic  in  cigarettes,   _  .-. 

cigars  and  pipe  tobacco  is  very  variable  depending  upon  the  brand  as  well  as 

upon  thecotmtry  of  origin.  The  tobacco  of  American  derivation,  and  smoked 

in  the  U.S,A,,  Canada,  Horway  and  England  has  by  far  the  highest  arsenic  content 

(24  to  106  micixjgrams  AS2O3  per  gram  of  tobacco),  vrtiile  tobaccos  grown  in  the 

eastern  European  countries  and  Turkey  have,  as  a  rule,  a  low  arsenic  content 

(0.0  to  4.3  micrograms  AspO^  per  graci  of  tobacco).  This  type  of  tobacco 

'2^3 

xs 

used  in  cigarettes  made  in  Austria,  France,   Polarid  end  Bulgaria, 

In  adjudging  the  degree  of  arsenic  hazard  wliich  may  result  frcan  the  smoking 

of  arsenic  containing  tobacco,    Daff  and   Kennaway,  Thonias  and  Collier,   and  Gross 
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and  Nelson  ascertained  -that  between  7.0  and  26  percent  of  the  alrsenic  present 

in  the  tobacco  is  volatilized  and  nay  be  inhaled  during  the  smoking  process, 

Eeadngton,  however,   placed  this  portion  as  high  as  50  percent,  Daff  and 

Kennaway  expressed  the  degree  of  potential  hazard  by  the  foUo^fing  calcula- 

tion:- "If  a  person  smokes  50   cigarettes  >d.th  a  mean  arsenic  content  of  50 

micrograms  end  15  percait  of  this  escapes,  he  has  volatilized  0.375  nig.  AS2O2, 

tiihich  is  the  amount  contained  in  0.0375  cc.  of  Fowler's  solution  (official  dose 

0.125  to  0,5  cc,)." 

In  a  recent,  very  illvnninating  study  of  the  relation  of  cancer  of  the  lung 

to  tobicco  as  grown  and  smoked  in  different  countries,  Daff,  Doll  and  Kennaway 

have  oinearthed  important  observations  which  strikingly  demonstrate  the  com- 

plexity of  the  problem  and  shov/  "that  the  arsenic  content  of  tobacco  has  not 

provided  any  siiaple  and  exclusive  e:qjlanation  of  the   association  between 

cigarette  smoking  and  this  form  01  cancer."  Analyzing  first  the  data  provided 

by  Saglam,  Schwartz  and  Yenerman  from  Istanbtil,  Turkey,  \A\ere   for  over  five  (5) 

decades  tobacco  was  consumed  almost  viiolly  in  the  form  of  cigarettes  and  where 

thsre  have  been  many  heavy  smokers  among  women,  thqy  fotrnd  that  there  had  been 

a  considerable  rise  in  lung  cancer  frequency  during  the  ptist  50  years,  accord- 

ing to  clinical  and  anatomic-pathologic  statistics  (increase  in  clinical 

material,  12  times,  in  pathologic  material,  4.1  times).  However,  the  male: 

female  ratio  chrnged  from  6:1  during  1935  to  1939  to  8:1  during  1949  -  1950, 

altr.o':!gh  cigarette  smokirjg  has  been  a  habit  indulged  in  by  TurfdLsh  women  for 

many  decades,  Ihe  tobacco  consumption  expressed  in  pottnds  per  head  inci^ased 

frots.  1,21  in  1925  to  1.9  in  1949.  Since  the  tobacco  consumption  stood  in  1935 

at  only  1.55  lbs.  per  head,  and  in  view  of  the  long  lag  period  in  the  develop)- 

ment  of  lung  cancer,  it  is  most  imlikely  thr.t  the  increase  in  lung  cancer 

frequency  in  Istanbul  has  ar,y  relation  either  to  tobacco  consumption  or  to  its 

arsenic  content.  This  view  is  supported  by  the  sex  ratio  ivhich  is,  like  in 

m 
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many  other  countries,,  n^.itedly  and  increasingly  
in  favor  of  .ii=les,  despite  the 

long  established  smoking  habit  anong  
Turkish  voaen.  3agl.am  also,  therefore, 

rejected  cigarette  smoking  as  a  factor  
in  the  incidence  of  bronchirJ.  carcinoma. 

Another  illustration  of  the  apparent  la
ck  of  significance  of  arsenic  in 

tobacco  in  relation  to  the  causation  of
  lung  cancer  and  its  recent  increase 

seems  to  be  provided  by  the  autopsy  data
  from  Ljubljana,  Yugoslavia,  provided 

by  Kosir.  During  the  period  1925  to  19
39  lung  cancer  represented  7  percent  of

 

611  msles  coming  to  autopsy  with  cnncer  o
f  all  sites,  nnd  1.5  percent  of  all 

females  of  the  s.ane  type,  >*iile  during  19
40  to  1949  these  figures  stood  at 

15  perx^ent  and  2  percent,  respectively.
  Tobacco  is  smoked  principally  in 

cigarettes  of  oriental  type  with  a  low  a
rsenic  content,  the  increase  in  lung 

cancer  frequency  thus  vras  disproportiona
tely  large  for  :u^J.os. 

The  data  provided  to  Daff ,  Doll  ̂ Jid   Kemaway  on  Sx^tzerland  by  v.  Meyenbu
rg 

have  been  coi/rolemented  by  tiioso  recently  giv
en  by  GseU. 

According  to  GseU.,  there  hr.s  taken  pl
ace  in  recent  years  a  m-^^ed  increase 

in  the  consun^^tlon  of  cigarettes  (10-fold
  between  1924  and  1949)  but  the  rmis. 

tobacco  prx^duct  consumed  in  Switzerland
  had  remained  the  "Stumpen",  a  mediun:- 

sized  cigar  without  a  tip.  There  .^re  IS 
 Stumpen  and  cigar  snookers  and  only 

30  cigarette  smokers  .-unong  Gsell's  57  cas
es.  The  absolute  number  of  lung  c-rmcer 

cases  rose  in  males  from  68  in  1905  -  1909  to
  2058  in  1945  -  1949  (20.7  ti^nes),. 

,^e  the  corresponding  incix^ase  in  femrle 
 cancer  deaths  was  from  59  cases  in 

1905  -  1909  to  421  cases  in  1945  -  1949  (7.
1  times).  During  the  same  period 

there  occurred  a  shift  of  the  m.^ae:  female  s
ex  ratio  from  2:1  in  1905  -  1909 

to  4.9:1  in  1945  -  1949.  "^le   lung  cancer  de
ath  rate  per  million  stood  in  1931 

at  66  for  males  and  at  14  for  females,  while 
 in  1947  it  wr.s  183  for  males  end 

3U  for  females.  1^6  arsenic  content  of  t
obacco  of  Swiss  cigarettes-was  of  Inter- 

roedi^te  order  (3.1  to  12,0  micrp^rpms  of
  As^O^  per  «ram)..  Since  d^arin^  the 

critical  p--iod  of  lung  cancer  increase
  for  wnich  Swiss  tobacco  consumption 

figures  -^.re  rV.vildbl6  (1924  tc  1935)  the
  mr.ln  use  of  to&acco  was-  in'th^-  foro  of 

cil-rs,  Stumpen  .^d  Toscani,  one  must  ass
u^-ne  that  the  majority  of  the  lung 
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cancers  observed  during  the  years  1940  to  194-9  cannot  be  attributed  to  the 

smoking  of  cigarettes,  if  smoldng  at  all  had  any  causal  connection  with  their 

development,  Ihat  the  existence  of  such  a  relation  is  not  likely  is  again 

attested  by  the  diveiigent  trends  in  the  sex  distribution  of  lung  cancer,  which 

according  to  past  experience  on  this  point  from  the  field  of  occupr.tion-rJL  crncer 

wovild  display  a  tendency  toward  equalization  whenever  members  of  both  sexes  are 

exposed  to  the  saae  environnental  carcinogenic  agent.  That  this  principle  also 

applies  to  tobacco  smoking  is  evident  from  the  recent  statistical  studies  of 

Doll  flud  Kill  who  ascertained  that  the  risk  of  developing  cancer  of  the-  lung 

is  the  same  in  both  men  and  wamen,  apart  from  the  influence  of  smoking. 

Uie  importance  of  this  argranent  is  strikingly  illvistrr.ted  by  the-  informa- 

tion supplied  to  D?ff,  Doll  and  Kennaw^y  by  Kreyberg  concerning  the. lung  c-ncer 

incidence  in  Norway  during  the  past  20  years.  Apart  from  the  fact  that  deaths 

from  lung  c.-yicer  were  higher  in  urbnn  than  in  rural  districts  of  Norvcy,  there 

occurred  during  the  ti-ro  decades  a  definite  rise  in  piolmonary  cruicer  frequency 

from  about  20  in  1930  to  approximately  157  in  1948.  The  rxea  was  mor-  mr-riced 

in  urban  ai^as  than  in  rural  ones  r>nd   affected  males  to  a  higher  dogree  than 

females.  »/hile  thus  the  Norwegian  experience  followed  in  this  respect  the 

usual  pattern,  it  differed  fundamentally  from  it  in  its  sex  distribution. 

During  the  first  six  years  of  the  survey  period,  Itmg  caoicers'wt-re  apparently 

as  frequent  in  females  as  in  males  and  thereafter  the  rise  of  the  rates  in 

females  fell  somewhat  below  that  of  males.  This  observation  porndLts  only  one 

interpretation  wlien  analyssed  in  the  light  of  the  existing  facts,  that  the 

epidemiologic  behaviour  of  lung  cancer  as  to  sex  distribution  ^vas  influenced 

in  Norway  by  pix)bably  environmental  factors  which  were  not  active  at  all  or 

to  the  same  degree  in  the  other  coiintries  investigated.  Since  the  popiilation 

of  Norway  lias  smoked  predominantly  American  made  tobacco,  this  devxation  from 

the  common  epidemiologic  pattern  does  not  support  the  viev/^that  tobacco  smoking 
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In  Norway  or  in  any  of.  the  other  countries  was  e  deciding  and  important  factor 

in  determining  limg  cancer  epidemiology  during  the  past  50  years. 

In  the  various  arguments  advanced  puiportedly  favoidng  the  cigarette 

smoking  role  in  the  causation  and  rise  of  lung  cancers  much  is  made  of  the 

existing  parallelism  between  the  increase  of  lung  cancer  frequency  and  the  in- 

creased consimption  of  smoking  tobacco,  particularly  cigarettes,  during  the  last 

25  to  50  years.  In  the  graphic  presentation  of  these  two  developments  the  rela- 

tive events  of  annual  rise  of  lung  cancer  rates  and  of  tobacco  consumption  are 

invariably  synchronized,  vfoile  in  fact  these  events  have  a  distinct  hetero- 

chronicity  because  of  the  long  latent  period  of  lung  cancer  which  has  been  esti- 

mated for  smokers  to  range  between  20  and  40  ysars.  The  lung  cancer  cases  - 

observed  in  1950.  for  instance,  therefore  have  no  causal  connection  ivith  the 

tobacco  consun^jtion  of  the  same  year  but  more  likely,  if  at  all,  with  tiiat  re- 

corded for  1920  to  1935.  It  is  evident  from  this  consideration  that  the  so- 

called  "parallelism"  as  prtsented  by  synchronized  grapii  lines  gives  a  definitely 

distorted  expression  of  any  possible  hypothetical  relation  between  lung  cancer 

and  tobacconism  (figs,  U  and  5). 

Distinctly  disconcerting  in  this  respect  is  also  the  obvious  disagreement 

of  differoit  investigators  as  to  the  relative  role  >hich  cigarette  smoking,  on 

the  one  hand,  and  the  smoking  of  pipe  tobacco  and  cigars,  on  the  other  hand,   -   - 

allegedly  play  in  the  causation  and  rise  of  lung  cancer,  While  Levin  et  al. 

contended  that  only  cigarette  smoking  but  not  pipe  and  cigar  smoking  reveals 

a  positive  statistical  correlation.  Mills  et  al,   emphasized  that  all  three 

forms  of  smoking  are  eqiially  guilty,  while  VJ^mder  and  Graham;  Gsell;  and  to 

some  degree  also,  Doll  and  Hill,  assess  the  individual  smoking  habit  by  in- 

cluding all  types  of  smoking.  While  Doll  and  Hill  conte^^iLated  the  possibility 

that  pipe  smoking  may  be  less  lung  cancer  inducive  than  cigarette  smoking 

because  in  their  opinion  pipe  smokers  smoke  less  tobacco  than  cigarette  smokers. 
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Fig.4. 
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Fig,  5. 

Tobacco  Consumption  j.»er  Capita  in  Pound
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it  may  be  *rell  to  consider  the  fact  that  many  cig?irette  smokers  diecard  their 

cigarettes  after  a  few  ptiff s  and  that,  therefore,  the  assessment  of  the  degree 

of  cigarette  smoking  nay  more  easily  become  exaggerated,  vdiile  that  of  the 

pipe  and  cigar  smoker  may  become  underestimAted,  Gage  indeed  stated  that  one 

study  strongly  indicated  that  the  average  cigarette  smoker  consumes  less  tobacco 

per  day  or  year  than  a  cigar  smoker  or  chevrer. 

Of  undoubted  importance   seems  to  be  another  statement  of  Doll  and  Hill  in 

**iich  they  note  that  inhaling  of  cigarette  anoke  did  not  convey  any  increased 

lung  cancer  liability,  Biis  is  an  observation  which  cannot  be  reconciled  with 

facts  established  for  determining  occupatioml  cancer  incidence.  Vftienever  the 

intensity  and  duration  of  exposure  to  an  occupational  carcinogen  increases, 

there  rises  the  cancer  incidence  rate  among  the  esqjosed  population  group. 

There  is  no  plausible  reason  to  assume  that  the  inhalation  of  allegedly  car«- 

cinogenic  tobacco  smoke  vrould  be  ej:empted  from  this  rule.  The  complete  lack 

of  even  minor  increase  of  laryngenl  cancer  during  the  past  five  decades, 

although  the  larynx  forms  a  part  of  the  smoke  tract,  also  militates  against 

the  tobacco  smoking  theory  of  Itmg  cancer. 

It  may  be  concluded  that  the  existing  evidence  neither  proves  nor  strongly 

indicates  that  tobacco  smoking  and  especially  cigrjette  smoking,  represent  a 

major  or  even  predominating  causal  factor  in  the  production  of  cancers  of  the 

respiratory  tract  end  are  the  main  reason  for  the  phenomenal .  increase  of  pul- 

monary ttonors  during  recent  decades.  If  excessive  smoking  actually  plays  a 

role  in  the  production  of  lung  cancer,  it  seems  to  be  a  minor  one  if  judged 

from  the  evidence  on  hand.  However,  it  may  be  well  to  remember  in  tMs  con- 

nection, the   concluding  statement  of  Doll  and  Kemaway;  that  "the  study  of  the 

relation  between  the  national  consumption  of  tobacco  and  the  national  incidence 

of  cancer  of  the  lung  has  scarcely  begun." 
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5.  Cancer  of  the  Ltmg  and  Its  Relat^n  to  Specific  Agents, " 

It  should  be  apparent  from  the  preceding  discussion  that  evidence  reiated 

to  large  population  groups  vdth  ejqsosures  to  diverse  environmental  agents  vdt
h 

aainly  unknowi  carcinogenic  properties  gives  at  best  information  of  only- 

circumstantial  value,  vhich  may  serve  as  a  lead  for  more  specific  and  detailed 

subsequent  survey  studies.  The  establishment  of  fixm  causal  connections  be*- 

tween  environmental  influences  and  the  developnent  of  cancers  of  the  respira- 

toiy  system  therefore,  depends  vpoa.  the  demonstration  of  definite  end  signifi- 

"cant  statistical  end  causal  relations  between  exposures  to  specific  environmentaL 

or  occupational  agents  and/or  working  conditions  and  the  subsequent  appearance 

of  cancers  of  the   respiratoiy  system.  It  is  for  this  reason  that  at  present 

the  only  concltisive  evidence  on  the  causal  relationship  between  exogenous 

factors  and  cancer  of  the  lung  is  of  occupational  origin.  In  fact,  the  great 

majority  of  the  occupational  cancers  discovered  during  the  present  centuiy 

affect  the  liKig  and/or  other  parts  of  the  respiratoiy  tract  (nasal  cavity, 

paranasal  sinuses,  laiynx).  While  exposure  to  the  so  far  known  respiratory 

carcinogens  occurred  in  all  instances  by  inhalation,  the  successful  production 

of  lung  tumors  in  experimental  animals  receiving  various  carcinogenic  chemicals 

W"  (urethane  derivatives,  acetylaminofluorene,  etc)  throu^  other  rautes  suggests 

that  respiratory  carcinogenesis  may  not  be  limited  also  in  man  to  contact  with 

environmental  carcinogens  by  inhalation. 

The  respiratory  carcinogens  so  far  recognized  differ  greatly  in  their 

chemical  and  physical  properties  as  well  as  in  the  physicochemical  status  in 

*4iich  they  come  in  contact  with  the  respiratory  tissue.  Some  are  chemical 

agents  such  as  varioiis  metals  or  metal  compoxinds  (arsenic,  chromium,  nickel) 

or  minerals  (asbestos)  or  aliphatic  org^'Jiic  (isopropyl  oil)  or  aromatic  organic 

compounds  (chemical  carcinogens  in  coal  tar,  pitch,  soot,  petroleum  derivatives). 

Others  exert  a  carcinogenic  effect  through  physical  forces  (ionizing  radiation). 
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such  as  the  various  radioactive  chemicals.  They  enter  the  respiratoiy  tract 

in  the  foim  of  dust,  fumes,  mists,  vapors  and  gases.  Depending  upon  the 

particle  size  of  the  dispersed  carcinogenic  material  they  may  penetrr.te  
into 

different  parts  of  the  respiratory  tract.  If  the  particles  are  rather  Irjge, 

they  produce  mainly  cancers  in  the  upper  parts  (nasal  cavity,  larynx).  They 

may  enter,  on  the  other  hand,  the  deeper  portions,  such  as  the  bronchi  and 

lung  or  paranasal  sinuses,  if  they  are  of  very  small  particle  size  or  take  
the 

form  of  vapors  or  gases. 

The  depth  of  penetration  of  atmospheric  contaminants  into  the  respirato
ry 

tract  depends  moreover  on  the  intensity  of  exposure  fjid  on  a  possible  destr
uc- 

tive action  of  the  oHiated  epithelial  lining  and  its  mucus  producing  glc-uids 

of  the  upper  respiratory  tract  (nose  and  trachea).  Whenever  under  the  in- 

fluence of  an  overwhelming  or  excessively  prolonged  exposure  to  pollutants  of 

the  air  the  limit  of  the  protective  saturation  of  the  nasal  and  tracherJ.  mucosa 

is  reached,  dispersed  particles  will  penetrate  thereafter  in  increased  amounts 

into  the  deeper  portions  of  the  respiratory  condiiits. 

The  relative  degree  of  carcinogenic  property  of  the  various  respiratory 

carcinogens  depend  not  only  upon  their  intrinsic  carcinogenic  potency,  but 

also  on  the  degree  of  dispersion,  their  solubility  in  water  and  fats,  and  their 

direct  cytotoxic  qualities,  all  of  vrhich  influence  the  action  of  a  particular 

carcinogen  by  controlling  its  penetration  into  cellular  elements  and  its  time 

of  retention  and  possible  penaanent  deposition  in  the  lung  ti8fiTl«d.  Since 

under  occT:5Jational  conditions,  exposure  to  respiratory  carcinogens  is  not  In- 

frequently coniplicated  by  contact  with  various  noncarcinogenic  types  of  dust, 

solvent  vapors,  acid  fumes  and  alkali  and  oily  mists,  the  primary  and  direct 

action  of  the  carcinogens  may  be  modified  by  an  interaction  with  these  con- 

comitant agents  or  vdth  the  anatomic  reactions  set  up  by  these  agents  in  the 

lung. 
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Recent  stxxlies  of  Falk  and  Steiner  and  of  von  Haam,  Titus,  Shinowara  and 

Caplan,  have  shovm  that  carcinogenic  hydrocarbons  (3,4-benzpyrene,  pyrene, 

20-aethylcholanthrene),  when  adsorbed  to  the  surface  of  carbon  particles,  
such 

as  those  fonning  the  bulk  of  various  carbon  blacks  (conmercial  soots),  are 

released  only  with  diffucBlty  by  elution  with  solvents  and  show  within  a  
given 

time  liniit  a  lowered  carcinogenic  potency  when  tested  in  their  adsorbed  f om 

on  mice.  It  may  be  assumed  that  similar  conditions  prevail  when  carcinogenic 

hydrocarbons  are  adsorbed  to  the  crrbon  particles  of  ordinary  soot  or  to 

particles  of  silica  present  in  road  dust  or  released  as  waste  catalyst  
from 

^catalytic  cracking  towers  of  oil  refineries.  Counterbalancing  this. slowed 

release,  however,  is  the  longer  retention  of  the  carcinogenic  hydrocarbons  
when 

introduced  into  the  lung  tissues  on  the  surfaces  of  chemically  rather  inert, 

noncarcinogenic  particles.  ^ 

SimjXar  modified  conditions  of  exposure  are  apt  to  prevail  if  radioactiv
e 

gases  adsorbed  to  the  surfaces  of  noncarcinogenic  mine  dust  enter  the  lung, 

and  are  bound  to  stay  in  this  adsorbed  foiro  over  a  longer  period  in  the  lung 

and,  -thereby,  exert  a  more  pronounced  carcinogenic  effect  upon  the  lung  tissues 

than  vtien   entering  these  organs  as  free  radio-ictive  gases  (radon,  thoron). 

Vmile  a  few  of  the  respiratory  carcinogens  cause  the  development  of  pulmona
ry 

fibrosis  anl  pneumoconiosis  (raxiioactive  dust  and  gases,  asbestos,  chromiu
m 

con^xjunds,  beryllium,  soot  and  tar  fumes),  such  effects  do  not  accompany  t
he 

carcinogenic  action  of  others  (nickel,  arsenic,  isopropyl  oil,  petroleum 

products) , 

Consideration  also  must  be  given  to  the  possibility  that  the  simul
taneous 

action  of  pulmonary  fibrosis  producing  dusts  or  chemical  vapors,  gases
  and 

fumes  associated  with,  preceding  or  following  the  action  of  speci
fic  respira- 

tory carcinogens  might  interfere  with  the  removal  from  the  lungs  of  i
nhaled 

carcinogenic  material  due  to  the  obliterations  of  lymphatics  and
  blood  vessels 
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ani  the  fonaation  of  fibrous  barriers,-  Svch   anr.toiaical  complications  present 

in  the  lung  again  woidd  most  likely  tend  to  prolong  the  action  of  inhaled 

carcinogenic  agents,  and  thereby  intensify  their  specific  effect  on  the  lung 

tissues.  On  the  other  hand,  there  exists  adequate  evidence  for  the  view  that 

established  pulmonary  fibrosis  would  hinder  to  some  extent  for  similar  reasons 

the  spread  of  a  cancerous  grovrth  within  the  lung  as  v.-ell  as  to  other  tissues. 

Fibrogenic  pneumoconiosis  thus  may  exert  a  definite  effect  on  the  productive 

and  developmental  phases  of  pulmonary  cancer/  as  well  as  on  its  subsequent 

proliferative  phase. 

Consideration  must  further  be  given  to  the  concept  that  carcinogenesis  hy 

specific  agents  inay  be  aocelerated^by  the  simultaneous  action  of  nonspecific 

chronic  inflananatory  processes.  Some  investigators  have  proposed  that  bronchial 

cancers  originate  in  scars  or  mucosal  pigment  perforations  produced  by  the 

deposition  of  inhaled  dust  (Schmorl)v 

Finally,  pneimioconiotic  and  fibrotic  lesions  are  clinically  important  from 

a  differential-diagnostic  viewpoint,  eince  some  of  these  changes  may  resemble 

neoplastic  lesions  in  their  symptomatology  or  they  may  obscvire  the  presence  of 

such  conditions.  From  ihe   general  evidence  available  on  lung  cancer  it  appears, 

however,  that  the  great  majority  of  these  neoplasms  are  not  associated  vdth 

pneumoconiotic  conditions, 

Probst  pointed  out  that  pneumoconiosis  usually  is  absent  in  lung  cancer, 

Bauer  stated  that  the  inhalation  of  stone  dust  as  such  certainly  does  not 

elicit  the  development  of  a  pvilmonaiy  cancer  since  there  exist  many  industrial 

operations  with  definite  pnevnnoconiotic  hazards  without  an  increased  liability 

to  lung  crjicer.  In  the  report  of  the  British  Empire  Cancer  Campaign  of  1952 

the  statement  appears  that  pneumoconiosis  was  present  in  only  one  (0,1^)  of 

325  cases  of  pulmonary  c?jicer,  Olson  reported  that  in  a  series  of  69  cases 

seen  in  Boston,  pne\mioconiosis  was  present  in  only  2.9  percent.  However,  such 
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observations  obviously- disregard  the  rather  frequent  occtirrence  of  anthracotic 

and  bituininotic  pneunoconiotic  deposits  in  the  lungs  of  persons  living  in 

industrialized  regions.  There  exists,  moreover,  the  possibility  that  benign 

pneuaoconiotic  conditions  elicited  by  dust  of  black  metallic  compounds  such 

as  iron  oxide  or  chromite  may  be  mistaken  at  autopsy  for  anthracosis,  T!ae 

differentiation  betvreen  airbon  pigments  and  those  of  metallic  nature  requires 

the  use  of  spodograms  or  ashed  sections.  This  procedure,  however,  is  not 

routinely  applied. 

A«  Relation  of  Inhalation  of  Metal  Dusts  and  Fimies  and  of  Metal 

Pneumoconiosis  to  Respiratory  Cancer. 

The  chronic  dust  disease  of  the  lung  (pneumoconiosis)  caused  by  the  occupa- 

tional inhalation  of  dusts  and  fumes  of  metal,  metal  compoiaids  and  metal  alloys 

only  exceptionally  assumes  a  progressive,  fibrogenic  character  (beryllium). 

As  a  rule,  metal  pneumoconioses  are  of  the  so-called  benign  type;  i.e,,  thty 

cause  non-disabling  reactions  sometimes  associated  vdth  minor  fibrosis  aroimd 

dust  particles  (sxibpleural,  peribronchial  and  perivascular  tissues).  Such 

"benign"  lesions  vhen  severe  may  ultimately  lead  to  a  narrovd.ng  of  the  lumens 

of  bronchi  and  blood  vessels  and,  thereby,  in  the  long  run  interfere  vdth  the 

proper  blood  circulation  in  the  lung  causing  an  embarrassment  of  the  right 

cardiac  fxmction.  Massive  accumulations  of  so-called  inert  dusts,  moreover,  " 

may  cause  tissue  necrosis  and  the  fomation  of  cavities.  The  pulmonaiy  re- 

actions occurring  after  inhalation  of  dusts,  fumes  or  vapors  of  some  metals 

are  mainly  of  inflanmatory  and  possibly  allergic  natuire  (metal  fimie  fever) 

(manganese,  cadmium,  zdnc,  selenivan,  copper,  brass).  Both  acute  inflammatory 

and  chronic  fibrosing  reactions  mry  be  observed  vdth  others  (beryllium).  The 

metals  and  metal  compounds  vdiich  deserve  consideration  in  this  respect  ̂ re 

al\miinum,  magnesium,  beryllium,  cadmium,  calcium,  copper  and  copper  alloys, 

vanadium,  chromium,  manganese,  nickel,  zinc,  tin,  antimony,  mercury,  molybdenimi. 
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lead,  iron,  tellurium^  tungsten,  Utanium,  barium,  seLenium,  tthalliuni, 

arsenic  and  silver  (Greenbui^g;  Hamlin;  Silson;  Elkins), 

Inhalation  exposure  to  these  metels  nay  be  related-  to  various  occu
pational 

activities  (ndning,  smelting,  casting,  polishing,  grinding,  drilling,  
povfliei^ 

ing,  bagging,  alloy  caking  and  processing,  metalizing,  electropl
ating,  solder- 

ing, welding,  netal  catalyst  production  and  tise,  pigment  producUon  and  
con- 

sumption (paints,  inks,  glazes,  glass  coloring,  textile,  paper,  rubber,  plastic 

and  linoleum  dyes),  spraying,  chemical  and  metallurgical  processing,  etc.)
. 

The  number  of  woricers  who  are  exposed  to  the  various  metallic  dusts  and
 

fumes  in  American  industries  is  considerable.  HLoomfield,  Trasko,  Sayers, 

Page  and  Peyton  produced  the  f  oLLowing  estimates  (19A0)  based  on  the  survey  of 

all  industries  of  10  states  and  a  total  of  1,503,204  workers  exposed:  Lead: 

76,743  woricersj  antimony:  9,735  woiicersj  chromium:  7,976;  arsenic:  3,356; 

mercuiy:  3,220;  cadmium:  3,031;  manganese:  2,287;  other  metals:  220,929;  total
: 

327,277  {22%  of  vrarker  population  surveyed).  From  additional  estimates  ma
de 

by  these  investigators  it  can  be  assumed  that  approximately  the  s?-me  percentage 

of  indiistrially  en^Dloyed  workers  in  the  rest  of  the  United  States  has  some  form 

of  occupational  metal  dust  exposure. 

The  epidemiologic  information  on  hand  indicates  that  respii^toiy  cancer 

hazards  definitely  exist  for  only  a  few  of  the  metal  dust  and  fume  exposures,, 

that  they  are  potentially  presmt  or  controversial  for  others  and  that  for 

most  of  them  they  do  not  exist.  For  many,  adequate  epidemiologic  information 

is  not  available.  Some  metals,  however,  have  produced  cancers  in  organs  other 

than  the  respiratory  ones  (liver,  bone)  of  experimental  animals.  Very  defective 

is  the  information  as  to  the  existence  or  nonexistence  of  occupational  limg 

cancer  hazards  for  the   various  metals,  netal  corqxDunds,  types  of  exposures  and 

industrial  operations  in  vfeich  metals  with  established  respiratory  cancer 

hasards  ai^  used  and  produced. 

mBfmmmmamr 
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a,«  Aluminuni; 

mth  encrmDus  growth  of  the  aluminum  
industry,  exposure  to  alundnuni  dust 

has  become  rnther  widespread  during  rece
nt  decades  for  various  types  of  in- 

dustrial woricers.  During  the  past  decades,  it  has
  been  proposed  and  used  on 

a  li^nited  basis  as  an  aXLeged  preventiv
e  and  therapeutic  of  silicosis  (Brown 

and  van  Winkle;  Berry;  Jephcott  and  Johnsto
n). 

While  -onerican  investigators  are,  in  gener
al,  rather  skeptical  as  to  the 

actual  existence  of  an  aluzrn^osis  (Cronb
ie,  ELaisdell  and  HcPhorson;  Hunter, 

MilLon,  Perry  and  Thompson;  FoUca^J  
Ehrisnu-.^n;  Editorial,  Lancet),  Europea

n  ' 

investigators  have  described  rontgenolog
ic  and  pathologic  changes  of  diffuse 

pulnonP-ry  fibrosis  occurrir^  in  workers 
 occupationaLly  exposed  tn,  the  inhala- 

tion of  alundnuia  dust  (propeller  grirxiers,  r
eduction  fur^^co  woricers,  .alununum 

powder  workers,  alundnum  alloy  inanufactur
ers  (Goralewski;  Goralewski  and  Jaeger; 

Koelsch;  Jaeger  and  Jaeger;  M^^der  and  Sc
hmitt;  Schwallnus  a^  Kleinsorg;  Feil; 

Perry;  Filipo;  Gerstel;  Doesc;  Kahlau). 
 The  recent  observations  of  Wyatt  and 

Ridden  on  the  diffuse  pulii>onary  fibrosis 
 occurrd^5  1^  br.uxite  woricers  (Shaver 

and  Ridden;  Shaver),  tentatively  places 
 the  blrme  on  the  inhalation  of 

ninorphous  alumina  dust  or  fumes  generated 
 during  the  production  of  alumina 

abrasives.  It  thus  may  be  condixled  that
  a  massive  .^  prolonged  inhalation 

of  bauxite  and  possibly  also  of  aluminum  
oxide  dust  or  fumes  may  produce 

fibrotic  piiLnonary  changes  (aLurainosis). 

As  to  an  alleged  carcinogenic  action  of  
ingested  aluminum,  first  proposed 

by  Odier,  it  can  be  stated  that  such  cl
aims  h..ve  not  been  confirmed  by  subse- 

quent investigators  (Doese;  Bordas;  li-.rie-/ner
o;  Ichok;  Bertr^nd  and  Serbescue; 

HLumenthal;  EditorLal,  J. A.M. A.).  This  ne
gative  evidence  does  not  favor  the 

concept  of  a  carcinogenic  action  of  inhal
ed  aluminum  dust  on  the  lung  tissue, 

although  a  final  decision  of  this  questio
n  must  a^vait  the  result  of  compre- 

hensive and  competent  epidemiologic  surveys  of  exp
osed  ̂ <orkcr  groups  for  the 

incidence  of  respiratory  cancers. 
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b.  Hagnesiunu  ' 

The  situation  as  to  the  inhalation  of  njagnesium  dust  and  its  relation  to 

pultQonaiy  neoplasia  is  similar  to  that  recorded  for  alimdniEi.  The  inhalation 

of  sagnesiuBn  dxist  and  magnesitna  oxide  fumes  in  foundries,  airpl?jie  manufactxir- 

ing  plants,  etc*  is  considered  as  not  particiiarly  harmful  although  the 

occurrence  of  disttirbances  has  been  reported  (Telelqr;  Gardner  and  Dolahantj 

Ford  and  Stem;  EUdLns).  The  absence  of  reliable  and  competent  surveys  of 

respiratory  cancer  incidence  among  casnesium  vorkers  does  not  permit  to  render 

at  this  tine  any  definite  opinion  as  to  the  existence  of  a  lung  cancer  hazard. 

There  is,  however,  no  evidence  available  for  suspecting  the  occurrence  of  such 

a  complication, 

c.  Barium. 

The  development  of  pneimoconiosis  (barytosis)  foUovdug  the  inhalation  of 

barium  sulfate  among  workers  of  bailte  mills  has  been  reported  (Spedini  and 

Valdini;  Telcky;  Arrigpni) .  Nothing  is  knovm  as  to  the  existence  of  an  ex- 

cessive liability  to  lung  cancer  hazards  among  the  exposed  vrorkers. 

d.  Cadmium, 

Contact  of  the  respiratory  organs  with  cadraitnn  vapors,  fximes  or  dust 

occurs  during  the  smelting  of  cadmium  ores,  working  up  of  residues,  spraying 

of  cadmiimi  containing  paints  and  pigments,  welding  of  alloys,  and  other  in- 

dustrial operations  (Division  of  Industrial  Hygiene,  NIH  and  may  give  rise  to 

acute  pulmonary  reactions  (edema  and  henorrhagesj  pneimionitis)  (Fairhall), 

The  published  records  do  not  cOTxtain  any  reference  to  pulmonary  neoplasia  as 

a  late  effect  of  prolonged  occTjgaational  exposure  to  cadmium  fumes,  dust  and 

vapors  (Greenburg) . • 

e.  Calcium, 

The  deposition  of  lime  dusts  in  the  lungs  (calcicosis)  of  lip.ie  stone  miners, 

lime  burners,  marble  polishers,  gypsum  nanufactiorers,  etc.  considered  as  harmlesSj 
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^^3  rtse  to'  d^seM^tM  rod 
 of  pertbx^d^ti.  and  lnte«tit

i=l  pne^.1. 

(Tel*.).     Cusal  .«la«on,  t
o'  p^»-^cer  f...  occup

ational  e^s:^s 

to  lime  dust  are  imknovm, 

f.     Cobalt, 

^,^.  to  cobalt  duat  espec
ially  by  cobalt  ore  ̂ e„  h

aa  fi^r^i^^or 

^er.  (Ca^.^=  ScMn.).     ̂ e  ln=«asln«  uae  or  cob.at  in 
 alloys  of  steel, 

as  a  ctalyat  In  the  FisCer-Tx
opsch  process  of  oil  P^ductlon

  fro.  coal  and 

.    .  f  („™  free  Basnets  and 
 carbide  tools  and  dies  has  brought

 
tn  the  manyfacturc  of  loni  irce  n

agnovo 

♦  ̂   iji+h  cobalt  dust  (Fsirtiall,  Keenan 

a  considerable  n'omber  of  «=ricers  
in  contact  «ith  cob  J.t  a 

•   ̂   Brinton).     Granular  or  c
on^cerate  ..-ridn^s  were  fo^d  i

n  the  l>.ss  of 

such  sorters  upon  r.4iologic  e^
^tion  (FaiH^,  Ca.tberg,  C

aro.zi  and 

Brinton).     Althou^  Schin.  repor
ts,  the  development  of  a  spindl

e  coll  sarccna 

of  the  fe^  in  a  rabbit  *ich  
receiv«l  an  irtraosseous  l^pl^t

atlon  of 

pondered  cob.^t  .ore  than  three  
(3)  years  previously,  the  survey 

 co^ucted  in 

^  ♦■t,o  T^Kiur  Office  of  the  League  of  Nations 

1925  by  a  special  conraittee  of  the 
 Labour  uiixc«  u  ^ 

r,  T4-  n,^T,P<.  In  other  parts  of  the  vorld  (Canada:  
' 

among  workers  employed  in  cobalt  m
ines  in  other  par 

oi  ̂ «.r«vi.  F-rsnce-  Allemont:  Czechoslovakia: 

Cobalt  Citv;  Congo:  Katanga;  Noi^y:  
 Skuterud,  France.  All 

Dobschi^)  failed  to  show  any  exc
essive  liability  of  cobalt  miners 

 to  lung 

cancer.     Ger..n  invest igatox.,  mo
r^ver,  noted  «.at  the  high  lung 

 cancer  fre- 

<,uency  in  Sclu^eeberg  was  lin^ted 
 t»  miners  ^d  ..s  absent  among  

the  ..rkers 

enployed  in  the  cob^t  pi^nt  f
actory.     It  n..y  be  mentioned,  mo

reover,  that 

the  chenical  analysis  of  the  lung 
 of  a  Schneeberg  ndner  who  died  wi

th  lung 

^«i,nif  rnevreuther).     The  evidence  on  han
d  supports 

cancer  dii  not  reveal  any  cobalt  ̂
BeyreuLner;. 

the  view  that  a  carcinogenic  action
  of  cob^at  upon  the  lung  tissues  h

.s  not 

been  established  .-.d  that  d.d^  t
o  th.t  effect  are  not  supported  by

  valid 

evidence. 



g,  Titaiittm. 

Since  the  extensive  use  of  titanium  and  its  co
mpounds  in  paints,  steel 

alloys,  cemented  carbides,  screening  smoke  a
nd  in  protective  ointments  against 

flash  bums  is  of  mther  recent  date,  relativ
ely  little  infomation  is  avail- 

able as  to  the  existence  and  type  of  pabaonary  effects
  produced  by  the  inhale 

ation  of  dust  of  metallic  titanium  and  its  compou
nds,  mainly  titanium  oxide. 

Carozzi  thought  titanium"  oxide  to  be  nontoxic  beca
use  of  its  chemical  inertia. 

Blina  did  not  observe  any  pulmonary  reactions  amon
g  vrorkers  exposed  to 

tit.^um  oxide  dust.  However,  guinea  pigs  expos
ed  to  this  chemicnl  showed 

after  two  (2)  months  an  increase  of  connective
  tissue  of  the  lung  and  abundant 

#  exudate  in  the  large  and  medium  sized  bixjnch
i.  SiMlar  observntions  were  made 

by  Lenz  (1936)  in  guinea  pigs  e^qxjsed  to  the  inha
lation  of  clouds  of  pure 

titanium  oxide,  according  to  Teleky.  It  seems  that
  under  the  circumstances, 

long  range  epidemiologic  studies  are  iwiicated  for 
 detennining  whether  or  not 

the  inhalation  of  titanium  and  its  con5X)unds  may  be  asso
ciated  with  any  lung 

cancer  hazard, 

h.  Antimony, 

/jitimony  and  its  compounds  are  used  in  considerable  quantities  
in  alloys 

0  (lead),  type  metal,  bullet  cores,  pigments  i
n  rubber,  enamels,  paints  and 

textile  dyes,  brcnzing  powders  and  medicinal  agents
.  .\n  appreciable  portion 

of  the  workers  using  antijnony  and  its  various  compounds  a
re  exposed  to  antimoj^ 

dust  and  fumes  (type  setters,  metallurgical  workers,  
rubber  workers).  Irri- 

tative symptoms  of  the  upper  respiratory  tract  including  perfo
ration  of  the 

nas.-J.  septum  have  been  reported  to  occur  among  these  workers 
 (Feil;  Shirley; 

Schwartz  and  Tulipan).  Fairhall  and  Hyslop  stated  that 
 antimony  metal  dust 

appears  to  be  much  more  toxic  than  the  dust  of  other  i
nsoluble  antimony  com- 

pounds of  industrial  importance,  They  noted,  moreover,  in  conn
ection  with 

industrial  exposure  tp  the  various  antimony  dusts,  that  fin
ely  divided  antimony 

muyyyp 
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au^t  can  x«.ain-.».pe»lad  In  the  
air  longer  than  w«aM  be  anticipat

ed  «ith 

a  heavy  metal. 

Hone  of  the  feK  existing  studies  o
f  anttaony  dust  ha^rds  In  Industr

y 

appa.«>tly  paid  any  attention  to  
the  possihillty  of  a  lung  cancer  

ha^  for 

workers  exposed  to  these  chemicals, 

i.     Beryllium, 

B^rymma  Is  a  Metal  .-hich  has  fo
und  significant  i^lustrlal  use  o

nly  since 

about  1920.     It  was  not  »tia  abou
t  19W  that  be:yUl-  »nd  its  co^

unds  «ere 

extensively  e^yed  for  n^r^us 
 run>oses  and  products  (beryUi-c

opper, 

be^m««a»aln>^  and  berym^nl
ckel  alloys,  glass,  phosp»>ors  

in  fluorescent 

la^  a»l  neon  tubes,  atoMc  energ
y  products,  ceraMx=s,  refractories

,  x-ray 

tube  «»lows;  vlt«ous  enamel;  radi
o  tubes,  textile  fibres,  gas  Bantle

s) 

(Gataan;  Gartner;  Votvald;  Breslln;
  Hanly;  Hyslop,  Pal^rs,  Alford,  Mo

naco  and 

FalAall).     It  is  e,id«.tay  for  th
is  reason  that  mtowart  effects  ta

  persons 

exposed  to  the  inhalation  of  dusts 
 and  fumes  of  beryllluni  and  its  vari

ous 

oc^unds  (beryUium  sulphate,  ber
ylli™  chloride,  berylliuM  oxide, 

 berylllu. 

fluoride,  beryUiua  carbonate,  beiy
lllu.  mnganese  silicate,  berylliun,

  oxy- 

fluoride,  bexylliuni  silicate,  beryl
lium  hydr«ide.  zinc  mnganese  bery

Uium 

silicate)  have  been  recognised  only 
 during  the  last  decade.     These  nani

festa- 

tlons  vers  of  both  acute  and  chronic 
 nature  as  far  as  the  respiratoiy  orga

ns 

«„  concemed  (acute  beryllium  pne
umonitis,  chronic  pneumoconiotic  gr

anulo- 

cytosis (berylliosis).     Some  investigators  u
sed  the  term  sarcoid  In  desordblng 

the  histologically  peculiar,  pulmona
ry  manifestations  (Gardner;  Hardy.  Vo

rwajd; 

Elsenbud.  Wanta,  Eustan,  Steadman,  Ha
rris  a«l  VbU;  Elsenbud.  Berghout  and 

Steadman;  Corcoran;  Sterner  and  Elsen
bud;  Machle,  Beyer  and  Tedbroek;  Lask

ln, 

Turner  and  Stocldnger;  Johnstone,  Bruc
e,  Lovejoy,   Brothers  and  Velaquez, 

Hlgglns;  Vlgllanli  VBlson;  Van  Ordstran
d,  Hughes,  DeNardi  and  CarmooyfAub  and  • 

Grier;  Shilen,  MeUor.  Koppenhavcr,  Clel
and,  GaUoway  and  Lut.;  Haeterlok; 

Jetter;  Glnabat;  Van  Ordstrand,   DeNarxli  an
d  Schneider;   Sander;  KLina,  InKLey 

and  Tritcharxl;   Fenn;  Sllson,    Benjajdn  and 
 Wilson;  Williams; 
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Martland,  Brodkin  and  Ifartlandj  Wilson;  Machle;  Dutra; 
 Mbigia  and  Forbeaj 

Reynolds;  Hardy,  Bartter  and  Jaffin;  Cass;  Pomeranz 
 and  Brodkin;  KLemperer; 

Pascucci;  Pyre  and  Oatway). 

Haidy  noted  as  a  consenrative  estimate  there  occurred  
up  to  September  1951 

between  300-400  cases  of  acute  beiyllium  poisoning  and
  at  least  200  cases  of 

the  chronic  variety  in  the  United  States  vhich  resu
lted  in  the  fluorescent- 

lamp  industry  in  a  mortality  of  about  25  percent  among
  the  ill  vrorkers.  It 

is  remaricable,  moreover,  that  chronic  beryllixjsis  has  a
ppeared  not  only  ?mong 

exposed  workers,  but  also  amang  persons  living  in  
the  neighborhood  of  fluores- 

cent lamp  factories  and  inhaling  their  beiyllium  containing
  effluents  (Eisenbud, 

Berghout  and  Steadman;  Eisenbud,  Wants,  Dustan,  Steadman,
  Harris  and  Wolf), 

Similar  observrations  on  occupational  berylliosis  were  repor
ted  from  Germany, 

Italy,  England,  Russia  and  Canada  (Hardy;  Gerrie,  Kenne
dy  and  Richardson; 

Kennedy),  Not  infrequently  similar  granulomatous  lesi
ons  have  been  observed 

In  other  parts  of  the  body  after  the  usually  traumatic  int
roduction  of  beryllium 

dust>  especially  of  beryllium  phosphors  from  broken  fluo
rescent  tubes*  The 

skin  of  the  fingers  and  hands  was  the  most  frequent  extrapulm
onary  location  of 

these  reactions  (Nash,  Grier  and  Freinian;  Helwig;  Davis  end  G
rimes;  Curtis; 

Large  and  Stumpe;  Gerrie,  Kennedy  and  Richardson;  Dutra; 
 Silveiman  and  Eridcson; 

Stokes,  Beeman  and  Ingraham).  BerylUum  granulomas  have
  also  been  found  in 

the  nose  (Kazanjian  and  Joseph)  and  in  the  anterior  ocular
  structure  (Rizzuti), 

It  is  noteworthy  ihe^  beryllium  apparently  once  inhaled
  is  retained  over 

a  long  period  of  time  in  the  human  body,  since  beryllium
  was  detected  in  the 

urine  up  to  10  years  after  cessation  of  exposure  (Klemperer
,  Martin  and  Van 

Riper)  and  has  been  demonstrated  in  the  lungs  of  rats  one  
year  after  the  in- 

halation of  beryllium  oxide  (Dutra,  Largent,  Cholak,  Hubbard  and  Roth)
  as  well 

as  in  their  bones  (Stokinger,  Steadman  and  Root;  femes)  where
  it  may  replace 

calcium.  The  skeleton  retains  the  bulk  of  the  beryllium  in  the 
 body  (5P-eo^) 

msi 
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If  the  inhalod  aerosols  -are  soluble  co^^x^^^ld3,  such  as  beryilitim  sulfate  and 

beryllium  fluoride  j  the  lungs  retain  the  bulk  of  beiyUium  if  the  compounds 

are  insoluble,  such  as  beryllium  oxide.  Experiments  of  Aldridge,  Barnes  and 

Denz,  moreover,  have  shoivn  that  beryllium  ions  react  rapidly  vdth  certain 

tissue  proteins  and  form  conqjlexes  with  plasma  proteins  vrtien  intraduced  into 

the  blood.  These  complexes  protect  the  beryllium  fram  being  precipitated  by 

phosphate  ions. 

The  metabolic  peculiarities  of  beryllium  compounds  obtain  special  impoiv 

tance  in  view  of  the  fact  that  Gardner  in  1946  reported  the  production  of 

osteogenic  sarcomas  in  rabbits  injected  intravenously  with  insoluble  berylliimi 

containing  powders  (berylliimi  phosphate,  zinc  beryllium  silicate).  Other 

investigators  subsequently  confirmed  these  results  with  the  same  and  other 

beryllium  conqxjrmds  (beryHiimi  oxide,  bcryllivan  silicate;  metallic  beryllium) 

introduced  into  rabbits  by  the  intravenous  or  respiratoiy  routes  (Sissons; 

Barnes,  Denz  and  Sissons;  Hoaglnnd,  GrLer  ejid  Hood,  Nash;  Hongland  pud   Hood; 

Dutra,  Largent  and  Roth;  Barnes) »  The  preparatory  period  for  the  sarcomas  was 

from  11  -  2/^  months.  Commenting  on  the  successful  production  of  osteogenic 

sarccanas  in  rabbits  after  inhalation  of  beryllivmi  oxide,  Dutra,  Largent  and 

Roth  noted  the  fact  also  that  the  bones  of  persons  dying  with  berylliosis 

contained  not  inconsiderable  amotmts  of  beryllium.  They  came  to  the  following 

conclusions:  "During  the  last  20  years,  considerable  nimibers  of  persons  have 

been  exposed  to  dusts  of  poorly  soluble  ccaapounds  of  beryllium  in  varidvis  in- 

dustries throughout  the  United  States,  Despite  the  fact  that  cases  of  cancer 

of  this  type  have  not  been  reported,  it  is  possible  that  the  inhalation  of  poorly 

soluble  compounds  of  beryllium  may  eventuate  in  osteogenic  sarcoma  in  man, 

Prestanably,  the  incubation  period  of  such  tumors  would  bo  considerably  longer  in 

man  than  in  rp.bbits,  and  observations  may  be  required  over  a  period  of  years 

before  it  will  be  known  whether  persons  who  have  been  exposed  to  beryllium  v.: 
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are  prono  to  h5.ve  such  'tumors,"  Barnard  also  suggested  that  osteogenic  sai*coma 

from  compounds  of  beryllium  "mi^t  possibly  be  another  industrial  hazard, "  So 

far,  only  rabbits  have  responded  *ith  the  development  of  osteogenic  sarcomas 

following  the  administration  of  beryllium  corapoirnds.  The  clii^sct  introduction 

of  poviderod  beryllium  metal  into  the  femoral  cavity  of  rats,  into  their  pleural 

cavity  and  into  the  paranasal  sinuses  failed  to  elicit  a  sxtigLe   neoplastic  re,' 

sponse  at  the  site  cf  injection  in  any  one  of  the  S5  animals  used  ivithin  an 

observation  period  of  tvn   (2)  years  (Husper), 

When  in  194^  Hueper  proposed  that  the  sarcoid  pulmonary  manifestations  of 

berylliosis  might  be  followed  by  outright  malignant  lesions  in  the  lungs,  this 

suggestion  was  recoivnd  with  a  great  deal  of  scepticism,  Ihe  recently  reported 

successful  production  of  bronchogenic  carcinomas  in  the  lungs  of  rats  vMch 

inhaled  over  periods  of  more  than  one  year,  dust  of  soluble  and  insoluble 

beryllium  compounds  (Vorviald),  however,  makes  the  appearance  of  such  delayed 

malignant  sequelae  in  man  a  distinct  possibility. 

In  view  of  the  established  occupational  as  well  as  general  environmental 

occurrence  of  human  berylliosis,  it  may  be  pointed  out  that  the  discovery  and 

idaitification  of  this  pneumoconiosis  was  definitely  facilitated  by  the  dis- 

tinctive and  definitive  histologic  features  of  the  disease.  If  these  manifestar- 

tions  should  be  followed  by  the  development  of  cancers  of  the  bones  and  lungs, 

the  establishment  of  causal  relations  between  a  previous  exj-^osure  to  berylliun 

and  the  subsequently-  appejiring  cancerous  reaction  would  appear  to  be  a  rather 

easy  proposition.  The  studies  on  the  toxicity  and  carcinogenicity  of  beryLLLimi 

compo\inds  indicate  that  the  toxic  and  canceroais  manifestations  are  to  be  con- 

sidered  as  responses  to  the  action  of  beryUivnn  itself  and  not  as  the  result  of 

the  associated  anions  of  its  acidic  salts.  (Stokinf-er,  Spra/oie,  Hall  et  al.). 

In  considering  possible  fijture  carcinomatous  developments  in  persona  with 

previous  exposure  to  beryllium,  some  consideration  also  may  be  given  to  the 
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toxic  effect  exerted  by  beryilium  on  the  liver  lending  to  the  deVelopnent  of 

cintiosis  and  to  an  impairment  of  the  metabolic  and  detoxicating  function  of 

this  organ  (Aldridge,  Barnes  and  Denzj  Hbagland,  Grier  and  Hood), 

k.  Selenium 

Selenium  and.  its  compounds  have  increasingly  been  employed  by  industry 

during  the  past  two  (2)  to  tiiree  (3)  decades  for  various  purposes  (glass 

decolorizer,  production  of  ruby  glass,  glazes,  paints,  pigments,  inks,  coloring 

of  plastics,  steel  and  copper  alloys,  rubber  acceleratoi^  and  antioxidants, 

photoelectric  apparatus,  fdLreproofing  of  electric  caU.cs,  insecticide  chemicals) 

(Buehan;  Manville),  Woiicers  engaged  in  primary  and  secondaiy  industries 

handling  selenium  containing  ores  (copper,  lead,  zinc,  pyrites,  lime  and  cement) 

and  selenium  products  may  become  closed  to  the  inhalation  of  dust  and  fumes 

containing  metallic  selenium,  selenium  oxide  and  hylrDgen  selenide  (Smith,  M,I,; 

Dudley  and  I-Iiller;  Dudleyj  Buchanj  Moxon  and  Ehian) . 

There  may  occxzr  an  environmental  exposure  to  selenium  containing  dust  in 

those  parts  of  the  United  States  in  which  selenium  fumes  are  released  from 

metal  ores  smelters  (Montana,  California,  Tennessee)  (Elyers)  or  where  a 

^1^  aeliniferous  soil  exists  (Vfyoming;  South  Dakota)  (Sndth,  Franks  and  Westfall), 

In  addition  to  toxic  manifestations  in  other  organs,  especially  the  liver 

(Lillie  and  Smith;  Cameronj  Smith,  Stohlman  and  Lilliej  Fitzhugh,  Nelson  and 

Bliss)  and  nervous  system,  the  inhalation  of  selenium  causes  respiratory  irri- 

tation, with  cough,  sore  throat,  and  pulmomry  edema  (Greenburgj  Motley,  Ellis 

and  Ellis), 

There  is  no  recorded  evidence  indicating  that  industrial  and  environmental 

chronic  selenosis  produces  sm  increased  liability  to  lung  cancer  in  man  and 

animals,  altho\igh  a  prolonged  oral  administration  of  selenium  to  rats  resulted 

in  the  developnent  of  liver  adenomas  and  carcinomas  (Nelson,  Fitzhugh  and 

Calvery)  as  well  as  thyroid  adenomas  (Seifter,  Ehrlich,  Hudyma  and  Mueller), 



1,  Meinganese 

Manganese  is  used  chiefly  in  the  s
teel  inlustry,  but  .Iso  in  the  che

ndcal, 

ceramic,  gUss,  dye  and  varnish  in
dustries  and  in  electrotechnics.  

Cases  of 

poisoning  may  occur  whenever  mangan
ese  is  handled  and  particularly  vh

en  manga- 

nese dust  is  produced.  H-mganese  enters 
 the  organism  mainly  thr^u^  the  res

pira- 

tory passages.  Vmile  the  symptoms  of  ch
ronic  manganism  are  caused  by  chang

es 

in  the  centr.nl  nervous  system,  pneum
onia  is  a  rather  frequent  reaction  a

mong 

ma^..ese  v>ri<ers  and  has  a  high  mo
rtality  rate  (G^ner;  Baaderj  Voss

;  Joetten 

and  Eeplohj  Kahlstorf j  Gundel  and  H
eine;  Joetten,  Reploh  and  Hegemann;

  Zanetti; 

Bftttner;  Elstad;  Bflttner  and  Lenz;  D
aviesj  Ehilsmann;  Vigliani;  Fodrhall

  and 

^eal).  Lai^e  and  numen^us  depos
its  of  mrnganese  ore  dust  vere  f

ound  in  the 

lungs  (Schopper;  Bauer;  Boerake)  o
f  manganese  workers. 

.  'mere  do  not  seem  to  exist  any  data  o
n  the  lung  cancer  ixxcidoaco  ao^ng 

manganese  workers, 

m«  Copper 

The  industrial  use  of  copper,  copper  c
ompounds  and  copper  alloys  (brass, 

bionze,  etc.)  has  been  very  extensive  f
or  many  yeao^  and  a  great  number  of 

woricers,  therefore,  are  exposed  to  the 
 inhalation  of  copper  dust  and  fumes 

(ndnes,  smelters,  foundries,  bix^nze  po
wder  operations,  parasite  repellent  ap

pli- 

cations  on  hulls  of  ships,  fungicide  and
  insecticides  production  and  u.e,  platin

g 

operations,  paint  production  and  u
se,  ink  manufacture,  etc.). 

While  inhaled  copper  dust  and  fumes  m
ay  elicit  irritative  syinptoms  of  the 

respiratory  tract,  cuprosis  is  infre
quonUy  mentioned  as  a  cause  of  beni

gn 

pneumoconiosis  (Query;  Schiotz).  
Ulcerations  of  nasal  membranes  and 

 perforation 

of  the  nasal  septem  have  exceptionall
y  been  observed  amor^  woricers  of  cop

per 

plating  operations  (Barsky).  It  is 
 noteworthy,  however,  that  copper  an

d  brass 

woricers  have  an  highly  excessive  
mortality  from  pulmonary  "tuberculo

sis" 

(Hayhurst),  Since  occupational  can
cers  of  the  lung  a,  well  as  cryptog

enetic 
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cancers  of  -thie-  organ  not  Infrequently  have  masqueraded  in  the  pagt  as 

tuberculosis  of  the  lung,  a  thorough  and  competent  clinical  and  epidemiologic 

investigation  of  copper,  brass  and  bronze  workers  of  all  typos  is  urgently- 

needed  for  deteinining  lung  cancer  morbidity  and  mortality  among  members  of 

this  occupational  group.  The  recent  study  of  Snegireff  and  Lombard  on  the 

cancer  incidence  among  copper  smelter  workers  is  too  inadequate  and  methodologi- 

cally defective  to  be  of  any  real  value, 

n.  Tin 

Tin  is  extensively  used  in  alloys,  bronze,  brass,  foil,  plate  and  solder. 

While  tin  ores  are  not  mined  in  the-  (Mited  States,  there  exist  one  (1)  tiji I 
smelter  (Texas)  and  several  tin  oxido  i*ecovery  plants, 

Kie  inhalation  of  dust  and  fumes  of  tin  and  tin  oxLde,  especially  by 

furnace  tenders,  may  give  rise  to  the  development  of  a  pneumoconiosis  (stannosis) 

•which  roentgenologically  resembles  in  appearance  silicosis  and  baritosis 

(Pendergrass  and  Piydej  Cutter,  Faller,  Stocklen  and  Vfilson),  although  anatora--. 

ically  there  is  an  absence  of  fibrosis  (Bartak  and  Tomecka;  Dundon  and  Hughes), 

The  lungs  show  a  fine  networic  of  black  lines,  vrtiich  on  histologic  uxanination 

is  represented  by  particulate  dark  brown  and  black  pigment  located  in  inter- 

^^Iveolar  septa  and  peribronchical  and  perivascular  tissue. 

There  is  no  information  as  to  the  incidence  of  lung  cancer  among  tin 

woricei?s.  None  of  the  so  far  reported  cases  of  stannosis  had  such  a  neoplasia, 

although  one  died  from  cancer  of  the  prostate, 

6,  Lead 

Lead  is  used  as  a  metal  as  well  as  in  the  form  of  various  conpounds  for 

various  industrial  purposes  (pigment  in  pajjtfts,  inks,  glazes,  and  enamels,  in 

the  manxifacture  of  storage  batteries,  antiknock  agents  (tetraethyl  lead),  insec- 

ticides, glass,  cable  coverings,  aramxmition,  sheet  lead,  pipes,  etc.).   During 

the  mining  and  smelting  of  lead  ores  and  during  the  manufacture,  pix)cessing  and 

WliilMWHilll snm 



tise  of  the  various  products  workers  become  exposed  to  the  inhalation  of
  lead 

dust,  fumes  and  vapors,  dironic  lead  poisoning  is,  in  fact,  one  of  the  m
ost 

common  occupational  diseases. 

While  chronic  plumbism  as  a  rule  is  not  characterized  by  the  depos
ition 

of  lead  in  the  lung  nor  by  the  development  of  fibrosing  pulmonary  reaction
s. 

Black  commented  on  the  fact  that  cancer  of  the  lung  had  been  observe
d  in  workers 

exposed  to  the  inhalation  of  lead  or  lead  compounds.  In  support  of  a  po
ssible 

causal  relation  between  exposure  to  lead  dust  and  fumes  and  cancer  of  t
he  lung, 

he  cited  the  occurrence  of  pulmonary  cancer  in  glass  workers  (Boyd;  Gutz
eit; 

KLotz)  and  type  setters  and  printers  (Seyfarth),  Rosedale  and  M
cKay  noted  that 

nine  (9)  out  of  43  persons  with  lung  cancer  had  been  working  mor
e  or  less  with 

lead  in  one  form  or  another.  Black  added  two  (2)  cases  of  lung  cancer  (l
inotype 

worker,  metal  polisher)  to  the  previously  published  number  of  15  cas
es  of  pul- 

monary cancer  in  load  workers.  He  fourxi  a  chronic  fibro^us  pneumonia  in  both
 

of  his  cases. 

Because  of  the  close  chemical  relation  between  lead  and  radium
  and  in  vi<?vr 

of  the  occurrence  of  radioactivity  in  s-xie  lots  of  coranercial 
 load  (due  to  the 

presence  of  radium  D)  he  believes  that  the  pulnionary  rea
ctions  reported  repre- 

sent results  of  the  inhalation  of  radioactive  lead.  These  aUega
tions  have  so 

far  remained  unconfirmed.  Although  it  may  be  advisable  to
  ascertain  through 

epidemiologic  surveys  of  various  types  of  lead  workers,  w
hether  or  not  there 

exists  an  excessive  liability  to  pulmonary  neoplasia,  it  is  not 
 likely  that 

such  complications  of  chronic  plumbism  exist  because  of  the 
 thorough  and  pro- 

longed study  which  chrx^nic  lead  poisoning  has  been  subjected  to  
by  investigators 

of  many  countries.  The  reported  excessive  frequency  of  lung  
cancer  among 

painters  who  are  known  to  be  affected  not  infrequently  with  pl
umbism  probably 

has  no  causal  relation  to  lead  exposure  because  painters,  especial
ly  spray 

painters,  inhale  also  other  paint  constituents,  some  o
f  ̂ vhich  have  known  oarciiu>- 

genic  properties  (zinc  chromate,  carbon  black,  etq.). 
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P4  Zinc 

Zinc  metal  and  zinc  compounds  (zinc  chloride,  
siOfide,  oxide)  are  used 

industrially  on  a  large  scale  for  c?-lvanizing,
  brass  production,  j-lloys, 

paint  pigments,  rot-proofing  conqiounds  and 
 sheeting. 

"inh.-aation  of  zinc  dust  and  fumes  occurs  during  smelti
ng,  g?lv.->jiizing, 

spraying,  brass  founding,  bmring  and  walding  
of  galvanized  iron  operations. 

Such  exi^osures  give  rise  to  attacks  of  metal  
fume  fever.  Lehmann  st.-^Xed  that 

volatilized  zinc  upon  cooling  fonns  zinc  oxide  w
hich  in  turn  is  transformed 

ii^to  zinc  carbonyl.  This  is  hydi>DSCopic  and  when 
 inhaled  spreads  over  the 

surfaces  of  the  respiratory  structures,  producing  a
  necrotizing  effect  on 

the  exposed  cells.  Exposure  to  fumes  of  zinc  chlor
ide,  which  is  a  known 

corrosive  and  occasionally  still  used  in  the  chemos
urgical  treatment  of  skin 

cancers,  has  resulted  in  injury  to  the  mucosa  of  t
he  nasopharynx  and  respira- 

tory tract  (Evans,  E.  H,). 

Whether  or  not  there  exists  a  chronic  type  zinc  poison
ing  (duBray;  McCord 

and  Friedlander),  however,  is  still  controversial  
(Drinker  and  FairhalLj 

Hegsted,  McKibbin  ruxl  Drinker j  Nuck,  Remy  and  Holtz
mannj  Gocher).  /^though 

the  experijaents  of  Nuck  et  al.  on  dogs  exposed  to  the
  inhalation  of  zinc  dust 

showed  that  the  zinc  content  of  the  lung,  liver  and  k
idney  decre.ised  r^.pidly 

after  cessation  of  exposure,  the  conclusion  that  such
  a  rapid  removal  of 

zln«  from  the  organism  precluded  the  developnent  of  a
  chronic  type  of  zinc 

poisoning  is  scarcely  acceptable,  since  many  exc-j
uples  of  chronic  poisoning 

can  bo  cited  which  denonstrate  that  a  prolonged  retentio
n  of  a  toxic  agent 

is  not  a  prerequisite  for  the  causation  of  chronic  poi
soning  provided  there 

were  contacts  with  the  offending  agent  over  long  periods  of 
 time.  At  any 

rate,  it  is  a  well-established  fact  that  under  such  cond
itions  of  exposure 

a  rapid  ren»val  of  the  environmental  agent  from  the  site 
 of  contact  wuld 

not  preclude  the  subsequent  development  of  a  cancer, 
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While  there  does  not  exist  any  evidence  indicating  that  an  occipational 

exposure  to  zinc  dust  and  fumes  creates  an  increased  liability  to  cancer  of 

the  respiratory  organs,  Cristol  reported  that  zinc  is  present  in  increased 

quantities  in  all  malignant  grovrths  and  that,  therefore,  a  decision  should 

be  reached  \Aiether  this  metal  might  be  a  carcinogenic  agent.  In  fact,  there 

exists  p.  fair  nttnber  of  observations  on  the  successful  production  of  testicu- 

lar teratomas  in  fowl  following  the  intratesticular  injection  of  zinc  chloride 

(Falin  and  Gromzewa;  Falinj  iVnissinova;  Eigg;  Bertrand  and  Vladescoj  Falin 

and  .Inissiinova;  Falin  and  Gromtseva;  Ljvragai  Michalowsky) .  In  view  of  these 

findings  it  seems  to  be  desirable  to  study  population  grotps  occupationally 

exposed  to  zinc  dust  and  fumes  in  regard  to  lung  cancer  f requen<gr, 

q.  Vanadium 

Vanadium  is  one  of  the  group  of  metals  vhich  have  obtained  rapidly  in- 

creasing importance  during  the  past  one  (l)  to  two  (2)  decades  in  metallurgi- 

cal operations.  It  is  mainly  used  as  an  alloy  in  steel  and  as  a  catalyst  in 

the  production  of  diamond  black,  sulfuric  acid,  phthalic  anhydride  and 

benzoic  acid. 

Exposure  to  vanadium  dust  exists  in  the  mining  and  smelting  of  vanadium 

ores.  The  smelting  process  is  accompanied  by  the  production  of  dust  of 

vanadium  pentoxide  (Symanski).  The  inhalation  of  this  dust  has  caused  among 

exposed  workers  pulmonary  dust  reticulation  as  well  as  chronic  rhinitis,  and 

bronchitis  (Wyersj  Balestra  and  Molfino), 

/Vpart  from  the  fact  that  vanadium  dust  apparently  is  retained  in  the  lung, 

thereby  causing  a  chronic  metal  effect  upon  the  lung  tissues,  its  possible 

carcinogenic  relation  is  complicated  by  the  fact  that  vanadivan  ores  in  this 

co\mtry  contain  tiranium  and  other  radioactive  si4>3tances.   It  is  for  this 

reason  that  vanadium  ore  miners  and  smelter  workers  are  not  suitable  subjects 

for  a  study  of  possible  carcinoRenic  vijiadixjin  hassarda  connected  with  the 
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inhalation  of  vanridium  dust  and  fumes.  Such  future  investi/^itions  should 

be  conducted  on  voricer  grotips  vAiose  members  are  not  in  contact  vdth  any 

knovm  and  recognized  environmental  carcinogen.  At  present  nothing  is  knovm 

concerning  any  carcinogenic  pi^pcrties  of  vanadium  and  its  compounds, 

r.  Iron 

The  extensive  production  and  xise  of  various  types  of  iron  and  of  diverse 

iron  products  offers  frequent  opportunities  for  the  inhalation  of  dust  and 

fumes  of  iron  and  its  various  alloys  and  con^xjunds  (iron  ore  miners,  arc 

welders,  grinders,  polishers  silver  finishers,  metal  workers). 

The  resulting  red  or  black  siderosis  caused  by  pulmonaiy  retention  of 

FepOo  or  of  Fe_0,  H^O,  respectively,  is  considered  an  inert  form  of  pneu- 

moconiosis vihich  does  not  cause  disability  and  which  at  least  in  part  eeons 

to  be  reversible  (Greenbtirgj  Pendergrass  and  Leopoldj  Jones  and  Lockhart; 

Pendergrass,  Lame  and  Ostrum;  Doig  and  McLaughlinj  Bohrodj  Barrie  and  Harding; 

D'Onofrio  and  PasseriL;  Sander;  Dreessen,  Brinton,  Keenan,  Thomas  and  Place; 

Teleky  and  Gilbert;  Him^rdLnck;  Buckell,  Garraud,  Jupe,  McLaughlin  and 

Peny;  Balsac  and  Fell;  Lanza;  Stewart  and  Faulds;  Boarake;  Koelsch;  Hamlin; 

Silson;  Teleky) ,  The  deposition  of  iron  oxide  particles  does  not  elicit  in 

the  lungs  a  progressive  and  marked  fibrosing  reaction  (Harding,  Grout  and 

Davies),  unless  the  inhaled  dust  contains  also  silica,  producing  then  a 

siderosilicosis  (Teleky), 

The  coexistence  of  siderosis  and  cancer  of  the  lung  has  occasionally  been 

observed  (Stewart  and  Faulds,  one  (l)  case;  Dreyfus,  three  (3)  cases  in  watch 

makers;  Vorwald  and  Karr,  three  (3)  cases  in  hematite  miners;  Simons,  one  (1) 

case  in  a  blaster  of  iron  casts).  It  may  be  mentioned,  moreover,  that  Kennaway 

and  Kennaway  reported  a  2,25  fold  incidence  of  pulmonary  cancer  among  metal 

grinders  and  that  Turner  aixi  Grace  as  well  as  Campbell  noted  an  excessive 

frequency  of  lung  cancer  among  metal  workers. 
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Bcpeidiaental  studies  on  anlinala  exposed  to  i
ron  oxide  and  hematite, 

respectively,  cave  contradictory  results  as  t
o  the  production  of  lung  tumors. 

While  Vorwald  and  Karr,  using  guinea  pigs  and  
rats  failed  to  obtain  lung 

cancers  with  hematite  dust,  Campbell  reported  a
n  increase  in  the  number  of 

lung  tumors  in  race  exposed  to  ii^n  oxide  over
  that  of  the  control  series. 

When  the  available  evidence  is  viewed  critically,
  it  is  not  likely  that 

exposure  to  iron  dust  conveys  an  abnormal  Uabili
ty  to  the  development  of 

lunfe  cancer,  "nie  excessive  frequency  of  this  ma
lignant  ncoplaan  among  metal 

workers  in  general  may  weU  be  due  to  exposure  t
o  dusts,  fumes  and  vapors  of 

specific  carcinogenic  metals,  such  as  chromium,  ni
ckel,  arsenic,  and  perhaps 

beryllium,  or  to  mists  of  lubricating  and  cutting  o
ils.  It  may  be  noted, 

however,  that  Warren  and  Drake  when  discussing  the 
 causation  of  priinaiy 

hepatic  carcinoma  in  livers  with  hemochromatosis  
stated  "Together,  primary 

progressive  parenchymal  damage  to  the  liver  an
d  subsequent  deposition  of 

irsDn  in  hepatic  ceULs  seem  to  provide  a  sotting  for
  carcinogenosis  more 

effective  than  simple  portal  cirrhosis."  Whethe
r  similar  considerations 

might  be  applicable  to  siderosis  and  cancer  .of  t
he  lung  seems  to  be  doubtful 

In  view  of  the  few  cases  reported  so  far,  in  which
  the  two  conditions  co- 

existed. However,  thorough  and  comprehensive  epidemiologic  d
ata  on  the 

inciden-^e  of  lung  cancer  in  workers  exposed  to  iron
  dust  are  not  available  _ 

and  a  definite  conclusion  on  this  problem,  therefore
,  must  be  vathheld.  The 

availability  of  conclusive  information  on  this  point  
appears  to  be  urgent, 

since  damages  have  been  aUowed  in  the  past  by  court 
 action  in  at  least  one 

case  of  cancer  of  the  lung  in  the  production  or  aggra
vation  of  which  the  in- 

halation of  steel  dust  was  alleged  to  have  played  a  signif icar
it  role 

(Medicolegal  Abstraota), 

s.  Nickel 

Nickel,  one  of  the  most  industrially  important  metals,  an
d  principally 

mined  in  the  Sudbiiry  district  of  Ontario,  Canada,  finds 
 many  vises  (alloys 
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(iron,  copper,  chromium,  alundnum,  cobalt),  
molybdenum)  employed  an  the 

manufacture  of  stainless  steel,  heat  resisting  
steels,  forgings,  casts, 

wires,  sheets,  sti-uctural  shapes,  tubing,  rods,  
bars,  strips,  etc.), 

electroplating,  catalysts,  ceramic  enamels  
and  colors,  pigments  in  paints 

and  inks,  storage  batteries,  etc.  (International  
Nickel  Co.j  Friend;  Davis). 

acposure  to  nickel  f^mes  and  nickel  dus
t  of  metallic  nickel  and  its 

compounds  or  to  nickel  carbonyl  vapors
  is,  therefore,  frequent  for  industria

l 

workers  of  many  types  and  in  many  ope
rations  (Sappingtonj  Fischer).  While- 

skin  contact  to  nickel  and  nickel  salts  
not  infrequently  results  in  iho 

developnent  of  an  apparently  allergic  
typo  of  dematitis  (BurckhaiMtj 

Wedroff ;  Weberj  Schittenhelm  and  Stocki
ngerj  M^schitzkyj  Kolzoff;  Cormia 

e^d  Stewart;  etc.),  inhalation  of  the  v
olatile  nickel  carbonyl  has  been  re- 

sponsible for  an  appreciable  number  of  acute  and  
often  fatal  poisonings  (Annit; 

Amor;  Mott;  Brezina;  KSt^g;  Brandeis; 
 Bayer;  Krafft;  Goldblatt  and  Wags taff; 

exudation  into  alveolar  spaces,  bronchial  
mucosal  hemorrhages)  c.re  apparont±y 

attributable  to  the  toxic  action  of  finely 
 dispersed  nickel  formed  from  the 

disintegration  of  nickel  carbonyl  upon  t
he  pulinonary  structures  (Henderson 

and  Haggard).  Krafft  suggested  that  these 
 reactions  are  the  result  of  a 

nickel  allergy  having  the  lung  as  its  shock  
organ.  . 

The  first  report  concerning  the  occurrenc
e  of  an  excessive  number  of 

cancers  of  the  nasal  passages  (nasal  cavity
  and  paranasal  sinuses)  and  of 

the  lungs  among  workers  on  the  Clydach  
plant  of  the  International  Nickel 

Company  located  at  South  Wales,  Englr^d,  
was  ma.ie  by  Grenf  ell  in  1932,  although 

the  first  appearance  of  these  neoplasms  a
mong  the  nickel  refinery  workers  was 

noticed  in  1924  (Baader).  Subsequent  re
ports  dealing  with  these  cancers  were 

made  by  Stephens;  Amor;  Cooper;  Caix,zzi;
  Bridge;  and  Merewether.  From  1923 

to  194a  inclusive,  there  were  notified  
with  the  Chief  Inspector  of  Factories 
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•  a  total  of  A7  cases  of  cancer  of  the  noso  and  82  cases  of  cancer  of  the  lunc 

from  the  nickel  works.  By  the  end  of  1948,  46  of  the  nasal  cancer  and  72  of 

the  luns  cases  had  died.  None  of  the  nasal  cases  and  only  two  (2)  of  the 

luns  cases  had  commenced  vrark  in  the  nickel  refinery  after  1924  vrhen  a  re- 

construction of  the  plant  had  been  carried  out.  The  avera/jo  exposure  period 

for  the  nasnl  cancers  was  23  years  (rsni^e,  3-26  years),  and  for  the  lung 

cancers  25  years  (ran.ce,  1-33  years).  No  cases  of  cancer  of  the  larynx  have 

occurred,  and  only  one  (l)  cancer  of  the  nasopharynx  was  observed  at  Clydach, 

•nie  nasal  cancers  involved  the  turbinates,  nasal  septum  and  paranasal 

sinuses  (etliraoids).  Of  these  the  majority  were  of  the  undifferentiated  cell 

type  (6),  some  showed  a  squamous  cell  character  (3),  while  columnar  cell 

carcinomas  were  uncommon  (l).  Of  the  lung  cancers,  of  which  histologic  studies 

were  available  in  only  four  (4)  cases,  three  (3)  were  of  the  small  cell, 

pleomorphic  type,  viiile  one  (l)  was  a  squamous  cell  carcinoma, 

SinlLar  observations  were  recently  recorded  from  a  Norwegian  nickel 

refineiy,  where  three  (3)  cases  of  lunr  cancer  were  seen  (l/ken) ,  In  one  of 

these  cases  a  squamous  cell  carcinoma  was  associated  with  sarcoid  lesions, 

Ck>ldblatt  and  V/agstaff  mentioned  that  so  far  cancers  of  the  respiratory 

tract  have  not  been  noted  amon^  the  workers  employed  at  the  German  nickel 

refinery  at  Ludwigshaf en,  nor  has  there  been  observed  an  Tinusual  frequency 

of  respiratory  cancers  among  the  workers  of  the  Sudbury  nickel  ore  mines  and 

smelters  in  Canada, 

Amor  pxjintcd  out  that  the  majority  of  individuals  employed  at  Clydach 

who  developed  respiratory  cancers  were  not  exposed  to  the  inhalation  of  nickel 

carbonyl  but  to  that  of  nickel  matte  dust  or  dust  from  the  nickel  matte 

roaster  (Lji^kcn) ,  Marc  recent  data  commvmicated  by  Morgan  confirmed  this  ob- 

servation, although  exposure  to  nickel  carbonyl  vapors  had  occurred  more  fre- 

quently among  the  affected  woriccrs  than  apparent  from  the  data  previously 



given  by  Amor,  The  relatively  high  incidence  of  cancer  of  the  nas
el  cavity 

indeed  suggests  that  a  rather  coarse  particulate  dust  readily  ar
rested  at 

the  region  of  the  turbinates  may  have  been  active  in  the  producti
on  of  can- 

cers at  this  particular  site,  viiile  nickel  containing  vapors  or  a  very  sm
all 

particulate  dust  most  likely  account  for  the  cancers  of  the  
lun,'-  and  nasnl 

sinuses. 

As  to  the  causative  agent,  various  theories  have  been  
advanced,  -imor 

favoi^  the  concept  that  the  inhalation  of  mist  from  arsen
ic  containing 

sulfuric  acid  used  in  the  refining  process  was  the  active  c
arcinogenic  .igent. 

It  is  m&Bt  unlikely  that  this  is  correct  because  the  nicke
l  refinery  vorkers 

do  not  suffer  from  perforated  nasal  septa  and  display  no  ev
idence  of  chronic 

arsenicism  such  as  dennatosis  and  cutaneous  cancers,  vhich  a
ljuost  always  have 

acconqjenied  the  occurrence  of  lung  cancer  among  workers  expo
sed  to  arsenical 

dusts  or  fumes  (Hueper). 

Amor  stated  that  the  refined  nickel-copper  ores  are  free  from 
 radioactive 

natter.  The  respiratory  cancers  observed  among  nickel  refiner
y  workers  thus 

are  not  identifial  in  etiology  with  those  seen  in  miners  employed  in 
 the  radio, 

active  mines  of  Schneeberg  and  Joachimsthal. 

Workers  anploycd  at  the  roasters,  in  the  nickel  carbonyl  operation
  and 

at  other  parts  of  the  plant,  on  the  other  hand,  become  exposed  to  the  i
nhala^. 

tion  of  dust,  fumes,  or  vapors  containing  nickel.  Nickel  is  the  c
ommon 

denominator  for  all  of  them.  It  thus  is  most  probable  that  the  respira
tory 

carcinomas  observed  among  nickel  refinery  workers  are  reaction  product
s  to  more 

or  less  finely  dispersed  nickel  particles  or  vapors.  Thore  is  no  evi
dence 

availa.ble,  however,  which  indicates  that  the  inhalation  of  nick(4  in 
 particu- 

late or  vaporized  form  is  accompanied  by  pulmonary  chanr,cs  of  a  pne'jmoc
oniotic I 

nature. 

The  concept  of  a  nickel  etiolo.fjy  of  respiratory  cancers  wr.s  tested
  U 

anim?as  by  Campbell,  who  exposed  mice  to  the  inhalation  
of  ix)wdered  nickel 
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aatte  mid  observed  that  these  aninals  
had  a  lung  tumor  incidence  signifi- 

cantly higher  than  that  of  the  unexposed  control  
mice.  Ihe  recent  e^ri- 

nients  of  Hueper  seem  to  demonstrate  more  
concluslveLy  the  carcinogenic 

properties  of  metallic  nickel.  When  pure  
metallic  nickel  powder  w..s  implanted 

into  the  femoral  and  pleural  cavities  of  
rats,  cheers  developed  .t  the  site 

of  injection  vd.thin  six  (6)  to  24  months  
In  about  Ifi   percent  of  the  surviving- 

rats.  i\mong  U,  tumors  thus  produced,  13  
were  sarcomas  ^nd  one  (l)  was  a 

squanous  cell  carcinoma. 

Whether  or  not  nickel  assumes  a  carci
nogenic  role  for  cancers  of  other 

organs  and  following  exposures  by  othe
r  x.>utes  is  unknown.  It  may  be  mention

ed, 

however,  that  Arakl  and  Mure  demonstra
ted  by  spectrographic  methods,  nickel 

±a  human  and  ani^-i  cancers  of  various
  types  and  sites.  The  nickel  content 

ranged  from  6.273  mg,   per  kg.  of  fresh
  tumor  tissue  to  0.2  mg./kg. 

No  assessment  of  the  degree  of  occupational
  nickel  cancer  hazard  can  be 

made  from  the  data  available,  since  the  nu
mber  of  workers  at  risk  is  unknown. 

Likewise,  no  definite  opinion  can  be  exp
ressed  as  to  the  possible  existence 

and  extent  of  respiiatoiy  cancer  hazaixis  f
or  persons  having  for  other  reasons 

contact  with  dust,  fumes  and  vapors  contai
ning  nickel  or  its  compounds. 

t«  Chromium 

Chromium  as  a  metal,  alloy  or  compound  is  us
ed  for  many  purposes  in  in^ 

dustty.  It  is  for  this  i^c^on  that  a  larg
e  number  and  variety  of  workers  have 

contact  with  chromium  and  chix^mium  compounds
  and  that  even  restricted  groups 

of  the  general  population  may  possibly  beo
^me  Exposed  to  thuse  a^^ents  in  the 

foiTU  of  dust,  vapor,  fumes,  mist,  Uquid  a
nd  solid  (Bourne  and  Raskin). 

Workers  most  likeljr  to  be  exposed  to  chromi
um  and  its  compounds  are  acetylene 

woricers,  aniline  woricers,  bleachers,  blue  p
rinters,  chrome  workers,  chromium 

platers,  chromate  manufacturers,  chromite  min
ers,  crayon  molcers,  dye  workers, 

electroplaters,  enamel  workers,  glass  and.  p
ottery  frosters,  glass  explorers. 
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pcttexr  .la.er=,  .rtmclel  no«r  
n*.rs,  .=U..V  .^-s,  Uioleu.  

v.^r=, 

p.^t  dicers,  in.  .^e.,  palmers,  
photographic  »*...  photoo„.r..ve„. 

polisher.,  Pinter..  ™bber  «rK-ors.   
steel  wor.e.,  tann.^-  vor.er.,  

v„l- 

c.^.or3,  vaterp^ofcrs  of  textiles  
.nd  paper,  welders,  users  ef  chro»ate 

anti-rust  agents  (loco«,tive  attendants  
.^d  engineers) ,  bltu».„  and  o^ 

refine-y  workers  (.1.  S.  Depa.rt,.nt  
of  M^r;  Sappinston;  /.br^J^.). 

^  envi^-^ent.^  atmospheric  c
onto^nation  with  chroodu™  co.

po«^s  .ay 

«3Ult  f«.  the  release  of  chr
^^un  <.nt.in^g  indust^a  was

tes  of  chro^ate 

plants  and  of  oU  ..fineries  us
i„s  .  ch..ndu.  contai.^n.  silic

a  cat.l^t  for 

*■  .^i«,       An  environmental  spread  of  chr
omtes  my 

the  catalytic  crackans  of  oils.  
   An  enviro™,. 

also  f  <^o«  the  use  of  such  co
»,^unds  as  anti.^stins  a..^ts

  in  auto»».iaes. 

Since  ̂   of  the  Industrially 
 used  ch^,d.u.  compounds  -^ert 

 a  co^os.ve 

«f.nt   -,nd/or  inh.-aation  of  such  agents  res
ults  in 

action  on  tissues,   skin  contact  
and/or  inn.^<- 

the  develop«.nt  of  o,^™e  ulcers  
of  the  s^  and  naa.a  sept..,  «ch

  in  tun. 

provide  definite  p.>of  of  an  exis
ting  health  ha.a>^.     Oo«tine  o

n  the 

appear^ce  of  such  ̂ ^festatio,.  a^ng  >«r,cers  of  
new  industries  usin. 

chrc^d.^  con^unds.  the  Chief  Inspector 
 of  Factories  of  Engl^-nd  ..d  Wales         . 

^.Aed  in  his  report  of  1944  t
hat  "the  contn.1  of  ol.  ha^rds  

In  new  Indus- 

.J.       4.V,         oc  vn-T1    IS  to  the  student  of  industrial  
health, 

tries  is  of  interest  to  others  as  
vrcll  as  ly^  ̂ ne  . 

for  it  would  seem  that  in  ̂ y  c
ases  th.  ha^..^  is  not  reco,pl.ed

  until  da^^e 

to  tissue  has  been  done,  ̂ en  old  principles  have  to  be  re
lean.t  and  ada.pted 

to  new  uses." 

This  reflective  observr.tlon  seems
  to  be  quite  appropriate  when  co

nten- 

platln,,  the  possible  existence  
of  res^ratory  cancer  ha^Ms  f

or  Individuals 

^^oved  in  the  numerous  iMustxi.-
a  operations  in  which  chromium  an

d  its 

eo^Ws  are  handled  a^  for  which
  no  pcrtln^t  published  data  of  ,a

ny  kind 

exist  at  the  present  ti».  (Chief  I
nspector  of  Factories.  1%7,  19W; 

 Seconal 

and  Field  Letter  OFS;  B^eelharit 
 and  Hayer,  Wers,  3chwr,rt..  and 

 Du„„; 



Lewux-Robcrtj  HLoomficld  and  Elumj  Foil;  G.-ai
oro;  /Jcatsuka  and  Fairhallj 

Schrapf  J  0'Donov.ui;   Deidborej  Vaccero;  Goldman
  and  Karotkin;  Mancusoj 

Manciclij   Buessj  Winston  and  I.^shj  Harrold, 
 Meek,  Collins  nxxd  Markell; 

Edraundsonj  Liebenaanj   Dliconj   Carter;  Peronij  Gall
oro). 

■me  observation  of  .apparently  occupation-con
nected  cancers  of  the  respixa- 

toiy  organs,   especially  the  lung,  has  been  lim
ted  so  far  to  tvo  typos  of 

operr^ions,  the  production  of  chn3n.^tcs  fr
om  chrondte  pro  and  the  m.-muracture 

of  certain  chromium  pigments  (zinc  chromate, 
 barium  chromato,  lead  chromte). 

In  these  operations  both  «ater  soluble  .ixi  in
soluble  chrr-miurc  compounds  are 

inhaled  by  the  e>q.osed  voricers.     TJie  chanicrJ
.  n^.ture  of  the  actu-J.  carcino- 

genic agent  vhich  is  responsible  for  the  excessive  
liability  of  chr.ma.te  e^d 

chromium  color  workers  to  cancer  of  the  lung  is  s
till  controversial,     /athou^ 

all  investigators  believe  that  somo  chix>niium  co
mpound  or  compounds  are  causally 

involved,   it  has  renu-ined  uncertain  whether  the 
 compounds  susi^ected  are 

hexavalent  or  tilv^ent,  water  soluble  or  inso
luble,  ,nonochrom,ates  or  di- 

chrom-ites.     Water  soluble  chix^miun  compounds  (m
onochromatos,  dichrom-ates,  ̂ nd 

zinc  chromate)   are  most  often  incrimin^^ted.     Man
cuso  rnd  Hueper  recently 

pointed  out  that  it  may  be  more  likely  that  ca
rcinogenic  effects  .ire  eUcited 

by  chromium  compounds  which  are  either  not  soUab
lo  in  water  or  only  slightly 

so,  because  such  chemicals  v^en  inhaled  as  dust
  would  be  retained  and  deposited 

i^  the  lung  .r^nd  thus  exert  a  prolonged  effect
  a^>on  the  pulinonar-y  tissues.  Such- 

chroDlum  compounds  present  in  a  chromate  plan
t  wr,uld  bo   represented  by  chro-- 

mite  ore  <->^d  its  early  conversion  products  preced
ing  the  forr^ation  of  mono- 

chromates.     Ihese  little  water  soluble  trivalent
  chromium  compounds  occur  in 

the  m,atorira  present  in  mixers  and  roasters  and  a
re  contained  in  the  slag 

whioh  usually  is  stored  for  future  use  in  the  ya
rd  area  of  the  plants. 

Supporting  this  concept  r^^  to  the  chemical  n
ature  of  the  carcinogenic 

chromium  compounds  is  the  fact  that  workers  as  ;^
1  as  animals  exposed  to  the 
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inhalation  of  chromite  ore  dust  have  not  only  a  high  chromium  
content  of  the 

lungs  but  .Tlso  an  excessive  blood  chromium  level  (l^ancuso  
and  Urone).  Recent 

experiments  on  rats  vhich  inhaled  finely  powdered  chromite  
ore  dust  showed 

th.?t  rJ'ter  18  months  a  chromium  level  of  13.0  and  17.0  gamma,  
respectively, 

in  ICX)  cc  of  blood  was  found  in  tva  (2)  rats  studied.  This  
findin.^,  moreover, 

definitely  establishes  the  fact  that  a  fraction  of  the  
chromium  contained  in 

chromite  oixs  is  solubilized  in  the  puljnonary  tissues  and  
discharged  into  the 

blood • 

"   Addition-a  support  of  a  causal  role  of  trivalent  compounds 
 may  be  derived 

from  the  observation  that  10  v;orkers  of  the  20  diromtit
e  worlcers  with  lung 

cancer  reported  on  by  -llwcns  .-md  Jorias  in  193S,  were  ne
t  employed  within  the  • 

manufacturing  buildings  or  were  repair  men  or  maintcn
.^nce  workers  (blacksmith, 

glazier,  drivers,  welder,  or  manufacturers  of  sulfuric
  and  hydrochloric  acid, 

produced  in  a  nearby  building).  \'Mle   all  of  them  prob
ably  had  some  exposure 

to  chromatcs,  it  is  likely  tha.t  their  contact  with  chro
mite  ot^  dust  or  with 

dust  from  the  sl?.g  heaps  containing  more  or  less  "in
soluble"  chromium  com- 

pounds was  much  more  pronounced  (M.oncusoj  Urone,  Druschel  and
  /aiders;  Bourne 

and  Yeej  Buchell  and  Harvcsy), 

As  the  result  of  the  retention  of  "insoluble"  chromium 
 compounds  in  the 

lung  tissues,  there  develops  a'  blackish  spotty  pigmentation
  and  a  spotty 

fibrous  thickening  of  the  peribronchial  and  interstitia
l  tissue  where  the 

chromium  dust  particles  are  deposited,  "mis  pneumoc
oniotic  condition  called 

chromitosis  was  described  by  .\ndrievskaya  and  Mislavska
ya  in  chromite  ore 

miners  and  by  Lukaninj  Letterer,  Neidhardt  and  Klettj 
 and  by  Mancuso  and 

Hueper  in  chromato  manufacturers.  It  was  produced  exp
erimentally  in  rabbits 

by  Lukanin.  Letterer  reported  a  chrome-silicosis  in  a  p
olisher  of  an  iron 

foundry  who  inhaled  silica  and  chromium  oxide  dust. 
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While  the  attempts  of  Gross  and  Koelsch;  and  Campbell  to  produce  lung 

cancer  in  mice  by  their  exposure  to  chromate  dust  were  unsuccessful,  Schinz 

and  VoUraann,  who  implanted  powdered  chromium  metal  into  the-  femoral  cavity 

of  rabbits  observed  after  more  thiui  three  (3)  years,  one  (l)  animal  with 

cancer  of  the  lun^  and  one  with  cancer  of  the  femur.  In  a  series  of  pilot 

experiments  recently  conducted,  guinea  pifjs,  rats  and  mice  wore  exposed  to 

the  inhalation  of  chromite  ore  dust  at  a  concentration  of  155  C^mrna  per  liter 

of  air  for  five  (5)  to  six  (6)  hours  per  day*  ̂ our  (4)  days  per  week,  for  a 

total  of  18  months,  three  (3)  of  the  six  (6)  Wistar  rats  showed  tumors  in- 

volving respiratory  org-ais.  One  (l)  rat  had  a  squamous  cell  carcinoma 

originating  in  the  paranasal  sinuses  and  invading  and  dislocating  the  eyeball, 

two  (2)  additional  rats  showed  at  autopsy,  sarcomatous  growths  involvin^'^  the 

mediastinal  lymph-nodes  and  lungs«  I'here  was  much  black  pigment  within  the 

thickened  interstitial  tissue.  The  lungs  of  three  (3)  guinea  pigs  revealed 

on  histologic  examination  a  marked  proliferation  of  the  bronchiolar  epithelium 

which  often  occluded  the  bronchiolar  lumina  by  the  formation  of  cellular  plugs 

consisting  of  oval  and  spindle  shaped,  hyperchromatic  ejaithelial  cells.  These 

cellular  masses  extended  in  places  into  the  the  adjacent  alveolar  lumens 

forming  polyps,  coatings  or  solid  casts.  These  changes  wore  widely  distributed 

in  the  Ivings  which  showed,  moreover,  a  scattering  of  dark  brown  to  black 

amorphous  pigment  located  especially  in  the  subpleural  zone  snd  within  a 

fibrous  and  thickened  interstitial  tissue. 

These  multicentric  proliferative  lesions  of  the  bronchiolar  epithelium 

resemble  in  rnfuiy   respects  those  recently  described  by  Spain  and  Parsonnet  in 

a  woman  and  termed  by  them  "minute  bronchiolargenic  carcinomis,"  ;j.though 

the  carcinomatcius  as  v/ell  as  sarcomatous  reactions  observed  in  rats  and  the 

hjrperplastic  bronchiolar  lesions  found  in  guinea  pigs  provide  suggestive 

evidence  Uxc.t   a  prolonged  inhalation  and  pulmonary  retention  of  chromite 

mmimasw^ ■  ■" '  vvF.  mumnsmmmemmm 
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dust  nHyteveacancerigenic  effect  upon  pulmonary  tissues,  
this  evidence  is 

at  prescait  far  from  being  conclusive. 

It  is  definitely  suiprising  that  an  excessive  lia
bility  to  luri.r  cancer 

hr-s  been  established  so  far  oitLy  for  chronate  worice
rs  in  Gem-my  (Pfoil; 

,\lwons  and  Jonasj  Tdekyj  Cajx>zzi;  Gross  and  Koels
ch;  avrons,  Bauico  and 

Joa-xs;  Lehmann;  Rirtineckj  Gross;  Koelsch;  Al«ens,
  Bauke  and  ;J.wcns; 

Goldtlatt  .-md  Wacstaff)  and  United  States  (Machle  
and  Gregorius;  Gretr.rius; 

Baetjerj  Huepcr,  Ifencuso  and  Hueper;  Imprescia)
  and  in  chrome  pigment  vr^rkers 

in  Gennany  (Baader;  Gross  and  Koelsch;  Letterer,
  Neidhardt  and  Klctt). 

Bidstrup  found  a  rdngle  case  of  lung  cancer  upon  
x-ray  examination  of  the 

chost  of  321  chronate  r^ufacturers  employed  for  more
  than  10  years  in 

English  plants,  while  no  data  e>d.3t  on  this  poin
t  in  regp_rd  to  chronip.te 

producing  or  consuming  plants  in  other  countries
,  such  as  SvdtzerL-md,  Italy 

and  France  (Wackman;  Saita;  LecoeurJ, 

Apart  from  the  excessive  frequency  of  lung  cancers  
among  chroraate  workers 

vhich  according  to  .American  observations  range  from  13  t
o  31  times  the  normal, 

an  occupatioaal  origin  of  these  ce^cers  is  strongly  suf
^gested  by  the  shift  of 

the  ago  distribution  toward  younger  age  groups.  T
his  is  pr-rticuO^rly  striking 

for  the  lung  cancers  present  among  German  chrome  pigm
ent  workers,  since  50 

percent  of  the  cancers  affected  individuals  before  the
  age  of  Ap  years  when 

lung  cancers  of  unknown  etiology  are  relatively  infre
quent.  (Table  10). 

The  quantitative  data  on  the  chromium  content  of 
 various  organs  r.nd 

blood  of  persons  with  chromium  lung  cancer  have  
been  reported  by  sever.al 

investigators  (;JLwens  and  Jonas;  Jonas;  Letterer,
  Neidhardt  and  Klett; 

Mancuso  and  Hueper),  Spannagel  recently  noted  a
  peculiar  behaviour  of  the 

chromium  content  of  the  blood  and  urine  in  chrom
ate  workers  before  .->.nd  after 

the  development  of  lung  cancer.  It  was  found  tha
t  the  normal  urinary  ex- 

cretion of  chromium  ceases  in  workers  vdth  tho  developmen
t  of  lung  cancer 
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vfalle  siniiltaneoTisly  the  blood  chroniitini  level  bsccanes  elevated.     If  con- 

fimed,  this  observation  nay  have  distinct  importance  in  causal,  metabolic 

and  diagnostic  respects. 

With  the  exception  of  two  (2)  cases  (one  (l)  cancer  of  the  nares 

(Nevfliian)j  one.(l)  cancer  of  the  m^jcillary  sinus  (Gtoldblatt  nnd  Wagstaff), 

the  lunc  was  ttic  exclusive  site  of  respiratory  cancers  observed  among  chronu-.te 

workers.     The  totol  nuniber  of  these  cancers  is  at  present  around  125  cases 

^rom  all  sources.     None  has  been  reported  as  originating  from  nasal  septum 

\ilcers, 

Chroniium  pncumrconiosis  thus  seems  to  acconqaany  the  developnent  of  canoer 

of  the  Iving  in  chrcaaate  and  chr-^me  pigment  manufacturers.  It  is  moertain, 

however,  whether  the  pneumoconintic  process  plays  nn  cssentinl  or  modifying 

role  in  the  specific  cmcerization  process  or  whether  it  is  merely  a 

phenomenon  of  coincidental  coexistence, 

u»-  Arsenic 

Arsenicals  represent  a  by-product  or  waste  product  of  the  smelting  of 

many  ores  (copper,  zinc,  silver,  cobalt,  sjitimony,  iron,  bismuth,  nickel, 

tin  and  lead),  Arsenicals  are  present  in  the  smelter  fumes  and  slag  heaps. 

They  are  extensively  produced  and  used,  especially  during  past  decades,  as 

insecticides,  fungicides  and  vermicides  (sheep  and  cattle  dip,  grasshopper 

bait,  rat  poison)  as  well  as  a  herbicide,  especially  for  clearing  railroad 

rights-of-way,  Arsenicals  are  applied  as  sprays  to  orchards  and  vineyards  and 

are  dusted  from  airplanes  upon  cotton,  com,  soybean  and  potato  fields.  They 

are  employed  as  wood  preservatives,  in  the  manufacture  of  glass,  lead-base 

alloys,  dyestuffs,  bronzing  and  paint  pi/3nients,  and  medicinal  and  cosmetic 

preparations  (Mote),  Arsenic  and  its  compounds  constitute,  according  to 

"Environment  and  Health",  a  heaJLth  hazard  for  35,251  workers  employed  in 

American  industries.  This  definitely  is  a  very  conservative  estimate  of  the 
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number  of  eaqwsed  workers  considering  the  long  although  inconqalete,  list 

of  different  occupations  entailing  contact  vdth  arsenicals  given  by 

Chamberlain,  The  estimate,  moreover,  does  not  include  the  rather  consider- 

able number  of  persons  who  are  e^qjosed  to  arsenicals  for  pur«iLy  environmental 

reasons  by  either  ingesting  arsenicals  with  foodstuffs  contaminated  with 

arsenical  insecticide  residues  or  consuming  drinking  water  polluted  with 

arsenicals  leached  into  drinking  water  supplies  fr^m  mine  and  smelter  dumps 

.or  inhaling  arsenicals  released  into  the  air  fr^m  industria].  establishments 

or  by  small  or  large  scale  dusting  operations  of  arsenical  pesticides. 

From  the  published  evidence  on  hand,  it  appears  that  environmental  and 

non-occupational  ccaitacts  with  arsenicals  have  been  responsible  in  recent 

decades  for  the  majority  of  cases  of  chronic  arsenicism  and  cutaneous  cirsenical 

cancers  (Neubauer;  Hueper;  Arguello,  Tello,  Macola  and  Manzano;  Butzongeiger; 

Baaderj  Nieberlej  Hofraannj  Prell;  Holraquistj  Kontgoraeiy  and  Waisman;  Cannon; 

Ariielger  and  Kremenj  Straubej  Bohnenkarp;  Hanser  aiid  Sijnon;  Gonnetj  and 

many  others). 

While  the   causal  role  vMch  arsenic  plays  in  the  production  of  cancers 

of  the  skin  on  the  basis  of  chronic  arsenicism  of  occupational,  medicinal 

or  environmental  origin  has  long  since  been  finaly  established,  it  is  of 

rather  recent  date  that  exposui^  to  arsenicals  has  seriously  been  considered 

as  a  principal  causal  agent  of  cancers  of  the  mucous  membranes,  such  as  those 

of  the  bronchi,  stomach  and  bladder.  Indeed,  today  there  exists  as  yet  only 

highly  suggestive  but  not  conclusive  evidence  linking  cancer  of  the  lung  with 

an  occupational  ejq)osure  to  arsenical  dust.  However,  in  almost  all  cases  of 

lung  cancer  for  which  such  clains  were  made,  there  existed  sti/^ata  of  chronit 

arsenicism  in  the  forra  of  arsenic  deimatosis  with  or  without  skin  cancers. 

Since  the  inhalation  of  arsenical  dust  and  fumes  pi-oduces  rather  frequently 

the  development  of  perforated  nasal  septa  as  well  as  clironic  irritative 
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conditions  of  tho  bronchi,  thereby  creating  a  synptomatic 
 «icerigenic 

pattern  s3jailar  to  that  seen  in  chrcjinate  workers,  the  exis
tence  of  ;•  caiiaal 

relationship  between  cancer  of  the  lung  and  chronic  arsc^i
cisti  appears  under 

such  circumstances  to  be  a  reasonable  conclusion.  Chest
  and  x-ray  exaEilna- 

tions  of  forty  (AO  woricers  «nplcyed  in  an  arsenic  smelt
er  revealed  a  mild 

degree  of  pneumoconiosis  (Saupe). 

;\lthough  Saupe  himself  did  not  discover  any  evidence  o
f  luni:  cancer 

among  the  woricers  studied  -  even  though  they  often  wer
eaffUctcd  by  h>-per- 

keratoses  of  the  skin  and  perforated  nasal  septa  -  he  cite
d  the  autopsy 

observations  previously  .-aade  by  Schmorl  on  two  (2)  arseni
c  sinclter  workers 

who  died  with  cancer  of  the  lung  (Teleky).  Froramel  brief
ly  ir.entioned  the 

occurrence  of  a  cancer  of  the  lung  in  a  taxidermist  viho  use
d  an  arsenical 

powder  for  dusting  the  pelts  of  anijaals.  Four  (4)  additional 
 cases  of  lung 

cancer  in  sheep  dip  woricers  with  arsenic  dennatosis  noted  in  one 
 (l)  of  these 

were  reported  by  Morewether,  while  Hopkins  and  Van  Studdiford  obs
erved  in  a 

fanner  living  near  a  cotton  field  sprayed  with  insecticides,
  arsanic-il 

dennatosis,  epitheliomas  and  cancer  of  the  lung.  The  occiurence 
 of  five  (5) 

cases  of  lung  cancer  (Morewetherj  Hopkins  and  Van  Studdiford)  cia
ong  only 

24  individtials  suffering  from  occupational  arsenical  dennatosis 
 and  epithet 

liomas  caused  Noubauer  to  wonder  whether  this  is  mere  coincidenc
e,  because 

only  two  (2)  cases  of  lung  cancer  were  observed  among  143  cases  of
  medicinal 

arsenic  cancers  of  the  skin  (Russell  and  Klaber),  or  under  occupation
al 

conditions  whether  the  irritation  of  the  respiratory  tract  by  ajsenicc-l  dust 

was  responsible  for  the  phenomenon, 

Henry  commenting  on  the  occurrence  of  skin  cencers  rmon;^   sheep  dip  work- 

ers (1910  -  1923)  recorded  the  occurrence  of  two  (2)  additional  cases  of 

lung  cancers  among  ten  (lO)  workers  of  this  group  havi.ng  cut?jieous  
c.-mcers. 

He  mentioned,  moreover,  the  presen.o  of  canaers  of  the  left  foot,  abioirdjial 
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vall  and  lung  in  a  fuxT^aceman  of  a  
sodium  arsonite  factory.  -  An=ly^g  

the 

mortality  experience  of  a  sheep  di
p  factory.  Hill  and  Faniiog  found  t

hat 

seven  (7)  or  31.6  percent  of  the  2
2  cancers  causing  death  nnong  memb

ers  of 

this  gn.up  KBre  located  in  the  respi
ratory  organs,  ^Mle  three  (3)  or  13

.6 

percent  vere  situated  in  the  skin.  T
here  wore  during  the  period  1910  -  19

43 

a  total  of  75  de.ths  fn.m  all  cause
s.  The  proportional  excess  of  canc

or 

deaths  was  m.dnly  attributable  to  an
  excessive  frequency  of  cancers  of  t

he 

lung  .^  skin  which  were  confined  to
  workers  in  the  cheinical  pn^cesses  

.nd 

were  absent  among  members  of  the  gener
al  group  who  would  be  uiOikely  to  be 

exposed  to  any  si^eific  hazard.  Perr
y,  Bowler,  Bu:ckell,  Druett  and  Schil

ling 

concluded  from  the  clinical  evidence  obt
ained  that  after  many  years  of  ex- 

posure to  arsenicals  these  sheep  dip  woricers  ma
y  develop  a  squamous  cell 

c?.rcinoraa  in  the  branchus. 

The  Host  recent  addition  to  epidemiol
ogic  investigations  on  arsenic 

cancer  w..s  made  by  Sne.dLreff  and  Lombard
  studyiiig  cancer  deaths  araon^  em- 

ployees of  several  metallurgical  plants  of  uniden
tified  type.  Of  the  total 

of  1C5  deaths  from  all  causes  recoixied  dur
ing  the  last  25  yeexs,  twelve  (12) 

were  due  to  cancer  of  all  sites  and  of  these
,  six  (6)  were  located  in  the  lu«gs. 

The  Uivestigators  concluded  fix)n  this  
evidence  that  "there  are  indications 

that  biologically  the  human  race  made  the
  adjustment  to  arsenic  in  the  envi- 

ronment and  that  only  rarely,  when  associated  wi
th  other  contributing 

endogenous  factors  such  as  systemic  disease
,  or  possibly  factors  such  as 

radiation,  it  may  be  capable  of  upsettin
g  the  biological  equilibrium";  and 

further  "that  the  h^oidling  of  arsenic  triox
ide  in  the  ijKiustry  studies  does 

not  prod.uce  a  significant  change  in  the  ca
ncer  mortaUty  of  the  plant  em^ 

ployees;  hence  other  factors  in  addition 
 to  arsenic  must  be  considered  aignif^l,-, 

cM.t  in  the  causal  relationship  to  cancer"
.  In  viev  of  the  fact  that  5^   per- 

cent of  all  cancer  deaths  among  employees  of
  one  (l)  pUnb  surveyed  vere 
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caused  by  'cancer  of  the  lung,  the  observations  ni2xle  in  fact  
conf im  a 

carcinogenic  action  of  inhaled  arsenic  trioxide  upon  
the  tissues  of  the 

lung  of  the  exposed  i«ricers.  The   conclusions  of  
the  authors  seem  to  be 

based  on  vishful  thinking  and  not  on  a  rational  evaluation  
of  facts.  IMs 

interpretation  of  the  data  of  Snegireff  and  Lonibard  
is  supported  by  the  high 

incidence  of  lung  cancer  anong  the  population  of  
several  counties  in  Montana 

vhere  copper  smelters  and  mines  were  oi>3rated  for  
ir.any  yenrs  creating  an 

occupational  and  environmental  pollution  of  the  
atmosphere  and  soil  with 

arsenicals.  Prolonged  Inhalation  of  arsenic.il  dust  
and  fumes  appears  to 

produce  an  increased  liability  to  cancer  of  the  lung. 

However,  the  existence  of  such  connections  sho
uld  be  acknowledged  oaly 

when  there  existed  at  some  time,  clinical  and,  i
f  possible,  histo-and  bio- 

chemiCc-1  evidence  of  chronic  arsenicism.  In  view  of 
 the  absence  of  any  such 

evidence  associated  with  chronic  arsenicism  among  the
  ni«kel  refinery  workers 

affected  by  cancers  of  the  nasal  cavity,  paranasal  sinu
ses  --nd  lung,  among 

excessive  tobacco  smokers  with  cancer  of  the  larynx  and 
 lun,.-,  it  is  most  un- 

likely that  exposure  to  arsenic  dust,  fumes  and  vapors  plays  an
y  role  in  the 

production  of  respiratory  cancers  in  members  of  thes
e  population  groups. 

Comments  on  Respiratory  Metal  Cancers 

The  evidence  presented  demonstrates  that  some  metals  a
nd  metal  compounds 

when  inhcaed  as  dusts,  fumes,  mists  or  vapors  are  capable
  of  producing  cancers 

in  various  parts  of  the  respiratory  tract.  Pneumoconioti
c  changes  precede 

and  accompany  such  developcients  when  chromium  compounds  ar
e  inhaled,  while 

such  lesions  have  not  been  reported  followim:  the  inhalation
  of  nickel  com- 

pounds and  are  apparently  of  minor  nature  .-^ter  the  inhalation  o
f  arsenicals. 

Although  the  respiratory  introduction  of  beryllium  compounds
  leads  in  animals 

to  the  development  of  progressive  granulomatous  pneumoco
niotic  alterations 

which  may  become  complicated  in  rats  by  bronchiogonic  car
cinomatous  manifesta- 

tions, no  such  malignant  sequelae  has  been  reported  as  yet  in  hvurv
an  berylUosis. 
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Whether  or  not-  respiratory  metal  cancers  may  develop  
cfter  the  inhala- 

tion of  other  metals  represents  a  problem  deserving  serious  
consideration 

especirily  vhere  suoh  metals  are  widely  'Jsed  or  have  
attrlncd  mjor  ziidus- 

trial  importmce  only  in  recent  years. 

B,  Relation  of  Inhalation  of  Silicon  and  Carbon  Polyme
rs  to  Respiratory 

Cnncer 

The  second  group  of  resriratory  carcinogens  is  composed  
of  clu^in^.cal 

agents  of  rather  diverse  composition  but  sharing  the  
characteristic  that  they 

may  form  or  occur  as  linear  polymers.  The   principal  
evidence  suggesting  the 

existence  of  "poDymer  cance:^"  has  come  from  experimenfcal  
.)bsorvati.>ns.  The 

"so  far"  knov-n  or  suspected  can^inogonic  polymers  are  either  
polymerized 

carbon  compotjids  or  silicon  compourids  (Table  11). 

Cancers  of  tho  respiratory  tract  in  man  seem  to  be  causall
y  related  to 

both  varieties  of  polymer  carcinogens, 

a.  Carlxjn  Polymers. 

The  first  experimental  evidence  apparently  representing  a  c
arcinogenic 

effect  of  a  carbon  polymer  was  provided  by  Turner  who  obtained  in
  four  (4) 

of  nine  (9)  rats  sarcomas  at  the  site  of  subcutaneously  
implanted  bakelite 

discs.  Rikelite  is  a  phenolfonnaldehyde  polyuor.  More  recently
  Oppsnhelmer, 

Oppenheljner  and  Stout  succeeded  in  obtaining  sarcomas  in  rats
  and  mice  after . 

inbedding  subcutaneously  various  plastics  fiJjns,  namely,  cell
ophane,  alcohol- 

extracted  cellophane,  a  commercial  polyethylene,  a  very  pure  poly
ethylene 

and  -;inyl  chloride  film.  Sarcomatous  reactions  were  absent  foll
owing  the 

subcutaneoTis  Implantation  of  l?jiters,  surgical  cotton,  and  glass  c
over  slips. 

Druckrey  confirmed  thc-se  findings  on  rats  which  received  su
bcutaneous  and 

int:-ap-Jrloonnjii  Jn^l.^nts  of  cellcphane  cind  of  celJ.opliano  extra
cted  vd.th 

boiling  bcn2.ene.  Sarcomas  were  alec  obtained  by  Dmckniy  in  rat
s  which  were 

intrapGritcneally  J^jected  with  a  pAlj-amid  polc;TLer,  namely,^-  ca
pro^actaia. 
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.u       <.h«^h«nd    were  noted  vd.th  Orl«a,  
>^lon  and  Perlon 

Negative  results,  on-  the  oth
er  hand,  were  noi; 

as  well  as  glass  wool. 

AdaiUonal  experi^ntal  evi
dence  supporting  .  cnceris

enic  rde  of  Unea. 

^e..  can  .e  deduced  f
r^  the  observation  that  

certain  .ethyXola^nes, 

eth.le«^a:«l  epoxides.  
«hich  readily  ̂ or.  linear  P^l^ers,  posses

s  c^- 

to:ac  (oancer^clastio)  ̂   cance^enic  properties  
(E^re,  Oullar^,  Jordan 

T       -.         onH  Pocsa-  Philips;  Hendiy,  Rose  and  Walpol
e; 

and  Taylor;  Goldacre,  Loveless  a
nd  Ross,   FUXJ-iP  ,  j> 

-  Hendiy,  Homer,  Rose  and  Walpole)
 . 

Sevex^  other  industrially 
 i^rtant  polymers,  such  

as  s>.thetic  rubbers, 

polystyrenes,  ̂ ly.ethaoyl.tes,  urea-fo
^aldeh^e  aM  ̂ Is^e-for^dehyde 

resins  have  as  yet  not  been
  testM  for  ..tential  canc

erigenic  properties. 

...        ,  «r  of  rancers  of  the  uaranasal  sinuses, 
 larynx 

Through  the  recent  dxscoveiy  
of  cancers  oi 

and  lung  a^ng  isopropanol 
 ̂ uTa^turers,  the  occurence

  of  caHx>n-pol^er 

cancers  has  ,ro.s^V  been  e:*
e„ded  to  ̂ .     Isopropyl  oU.  i.e.,  the 

 cn>dc 

t  «i  ̂ «hoi   T  <?  distilled  and  which  is  a  sligh
tly 

liquid  from  which  isopropyl  
alcohol  is  ciist.3_u- 

.,4-^TvHnjT     slowly  into  a  brownish  to 

turbid,  viscous  liquid,  turning,  
upon  standing,  slowly  on 

blaoash  tarry  material,  cont
ains  polypropylene  compounds 

 as  well  as  propylene 

ether  which  .-ry  be  o:ddized  i
nto  propylene  peroxide  and  pr

opylene  e5C:arie 

tavlng  a  tendency  to  poly^ri.e
.     Polypropylene,  «=rohandis

ed  as  Opponol  K, 

is  used  co^ercially  as  an  
oil  for  cable  filling  (Schll

dknecht). 

^r^cers  en^loyed  In  isopn=pano
l  ̂ ufacture  have  been  exposed  t

o  the  in- 

halation of  vapors,  ̂ st  and  dust  of  Isopropyl  oU,  
escaping  fro»  loaKy  pipe 

connections,  defective  p^s  a
nd  gaskets  or  spilled  on  the  f

loor  at  the  occur, 

rence  of  breaks  in  pipelines  an
d  during  re^rs  on  pipes,  pu.p

s  and  stills. 

VMn,  S^yth  and  Nale  reported  th
at  between  1928  and  1950,  a  tota

l  .f  seven  (7) 

neepla^s  affecting  various  ,.r
ts  of  the  respiratory  tr.ct  (n

asal  sinuses  (O, 

larynx  (2),  an!  Iw^  (D  ca»e  
to  observation  a»ong  71  e^plo^e

s  or  in  8.4 

percent  -o  wor.^  »ore  t..n  f
ive  (5)  years  In  the  isopropano

l  plant.  Inhale 
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e^qy^idments  conducted  on  mice  with  the  vardc
us  chemicals  to  vMch  the  workers 

become  exposed  provided  suggestive  evidence  
incriialiiating  isopropyl  oil. 

Since  the  occurrence  of  an  excessive  number  of
  respiratoiy  cancers  among 

isopropanol  manufacturers  has  not  been  limted 
 to  one  particular  plant,  it 

can  be  concluded  that  isopropyl  oil,  and  thus  pr
obably  polypropylene  com- 

pounds, represent  a  htmian  carcinogen. 

In  an  attempt  to  explain  the  carcinogenic  actio
n  of  these  carton  polymers, 

Druckrey  suggested  that  they  may  become  bound  to
  cellular  proteins  by  cova- 

lence  bindings  or  that  low  grade  polymers  may  even
  be  incorporated  into 

protein  molecules  and,  thereby,  give  rise  to  abno
nnal  proteins,  which  in  turn 

would  be  equivalents  to  the  carcinogen-protein  c
omplexes  established  for  car^ 

cinogenic  aromatic  amino-  and  azo-compounds  as  vei
l  as  for  3,4-benzpyrene  and 

certain  metals  (arsenic,  chromium,  nickel)  posses
sing  pronounced  allergenic 

qualities.  Perhaps  a  part  of  this  gmeral  reacti
on  mechanism  may  be  repre- 

sented by  the  recently  reported  occurrence  of  a  so-called
  polymer-fume  fever, 

similar  in  symptomatology  to  metal  fume  fever  whic
h  in  turn  resanbles  anaphyl- 

actic shock  (Koelsch;  Harris). 

b«  Silicon  Polymers 

Among  the  various  crystalline,  amorphous  or  collo
idal  silicates  (quartz, 

asbestos,  talc,  soapstone,  tripoli,  diatomaceous  e
arth,  silicon  carbWes,  etc.), 

both  asbestos  and  crystalline  silica  when  inhaled  pr
oduce  specific  types  of 

pneumoconioses  v^ich  in  turn  allegedly  convey  an  e
xcessive  liability  to  cancer 

of  the  lung.  Certain  silicon  polymers  thus  may  dis
play  carcinogenic  properties 

similar  to  those  displayed  by  aliphatic  and  aromati
c  hydrocarbon  polymers. 

1.  Silicosis 

Since  silicotic  pneumoconiosis  fulfills  all  the  requir
ements  which  may  be 

asked  from  a  nonspecific  carcinogenic  agent  acting  on  t
he  basis  of  the  chronic 

irritation  theory  of  carcinogenesis,  uncompli
x^atM  silix^oti/^  corviitions 

.  anthi^*"  :        •  •  •  *      ■:-• 
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(anthracosilicosls,  eidexx>silicosis,  etc.)  hare  repeatedly  been  claimed  as 

favoring  the  development  of  lung  cancer  (Fine  and  Jaso;  Dible;  Charr;  Klotz 

and  Sinqjsonj  Klotz;  Schmorl;  Andersen  and  Dible;  Ruttner).  Isolated  cases  or 

small  series  of  cases  shovdng  the  coexistence  of  silicosis  with  cancer  of  the 

lung  were  reported  by  AUen;  Cramer;  Dible;  Fine  and  Jaso;  Fix)mmel;  Harris; 

KLotz  and  Simpson;  Hsixwell;  liiddleton;  Olson;  Sladden;  Saupe;  Sweany,  Porsche 

and  Douglass;  Charr;  Gsell;  Pancoast  and  Paidergrass;  Vorwald  and  Karr; 

Homburger),  Hie  total  nianber  of  such  combinations  reported  from  this  country 

and  abroad  is  around  75  cases, 

Mei^vrethor  i«cently  added  data  of  a  large  series  to  this  evidence.  Among 

6,884  cases  of  silicosis  vrfiich  came  to  autopsy,  there  were  91  cases  associated 

with  cancer  of  the  lung  (1,32^),  vMch  is  practically  identical  with  the  inci- 

dence rate  of  lung  cancer  in  the  general  population,  G3.oyne,  however,  obtained 

on  several  special  groups  of  workers  distinctly  hi^er  figures.  There  wore 

four  (4)  lung  cancers  among  78  iron  and  steel  woiicers  (5.1^),  nineteen  (19) 

lung  cancers  among  340  potteiy  vrorkers  (5,6^),  nineteen  (19)  lung  cancers 

among  293  coal  miners  (6.5^),  and  eight  (8)  lung  cancers  among  90  stone  masons 

(8.9^),  who  showed  pneumoconiosis  at  necropsy.  StrLeck,  on  the  other  hand, 

did  not  see  any  lung  cancers  among  186  cases  of  chalicosis,  and  BdJhme  recorded 

the  absence  of  an  inci*eased  lung  cancer  rate  among  silicotics. 

Other  investigators,  also,  have  pointed  out  that  cancer  of  the  lung  is  not 

inore  frequent  or  less  frequent  among  workers  exposed  to  the  inhalation  of  silica 

dust  (anthracite  miners,  pottery  workers,  sandstone  workers,  etc.)  than  among 

the  general  popiiLatijon  (Vorwald  and  Karr;  Schulte;  Schulz;  Saupe;  Pancoast  and 

Pendergrass;  Olson;  Fail;  Berblinger),  Schulte  remariced  that  the  pneumoconioedfl 

present  in  the  coal  miners  of  the  Ruhr  district  seems  to  provide  a  poor  soil 

for  the  development  of  lung  cancer.  In  view  of  the  fibroblastic  proliferation 

stimulating  action  of  silica,  Gardner  suggested  that  if  anything,  there  should 

be  an  excess  of  pulmonary  -Barooroaa,  but  t.hoB«^  have  Tvot  boen.  reported,  Sixwee 
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In  this  country  alone,  over  one  (l)  million  workers  are  exposed  to  silica 

dust  (Environment  and  Health)  and  in  view  of  the  fact  that  silicosis  among 

anthracite  and  metal  ore  miners  (copper,  zinc,  silver,  gold,  etc,)  still 

occurs  rather  frequently,  the  available  evidence  supporting  a  causal  relation 

between  silicosis  and  cancer  of  the  lung  is  unimpressive, 

A  lung  cancer  once  established  in  a  pneumoconiotic  lung,  according  to 

Allen,  on  the  other  hand,  is  not  impeded  in  its  pulmonary  as  well  as  meta- 

static spread  by  the  existing  fibrotic  blockage  of  the  lymph  and  blood  vessels , 

It  seems  that  this  nedicolcgally  important  statement  needs  further  confirma- 

tion by  other  investigators,  because  it  is  in  disagreement  with  the  observa- 

tions made  and  concepts  held  concerning  the  retarding  influence  of  organ  and 

stroma  fibrosis  on  the  proliferative  and  metastasizing  activities  of  malignant 

growths  in  general. 

It  may  be  mentioned  in  this  connection  that  the  inhalation  of  silica  dust 

and  the  development  of  lung  cancer  by  the  cobalt  ore  miners  in  Schneeberg, 

Saxony,  represents  only  an  apparent  exception  (Schulz)  to  the  negative  con- 

clusions reached.  It  is  not  the  silicosis  of  the  miners'  limgs  which  is  of 

significance  but  the  possible  adsorption  of  radioactive  solids  or  gases  to 

the  silica  particles  vrfiich  may  be  of  importance  in  the  production  of  the  lung 

cancers,  because  such  combinations  are  likely  to  prolong  the  carcinogenic  . 

action  of  the  radioactive  material  upon  the  lung  tissues, 

Atten^jts  to  produce  Iving  tumors  in  animals  experimentally  by  the  inhala- 

tion of  silica  dust  (Vorwald  and  Karr  (giiinea  pigs,  rabbits,  rats,  chickens, 

mice,  cats);  Campbell  (mice))  gave  essentially  negative  results.  Willis  and 

Brutsaert  observed  in  guinea  pigs  exposed  to  silicon  carbide  after  18  to  31 

months  multifocal  proliferations  of  the  bronchiolar  epithelium  which  seem  to 

invade  the  adjacent  alveoli  as  small  dark  cell  groups.  Since  adenomatoid 

structures  have  been  observed  in  the  lungs  of  apparently  "normal"  guinea  pigs 

(Stemhet>ei  Lfiitch),  tha  significance  of  VilUia  endBrataaert^s -fiocLLogs  ̂  
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remalns  in  doubt. 

I?j[.,  Asbestosls 

Asbestos  differs  from  the  ordinary  giant  molecular  crystalline  silicates 

not  only  in  its  chemical  and  physical  properties,  but  also  in  the  anatomical 

aspects  of  the  pneumoconiosis  produced  by  it.  In  contrast  to  the  tridimen- 

sional polymeiTLzed  silica  crystals  in  vrtiich  no  oxygen  atoms  are  left  carrying 

charges  to  attract  positive  ions,  asbestos  consists  of  giant  fibrous  molecules 

compos^id  of  polymerized  silico-oxygen  tetrohydra  vrfiich  are  ari^an^ed  in  chains 

or  bands  (Parkes).  Depending  on  the  origin  of  asbestos  the  fibrils  may  be 

short  or  long,  Italian,  South  African  and  Australian  asbestos  (amphibols) 

consists  of  fibrillar  or  radiating  crystals  of  calcium-magnesiiim  silicate 

or  sodium  iron  silicate  (/jO  percent  iix)n  oxide).  Canadian,  Russian,  German 

and  French  asbestos  is  hydrated  magnesium  silicate,  which  contains  small 

amounts  of  iron  oxide  (5.75  percent)  Beintker;  Wyersj  Kruger,  Eostoski  and 

Sav5)ej  Vorwald,  Durkan  and  Piatt).  Canada  furnished  about  75  percent  of  the 

world  production  of  asbestos.  Canadian  asbestos,  because  of  its  long  fibers, 

is  especially  suitable  for  textiles. 

Depending  on  its  physical  characteristics  asbestos  finds  numerous  uses 

^^^m    (textiles,  filter  matericil,  building  material,  gaskets,  insulating  material, 

adsorbants,  etc.)»  Some  35>000  vorkers  are  exposed  in  the  United  States  to 

asbestos  dust  (Envirormient  and  Health). 

It  is  asserted  that  inhaled  asbestos  dust  produces  asbestosis  only  if  the 

inhaled  fibers  are  sufficiently  long.  In  the  absence  of  a  fibrous  structure 

the  dust  is  said  to  be  inert  (li^rsj  Vorwald,  Durkan  and  Pratt),  Since  the 

larger  fibrils  are  arrested  in  the  bronchioles  (Gardner),  the  granulomatous 

reactions  form  peribronchiolar  fibrous  cuffs  with  giant  cells  and  asbestos 

bodies.  These  have  a  fibrillar  core  and  an  iron  staining  prxjteninic  or 

colloidal  silicic  acid  sheath^  Vfliether  the  iron  in  the  sheaths  originates 
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from  the  asbestos  fillers  (Kmnermans)  or  is  derived  from  blood  or  tissue 

eltanents  (Vorwald,  Durkan  and  Pratt)  is  still  controversial.  These  tw  ob- 

serv?.tions  deserve  special  mention  because  of  the  apparent  dependence  of 

cancerous  changes  in  the  lungs  of  asbestos  woricers  upon  the  presence  of 

asbestosis  and  in  view  of  the  possiblility  that  the  proteins  of  the  lung 

tissue  may  spocificnlly  interreact  with  free  groups  of  the  filamentary  as^ 
bestos  molecules  (Druckrey), 

The  coexistence  of  asbestos  with  cancer  of  the  lung  ves  first  reported 

by  Lynch  and  Smith  in  1935  (one  case),  who  recorded  later  three  (3)  additional 

cases  (Lynch  and  Smith;  Lynch).  Similar  observations  have  subsequently  been 

recorded  from  this  country  (StoU,  Bass  and  Angrist  (one  case);  Holleb  and 

Angrist  (twj  cases);  Homburgor  (three  cases));  Can.^a  (Dcsmoules,  Rbusseau, 

Gilroux  and  Sircia  (two  cases);  Cartier  (four  cases);  Rousseau  (one  case)); 

England  (Gloyne  (l?  cases);  Harrison  (three  cases);  Merewether  (eleven  cases); 

Cureton  (one  case);  Owen  (one  case));  Gennany  (Nordmann  (two  cases);  Linzbiich 

and  l-'edler  (one  case);  Homing  (one  case);  Welz  (two  cases);  Bohne  (one  case); 
Domenici  (tvo  cases);  Baader  (one  case)).  There  is,  thus,  at  present  a  total 

of  60   cases  of  asbestosis  cancer  of  the  lung  on  record.  To  this  number  must 

perhaps  be  added  the  eight  eases  of  cancer  of  the  lung  complicated  by  asbestoas 

vhich  Kennaway  and  Kennaway  discovered  in  an  analysis  of  the  death  certificates 
of  males  registered  between  1921  and  1938, 

Merewether  noted  that  the  mean  age  of  males  with  asbestosis  cancer  of  the 

lung  was  55.2  years  (range  22-72)  and  that  their  mean  exposure  time  was  20.1 

years  (range  6-/rf)),  while  the  mean  age  of  female  cases  was  44,6  years 

(range  32-71)  and  their  mean  ejqiosure  time  was  7.6  years  (range  0.5  to  48). 

However,  in  many  cases  there  elapsed  a  long  exposure  free  internal  r-.nging 

from  several  months  to  20  years  before  the  lung  cancer  became  manifest  (Wedler). 
There  were  37  males  and  IS  females  among  the  52  cases  for  which  infomation 

on  sex  was  available.   The  male:fem-ale  ratLo  i^  thoia  2.^.1,  which  represents  a 
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Table  12. 

Age  Distribution  of  Asbestosis  Cancer  of  the  Lung 

Tears  25-34  35-1*1*.  45-54  55-64  65-75 

Cases      2       11      l6      17      5 

Total 

51 
Since  lung  cancer  of  unkno\>m  otiology  occurs  rather  infre- 

quently before  the  age  of  40,  while  26  percent  of  the  asbestos 

cancers  appeared  before  the  age  of  44,  it  seems  that  there  exis
ts 

A  mderate  shift  toward  younger  ape  grour>s  for  cancers  associate
d 

vdth  asbestosis  of  the  lung  (table  12). 

Table  13. 

Exposure  Time  Distribution  for  Asbestosis  Lung  Cancers 

Excliidinf;  Series  of  Merewethor 

Tears  1-3         4-10  11-20 

Cases  46  4 

21  ;tnd  over 

7 tot.-a 21 

Tti^  exposure  time  of  this  s«.riu3  covers  a  wide  range  (1-23  years
)  ̂ 

indicating  that  ty-pe  and  intensity  of  exposure  to  asbestos  as 
 well  as 

perhaps  an  Individual  susceDtitility  to  asbestosis  play  an  
important 

role  in  detenrdning  the  development  of  this  pneumoconiosis
  ana  ti^^TCby 

the  possibility  of  a  secondary  carcincmiatous  sequela  in  the 
 lun^.; 

(table  13) . 
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mriced  shift  WM  the  female  side  «hen  compared  with  the  usual  
sex  r,tio 

of  5:1  to  10:1  for  lung  cancers  of  unknown  
etiology.  Equalization  of 

carcinogenic  exposure  as  i^presented  fcy  asbestosis,  
for  the  two  sexes,  thus 

resulted  in  a  trend  townixi  equalization  of  liability  
to  lung  cancer. 

It  is  of  importance  to  note  that  the  mean  
age  of  noncomplicated  cases  of 

asbestosis  (128)  was  only  44.2  years  (Mcrew
ether) .  One  mny  oonolude  from 

this  obsenration  that  some  of  these  indiv
iduals  apparently  died  from  asbestoais 

before  their  lung  cancer  had  a  chance  to  d
evelop  (Linzbach  and  Wodler). 

Additional  support  for  a  causal  relatio
n  between  asbestosis  and  cancer  of 

the  lung  is  derived  from  the  fact  that  Mer
ewether  found  among  2.66  cases  of 

asbestosis  observed  from  1924  -  1946,  31  ca
ses  of  coexisting  c^cer  of  the 

lung  (13.2  percent),  yAiile   there  wers  91 
 cases  of  lung  cancer  with  an  average 

age  of  59.4  years  among  6,384  cases  of  s
ilicosis  (1.32  percent),  which  came 

to  autopsy.  Wodler  noted  that  asbestosis  c
ancer  of  the  lung  occurred  in  14 

cages  or  l6  percent  of  92  cases  of  asbestos
is  on  which  necropsies  were  per- 

fomed,  whereas  the  nomal  i^te  of  lung  ca
ncer  in  autopsy  material  was  esti- 

mated to  be  2  -  6  percent. 

\Mle  Lanza,  Vorwald,  Iferrcn  and  Cartior  are
  quite  sceptical  as  to  the 

♦  actual  existence  of  an  excessive  liabil
ity  of  individuals  with  asbestosis  to 

lung  cancer  and  while  Cureton  and  Homburger  
are  undecided  on  this  question, 

other  investigarors  favor  this  concept  or  cons
ider  the  existence  of  a  causal 

relation  as  highly  probable  or  established  (
Konnawnyj  Mcrewether;  Teleky; 

Nordtaannj  Huenor;  Gi>dssj  Lecoeurj  Smith,  3.  W.j
  Saita;  Wegelin;  Linzbach  and 

VJedlerj  Stoll,  Bass  and  Angristj  WaLz). 

■nie  histologic  tjTQS  of  lung  cancers  observed  
do  not  essentially  deviate 

in  their  i>2lative  frequency  from  those  seen  in  c
ancers  of  unknown  etiology. 

There  wet^  22  squamous  carcinomas,  seven  (7)  oat  ce
ll  carcinomas,  four  (4) 

anaplastic  carcinomas  and  six  (6)  adenocarcinoma
s.  In  view  of  the  fact  that 
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one  of  the  Rorweglaii  cases  of  nickel  cancer  of  the  lung  vzs   ?.s30<:iated  vdth 

pulmon-.iy  S'lrcoidosi.s,  it  may  be  msntioned  that  Skavlom  and  Ritterhoff  reported 

the  combination  of  an  asbcstosis  with  a  sarcoidosis  of  the  luiig  w^lich,  however, 

was  not  complicated  by  a  carcinoma, 

Attempts  have  been  made  to  refute  the  claim  of  a  causal  relation  betwee^ 

asbestoeis  and  lung  cancer  by  dctennining  the  frequency  of  pulmon.-.ry  cnncer 

nmong  the  total  worker  population  of  the  asbestos  industry  (Carticr;  VorwaLd), 

Such  a  procedure  is  bound  to  give  misleading  results.   It  is  quite  immaterial 

how  m-iny  workers  employed  in  the  industry  develop  lung  cancer,  since  an  un- 

determined portion  of  these  workers  doubtlessly  sustains  cither  no  expoaiu*e 

or  only  a  low  intensity  cxposin'e  and  thus  does  not  develop  asbostosis  of  the 

lung  vrtiich  is  the  prerequisite  for  the  subsequent  cancerous  development, 

Asbestosin  must  be  considered  as  the  essential  stigma  of  an  effective  exposure. 

It  is,  moreover,  necessary  to  know  the  sex  and  age  distiubution  of  the  worker 

popul^.tion  r.tudied  and  evaluated  as  v/ell  as  the  duration  of  employment  and 

exposure,  A  marked  labor  turnover  in  the  industry  is  not  inducive  for  ob- 

taining reliable  information  on  the  actual  number  of  iTmg  cancers  rnd  asbes^ 

tosis  cases  which  may  result  from  effective  exposiires.  For  these  reasons, 

no  definite  conclusions  can  be  drawn  from  the  observation  of  Cartier,  noting 

eight  (8)  cases  of  lung  cancer  among  h,C)O0  workers  studied  for  10  years, 

especially  as  the  frequency  of  asbestosis  among  effectively  exposed  workerg 

increases  with  the  duration  of  exposure  (Bohmej  Skull),  Kennaway  and  Kennaway 

reported  that  eight  (8)  lung  cancers  may  be  found  among  4,000  males  of  tho  age 

range  45  to  64  years. 

The  evidence  on  hand,  at  any  rate,  has  convinced  the  V/egt  German  government 

to  make  asbestosis  cancer  of  the  liing  a  compensable  disease  ( Tabershaw) . 

Aobestotic  warts  of  the  skin,  on  the  other  h^yad,  ara  not  covero*l  (Oliver,  Morond 

Rj\d   Binn;  Young;  Deirwitz;  Dreessen,  et  al.). 

i 
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The  eaqxJidniental  approach  to  the  problen  has  so  far  given  equivocal 

results.  Vorwald  and  Karr  using  guinea  pigs  **iich  were  exposed  to  asbestos 

dust  obtained  negative  results.  Nordmann  trnd   Sorge  anployed  mice  for  this 

purpose  and  claimed  to  have  produced  bronchiogenic  carcinomas  vrith  pulnoniry 

fibrosis  in  two  (2)  mice.  This  obsorvation  needs  to  be  confirmod  before  it 

c^ji  be  accepted, 

Comnents  on  Respiratory  Polymer  Cancers 

While  the  fundamental  concept  of  "polymer  cancers"  is  a  tentative  one 

and  needs  to  be  supported  by  additional  evidence,  the  available  data  are 

sufficiently  jaaportant  to  require  serious  attention  from  botli  a  scientific 

and  practical  viewpoint.  Ihe  rapidly  exp-inding  industrial  production  and 

industrial  and  general  use  of  natural  and  synthetic  polymerized  substances  in 

plastics,  films,  rubbers,  textiles,  etc.,  brings  a  considerable  part  of  the 

working  population  in  direct  contact  with  chemicals  of  this  type.  It  seems  to 

be  advisable,  therefore,  to  study  these  population  groups  during  the  coming 

decades  for  the  occurrence  of  cancers,  particularly  those  affecting  the 

respii^itory  system. 

^^    C,  Relation  of  Inhalation  of  Combustion"  and  Distillation  Products  of 

Coal  and  Petroleum  to  Respiratory  Cancer 

The  third  major  group  of  recognized,  suspected,  or  potential  occupational" 

respiratory  carcinogens  is  composed  of  substances  containing  specific  carcino- 

genic aromatic  hydrocarbons,  and  being  derived  from  the  incomplete  combustion, 

distillatinn,  catalytic  cracking  and  hydrogenation  of  coal,  petroleum,  shale, 

natural  gas,  and  similar  carbonaceous  matter.  The  carcinogenic  hydrocarbons 

are  especially  contained  in  the  higher  boiling  fractions  of  coal  tar,  pitch, 

creosote  oil,  anthracene  oil,  soot,  carbon  black,  fuel  oils,  lubricating  oils, 

and  crude  paraffin  oils.   The  inhalation  of  dusts  and  mists  of  those  materials 

results  in  their  partial  retention  in  the  lung  and  in  the  production  of 
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anthracosisj  bituniinosis  or  chronic  oil  pneimonia. 

4,    Coal 

Severe  and  prolonged  exposures  to  cirbon  dust  load  to  the  development  ot 

a  mildly  fibrosing  anthracosis  evai  it'  not  coaplicated  by  silicosis  (HoUraan), 

Some  650,000  workers  in  this  countiy  are  exposed  to  carbon  dust. 

The  inlialabion  of  coal  dust,  »^ich  is  iminly  carbon  vdthout  hydrocarbons, 

is  not  credited,  in  general,  as  a  possible  cause  of  cancer  of  the  Itmg,  A 

low  incidence  of  pulmonary  malignancy  (36-71)  oxid  laryngeal  c?Jicer  (^Uh-5^) 

(general  population  100)  was  found  to  be  present  in  coal  miners  in  Englfiid 

and  Wales  by  Kennaway  and  Konaaway.  This  observation  agrees  with  sii:d.l;ir 

ones  previouslj'-  mentioned  and  covering  coal  miners  in  Pennsylvania  (Allen), 

in  the  Ruhr  District  of  Germany  (Schulte;  Schul),  and  in  Saxony  (Gerbe). 

Gloyne  reported,  on  the  other  hand,  an  incidence  rate  of  6,5  percent  of 

lung  cancer  with  pneumoconiosis  (19  cases)  among  293  coal  miners  who  came  to 

autopsy.  Gough  observed  a  case  of  lung  cancer  in  one  of  six  (6)  co^il  trimmers 

dying  from  anthracosis  after  an  occupational  exprjsure  to  cosQ.  dust  for  25  years. 

No  information  is  available  on  the  Iting  cancer  incidence  among  graphite 

miners  and  workers  inhaling  gr='4)hite  dust  and  developing  a  fibrosing,  granulon 

matous  type  of  pmeumoconiosis  (grc^hitosis)  vdiich  shows  a  tendency  to  cavita- 

tion (Jaffe;  Dunner  and  Bagnall;  Dunner;  MacMahon;  Harding  and  Oliver; 

Dassanayake;  Ray,  King  and  Harrison),  Graphite  is  one  of  the  allotropic  forma 

of  crystalline  carbon  which  is  mined  in  Ceylon  and  Ontario,  and  industrially 

used  in  lubricants,  polishes,  electrodes,  crucibles,  furnaces,  lead  pencils 

and  electric  batteries, 

b.  Combustion  and  Distillation  Products  of  Coal 

The  apparent  innncuousness  of  coal  and,  possibly  graphite  dust  as  respira- 

tory carcinogens,  however,  ic  not  shnred  by  the  inccmnlete  coiituatlon,  dauhin 

lation  and  hydrogeuation  products  of  coal  (pitch,  tar,  soot,  creosote  oils, 

anthracene  oils,  tar  oils,  and  the  highly  viscous  oily  and  tarry  fractiDns 
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obtained  by*  the  direct  hydrogenation  of  coal  employed  by  the  Bergius  process) , 

Hie  carcinogenic  action  of  these  combustion  and  distillation  products  of  coal 

on  man  and  experimental  anijials  has  been  established  beyond  ?jiy  doubt  (Henry; 

Ross;  KLoger;  Kennawny;  Legge;  Cook,  Hcwett  and  Hieger;  Downing;  Earle; 

O'Donovan;  Passey;  Pott;  WogLon;  Twort;  Teutschlaender;  Oliver;  Seelig  and 

Cooper;  Goulden  and  Tipler;  and  many  others) .  Although  the  bulk  of  the 

Casviistic  and  epidemiologic  hvman  evidence  of  occupation.?!  coaL  tai-  and  pitch 

cancers  has  come  from  England  and  Gennany,  it  can  not  justly  be  assuraod  that 

American  made  coal  tars,  tar  oils,  creosote  oils  and  pitches  differ  funda*- 

mentally  in  their  carcinogenic  properties  from  those  manvifactured  abroad. 

The  expostires  sustained  by  the  numerous  types  of  American  vorkers  in  a  great 

variety  of  occupations  and  operations  do  not  seem  to  differ  acconiing  to  our 

own  observations  from  those  found  for  their  European  colleagues,  nor  are  the 

carcinogenic  effects  on  the  skin  of  these  workers  at  variance  with  European 

observations. 

However,  in  addition  to  skin  contact  with  these  products  of  processed  coal, 

there  exists  for  scane  groTJ^Js  of  workers  a  considerable  exfxjsure  to  these 

agents  in  the  foira  of  dust  or  fxunes   (tar  distilleries,  tar  paint,  shingle, 

roofing  paper,  paper  conduit,  and  battery  case  manufacture,  gas  works,  coke 

oven  operations,  road  construction  and  repair  woric,  roofing,  brick  making, 

foundries,  ftimace  attendance,  railway  engine  driving,  round  house  operations, 

pickling  of  lumber,  chimney  sweeping,  cork  brick  manufacture,  etc.). 

Since  the  high  boiling  fractions  of  synthetic  oils  produced  by  the  direct 

hydrogenation  of  coal  through  the  Eergius  process  have  been  shown  to  be 

highly  carcinogenic  to  the  skin  and/or  subcutaneous  tissue  of  mice  and  rats, 

respectively,  certain  types  of  workers  nanufacturing  and  using  such  product*, 

inhaling  fumes  or  mists  of  these  carcinogenic  petroleura  and  tar  oil  aubstir. 

tutes,  may  have  a  special  lung  cancer  hazard.  Manufacturing  plants  using  the 
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Bcrgius  process  have  been  operative  for  soqq  20  years  in  Gennany  and  
have 

recently  been  constricted  by  several  industrial  concerns  in  the  United  
States. 

Not  only  the  environmental,  but  to  a  greater  degree,  also,  the  
occup?.tional 

inlialation  of  dust,  soot  and  funes  produced  by  the  incomplete  combustion  
of 

coal  resu].ts  in  the  development  of  a  soot  lung,  called  bituminosis,  
which  is 

characterized  by  the  deposition  of  finely  dispersed  carbon  particles  
contami- 

nated vd.th  hydrocarbons  normally  contained  in  coal  tar  in  the  interstitial 

lung  tissue  (Httbnerj  Gartner  and  Brauss).  Roentgenologic  changes  may  
appeau 

in  the  lungs  after  many  years  of  exposure  to  high  concentrations  of  
soot  in 

the  air  inhaled.  XVhile  the  pulmonaiy  deposition  of  small  to  moderate  
amounts 

of  soot  in  the  lungs,  such  as  ccanraonly  found  in  inhabitants  of  industrialized 

regions,  does  not  elicit  any  appreciable  fibrous  proliferations,  massive 

storage  of  soot  particles  in  the  limg  tissues  may  finally  be  associated  with 

an  increase  of  the  interstitial  connective  tissue  and  with  pseudoglandular 

formations  of  peribronchial  alveoli, 

The  human  evidence  relating  expostire  to  coal  tar  dust  and  fume  vdth  an 

increased  liability  to  cancer  of  the  lung  is  equivocal.  Konnaway  and  Kennaway 

stated  that  "coal  tar  in  the  atmosphere,  vdiether  derived  from  roads,  domestic 

chimneys,  or  any  other  source,  does  not  cause  an  exceptionally  high  incidence 

of  cancer  of  the  lung."  A  similar  statement  was  made  by  Hugounenq  and  by 

Husted  and  Biilmann  in  regard  to  the  liability  to  cancer  of  the  lung  for 

workers  employed  in  the  tar  industry  and  in  the  construction  -and  naintenrnoe 

of  tarred  roads,  McLaughlin  did  pot  find  any  lung  cancer  among  3,C59  foundry 

workers  subjected  to  clinical  and  x-ray  examinations,  although  there  were 

three  (3)  deaths  from  lung  cancer  among  64  deaths  of  all  causes.  Menz  re- 

cently reported  that  of  93  workers  in  Swiss  gas  plants  who  died  during  the 

1926  to  1946  period,  21  or  22.6  percent  died  from  cancer  of  aLl  sites,  thereby 

confirming  previous  English  experience  that  workers  of  tar  and  pitch  opera- 

tions have  an  excessive  liability  to  cancer  in  general.   Isolated  observations 
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of  lung  cancer  in  vorkers  exposed  to  the  inhalation  of  tar  ftoaes  were  made 

by  Koelsch  (blacksmith,  tar  voricer),  Rodenacker  (briquette  factory  worker), 
Mullschiti^  (tar  woi4cer). 

This  prerlominantly  negative  information  contrasts  sharply  with  observa- 

tions made  among  Japanese  generator  gas  oven  workers  employed  in  steel 

plants  and  pjnong  gashouse  retort  viorkers  in  Canada  (Kawahata;  Kuroda  and 

Kawahataj  Cruickshank) .  The  Japanese  investigators  foxind  within  a  six  (6) 

year  period,  21  cases  of  lung  cancer  among  generator  oven  workers  who  were 

exposed  to  the  inhalation  of  hot  tar  fiimes  when  stoking  thu  coal.  An  ex- 

cessive lung  cancer  rate  was  absent  among  woricers  emjployed  in  other  parts  of 

the  steel  mills.  The  general  incidence  of  lung  cancer  among  the  generator 

gas  woricers  was  five  (5)  per  1,000  worfcers  employed.  Seven  (7)  of  these  21 

lung  cancers  occurred  in  workers  40  years  or  younger  (33  percent,  against 

18  percent,  in  cryptogenetic  lung  cancers)  (Hueper).  The  exposure  tijao 

varied  frcan  nine  (9)  years  to  23  years,  the  average  being  16.6  years.  Similar 

observations  were  recently  made  among  Canadian  gashouse  workers.  Of  14  cases 

of  cancer  cmong  retort  house  woricers,  six  (6)  were  due  to  cancer  of  the  lung, 

one  (1)  to  cancer  of  the  larynx  and  one  (1)  to  cancer  of  tho  ethmoid  sinuses 

(57  percent  cancers  of  the  upper  and  lower  respiratory  tract). 

It  is  likely  that  similar  lung  cancer  incidence  rates  may  exist  among 

American  tar  workers.  Following  a  visit  with  a  tar  distHlory  where,  among 

the  300  workers  during  an  ei^t  (8)  year  period,  some  25  skin  cancers  and 

more  than  80  pitch  warts  had  been  observed,  there  was  found  one  (l)  case  of 

lung  cancer.  Subsequent  inquiries  made  by  company  officials  brou^rht  the 

number  of  lung  cancers  in  this  and  other  tar  operations  to  six  (6)  cas^s  of 

cancer  of  tho  lung. 

From  the  evidence  available  it  appears  that  the  inhalation  of  tar  fumes 

sustained  by  workers  of  certain  operations  ''.coko  ovens,  generator  gas  plfints, 

gas  plants,  tar  distilleries)  seem  to  have  an  excessive  liability  to  cancer 

of  the  respiratory  tract.   It  is  not  unlikely  that  a  more  thorough  and 
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competent  aneslysis  of  the  death  records  of  other  worker  groupsj-  
which  have 

so  fcir  beon  found  to  lack  such  tendenoies,  mi^ht  extend  the  types  
and 

number  of  tar  and  pitch  woricers  having  an  abnonaally  high  
respiratory  cancer 

rate, 

c.  Petroleum,  Shale  Oil  and  Natural  Gas 

The  carcinogerJ.city  of  certain  high  boiling  fractio
ns  of  petroleum  and 

oil  shxLe  as  well  as  of  the  combustion  products  of  so
me  of  these  j^troleum 

derivatives,  oil  shale  and  natural  gas,  have  definit
ely  been  demonstrated 

not  only  on  expeilnental  animals  but  also  on  workers  d
eveloping  cancers  of 

the  skin  after  prolonged  contact  with  these  agents  (L
eitchj  Brockbank  and 

Stopfordj  Scottj  South.3mj  Twort  and  Fultonj  Twort  and
  Twort;  Volkmann;  Smith, 

Sunderland  and  Sugiura;  Vfoodhouse  and  Irwin;  Cruikshank  a
nd  Squire;  Auld; 

Henry;  Schamberg;  Hayhurst;  Heller;  Haagensen;  a
nd  others).  Knovm  carcino- 

genic chenic-ls,  moreover,  have  been  isolated  from  these 
 petroleum  deriva- 

tives as  well  aa  their  combustion  products  (Borenblum  and  Sc
hoental;  Fischer, 

Priestley,  Eby,  Wanless  and  Rchner;  Falk,  Steiner, 
 Goldfein,  Breslow  and 

Hykes;  VfeJ.ler;  Rehner), 

In  addition  to  skin  contact  with  carcinogenic  pet
roleum  derivatives  many 

workers  are  also  exposed  for  occupational  reasons  to
  an  inhalation  of  oil 

mist  or  fumes  (workers  in  paraffin  pressing  operations,  ce
rtain  groups  of   _ 

oil  refineiy  workers,  spinners,  metal  lathe  workers,  f
oundry  vorkers, 

metallurgicnl  workers,  printers,  etc.).  In  spite
  of  this  established  occupa- 

tional respiratory  exposure  to  petr^Dleum  and  shale  oils,  ther
e  is  not  a  single 

case  of  oil  pneumonia  among  such  workers  on  record, 
 although  such  conditions 

have  rather  frequently  been  observed  after  repeated 
 medicinal  instillations 

of  miner-a  oil  cont.aining  nasal  drops  (oil  aspiratio
n  pneumonitis  or  paraffi- 

noma of  the  lung)  (Schneider;  Rossier  and  Buhlmann;  Kaplan; 
 Ikeda;  Graef ; 

Gaertner;  Cennon  and  Wash;  Cesmon;   Bodmer  and  Kallos;  Yo
ung,  Applebaun  and 
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Wassenaan;  Berg  and  Burford;  and  others).  In  fact,  tvo  (2)  cases  of  cancer 

of  the  lung  apparently  developing  on  the  basis  of  a  medicinal  mineral  oil 

pneumonia  have  been  described  (Vfoodj  Sonte), 

Thfc  occupationil  evidence  available  or  published  on  this  aspect  is  rather 

scanty  and  in  part  controversial.  Kennaway  and  Kennaway  found  a  relatively 

high  ratio  of  laryngeal,  .but  not  of  pxilnonary  cancer  in  mulespinners,  who 

inhale  a  mist  of  the  carcinogenic  shale  oil  lubricating  the  spindles.  Southara 

noted  that  nmlcspinncrs  occasion^.lly  develop  multiple  primary  cancers  involving 

the  stomach  or  the  lung  in  addition  to  cancers  of  the  skin..  Scott,  on  the 

other  hand,  stated  that  he  had  not  observed  a  single  case  of  lung  cancer  among 

shale  oil  vrorkers. 

Huguenin,  Fauvet  and  Bourdin,  who  analyzed  a  series  of  112  lung  cancers 

for  possible  etiologic  factors,  found  that  18  or  l6  percent  were  metallurgical 

workers  exposed  to  the  inhalation  of  nebiilized  lubricating  and  cutting  oils, 

eight  (8)  wore  chauffeurs,  five  (5)  mechanics  and  one  (l)  was  an  engineer. 

They  concluded  that  their  observations  indicated  an  excessively  high  fre- 

quency of  lung  cancer  among  workers  exposed  to  vaporized  or  nebulized  lubri- 

cating oil.  Vlhile  the  study  of  Gafafer  and  Sitgreaves  on  cancer  morbidity 

^^P  and  mortality  among  the  male  employees  of  an  oil  rofining  company  did  not 

reveal  any  abnormal  liability  of  the  members  of  the  occupational  group  to    _  . 

cancer  of  the  Iting,  this  judgment  may  have  to  be  revised  at  least  for  certain 

types  of  refinery  workers  according  to  more  recent  and  scrutinizing  observa- 

tions. Roesch  observed  three  (3)  primary  cancers  (skin,  stomach  and  lung)  in  a 

paraffin  worker.  Touraine  and  Bour  also  attributed  the  development  of  pul- 

monary cancer  airong  certain  worker  groups  to  lubricating  oil  mists.  Such 

exposure  conditions  may  accovint  also  for  the  excoesive  lung  cancer  mortality 

among  male  metal  grinders  observed  by  Turner*  and  Grace. 

Since  soot  as  a  waste  or  commercial  product  has  been  found  to  be  carcinof^c 

and  to  contain  knovn  carcinogenic  hydrocarbons,  a  thorough  and  contpctonfc  survey 
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of  occupational  groiips  particularly  exposed  to  the  Inhalation  of  soot 

(operating  railroad  personnel,  stokers,  carbon  black  manufacturers,  rubber, 

paint  and  ink  makers,  painters,  soot  burners,  printers,  Diesel  engine  drivers, 

electrode  manufacturers,  smudge  pot  operators,  phonographic  record  makers) 

(Gallia)  is  an  urgent  necessity.  The  negative  conclusions  reached  by  In
galls 

as  the  result  of  a  survey  of  the  carbon  black  industry  are  based  on  evidence
 

of  dubious  merits,  because  only  79  of  the  677  evaluated  workers  have  been 

employed  for  10  years  or  more  in  the  industry.  Since  the  majority  of  known 

occupational  lung  cancers  have  an  average  latent  period  of  over  10  years, 

his  conclusions  are  actuaUy  based  on  79  Uving  and  active  workers.  It  stand* 

to  reason  that  an  analysis  of  the  death  records  of  former  carbon  black  voricers 

may  have  told  a  different  story,  esiTecially  if  the  diagnoses  were  based  on 

autopsy  findings.  Such  investigations  vrould  also  add  to  our  knowledge  as  to 

the  existence,  extent  and  type  of  bituminosis  vrfiich  might  be  expected  to 

exist  in  workers  inhaling  finely  dispersed  soot  particles.  (•' 

Comments  on  Respiratory  Aromatic  Hydrocarbons 

At  the  present  time,  exposure  to  tar,  pitch,  asphalt,  heavy  fuel  oils, 

lubricating  and  cutting  oils,  soot  from  domestic  firmaces,  incinerators, 

industrial  power  plants,  oil  refineries,  steel  plants,  metal  smelters,  carbon 

black  factories,  oil  dumps,  -?Jid  smudge  pots,  as  well  as  to  the  effluents  of  ̂ 

Diesel  and  gasoline  engines  represents  the  most  widespread  occupational  and 

environmental  contact  with  carcinogenic  material.  The  specific  carcinogenic 

agents  contained  in  these  carbonaceous  matters  are  certain  specific  aromati* 

hydrocarbons,  which  not  infrequently  are  attached  to  carbon  particles  giving 

rise  when  inhaled  to  bituminosis  or  anthracosis  or  they  are  constitufents  of 

oily  matter  which  when  inhaled  and  retained  in  the  lungs  cause  oil  pneumoni/i 

or  p;iraffinoma  of  the  lung. 

Since  pure  anthracosis  is  not  causally  related  to  cancer  of  the  lung, 

the  pneumoconioses  accotnpa.nyixu?  respiratory  carcirvogenesis  by  aromatic 
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hydrocarbons  do  not  play  a  primary  and  essential  role  in  this  process, 

although  the  pneumoconioses  may  lower  the  intensity  and  prolong  the  duration 

of  the  effect  of  the  specific  carcinogenic  chemicals  on  the  lung  Ussuec. 

Since  our  civilization  and  economic-a  life  has  been  built  around  t
he 

production  and  use  of  the  basic  carbonaceous  substances  and  thei
r  derivatives, 

it  does  not  seen  feasible  to  attain  complete  protection  against  exposure
  to 

these  carcinogenic  chemicals  with  the  preventive  and  prophylactic  engin
eering 

and  sanitary  measures  practical  and  economical  at  the  present  time.  T
here  is, 

however,  no  doubt  that  a  great  deal  remains  to  be  done  in  this  respect  a
nd 

that  we  are  still  rather  far-removed  from  having  the  mnxiiaal  amount  of  p
ossiblo 

reduction  in  exposure  to  the  inspiratory  cancer  producing  hydrocarbons
  con- 

tained in  the  vaidous  carbonaceous  substances  mentipned, 

D.  Relation  of  Inhalation  of  Radioactive  Agents  to  Respiratoiy 

Cancer-  .'.... 

Up  to  some  ten  years  ago,  occupational  exposure  to  radioactive  agents  was
 

limited  to  relatively  small  groups  of  industrial  and  professional  woricers 

(miners  and  refiners  of  radioactive  ores,  indiistrial  and  medical,  consumers  of 

radioactive  substances  (gas  mantle  manufacturers,  luminous  dial  ix-dnters,  radio 

tube  makers,  physicists  and  their  assistants,  radiologists  and  their  assistant
s). 

Since  the  advent  of  successful  atomic  fission  and  the  ready  production  of 

synthetic  radioactive  substances  the  number  and  variety  of  individuals  who 

have  occupational  contact  with  radioactive  matter  have  rapidly  and  greatly 

increased  (uranium  and  thorim  ore  miners,  smelters  and  refinery  workers, 

atomic  energj'  plant  employees,  military  personnel,  agricultiu'al,  biologic, 

medical,  chemical,  metalltirgic,  oil,  pharmaceutical  and  other  industrial  re- 

search woricers  employing  radioactive  isotopes  as  well  as  operators  handling 

directly  or  indirectly  such  materials  or  technical  devices  giving  off  ionizing 

radiation  (radioactive  static  eliminators  (Silson;  Berman  and  Ernest;  Biyan 

and  Silverman),  sewage  dispoaaL  workei-a^  paper,  and  textile,  manufacturers,  etc.). 



It  is  an  established  fact  that  cancers  of  the  skin,  connective  tissue, 

bone  and  blood  forming  org?Ji3  have  resulted  from  excessive  exposures  to 

radioactive  substances  affecting  the  organism  or  parts  of  it  by  various  routes. 

There  exists  a  great  deal  of  highly  suggestive,  if  not  conclusive  epidendologic 

end  experimental  evidence  relating  an  occupational  inhalation  of  radioactive 

dust  and  gasses  to  the  developnont  of  pulmonary  cancers.  Although  excessive 

niedicin?il  and  occupational  exposure  to  ionizing  radiation  (radium,  x-radiation) 

alone  may  produce  in  man  and  experimental  animals  a  f  ibixisis  of  the  lungs 

(Kalbfleischj  Doenecke;  Belt;  Bergmann  and  Graham;  Engelstad;  Warren  and  Gatesj 

Leach,  Farrow,  Foot  and  Wawroj  Mcintosh;  Wr.rrcn  and  Spencer;  Wldmann;  Bauer; 

Bauer  and  Schraerj  Tonges  and  Kalbfleisch;  Freid  and  Goldberg),  occupational 

exposure  to  radioactive  dust  and  gases  has  often  been  congiLicated  by  simul- 

taneous inhalation  of  dust  containing  various  metals  (chromium,  nickel,  iron, 

arsenic,  cobalt)  as  well  as  silica.  Pulmonary  cancers  observed  among  radio- 

active  ore  miners,  therefore,  have  been  ccanplicated  in  an  appreciable  number 

of  cases  by  silicosis  of  a  minor  to  moderate  degree. 

It  is  for  these  reasons  that  the  radioactive  genesis  of  the  cancers  of 

the  lung  noted  among  these  miners  as  vfell  as  among  uranium  and  radium  refinery 

workers  has  been  doubted  by  some  investigators,  who  felt  that  one  of  the 

various  nonradioactive  metals  or  the  silicosis  represented  the  main  causal  or 

an  important  contrlbutoiy  agent  (Schinz;  Lorenz;  Schmorl;  Rostoski  and  Saupe) 

or  that  the  available  evidence  did  net  provide  absolute  proof  of  a  radioactive 

genesis  (Lacassagne)  ♦  Several  inve stir;?. tors  felt  that  the  lung  cancers  among 

the  radioactive  ore  miners  in  Schneeberg  an<;  Joachims  thai  were  principally 

attributable  to  a  heireditary  predisposition  created  by  inbreeding  of  the  mining 

popiilation  (Macklin  and  Macklinj  Lorenz;  Vesin) , 

The  "mala  metallorun"  causing  death  at  an  early  age  of  the  miners  in  the 

ore  mountains  of  Saxony  was  first  dascrdJbed  by  Agricola  during  the  early  part 
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of  the  sixteenth  century,  and  was,  subsequently,  mentioned  by  other  in- 

vestigators (Henckel;  Scheffler;  Thiele).  However,  it  was  not  until  1879 

that  its  malignant  neoplastic  character  was  correctly  recognized  (Haerting 

and  Hesse).  This  judgment  was,  subseqtiently,  confirmed  by  Cohnhcinj  Aucke; 

Amsteinj  Uhligj  Riselj  Schraorl;  Beyreutherj  Rostoski,  Saupe  and  Schnorlj 

Lange;  Noitzel; .  Dohnert j  Baaderj  Telekyj  Hueckj  Rostoski  and  Saupe  and 

Schmorl;  Thiele;  Vfeberj  Koelsch;  Undenannj  Doubrowj  Brandt;  Brezia-^..  
Al- 

though the  i:iiners  of  the  uranium  ore  ndjnes  in  Joachinsthal  (Czechoslovakia) 

also  were  suffering  from  a  fetal  lung  disease  siiailar  to  that  observed  among 

the  cobalt  ore  miners  in  Schneeberg,  Saxony,  it  was  not  until  1926  that  the 

cancerous  nature  of  the  pulmonary  disease  among  these  miners  was  recognized 

(L8wy).  Additional  conf inning  evidence  was  provided  later  by  Beutel;  Zielj 

Sikl;  Saupe;  Poller;  Pirchan  and  SiWL;  Baader;  Behounek  and  Fort. 

Evidence  supporting  a  radioactive  origin  of  the  lung  cancers  among  these 

two  groups  of  miners  was  provided  by  the  observation  of  lung  cancers  among 

employees  of  radium  refineries  and  radium  laboratories.  Lowy  reported  the 

occurrence  of  two  (2)  such  cases  among  the  workers  anployed  in  the  labora- 

tories of  the  Joachirasthal  mines,  where  the  ores  are  refined  and  the  purified 

material  is  tested.  One  of  the  cases  had  chronic  radiodennatitis,  leukemia  and 

lung  cancer.  A  similar  observation  was  recorded  by  Teleky  and  Neitzel  in  a 

Gorman  technici?!!  of  a  radium  laboratory.  The  cancerous  lung  was  found  to  be 

radioactive.  Fo\ir  (4)  cases  of  limg  cancer  have  recently  been  observed, 

according  to  Eaador,  among  the  workers  employed  in  the  radium  ore  processing 

plant  in  Belgium,  where  the  occurrence  of  such  complication  were  previously 

s?j.d  to  be  absent  (Maisin,  citing  Delaet),  Perhaps  the  developraent  of  a 

bilateral  alveolar  carcinoma  of  the  lung  in  a  woman  16  years  after  the  intra- 

venous injection  of  75  cc,  of  thorotrast  may  also  supply  suggestive  evidence 

by  the  medicinal  use  of  radioactive  material  arrested  in  the  lung.  Mention 

may  ?lso  be  made  in  this  connection  of  a  report  of  Martland  relating  the 
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occurrcnce  of  r.  cancer  .of  the  ethmoid  
cells  in  a  lundnous  dial  painter, 

bocauso  di«l  I>^tcr3  not  only  ingested  
radioactive  n^terlal  Khich  became 

deposited  in  the  tones  and  produced  
there  the  developraent  of  osteogenic 

s.rconas,  but  thoy  .iso  inhaled  this  
natter  .^ich,  thus,  ̂   have  produced 

the  carcinoma  of  the  paranas.-'J.  sinus. 

The  four  (4)  cases  of  cancer  of  the  l
ung  recently  reported  in  an  i^- 

dustri.-a  population  at  an  atomic  pile
  sito,  however,  are  definitely  not 

causally  related  to  «ny  s,.ocific  rad
ioactive  exposures  sustained  by  the 

workers  conceited  because  of  r.n  insu
fficiently  long  exposure  and  latent 

period  (Love).  The  argument  tho.t  t
hese  workers  were,  in  part,  not  dir

ectly 

concerned  with  radioactive  ntatex^-ol  c
opies,  on  the  other  hand,  little  var 

weight,  as  they  had,  doubtlessly,  
at  tiines,  environnental  contact  wi

th  such 

nnteri.:^  when  the  meteorologic  cond
itions  were  unfavorable  for  the  rea

dy  ̂ .i-- 

dispersal  of  radioactive  wastes  at
  this  particular  operation. 

In  favor  of  an  occupational  rnd  ra
dioactive  origin  of  the  lung  cnncer

. 

anK^nc  the  Schneebers  and  Joachinstha
l  ndners  is,  moreover,  the  fact  th

at  the 

excessive  liability  to  pu3x.onary  n
eoplasia  is  linited  to  the  workers 

 en^liyv^ 

underground  and  is  absent  riuong  the  
workers  cn^ployed  above  ground,  as  we

ll  a. 

antong  the  population  at  largo  of  
Schneeberg  and  Joachimsthal,  inclu

ding  the 

employees  of  the  cobalt  pigment  pl
ant  using  the  Schneeberg  ores  (Bau

er; 

Schncrl),  An  excessive  lung  cancer
  attack  rate,  also,  has  not  been  f

ound 

.^ne  the  nincrs  of  the  nearly  Joh
ann  Georgenstadt  region  where  the 

 mines 

have  a  low  radioactivity.  There  i
s,  furthemore,  no  valid  evidence  

on  record 

that  miners  of  arsenic,  chromium,  n
ickel,  and  bismuth  containing  ores 

 are 

affected  by  l^mg  cancers  at  a  rate  e
ven  remotely  approaching  that  seen  a

mong 

the  two  (2)  radioactive  ore  miner  g
roups. 

The   attack  rate  of  lung  cancer 'a^nong  the  Schneeberg  miners  has  co
nsistently 

been  between  75  r..d  6.0  percent  sin
ce  1879,  ̂ ^^   that  of  the  Joachimsth.^ 
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miners  has  been  stated  to  range  from  If)  to  50  percent,  although  this  inci- 

dence rate  nay  be  too  low  considering  the  recent  statement  of  Baader  who 

noted  that  dtirLng  the  period  1939  to  1943  a  total  of  180  cases  of  lung  
cancer 

%rrere  acknowledred  as  compensable  occupational  diseases  and  that  in  1929  
there 

were  only  323  miners  employed  at  Joachlmsthal .  Considering,  the  fact  
that  the 

exposure  and  latent  period  of  lung  cancer  in  Joachimsthal  miners  ranges  
from 

13  to  23  years,  it  may  justly  be  assumed  that  these  lung  cancer  
cases  origi-  _ 

nated  in  a  miner  population  of  approximately  300  to  400  members  working  
at 

these  mines  between  1920  and  1930.  Tlie  exposure  and  latent  period  at 

Schneeberg  is  stated  to  vary  from  15  to  18  years  for  the  majority  of  
the 

cases,  but  to  be  occasionally  as  short  as  seven  (7)  years  (Baader;  Eajewsky, 

Schraub  and  Kahlau), 

The  total  number  of  Schneeberg  miners  who  have  died  from  canoer  of 
 the 

lung  between  1879  and  1939,  according  to  available  records,  stands  a
t  approxi- 

mately 400,  while  the  number  of  Joachimsthal  miners  who  fell  victim  to  th
is 

disease  has  reached  225  (1926  -  1943).  An  appreciable  number  of  these
  miners 

died  at  a  relatively  early  age  from  lung  cancer  as  e\ddent  from  the  dat
a 

given  in  table  14,  showing  the  definite  shift  toward  younger  age  groups. 

4^  Measurements  of  the  radioactivity  of  the  Schneeberg  and  Joac
himsthal  mines 

have  demonstrated  that  in  both  places,  mine  air  and  dust  have  an  excessive 

degree  of  radioactivity  surpassing  many  times  the  maximal  tolerance  dose 

(Joachimsthal  30  tines  (Peller))  (Behounek;  Behounek  and  Fort;  Tschelnitz; 

Ludewig  and  Lorenserj  Lange;  Rajewskyj  Stooklasa).  Humphris  suggested  that 

the  recent  introduction  of  pneumatic  drills  into  these  mining  operations 

aggravated  the  hazard  by  increasing  the  production  of  fine  particulate  dust 

containing  solid  radium. 

Repeated  attempts  have  been  made  to  produce  cancers  of  the  respiratory 

tract  in  experimental  animals  exfxjaed  t6o  the  inhalation  of  radium  em-ination 

and/or  r-dioactive  mine  dust  (Schmidtmann;  Lowy;  Campbell;  Dohnert;  Kahlau; 
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Rajevfsky,  Schraub  and  Kahlau),  Schmidtmann  obtained  neither  pneumoconiosis 

nor  pulmonary  cancer  in  anijnals  exposed  for  two  (2)  years  to  the  inhalation 

of  SchneebeiTg  mine  dust  collected  f  i-om  drill  holes.  Campbell,  on  the  otheir 

hand,  reported  that  mice  inhaling  dust  of  Czechoslovak  pitchblende  displayed 

a  sifTiificantly  increased  number  of  pulmonary  tumors.   In  exitieriments  of 

Dohnert  and  Hueck,  mice  were  placed  in  cp.ges  within  the  mines*  Some  ndae  de- 

veloped moderate  chalicosis,  vrfiile  pulmonary  and  mediastinal  tumors  (adenomas, 

rpund  cell  sarcomas)  in  addition  to  an  occasional  sqiwmous  cell  metaplasia  of 

the  alveolar  epithelium  were  seen  in  an  ••abnormally"  hi.^h  percentage  of  the 

exposed  animals.  However,  the  actual  number  of  affected  animals  was  small, 

and  the  interpretation  of  the  results  as  to  their  significance,  therefore, 

difficult.  K-nhlnu  and  Kajowski,  Schraub  and  Kahlau  subjected  mice  to  the  in- 

halation of  radon.  Many  of  the  animals  developed  bronchial  lesions  characterised 

by  an  atypical  epithelial  linin/;;  as  well  as  pulmonary  adenomas  (in  seven  (7) 

of  12  mice  of  the  test  series  against  one  (l)  in  the  control  series),  While 

they  concluded  from  this  evidence  that  the  radioactive  origin  of  lung  canaers 

in  Schneeberg  and  Joachirasthal  miners  was  confirmed,  it  seems  to  be  advisable 

to  consider  the  evidence  obtained  by  these  investigators  as  highly  suggestive 

but  not  conclusive  because  gi^at  variations  in  the  incidence  rate  of  lung 

t\miors  occur  among  different  groups  of  mice  belonging  to  non-inbred  strains. 

However,  some  observations  contradicting  this  conclusion  have  been  re- 

ported by  Lorenz,  Heston,  Eschenbrenner  and  Beringer  as  well  as  by  Henshaw, 

Riley  and  Staplcton.  Both  groups  of  investigators  found  that  mice  exposed 

to  ionizing  whole  body  radiation  revealed  in  addition  to  leukemia  and  ovarian 

tumors  litt].e,  if  any,  increase  in  the  number  of  pulmonary  neoplasms.  Of 

greater  significance  in  this  connection  are  the  findings  of  Lisco  and  Finkol, 

who  found  in  rats  inlialing  an  aerosol  of  radioactive  «erium,  metaplcptic  and 

^^eoplastic  proliferations  of  the  bronchial  epithelium.   Simil/ir  results  were 
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obtnined  with  plutoniura  brought  into  the  lungs  of  rats.  Since  
minium  ore 

miners  inhnle  net  only  rcdon  and  radium  dust,  but  also  uranium  
-which  may  be 

retained  in  the  Ixmgs,  Hueper,  Zuefle,  Link  and  Johnson  injected  
metallic 

uranium  powder  dispersed  in  lanolin  into  the  pleural  and  femoral  
cavities  of 

rats  and  obtained  sarcomas  at  the  sites  of  injection  in  13  or  24  percent  
of 

the  66  rata  used.  Evidence  thus  produced  shows  that  focal  accumulations  
of 

uranium  which  is  rm   alpha-radiation  emitter  may  exert  a  cancerigenic  
action 

upon  the  sunxiundins  tissues,  but  it  does  not  discriminate,  
between  the  in- 

fluence of  metal  toxicity  per-se  and  radioactivity  in  the  genesis  of  these 

lesions. 

From  a  critical  evaluation  of  tha  epidemiologic,  clinical  and
  exijerl- 

mental  evidence  available,  it  appears  that  a  prolonged  inhalat
ion  of  radio- 

active gases  and/or  dust  may  elicit  in  man  pulmonary  cancers  (Martlandj 

Evans).  In  commenting  on  the  production  of  lung  cancer  by  atmosph
eric  car- 

cinogens, an  Editori3l  (Lancet,  1952)  remarked,  "radioactivity  of  Joachi
msthal 

mines  is  stated  to  be  thirty  times  the  toler.-aice  dose.  It  is  scarc
ely  sur- 

prising, therefore,  that  in  the  past  more  than  half  the  miners  died  of  l
ung 

cancer."  It  stands  to  reason  that  this  effect  on  the  lungs  of  workers 
 ̂ ^dll 

prevail  wherever  similar  conditions  of  exposure  to  radioactive  g
ases  and  dust 

exist.  The  excessive  suicide  rate  observed  in  the  past  among  the  min
ers  in 

Joachimsthal  (Sikl)  reflects  aptly  the  human  misery  produced  if  s
uch  hazardous 

working  conditions  are  permitted  to  persist, 

While  there  thus  can  be  little,  if  any,  doubt  of  the  principal  role  of 

ionizing  radiation  in  the  production  of  lung  cancers  among  radioactiv
e  ore 

minors  and  similarly  exposed  occupational,  groups,  some  conments  on  the 
 possible 

significance  of  pneumoconiosis  in  eliciting  or  modifying  this  effect  ni?y
  be 

indicated. 

Reports  on  the  occurrence  of  pneumoconiosis  ?jnong  the  miners  in  Sc
hneeberg 

and  Joachirusthnl  are  contradictory.     \Vhile  Schinorl  as  well  as  Rost
oski,  Saupe 
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end  Schniorl  in  their  early  reports  (1936,  1928)  noted  that  Schneeberg  miners 

suffer  from  more  or  less  intense  anthracosilicosis  and  that  this  condition 

was  causing  or  favoring  the  development  of  the  bronchial  cancers,  Rostoski 

and  Saupe  stated  in  1930  that  pneumoconiosis  vras  usually  not  veiy  extensive 

in  lungs  \d.th  cancer.  Because  of  the  relatively  slow  course  of  the  pulmonary 

tumors,  they  folt  that  jKietunoconiosis  may  slow  the  intrapulmonary  growth  of 

the  tumors,  Hueck,  on  the  other  hand,  remarked  that  silicosis  does  not  re- 

present a  precancerous  condition  for -tteuSchneebcrg  Ivmg  cancers.  Some  of  the 

miners  had  silicosis  but  not  lung  cancer,  vrtiile  others  had  lung  cancer  but 

not  silicosis, 

Simi!l.ar  discrepancies  secfa  to  prevail  concerning  the  Joachimsthal  miners, 

Ziefl  in  1935  reported  that  marked  silicosis  among  Uiese  miners  is  quite 

frequent  and  that  ashed  l\mgs  contain  large  amounts  of  silicon  oxide.  Pirchan 

and  Sikle,  on  the  other  hand,  maintained  that  no  pneumoconiosis  could  be 

found  in  spite  of  an  abundance  of  pneumatic  drilling  njid  that  pneumoconiosis 

has  no  role  in  the  production  of  the  lung  cancers.  This  opinion  was  shared 

by  Lowy.  Sikl  in  his  most  recent  comnunicaticn  oij  the  subject  stated  that 

some  degree  of  fibrosis  suggestive  of  silicotic  origin  could,  of  course,  be 

seen  in  the  lungs  carrying  cancer,  and  there  were  single  cases  of  outspoken 

silicosis  combined  vrith  cancer;  but  on  the  whole,  silicosis  was  not  a 

prominent  fe^.ture  in  cases  of  cancer,  on  the  other  hand,  the  lungs  most 

heavily  affected  with  silico fibres is  being  generally  free  from  malignant 

growth,  Behounek  and  Fort  noted  that  pneimoconiosis  was  recorded  as  cause 

of  death  in  only  8,2  percent  of  63  miners  who  came  to  autopsy  between  1929 

and  1938,  This  statement  contrasts  strikingly  with  the  observations  made 

by  Saupe  during  a  chest  x-ray  study  of  398  Joachimsthal  miners  conducted  in 

1939.  He  found  that  43.4  percent  of  these  miners  presented  rotaitgenologic 

evidence  of  pulmonary  silicosis.  However,  silicosis  was  of  minor  degree 

among  the  seven  (?)  miners  who  were  suspected  of  having  pulmoncj-y  neoplasms. 
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Although  'the  data  are  in  part  contradictoiy,  it  seems  that  silicosis 

does  not  play  any  significant  role  as  a  direct  or  contributory  caiise  of 

cancer  of  the  Ixing  aBonp,   the  radioactive  ore  miners  in  Schneeberg  and 

Joachirasthal.  Whettier  it  has  an  antagonistic  effect  upon  the  ccncerization 

pi^Dcess  or  modifies  the  course  of  the  established  cancer  ronains  prob- 

lematical. 

Finally  it  may  be  mentioned  that  these  lung  cancers  vary  a  great  deal  in 

histologic  structure!,  many  wore  squamous  cell  carcinomas,  others,  round  cell 

or  anaplastic  carcinomas,  while  a  fevf  were  of  adenocarcinomatous  type.  The 

radioactive  limg  cancers,  thus,  follow  in  this  respect  the  pattern  sot  by 

all  other  occupational  cancers.  The  same  environmental  carcinogenic  agent 

is  capable  of  eliciting  a  great  variety  of  cancers,  although  all  of  them 

originate  from  the  identical  tissue  matrix. 

Comments  on  Respiratory  Radioactive  Cancer 

The  rapidly  gixjwing  production  and  use  of  radioactive  material  and  thereby 

conditioned  increased  potentiality  of  inhalation  of  radioactive  gases  and 

du^t  for  certain  occupational  groups  c?Jid  possibly,  also,  for  parts  of  the 

general  population  determine  the  scope  and  significance  of  respiratory  cancer 

hazards  which  may  result  from  such  exposures.  Since  the  attack  rate  of  lung 

cancer  from  this  source  is  very  high  according  to  past  experience  with  minors. 

of  radioactive  ores,  a  competent  assessment  of  the  degree  of  exposure  to 

radioactive  dust,  mist  and  gases  by  worker  groups  and  neighborhood  population 

is  essential  vrtiorever  radioactive  material  is  produced  or  handled,  inao 

available  information  supports  tho  view  that  the  simultaneous  inhalation  of 

siLiceoios  dust  causing  the  development  of  a  ailiccsis  In  indi\"dc:u2l^^  mirvitu'. 

or  processint^  radioactive  ores  does  not  represent  a  condition  v^ich  favors 

the  production  of  lung,  cancers  or  fundamentally  aodifies  thair  course  once 

they  havG  become  established. 
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aU  Kciation  of  Vegetable  Dust  Pneumoconioses  to  Cancer  of  the 

Respiratory  Tract 

An  p^ipreciable  number  of  occupation<L  activities  of  v.?.riod  types  are 

associated  xvith  an  exposure  to  veretablc  dust  (tobacco,  cotton,  hem]., 

aisal,  sugar  c«ne,  vraod,  paper).  S^te  such  contacts  elicit  pneun,oconiotic 

chances.  Inhalation  of  cotton  dust  given  of f  in  preparin.c  the  cotton  for 

spinning  and  weaving  catises  a  progressive  fibrosis  of  tlie  lung  in  reaction 

to  tho  inhaled  and  retained  cotton  fibers  (byssinosis)  (B->lenj  Thiry; 

C-mdnita,  Raxmi,  Neal  and  Schneiter;  Lanza).  Pulmonary  fibrosis,  likewise, 

m?y  follow  upon  a  prolonged  exposvire  of  dust  generited  f rim  tho  handling  of 

sugar  cane  residue  used  for  the  production  of  fiber  board  (b-.gassosis) 

(llanasj  Gerstl,  Trager  and  Szczepaniak;  Casteleden  and  H?j.dlton-Patersonj 

Silson;  Lanza).   The  posibility  of  a  carcinogenic  iction  of  those  vegetable 

fibers  on  the  lung  tissues  has  apparently  not  been  considered  nor  have  any 

cases  of  lun;;  cancer  among  such  workers  been  ropcrtud. 

The  inhalation  of  dust  frjR  dried  tobacco  leaves,  on  the  other  hand,  has 

received  swae  attention  in  this  respect,  although  the  actu-il  exi.stv-nce  of 

a  fibrosing  tobacco  pnexmoconiosis  (tabacosis)  is  controversiRl  {yro:   Zenker; 

Boerake;  Palitschj  contra:  Long;  Gross;  Kraoger,  Rostoski  and  S-.upo;  Pencoast; 

Miller  and  Landis;  Landis,  Funk,  Sinyth  and  liiller).   In  consideri.ig  these 

claiius,  it  should  be  noted  that  workers  handling  dried  tobacco  leaves  not 

only  have  contact  with  the  powdered  vegetable  matter  of  the  tobacco  leaf, 

but  also  inhale  .silica  containing  soil  dust,  nicitin,  arsenical  insecticide 

residues,  .-aid  soot  froj.i  the  drying  and  curing  procedure  secondarily  con- 

taninrting  the  leaves  (McCormick,  Sndth  and  Marsh). 

The  claDj;i  that  persons  expostxi  to  the  inhalation  of  tobacco  dust  exhibit 

an  excessive  liability  to  Ivuig  cancer  is  partly  based  on  epidemiologic 

evidence  among  German  and  Indonesian  tobacco  workers  and  cigarette  manu- 

facturers (Eiv-er;  Rottmann;  Seyfarth;  Brinkmann;  Kouwenaar;  Koelsch),  in 
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part  it  is' supported  by  observ?.tions  made  in  connect
ion  vdth^the  high  inci- 

dence of  oral  cancer  rjnong  population  grot9)s  indulging  in  the 
 chevdng  of 

quids  containing  tobacco  (betel  quid^chewing  tobacco  (lit. 
 Hueper;  V^^derj 

Fricdoll  and  Rosenthal;  etc.).  Although  the  evidence  su
pportin.-^  a  carcino- 

genic effect  of  inhaled  tobacco  dust  upon  the  respiratory  tract  i
s  at  present 

only  mildly  suggestive,  the  strong  evidence  of  such  an  act
ion  on  the  oml 

mucosa  when  tobacco  is  chewed,  is  an  indication  that  seriou
s  efforts  should 

bo  made  to  establish  reliable  factual  evidence  whether  or  n
ot  similar  rela- 

tions exist  vfhen  tobacco  dust  is  inhaled  and  acts  upon  lung  tissue
.  Such 

investigations  api^ear  to  be  especi^aiy  urgent,  in  view  of  the  fa
ct  that 

recent  exporuaental  observntions  indicate  that  alkaloids  as  we
ll  as  aliphatic 

polymers  derived  from  cellulose  possess  carcinogenic  proper
ties. 

F,  Relation  of  Amjjal  Dust  Pneuixioconioses  and  of  Fibrosing 

Pulmonary  Parasitic  Diseases  to  aancer  of  the  Respiratory  Traat 

Nothing  is  known  whether  workers  engaged  in  the  production,  processing 

and  cleaning  of  silk,  wool  and  hair,  and  the  various  jSJ^x^s,  made  from  these 

ani»nal  fibers,  and  thus,  exposed  to  varying  degrees  to  the  inh.-J.ation  of 

these  proteinic  macromolecular  polymers  have  ar;y  excessive  liability  to 

cancer  of  tlio  lung.  While  the  occurrence  of  cancers  of  the  skin  c-^jnong 

textile  workers  vising  such  fibers  has  occasionally  boon  reported,  the 

causation  of  these  lesions  has  justly  been  attributed  to  contaot  with 

carcinogenic  lubricating  oils. 

In  view  of  the  repeatedly  reported  abnorrvally  high  lung  cancer  incidence 

arnong  painters,  it  is  of  interest  to  mention  briefly  that  the  inhalation  of 

ehellac,  a  basic  constituent  of  various  lacquers,  and  oil  .and  spirit 

varnishes  extensively  used  in  industry  as  finishing  substojices  and  often 

applied  as  a  spray,  has  resulted  in  the  development  of  a  chronic  indurative 

l)rogressive  fibroblastic  pneumonia  (Hirsch  and  Russell).  Shellac  is  a  naturaa 
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resin  of  insect'  ori^^in  and  before  purification  contains  lac  dye  and  vox. 

Most  of  these  impurities  except  vrax  arc  removed  in  processing  tho  shellac. 

Some  evidence  f  rwors  the  view  that  the  component  resins  of  the  original  lac 

are  bound  together  in  a  complex  fyrm  or  a  weak  chemical  linkage  (Bhattacharys). 

This  relationship  is  destroyed  during  piirif ication  and  the  pure  lac  resin 

consists  of  hydroxj--  acids  of  the  aromatic  and  aliphatic  series  joined  together 

by  lactone  and  various  internnl  ester  linkings. 

Although  p'dLnters  and  cabinet  makers  are  exposed  duilng  their  occupational 

activities  to  many  other  chemicals,  somo  of  knovm  carcinogenic  nature  (solvents 

oils,  resins,  plastics,  pigments,  waxes,  paint  removers),  it  nay  be  wise  to 

include  shellac  in  any  futvir^  considerations  of  the  possible  causes  of  the  i 

excessive  liability  of  members  of  this  occupational  group  to  l\ang  cancer. 

Among  the  various  parasitic  infections  of  the  lung  vvtiich  are  associated 

with  localized  or  diffuse  fibrosing  changes  in  this  organ,  tuberculosis  | 

stands  in  first  place.  In  fact,  durin<3  past  decades,  pulmonary  tuberculosis, 

IJarticularly  tuberculous  cavities  and  bronchiectases,  were  regarded  by  scane 

investigators  as  a  frequent  cause  of  c-incer  of  the  Ituig  (Ewingj  Kraft;  Fried; 

Derischanoff  J  Larson;  Mooi-^  and  Ncal;  Mo^re  and  Schmeisser;  Ssipowsky;  and 

others).  The  coexistence  and  possible  causal,  antagonistic  or  fortuitous 

relationship  of  tuberculosis  and  cancer  of  the  lung  has  been  the  subject  of 

numerous  investigations  (Hueper;  Marx;  Cohen;  Munteau  and  /imon;  Schwartz; 

Robbins  and  Silverman;  Hambly).   Ihc  possibility  of  a  causal  relationship 

was  suggested  because  oancer  seems  to  develop  with  unusual  frequency  in 

tuberculous  lesions  of  the  skin  (lupus)  (lit.  Hueper).  The  great  majority 

of  investigations,  however,  does  not  support  the  contention  that  the  variovto 

chronic  inflr>jnipatory  and  fibrosing  processes  associated  with  pulmonary 

tubercvilosis  causes  or  favors  the  developinent  of  cancer  of  the  lung  (Fried; 

Bryraalski  and  Sweany;  Attinger;  Olson;  Humbly;  Vinson;  Syramers;  V^alzer;  and 
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others  (see  lit,  Hueper))  and  indicates  that  the  coexistence  of  these  two 

conditions  is  fortuitoxis.  This  conclusion  is  supported  by  the  fact  that 

cancer  of  tlie  lung  has  become  in  recent  years  much  more  frequent,  while 

pulmonary  tuberciaosis,  dxu-infi  the  same  period,  has  shown  an  opposite  trend. 

C:uicer  of  the  lun,*;,  on  the  other  hand,  is  of  great  importance  for  differenti-1 

diagnostic  reasons,  since  the  nimiber  of  cases  in  which  tuberculosis  and  cancer 

of  the  lung  coexist  appears  to  be  increasing  (Gerstl,  Warring  and  Howlett). 

Cancer  of  tho  lung  may  symptonatically  simulate  pulraonaiy  tuberculosis 

(Siltzbach;  Bergmann,  Shatz  and  Fiance;  Hembly), 

The  causal  relationship  between  schistosomiasis  of  the  bladder  and  cancer 

of  this  organ  is  a  generally  acknovdedged  fact.  Less  certain  is  an  etiologic 

connection  between  coxicer  of  the  colon  and  rectum  and  schistosomiasis  of 

these  organs.  Although  schistosomiasis  of  the  lung  is  not  infrequently  ob- 

served in  regions  in  which  this  parasitic  disease  is  endemic  (Egypt;  North, 

Central  and  Sovtth  Africa;  Central  and  South  America;  West,  East  and  South 

Asia)  (Erfan;  Gelfand;  Mainzer;  Shaw  and  GhaDeebjpaWstonjrfc^dgHfcjet  dU;Clirk  and 

Graef;  Koppisch),  the  ultimately  developing  pulmonary  cirrhosis  apixarently 

has  not  given  rise  to  cancer  of  the  lung  as  far  as  the  published  records 

Indicate, 

The  available  evidence,  thus,  apparently  shows  that  the  inhalation  of 

animal  fibers  or  the  presence  of  parasites  and  their  metabolic  products  in 

the  lung  does  not  result  or  favor  the  development  of  cancer  in  this  organ. 

It  cannot  be  maintained,  however,  thjit  the  quantity  and  quality  of  data 

existent  on  this  stibject  should  make  this  conclusion  definite. 

G,  Relation  of  Various  Bacterially  or  Chemically  Induced  Chronic 

Inflammatory  Processes  to  Cancer  of  the  Lung 

Although  many  noxious  gases,  vapors  and  fumes  do  not  accumulate  in  the 

lungs  on  prolonged  exposure,  they  may  elj.cit  chronic  inflammatory  processes 
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ot more  or  less- diffuse  or  localized  character  (chronic  bronchitis, 

bronchiectases,  chronic  chendcaL  pneumonia,  cavitation).  
Occasion.-aiy,  such 

exposures  and  their  anatoisic  effects  upon  parts  of  the  respiratory  
tract  have 

causally  beon  related  to  cancers  subsequently  developin^^  in  
the  injured  and 

inflnmed  tissues. 

Birkholz  asserted  that  a  larj'nge.-a.  carcinom  was  caused  by
  an  inhalation 

of  benzine-petroleum  vapors  over  a  period  of  three  (3)  year
o.  Ccramentinr  on 

a  sijidlar  cl?jja  of  Nikoloff  that  tho  inhalation  of  benzene  
vapors  was  re- 

sponsible for  the  production  of  a  pulmonary  carcinoma,  Koolsch  state
d  that 

benzene  end  its  homologues  do  not  exert  a  specific  carcinocen
ic  effect  upon 

the  lung  tissues.  It  is,  however,  uncertain  whether  or  n
ot  this  statcsuent 

applies  without  any  exceptions  to  all  organic  solvents  an
d  solvent  vehicles, 

since  some  of  these  agents  h-ve  olicitod  cancers  v.-hen  applied  to  
the  skin  of 

mice.  Althou.'^h  repeated  e:jq^osures  to  foraaLdchyde  fumes,  such 
 as  those  sus- 

tained by  m;?Jiiifacturers  of  certain  plastics,  emb^ilmers,  makers  of  certain
 

deodorizers,  may  cause  chrDnic  bronchitis  {Xt/ss)   and  despite  the  fac
t  that 

formaldehyde  has  recently  been  shovm  to  be  a  mutagen  (Auerbach),  there 
 does 

not  exist  any  valid  evidence  indicatinc  that  this  chemical  also  is  a  res
pira- 

tory carcinogen. 

Claims  have  repeatedly  been  advanced  concemint:  carcinogenic  effects  pr
o- 

duced by  the  inhalation  of  alkali  and  acid  fumes  upon  vari-ous  ,>.rts  -f  the 

respiratory  tract  (larynx,  lung)  (Kikuth;  Hllnem^nn;  Bctl:e)c  A
  highly  doubt- 

fia  significance  of  such  isolated  occiirrences  is  indicated  by  the  fa
ct  that 

Koelsch  did  n;it  find  a  single  case  of  lunn  cancer  when  studying  large  serie
s 

of  manufacturers  of  inorgojiic  acids  (sulfuric,  hydrochloric,  nitric  acid) 

and  large  scale  industri:Tl  users  of  these  chemie-ls  (chemic-l.  ract-ll
urgic, 

and  graphic  industries).  Likewise,  there  is  no  evidence  that  the  p
neuno- 

fibrosis  observed  in  a  high  percentage  of  Italian  culfui  miners  causing 
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poribronchinl  as  w-JJ.  as  microndchllflr  fibrotic  lesions  associated  with 

bronchiectases  increases  the  liabi].ity  to  cancer  of  the  lung. 

Following  the  first  World  War  the  alleged  carcincrenic  action  of  war  gas 

poisonings  h.as  played  a  conspicuous  role  among  speculations  as  to  tho  ciuse 

of  the  rising  number  of  respiratory  cancers.  Poisonings  by  chlorine, 

phosgene,  diphosgene,  dichlorethyl  sulfide,  and  diglycol  chloride  was  con- 

sidered one  of  tho  major  causes  in  this  development  by  Kikuth;  SivuAerj 

Brockbanlcj  Matz;  Denker;  and  others.  Koclsch  conceded  that  a  few  cases  of 

lun:'  carcinona  exhibited  a  doubtful  etiologic  relation  to  war  sjas  injurj.es. 

Although  the  chronic  effects  of  acute  war  gas  poisonings  were  obliterative 

bronchiolitis  and  bronchiolar  metaplasia,  a  connection  between  cancer  of  the 

lung  and  v^ar  gassing  was  lacking  in  the  series  of  pulnonary  cancers  reported 

by  Berbltngerj  Probst j  and  Simons.  Since  scnie   of  the  war  gases  oontf/ined 

arsenic,  while  derivatives  of  mustard  gas  have  recently  been  shown  to  possess 

carcinr.f.enic  properties  for  experimental  animals,  a  final  deoidion  on  the 

existence  of  such  connections  mtist  at  present  be  held  in  abeyance. 

The  rtiative  infrequency  with  which  other  chronic  inflnmmatoiy  and 

cicatricial  pulmonary  lesions,  especially  bronchiectases,  of  nonspecific,  and 

in  pnrt  traumatic  nature,  appear  as  alle;^ed  direct  or  indirect  causes  of 

bronchogenic  carcinomas  (Schwyterj  Friedrich;  Rossle;  Mangelsdorff;  Woodruff 

and  Nahas;  Wcllerj  Plazyj  Gouriou  and  Germain;  DaliLiiannj  Wells  and  Cannon; 

Pilgersdorfer;  Luckow;  Gomez;  Fischer-Was  els;  Fischer  and  Fenster;  Gi-llespie; 

Bourrct  and  Fraisse;  Rospide;  Konwaler  and  Reingold;  and  others),  indicates 

that  chronic  irritation  (Berenblum)  as  such  does  not .  represent  a  direct  and 

primary  cause  of  cancers  of  the  respiratory  tract.  Ihe  validity  of  this 

general  conclusion  is  apparent  from  the  total  evidence  presented. 

It  may  be  concluded  that  pneumoconioses  of  benign  or  progressive  type 

as  well  as  pneumofibroses  resulting  from  tho  inhalation  of  noxious  cases, 
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vapors  and  funcs  not  retained  in  ths  limits  or  from  bacterinlor  parasitic 

pulmonary  infections  of  occupational  or  non-occupational  orifin  do  not 

cxlilbit  a  consistent  causal  relationship  to  cancer  of  the  lung. 

Wherever  cincer  of  the  lung  sppears  to  be  etiologicslly  connected  with 

the  inhalation  of  cheriical  dusts,  fumes,  mists,  vapors  and  gases,  such 

relations  arc  hi^ly  s<}lective  and  specific.  Since  pulmonary  cancers  are 

also  elicited  by  cheniic^  agents  v^ich  do  not  produce  any  appreciable  fibros- 

ing reactions  in  the  lunr,  it  is  most  unlikely  that  these  pulnionary  changes 

represent  an  essential  primary  part  in  the  causative  mechanism  of  pulmonary 

neoplasia.  It  is  quite  evident  that  the  irritative  and  carcinogenic  proper- 

ties of  respiratory  carcinogens  are  neither  identical  nor  dosoly  interre- 

lated, and  that  in  this  respect,  these  agents  behave  like  those  viiich  cause 

cancer  of  the  skin.  Only  a  few  of  the   skin  irritants  are  also  cutaneous 

carcinogens. 

v.liile  observations  in  other  fields  of  hunan  and  ex]^erimental  carcino- 

genesis indicate  that  acute  or  chronic  inflammatory  processes  might  set  off 

or  accelerate  a  cancerization  process  initiated  by  a  specific  agent,  tliere  is 

no  evidence  available  indicating  that  such  an  action  is  exerted  by  pneumo- 

coniotic  reactions  upon  the  development  of  lung  cancer.  The  average  latent 

perials  of  occujiational  respiratory  cancers  is  about  the  sasae  for  cancers  - 

elicited  by  all  respiratory  carcinogens  investigated,  regardless  of  whether 

they  have  pneumoconiotic  qualities  or  not, 

Chemoallergic  reactions,  however,  may  be  active  in  the  production  of 

both  fibrosis  and/or  cancer  by  some  of  these  agents.  The  evLdetice  on  harid 

does  not  permit  a  definite  conclusion  vjhether  the  action  of  a  pneumoconiotio 

agent  or  the  presence  of  a  pneumofibrosis  accentuates  or  impairs  the  action 

of  a  respiratory  carcinogen  or  hr.s  no  influence  whatsoever  en  it.  It  is, 

likewise,  uncertain  whether  a  progressive  pneuinoconi.;sis  favors  or  impedes 
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the  intrapuljnonaiy  and  mot.istatic  spread  of  an  established  
ennronraental 

or  ciTptogenetic  cancer  of  the  lung,  .-J-though  the  
geneml  evidence  c-.vailable 

on  this  pr>int  would  support  a  hindering  effect, 

H.  Mcthodologic  rmd  Medicolegal  Aspects 

It  has  recently  been  asserted  that  air  pollution  is  not  a  
serious  or 

critic-il  HK-nace  to  public  health  (Lanza).  The  evidence  presented  
does  not 

support  the  correctness  of  such  a  view,   -me  industrial  
hygienist  accustomed 

to  think  in  tenns  of  toxic  concentr?.tions  of  chemicals  in  
the  ataospherc 

should  become  better  acqu-ainted  with  the  often  subtoxic  
or  metatoxic  conccntra. 

tions  in  which  carcinogens  cah  and  do  act  effectively.  The  possibility  
of 

delayed  untoward  effects  by  the  prolonged  inhalation  of  
atmospheric  jx^llutants 

appears  to  be  especially  likely,  whenever  such  pollutants  
exert  a  cumulative 

effect  or  are  readily  retained  in  the  body  and,  thereby,  able  
to  perform  their 

insidious  work  over  long  perils  of  time.  '  Ihe  long,  symptom  
free  l;^ent 

periods  sorvetimes  extending  frr^m  15  to  20  years  after  cessation  
of  expr;sure 

to  an  environment.-a  carcinogenic  a^ent  are  striking  and  convincing  
proof 

and  demonstrations  of  this  fact.  This  consideration  applies  not  only  
to 

industrial  products  fuid  wastes,  but  with  equal  force  also  to  
the  large  number 

of  environmental  poisons  (pesticides,  herbicides,  chemical  additivts  
to 

foodstuffs,  cosmetics,  and  sanitary  household  g3ods)  with  which  
lirije  p-rts 

of  the  general  population  come  in  daily  contact.  The  recent  
denonstrr.tion 

of  cumulative  storage  of  DDT,  which  when  given  in  excessive  
amounts  to  rats, 

has  produced  hepatic  tumors,  in  the  fat  tissue  of  unexi^sed  
members  of  the 

general  population,  provides  an  apt  illustration  of  the  
possible  existence 

of  health  hazards  from  such  sources  (Pearce,  Kattson  and  Hayes). 

Vv-hile  it  may  be  difficult  in  many  instances  to  supply  absolute
  scientific 

proof,  which  will  satisfy  even  the  biased  sceptic,  of  rel
ationship  between 

r-ir  contnMnrJits  pjid  damage  t<3  health  (Best),  particularly  crjic
er  of  the 
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respiratory  organs,  -such  proof  cnn  be  obt-iined  if  competoit  personnel, 

-odequ/'.to  funds  nnd  fr.cilities  are  made  av?.ilr.ble,  Pr.st  efforts  lUcirie  in 

this  respect  were  sc-ircely  extensive  nor  rJ.vr?.ys  competent, 

EnviirininentaL  caixjinorens  behave  very  nuch  like  pathogenic  microorganisms 

in  producin;;;  disease  phenomena  in  only  a  fraction  of  the  total  population  at 

risk,  As  p   inilc,  the  niMbc^i-  of  persons  .-effected  depends  directly  on  the 

relative  potency  of  the  carcinogenic  agent  and  on  the  intensity  rmd  duration 

of  exposure  to  it  by  the  individuals  coiaposin,^:  the  group.  V/hi].e  naturally 

susceptible  individuals  seem  to  succumb  first  and  in  the  presence  of  a  weakly 

acting  carcinot;en  may  be  the  only  jwrs ons  --effected,  the  attack  rate  may 

practically  reach  100  percent  of  the  exjxised  population,  if  a  carcinogen  is 

hif^hly  ijotent  and  the  exposure  to  it  very  severe  and  prolonged. 

Consideration,  jilso,  must  be  .<riven  to  the  fact  that  in  contrast  to  the 

almost  simultaneous  affliction  of  large  numbers  ;<f  persons  by  infect i.vug 

diseases  during  epidemics,  environmental  and  occupationfil  cancers  e:diibit 

in  this  opideraiology  a  distinctly  endemic  pattern,  i.e.  the  existence  of  an 

environmental  or  occupational  cancer  hazari  beconies  apparent  only  if  effective^ 

exposed  and,  therefore,  restricted  jiopulation  {groups  are  analyzed  for  the 

occurrence,  number,  site,  age  and  sex  distribution  of  cancers  observed  among 

its  members  over  periods  of  not  less  than  five  (5)  to  10  years,  Tlie  inclusion 

of  a  large  number  of  unexposed  or  little  exposed  individuals  icho  did  not  ex- 

hibit at  -my  time  the  specific  stirpaata  of  an  effective  contact,  invariably 

leads  to  a  dilution  and  possible  obliteration  of  the  actual  ix>6itive  evidenee 

(Hueperj  Hueper  and  Mancuso),  Vvhenever  occui)ational  cancers  are  consistently 

associated  with  other  disease  phenomena  affectin.;  the  same  organ  and  producing 

symptomaticnlly  similar  lesions  such  as  cancer  of  the  lung  and  pneumoconiosis, 

reliable  epidemiologic  evidence  depends  upon  the  aviilability  of  pathologic 

diagnoses  (biopsies,  autopsies)  for  ?H  CAsei:  included  in  the  group  eviluated. 

mm J 
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Chest  x-niy  studies  ?Jid  cytologic  d.?,ta  from  sputum  examination  are  tmdcr 

such  circumstruices  of  only  limited  v?JLue« 

It  is  obvious  that  an  efficient  and  reliable  study  of  respiratoi:^'  cancer 

hazards  occurring  in  industry  is  a  complex  undertaJcing  requiring  not  only 

competent  investigators  and  adequate  facilities  but  also  a  comparatively 

iinusu.'il  amount  of  financi;il  support,  A  proper  appreciation  of  the  actuality 

and  scope  of  tho  problem  anwng  interested  parties  is  of  rather  recent  date 

and  so  far  only  a  few  research  institutions  have  devoted  ca  part  of  their 

vcrk  to  a  study  of  industrial  rospiratoiy  cancer  hazards.  The  Trudeau 

Laboratories  have  pioneered  in  this  field  and  occupy  a  leading  place.  Be- 

cause of  tho  rapidly  increasing  importance  of  respiratory  cancers  as  public 

heaJ-th  problems,  the  National  Cancer  Institxite  has  provided  tlirou^^h  speci?^l 

cancer  control  r^vants,  financial  assistance  to  three  (3)  universities 

(University  of  Pittsburgh,  University  of  Utah  and  University  of  Southern 

California)  for  the  establishment  of  research  facilities  for  epidemiologic 

and  experimental  studies  of  environmental  cancer,  particularly  cancers  of 

the  respiratory  tract  caused  by  occupational  and  environmental  air  pollutants. 

It  is  hoped  that  these  units  may  become  vdthin  a- few  years,  organisations 

totally  independent  from  governmental  support  and  may  provide  interested  - 

private  parties  as  well  as  local  health  agencies  i\rith  additionaJ.  privately 

controlled  spcoinl  laboratories,  staffed  by  cancer  research  specialists 

competent  and  experienced  in  highly  diverse  and  difficult  aspects  of  environ- 

mental cancer  research.  It  may  be  hoped  that  with  the  passing  of  tinx;,  an 

effective  and  reasonable  control  of  envirorunental  respiratory  cancer  hazards 

may  be  achieved,  which  may  prove  satisfactory  and  fair  to  all  parties  concemod 
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Discussion 

DR.  RHOADS:   Dr.  Hueoer  -m^.  ̂ ^-r^ •  -^-^eper,  .yoa  referrea  several  tinpc:  +„  +^^ 
v.rax  tonnes  to  tie  presence  of  benzpyrene 

m  suspected  material  as  supporting  tne   viev  th.f  +h      ..   - 
ig  T^ie  viev  that  tnese  materials  were  carcino- 

genic in  tne  human  lung.  Does  evidence  exist  ts«f 
vioenc.  exist  txiat  pure  benzpyrene,  per  se^  vill 

produce  cancer  in  man? 

DK.  „,;ePER=  ,W  i.  no  di.ect  e,l.en=e,  onX,  ei.ou.3taatial  evidence.  ^e.e 
a.e  on  .eocrd  two  oa.e.  e.ong  laborato.,  „or.e..  ..o  acoMentall,  o3..e  in  con- tact  with  benzpyrene.   One  was 

of  tie  skin later  a  cancer  ^ievelo- 

pea  «  „.et.er  t.at  i.  conclusive  evidence  X  a.  not  certain.  „e  .nst  re„e..> 
that  ̂ n.p^ene  is  only  one  of  ti.e  c.cino.enic  cheMcals  in  these  ̂ terials. 
m.  ana  Steiner  isolated  th.ee  o.  .o-^.  Xne.e  a.e  shaie  oils  which  do  not 
contain  hen.p^ene  hut  „.ich  a.e  carcinogenic,  so  .e  should  not  consider  onl, 
the  crude  ™.terial,  as  such,  hut  should  ta.e  into  account  components  that  are 
carcinogenic. 



DR.  RHOADS:   The  presence  of  benzpyrene  suggests  that  possibly  stronger 

darcinogenic  agents,  or  even  a  -whole   series,  are  alos  present. 

DR.  HUEPER:  A  vhole  spectnjm  of  carcinogens. 

,  t      DR.  SAMQELSON:  With  reference  to  carbon  black  I  would  like  to  correct  the 

-::> record.  The  Steiner  work  showed  that  3:4-  benzpyrene  and  1:2  benzpyrene,  a 

very  mild  carcinogen,  was  present  in  the  extract  of  carbon  black,  and  no 

evidence  of  carcinogen  to  follow. 

DR.  RHOADS:  Dr.  Hueper's  joking  remark  that  the  sun  might  be  prophylactic 

raises  an  interesting  point.  I  believe  that  one  cannot  vrholly  ignore  the 

endocrine  system  in  cancer,  in  view  of  the  surveys  of  McCann,  Tannenbaum  and 

others.  Other  surveys  not  yet  published  suggest  very  strongly  that  hypo- 

phisectomy  will  render  inactive  certain  compounds  which  othervise  are  active 

and  exceedingly  carcinogenic  and  it  is  not  inconceivable  that  the  sun  right 

play  a  similar  role. 

DR.  HUEPER:  Pellet,  who  studied  the  incidence  of  cancer  of  internal  organs 

among  Canadians,  suggests  that  persons  who  develop  cancer  of  tne  skin  become 

partially  immiine  to  cancer  of  the  internal  organs.  I  do  not  believe  tiiat  the 

evidence,  from  an  epidemiological  viewpoint,  shows  that.   If  an  individual 

is  exposed  to  an  occupational  agent  that  causes  cancer  of  the  skin,  he  has, 

in  fact,  a  greater  liability  to  develop  cancer  of  the  internal  organs.   A 

pathologist  of  the  University  of  Richmond  has  made  claims  similar  to  those  of 

Pellet  but  I  do  not  believe  that  they  are  justified  on  the  basis  of  tne 

factual  evidence. 

h-f 
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DR.RHOADS:   Dr.  Levin,  will  you  comment  on  the  statistical  validity  of  the 

evidence  regarding  occupations  for  which  the  incidence  is  comparatively  low? 

Many  of  those  figures  are  from  the  Kenilway  series;  do  you  wish  to  comment 

on  the  validity  of  those  observations  of  the  engineers,  the  tobacconists, 

the  barroom  workers,  and  individuals  having  other  occupations? 

DR.  LEVIN:   I  haven't  examined  tiie  data  S'Jifficiently  to  be  at  all  critical. 

It  is  interesting  that  with  a  few  exceptions,  such  as  tiie  lung  cancers  of 

Schneeberg,  the  majority  of  persons  exposed,  even  to  a  high  dosage,  do  not 

develop  a  disease.  This  condition  suggests  that  if  we  confine  our  attention 

entirely  to  ventilation  and  ignore  tne  intrinsic  constitutional  agent  we  are 

over-stressing  the  situation.  We  should  attempt  to  determine  why  some  persons 

exposed  to  a  specific  concentration  of  a  carcinogenic  agent  do  not  develop 

disease  while  other  persons  do. 

Some  of  the  published  material  to  which  Dr.  Rhoads  referred  is  difficult 

to  evaluate  because  factual  information  is  lacking:  How  many  persons  were 

In  the  factory  at  a  certain  age  for  how  many  years;  were  all  the  cases  studied; 

«.t  what  age  did  they  retire;  was  there  a  difference  between  the  people  you  did  I 

have  information  about  and  the  people  you  did  not  nave  information  about?  As 

a  state  official  I  would  say  that  t/.e  evidence  is  sufficiently  strong  to  justify 

the  proposal  that  industry  be  required  to  keep,  confidentially  and  without  bias, 

much  better  records  than  it  does  regarding  both  its  workers  and  what  happens  to 

them.   The  information  is  tnere;  ve  simply  are  not  getting  it  in  such  a  way 

that  we  can  analyze  it. 

DR.  RFIOADS:   I  should  like  tc  emphasize  Dr.  Levin's  point  tnat  it  is  perhaps 

the  obligation  of  industry  to  set  up  so-colled  preventive  experiments  with 



control  groups  which  vill  provide  possibly  the  most  final  data. 

DR.  PRATT:   With  referencd  to  carcinoma  in  individuals  with  asbestosis,  we 

see  hyperplasia  of  the  bronchiolar  epithelium  ejid  extension  into  the  alveolar 

spaces  in  areas  of  the  lung  that  show  fibrosis,  but  if  we  look  at  the  epithe- 

lium of  the  major  bronchi  we  see  a  normal  appearance.  Nevertheless,  the 

cases  that  have  carcinoma  with  asbestosis  -  at  least  the  cases  I  have  seen  - 

in  the  main  give  every  evidence  of  being  primary  in  the  major  bronchi.  It 

seems  to  me  that  if  t  ere  is  a  connection  between  asbestosis  and  cancer,  it 

must  be  a  considerably  more  devious  one  tiian  simply  hyperplasia,  metaplasia, 

and  neoplasia.  I  would  like  to  hear  Dr.  Kueper's  comments  on  this  point. 

DR.  HUEPER:  I  am  glad  you  mentioned  this  topic  because  it  is  of  great  interest 

to  me.  The  carcinogens  are  really  misnomers.  If  you  study  the  anatomic  re- 

action to  carcinogens,  you  see  first  hyperplasia;  you  see  many  benign  tumors 

and  then,  finally,  you  may  see  carcinomas  -  some  of  the  benign  tumors  may  have 

become  malignant;  or  you  may  see,  in  tne  prepared  soil,  carcinomas  of  primary 

origin.  Personally,  I  place  a  great  deal  of  significance  upon  the  development 

or  history  of  carcinomas  in  the  histologic  sections  of  the  cases  I  have  studied. 

I  believe  that  those  sections  give  us  the  life  historj-  of  the  carcinogen  and 

the  life  history  of  the  cancer.   To  me,  tne  changes  of  asbestosis  are  a  typical 

example.   I  have  seen  characteristic  changes  in  the  cancers  we  produce  in  dogs, 

in  the  cancers  we  produce  in  mice  with  tne  various  hydro-carbons.   Those  progres- 

sive changes  are  always  significant. 

DR.  DRINKER:   As  I  was  the  instigator  of  two  of  the  surveys  Dr.  Hueper  mentioned 

Lombard© 's  on  arsenic  and  Ingall's  on  carbon  black  -  I  have  more  than  a  casual 

3     =~^ 



interest  in  Dr.  Hueper's  remaJfcs,  Today  the  big  arsenic  producer  is  Sweden, 

with  Mexico  second  and  the  United  States  third.  We  shall  continue  to  produce 

arsenic  for  an  indefinite  period  because  copper  ores,  which  are  smelted, 

contain  arsenic.  The  industrial  experience  of  the  smelters  in  the  United  States 

dates  back  for  about  ^0  to  50  years  -  a  relatively  long  experience  for  health 

matters;  the  Mexican  and  the  Swedish  experience  is  briefer.  The  survey  on 

arsenic  was  instigated  because  ve  were  a  little  apprehensive,  after  finding 

that  chromate  workers  get  perforated  septa  and  lung  cancer,  that  perhaps  the 

same  thing  might  be  caused  by  exposure  to  arsenic. 

Dr.  Hueper  questioned  the  interpretation  of  Lombard  and  Snegireff's 

statistics,  in  which  they  concluded  that  the  handling  of  arsenic  trioxlde  does 

not  produce  a  significant  change  in  cancer  mortality.  The  incidence  of  50  per 

cent,  to  which  Dr.  Hueper  refers,  is  quite  startling  but  the  numbers  of  workers 

involved  were  so  small  that  the  high  rate  could  have  been  merely  a  matter  of 

chance.  Lombard  and  Snegireff  used  for  a  control  a  smelter  that  haaidled  no 

arsenic  yet  the  incidence  of  lung  cancer  of  the  control  was  a  little  greater 

than  that  of  the  community  as  a  whole.   In  Utah,  Neal  and  others  made  a  good 

survey  concerning  arsenic j  they  found  no  evidence  of  lung  cancer. 

I  believe  that  Dr.  Levin's  plea  for  better  statistics  in  incVstry  is  an 

extremely  good  one.  I  know  that  the  big  smelters  are  anxious  to  keep  good 

records. 

DR.  RHOADS:  There  is  a  tendency  to  incrijiiinate  pure  compounds  of  known  acti- 

vity when  considering  trie  possible  carcinogenic  action  of  a  complex  mass  of 

materials  coming  out  of  a  smelter  or  out  of  a  complex  organic  mixture.  The 

evidence  may  be  good  for  the  problem  involved  -  contamination  or  pollution  - 

but  not  so  good  for  a  single  pure  constituent  of  the  polluted  material. 

(^'    fi: 
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DR.  HAMPE:   Dr.  Pratt  mentioned  that  in  carcinoma  vrith  asbestosis  he  did  not 

find  the  so-called  hyperplasia,  metaplasia,  and  so  on,  of  the  carcinoma.   In 

Holland  I  have  had  two  cases  of  asbestosis,  one  vith  carcinoma  and  one  -without. 

I  tried  to  differentiate  betveen  the  type  of  hyperplasia  seen  in  tuberculosis, 

so-called  metaplasia,  and  the  type  ordinarily  seen  in  bronchial  carcinoma. 

DR.  PRATT: 

■'4 
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A  vdiole  spectre  of  carcinogens, 

BY  DOCTOR  RHOADS;  '  ' 

Doctor  Hueper  made  also  a  very  Interesting  point 

In  joke,  that  was  the  disposition  of  the  point  that  the 

sun  Blight  be  prophyllactlc,   I  think  one  can  not  wholly 

Ignore  the  endocrine  system  In  cancer.  In  view  of  McCann, 

Tannenbaum's  and  other  worker's  surveys*   There  are  siirveys 

as  yet  unpublished,  but  they  suggest  very  strongly  Indeed 

that  hyposectomy  (?)  will  render  Inactive,  Inert  compounds 

which,  otherwise,  are  active,  exceedingly  carcinogenic, 

and  It's  not  entirely  inconceivable  that  the  sun  might  play 

some  role. 

BY  DOCTOR  HUEPSR; 

Various  surveys  have  been  made  by  Pellet,  who 

studied  the  Incidence  of  cancer  of  Internal  organs  among 

Canadian  -  among  the  natives,  and  he  suggests  that  persons 

who  develop  cancer  of  the  skin  would  become  partially  immun^ 

to  cancer  of  the  Internal  organs,   I  don't  think  the  occu- 

patlona.l  evidence  shows  that.   If  you  are  exposed  to  an    j 

occupational  agent  that  causes  cancer  of  the  skin,  you  havei 

in  fact,  a  higher  liability  to  develop  cancer  of  the  inter- 

nal organs.   That's  the  general  evidence  offered  from  a 

general  epidemiological  viewpoint. 

The  pathologists  of  the  University  of  Richmond  - 

his  name  escapes  me  right  now,  he  makes  very  similar  claims^ 

i- 
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I  don't  think  they  are   justified  on  the  basis   of   the  factua:. 

evidence  we  have.      One   can  speculate   a  lot  but  I   think  it's 

our  feeling  we  have    to  stick  quite   strictly   to  what  we   actuil 

ly   observe,    the   factual  evidence,    and  not   speculate    too 

much. 

BY  DOCTOR  RHQADS; 

Now,  I'd  like  to  ask  Doctor  Levin  to  comment  on 

the  statistical  validity  of  the  evidence  regarding  occ
upa- 

tion, where  the  incidence  is  comparatively  low.  Many  of 

those  figures  are  from  Kenilway  series,  of  course;  do
  you 

want  to  comment  on  the  validity  of  those  observat
ions  of 

the  engineers,  the  tobaccionlsts,  the  barroom  
workers, 

other  happy  occupations? 

BY  DOCTOR  LEVIN: 

I  don't  think   I  have  recently  examined  that   data 

to  -  sufficiently   to  be   at   all  critical.      One    of  the    things
 

which  impressed  me   about   the   type   of  information
  that  Doc- 

tor Hueper  presented  and  which  is,    I   think,    good  li
terature 

is    that,    in  general,    even   at  the    -  with  a   few  except
ions,    tlie 

lung  cancers   of  Schnaberg,    seems    to  be   one   of   those,  
  even 

with   the  high  dosage   of   exposure   and   the  majority  
of  people 

exposed,    apparently  do   not  develop  a   disease,whi
ch  strongly 

suggests   that  we   are   over-stressing  the  situation 
  if  we   con- 

fine   attention  entirely    to    the   ventilation  and   ignore   
the 

intrinsic   constitutional   agent.      I   think   that  perhaps   - 
  I 
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don't  mean  to  say  that  we  should  do  the  other  thing  and 

throw  overboard  the  evidence  regarding  these  things,  but  I 

think  we  should  study  just  as  carefully  why  it  is  that  some 

people  just  as  exposed  to  the  concentration  of  the  agent, 

do  not  develop  the  disease.   I  think  we  may  get  clues  to 

the  development  of  the  disease  in  others  which  may  be  more 

useful  or  certainly  as  useful  as  the  preventive  aspects 

of  the  occupational  data. 

Some  of  the  published  material  that  Doctor  Rhoads 

referred  to  is  simply  of  a  kind  that's  very  difficult  to 

evaluate  because  you  don't  have  enough  facts.   You  don't 

know  how  many  people  were  in  the  factory  at  a  certain  age 

for  so  many  years.  You  don't  know  whether  all  the  cases 

were  studied.  You  don't  know  at  vh  at  age  they  were  retired, 

You  don't  know  the  difference  between  the  people  that  you 

did  have  information  about,  and  the  people  that  you  did  not 

have  information  about,  but  from  the  standpoint  of  a  state 

official,  which  I  am,  and  from  the  standpoint  of  what  all 

this  sort  of  thing  leads  to,  from  the  standpoint  or  question 

of  actual  action,  official  action,  I  would  say  -  and 

since  this  is  an  industrial  group,  lid  like  very  much  your 

reaction  to  this  proposal  -  I  would  say  that  the  evidence 

is  sufficiently  strong  to  at  least  justify  one  proposal 

and  that  is  that  industry  be  required  to  keep  much  better 

records  than  it  does  regarding  both  its  workers  and  what 
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  in  tne 

rhi      it  seems    to  me   
it  looks   qu 

:  ao  have   carcino. 
  ̂ o.et.er  With  their

   a^estos..    ̂ e 
^■stto   ft-D-arv   evidence    oi 

caae.   that  I've  seen,   in  the  ma.n  give  ever^^^^^^_
___ 
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being  primary  in  the  major  bronchil   It  seems  to  me  that  if 

there  is  a  connection  between  asbestos is  and  cancer,  it 

must  be  considerably  more  devious  than  simply  hyperplasia, 

metaplasia  and  neoplasia.   I'd  like  very  much  to  hear 

Doctor  Hueper's  comments  on  that  point. 

BY  DOCTOR  HUEPER; 

I'm  glad  you  brought  up  that  question,  because 

it's  been  a  long  time  in  my  heart,  but  I'm  glad  you  brought 

up  that  question  because  it's  been  a  long  time  on  my  heart, 

and  I  would  like  to  shoot  it  off. 

The  carcinogens  are  really  misnomers.   If  you 

study  the  -  an  atomic  reaction  of  carcinogens,  you  see  flrsj; 

hyperplasia,  you  see  lots  of  benign  tumors  and  then  finally 

you  may  see  carcinomas,  you  may  see  that  some  of  the  benign 

tumors  become  malignant  or  you  may  see,  in  the  prepared 

soil  carcinomas,  originating  primarily. 

I  personally  place  a  great  deal  of  significance 

upon  seeing  the  development  or  history  of  carcinomas  in  the 

slides  I  have  studied  in  the  cases  I  te ve  studied.   I  think 

they  give  us  the  life  history  of  the  carcinogen  and  the 

life  history  of  the  cancer.   To  me,  the  changes  in  asb^s- 

tosis  are  typical  of  that.   I  have  seen  them  in  the  cancerSj 
i 

which  we  produce  in  dogs.   I  have  seen  them  in  caicers  which 

we  produce  in  mice  with  the  various  hydrocarbons;  it's 

always  the  same  story;  to  me  those  progressive  changes  are 
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significant* 

BY  DOCTOR  RHOADS; 

I  think  this  is  a  very  interesting  point  that 

comes  up  frequently  in  discussions  of  the  his to -pathologic 

development  of  neoplastic  change,  and  always  puzzled  by  one 

group  of  cells  presiomably  equally  in  contact  with  others 

become  exposed  to  a  rapid  shift  in  mortality,  and  I  presume 

there  are  unknown  factors  regarding  concentration.  Next 

question? 

BY  DOCTOR  DRINKER; 

I  was  the  instigator  of  two  of  the  surveys  Doctor 

Hueper  mentioned,  the  one  of  Lombardo's  on  arsenic  and  the 

one  of  Ingall's  on  carbon  black,  so  I  have  an  interest, 

more  than  a  casual  one,  in  Doctor  Hueper 's  remarks.   Today 

the  big  arsenic  producer  is  Sweden,  with  Mexico  second  and 

the  United  States  third.  We  will  continue  to  produce  ar- 

senic for  the  indefinite  future,  because  of  the  fact  that 

the  copper  comes  contaminated  by  asenic. 

The  industrial  experience  of  the  smelters  dates 

back  now  in  the  United  States  for  about  forty  to  fifty 

years,  so  that  as  experience  goes  in  health  matters, 

they  probably  have  as  good  as  there  is.   The  Mexican  exper- 

ience is  a  little  briefer  and  so  is  the  Swedish  experience. 

The  survey  in  the  arsenic  works  was  instigated  because  we 

were  a  little  apparehensive  after  what  was  found  in  the 
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chromate  industry  to  which  we  may  have  some  slight  analogy. 

That  is,  the  chromate  workers  get  the  perforated 

scepta,  and  then  they  were  shown  to  get  lung  cancers,  so  we 

wondered  if  perhaps  the  same  kind  of  thing  did  not  occur 

in  the  arsenic  business. 

Doctor  Hueper  remarked  that  Lombard, and  Lombard 

and  Schnager,  from  an  interpretation  of  their  statistics, 

the  interpretation  was  curious,   I  can't  say  I  agree.   I 

will  admit  that  half  of  something  is  -  startles  you,  and  - 

but  half  of  four  or  half  of  ten  is  not  very  startling,  and 

I  rather  think  that  the  explanation  in  the  smelter  in  the 

west  in  which  Hueper  takes  them  to  task  for  not  making 

more  of  the  arsenical  cancer  is  due  to  the  fact  that  the 

figxares  are  too  low,  the  amoiont  of  numbers  of  workers  are 

too  low  and  they  concluded  that  it  might  just  as  well  have 

been  the  other  way,  on  a  pure  chance  basis* 

They  took  for  a  control  a  smelter  in  the  arsenic 

business  that  had  no  arsenical  exposure  and,  in  that  case, 

the  lung  cancer,  I  regret  to  state,  was  a  little  more  alarm- 

ing than  that  of  the  coramxinity  at  large,  and  there  was  no 

arsenic  exposure  whatever.   The  smelter  handled  no  arsenic. 

I  think  that  the  doctor's  plea  for  better  statis- 

tics in  industry  is  an  extremely  good  one  and  I  know  that 

the  smelting  business,  all  of  the  big  smelters  now,  I tm 

familiar  with  what  they're  doing  about  this,  are  more  than 
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anxious  to  get  their  figvires  straight  and  will  keep  records. 

Their  records,  in  the  past,  are  very  fragmentary.  Hue  per 

did  not  mention  the  fact  that  there  was  a  good  arsenical 

siirvey  in  Utah  by  Neal  and  others,  in  which  they  foxind  no 

evidence  of  lung  cancer. 

BY  DOCTOR  RHOADS; 

Well,  here  information  comes  from  another  angle, 

perhaps  alluding  to  a  point  brought  up  before,  and  that  is 

the  tendency  is  to  incriminate  ptore  compounds  of  known 

activity  when  one  is  considering  the  possible  carcinogenic 

action  of  a  most  confusing  and  complex  mess  of  materials 

coming  out  of  a  smelter  or  coming  out  of  a  complex  organic 

mixture,  and  perhaps  the  evidence,  I  take  it  the  evidence 

is  good  for  the  problem  involved,  in  contamination  and 

pollution,  but  not  so  good  for  a  single  pure  constitutot 

of  the  polluted  material.   Yes,  sir? 

BY  DOCTOR  SA^TUELSON; 

On  that  point,  in  reference  to  carbon  black,  I'd 

like  to  correct  the  record.   The  Steiner  work  showed  that 

3:i|.  benzpyrene  and  1:2  benzpyrene,  a  very  mile  carcinogen 

was  present  in  the  extract  of  carbon  black,  and  no  evidence 

of  carcinogen  to  follow. 

BY  DOCTOR  RHOADS; 

Thank  you.  Will  you  give  your  name  please? 

BY  DOCTOR  SAMUELSON: 
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Doctor  Samuelson. 

BY  DOCTOR  RHOADS; 

Very  interesting  point,  yes. 

BY  DOCTOR  HEI'IPE; 

I  woiild  follow  up    the   question  of  Doctor  Pratt, 

Did  I  hear   it  right   that  you  were   commenting  on  the   fact 

that   in  asbestos    carcinoma  or  carcinoma  with  asbestosis, 

you  did  not  find   the   so-called  hyperplasia,   metaplasia  and 

so   on,    of'' the    carc-inomaV    Was   that  what  you  said? 

BY   DOCTOR  PRATT: 

That's   what   I   said, 

BY  DOCTOR  HEMPE; 

May  I  show  one    slide?      I   come   from  Holland  and 

there   were    only   two   cases  up   to  now,    of   asbestos   in  Holl- 

and,   one  with  carcinoma,    one  without.      It  was  by   chance  I 

got   them;    it  was   a   chance   I  got    the    case  with  hyperplasia 

and  metaplasia,      I   don't  know  how  you  use   these  words, 

hyperplasia,   metaplasia,    I   can  only   say   that   I  tried  to 

differentiate  between  the   kind  of  hyperplasia,    as  you  see 

it  in   tuberculosis,      I   tried   to   differentiate  between   the 

types,    as  you  see   it  in   tuberculosis,    so-called  metaplasi
a 

and   the    type  you  see   ordinarily    in  carcinoma,   bronchial 

carcinoma  of   the   lung,    as   you  can   study    it  in   specimens, 

and   then  I  must   say   that    in   the    same   type    of  bronchi,    the 

middle   lot,    not  only   the   small   ones,   but   the   greatest   ones.
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as  you  will  got  the  spociiaenB,  "but  intha  middle  grades 

bronchi^  you  will  find  a  certain  type  of  metaplasia,   that 

certainly  la  related  to  carcinoma. 

I  do  not  say  that  carcinoma  does  come  from  a  type 

of  metaplasia,  but  you  do  find  them  together,   as  you  do  not 

find  the  metaplasia  in  bronchieotasis  or  tuborculoBis,   and 

this  is  the  slid©  I  got  hare.     Our  slides  are  not  as  beau- 

tiful and  our  micrographs  are  not  as  beautiful  as  you  nor- 

mally sea  then  hera,  but  I  hope  you  will  see  the  point  in 

what  I  am  trying  to  show. 

Here  you  see  th«  bronchi  epithella,  and  you  see 

-  the  ooiament  will  come  that  is  not  an  entire  cross -sectlonj 

but  you  will  see  the  typifcal  metaplasia,  the  hyper chroiaatas in 

of  it,  and  you  will  see  entirely  how  this  bronchial  opi- 

thelima  is  out  of  order^l 

This  is  one  of  the  greater  bi'anchij  it  is  not  a 

small  one,  and  the  next  please.     Here  you  see  the  contents 

of  the  Middle  lobe  bi»onchu»,  raucous  cell«,  laucocytes.     Here 

you  must  imagine   the  basal  wcaabrane  and  here  you  see  the 

so-called  typical  laetaplasla,   perhaps  leading  to  hyperplasia, 

I  don't  know. 

Ihose  are  of  the  greater  bronchi  too,   and  tlie  next 

please?     Here  you  see   the   sane,    tiiat  thick  mucous   that  is 

coughed  up  so  difficultly  in  asbestosis,    the   thickened 

basal  nombrane,   end  novo   the  veiv   typical  kind  of  ©piths liui 
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■bronrhi-y  you  will  find  a  certain  type   of  metaplasia,    that 

certainly   is  related  to   carcinoma* 

I  do  not  say   tliat  carcinoma  does    come   from  a  type 

of  metaplasia,   but  you  do  find  them  together,    as  you  do  not 

find  the  metaplasia  in  bronchiectasis   or   tuberculosis,    and 

this   is   the   slide   I  got  here.      Our  slides   are  not  as   beau- 

tiful and   our  micrographs  are  not  as  beautiful  as   you  nor- 

mally see   them  here,   but  I  hope  you  will   see   the  point   in 

what  I   am  trying   to  show. 

Here  you  see    the  bronchi   epithelia,    and  you   see 

-   the   comment  will   come   that  is  not  an  entire   cross -sectionj 

but  you  will  see    the   typfcal  metaplasia,    the  hyper  chroma  tosis; 

of  it,    and  you  will   see   entirely  how  this   bronchial   epi- 

thelium is   out  of  order* 

This   is  one   of   the   greater  bronchi;    it  is  not  a 

small   one,    and  the  next  please.      Here  you  see   the    contents 

of  the  middle  lobe  bronchus,   mucous   cells,   mucocytes.      Here 

you  must  imagine    the  basal  membrane   and  here  you  see    the 

so-called   typical  metaplasia,    perhaps   leading  to  hyperplasia, 

I   don't  know* 

These   are   of   the  greater  bronchi   too,    and  the   nex1; 

please?      Here  you  see    the    same,    that   thick  mucous   that   is 

coughed  up   so  difficultly  in  asbestosis,    the    thickened 

basal  membrane,    and  here    the   very   typical  kind  of  epltheliiiiji 



BR.  RHOADS:   You  say  that  the  mass  survey  did  not  reveal  these  cases  but 

that  the  roentgenograms  taken  when  the  individuals  applied  for  medical  care  did? 

DR.  CiLRTIER:  No,  the  roentgenogram  was  taken  during  a  routine  examination 

at  the  clinic. 

DR.  RHOADS:  How  does  that  differ  from  the  mass  survey? 

LR.  CARTIER:  It  difierc  in  that  people  over  50  yearn  of  age  do  not  take 

advantage  of  tne  mass  survey.   All  the  cases  have  been  detected  at  the  clinic 

and,  later,  have  been  followed  up  and  have  come  to  autopsy. 

DR.  RIIOADS:   It  appears  that  somehow  the  mass  survey  doesn't  always  result 

in  the  actual  detection  of  cancer  and  in  the  bringing  of  the  patient  into 
medical  hands. 
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that  certainly  Is  quite  an  Interesting  thing  in  this  case. 

The  next?   There  you  have  the  same  in  the  peri- 

pheral parts.   I  don't  know  if  it  were  alveolar  or  not, 

and  there  you  have  the  same  as  Doctor  Hueper  showed,  that 

same  metaplasia  or,  in  any  case,  a  tjrpical  form,  let  us 

call  it  epitehlium,  and  (diffusing  -  diffuse,  that  is  going 
into  carcinoma. 

This  is  a  case  where  I  could  not  prove  that  car- 

cinoma really  was  due  to  asbestos,  and  I  think  no  one  up  to 

now  proved  it,  although  we  saw  many  cases  of  them.   It  was 

a  case  where  carcinoma  of  the  lung  was  multiple  and  I 

think  that  follows  up  the  question  of  Doctor  Pratt  too, 

when  he  commented  on  the  fact  that  the  metaplasia  was  more 

extended  in  the  peripheral  parts  of  the  lung  than  you  would 

expeect  that  you  would  find  more  carcinomas  in  asbestos 

lungs,  and  I  had  one  of  these  cases  only  I  could  not 

prove  that  it  was  bronchial  carcinoma,  so  one  of  the  ques- 

tions of  Doctor  Pratt  is  fulfilled  here. 

Here  you  see  the  peripheral  metaplasia  with 

carcinoma,  but  in  the  periphery,  but  together  with  it  you 

see  the  metaplasia  inthe  bronchi,  the  greater  bronchi. 

BY  DOCTOR  RHOADS; 

Thank  you  very  much,  thank  you.  Doctor  Hempe. 

To  keep  on  schedule  at  all,  we  are  sort  of  late,  we'd  best 

nov;  have  a  break  until  twenty-five  minutes  of  twelve. 

(Short  recess  takenj 
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BY  DOCTOR  HKOADSt 

The  next  paper  on  the  Sjmposttim  concerns   i3a» 

paper  already  discussed  by  Doctor  Hueper.     If  ve  cou
ld  have 

a  little  quiet,   it  would  be  very  helpful  for  those  wh
o  are 

presenting  papers.     Doctor  Hueper  has  asked  to  
 cortient  on 

Doctor  Drinker's  remarks.     I  think  ve  must  defer  thi
s  mtll 

ve  can  get  the  papers  under  way. 

I  will,   therefore,    introduce  the  paper  on  asbes- 

tos mining  by  Doctor  C artier.     Doctor  Car tier. 

BY  DOCTOR  CARTISnt 

Meaibers  of  this  Tyrapoelumj     Not  being  a  statis- 

tician, neither  an  epidemiologist,   I  don't  think  I  should 

have  accepted  to  present  this  paper,  but  I   think,   to
  excuse 

Eiyself,   I  should  say  that  this    statistics  and  most
  of  thfl 

papers  I  am  presenting  liave  been  reviewed  by  
your  statis- 

tician in  Montreal  and  Doctor  Phillips,   official  statlstlci
+n 

for  National  Cancer  Institute  of  Canada  in  Toronto,   
so  I 

would  like   that  those   two  experts   take  the  reeponsi
bility 

of  the  statements  I  nirht  advjmce. 

So  I  was   Invited  to  present  this  paper  on  the 

pulmonary  cancer  in  the  asbestos  mininc  industry,  
 not  on 

account  of  any   special  qualification,   only  bsca^
ose  I  happen 

to  be   in  chareo   of  a  clinic  which  has,    as   a  prl:na
ry  func- 

tion,   to  supervise   the  primary  condition  of  four  t
housand 

asbestos  minora,   such  a  group  of  entrants  offer
ing  an 
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IS^aberB  of  this  Symposixmt     Hot  being  &  statistician, 

ael^er  aa  epidcaaiologist,  I  doa't  thiuk  I  should  have  aecepted 

to  pfwimit  this  paper*  bat  I  thiaak,  to  excose  ayself ,  I  should 

«agr  tbat  this  statistics  and  nost  of  the  papers  I  e&  presenti^ 

h«va  bsOTi  reviewed  fcy  your  statistician  in  Mcmtreal  sai  Doctor 

JMlllps,  <tffieial  statistician  for  Rational  Cancer  Institute 

of  (^oada  la  To«mto,  so  I  voald  like  that  these  two  experts 

take  the  responsiMUty  of  «»«  etateaeats  I  aight  advance. 

So  I  vas  invited  to  present  this  paper  on  the  palaoutirj 

easeer  in  the  asbestos  aiaing  industry,  not  on  account  of  any 

special  quelificaticm,  only  becanse  I  happen  to  be  in  charge 

of  A  clinic  iihieh  has,  as  a  priasai^  function,  to  supervise  the 

jfolaaiy  conditdoa  of  four  tlKJttsaad  asbestos  miners,  mxeh  a  group 

<»f  entrants  offering  an 

M 
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outstanding  laotallurgical  study  of  cancer  of  the  lung  in 

"  '-"^ 

p- relation  to  asbeatos  fibers  or  any  other  related  fibers # 1 
.■>■•■ 

In  the  origin  of  mines,   six  different  companies 

are  doing  asbestos  mining  operations,   so  for  niar«©  than 

eighty  years,   and  since  19i|.5*   these  conpanies  have  organ- 1 
^'. 

ised  the  Thetford  Indxjs trial  Clinic  which  has,  as  a  pri- 1 !l't 

mary  aiK,    to  fulfill  a  program  of  industrial  hygiene. p 
nairJ.y  medical  and  with  duet  control  provisions. 1 

M In  1950,  the  concept  of  an  inhalation  of  asbes- I P tos  fibers  and  pulmonary  cancer  was  mentioned  by  many  in- I 
• vestigators  and  it  was  at  that  moment  that  the  Medical I 

^'' Advisor  or  the  Quebec  Asbestos  Mining  Association,   saw  ad- I 
&  

   ■ 

vantages  for  the  employees  and  the  «nployers,    to  recocsnend I 

B*
 

a  corr5)any  investigation  composed  of  an  epidemiologicfll   end ■ 

P experimental  study» I 
1 This  report  is  part  of  this  study. 

The  Thetford  Indus triaj.  Clinic  hfin  bean  in  oper- 1 1: ation  only  cince  191^.6,  and  we  have  medical  records  on  five 1 
i thousand  fifty-two  employees,  but  this  survey  is  based  only 1 
1^ on  throe   tliousand  nine  hundred  fifty-seven  workers  having I 

worked  in  tlie  industry  from  two  to  sixty  years*     About  one 

tiiousand  e.nployees  have  been  rejected  from  this   survey  be- 1 
• 

cause   thoy  have  not  worked  long  enough,   or  because    tliey I 
have  worked  in  different  industrial  trades  before. 1 

i —    L Before  presenting  the  first  table,    I  think  it  ia ■ 
11 1 
I^^^^^IB^^^HI^^^^^^H^^^^^H 
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worthwhile  to  say  that  the  labor  turn-over  In  the  asbestos 

Industry  is  one  of  the  lowest  in  all  the  indue  try  in  Cana* 

da,  meaning  that  the  stable  population  la  working  in  our 

nine  and  Meaning,   also,   tlmt  in  many  aspects,  it  is  easier 

to  stvidy  and  more  representative. 

The  first  slide  please.     So  as  I  mentioned,  this 

Table  Number  1  shows  the  age  group  distribution  of  th* 

group  study  and  I  don't  think  it  needs  any  catanento  except 

to  say  that  the  average  age  of  our  e2i5)loyae8  Is  thirl^* 

five,   about  two  yesirs  older  than  the  average  for  tiie  gener- 

al industrial  population,   and  this  table  will  show  also 

that  1,577  men  are  included  in  the  age  group  frooa  forty  to 

-  and  over,   in  the  group  where  tiie  incidence  of  cancer  is 

laore  general. 

Second  —  next  table,  please*     This  table  indi- 

cates  the  nxisiber  of  years   spent  in  the  asbestos  mining   in- 

dustry by  the   total  ntoraber  of  employees  surveyed.     Of  cours^, 

this   table  is  not  as  significant  as  would  be  a  table  indi- 

cating the  specific  exposure  of  tliese  emplc^ees,  but  after 

many  attempts   it  has  seetaed  impossible  to  -  to  add  tof-ether 

the  different  years  spent  in  different  concentration  of 

fibers,    to  which  moet  of  the  enployees  have  been  exposed, 

and  I  think  as  a  remark  too,   it  Is  worthwhile   to  mention 

that  two   thousand,    two  hundred  have  spent  more   than   ten 

years   in  ttie   asbestos   industry. 
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Next  table,  please.     The  following  
table  shows  a 

classification  of  various  exposures 
 in  the  asbestos  mining 

industry*     Realise  that  thi.  class
ification  could  be  dis- 

cussed  for  many  hours,  and  present  m
any  quarrels,  but  I 

think  nevertheless  that  ve  need,  for
  mny  purposes,  we  need 

a  job  classification,  even  for  the 
 exposure  aspect  or  for 

research,   so  after  we  were  station
ed  with  our  engineer, 

we  took  the  average  of  all  the  dus
t  survey  imde  in  the  rain- 

ins  indust^  snd  we  decided  Just  t
o  draw  this   table,  and 

^is   table  has  also,   I  don't  know  
   if  it  is  objective  ad^ 

vantage,  but  has  the  advantage  of 
 correlating  with  our  case 

of  asbestosis* 

I  «nt  to  state   that  all  the  ease
s  of  asbestosls 

have  b6long.d  -  have  worked  In  shop
s,  under  that  rule.   I'm 

sorry.  In  the  lower  group,   and  o
ur  men  haylne  worked  ev«i 

from  two  to  forty-five  years  In  th
at  kind  of  e«>osur.,  h« 

never  developed  «.  a.bestosis  which  was
  found  by  patholosU| 

or  epidemiologist,  or  by  experiment
s,   to  be  of  any  sequence, 

any  medical  sequence. 

This  table,  as  you  may  see,  pres
ents  million  par- 

ticles per  cubic  foot  and  the  percontae
e  of  fiber  count. 

This  is  very  Important,   because  
from  experience  to  exper- 

ience,   it  seer.s   that  the  fiber  Is   the  o
nly  patholoclcal 

agent,  rock  dust  not  being  -  not 
 betaE  reproduced  in  any 

concensus,  pulmonary  fibrosis.     l_th
U*.   only  this j>l^t_ 

r 
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neod  aoia©  fixpther  explanation,  because  you  see  that  l8  not 

clear.     Even  thla  might  seem  a  little  less  concentrated, 

but  just  the  same  we  put  In  this  whole  group,  because  on 

the  ground,   dry  work  and  the  grizzly  xa&n  are  working  longer,, 

they  are  working  in  more  constant  concentration  of  fibers, 

and  in  the  third  place,  because  we  have  found  a  few  excep- 

tional cases  of  asbestoals  in  that  group#     So,  please  re- 

number  the  categories,  0,  1,  2,  3»  k  ond  $,  because  in  the 

coming  tables,   they  might  help  you  to  understand  them. 

The  following  tables  Intend  to  indicate  indiconce 

or  prevalence  of  pulmonary  cancer  In  different  groups  of 

asbestos  workers  in  comparison  to  different  control  groups, 

Tho  task  of  selecting  significant  control  group  has  been, 

in  tills  case,  as  evoryv^are,  very  difficult.     We  wotild  have 

wished  to  be  able  to  find  a  group  in  the  province  of  Que- 

bec, a  group  in  any  other  con^aratlve  -  c<Haparable  Indus- 

trie! gJ5o\ap,  but  it  was  impossible  for  the  following  reasonj 

that  in  no  other  industrial  cities  in  Province  Quebec,   so 

large  a  proportion  of  the  adxxLt  population  is  followed 

medically  so  closely,  because  I   think  I  shoiad  mention  to 

you  that  about  thirty- three  -  about  thirty  percent  of  the 

adtilt  population  in  Thetford  are  working  in  the  mines,  beinfp 

tlie  only  induBtry,   so  wo  can't  have  a  vory  close  sui^arvisooii 

of   tlie   function  of   tiis   -  of  tla    condition  of  the   lun^s* 

Ue   tried,  with  tho  mass  survey,   to  detect  a  con- 
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parable  eiirvoy  croup,  but  I  don't  think  It  was  or  Is  pos- 

sible, becatiBo  in  tho  Province  of  Quebee,  veiy  few  adults 

over  fifty  years  of  age  are  taking  advantage  of  the  mass 

survey.     As  a  matter  of  fact,    the  mass  survey  mad©  in  Thet- 

ford  aiaes  in  19^0  by  th©  Provincial  Department  of  Health, 

did  not  detect  a  single  case  of  pulmonary  cancer,  either  in 

tiio  genoric  operation  or  in  fourteen  lainers  who  have  been 

X-rayed,   so  Ixaving  not  succeeded  in  selecting  a  good  con- 

trol group  for  tlae  reason  Just  mentioned,  we  have  decided 

to  make  comparative  study  of  incidence  of  the  piOmonary 

cancer  in  different  groups  of  asbestos  workers,  which  can 

be  studied  with  the  same  metitiods  and  which,   at  the   8snM» 

time,  woxad  present  sufficient  cheracteristics  to  be  sig- 

nificant. 

The  next  table,  please.     Tills   table  indicates  the 

prevalence  of  pulmonary  cancer  according  to  degree  of  lengtx* 

to  degree  and  length  of  exposure  and  by  age.     This   t^ble 

shows   the  prevalence  of  pulmonary  cancer  in  the  group  wlt4i 

severe  exposure,    tlmt»s   this   croup,  and  this  is  more  or  les^ 

a  control  croup. 

Tills,  we  have  six  cases  of  pulmonary  -  of  primsry 

pulraonary  cancer  and  four  cases,    in  fact,    in  the  group  ex- 

poaod  and   this,    of  coiirse,    the   number  belne   snaller,    it 

gave  us   E  hic^er  incidence,   but   if  we   also   take  that,   w© 

have   to  admit  tiiat  tliie  difference  In  incidence  ie  not,  imi 
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no  atattsUcal  value,  because  it  is  not  m
ore  or  equ&l  to 

twice  the  secondary  condition, 

Next,  please.  This  table  was  wade  at 
 the  aug- 

eestion  of  Doctor  Pratt,  who  was  interes
ted  to  know  tl»  con 

parative  Incidence  in  eroup  of  employee, 
 of  employees  who 

have  been  exposed  to  a  eignificant  degree
  of  exposure, 

category  ̂ ,  k   and  $.   given  as  less  -  as  one  year,
  and  m 

a  control  group,  we  take  the  group  of  em
ployees  with  any 

kind  of  exposure,  but  of  the  Categories  1,  
.  0,  1  and  2. 

Doctor  Fratt  had  in  mind,  in  suggesting  t
hat 

table,  that  the  factor  exposure  to  seve
re  concentration  of 

asbestos  for  any  length  of  time  might  b
e  as  significant  as 

the  factor  aabestosis  itself,  meaning  that
  if  there  is  a 

possible  causal  relationship,  the  inh
alation  of  sufficient 

dosage  of  asbestos  fibers  might  be  as  
important  as  the  fac- 

tor asbestosis  itself  and  at  the  same  time, 
 I  think  we  have 

the  two  extremes. 

In  the  previous  slide,  we  have  men  wit
h  severe 

exposure,  the  incidence  of  cancer,  pulm
omiry  cancer  in  men 

with  severe  exposure,  and  in  this  -  in 
 thJ-s  tshle,  ve  have 

men  in  the  group  2  with  very  licht  or 
 very  little  exposure 

but  witli  sufficient  doBage  of  -  of  dus
t. 

Hext  table,  ploase.   TMb  table  indic
ates  the 

prevalence  of  pulmonary  cancer  in  
a  series  of  fif ty-tl^ee 

autopsied  asbestos  workers.  This  analysis,  alfc^_^J^^aa 
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I      iEU3ortant  liS  that  or  Doctor  Herowotiier  of  Groat  Britain, 
is  based  on  quite  a  sisillar  basis  and  I  would  think  that 
tliis  group  is  less  selective,  becauao   that  is  no  section 

at  all,     That's  all  the  cases  we  meant  to  autopsy  after 

-  fron  fir teen  years  and  over  in  the  industry.     Again  here, 
the  difference  is  not  as  big  as  it  looks,  beoaiiae  after 

using  -  using  the  standard  there,  we  came  to  a  difference 
of  Eibout  only  ,5  between  the   two  groups,   the  group  with 
asbestosis  and  group  with  -  without  asbestosis* 

I  can  not  answer  why  tliere  is  less  cases  of  can- 

cer in  the  aebestotic  group,  but  I  think  that  if  we  could 

have  autopsy  on  every  employee  \&xo  happens    to  die,  we  might 
get  either  a  different  picture  of  aaybe  an  indirect  ejcplan- ation. 

Next  table,  please.     This   table  was  made  for  the 

purpose  of  knowing  if  the  ratio  between  the  number  of  can- 
cor  doatiis  outside  and  the  pulmonary  cancer  deatlis  was 

sanewhat  different  froa  the  ratio  observed  in  a  few  other 

control  croups.     First,    I  tiiink  it  should  be  mentioned 

that  ninety  percent  of  the   cases  for  the  City  of  Montreal 

and  E  hundred  percent  of  the  cases  for  the  City  of  Thet- 
ford  Mines,    are  autopsied,    are  post  nortom  cases,    so   that 
is  why   I  £ay   it  la  difficiat  to  compare.      I  don't  know  in 

wiilch  proportion  for  the   Province  or  City  of  Cuobeck,   but 
for   tlae  Province  of  quobec,    the  statistician  and  the 
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epldaniologist  at  tii©  aem©   Urn©  told  urn  that  lass  than  tan 

percent  are  post-i^iorteia  cases,   so  this  night  bo  not  com- 

parable to  a  large  extent,  but  I  think  if  there  was  any 

significance,  vro   should  expect  to  have  a  bigger  variation 
in  tlia  percentages • 

Kext,   tablo,  please.     Instead  of  comparing  tii© 

annual  prevalence  on  incidence  of  pulmonary  cancer  in  tho 

population  of  Tl^etford  Mines  with  the  incidence  in  otbsr 

control  groups.   Doctor  PMllips  froia  the  National  Cancer 

Institute  of  Canada  has  suggested  to  work  this  nuiaber,    thia 

table,  which  is  based  on  tiae  fact  that  Doctor  Donning  has 

found  in  a  randoia  population  of  1^.6,833,  an  annual  incidence 

of  seven  cases  for  each  hundred  thousand  of  population, 

given  a  year  ospectoncy  of  seventy. 

On  timt  basis,   Thetford  Mines,  which  is  average 

popiilation  of  15*000  for  the  last  ten  years,   should  lave 

ten  cases  between  -  twenty-five  cases  of  pulsionaiy  cancer, 

and  the  actual  prevalence  for  ten  years,    this   ten  years, 
the  actual  provalonc©  is  nine  cases* 

In  Montreal,   with  the  ten  years  expectancy  of  six^ 

six  ninety  or  six  niHGty-tliree  cases,   it  lias,   as  you  see, 

eiglit  hundred  fifty-si?:  and  I   tlaink  it  is  wortiwhile   to 

mention  that  in  Montreal,    the  rate  since    '4-5»    in   'ij.^  the 

rate  per  hundred  thousand  of  population  w as  only   ,$,   5.9, 

and  in  1950,    it  lias  reached  12,9. 



In  conclusion,  this  paper  hasn't  been,  by  any 

means,  the  intention  to  bring  the  final  answer  to  the  prob- 

lem of  the  final  relation  between  the  Inhalation  of  asbes- 

tos fibers  and  the  development  of  pulmonary  cancer,  but  I 

think  that  this  incomplete  study,  I  must  admit,  may  have 

fo\ind  one  of  the  most  representative  groups  of  asbestos 

workers,  believing  that  the  data  collected  in  Thetford 

Mines  do  not  seem  to  indicate  a  causal  relationship,  and 

that  if  it  be  so,  that  the  data  do  not  correlate  the  data 

of  Doctor  Merewether  in  Great  Britain.   Thank  you. 

(Applause )♦ 

BY  DOCTOR  RHOADS; 

I»m  curious  to  observe  the  remark  of  Doctor  Car- 

tier  of  the  mass  survey  employed  in  his  group,  did  not  re- 

veal any  patients  with  early  pulmonary  cancer.   I  must 

presume  that  the  mass  survey  was  not  sufficiently  large, 

so  if  this  means,  after  all,  for  picking  up  a  disease  which 

is  treatable  and  in  many  instances  curable,  may  not  have 

been  sufficient. 

I'm  also  very   curioxis    about  the    fifty-three 

autopsied  individuals   of  whom  ten  had  pulmonary   cancer.    I 

thought   they  were   autopsied  because   it  was    thought   they  may 

have   had  pulmonary   cancer.      It  was   not   a  routine   autopsy? 

BY   DOCTOR   CARTIER: 

No* 
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BY  DOCTOR  R HO ADS; 

are  there  any  questions  on  this  paper?   (No  re- 

sponce).   Of  course,  the  implication  is  clear  that  there  is 

no  danger  of  pulmonary  cancer  from  the  workers  in  this  par- 

ticular group,  and  perhaps  you  are  right.   It  appears  to 

me  that  asbestosis  is  a  very  healthy  ailment  as  far  as  can- 

cer is  concerned.   There  seems  to  be  no  discussion. 

BY  DOCTOR  PLATTE: 

My  name  is  Platte  from  Kirkman  Lake,   It's  es- 

sentially a  gold  mining  district.   We  now  have  an  asbestos 

mine  in  the  Town  of  Banville  near  Madison,   I'd  like  to  ask 

the  doctor  what  his  first  signs  -  I  mean  it  has  nothing  to 

do  with  cancer  -  but  what  he  looks  for  for  indications  of 

trouble  from  asbestos? 

BY  DOCTOR  RHOADS; 

The  question  is,  what  are  the  first  indications 

of  trouble  from  asbestos  exposure.   Can  you  answer  that. 

Doctor? 

BY  DOCTOR  CARTIERt 

I  don't  think  there  is  any  specific  symptoms  ex- 

cept as  actually  changes  in  the  -  if  the  fibrosis  is  exten- 

sive enough,  that  is  dyspnea  and  cyanosis,  on  the  extreme 

degree,  but  that  is,  for  asbestosis,  in  my  experience,  we 

have  had  about  -  I  can  mention,  we  have  ninety -eight  cases  j 

of  asbestosis  in  our  group  and  only  the  group  with  marked 
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exposure  and  many  -  for  many  years,  and  many  times  when 

they  start  to  reach  fifty -five  and  over,  they  are  more 

dyspneac,  and  I  think  the  main  thing,  the  resistance  to  it,
 

they  seem  to  die  more  rapidly  once  they  reach  fifty,  seventy 

years  without  much  of  any  disease.  Within  a  few  months, 

they  go  down  the  hill  very  rapidly. 

BY  DOCTOR  RHOADS; 

What  do  they  die  of? 

BY  DOCTOR  CARTIER; 

They  die,  some  from  cardiac  and  from  generalized 

miscellaneous  diseases,  and  some  from  bronchiectasis, 
 but 

I  don't  think,  in  my  experience,  there  is  any  special  pic- 

ture except  that  in  a  few,  in  two  or  three  months,  they  go 

down  very  rapidly. 

BY  DOCTOR  RHOADS; 

Doctor  Vorwald  would  like  to  comment. 

BY  DOCTOR  VORWALD; 

I'd  like  to  comment  just  a  bit.  We  have  been  en
- 

couraging Doctor  Car tier  to  continue  or  pursue  this  study
 

in  the  rather  isolated  population  in  Thetford. 
 We  are  pre- 

sently conducting  a  similar  epidemiological  survey  in  a 

neighboring  city,  also  engaged  in  the  mini
ng  of  asbestos. 

Of  course,  I  think  you  realize  Doctor  Ca
rtier's  difficul- 

ties in  a  community  such  as  Thetford,  where  he  must  
rely 

upon  the  material  available  to  hiiri,  and  we  d
ebated  how  the 



incidence  of  cancer  in  his  exposed  population  in  Thetford 

might  be  identified,  and  we  have  suggested,  as  he  did,  re- 

viewal  of  the  chest  Roentgenograms,  of  all  these  cases,  the 

■tioentgeno grams  having  been  taken  diorlng  the  last  period  of 

fifteen  years.  Admittedly  though,  there  will  be  a  number 

of  cases  of  pulmonary  cancer  missed  by  that  method.  We 

have  considered  sputum  examination  of  a  large  population 

such  as  that,  but  at  the  moment,  the  best  we  can  do  was 

survey  and  study  the  chest  Roentgenograms  of  this  large 

series  of  individuals  exposed  to  a  special  industry* 

BY  DOCTOR  RHOADS; 

And  you  did  not  pick  up  any  cancer,  I  take  it,  in 

so  doing? 

BY  DOCTOR  CARTIER; 

Oh,  yes,  from  the  X-ray, 

BY  DOCTOR  RHOADS; 

Prom  your   survey? 

BY  DOCTOR  CARTIER; 

Yes    -  no,    not  from  mass    survey;    all    the   cases   hav^ 

been  detected  in  the    clinic, 

BY  DOCTOR  RHOADS; 

I'm  a  little   puzzled   about   this.      This    can  be   a 

very   interesting    topic.      You   say  mass    survey   didn't   do   it 

but   the   review  of  Roentgenograms    taken  when   individuals 

applied  for  medical   care? 

t 
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BY  DOCTOR  CARTIER: 1 
No,    that's   a  routine   examination  at  the   clinic. I 

V 

BY  DOCTOR  RHOADS: I 
I'-.,. How  does    that  differ  from  the  mass   survey? 

BY  DOCTOR  CARTIER: 

I   think  it  differs   in  that   the  people   over  fifty 
1 

years   of   age   do  not   take   advantage   of   the  mass    survey,  but I 
at    the   clinic,    all    the   cases  have  been  detected  at   the I 
clinic   and  after   that  they  have  been  follcrwed  up,    and  we I 
have    the   cases  of  post  mortem. I 

• BY  DOCTOR  RHOADS: 

This   indicates  what  we  have  referred  to  before    in 

J 1 
-^  • a  number  of   discussions   at  this  point,    that  somehow   the  mas£ 

i I 
survey  doesn't   come    through  to    the    actual  detection  and  use 

of   the    detection  facility   in  bringing  the   patient   into 

medical  hands   always. 

Any  further  discussion?      (No  response).      If  not, 

we'll  proceed   to   the   next  paper.      Doctor  Kenneth  Lynch,    as 

if' you  know,    is   Professor   of  Pathology  and  Dean  at   the  Medical 
I 

^ ] 

College   of  South  Carolina.      Doctor  Lynch. I 
i BY   DOCTOR  LYNCH: I 
• i                            (Doctor  Lynch  read  a  prepared  paper  which  is   on I 
# 

file   at   the   Saranac  Laboratory.) 1 
! 

BY  DOCTOR  RHOADS: 1 Thank  you.    Doctor  Lynch,   for  a  very  orderly  and 
j                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        .    .   1 ^ 
j 
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Chapter  Sixteen 

Piilmonary  Cancer  in  Asbestos  Workers 

Paul  Cartisr,  M.D. \ 

I  happen/to  be  in  caarge  of  a  clinic  -w^iich nic  ■v£ii( 

uny  positive   evidence.   ■ 

•m 
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MR.  CHAIRMAN  AND  M^TBERS  OF  THE  SYMPOSIUM.  '  "    "  '"' 

.uaU..e«.on3  .u.  because  X  .ap^„  .o'.e  i„  eha..e  or  a  CHnic  ̂   -- 

the  inhalation  of  asbestos'fiSets/  '  ''*.-'/ ̂ ^'Xi*-*. 
:i    ■■  ■    "-■:■■    ■■■■■.  ';      ■•  -.  '■'■'.        '*}«*-.*^v*-  . .  '■ 
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.e„..i  ̂ l:r^^"  ̂ "  °-— -  --«o.o«.:.n<.  ..e  pa.o- ':°''=^"=^'--^--al.  Fro..  1920.  1950  :,hei^^^^^^ ature  reports  a  series  of  58  cases  of  ™,i 

Obviously  this  1,  .         =«=^=  »f  P"l«°nary  cancer  and  asbesto
sls. 

as.  IS t  "  /    """  "'   ̂"-"Plete,„t,  nevertheless,  one  coul. -  s  .t  so»a  to  thin.  ..at  the  „ere  fact  of  aetectln.  a  total 
.  5  cases  Of  pul^onar,  cancer  .nrln.  a  period  of - 30  .ears  Is 

2-  -  ̂950  an  estimated  „»ber  of  «,000  .en  were  e^plo.ed  In 

^.CO.0C«  e.plo,ees  have  inhaled  a  significant  a.o„nt  Of  asbestos 

-  the   .nn.l  Zo^t r^ tieT;  ̂^  T^^"  ̂^^"^^^  ̂ ^^^^ 
the   Chief  Inspector  of  Factories  for  the 
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year  1947  seem  to  indicate  a  causal  relationship  between  the 

factor  asbestos  and  pulmonary  cancer  but,  on  the  other  hand,  in 

South  Africa  with  about  the  same  number  of  asbestos  workers  as 

in  Great  Britain,  and  when  there  is  also  a  large  number  of 

autopsies  and  good  medical  control  of  all  employees  in  dusty   ,   .  • 

trades,  the  statistics  do  not  indicate  any  abnormal  incidence  of 

pulmonary  cancer.  ,  -^  ,'      ''. 

If.  .the  frequency  of  pulmonaiy  cancer  in  South  Africa    "   ,  -f^ 

and  in  the  Province  of  Quebec  is  really  not  higher  amongst  the  -  .* 

asbestos  workers  than  in  any  comparable  groups  as  it  seems  to  be, 

is  it  possible  to  suspect  that  the  asbestos  mining  industry  might     V 

-  '-y 

be  different  from  the  Asbestos  Textile  Industry  as  far  as  carcino- 

genic activity  of  the  asbestos  is  concerned?  The  fact  that  the 

frequency  among  the  30,000  asbestos  workers  of  the  United  States 

who  are  also  working  in  the  Asbestos  Textile  Industry  is  not  known 

to  be  higher,  adds  still  more  to  the  confusion,  ^  ̂̂ ^^^^^^^  ,;v^ 
Why  is  the  standardized  death  rate  from  cancer  of  the  / 

lungs  in  Great  Britain  3  times  higher  than  that  in  the  United:-  r 

States  -  231  in  comparison  to  723  (rates  per  million)?   ;    n  .■'-'.' 

'■''^:'^'^ 

i 

.  4  -, 

It  would  indeed  be  very  informative  to  have  some  answers  ■  /I ',: 
to  this  list  of  unanswered  questions  before  being  able  to  form  an 

opinion;  and  it  might  be  that  a  few  answers  could  influence  or      ,  '{. 

modify  an}'-  conclusion  concerning  a  causal  relationship.        ,  ■•:'  J^'v't' 

'  :-'-.t  ■  *  ̂  
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PURPOSE  OF  THIS  STUDY. 

.   The  purpose  of  this  investigation  is  to  try  to  learn 

as  precisely  as  possible  the  incidence  of  pulmonary  cancer  in 

the  group  of  asbestos  mining  workers;  to  know  the  incidence  in 

groups  of  employees  with  severe  or  insignificant  exposure  and  to   ■  ?^^ 

know  the  incidence  in-groups  with  or  jaTithout  asbestotic  fibrosis. 

'  ̂ *rhe  Saranac  Laboratory  and  many  other  investigators 

were  inte]:«lted^'-'i*Wai' complete  study  ̂ rf■i<3h^^ouft^*^i,hclude'"an        .-^ 

epidemiological  and  an  experimental  investigation  and  which  would 

permit  to  ascertain -whether^ or:  not  a  relationship  exists  between 

the  inhalation  of  asbestos  dust  and  primary 'pulmonary  cancer,   '   -^ 

This  paper  is  a  preliminary  and  incomplete  report  of  the  ̂     ,//^^y 

epidemiological  investigation  and  the  "Saranac  Laboratory,  once  "•: 

the  investigation  has  been  achieved,  will  publish  a  final  report.J-4' 

METHODS  AND  MATERIALS,' 
M 

f^?. 

:Ai 

This  study  was  rendered  possible  mainly  because  there  ̂   ̂   -  ̂  

exists  in  Thetford  Mines  a  co-operative  industrial  clinic  where;* -"  '^'^'^ 

all  the  employees  working  in  the  different  asbestos  companies 

are  required  to  have  a  pre-employment  examination,  plus  an  - 

annual  periodic  examination  completed  each  time  by  a  standard 

stereogram.   At  this  clinic  it  was  easy  to  analyse  all  the  ■ 

medical  records,  the  death  certificates,  the  protocols  and  the 

pathological  findings  of  the  necropsies  and  to  review  the  series 

of  chest  roentgenograms  of  each  employee.   Thetford  Mines  being 

a  small  city  of  1^,000  it  was  also  easy  to  contact  and  to  discuss 

?i,; 
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With  the  treatl„g^phy=icla„  the  nature  of  any  respiratory 
episode,  to  have  ̂ inow-up  reports  »A  W^suspicious  cases  a„a to  collect  additional  details  on  the  cause  of  the  deaths. 

In  sugary,  this  study  Is  based  on  the  results  and 

findings  Obtained  fro™  the  analysis  of  the  .edical  files  of  3  957  ' .  employees  having  .worked  in  the  asbestos  industry  fro™  2  -  60  '    ■ 
years  on  the  findings  fro.  „  necropsies,  on  the  details  collected -o.  the  death  certificates,  on  the  follow-up  reports  of  cases 
sent  to  specialised  centers  for  ™ore  complete  investigation  and    • aiagnosis.  .  V:  •      ■•  . -^- 

It  is,  possible,  and  more  «,an  likely,  that  ca^s  4f  ̂ 

PU^onary  cancer:.ave  been:«ssed;:.evertheles*  we  t^ -  av.  employed  a  standard  P^cedure  In  this  investigation  and 
^at  th.  results  therefore  are  of  sufficient  Interest  to  „ake 
this  publication  worthwhile. 

^l?ji 

RESULTS. 

Before  submitting  the  resuftQ  r.e  i-u-       • 
>.:.   •         ̂      ̂ ^"-"-^^  o^  this  investigation 

-would  see.  proper  to  give  a  few  .utme  tables  in  orL  to' reach  a  better  understandins  of  fh-,-<=  . 
<:ixiuj.ng  01  this  communication. 

'^Mf 

\-'^ 

^  ■  ii^ 

_'  ■:':--\*<'^!^i?l 
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AGE  GROUPS 

Number  of 
Hnployees 
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TABLE  1. 

POPULATION     SAMPLED. 

Age  group  distribution  of  3,957  asbestos  workers. 

15  -   19 

76 

20  -    29 SO  -  39 

1113 1091 

40  -  49 

766 

50  -   59 

505 

This   table  gf^^es   the  age  group  distribution  of  the 
sampled  ^ ' 

population  and  needs  ̂ nojcbminept^excepV'to  mention  that  the 

average.^4ge ; o:^  the^  asbestos  workers  is  somewhat  higher  than  that-n1«''l 

of  the*1&V^rli|Ai^hdi4trial/worker;   i.^.^;    3^- in'.com'parispn  to 
33  for  most  other  industrial  groups^     This  remark  \s  lo'gical 

when  we   know  that, the   labor  turnover   in  the   Quebec  Asbestos 

Mining  Industry  is  about  the   lowest  'of  all    the   industries   in 
the  whole  of .Canada.     This  first  table  also   shows  that  some 

2,000  asbestos  workers  are  35  years  of  age  and  over  -  a  repre- 

sentative-group for  the  study  of  a   cancer  problem. 

f 

-  'li'M 

'"'d 

■i 
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TABLE  2. 

■a 

Years   employed  in  the  asbestos   industiy 
  by  3,957  asbestos  workers,   

. , ^ ^ 

,~ 

^ 

>   •< 

Years  in  the 
Industry 

2  -  4.9 5  -  9.SL 10  -  i4.9 15  -  19.9 20-  24.9 25-  34. S 35  &  Over 

TOTAL 

- * 

Number  of 

Employees .   640 1060 645 
476 281 

546 309 
A 

3957 

'•4 

Man  -  Years 1920 7420 7740 8092 

6182  - 

14742 
12360 

58456 

REMARKS:      2,257  men  have  spent  10  years  and  over  in  the  asbestos 

industry.  '     '  T.     ' 

The  second  table   indicates  the  number  of  years  spent 

in  the  asbestos  mining  industry  by  the   3f957,  employees  studied. 

Of  course  this  table   is  not   as  significant  as  one   indicating 

the   specific   exposxare  for  each  employee  by  categories;   but  after 

many  attempts  it  has   seemed  impossible  to; find  acommon  denominator 

which  would  permit  to  add  together  the  years   spent  in  different 

degrees  of  expo sure ^ by  the  same   employee. 

The  man-years  exposure  has  in  the  mind  of  many  investi- 

gators no  great  meaning  in  ■geheral,   but  in  this   case  the  fact  that 

56,456  man-years  asbestos   exposure  having   given  rise  to  only  10 

confirmed  cases  of  Jpulmonar^  jc^cer  Aight  indic^ate  t^hat  we  are  not 

facing  an  acute   problem.       -,.-■-    ̂ .^"  ^        v         |        .*.-"""        '    '^ 

The  following  table  3  shows  classification  of  various 

exposures  in  the  asbestos  mining  industry.  I  realize  that  such 

a   classification  could  be  discussed  at  length  and  possibly 

•/I 

^w 

'■-If- 

;_i->\
 

-./^?'*/i 

-M 

■'^ 

--^ 

■.--■/'  >: 
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modified  because  in  the  asbestos  industry,  as  in  most  of  the 

other  dusty  industries,  it  is  impossible  to  translate  with  a 

strict  mathematical  precision  the  different  concentrations  of 

dust  particular  to  each' job.  This  classification  is  given  not- 

jwithstanding  its  limitations 'because  it  is  based  on  dust  counts 
performed  by  different  competent  agencies  and,  moreover,  because 

we  feel  that  a  satisfactory  classification  is  very  useful  in  under- 

standing more  clearly  scientific  and  medico-legal  problems. 

/  ''  .  TABLES. 

Classification  of  various'" 
exposure  in  the  asbestos^ml^ing^-industry. 

^-
 

^'
 

Estimated 
Idegree  of 

hazard . 

p 
^ 

0 

1 

•■'^*hv   J-  >5"'^  j^  ..  *  ,?■-■'*      ■-    -  V-' „■  ̂   ■.  •'  Total'^dHst  count 

ATMOSPHERIC;  CONDITIONS 

■H<3>*  4>. 

*  I" 

Open  Pit,   Shops 

Open  Pit:  Box  Loader,  Cobbei^ "  >  "?  f^  v 

Primary  Crusher  '  ̂ 'J  ' 
•Dryer  :'\':L,;_,  ;, 
Concentrating  \   ■  -' 
Underground:  all  jobs  under  wet  condition. Short  exposure  of  skilled  employees 
Open  Pit:  dry  drilling 
Secondary  Crushing 
Storage  Bin 

LeiBs  Hihan  1 

''    i  -.;3  :  -•■ 

3  -  6 

10  -  12 
10  -  14 

,  Percent fiber  count. ■ 

A* Less  than  2 

;  Less  than  2 Less  than  2 ■  "5  ''■'-■-  :\ 

;*■-  :6  :;  ■-  ..■  ■^-: 
■•;/,;5',,  ■.;,.,-.  ".• 

■■1  --2v!--.-A-^' 

4  -  -6.- ■ 

-4--  €'"--^'>-/' ■. 
dry  drilling Underground; 

Grizzlies 
Shed  Cobbing 

Shipping  Shed:  Cleaners,  Pilers 
Mill:  Millwrights,  Oilers,  Sweepers. Testers. 

Bagging  Department 

10 
5 
3 
4 

15 

15 

5 
15 

10  -  25 

8 

20  -  30 

1-3 

2 14  -  16 

10  -  14 

25  ,-  9 

20 

28 
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This  table  indicates  that  the  total  dust  count'  and  the 

percent  fiber  count  are  both  constituents  of  the  degree  of  hazard, 

meaning  that. a  rather  low  total  dust  count  may  become  a  risk  when 

the  percentages  of  fibers  is  high  and  inversely,  that  a  high  total'  '^j 

dust  count  may  also  become  harmless  in  producing  pulmonary  fibrosis*,f^ 

"'a 

if  the  fiber  percent  count  is  low.  • 

The  percentage  of  fibers  in  relation  to  the  total  count  '''4*;^ 

is  calculated  for  fibers  5  microns  and  over,  and  on  the  principle  V^p. 

^'  'a 

that  only  particules  having  a  length  at  least  twice  its  widtih  are  -^ 

fibers. 

i.\^« 

ff^ii 

As  you  may  see  in  the  table,  the  industrial  operations,,:^^.  ?;'; 

ft-  *-^ 

M' 

iSi 

m 

are  grouped  in  6  different  categories  and  these  categories  are 

again  sub-divided  by  a  flouble  line  in  two  main  groups.  The  upper.^1 

group  includes  the  jobs  wBiich  in  our  experience  do  not  produce"^-  ,  !^ 

fibrosis  of  some  clinical  importance  and  the  lower  group  the  jobsV 

'  ̂  i 

which  can  produce  asbestosis.  -X-j 

There  is  an  obvious  explanation  why  the  men  working  in  '  ̂-^-T^- 

the  open  pit  do  not, develop  asbestosis  and  also  why  the  men  work-- ■^'<'' 

ing  as  baggers  might  develop  asbestosis,  but  it  is  more  difficult  y''\ 

to  explain  why  some  industrial  operations  with  about  the  same  dust  ̂   wV 

concentration  as  secondary  crushing,  storage  bin  on  one  part,  the  ; 

grizzlies  and  shed  cobbing  on  the  other  part  have  been  classified  ,  > 

iri^'different  categori&s.-  We  admit  that  in  adopting  such  av-J^o^V:  yy:, 

classification  we  have  been  influenced  by  our  clinical  findings  to  . 

some -extent,  but  also  by  the  fact  that  in  the  operations  of  category 

3,  the,{  fiber  concentration  is  more  constant  and  work  much  heavier 

than  in  the  operations  of  category  2.   There  is  a  marked  difference 
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in  the -degree  of  hazard  of  categories  1,2  and  4  and  5,  but  the 

difference  is  not  so  marked  for  the  categories  2  and  3.   This  ' 

table  is  important  in  order  to  fully  understand  those  to'  follow 

it  is  true  that  the  main  purpose  of  this  presentation    "''" 

is  to  report  the  incidence  of  pulmonary  cancer  in  a  group'of    • '/  :h 
3,957  asbestos  workers,  but  the  nude  statement  that  10  cases  of     'I  ' 

pulmonary  cancer  have  been  detected  would  not  be  significant  unless   / 

we  can  compare  this  prevalence  with  that  in  comparable  groups.    "  \$ 

This  task  of  finding  a  good  comparable  group  or  a         ''. 

control  group  in  this  study  as  in  any  similar  studies  is  very        '^ 

difficult.   We  wish  it  had  been  possible  to  find  a  control  group  '""f^ 
in  other  industries  or  in  other  industrial  centers  in  the  Provinde  -| 

of  Quebec  or  elsewhere  in  Canada.  We  soon  realized  that  no  other'^X"^ 

industries  were  interested  in  that  problem  of  cancer  of  the  lungs'-4S^ 

nor  did  they  have  thje-'necessary  data  for  comparison.  :No  other  ̂ -^^^ 
industrial  city  has  ever' had  two-thirds  of  its  male  adult  population" 

°^   ̂ ^^tvSame..|'ge^ojip:so  closely  medically  supervised  with  a   /  '"''^^^ 
~   clini4l**and^rou^ne^rcytgenographic  examinatioi(as  l^s  been  done/^'l 
in  Thetford  Mines  for  the  last  7  years.   The  mass  surveys 'in        -^^ 

different  cities  Mid -not  help  the  situation;  the  findings  were     ̂ 'r^ 
too  dificient  doubtless  because  a  too  small  proportion  in  the  -  4t 

40-year  and  over  age  group  is  taking  advantage  of  the  mass  survey.  .  r# 
As  a  matter  of  fact,  a  mass  survey  in  Thetford  Mines  in  I95O  by     <'ifr 

the  Provincial  Department  of  Health  did  not  detect  a  single  case      ■'* 
of  pulmonary  cancer  as  in  most  of  the  other  centers,  and  the  analysis 
of  the  results  is  not  very  helpful. 
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, It  seems  probable  that  the  general  increase  in  the 

frequency  of  lung  .cancer -is  not  ̂ purely,  apparent,  but  when  we 

observe  in  many  cities  a  sudden' and"  important  increase  in  the 
lung  cancer  mortality  rates  such  as  the  increase  in  the  City 

of  Montreal  from  7.7  in  1946  to  12.9  in  1949,  we  must  admit 

that  the  medical  diagnosis  facilities  are  responsible  to  an 

appreciable  extent  for  such  an  increase.  Therefore  the  exclusive 

analysis  of  death  certificates  in  various  centers  which  do  not 

have  the  same  medical  facilities,  has  to  be  used  with  caution 

.  not  should  it  be  used  unless  the  facilities  are  comparable. 

In  this  study  the  comparative  statistical  analysis  of  the  death 

certificates  was  not  used  because  in  the  opinion  of  the  official 

statistician  of  the  City  of  Montreal  and  of  the  Statistician  of 

the  National  Cancer  Institute  of  Canada,  the  death  certificates  of 

the  asbestos  group  condisted  of  a  highly  selective  group  and  a 

similar  selective  group  was  not  available  elsewhere. 

For  all  the  reasons  mentioned  above  and  the  fact  of   „,. 

being  unable  to  mak^  a  'better  selection ,  we  decided  to  compare  the 
incidence  of  pulmonary  cancer  in  different  groups  of  asbestos 

workers  who  have  been  submitted  to  the  same  medical  investigation, 

and  who  at  the  same  time  were  presenting  enough  characteristics 

to  pennit  certain  conclusions  or  impressions.  - 

»  r 

4> 

't^ 

M 

m 
''•0' 

•^  'Mi'- 

•  ft ' 

■'  -"■  ̂ '    y^-:   4 
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TABLE  4. 

Incidence  of  pulmonary  cancer 
according  to  degree  and  length  of  exposure  by 

age  groups. 

GROUP  1. 

Unsignificant  exposure 

AGE  GROUPS 

16  -  39 40  -  86 r   f. 

GROUP  2. 

Significant  exposure 

AGE  GROUPS 

16  -  39 40  -  86 

^  Jr      ̂  

^  Number  of 
, Employees 

2229 
1367 56 305 

>    .     f 

i-Tf  ̂ > y%  l£\ \-*% 

**  L 

f  *., 

^  * 

L Prevalence 

I'  of  Pulmonary 

'f^^y.  Cancer 

6    (0.44^) 
4   (1.31^) 

A. 

REMARKS:     Unaignificemt  exposure  includes  men  with  exposure  0-1-2 
and  less  than  15  years  3-4-5, 

Significant  exposure  incliides  only  men  irith  more  than  15 
years  3-4-5.      (See  Table  3) 

The  usual  calculations  of  the  standard  error  show  that 

the   observed   difference   in  percentages  of  incidence  in  the   2 

groups    (,^7)    is  inferior  to  twice  the   Standard  Error   (1.346), 

^S'f  !:^-';t^  ;,:\i.;;:  This  table  shows  that  there  is  no  statistical  evidence 

■'^'■■■J'^^''-:'-'-  ■   that  the   incidence  of  pulmonary   cancer   in  the   group  2  including 

^':Vi^''-':i^:^f.^i    the   employees  who  have   sustained   severe  exposiore  and  all   those  who 

'  have  also   developed  asbestosis,    is  higher,  than  in  group  1  of    . 

employees   those  without   significant   exposure  and  without  any 

clinical  asbestosis. 

l-'t: 

.'*/ 

rs-'  '■■;.--'•-■ 
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It  is  recognized  that  this  table  might  lose  a  large 

part  of  its  meaning  if  it  is  bhown  that  any  intensity  of t 

asbestos  inhalation  or  any  amount  of  asbestotic  fibrosis  c6uld 

be  considered  as  cancerigenic  because  then  a  large  number  of 

employees  in  group  1  will  be  transferred  to  group  2  and  it  is 

probable  that  an  unknown  number  of  pulmonary  cancers  in  the 

group  1  would  also  have  to  be  transported  to  group  2,  changing 

rapidly  the  observed  difference  in  incidence  as  Well  the 

conclusion.      -  -    - 

As  a  logical  complement  to  this  table,  we  wish  we 

could  give  a  long  series  of  other  tables  showing  the  incidence 

of  pulmonary  cancer  in  groups  with  recent  or  remote  exposure;  |3|^ 

in  groups  with  gradual  exposure  of  1-2  to  15  years  or  a  similar  ;jg 

exposure  of  long  duration,  15  years  and  over;  also  in  groups 

with  extensive  exposure  and  asbestosis  or  without  asbestosis. 

The  data  obtained  from  such  tables  might  tell  us  in 

the  hypothesis  of  a  causal  relationship  whether  the  inhalation 

of  asbestos  dust  is  more  important  than  the  presence  of 'I  „    . 

asbestosis  itself  also  what  approximative  degree  of  asbestos 

V* 

^^m 

M 

*i*J 

'^■■M 

inhalation  can  be  considered  as  predisposing  to  cancer. 
S  if,  ;^'  .j|,  ̂ ^^ 
i   V  S    ■-\J  §   ' 

■~t^V 

^^i 

■rf-^lt 

■  **-t..»--!' 
i.-f; 

•.*'.  .,V  ;■,  "i  •■ 
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TABLE  5. 

,  Comparative  Incidence  of  Pulmonary 

Cancer  in.2  groups  of.  65  ̂ topsied  aabestca  workers. 

iX. 

^    This,  table  shows  the  prevalence  of  pulmonary  cancer 

uegrees  of  exposure. 

::;  >         "       This  series  of  autopsies  5^  nnt   It   •  '^^^ 
serine        Ki.    .  >  '-    °P^^®^   ̂ ^  "°t   as   important  as   the 

ye-  1947,   but  can  N  considered  as  less  selective  and  .ore   ̂=^ representative  In  nbt  hPin,  .•'     '  ana  more 

exclusiv   ,      .  composed- fro.  cases  of  asbestosls 
Z  '  "'  '°'''°'''  °^  ̂"   ̂'^^  -.— s  Who  happen  to  be 
autops.ed.   althou^,,3hould  be  mentioned   that  therl^as  1 

^^*J! 

;fi 
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involuntary  selection  In  the  sense  that  .ost  of  these  employees    .  W 

h.ve^been  autopsied  because  they^were  presenting  some  respiratory^ 
s3miptoms , 

This  coincidental  selection  might  explain  to  some 

extent  the  high  percentage  of  cases  of  asbestosis,  but  In  „any   'B^ 

■*^ 

m 

instances  the  amount  of  asbestotic  fibrosis  detected  was  describeol 
as  minimal  and  of  no  clinical  importance  because  not  sufficient  ̂   ̂* to  produce  s3rmptoms.  f"/    ,-*        ^ 

Because  the >sUed''dlfference  kn  percentages  of 
'"°"^^"/;i"l^-^°;:i*°  "-'P   *"«  S*-<'-<>  ̂ Jfor,  this  table  .  ■^.^■ 
does  njpt  ̂^veaj  4^s^ta^lsticll  /vldenci>f|..  ,^/^^,,^,,„^,,p^  .^| 
between  asbestosls  and  pulmonary  cancer."     "'^  i- i  ■   '     .  ;  'Jj^.! 

Unless  _fwe  have  the  oprortunHy  to  perform  an  autopsy  -  -■ 
on  all  employees  who  die,  it  remains  difficult  to  explain  why  A 
m  our  series  there  are  less  cases  of  pulmonary  cancer  in  the 
asbestotic  group  and  I  think  „e  have  here  a  good  illustration     « 
as  to  why  many  statisticians  counsel  not  to  draw  any  conclusions' 
from  statistic  based  on  a  selective  group  even  if  such  a  group 
be  in  the  -autopsy,  category  because  the  role  played  by  the  factor"'""^ co-incidence  might  be  too  great. 

'  '  '  '    ' .      -      ■■'  '■--  ;•■;'.■  :•■';■.  •■     -  ■  '  .-»»;'ii! »         ,       ^     ._    '  ■..■.■  -  •   ,   -••  i^     ■  ■  -  •-.   l^>. ■  1  ■ " < ' 'sS 

'"'  "   ■'"■  ■  "^  •' -  ..-'--■"  '  ■'  f- y-'v  -'^  y  ̂iiii:  Vli'^'^'} 

■ ."  «*^ ' 
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TABLE  6, 

ff 

Ceaths  from  Pulmoimry',  Capcer  as  a  proportion 
"   of  deaths  fr6m/Cance|-  ot  jblII   sites* 

1940  -  1S50  - 
f  '^■»-<«»JMlfi 

Province  of  Quebec 

City  of  Montreal 

City  of  Quebec 

City  of  Thetford 
Mines 

%r'4;^i  .^. .  f\.....  , 
Number  oi*  Cancer 

'All  forms 

43^43?  .'   * 
15247 

2543 

172 

"-  'NuDfce'r  4f  ̂'^  *  ■* 
Pulmonary  Cancer 

918 

•94' 

9 

Percentages 

3.2 

6.0 

3.7 

5.2 

¥1 

m-.- 

Table  6  was  prepared  for  the  purpose  of  determining  if 

the  ratio  between  the  number  of  cancer  deaths  all  sites  and  the 

pulmonary  cancer  deaths  was  somewhat  different  in  Thetford  Mines 

from  the  ratio  observed  in  few  other  control  groups.   First  it 

should  be  mentioned  that  about  90^  of  the  cases  of  pulmonary 

cancer  in  Montreal  and  100^  of  the  cases  of  the  Thetford  Group 

are  autopsy  cases  and  both  cities  have  thoracic  clinics,  so 

these  two  groups .are  reasonably  comparable.   In  Quebec  City ..'  v 

for  the  specific  period  1945  -  1950  inclusive,  5%   of  all 

cancer  deaths  were  also  pulmonary  cancer.   It  was  thought  that 

had  a  special  factor  existed  in  Thetford  Mines  the  ratio  between 

the  number  of  total  cancer  and  the  number  of  pulmonary  cancer 

would  have  been  different.   The  difference  observed  here  is 

not  sufficient  to  draw  any  conclusion  either  positively  or 

negatively. 

,^^ 
:^ 
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M TABLE  7« 

Comparative  10  Years  Expectancy  and  10  jFears 
Prevalence  of  Pulmonary  Cancer  in  2  cities* 

PLACE YEARS 10  YEARS 
EXPECTANCY 

10  YEARS 
PREVAT.RWCE 

Thetf ord  Mines ' 1S41  -  1950 10.5 

■9 

~ '  Montreal 1941  -  1950 693 856 

Based  on  U«S,  Public  Health  Service  Report  Z5Z7»     A  random 

population  of  48,833  giving  a  year  pulmonary  csmcer  expect- 
ancy of  7  cases   per  100,000  population. 

Table  7  was  prepared  at  the  suggestion  of  Dr.    Philipps, 

Statistician  for  the   National   Cancer  Institute  of  Canada  who 

thinks  that  the  comparative   study  of  the  10  years  expectancy  and 

10  years  actxial   prevalence  of   pulmonary  cancer  in  Thetford  Mines 

and  in  Montreal  will  be  more   informative   and  more   conclusive 

than  analysis  of  the  mortality   rates.      According  to  the   survey 

of  Dr.   Dorn',   taking  random  population  of  4^,^33,   an  annual  inci- -^     t.  ■*  ^  ^-^  ' 

dence  of  pulmonary  cancer  of  7  cases  per  100,000  can  be  expected, 

giving  a  year  expectancy  of  7.   It  is  true  that  Dr.  Dom's  survey 

w^3   made  in'  1943-45  and  that  the  year  expectancy  might  have  ■  -. 

increased  recently.  As  a  matter  of  fact,  Watson  of  Saskatoon,'"  * 

Canada,  found  in  194^  a  year  expectancy  of  ̂ ,5;  therefore,  a  jy; 

year  expectancj'-  of  7  is  a  rather  conservative  standard.  . 

'  ':      On  that  basis  Thetford  Mines  with  an  average  population 

of  15,000  for  1940  -  1950  period  is  supposed  to  have  10.5  cases 
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of  ̂ pulmonary  cancer,  and  the  actual  prevalence  is  9  cases.     -  ,-c-f 

Again  it  seems  logical  to  think  that  the  10  year  prevalence  for 

pulmonary  cancer  in  Thetford  Mines  where  two-thirds  of  its  adult 

population  is  working  in  the  asbestos  industry  would  be  higher 

than  the  normal  10  year  expectancy,  should  the  factor  asbestosis  ' 

be  considered  carcinogenic. 

fif 

■^ 

■3&J! 

The  etiology  and  the  pathogenicity  of  the  pulmonary     ,-^- 

cancer  in  relation  to  asbestos  factor  is  as  obscure  and  confusing tv^ 

as  those  of  cancer  in  general,  and  in  presence  of  contradictory.^ 

data,  .the  many  different  aspects  of  the  problem  should  be  consider* 

before  arriving  at  a  conclusion. 

The  purpose  of  this  study  is  to  learn  the  incidence  of  "1:^^ 

pulmonary  cancer  amongst  the  3,957  asbestos  mining  workers  and   / 

to  compare  this  incidence  with  other  comparable  groups.   This  in-r:\^. 

complete  epidemiological  report  is  a  contribution  to  a  more    '  ̂ "'h 

''-  ̂  

,-  f , 

.complete  investigation  under  progress  at  the  Saranac  Laboratory,"  >'\}^^ 

According  to  the  standard  procedure  the  medical  files, 

the  results  of  medical  supervision,  the  annual  stereograms  of  all 

the  asbestos  workers  having  worked  from  2  to  60  years  and  the 

findings  of  53  autopsies- have *been'us'ed.  as  material.   /■-'-\^""^;^^ 

'^.'<^:  "'-K-.r   The  results  have  been'  tabulated  and  , compared  to  control   :■»'• 

groups  ;and"  weithirjkithat  the  data  collected  in  thu  Asbestos  Mining ''/  .  •■<:  t'  ■  V 

Industry  are  not  exactly  superposable  to  the  results  found  in  the  '''^2:'}[-- 

■ui 
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English  Asbestos  Textile  Industry  of  Great  Britain  and  if  they 

do  not  permit  to  deny  a  causal  relationship  between  the  inhalation 

of  asbestos  dust  and  the  occurence  of  pulmonary  cancer,  they  do  ̂ '# 

not  seem  either  to  bring  any  positive  evidence,    '■-/:-';-•  ^ 

1 
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Discussion    

DR.  RHOADS:   I  was  interested  in  Dr.  Cartier's  remark  that  the  ."lass  survey 

employed  in  his  group  did  not  reveal  any  patients  with  early  pulmonary  cancer. 

I  presume  that  the  mass  suxvey  was  not  s''af ficiently  large  and  therefore  this 

method  of  revealing  a  disease  which  is  treatnble  and  often  curable  may  not 

have  been  adequate. 

j^  In  regard  to  the  53  autopsied  individuals,  of  whom  10  had  pulfionary  cancer,  \ 

I  presume  they  were  autopsied  because  it  was  tuought  that  they  may  have  had 

pulmonary  cancer.   Those  were  not  routine  autopsies? 

DR.  CARTIER:  No. 

DR.  RHOADS:   The  implication  is  clear  tliat  there  is  no  druiger  from  pulmonary 

cancer  to  workers  in  this  particular  group.  Perhaps  that  inference  is  true. 

It  appears  to  me  tiiat  asbestosis  is  a  very  healthy  ailment  as  far  as  cancer 

is  concerned. 

TJNIDEI.'TIFIED  SPEAKER:   Dr.  Gar'ifSer,  what  are  t:e  first  signs  of  trouble  from 

exposur"e  to  asbestos? 

♦• 
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DR.  CARTIER:  I  do  not  believe  there  are  any  specific  symptoms.  If  the  fibro- 

sis is  extensive  enoijgh  tnere  is  dyspnea  and  cyanosis,  sometimes  to  an  extreme 

degree.   In  oar  group  ve  have  had  98  cases  of  asbestosis.   These  individuals 

have  had  a  marked  exposure  to  asbestos  for  years  and  many  of  them,  on  reaching 

age  50  to  55,  are  more  dyspneic  and  seem  to  die  more  rapidly  without  much 

disease.  They  go  downhill  rapidly,  within  a  few  months. 

DR.  RHOADS:   Of  what  do  they  die? 

DR.  CARTIER:   Some  from  cardiac  disease  and  from  miscellaneous  generalized 

diseases,  some  JBrom  bronchiectasis.  In  my  experience  tliere  is  no  special  picture 

except  that  they  fail  rapidly  -  in  two  or  three  months. 

DR.  VORlvALD:  We  have  been  encouraging  Dr.  Cartier  to  continue  this  study  of 

the  rather  isolated  population  of  Thetford,  and  we  are  conducting  a  similar 

epidemiological  survey  of  a  neighboring  community  which  is  also  engaged  in  the 

mining  and  processing  of  asbestos.  Ve  suggested  to  Dr.  Cartier  that  he  might 

deter-irj.ne  the  incidence  of  cancer  in  his  exposed  group  in  Thetford  by  review- 

ing the  chest  roentgenograms  of  his  cases  -  the  roentgenograms  taken  during 

the  past  15  years.  Admittedly,  cases  of  pulmonary  cancer  will  be  missed  by 

that  metnod.   Ve  have  considered  sputum  examinations  but  at  present  the  best 

we  can  dc  is  tc  study  the  chest  roentgenograms  of  tliis  large  series  of  indivi- 

duals exposed  in  a  special  industry. 

DR.  RliCADS;   Did  yo :;  discover  any  cancer  cases,  in  so  doing? 

DR.  CiRTI^'R:   Yes,  witii  the  X-ray.   Wo  cases  were  revealed  by  tne  mass  survey; 

all  the  cases  were  detected  in  the  clinic. 
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Chapter  Seventeen 

Carcinoma  d>f  the  Lungs  in  Asbestos  Weavers 
Kenneth  M.  Lynch,   M.D. 

\ 

Perhaps  the  raain  justification. 

.factor  vere  ^mccvered. 



CARCINOMA  OF  THE  LUNGS  IK  ASBESTOS  WEAVERS 

BY 

KENNETH  M.  LYNCH,  M.  D. 
Professor  of  Pathology 
Medical  College  of  South  Carolina 
Charleston 

(Summary  of  presentation  at  the  Seventh  Saranac  Symposium, 
Saranac,  New  York,  September  2^,  1952) 

Perhaps  the  main  justification  for  my  acceptance  of  the  invita- 

tion to  discuss  the  subject  of  this  paper  in  this  company  rests  in 

my  interest  in  the  questions  concerned  more  than  in  any  special  con- 

tribution that  I  might  make  out  of  a  rather  sketchy  and  spasmodic 

indulgence  in  efforts  to  solve  them.  I  am  sure  that  others  who  are 

present  here  are  better  qualified,  and  my  pxirpose  is  to  gain  from 

them  rather  than  to  expect  them  to  benefit  from  any  offering  of  mine. 

When  in  195^  I  had  the  opportunity  to  examine  by  necropsy  the 

case  of  carcinoma  of  the  lung  that  was  to  become  apparently  the 

first  of  such  an  occurrence  in  a  case  of  asbestosis  to  be  formally 

set  into  published  records'-,  there  immediately  arose  the  question  of 

a  possible  causal  relationship  in  the  prior  state  of  chronic  lung 

disease.  We  had  for  several  years  been  deeply  interested  in  asbestosis, 

and  this  new  occurrence  produced  an  additional  question  for  thought 

and  investigation. 

At  least  up  to  that  time  chronic  inflammatory  disease,  or  chronic 

irritation,  particularly  with  fibrous  production  and  disarrangement 
concerning  the 

of  structure,  was  the  main  anchor  in  speculations  /  etiology  of 



cancer,  particularly  of  epithelial  types.  In  advanced  asbestosis 

an  opportunity  for  the  occurrence  of  carcinoma  of  the  lung  on 

that  basis  seemed  to  be  good.  Actually  nothing  has  yet  occurred 

to  cast  out  that  possibility. 

In  the  intervening  time,  during  which  we  were  to  encounter 

two  other  like  cases,  there  appeared  scattered  reports  of  the  same 

occurrence  in  other  locations 5  \intil,  by  compilation  in  19^7 

Merewether^states  that  there  were  then  recorded  at  least  31  in- 

stances of  cancer  of  the  lung  in  235  cases  of  asbestosis,  an  autopsy 

pulmonary  cancer  incidence  of  13.2J^  in  persons  suffering  from  as- 

bestosis. 

For  a  fully  acceptable  comparison  of  this  incidence  of  course 

one  would  be  limited  to  the  use  of  an  autopsy  series  from  a  closely 

similar  group  in  age  and  sex  and  at  least  in  like  environment  for 

a  similar  period  of  time  except  for  exposure  to  asbestos  inhalation. 

Even  these  rather  loosely  set  criteria  could  hardly  be  met  where 

frvJ  ̂^ 
numbers  would  be  large  enough  to  provide. a  Minimal 

 chance  of  error 

in  stati<{i;ici^in-type-GaI dilation. 

The  most  that  can  be  done  at  the  present  is  to  take  what  is 

available  as  evidence  for  or  against  an  etiological  basis  for  cancer 

of  the  lung  in  asbestosis,  at  the  same  time  recognizing  that  the 

large  chance  of  statistical  error  does  not  allow  proof  to  be  claimed 

but  merely  suspicion  to  be  supported  or  not  supported. 

At  present  such  evidence  as  is  available  appears  to  support 

the  suspicion  and  to  justify  further  investigative  effort  of  what- 

ever nature  may  be  scientificall3?'°<fevisea.  At  least  the  available 

evidence  does  not  allay  the  suspicion. 

-2- 



In  South  Carolina  the  autopsy  service  that  has  furnished  the 

human  material  for  our  studies  in  asbestosis  is  in  a  general 

hospital  that  through  the  years  might  be  expected  to  produce  a 

cross  section  of  the  run  of  serious  diseases  of  the  community  of 
location. 

For  such  value  as  it  may  have  we  have  analyzed  the  findings 

in  the  39^3  autopsies  occurring  in  that  service  from  1926  to  1950 

in  the  age  period  of  twenty  years  or  over,  the  purpose  being  to 

cover  a  span  of  twanty-five  years  that  corresponds  roughly  to  the 
period  of  observation  of  asbestosis  and  an  age  group  that  would 
also  cover  the  occurrences  of  that  condition. 

In  that  total  autopsy  series  were  found  lf6  instances  of  a 

diagnosis  of  asbestosis  by  microscopic  evidence,  including  all 
cases  regardless  of  degree,  and  among  these  ̂ 6  were  three  with 

advanced  carcinoma  of  the  lung,  an  incidence  of  6.5^.  In  all 

others  carcinoma  of  the  lung  occurred  5S   times,  an  incidence  of  1.^%. 
Obviously  such  a  comparison  is  of  limited  value,  as  are  all 

others  from  which  the  question  has  been  posed,  although  taken  as  a 

whole  they  are  at  least  in  agreement  that  carcinoma  of  the  lung  has 

been  consistently  more  common  than  was  to  be  expected  in  reports  on 
asbestosis.  Ouc  incidence  of  th^t  order  is  less  than  in  some  other 

reports,  while  our  general  incidence  of  carcinoma  of  the  lung  is 

comparable  to  some  (Homburger)  but  less  than  others  (Rigdon  & 

Kirchoff),  Our  incidence  in  asbestosis  would  approach  that  given 

in  other  reports  if  the  calculation  were  made  within  the  group  of 

medium  and  advanced  grades  of  asbestosis,  in  which  area  the  three 

instances  of  pulmonary  carcinoma  occurred.  In  that  group  we  had 

28  cases,  and  the  incidence  within  the  group  would  be  10  +^, 
-3- 



Incidentally,  for  such  support  as  it  may  give  to  the 

common  report  of  growing  prevalence  of  carcinoma  of  the  lung, 

we  find  that  in  the  first  third  of  the  time  period  covered  in 

our  series  the  incidence  of  carcinoma  of  the  lung  was  0.9^, 

in  the  second  third  l.ljg  and  in  the  latest  third  2.2^,  apparent- 

ly a  steady  increase  during  the  twenty-five  year  period,  even 

though  still  not  as  high  as  reported  from  some  other  areas. 

-5+- 



Without  at  this  time  attempting  to  make  a  thorough  analysis  of 

the  published  papers  and  records,  a  few  recent  pertinent  reports  are 

noted. 

In  one  of  the  latest,  Stoll,  Bass  and  Angrist-^report  an  addition- 

al case  of  cancer  of  the  lung  in  association  with  asbestosis  and  cast 

up  the  literature  as  of  1951.  They  refer  to  Merewether's  19^7  re- 

port, as  previously  noted  herein,  and  also  refer  to  a  report  by 

Wyers  in  19^9  recording  a  series  of  115  cases  of  asbestosis  in  which 

there  were  17  instances  of  associated  pulmonary  carcinoma,  an  autopsy 

series  incidence  of  1^,8^,  as  compared  to  Merewether's  13.2^. 

Homburger  reported  three  additional  cases  of  association  of 

pulmonary  carcinoma  and  asbestosis  in  his  autopsy  service.  In  his 

series  of  autopsies  from  1918-1938  there  were  ̂ 5  cases  of  pulmonary 

carcinoma,  an  incidence  of  1.08^.  Asbestosis  was  diagnosed  8  times 

and  in  h   of  the  8  cases  pulmonary  carcinoma  was  also  found. 

For  such  comparison  as  may  be  allowable,  Rigdon  and  Kirchoff ^ 

reported  in  1951  a  pulmonary  cancer  incidence  of  7»5%   (67  in  892) 

in  an  autopsy  series  in  individuals  30  years  of  age  and  older  in  Texas. 
would  best 

They  suggest  "that  frequency  of  cancer  of  the  lung/be  established  from 

a  series  of  autopsies,"  on  account  of  the  unreliability  of  death 

certificates. 

Counterbalancing  at  least  some  of  the  weight  of  evidence  of 

reports  of  cancer  of  the  lung  associated  with  asbestosis  is  the 

widespread  increase  of  pulmonary  cancer  in  the  general  population 

that  has  been  recognized  during  the  same  period  of  time,  A  few 

references  will  serve  to  focus  that  tremendous  problem. 

-5- 



GrahauPjin  1951,  says,  "Bronchogenic  carcinoma  differs  from 

other  cancers  in  two  important  respects:  (1)  it  has  shown  an 

enormous  increase  in  the  last  35  years;  (2)  there  has  been  a 

progressively  larger  incidence  in  the  male  sex." 

He  states  that  Adler  in  1912  could  collect  only  37^  cases  of 

cancer  of  the  lung  from  the  World's  literature,  while  individual 

experiences  in  this  country  greatly  exceed  that  total  of  reported 

cases  from  the  whole  world,  and  that  cancer  of  the  lung  has  ad- 

vanced to  a  position  of  first  place  in  men  from  one  of  8th  place 

in  frequency  -  and  this  all  within  the  last  35  or  ko   years. 

Doll  and  Hill  refer  to  a  British  government  report  which  shows 

that  for  the  25  year  period  from  1922  to  19^7  the  incidence  of  lung 

cancer  in  autopsies  in  England  and  Wales  increased  fifteen  times  over 

>^at  it  had  been  previously. 

An  editorial  note  in  The  Lancet  in  January,  1952,  strikes  a  timely 

note  in  referring  to  Hill»s  report  that  "in  at  least  17  out  of  29 

boroughs  (metropolitan) ,  deaths  from  neoplasm  of  the  lung  and  bronchus 

were  more  numerous  than  deaths  from  tuberculosis"  and  in  remarking, 

"This  is  something  quite  new." 
o 

Smith,  in  1952,  states  that  lung  cancer  has  shown  an  increase 

over  and  above  what  could  be  expected  as  a  result  of  increases  in 

numbers  of  elderly  persons.  He  states  also  that  high  lung  mortality 

has  been  recorded  for  both  men  and  women  patients  with  asbestosis 
in  England.  —   -   

Perhaps  a  personal  note  is  permissible  to  illustrate  the  ap- 

parently universal  experience  in  autopsy  services  during  the  last 

forty  years  that  carcinioma  of  the  lung  has  changed  from  a  rarity  to 

a  commonplace.  As  a  resident  in  the  Philadelphia  General  Hospital 

-6- 
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I  had  done  an  autopsy  on  what  I  took  to  be  a  case  of  tuberculosis, 

and  had  discarded  all  organs  and  tissues  except  the  small  pieces  from 

which  I  prepared  microscopic  sections.  When  I  showed  the  resulting 

slides  of  carcinoma  of  the  lung  to  my  chief  and  had  to  acknowledge 

that  I  had  thrown  the  lungs  away,  he  arose  sternly  from  his  mic- 
\ 

roscope  and  literally  booted  me  down  the  stairs. 

Perhaps  I  may  also  note  that  the  scarcity  of  residents  in  pathol- 

\  their ogy  nowadays  has  sdbm  brought  alkmt  a  difference  in/treatment,  al- 

though possibly  not  so  much  difference  in  their  deserts. 

EXPERIMENTAL  STUDIES 

Because  of  the  question  raised  by  autopsy  observation  of 

associated  asbestosis  and  cancer  of  the  lung,  and  among  the  many 
apparently 

experimental  studies  that/have  been  done  and  lori;  sire  now  going 

on  by  subjection  of  experimental  animals  to  respiratory  exposure 

to  a  variety  of  suspected  substances,  I  have  undertaken  to  see 

whether  evidence  of  carcinogenic  action  on  the  part  of  asbestos 

or  of  the  condition  of  asbestosis  might  be  gotten  in  this  way. 

Now  in  the  third  year,  we  have  such  a  project  under  way,  supported 

in  part  by   a  National  Cancer  Institute  grant • 

In  devising  such  an  experiment,  one  is,  of  course,  faced 

with  many  questions,  among  which  are  the  choice  of  experimental 

animals,  the  methods  of  exposure,  the  mechanical  questions  in- 

volved in  methods,  the  practical  matters  of  time  and  help,  etc,  etc. 

Because,  so  far  as  I  am  aware,  no  animal  except  man  has  shown 

bronchogenic  carcinoma  of  the  lung  naturally(or  experimentally 

for  that  matter) 
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we  chose  to  work  with  a  strain  of  mice  known  to  develop  adenom- 

atous tumors  of  the  lung  in  regular  pre-calculable  occurrence. 

In  this  animal  we  have  one  of  short  life  span,  of  known  lung 

tumor  productiveness  that  might  be  susceptible  to  influence  in 

that  natural  occurrence,  and  at  the  same  time  as  good  as  any 

other  prospect  for  bronchogenic  carcinoma  so  far  as  is  known. 

The  strain  chosen  is  the  AC^  hybrid  (A  male  and  C  fooaale)  first 

generation  from  breeding  stock  obtained  from  the  Roscoe  B,  Jackson 

Memorial  Laboratory,  Approximately  equal  niimbers  of  mice  are 

being  exposed  and  kept  as  controls.  Exposure  chambers  are  of  our 

own  devising,  R  gular  dust  counts  are  made,  with  concentrations 
obtained 

of  dust  as  high  as  may  be/without  risk  of  killing  the  animals. 

As  near  as  feasible,  the  same  asbestos  as  our  h\iman  cases  ex- 

perienced is  being  used  as  dust. 

As  the  animals  are  sacrificed  they  are  autopsied  and  the 

number,  size,  and  distribution  of  lung  ttimors  recorded.  An  attempt 

to  grade  these  will  also  be  made.  It  would  be  premature  to  give 

any  analysis  of  this  data  as  yet.  However,  no  epidermoid  carci- 

noma hjas  yet  been  observed. 

Because  we  wished  to  also  use  another  and  larger  animal,  a 

number  of  dogs  are  aibSB  being  subjected  to  similar  dusting  in 

specially  constructed  chambers.  This  is,  of  course,  a  much  longer 

term  experiment,  and  no  report  can  be  made  upon  it  at  this  time. 

One  of  the  reasons  the  dog  was  selected  is  that  observation  of  the 

occurrence  of  asbestosis  bodies  in  the  lung  of  a  dog  exposed  in  an 

asbestos  factory  is  recorded. 

So  far  as  I  am  aware,  there  is  only  one  published  report  of 

an  inhalation  experiment  exposing  mice  to  asbestos  dust  as  a  test -8- 



of  cancerigenlc  action.  This  report,  by  Nordmann  and  Sorge, 
by  the  authors 

was  claimed/as  positive  evidence  of  such  a  relationship  and  has 
o 

been  cited  to  that  effect  by  others.  Smith,  however,  analyzes 

it  to  the  conclusion  that  it  not  only  produces  no  proof  of  a 

causal  relationship  of  asbestos  in  cancer  of  the  lung  but  actually 

to  the  contrary.  In  that  report  ill-defined  epithelial  changes 

were  thought  to  have  resulted  in  the  lungs  of  9  animals  out  of  an 

original  100  mice,  squamous  metaplasia  was  found  in  6,  adenocar- 

cinoma in  one  and  squamous  cell  carcinoma  in  one.  Smith  questions 

whether  the  interpretation  was  correct  as  to  the  demonstration  of 

actual  squamous  cell  carcinoma  and  calls  attention  to  the  common 

occurrence  of  squamous  cell  metaplasia  in  old  rats  with  chronic 

pulmonary  infections  and  in  animals  deficient  in  vitamin  A. 

The  only  other  experiment  of  which  I  am  aware  where  animals 

under  exposure  to  inhalation  of  asbestos  dust  developed  tumors 

of  the  lung  in  a  way  suggestive  of  a  relationship  occurred  in  an 

uncompleted  experiment  of  the  lalP  L.  U.  Gardner  that  came  to  my 

attention  through  a  courtesy  from  the  Saranac  Laboratory, 

In  one  of  Gardner's  experiments  in  asbestosis  he  found  a 

high  incidence  of  the  type  of  lung  cancer  to  which  mice  are  dispoased. 

Since  the  strain  he  was  using  was  unknown  as  to  tumor  susceptibility 

and  since  the  experiment  was  uncontrolled  from  that  standpoint,  he 

stopped  it,  apparently  intending  to  set  up  a  proper  experiment  to 

follow  up  the  suggestion  later. 

At  least  it  does  not  appear  that  any  repo  ted  experiment  can 

be  accepted  as  conclusive,  and  I  am  inclined  to  the  same  view  as 

expressed  by  Smith,  that  up  to  the  present  no  experimental  proof 

that  the  inhalation  of  asbestos  or  any  other  material  will  cause 

-Q- 
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bronchogenic  carcinoma  ha
s  been  presented. 

AS  the  matter  now  stands,  it  appea
rs  that  while  additional 

evidence  of  the  same  sort  has  been  co
llected  in  the  meantime,  the 

question  that  was  raised  with  our  first 
 ̂ ^  in  1935  as  to  whether 

asbestosis  can  act  as  a  producer  of  cancer
  of  the  lung  in  human 

beings  remains  as  open  as  it  was  when  rai
sed. 

So  far  as  we  are  concerned,  the^ conditions  
in  the  industry 

are  so  much  improved  that  even  the  problem  
of  asbestosis  has  be- 

come greatly  lessened.  The  grade  of  exposure  to  
the  dust  has  been 

so  reduced  in  our  territory  of  experience  that
  we  no  longer  ex- 

pect to  see  the  extremes  of  the  disease  that  
earlier  uncontrolled 

conditions  caused.  medium  to 

Even  so,  and  although  our  cases  were  those  of 
/advanced 

asbestosis,  if  the  exposure  may  be  cancerigenic  i
t  could  not  now 

be  certainly  said  that  lesser  grades  of  the  prim
ary  disease  would 

be  iBranme  to  the  tendency. 

In  all  respeclB,  therefore ,  the  problem  remains  with  us  and 

should  be  subjected  to  continued  investigation  o
n  its  own  merits, 

aside  from  any  advantage  that  would  accrue  to  
the  investigation  of 

malignant  neoplastic  disease  as  a  whole  if  suc
h  an  etiologic 

factor  were  uncovered. 

-10- 
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interesting  presentation.   I  hoped  to
  be  able  to  make  a 

pertinent  comment,  but  Doctor  Lynch  d
isposed  of  that  In  the 

last  part  of  the  talk.   I  gather  t
here  Is  no  correlation 

between  the  extent  of  asbestosls  in  
your  series  and  the 

occurrence  of  aeoplastlc  change? 

RY  DOCTOR  LYNCH: 

In  our  series.  Doctor  Rhoads,  the  t
hree  cases, 

now,  remember  there  are  only  three 
 -  occurred  in  advanced 

cases  of  asbestosls,  not  in  minor  
conditions  where  you 

merely  make  a  diagnosis  because  th
e  asbestosls  might  be 

present. 

BY  DOCTOR  RHOADS; 

I  would  ask   those  who   are   going  out   
if   they 

wouldn't  mind  waiting  until  we   take 
   the  photographs    in   Just 

a  few  minutes.      Doctor  Vorwald,    
we're   anxious    to  keep  all 

possible   here   for   the  photograph
. 

Is    there   other  discussion  on  Doctor  L
ynch' s  paper| 

I  hear  no    discussion.      Doctor  Vo
rwald  and  I  both  feel,   be- 

cause  of    the    time   and   the  need  for  taki
ng   the  photograph, 

we   had  best  postpone  Doctor  Mer
ewether's   paper  until   after 

lunch.      Doctor  Vorwald,    do  you
  care    to  s peak  about  the 

photograph? 

BY  DOCTOR   VORWALD: 

Yes,   we  would  like    to    take   a  ph
otograph   of  the 

group   as  we    are    seated  here.    
  Is    the   photographer  here? 



(Uo  response )♦ 

Kow,    if  those  of  you  who  are  in  the  back,   could 

you  come  forward  so  that  we   can  really  get  a  picture.  There 
are  a  lot  of  seats  up  forifard  and  it  will  only  take  a  few 
minutes. 

I  might  say  that   ttie  photographer  will  print 

these  pictures  and  you  nay  buy  on©  from  hira  if  you  so  wish) 
on  the  bulletin  board  outside  will  be  a  paper  where  you 
might  indicate  whetl^r  you  want  one  or  a  dozen. 

(Photograph  was  taken,   after  which  the  meeting 

was  adjotimed.     Session  reconvened  at  2s37  p«  M,), 
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Chapter  .Eighteen 

PuLmoriary  Cancer  in  Chromate  IJorkers 

A.  J.  Lanza,  M.D. 

\ 

The  available  evidence  is  that  chromate  workers. 
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DR.  RICHARDECIJ:  Vliich  workers  of  those  included  in  the  survey  were  affected?
 

DR.  LA'-JZA:   I  cannot  tell  you  positively  until  I  have  studied  the  Public  Health 

Service  report.   Txie  plants  are  small,  the  raen  shift  arotind,  and  tue  details 

of  their  exposiire  to  chrome  are  rather  ind
efinite.   '^^"^^  **•  '-^^   '^"^^^-^   ' "'  "  ̂"" '"  *'" 

^..G.T.  .^  -'  —.-si    -■■•■■'  -'^-v  p-occ*^    ti.-.  ,  .,.<
.(;^ox:J--'--  <;  d/v..-v,.c  --«n  i»<  -'"■^<^' 

DR.  RICi-L-RDSON:   Could  one  say  just  vhen  the  exposure  to  chrome  begins  and  vhen 

it  ends  i:.  the  process  of  handling  the  chrome? 

DR.  Lii-^IZA:  The  engineering  portion  of  the  Public  Health  Service  report  give
s 

the  details  of  the  process  and  the  dust  studies  at  various  opera^icns  frcni  
the 

time  the  ore  is  received  in  the  plant  until  it  is  shipped  out. 

.  t-  c:. 

\ 

'
/
 DR.  VICKERS:  Workers  in  the  chrome  industry  are  exposed  to  chromate  in  one 

way  or  anotner  all  through  the  plant. 

DR.  FiiOADS:   The  exposure  is  not  limited  to  any  particular  operaticn  
or  to 

any  particular  for:,!  of  chromium? 

IR.  VICKERS:   iio.   There  er-e  mixed  exposures  of  one  kind  or  another,  tut 

definitely  to  chromium,  all  tiie  way  through  the  plant. 
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DR.  raeiiMBS:  Is  there  any  hazard  after  the  mterial  has  been  ship
ped  out? 

DR.  LANZA:   So  far  as  I  know,  there  has  been  no  complaint. 

DR.  EUEPER:  In  regard  to  the  possibility  that  the  material  shipped  out 
 of 

the  plant  vill  become  carcinogenic,  tnere  have  been  reports  from  Germany 
 that 

zinc  pigment  -  zinc  chromate  -  vorkers  nave  developed  carcinoma.  We  are 

attempting  to  find  out  whether  tlie  painters  who  sprayed  zinc  chromate  o
n  air- 

planes during  the  last  war  have  an  increased  cancer  incidence. 

DR.  BAETJF.R'  ^^  .      X.  xu      • 

4.  J>i2.-E>a.<^'U^       One  hundred  thirty-four  c
ases  of  carcinoma  of  the  respira- 

\/  tory  tract  have  been  described  in  the  literature  among
  men  exposed 

V]  to  chromium  cheml;,!^.  in  their  occupation.  Of  that  number  121  had      | 

/r  worked  in  the  chromate  chemical  manufacturing  industry  and  11  in 

^  ̂ 8JK>  the  chrome  pigment  industry.  Only  2  of  the  men  had  been  em
ployed 

in  industries  which  use  chromium  compounds,  one  of  iihich  was  a 

chrome  plater  and  one  had  sprayed  chromium  paint.  | 

Ve  have  never '^^^*^*cance^o'i'  the  skin  in  chromate  workers  ̂ or  cancer 

of  the  nasal  septum  even  though  a  large  percentage  of  the  workers  have  p
erfora- 

tion  of  the  nasal  sept-um, 

It  is  interesting  to  review  tr.e  duration  of  exposure  of  these  people  ̂ (3. 

chromium  before  tney^^ancer.   The  average  age  of  these  individuals^was  5
2 

years  and  the  range  of  ages  was  f rom  ̂ i^ to  72  years.   The  duration  of  exposure 

varied  from  A   to  A?  years  ̂ S^kJ^ i^^t^^^  W-U^ t.hp  i  ni  t,i  a1  -Bxpoe^a-^-^nt^Hrhe 

d±^rgnoS±5-tTf-emicfc!r  wab  c-.Uj^.L  17  ..tarj,  villi  ix.   ii.i%fc  uf  A   tu  A?  years.   In 

some  cases  cancer  may  develop  many  years  after  the  termination  of  exposure  but 

the  interval  between  difignosis  and  death  is,  as  in  all  cases  of  lung  cejicer. 



usually  a  very  short  period  of  time.  Matty  of  our  cases,  
on  comxng  to  ef^ 

disoensary,  claimed  that  their  severe  symptoms  didn't  beg
in  until  two  weeks 

before  tfe«^^Siiidaial«-  came  to  the  clinic,  and  tl*ey  cuulQ'
  luai^.bu  diagnosed 

as  having  lung  cancer.   So  far  as  we  have  been  able  to  
determine,  the  clinical 

sjanptoms  and  the  pathology  are  no  different  for  lung  c
ancer  in  chromate  workers 

than  for  lung  cancer  of  otlier  origin. 

DR.  EHOADS:  Vlaat  brought  these  patients  to  the  clinic?  
Sjoaptoms  referable 

to  the  lungs? 
^"  , 

DR.  BAETJER:  Some  caaue  with  lung  symptoms  s^   pain  in  tie  che
stj  ,Sbme  patients 

about  whom  I  have  read  came  with  symptoms  referable  to^etasta
ses. 

E3 

x> 

■vy 
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BY  DOCTOR  RHOADS; 

Will  the  meeting  please  come  to  order?  You  will 

remember  that  we  were  forced  by  the  delay  starting  this 

morning,  to  put  over  Doctor  Merewether's  paper  to  the  first 

one  on  the  program  this  afternoon.   It  is,  therefore,  my 

honor  to  introduce  E.  R.  A.  Merewether,  Senior  Medical  In- 

spector of  Factories,  Administrator  of  Labor  and  Allied 

Service,  London,  England,   Doctor  Merewether, 

BY  DOCTOR  MEREWETHER; 

Doctor  Rhoada,  Ladies  and  Gentlemen:   I  am  great- 

ly honored  to  be  invited  to  attend  this  erudite  meeting 

which  has  now,  by  virtue  of  the  diverse  and  inspired  work 

of  my  old  friend,  the  late  Doctor  LeRoy  Gardner, and  Doctor 

Vorwald,  become  an  international  event. 

Now,  only  a  foolhardy  criminal  would  speak  after 

the  most  stimulating  papers  of  this  morning,  but  I'll  en- 

deavor to  do  my  best,  and  I  shall  not  detain  you  long. 

All  I  have  been  able  to  do  in  the  short  time 

available  is  to  bring  up  to  date  our  mortality  and  patho- 

logical data  on  this  matter  and  lay  them  before  you  in  the 

confident  hope  that  if  there  is  an  explanation  of  them,  and 

there  are  deductions  to  be  drawn  from  them,  I  shall  obtain 

them  during  this  conference. 

Frankly,  I'm  puzzled  and  disturbed  at  the  possi- 

bility which  may  emerge,  not  only  in  connection  with  the 
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eTiH^B^t^    I  am  great  - 

ly  honored  to  be  Invited  to  attend  this   erudite  meeting 

which  has  now,  by  virtue  of  the  diverse  and  inspired  work 

of  iny  old  friend^  tb©  late  Itoctor  LeRoy  Gar dner^and  "Doctor 
Vorwald,  become  an  international  event. 

Nowy  only  a  foolhardy  criminal  would— sp^^j;  after 

the  most  stimulating  papers   of  this  morning,    but 

do  my  best^  and  ̂   shall  not  detain  you  long. 

All  I  have  been  able   to   do  in  the   short  time 

available   is   to  bring  up   to  date   oizr  mortality  and  patho- 

logical  data  on  this  matter   and  lay  them  before   you  in  the 

confident  hope   that  if  there   is   an  explanation  of   thein^  and 

there  are   deductions   to  be   drawn  from  them,    I  shall   obtain 

them  during  this    conference* 

Frankly,   i*M  puzzled  and  disturbed  at   the  possi- 

bility which  may  emerge,   not  only  in  connection  with  the 



TAKEN  FROM  PAGE   397. 

BY  DOCTOR  MEREWETHER: 

Docixjr  Rhoads,  Ladies  and  Gentlemen:  I  am  gi^atly  honored 

to  be  invited  to  attend  this  erudite  meeting  vhich  has  now,  hy 

virtue  of  the  diverse  and  inspired  work  of  my  old  friend,  the 

late  Doctor  LeBoy  Gardner,  and  Doctor  Vorwald,  become  an 

international  event. 

Now,  only  a  foolhardy  criminal  would  speak  after  the  most 

stimulating  papers  of  this  morning,  but  I'll  endeavor  to  do  my 

best,  and  I  .ghnll  not  detain  you  long. 

All  I  have  been  able  to  do  in  the  short  time  available  is  to 

bring  up  to  date  our  mortality  and  pathological  data  on  this  matter 

and  lay  them  before  you  in  the  confident  hope  that  if  there  is 

an  explanation  of  them,  and  there  are  deductions  to  be  drawn  from 

them,  I  shall  obtain  them  diiring  this  conference. 

Frankly,  I'm  puziled  and  disturbed  at  the  possibility  which 

may  emerge,  not  only  in  connection  with  Idle 
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DR,  MEEEWETHER:  I  am  greatly  honored  to  be  invited  to  attend  this 

erudite  meeting  which  has  now,  by  virtue  of  the  diverse  and  inspired 

work  of  my  old  friends,  the  late  Dr.  LeRoy  Gardner  and  Dr.  Vorwald, 

become  an  international  event. 

Now  I  feel  foolhardy  speaking  after  the  most  stimulating 

papers  of  this  morning,  but  I  will  do  my  best  and  shall  not  detain 

you  long. 

All  I  have  been  able  to  do  in  the  short  time  available  is 

to  bring  up  to  date  our  mortality  and  pathological  data  on  this 

matter  and  lay  them  before  you  in  the  confident  hope  that  if  there 

is  an  ej^planation  of  them  and  there  are  deductions  to  be  drawn 

from  them,  I  shall  obtain  then  during  this  conference. 

Frankly,  I  am  puzzled  and  disturbed  at  the  possibility  -vriiich 

may  emerge,  not  only  in  connection  with  the  question  of  an  etiological 

relationship  between  cancer  of  the  lung  and  asbestos,  but  also  be- 

tween cancer  of  the  lung  and  other  local  irritants. 

In  19h9,   I  published  a  note  of  the  deaths  from  asbestosis, 

asbestosis  with  tuberculosis!,  and  either  of  these  also  with  cancer 

of  the  lung,  recorded  in  the  United  Kingdom  from  192h  to  19k7 , 

I  placed  alongside  them  for  conparison  the  corresponding  data  we 

have  from  silicosis  and  cancer  of  the  lung.  These  were  factual 

data  which  speak  for  themselves  insofar  as  they  go,  but  I  attempted 

to  make  no  deductions,  since  I  felt  the  asbestosis  deaths  were  too 

few  for  the  purpose.  I  have  now  brought  these  figures  up  to  date. 
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The  corresponding  figures  for  silicosis  deaths  amount  to 

several  thousands.  Thej  Tfere,  I  think,  sufficiently  large  to  show 

that  there  is  no  etiological  relationship  between  silicosis  and 
am. 

cancer  of  the  lung  and  in  this  l/  fortified  by  the  data  produced 

by  the  South  African  experts,  I  Tri.ll  not  -vTeary  you,  therefore, 

■with  the  additions  in  the  last  three  and  a  quarter  years  to  o\ir 

silicosis  figures. 

Briefly,  therefore,  our  latest  figures  for  recorded  deaths 

from  asbestosis,  asbestosis  mth  tuberculosis,  or  either  com- 

plicated with  cancer,  are  306.  I  am  excluding  ten  of  these  where 

there  is  also  cajicer  of  sites  other  than  the  lungs.  Our  net  figures 

are,  therefore,  296  deaths  and  of  these  forty-eight  or  l6,2  per  cent 

were  associated  with  primary  cancer  of  the  lung.  This  shows  an 

increase  from  a  13.2  per  cent  disclosed  by  our  earlier  figures. 

This  means  that,  as  more  deaths  from  asbestosis  come  to  hand,  the 

cumiilative  percentage  of  deaths  mth  complicating  cancer  of  the 

lung  is  rising  rather  than  falling. 

Now,  where  do  we  go  to  from  here?  Are  these  figures  sufficient 

to  indicate  a  casual  relationship  between  the  retention  of  asbestos 

dust  in  the  lungs  and  subsequent  cancer  of  the  lung?  The  small 

numbers  certainly  dictate  caution.  Nevertheless,  they  represent 

the  great  majority  of  the  deaths  from  asbestosis  which  have 

occurred  in  the  United  Kingdoir;  during  the  past  quarter  of  a  century. 

Nowadays,  becaiise  of  the  greatly  increased  av/areness  of  workers, 

doctors,  and  others  in  the  neighborhood  of  asbestos  plants,  of  the 
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diseasej  because  of  the  duty  of  c
oroners  to  investigate  with 

autopsy  and  to  report  to  my  depart
ment  deaths  suspected  to  be  due 

to  occupational  disease,  whatever 
 it  may  be;  because  of  the  compen- 

sation benefits  accruing  to  cases  of  pneum
oconiosis;  because  of  the 

system  of  factor-/  inspection  in  for
ce;  because  of  our  periodical 

check-up  of  the  death  certificates  p
rovided  by  the  Registrar 

General  and  for  other  reasons,  it  is
  likely  that  very  fev;  deaths 

from  asbestosis  escape  notice. 

Therefore,  mth  confidence,  I  think  w
e  can  say  that  the 

figures  point  to  the  necessity  for  
the  collection  of  similar 

data  from  other  communities  with  an  asb
estosis  hazard,  so  that 

by  means  of  statistical  examination  of
  the  global  figures  so 

obtained  we  can  settle  the  question  of 
 whether  cancer  of  the 

lung  is  an  additional  risk  of  asbesto
s  exposures. 

I  would  remind  you  here  that  these  fi
gures  include  all  the 

deaths  from  asbestosis,  during  the  perio
d  in  question,  which  we  can 

trace  and  which  have  been  verified  pat
hologically.  Undoubtedly, 

the  deaths  of  some  cases,  which  to  my 
 personal  knowledge  had 

developed  asbestosis  round  about  1930, 
 have  escaped  notice,  for 

reasons  about  which  we  can  only  surmis
e:  they  may  have  emigrated 

or  died  from  other  causes,  including  pri
^nary  or  secondary  lung  cancers, 

and  thus  the  asbestosis  and  occupationa
l  factors  have  passed  omrecorded. 

For  the  reasons  I  have  mentioned,  however, 
 such  deaths  have  been 

increasingly  unlikely  to  escape  the  net  duri
ng  the  past  20  years. 
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I  mention  this  more  particularly  becatise  of  the  real  danger  of 

duplication  of  cases  in  compilations  of  global  figures  from  diffe
rent 

countries.  Often  there  have  been  reports  in  the  United  Kingdom  of 

cases  or  of  series  of  cases  from  dii'ferent  observers  of  particul
ar 

aspects  of  the  disease,  and  often  the  same  cases  have  appeared  in 

more  than  one  of  the  reports.  There  are  no  duplicates  in  the 

figures  given  here. 

There  is  another  point  to  be  borne  in  mind  and  that  is  that 

the  population  at  risk  from  asbestos  is  small  relatively  to  other 

industries  and  it  fluctuates.  A  war  brings  a  great  increase  of 

people  at  risk,  because  obviously  there  is  a  great  demand  for 

high  class  asbestos  insulation  for  use  in  warships  -  and  other  types 

of  -work  .   .  TMen  when  peace  comes  the  demand  drops  off  again,  so 

that  one  can  never  really  isolate  a  population,  for  instance,  to 

which  one  could  relate  particular  cases  of  asbestosis,  assuming 

that  asbestos  is  a  factor  in  this  matter. 

We  must  be  careful,  therefore,  as  I  have  implied,  that  we 

do  not  accidentally  magnify-  the  risk.  On  the  other  hand,  it  is 

possible  for  a  risk  to  be  concealed  because  of  an  erroneous 

estimation  of  the  population  exposed  to  the  risk.  Thus,  as  I 

found  a  number  of  years  ago  in  the  coke-oven  industry,  only  a 

small  proportion  of  those  enployed  are   exposed  to  tar  or  tarry 

vapours,  and  in  them  the  risk  of  cutaneous  cancer  is  about  six 

times  that  of  the  general  population.  Yet  if  one  relates  the 

cases  to  the  whole  population  of  the  coke-oven  trade,  the  risk  is 
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entirely  submerged.  In  other  words,  the  irisk  is  concealed  in 

the  overall  numbers  erroneously  assunted  to  be  at  risk. 

And  we  shall  have  to  consider  this  point  in  relation  to 

asbestosis  and  cancer  of  the  lung.;  a  considerable  proportion  of 

T?orkers  in  the  asbestos  indtistry  have  very  little  exposiire  to 

asbestos  -  on  the  other  hand,  vre  do  not  know  whether  much  or 

little  exposure  to  asbestos  is  required  to  trigger-off  the  cancer 

of  the  limg,  if,  in  fact,  there  is  such  a  relationship. 

This  morning  Dr.  lynch  asked,  "TOiat  is  the  degree  of  asbestosis?" 

In  fact,  all  these  people  have  been  autopsied  and  all  of  them  died 

primarily  of  asbestosis,  whether  they  had  tubercle  or  cancer  also. 

I  will  not  weaiy  you  with  the  statistical  approaches  vre  have 

made  to  our  slender  data,  but  Tri.ll  content  nyself  with  a  rough 

breakdown  of  the  figures. 

Of  the  296  deaths  we  are  considering,  172  occurred  in  males 

and  12li  in  females.  Eighty-two  or  27.7  per  cent,  half  males  and 

half  females,  were  associated  with  pulmonary  tuberculosis.  The 

mean  age  at  death  was  U8,2  years,  mth  a  range  of  2\\  to  73  years 

for  the  cases  of  asbestosis;  39.3  years  with  a  range  of  17  to 

66  years  for  the  cases  of  asbestosis  with  tuberculosis;  and  53. U  years 

with  the  range  of  32  to  77  years  for  the  cases  of  asbestosis  and 

cancer  of  the  lung. 

The  mean  duration  of  exposxire  was  l5«7  years  with  a  range  of 

1  to  US  years  for  deaths  from  asbestosis;  11.1  years  mth  a 

range  of  1  to  33  years  for  deaths  from  asbestosis  with  tuberculosis. 
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and  19  years  mth  a  range  of 
 2  to  U2  years  for  deaths  ffom

 

asbestosis  mth  cancer  of  the
  lung. 

The  mean  dttration  of  life  betwee
n  cessation  of  exposure  and 

death  was  6.5  years  .vith  a  range 
 of  1  to  32  years  for  deaths  fro

m 

asbestosis,  U.7  years  with /ang
e  of  1  to  21  years  for  deaths  

from 

asbestosis  mth  tuberculosis,  and  5
.8  years  mth  a  range  of  1  to 

26  years  for  deaths  from  asbestos
is  and  cancer  of  the  lung.  Tou 

see  the  ranges  are  very  ̂ de  indeed,  ̂ hich  is  of  some  interest. 

NOW,  there  are  indications,  from
  our  data,  that  our  preventive 

regulations  which  came  into  full  
operations  in  1932,  twenty  years 

ago,  are  having  an  effect  and  th
is  may  be  the  expiration  of  why

 

the  incidence  of  complicating  can
cer  of  the  lung  appears  to  be  ris

ing. 

Today,  we  do  not  encounter  cas
es  of  extreme  massive  fibrosis

 

and  gross  bronchiectasis  and  eve
n  anasarca  and  a  'nutmeg'  liver 

with  death  (uncomplLcated  with  tub
erculosis  or  cancer  of  the  lung) 

at  an  early  age,  within   5  to
   7   years  fc-om  the  commencem

ent 

of  exposure.  Those  cases  do  not 
 seem  to  occur.  The  duration  of 

exposure  which  results  in  death  f
rom  asbestosis  is  lengthening, 

the  age  of  death  is  increasing  a
nd  the  degree  of  fibrosis  found 

at  autopsy  is  less. 

This  means  that  cases  of  asbest
osis  are  living  to  the  cancer- 

occurring  age  period,  and  if  -
  and  I  say  if  -  there  is  a  rel

ationship 

bet.veen  asbestosis  and  cancer  of
  the  lung  and  if  irritation,/ le

t  us 

surBn.se  from  the  asbestos  f iber/'
is  a  co-carcinogen  with  a  long  l^

g 
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period,  then  we  would  expect  an  increased  incidence  of  cancer  of 

the  lung  over  that  found  in  the  general  population  to  become  evident. 

Regarding  these  cancer  cases,  the  mean  age  of  death,  as  I 

'[^  said,was  53.U  years,  and  the  range  32  to  77  years, and  the  mean 
duration  of  exposure  13  years  mth  a  range  of  2  to  U2  years.  Now, 

the  occupations  involved  may  be  interesting,  but  I  would  certainlly 

not  attempt  to  draw  any  deductions,  since  several  occupations  with 

different  dust  exposures  were  -  and  to  a  lesser  extent  nowadays 

are  -  carried  out  in  the  same  room.  Nevertheless  10  of  the  1^8 

cases  were  associated  predominantly  v/ith  weaving,  8  with  dis- 

integrating, mixing  or  opening  fibre,  7  with  pipe  ajid  boiler 

ly  covering:,  ,_  and  6  with  mattress  making  -  all  very  dusty  jobs  In 
the  earlier  days, 

Well,  what  then  is  the  etiological  factor,  if  any,  here?  I 

would  be  most  grateful  for  your  views.  I  know  that  physical  irri- 

tation as  a  direct  carcinogenic  agent  has  been  rather  discounted 

by  the  cancer  experts,  but  I  remember  that  a  United  States  expert. 

Dr.  Oppenheimer,  has  done  some  experimental  work  Td.th  cellophane 

wrapped  round  the  kidney,  which  ̂ as^  be  a  pointer. 

DH.  RHOADS:  Dr.  lynch,  was  there  no  correlation  in  your  series 

between  the  extent  of  asbestosis  and  the  occurrence  of  neoplastic  change? 

DR.  LH'JCH:  The  three  cases  of  carcinoma  in  our  series  occurred 

in  advanced  cases  of  asbestosis,  not  in  minor  conditions  where  a 

diagnosis  is  made  merely  because  asbestosis  might  be  present. 
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DR.  lANZAs  I  find  it  difficult  to  believe  that  the  ca
ncer  incidence 

among  asbestos  TTorkers  in  the  United  States  could  be 
 anyr/here  near 

as  high  as  it  appears  to  be  in  England.  We  may  h
ave  missed  some 

cancer  cases  but  I  do  not  believe  Tve  could  have  misse
d  so  many  iC 

they  had  occurred  to  the  same  extent  they  apparently
  do  in  Engird. 

It  is  true,  of  course,  that  as  soon  as  the  harm
ful  effects  of 

asbestos  were  recognized  by  American  industry  a  prog
ram  of  cleaning 

up  the  plants  -was  instituted,  and  although  all  asbest
os  plants  in 

the  country  have  not  attained  perfection  in  industrial
  hygiene, 

great  strides  have  been  made,  particularly  in  the  p
iUnt  in 

Charlotte,  Dr.  lynch's  city.  With  the  number  of  w
orkers  in  the 

industry  so  small,  it  is  obvious  that  we  shall  never 
 have  the_ 

clinical  experience  with  asbestosis  that  we  have  
had  with  silicosis. 

I  used  to  hear  frequently  in  Canada  that  the  Canadi
an  asbestos 

is  less  damaging  than  the  kind  used  in  England  where  t
he  major  part 

of  the  asbestos  used,  I  am  informed  by  my  English  frien
ds,  is 

Rhodesian  asbestos,  a  variety  quite  dissimilar  iJi  s
tructure  and 

physical  characteristics  to  the  Canadian  kind.  I  am
  told  also 

that  there  are  differences  in  the  Canadian  varieties,  
between  the 

asbestos  mined  at  the  town  of  Asbestos  and  the  kind  min
ed  not  far 

away  at  Thetford.  Since  experimental  studies  in  the  pa
st  few 

years  have  shovm  that  different  types  of  silica  may  produce 

entirely  dissimilar  pathological  effects,  I  am  beginni
ng  to  wonder 

whether  we  have  given  sufficient  attention  to  differen
ces  in  the 

type  of  asbestos  in  our  attempt  to  explain  variati
ons  in  the  rate 

of  asbestosis. 
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DR.  SMITH:  I  had  an  opportunit
y  to  visit  Dr.  Gloyne  shortly  

before 

his  death  and  to  leanx  son^ethi
ng  about  the  material  he  had  

assembled 

in  England.  He  had  17  cases 
 in  .hich  there  .as  co-existe

nt  asbestosis 

and  carci..oma  of  the  lung..  
In  his  series  there  was  no  de

tectable 

relation  between  the  degree  of
  asbestosis  and  the  presence  

or 

absence  of  cancer.  His  series 
 came  from  a  pO^t  that  used  t

he 

Rhodesian  blue  asbestos  which,
  as  Dr.  Lanza  has  pointed  out

,  has 

certain  characteristics  that 
 are  different  from  those  of

  Canadian 

asbestos.  The  Rhodesian  vari
ety  has  a  more  brittle  fiber 

 and, 

therefore,  gives  rise  to  mor
e  dust.  X  understand,  howev

er,  that 

some  of  the  British  cases  had 
 been  exposed  to^Canadian  asb

estos. 

Earlier  the  qtiestion  of  carc
inogenicity/nickel  was  broug

ht 

up.  Recently,  I  visited  Dr.
  Mor,.  formerly  medical  of

ficer  for 

the  plant  in  WaO^s  where  the 
 nasal  sinus  tumors  had  been 

 observed, 

and  Dr.  Morgan,  ̂ o  is  the  medical  officer  ther
e  at  present.  They 

stated  that  the  men  who  develop
ed  the  nasal  sinus  tumors  had 

 not 

been  employed  in  the  part  of  
the  plant  where  there  ndght  b

e  ex- 

posure to  nickel  carbonyl.  Both  doc
tors  were  very  reluctant, 

therefore,  to  believe  that  nick
el  carbonyl  was  a  factor  in  th

e 

nasal  sinus  tumors  observed. 
 They  pointed  out  that  the  t

umors 

.vhich  had  occurred  were  in  m
en  exposed  to  arsenical  dust

  from 

the  calciners  and  that  cancer
  of  the  nasal  sinus  was  not 

 seen 

in  :„en  who  were  e^loyed  in  t
he  industxy  only  after  192U, 

 when 

the  calciners  were  re-designe
d. 

DR.  RnO.M)S:  Dr.  Merewether,  wo
uld  you  coment  on  these  remark

s? 
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DR.  IiiEREWETHER:  I  am  afraid  I  cannot  comment  on  all  of  them,  but 

I  think  I  can  partially  answer  some  and  that  Dr.  Knox  can  answer 

others . 

First  of  all,  I  think  Dr.  Lanza  is  misinformed  about  the 

proportions  and  kinds  of  asbestos  used  in  England.  The  original 

cases  of  asbestosis,  fifty  years  ago,  were  all  from  Canadian 

asbestos.  The  earliest  commercial  asbestos  work  in  England 

was  in  the  early  seventies  of  the  last  century  and  there  may  have 

been  some  Italian  fiber  used  here  then,  but  very  quickly  the  trade 

concentrated  on  the  white  Canadian  chrysotile  -  namely  a  hydrous 

magnesium  silicate. 

Later  on,  the  Rhodesian  chrysotile,  the  South  African  blue 

crocidolite,  and  another  South  African  type,  araosite,also. 

mainly  an  iron  silicate,  came  into  use.  Now,  of  all  of  these, 

amosite,  the  brown  long-fibred  material?  is  the  most  brittle  and 

dusty  -  to  such  an  extent  that  its  use  in  England  has  declined. believe 

I  do  not   /   they  use  any  blue  there  at  all  and  they  have  had 

a  nijmber  of  cases  of  cancer  of  the  lung,  as  one  might  expect.  Of 

course  not  all  the  cases  of  cancer  of  the  lung,  even  if  there  is 

an  association  Tri-th  asbestos,  can  be  ascribed  to  it  because  there 

must  have  been  an  ordinary  incidence  of  cancer  of  the  lung  irres- 

pective of  this  possible  factor. 

If  Dr.  Knox  were  here,  he  would  be  able  to  tell  us  about 

his  plant, which  is  the  largest  in  the  country,  about  the  types 

of  asbestos  they  use,  and  about  his  experience  of  cancer  of  the  lung. 

The  fact  is  that  mainly  chrysotile  is  used  in  his  factory. 
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Concerning  the  so-called  nickel  cancer,  it  is  quite  correct 

that  none  of  us  think  that  nickel  carboncrl  has  anything  to  do  with 

it  as  such. 

Dr.  Amor,  Dr.  Morgan,  and  myself  feel  that  the  re-building 

of  the  old  calciners  had  a  crucial  effect  on  the  risk,  although 

there  was  some  change  in  the  constitution  of  the  semi-refined 

matter  shipped  from  Canada.  The  difference  -  as  I  know,  because 

I  saw  them  before  and  afterwards  -  between  the  old  and  eacbreraely 

dust  calcincers  and  the  modem  practically  dustless  building  is 

enormous , 

DR.  LEVIN;  Dr.  Knox  informed  me  that  in  the  plant  under  discussion 

there  were  from  1932  to  ±9$l,   exactly  l6  cases  of  lung  cancer. 

Unfortunately,  Dr.  Knox  did  not  have  sufficient  data  to  enable 

him  to  say  whether  or  not  that  was  an  excessive  number  of  cases. 
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Doctor  moadB,  U^dlea  6ad  6e&tI«Mai     t  «b  sr«aU7  ho!aor«4 

to  be  iB^ted  to  «tt«al  tM»  eradlte  BM^ag  wbd^  hi«  oor,  ̂  

vlrtia*  of  «»  cdTere©  «ad  laspdped  ww*  of  a^  ol4  frieod,  the 

iat«  £oetor  IaSqj  ferctoaar,  irad  Sootor  Vena24y  Imetmt  ma 

lBt«r&»tl<NaaI  evv^t* 

1ltov»  «mly  ft  f ooUwordy  cirteiail  vooXd  ep9tk^  «fter  th«  aest 

stlwOjitifig  papers  of  tM.s  taoTaisg,  Imt  X*1X  «iid««.«or  to  ̂   «r 

1»««ty  aad  I  shiOl  eot  doti^La  7<em  long* 

Mix  t  l»ve  bemi  *M«  to  do  is  tbo  i^^^  ti««  AtalXabU  i«  to 

txrlBg  ttp  to  date  oar  aorteli^  «wi  p»tiiologic«l  data  <m  thi#  j»tt«p 

«^  li^  tbes  before  ir^a  ija  tbe  eos^^tnt  bope  tbat  if  tbere  is 

wax  e3$GLaa*tli«i  of  tb^i,  ead  tbere  ere  dedactioaa  to  be  drtt^  txtm 

^bmk,  I  i^eil  obt&in  then  dtxrlog  tble  eo&fMr«H3«e« 

Fnskly*  I*a  iai«  led  ead  dietarbed  at  the  poeelbillt?  ubieh 

tUkf  eserce^  aot  only  i&  eonseeti^  vitii  tiie 
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question  of  an  etiological  relationship  between  cancer  of 

the  Iving  and  asbestos,  but  also  between  cancer  of  the  lung 

and  other  local  illness. 

In  19i|.8,  I  made  a  note  of  the  deaths  from  asbes- 

tosls,  asbestosis  with  tuberculosis  and  either  of  these 

with  also  cancer  of  the  lung,  recorded  in  the  United  King- 

dom from  I92I1.  to  19ij-7«   I  placed  alongside  them  for  com- 

parison, the  corresponding  data  we  have  from  silicosis  and 

cancer  of  the  lung.   These  were  factual  data  which  speak 

for  themselves  Insofar  as  they  go,  but  I  attempted  to  make 

deductions  since  I  felt  the  asbestosis  deaths  were  too  few 

for  the  purpose.   I  have  now  brought  these  figures  up  to 

date. 

The  corresponding  figures  for  silicosis  deaths 

amoxont  to  several  thousands.   They  were,  I  think,  sufficient- 

ly large  to  show  that  there  is  no  etiological  relationship 

between  silicosis  and  cancer  of  the  lung  and  in  this  I'm 

fortified  by  the  data  produced  by  the  South  African  experts. 

I  will  not  weary  you,  therefore,  with  the  additions  in  the 

last  three  and  a  quarter  years  to  our  silicosis  figures. 

Briefly,  therefore,  our  latest  figures  are  recorded 

deaths  from  asbestosis,  asbestosis  with  tuberculosis,  or 

either  complicated  with  cancer  of  the  liong,  with  cancer, 

are  306.   I  am  excluding  ten  of  these  where  there  is  also 

cancer  of  sites  other  than  the  lungs.   Ovir  net  figures  are. t 
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therefore,    296  deaths  and  of   these  forty-el^t  or  16.2 

percent  were   associated  with   cancer  of   the   lung.      This  ' 

shows   an  increase   from  a  13«2  percent  disclosed  by  ovir 

earlier  figures.      This  means    that,    as  more   deaths    from 

asbestosis   come    to  hand,    the   cumulative  percentage   of 

deaths  with  complicating  cancer  of   the   lung  is   rising  rather 

than  falling. 

Now,    where   do  we   go   to   from  here?     Are   these   fig- 

ures  sufficient   to  indicate   a  causal  relationship  between 

the  retention  of  asbestos    dust  in   the   lungs    and   subsequent 

cancer  of   the   lung?     The   small  niombers    certainly  dictate 

caution.      Nevertheless,    they  represent   the  great  majority 

of   the   deaths   from  asbestosis  which  have  occurred  in   the 

United  Kingdom  during  the  past  quarter  of  a  century. 

Nowadays,   because   of  the   greatly   increased  aware- 

ness  of  workers,    doctors   and  others    in   the   neighborhood  of 

asbestos   plants,    of  the  disease,  because   of   the    duty  of 

Coroners    to   investigate  with  autopsy  and  to  report  to   my   de-| 

partment,    deaths   suspected  to  be    due   to  occupational   dls-       i 

ease,   whatever  it  may  be,    the   compensation  benefits    accru-     ! 

ing   to   cases   of  pneumoconiosis,    the   system  of  factory  in- 

spection,   our  periodical  check-up   of   the   death  certificates 

provided  by   the  Registrar  General,    and  for   other   reasons, 

it   is   likely   that   very   few  deaths    from   asbestosis  escape 

notice. 
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Therefore,  with  confidence,  I  think  we  can  say 

that  the  figiires  point  to  the  necessity  for  the  collection 

of  similar  data  from  other  commtmities  with  an  asbestosis 

hazard,  so  that  by  means  of  statistical  examination  of  the 

global  figures  so  obtained,  we  can  settle  the  question  of 

whether  cancer  of  the  lung  is  an  additional  risk  of  asbes^ 

tos  exposures. 

Now,  I  should  mention  here  that  the  figures  In 

United  Kingdom,  that  these  figures  include  all  of  them, 

because  they  come  to  me,  so  that  we  must  not  add  up  excess 

figures  and  -  the  X  figures  and  Y  figures  and  Z  figures, 

and  think  that  they're  all  additional  cases  of  asbestosis, 

with  carcinoma  of  the  lung.   One  can  add  up,  of  course, 

different  countries,  but  one  must  be  very  carefiil  adding 

up  or  duplicating  the  same  cases  in  the  same  countries. 

There  is  another  point  that  was  brought  up  this 

morning,  that  the  population  risk  of  asbestos  is  small 

relatively  to  other  industries  and  it  fluctuates,   A  war 

brings  a  great  increase  of  people,  because  obviously,  there 

is  a  great  demand  for  high  class  asbestos  insulation  for 

use  in  war  ships  and  other  types  of  work,  and  then  it  drops 

off  again,  so  that  one  could  never  really  get  a  population, 

for  instance,  to  wnich  one  could  relate  a  particular  case 

o£   asbestosis,  assuming  that  asbestos  is  a  factor  in  this 

matter. 
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Now,  another  thing  is  the  reverse  which  I  think 

has  got  to  be  brought  in  mind,  into  mind,  that  when  one  is 

considering  a  hazard  in  an  industry  and  one  wants,  as  the 

statisticians  always  do  want,  something  like  a  world  popu- 

lation before  they  give  us  anything  very  satisfactory  about 

the  matter,  that  you  -  you  say  that,  for  all  purposes,  the 

population  of  an  industry  is  say  two  hundred  thousand,  your 

very  risk  may  be  lost  in  the  mass  of  the  population. 

That  occTors,  for  instance,  in  coal  carbon  trade, 

where  I  tried  a  number  of  years  ago,  a  relatively  small 

portion  of  people  exposed  to  tar  or  tarry  vapors,  and 

they're  lost  in  the  whole  population  of  the  trade,  but 

when  you  limit  them  to  the  people  who  are  exposed  to  tar 

and  tarry  vapors,  you  find  there  is  six  times  the  risk  of 

cutaneous  cancer.   In  other  words,  the  risk  was  lost  in  the 

overall  numbers  assumed  to  be  at  risk. 

And,  it  is  something  like  that  in  the  asbestos 

trade.   A  lot  of  people  don't  have  much  exposure  to  asbes- 

tos at  all.   Now,  as  far  as  the  rate  in  asbestos,  I  haven't 

got  into  that  yet,  but  following  a  remark  made  this  morning,| 

I  will  try  and  do  so. 

Then  Doctor  Lynch  did  say,  what  is  the  degree  of 

asbestosis.  Now,  all  these  people  have  been  autopsied  and 

all  of  them  died  primarily  of  asbestosis,  whether  they  had 

tubercle  or  cancer  later* 



Now,    I  won't  weary  you  with  the   statistical   ap- 

proaches.     Besides    that,    ir^  very  frightened  of   statistic- 

ians.     They're   going   to   die   if  I   find  an  error   in  this. 

Not  quite   as   bad  as    a  psychiatrist,    of   course.      I^m  looking 
for   the   day  when  we  have   a   statistical  psychiatrist.     Well, 
just  another  page   of   this,    sir,    then  we'll  be  ready  to    throi me   out. 

Of   the  296  deaths  we   are  considering,    I72   occurre 

in  males   and  126   in  females.      Eighty-two   or  2?. 7  percent, 
half  males    and  half  females,   were   associated  with  pulmonary 
tuberculosis.      The  mean  age   of  death  was  ij.8.2  years,   with 

a  range   of  2k   to   73  years   for   the   cases    of  asbestosis.    39.3 
with  a  range   of  I7    to   66  years,    for   the    cases    of  asbestosis 

for  0r  with   tuberculosis   and  S3.k  years  with  the   range    of 

32    to   77   for  the    cases   of  asbestosis    and  cancer  of  the   lung 
The  mean  duration  of  exposure   was   15.7  years  with 

a  range    of  one    to   forty-eight  for  deaths    from  asbestosis. 

Some    took  a  Hell   of  a  long   time    to   die   —  11.1  with   a  range 
of  133   -  no,    I  put   the   wrong  one,    Jim  sorry,    U.l  years,    wiih 
a  range    of  33,  years   with  asbestosis   with    tuberculosis   and 
19   years   with  a  range   of  2    to  ij.9,    2   to  k.2  years    for   asbes- 

tosis  with  cancer   of   the   lung. 

The  mean  duration  of  life  between  cessation  of 

exposure  and  death  was  6.5  years  with  a  range  of  1  to  32 

for   asbestosis,   1^.17  years    -   that   should  be  4.7  years  with 
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range  of  1  to  21  for  asbestos  Is  with  tuberculosis,  and  5.8 

years  with  a  range  of  1  to  26  for  asbestosis  and  cancer  of 

the   limg. 

You  see   the  ranges   are   very  wide   Indeed,  which 

is    of  some    Interest.      They  say  with  tubercle,    you  can  get 

tubercle   any   time.      It  can  come   on   them  at  any   time    and  kill 

them  at  any  time.      Now,    there   are   indications,    from  our 

data,    that   our  preventive  regulations    ivhich  came    into   full 

operations   in  1932,    twenty  years    ago,    are   having  an  effect 

and  this  may  be   the   explanation  of  why   the    incidence   of 

complicating   cancer  of   the   lung  appears    to  be  risingo 

Today,   we   do  not  encounter  cases    of   extreme  mass- 

ive fibrosis  and  gross  bronchiectasis   and  even  a  sarcoma 

»nutmeg'    liver  with  death,    and   complicated  with   tuberculosis 

or   cancer  of , the  lung  at   an   early   age,   within  five   to   seven 

years    from  the    commencement  of  exposure.      Those    cases  don't 

seem  to   occior.      The   duration   of  exposure  which  results    in 

death  from  asbestosis   is   lengthened,    the    age   of   death  is    in4 

creasing   and   the   degree   of  fibrosis   found  at   autopsy   is 

less# 

This  means    that  cases    of  asbestosis   are   limited 

to   the   cancer  occurring   age  period,    and   if   -  and  I   say   if 

there    is   a  relationship  between  asbestosis    and   cancer  of         j 

I       the   lung   and  if  irritation,    let  us    surmise   from  the   asbestos 

fiber  is   a   co-carcinogen  with  a  long   exposure  period,    then    i 

it- 



we  would  expect  an  Increased  Incidence  of  cancer  of  the 

lung  over  that  found  in  the  general  population  to  become 
afterwards  ♦ 

Regarding  these  cancer  cases,  the  mean  age  of 

death,  I  said  was  $^.i^   years,  so  I  put  this  in  for  -  since 

I  found  I'd  be  kicked  off  if  l  didn't.   Now,  the  occupations 
involved  are  somewhat  interesting.   They  ire  always  differ- 

ent, as  you  know,  because  sometimes  two  occupations  carried 
out  in  the  same  room  with  different  dust  exposures  or  with 

other  different  factors,  but  it  is  a  little  interesting  to 
see  that  the  majority  of  these  forty-eight  cases,  that  the 

more  dusty  the  process,  of  course,  it's  most  fallacious, 

but  still  we  watch  with  care,  for  instance,  weaving.  Weav- 

ing is  notoriously  dusty,  one  case  there  with  ten  of  these 

cancer  lung  cases,  one  case  also  associated  with  tarding 

and  spinning  that  the  man  had  done,  andone  case  mixing  and 

sorting,  disintegrating  and  mixing,  either  -  well,  eight 

pipe  and  boiler  coverers,  including  mixing;  seven,  and 

mattress  making,  six  and  all  the  rest  are  below  that,  and 
all  those  are  dusty  jobs, 

tfell,  what  then  is  the  etiological  factor,  if 

any  here?   And,  I'd  be  most  grateful  for  your  views.   I 

know  that  physical  irritation  as  a  direct  carcinogenic  agen 
has  been  rather  debunked  by  the  cancer  experts,  but  I 

remember  that  some  recent  work  by  a  United  States  expert. 
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Doctor  Oppeiiheimer,  has  -  who  has  dpne  some  experimental 

work  with  cellophane  wrapped  around  hinges,  which  may  be  a 

pointer  'to  this  factor  if  it  is  material.   Thank  youo 

BY  DOCTOR  RHOADS; 

Thank  you.  Doctor  Merewether,   Is  there  a  comment 

about  the  Merewether  discussion?   (No  response) o 

Doctor  Lanza,  I  think  you  can  make  some  comment 

on  this. 

BY  DOCTOR  LANZA; 

Mr.  Chairman,  Ladies  and  Gentlemen,  before  going 

into  this  brief  statement  of  mine  on  chroma tes,  I  would  like 

to  make  a  few  comments  on  Doctor  Merewether 's  observations, 

^^.  ,..^1  was  very  much  Impressed  with  what  Doctor  Mere - 

v/ether  said,  and  there  is  no  question  but  what  a  very 

careftil,  painstaking  job  has  been  done  in  Great  Britain  on 

the  subject  of  trying  to  determine  what  the  hazard  might  be 

in  the  asbestos  industry  with  respect  to  cancer. 

There  are  just  a  couple  of  comments,  I»m  not  say- 

ing one  way  or  the  other,  that  it  may  or  may  not  influence 

the  incidence  of  cancer,   I  would  raise  a  couple  of  points 

which  I  think  all  of  us  might  keep  in  mind,  and  which  might 

possibly  have  some  bearing  on  the  situation  in  England, 

Now,  I  have  visited,  somewhat  extensively,  I  thinkj, 

nearly  all  the  asbestos  plants  of  the  United  States,  and  the 

mines  and  the  mills  in  Canada  and  have  spent  quite  a  lot  of 

X-i 
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time  there,  and  have  spent  a  lot  of  time  reviewing  films, 

and  not  long  ago,  spent  several  days  with  Doctor  Kenneth 

Smith  on  asbestos,  reading  his  films, 

I  find  it  difficult  to  believe  that  our  cancer 

incidence  among  asbestos  workers  could  be  anything  like  as 

large  as  it  seems  to  be  in  England,  because  while  I'm  per- 

fectly free  to  admit  that  we  may  have  missed  cancer  cases 

which  we  should  have  not,  on  the  other  hand,  I  don't  think 

we  could  have  missed  all  of  them  if  they  had  occurred,  into 

the  same  extent  that  apparently  they  do  in  England, 

Now,   that  is  simply  an  observation  of  mine.   Of 

course,  it  is  true  that  as  soon  as  the  business  of  the  harm- 

ful effects  of  asbestos  once  took  hold  in  the  American  in- 

dustry, they  did  start  to  clean  up  their  plants  and,  while 

I  wouldn't  say  that  all  the  asbestos  plants  in  the  country 

were  marvels  of  industrial  hygiene  perfection,  neverthe- 

less great  strides  have  been  made,  and  particularly,  for 

instance,  in  the  plant  in  Doctor  Kenneth  Lynch' s  town  in 

Charlotte,  South  Carolina,  where  they  have  done  a  very 

beautiful  job,  so  that  with  the  small  number  of  people  in 

the  industry,  it's  obvious  that  we  are  never  going  to  have 

the  clinical  experience  with  as  bestosis  that  we  have,  for 

instance,  with  silicosis,  because  there  is  not  going  to  be 

the  material  to  work  on. 

Now,  back  of  that,  there  is  still  one  more  question. 
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That  Is  the  nature  of  the  asbestos  itself.   No
w,  when  I 

first  used  to  go  to  Canada,  I  used  to  hear  
frequently  that, 

up  there,  that  the  Canadian  asbestos  was  
less  damaging  than 

the  kind  they  used  in  England,I  believe,  and
  I  have  put 

that  comment  down  to  what  we  might  call  the
  national  or 

local  patriotism,  you  know,  like  the  riva
lry  between  towns, 

so  that  you  so  frequently  see,  but  the  f
act  remains  the 

same,  that  in  this  country,  we  do  use  the
  asbestos,  mostly 

the  asbestos  that  we  get  from  Canada,  and 
 I  believe,  frcm 

what  I  hear  from  our  English  friends,  that 
 a  great  deal, 

if  not  the  major  part  of  the  asbestos  use
d  in  England,  is 

Rhodesian  asbestos,  ^ich  is  quite  diss
imilar  in  its  con- 

struction and  in  its  formation,  its  physical  ch
aracteris- 

tics, to  the  kind  that  comes  from  Thetford  
and  from  asbes- 

tos in  Canada. 

Wow,  that  may  have  nothing  to  do  with  It, 
 and  up 

until  two  or  three  years  ago,  I  dismis
sed  that.  I  thought 

that  was  just  purile,  but  since  we  ha
ve  in  the  last  few 

years,  learned  that  different  types  of  
silica,  for  instance^ 

produce  entirely  distinct  pathological 
 effect,  I  am  begin- 

ning to  wonder  if  we  have  not  failed  to  pa
y  sufficient  at- 

tention to  the  type  of  asbestos  which  varies  eve
n,  as  I  am 

informed,  there  is  a  difference  between  
the  asbestos  that  | 

is  mined  in  the  town  of  Asbestos  and  the
  kind  that  is  mined ^ 

not  far  away  in  Thetford,  and  yet  both  of  these,  i^J^"-^_^  \ 
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are  quite  different  from  the  asbestos  that  come  from  Rho- 

desia, and  possibly  from  other  parts  of  the  world  with 

which  I'm  not  acquainted. 

And,  having  in  mind  the  lesson  we've  learned  in 

the  silica  dust,  I  think  that  is  something  perhaps  that  we 

should  pay  more  attention  to*   Now,  I  simply  raise  that 

point,  because  I  think  it  may  have  a  great  deal  more  sig- 

nificance than  we  have  been  inclined  to  give  it. 

Now,  I  have  summarized  -  I  have  sizramarized  my  re- 

marks here  very  briefly,  because  the  topic  of  chrome  is  go- 

ing to  be  handled  by  Doctor  Anna  Baetjer,  who  has  done  the 

experimental  work  in  chrome,  and  has  a  more  intimate  know- 

ledge of  it  from  that  point  of  view  than  I  do. 

The  available  eviddnce  is  that  chromate  workers 

do  have  an  incidence  of  cancer  of  the  lungs  in  excess  of 

what  might  be  expected.  Beyond  this,  we  do  not  as  yet  know 

a  great  deal. 

Interest  in  chrome  as  a  possible  carcinogenic 

agent,  with  particular  respect  to  lung  cancer,  is  compara- 

tively recent.   The  officials  of  one  of  the  largest  chrome 

producing  companies  in  this  country  supplied  the  impetus 

that  started  interest  in  this  subject  in  the  United  States, 

their  apprehensions  to  tangible  form,  in  setting  on  foot 

the  statistical  survey  conducted  by  Machle  and  Gregorius, 

and  published  in  the  Public  Health  Reports  on  August  27th,  191^.8 

J   



Erforts  were  made  to  reduce  exposure  in  chromium 

plants  and  more  intensive  medical  service  was  inaugu
rated 

with  a  much  more  free  use  of  X-ray  examination,  and  
I  ven- 

ture Doctor  Baetjer  will  tell  you  of  her  work  in  Baltim
ore 

with  experimental  animals* 

Now,  Doctor  Baetjer  published  a  comprehensive 

paper  on  pulmonary  carcinoma  in  chromate  wor
kers  in  the 

Archieves  of  Industrial  History  in  1950,  and  up  to  n
ow, 

there  is  not  much  more  to  say  that  was  not  said 
 in  her 

paper.   In  a  word,  as  the  saying  goes,  she
  covered  the  sub- 

ject 'from  soup  to  nuts t  and  as  far  as  our  question  stated 

along  that  line,  goes. 

Now,  fortunately,  during  19^2,  the  Divisio
n  of 

Occupational  Health  of  the  United  States
  Public  Health 

Service  ,  with  the  assistance  and  coopera
tion  of  the 

industry,  conducted  a  survey  of  the  whole
  chrome  industry. 

Through  the  courtesy  of  Doctor  Seward  E.  Mi
ller,  in  charge 

of  the  Division  of  Occupational  Health,  I  h
ave  been  given 

a  copy  of  the  medical  portion  of  their  a
dmirable  report. 

Doctor  Miller  was  kind  enough  to  make  that 
 available  to  me 

men   1   asked  him  if  he  was  going  to  present 
 his  findings 

here  and  he  said  no. 

The  report,  however,  is  in  the  press  now,  an
d  as 

it  will  be  presently  available,  I  will   onl
y  fefer  to  it 

in  a  very  brief  summary.   I  quote  from  the  Publi
c  Health 

""t^ 



Service  Report:  All  specific  causes  of  mortality  
in  chrome 

workers,  the  chrome  workers  had  frequency  rates  tha
t  were 

not  greatly  different  from  other  workers.   However,
  cancer 

with  a  rate  of  7.1  compared  with  .?  stands  out  as  ma
rkedly 

in  excess  for  chromate  workers.   For  cancer  of  all  si
tes, 

the  actual  number  of  deaths  of  chromate  workers  was 
 approx- 

imately fovir  and  a  half  times  the  number  that  would  have 

been  expected  had  the  cancer  rate  for  all  males  in
  the 

United  States  prevailed.  When  cancer  of  the  resp
iratory 

system  was  observed  separately  for  chromate  worker
s,  nearly 

twenty -nine  times  as  many  deaths  as  were  expected 
 were 

found.  All  other  types  of  cancer  failed  to  sh
ow  an  excess 

among  chromate  workers. 

It  is  obvious  —  that's  the  end  of  the  quote  — 

it  is  obvious  that  much  research  and  experiment
ation  remain 

to  be  done  before  we  can  talk  with  more  assuran
ce  of  this 

situation.   In  the  meant iirie,  the  industrial  plants  are  be- 

ing cleaned  up  and  in  some  cases  re-built  with  th
e  hope  and 

expectation  of  steadying  this  tide  of  canc
er  cases. 

Before  leaving  this  topic,  I  again  would  like 
 to 

make  a  plea  for  the  more  careful  and  precis
e  use  and  assoc- 

iation of  words.   The  evidence  of  the  relationship  of
  chrom© 

exposvire  and  pulmonary  cancer  appears  conclu
sive.   This 

cancer  of  the  lungs  in  chrome  workers  does  not
  follow,  as 

far  as  I  can  ascertain,  does  not  follow,  nor  is  i
t  dependent 



^11. 

upon  a  pre-existing  pneuraonoconiosia.      i  mention   this    so    that 

there  may  not  be   any  false   conclusions   drawn  from  the   assoc- 

iation of   these    two    terms   as    they   are  used  in  heading  up 
our  program.      Thank  you. 

BY  DOCTOR  RHQADS: 

With  very  characteristic   precision.    Doctor  Lanza 

has   laid   to  rest   any  Illusions    or  questions    that  might  be 

raised  concerning  the  relation  of   chrome    to  pulmonary   caacej. 
Is    there   a  comment  on  Doctor  Lanza's   presentation? 
BY  DOCTOR  RICHARDSON: 

Who  were    the  workers    that  were   effected  in   this? 
BY  DOCTOR  LANZA: 

As   far   as    I  know  now;   I   can't   tell  you  positively 

until   I  have  had  a  chance    to  digest   the   Public   Health  Ser- 

vice  report,    but  you  know   these   are    small  plants    and   in 

small  plants,   men  shift   around,    so   that   not   only   do  we    not 

know  what  particular   chrome   substance   or  wxiat  particular 

process   in   the  manufactiore   of  chrome   is  responsible,    if  it 

is    a   cancer,    but  we   do  not  know  or  you  can't   depend  on   this 

group   of  men  in    this    department  or    that  group    of  men  in 

that  department,    unfortunately,   we    can't  do   it. 

BY  DOCTOR   RICHARDS: 

Well,    could  we   say  when  does    the   exposure    to    chrome 

begin   and  when  does   it   end   In   the   process   of   tne    handling 
of   chrome? 



Br  DOCTOR   r,ai:7.a- 

Well,   you  would  have   to  then.     We  had.    I  think 

the    anginaerlng  portion  of   the   R:bllo  Health  Service   repoj 

Which  will  give    the  details  of  «.e  process,   the  dust  stud-    ' 
les,    and  so  forth,    at  different  stages  all  along  the  line 
rro»   the    tl^e  they  get  their  ore   out  until  It  Is  shipped out  or    the   plant. 

BY  DOCTOR  RICHARD.S? 

Well,    then,    is    there  any  hazard  after   It  is 
shipped  out  of   the  plant? 

BY  DOCTOR   LATJ7i^r 

AS    far   as   I  know,    there  has  been  no   co«.plaint  fro. 
any  source,   but   that  again  is    something  we   don't  know, BY  DOCTOR   RHOADSr 

Doctor  Hueper  has   comment, 

BY  DOCTOR   HUEPER: 

You  asked  the   question  whether    the  material 

Shipped  out  Of   the  plant  will  become   carcinogenic.      There 
have   been  reports   from  Germany   that  zinc  pigment  workers 
have   developed  carcinogen.      The    zinc    chromate,    the   yellow 
die  with  Which  we   spray   our   airplanes    and  with  which  we 
spray   the    oil    tanks   and  oil  pipe   lines,    if  you  see    those         1 
beautiful  bright   yellow   colors    m    the   landscape    of   our  re-     ̂ 
fineries,    that's    zinc    chromate.     We   are   quite   a  bit   interested 

!15'!^_!!1.!!!'''''''    "'^  painters   who   sprayed   the    zinc  j   ^_., 



chromate   on  our  airplanes    during  the   last  war  have   increas- 

ed cancer   incidence.     We    don't  know  that.      They    can't  be 
traced,   but   it  seems    to  be. 

BY  DOCTOR   VICKRRS; 

In  regard   to   the  previous   question,    I  might   say 

that  in  the   chrome   industry,   workers    are    exposed  to  chromate 

in   one  way  or  another   all   the  way   through   the  plant.      Some 

of  your  workers   are   exposed   to   chromium,    and   some   to 

hexaveliura  all    through   the   operation. 

BY  DOCTOR  RHOADS; 

You   can't  pin  down  any  particular   step   or   form   of 
chromium? 

BY  DOCTOR  VICKERS; 

No,    some  v/orkers   will  have   exposure    to   chrome   in 

some   form  or   other,   but   there   are   mixed  exposures   in  one  form 

or   another  and  definitely   to   chromitim  all   the  way   through. 
BY  DOCTOR  RHOADS; 

Would  you  care    to   comment  on    the    zinc    chromate 

observation.    Doctor  Vickers? 

BY  DOCTOR  VICKERS;  i -  I 
No.  j 

BY  DOCTOR   RHOADS;  | 
I 
I 

Is    there   furhter    comment?      Doctor  Baetier'  i 

BY  DOCTOR  BAETJER;  '  j 

In    the    literature,    there   have   been  reported,  \ 
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already  in  tho  literatxira,  a  h.undi»ed  and  thirty -four  cases 

that  are  already  on  records     Of  that  ntuaber  of  cases  of  Iuhj; 

cancer,   there  were  a  hiindred  and  twenty-one  of  those  are  in 

the  chroraate  producing  industry}   ten  are   in  the  chrome 

pigment  industry,   that  is  where  they  are  man-ufacturing  the 

Elnc  chrcaaate  pigments,  and  the  varyine,   the  lead  chromate 

pigaents,   and  only  two  have  I  been  able   to  find  reported 

in  the  literature,  among  people  who  use  chromium. 

We  had  one  case  in  Baltimore  in  a  chrome  plater^ 

but  h©  was  also  exposed  to  many  other  substances,  and 

there  is  one  reported  in  the  literature  who  sprayed  chrom- 

ium or  sprayed  with  chromluia  paint.     Whether  it  was  spray 

painting  or  not  was  not  stated.     So  that,  altogetlier,    of 

the  one  hundred  and  thirty -four  cases,   there  are  a  hundred 

and  tiiirty-two  or  threeabouts  that  are  in  the  cl^xrome  pro- 

ducing or  chrome  pigment  producing  Indvistry,   and  only  two, 

so  far«  in  the  chrceae  users* 

There  are  a  few  other  points,   if  I  may  add  a  few 

points    to  this,   if  Doctor  Lanza  will  forgive  me  for  adding 

onto  Ms  paper.      I  don't  know  whether  he  got  over  tlie  point 

to  you  that  we  have  hever  had,   inters  stinely  enough,   any 

cancer   of  the   skin  in  chromate  workers,   nor  have  we   ever 

had  any  cancer  of  tlie  nasal  sceptum,   ovsn  though  a  large 

percentage  of  those  v;orkers  have  perforation  of   tlio  nasal 

sceptum. 



mioro  are  some  figures   that  might  interest  you 

concerning  the  duration  of  th©  exposure  of  these  people 

until  they  get  cancer*     May  I  show  one  slidet     This  might 

interest  you  to  show  th©  distribution  of  tliese  cases  by 

length  of  exposure •     If  you  Just  focus  your  attention,  be- 

cause we  don»t  have  much  tlim,  on  tiiia  column  end  tlie  range, 

you  iiiill  sae  that  tli©  average  age  is  fifty-two  years,  and 

the  range  was  from  thirty-one  to  seventy-two  of  tJ-iese  cases 

that  have  been  reported  in  the  literature. 

The  duration  of  exposure  Is  the  interesting  thing 

here,   and  it  varies  from  fourto  forty-seven  yaars.     These 

Bien  have  been  estposed  to  chromium,  befco'e  they  developed 

their  cancer*     The  interval  between  initial  exposure  and 

th©  diagnosis  of  cancer  was  approximately  the  eas©,  because 

once  it  is  -  about  seventeen,  and  the  range  is  four  to 

forty-S'3ven* 

Then  between  the  end  of  exposure  and  the  diagno- 

sis of  cancer  is  also   interesting.     It  shows  that  in  soitie 

cases,    the  cancer  nay  develop  roany  years   after  the  end  of 

the  exposure*     The   interval  between  diagnosis  and  death  is, 

as   in  all  cases  of  Ivmg  cancer,   an  average  of  a  very  short 

pariod  of   tine* 

Ilany  of  the  so   cases  wliich  wo  have  had  and  wMch 

we  huvu  studied,  have  colt©    to  our  dispensary  claiming  ttxat 

their  symptoms,   their  severe  symptoras,  didn't  begin  until 



two  weeks  before  they  came  to  the  clinic,  and  they  could 

then  be  diagnosed  as  having  lung  cancer.   The  clinical 

symptoms  and  the  pathology  are  no  different  in  the  chromate 

workers,  as  far  as  we  have  been  able  to  determine,  than  In 

lung  cancer  of  other  origins,   I  think  those  are  the  prin- 

cipal points, 

BY  DOCTOR  RHOADS: 

That  raises  the  question.  Doctor  Baetjer,  of  as- 

symptomatic  on  cancer  which  simply  means  no  symptoms  refer- 

able to  the  lungs.  What  brought  these  patients  to  the 

clinic,  symptoms  to  the  lung? 

BY  DOCTOR  BAETJER: 

Fo,  some  came  with  lung  symptoms,  pain  in  the 

chest.   Some  of  the  patients  I  have  read,  came  with  symp- 

toms referable  to  the  raetastises, 

BY  DOCTOR  RHOADS: 

Is  there  further  comauent  on  this? 

BY  DOCTOR  SMITH: 

Doctor  Lanza,  again  commented  on  Doctor  Mere- 

wether's  discussion,  asbestosis,  and  then  want  on  to  the 

chromate  situation,   I  wonder  if  I  may  call  for  a  little 

more  discussion  of  the  asbestosis  problem. 

At  the  end  of  the  morning  session,  a  question  was 

brought  up  as  to  association  of  lung  cancer  with  the  degree! 

of  asbestosis.   Shortly  before  Doctor  Glynn's  death,  I  had  i 
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an  opportunity  to  visit  hira  and  loam  soTie thing  of  the  ma- 

terial that  he  had  aaaombled*     He  had  seven  toon  cases  in 

which  there  had  been  co-existent  carcinoma  and  aebestoBis 

in  the  lungs •     In  his  series,    there  was  no  relation  that 

could  be  detected  between  the  degree  of  asbestosis  and  the 

presence  or  absence  of  cancer,  or  the  degree  of  asbestosis 

and  fight  of  cancer* 

Now,  his  aeries  casie  from  a  plant  that  tised  the 

Rhodesian  blue  asbestos  which,  as  Doctor  Lansa  has  pointed 

out,  has  certain  characteristics  that  are  different  frcra 

the  Canadian  asbestos,     It»s  a  more  brittle  fiber  and, 

therefore,  g  lyes  rise  to  laore  dust.     However,   it  was  njy 

understanding  that  soma  of  the  cases  described  in  Great 

Britain,  had  had  expostar©  to  the  Canadian  white  asbestos. 

I  wonder  if  any  of  our  collea^iies  frora  overseas 

who  are  in  the  room,  might  care  to  cormgent  on  that? 

I  would  like  also,   to  make  one  further  point  in 

connection  with  a  matter  that  both  Doctor  Dovan  and  Doctor 

Rhoads  brought  out,   and  that  is   the  experinent  of  nattiro, 

where  one  may  vary  circumstances  and  see   if  that  has   any- 

tliing  to  do  with  a  phencmienon  that  has  been  observed.     The 

question  of  exposxire   to  nickel,  which  was  brought  up  this 

morninj:,    is  something   that   I  have  been  asked  about  by  sever<« 

al  individuals  over  tlie  lunch  hour,  j 

I  recently  had  an  opportunity  to  visit  with  Doctor 



  —   kl&^   

Amore  who  was  rojsaerly  medical  officer  for  the  plant  in  Wale« 

whero  these  naeal  siniis   tumors  had  bean  observed,   and  I  alao 

visited  Doctor  Morgan  who  is   the  Medical  Officer  there  at 

the  present  time* 

They  both  stated  that  the  man  who  has  developed 

the  nasal  sintis  ttimors  were  not  men  who  had  been  amployed 

in  the  part  of  the  plant  where  there  aiight  be  exposure  to 

nickel  carbonol,  and  they  were,  for  that  reason,  very  re- 

luctant to  believe  that  the  nickel  carbwiel  was  &  factor  in 

tho  nasal  airnxs   tumors  that  had  been  observed* 

They  further  pointed  out  that  the  tumors  that  had 

occtjrred  ware  in  men  who  have  been  exposed  to  the  calciners, 

that  is   the  ores  with  the  -  tliat  since  1921^.,  when  the  cal- 

ciners  were  redesigned,    they  imve  not  seen  cancer  of  the 

nasal  einus  in  men  whose  ^nplojuiant  in  the   industry  has 

taken  place  only  subsequent  to  192lj.,   so  that  it  would  seem 

that  there  is  an  instance  which  fxilfills   the  stipiilations 

that  V9TB  raised  this  morning   as   to  whether  an  experiment 

of  nature  might  be  performed  which  would  have  bearing  on 

the  question  of  an  occupational  hazard  in  the  way  of  a 

respiratory  tract  carclnoina. 

BY  DOCTOR  RHOADSt 

Doctor  Marewetiior,   would  you  comt;»nt  on  these  re- 

marks? 

BY   DQCTOri  HBRfiWSTIiim: 
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I  couldn't  cozaa«nt  on  some  of  them,  but  I  think 

I  can  pa2»tially  answer  some  of  these,   elr,    and  I  tliink  Doc- 

tor Knox  can  answer  coneluaively  one  of  them. 

First  of  all,   I  think  Doctor  Lanaa  Is  mislnfoKned 

about  the  proportions  of  asbestos  used  and  where  they  are 

used  in  England,     The  original  cases  oj?  aebostosis,   fifty 

years  ago,  wex*e  all  Canadian  asbestos.     The  earliest  asbes- 

tos work  in  England  was  either  seventy-eight  or  eighty-two 

and  there  nay  have  been  aon»  cirstalline  fiber  then,  but 

very  quickly  the  asbestos  trade  concentrated  on  the  white 

Canadian  crystalline. 

Later  on,    tlie  Rhodeslan  asbestos  and  the  Rhodes - 

ian  -  the  South  African  blue,  and  the  tliird  one  which  is 

also  an  iron  silica,    the  araaclte,  came  in.     Now,    of  all  of 

these,   the  amacite  is  definitely  the  iJiost  brittle.      It  has 

short  fibera,   it's  brown  and  it*s  got  fibers  as  long  as   that 

(indicating)  whereas  the  best  Canadian  spinning   fibers  have 

only  got  fibers  as  long  as   that   (indicating)    and  the  best 

blue  is  about  that. 

Well,    there  is  no  doubt  about  the  dustiness  of  the 

amacite.     That  is   the  brown  long  fibered  stuff,    to  such  an    i 

extent  that  it's  very  little  used  today,   eo  lt»s  at  tiie 
I 

period  where  some  of  these  cases  are  concerned,  or  where  , 

the  cases  of  asbestosls  occurred  -  some  of  n^  old  friend  | 

Glynn's   cases  occvirred  -  thero  was  a  rood  deal  of  blue  and 
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ther/vould  /ou  co
i^nt  pn^/chese  re- 

DOCTOR  i4r.RE¥ETHJiR:
 

^  ,t^.frX:^nt  on  ̂  or  t>»«.  -t^t
""" 

_«_      oT»<i  x^^^ak  Doc- 

v.«nv  answer  some  
d^^^^^^^er-siai*    ana  

J--— -* I  can  partially  answer    ,^-^^.^      ̂ ^     ̂ ^iLxi^om. 

tor  Knox  can  answer  ̂ '*^^'*''^'  '^'^    ̂ T^Inla  l8  misinfomed 

F,,3t  of  all,.  I  
think  Doctor  Lanza  

is  mis 

o.tionrb^^Bbestos  us
ed  ...4-.*i.^^>^-H*-T-^ about   the  proporti

ons ^oi  as 
.    .      n    ̂ oopq  of  asbestoais,   rin^. 

-^   .-n  T^^-land.      The   original  cases   or 
 <uw-u^^^ ^^^i  xn  Ent^ian  earliest^ asbes- 

^«  flit  Canadian  asbestos.  -Tneej^^  cuJto^ years   ago,   were  all.Can       ̂   ̂ ^-^^S^^VX^^-^^^^^ 

.1.  in  England  was   <.i*fe*f-s^^^*^^^
f-^^^^  ̂ ^;?C5- 

tos  work  in  Engl  ,^^^5^  fi^^er  than,  but 

and  there  may  have  been  some  orrs^^i^  .  ^^^^^ 

Canadian  ci«**aii*»«-  cUW^^>  ,.|^,^   ̂ ..^ 

Later  on.    the  ̂ ^g^^^^^^i!:;^   W(^«f^:--- 

^  the  south  African  blue^
.   and  t^  ̂ i^^ 

aJL.     also^iron.^^,    -;:f^r?^^ 
Now,    of  all  of    ̂  

2arthe  mostbr^ttle;^     It>as these,    ̂ ^i^T^^^A^"^  'ZrZt^<    ''^'^^'lot(kBS  thai 
S^^  o^  ̂ (^  ,1?s\ro>^and  It;^  got  fiber^-^^  IP'^S  ̂          ̂  
short/fihera/,    it's   prow  -^  ^^^ 

mg 

;)  wher/as   the^^t  C^ -^Innin/flT^ers  have  j 

^indica;tirfg)    
and  the  best o^y-Eo^   xxoe/   as

X5^g^ 

tlue  is   about  4^at.  ^     tiness  o^   th. 
well,    there   is  no  doubt  about  the    ̂   J    J 

>  /      inn.  fi^ered  stuff,   to  s
ucW  an    1 

o.lte        Tha/is    the  b/own  long  f^^b
ere  ^  j eonacite.      j.^^"^  /  /  „«Atta   at  th6 

/  ^/n  + tie  used  today,   so /it
's  a^       , +.  4-vin-t-/it's  very/iJ-^^-*-''  ^°'»jr  / extent  tnay  i^.  »  y  /  J  ̂a     nv  wh^re 

/  y  these   case4   are   conce
rned,   or  wnp t  ̂ A  ttV<«t»p    some   ox    tjnese    \^o.  y  / period  wilere  7  /  /         ̂ ^^  ̂ ^^^^ 

V  .   cAes   of   asb/stosis 
  occurred        some      I 

tne   QAses   ux    <=^    /-  /  /    ̂ „„t    r>-r  hide   ai 

Glynn's    case^ccurred^-^ L  was  a  sooi  deal  of 
 bl^e^d 
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a  good  deal  of  araacite  \isdd« 

How,   I  think  Doctor  Knox  will  b©  ablo  to  tell  ua, 

in  his  plant,  which  is   tkxQ  biggest  in  the  country,  what 

about  the   types   of  asbestos   tliey  xis©  in  that  particular  fac« 

tory,   and  tli©  -  v/hetlior  they  have  had  any  carcinoma  of  th« 

lung. 

Now,  about  tiie  nickel  cancer,  it  is  perfectly 

correct  tiiat  none  of  us  think  that  nickel  carbon  has  any*- 

thing  to  do  with  it  as  such  for  the  very  simple  reason  that 

-  well,  one  reason  is  that  nickel  carbon  is  so  toxic  that 

we  should  build  a  factory  in  order  to  get  the  -  in  order 

to  get  the  little  cancer,  and  of  course,  it  might  act  in 

that  proportion,  then  I  shoiald  imagine  a  lot  more  people 

would  have  been  effected. 

Doctor  Amoro  or  Doctor  Morgan  and  myself  feel 

that  the  -  that  the  re -building  of  the  old  calciners  was 

the  crucial  change  in  the  matter,  though  there  was  soma 

operation  in  tlio  constitution  of  the  materials  which  are 

shipped  from  Fort  Home  in  Canada,   The  difference,  as  I 

know,  because  I  saw  it  before  and  afterwards,  between  the 

old  and  extremely  dusty  calcincers  and  the  modern  build^ 

is  enormous.  Therefore,  there  may  be  some  hope  in  the 

fact  that  perhaps  a  lot  of  big  dosage  is  necessary  to  pro- 

duce some  of  these  cancers. 

BY  DOCTOR  RHOADSt 
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;!,.«.v,cu.-^u--^>^.:^r.^.ffl^  ' 
fijUJJ-*^ 

\ 

i;2Q« 

•JSSyiS^  A^^  V****'^  ̂ ^''' 
W 

U?trv
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j^  Hew^SM*i4ak  Doctor  Knox  "^^  be  able   to  tell 

fr^ipr  his  plantA_yhlcli  is   the  J&iggsst  in  the  country  ,-$^8* 

about  the  types  of  asbestos   they  use   in  thut  ■s>e£^^kss^:
»s?=^'^' 

toiSL.    and  the   whothor   ttio^   have  Imd  any   oojoiaaoraa  of   1^ 

jEfegg,  abou-t  the  nickel  cancer,   it  is  i*orfootly 

correct  that  none   of  us   think  that  nickel  0  arli  »n  has  any- 

thing to  do  with  it  as  ST3ch,fox    Iho  ¥ory   niraplf   roacaft-^^liat 

--W0II,    uno  I'oaflon  iw    that  niakel   copbon  io    do   t oaeirc— t±ra^ 

^^   Rh^^^^l^^  >^.i^l^T   »    rnrtQi-T   in  ord^r    tn  ̂ at   tlio    ■    lii  ui  Qur 

lo-^jM   tIiQ_JJ-±fln   rnncor,    rani    nf   rn^n.no,    tf.  m^
prht  of.t   to 

thnt,  prorortr^^^r   ^^'*'^  ̂   '»h^^»3-4-hng^i3^«-a  luL  more   t^eo^le 

would  hav»  been  -effooted^ 

Doctor  AinorO'».ar  Doctor  Morgan  and  myself  feel 

■Uml    tlm    ■    thnt   the  re-building  of   the   old  calciners  «fts- 

*he.  crucial  ̂ ^«»ge  in  the  ma^%g^,    ^Ba-aiieii  there  was^me 

o|2£^i^  in   the   constitution  of  the  i!mlui'lgln-.>hleh  
oro 

shipped  from  g.*  Ii  H     ̂ ti   Canada.      The  difference,    as   I 

knowrbecause   I   saw  ̂^ef ore   and  ̂ ^^^"^^^^^K^^^^j^^^^ 

old  and  extremely  dusty  calcincers   and   the  modern^ build<rvv^ 

is   enormous.     Therefp^,    ther^^ay^^^;^a!i>^ope^^^^ 

4^aet  that  porhffi^s-^^^Qt--Of  yPig-^QOsage   is   necessary   
to^-p3»a.- 

BY  DOCTOR  RHOADS; 



Dr.  Moi-gari  and  myseLLf  feel  tnat  the  re-buil^i|g  of  the   calciiiers  was   the 

ciTUcial  change  in  tme  matter  because  there  is 

the  old  and  extremely  dusty  calciners/and  the 

produce  these   cancersl   a  big  dosage/ is  necess; 

an  enourmous  difference  betveen 

new  buildings.      Periaps,   to 

le  asbestos 

:er  of  the 

cases  of   cancer  of  tne   lung. 
of  till 

lisV In  that  factory  it  is  mainly  chrysotile  bhat  is  used  -  no  bl 

is  used,  I  believe  -  anVi  there/'h&ve  been  a  hunber  of  cases  of  can 
/ 

lung,  as  phe  JTiight  expec^t.  /)f  course  not  all 

even  if/ associated  with  a?^bestosis,  should  be  b-ncluded  in  tie  lisiL  because 

there/ must  have  been  an  orc^inary  incidence  of  j^ulmonery  cancer  irrespective 

of/any  factor  of  asbestos. 

DR.  LEVIK:  Dr.  thiox  informed  me  that  in  the  plant  under  discussion  there 

were,  from  1932  to  1951,  exactly  l6  cases  of  lung  cancer.  Unfortunately, 

Dr.  Knox  did  not  have  sufficient  data  to  enable  him  to  say  whether  or  xiot 

that  was  an  excessive  number  of  cases. 



Chapter  JVeofcy*-"  on^ 
PulBooaty  Cancer  in  Zjcperiosotal  £3q»eurea  to  Beryllita 

"'  '  ""''    Arthur*  J.  V«5fwald,  M.D* 
"  *  ̂   ̂ ^     »'  r  ' 

The  report  I*m  about  to  give. 

.,«   ,   «...  •cancer  In  hxiaan  subjects* 

DiaeuBAlon 

MR.  McCORMACK«  Vlmt  concentration  of  beryllitaic  "was  used? 

DR«  VOEVAtJ)*  Sze  eoac«itratio&  vao  b«01  alXligraaa  of  BeSO^  per  cubic  foot 

of  air. 

DR.  BAETJERi  ^Oiat  dose  .vas  used  for  the  intFatracheal  experiments? 

DR*  VOBKXJUDt  <  In  the  intratniohekl  ea^riKents've  injected  into  the  ±at8 

0*25  CO*  of  a  5  per  cent  suspension  of  thai  ̂ btst^  xmee  a  veek  for  3  weeks.  Itie 

total  >«iu)u&t  of  dust  injected  vas  37«5  «g» 

DR.  HABOIi  la  saGMiioii  to>  life  span^  «hat  aige  of  a  aan  vould  be  comparabla 

to  the  age  of  a  14  aK.>nths  old  rat? 

DR.  VORVALDt  I  suppose  that  14  aoaths  of  exposure  in  the  rat  night  be  equiva- 

lent to  perhaps  25  years  of 'ei^qwsure  in  hunan  beings.  Our  rats  seldom  live 

longer  than  tvo  years,  so  believe  that  at  14  aonths  they  are  approaching  the .  -A  V 

:.yi 

age  period  vhen  thay^say  dev<ilop  pulaonary  cancer* 

•-i  -J ' 

i. 

^ 
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r^  .i^K" 

DR.  MSREWETiiERi  The  diBCxission  has  broiight  out  the  various  aspects  in  this 

matter  that  must  be  considered.  The  important  things  are  prevention  and 

compensation  for  those  irafortunate  enough  to  get  the  disease  and  suitable 

nomenclatuire  and  definitions  to  aV-able  Uitii^ij  nidilai'ii  16   be  facxlltated; 

Since  the  vord  pneumoconiosis  has  a  sinister  meaning  to  eea**  people,  I 

deplore  the   use  of  the  word,^'\Ai[t' Jp  L  in  medical  ciraloi^  to  indicate  some- 

thing that  does  not  cause  disablament,  sickness,  or  death.  _ . 

•'^^    oicfi^  <t<fi-l^    'Cp  Brtit  cAl -pcopJig  thjTse  types  of  definition  u.P  Uiw  biitfi  pnfiii    nil  Ww   \ 

U>^^^v*^/must  be  considered.  First,  the  videst  conception  of  the  vord  like  that  of 

^W^^^\     \  the  intelligent  layman  or  general  practitioner  \tao  merely  means  a  dvisty 

^9^        I  lung  J  second,  the  particular  definition  adopted  some  years  ago  by  tiie  ILOj 

,  ̂̂ ^^^"^        ( and,  third,  &  definition  more  naxrow  in  type  Itise  those  used  in  different 

<(%'v'^^f^    I  states  and  countries*.  In  aigland  pieuaoconiosis  is  defined,  at  the   present 

*^ qC    I     moment,  as  fibrosis  of  the  lungs  due  to  silica  dust,  asbestos  dust,  or 

\fy\^  tj/^  /  other  dust,  and  includes  the  condition  knovn  as  dust  reticulation, of  ̂ o 

p-jCr.  /  ̂̂ atff^"     Expert  chest  physicians  understand  the  meaning  of  the  definition 

^   and  can  apply  it  with  justice,  Boryllioai^,  for  intHuuiHJ,  lb  tlL  prfctbon-h 

baing  companeBtpfi  nn  herarllijum  ]>'",ieouing« 

It  is  important  to  have  for  compensation  pxirposes  a  definition  vhich 

can  be  applied  by  specialists  in  the  field.  People  that  get  a  devastating 

disease  should  be  coiupenaated  for  it.  It  is  unjust,  hovever,  by  making  a 

definition  too  wide,  to  compensate  somebody  who  has  not  got  the  disease. 



In  oui-  lav,  in  the  Sadluytft^pl   Inj-rinn  Act,   there  is  a^rovision  for  pi.ltting. 

ev 

any  disease  on^uthc  gahoaulo  ae  soon  as  it  is  shown  to  be  occupational  in 

character,  and  after  it  is  on  the  list  people  vdao  have,  got  fuie  disease  can 

be  compensated  for  it,  Xiao  pnera!&!BQoaa.oD.1.g  Qaufcrad  Isy  \ii^o\ix'm\d\x.L>  Ib  uu*;,  g 

pacuffioooniesio  b;'-  qu?  dofini-feioa^  ea  v&   aay  pu<j  ijj  intio  tho  let  DOparat)&ly, 

Mixed  dusts,  as  everybody  knows,  produce  very  mixed  types  of  X-ray 

appearances.  You  can  have  gijijagd  dusts  vhich  are  leixed  in  some  ai'eas  of  the 

county  and  not  in  o-Uiers-  Tnus«yciiv  cr.n  huw  a  puFo  talo  op  oo  oallcd  talc., 

^French  chalk  Jh»kA oh.  hao  iiu  Pilj  liilxuu  In  j:';>»  ?^  I  have  eeea,  through  the 

coxzrtesy  of  my  old  friend,  that  great  man,  the  late  Leroy  Gardner,  a  slide 

of  a  lung  -which  in  the  literature  was  labeled  talc  pneumoconiosis  but  imich 

revealed  rather  obviously  that  the  man  died  of  silicosis  and  asbestcsio 

together,  whatever  else  the  talc  dide   ' 

Dust  if  inhaled^y  cause  daoage  t&  the  lung  in  spite  of  being  classed 

as  acti^re»«r  inert.  But  tiie  laain  dusts  toat  cause  disability  ia-di^Wee  we A 

know,  and  if  we  can  get  a  nomenclature  suitable  for  them,  we  have  achieved 

an  objective  which  will  help  justice  to  be  done  to  those 5  iKoira  caoBSa 

DR.  VOEKALDj  He  have  had  a  discussion  of  disease  -  -what  is  disease,  ^ould 

you  like  to  coimaent.  Dr.  McCann? 

DR.  McCAMj  The  interpretation  of  disease  is  a  difficult  question  upon 

which  to  coimasnt.  As  a  clinician  I  think  ws  have  to  rsleite  tiie  word  disease 

to  the  occurrence  of  symptoas  end  we  rtnist  realiso  tb.at.  disease  -  in  the 

sense  that  symptoms  occur  -  may  not  bs  eg  extensive  that  it  becomes  a 

pathological  process,  A  skilled  athlete  nay  develop  a  systera  of  distress 

if  the  emotiojial  distress  is  great  Q-aough.^   so  ws  must  consider  -the  factor 

of  great  stress,  the  factor  of  noraality  or  abnormality  of  tlie  individusJ., 

-  12  - 



We  must  take  into  accotint  the  individual  as  a  whole  in  regard  to  his 

ability  to  adapt  himself  to  stress .  He  may  have  in  one  organ  a  pathological 

process  for  vhicii  he  vill  compensate  by  the  adapted  processes  in  another 

organ  so  that  under  the  same  stress  he  may  react  differently  than  his 

neighbor.  To  define  disease  as  distinct  from  a  pathological  process  one 

must  take  those  tilings  into  account,  aside  frcaa  cases  like  that  of  an  indi-. 

vidua!  vith  a  definite  pathological  process  produced  hy   silica,  who  may 

never  be  put  under  stress  sufficient  to  bring  out  symptoms.  Therefore, 

from  a  clinician's  standpoint,  I  believe  one  vould  have  to  say  tiriat  disease 

is  the  difference  in  adaptation  to  strsss,  produced  by  a  pathological  pro- 

cess, to  such  a  degree  that  the  individual  is  unable  to  adapt  vith  ease 

to  the  extent  that  a  noxmal  man  vould  adapt  himself. 

DR.  VORWALD:  !Biere  is  considerable  agreement  in  our  thoughts  about  defini- 

tions but  there  is  scaae  disagreement  also.  It  is  apparent  tiiat  there  are 

terms  which  need  definition  and  clarification.  In  order  that  definite 

action  be  taken  in  this  regard,  it  iias  been  suggested  that  tiiis  Symposium 

invite  Dr.  Seward  Miller,  Chief  of  the  Division  of  Industi*ial  Hygiene  of 

the  0.  S.  Public  Health  Service,  and  Dr.  Carl  M.  Peterson,  Secretary  of 

the  Council  on  Industrial  Health  of  the  American  Medical  Association,  to 

appoint  a  pmaXi   committee  of  members  representing  organizations  and  indivi- 

dual exparts  concerned  with  the  use  of  the  word  pneuraoconiosis,  for  the 

purpose  of  considering  tae  defiiiition  of  the  term  witli  due  regard  to  its 

application  in  the  research,  clinical,  and  legal  fields  and  vrith  tiie  aim 

of  establishing  a  common  interpretation.  Do  you  think  such  a   cosraittee 

should  be  formed  end  should  it  have  corrsspondlng  ac-mbei's  in  England  smd 

South  Africa  and  elsewhere,  who  might  v/rite  their  views  to  tiie  coromittae? 

-  13  - 



DR.  RICHAPDSs  I  propose  tiiat  your  suggestion  be  laade  a  notion  Bn.d  I 

second  the  motion. 

DR.  VOITv^ALD:  I  tliinlc  Dr.  Sevard  Miller  and  Dr.  Carl  Peterson  are  in  the 

audience  and  I  shall  place  upon  one  or  both  of  them  the  rsepoasibillty  to 

arrange  the  connaitsos.  Vill  those  in  favor  of  tlie  motion  so  indicate? 

(Response  of  ayes.)  Those  against  it?  (Ko  response.) 

DR.  PETERSON:  I'd  like  to  see  the  American  Public  Health  Association 

represented  in  the  committee. 

DR.  GHESNBUEG:  The  American  Public  Health  Association  nov  has  a  cossaitteQ 

at  vork  on  the  terminology. 

DR.  VOifiJALDs  Dr.  Peterson's  suggestion  is  a  ■Kioriii--diile  one  and  I  am 

sure  that  the  connnittee  chairman  vill  consider  it. 

-  U  - 



k^l. 

Id  Doctor  Knox  here?  Do  you  care  to  conmient  on 

these  remarks?   (No  response).   Apparently  not. 

3Y  DOCTOR  MEREWETHER; 

Well,  I  can  finish  it  if  he  won't, 

BY  DOCTOR  RHOADS; 

Vniy  don't  you? 

BY  DOCTOR  MEREWETHER; 

Because  all  of  my  information  on  this  is  derived 

from  him;  he's  unduly  modest.   The  fact  is  that  it's  mainly 

crysotiles  used  in  that  factory,   I  don't  think  they  use 

any  blue  at  all,  and  they've  had  a  number  of  cases  of  cancel' 

of  the  liong  as  one  might  expect.   Of  course,  not  all  cases 

of  cancer  of  the  liing,  even  if  it  is  due  or  associated  with 

asbestosis,  must  be  Included  in  the  list  that  we  have,  be- 

cause there  must  have  been  an  ordinary  occurrence  of  cancer 

of  the  lung  quite  irrespective  of  any  factor  of  asbestos. 

BY  DOCTOR  LEVIN; 

It  just  happens  that  I  talked  with  Doctor  Knox 

about  his  data  at  lunch,  and  he  snowed  me  the  data  which  he 

has.   That's  the  occurrence  of  dancer  of  the  lung  at  his 

plant. 

Now,  from  1932  to  19^1*  they  have  had  exactly 

sixteen  cases  of  lung  cancer.  Unfortunately,  Doctor  Knox  j 

did  not  as  yet  have  the  infonnation  which  would  enable  j 

either  him  or  anyone  else  to  say  whether  that  was  an  excessive 



lj.22. 

number  of  cases.   That's  the  kind  of  statistics,  which  we 

presented  to  statisticians,  that  makes  them  wish  that  they 

did  have  a  psychiatrist. 

BY  DOCTOR  RHOADS: 

Very  proper  statement,  I'm  sure.   Is  there  fur- 

ther comment  on  our  questions  of  chroma te  or  nickel? 

(No  response). 

We  have   dismissed  these   conclusive   topics.     We 

will  proveed  to   the  paper  by  G.  B\irroughs  Mider,   Director 

of  Cancer  Research,   National  Cancer   Institute.     Doctor 

Mider   -  on  Experimental   Pulmonary  Cancer. 

BY  DOCTOR  MIDBR; 

(Doctor  Mider  read  a  prepared  paper,   which  is    on 

file  with  the    Saranac  Laboratory). 

BY  DOCTOR  RHOADS; 

Certainly  a  very  comprehensive   dissertation  on 

this    subject.      It  is  most  xmfortunate    to   suspend  these   ex
- 

periments   at   this  stage  of  medical    science.      I  am  most    in- 

terested to  hear   advocated   the   correlation  of  clinical    ob- 

servation and  epidemiological    studies.      May   I   ask  you   the 

reference   to    the    serial   work,   which  is   new   to  me,    I   think 

others  might  be    interested   in   that  since    it  hasn't  appe
ared! 

yet.  ! 

BY  DOCTOR  MIDBR t  \ 

It  has   appeared  in  Lithgow  &  Pinkel,    Observations 
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EXPERH^IENTAL  APPROACH  TO  THE  PROBLEM  OF 
PULMONARY  CANCER 

hy 

G.  BURROUGHS  MIDER 

From  the  National  Cancer  Institute,  National 

Institutes  of  Health}  Bethesda  14,  I-Iaryland 

The  conmon  occurrence  of  primary  tumors  of  the  lungs  in  mice 

was  recognized  at  least  20  years  before  pulmonary  cancer  assumed  gen- 

eral clinical  importance.  Interest  in  these  peculiar  lesions  has  pro- 

vided us  with  a  mass  of  data  which  we  can  only  summarize  briefly  today. 

The  detailed  studies  of  inheritance  of  cancer  prosecuted  by  Dr.  Maude  Slye 

suggested  to  her  that  cancers  in  general  were  inherited  as  recessive 

(32) Mendelian  characters    .   This  interpretation  is  open  to  considerable 
« 

question.  We  mention  it  here  because  it  represents  almost  ovir  total 

knowledge  of  the  heredity  of  spontaneous  neoplasms  in  an  essentially 

hybrid  population  —  and  man  is  hybrid. 

The  development  of  inbred  strains  of  mice  by  mating  brother  to 

sister  for  at  least  40  generations  has  provided  experimentalists  with 

relatively  homozygous  subjects  in  which  the  specific  anatomical  types 

of  cancer,  the  frequency  with  which  they  occiir,  and  the  age  at  which 

they  appear  are  highly  standardized.  Results  obtained  by  experimenta- 

tion with  these  inbred  mice  are  reproducible. 

Study  of  inheritance  of  pulmonary  tumor  in  inbred  stocks  resulted 

in  the  concept  that  the  lesion  was  inherited  as  a  Mendelian  dominant 

1,   Public  Health  Service,  Federal  Security  Agency 
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trait '^^'^^.   Consideration  of  the  spontaneous  appearance  of  these 

lesions,  however,  reveals  that  the  incidence  varies  from  
less  than 

1  percent  to  practically  100  percent.  Since  there  are  so  
many  strains 

with  intermediate  incidence,  it  would  be  extremely  difficult  
to  ascribe 

the  inheritance  of  lung  tumor  or  the  susceptibility  to  pulmonary 
 tumor 

as  a  single  factor  in  inlieritance^-^'-^^^   The  gradation,  as 
 Heston  has 

pointed  out,  tends  to  prohibit  the  use  of  the  terns  dom
inant  and  recess- 

ive in  respect  to  tumor  inheritance.   It  now  seems  established  
beyond 

reasonable  doubt  that  the  inheritance  of  pulmonary  tumors,  and
  probably 

other  forms  of  cancer  as  well,  involves  more  than  one
  gene.  Geneticists 

have  demonstrated  linkage  between  multiple  factor  qua
ntitative  traits 

and  single  factor  qualitative  traits.  Heston  has  
shown  an  association 

between  various  quantitative  genes  of  the  mouse  and  sus
ceptibility  to 

pulmonary  tumors.  Susceptibility  has  been  demonstrate
d  to  be  associated 

with  the  linked  genes  waved-2  and  ahake^-g,  the  f1  fixgd  t^aH  
gene,  the 

hairless  gene,  and  the  lethal  yellow  gene  (9,
11.12,14).  The  last  is 

particularly  interesting  since  yellow  mice,  which  
are  prone  to  the  devel- 

opment of  pulmonary  tumors,  are  considerably  fatter  than  
their  more  re- 

sistant brovvTi  siblings.  Confimation  of  these  data  has  been  
provided 

recently  by  Morgan(25).  The  other  genes  reduce  both  
the  weight  and  in- 

cidence of  pulmonary  neoplasms. 

The  ability  of  certain  strains  of  mice  —  notably
  Strain  A  devel- 

oped by  Strong(34)-  to  form  a  high  proportion  of  pulm
onary  tumors  has 

afforded  an  extremely  sensitive  tool  for  the 
 quantitative  estimation  of 
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carcinogenic  potency  of  some  chemical  compounds(3) .   A  nvmiber  of 

apparently  unrelated  chemicals  influence  the  genesis  of  such  lung  tumors 

in  Strain  A  mice.  Their  influence  can  be  measured  in  three  ways.  The 

lung  tumors  occur  at  an  earlier  age  than  would  be  expected,  they  affect 

a  higher  proportion  of  the  population  studied,  and  the  absolute  number 

of  tumors  formed  is  greater  when  a  known  carcinogenic  stimulus  is  pro- 

vided. The  same  compoiinds  which  influence  the  development  of  mouse  pul- 

monary tumors  are  capable  also  of  producing  some  cancers  de  novo. 

Benzpyrene,  dibenzanthracene  and  methylcholanthrene,  for  instance,  elicit 

epidermoid  carcinomas  when  painted  on  the  skin,  sarcoma  when  injected  in 

subcutaneous  tissues,  and,  in  some  cases,  even  tumors  of  the  alimentary 

cancil  when  fed  in  an  appropriate  vehicle.  These  compounds  can  elicit 

certain  neoplasms,  other  than  pulmonary,  to  which  the  strain  may  be  spon- 

taneously susceptible,  such  as  mammary  cancer  or  leukemia.  The  precise 

mechanisms  by  which  these  effects  are  mediated  are  not  known  at  the  pres- 

ent time,  though  some  evidence  suggests  that  the  influence  on  the  genesis 

of  ptilmonary  tumors  involves  direct  action  of  the  carcinogenic  agent  on 

lung  tissue  as  the  potent  agent  circulates  through  the  blood  stream' ^Ij. 

Ethyl  carbamate  (urethane)  is  another  chemical  vj^ith  potent  effect 
C27) 

on  the  mouse's  lung  tissue^  '  •' .      It  can  be  shown  to  increase  the  incidence 

and  number  of  pulmonary  tumors  and  to  cause  them  to  appear  at  an  earlier 

age.  In  fact,  the  compound  may  exert  its  influence  on  the  fetus  in  utero, 

apparently  being  transmitted  through  placenta  vlr,lo;^   jt  would  be  im- 

possible to  detail  the  experience  with  all  of  the  known  chemical  carcino- 

genic agents  that  have  been  tested  for  their  effects  on  inducing  tumors 
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of  the  lung,  but  there  are  some  agents  irtilch  do  not  seem  to  influence 

the  occurrence  of  these  peculiar  neoplasms.  No  filtrahle  viruses  have 

yet  been  incriminated  in  the  etiology  of  pulmonary  cancer.  Garana  radi- 

ation enhances  the  development  of  tTnnors  of  the  lungs  in  mice  '^^'', 

Spontaneous  and  induced  tumors  of  the  mouse's  lung  appear  almost 

identical.  Shimkin  stiidled  the  action  of  methylcholanthrene  on  the  lungs 

of  7  different  strains  of  mice  with  varying  incidences  of  spontaneous 

pulmonary  neoplasms^^''*'^ .   He  found  no  morphological  differences  among: 

1.  Spontaneous  and  induced  tumors 

2.  Tumors  induced  in  the  7  strains  of  mice  studied 

3*  Tumors  induced  by  methylcholanthrene  and  those 

produced  by  l,2,5f6-<libenzanthracene 

4*  Tunors  induced  by  subcutaneous,  intz*avenous  or 

intratracheal  injection 

5«  Tumors  induced  by  carcinogen  dissolved  in  lard, 

in  horse  serum,  or  in  cholesterol  (pellet)  or  adsorbed 

on  charcoal. 

The  ability  of  pulmonary  tissues  to  react  to  a  carcinogenic  stimu- 

lus is  a  function  both  of  the  genetic  constitution  of  the  subject  and  the 

(13) 

intensity  of  the  stljnulus.  Heston  and  Dunn^  "^^   recently  transplanted 

pieces  of  lung  successfully  fnm  mice  of  a  strain  resistant  and  of  a  strain 

susceptible  to  the  induction  of  pulmonary  neoplasms  to  hybrid  mice,  a  cross 

between  these  tvro  strains.  Those  grafts  donated  by  the  susceptible  subjects 
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developed  many  more  characteristic  neoplasms  in  response  to  a  carcinogenic 

stimulus  than  did  the  grafts  from  resistant  donors.   It  would  seem,  then, 

that  the  genetic  influence  in  large  measiire  predestines  the  reaction  of 

this  particular  tissue  to  its  environment  and  that  the  susceptibility- 

resides  in  the  tissue  itself.  Comparable  data  have  been  published  by- 

Shapiro  and  Kirschbaum  ̂ 30; ^ 

It  is  probably  desirable  to  describe  these  tumors  of  the  mouse's 

lungs.  They  may  occur  as  single  or  multiple  roughly  spherical  nodules 

visible  through  the  pleura  as  circumscribed  gray  masses  of  granular  tissue 

often  producing  a  convex  distortion  of  the  pleural  surface.  The  tumors 

affect  both  sexes  equally.  Histologically  they  appear  as  convoluted 

colijmns  of  cuboidal  or  columnar  cells  supported  by  a  delicate,  poorly 

vascularized  stroma.  They  appear  to  grow  expansilely  and  project  into 

surrounding  alveoli,  which  they  ultimately  fill.  Metastases  are  not 

common  but  -vrfien  present  involve  the  mediastinal  nodes  and  sometimes 

distant  sites  ̂ ^°K     Tumors  are  usually  measured  in  millimeters  but 

occasionally  larger  samples  are  found.  Grady  and  Stewart  ascribed  their 

histogenesis  to  cells  lining  pulmonary  silveoli  ̂ °K     Orr  dissents  from 

this  view  and  believes  that  they  are  of  bronchiolar  derivation  ̂ ^°) , 

While  the  burden  of  evidence  tends  to  support  Drs,  Grady  and  Stewart, 

we  can  conclude,  at  least,  that  this  particiilar  type  of  tumor  does  not 

arise  from  the  bronchi  or  their  major  ramifications. 

The  lesions  we  have  described  are  most  certainly  neoplastic  but 

their  precise  classification  is  difficult.  A  tendency  to  call  them 
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adenomas  is  increasing.  One  may  make  a  reasonably  good  case  for  their 

cancerous  character  if  structural  changes  alone  are  considered.  Exam- 

ination of  their  biological  properties,  however,  confuses  the  picture 

for  they  seldom  threaten  life.  The  absence  of  metastasis  is  not  an 

adequate  reason  to  deny  malignant  properties  in  mouse  neoplasms  for 

unquestionably  cancerous  lesions  often  remain  localized  in  this  species. 

It  seems  probable  that  the  spontaneous  or  induced  pulmonary  tumors  of 

the  mouse  represent  a  spectrum  of  biological  types  among  which  locally 

invasive  neoplasms  predominate. 

One  of  the  most  interesting  phenomena  that  has  been  described  in 

lung  tumors  of  this  kind  is  their  behavior  on  serial  transplantation  
to 

mice  of  the  same  inbred  strain,  which  they  invariably  kill^^^.  The
  sample 

transplanted  is  necessarily  small,  but  over  a  course  of  five  to  te
n  success- 

ful transplantations  the  morphology  of  these  masses  undergoes  a  dramatic 

change,  with  sufficient  frequency  to  suggest  that  it  is  not  accide
ntal. 

The  cells  lose  their  regular  rectilinear  appearance  and  assume  various
 

bizarre  forms,  ultimately  becoming  long  and  spindle  shaped.  They  then (23  33) 

present  the  general  picture  usually  associated  with  sarcoma   
' 

Whether  this  represents  an  actual  change  in  the  epithelial  cells  w
hich 

appear  to  be  the  neoplastic  elements,  or  some  change  in  the  stroma
,  is 

conjectural.  The  phenomenon  can  be  observed  in  spontaneous  tu
mors  in 

which  no  chemical  agent  can  be  incriminated  or  in  tumors  
induced  with 

polycyclic  hydrocarbons.   In  the  latter  instance,  howev
er,  it  seems  clear 
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that  the  action  is  not  mediated  through  continued  contamination  v/ith  an 

active  carcinogenic  agent  which  might  produce  sarcoma  through  acting  on 

the  host's  ovm  tissues. 

It  is  curious,  with  the  wide  varieties  of  carcinogenic  agents 

which  will  affect  the  spontaneous  incidence  of  piolmonary  tumor  in  mice, 

that  experiments  with  tobacco  have  been  completely  ineffective.  Flory 

has  shown  that  tars  which  can  be  isolated  from  tobaccos  have  some  tumor- 

igenic  potency  when  painted  on  the  skin  of  mice^'',  but  Lorenz  and  Stewart 

were  unable  to  affect  the  incidence  of  pulmonary  txomors  in  Strain  A  mice 

when  they  were  exposed  for  4  hours  a  day  for  1  year  to  an  atmosphere  heavy 

with  tobacco  smoke,  even  though  a  residue  probably  derived  from  tobacco 

could  be  identified  in  the  limgs  on  histological  exami nat ion^ ^^ ̂  . 

Campbell  of  the  National  Institute  for  Medical  Research  (London) 

reported  his  experience  with  mice  exposed  to  inhalation  of  various  dusts 

for  6  hours  on  5  days  of  each  week  over  a  period  of  1  year*'°''.  He  divided 

his  results  according  to  the  statistical  significance  of  the  difference 

between  tirnior  incidence  in  exposed  and  unexposed  subjects.  He  found  that 

significance  of  increase  was  high  in  mice  exposed  to  tarred  road  dust, 

similar  dust  in  the  presence  of  carbon  monoxide,  and  a  dust  mixture  con- 

taining equal  parts  of  silica,  iron  oxide  (Fe202),alujnina  and  calcimi 

carbonate.  Ke  considered  also  that  samples  of  iron  oxide,  of  Czecho- 

slovakian  pitchblende  dust  and  tarred  road  dust  that  had  been  extracted 

iid.th  benzene  also  increased  the  pulmonary  tumor  incidence  significantly. 
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Perhaps  the  most  njiterestlng  finding  was  a  lack  of  correla
tion  between 

pulmonary  dust  deposits  and  tuiaors  of  the  lung.   In  this  se
nse,  at  least, 

the  mouse  responded  as  does  man.  A  wider  variety  of  histolo
gical  types 

of  pulmonary  cancer  was  claimed  among  mice  exposed  to  dusts 
 than  in  the 

control  group.  Coal  dusts  produced  no  appreciable  effect
  on  the  inci- 

dence of  pulmonary  neoplasms  in  the  mouse. 

Most  species  of  common  laboratory  aniraals  other  than  the  m
ouse 

seem  to  have  an  excessively  low  incidence  of  spontaneous  p
ulmonary  neo- 

plasms. Such  lesions  occur  so  rarely  in  the  rat  that  Horn  and  St
ewart 

were  able  to  find  very  few  reports  of  them  recorded  
in  the  literature(l5) . 

Urethane  produces  pulmonary  tumors  in  albino  rats  similar
  to  those  which 

occur  spontaneously  in  mice''^^'^  '
. 

It  must  be  clear  by  this  time  that  the  spontaneous  tumor  of  th
e 

mouse's  lung  is  not  precisely  comparable  to  the  great  majority  o
f  pul- 

monary cancers  that  affect  man.   If  we  can  accept  the  endemiologica
l 

studies  of  bronchogenic  carcinoma  —  and  we  use  this  term  as  s
ynonymous 

with  pulmonary  cancer  —  then  we  are  confronted  with  a  situ
ation  in  vihich 

the  apparent  increase  in  pulmonary  cancer  during  the  past  25  y
ears  has 

affected  males  predominantly.  Furthermore,  almost  all  of
  the  increase 

is  probably  due  to  epidermoid  or  undifferentiated  c
arcinoma.  Unfortun- 

ately the  experimental  production  of  bronchogenic  carcinoma  
of  the  lung 

in  any  species  must  be  quite  difficult.  Such  a  lesio
n  was  found  by  Orr 

and  Bielschowsky  following  the  administration  
of  2-acetylaminofluorine(29) 
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Their  interpretation  of  the  material  is  questioned  by  some  workers.    ^ 

It  is  possible  to  produce  squamous  metaplasia  of  the  bronchial  epi- 

thelium in  various  experimental  animals  but,  nevertheless,  most  of 

them  prove  resistant  to  development  of  a  cancer  which  might  have 

arisen  in  a  metaplastic  area.  Lisco  and  Finkel  found  neoplasms  in 

the  lungs  of  rats  that  had  been  exposed  to  an  aerosol  containing 

radioactive  cerium  (cerium  oxide) ^■'-^^  The  work  has  been  published 

only  in  abstract  form  but  the  investigators  suggest  that  the  cancers 

observed  in  their  material  originated  in  foci  of  metaplastic  bronchial 

epithelium.  A  more  detailed  report  of  this  work  is  urgently  needed. 

I  do  not  wish  to  anticipate  the  presentation  of  our  host.  Dr.  Vorwald, 

but  it  would  seem  possible  to  induce  unequivocally  malignant  neoplasms 

in  the  Itings  of  rats,  a  species  with  extremely  low  incidence  of  spon- 

taneous pulmonary  tijmor,  by  exposure  to  contaminated  atmospheres.  Most 

of  the  work  cited  of  studies  on  mice  has  used  percutaneous  or  parenteral 

routes  of  administration  for  the  carcinogens.  Whether  the  use  of  inbred 

strains  of  mice  is  indicated  in  inhalation  experiments  seems  conjectural. 

The  combined  effects  of  an  agent  inducing  a  particular  form  of  tumor  in 

which  we  are  not  greatly  interested  and  the  toxic  side  reactions  that 

may  be  expected  to  accompany  the  administration  of  noxious  substances 

may  militate  against  our  ability  to  produce  the  bronchogenic  lesions  that 

we  wish  to  study.   It  might  be  preferable  to  use  mice  that  are  not  suscep- 

tible to  the  development  of  spontaneous  neoplasms  of  the  lung.  More  exten- 

sive use  of  the  inhalation  technique  seems  to  be  indicated,  particularly 
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since  this  seems  to  be  the  most  logical  route  by  which  carcinogenic 

agents  would  have  access  to  the  human  lower  respiratory  tract.   I  say 

'most  logical'  because  we  know  that  highly  potent  chemicals  may  produce 

their  cancerous  effects  at  considerable  distance  from  the  site  of  admin- 

istration. One  of  these,  Betanaphthylanine ,  which  produces  cancer  of 

the  bladder  in  man,  has  to  be  metabolized  to  a  2-amino-l-naphthol  com- 

poiind  before  it  has  any  carcinogenic  effect^ 5;.  t/{q   can  not  eliminate 

the  possibility  that  even  an  ingested  material  may  affect  importantly 

the  incidence  of  hioman  pulmonary  cancer. 

If  the  inhalation  route  seems  preferable,  then  our  experiments 

must  be  designed  to  test  the  potential  cancerous  hazards  that  have  been 

incriminated  in  the  genesis  of  himian  cancer  of  the  lung.  Further  experi- 

mental work  on  products  of  combustion  of  tobacco  is  greatly  to  be  desired 

but  one  must  consider  seriously  whether  or  not  exposure  to  an  atmosphere 

of  tobacco  smoke  really  reproduces  the  same  situation  as  cigarette  smoking 

in  man.  It  is  felt  that  the  smoking  of  cigar  or  pipe  does  not  constitute 

the  same  hazard  as  does  the  cigarette.  Ivhether  or  not  combustion  products 

of  these  three  tj'pes  of  tobacco  are  similar  or  identical  should  be  estab- 

lished.  It  has  been  suggested  that  arsenic  used  to  spray  the  growing 

plant  may  be  responsible  for  the  apparent  association  of  excessive  cigarette 

smoking  and  piilmonary  cancer.  This  is  a  tenuous  argument.   Is  it  customary 

to  spray  the  plants  from  which  cigarette  tobacco  comes  with  arsenic  and 

not  to  spray  the  tobacco  that  is  used  for  cigars  or  pipes?  If  arsenic 
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were  of  any  major  significance  in  this  phenomenon^  one  vrould  expect  to 

find  some  unequivocal  manifestations  of  arsenical  poisoning  such  as 

palmar  and  plantar  keratoses,  other  cutaneous  eruptions,  and  perhaps 

nasal  septal  perforations.  Yet,  no  records  of  such  paracanceroses  have 

been  recorded. 

Evidence  is  beginning  to  accumulate  that  the  incidence  of  piil- 

monary  cancer  in  city  dwellers  is  greater  than  that  in  residents  of 

rural  communities.   I  know  nothing  about  the  smoking  habits  of  these 

two  groups,  but  certainly  contamination  of  the  atmosphere  in  our  indus- 

trial areas  is  a  matter  of  common  knowledge.  Waller  has  recently  iso- 

lated 3,4-benzpyrene  from  the  smog  of  British  cities^-^'''^.  This  is  the 

known  active  carcinogenic  agent  found  in  soot  and  in  coal  tar.   It  en- 

hances the  incidence  of  pulmonary  ttmiors  in  miae.  The  combustion  of  fuels 

may  conceivably  give  rise  to  carcinogenic  agents  other  than  those  already 

known.  Data  on  the  exposure  of  experimental  animals  to  atmospheres  simil- 

arly contaminated  would  be  highly  desirable. 

There  are  a  few  industries  in  which  there  seems  to  be  an  inordinate 

amount  of  pulmonary  cancer.  These  experiences  offer  a  means  of  testing 

the  susceptibility  of  experimental  animals  to  the  development  of  cancer 

of  the  lung  with  materials  that  almost  certainly  can  produce  the  disease 

in  man.   I  say  'materials'  because,  to  the  best  of  my  knowledge,  no  chem- 

ically definable  carcinogenic  compound  has  yet  been  isolated  from  the 

mixtures  that  have  been  incriminated.   Identification  of  such  compounds 
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is  a  slow,  tedious  process  -which  nevertheless  should  be  pursued 

vigorously,  not  only  from  the  standpoint  of  understanding  better  our 

problem  of  lung  cancer  in  man  but  in  the  development  of  laboratory 

studies  which  will  expedite  oiir  investigations.  We  all  can  agree  that 

the  acquisition  of  factual  knowledge  is  a  desirable  end  in  itself  but, 

when  confronted  with  an  important  practical  problem,  our  efforts  should 

be  directed  towards  its  solution.  Hence  all  facets  of  the  enigma,  the 

etiology  of  bronchogenic  carcinoma  in  man,  are  pertinent  to  the  dis- 

cussion of  laboratory  experiments  designed  to  study  cancer  of  the  lirngs. 

The  evidence  currently  available  does  not  seem  to  account  for  all 

of  the  excess  of  malignant  pulmonary  neoplasms  that  has  been  alleged  to 

occur.  The  apparent  relationship  between  cigarette  smoking  and  cancer 

should  be  better  defined  hj   a  study  of  large  groups  of  smokers,  a  forward- 

looking  project.  l'."e  are  told  that  a  significantly  high  proportion  of 

patients  with  cancerous  lungs  have  a  long  history  of  rather  extensive 

cigarette  smoking  but  we  need  iniorioation  on  the  relative  frequency  with 

which  non-smokers  and  smokers  of  different  types  and  degrees  of  tobacco 

consumption  develop  pulmonarj^  carc:Lrio!jas.  Possibly  the  ladies  may  pro- 

vide the  ansvrer  in  due  course.   If  the  increase  has  affected  predominantly 

the  masculine  persuasion  as  seems  indicated,  we  should  expect  some  upward 

trend  in  the  incidence  of  bronchogenic  cancer  among  females  in  the  fore- 

seeable future.  The  ladies  are  smoking.  That  much  is  certain. 
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The  preponderance  of  males  in  the  population  with  pulmonary 

neoplasms  may  suggest  that  men  are  subjected  to  some  cancerous  hazard 

which  women  escape.  This  is  strengthened  by  genetic  studies  of  tumor 

development  in  laboratory  mice.   It  seems  unlikely  that  hereditary  sus- 

ceptibility to  those  murine  tumors  with  which  we  are  familiar  is  a  sex- 

linked  character  in  the  genetic  sense.  Ma^nmary  tumors  occur  exclusively 
in  female  mice  as  spontaneous  growths.  They  may  be  induced  readily  by 

estrogens  among  males  of  those  strains  in  which  the  female  is  spontaneously 
susceptible.  Occupational  ensure  might  afford  a  reasonable  solution  to 
the  problem  if  more  and  better  evidence  that  such  is  the  case  could  be  ob- 

tained. This  is  an  extremely  difficult  matter  to  evaluate.  The  historical 
approach  of  an  adequate  occupational  history  is  far  from  ideal.   It  pre- 

supposes that  the  individual  interrogated  remembers  the  details  of  his 

employment  accurately  and  is  familiar  to  some  extent  with  industrial  pn,- 
cesses.  Frequent  changes  in  job  or  in  its  details  even  within  one  plant 
are  difficult  to  retain  over  the  years,  especially  when  the  patient's 

mental  acumen  is  blunted  by  his  illness.  A  forward-looking  program  should 

be  designed  that  is  based  on  a  co^non  group  study  -  conmon  employer, 

common  trade.   In  any  case  the  intimate  and  continuing  interest  and  coop- 
eration of  industry  is  essential  to  success  whether  the  approach  be  histor- 

ical or  futuristic.  There  is  no  real  reason  why  such  a  study  should  be 
limited  to  cancer  of  the  lung. 

Ejcperiinental  cancer  research  has  amply  confirmed  the  basic  observa- 

tions of  Kr,   Percival  Fott  and  Sir  James  Earle  that  extrinsic  agents  can 
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cause  cancer  and  not  all  subjects  
exposed  to  the  noxious  stimulus  nee

d 

develop  a  neoplasm.  The  study  of 
 cancerigenesis  in  animals  has  add

ed 

other  important  concepts  and  facts
.  Susceptibility  and  resistance  t

o 

cancer  are  determined  by  genetic  i
nfluences.  Susceptibility  and  re- 

sistance are  purely  relative  terms  for  an  o
verwhelmixig  stimulus  may 

overcome  resistance.  The  carcinogen
ic  stimulus  requires  a  long  time 

to  produce  its  result  in  which  eff
ective  dose  rather  than  continuous

 

exposure  is  a  major  determining  fac
tor.  Non-carcinogenic  agents  and, 

indeed,  naturally  occurring  substan
ces  important  to  the  body's  economy

 

r^j   enhance  or  inhibit  carcinogene
sis.  A  potent  carcinogenic  stimulu

s 

not  only  increases  the  incidence  of  
specific  anatomical  types  of  cancer 

ix,  a  species  but  may  cause  them  to  o
ccur  at  an  earlier  age  than  would 

the  same  specific  kind  of  neoplasm  
in  the  usual  course  of  events.  The 

last  statement  is  extremely  importan
t  for  our  purposes.  Perhaps  we 

raight  arrive  at  a  better  conception 
 of  those  factors  that  are  especially

 

important  in  the  causation  of  bronc
hogenic  carcinoma  if  we  studied  mor

e 

intensively  its  victims  less  than  
50  years  of  age.  Experimental  can

cer 

research  has  provided  one  new  clue 
 for  improving  our  clinical  researc

h 

attack  on  the  etiology  of  cancer:  
 relatively  large  doses  of  a  carcin

o- 

genic agent  stimulate  the  carcinogenic  pro
cess  and  evoke  tumors  at  a 

comparatively  early  age.  The  youn
ger  patients  with  pulmonary  cancer

 

should  represent  those  who  have  eit
her  the  greatest  susceptibility  or 

who  have  received  a  relatively  inten
se  stjjnulus. 
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The  general  tenor  of  this  talk  may  lead  one  to  feel  that  your 

speaker  has  unbounded  confidence  in  the  ability  of  the  experimentalist 

to  solve  the  clinical  problem  of  etiology  of  bronchogenic  carcinoma.  His 

enthusiasm  is  tempered  by  realization  that  extrapolation  from  laboratory 
to  clinic  is  fraught  mth  many  pitfalls.  An  azo  dye  no  longer  used  to 

adulterate  foodstuffs  produces  cancer  in  the  rat's  liver.   It  was  con- 

sumed in  considerable  quantities  by  many  of  us  who  ate  colored  oleo- 

margarine during  the  first  World  War  but  no  appreciable  increase  in  the 

incidence  or  relative  frequency  of  hepatic  neoplasms  ensued  in  the  popu- 

lace. Conversely  the  production  of  cancer  in  man  by  long  continued  in- 

gestion of  compounds  containing  trivalent  arsenic  is  documented  in  such 

a  way  as  to  remove  any  reasonable  doubt  that  cause  and  effect  obtain. 

Nevertheless,  no  one  has  reproduced  this  situation  in  an  experimental 

animl  though  many  have  tried.  Nothing  resembling  Koch's  postulates  can 

be  formulated  today  for  cancers  by  which  one  may  prove  cause  and  effect. 

One  may  conclude  that  the  study  of  spontaneous  pulmonary  tumors  in 

mice  has  been  of  little  immediate  practical  value.  This  is  a  dismal  view. 

The  workers  who  labor  so  diligently  over  this  vexing  material  have  already 
taught  us  a  lot.  They  have  shown  that  general  principles  may  be  derived 

from  investigating  different  types  of  cancer.  They  have  pointed  out  the 

multiplicity  of  cancer-producing  agents  and  defined  how  the  effects  pro- 

duced may  be  modified.  Practical  applications  of  their  knowledge  depends 

upon  the  closest  possible  cooperation  between  experimentalists  and  clinicians. 

Only  then  will  we  accumulate  the  enormous  stock  of  factual  information  that 

will  point  out  the  etiology  of  cancer  of  the  lung  in  man. 
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BY  DOCTOR  RHOADS: I 
Thank  you  very  much  indeed,   I  know  many  woxild  be 1 

interested  in  this  reference,   I  might  also  point  out  again I 
in  defense  of  the  tobacco  studies,  that  there  has  been  some I 
increase  in  cancer  among  women.   Furthermore,  much  of  the I 
known  cancer  of  women,  may  be  adino-carcinoma,  compared  to I 

■ 
carcinogenic. I 

• 
Now,  you're  used  to  the  terra  alleged  increase,  in 

man  as  not  seriously  meant.   Do  we  not  agree  that  the  in- 

crease is  real? 

BY  DOCTOR  MIDER: 

I  think  you  and  I  can.  Doctor  Rhoads;  I  think 

Doctor  Levin  will  join  us,  but  there  are  still  some  die- 

hards  who  will  not. 

BY  DOCTOR  RHOADS: 

This  very  interesting  paper  is  open  for  discus - 
1 

sion  now. 

BY  DOCTOR  PRI±JDI1A.K: 

• 

I  would  like  to  ask  Doctor  Mider  a  question.   You I 
referred  to  the  effect  of  coal  dust  on  the  incidence  of        ̂ H 

• cancer  and  you  made  the  statement,  I  believe,  that  you  did     ̂ H 

i not  thing  it  had  any  effect,  particular  effect,  upon  the    j    ̂ H 

incidence  of  cancer.   Now,  we  have  seen  —  or  something  to  '[         ̂ | —     }_     ,    _     .                                                                                    1 ■ 1 
1 1 l^l^^l^^^^l 
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that  effect.     Will  you  re-state   -  will  you  re-state  your 

remark  on   that.   Doctor  Mider? 

BY  DOCTOR  MIDBR: 

I  don't  know  if  I   can;    all   I   said  was    that  the 

mere    -   or  what  I  meant   to   say  was    that  the  mere   presence   of 

large   quantities   of  coal  dust   in  the   lungs   of  miners   over 

the  years   has   apparently  not  been  associated  with   any   con- 

siderable frequency  of  pulmonary  cancer. 

BY  DOCTOR  FRIEDMAN; 

That's  the  point.   Well,  now,  I  wanted  to  ask  you 

a  question.   Do  you  know  whether  or  not  it  actually  has 

established  the  inhibition  or  has  prevented  the  incidenc
e 

of  cancer  in  these  individuals,  because  in  our  own  group,  we 

have  been  impressed  with  the  fact  that  we  have  seen  very 

few  cases  of  pulmonary  carcinoma  in  coal  miners,  and
  with 

respect  to  the  incidence  of  the  disease  in  the  rest  
of  our 

hospital  population. 

BY  DOCTOR  MIDER: 

well,  come  to  think  of  it,  I  think  Doctor  Pink
eel's 

experiments  will  bear  out  that  contention,  though 
 I  have  no 

opinion  on  it  myself, 

BY  DOCTOR  RHOADS: 

Can  you  give  us  your  figures  on  that? 

BY  DOCTOR  FRIEDMAN; 

Out  of  three  thousand  cases,  we  have  only  had  five 



M^ 

cases   of   carcinoma  and  I   just  sent  one  case   to  Doctor   Vor- 

wald   that  we're  not  even  siire   is    carcinoma. 

BY  DOCTOR   VORWALD; 

And   I«m  sorry   to   say  Doctor  Vorwald  hasn't   exaxa- 

Ined  the    sections  yet  so   I   can't  comment, 

BY  DOCTOR  FRIEDMAN; 

It's  not  likely  that  we're  missing   It,  because  we 

do   extensive   diagnostic   studies   and,    in  view  of  your   com- 

ment,   I   thought  perhaps   you  might  have   some   other   informa- 

tion on   the    studies, 

BY  DOCTOR   RHOADS; 

I   think  some   of   this  might  be    clarified  further; 

three    thousand  cases   of  what? 

BY  DOCTOR  FRIEDMN: 

Three    thousand  cases   of  coal  miners   pneumoconiosis 

BY  DOCTOR  RHOADS; 

In  Wales? 

BY  DOCTOR  FRIEDI-IAN; 

Wo,    in  Alabama;    I   thought  you  said  Mayo   Clinic, 

in  Mayo,    and  we   only  have   either   four  or   five   cases, 

BY  DOCTOR  LYUfCH; 

That's    clinically.   Doctor? 

BY  DOCTOR  FRIEDI^H; 

Pathological   diagnosis,    and  a  fifth  case   is    in 

debate;   we're   not  sure   It's    a   carcinoma  or   not, b  scause 
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Doctor  Vorwald  is  one  of  those  to  express  an  opinion. 

BY  DOCTOR  RKQADS: 

Then  if  I  may  summarize,  in  three  thousand  autop- 

sied  individuals  ..« 

BY  DOCTOR  FRIEDI^N: 

No,  three  thousand  clinical  cases,  those  in  which 

we  have  been  able  to  establish  a  definite  diagnosis  of  car- 

cinoma of  the  lung,  we  have  only  been  able  to  prove  it  in 

surgery,  and  the  autopsy  table  in  four  or  five  cases. 

L"MIDENTIFIED  SPEAICBR: 

Do  most  of  your  miners  chew  or  smoke? 

BY  DOCTOR  FRIEDFiAN: 

They  do  everything.  Well,  they  smoke  an  awful 

lot  when  they  come  off  the  job;  they  chew;  they  smoke;  they 

drink,  they  eat  all  sorts  of  food. 

UNIDENTIFIED  SPEAKER ; 

Do  they  smoke  as  much? 

BY  DOCTOR  FRIEDMAN; 

Well,  we  ask  in  our  social  history,  we  ask  the 

amoimt  of  cigarette  smoking  they  do  or  cigar  smoking  or 

tbbacco,  whatever  type  of  tobacco  they  use,  and  I  believe 

it  would  be  safe  to  say  that  the  average  coal  miner  would 

smoke  between  three  quarters  ana  one  and  a  quarter  packs 

of  cigarettes  a  day, 

BY  DOCTOR  RKOADS: 
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Doctor  Mider  has   a  coinment  on   the
se   interesting 

remarks • 

BY  DOCTOR  MIDER: 

In  what  age   group   did  these   t
hree    thousand  ind- 

ividuals  fall,    did  you  say? 

BY  DOCTOR  FRIEDI4AN; 

You're  asking  me  a  lot  of  ques
tions  and  I  haven't 

prepared  statistics  on  it,  bu
t  they  run  -  the  oldest  coal 

:.iner  whom  I  took  care  of,  I  think,
  is  eighty-six  years  of  | 

age  and  the  youngest  one  whom 
 I've  taken  care  of  as  a  coal 

miner  is  around  twenty-four  or 
 twenty-five,  so  you  see  I 

have  not  -  I  have  not  taken  the  st
atistical  analysis,  but  | 

that's  roughly  the   sprea
d.  ! 

P,Y  DOCTOR  MIDER;  i 

This  brings  up    the   subject   that  has 
 been  brought    | 

up  before    today  and  that  is   an  ade
quate   fra^e   of   reference    | 

for   judging   the    incidence  of
   cancer  in   a  population,    wh

ethe. 

it  is   excessive,    lower   than  
normal   or   higher   than  normal, 

certainly,   we   have   not  had  
adequate   standards   of  referen

ce 

in  the  past.      Can  you  hear  me  back   
there?  | 

We  have  not  had  adequate  standard
s  of  reference  | 

in  the  past.  In  the  United  State
s  at  least,  autopsy  s ta-  | 

tistics  cover  a  relatively  small
  proportion  of  decedents.  | 

The  use  of  mortality  statisti
cs  imply  that  cancer  is  not

 

curable.      Well,    that  may  be   
 debatable.      Cancer  now   is 



reportable  by  law  or  by  regulation  in   twenty-ei^t   of  these 
United  States   and  the   district  of  Columbia,    and  Alaska. BY  DOCTOR  RHQjiD.q? 

After  death? 

BY  DOCTOR   MTDT^R; 

NO,    cancer.      It  would  seem  practical    then   to   de-    \ 

rive   tables   of  incidences   of  anatomical   types  of  malignant 
neoplasms   in  relation   to  both  age   and  sex  for   the  principal 
types  we. re   interested  in  and  from  these    calculate    the   ex- 

pected occurrence  of  cancer  of   these   various   types   in  size- 
able populations   in  which  we    are   interested. 

Now,    the  method  for   that  was   devised  by  Curtis 

and,    to   the   best  of  my  knowledge,    it  was  first  published 
of  all  places   in  the  American   Journal   of   Obstetrics   and 
Gynecology,    in  191^6.      The   New  York  State   Department   of 
Health,    through  its  Bureau  of   Cancer  Control,    I   think 

largely  due   to   the   efforts   of  Doctor  Levin,    has  made   such 
tables   for   the   year  191,5   to  the   year   191,7.      I  wonder   if  he 
would  like    to   comment  on    this    type   of  standard   of  reference 
which  might   improve  our  criteria  for   saying  that  this   occu- 

pational  or  this   environmental   group  has   or  has   not   an  in- 
creased incidence  in  cancer. 

BY  DOCTOR  BHOADSi 

Doctor  Levin,    you   already   showed  one   such  refer-    j 
ence   in  your  slide   this   morning.  I 
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BY  DOCTOR  LEVIN; 

Yes,    I  was   going   to   ask  Doctor  Friedm
an  if  he   wou]. 

mind  telling  us  how  long  he   had  been
  practicing  medicine? 

BY  DOCTOR  FRIEDMAN; 

I  have  been  practicing  medicine   since   
19I1-I. 

BY  DOCTOR  LEVIN; 

That's   a  period  of   observation  of    ten  ye
ars? 

BY  DOCTOR  FRIEDMAN; 

Less    than  that,   because    I  haven't  p
racticed  to 

make   a  living   since  19li-5  or    '4^. 

BY  DOCTOR  LEVIN; 

I  don't  think  that's  particularly  pert
inent.  In 

a  period  of  ten  years,  you  wouldn't
  have  observed  your  three 

thousand  cases  for  more  than  a  fract
ion  of  their  life  span. 

NOW,  if  you  observed  three  thousand 
 males,  according  to  the 

tables  Doctor  Mider  was  talking  abou
t,  according  to  our  data 

that  come  from  all  the  hospitals,  labor
atories  and  physic-  | 

ians  practicing  medicine  in  New  
York  State  throughout  their! 

life  span,  in  our  three  thousand  case
s,  if  they  had  neither^ 

more  nor  less   lung   cancer   than  were    expe
cted,    there  shoudl    ̂  

be    thirty   cases,  ! 

How,    if  you  also   watched  them   for   ten
  years,    it's: 

quite   possible    that  you  observed   just  a 
 lot  of   the   normal      , 

incidence   of   lung  cancer   in  three   
 thousand  men.      Of   course,, 

if  we  knew  what   the   age   of   these  peop
le  were  when  you   flrst^ 



saw  them,    and  of  course,   what  the  ages  were  when  you  last 

saw  then,   we   could  use    the    tables    that  Doctor  Mider  was  re- 

ferring  to  and  give  you  something  a  little  bit  more  refined, 

I   think   it's    a  kind  of  observation  that  you  can  not  bank 

on  as   far  as   it  goes,    is  worth  following  up  more   precisely 

and  may  actually  lead  to   something  that   is   a  more  precise 

type   of  data,   you  can't   tell.      The   tables   are   available   if 

anyone  wo\ild  like   them;    you   can  have   them. 

BY  DOCTOR   FLETCHER; 

Let  me    comment   once  more   on  this    terribly  danger- 

ous  habit   of   trying  to  form  statistics   on  hospital  popula- 

tion,   and  I  really  do  feel   -   I  reproved  Doctor  Friedman  for 

it  yesterday,   but  he   apparently   is   quite   unrepentant. 

Doctor  Cochrane,    -  I   did  describe   to  you  a  s\irvey 

that  Doctor   Cochrane  has   done   in  the  Rhondda  Valley  in 

South  Wales  where  he  has   X-rayed  a  complete  mining   commun- 

ity.     Now,    it  was   very   interesting  in   the   covirse   of   that 

X-ray   survey  where   he  X-rayed  over  nine    thousand  minders   an 4 

ex-miners,    I'm  sorry   I  haven't  got   the    detailed  figures   here, 

but  they'll  be   available   for   the  record  -  he  didn't  actuall;^ 

pick  up    on   the  X-ray  a  single    case  of  pulmonary  neoplasm         i 

among  that  whole  population,    although  he   did  pick  up   two         i 

intrathoracic   -  what  you  -  what  do  you  call    them,    you  know,  ̂  
i 

pains?  j 

BY  DOCTOR   RliOADS;  i 
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Mediastinal  pains? 

BY  DOCTOR  FLETCHER; 

Two   terras,    you  know,    it's   astonishing.     You  pfck 

it  up,   but  not  a   single  neoplasm,   but  within  a  year   of   the 

survey,    there   had  been  again  —  I'm  quoting   ft'ora  memory    — 

there   had  been  four  deaths   from  that  neoplasm  in   that  group. 

Now,   we   shall  have   actual  figures   for   the   actual  mortality 

from  neoplasm  on   this    actual  group   of  miners   extending   over 

the  years,    with  accurate   age   distribution,    and  I  think  we 

should  be    able    to  give   a  fair  answer   to   the    effect   of   coal 

dust  on   the    incidence   of  neoplasm  in   that  group. 

In   the  meanwhile,    I    think  that  Professor  Gough's 

experience,    with  an  enormous    experience   of  post  mortem  work 

in   coal  miners   in  South  Wales,    he    thinks    that  there    is  no 

influence   at  all   of  coal   dust   on  neoplasms.      He  sees    just 

as  many  neoplasms   in  miners    as   in  non-miners.      But  I  don't 

pay  any  greater  respect    to   that  by    the  evidence  from  the 

post  mortem  department   than   I   do   to  Doctor  Friedman, 

BY  DOCTOR  RHQADS: 

Doctor  Friedman? 

BY  DOCTOR   FRIEDMAN : 
— •  .    , i 

I  want  Doctor  Fletcher  to  know  I  did  learn  ves-   i I 

terday,    and   that    today   I   didn't  make    any   definite   conclusion. 

I  was  merely  asking  a   question.      I   don't   think  you  should      i 

have   reproved  me    again   today.  ! 
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BY  DOCTOR  VORWALD: 

During  very  recent  months,  years  really,  I  have 

become  increasingly  distressed  by  efforts  of  some  who  in- 

criminate a  dust  which  has  been  inhaled  into  the  lung,  de- 

posited in  all  areas  of  the  lung,  which  might  be  seen  as 

present  in  an  area  of  malignancy  as  the  causation  for  that 

malignancy,   I  refer  specifically  to  the  asbestos  body  which 

occurs  in  tumors  developing  in  the  liing,  and  I  should  like 

to  have  someone  comment  upon  the  validity  of  that  sort  of 

reference  or  not.   Doctor  Mider  may  like  to  comment. 

BY  DOCTOR  RHOADS: 

Doctor  Mider? 

BY  DOCTOR  MIDER; 

Doctor  Mider  doesn't  like  to  comment  on  that,  but 

it  seems  to  me  that  it's  your  possible  hope,  probably  your 

hope,  that  sort  of  argument,  and  not  susceptible  to  scien- 

tific proof  or  reputation;  it's  a  state  of  mind,  is  it  not? 

BY  DOCTOR  RHOADS; 

Doctor  Levin? 

BY  DOCTOR  LEVIN;  j i 

Coming  back   to  Doctor  Mider »s    very   interesting         j 

paper,    I  wonder   if  you  would  mind   commenting   on    this    ques- 
i 

tion  which  may  be  \anfair.      In  view  of   the  facts   regarding      | 
! 

experimental  pulmonary  neoplasms  in  animals  such  as  the 

mouse,  what  justification  could  you  educe  for  drawing  any 

I 
I 

» 



conclusions  whatsoever  regarding  the  effect,  pro  or  con,  of 

various  agents  in  the  mouse,  in  what  way  would  that  have 

any  hearing  on  the  neoplasm  in  the  man,  in  view  of  the 

marked  differences  that  you  have? 

BY  DOCTOR  RHOADS; 

There  is  a  question  for  you. 

BY  DOCTOR  MIDER; 

It  seems  to  me  about  the  only  information  that  we 

can  obtain  from  the  Mouse  and  man,  in  relation  to  man,  is 

that  information  which  has  afforded  us  basic  factors  of  i
n- 

formation on  carcinogenesis  and  is  duplicated  in  some  meas- 

ure by  what  little  we  know  about  carcinogenesis  in  the  hu- 

man species  and  in  other  species. 

In  general,  with  some  very  definite  exceptions, 

comparable  approaches  in  man  and  in  the  mouse  have  le
d  to 

comparable  results.  We  must  remember  that  the  expe
rimental 

cancer  approach  came  out  of  the  clinic  and  that,  as  far  as  | 

we  know  today,  there  seem  to  be  only  five  unadulterated    j 

substances  which  are  capable  of  causing  cancer  in  man  tha
t  : i 

we  know  of.  X-rays,  ultra-violet  rays,  trivlnyl  arsenic,    j 

benznapthalene  and  more  recently,  benzadrene. 

Each  of  these  agents  is  alleged  -  and  I  think  with 

adequate  evidence  -  to  produce  one  or  more  types  of  neo-    | 

plasms  in  experimental  animals.   Though  one  can 
 not  differ- 

entiate from  one  species  to  another  directly  without  som
e 



P"i"°nary  tutors  i„  ,,,      '°  *^'"''  *^«  ti.e  atuCy  of 

^n  the  mouse   and  or  ̂ ^u 

species  have  contributed  to  *™°"=  ̂ °  "t^'^' 

-----™at.. ::;:::;:----- o„ .... 
huwan   carcinomas.  ^''^''*   ̂ ^  Searching  for 

I  ̂ish  Doctor  Smith  would    .•    . 

fei-eat   deal  more   about   +->..•  > 
^°   I-  *  *^""   Situation  than! 
BX_D0CT0R_SM1TH: 

I   thinlc  the   dirrerence   is   th«.   r  ! 
t^-g   about   it.      x.d  li^e    to  ""  '"°^   ̂ ^' 

fl^oads    asked  for  and  v.  ̂^^  '''^'   ''''  -^^erence  Doctor 
and  very  properly  r«n  ^  ' 

^'^^  i3    t.e  abstract  b,  Mt  J  '°  "°""  "*-"-! 
y  -i-ithgow  and  PinkAi      ^ 

*-o-   in  t.e  x.„,3  Of  anl„al.   that  ̂        .  '""^ 

^-■ale   ra«oactl.e   .er.„.    ,,   ̂       ,      '"^^  ̂^^°  ̂ ^-^   to        ; 

^  -a.  carefun.  an,  cou^.^^ir^        "  ""  ̂  ̂"^  "   -* 

-- "  -.  .0.  .a.  enco.:::  ti  """  ̂  '^"-^  -  -'^l 

•-liiowr    tne   samp   H-f  f-p-t 

^°te    to  Doctor  Lith  diii"iculty,    so    i  | 
^  i-ithgow  and  he   t'p>.t.-    ^ 

"--"  i.  .a  .a.t    .at  .   ̂ C^^^   '  ̂   ̂̂ ^^  ̂ -'- 

''  -.   -at  sort  Of  tutors  .0  ,ot       „  '"""  ̂""""^   ™1 

-an  that  ho  had  gotten  to  '''""''  '"^"^  '^^  «<>  ' 
^"^^en   tumors   and  that    +->. 

carcinomas.  
^*    ̂ ^^  ̂ ^^e   epidermoid 

Now,    Since  he  was    talkin        .  ^ 

--  - "-  a  stat.st.ca.  :;::r ;"  ̂  ---  -  -- accept  what  he  sp^h    .  inclined  to J.1G    said  as  fpn-f- ^act,  and  I  think  it  st^  ̂  

staids  as  an 

t 



ij.35. 

extraordinarily   important   advance,   because   it  represents, 

inasfar  as    I  know,    the   first  experimental   success   in  pro- 

ducing in   animals   the    type  of  carcinoma  that  forms   a  really 

major   segment   of   the   lung   cancer  problem  in  man,    and  as   far 

as    commenting  on   that   general  problem  goes,    I   think   that 

we   are   right   there  faced  with  a   very    important   comment  on 

it,    in  that  here  we    are    talking  about   an  experiment   which 

is   so   recent   that   it   is    in  literature    only  in  abstract  form 

and  yet  the   statisticians   tell  us    and  the    clinicians  have 

long  known   that   lung   canceLt-  has   become  perhaps    the    outstand- 

ing clinical  problem  in  males.     We   are   faced  with  a  real   anc, 

a  serious    situation,    and   as  far   as    our  ability   to    study 

that  situation  experimentally  goes,   we  have   very  little 

experience   to   guide  us    and   that  we  urgently  need  more   stud- 

ies  of  suspected   carcinogens  by   isolation   techniques. 

BY  DOCTOR  RHOADS: 

Well,    that's   an    arbitrary   statement.    Doctor.      I 

would  like    to,   with  all   deference    to   Doctor  Mider,    you  re- 

ferred to   the   five    carcinogens   which  have   included  man,   all 

having   shown   activity   in  the   experimental    animals.      Did  yo
u 

yourself   not  question    the    animal   experiments   with   
arsenic? 

BY   DOCTOR  MIDBR: 

Oh,    excuse  me,    that's    right. 

BY  DOCTOR  RliOADS:  j 

Are    there   other    comiaents?      (No  response).      If  not. 

-t- 



# 

i,^H 

14.36.      H 

• then  we  will  proceed  with  the  next  paper.      Doctor   Anna P 
Baetjer,    Pulmonary  Cancer   In  Experimental  Exposures    to E. 
ChromiiMi. 

K 
BY   DOCTOR  BAETJER:                                                                                                                     K 

Oh,    don't  you  want  to  give    them  a  little   rest  first?     m 

After   all,    they   don't  all  have  rubber  rings   like   I   do. H 
BY  DOCTOR  RHOADS: I 

She    says    they   don't  all   have   rubber  rings   like 

^^^H 

.. 
she   does,    so   don't  you  want   to  give    them  the  rest  period. 

I 
^
#
 

We'll  will    take   a   short  recess    then. 

^B 

(Recess  from  4:20   to  4:25  P.   M. )• I 
BY  DOCTOR  RHOADS: 1 i^.. Will  you  take  your  seats,    please,    so  we   can   go  on 

with  the  program.     Will  you  please  be   seated;    will  you  pleas 
n 

be   seated   so  that  Doctor  Baetjer  can  be  heard?      Gentlemen, 
I 

I- 
will  you  please   be    seated?      Our  next  speaker  would  like    to    ;         ̂ M 

be   heard   and  we'd  like   to  hear  her.                                          •  *                     mm 
4 

Will   the  meeting  please   come    to    order.      The  next     '         H 'i^ 

paper   is  by  Doctor  Anna  Baetjer,    Associate   Professor,    En-                ■ 

vironmental  Medicine,    Johns-Hopkins    School.      She  will   dls-              H 

• 
cuss  pulmonary    cancer   in   relation   to   exposure    to    chromate.              ■ 

Doctor  Baetjer.                                                                                                             ^m 

• 
BY   DOCTOR   BAETJER: ■ 

Doctor  Rhoads,    Ladies    and  Gentlemen:      First   of 1 1 
, 

1       all,    I'm  going   to  have    to    justify  why   I   should   stoop   to  do        
     ■ 

[ 

^H 

^■■^B ■■^■■^^^■mHH^H^HHHi^^HHHHHH 
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chapter  Tventy 

PuL-iionary  Cancer  in  Fjcperi.mental  Exposures   to  Giir^imi 
A-ina  Baetjer,    Sc.   D. 

• 

First  of  all  I'ra  going  to 

,on  this  subject. 
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Boeter  IB^o^dm,  La^ttS  «rad  QeiatleBaQs    First  of  all^  I*ra  going 

to  have  to  Justify  idiy  I  should  stoop  to  do 
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THE  JOHNS  HOPKINS  UNIVERSITY 

Department  of  Environmental  Medicine 

SCHOOL  OF   HYGIENE  AND  PUBLIC   HEALTH 

61S    NORTH   WOLFE   STKCET 

BALTIUORE      B,      MARYLAND 

PLEASE    REPLY  TO    UNDERSIGNED 

NovQtiber  21+,  1953 

Dr.  Arthur  J.  Vorwald 
163  Park  Avenue 
Box  509 
Saranac  Lake*  New  Tork 

Dear  Art: 

I  have  another  change  to  make  in  the  chromate  paper*  The 

rat  experiments  which  we  are  repeating  for  the  study  of  lympho- 
sarcomas^ appear*  at  this  time*  to  be  diametrically  opposite 

from  the  first  experiment.  We  have  had  a  large  number  of 
controls  dying  of  lymphosarcoma  and  no  experimentals.  In 
view  of  this*  I  wish  to  change  the  bottom  of  page  $  and  number 
3  of  the  conclusions  on  page  6.  In  order  to  make  this  as  simple 
as  possible*  I  am  sending  you  the  corrected  pages  5  and  6. 
I  have  added  a  note  also  about  the  zinc  chromate  experiments* 
Since  Dr.  Steffee  reported  these  at  the  cancer  conference  in 
New  York*  I  have  decided  to  put  this  result  in  my  paper. 

I  Trill  certainly  appreciate  if  you  will  change  these 
two  pages  in  my  manuscript. 

Sincerely  yours* 

Anna  M.  Baetjer*  Sc.D. 
Associate  Professor 

AMB:bvb 
Enclosure 



^     .  •  '      Each  e^erimental  group  -was  compared  with  its  control  group  and  the 
observed  differences  were  tested  for  statistical  significance. 

b*  Results 

The  experiments  are  still  in  progress  and  the  statistical  analyses 

of  the  data  have  not  been  completed.  Hence,  the  results  reported 

here  are  only  tentative. 

In  the  Individual  mouse  experiments,  the  percentage  of  mice  with 

*™°^s  ̂ d  "^e  average  number  of  tumors  per  mouse  were  not  signifi- 

cantly higher  in  the  experimental  groups  than  in  their  respective 

control  groups.  However,  when  the  various  experiments  were  standardized 

for  age  and  combined,  the  incidence  of  tumors  was  significantly 

greater  in  the  Swiss  strain  mice  which  received  intratracheal  injec- 

tions of  the  mixed  chromate  material  suspended  in  olive  oil,  than 

in  the  control  mice  Khldh   received  intratracheal  injections  of  saline 

or  which  had  no  treatment.  This  difference  was  not  apparent  in  the 

A  strain  mice,  but  a  significantly  higher  incidence  of  tumors  resulted 

from  the  intratracheal  injection  of  olive  oil  alone  in  this  strain. 

It  is  possible  that  the  higher  incidence  of  tumors  in  the  Swiss  strain 

^s  in  part  due  to  the  olive  oil  and  in  part  to  the  chi^mate  materials. 

The  other  characteristic  finding  which  resulted  from  these  experiments 

was  an  epithelial  investment  of  the  alveolar  walls  in  all  of  the 

strain  A  mice  and  part  of  the  Swiss  mice  which  had  been  injected 

intratracheally  with  zinc  chromate.  No  bronchogenic  carcinomas 

resulted  from  exposure  to  the  chromate  materials  in  any  of  the  mouse 
or  rat  experiments. 



^•i'tjf^rr;----  .••■     •'-  .    ■■.■■'--;" '^''-v-:-'  :--^-^;;j-;,-^c- 

A  number  of  other  pathological  changes,  some  of  irtiich  were 

attributable  to  the  chromate  materials ^  were  observed  in  the  mice 

and  rats  in  these  experiments.  These  changes  are  now  being  studied 

by  the  pathologist* 

c«  Conclusion 

The  pathological  studies  and  the  statistical  analyses  of  these 

experiments  have  not  been  completed.  The  tantative  results  from 

these  experiments  at  this  date  ares- 

1.  The  exposure  of  mice  and  rats  to  chromate  dust  in  a 

dust  chamber  and  the  intratracheal  injection  of  chromate 

materials  did  not  cause  bronchogenic  carcinomas  in  these 

species  of  animals  under  the  conditions  of  these  experiments. 

2»  The  intratracheal  injection  of  olive  oil  and  of  the 

mixed  chromate  dust  suspended  in  olive  oil  appeared  to 

cause  an  increase  in  the  incidence  of  pulmonary  adenomas 

in  certain  strains  of  mice. 

3*  The  intratracheal  injection  of  the  complex  zinc  chromate 

caused  a  metaplasia  of  the  epithelial  cells  lining  the 

alveoli. 

■■?'«■>:$ 
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THE  JOHNS  HOPKINS  UNIVERSITY 

Department  of  Environmental  Medicine 

School  of  Hygiene  and  Public  Health 
615  north  wolfe  street 

baltimore    5.    maryland 

please  reply  to  undersigned 

August  17,  19^3 

Dr»  Arthur  J.  Vorwald 
P.  0.  Box  509 
Saranac  Lake,  Nefw  York 

Dear  Art: 

Enclosed  is  my  paper  and  the  corrected  discussion. 

I  am  sorry  it  is  in  such  poor  shape,  but  I  did  not  have 

time  to  do  anything  better. 

Sincerely  yours. 

Anna  M.  Baetjer,  Sc.D. 
Associate  Professor 

AMB:bvb 
Enclosures  2 
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August  28,  1953 

Dr»  Anna  M.  Baetjer, 
DepartEient  of  Smrlronn^ntal  Medicine, 
Se^pjl  of  Hygiene  and  Public  Heall^i, 
Kie'^olins  Hopkins  University^ 
Baltimore,  Maryland 

Dear  Anna, 

S^   this  time  you  are,  no  dOubt 
climblns  around  tbe  Andes  of  Sowtii  Ajaerica 
and  enjoying  Lima,  Santiago  and  Rife.  I  hope 
that  you  find  it  ©oat  lntex»e»ting  and  that  the 
altitudes  will  h&'re  little  #f feet  upon  your 
re  spfl^i^t^oiy  abilities*  ^ 

We  have  received  your  corrected  paper 
and  discussion  for  the  Symposium.  All  of  it  is 
in  perfect  shajpe  and  I  am  grateful  for  the  tin© 
and  effort  which  you  gave  to  lt«    V  - 

Sincerely  yoia:*s. 

Artii^l^.  Vorwald»  M.D. 



usaklXr  a  very  short  period  of  tiae.  M«y  of  our  cases,  «&  coming  to^ow  -\
A^ei^\Va:y 

diopeniaiy,  clalaed  that  their  eevere  aynptcms  didn't  begin  untU  two  
weeks 

as  narlng  lung  cancer.  So  far  as  ve  have  been  able  to  deteriaine, 
 the  cUniral 

symptoaa  and,  the  patholdgj- *^ ' no  "Afferent  for  Iwg  cancer  in  chrooate  workers 

than. for  lung  cancer  of  other  origin* 

l^ADS*  Vhat  brought  these  patients  to  the  clinic?  '  SyaqptoBS  refe
rable 

3'*\u  J*-" 

to  the'lui^s? 

VcSS 

4    S  \, 

So 

'T- 

>  -  V^J  tJo  d^  •  .  / 

DR.  BAETJEB*  -  Some  caae  with  lung  syBptoms^o*^  pain  in  tc^e, chesty  ̂   ̂e  -patients. 

aboet-*riiosHt-havB-reEd  came  with  symptoms  referable  to  aetactasefc. 

91^ 

■ '  -,1 

xSfe 

1,  r      -  *.  -JiS 

v^k"-
 



f;i^ff^m  p^^&^'j:m§m-'^  ^':^-^ '  -  •^-^-^.  - '-' 

ai^  Muiid^d  .Afi>6^^^  htts  been  flipped  oat? 

DR.  Idl»2Ai V  So'^M*  fi«  X  ̂ CJoow,  there  harbeen  uo  coaplainti 

DFu  HffEPERi     in^r^^  that  toe  aeteriftl  shipped  out  of 

the  pljjit  vdll  beo«»«  ceJroiBwigei^  beea  reports  rrx:ffl  Gensany  that 

sine  ipigBusnt: '-  slnie  oi^roaat^V  vorkers  hays  developed  carcixioiBa*     Ve  ars 

attempting  tio  ifind  iw  sprayed  zinc  chroma ts  on  aip- 

planes  dtix-iiig' the  last  var  haye,  an  IncreaiMd  cancer  incideuce* 

ture  134  cases  of  lung  cancer 

cases  121  vere  in  the  jtihroaate 

industry  -  the  aanufactjtfa  of  sloe 

people  vp6u9»  chroBlum* 

vac  ̂ ncpoaed  also  to  muxy 

ciiromiua/or  sprayed  with  chz^tt»    ov»^( 

the  chroiae  producing  or  '   " 

iS«J.s4a9.^.jRqia_csiO, ckroae  users* 

V©  haya  aelrar  Jaad  ai;^  canfcer  of  tba  akia;  ia  chrosiate  vorksrs  ̂ r  cancer 

of  the  naiukl  B^p^toii  ttvaa  tbo1^^  of  the  vorkere  hava  parfora^ 

tion  of  tha  iutsal  saptua 
eajpts«»o^d    Ui^       of^Ttu  vja^^^  oxjlIj   ri  maj  c.W> OYtvOUjU 

d\\iL/»-tvjCc  o-»<i 

It  is  ifitar#<itix%  to  revlev  tti^  duration  of  exposure  of  these  people  to 

•ckx--t]bc(^-4^ 

&.' 

^     VjTujja  -A  <ki-.<PUijt 
ehrcxBltiiE  baf or^  they -£8%  ciancer.     The  arer^^e  ag^  cf  these  ioaivlduals  vas  52 

years  &ad  the  range  of  ages  -was  from  31  to  72  years.     The  duration  of  exposure 

Taried  f roa 
A  to  47  y»ars  and  the  intorvHir  "betvo  Tin  th'-' 

^BJtinX  ftypomirff  ffnd  the 

-ndtagnooio  of  eancur  wan  atomt  17  years>  Vith  a  range  <tf -4^to-47^^ayg»     In    ̂  

Boae  cases  caucer  may  develop  many  years  after  the  tferaiiicticn  of  exposiire  but 

the  intervta  between  diugnoais  and  de&tii  is,   es  in  all  c&scs  cf  lung  cancer. 

.  y 
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-  Chapter  Twenty  ". 

Palfflonary  Cancer  in  Sxperlaental  Exposures  to  Ohraaiua' 

,.  .  '  Anna'  Baetjer,  Sc*'  D. 

'r%<^\: 

First  of  all  I*a  going  to. 

,on  iiAs'  subject* 

Discussion 

DR.  BHOADSl  Vhat  nethod  vas  used  to  measure  the  chronixnttT  
^   ' 

.-^rr^DiU-BAKWER*  tt  has  been  extremely  difficult  to  analyze  tissue  
for,cta:^um 

S> ^>^ 

*.*• 

because  sost  avaUable  laethods  are  not  good*  rvtt  UHtjd  a  Gegaan  Jnet
hMj-aodi- 

Lp-fr^T>T-.  Wnftpftr,-Ltj  whom  pe-grg-gmtefol*^ 

is  vet  ashed  and^the  h«»valent  chrcaaiiun  Isreduced  tc  the 

'trivalent  form,    ̂ ie  iaaterial  is  then  ashed  In  a  muffle' fumace\  Iron,  vhlch    » 

is  a  complicating' fact^because  it  carries  dovi^e^rpaiuitt,  is  kept^i^  
tee 

,/ 

trivalent  ^ora'and  prcclpit^t^vith  bro!ai£^j  at  ta«  sane  time  amwiua.i
s 

brought/bi^  to  the  bexavalent  fom:     Tae  color  is  then  det^nnined  ,«i
th  ta^wlne, 

DR*  BHOADS:    Vas  the  concentraUon  of  dust  used  for  the  animal  expe
riments 

about  the  same  as  that  existing  in  the  plants,  or  vas  it  higher? 

r~.DR.  BAETJERt     Nobody  krows  -rfiat  the  concentratioitN^jas  In  the  plantK«t  the 

tim^  to^se^n  g^*:^bbe4r  exposure^   The  concentratio^^Kthat  have  b
eenNietei^- 

alned  by^  t^^  Pud14^  Health  Service  are  scmewhot  comparableHp  those  of  ov 

experiments;  for  theVce  experiments  ve  employed  concentration"Kten
  tiaes,^ 

I 

I 

'J 

%->' 



mad  f6r  «»  rftt  «xperlja«xt*  tw*^*fti«»B,  -the  aMlmm"  aUofwaJsle  coacwtraUoii.
 

"abo^atthe  hi^iast  leveH  of  toleranpe  fo^^tixe 

to^ 

Many  of  th«»  l?y"  trying  to  (^  expose  t^^  atjthe  iBaxl> 

IRie'se  conditions  represent 

anisalsj  In  fact,  ve 

sua  level.     The  do^concenttfitloaa  used  Wre  higher  than  j«See  In  tlie  plants 

at  present  biit'><fere  much  lower  than  tixB  concentra^ion^^^Ji  the  plants  yeai-s  ago, 
>..<' »re  anich  lover  than  ths  concentration! 

In  the  old/dayc  the  dttst  cdncentratliw^^i^^port^On  the  Uteratare,  t«n««d 

froa  le^  than  0*1  ■«.  per  cubic  aetar  of  alr^fco  50  allllgraai.    Ve  vera 

in  the  range  of  about  1  to  3  adlHfrsoa* 

Dfi.  BHOiDS»     Xou  vera  vorklng  vlth  anlaala  e^qposed  to  a  coacentraUoa  which  va
s 

eoffieiently  high  to  ouike  Mny'of  the«  fairly.  •lckT-\^^    V  ̂^^'f  ̂ 

DR.  MRBliRt    TM^^tot  we  "ipeduced  the  concentoatiea  to  the  poin>«rwhloh  they 

would  «urvj/^e;     Growth  was  impaired,  lt^|»iSegroup»  qalj*^^iaately^  and  in 

otheM^only  sUgJitly.     She  weight  ws  down,  but  ts^  rsry  maoh, 
—  1 

Da.  MIDEIU     Were  there  pathological  chwjgeg  other  than  neoplasa  in  these 

aniaals? 

3  V^     Pjjg^  BAETJERt     Tea.     The  Inhalation  «lce  atoved  veiy  aiarked  differeacee.    The 

^'''  3-1  1:       inhalation  rats^iiibited  a  high  dert»/of  liiflaMato^  reactlonV'^'i^.^e 

the  adzed  duat,  so  tJaXt  a  defi^te  jaeasured t- adee  Injected  intrawrarheally 

?J''*i 

I'S 

te  or  injeetioay  ve  knew  ;b^a 

aimaa (ut  the'  welghts«aia  of  those 

aubstantially. 

aaterian  had 

Lie  and  of  the  epntrols 

these  changer  were  At 

reached  the  lungs' 

did  not  dlff e 

The  b^lua  chroBste  »lca  showed  no.- ^ference' at  all,  except  possibly  a 

sllght^irritation.  ,  ''f     -\   .-'- 

DR.  KDSCfiMERj     In  yoor  experiments  did  you  produce  lesions  co*q>arable  to  the 

perforation  of  the  nasal  septun  that  occurs  in  industrial  worlcersT 

^3 



/ 

.<fj*.  7*1"  V 

^' 

.=^^.t" 

, «  vj* 

DRi^  Bi£TJ£E2     Ther^^Ltf^nothlnjT  -of.  th^t  nature  in  tbe  rats  or  aiiee^t^lSm 

*.i?.^-%j 

are  sov 
getting  perforailon  of  the  nasaa  septum  of  rabbits.  Ve  had  nd  *  ■^^•-?; vr,"  -'^ 

V^-'i^lif-V  ̂  

evidence  of 'any  aalignancy  taere*  oPltu  >»a>o(jA>   UjHipUMon  .  \ 

DR.  HERHAHi  In  a  recent  case  report  it  vas  alleged  that  liver  daaage  in  a 

irorker  using  chrcHaate  —  I  believe  he  vas  eisployed  to.  a  plating  industry  — 

va0  caused  t^-  his  Industrial  exposure.  It  has  been  cdleged  that  lesions 

(^^^§-"''^*ve'-teeo  produced  ±q  the  kidney  also* .  Vonld  joyt  cooBeat  on  liver  or ''3cl8ai^  ,\W 
lesions? 

.'SKij-/  . 

Dm  Bkf!(iERt  ̂ ^  would  not  J<l£e  to  eoonent  because  ve 

other  features.    >v}Mcfe  not  found  in  the  literature  any  s 

iuH  Cfiuses  li3«Sr  danage>\There  are  many  reports 

d8maget|>TOduQedAftn>eriaientally"lik.aninals  b^xChe  injection 

>Rlegler  condact«d  soae  of  those  s 

DR.  HOEPER:     There  vas  in  the  J,A«M»A»  a  paper  about  liver  damage  after 

exposure  to  chroaate*  '  '  .  *'"' 

DR.  BASTJERs     IQxa-  J.JlJ|I.A.  papejv'^n  my 

e  to  ̂ ne  vorker case  for  t^r^iate. 

x:eperted  ̂ uidf tile  damage  vas 

*  "Working  nea^ light  changes 

tsoever.  ltT-«i 

o^vizv^  ;H^  :  -KU  llfSCHSlRt  Dr^  Battier  stated  that  the  pstholcigylji  these  cases  0^^^ 

;^'^i^^/v*i^-^><  .carcinoma  w^  identical  i^th  that  found  in  the  garden  variety' of  carclhcaMUi':po  -i^^ 

pathologists  a^d^iC^^     lung  carcinoma  18,  in  a|ny.  cases,  imicentral  ^«nd  f^ 

'i®'* 

•with  lindberg's  study  on  the  genesis  of  carcinoma  there  have  been  many  changes <^'Jr 



-t-    - 

in  aany  portions  of  "tie  bronchial  epithsllim.    'Sone-pergonB  tssume  taat  tiiis 

tmic^'iral-'^l^ifeter  is  Aa  anfaateJafagaiaBt  the  iaportanes  of  iniialed  carclno- 

gens,'    I  do  not  belltfiVC  th^t  is  aecassarily  so,  bj.t  I  vould  like  to  Icaov 

vhether  in  th«ae  chroaate     cnrcinooas  thore  are  multicentric  tumors  or  aetaplasia 

,  cr  ̂ 'STh.Lpa  carcirjojaa  ifli  other  eites  or  deunoiDtrttle  effects  on  tue  vhole 

bronchial  tree. 
—         -  ,      i 

l5S.tBAETJERi     The  carcincaae  raported  in  the  case  histories  tEat  I  have  read 

vere  localized.     Sixty-eight  per  cent  vere  in  the  right  bronchial  treef  in  the 

•"<teraian  series  ̂   per  cent,  I  believe,  vere  in  the  right  bronchial  tree.     In  all 
.these  cases  the  carcinoma  waslocali7e4  and  was  not  distriMted  throughout  the 

\''ts.^v^;' 'bronchial  tree* 

DR.  KDSCIfflCRj.    Vere  there  extensive  studies  of  ths  bronchial  tree? 

*t  •  DIU  BAETJERt     No,  so  far  *s  I  knov,     £^do'  not  balieve-tfigt~5n3rtfaltig  has  bean 

VC^^Ki,'  MSKCtfSTIiSR4     Dr.  Baetjer,  did  70U  have  anycosos  of  isolated  carcinoaa 

pf  the  lower  lobes?    Professor  Qoug^  told  ae,  about  savorfii,  years  ago,  that  he 

Jttad^had  one  or  Bore  eases  toat  .had  nothing  to  do  -felth  the  bronchi  »or  bronchial  ' 

\     <-  *   V,,      s'i-f 

node* 

>  >• 
tMA  &V1  cUjs-e-avv"!  c.     ju    tf*^> eases  'vere  Aa.fi  y'^t.pty  >wr^n PJU  .BAETJER:     All  fty  eases  'vere  Aa.fivit.pr37  >wgr.«-mntTiHr-Tn«f)r- ^^  u   1-    ||iij_[    ̂ +^1  the 

eaoeption  that  Ia  on«  case  thsrQ  voa,  in  additoa  to  tnc-  bro-^iC-c^enic  cancer,  a 
A.  ■* 

;  ̂sura^  canc3r  of  different-  iype.in  t:^s  lowsr  lobo,  butj  accrrrflirg  to  the 

;  patljolosfT  rfipoi-t,  they  vcaw  all  related  to  the  larger  bronchi. 



animal  expsriments   and  why  it»s  wsirthwhile  at  least  why  I 
thought  it  might  be  worthwhile.     Actually,    I  thought  ltd 

already  done  a  good  enough  etatlstlcal  and  epidemiological 
study  so   that  I  had  proved,   along  with  Doctor  Machle  and 

now  tiie   Public  Health  Service   that  chroraatos  do  produce  or 

at  least  are  a  fr.ctor  in  t2io  production  of  lung  cancer  in 

man.     At  least,   ny  opidomiologlcal  study  passed  our  statis- 

tics and  epidemological  departrient  and  I  defy  even  Doctor 
Levin  to  say  that  didn't  contain  all   the  quirks  that  a 

statistician  can  suggest  first,    so  now  Jtm  going  to  tell  you 
about  these  animal  experiiaenta. 

We   felt   that  if  wa  could  possibly  reproduce   this 

condition  in  anirr.als,   then  we  would  have  a  basis   to  start 

to  study   tho   changes   in  the   tissues   that  result  when  a 

sliapla  Eubetance,    if  you  could  prove   it,   causes  cancer.     We 

alec  hoped  that  we  could  tall  exactly  which  substance  was 

the   carcinogenic   agent  in  these  human  expoaures   if  we  could 

reproduce   it   in  anl-nals.      That  then  -  so   that  we   thought  it 

was  well  worthwhile   setting  up  a  large  project   to  study   the 
effects   of  chro.'aiuin  co:npounds   on  animals* 

This  work  was   supported  very  generously  by  the 

National  Cancer  Inotltuta   and  Ixus  beun  a  project   in  wiiich 

Doctor  Louny  of   the  United   States   Public  Health  Service, 

DepjirtMent   of   Patiiology,    and  Mr.   Udae  on  our  staff,   have 
participated  v/itji  ne. 
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I  would  like    to  divide  ray  prasentation  in  t  o  tlxree 

partat     First,   animal  experiments  on  oxir  offorts  to  produce 

lung  cancer  in  animale;    secondly,   ov\r  resul^ta  of  our  animal 

-  our  analysis   of  two  cases  of  humans  who  have  been  e^osed 

to  chromates,   and  a  comparison  of  that  with  the  results 

that  have  baen  imported  in  the  literatiirej    thirdly,   as  time 

penults,    I  might  hazard  a  guess  or  two  as  to  why  or  how  this 

chronium  might  act,   and  which  substance  —  no,   I'm  not  go* 

ing  to  guess  that,  beca\ice   I  can't  -»-  I  mi^t  cosunent  on 

what  chromium  might  possibly  do   to  tissues,   and  I  might 

specixlate   as   to  which  substance  might  possibly  be  responsibljo* 

Taking  first  than  our  animal  experiments,    in  the 

literatxiro,    there  are  only  a  few  studies  which  import  the 

effects  of  chromivim  canpoiinds   or  attempts   to  produce  cancer 

with  chromixom  compounds.     Luicanin  exposed  seventeen  animala 

in  a  plant  for  eight  months.     He  got  some  quite  marked 

pathological  changes  in  the  lungs   of  the   animals,  but  he 

did  not  mention  cancer,   and  the  description  of  the  pathology 

does  not  resemble   canc3r. 

Poctor  Snipkin,    injected  the  iron  chromite  or 

the  chromite   ore   into   cancer  susceptible  mice,    and  he  found 

that  there  was  no  increase   in  the  spontaneoiis  lung  turaora 

of   tliese  mice.      Furthormora,   he    found  that  the    injection  of 

chromite   dust  intravenously  into  animals    did  not   increase 

the  effect  of  metachromatin  in  the  production  of  l\ing  tximorsy 



The   third  paper  which  I  think  is  worth  mentioning 

is   e  paper  by  Shintz  in  which  he  iropl&nted  into   the   tro- 

chanter of  animals,   a  few  animals,  metallic  chroinlura.     He 

reported  that  after  four  years,    one  animal  developed  a  Ixing 

cancer  which  was   a  carcin,,.   a  sarcoma,    that  one  and  possi- 

bly a  second  bone  cancer  occurred  at  the  site  of  the   implan- 

tation. 

The  other  work  that  has  been  reported  in  the  lit- 

erature has  been  not  worth  anything,  bee  axis  e  it  has   involvec. 

only  one  or   two  or  three  animals.     That  was  what  was   in  the 

literature* 

Today  you  hoard  Doctor  Hueper  say   that  ho  had  bseiji 

able  to  produce  three  Ixing  cancers  in  seven  rats  with  the 

chromite  ore.     Such  was   the  background  in  which  we  started. 

Our  experiments  have  been  of  much  greater  magni- 

tude than  any  of  these  viiiich  I  have  reported.     First  of 

all,  with  regard  to  tbo    character  of   tlio   animals  which  we 
i 

used,     v/0  used  mice  and  rate,   three  strains  of  luico,   a  | 

cancer  susceptible  inbred  strain,    the  A  strain  that  you  ijave 

just  been  hearing  about;   secondly,    a  Swiss   strain  vrhich  has 

a  moderately  high  incidence  of  spontaneous   lung  tumors, 

and  thirdly,    the  CO-57  inbred  strein  which  has   very,   vei^y 

low  incidence  of  spontaneous  lung  tumors.      The    other   type 

and  species   of  animals  which  we  havd  used  so  far   are  rats 

and  in   that,   we  used  a  rrilxod  broed,    a  sincla  strain  that  has 



been  in  oar  laboratory  for  many  yaare.     So  ssuch  for  tlie  type 

of  cini;nal3« 

What  about  tiia  type   of  expoa-arat     W©  used,    in   the 

first  place,   Inlialation  exposure  over  periods  of  four  hours 

per  day  for  five   days  par  week  for  shorter  and  longer  per- 

iods  of  exposure  up  to  tiis   life   tera  of  nice  end  rats   in 

sonie  cases,     ^hsse  ariiragJLs  were  put  in  a  dust   chamber  and 

tiius   oxposed  by   iniialation.      The  eecoud  raotliod  of  ej^posura 

tla&t  we  used  was    iiitr a- tracheal  Inocculations  with   the  ma- 

terial,     ThasQ   vrera  {tlven  repeatedly  in  mice  and  in  rats* 

The    third  typo   of  liiatarial  which  wo  used,    the  third  method 

of  exposure   that  vje  used  waa  by  intrapleural  injection. 

The  fourth  type  of  oxpoaure   that  we  used  was  intravenous 

injection  of  material, 

IJext,  witii  r3tiSu^<i  tc  the   type  of  raeterial   which 

we  used.     V.&  wishec  to  reproduce  in  oxor  dust  chamber  the 

conditioris   a::-actiy  cc   closely,    siriilar,    to   tiiat   condition 

v.'}J.cj:-  oxietc    in  the   chrouato   cho.-nical  manufacturing  plants 

•viierc    tlisse   cases   of  lung  cancer  liave  occurred.     We  asked 

one   of   ths   plants  which  lias  been  most  cooperative  and  has 

supplied  UE  with  roaterial   and  the  analysis  of  oin?  materialSf 

in  every   instance   In  vhich  wo  Ijave   cojne    to   them. 

Tiia  /iiaterial  whicn  vje  used   in  the   duet   chaiiber 

was   a  mixed  clu'^t.      I  have   put   on  the  board  hare,    if  you 

can*t  near   in  the  buck,    plst^so   say  so   —    I  havo  put   on   the 
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board  here,    th,©  laaterlal  mlch  wo  li&ve  used.     In  the   indus- 

tryj  in  the  chroraate  chamlcal  manufacturing  industry,   th« 

chroralte   ore, that    »s   the  chrome  iron  ore,   is  heated  with 

Boda  lime   ash  to  forra  a  roso  materiel.      This  rose  material 

contains  about  six  percent  chromium,   in  the  form  of  eodium 

chromate.      It  contains  an  Intermediate  product,   the  sodium 

chromate  ie   tlie  end  product.      It»s  water  soluble,     Th$ 

intermediate  products   are  water  Insoluble  but  soluble  in 

acid  and  it  also  contains  a  small  amount  of  unchanged  chro- 

ralte, which  is  insoluble  or  relatively  insoluble. 

This  material  -  the  clironlto  -  has   the  chrcHaium 

in  the  form  of  a  hexavajent,   in  a  trivalont  form.     The 

sodium  zaonochroxaate  is  of  a  hoxavalont  form.     The   inter* 

mediate  products  are  partly  trlvalent,   partly  hexavalent 

and  the  unchanged  ore,   of  coiirse,  remains  as   trivalent. 

We  took,   for  our  inhalation  experiments  and  for 

some  of  our  intra- tracheal   experl.^nents,    this  mixed  mater- 

ial, because  we  believed  that  this   represented,    largely, 

the  exposure  which  existed  in   the  plants,    and  so  we  had 

this  material  which  the  plant  ground  for  us   to  a  anall 

particle    siae.      However,    the  large  pert  of   the   chromate    In 

this  material  of   the  hexavalent  chromate    is   almost  entirely 

in  a  water  solumble  form.      It,    therefore,   had  to  be  in  th-« 

intra- tracheal  injections  and  intra-ploural   injections, 

put  in  oil.     We   therefore  used  for  our  control  animals,    tlie 
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oil  without  the  chromatea,  the  chroma te  mixture  in  oil  for 

the  experimental  animals.  This,  therefore,  was  not  suitable 
for  intravenous  injection.  j 

Furthermore,  we  have  already  heard  that  there  have 

been  some  cases  in  the  chrome  pigment  industry,  in  which 

there  were  primarily  zinc  and  beriun  and  red  chroraato.  We, 
therefore,  used  as  our  second  type  of  material,  zinc  chro- 

matoe  Xt«s  this  very  complex  form  that  you  see  here  on  the 

board,  is  the  type  which  is  the  sine  chromate  pigment. 

For  control  experi^Tonts ,  we  used  alnc  carbonate.  We  also 

used  -  and  this  is  relatively  insoluble,  but  does  break 

down  slowly,  yielding  a  potassium  dichromate  and  a  zinc 
complex. 

We  also  used  berium  chromate  and  for  the   controls 

for  tiiat,   we  iised  berium  sulphate.     We  used  the  sine  and 

berium  chromates  for  the  intra- tracheal  and  intravenous 
injections. 

I«ll  trun  this  off  temporarily;  we»ll  cortie  back 

to  that  again.  Therefore,  we  used  these  tiaree  materials,  ! 

the  mixed  dust,  the  zinc  chromate,  and  the  berium  chromate.  ' 
/ai  this  dust  was  in  a  particle  siza  such  as  that  -  such  I 

that  at  loast  eighty-five  percent  was  one  micron  or  smaller  : 

in  size,  so  that  we're  dealing  with  practically  coi^parable  | 
dust  as  far  as  particulate  matter  is  concerned.  So  much  i 
for   the  material  vhich  we  used. 
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IJow,  with  regard  to  the  animals  and  their  expos- 

tire#     Wo  used  a  concentration  which  was   Just  below  the  leth- 

al point.     V.'e    tried  to  get  as  high  a  concentration  as  pos- 

sible •      liorae  of   the  animals,   however,    died,   because  of  the 

toxicity  or   tiiQ  ?naterial   or  for  other,  incixrring  infections   cfr 

other  reasons,   and  the  results  which  I  want  to  report  on  th« 

mice  are  limited  to  those  which  survived  to   the  point  where 

we  killed  thera. 

The  rat  expariraents  which  were  only  inhalation 

and  intra- tracheal  with  the  mixed  duet,   we   counted  all 

animals  which  survived  one  year  and  we  killed  the  final 

lot  which  survived  to  a  two-year  period.     We  concluded  that 

the  -  in  the  rats,   those  which  died  then  after  one  year  of 

age.      So  nuch  for  the  materials  and  the  type  of  exposuret 

We  -  in  tile  mice  experiments  which  you  have  heard 

from  Doctor  Kider,   we  did  spontaneous  experiments,   we  used 

-  when   the   animals  were   killed,   we  examined  the   lungs  for 

the  incidence  of  spontaneous    txomors   or  tumors  that  were 

visible   on   the   surface.     We  autopsied  all   animals,    the  dead 

ones  too,   but   t^iose   I  can't  report  to  you  because  we  have 

not  yet  studied  them  pathologically. 

The   anlrnals  were   killed  at  various  age  periods* 

This  was  necessary   in   the   >aicobecause   of   the   development 

of  spontaneous   txanors,   and  we  wanted  to  determine  whether       I 

tho    tumors   appeared  oarliar   in   our  chroma te  animals    than   thve 
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did  in  th6  controls.  We  killed  the  animals,  therefore,  at 

various  intervals,  we  took  out  the  lungs,  counted  the 

number  of  tumors  on  the  surface  of  the  lungs  and  also  made 

cysts,  histological  sections,  I  shoxild  say,  of  these  tumors 

for  confirmation  of  their  patholo^.  All  other  abnormal 

conditions  of  the  liings  were  also  sectioned  and  studied  by 

the  pathologists.  All  other  organs  were  examined  and  where 

there  was  any  evidence  of  other  types  of  malignancies  in 

other  tissues,  they  were  also  sectioned  for  histological 

examination* 

The  animals  were  then  compared  witii  regard.  In  thi 

case  of  the  mice,  with  regard  to  the  nxomber  of  animals  whioli 

survived,  which  had  pulmonary  tumors  on  the  surface,  the 

number  of  or  the  percentage,  that  is  the  percentage  of  ani- 

mals with  tumors,  the  average  number  of  tiimors  per  mouse, 

the  early  or  late  onset  of  tumors,  the  presence  of  multiple 

tumors  J  as  Doctor  Mider  has  said,  you  get  often  many  tunors 

with  the  carcinogens.  We  determined,  tliarefore,  the  per- 

centage with  m\iltiple  tvunors,  compared  the  controls  and  ex- 

periments also  with  regcu'd  to  other  types  of  lung  pathology 

and  other  types  of  malignancies. 

One  thing  I  forgot  to  say  which  is  important,  and 

that  is  that  we  had  to  maintain  our  weight  gain  of  our  ex- 

perimental mice  to  be  equivalent  of  the  control  mice,  to  be 

equivalent  to  the  experimental  mice,  because  it  has  been 
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shown  that  caloric  Intake  raey  effect  th»   Incidence  of  lung 
tabors.     All  of  orur  mice,    therefore,   were  weighed  and  the 

controls'   diet  was  restricted  so  that  it  was   -  the  weight 
gains  were  equal* 

After  we  killed  our  animals,  made  the  sections 

and  studied  them  by  pathology,  we  then  compared  the  exper- 

imental s  and  the  controls   in  these  tspIous  msthods  that  I 

have  said.      In  addition,  we  analyzed  the  lungs  for  the  pres 

once  of  chromium  to  be  sure  that  we  were  getting  chromium 

into  the  lung  tissue.     So  louch  for  our  methods. 

Now,   about  the  results  of  our  animal  experiments. 

In  the  mice  experiments,    altogether,   we  used  large  nvimbers 

of  mice  such  that  at  certain  -  at  the   date  of  killing,  we 

had  a  total  in  all  of  our  twenty-five  experiments  of  about 

slxtoen  htondred  mice.     This  yielded  us  data  which  we  could 

treat  statistically,     The   -  in  regard  to  the   incidence  of 

Ixing  tumors,    their  age  at  onset,   the  average  number  of   tu- 

mors and  the  character  of  the  tximors,    thero  was  essentially' 
! 

no  difference   in   the  control  groups    as   compared  with   their    \ I 

-  in   the  experimental  groups    as    compared  with  their  respec-l 
tive  controls.  j ! 

The  results,  therefore,  of  the  mice  exparinants 

with  regard  to  the  incidence  of  pulnonary  tumors,  was  on    tlae 

v;hole,  negative.   There  also  was  no  differ  ^nce  botwoen  the  ' 

incidence  of  otlier  malignancies  in  the  mice,  b  etween  tlie 
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experimntale  and  the  controle. 

in  regard  to   the  other  pathology,   however,   wo  fol 
ao.e  Characteristic  changes  with  one  of  our  materials,     wi 
-sard  to  the  .i.ed  dust,   the  .ixed  dust  cauaed  a  sli^t infla^atory  reaction,      m  the   Intrapleural  ani.«.ls.    It 
caused  a  .ar.ed  ri.rosla,    a  .ar.ed  i.na.^atory  reaction, 
l^ut  in  inhalation  and  the   intra- tracheal  e^eri.ents,  there 
was   only  a  .lightly  greater  evidence  of  a^e   irritation  in 
the  lune.   in  the  experimentals  versus  the  controls. 

The  berium  chro.^ate  also  produced  only  a  slight irritation  of  the   lunrs.   both   in  4->,^    <   4. ^^B,   Doth  in  the   intra- tracheal     and 
intravenous  experiments,     Hovevar.     *-^.^     , ij.^.     liowever,    the  zinc  chroma  te  proved 

™eh  .o.«   l.te^atl„g.      m  the  lntra-traohe.1  elnc  e^^eri- 
r.«t«,    tl^e  ..loo   .   luns.  showad  a  notaplani.  of  the  alv<»lar 
epithelial  lung,      i  can  not  report  further  on  this,  becaus. that  .tud..  haa  not  yet  been  ™de  by  the  pathologl.t. 

Alao,   m  the  .ino  chromate.  „e  injected  Intraven- 
ously.  produced  a  nar.ed  lnfla™.tory  reaction  in  the  lung 
tl.aue  in  a  nigh  percentage  or  the  animal.,      ihua,   the   .inci 
chro..ate  Proved,  by  far.    the  noat  irritating  and  by  far   thej »et  da^agine  or  «»  ,„atoriala  by  intra- tracheal  and  intra-' 
venous  routea.     The  nl.ed  dust  was  very  irritating  in  the      i 
.ntraplavu^al  rote,     so  .uch  ror  the  .ice  oxperlnenta.  i 

NOW.  about  the  rat  e:.perl™nte.     „e  started  the     j 
lr.«lation  ̂ oup  of  rata  with  a  lar^e  number.   Unfortunately^ 
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we  had  a  large  nuraber  of  deaths,  both  in  the  intra- tracheal 

and  in  the  inhalation  group  of  rats.     The   intra- tracheal 

animals  died  so  rapidly  we  were  forced  to  kill  them  at  an 

age  of  forty-eiglit  weeks,    and  except  for   the   irritative 

changes,    tdaere  was  nothing  significant*     The  group  in  the 

inhalation  chamber,  which  was  exposed  to  the  mixed  dust, 

however,    did  show  one  possibly  interesting  feati3re» 

These   animals  -  there  were  fifty-eight  that  sur- 

vived a  period  of  sixty -eight  to  one  hundred  and  one  weeks  -■ 

in  the  dust  chamber.      These  rate,   vdien   they  were  examined, 

showed,   out  of  the   total  fifty -eight,    three  definite  cases 

of  lymphosarcoma  end  two  possible  cases  of  lyaipho sarcoma. 

Of  those  lyraphosarcoraa  cases,    one  appeared  to  be  primarily 

in  the  lung,   one  possibly  primarily  in  the  lung  and  one  was 

secondary* 

iJe  had  fifty  control   anlnals  left,  but  fortunate- 

ly, we  had  in  our  laboratory  a  large  number  of  stock   anl- 

nals  of   the   same   age,    eane   strain,    seme  diet,    as   our  control 

animals.      Therefore,   we  wero   able    to  increase  ovtr   control 

^^roup  to  threo  hundred  and  f  iftj-six  animals,   living  on  the 

or  to  the   same  age  as    the  experimental  group,   and  propor- 

tionately killed  at  the  sama   a|-;o  period*      Of  the    tnree 

iiundrod  and  fif ty-cix,   wa  had  five   animals  which  snowed 

malignancies,   none  of   thein  were   in  the  lung  and  none  of 

them  involved  trie   lung  tissue* 
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If  you  take  the  parcentagQ,   therofore,   of  ezper- 

Iraantal  animale,   rfaicii  had  malignanclos,    as  in  the  experi- 

mental as  compared  with  th©  controls,    and  calculate  the 

differences,   divided  by  the  standard  area  of  differoncec, 

\ising  Yates  Corrections,  because  we   are  dealing  with  num- 

bers under  ten,  you  find  that  the  X  over  sigma  value,  using 

tiiree  oxperimentals  and  not   including  the   two  questionables^ 

three  e3Q)eriiaentals  and  five  control  malignancies,  you  com© 

out  to  an  X  over  sigma  value  of  2,14..     If  you   take   the 

malignancies  which  effect  the  lung  tissue  in  the  controls, 

three  animals  as   compared  with  zero   in  the  experimentals, 

you  come  out  to  an  X  over  signa  value  of  3.5  ov  so. 

This   shows   that  they  are,   according  to  statistica]. 

figures,   statistically  significant.     But  I'm  not  going  to 

say  anything  on  three  animals,   no  raatter  what  the  figtires 

show.      I  don»t  like  drawing  any  conclusions   on   just  tliroe 

ani.-nalB.     That  doesn»t  8°  right,  so,   as   a  result,  we  are 

repeating  the  experiment  if  we  can  repeat  it,   and  we  hope 

that  we  will  bo  able   to  keep  the  rats  in  larger  numbers   in 

tixe  dust  chamber  this   time,    so    that  we  do  not  have  as  many 

deatlas  and  we  will  have  more  at  the  end,  we  hope  we  might 

be  able   to  confirm  it.     At  the  present  time,   I  woxild  not 

say  we  had  proven  anything  at  all,    but  we  h-ave   a  suggestive 

lead,    as   indicated,    that  we  might  repeat   the   experiment. 

The  rats,   therefore,    showed  tliat    type    of  reaction. 



The  nlca  s>iowed  assentlally  negative.     So  wuch  for  our  ani- 
mal ozperlraents. 

The  second  p&rt  of  our  work  has   just  beg\m  and 

that  is   that  wo  are  now  analyzing  tissue  for  chromium. 

Vhanever  we  can  persuade  anyiody  to  let  us  know  that  they 
have   on©  of  these  men  who  had  worked  in  the  chr ornate  chem- 

ical producing  industry,  with  -  which  is   coming  up  either 

for  autopsy  or  for  pneumonectouy,  we  iminediately  say,  let 

UE  have  sono  of  the   tissue.     To  date,  we  have  gotten  two. 

On©  was   a  body  that  waa  disinterred,   and  of  a 

raan  who  had  had  a  year  and  a  half  of  exposure,  which  was 

terminated  two  years  before  his  death,  who  did  not  die  of 

lung  cancer.     The  other  is  a  case  that  came  into  ova^  hos- 

pital,   a  ca-aple   of  weeks   a<ro  for  -  with  symptoms   of  chest 

P&in.     They  diagnosed  it  as  pulmonary  carcinoma,   operated 

within  ti^o  weeks,   the  man  had,    tlierefore,   his   exposure  up 

to  somotirie  witl^in  a  month  of  the  time  we  got   the  tissue 
for  analysis. 

I»d  like,    therefore,  to  show  you   the  results   of 

o^ar   two  cases   and  to  compare    those  with   the  results   of   the 
otlior  analyses  which  are   only  four,  that   liave  been  reported 
in   th3   lltaratiu'e.  I 

I 

First  of  all,    J  might,   in  the  lungs  analysis  work|, 

I  might   tell  you  what  normal  results  have  been  reported. 

Chromium  appears    to  be  present  in  almost  all  or  may  be  present 



In  almost  all  types  of  normal   tissue  in  traced  amovmga. 

B«  Warren  Benz,  many  years  ago,   showed  that  tumors   Just 

taken  from  the  autopsy  room  or  from  the  operating  room, 

many  of  tliera  showed  traces  of  chrcBnium,  but  did  differanti- 

ate  between  benign  and  malignant,   present  in  some,  benign, 

in  some  malignant,    some  benign;  present  in  others,  of  both 

types*     They  could  not  decide  on  ar^  possible  function  of 

chromium  in  these  cases* 

Cliromium  also  appeared  in  other  tissues  of  normal 

people*     It  appears  sometijswfl  in  the  urine,  sometimss  in 

the  blood*     As  far  as  I  have  been  able   to  make  out,  we  had 

no  idea  that  it  has   any  physiological  function*      Thus,    I 

put  in  the  first  table,   a  few  results.     All  right,    if  we 

could  have   the   table* 

'BiQSG  are   the  analyses   that  have  been  reported* 

I  might  BBif    the  other  people  who  have  reported  these  cases, 

which  is  Mancuso  and  Hueper  and  United  States  Public   Health 

Service,   this  represents  four  cases  and  our  lung  case,    oura 

put  in  terms  of  fresh  tissue  —  our  disinterred  body  we 

couldn't  compare,  because,    of  course,    we   could  only  do  it 
in  ash,    so  that  tills  represents  our  case  of  the  man  with 

thirty  yeai'D   exposure  who    just  carie   to  operation  for  pneiaao- 
nectony* 

IJow,    there  ai'e  a  couple  of   tilings   that  interest- 

ing and  th£t«6   why  I«m  taking  your  time   to   show  you  these 
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figures*     In  the  first  place ,    the  chromium,   the  chrottiijm  in 

the  lung  tissue  is  relatively  high  ae  compared  with  ̂ ritiat  hai^ 

been  reported  to  occvir  in  one  or  two  normal  cases*     Of  per- 

haps  greater  interest,  becaTJse  you  expect  this  in  the  chro- 

mate  workers,   and  by  chromate  workers,    I  mean  always  people 

in  the   chromiixra  chemical  manufacturing  industry,  not  people 

using  chromlumst   it  is  relatively  high*     You  would  expect 

that,  but  notice  we  found  a  Mgh  incidence  of  chromiTom  in 

your  lung  tviaor,  but  there  are   two  cases  on  record  in  which 

there  was  no  chromium  in  the  lung  tumor  in  chi»omate  worker s^ 

although  other  people  have  also  found,   in  other  cases,   a 

high  incidence* 

You  will  notice  that  blood,   in  our  chromate  work- 

ers,  contains   chromium,   but  chiefly  located  in  the  red  bloo<L 

vessels*      I'll  c<»ne  back  to   that   in  a  moment.     Much  less 

in  the  plasma*     The  other  point  that  is  of  interest  in  this 

table  is   that   there  are   cases  of  chranate  workers,  and  thia 

repz*e8ents  a  large  number,   a  large  series  of  Mancuso*8  and 

Hueper*s  work,   in  which  ttors  were  a  number,   in  which   there 

was   absolutely  no   chromium  detectable   in  the  urine*      I 

must  say  we  couldn't  believe   that  when  we   saw  it  in  the  lit^ 

er attire,  but  when  we  got  this   case   the  other  day,   lie   had  no  I 

chromium  detectable  by  our  nethods   in  the   urine   either*  i 

So  much  for  the  distribution  in   test  tissues* 

The  next  slide  shows    the   distribution  by  lobe  of 



4^- tho  I'ong,   In  o\zr  two  cases ^  expressed  as  micxH)graras   of 

cliroralijm  per  ten  grains   of  ash.      In  the  right  upper  lobe, 

where  In  this   -  this  was  the  case  that  came   for  pneumo-  | 

necton7,   this   is  the  cancer  case,    this   is  ttie  lung  cancer      ! 

ceBs.     We  foimd  a  tremendously  high  value  of  chromiuin  in  lii^ 

lung;  where   the  cancer  was  located.     Here  is    the  cancer  which I 
shows  twenty   thousand  micrograms,    the  immediate  surrounding! 

eree  vms  fifty-nine   thousand;   the  other  lobes  were   shown 

here.       This  man  had  a  right  pneumonectomy. 

A  non-cancerous  case  is  shown  here.     You  will  see 

tiaat  In  both  of  these  cases,    there  is  more  chromium  in  the 

upper  lobe.     Kueper  and  Mancuso  also  foiind  that  in  one  of 

tlaeir  papers,  but  one  of  the  German  papers  found  iwjre  in 

the  lower  lobe,   I  don»t  know  whether  tliat  was   true.     We 

foimd  a  higher  chromium  deposit  where  the   cancer  was  presen^; 
one  of  the  German  papers  claims   that  was  not  true   in  one 

of  their  cases.  \ 

However,   this  gives  you  some  idea  of  the  marked 

area  of  distribution.      In  line  with  Doctor  Pratt«s  connents ' 

jeatarday  that  you  ought  to   do  the  whole   lung,    I  submit  | 

or  I  might  say   that  these   tissues  were   done  per  gram  of  wet i 

W9i.r:ht,    per  gran  of  dry  weight,   per  gram  of  ash,    so   that  we 

have    taken  into  account,    on  oxir  distribution,    all  the   pos- 

Elble   factors  of  infection  and  otlaer  subsequent  pathological 

changes  wiiich  might  offect   tho  weltht  of  our  tissue. 



Therefore,  we  have  certain  very  definite  distrib- 

ution,  vary  marked  variations  in  the  distribution  of  oitr 

chromium  tissue.     Our  animal  tissues  all  showed,  liaag 

tissue  also  showed,   chromium  of  about  one   tenth  as  much  aa 

we  got  in  the  huraans.     So  lauch  for  that  part* 

I  think  I  have  one  minute  mora,  perhaps,   is   that 

right,   in  which  I  might  speculate  just  as  wall,   ao   timt 

I  won't  put  zny  foot  in  it*     There  are  two   things  l»d  like 

to  talk  about.     One  is,  i^at  ie   the  material  which  might  bo 

responsible* 

Doctor  Hueper  indicated  to  you  this  morning  that 

he   thought  it  might  be  chromite  dust,   and  you  will  see  from 

hare  that  it  might  be  this  material  which  is  quite  insolubl^ 

I  woiad  like  to  call  your  attention  to  the  fact  that  the 

United  S-tates  Public  Health  Service  made  a  study  of  a  plant 

which  uses   cl^omite,   that  is  the  chrome  iron  ore,   and  in 

which  tho  concentration  was  found  in  the  atmosphere  of  the 

plant,     Tho  mortality  records  of  that     plant  showed  no 

higher  incidence  of  lung  cancer  than  in  the  popxxlation  as  a 

whole,   so  that  we  have,    on  the   one  hanid.    Doctor  Hueper 'a 

experiments,   on  the  other,    the  United  States  Public  Health 

Service   field  study* 

Tho  Unitod  States   Public  Health  Service  has   sug- 

gested tiiat  this  material  which  is  the  water-ins oluble^ 

acid-soluble  material,  may  be  responsible  for  the   lung 



cancers.     They,   -  this  la  only  a  suggestion,    tlisy  have  no 

ro^l  proof.     They  say  that  in  -  in  England,   in  this    country^, 
in  raoat  of  our  plants  here,   this   intermediate  product  is 

re-worked.      In   the  Knrlish  plants,    it  is   not  re-worked. 

There  has  not  been  a  high  incidence  of  lung  cancer  reported 

in  the  English  plants.     Therefore,    they   think  it  night  be 

because  this  is  not  re-worked  and  thus   tba  exposure  to  this 
zoaterlal  is   less. 

I  shotild  like  to  comment  on  that  and  say   that  I 

have  been  told  by  the  chromate  industry  that   there   Is  a 

plant  in  Germany  which  does  not  re-work  this  material,  which 

has  exactly  comparable  features   to  the  English  process,   and 

they  have  had  lung  cancer,      It»s   one  of  the   German  plants 

where  some  of  these  cases   came  from.     So  it  may  or  may  not 

be  that  material.     We  have  a  small  amo^ont  of  it  always  in 
the  plant  in  the  air. 

The  majority  of  workers,    includinc  Doctor  Machle, 

have   thoiaght   that  the   hexavalent  chroma tos  are   the   respon- 

sible factor.      They  ore   insoluble,    it  is    true.      They   eire 

water  -  I  mean  they  are  water-soluble,   it  is    true,    and  - 

but,  however,    they  are  very  corrosive,    they  are  highly  oxi- 

dizing agents,  because   of   their  hexevalent  form,    and   tnus 

they  are  materials  which  you  would  expect   to  cause   a  marked 

reaction  in  the  lungs.  j 

Therefore,   we  can  not  say  what  the  material   is,'     I 
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bacauao  we   don»t  know.     You  can  take  your  choice.     Your 
guess  Is  almost  as  £ood  as  raine. 

The  last  point  that  I  would  like  to  make   la,    what 
happens    to  chromlxm  when  It^s   taken  into   the  lung?      I  don»t 
know  at  all.      i  have  no  idea,  but  I  would  like   to  briefly 
tell  you  some  very  Interesting  e^erlments   that  have  been 
done  at  Harvard  by  Bray  and  Sterling.     They  showed  that  if 
you  inject  radioactive  antibiotic  hexavalent  chromium  intra- 

venously into  animals,    the  material  passes   imediately  mto 
the  red  blood  cells   and  combines  with  the   globin  protein 
of  the  hemoglobin.     The   trivalent  chromium  on  the   other 
hand,   does  not  penetrate  the  red  blood  cell  membrane/     it     | 
ia,  however,   if  the  red  cells  are  hemolyzed  and  the  hemo- 
globin  is  liberated,   it  will   than  combine  with  the  globin 
fraction.     If  you  inject  the  trivalent  form,    it  will  how- 

ever,  combine  with  the  blood  proteins. 

On   the  basis   of  tliis,    it  has  been  sugf^ested  that 

po.eibly  the  failure  to  find  chromium  in  the  urine,    in  some 
cases,  may  be  due   to   the   fact  that  the  chromium,    although 
lt»s  present  in  the  blood,    may  be  bound  to  a  protein  mole-   , 
cule  and  thus   too  largo  to  pass   through  the  glomular  cap. 
sule.      Nobody  knox^  what  happens    to  chro-riium. 

Even  the   tank  industry  doesn't  know  exactly  the 
reaction  between  chromium  and  proteins,     it  is   kno^m   that     ' 
clxromSum  becomea   co-abinod  x.lth  the  proteins,  but  even  under ^ 
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or  in  the  tank  Industry,  people  don't  know  whether  it  com- 

bines with  the  carboxyl  or  the  amino  group. 

So  that  we  who  are  dealing  with  tissue  at  an 

entirely  post  mortem,  which  exists  in  the  body,  and  who  are 

dealing  with  live  material  and  not  other  material,  are  even 

harder  pressed  to  determine  what  happens  to  the  chromiixm. 

Very  little  work  has  been  done  on  the  effects  of  chromium 

on  enzyme  systems.   I  do  not  think  it  yields  enough  of  in- 

terest to  this  group  to  review  it. 

In  summary  then,  I  would  say  that  we  have  attempt- 

ed animal  experiments  which  have  yielded  us  almost  no  re- 

sults.  In  line  with  -  as  Doctor  Mlder  said,  or  in  line  witi 

most  of  the  other  experiments,  we  have  not  been  able  to 

reproduce  in  these  two  species  of  animals,  the  type  of  can- 

cer that  we  find  in  humans.   We  are  hoping,  by  our  analy- 

ses, eventually,  to  have  something  of  the  distribution  of 

chromium  and  what  takesplace.   The  results,  therefore,  have 

not  yielded  us  anything  to  really  contribute  to  the  sum  of 

our  kaowledge  on  this  subject. 

(Applause). 

BY  DOCTOR  RHOADS; 

We  can  certainly  all  congratulate  Doctor  Baetjer  j 

and  the  Public  Health  Service  on  a  most  comprehensive  and  j 
j 

conclusive  study.   I  would  like  to  ask  one  or  two  questions' 

for  my  own  interest.   I  presume  -  could  you  tell  us  what 
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method  was  used  in  measuring  the  chromium? 

BY  DOCTOR  BABT.TERi   Yeah,  we 

used  a  method  -  well,  that's  one  of  the  great  reasons 

why  it's  been  extremely  difficult  to  analyze  tissue  for 
chromium,  is  because  most  of  the  methods  are  not  good.   We 
have  taken  the  method  suggested  by  Germany, and  have  made  a 
number  of  modifications  for  which  we  are  very  grateful  to 
Doctor  Hueper  for  their  help  in  this. 

The  material  is  wet  ashed,  is  not  processed,  the 

hexavalent  chromium  is  reduced  to  the  trivalent  chromium. 

It  is  then  further  ashed  in  a  muffle  oven.   It  -  in  order 

to  get  rid  of  the  iron  which  is  the  complicating  factor  and 

which  is  the  very  difficult  factor,  because  you  get  your 

chromium  being  carried  down  with  the  iron,  we  try  to  keep 

it  in  a  trivalent,  we  keep  it  in  a  trivalent  form  and  pre- 
cipitate the  iron  out  with  bromine. 

Then  we  precipitate  out  the  iron  and,  at  the  same 

time  then,  bring  the  material  back  to  a  hexavalent  form. 

Then,  following  that,  having  it  back  in  the  hexavalent  form, 
we  determine  color  with  the  bromine. 

BY  DOCTOR  RHQADS; 

Do  I  assume  that  the  concentration  of  dust  em- 

ployed with  the  animals  was  about  that  achieved  In  the  plants 
or  higher? 

BY  DOCTOR  BAETJER: 
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Well,  nobody  knows  what  the  concentration  was  in 

the  plants  at  the  time  these  men  got  their  exposure.   The 

concentrations  that  nave  been  measured  by  the  public  Health 

Service  are  in  the  range  that  occur  when  they  made  their 

summary,  and  which  we  have  been  able  to  lean  on  for  the 

few  measurements  that  have  been  made  in  recent  years,  and 

they  are  somewhat  comparable  to  ours. 

Our   concentrations  for  the  mice  experiments  were 

ten  times  the  maximTom  allowable  concentration;  for  the  rat 

experiments,  they  were  twenty  times  the  maximum  allowable 

concentration.   They  helped  to  represent  the  mqximw  for 

the  animals,  in  fact  we  killed  a  lot  of  them  by  trying  to 

get  them  up  just  to  the  maximum  levels.   It  is,  therefore, 

comparable  and  higher  than  the  plants  now  have.   It  is 

lower  than  -  by  far,  than  the  plants  in  the  old  days.  In 

the  old  days,  it  went  less  than  one  tenth  of  a  milligram 

per  cubic  meter  of  air  up  to  fifty  milligrams  reported  in 

the  literature.  We  were  working  in  the  ranges  of  about  one 

to  two  to  three, 

BY  DOCTOR  RHOADS; 

There  is  a  question  here  that  bothers  me  a  little; 

bit,  and  bothers  Doctor  Mider  a  little,  I  suppose.  You     ; 

were  working  with  animals  that  had  high  enough  concentration i 

to  be   fairly   sick  in  many  instances,    I    take   it? 

BY    DOCTOR  BAETJER: 
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Yeah,    only  we   cut   it   down  to   the   point  where    they 
did  survive, 

BY  DOCTOR  RHOADS; 

You  cut   it  down   to   the   point  where  it  wouldn't 

■impair    the    health? 

BY  DOCTOR  BAETJER; 

We   cut   it  down  to  where   they  would  survive, 

BY  DOCTOR  RHO.flJDS; 

Did  it  impair    their   growth? 

BY  DOCTOR  BABTJER: 

In   the   inhalation  chambers,    they  were   absolutely 

lower,    in  some   groups    they  were   only  lower,    in   some   groups 

they  were    slightly   lower, 

BY   DOCTOR  RHOADS: 

Was    the    caloric   intake   cut  way  down? 

BY  DOCTOR  BAETJER; 

The  weight  wasn't  down   too  much, 

BY  DOCTOR  RHOADS; 

You   said  you   cut   it   down? 

BY  DOCTOR  BAETJER; 

Yes,    it  was    cut   down, 

BY   DOCTOR   MIDER: 

There  were    some  more   pathological   changes    other 

than  the  neoplasm  in  these   animals? 

BY   DOCTOR  BAETJER; 



• 

14-60, 

• Yes,  there  were  more.   The  inhalation  mice  showed 
1 

very  marked  difference.   The  inhalation  rats  did  show  a  high- 
1 

er  degree  of  inflammatory  reaction.   In  the  intra- tracheal. 
1 

there,  of  course,  we  were  using  definitely  measured  doses 
I 

to  put  in,  and  there  we  had  gotten  marked  fibrosis  with 
1 

atelectasis  in  the  mice  when  we  injected  the  mixed  dust. I 
That,  at  the  point  where  it  was  injected,  so  that  we  knew 

1 
we  were  getting  it  down  in,  but  -  and  those  animals,  the 

1 
weight  gain  was  not  too  different  from  the  controls. 

I 
• 

BY  DOCTOR  RHOADS: 

Now,  I'm  afraid  I  missed  jour   group  three  of  mice; 

berium  chromate  animals, 

BY  DOCTOR  BAETJiilH: 

They  showed  no  difference  at  all,  e  xcept  they 

were  slightly  -  slight  irritation,  slightly  more,  but  not, 

statisticians  would  never  consider  it  to  matter, 

BY  DOCTOR  RHOADS: 

Doctor  Lanza,  could  you  comment  on  this  work? 

BY  DOCTOR  LANZA: 

' 

No, 

BY  DOCTOR  RHOADS: 1 • 
The  paper  is  open  for  general  discussion. 

• 
BY  DOCTOR  KUSCHNER: 1 Doctor  Baetjer,  in  your  experiments,  the  lesions 

comparable  to  nasal  perforations,  nasal  sceptum,  you  mean   i 
1 1 

i 1 



that  is  almoq+-  ii>,,- °-i-iaost  universal  in  -f-v,^  t. 

^^ere  was  nothing  in  the  rats  n        ■ 

-  -ing  rahhits,   an.  .e   are  no.  ,ett  ̂^^^   ̂^   ̂̂ ^ 

I       or   the  rahMts,   .^   .i^ ,  ,,,^  ,^  ̂/^  ;--  -Oration 
I       evidence   of  any  :„aM-  '^-      ̂ ^  ̂ ^^  «o 

any  malignancies    there, 

Ti^ere  was   one   other   thing      th 

"-'^^  U3«g  ei,,„,,       ̂   «  -l^ssd  m   a  -  in  , 

We  have  not   studied  -  onr.       .. 

^-tter   or  ract      did   .   .  Pathologist   -   as   a ^'    did  had  no  pathologist   on   ̂ h 

-  year,    because  he  has   h  ''"°'^'''*  ̂ °^ 

^  J.J.C!  nas    been    1 1  t 

-™  "-  -en  3......     „,  ,.J\;:„"^'   ̂'^^   --  —3 
to   comment,      in   th.    t  .  ^^    ̂o    i  would  not   like in   the   literature   -  j  i^^vp   n. 

---Xpuon  .n   t.e   ..,erat..e   that      1  "^  "'^ 

raany  reports    in   the    i  .•  +        ̂  

-"••  1.  .u,h  „.     .  ■"•'■"".  .f  .....1  .,„,. 

,"-  ~-  .,„ .:.  ■,::.:.:*:':::•  r  - "' 
-----     -        '      ®   '^  an  perhaps   answer    j 
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your  question  better   than   I, 

BY  DOCTOR   HUEPERi 

With  reference    to  liver   damages,    refer   to   the 

Journal   of  the   American  Medical  Association,    I   think  lt«s 

published  in  New  York,   Liver  Damage    after  Exposure    to 
Chr ornate. 

BY  DOCTOR  BAETJER; 

I'd  like    to   say  with  regard  to   thajt  paper,   my   com- 

ment about  it,    if   it«s   worth  anything,    and   it  probably  isn't, 

is    that  I   thought  it  was   an  extremely  weak   case  for  chr ornate 

They  had  one   case   of  liver  damage   in  a   chromium  industry, 

and,    therefore,    they   say   chromium  causes    it.      They   had  four 

persons  working  near    there   that  had  slight   changes   iricthe 

liver    test,    but  no  other   changes  whatsoever.      It  seemed   to 

me    that  paper  was    extremely  poor. 

BY  DOCTOR  KUSCHNEAR; 

I   should  like    to   refer  back  to  a  statement  Doctor 

Baetjer  made   in  reference    to  Doctor  Lanza's  paper.      She 

stated   that   the  pathology   in  these   cases   of   chroma te   carei- 

noma  was   identical    to    that   found  in   the  garden  variety  car- 

cinoma.     I   think,    to  pathologists   and   clinicians,    that   the 

lung   carcinoma  is  unessential   in  a  great  many   cases,    and         | 

with  Lindbergis    study  on   tte  genesis    of   carcinoma,    there   have' 

been  many   changes    in  many  portions    of   the  bronchial   epi-         j 

thelium.      Some   people,    indeed,    assume    that  this   unicentral    I 
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character  is   an  argument  against  the   importance   of   inhaled 

carcinogens.      I  don't  think  that's  necessarily   so,   but   I 

would  like    to  know  if   in   these    chroraate   carcinoma,    there    ard 

multicentric    tumors   or   is    there  metaplasia,    or  perhaps 

carcinoma  in  sight,    to  be  reassuring  that   in   this    type   whicfc 

seoms    to  be   so  definitely  related,    if    there  were   demonstra- 

tions   of effects    on   the  whole  bronchial   tree, 

3Y  DOCTOR  BAETJER; 

As   far  as   I  know.    Doctor  Hueper   can  probably 

answer   this   question;frora   the   case  histories    that   I  have 

read,    they  were  localized.      There  were   sixty -eight   percent 

in  the   right  bronchial   tree,    and  the  rest  in  my   series,    and  j 

I  think  the  German   series  was   sixty  percent  in  the  right 

bronchial   tree.      The    -  all   these   cases  have  been   localized 

and   are  not  distributed   throughout   the  bronchial    tree. 
BY  DOCTOR  KUSCHKBR; 

i 

Were  there  extensive  studies  of  the  bronchial  tree'? 

BY  DOCTOR  BAETJER:  | 1 ! 

No,  there  were  not,  as  far  as  I  know,  | 

BY  DOCTOR  RHQADS:  j _    I 

Can  anyone  else  answer  the  question,  very  exten-  [ 

sive  studies  being  made  of  the  changes  in  thebronchial      i 

necrosis  in  general;  have  you  data  on  that  point.  Doctor    I i 
Hueper?  i 

BY  DOCTOR  HUEPER; 
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i 

I  couldn't   tell   you  that. 

BY  DOCTOR  RROAnSf 

Does  anyone   have   infoi>matlon?      I  think  a  very   im_ 
portant  point  has  been  raised  here   certainly. 
BY  DOCTOR  BAET.TKT?? 

I   don't   think  any  results   have  been  published  on 
the   results    that   I  have   seen. 

BY  DOCTOR  MEREWETHBR? 

Could  I   ask,    sir,    whether  Doctor  Beatjer  has    any 
cases    of  isolated  carcinoma  in   the  lower   lobes?      Professor 

Gross,    when   I  saw  hira  about  seven  years   ago,    said  he  had  ha 
a  few  cases   or  one   or  more  anyway,    that  had  nothing   to   do 
with  the   bronchi,    the  node  bronchi. 
BY  DOCTOR  BABTJER; 

All  of  my   cases   were   concerned  with  definitely 
bronchogenic,    except  one   in  which  we  had   a  pleural   cancer 
in  addition  to   the  bronchogenic   one,    and  it  was   of   a   differ-^ 
ent   type,    so    it  was  not  apparently  related  to   it.     We  had 

some   in   the   lower  lobe,    feut   as    far  as    I  know,    they  w ere   all | 
related   to    the   larger  bronchi.      At   least,    so   according    to       I 

the  pathology  report  that  appears   on   the    history.  { BY  DOCTOR  RHOADS;  j 

Are    there   further   questions    on    the    chomB   question? 

(No   response).      If  not,    we  will   pass    to   the   last  paper, 
that   of   our  host.    Doctor  Vorwald,    who  will   discuss  his 
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BY  DOCTOR  BSQASSt 

Are  there  fttr^er  qoestlons  cm  the  cdarauB  ̂ foestloiu 

(Bo  response).     If  not,  ve  vlll  pass  to  the  last  paper,  that  of 

our  hoet.  Doctor  Vort«ld«  «ho  viU  disooss  his 

/ 
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studies  on  piilmonary  cancer  in  the  experimental  exposure 

to  beryllium* 

BY  DOCTOR  VQRWALD; 

I'm  sorry  to  say  the  report  I'm  about  to  give 

emanates  from  the  work  of  ray  colleagues,  particularly  Doctor 

Pratt,  and  Mr.  Durkan,  Mr.  Delehant  and  Mr.  Urban  of  the 

Saranac  Laboratory.   Also,  the  second  remark  is  that  the 

hour  is  late  and  as  host  to  this  conference,  I'm  siire  that 

they  will  agree  with  me  when  I  cut  my  paper  drastically, 

so  that  I  will  not  take  longer  than  ten  minutes,  if  that. 

Third,  I  am  not  going  to  bow  to  those  who  champion  the 

human  experimentation  versus  animal  experimentation  because 

these  observations  are  purely  accidental.   They  weren't 

planned.   The  animals  performed  the  experiment  for  us,  and 

we  have  relatively  little  to  do  with  it,  except  to  place 

them  in  an  environment  for  other  purposes. 

Briefly  then,  the  report  involves, this  pilot  or 

tentative  report  involves  an  experiment  where  we  were  ex- 

posing large  groups  of  white  rats  to  inhalation  of  atmos- 

pheres contaminated  with  beryllium  in  the  form  of  pure 
i 

beryllium  sulphate,  in  one  instance,  and  in  the  form  of  pure! 

beryllium  oxide  in  another.   Theanimals,  the  white  rats,    | 

and  I  call  attention  to  that,  that  these  animals  are  not    ' 
! 

mice,    were  bred  in  our  own   stock   and  they    come    originally       j 

or   are   descendants    about  1935  from   the  V/orcester    Institute,  j 
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-a  no  .tte.pt  .„  ,„,  „^,  ,„  ̂ ^^^  ̂   ̂ "ram  a„d  the  .train  is  subject  to  1™„h 

IncMence  rate  which  i.  „ct  ,       '^•>°— -  «*  ̂  low 
"""^  "'^  '"°"'  '^  "=•  ̂ ~ 

,  ̂     '"'""'^  °'  ̂"^™^'  '-^  -ver  been  .ept  m  . duration  or  lir^  experlnant. 

All  rat.  under  thla  obaer.atlon  were  fea  ad  lib 

:  r  "  ""^''"•^  ̂ ^-  -  ~  -S  Chow  an.  water.      .^ 

Ph  ric^oncentratlon  or  0.011  .nu,ra™  per  cubic  .oot  o. 
air.     The  rata  were  kept  there  „„*._ 

six  a„^       „  ,  exposure  for  usually -ix  and  a  hair  to  seven  hours  dally  for  «„  ̂  

«.e  «.l.als  whlc.  X  will  reoort  one  '  ""'  "'^ 

-ade  or  the  ob,  ""^  "^  ̂^^  *=-v«tlon. ^uB  or  the  obsorvafcionR  which  1  uin 
""  report  upon  are  md. 

upon  aninals  that  have  had  that  e..o.ure         « 

w^at  Qxpoaura  continuously  for 
approximately  thirteen  months. 

The  first  Slide,   ji^.     ̂ ^     j 
fn  «>,<,  

■'«*    J.  Will,  rathar  than to  show  you  all   of  thoeplthel5«i      k 

1„   ̂>,     ,  «^itholial  changes  that  have  gone  on in  the  bronchial  tree  or  *.u "•*    '*c'ee  oi    these  whii-A  ■««♦.-    j 
01  their  exposure,   namaiv     «*- ,   namely,    at  one  nonth,  at   three  nonttis 

2  """"^'   "^-  -"-'    -  --  and  twelve  „      /      I 

"'    ̂^'"'  "«"«  °"ly  four  White  rats  left  m   « 

being  exposed  to  bex^m™  sulphate  m  ,^e  co-,       i 
-ntrations  which  I  have  ,lven.     .t  thirteen  and  t 

     -^^A-fceen  and   t.-iree  quartors 
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months.   It  was  observed  that  on©  animal  was   111>   and  so  as 

is   our  custom,    that  animal  was   sacrificed  rather  tiian  to 

allow  It  to  dio,   and  wq,   on  killing  tixe  animal,  wo  ob served 

a  very  stran^o  lesion  which  we  had  never  horetoforo  obsorvod 

in  o'ox'  rat  colony,   and  here  Is  the  gross  lung  of  tliat  rat, 

and  we  see    tnat   there  are  paro-broncholar  foci  of  reaction 

to  the  beryllium  that  has  become  beryllium  sulphate,   that 

has  bocome  localized  in  those  areas   in  the  lung  and  in  ad» 

dition,  we  seo  also  ratiier  consolidated  areas,   and  here  is 

one,   and  we  can  pick  some  out* 

Here  is   another,   and  in  this  area  here,   and  also 

this   large   turaor  mass  at  this  point.      Cxat  is   one   area* 

The  next  slide.     And,   the   second  animal,  now, 

subsequently  then,  having  made   tiie  observation,   killed  all 

t  ree  rsraaining  aniraals,    remaining  in  that  particulai^  ex- 

periiaent,   and  1  shall  now  show  you  the  lungs  of  the   three 

renaining  animals  and  we  have  here  the  Ixmg  of  a  rat  at 

fourteen  months  cf  espocure,   the  gross  Ixiag*     We  eee   Uxe 

tumor  localized  in  the  apex.     We  can  see   the  small  lesion 

tliere.     v;e  can  see  it  in  the  lugn,   we   can  see  a  siaall  lesior 

at  that  point.     We   can  see  a  small  lesion  here  and  here  and 

here,      I  merely   take  pains   in  pointing  them  out   to  show 

tiiat    tiie   tumors   are  multiple  witnln   tiie  lung    tlsssue,    and 

lisro   is  a  largor   tumor  wiAch  was    one   -  on  oiie   of    tirie   lobes    j 

whicn  is   not  included  in   tl.is  section,   and  we   see    it   -   ther«^ 



l3  «  serial  saetlon 
tlon  Of  that  lobe.  This 

«nd  ""  =««  the  tumor  1„  the  1^, 
Is  tha  nark  whors  I  hava 

t  por- 

tho  Photonicrograph, 

Tb«  next  Slide,     ih,   third  and  a^aln     *„ 

»l™al.     w„d  you.   all  four  animal.  .  '"""^ 

-urteen  months  to  heryluirT  "^"'^  "•"  '^  -- 

cubic  foot  or  air      .t  t  '  "*"  "^'"«"»'  -' 

«--"^  ̂ erpi'as  IT: j::';^  ̂°  "^  ~- 
-se  sections,  .nt  „e  did  LTZu  "  '""  ̂°" 

"  "ot  ooiiovo  at  the  4-4  — 

w  believe  now  that  th^*-        ,  '^''  ** ^^*  that  epithelial  hyperplasia  h«^  k 

cancerouB  but  at  r«„   .  
J^pai-piasla  had  becora© 

planted  on  tha  m  *™°"'   '■'^ tha  Pleura  and  „e  question  whether  this   t,.™ 1=  not  mriltrated  and  replaced  b,  the   tr     . 

Wh  node  Which  ordlnarll.  o         
'  '"^'--''--hlal 

-  -  -e  at  this  pit         :r""   '"  -'"— 

-  -Ue.e  It  ha.  happal:     ll         "^  ""'^  """^ 
 '-'■  ̂"^ 

-  ̂.^P.  node  ̂ IseueatM/rr^   ̂ "^  "  ""  ̂^"^^ 
ouo  ux;  tins  eite  w>^irh  i^ 

•^^an  subjects  and  m  animal  .ub.ect's  1    T"^""  ̂  "^^ 
-tlon  or  the  bronchi.  '"  *^  *'-^^- 

I  "111  proceed  briefly  to  .how  „„„  ,.    ,        | 

or^-»se  eoctlons.  ^o.,  thl.  then  i.  «  .Z  """'' -      a  section  photqnlcro- 
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graph  fvom  the  major  bronchial  tree,   and  I  call  yoior  atten- 

tion to  the  epithelixna  lining  the  major  bronchial  tree, 

caluinnary  in  type,   slightly  hyperplastic  and  at  sorae  points 

the  aublucose  lymphoid  tissue  has  apparently  broken  tlirough 

which  may  be  a  normal  observation,   and  here  we  see  that 

lymphoid  tiasue  exposed.     I  won»t  discoiaa   that  ftirthfir» 

There  is  a  problem  hsre  which  I  do  not  think  pertains  at   th«i 

none  nt,    to  our  inirtiediate  problem. 

The  next  slide.  And,  as  we  go  furtbsr  down  Into 

the  bronchial  tree,  we  ̂ o  find  foci  where  a  cross- section 

of  a  respiratory  bronchial  made  up  of  epithelial  cells, 

thick  at  the  mucooa,  evident  hyperplasia,  but  in  addition, 

we  also  find  the  adjacent  alveolar  spaces  which  are  distort^ 

ed  by  reason  of  the  fibrous  tissue  or  the  cellular  reaction 

of  the  alveolar  walls,  and  we  find  those  alveolar  spaces 

lying  with  a  very  well  defined  epithelium  which  in  inatances 

is  caliomnar,  but  in  most  instances  is  of  the  flat  colloidal  i 

type.  This  is  common,  a  contnon  finding  in  the  lung,  subjec^ 

to  clironic  diseases  which  give  rise  especially  to  fibrosis.} 

It  is  seen  in  hiiman,  in  tiae  lungs  of  human  eiib- 

jects,  as  well  as  it  is  seen  in  the  lungs  of  ©xperl.nontal 

animals.  Here  is  the  type  of  lesion  wMch  we  think  simu- 

lates ttie  lesion  seen  in  human  subjects,  wiilch  charactor- 

izes  that  lesion  due  to  the  composition  of  beryllium.  Made 

up  of  large  mono-nuclear  cells   aiid  very  exact.      I  only 
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point  that  out  in  passing.      That   is   the  lesion  which  wa  are 

attempting   to  repr^ouco  and  ue  believe    that  w©  have  repro- 

duced it  in  thsse  aniinal  subjects,    the   rate,  but  not  in  any 

otner  animal  have  we  produced  a  reaction.     Wo  have  produced 

a  reaction  after  intravenous   injection  in  the  rabbits. 

Doctor  Gardner  Tlrst  shoved  this  vfith  zinc  beryllium  sulphatie, 

a  BeO  content  of  13«8  percent  and  subsequent  to   that  tisie, 

we  iiave   carried  on  a  liir<:e  number  of  expariEients  v/ith  v&v- 

io\ic  beryllium  comjoundi.,   and  we  liave  reproduced  the  slrailai 

type  of  osteogenic  sarcoraa  v/ith  imtastasss   to  the  Ituigs 

with  various  beryllii-ua  co:nipoiinds» 

In  passing,    I  Right  say  that  w©  were  unsuccessful 

in  producing  tiiose  lusions  witii  beiylliura  steratOf  v/ith 

berylliian  carbonate,    witii  -   I  want  to  get   the  list  bore  BO 

berylliuia  storate,  beryllium  carbonate  was   too   toxic,   it 

wasn't  tolorated  by  the  rabbits   intravenously.     Beryllium 

r;ydr->xide  and  beryllium  metal,  we  have  not  succeeded  in  re- 

producing tMs    tuaor  in  the  bones  of  rabbits,  but  we  have 

done  so  with  j.lnc  beryllium  silicate,   a  13,6  percent  BeO» 

IC  percent  EeO,   2,3  percent  EeO,     Vo  have  done    the  same 

thing  v/ith  jxive  LeO  dolivered  intravenously  In  rabbits, 

in  lo'./or   doses,    tlio   lowest  dose  was   650  Biillit-;ramE,     The 

saiae    tain^  was   accoraplishod  v/itii  beryllium  phosphate,    in 

a  doEG   of  a  i:h"-:.ndred  and  tv/o,    102,2  milli£;rans,      I  say  that 

only  because   soine  of  you  are   Inlorected  in  the  dosa^-e  factoi»» 



so  that  this  epithelial  hyperplasia  lining  
 alveolar  spaces 

in  a  connon  f indine,   and  I  a.,  not  LOing  to   
antor  the  debate 

at  the  noment  as  to  whether   this  re-epithe
lialisation  repre- 

sents a  hyperplasia  of  oplUielial  to  epithelium
  which  nor- 

mally lines   the  alvaoHo.   apace  or  whether  It  r
epresents 

growth  of  epitheliiim  from  tlie  adjoinin£  re
spiratory  passage 

which  we  know  is   lined  with  epithella. 

This    then  is    the   slide  of  the  tunors.     Now,   and 

it  is   a  deposit  of  all  these  four  anLmals,    an
d  we  find  i^r« 

two  different  types  of   tu.aor,   one  wnich  I
s  distinctly  ade- 

noidus   in  typo  and  one  part  of  the  bb^o  tumor 
 which  is   riore 

alveolar  in  type,   tending  to  reproduce  at  ti
mes  at  the   al- 

veolar  architecture.     Well,   let  us   go  on,    and 
 examloie   soma 

of  these   tumors. 

And  we'll  concentrate,  first,  upon  the  ad
enosna- 

tous  type  of  tuinor,  timt  Is  the  adeno-car
cinonia  seen  in 

these  lines  and  here  we  have  a  hish-poifor
  rnagnifi cation. 

It  demonstrates  the  heteroeeneous  growth  
of  this  tumor  tias- 

ue,  a  tendency  to  forr.  spaces  adononatou
s  in  typo.  Certain- 

ly, there  are  many  cells  which  are  antiplvC^st
ic,  they  are 

large,    they  ai-e  hyper  trauma  tic.     Wo   can 
 discover  here  :nany 

hyper  tr ophic   f ic"^® ^  • 

The  noxt^  llde,    and   takln-  you  to  a  hicher 
 maS" 

nification  because  my  atte.Apt  horc  will  be    to
   show  that 

this    cellular  chanre,    t.xis    t-..Tior  is,   we  believe, 
   a   truely 



malignant,  and  it  has  been  submitted  to  other  pathologists 

who  have  reviewed  the  section.  Again,  a  higher  magnifica- 
tion, you  caa  Bee   the  cell  structure. 

The  next  slide,    and  still  a  higher  magnification 

to  show  you  til©  differences  in  size  and  staining  capacity 

of  these  cells.     Ho  reproduction  really  of  a  specific  pul- 

monary tissue  growing  in  the   tissue  and  also  producing  im- 

plants or  matastases  go  to  tiie  pleural  surface  and  matasta- 

ses  also  going  to  the  trancheo-bronchial  lymph  node. 

The  next  slide,   as  to  the   alveolar  structure,   th© 

alveolar  type,   indeed,   this  has  been  called  by   some   in  con- 

ta:'ast  to  the  respiratory  bronchio-carcinoraa,    the  alveolar 

type  carcinoma  and  hare  we  see  a  reproduction  of  the  pul- 

monary alveolae  lined  with  the  malignant  cells.     And  her* 

a  higher  magnification  to  show  you  the  cliaracter  of  that 

cellxilar  growth. 

The  next   slide,    and  still  a  higher  magnification 

of  this  alveolar  type  of  structiire  and  we  see  a  uiultitudo 

of  cells.     This  is  now  lining-,   an  alveolar  space  and  hyper- 

traiomatlc,    tliere  is  not  myotic  flguro,   except  possibly  that 

may  be  one,    I   don't  roniamber   the   particular  detail  of  tnia 
section. 

The  next  slide  is   a  section  from  the  pulmonary 

implant  tumor,   and  here  it  is    tending  to  reproduce   the 

major   ttimor  in  the    -  within  the  pulmonary  branch.      The  next 



slide,    and  here  is   the  high  powered  magnification  of  that 
tuiaor  on  the   iiaplant,   the  megalocytic  lesion,   and  here  we 
have  obvious  laetastasea  going  on,   extreme  activity.     Again 
note  the  difrerence  in  eizo  and  shape  of   tlie  cells  and  the 
hypertraumatic  richness  of  the  nuclei,  and  the  large  size 
of  the  nucleoli,  all  of  which  is  characteristic  for  a  true cancer* 

2?he  next  elide,    and  this    then  is    tlie  area  of  the 
tracheo-bronchial  lynph  node,   this  is   the  large  mass  bound 
at  the  trifercation  of  the  trachea  and  these  merely  repre- 
sent  serial  sections  because  we  were  looking  for  difference! 
in  the  gorwth  of  this   tumor. 

The  next  slide  shows  you  now  the   ttiraor  which  has 

apparently  replaced  the  metastases  too  and  replaced  the  en-  ! 
tire  tracheo-bronchial  lymph  node  and  here  again  we  see  the 
character  of  the  cell  structure  reproducing  the  primary 
tumors  occurring  within  the  pulmonary  trachea,  and  this 
tumor  is  highly  vascularized  in  tiie    tracheo-brmchial  lyiaph node* 

With  that   then,  we  have  now  with  BeO,  we  have 

subjected  animals  to  BeO,  pure  beryllium  oxide  exposure,         j 
the  concentration  there  was   aporoxinately  i2  millirrarris  per 
cubic  foot  of  air  and   ttie  animals   at  tnat   experiment  were 
carried  along  for  only  eleven  and  one   tnird  months,    not  lonfi 
enou^  to  reproAice   the   same   type  of  tumor  as  wo  have  ooserjed 



witli  berylli-um  sulpha to«- 

Howover,   at  this   timo,   v&  saw  siiailar  epithelial 

hyperplesia  in  the  bronchi  as  demonstrated  in  rate  under 

exposiii'e   to  beryllium  sulphate,  but  we   can  point  out  that 

intra- tracheal  injection  of  beryllitan  oxide,   we  have  repro- 

duced the  same  kind  of  tumor  on  intra- tracheal  injection  of 

boi^llix;!Ei  oxide  as  we  have  with  the  berylliiaa  sulphate,    and 

also  the  beryllium  sulphate  on  intra-trachaal  injection, 

tliose  animals  have  gone  for  only  eight  months,  but  the 

animal  killed  at  eight  months  also  shows  a  similar  epithel- 

ial hyperplasia  and  lining  of  the  alveolar  spaces,   and  we 

suspect  that  tliese  animals  with  lor^er  periods  of  time,  when 

tliey  approach  the  fourteen  month  period,  will  show  compar*- 

able  changes* 

So,   with  that  tiaen,  we  believe  that  we  laave  pro- 

duced in  the  white  rat  pulmonary  cancer  of  the  adeno-carci- 

nomatous   tyx^e,   with  matastaees   to  the  pleural  sxiipface  and 

to  the   tracheo-bronchial  Ijrmph  node*     We  have  not  as  yet 

observed  distant  matastases*     This,   as  I  mentioned,   is   only 

e.  pilot  experi'Tsnt*     The  observation  is   only  tentative. 

It  Involves   only  four  animals,   but  all  foiir  animals,   all 

the   enir,iRlE   remaining  in  that  inhalation  e^erimant,    so  we 

have   Bet  up   a  very  large   experiment  in  order   to  reproduce 

tmd  to  validate   these  observations* 

\ie  have   abandoned   the   sacrificing  period  so    that 
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Chapter  T^-fenty  -  one 

Pulmonary  Cancer  in  Experiiaental  Exposures  to  Bary Ilium 

Arthur  J.  Vorvald,  H.D. 

The  report  I'm  about  to  give. 

jer  in  hiKian   subjects. 

Discussion 

MR.   McCGRMACK:  What  concentration  of  beryllium  vas  used? 

DR.  VORtJALD:   The  concentration  was  0.01  milligrams  of  BeSO/  per  cubic  foot 

of  air. 

»i     DH.  BAETJER:  Vnat  dose  vas  used  jEor  the  intratracheal  experiments? 

DR.  VORVJALD:   In  the  intratracheal  experii.ients  we  injected  into  the  tats 

0.25  cc.  of  a  5  per  cent  suspension  of  tiis  dust,  once  a  week  for  3  weeks.   The 

total  amount  of  dust  injected  was  37.5  mg. 

DR.  HARDY:   In  relation  to  life  span,  wraat  age  of  a  man  would  be  comparable 

to  the  age  of  a  I4.  months  old  rat? 

DR.  VORwALD:   I  suppose  that  I4.  months  of  exposure  in  the  rat  :uight  be  equiva- 

lent to  perhaps  25  years  01  exposure  in  human  beings.   Ou^r  rats  seldom  live 

longer  than  two  j^ears,  so^believe  tnat  at  1.4  months  they  are  approacning  the 

age  period  when  tney  may  develop  pulmonnry  cancer. 



r- 
k7^. 

• at  the  conclusion  of  the  exposure,  we  will  have  an  adequate 

number  of  animals  which  will  give  validity  to  our  observa- 

tions.  I  shoiil  d  like  to  point  out  here  also  that  this  is 

a  pilot  experiment,  that  this  has  been  produced  in  white 

rats, that  this  does  not  mean  that  beryllixim  will  produce 

pulmonary  cancer  in  h\xman  subjects.   Thank  you. 

(Applause), 

BY  DOCTOR  MIDER: 

Doctor  Rhoads  has  delegates  his  authority  to  me. 

finding  it  necessary  to  go  back  to  New  York.   It  woiild  seem 

unequivocal  that  Doctor  Vorwald  and  his  colleagues  have  pro- 

duced real  lung  neoplasms  in  an  animal  with  which  all  of  us 

are  familiar,  and  a  species  in  which  the  spontaneous  occur- 

rence of  neoplasms  seems  to  be  excessively  rare.   He  and 

his  colleagues  are  to  be  congratulated  for  this  most  timely 

report.   May  we  have  some  discussion?   Are  there  any  ques- 

tions which  someone  would  like  to  ask? 

BY  DOCTOR  McCORl^IICK: 

Would  you  repeat  again.  Doctor  Vorwald,  the  con- 

centration of  beryllium  used? 

• 

BY  DOCTOR  VORWALD: 

0.1  per  cubic  milligram  of  air. 

• 
BY  DOCTOR  BAETJER: 

May  I  ask  about  the  intra-tracheal? 

BY  DOCTOR  VORV/ALD: 

\\ 

i 



• 
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• 
The  intra-ta?acheal  was  an  injection  over  a  period 

of  four  weeks   consisting  totally  of  2.5  milligrams  or  2.5 1 
c.c.*8  of  a  five  percent  suspension* 

""•" 

.1 
BY  DOCTOR  MIDER: ■ 

Any  other  questions? ■ 

B      DOCTOR   VOIiWALD: I 
I  will  check  that.   Doctor  Baetjer,    I  want  to  be I 

sure  of   that,    I  liave  it  here. 

~3j 

I 
BY  DOCTOR   MIDER J 

'-t 

I 
¥■: 

Are   there  further  questions? 

-'4 

I 
• 

BY  DOCTOR   liARDYl 

■
'
I
 

I 
Ignore  a  clinician* s  igpiorance  for  me  to   ask  how 

I'i 

1 
old  in  a  man's  life  a  fourteen  ncxith  old  rat  is,  how  long  do 

,■  -H- 

I 
rats  livet 

'.-.i^i 

I 
BY  DOCTOR  VOHWALD: ■}:,'    V* I 

Our  rats   seldom  live  beyond   two  years,  so  we  be- 

"
%
 

I 
lieve  this  animal  at  fovirteen  months,   and  that  may  be  a 

■
^
 

I 
factor  that  they're  approaching,    this    age  period,  when   they 

? I 
may  develop  pulmonary  cancer. I 
BYTDOCTOR   ilAIiDY: 

^4 

I 
I  was    trying  to  translate   it  into   the  number  of I 

years    that  hxomans  have  carried  a  body  burden  of  bej?y Ilium. I 
• 

BY  DOCTOR   VOR-WALD: I 
Well,    I  suppose   fourteen  months    in  a  rat,    to  that I 

1 
exposure,   might  be  equivalent  to   twenty-five  years    in  a  hiana^ 

I. 

I li ii 

1 

■ 1 



EY  DOCTOR  2'^IDSR; 

Any  furtiiar  questions? 

(No  response). 

If  not,   this   ̂ 7iaposi"ujn  will  eajourn  to  9s 00  A,  M, 

tonorrov. 

(Adjc-oi^ned  at  5:^5  P»  >^. ) 

..__i   
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bR*  v6RHAlJ>t  V«  Icnov  there  Is  «  species  ̂ If f9]rene«|\^or  exsaple,  collagen-  '. 

caused  Iqr  the  pulmonary  deposition  of  free  silica  .derelops  in  a  shorter  tive 

la  the  tthite  rat  than  in  the  guinea  pig  or  rabbit*  I  hav»  no  evidence,  hovever^ 

that  the  colored  race  responds  with  aore  eollsgen^  uiader  the  sane  conditions 

of  exposure,  than  does  the  vhite  race*  .  ,  ' 

DR.  ABKERt  l8n*t  a  keloid  the   same  histologically  as  fibrous  tissue  %9^r3 

appears  in  the  lung  follovii^  exposure  to  silica  and,  if  it  is,  shouldn't  the 

respohse  to  X-ray  therapy  be  the  saae? 

DR.  VORWALD:  Histologically,  the  arehltectttre  of  th^  keloid  le  different 

frc»  that  of  the  silicotic  nodule;  basically,  both  are  collagen  foxaed  in 

the  saae  vay.  I  do  not  know  idiether  collagen  in  the^uag  vould  be  as  aauan> 

able  to  X-ray  therapy  as  the  keloid  aight  be, 

DR,  FRIEIS4AN:  Half  of  our  popalation  In  the  wairj^nss  of  Alabaaa  is  colored 

and  the  other  half  is  vhite.  ¥e  have  bean  unable  to  ̂ detect  any  racial  diff- 

erence in  the  response  to  the  du«t>  either  In'^the 

autopsy  table}  one  can  find  just  as  «ttch  fibrous  tl8«tte  in  -fee  vhite  aanas  : 

in  the  colored  aan.  ¥e  exaalned  one  ae^ro  :Kho  had  aae^n^  4c«loid8  but  hl»^^;  ji{: 

bone  speciaen  gave  no  dindicatioa  of  ̂ mt  his  skin  ahovid  in  keloid  foTaati<»t|  v^v. 

there  vas  no  correlation  beta^^een  the  two.  - 

The  mortality  rate  of  colored  miners  that  vork  tmderground  is  greater 

than  that  of  the  white  miners  but  this  differ^ice  la  attributed  to  the 

better  living  conditions  of  the  white  people. 

'•-'■■  ̂ ;        ,  .'';•- ■'!■"■"  ■:        •■'■-'  ̂ >' jxWfeo^fv ER.  BASTJER:  Dr.  Fletcher,  is  there  any  difference  in  the  tuberculosis  rate 

of  the  general  coiMiunity  in  the  English  aining  area  to  which  you  inferred,  i«» 

^^=^fiapar±iBKPTd:^  the  rate  for  tiie  Velsh  mining  area? 

^'  '    '       A  / 



Ai   gret 

/   /'   // 

....  j/. .  .  .^   ytp  tilis/i'acrfcbr  ±f 

DR.  RHOABS:   Er.  Lynch,    vs.s  there  r.o  correlation  in  youi-  scries  betveen  the 

extent  of  asbestosis  and  t.e  occ^orrence  of  neoplastic  cnange? 

DR.  LYl^JCH:   Tne  three  c£ec 

cases  of  asbe^tc 

;£E5s  or  c.-'rc'noria  in  our  series  occiirred  in  advanced 

£^osi£,  not  in  ;ninor  conditions  vhere  a  diegnosis  is  made  merely  \ 

because  asbestosis  inignt  be  orecent. 

DR.  LAI^ZA:   I  find  it  difficnlt  to  believe  tnat  tne  cencer  incidence  among 

asbestos  vorkers  in  tne  United  States  could  be  anyvrhere  near  as  nign  as  it 

appearc  to  be  in  England.   l;e  ac-y   have  niissed  seme  cancer  cases  but  I  do  not 

believe  ve  could  have  .;issed  sc  :::any  if  they  hsd  occurred  to  the  same  extent 

they  apparently  do  in  England.   It  is  true,  of  course,  that  es   soon  as  tiie 

h^rniful  effects  of  asbestos  were  recognized  by  i^nerican  industry  a^rograia  of 

cleaning  up  tne  plants  vas  i^-tituted,  and  although  all  asbe::tos  plai.ts  in  tne 

country  have  not  attained  perfecticn  in  industrial  hygiene,  great  strides  nave 

been  made,  particularly  in  tne  plaiit  in  Cnarlotte,  It.  Lynch' s  city.   §ueii^ 



>MM 

TA 

Wjkx 
•^  ̂   a^^u^  'i^^-.^^t^.e  number  of  worKers  in  the  industry  ̂ ^  so  small 

,t.at  ve  Shall  never  have  the  clinical  experience  ..th  asbestosis  that  we  nave^ 
had  Bith  silicosis. 

f  • 

2  % 

b       ft 

-  1 

I  used  to  hear  freouentlv  i-.  r-^,-^^  +i  j.  j_,  >^ .uentlj  m  C^n.da  tnat  the  Canadian  asbestos  va*  less  ' 
damaging  than  the  kind  used  in  -n-^-i-^^  ■■  .-  ^  '^  - xn  ̂ ^l.nd  vnere  tae  major  part  of  tne  asbestos      S    y     f 

used,  1  am  informed  b.  my  English  friends,  is  M^odesian  asbestos,  a  variety      f  I  J 
.uite  dissimilar  ̂ ^truct^_^_^     ^^^^^^^  characteristics  to    /  ̂  - 
the  Canadian  kind   Since  experimentarLtud^e^ 'C'S '^^^  ̂ '^""'^^"""^^^^ 

'  ^uu^ti,^  in  tne  j^ast  f ev  years  have 

She™  that  ..„e.nt  t.pe.  „.  .nic.  „.,  ,.„„_,..  .„,,3,^.  ,,^^^^^^^  ̂ ^^^^^^^^^^^ 
effects,  I  ..  t.,i.a„,  to  ,..o„der  „.et.e.  «  n.ve  gtve.  .„meie„t  attention  to ^^f^6rences  in  trip   f^-^o  ^-p  ̂    -u     x xii    one   tjpe  ol  asbestos  in  o-^^i-  P++on-+   +  -.    . -r^  0^1  attempt  to  explain  variations  in 
the  rate  of  asbestosis. 

Ck*\ 
m.^SMZTU,     I  .ad  ̂   opportunity  to  visit  Br.  G^^  ..ortl.  before  Ms  death 
and^iearn  so.ethi„,  at.„t  the  ,..teriai  :,e  .ad  asse^Ue^;'*;!' ,.,  iv  eases  in 
wa.0.  there  „as  co-existant  asbestosis  and  carcinoma  of  tne  iungs.  In  Ms 
series  there  v«s  no  detectable  relation  between  tne  degree  of  asbestosis  a,>d 
tne  presence  or  absence  of  cancer  ».M,rtTCTr77-t..^_de-re-  „r  ^-^      ■ 

-**--*-«-.  His  series  c.e  fro.,  a  plant  tnat  used  tbe  Hhodesian  blue 
asbestos  „bich,  as  Dr.  Lansa  pointed  ont,  nas  certain  cnaracteristics  tnat  are 
different  rro.,  those  of  Canadian  asbestos.   T:,e  .i^odesian  .ari^.t.  has  a  .ore 
hr.ttle  fiber  and,  therefore,  ,i.es  rise  to  .ore  dust.  I  ̂ derstand,  ho,,ever, 
that  some  of  the  (laM»*t  R,.ij-^-; 

G«.t  B,*t«„  cases  nad  been  exposed  to  t*,  Canadian  asbestos. 

i.«^.««^^  tne  question  of  .^e^^iCel  .as  brcu.nt  up.  Kecentl., 
I  Visited  .r.  a.„r/,  fo„erl,  ,,.edical  officer  for  tne  Plant  in  w,  les  vnero  ..e 



^ 

nasal  sinus  tumors  had  been  observed,  and  Dr.  Morgan,  who  is  the  medical 

officer  there  at  present.   They  stated  that  the  men  who  developed  the  nasal 
sinus  tumors  had  not  been  employed  in  the  part  cf  t.e  plant  vhere  there 

laight  be  exposure  to  nickel  carbonyl,  ̂ ^th  doctors  were  very  reluctant, 
therefore,  to  believe  that  >ij^ nickel  carbonyl  ̂ as  a  factor  in  the  nasal 

sinus  tumors  observed.   They  pointed  out  ,^JE^  that  the  tumors  which  had  occ- 

ur^ed  were  in  men  exposed  to^the  calciners  and  that  cancer  of  tne  nasal  sinus 
vas  not  seen  in  men  who  were  employed  in  the  industry  only  after  192^,  when 
the  calciners  were  re-designed. 

TR.  i4EREl.,'ETHP^:   I  believe  that  Dr.  Lanza  has  been  misinformed  ab^t  the 
proportion  of  L  different  kinds  of  asbestos  used  in  Etigland  Z  aboat  wnere 

tney  are  used.   A,e  original  cases  of  asbestosis  there,  w;ii<<h  occurred  SOyears 

ago,  were  caused  bA  Canadian  asbestos.   In  the  early  da/of  the  asbe.tos  trade, 

about  70  years  ago,\different  kinds  of  asbe-tos  may^/4ve  been  used  but  very 

quickly  t;-.e  industry  concentrated  on  the  white  Cat/dian  variety.  Later  on, 
Riiodesian  asbestos  -  theXblue  kind  from  South  /rica  -  and  a  third  variety, 
amosite,  v.dcu  is  also  an  Wn  silicate,  ca:/ into  use.   Of  these  amosite  is 

definitely  tne  most  brittleX  It  is  browx>/in  color  a^.d  has  fibers  th:.t  are  much 

shorter  than  tne  best  Ganadiar^splnnii/fibers  or  the  best  Rhodes,  an  fibers. 
^and  is  not  extensively  used  today,  but  at 

iUSi 

of  asbestosis  occurred,  a  l;._rge  amouiit  of 

IS  uses 

/.iaosite  liberates   considerable 

tne  period  vheri   soine  of  these   ct 

blue  asbestos   a,.G  of  ajaosite  yat 

Regarding  tne   cancer  :^om  exposurV   to  nickel  we  do  not  believe   txxat  nickel 

carbonyl  has   anything   to/4o  .rith   the   si^aticn   for  tne    simple  reason   that  nickel 

cartenyl  is   so   toxic   t^:,t  nay  more  ..ersons\wculd  have   been  affected.      Jr.   /. 

;;or/. 
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BY  DOCTOR  McCANN; 

Ladies  and  Gentlemen,  since  the  title  of  this 

morning's  meeting  is  the  Clinical  Aspects  of  Pneumoconiosis, 

I  should  like  to  take  the  Chairman's  privilege  of  making  a 

few  introductory  remarks  to  this  session. 

There  have  been  several  points  which  have  come  up 

in  the  course  of  the  recent  meetings  which  seem  to  me  worthy 

of  comment.  First  of  all,  it  was  a  great  pleasure  to  learn 
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should  be  included  in  th/  Mbstatistictd  data. 

difficult^^^drfS^  to  find  a  suitable  com- 
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to  define  physiological  values.  Dr.  Bristol  and 

toN^  something  along  this  line,  te^'^here  have  alvays 
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DR.  BENNETT:     I  believe  that  the  age  group  is.aa  iapartant  cons
ideration  and 

should  be  incluied  in  the  biostatistical  data,       :    ,i>  - 

KU  HOGH-JQNES:     It  is  very  difficult  to  find  a  suitable  combinatio
n  of      -- 

indices  by  which  to  define  physiological  values.     Dr.  Bristol  and  Dr
.  Wrighi 

are  ably  attemptiiBg  to  do  something  along  this  line.     There  have  
always  b«ien 
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difficulties  in  employing  a  series  of  test^ 
 to  define  a  ̂ p.xlix:a^^^r^^ 

in  this  case  emphysema,  ■■";■■:■■  .■•,,i' ■\\v/^>    .  ̂■'■■'.'' 

One  of  the^  difficulties  is  that  although  ther
e     may  be  a  "hij^" 

deg«e  of  correlation  of  .any  one  test  wit
h  another,   the  error  of  prediction 

of  the  one  from  the  other  ofterytill  very  ̂
.     For  example,  I  can  dr«r/^n 

'^  o.^  <  /W  board  here\  tte  relationship 
 betvreen  one  function,   such  as  a  m«i»ua 

?  ̂ :  "voluntary  ventilation  and  the  timed  vital  capacity;     there
  will  he  a  certain 

scatter  about  the  regression  line  which  is  t
he  averagp  relation  between  the  two. 

If  the  correlation  is  -hi^"^  say  about  0.7,  
 the  scatter  is  still  such  -that 

'    when  one'  is  predicted  from  the  other  the  limts  of  predi
ction  are  unhelpfully 

,.?  big; 

The  p«ictical  problem  is  to  combine  tests  
to  give  an  index  of  -maximum 

usefulness,  and  not  to  waste  information  i
n  the  prediction  of  one  test  ftom 

another,  as  if  there  were  an  absolute  relation  betwe
en  them.     Two  iests  usually        , 

only  partirily  measur*  the  same  thing;     
it  is  in  the  residual  vaxd an ce  about 

their  regression  relation  that  the  specific 
 quality  measured  by  the  one  is 

rejected,  along  with  test  error,  in  prediction. 
 -      ,         . 

If  one  will  admit  that  the  clinician  can  defi
ne  gross  emphysema  as 

compared  with  the  nonnal  -  Dr.  Bristol  descr
ibed  that  possibiUty  -  then  one 

can  take  the  different  tests  which  describe  t
he  changes  in  emphysema  (for 

example,  maximum  voluntary  ventilation,  res
idual  capacity,   carbon  dioxide 

sensitivity,   etc.)  and  find  by  a  descrimina
nt  function  what   combination  of  than 

gives  maximum  differences  between  nonnal  and  grossly  emph
ysematous  groups  of  -        , 

subjects,     such  a  function,  might  read,   f
or  examiae,   something  like  -three  times -^^ 

the  M.V.V.,   plus  four  times  an  index  of  ven
tilatory  inequality,  less  twice 

the'arterial  carbon  dioxide".     A  new  test  added  to 
 the  function  will  only  increase 

,.   the  descrimination  between  the  groups,   if  it  is 
 providing  something  hot 

■  -contributed  by  the  tests  already  included.     Such  a  des
criminant  function  for 

-emphysema",   for  example,   can  then  be  applied  to  dete
rmine  the  degree  of  this 

characteristic  in  field  results  on  cases  of  pneumoconi
osis. 
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^-<-.''^/  ̂    -   -UR.  WEIGBTJ     Dr.  Hu^-TonQs'    suggestion  ia  a  good  one.^   We,  atte
mpted  to  get 

.at  that  to  some  extent  "by  a  full-time  correlation  p
rocedure,  as  explained  in 

7  <  my  paper  (Chapter  21^).     Ibssibly  Dr.  Hu^-Jones'  
  procedure  is  a  little  different 

;>T?  "  .  \,.and  is  one  with  which  I  am  not  familiar. 

-     DE.  FLETCHER:     Regarding  fibrosis  "and  emphysema  I  should 
 like  to  mention 

that  in  coal  miners  fibrosis  is  eaanonly  but  not  always 
 associated  with 

emphysema. 

Will  you  tell  us.  Dr.  Wright  what  percentage  of  the  to
^  population 

covered  by  the  studies  refused  to  i;ake  the  tests?
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kVJ^'^^'^'st'sl^-^*^^  difficulties  in  _employing  a  «eries.ofxte8t8-..to  define  a  particular  syndrome  - 

.,.  „  .^  i  ,.  in  this  case  "emphysema*  On^  of  the  difficulties  is  that  although  there  may  be  a 

high  degree  of  correlation  of  any  one  tesv.^^e/error  of  prediction  is,  unfortun- 

ately,  very  great.  If  a  relationship  between'^  oae -function^  suchias  a  Tnaximum 

voluntary  ventilation,  and  the  time  of  the  vital  capacity,  there  will  be  a  certain 

scatter  about  the  regression  line*  If  the  correlation  is  low  or  even  as  high 

as  0*7,  when  one  is  predicted  from  the  other,  there  will  be  a  scatter  about  this 

■^^^,°%      line,  and  to  overcome  this  difficulty  we  have  used  what  is  statistically  a 

"^N  AZ**   discriminate  function,  tiiat  is,  we  combined  a  series  of  tests  to  maximize  a  diffi- 

6^ .      culty  or  difference*  '  \ 

^j^  \iv^ ̂   If  one  will  admit  that  the  clinician  can  define  gross  emphysema  as  compared 

with  the  normal  -  Dr.  Bristol  described,  that  possibility  -  then  one  can  take  the 

different  tests,  those  giving/for  example  maximum  ventilation,  residual  capacity, 

and  COo,  or  tests  predicted  from  them,  and  find  what  combination..,...,,.......,. 

....(text  not  clear).,.,../,.., .and  obtainVa.  statistical  function  which  Maximizes 

the  change  from  normal  ti^  abnormal»-r»»^»T.;^w(t^t  not  clear)^;;^Ibu  can  g^ 

discriminate  fimction  imich  gives  the"  ian xl Tmim\dif f erenee?  in  horaaal  vtiiaea  and^in- 

values  for  extreme  eiy^jhysema  and  thenlapply  -tosi^^f unction  in  ̂ ^t^ 

other  things,  iising/the  simple  predicted  ::tests«.: 

DR,  WRIGHT:  Dr.  Hiagh-Jones'  suggestion  is  a  good  one.  ¥e  attempl^d  to  get  at 

^^^;  :  >^^         to  some  extent  by  a  full-time  correlation  prtjcedure,  as  explained  in  my  paper 

'-A***^ — _^  (Chapter  2^.).  Possibly  Dr.  Hugh-Jones'  procedure  is  a  little  different  and  is  one 

with  which  I  am  not  familiar, 
i. 

i)R.  FLETCHER;  Regarding  fibrosis  and  emphysema  I  should  like  to  mention  that  in  . 

i^jrjiJKtA'   coal  miners  fibrosis  is  commonly  but  not  always  associated  with  emphysema. 

¥111  you  tell  us.  Dr.  Wright,  what  percentage  of  the  total  population  covered 

by  the  studies  refused  to  take  the  tests? 

-;81- 
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DR.  "ifKIGHTi *- 1  cannot  say  precisely  how  many  refused  "because  I'm  not  eurtt  ̂ ?~ 

thal^^a^iijiapie'^^  record  of  the  refusals  was  kept» 

t  was  the  labor  turn-over  in  the  various  giaps  tested? 

>,M 
In  dusty: occupations  there  is  generally  a  higher  turn-over  and,  therefore, 

a  shorter  exposure  time. 

sW  rR»  ¥ElIGHTs  Data  regarding  the  labor  turn-over  is  being  reviewed  but  is 

not  yet  in  final  form*  There  were  a  large  number  of  men  -  possibly  even 

the  majority  of  "those  in  the  dusty  occupations  -  that  had  been  employed  for 

20,  25;  SO-'yeariV.: 

Dr..  Bristol^  pqlrited  out  that  his  paper  was  a  preliminaiy, report;  in  the 

Lon  about  such. subjects  as  dust  exposure  and  labor 

Ww^'^f^'^^^'"'
 

W» 

given,'  The  age  distribution  ranged  from  approximately  25 

to  70  years,i^and  care  wag  taken  in  choosing  the  control  group  to  have  a 

sImi.'pHr  age'»3istribution. 

■When  asking  for  volunteers  from  the  diisty  trades  we  obtained  all  of  the 

people  soxight  except  2  persons  in  the  foundry  and  8  in  the  porcelain  opera- 

tion. Those  10  persons  were  away  on  holidays;  there  were  no  refusals.  I  do 

not  believe^^ai£  our  data  was  seriously  impaired  by  the  absence  of  those  10 

individuals. ~*^A' few  persons  in  the  tool  and  dye  and  punch  press  operations 

refused,  but  there  were  not  many  in  number. 

tjtA/- 
DR.  BRISTOL!  -  Would  you  coimnent  about  the  incidence  of  emidiyseiaa  in  con- 

glomerate silicosis? 

^^^T 
DR»  VBIGHT:  In  regard  to  emphysema  being  a  complication  of  conglomerate 

disease  it  is  our  experience  that  in  the  vast  majority  of  cases  of  conglom- 

■eratetsilicosls; there  is  demonstrable  evidence  of  emphysema.  In  one  very 

-  M  - 
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^^^^^^^^  "'^"'^''^  °^  *^f^!^  radiologic  evidence  -^^^|S^^fS 
number  v^^^oted  in  the  completed  report  -  but  other  methods'M^^'  ..   ̂   -, 

number 

out  onjiiesedndilidtials. 
^?c^« 

^^^f^^^>.'. 

^y^1iave'bee2Mei.l^^th  places  vhere  the  imprdvei^t 

J'^^  ''fT'^^^^^^4'^  you  know  hov  ..any^^ |rorked  in  ̂ .|ard«^|i>entrations  of  dust  and  hov  many   - 
a,*. 

S*? 

■eport* 

w*
 r? 

.mM^ 

-n^r 

,iH^ 

■5 

•••.?■■ 

r*J^i>I:'*C:r-:*?r,.' ^:^-4-:e^^t%^-  .^.,;s^^.^:v  -.X-.- . 
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Pulmonaiy  Function  Studies  in  Men  Exposed  for  Ten  or  More  Tears  to 

Inhalation  of  Asbestos  Fibers 

Femand  Gregoire,  M.D, 

(Neither  transcript  nor  paper  on  file) 

Discussion 

DR.  ECrGH-JONES:  Dr.  Wright  offered  a  suggested  d/finition,  shall  ve  say,  of 

"  1^       measuring  a  man's  overall  capacity  for  work./Taylor  and  Brlggs  did  vhat  they 

|^/^. .  ^'"^    ̂   called  the  crest  load,  the  aaxliBua  work  tliat  people  can  do  steadily,  and  other 

^^^^        people  have  done  the  maxlHium  ability  ±6  vork  as  measured  Iqf  the  oxygen  con- 

^     sumption,  used  also  by  Dr.  Wright/^  But  one  thing  voiries  me:  ̂ though  two 

persons  may  have  very  different  powers  to  do  their  maximum  effort,  does  that 

ts' r fact  necessarily  limit  thiem  at  the  ordinary  work  they  do  every  day?  Does  Dr. 

I  5*^^.S?     Wright  have  evidence  to  show  tkat  the  performance  at  sub-maximal  loads  is \ 
Kis 

necessarily  worse  ̂ 6r  people  >dio  show  a  falling-off  of  their  maximum  ability? 

It  doesn't  seem'  to  me  that  such  a  situation  must  necessarily  follow.  For 
buatic 

I 
I 

\ 
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BY  DOCTOR  MC  CAM; 

Ladies  and  Gentlemen,  since  the  title  of  this  morning's 

meeting  is  the  Clinical  Aspects  of  Pneumoconiosis,  I  shoiild  like 

to  take  the  Chainnan's  privilege  of  making  a  few  introductory- 

remarks  to  this  session. 

There  have  been  several  points  vhich  have  come  up  in  thd 

course  of  the  redent  meetings  vhich  seem  to  me  vorthy  of  comment. 

First  of  all,  it  vas  a  great  pleasure  to  learn 
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Seventh  Silicosis  Conference 

Clinical  Aspects  of  Pneomonoconiosis  -  W.S.  HcCann 

It  vas  a  pleasure  to  leaxn  from.  Dr.  Riilip  Hu^-Jones  that  there  is  so  much 

validity  to  the  clinical  estimation  of  disability.  He  was,  of  course,  speaking 

of  British  Clinicians.  I  wish  I  could  be  sure  that  his  remarics  applied  equally 

to  us  here  in  America,  where,  it  seems  to  me  clinical  medicine  has  fallen  to  a 

low  estate,  dna  to  our  national  penchant  for  gadgeteering  and  for  simon-pure 

specialisation. 

This  leads  me  to  address  myself  to  answer  the  question  •  irfiich  naturally 

arises  in  your  mind  -  idiat  is  so  wrong  about  specialization?  The  answer  is  sixa- 

ple  <»  as  one  learns  "more  and  more  about  less  and  less"  he  tends  to  become  till- 

able to  see  his  patient  as  a  whole  against  the  background  of  his  *diole  environmwit, 

'Shis  is  the  \nrjr  essence  of  understanding  the  nature  and  meaning  of  disease.  As  one 

becomes  more  and  more  specialized  he  becomes  the  very  antithesis  of  the  true  clinician. 

Let  us  attVQit  a  definition  of  disease. 

Diseases  may  be  recognised  and  classified  byt 

(1)  Their  symptoms  and  signs;  (2)  Their  causes; (3)  The  nature  of  the  patho- 

logical processes  underlying  them;  (4)  The  character  of  the  environmental 

setting  in  which  th^  occur;  and  (5)  The  personality  or  "constitution"  of 

the  patient  vho   suffers  "dis-ease." 

These  are  the  pigaents  with  which  the  pictures  of  disease  -  nosography  - 

are  painted. 

Sydenham  said  "Symptomata  se  habent  ad  morbent  ut  folia  et  fultera  ad  plantem." 

Auenbrugger,  Laennec,  Stokes,  Corrigan,  Graves,  Bright,  Addison  -  Louis  - 

Andral  -  Brettoneau,  etal   reitfted  sifgis  to  the  morbid  anatoinical  changes.  Pasteur, 
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Koch,  be^ui  the  concept  of  specific  causes.  People  like  William  Harvflj,  Magendie, 

Claude  Beraard  laid  the  fotmdations  of  pathological  physiology. 

Localized  environmental  settings  were  first  taken  into  account  by  Hamazzini, 

The  first  great  clinician  to  take  account  of  the  entire  personality  of  the  patient  was 
Oiarcot. 

To  Claude  Bernard  we  owe  ttie  basic  conc^t  of  disease  -  the  effort  to  maintain 

constant  internal  environment  for  the  individual  cells  of  the  body. 

To  this  end  aggregations  of  cells,  which  we  call  organs  or  systems  of  organs, 

have  specialized  functions  in  maintaining  this  constancy  -  this  homeostasis. 

These  functions  are  integrated  and  regulated  by  the  mediation  of  the  nervous 

system,  central,  peripheral,  and  visceral;  and  by  the  balance  in  honnonal  activity, 

*diich  detennine  thd  character  and  constitution  of  the  person  or  as  we  say,  individual 
personality. 

Each  individual  must  adapt  himself  to  his  environment,  not  only  that  which  is 

Immediate,  or  local,  but  the  taitire  environment  -  physical,  climatic,  religious, 

moral  -  every  influence  with  which  each  person  must  strive  for  survival  in  peace 
and  comfort  or  health. 

When  environmental  factors  cause  stress  -  tt»e  strain  of  the  individual  to  adapt 

to  it  produces  symptoms  and  signs  of  ''dis-ease. " 

Normal  individuals  develop  syaqptoms  and  signs  only  vhea  the  stress  is  unusually 
great. 

Abnoznal  individuals,  whose  adaptive  functions  are  limited  or  damaged  by  patho- 

logical processes,  show  strain  when  the  stress  is  not  unusually  large  or  even  when  it 
is  less  than  usual. 

Disease  may  occur  then  in  both  normal  and  abnonnal  persons  depending  upon  the  de- 

gree of  stress  irelative  to  the  capacity  to  adapt. 
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eCann 

As  William  HarTsy  eald  -  "There  are  t«  kinds  of  death 
 •  faiOare  frosi  a  lack 

and  soffoeation  bj  an  excess." 

With  this  preamble  I  wiU  now  venture  to  suggest  a 
 definition  of  the  pnemaon- 

oconioses.  They  are  a  group  of  diseases  characterieed
  hy  shortness  of  breath  and 

diMnished  capacity  for  exertion  and  the  performance  
of  mechanical  wrkj  caused 

by  the  prolonged  and  repeated  inhalation  of  particles 
 of  substances,  which  in 

sufficient  aaounts  are  capable  of  producing  morbid  anatom
ical  changes  in  the 

longs  and  circulatoxy  apparatus,  such  as  fibrosis,  rnKphy
nma,   lysiphatic  obstrueUon, 

pulmonic  arteriosclsTOsis,  ri^  heart  hypertrophy,  adhesiTe
  pleuritis,  etc.,  in 

▼axying  degrewi  and  in  Tarying  pexnutations  and  combina
tions.  They  are  classified 

by  the  character  of  the  dust,  by  the  nature  of  the  occupati
onal  eoriroment  (miae, 

foundzT*,  quarxy,  sandblasting,  etc.) 

In  evaluating  the  degree  4f  disability  resulting  from  these  d
iseases  one  must 

consider  the  constituUon  of  the  whole  personality  of  the  indlri
dual  patient,  in- 

cluding his  motlTation  and  his  capacity  to  compensate  for  injuxy  in  one  org
an  system 

hj  impromd  use  of  another.  It  must  also  take  into  account  or
gwdc  ijqjaiiments  whi«* 

are  not  the  result  of  occupational  stress,  such  as  age,  habits,  nu
trition.  Inheritance, 

and  enviromental  stresses  outside  the  occupation.  This  involves  a 
 thorou^  general 

diagnostic  study. 

In  closing  these  remarks,  I  would  like  to  comnent  on  the  plffai^eA  *\^FP^^\§  <>' 

emphysema.  I  have  heard  it  said  that  there  is  no  pathognomonic  sign  of  
m^physmna 

but  I  do  not  beUeve  this.  I  think  there  is  oub   sign;  and  that  has  to  do  
with 

auscultation.  The  breath  sounds  in  emphysema  are  of  low  intensity  and  pitch
,  and 

the  expiration  is  of  longer  duration  than  inspiraUon.  The  use  of  a  st
ethoscope  is  a 
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h^cap  rather  than  a  help  in  detec
tion  of  these  characteristics.  One 

 mst  listen 

directly  with  the  ear  to  appreciate  t
hen.,  paying  attention  to  pitch,  inten

sity,  and 

duration.  In  this  manner  the  presenc
e  of  «5Ays«na  may  be  detected  ̂ en  the  x-ray 

picture  la  tall  of  densities  which  o
bscure  it. 

The  n,le  of  the  clinician  in  the  study  o
f  disease  is  like  that  of  a  man  trying 

to  pat  together  the  piec«i  of  a  picture
  cut  up  b7  a  Jig-saw.  He  has  first  t

o  ex- 

amine  the  pL^  in  onler  to  £uess/the 
 nature  of  the  assanbled  picture.  The 

 clinician 

^at  ffiesfi  .  he  must  sp««late  -  he  mu
st  postulate  as  to  the  final  patt«m,  

if  he  is 

to  put  the  pieces  together  quickly  enoug
h  to  be  of  any  use. 

The  clinician  must  hare  something  like 
 -cat  whiskers-  in  his  mind,  which  en- 

ables  him  to  develop  the  -diagnistic  hunc
h-  ,  which  is  the  great  shortcut  to  the 

tiuth.  Time  is  of  the  essence  as  Hippoc
xutes  implied  when  he  said,  -The  occasio

n 

is  instant.* 

This  attribute  of  the  clinician  is  often 
 not  appreciated  by  the  scientist,  until 

he  himself  b«««e.  a  patient  and  has  reaso
n  to  thank  a  good  doctor  for  the  speed  of 

his  skill  and  aeumon. 

The  method,  of  science  are  like  the  old  th
ree  decker,  which  took  a  watch  to  steer 

her  and  a  week  to  shorten  sail.  They  are  
appUcable  to  the  study  of  diseases,  but  m

uch 

less  appUcable  to  the  study  of  patients
. 

One  final  word  about  the  teaching  of  clini
cal  medicine.  Some  one  wisely  said  that 

if  teaching  consisted  only  of  imparting  f
actual  knowledge,  there  would  hare  been  n

o  use 

for  universities  and  professors  after  the 
 discovexy  of  printing.  One  would  then  n

eed 

only  Ubraries.  However,  the  great  teac
hers  are  those  who  can  endow  facts  with 

 their 
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imaginative  consecpienees.  Young  pupils  are  usually  sceptical  and  will  often 

start  investigations  to  prove  the  Master  wrong  and  in  this  wajr,  lAether  he  is 

ri^t  or  wrong,  knowledge  advances  •«  unless  the  wei^t  of  oiagisterial  authority 

is  so  great  that  no  one  dares  to  challenge  it. 
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•  •■  Chairman's  Remarks 

ThTirsday,  September  25,  1952 

Seventh  Silicosis  Conference 

Clinical  Aspects  of  Pneumonoconiosis  -  W.S,  McCann 

It  was  a  pleasure  to  learn  from  Dr.  Philip  Hugh-Jones  that  there  is  so  much 

validity  to  the  clinical  estimation  of  disability.  He  was,  of  course,  speaking 

of  British  Clinicians.  I  wish  I  could  be  sure  that  his  remarks  applied  equally 

to  us  here  in  America,  vtiere,   it  seans  to  me  clinical  medicine  has  fallen  to  a 

low  estate,  due  to  our  national  penchant  for  gadgeteering  and  for  simon-pure 

specialization. 

This  leads  me  to  address  nyself  to  answer  the  question  -  which  naturally 

arises  in  your  mind  -  %diat  is  so  wrong  about  specialization?  The  answer  is  sim- 

ple -  as  one  learns  "more  and  more  about  less  and  less"  he  tends  to  become  un- 

able to  see  his  patient  as  a  >diole  against  the  background  of  his  whole  environment. 

This  is  the  very  essence  of  understanding  the  nature  and  meaning  of  disease.  As  one 

becomes  more  and  more  specialized  he  becomes  the  very  antithesis  of  the  true  clinician. 

Let  us  attempt  a  definition  of  disease. 

Diseases  may  be  recognized  and  classified  by: 

(1)  "nieir  symptoms  and  signs;  (2)  Their  causes; (3)  The  nature  of  the  patho- 

logical processes  underlying  them;  (4)  The  character  of  the  environmental 

setting  in  which  they  occur;  and  (5)  The  personality  or  "constitution"  of 

the  patient  vrtio  suffers  "dis-ease." 

These  are  the  pignents  with  which  the  pictures  of  disease  -  nosography  - 

are  painted. 
V 

Sydenham  said  "Symptcxnata  se  habent  ad  morbent  ut  folia  et  fultera  ad  plantem." 

Auenbrugger,  Laennec,  Stokes,  Corrigan,  Graves,  Bright,  Addison  -  Louis  - 

Andral  -  Brettoneau,  etal  -  related  signs  to  the  morbid  anatomical  changes.  Pasteur, 
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Koch,  began  the  concept  of  specific  causes.  P
eople  like  William  Harvey,  Magendie, 

Claude  Beraard  laid  the  foundations  of  pathologi
cal  physiology. 

Localized  environmental  settings  were  first  taken
  into  account  by  Ramazzini. 

The  first  great  clinician  to  take  account  of  the  en
tire  personality  of  the  patient  was 

Charcot, 

To  Claude  Bernard  we  owe  the  basic  concept  of  diseas
e  -  the  effort  to  maintain 

constant  internal  environment  for  the  individual  cells 
 of  the  body. 

To  this  end  aggregations  of  cells,  which  we  call  organs
  or  systems  of  organs, 

have  specialized  functions  in  maintaining  this  con
stancy  -  this  homeostasis. 

These  functions  are  integrated  and  regulated  by  the  me
diation  of  the  nervous 

system,  central,  peripheral,  and  visceral;  and  by  th
e  balance  in  hormonal  activity, 

which  detennine  the  character  and  constitution  of  the  per
son  or  as  we  say,  individual 

personality. 

Each  individual  must  adapt  himself  to  his  environment,  not
  only  that  which  is 

ijnmediate,  or  local,  but  the  entire  environment  -  physical
,  climatic, ^religious, 

moral  -  every  influence  with  which  each  person  must  strive 
 for  survival  in  peace 

and  comfort  or  health. 

When  environmental  factors  cause  stress  -  the  strain  of  t
he  individual  to  adapt 

to  it  produces  symptoms  and  signs  of  "dis-eas
e." 

Nonnal  individuals  develop  symptoms  and  signs  only  «hen
  the  s^ess  is  unusually 

great, 

Abnomal  individuals,  whose  adaptive  functions  are  lim
ited  or  damaged  by  patho- 

logical processes,  show  strain  when  the  stress  is  not  unusually
  large  or  even  when  it 

is  less  than  usual. 

Disease  may  occur  then  in  both  nonnal  and  abnonna
l  persons  depending  upon  the  de- 

gree of  stress  relative  to  the  capacity  to  adapt. 
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*g  ̂ ^ilUnni  Univ",v  ̂ l!l  1H   "Tlii  ii  ,im  Imi  Irinin  nf  do,Uh  ■  ru.niiii-  fioiii  u  lauk 

aad-anffecatiou  hy  au  ejLcejar^ 

With  this  preamble  I  will  now  venture  to  suggest  a  definition  of  the  pneumon- 

Qconioses.  They  are  a  group  of  diseases  characterized  by  shortness  of  breath  and 

diininished  capacity  for  exertion  and  the  perfoimance  of  mechanical  work;  caused 

by  the  prolonged  and  repeated  inhalation  of  particles  of  substances,  which  in 

sufficient  amounts  are  capable  of  producing  morbid  anatomical  changes  in  the 

lungs  and  circulatoiy  apparatus,  such  as  fibrosis,  emphysema,  lymphatic  obstruction, 

puLnonic  arteriosclerosis,  right  heart  hypertrophy,  adhesive  pleuritis,  etc.,  in 

varying  degrees  and  in  varying  permutations  and  combinations.  They  are  classified 

by  the  character  of  the  dust,  by  the  nature  of  the  occupational  environment  (mine, 

foundry,  quariy,  sandblasting,  etc.) 

In  evaluating  the  degree  6f  disability  resulting  from  these  diseases  one  must 

consider  the  constitution  of  the  whole  personality  of  the  individual  patient,  in- 

cluding his  motivation  and  his  capacity  to  compensate  for  injury  in  one  organ  system 

by  ingjroved  use  of  another.  It  must  also  take  into  account  organic  impairments  which 

are  not  the  result  of  occupational  stress,  such  as  age,  habits,  nutrition,  inheritance, 

and  environmental  stresses  outside  the  occupation.  This  involves  a  thorough  general 
diagnostic  study. 

In  closing  these  remarks,  I  would  like  to  comment  on  the  physical  diagnosis  of 

emphysema.  I  h«ve  heard  it  said  that  there  is  no  pathognomonic  sign  of  emphysema 

but  I  do  not  believe  this.  I  think  there  is  one  sign;  and  that  has  to  do  with 

auscultation.  The  breath  sounds  in  emphysema  are  of  low  intensity  and  pitch,  and 

the  expiration  is  of  longer  duration  than  inspiration.  The  use  of  a  stethoscope  is  a 
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handicap  rather  than  a  help  in  detection  of  these  characteristics.  One  must  listen 

directly  with  the  ear  to  appreciate  them,  paying  attention  to  pitch,  intensity,  and 

dviration.  In  this  manner  the  presence  of  emphysema  may  be  detected  vrfien  the  x-ray 

picture  is  full  of  densities  which  obscure  it. 

The  role  of  the  clinician  in  the  study  of  disease  is  like  that  of  a  man  trying 

to  put  together  the  pieces  of  a  picture  cut  up  by  a  Jig-saw.  He  has  first  to  ex- at 

amine  the  pieces  in  order  to  guesa/the  nature  of  the  assembled  picture.  The  clinician 

must  guess  -  he  must  speculate  -  he  must  postxilate  as  to  the  final  pattern,  if  he  is 

to  put  the  pieces  together  quickly  enough  to  be  of  any  use. 

The  clinician  must  have  something  like  "cat  whiskers"  in  his  mind,  which  en- 

ables him  to  develop  the  "diagnostic  hunch"  ,  which  is  the  great  shortcut  to  the 

truth.  Time  is  of  the  essence  as  Hippocrates  implied  when  he  said,  "The  occasion 

is  instant, •♦^ 

This  attribute  of  the  clinician  is  often  not  appreciated  by  the  scientist,  until 

he  himself  beccaaes  a  patient  and  has  reason  to  thank  a  good  doctor  for  the  speed  of 
his  skill  and  acumen. 

The  methods  of  science  are  like  the  old  three  decker,  which  took  a  watch  to  steer 

her  and  a  week  to  shorten  sail.  They  are  applicable  to  the  study  of  diseases,  but  much 

less  applicable  to  the  study  of  patients. 

One  final  word  about  the  teaching  of  clinical  medicine.  Some  one  wisely  said  that 

if  teaching  consisted  only  of  imparting  factual  knowledge,  there  would  have  been  no  use 

for  universities  and  professors  after  the  discovery  of  printing.  One  would  then  need 

-only  libraries.  However,  the  great  teachers  are  those  who  can  endow  facts  with  their 
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Imaginative  consequences.  Young  pupHs  are  usually  sceptical 
 and  >dll  often 

start  investigations  to  prove  the  master  wrong  and  in  this  way,  wheth
er  he  is 

right  or  wrong,  knowledge  advances.,  unless  the  weight  of  magister
ial  authority 

is  so  great  that  no  one  dares  to  challenge  it. 
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from  Doctor  Philip  Hugh-Jones  that  there  Is  so  much  validity 

in  the  clinical  aestimation  of  disability.  He  was,  of 

course,  speaking  of  clinicians.  I  wish  I  could  he  sure  thai; 

his  remarks  applied  equally  to  us  here  in  America,  where, 

it  seems  to  me  clinical  medicine  has  fallen  to  a  lower  s  tat^ 

due  to  our  national  penehant  for  gadgeteering  and  simon- 

pure   specialization. 

Naturally   the   question  arises    in  yovir  mind   as    to 

why   I   think   there's    something  wrong  about   specialization. 

The    answer   to   this    is    simple.      As   one   learns   more  and  more 

about   less   and  less,    he    tends   to  become  unable   to   see  his 

patient  as   a  whole  person  against  his   whole   environmental 

background.      This,    it   seems    to  me,    is   the   very   essence   of 

understanding  the   nature   and  meaning  of  disease    and  as    one 

becomes  more   and  more   specialized,    he   becomes   the   very 

antithesis   of   the   clinician. 

Now,    the   other   day,    the   question  came   up   of  try- 

ing to  make   a   definition  of  disease.      I  made   a  very   lame 

attempt  at   it,    and  I   should  like    to   devote   a  moment   or   two 

to   an  attempt    to   define   disease.      Diseases  may  be   recognizee, 

or   classified  by  certain   criteria.      First,    there   are  simple 

-   there   are    symptoms   and  signs;    second,    their    causes,    third 

the   nature   of   the  pathological  processes   underlying  them, 

foxorth,    the   character  of   the   environmental   setting   in  which 

they  occur,    and  fifth,    the  personality  or   constitution  of 
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the  patient  who  suffers  disease.   These  are  the  pigments 

with  which  the  pictures  of  disease  are  painted. 

Tracing  the  history  of  nosography,  Sydenham  said: 

"Symptomata  se  habent  ad  morbent  ut  folia  et  fultera  ad 

plantam."   Symptoms  are  to  disease  as  the  leaves  and  fruits 

are  to  plants,  and  following  Linaeus,  he  tried  to  classify 

them. 

Aueribrugger,  Laennec,  Stokes,  Corrigan,  Graves, 

Bright,  Addison,  Louis,  Andral,  Brettoneau,  all  related 

signs  to  morbid  anatomical  changes.   Pasteur  and  Koch  began 

the  concept  of  specific  causes.   People  like  William  Harvey, 

Magendie,  Claude  Bernard  laid  the  founcation  for  pathologi- 

cal physiology. 

Localized  environmental  settings  were  first  taken 

into  account  by  Ramazzinl  and  the  first  great  clinician  to 

take  account  of  entire  personality  of  the  patient  was  Char- 

cot. 

To  Claude  Bernard  we  owe  the  basic  concept  of  dis- 

ease, the  effort  to  maintain  constant  internal  environment 

for  the  individual  cells  of  the  body. 

To  this  end,  aggregations  of  cells,  which  we  call 

organs  or  systems  of  organs,  have  specialized  functions  in 

maintaining  this  constancy,  this  homeostasis. 

These  fiinctions  are  integrated  and  regulated  by 

the  mediation  of  the  nervous  system,  central,  peripheral  and 
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visceral,  and  by  the  balance  in  hormonal  ac
tivity,  which  de- 

termine the  character  and  constitution  of  the  person 
 or  as 

we  say  individual  personality. 

Each  individual  must  adapt  himself  to  his  e
nvir- 

onment, not  only  that  which  is  immediate  or  local,  b
ut  the 

entire  environment,  physical,  climatic,  rel
igious,  moral, 

every  influence,  with  which  each  person  mu
st  strive  for  a 

survival  in  peace  and  comfort  or  what  we 
 call  health. 

When  environmental  factors  cause  stress,  the  str
ai|n 

on  the  individual  to  adapt  to  it  produces  t
he  symptoms  of 

disease.   Normal  individuals  develop  symptoms 
 and  signs  only 

when  the  stress  is  unusually  great.  Abno
rmal  individuals, 

whose  adaptive  functions  are  limited  or  da
maged  by  patho- 

logical processes,  show  strain  when  the  stress  
is  not  un- 

usually large  or  even  when  it  is  less  than  usua
l. 

Disease  may  occur  then  in  both  normal  
and  abnormal 

persons  depending  upon  the  degree  of  s
tress  relative  to  the 

capacity  to  adapt.   As  william  Harvey  s
aid,  there  are  two 

kinds  of  death,  failure  from  a  lack  and 
 suffocation  from  an 

excess.   By  this  preamble,  I  will  now  ve
nture  to  suggest 

a  definition  of  the  pneimoconioses. 

They  are  a  group  of  diseases  characteri
zed  by 

shortness  of  breath  and  diminished  capac
ity  for  exertion 

and  the  performance  of  mechanical  work
  caused  by  the  prolonged 

and  repeated  inhalation  of  particles  of  
substances  which,  in 
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sufficient  amoionts,  are  capable  of  producing  morbid  anatom- 

ical changes  in  the  lungs  and  circulatory  apparatus,  such 

as  fibrosis,  emphysema,  lymphatic  obstruction,  pulmonary  or 

pulmonic  arterial  sclerosis,  hyper...  right  heart  hyper- 

trophy, adhesive  pleuritis,  and  so  forth,  in  varying  de- 

grees and  in  varying  permutations  and  conibinations.   They 

are  classified  by  the  character  of  the  dust,  by  the  nature 

of  the  occupational  environment,  such  as  mine,  foundry, 

quarry,  sandblasting,  and  so  forth,  and  perhaps  within  these 

categories,  local  designations  such  as  Welch  coal  mines 

or  Lancashire  coal  mines  or  Pennsylvania  hard  coal  area,  and 

so  forth. 

In  evaluating  the  degree  of  disability  resulting 

from  these  diseases,  one  must  consider  the  constituion  of 

the  whole  personality  of  the  Individual  patient  including 

his  motivation  and  his  capacity  to  compensate  for  injury 

in  one  organ  system  by  improved  use  of  another.   It  must 

also  take  into  account  organic  impairments  which  are  not 

the  result  of  occupational  stress,  such  as  age,  habits,  nu- 

trition, inheritance  and  environmental  stresses  outside  the 

occupation.   This  involves  a  thorough  general  diagnostic 

study. 

In  closing  these  remarks,  I  woijld  like  to  comment 

on  the  physical  diagnosis  of  emphysema,   I  have  heard  it 

said  that  there  is  no  pathognomonic  sign  of  emphysema  and  I 

Ti'
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do  not  believe    this.      I   think   there   Is   one   sign  and   that  has 

to   do  with  auscultation.      The   breath  sounds   In  e niphys ertia 

are   lov/  Intensity  and  pitch   and   the   expiration  Is   of  longer 

d\iratlon   than  the    inspiration.      Now,    In  appreciating   these 

characteristics    of   the   breath  sounds    in  emphysema,    I  believe 

that  a   stethoscope   is   a  handicap,      A  stethoscope   is,    after 

all,    a  good  deal   like    the  receiving  set  of  a  certain  radio. 

It  will   separate  bands   of  frequencies   of  sound  and  very 

often  certain  bands   are   cut  out  or  blocked  by  the   stetho- 

scope,     I,    therefore,    think  that  one    should  routinely  lister 

to   the    chest  with   the   ear  directly,    in  order  to   appreciate 

this   and.  to  pay   attention  to   intensity,    pitch  and  diiration 

of  sound.      In  this   manner,    the   presence   of  emphysema  may 

be  detected  when   the  X-ray  picture   is   so  full   of  density 

that   it   is   obscnred. 

Now,    the   role   of   the   clinician   in  the    study   of 

disease   is   like    that  of  man  trying   to  put  together   the   piec- 

es   of  a  picture   cut  by   a   jig-saw.      He    is  first   to   examine 

the  pieces   in  order   to  guess   at    the   natxire   of    the   assembled 

pictiore.      The   clinician  must  guess,    he  must   speculate,    he 

must  postulate   as    to  the   final  pattern  if  he   is   to  put    the 

pieces    together  quickly,    quickly   enough   to  be    of  any  use. 

He  must  have   something  like   cat  whiskers    in  his 

mind  which  enables  him  to  develop   a  diagnostic  hundh  as    to 

how   this   picture    is   going   to   turn   out.      This   is    the  great 
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short-cut  and   time   is   of   the   essence,    as   Hippocrates   said: 

"The   occasion  Is    Instant." 

This   attribute   of   the    clinician  is    often  not    ap- 

preciated by   the   scientist,   iintil  he  himself  becomes    a  pa- 

tient  and  has   reason  to   thank  a  good  doctor  for  the    speed 

of  his   skill   and  aciimen. 

The  methods   of   science   are   like    the   old   three 

decker,   which  took  a  watch   to  steer  and  a  week  to  shorten 

sail.      They   are   applicable   to   the   study  of    diseases,    but  not 

very  applicable    to   the    study  of   the  patient. 

One  final  word  I  would  like   to  say   about  the 

teaching  of   clinical  medicine.      Someone   said,    very  wisely, 

that   if  teaching  consisted  only  of   transmitting  factual 

knowledge,    there  wouldn't  have  been   any  excuse    for  univer- 

sities  or  professors    after    the   discovery  of  printing.      The 

job   of   the   teacher  is    to   endow  the  facts  with    their    imag- 

inative  consequences.      Young  pupils    are  often   skeptical 

and   they're   often  starting  investigations    just   to  prove   the 

master  is  wrong  and  in   this   way,   whether  he   is   right   or 

wrong,    knowledge   advances  unless    the  weight  of   magisterial 

authority  is   so  great   that  no   one   dares    to   challenge   it, 

I  was  moved  to  make  this  last  remark  because,  in 

my  own  presentation,  I  have  allowed  my  imagination  to  work 

on  the   facts    to  some    extent,  (Applause), 

Now,    I    think   I  have    taxed  your  patience   over  long 
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We  will  proceed  to  the  first  paper  on  the  program  by  Doctor 

Leonard  Bristol,  on  the  incidence  of  clinically  manifest 

diffuse  obstructive  emphysema.   Doctor  Biistol, 

BY  DOCTOR  BRISTOL; 

Doctor  McCann,  Ladies  and  Gentlemen  of  the  Sympos- 

ium:  I  should  like  to  state  at  the  outset  that  this  is  a 

preliminary  report.   It  is  a  combined  study  of  the  Depart- 

ments of  Physiology,  the  Radiology  of  the  Trudeau  Founda- 

tion and  the  physiological  data  in  this  paper  has  been  com- 

piled by  Doctor  George  Wright  and  his  staff.   I  should  like 

to  have  it  clearly  understood  that  my  part  in  this  work  was 

that  of  a  radiologist. 

The  word  emphysema  is  derived  from  the  Greek  and 

literally  means  a  blowing.   Strictly  speaking,  it  is  defined. 

as  a  swelling  produced  by  gas  or  air  diffused  in  a  cellular 

tissue.   It  is  a  term  of  broad  general  meaning  and,  there- 
t 

fore,  when  it  is  employed  for  descriptive  purposes,  one  musij 

define  clearly  what  is  meant  by  its  uses. 

The  clinical  diagnosis  of  chronic  pulmonary  emphy- 

sema is  not  simple  to  make.   No  physician  should  have  dif- 

ficulty in  establishing  a  diagnosis  of  far  advanced  emphy- 

sema, but  it  requires  the  most  keen  clinical  insight  to  di- 

agnose correctly  a  mild  to  moderate  emphysema.   A  large 

proportion  of  moderate  emphysemas  are  overlooked  while  many 

cases  so  diagnoses  are  not  confirmed  by  pathologic  study. 
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We  will  proceed  to  the  first  paper  on  the  program  by  Doctor 

Leonard  Bristol,  on  the  incidence  of  clinically  manifest  diffuse 

obstructive  emphysema.  Doctor  Bristol. 
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In  a  recent  publication,  Fernon  states:   There  i
s 

no  consistent  relationship  between  the  clinical
  severity 

diffused  by  lateral  pulmonary  emphysema  and  the
  extent  of 

the  process  seen  in  necropsy.   This,  in  general, 
 has  been 

our  experience.   Histologically,  pulmonary  emphys
ema  is  a 

condition  in  which  the  alveolae  are  distended, 
 distorted  anc, 

interrupted.  Continued  air  sacs  within  a  lobu
le  may  coalesc 

and  adjacent  lobules  may  fuse  to  form  large  air
  spaces. 

As  a  result  of  this,  the  total  respiratory  sur
face  is  re- 

duced and  the  pulmonary  capillary  bed  is  diminished. 
  The 

pulmonary  elastic  tissue  is  frightened  and  appe
ars  to  be 

reduced  in  amount.   It  is  surprising  that  one  o
f  the  chief 

clinical  and  physiological  features,  namely,  a
ir  with  an 

obstruction,  has  not,  with  the  exception  of  a  r
ecent  paper 

by  Spain  and  Amberson,  been  described  by  
histologists. 

The  terra  emphysema  as  used  in  medicine  is  very 

ambiguous  and  as  -  is  far  too  often  employed  in  a
  very  loose 

manner.   Therefore,  it  is  imperative  that  we  t
hink  clearly 

as  to  what  is  meant  when  we  use  it.   Several  va
rieties  of 

this  condition  are  recognized.   A  simple  but  s
atisfactory 

classification  has  been  devised  by  Rubin  -  may  I 
 have  the 

first  slide,  please  —  as  follows: 

Obstructive  emphysema  caused  by  mechanical
  inter- 

ference with  respirators.   The  subdivisions  be  neath
  that, 

as  you  can  see  it,  are  chronic  hypertrophic  bul
bous  forms. 

e 
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two,  common  obstructive  emphysema  caused  by  obstruction, 

in  the  thoracic  change.   The  lungs  expand  to  fill  a  barrel 

shaped  chest,  referred  to  as  senile  or  postule  emphysema. 

Interstitial  emphysema  condition  characterized  by  tissue 

trauma  of  the  lungs j  for  compensatory  emphysema,  a  state  of 

physical  enlargement  of  the  alveolae  to  meet  anatomic  read- 

justment and  increased  functional  demands  resulting  from 

loss  of  tissue  and,  five,  combined  forms  of  emphysema,  one 

component  usually  being  predomiaant. 

At  this  time,  emphysema  may  develop  suddenly  or 

slowly  and  is  usually  bi-lateral  and  generalized.   This  con- 

dition may  occur  independently  of  any  pulmonaiy  disease, 

as  a  complication  of  long  standing  bronchial  disease  or  may 

be  associated  with  other  diseases  or  malformations  of  the 

iTings  or  chest. 

For  piorposes  of  discussion  in  this  paper,  we  shall 

limit  our  consideration  to  diffuse  obstructive  emphysema 

for  the  chonric  hypertrophic  form.   The  salient  clinical 

feature  of  which  is  airway  obstruction.  Whatever  the  ob- 

structive agent,  the  mechanics  of  this  condition  are  such 

that  air  entering  the  lung  during  Inspiration  is  exeplled 

with  difficulty  during  expiration,  the  difficulty  in  tiarn 

leads  to  a  reduced  maximal  breathing  capacity,  a  high  re- 

sidual air  and  in  its  advanced  stages,  to  a  retention  of 

carbon  dioxide  in  the  lungs  and  hypoxia. 
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These  physiological   data  can  be   recorded  accur- 

ately in  relation  to  an  individual's    total  respiratory   ca- 

pacity.     I   sho-uld  like   to  present  a   case    of  classic   diffuse 

structural  emphysema.      This    slide  represents   a  film  in  full 

inspiration  and  full  expiration,    the  production  on  your   left 

being  the   inspiration  microgram  and   the   one   on  your  right 

in  full  expiration, 

I  should  like    to  direct  your  attention  to   the    laci 

of  rise  of   the   diaphragms   in  the  expiratory  film  and  the 

failure  of   this  patient  to  empty  his   Ixmgs   on  expiration. 

The   information  to  be   gathered  from   this    slide   is    that   the 

patient  has   a  low  maximum  breathing  capacity  and  a  higher 

residual  air.     We   have   predicted  maximal  breathing   capacity 

of   twenty-two  liters   per  minute  at  determined  thirty-one;
 

residual   air,    predicted  I.36   and  determined  was  l.$k» 

The  data  on  this   slide   shows   that  the  patient  has 

an  elevated  carbon  dioxide   content,    an  abnormally  low
  hemo- 

globin  saturation  with   .02.      There    is   an  elevated  PCOg   and 

a  low  PO2.      These   are   evidences   of  markedly   impaired 
 venti- 

lation of   the   blood. 

Diffuse   obstructive   emphysema   is   known    to  be   one 

of   the   complications   of   silicosis.      Simple   dis
creet  nodular 

silicosis    is    seldom  associated  with  clinically  
manifest  di- 

ffuse  obstructive   emphysema.      On  the  other  hand,    conglome
rate 

silicosis   is    almost  always    complicated  by   some   degree   of 
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diffuse  obstructive  emphysema.  We  do  not  mean  to  imply  that 

chronic  pulmonary  emphysema  is  never  detected  in  an  indiv
id- 

ual who  has  discreet  nodular  silicosis,  but  raise  a  question 

as  to  its  underlying  cause  when  the  two  are  associated. 

Is  it  directly  related  to  the  pulmonary  deposition 

of  quartz  or  is  it  entirely  an  independent  process?  Emph
y- 

sema has  been  alleged  to  be  a  complication  of  asbestosis. 

This  problem  will  be  discussed  by  Doctor  Gregoire.  Emphy
- 

sema is  also  alleged  to  be  caused  by  the  inhalation  of  coal 

dust.  Emphysema  has  been  observed  in  granular  beryl
lium 

workers,  but  is  by  no  means  always  present.   Emphysema  i
s 

also  observed  in  persons  exposed  to  all  manner  of  inert  
dust 

and  some  go  so  far  as  to  associate  these  inert  dusts  i
n  a 

causal  relationship. 

Now,  to  establish  a  causal  relationship  between 

emphysema  and  the  inhalation  of  any  foreign  material,
  re- 

quires the  demonstration  of  a  high  presence  of  emphysema 

in  those  so  exposed  as  in  a  similar  group  not  so  exposed
. 

We  propose  to  explore  the  question  of  whether  or 

not  there  is  a  higher  incidence  of  emphysema  in  thos
e  ex- 

posed to  the  inhalation  of  inert  dust  than  in  those  not  so
 

exposed,  in  an  attempt  to  prove  or  disprove  a  c
ausal  rela- 

tionship between  such  inert  dust  and  the  development  of 

diffuse  obstructive  emphysema. 

The  first  step  in  such  a  study  is  to  discover  the
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relative  Incidence  of  emphysema  In  a  dusty  and  non-dusty 

trade.   As  mentioned  before,  diffuse  obstructive  emphysema 

Is  difficult  to  diagnose  by  means  of  history  or  physical 

examination,  except  in  advances  cases.   Hence,  It  Is  Imper- 

ative that  we  look  for  more  refined  methods. 

In  recent  years,  clinical  physiologists  have  de- 

vised accTirate  techniques  in  the  study  of  the  normal  and 

abnormal  functions  of  the  lirngs.   These  various  lung  func- 

tion studies  offer  a  method  of  appraising  pulmonary  disa- 

bilities objectively.   If  we  again  refer  back  to  our  orig- 

inal case  which,  as  you  will  recall,  was  that  of  a  patient 

with  diffuse  obstructive  emphysema,  it  will  be  seen  that 

there  was  the  presence  of  a  low  maximiim  breathing  capacity. 

This  test  measures  the  maximum  volxome  of  air  that  can  be 

breathed  in  a  unit  of  time.   The  patient  also  had  a  high 

residual  of  air.   This  represents  the  amount  of  air  remain- 

ing in  the  IxmgB   following  a  maximal  respiratory  effort. 

Also,  there  was  a  retention  of  carbon  dioxide  and 

hypoxia.   Obviously,  it  is  impractical  to  employ  these 

methods  in  undertaking  a  study  of  a  large  series  of  indi- 

viduals.  Therefore,  wehave  attempted  to  find  a  more  prac- 

tical procedure.   The  maximum  breathing  capacity  is  known 

to  correlate  highly  with  the  volume  of  air  that  can  be  ex- 

pelled in  a  unit  time. 

Gensler  has  shown  that  the  maximum  breathing 
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capacity   correlates  highly  with  the  volu
me   of   air   expired 

in  one   sector.      In  a  similar   study   carrie
d  out   in  our  phys- 

iology laboratory,  Wright  and  his   co-workers 
 found  that   the 

volume   of  air  expelled  in  eight   tenths  
  second  following   the 

beginning  of   the  most  rapid  expirati
on  possible,    correlated 

with  the  maximum  breathing  capacity   o
f   .758  with   a  standard 

error  of   .750.      It  will   appear  from   thes
e    studies   that    the 

air  expelled  in  eight   seconds   during  
such  a  maneuver   and 

hereafter  referred  to   as  E2,    is    to  a
  limited  extent  a  sub- 

stitute  for   the  maximum  breathing   capacity   t
est  in  mass 

surveys. 

May  I  have  the  next  slide,  please!
  It  would  appei 

logical  that  the  enclosed  area  w
ithin  the  silhouette  of  the 

thoracic  cage  at  full  Inspiratio
n  would  bear  a  relationship 

to  the  total  volume  of  air  with
in  the  lung,  that  the  silhou- 

ette of  the  thoracic  cage  at  full  exp
iration  would  bear  a 

relationship  to  residual  air.  T
he  possibility  of  using  the 

ratio  between  these  two  areas  
is  a  substitute  for  the  actual 

residual  air  total  volume  rati
o,  has  occurred  to  several 

investigators. 

on  this  slide,  a-3  refers  to  th
e  area  at  full  ex- 

piration and  A-1  to  the  area  of  full  
inspiration. 

In  1933,  Gertado  and  his  co-
workers  showed  that 

there  was  a  significant  correl
ation  between  residual  air 

and  total  volume  ratio  and  the  a
rea  enclosed  within  the 

t' 
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thoracic  porages    on  a  film  taken   at  full   expiration,   pro- 

vided  that   -  in  a  similar   area  on  full    inspiration.      Five 

years    later,    in  another   communication,    he   stated  that   con- 

trary  to  previous   results,    the   correlation  between  the 

ratio,    area  at  maximum  expiration   divided  by   area  at  maxi- 

mum inspiration  and   the  maximum  residual    air   divided  by   to- 

tal  capacity,   was   low   and  insignificant,   but  no  explanation 
of   this   statement  was   ever  made. 

May   I  have   the  next  slide,    please?     Recently, 

George  Wright  has    studied   two  hundred  and  thirty-four   cases 
and  showed  a  good  correlation  of   the   residual   air   total 

volume  ratio  with  the    area  of  radiological   inspiration,    area 
of  radiologic   inspiration,    the    co-efficient  being   .772  and 
with  a  standard  error  or   ,02,    and  the  remainder  of  this 

paper,    this    radiologic  ratio  will  be   referred  to   as  A-e, 
A-1. 

This   is    the   regression  formula  shov/ing  that   high 

correlation    of  stock   that  Wright  obtained   in  this    study. 

You  will  notice    in   the  right-hand  corner   is   marked  13ij.  cases 
but  since    this   lamp   slide  was  made,  he   has   studied  a  h\an- 

dred  more,   making   a  total   of  23l|   cases.      Prom  this    regression 
formula,   we   can  see   that    there   is    a  high  correlation  between 

the    area  expiration  and  area  of   Inspiration,    with   the  per- 
centage  of  residual   air. 

Now,  this  lantern  slide  represents  a  full 
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expiration  of  a  normal  healthy 
 male.      The   area  of    the    flliu, 

the    area  of   the   film  on  your  r
l^t   Is  referred  to   as   A-3 

and  the   area  of  f^.11   Inspira
tion  on  your  left  represent

s 

A-1.      These  measurements   are  
 determined  by   a  cllnlmeter   a

nd  1 

you  can  see    the   tracings  wh
ich  have  been  made  especial

ly  on 

the   expiration  film,    to   det
ermine  ffom   these   traces. 

The  work  we  wish   to  report  on
   this  morning   re- 

presents  a  study  of  713  men  in  the    
General  Electric  plant 

in  Schenectady,   by  means  
of  Inspiration  and  expirat

ion 

films  and  measurement  of  maxim
um  expiratory  velocity.      The 

xnen  studied  made  up  three  dis
tinct  groups,    one,    all  but   tw

o 

of   those   currently  employed 
 in  the   iron  and  steel    foun

dry, 

TT    \..^^  Pi£Tht  of   those  currently   employed 

or  237  persons;    all  but  
eigrn;  ox    wiwoo 

in  the  porcelain  division 
 or  193  pei-ns ;  workers  frora  the 

tool  and  dye  and  punch  pres
s  divisions.   229  persons;   

 «.ese 

last  vere  chosen  by  random
  sampling,  but  were   allow

ed  to 

refuse  if  they  did  not  wan
t  to  participate  in  the   s

tudy. 

Fifty  more  men  from  salar
y  personnel  were  also   st

udied. 

Most  of   these   have  been  emp
loyed  more   or   less 

sporadically  than  the  la
boring  group  of  the  divi

sions  men- 

tioned.     The   non-dusted  group,    at 
 the   same   age   distribution

 

as   did   the   dusted  groups.   
   Each  man  had  the    followi

ng 

study:     Hoentgenograms  wer
e  made  on  a  four  by  five 

 flat  film 

the  films   taken  as  follows: 
    One,  full  inspiration,    t

wo. 

four   tenths    of  a  second  after
  beginning  of    the   most  rapid 
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expiration  possible;   three,    eight   tenths   of  a  second  after 

the  beginning  of   the  most  rapid  expiration  possible,    and 

four,    in  full  expiration. 

We   are  not  reporting  on  the   four?   tenths   or   eight 

tenths   seconds   films   at   this   time.      AH   exposures  were   set 

at  one    tenth  of  a   second.      The  kilowatts    and  high   amperes 

being  slightly  over  exposed  for   the   film  in  that  period. 

The   expired  air  was    caught   in  a  spirometer  with 

two   indicators,    one   of  which  was    stopped  at  either  four 

tenths    or  eight   tenths    second  after  expiration  was  begun. 

The   other  registered  the  full  vital  capacity.      The  volume 

of  air  blown  into   the   spirometer  during   the  four  tenths    or 

eight    tenths    second  period  is  considered  to  be   representa- 

tive  of  maximum  expiration  velocity.      The  maximum  breath- 

ing capacity  was  measured  in  233   of  the   713  men. 

The  following  data  have  been  calculated  regarding 

the  maximum  expiratory  capacity.      The  first  three  lines   are 

representative   of  -  define   our  symbols.     E-1  equals   the 

volijme   of  air  expired  in   four   tenths   of  a  second  at   the 

fastest  expiration  possible.     E-2  represents    the   volume   of 

air  expired  eight   tenths   of    a  second  at  the    fastest  expir- 

ation possible   and  E-3   equals    the   vital   capacity  at  fastest 

expiration  possible.     RE  equals    the   co-efficient  oc    corre- 

lation. 

Now,    I'd  like    to   draw  yoiir   attention   to   this    line 
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here,    apparently  E-2  correlates  highly  and  best  with   the 

actual  maximiom  breathing   capacity.      This    is   all   the  more 

significant  when   one   realizes    that  we  were   studying  a 

group   of   individuals  who   are   almost  normal  from  the    stand- 

point of   their  maximum  breathing   capacity.     As    indicated 

by    the   fact   that   their  mean  maximum  breathing    capacity  was 

135  liters   per  minute   and   the  median  li4.0  liters   per  minute. 

If  we  had  had  a  larger  proportion  of  persons   with  a  patho- 

logically low  maximum  breathing   capacity,   we  probably 

would  have  had  an  even  higher   correlation  co-efficient. 

If  one  would  accept  the   contention   that  the  E-2 

is   a  fairly  representative  measure  of   the   maximum  breathing 

capacity  especially  for  group   studies,    one   can   derive   f^Ir- 

ther   information  from   the   study.      One  hundred  and  six  men 

had  a  maximvim  breathing  capacity   that   fell  within  one 

standard  deviation  of   their  predicted  normal  figure,    and  a 

hiindred  and  sixty  fell  within    two  standard  deviations.    The 

mean  E-2   for   the   hundred  and  six  men  was   2.93^1-  liters,    and 

for   the   hundred  and  sixty  men,    it  was   2.836  liters. 

One  may,    thus,    take    the   figure   of  2.836  liters 

as  the  mean  E-2   for  a  group   of  men  who  have   normal  maximiuii 

breathing  capacity. 

Of   the   entire   group   whose  maximum  breathing   ca- 

pacity was  measured,    32  have   values   outside   the   range    of 

normal,   that  is   beyond   two   standard  deviations    on  the   low 
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side.      The  mean  raaxiraum  breathlngcapaclty  of  this   low  group 

was   eighty-eight  liters  per  minute   and  their  mean  E-2  is 

2,198   liters,    in  contrast   to   the  normal   group.      It  is   appar-' 

ent  that   the  E-2  will   disclose    the  presence   of  a   low  maxi- 

mum breathing  capacity. 

If  one   starts  with  the  premise   that  those  mean 

with  a  normal  breathing  -  maximum  breathing  capacity,    that 

is  within  two   standard  deviations   of   their  predicted,    com- 

prise  a  group  which  is,    as   a  whole,    free    of   emphysema,    then 

their  mean  E-2  plus    two  standard  deviations    and  their  mean 

A-3:A-1  ratio  plus   two  standard  deviations    can   serve   as    a 

control   for  comparison  with  other  groups. 

The  mean  maximum, breathing   capacity   of  l60  men, 

within   two   standard  deviations    of  predicted,    covering  ninety 

five  percent  of  their  group,    is   139.97  liters,    and  is   97.17 

percent  of  predicted  values.      The  B-2  of  this   group   is   2.836 

with  the  standard  deviation  of   ,55l» 

Next  slide,   please.      Prom  this    data,    is   it  -   itis 

seen   that    the  mean  E-2  of    these   713  men  compares  well  with 

the  mean  E-2  of   the   I60  men  whose  mean  maximxim  breathing 

capacity  was   97.17  percent  of  predicted  values.      The   only 

exception  was    in   the   iron  foundry  group   and   this   difference 

was    only   slight,    the   difference  being   .l6i|.  which  is   slight- 

ly more   than   twice    the   standard  error  of  the   difference. 

So,    therefore,    there   is    just  as  many  pathological 
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E-2«s  in  all  groups,  and  insofar  as  E-2  correlates  highly 

with  maximum  breathing  capacity,  we  can  state  that  there  arei 

just  as  many  people  with  low  maximum  breathing  capacity  in 

the  non-dusty  trades  as  there  are  in  the  dusty  trades. 

The  next  question  we  must  ask  ourselves  is  what  is 

the  percentage  of  men  within  the  various  groups  who  fell 

below  two  standard  deviations  of  the  mean  E-2  of  2,836.  Nej; 

slide,  please.  From  this  chart,  we  can  see  that  there  was 

one  out  of  fifty-six  in  the  steel  foundry  or  1.8  percent, 

five  percent  in  the  iron  foundry,. jj.  percent  in  the  porce- 

lain division,  5*8  in  tool  and  dye,  8.3  in  piinch  preps  and 

9»3  in  salaried  personnel.  There  were  as  many  men  in  .the 

non-dusty  trades  who  fell  below  two  standard  deviations  as 

there  were  in  the  dusty  trades. 

This  demonstrates  quite  conclusively  for  the  grouf 

studied,  this,  that  there  were  as  many  men,  if  not  more, 

in  the  non-dusted  group  who  have  a  below  normal  E-2  as  there 

are  in  the  dusty  occupations. 

Next  slide,  please.   The  mean  A-3sA-l,  that  is  ar^a 

of  expiration  over  area  of  inspiration,  from  the  radiolog- 

ical films,  from  the  films  of  those  men  having  a  normal 

maximiom  breathing  capacity,  is  .615  with  a  standard  devia- 

tion of  .05?,   Now,  it  is  reasonable  to  assume  from  this 

information,  that  there  is  some  increase  in  residual  air  in 

the  foundry  and  porcelain  workers,  but  not  enough  to  cause 
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a  reduction  in  the  E-2,  and  by  inference,  the  maxiravim 

breathing  capacity.   The  nvimber  of  men  in  this  group  who 

have  a  pathological  A-3,  A-1  ratio,  in  other  words,  more 

than  two  standard  deviations  from  the  men  of  normal  mean, 

is  demonstrated  on  the  next  slide. 

The  steel  foundry,  7.9  percent;  iron  foundry, 

5.8  percent;  porcelain  division,  5.9  percent;  tool  and  dye, 

1.8  percent,  punch  press,  $   percent;  salaried  personnel, 

2  percent.  Now,  from  this  we  can  readily  see  that  the  num- 

ber of  men  who  have  an  increased  residual  air  is  slightly 

higher  in  the  dusted  versus  the  non-dusted  groups. 

Now,  in  conclusion,  I  should  like  to  say  that  thi£ 

has  been  an  exploratory  study  made  in  an  effort  to  obtain 

information  as  to  the  degree  of  emphysema  present  in  cer- 

tain occupations.   The  E-2  of  all  groups  was  approximately 

the  same,  and  the  A-3:A-1  ratio  in  the  foundry  and  porce-
 

lain divisions  departed  only  slightly  from  that  in  the 

group  of  men  employed  in  the  non-dusty  trades.  
Because 

E-2  has  a  high  correlation  with  maximum  breathing  capa
city 

and  the  A-3:  A:l  ratio  correlates  highly  with  resid
ual  air, 

it  is  easy  to  assume  that  these  studies  in  mass  s
urvey  will 

render  reliable  information  as  to  the  quantity  of  
emphysema 

present  in  any  particular  group. 

These  methods  failed  to  reveal  any  presence  of 

significant  change  among  the  various  groups  studied.   If 
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the  pulmonary  deposition  of  dust  is  t
he  cause  of  an  increase 

in  the  incidence  of  emphysema,  then  one  would
  expect,  from 

this  investigation,  to  find  it  clearly  de
monstrable,  the 

difference  between  the  two  groups  studied
,  such  a  differ- 

ence was  not  apparent. 

In  closing,  I  should  lilce  to  reiterate  t
hat  this 

is  a  preliminary  report  and  that  the  In
formation  to  date 

suggests  that  there  is  just  as  much  emp
hysema  in  the  non- 

dustry  trades  as  in  the  dusty  trades.  Th
ank  you. 

(Applause). 

BY  DOCTOR  McCANN; 

Doctor  Bristol's  paper  is  open  for  dis
cussion. 

BY  DOCTOR  BENKETT; 

Doctor  Bennett,  New  York  State  Workme
n's  Conden- 

sation Board.   I  believe  the  paper  and  the  p
resentation 

of  its  biostatistical  data  should  have  h
ad  the  age  groups 

referred  to,  because  this  may  well  be
  the  universal  statis- 

tical computation,  namely  the  study  of  emphy
sema  in  various 

trades.   However,  the  age  group  is  an  i
mportant  thing. 

BY  DOCTOR  McCANN; 

Are  there  any  other  comments?  Doctor  
Hugh- Jones? 

BY  DOCTOR  HUGH- JONES; 

Mr.  Chairman,  I  would  like  to  congratula
te  Doctor 

Wright  and  Doctor  Bristol  on  this  -  on  th
eir  work.   One  of 

the  very  difficult  things,  indeed,  is  to  f
ind  practicable 
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TABIfi  VI 

MAXIMUM  02   LTTAKE  PER   SQUARE  1.IETER    OF   
BODY  SURFACE  CORRELATED  WITH: 

No.    Studied  "r"  "Z" 

O2V  at  sub-maximal  0.600  .001 level  of  exercise  •"* 

Oov  at  3ub-raaximal 
level  of  exercise 
excluding  all  persons 
with  MBC   less   than  r\  nni  OCl 

80^   of  predicted  88  
0.771  .OCl 

O2V  at  sub-maximal level  of  exercise  a  -yc^^  om 

holding  MEC  constant  180  0
.757  .001 

MBC  holding  OgV  at 
sub-maximal  level  of         _  ^^^ 
exercise  constant  18"  w.o*» 
*  .       ■ 

One  can  see  from  Table  I  that  oxygen  uptake  an
d  ventilation 

per  minute  are  augmented  in  a  parallel  fashio
n  as  the  intensity 

of  work  on  the  treadmill  la  increased.   Over  a  ve
ry  wide  range 

of  exercise  the  subject  whose  data  is  presented
  respired  approxi- 

mately 25  Liters  of  air  for  each  liter  of  oxygen  uptake  a
s 

demonstrated  in.  Column  3  of  Table  I.  .Oxygen  uptake 
 has  be^^^ 

clearly  demonstrated  to  parallel  physical  work 
 except  at  very 

high  rates  of  work  when  anaerobic  energy  is  b
eing  expended. 

One  can  therefore  say  that  over  the  low  and  mi
ddle  range  of 

. .   Minute  Ventilation  Purina  steady  state 

work  intensity,  the  ratio   oxygen  Uptaice    ̂ ^rxng  »^.        or 

of  exercise  represents  the  "respiratory  re
sponse"  of  the  individual 

to  exercise.  This  ratio  is  conmionly  refer
red  to  as  the  "ventilation 

equivalent"  for  oxygen  and  is  represented  in  our
  data  by  the 

sTTnbol  02V.   It  is  obvious  that  the  smaller  t
his  figure  is,  the 

-^■.■_ii»;s«^K?IS%;i  .■■'■.,**(     •  ̂ >*-*.»-ai!«i«M~«*t»w-*';-' ..?,  .rf'S.'4?*-  -«^-.-i* »  ■  - 
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less  one  will  have  to  use  his  breathing  apparatus  for  a  given 

stint  of  physical  work.   Since  this  ratio  is  in  essence  the  "c
ost" 

in  terms  of  breathing  that  one  pays  for  a  unit  of  physical  work, 

one  could  anticipate  that  it  would  have  a  relationship  to  maximum 

ability  for  oxygen  uptake.   That  this  ratio  as  measured  during 

sub-maximal  work  correlates  rather  highly  with  maximal  oxygen 

uptake  is  shown  in  Table  VI.   If  one  excludes  all  persons  with  a 

sub-normal  maximum  breathing  capacity  (power  to  breathe),  thus 

choosing  a  group  in  whom  variation  of  the  OgV  predominates,  the 

correlation  is  as  high  as  for  maximum  breathing  capacity  alcne. 

It  is  of  interest  that  breathing  power  as  measured  by  maximum 

breathing  capacity  and  the  cost  of  physical  »-ork  in  terms  of 

breathing, namely  the  OgV,  correlate  highest  with  maximum  oxygen 

uptake.  The  clearcut  increase  of  the  correlation,  when  one  or  the 

other  is  held  constant  by  the  method  of  partial  correlations  is 

shown  in  Table  VI. 

TABLE  VII 

MAXIMUM  Og  UPTAKE  PER  SQUARE  METER  OF  RODY  SURFACE  CORRELATED  V;iTH: 

No.  Studied        "r"  "P" 

%aximum  Breathing  Capacity  and  Gov  at  Sub-maximal  Exercise 

Entire  Group  180  0.904  .001   ■ 

Normals  55  0.720  .001 

Entire  Group 

Exclusive  of  Normals     145  0.896  .ooi 

Emphysema  28  0.B92  .001. 

Silicosis  29  0.B47  .0.1 

Asbestosis  19  0»S49  .(-1 

Miscellaneous  50  0.940  .(01 

^Method  of  multiple  correlations 
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tests  which  one  can  use  in  the  field,  and  they're  tackling 

something  which  is  exceedingly  difficult  to  do,  and  that  is 

to  find  a  suitable  combination  of  things  to  define  physiol- 

ogical values.   They  have  set  about  doing  something  which 

other  people  have  similarly  tried  to  do,  and  one  of  the 

difficulties  has  been  always  In  relating  a  group  of  tests 

to  define  a  particular  syndrome,  if  we  like,  in  this  case 

emphysema. 

Now,  one  of  the  difficulties  is  that  although  you 

may  get  a  high  correlation  of  any  one  test,  unfortunately, 

the  error  of  prediction  is  very  great.   Could  I  make  my 

point  clear  with  the  blackboard?   If  you  have  a  relationship 

which  they  demonstrated,  between  one  function  such  as,  shall 

we  say,  a  maximiom  voluntary  ventilation  and  the  time  of  the 

vital  capacitor,  then  you  will  find  a  certain  static  about 

the  regression  line« 

Unfortionately,  if  the  correlation  is  low  or  even 

as  high  as  •?,  when  you  predict  one  from  the  other,  you 

get  a  high  scatter  about  this  line,  and  one  suggestion  that
 

we  have  tried  to  work  out  in  overcoming  this  difficulty, 

is  to  use  what  is,  statistically,  a  discriminate  function 

and  that  is  to  combine  a  series  of  tests  to  maximize  a 

difficulty  or  a  difference, 

I  don't  know  whether  I  can  make  my  point  clear, 

but  if  you  will  accept  for  a  moment  that  the  clinician  can 
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define  gross  emphysema  as  compared  with  the  normal,  and 

Doctor  Bristol  adequately  desdrlbed  that  as  a  possibility, 

then  you  can  take  the  different  tests,  for  example,  they 

give  maximum  ventilation,  residual  capacity,  Co^,  or  the 

tests  predicted  from  them,  and  find  what  comblnationlt 

might  be, three  times  the  predicted  M.  B.  C,  plus  four  times 

the  predicted  residual  capacity  from  error  of  the  films,  ahc, 

get  a  statistical  function  which  maximizes  the  change  from 

normal  to  abnormal # 

When  that  is  done,  you  enormously  improve  the 

difficulties  of  any  one  test  being  significant,  and  I  would 

suggest  that  as  a  method  in  using  these  predicted  tests. 

You  can  get  a  discriminate  fionction  which  gives  the  maximum
 

difference  in  accepted  normal  and  extreme  emphysema,  and 

then  apply  that  in  the  field  to  these  other  things,  using  
•> 

the  simple  predicted  tests.   Thank  you, 

BY  DOCTOR  McCMN: 

Are  there  any  other  comments?   Doctor  Fletcher? 

BY  DOCTOR  FLETCHER; 

I  just  want  to  ask  two  simple  questions,   I  was 

also  Interested  in  the  age  standardization,  which,  of  cours^, 

perhapsis  not  vital,  but  you  did  tell  us  that  some  men
  were 

allowed  to  stand  down  from  being  tested,  but  you  didn't 

tell  us  the  percentage  of  the  total  population  that  took 

advantage  of  that  privilege. 
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The   other  small  point  I  woiold  just  like   to   correct 

is  your   statement   that   as   far   as   coal  miners    are   concerned, 

that   fibrosis   is   always    associated  with  emphysema,   vihich  is 

quite    a   common  association,   but  not   always. 

BY  DOCTOR   HUEP3R;  ■  ^--v  * 

What  was    the   labor   t\xpn-over   in  the  various   groupsi 

you  tested?      I  think  in  dusty   occupations,"  you  sh
ould  us- 

ually have  your  higher   turn-over  and,    therefore,    shorter 

exposure    time.      If  you  can  manage   statistics    that  way  
very 

beautifully.  '  ■,       •      , 

BY  DOCTOR   HERMAN; 

The   general   statement  was  made  about  dusty  occu- 

pations.     Nothing  was    said  about  the   degree   of  dustiness, 

extreme    dustiness,    any   comments   to  be  made   on  that?.     ., 

BY  DOCTOR  McCANN; 

Any   other  comments?      Doctor  Bristol,    would  you 

like    to   answer   these   questions? 

BY   DOCTOR  BRISTOL; 

I  should  like    to  have   Doctor  Wright  answer    these 

questions,    as   he   is    in  a  better  position   to  do   so   tha
n  I 

am.      Doctor  Wright. 

BY  DOCTOR  VJRIGHT; 

That's   all  right.      The   questions   have   all  been, 

of   course,    very  pertinent.      Doctor  Bristol   took   s
ome   pains 

to  say   this   is    a  preliminary  report  and  when  the 
   final 
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report  is  made,    most   of   these  ques
tions  will  be   answered, 

in  particular    the   ones   about   the  dus
t  exposure   and  the    la- 

bor   turn-over* 

Neither   of   those  have  been  the  s
ubject  of   scrut- 

iny as  yet.     Data  is   available  and
  is  in  the  process  of  be- 

ing looked  at.      I  can   say   that  the    - 
  there  uere    a  large 

number  of  men,   I  attempted  to  sa
y   the  vast  majority  in  the 

dusty  trades,   that  had  been  In 
 employment  twenty,   twenty- 

five,   thirty  years.      I'm  sure   
that  Doctor  Vosburgh,  who  is 

in   tl.e   audience,    can  give  you  
a  little  more    information  on 

that,    if   anyone  wants    to  aslc  him 
 personally.      That  will  be 

in   the   final  report. 

The  age   distribution,   I  can  tell
  you  roughly 

about.     It  ran  from  approximate
ly  twenty-five  to   seventy  anc 

we   took  pains  in  choosing  our  
control  group,   to  have  the 

same   age    distribution. 

MOW,    the  matter   of   obtaining  v
olunteers   in  the 

tool   and  dye   and  punch  press.    I
n  the    dusted  trades,    we 

Obtained  all  of   the  people   exc
ept  two   in  the  foundry,    and 

eight    in   the   porcelain.      Those
  were   people  who  were    away  on 

holidays  and  we  couldn-t  get
  them.     There  were  no  refusa

ls, 

and  I   don't   think   that   our  re
lation  was   seriously   impaired

 

.y   the   lack  of   those    ten  in
dividuals.      There  were  relat

ively. 

few   individuals   who  refused  when
  requested,    in   the    tool   and 

aye   and  punch  press.      That  was
   a  random  sample   and   then   the
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people  picked  were  asked  If   they  would  volunteer.      There 

were   some   refusals;    I   can't   tell  you  precisely  how  many. 

I«m  afraid  that  maybe  we  won't  be  ̂ le  to  tell 

you  that  at  all,  because  I'm  not  sure  that  records  were 

kept  as  to  how  many  refused,  but  I  will  look  into  that. 

It's    a  good  question  and,    for   the   sake   of   completeness,   we 

should  have   it. 

Doctor  Hugh- Jones'  suggestion  is  a  good  one.  You 

will  see  in  the  next  paper  that  we  attempted  to  get  at  that 

to  some  extent  by  full  time  correlation  procedure.  I'm  not 

certain  that  that's  the  same  thing  he's  talking  about.  I 

believe  that  his  procedure  is  a  little  bit  different  and  it 

is  one  that  I'm  not  familiar  with.  I  certainly  will  get 

together  with  you  afterwards    and  see   if  we   can't   improve  oui 

data. 

Did  I  leave  anybody  out? 

BY  DOCTOR  BRISTOL;  ... 

The  complication  of  conglomerate. ^ 

BY  DOCTOR  WRIGHT; 

Oh,  yes,  perhaps  Doctor  Bristol  didn't  make  it 

clear  enough.   I  think  he  did  say,  commonly  or  almost  al- 

ways, in  regard  to  emphysema  being  a  complication  of  con- 

glomerate disease.  We  certainly  have  had  the  experience  in 

the  vast  majority  of  conglomerate  silicotics,  of  demonstr
a- 

ble evidences  of  emphysema.   We  have  one,  I  published  a 
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very  striking  case  of  no  emphysema. 

BY  DOCTOR  FRIEDMAN; 

Doctor  Wright,  in  the  dusty  trade  groups  that  you 

analyzed,  what  percentage  of  significant  pulmonary  dust  dis-' 

ease  did  you  find  in  the  dusty  groups? 

BY  DOCTOR  WRIGHT: 

You  mean  how  many  have  radiological  evidences  of 

silicosis? 

BY  DOCTOR  FRIEDMAN; 

How  many  have  radiologic  evidences  and  how  many 

were  disabled  by  oiir  other  standards  of  function  studies? 

BY  DOCTOR  WRIGHT;  '  ̂  ■ 

Well,  insofar  as  the  number  who  had  radiologic 

evidences,  there  were  some»   That  will  be  in  the  final  re- 

port.  Doctor  Bristol  is  just  getting  ready  now  to  review 

on  large  film  all  of  these  cases.   There  were  some,  perhaps 

Doctor  Vosburgh  could  give  us  a  rough  estimate.   Other  meth-j- 

ods  of  study  were  not  carried  out  in  these  individuals.   I 

wish  that  such  an  opportunity  were  i?iade  available  to  us. 

BY  DOCTOR  FRIEDMAN; 

Now,  in  the  dusty  trades,  you  analyzed  then, 

there  isn't  necessarily  a  very  great  hazard  that  could  have 

been  corrected  previously  with  proper  hygienic  industrial 

methods.   You  may  have  entered  into  places  where  iiT5)rovemen-|; 

had  already  taken  place. 
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BY  DOCTOR  WRIGHT; 

On  all  of  these  people,  I  think  the  employment 

records  will  show  they  have  been  there  twenty,  twenty-five 

years. 

BY  DOCTOR  FRIEDMAN; 

And  you  know  how  many  years  they  worked  in  hazard- 

our  concentration  and  how  many  years  not? 

BY  DOCTOR  WRIGHT: 

Yes,  we  have  a  letter  -  we  have  all  that  infor- 

mation on  cards,  and  it  is  being  gone  over  now.   That  will 

be  in  the  final  report, 

BY  DOCTOR  McCAKN; 

If  there  is  no  further  discussion,  we  will  proceec. 

to  the  next  paper,  and  we're  going  to  change  the  order  of 

the  program  so  that  Doctor  Wright's  paper  will  precede  that 

of  Doctor  Gregoire,   Doctor  Wright, 

BY  DOCTOR  WRIGHT; 

Mr.  Chairman,  Ladies  and  Gentlemen;  Before  pre- 

senting the  material  in  my  paper,  I  would  like  to  make  one 

comment  to  amplify,  to  some  extent,  one  of  the  things  that 

I  think  was  rather  important  that  was  brought  out  by  our 

Chairman,  and  that  is  the  importance  of  the  clinician  in 

these  various  studies,  and  the  position  that  gadgeteering 

and  attempts  to  measure  with  some  precision  has  in  such 

studies  as  we  are  making. 
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From: 

INTER-OFFICE  COMMUNICATION 
Date: 

January  23,  1953 

Q«org9  W.  Wright,  M.D. 

Arthur  W.  Vorwald,  M.D, 
SUBJECT: 

Dear  George: 

Attached  is  the  etenotypiet' 0  copy  of  yo\ir  paper  for  the 
Seventh  Saranac  Sympooium.  Please  return  it  vith  your  formal 

paper  just  as  soon  as  you  possibly  can,  together  vith  Gregoire*8 Biaterial. 



January  20,  1953 

MEMORANDUM: 

TO:   DR.  GEORGE  W.  WRIGHT 

FROM:   DR.  A.  J,  VORVALD 

Dear  George: 

This  is  to  remind  you  again  that  ve  have  not  as  yet  received 

your  paper  for  the  Seventh  Saranac  Symposium,  as  well  as  Femand 

Gregoire's  material  which  he  has  informed  us  he  sent  to  you  on 

December  13.  Not  having  these  papers  is  seriously  handicapping 

the  publication  of  this  conference.  Please  forward  your  material 

and  Gregoire's  as  soon  as  possible. 
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BY  DOCTOR  WEIGHT; 

Mr.  Chairman,  Ladies  and  Gentlemen:  Before  presenting  the 

material  in  my  paper,  I  wovild  like  to  make  one  comment  to  amplify, 

to  some  extent,  one  of  the  things  that  I  think  was  rather  important 

that  vas  brought  out  by  our  Chairman,  and  tMt  Is  the  importance  of 

the  clinician  in  these  various  studies,  and  the  position  that 

gadgeteering  and  attempts  to  measure  with  some  precision  has  in 

such  studies  as  ve  are  making. 
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Mr.  Chalrmn,  Ladies  and  Gentlemen
:  Before  presenting  the 

xnaterlaim  my  paper,  I  would  lik
e  to  make  a  cedent  to  amplify 

one  of  the  things  brought  out  by  
c.r  Chairman  that  I  think  was 

rather  import&nt. 

1   find  .cysell-   In   full   agreement  .■1th  hta
  as  regards   the 

importance   of  the   clinician   and   the    qu
estionable    tendency  we  all 

have   to  rely  toe    strongly   on  laborato
ry  procedures.     This  reliance 

m   clinical  medicine    Is   caased    in  part   
by   the   largo  n^ber   of 

patients    that    the   physician   n-.ust   see   dally
.      I    think   it   is   also 

to  some   extent   due   to   the   fact   that 
 we  can   see   and  understand 

figures,  more   easily   than  -e    ca.-.  tl^. 
 clinical   observations   that 

go   into  forr^m^  an   opinio,.      I   do  beli
eve,    however,    that  Doctor 

KcCann  would   be   the   first    to   say   that  
we  need   objective   laboratory 

^-.»,^r.4-    If    rnr  r-n   other  reason  than  to  apply  seme methods    of   rrcasurement    11    j  or   r.  j    um^± 

sort    cf   a   test    to    our    cllnicel   abilit
ies. 

The    clinician  ha  3    fo^   years    exr,reB..'ed   
 "opinions"   but   has 

lacked   .ore    precipe   methods    o.    co.f^rml:.,   his
    opinion.      One    of 

t>.e  nost    imrorta.t   u.es    or   .ore    r-cise 
  methods    of  measurement 

is    to   aoc-    th^.    ..    a    test    of    o.r    clinical    abil
ities.      It    is 

partly   in   this   vein  that    our  work  has 
 been   carried   out  and   the 

study   that    T    an    to  report    this   morning  w
as    dene. 

May   I    have    the   first    slMe?       (Fig.    D      be
cause   this    is   a 

mixed   audience,    I   am   going   to   take    J
ust  a   few  moments   to  prepare 

sono    background    for    1  he    co,r..ents    that   I   a
m   going   to  make   and   I 

have   hones    tnat   my  n.edical    colleagues  
 will   forgive  me   for   this 

crude   diagram  which,    to  my  mind,    p
ortrays    ir.   an   easily  understood 
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mannsr  the  vital  functions  of  r».pir»tion.  •      . 
Th.  respiratory  apparat.,   1.,    i„  „„„„^    ,  ̂,^^^_^__   ̂   _^^ 

PU.P   through  Which  hlood   clrculat..   for  the   purpo..   of  being 
ventilated.      Air   entere    Into  the  heXlo.a   an.    le   then   .l.trlhuted 
thro.ghout   t.e   hexiows.      Being  constantly  replaced  hy  each  breath, 
the   lung  air   Is   maintained  .1th   a  higher   pressure   of   oxygen  and 
a   lower   pressure    of   carbon  dioxide    than„Ut.  m  the   blood   that 
no«   throu^   It.      ..e   venous  blood  returns   to  the  lungs   fro™   the 

addltlona,    carbon   ..loxlde.      As    the   blood    circulate,   through  the bellows,  gas  passes  across  a  verv  thfn  «,^^v very  ttiln  membrane  which  separates 
the  blood  phasfy   fror.  the  ras  nhasa  n-r  fv,^  t f;as  r.,ase  of  the  lung,  o.xygen  going 
Into  tiie  blood  and  carbor  rMo-r^-<..  «   ̂  carbon  oloxlde  coning  out.   The  blood  then 
returns  to  tho  l^r-t-  oi^^  f   ̂ , 

tn.  left  aide  of  th,  heart  and  1,  pu„,ped  ̂ ..^  to  the 
tissue..,  thu,  ccrletl..  the  circuit  for  oxygen  and  carbon 
dioxide  transport.   :,.  ..,,„„.  ^he  respiratory  apparatus  Is  an 
air  ,„.p  and  a  dlrr.slo,.  surface.   It  Is  Intimately  associated 
"It-.,  a.;  cannot,  be  ...parated  from  the  circulatory  system  which 
P^ps  the  blood  into  the  lung,  accepts  blood  bac^  frc„  the  lung and  then  pumps  it  out  to  tiie  tissues. 

The  ̂ .inerable  points  of  such  an  apparatus  are  Immediately 
apparent.   The  bellows  Itself  Is  ™inerable.   Los,  of  power  to 
actuate  U  or  loss  of  deformabnity  or  the  ease  with  which  Its 
vc.lan»  can  .,  e  cha,,,ed  will  o^,■lously  Impair  Its  utility  as  a 
pump.   r.  apparatus  Is  also  v-ulnerable  In  regard  to  the  movement 
of  air  t.,rougfc  the  airways.   Any  narrowing  of  these  will  ob- 

viously interfere  with  the  capacity  of  this  apparatus  to  behave 
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as  an  air  ptanp. 

Improper  distribution  of  air  in  this  bellows  will  lead  to 

regions  poorly  ventilated  and  possibly  ev«n  areas  of  lung  that 

are  not  ventilated  at  all.   If  these  poorly  ventilated  ar.aa  are 

still  circulated,  the  venous  blood  that  flows  through  them  does 

so  to  no  purpose  whatsoever.   The  system  is  vulnerable  at  the 

thin  membrane  which  separates  the  blood  from  the  gas  phase.   If 

this  becomes  thickened  or  otherwise  changed,  you  can  readily 

understand  that  gases  may  have  trouble  In  getting  across  this 

barrier.   The  circulatory  system  itself  is  vulnerable.   The  total 

area  which  can  receive  blood  or  the  cross-sectional  area  of  the 

vascular  bed  may  be  so  diminished  that  blood  is  pumped  through 

with  considerable  difficulty.   Moreover,  blood  may  dam  back  in 

the  lung  because  of  failure  of  the  pump  on  the  left  side  to  move 

the  blood  along  as  it  leaves  the  :  ..ng.   The  circulatory  aspect 

is  f<oin.  to  )e  covered  by  Doctor  MoCarm, 

During  the  "past  twenty  years,  methods  have  been  developed 
which  will  oerrlt  a  fairly  precise  meas,.ren:ent  rf   the  activities 

c^  ti.e  vesrilratory  o.  parata^^,  especially  the  study  of  those 

vulnerahle  p,.inl3  r:-.oV  I  r  ̂ vc  .VJ.st  rrontioned.   7  would  like  to 

say  tliat  Doctor  WcCar,n  and  his  f^roirp  were  and  continue  to  be 

picr.HeT'S  ■' n  t};5?-  i  r^e  ̂ T    oti;d", 

Sr.rr.e  t>;1rtH«ri  joars    r^o,  n-.ctor  (Gardner  became  Interested 

In  th'^  eff'-cts  that  the  Inhalation  of  dust  rr.it^ht  have  on  the 

funntiuij  of-  t!ie  lun:  9.nC.    circulation.   It  was  because  of  this 

Interest  that  our  nV.ysioloj^y  laboratory  was  developed.   We  began 

ou^  studies  1-y  -easurin^  the  individual  actions  of  the  respiratory 
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fc  apparatus.  These  procedures  are  those  that  you  already  have  been 

told  about  by  others  that  have  talked  co  the  subject  of  pulm<mary 

function  dvirlng  this  symposium*  . 

We  measured  the  size  of  the  bellows  at  various  degrees  of 

enlargement,  the  so-called  pulmonary  volumina;  we  measured  the 

stroke  volume  of  the  air  pua^,  the  vital  capacity;  we  measured 

the  power  that  this  pump  has  to  deliver  air  per  minute,  namely, 

the  maximum  breathing  capacity.  We  have  attempted,  with  relatively 

little  success,  to  measure  the  distribution  and  mixing  of  gases 

in  the  lung.  With  some  greater  success,  we  have  been  able  to 

measure  the  impairment,  if  any,  for  the  passage  of  gases  from  the 

gas  phase  to  the  blood  phase.  This  is  done  in  two  ways,  first, 

by  studying  the  degree  to  which  the  hemoglobin  is  saturated  with 

oxygen  and  the  degree  to  which  carbon  dioxide  has  been  removed 

from  the  blood  after  it  has  passed  through  the  lungs  and,  second, 

we  have  measured  the  pressure  head  that  exists  between  the  oxygen 

and  carbon  dioxide  in  the  gas  phase  and  the  oxygen  and  carbon 

dioxide  in  the  blood  phase. 

Unfortixnately,  we  have  not  been  able  to  measure  with  nearly 

the  same  degree  of  accuracy  the  role  of  the  circulatory  apparatus. 

We  will  be  much  further  ahead  when  maximum  cardiac  outputs  can 

be  rreasured  and  when  the  pressure  relationships  about  which 

Doctor  KcCann  will  tell  you,  that  govern  the  flow  of  blood  throu
gh 

the  lung,  can  be  measured  under  conditions  of  severe  stress. 

After  about  four  years  of  work,  measuring  these  in
dividual 

functions  of  the  lung,  we  came  to  the  realization  tha
t  we  were 
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not  r«lly  acoo.pll=hlng  all
  that  w.  had  ..t  out  to  do. 

  It  1. 

truo  that  ,a  could  raoognl.. 
 f.Uur,  of  the  bl.od  to  b,  p

roperly 

ventilated.   W.  could  recogni
se  Impairment  of  th.  pumping 

 action 

of  the  respiratory  apparatu
s.  '«>    could  recognize  poor  dist

ri- 

bution of  gasae.   We  and  others  have
  referred  to  these  specific 

abnormalities  of  function  b
y  using  the  general  term  of

  -disability" 

without  makln.  it  absolutely  c
lear  that  the  disability  .as  f

or  a 

specific  function.   A  lo.  max
imum  breathing  capacLy  is  a 

 disability 

for  breathing  power.   A  subno
rmal  arterial  saturation  Is  

a 

,  disability  for  blood  gas  tr
ansfer.   We  have  often  confus

ed  the 

issue  by,  failing  to  say  whet
her  cr  not  this  specific  di

sability 

as  regards  breathing  power  or
  ventilation  of  th.  blood  Is 

 actually 

a  disability  In  terms  of  a  ma
n's  ability  to  work.   I>uring 

 about 

four  years  of  effort  alonp  t
hese  lines,  ..  -ere  repeatedl

y  struck 

,1th  the  fact  that  certain  m
en  were  remaining  on  th.  Job 

 doling 

a  full  day's  work  InspUe  of 
 considerable  impairment  of  b

reathing 

power,  some  degree  of  arteria
l  un.atur.tlon  and  abnormali

ties  of 

the  pulmonary  volumlna.  It  to
ok  u.  a  loog  tl«  to  r.»li»  t

hat 

we  Should  be  much  nore  careful
  In  th.  use  of  th,  worfl  disabil

ity 

and  should,  define  It  precisely 
 every  time  that  It  1.  u..d. 

The  word  itself  means  exactly  wh
at  it  says,  loss  of  an 

.;      J     V,   T-i  >,.  rnr-eful  ^o  sov  "hat  ability,  lie,    as 

ability,  end  we  should  tje  caret  u±   
u  -  y 

have  Tn^ny  ethers  befor.  .s,  cas
t  about  for  some  way  of  trying 

 to 

relate  these  specific  disabili
ties  to  the  general  ability  o

f  a 

person  to  perforr.  as  a  ph
ysical  engine. 

There  are  varioas  measurab
le  things  that  reflect  e  

person's 

ability  to  %ork."   The  earn
ing  nower  of  a  man  la  to  som

e  extent 
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1.  not  .  „ry  p„,,„  ^^_  ^^<^  «.!«  W  it 
As  doctors,   we  are   of  «^,« o  are   or  course  Interested  «n  4.*,     ̂  

and   therefore  desire   to  find  .  ''^^  ̂ ^^^^ 
I'D  iincJ  a  more  direct-  »«^ 

-^  "-<■*"   "T   Of 

pea.  ablutles  ror  p.y^leal  output       yl  "'  "*"""''* 

that  h„,  beer  »«t  ,n  d,  .  '""'"•  *^'  '«°"" in  dlato^co  running  «d  1„  ,.h«.  r 
PhTslcal  sMrclse  are  1„  =  

°™'  °' 

ability.  "  *nl»  «PeolfIo 

Ther«  i.  a  „ore  practical  .^ 

settles  at  „.e  •  s  »«_  "'"•'•''''  •^"""W.  «7  of 
»  maximum  capacity  fnn   ro.  * 

en^lr,^  4  •   ̂   Pb7«l©al  vork    TK^  w 

-Si-.     Puei  j„  ^  lnt.™.x  .«,^.„„  _ 

«-  -rbon  dioxide  la   t^,  ̂̂        *""'"  '"  «»*^-i=«, 
■t-a    tne  result   of  tKm*-   y. 

-S.t  rate  t.,  .„,.,,  ,^.„,  ̂ ^  ̂       J^*  "---     ̂ "-t  «  .ou 

-"-ption.  the  .™.„  .^,  ,:„  ,^  3,:;:^;-™'  - "-.»-«« same  way.         ...  ""'^^^  i"  essentially  the 

figure   2  Shows   the  :nanner   1.  which 

-« -  -» ^.  at  t.  .ati^eir:::::^*  -  ̂.>«i 
"e  have   a..dled  ^°"  '"  ̂""'  *  ""»«». atudled  normal  and  dl.eaeed  men  .1th 

-e-   — 3t   aMllt.  to  put   out  p..alcal   e  "   '" 
-"  on  a  tread.n..   We  c.oae  tKat  I  "   "'"""  *'^- 

cnose  that  form  of  stream  „«*.u 
o tress  rather  than 
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t^e  Wcycle  because  In 
 this   country  our  P«opl«

  are  not  aocuaton,. 

to  riding  &  bicycle.
 

figure  2   ».o,s  a  .an  
wal«ng   on  a  treaa.lll

  whU,  varies 

.ea3ure.ent=  ara   .e.n. 
 .a.,.      3tu.,in.  t.e   in.

lviau..   in   tMa 

„„     at   increasing   int
an.itias   of  phyical   e

xertion,    certain 

„,  a  normal  pcr.on  w.o 
 ha,  b..n  walked  at   a   

ccstant   speed  at 

.hree  and  a  half  ™llaa 
 ̂   ho>^  .ut  Increasing  

the  grade  on  -hlch 

,e  -aO^ed  until  rinall.
  a  grade  1.  reached  wh

ich  1.  the   ut..oet 

™,.n.h       In  other  word.,  
 at  the  next  higher  grade that  hs   can  acccmpllah.    

 in  oinei 

.  V     .^nleted  because   of   
Intolerable  distress, 

the  walk   could  not  be   c
ompleted   Deoau 

These  walks  were   all  of 
 six  .Inutes-   duration  a

nd  b.   in- 

creasing the  grade   on  which  the
  ̂   walked  we  «nally  r

eached 

1^   „ot  walk   for   the  full   »i-^
  minutes, 

a  point  where  the  man   co
uld   not  walk   I  or 

*^   *-kj.  wftlk  because   of   severe   leg 

Hormal  Individuals  term
inate  the  walk  beca 

weakness   and  breathlea
sness. 

It   1.   apparent   that   th. 
 hu^m  engine  Is  quit,  a

lmllar   to 

the   internal   combustion  e
ngl...     Th.  oxyge»  uptak. 

   (Table  1).   as 

you  would  .xpect.    incre
as,.  and  gets  up  to  a  

peaic   oxygen  uptake 

,.  2.950  cc.   or   oxygen  
per  .Inut..     Thl.   U  th.

  greatest  ability 

that  thl.  individual  had 
 for  oxygen  uptak..     Th.r

e  Is  v«-y 

littl.   increment   In  the  la
st  two   Intensities   of  exer

cise.     ̂  

.eta  Show   that   a  plateau 
  Is  reached   In  oxygen  up

tsk.   at   a   tl..e  when 

the   ventilation    of  the   l
ungs    can   still  be  augmente

d.      This,   with 

other   evidence,    nas   led 
  to  the    conclusion   that 

  In  the   normal   .an 

the    Circulation   Is   the 
  governing  factor  for   

peak  physical   output 

.        .,„„       We're  not   talking
  about  short  bursts  of 

of  moderate   duration,      
"e  re  iiu 

energy   output . 
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;   it  Is  generally  accepted  that  one  of  t>»»  «©*«urf#^ 
 and 

perhaps  the  best  at  present  aTailable,  cf  ft  n«i
i»»  ability  to 

perform  as  an  Integrated  being  is  the  h.lg-^t  to  wh
ich  he  can  in- 

crease or  raise  his  oxygen  uptake  durliig  exercise.  This  i
s 

certainly  a  function  not  only  of  reeplration  but  also
  of  circu- 

lation end  I  believe  in  normal  persons  is  primarily  a  function 

of  the  circulation.   The  other  tables  that  I  will  show  you  wil
l 

indicate,  as  Doctor  Mctley  stated,  that  we  bave  enormous  resp
ira- 

tory reserves;  they  ere  far  greatw  than  thoae  for  circulation. 

We  have  chosen  the  peak  oxygen  uptake  as  our  measure  of  the 

maximum  ability  of  the  human  engine  to  perform.  Bach  man  studied 

in  the  data  that  I  will  show  you  was  carried  in  a  aeries  of  walks 

to  his  peak  oxygen  uptake.   Tne  first  two  or  three  exercises  can
 

be  done  in  one  day  but  subsequent,  more  seTere  ones  should  be 

done  one  or  at  most  two  a  day. 

In  Figure  3  are  shown  the  maximum  oxygen  uptakes  of  47 

normal  men.   The  oxygen  uptake  in  liters  per  square  meter  of 

body  surface  is  plotted  on  the  ordinate  and  the  age  in  years  on 

the  abscissa.  There  is  a  loss  of  this  ability  as  the  man  becomes 

older,  a  fact  of  common  experience.  The  degree  of  spread  is 

Interesting  in  that  I  had  anticipated  there  would  be  a  greater 

Variation.   The  standard  deviation  is  approximately  13^  of  the 

mean. 

Figure  4  shows  some  data  from  abnormal  individuals  in 

respect  bo  peak  oxygen  uptake  plotted  on  the  "grid"  o
f  normal 

persons.  The  heavy  line  defines  the  expected  normal  
maximum 

oxygen  uptake  based  on  age  in  years.   The  grid  embraces
  two 
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standard  d.vlatlona  on  «lther  =
1*.  of  tho  maan..  Th«  r«tlng 

oxygen  uptake  and  tha  amount  o
f  oxygen  Intake  for  a  l.v.l  wal

k 

are  Indicated  In  order  to  show  t
he  re.erTea  w.  po.e.a..  To  aupp

ort 

the  belief  that  peak  oxygen  upta
ke  1.  a  good  measure  of  a  man-a 

ability  to  perform  physical  work
,  I  have  plotted  data  taken  fro

m 

a  paper  that  appeared  In  Science
  by  Robinson,  Dill  and  their  co-

 

worker, on  peak  power  of  phyalcal  perfor»
ane,  of  some  of  ca- 

fin©  athletes. 

The  open  circle  at  the  very  top  on  
th«  far  left  1.  the  data 

from  Don  Laah,  who  many  of  you  will
  remember  was  our  very  fine 

two-mile  and  cr o 8 e- country  runner.  
The  three  that  are  plotted 

below  him  are  athletes  who  were  als
o  very  fine  distance  runner.. 

It  13  apparent  that  these  men  have  
a  phenomenal  ability  for 

oxygen  uptake.   This  is  an  ability  t
hat  1.  far  l^ond  any  thing 

that  is  Dosseased  by  the  rest  of  us
  mere  mortal-,  the  average 

normal  individual's  ability  being  
indicated  by  the  heavy  regression 

line.   The  remainder  of  the  data 
 is  of  some  pathological  subjects.

- 

These  should  not  be  considered  as  n
ecessarily  representing  a 

true  cross  section  of  each  of  the
  diseases  represented.  While 

the  group  as  a  whole  show,  less  ab
ility  than  that  possessed  by 

normal  males,  many  still  fall  with
in  normal  limits  and  nearly  all 

still  possess  more  than  enough  ability
  to  wal^  on  the  level  at 

3.5  n^Ph.   It  is  of  interest    note  t
hat  the  young  man  with  only 

one  l.ung  (a  pneumonectomy  ^P   /^<^/
^Acoplasty  hevi'   been  performed 

for  tuberculosis)  still  posse65.-^  S^c
'/I  .   larg^  ̂ ^^Ut^r  ̂ .^   maximum 

physical  energy  output. 
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TO  What  ext-nt  do  the  v«-lou.  
.t.tlc  «nd  aTn^nlc  charaotarl=t

l03 

of  th.  respiratory  apparatus  I
nflueno.  or  oorrel.te  .1th  a  p

erson-. 

„axl.um  ability  for  physical  ane
rgy  outputt  I>ur5.g  the  past  few

 

years  w.  have  measured  th.  maxi
™.  ox^an  uptake  ability  using 

the  method  ,.  have  Just  describe
d  1«  WO  Individuals.   These  sam

e 

persons  also  were  subjected  to
  various  "te.t."  of  putac^ary 

function.  The  group  Includes  n
ormal  persons  and  those  having 

various  diseases  of  the  respirato
ry  apparatus.  There  -ere  no 

unusually  skilled  athletes  or  "t
rained"  p.r.on.  In  the  group. 

All  degrees  of  respiratory  and 
 physically  Inpalrad  persons  wer

e 

included  except  those  so  Impaire
d  that  they  could  not  even  walk 

St  1.25  mph.  on  the  level  for  .
Ix  ml.:ut...  W.  deliberately  ex

- 

cluded all  persons  with  ov«-t  cardlo-
clrcuUtory  disease.  It 

is  lively  th.t  a  few  persons  wit
h  unrecognUed  mild  cor  pulmonal

e 

or  with  disease  of  the  coronary 
 vessel,  may  have  been  Included 

because  of  the  age  groups  and  t
h,  »tur.  of  th.  pulmonary  dise

ase, 

studied, 

TABLE  II 

,^,„M  02  ,;ptake'per  soj;are  mb^th,  
of  body  suw'ace  oorrei^ted  with, 

«Q.  Studied      "r"  £. 

vital  Capacity,  Absolut©  Valu« 

176  0*691
  '^"^ Entire  Group  ■»■'" 

38 
Normals 21 0.486  .001 

0.511  '02 P-j^  and  Pg 

29  0.533  -Ol 
Sllicoala  '"' 

18  0.495  .05 Asbestosia  ^^ 
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26 

0.856 .001 25 

0.27S 

.100 
10 

0.468 
,100 

©d  Normal 

176 0.696 .001 

38 0.159 .100 21 

0.610 
.01 29 

0.481 .01 

18 
0.610 

.01 26 
0.721 

.001 25 
0.546 

.01 

10 

0.435 

.1 

TABLE  II  (continued) 

Miscellaneous 

Ewphysema 

"Be"  Granuloma 

Vital  Capacity  as  %   of  Predicted  Normal 

Entire  Group 

Normals 

P^  and  Pg 

Silicosis 

Asbsstosis 

Miscellaneous 

Emphysema 

"Be"  Granuloma 

Tables  II,  III,  IV,  V,  VI,  and  VII  show  the  correlatlcjo 

coefficient  "r",  and  level  of  significance  "P"  for  the  relationship 

of  several  of  the  comraonly  performed  "tests"  of  ttie  respiratory 

apparatus  to  maximum  oxygen  uptake.  v  ■, 

Table  II  shows  the  d«gr*«  of  oorrelation  b«tv*«n  l^tal  Capacity, 

both  absolute  and  as  a  percent  of  predicted  ncnnal  Tala«,  to  be 

moderately  good  for  the  group  as  a  whole.  When  broken  down  Into 

sub-groups  on  the  basis  of  diseases,  a  significant  correlation 

does  not  always  exist.   The  Vital  Capacity  has  been  used  for  years 

as  a  method  of  estimating  "disability"  but  its  failure  to  correlate 

with  "clinical  experience"  in  many  instances  has  come  to  be 

recognized.   The  data  in  Table  II  substantiates  this  experience. 
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TABLE  III 

MAXIMUM  O2  UPTAKB  PER  SQUARE  METER  OF  BODY  SURFACE  CORREIATED  WITH: 

No>  Studied        "r"  *P" 

Residual  Capacity  as  %   of  Total  Capacity 

Entire  Croup  174  -0,551  .001 

Normala  41  -0.353  .06 

Efflphysema  26  -0.6e8  .001 

SllicoBls  29  -0,693  .001 

Asbestoais  17  -0.119  .1 

Impediment  to  air  flow  throtigh  the  tx^cheo-bronofaia.!  tr*«, 

especially  during  the  expiratory  phase,  reduces  the  maylmum  breath- 

ing capacity  fiind  in  the  majority  of  instances  diminishes  the  degree 

to  which  the  lungs  can  be  emptied.  Abnormal  volumes  of  air  retained 

in  the  lungs  at  the  end  of  the  most  powerful  expiration  possible 

can  be  detected  by  expressing  the  residual  capacity  as  a  percent 

of  the  total  capacity  of  the  lungs,  except  in  those  few  examples 

In  which  the  ratio  is  abnormally  high  by  reason  of  a  pathologically 

small  total  capacity.   The  ratio  of  R.C./T.C.  x  100  correlated  with 

maximum  oxygen  uptake  is  shown  In  Table  III.  It  is  well  established 

that  a  high  R.C./T.C,  ratio  Is  a  consistent  finding  in  diffuse 

obstructive  emphysema;  hence  it  is  not  sxirprising  that  a  highly 

significant  correlaticn  is  found  for  the  entire  group  because  it 

contained  a  large  number  of  emphysematous  persons.   The  significant 

correlation  in  the  emphysema  group  per  se  suggests  strongly  that 

the  degree  of  abnormality  of  the  R.C.A-C.  ratio  parallels  the  loss 

-M: 
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of  ability  for  maxinrum  oxygen  uptake.  The  high  correlation  in 

the  silicotic  group  is  undoubtedly  due  to  the  fact  that  diffuse 

obstructive  emphysema  existed  in  a  number  of  this  group.   The 

lack  of  correlation  in  the  normal  and  asbestosia  groups  fits 

well  with  the  fact  that  diffuse  obstructive  emphysema  of  a 

clinically  significant  grade  is  absent  in  theee  persons. 

TABLE  IV 

I/JUCIMUM  Og  UPTAKIE   PER    SQUARS  KETER   OF  BODY   SURFACE   CORREIATED  WITH: 

Ko.   Studied  "r"    .  "P" 

Maximum  Breathing  Capacity  (Absolute) 

Entire  Group  180  0.755  .001 

Normals  41  0.508  .001 

Entire  Group  excluding 
Persons  with  MBC  over 

150  L/mln,  150  0.696  .001 

Emphysema  26  0.797  .001 

Silicosis  29  0.802  .001 

Asbestosis  17  0.590  .02 

Maximum  Breathing  Capacity  as  %   of  Predicted  Normal  Value 

Entire  Group  180  0.559  .001 

The  maximum  breathing  capacity  measures  the  maximum  ability 

of  the  respiratory  apparatus  to  behave  as  an  air  pump.  Its 

correlation  w5  th  maximiun  oxygen  uptake  is  shown  in  Table  IV. 

For  t.hi^  group  as  a  whole,  "r"  is  bi^er  than  for  vital  cRr>acity 

or  for  the  ratio  of  R.C./T.C  As  might  be  anticipated,  the 

grcur  of  ncnnal  persons  did  not  show  as  high  a  correlation  aji 



ki.  ;*« 

i9 

_f  ff'^ky\ 

'"-llCrHT 
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msir^wr-i.^ 

^. 

'^^d  those  frronr,.  'IHHHHHHHi 

.     ̂ --M".  capa.,,,  ,, J^''''  ''-^"°'-.  —  -"  t.e  „a..™» 

-«»-  «,g..  ,,,^,^     ;;-7°"«^^  '^«"l'.^-t  .ete^lnan,  or 

^      * ^ • on    o^    nil*         . 

in  this  p.,,,,,^^^^^  ̂ ^.  -    ''^>"«^'  iVtobee^eted3l.ce 

il""atlon   or  b,,,,,.  ■  *        *°"  '"'"  'l-l^nyobatructlon  and ^"^g"  power  erifl*-.  «      ̂ ^:,:-    -.- 

"-"«al  3„p„,,  „,^        .      ̂     *"'"^;  ••  *»»  i-Wr  caus.  Of 

^-  Phmc„  „,,^.     ̂ ^     ̂ :"  """^  "°"^:th.  patient. a  .MlUy 

*«  «=^esto3la  ,,,,,  .J^JV''^'""""  °'^«'»:-or^alatIon  In  : 

As   3ho»r,    .      „  "iasa««. :  """^  In  Table  jv     „ 

-«  -«™u„  b.ea...„,   oa^Joi;?-""  -«%<>-.  e^..„l„,       , 

P^'^-ted  ro.  each  pe^-on     i,  ''''"•"' ^'*5:^'^«  "--1  ™lue 
"     •^^''°*'   «"-»'^«clent  A.,,o„,^,,  ft.. 

WpW -   '^terlai    -  ijo*    Studio 

^   -Won  during  Exe.e,ae  156 Tjj'-:      •'•Alveolar   m 

'^  J  Tig   iiXercl 

Lse 

ia% 

148 

92 

0.446 

-0^372 

0.498 

.001 

.001 

.001 
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TABLE  I 

MKTABOLIC  ISD  RESPIRATORr  RESPOHSB  TO  WORK  OF  IHCRKASIHG  IHTHSITT^ 

•a. 

Coniuaptlon    Ventilation         Ventilation  I^yapaea  Index    Exertional  Drtpnea    Wox*  Inteaalty 
.o»/mlnute         liter a/mlnttte     EqulTaleat(OftY)f|I.Vy     j  iqq)  (SttbJeotlTe)  ■•p.h./(nd« 
   I ' ■  ;.^   — —   '  ..  '•B«0«  ^    .:  '  '  -■    "  •'■-'         '    ' 
1290 t9»8 25.1 

1570 36,0 25.0 

1620 40.6 26.0 

1820 45.8 24.8 

1996 48.5 84.9 

S200 62.2 23.7 

2S00 69,8 26.0 

2716 71.0 86.1 

2900 88«S 30.4 

2950 98.1 33.2 

w 

19 28 
84 26 

8a 

38 

63 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

!♦ 
3+ 

4+ 

4+ 

3.5A«^»1 

3.6/2JC 

3.6/4j{ 

S.6/6jt 

S.6/6)( 

S«8A^ 

3.8A¥ 

•  Koonal  MB,  age  39,  il*leht  178  pound*/ Wi^  tl  inch* ■.     W^ 
drlTen  treadmill,  expired  air  being  eolleoted  in  tl»«  6th  and  6th  mlmitaa  of  exereiae. 
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,  Thd  effectiveness  with  which  the  respiratory  appsLratus 

ventilates  the  blood  Is  reflected  by  the  degree  to  which  the 

hemoglobin  of  arterial  blood  Is  saturated  with  oxygen,  the  head 

of  pressure  for  oxygen  across  the  membrane  separating  the  blood 

from  the  gas  phase  of  the  lung  as  expressed  by  the  arterial-alveolar 

pOg  difference  diaring  exercise  and  by  the  difference  in  arterial 

carbMi  dloxid«  content  at  rest  and  during  exercise.  The  correlations 

of  these  factors  with  maximum  oxygen  uptake  are  shown  in  Table  V. 

Although  there  is  a  significant  correlation  in  all  three,  it  la 

generally  of  a  low  order.   It  Is  probable  that  when  this  data 

Is  further  examined  by  breaking  the  group  into  sub-groups  according 

to  diseases,  there  will  be  In  some  no  correlation  at  all  and  in 

others  a  better  correlation.  The  concept  that  the  arterial-alveolar 

pOo  difference  and  the  degree  to  which  arterial  hemoglobin  is 

saturated  with  oxygen  conatltut*  good  measures  of  a  person's 

ability  to  do  physical  exercise  Is  not  substantiated  by  our  data. 
Ccarrled  out  in  our  laboratory  an4) 

In  fact,  as  shown  In  the  asbestosls  studyfreported  herein  by 

Doctor  Gregolre^  arterial  hemoglobin  un saturation  does  not 

presage  a  lowered  ability  for  maximum  oxygen  uptake.   This  will 

not  seem  strange  whai  one  recalls  that  great  civilizations  have 

been  developed  at  altitudes  so  high  as  to  make  on©  certain  that 

all  of  the  inhabitants  had  arterial  hemoglobin  unsaturation. 

The  pathological  respiratory  conditions,  for  example  low  maximum 

breathing  capacity,  that  lead  to  or   accompany  the  unsaturation  of 

hemoglobin  are  likely  stronger  determinants  of  maximum  ability  to 

use  oxygen  than  is  hemoglobin  unsaturation  ^&t   se. 

....,  fsc-i  x>  ;«';!i^,.<t-rtv-. 
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highly   correlatecj) 

Since  maximtm  breathing   capacity  and   O2V   are   xSaiSlUc  anci 

entirely  independent  physiologic  factors,  we  have,  by  multiple 

correlation  technique,  studied  their  combined  relationship  to 

maximal  oxygen  uptake  as  shown  in  Table  VTI.   The  very  high 

correlation  for  the  entire  group  is  maintained  when  specific 

sub-groups  are  studied. 

TABLE  VIII 

REGRESSICfN  EQUATIONS  FOR  PREDICTING  MAXIMUM  Og  UPTAKE  FROM: 

Vital  Capacity:  Og/m^min.  -  324  +  234  V.C. 

S.D.  »  236,  Coeff.  of  variation  =  21$^ 

Maximum  Breathing  Capacity:    Oz/rs?/m\n.   =  424  +  6.26  M.B.C. 

S.  D,  =  220,  Coeff.  of  variation  =  19,85^ 

M.B.C.  +  Ogv:  Og/mVmin.  =  1159  +  (5.75  M.B.C.  -  21.8  OgV 

S.D,  =  143,  Coeff.  of  variation  =  13^ 

The  scattergram  of  the  ccr.-elatlcns  between  Vital  Capacity, 

I.'.aximurr.  Breathing  Capacity,  and  M.B.C.  +  Ogv  with  maximum  oxygen 

uptake  are  shown  in  Figs.  5,  6  and  7  respectively.   It  is  apparent 

that  although  the  correlation  coefficient  Is  signiiicar.tly  b.igh 

in  all,  the  scatter  is  mv..-h  greater  for  Vital  Capacity  than  for 

Maxiinun  Breathing  Capacity  or   M.B.C.  -^  C^,v  and  I  :^.  Ic-.  .st  \ -^i-    ti.o 

latter.   Tbs  regression  equate  oris  i'or  these  three  coriel--- *■  1  or.s 

are  shown  in  Table  VIII, 

"^hese  data  strone:ly  :.  -/-est  ""hat  I.'.T.C.  -t  Gov  are  t;.,-  •.':■'. 

r;ayslolo^ic  determinants  of  n?:  xJ  "    r-R:n:1ty  ■"  rr  oxycc.  ur'^ko  ir. 

rersons  hr^vin.c;  p^ilitonary  disease  ;■:' *  ..-^ut  '-■vert  circula :  f->-,-.   •<-•.;...> 
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„  a  c»pXlcatio„.   K.erc
ls«  to  a  n,a.l.un  tolerate

d  level  Is  tl.e 

eonau^l.,  and  not  al.a.s 
 practical  as  a  ...n.  of

  measuring  t.e 

overall  a.lllty  of  t.e  .u
^n  en.ine  to  e.pen.  ener

^,.   T.e  Importance 

o.  t.e  M.B.C.  .  0,v  as  .
e.sura.le  characteristics

  fro.  »Mc.  one 

n4*-^  rxf  fl  -oerson's  ability  for 

<  ̂  can  properly  estimate  the  
normality  of  a  person 

physical  energy  outpu
t  is  apparent. 

>,««  ̂ h«t  whereas  abnormality  of  the
  vital 

These  data  also  show  
that  wnereti» 

capacity.  «.t.rl.l  .loM  g
a,,.,  etc.  an.  even  a.nor

^Ut,  C^t.e 

.a.i»..  breathing  capaci
ty  or  0,v  per  se  ̂ y  .

e  "dlsaMlltles 

,„.  .ne  soeciric  function
  .easured,  one  ™ust  que

stion  the  correct- 

ness or  oreau^mg  that  such  a
bnormalities  of  necessity

  Indicate 

a  alsaMllt.  for  physical
  energy  output.   «hen  

the  departure 

fro™  normal  for  any  of  the
se  specific  characteristic

s  of  the  , 

^c»   1-hft  correlations  indicate  a  high 

respiratory  apparatus  is  gross,  the  correl
   ̂ ^^ 

^  ,,r,+-nkf  wlTlYae  sub-normal « 

probability  that  the  maxim
um  oxygen  uptake 

.  the  denart^u^e  from  norma
l  is  small,  the  maximum When,  however,  t.ie  aepar

b.^ 

oxygen  u.take  may  still  
b.  well  within  the  normal

  ran,e„ 

The  fact  that  the  circula
tory  system  has  not  been 

 critically 

assessed  in  these  studies  
.ust  be  borne  in  mind,  esp

ecially  if 

practical  applications  of 
 the  information  are  to  be

  made, 

in  Closing,  I  would  li.e  to
  state  that  this  work  is  a 

.nn<^■r1but-d  ^o  V-  the  entire  labora
tory 

preliminary  report  and  ̂ v.  r,  ccntribut.a  -o   . 

1 +-  bflq  been  mv  orivilefre  to 
personnel  over  tue  iti^w. 

report  It. 
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Maxlnraxn  Ability  far   Phy«lc*l  Work  of  Medeirate  Duration  Correlated 

With  Various  Tests  of  Pulmonary  Function 

Pig,  1,   Sehematlo  diagram  of  essential  mechanloal  factors  of 

respiration* 

Fig*  2*  Physiologle  data  being  obtained  while  subject  exercising 

on  aotor-driren  treadaiill* 

Fig*  5*  MaxlBnuB  oxygen  uptake  of  nomal  men  plotted  against  age 

in  years* 

Fig*  4.  MaxiBian  oxygen  uptake  of  abnormal  individuals  plotted  on 

"grid"  of  normal  persons* 

Fig*  5.  Scattergram  of  maximum  oxygen  uptake  plotted  against 

▼ital  capacity  in  a  group  of  normal  and  pathological 

subjects* 

Fig.  6.   Scattergram  of  maximvun  oxygen  uptake  plotted  against 

maximum  breatiiing  capacity  in  a  group  of  normal  and 

pathological  subjects* 

Fig*  7.   Scattergram  of  maximum  oxygen  uptake  plotted  against 

a  combination  of  maximum  breathing  capacity  and  oxygen 

ventilation  equivalent. 
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Pulmonary  Function  Studies  in  Men  Exposed  for  Ten  or  More  Years  to 

Inhalation  of  Asbestos  Fibers 

"     Pemand  Gregoire,  M.D,    x ^ 

(Neither,  transcript  nor  paper  on     file) 

_/ 

/ 

Discussion 

DR,  HUGH-JONES  J     Dr.  Wrigjit  offered  a  sviggested  "definition",   shall  we  say,  of 

measuring  a  man's  overall  capacity  for  work.     Taylor  (1931)  and  Briggs  (19 'J/ -*^ 

measuz«d  idiat  they  called  the  "crest  load",  Vrtiich  is  the  maximum  work  that  a 

.'X<.iJY<^ 

man  can  do  in  a  steady  st%te,  and  others ^have  found  the  maximum  abilitjr  to  work 

as.  oeasurttd  by  the  oxygen  consvmqstion,  like  Dr,  Wri^t  did.     But  one  thing  worries 

Be:     Althou^  two  persons  may  have  very  different  powers  to  do  their  maximum  effort, 

does  that  fact  necessarily  mean  they  are  limited  in  the  same  way  at   the  ordiniiry 

woxk  they  do.  every  day?    Does  Dr,  Wri^t  have  evidence  to  show  that  the  perfonnanoe 

at  sub-maximal  loads  is  necessarily  worse  for  people  who  show  a  falling-off  of  their 

ma-Himim  ability?     It  doesn't  seem  to  me  that  this  must  necessarily  follow. 

If  you  will  forgive  me,  as  a  mere  physiologist,  I  should  also  like  to 

sxjggest  two  technical  criticisms  of  the  statistical  methods.     The  first  is  in  the 

use  of  the  correlation  coefficient.     Dr.  Wright  was   surprised  at  the  extremely 

hi^  coefficient  bs  got  between  the  maximiBn  breathing  capacity,  combined  with  the 

ventilation  equivalent  for  oxygen,   and  the  maximian  power  to  work  as  measured  by 

■<iLi->i>^    Am£^  .7   ̂ A\<r,TT7..  Oh/yc*^  $1s»/^-c*l 
l^,(^.kff7yJ    f^^i'O. 



ojygen  oonsvoaption.     I  believe  that  this'^iBay  possibly  be  a
  "spurious  correlation". 

fg^^^  ̂   He  has  the  same  factor  entering  the  top  and  the  bottom  of  a  fraction,  namely, 

the  ventilation  in  maximum  breathing  capacity  in  one  case  and  the 
 ventilation 

equivalent  in  the  other.     Further,  I  beU^V9  that  in  his  examples  of  c
omparing 

correlations  he  should  have  used  partial  correlations  throughput.     You  can  use
      ̂  

t      ,  the  overall' correlation  as  a  measure  of  the  amount  one  test  is  related  to  some 

r  .  ,    "othsr  seconi  test.     But,   if  you  are  comparing  a  third  test  to  the  fi^^^ 

I  this  case  the  oxygen  capacity  for  work  -  the  raason  for  a  high  correlation^-;
^-  •  • 

?'       r    -'  may, be  because  the  third  is  hi^y  correlated  with  the  second  test.     I  do  not 

believe  you  can  make  i«il  con^paqisoM:  on  that  basis  unless  you  use  partial- :    /J:  ̂ 

correlations  and  particularly  be  wjaixt?^  any  spurious  correlations  irhidi  ma
y  .^"::: 

arise  from  the  use  of  fi-aotional  indices.  ',/:  :>>   ̂ r.;^, 

r  The  second  conment  is  regarding  Dr;  Gregoire's  statement   that  these         _^. . 

-       '    tests  are  "significantly  different?.     I  should  like  to  ask  precisely  what  he 

means.     If  he  used  twice  the  standard  error  of  the  difference  as  a  significan
ce 

test  (I  believe  he  did)  he  assumed  a  noimal  distribution  curve  for  his  results.    :; 

Yet  he  was  using  for  some  comparisons  a  fraction  which  I  camot  believe  w
as 

normally  distributed  if  its  components,  were,     I  wish  to  ask  also 
 what  he  takes 

as  a  level  of  statistical  significance  when  the  distribution  
curve  is  sJrawed. 

Both/ Dr.  Wright  and  Dr.  Gregoire,   in  presenting  th^r
  dati,.  showed 

a  regression  line  with  the  test  results  scattered  about  it.     
I  entirely  agree 

with  this  presentation.    ; |xt  is  much  1»»tter,_^i;t ;  se«BS  to  me,    than  the  practice 

of  expressing  thing?  as  a  "percentage  of  the  predicted 
 normal".     Instead  of 

saying  that  somebody  has  a  test  result  which  is  "100  p
er  cent  of  a  predicted 

normal",  we  should  say  that   the  result  lies  within  plus  
or  minus  a  certain 

scatter  of  what  would  be  expected  for  his  age  on  the  average.     I
n  fact  in 

correcting  for  an  age  effect,   one  should  subtract  the  average  fall 
 with  age    and 

not  express  the  change  as  a  percentage.     Tanner  (IS  ij    )  criticiz
es  physiologists 

for  this  very  common  error.     If  we  are  going  to  xise  statistical  met
hods,  I 

think  we   should  consult  statisticians  in  order  to  avoid  drawing  erro
neous 

conclusions.  f-XoMU^ ■J^'^  ■•    ̂ W  )    ̂^  cL^    W*''^      ̂ ^J^^7.     / 
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pawj^W^i^diy'  Itmgs,  and,  therefore,  I  migh-^^B^^^^^^'^lfJu 

;-^,liffM  loimerly  could,  but  I  migl^t  be  able  to  wali  at  a  shoi^ 

time,  r 

I  should  like  to  wake   two  tecmiical  criticisms  "cf'^statistics.  The 

first  is  on  the  use  of  the  correlation  coefficient. /-Dr.  Wright  was  sur- 

^  prised  at  the  extremely  high  coefficient  he  got  between  the  mBTrimim  breathing 

i^"',-"^."'  '  capacity,  combined  with  the  ventilation \equiTaltot  for  oxygen,  and  the  maxL^^i"^'/^ 

valail 

mum  power  to  work.  I  beliej lat  is 

/  - 

^ple  of  what  is  technically 

called  a  spuritjus-^corTO^^tion.  He  has  the  ̂ am©^adtor  entering  -Uie  top  and 

Sely^^*tie  ventilation  in  maximum  bBeathing-|  "^ 
in  one  case entilation  jecfulTalent^in  ^e  other,     1, 

^'' "*■•-"*'"' ^^jsjiould  ha^ 
Le3*<^f  comparing  correlatio; 

is 
oughout.  If  you 

e  amount  one  test 

compare  the  pVeray.  corre 

relates  to\some\other  test,  and? 

you\ 

degree  of  that  comparison  is  a  set  thing  \rtien 

of  tests.     If  you  are  coi^jaring^  another  test  to  thV^iirst  test  -  in  this  case 

"Ao 

are  Comparing  just  one  set'lec^^^ir 

^^ 

\ 

the  oxygen  capacity  for  work  -  the  reason  foi^ 
/ 

situation  in  which  the  second  test  is 

relation  may  be  a 

'fm 

tally  correlated,  with  the  original 
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test*     I  do  not  believe  you  can  make  jtiSmpari sons  on  tha\>  basls'linless  you 

take  account  of  partial  correlatio 

tlons  which  may  arise  from  the  fractions* 
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also  vhat 

dlstributlbBT ,-1^?-itii.3 

'**•■; 
shoverlihe^fegws- 

lion  line 'wi^I-ttie  tests  scattWed  about  it»  That  method  of  giving  the  data 

is  inach  bettJbrj-'  it  seems  to  me,  than  th©'^ practice  of  expressing  thing^ajsm^^^^^ 

^'^^  ̂ '^^^^^^^^S^  °^  ̂ ^   predicted  normal.  Instead  of  saying  that  somebody  <i^^t'^*'  ~'^^"  ' 

^^^"-"S'f  P°^*  ̂ ^  ̂ ^  P®^  °®^*  °^  »  predicted  norm%L,  you  should  say  that  he  lies#;^t^ 

i^-s"'   "  -    A  '^-'^^ 
^^^;je;within  plus  orininus  a  certain  scatter  of  vhat  would  be  expected  for  hisaie't:" 

^v<^;?f^'InTfact,''-yoti^«hoiad  subtract  the^ayerage  fall  \A.\b.  age  and  not  express  i^f-'*'^**'^^*-' 

a  percentage.  The  expressing  of  it  as  a\ percentage  assxunes  that  it  YoA^^^^^y^^x' 

^-.%'^^l^^®^  regression  and  that  it  goes  about  the  mean  -  \*dch  it  doesn't.-^'tSli 

<rJ^  ̂ ^®  statistic/ we  should  consuit  expert  statisticians  ±u^'^^^iM^^  ̂     - 

^^^^o  avoid  drawing  erroneous  conclusions,     \ 

^"fe^^^^P^®  extremely  interested  in  Dr.  Gregoi:i*«s  conclusions  about  the  ,dl:^^^i'A  •  v 

erence555pBjweeu.silicbsis  and  asbestosis  and  I  have  no  doubt  that  all  he  ̂ Sd"'*^   '■"" 
~«^i?1 

^ 

-.!=]|-l^^^J^''^'^*is^<^^^y  ^^^'o*'  t^a*  point  of  viewA  I  would  like  to  ask  \rtiether 

he  took  cognizance' of  the  various  other  individual  tests,  as  far  as  their  '' 

,  significant-  levels  was,  concerned. 

DR.  WEIGHT!  Dr.  Jones,  I'm  afraid  you  read  more  into  nnr  paper  than  Ilm^led^^ 

^to  have  in  it,  lou  have  gone  beyond  the  limits  of  the  paper  and  have  applied,,  -  "-i 

the  peak  oxygen^ uptake  to  a  man's  ability  to  shovel  coal.  I.  refrained  deliber- 

ately from  doing  that  because  I  wished  to  discuss  only^  what  we  measured.  The 

factors  related  to  a  man's  ability  to  perform  his  everyday  tasks  are  most 

complex  -  his  motivation,  hov  many  children  he  must  Teed  -  and  why  j>eople  be- 

come  fatigued  on  their  job  I's' a  most  perplexing  question.  Why,  in  this  era  of 

labor-saving  devices,  is  the  housewife  who  may  not  have  done  much  physiceil  work 

\ 

-B6-. 

\  V^-s 

^4- 

'i^x^^^\''*'::^< 
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•dften-'dead-tired'at"  tHe  end'of  the' day?'*"!  cannot  say,  and  I  refrain 

»^t- 

deliberately  from  stating  that  the  "peak  osygen  "retake  will  show  whether  or 

not  an  individual  is  able  to  carry  out  a  full  day's  work,  I  can  present 
■""'■•'    '*  '.-J~'-       >■'""       '"    - 

many  examples  of  men  who  break  just  as  nmch  rock  underground  as  that  broken 

by  another. man  >dio  jaay  have  double  their  peak  o^gen  uptake. 

The  peak  oxygen  uptake  furnishes  information  on  -vrtiat  the  hximan  engine 

is  able  to  do  on  a  precise  piece  of  work. 

(DR.  WRIQHT  MOST  RE-WRITE) ■^1 

'^i^^dJU-*-    ̂ ^^^^   ̂ "" 

-  6i^ 

\^,DR  \MC.C«
\AU 

*:  •.  ̂ .-». 
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I  find  myself  in  flail  agreement  with  him  on  the 

question  of  the  Importance  of  the  clinician  and  the  tendency 

to  rely  on  laboratory  procedures.   This  reliance,  in  clin- 

ical medicine,  is  a  manifestation  partly  of  the  tremendous 

burden  that  is  put  on  a  physician,   I  think  it's  also,  to 

some  extent,  a  false  reliance  in  that  we  can  see  figures 

and  vinder stand  gigures  more  easily  than  we  can  the  things 

that  go  into  forming  an  opinion, 

I  do  believe,  however,  that  Doctor  McCann  would 

be  the  first  to  say  that  we  need  these  gadgets  and  these 

methods  of  measurement  if  for  no  other  reaason  than  to  ap- 

ply some  sort  of  a  test  to  our  clinical  accounts,  our  clin- 

ical abilities. 

The  clinician  has  been  going  on  for  years  express- 

ing opinions,  and  lacking  all  -  most  always  wanting  to  know, 

but  lacking  more  precise  methods  of  confirming  his  opinion, 

and  I  would  think  that  perhaps  one  of  the  greatest  functions 

-  more  precise  measurement  -  is  that  of  applying  some  sort 

of  tests  to  clinical  abilities,  and  it  is  somewhat  in  that 

vein  that  our  work  has  been  carried  out  and  the  study  that 

I  am  to  report  this  morning  was  done. 

May  I  have  the  first  slide?  Because  this  is  a 

mixed  audience,  I  am  going  to  take  just  a  few  moments  to 

prepare  some  background  for  the  comments  that  I  am.   going  to 

make,  and  I  have  hopes  that  my  medical  colleagues  will  forgJive 
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me  for  this  crude  diagram  which,  to  my  mind,  portra
ys  in  an 

easily  understood  manner,  the  vital  functions  of  res
piratiorj. 

The  respiratory  apparatus  is  in  essence,  a  bell
ows, 

an  air  pump  through  which  blood  circulates  fo
r  the  purpose 

of  being  ventilated.  Air  enters  into  a  bellow
s  and  the  action 

of  that  bellows  is  all  important.   The  air  
is  then  distrib- 

uted through  the  bellows  and  being  constantly  repl
aced,  mair.- 

tains  its  way,  with  a  higher  pressure  of  oxyg
en  and  a  lower 

pressure  of  carbon  dioxide  than  existed  in
  the  blood  that 

flows  through  it« 

The  veinous  blood  retvirns  to  the  lung  from  the 

periphery,  carrying  a  high  load  of  carbon 
 dioxide  and  being 

low  in  oxygen.  As  the  blood  circulates  th
rough  the  bellows, 

gas  passes  across  a  very  thick  membrane  w
hich  separates  the 

blood  phase  from  the  gas  phase  of  the  lung,  oxy
gen  going 

into  the  blood  and  carbon  dioxide  coming  out.
   The  blood 

then  returns  to  the  left  side  of  the  heart  a
nd  is  pumped  out 

through  the  tissues. 

YOU  have,  in  essence  here,  a  pump  and  a 
 diffusion 

service.   That  is  the  lung  proper,  and  then
  we  have,  of 

course,  a  system  that  is  intimately  involv
ed,  it  simply  can 

not  be  separated  from  the  lung,  namely,  
the  circulatory 

system,  a  pumping  system  which  pumps  the
  blood  into  the  lung, 

accepts  blood  back  from  the  lung  and  then  p
umps  it  out  to 

the  tissues. 
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Now,  the  vulnerable  points  of  such  an  appa
ratus 

are,  of  course,  immediately  apparent.   The
  apparatus  is 

vulnerable  from  the  point  of  view  of  air  
flow  into  and  out 

of  the  lung,  namely,  from  the  pipes.  A
ny  airway  obstructior. 

will,  very  obviously,  interfere  with  the 
 capacity  of  this 

apparatus  to  behave  as  an  air  pump. 

Improper  distribution  of  gas  in  this  b
ellows  will 

lead  to  regional  poor  ventilation  and  
possibly  even  - 

actually  it  does  occur  -  areas  of  lung 
 that  are  not  venti- 

lated at  all.   If  these  areas  are  still  circu
lated,  the 

veinous  blood  that  flows  through  such  area
s  does  so  to  no 

purpose  whatsoever.   The  bellows  itself
  is  vulnerable.   It 

is  a  pump  in  the  same  sense  that  any  
other  mechanical  pump 

operates.  Loss  of  power  or  loss  of  
deformability  or  ease 

of  being  changed  in  volume,  will  obvi
ously  impair  its 

activity  as  a  pump.   The  system  is  ver
y  vulnerable  at  that 

thin  membrane  which  separates  the  blood  
from  the  gas  phase. 

If  it  becomes  thickened  or  otherwise  cha
nged,  you  can  r ead- 

ily  understand  that  gasses  may  have  trou
ble  in  getting  acro^ 

this  barrier  and  then,  of  course,  the  circu
latory  system  it 

self  is  vulnerable,  the  total  area  which
  'can  receive  blood 

or  the  cross-sectional  area  of  the  vasuular  be
d  may  be  di- 

minished, so  the  blood  is  pumped  through  with  difficult
y. 

Blood  may  dam  back  in  the  lung,  because  of  fail
ure  of  the 

pumpon  the  left  side  to  move  the  blood  along  as  it  leaves 
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the  lting»   The  circulatory  aspect  is  going  to  be  covered 

by  Doctor  McCann* 

I  don't,  however,  in  our   presentation,  want  you 

to  lose  sight  of  the  fact  that  a  lung  is  not  just  an  air 

ptunp;  It's  intimately  associated  with  the  circulation. 

Now,  for  a  good  many  years,  the  -  these  intimate 

and  distinct  functions  of  respiration  were  not  amenable  to 

very  precise  study,  but  during  the  past  twenty  years,  meth- 

ods have  been  developed  which  will  permit  a  fairly  precise 

measurement  of  the  activities  of  the  respiratory  apparatus 

especially  the  study  of  the  vulnerable  points  that  I  have 

just  mentioned* 

I  would  like  to  say,  at  this  point,  that  Doctor 

McCann  and  his  group.  Doctor  Kotler,  who  is  in  the  audience 

were  and  continued  to  be  pioneers  in  this  study.   Areally 

tremendous  amount  of  the  work  that  we  are  talking  about 

today  stems  from  it,  their  own  laboratory,  and  I  just  think 

this  is  a  rather  appropriate  time  to  recognize  their  role 

in  studies  of  respiration  in  this  country  and  abroad. 

Now,  some  thirteen  years  ago.  Doctor  Gardner  be- 

came interested  in  the  functional  aspects  of  the  effects 

that  the  inhalation  of  dust  might  have  on  lung  and  circula- 

tion and  it  was  because  of  this  Interest  that  I  came  here. 

I  might  say  also  that  it  gives  me  some  pleasiore  to  say   tha^j; 

it  was  through  Doctor  McCann 's  efforts  that  this  was  made 
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possible.      I   doubt  if  many  of  you  know    that  the    Initial 

building  of  the   laboratory   came   about  as   a  result  of  con- 

tributions  for  a  number  of  years    from  the   Department   of 

Medicine,    not  only  of  money,   but  of   time   and  helpful  instruc- 

tion.    We  began  our   studies    in  the    only  way    that  we    knew 

how  at   the   time,    namely,    to   study   the   individual    actions 

of  the  respiratory  apparatus.      These  procedures   are    those 

that  you  have  been  told  about  here  by  others    that  have 

talked  on  the    subject   of  pulmonary  function. 

We  measured  the   size   of   the  bellows,    the   so-callec 

pulmonary   voliwie;   we  measured  the   stroke   volume   of   this   air 

pump,    then  the   vital   capacity.     We  measured  the  power   that 

this   pump  has    to   deliver   air  per  minute,    namely,    the  maxi- 

mum breathing   capacity.     We  have   attempted,    with  relatively 

little   success,    to  measure    the   distribution  and  mixing  of 

gasses   in  the   lung.     With  some   greater  success,    we  have  beer, 

able   to  measure   the  impalment,    if   an|a,    for   the   passage   of 

gasses   from  the   gas  phase    to   the  blood  phase,    and  this    is 

done   in  two  ways,   by  studying   the  blood  gasses  of   the  blood 

after   it  has    emerged  from   the   liing,   namely   the    degree    to 

which  the  hemoglobin  is    saturated  with  oxygen  and  the   degrees 

to  which  carbon  dioxide  has  been  removed  from  the  blood,    ancL 

in  a  little  more  precise  way,   we  have  measured   the  pressure 

head  that   exists  between  the    oxygen  and   carbon  dioxide    in 

the   gas   phase    and  the   oxygen  and  carbon  dioxide    in   the   bloo(i 
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phas  e  • 

One  of  the  great  shortcomings,  and  I  think  it  is 

still  a  shortcoming,  although  a  lot  of  work  is  being  done 

on  it,  is  that  we  have  not  been  able  to  measure  with  nearly 

the  same  degree  of  accuracy,  the  role  of  the  circulatory 

apparatus,   I  await  with  great  eagerness  the  day  when  maxij^ 

mum  cardiac  outputs  can  be  measured,  and  when  the  pressure 

relationships  about  which  Doctor  McCann  will  tell  you,  that 

govern  the  flow  of  blood  through  the  lung,  can  be  measured 

under  conditions  of  stress. 

After  about  four  years  of  work,  measuring  these 

various  things,  these  individual  functions  of  the  lung,  we 

came  to  the  realization  that  we  were  not  really  doing  what 

we  had  set  out  to  do.   It  is  through,  we  could  recognize, 

failiore  of  the  blood  to  be  properly  ventilated.   We  could 

recognize  impairment  of  the  pumping  action  of  the  lung  or 

the  respiratory  apparatus.  We  could  recognize  poor  dis- 

tribution of  gasses,  and  I  have  been  guilty,  as  have  others, 

of  calling  these  disabilities,  and  thereby,  we  have  confusec. 

some  of  our  legal  friends,  because  we  have  failed  to  be 

precise,  and  say  these  were  disabilities  for  certain  things, 

A  low  maximum  breathing  capacity  is  a  disability 

for  breathing  power,  A  poor  arterial  saturation  is  a  dis- 

ability for  blood  gas  transfer  and  that  is  all  that  the 

disability  is.   That's  all  we  have  measured,  and  we  and 
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others  have  sometimes  not  been  careful  to  say  whether  or 

not  this  disability  to  breathing  power  is  a  disability  in 

terms  of  a  man's  ability  to  work. 

After,  as  I  say,  about  four  years  of,  effort  along 

these  lines,  we  were  repeatedly  struck  with  the  fact  that 

certain  men  were  remaining  on  the  job  doing  a  full  day's 

work  who  had  considerable  impairment  of  breathing  power, 

who  had  some  degree  of  arterial  unsaturation,  who  had  ab- 

normalities of  the  pulmonary  volumena,  and  thick-headed  as 

we  were,  took  a  long  time  to  realize  that  we  should  be  much 

more  careful  in  the  use  of  that  word  disability,  and  should 

define  it  precisely  every  time  that  it  is  used# 

The  word  itself  means  exactly  what  it  says,  loss 

of  an  ability,  and  we  should  be  careful  to  say  what  ability. 

Because  of  this  discrepancy,  we,  as  have  many  others  before 

us,  cast  about  for  some  way  of  trying  to  relate  these  spec
- 

ific disabilities  to  the  general  ability  of  a  person  to  per- 

form as  a  physical  engineer  -  engine. 

Now,  you  may  use  various  procediores  in  this  regarcj. 

The  earning  power  of  a  man  is  the  -  to  some  extent,
  a  meas- 

ure of  his  ability  to  perform  as  a  physical  engine,  but  it 

is  not  a  very  precise  one,  and  many  factors  are  in
volved 

in  that,  perhaps  I'll  have  occasion  to  say  more  about
  that 

this  afternoon. 

As  doctors,  we  were,  of  course.  Interested  in  the 
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hioman  body,    and  therefore,    it  Is  or  woTJld  be  nice   if  we 

could  find  some  way   of  measuring   the   Integrated  man,   what 

he    can  do   in   the   way   of  physical  performance.      Some  work 

has   been  done   along    these   lines,   measuring  peak  abilities 

to   -  for  physical  output,    for   example,    the  wonderful  re- 

cords   that  have  been  set   in  distance   running  and  in  other 

forms   of  physical   feats,    is,    in  a  sense,    a  measvire  of   an 

ability. 

There   is    a  more  precise  way  of   getting  at   it.    The 

hToraan  engine   is    a  great   deal   like   an  ordinary  internal  com- 

bustion engine.      Fuel  is  burned,    oxygen  is   required  in   that 

burning,    and  carbon  dioxide   is    the  result  of  that  burning, 

and  just   as  you  might  rate    the  power   output  of  any  engine 

in   terms   of  its   oxygen  cons\imption,    the  human  body  can  be 

studied  in  essentially    the   same  way. 

The  next   slide,   please.      One    can   study  maximum 

performance   abilities   by  having   the   individual  walk  on  a 

treadmill   rather   than  run  on  a  circular  one -mile   track,    and 

tremendous   amo-unts   of  excellent  work  has   been  done    in   the 

Peck  Laboratory   at  Harvard,    studying  fine    athletes   and   some 

of  that   data  I  will   show  you  in   just   a  moment. 

We   have   studied  men  from  the  point  of  view  of 

their  greatest   ability  to  put  out   physical   energy,  by  hav- 

ing them  walk  on  a   treadmill.     We   chose   that  rather    than  thJ 

bicycle  because    in   this   country,    our  people  are   not  accustoiti
ec 
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to  riding  a  bicycle.      In  addition,    the   exercise    involved  is 

not   as   free   as    it  is   in  walking. 

This   is    simply   a  picture   of  a  man  walking   on  a 

treadmill  whiie   various   measurements   are  being  made.      Next 

slide.      Studying   the   individual   in  this   way,    at  increasing 

intensities   of  physical  exertion,    certain  measxirements    can 

be  made,    as  represented  in   this    slide.      This   is  of   a  person 

who  has  been  walking  or  who  has  been  walked  at  a  constant 

speed,    as   you  see,    in  the   forward  right-hand  column,    three 

and  a  half  miles   an  hovir,    but  Increasing   the  level   on  which 

he  walked  lontil  finally  a  level   is   reached  which  is    the  ut- 

most  that  he   can  accomplish;    in  other  words,   a  higher   level, 

the  walk  is    terminated  at  an  earlier  period  than  we   haye.A^tA.; 

or  had  chosen. 

These  walks  were  all  of  six  minutes  duration-^and;'; 

by  increasing  the  grade  on  which  the  man  walks,  we  finally - 

get  to  a  point  where  the  man  can  not  walk  for  the  full  six - 

minutes;  he  must  get  off  and  normal  individuals,  because 

of  some  severe  leg  weakness  and  some  degree  of  breathless- 

ness* 

Now,  it's  apparent  that  the  human  engine  is  quite 

similar  to  the  internal  combustion  engine.   The  oxygen  up- 

take, as  you  would  well  expect,  shown  in  the  far  left  col- 

uinn,  increases  and  gets  up  to  a  peak  oxygen  uptake  of  2,950 

cubic  feet  -  cubic  centimeters  of  oxygen.   Now,  that,  then. 
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is  the  greatest  ability  that  this  individual  had  for  oxygen 

uptake.   If  you  would  plot  that  out,  you  would  see  that  a
s 

the  last  two  exercises  were  carried  out  and  a  plateau  was 

reached,  there  is  very  little  increment  in  those  last  
two 

exercises,  and  we  have  some  data  to  show  as  in  others,  
that 

a  plateau  is  reached  in  oxygen  uptake  at  a  time  when 
 the 

minimum  ventilation  or  breathing  facility  of  the  lungs  
can 

still  be  augmented  and  this  has  led  along  with  other 
 evi- 

dence, to  the  conclusion  that  in  the  normal  man,  the  cir- 

culation is  the  governing  factor  for  peak  physical  output 

of  moderate  duration.  We're  not  talking  now  abou
t  short 

bursts  of  energy  output. 

I  believe  that  I  won't  need  to  labor  the  point 

any  further,  but  can  simply  say  that  it  is  generally  acc
eptjc 

that  the  -  one  of  the  measures  and  perhaps  one  of  the
  best 

at  present  available,  of  a  man's  ability  to  perform
,  as  an 

integrated  being,  is  the  height  to  which  he  
can  increase 

or  raise  his  oxygen  uptake.   This  is  certainly 
 a  function 

not  only  of  respiration  but  of  circulation,  and
  I  believe 

is  primarily  a  function  of  circulation  or  chief
ly  so. 

The  other  tables  that  I  will  show  you,  will  in- 

dicate, as  Doctor  Motley  stated,  that  we  have  enormous  
res- 

piratory reserves,  far  greater  than  we  do  circulatory. 

Now,  we  have  chosen  as  our  measure  of  the  ability 

of  this  human  engine  to  perform,  this  peak  oxygen  uptake. 
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and  each  man  studied  in  the  data   that   I  will   show  you  was 

carried  in   a  series  of  walks   of  this   sort   to   the  peak  oxygeiji 

uptake.      The   first   two  or    three   exercises   can  be  done    in  on^ 

day.      Subsequent   ones,    especially  those  requiring,    when  you 

get  near   the    top,   you  can't  do  more   than   two  in  one   day,   be^ 

cause   it's   very  strenuous   work.      It's  very   time-consuming, 

as   you  can  see,   so  that  what  will  be  referred  to  as  maximum 

oxygen  uptake,    is   this  bottom  figure   on   the   left-hand  side, 

your  left-hand  side,    and  expressed  in  s quare  meters   of  sur- 

face   area,    liters   per  minute,    and  what  we  have  attempted  to 

do  or  what  we  have   accomplished  in  our   study  over   the   last 

ten  years,    is   to  run  various   tests   of  specific  respiratory 

function  in   conjunction  with  this  measurement  of  peak  oxygeiji 

up  take . 

Next  slide.   Now,  here  are  forty-one  normal  men 

carried  to  the  peak  oxygen  uptake  on  the  treadmill.   On  the 

on  the  left  you  see  plotted  on  the  oribt,  the  oxygen  uptake 

in  liters  per  square  meter  of  body  surface,  and  here  the 

age  in  years.   There  is  a  loss  of  ability,  as  the  man  be- 

comes older,  which  is  only  common  sense,  that  fits  in  with 

what  you  all  know.  ,.,  -  ̂   . ,.._ 

The  degree  of  spread  is  interesting  in  that  I  did 

anticipate'*  there  would  be  a  greater  variation.   It  is  a 

good  sized  variation,  standard  deviation  is  approximately 

thirteen  percent  of  the  mean  and  that  means  that  an  indivldiial 
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might  —  well,  I'll  say  more  about  that  this  afternoon  — 

really  with  normal  mean  bearing. 

The  next  slide  shows  some  abnormal  individuals  in 

respect  to  peak  oxygen  uptake.   I  might  also  say  that  the 

resting  oxygen  uptake  is  indicated,  the  amount  of  oxygen 

intake  for  a  level  walk  is  also  indicated  showing  what  re- 

serves we  possess.   These  are  abnormal  individuals  and,  to 

confirm  the  notion  that  peak  oxygen  uptake  is  a  pretty  good 

measure  of  a  man's  ability  to  perform,  I  have  plotted  data 

taken  from  a  paper  that  appeared  in  Science,  by  Robinson 

Dill,  and  their  co-workers,  on  peak  power  of  physical  per- 

formance of  some  of  our  fine  athletes. 

The  very  top  figure  is  the  data  from  Don  Lasch, 

whom  many  of  you  will  remember  was  our  very  fine  two -mile 

rimner,  and  very  fine  cross-country  ininner.  The  three  that 

are  plotted  below  him  are  Glen  -  Gene  Benske,  Glen  Cunning- 

ham and  Archie  San  Romani,  who  were  also  very  fine  distance 

runners.  They  have  a  perfectly  phenomenal  ability  for  oxy- 

gen uptake.  Lasch  could  sustain  that  level  not  for  five  or 

six  minutes  but  for  twenty  minutes. 

Now,  this  is  an  ability  that  is  far  beyond  any- 

thing that  is  possessed  by  the  rest  of  us  mere  mortals.  The 

average  normal  individual,  as  indicated  by  the  very  heavy 

line.   These  are  some  pathological  subjects.   The  squares, 

filled  in  squares,  are  emphysemas.   There  is  one 
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pneumonectomy  over  here,   who   still  possesses   a  quite  good 

ability.      Some  of   the    silicosis    and  asbestosis    cases   are 

scattered  around. 

Next  slide.      Now,    I  would  like  to   show  you  a  ser- 

ies  of  correlation c  o-efficients   in  which  we   attempted  to 

disclose   or  find  out  which  of  these   specific  measurements 

seem  to  parallel   a  man's   greatest   ability  for   oxygen  uptake 

and,   by   inference,    his   ability  to  perform  as   a  physical 

engine.        The   vital   capacity  correlated  in  a  rather   sur- 

prisingly  good  fashion.      I  have  been  one  who,    in   the   last 

ten  years,   has  belabored  the  position  of   the  vital    capacity 

measurement.      I'm  not  retracting  all   that    I   said  about   it, 

but   I  must   say    that  this   gave  me   some   reason  for    surprise 

and  I    think  Doctor  Hugh-Jones,    in  his  paper   the    other  day, 

also    said  that   they  were   somewhat  surprised  to   find  a  way 

in  which  vital   capacity   correlated  with   ability   of  a  man   to 

perform. 

This  data,  I  must  say,  that  I»ve  got,  is  obtained 

on  180  individuals,  and  embraces  all  manner  of  pulmonary 

disease.   There  are  sarcoid,  there  are  pulmonary  glanulomasj, 

emphysema,  bronchiectases,  non-specific  pneumoconiosis  that 

we  were  able  to  diagnose,  silicosis,  asbestosis,  exposure  to 

dust,  men  with  linear  exposure  and  so  on,  a  conglomerate 

group  and  ranges  all  the  way  from  people  who  can  just  bare- 

ly walk  on  the  level  at  one  and  a  half  miles  an  hour  for 

Ea 
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five  minutes,  to  men  who  had  astoimding  abilities  to  per- 

form, and  it  is,  I  believe,  going  to  be  possible  with  further 

working  of  our  data  to  find  out  that  there  are  specific  dis 

eases  in  which  the  vital  capacity  does  give  the  erroneous 

information,  and  others  in  which  the  information  is  more  re 

liable. 

As  you  run  down,  you  can  see  that  there  is  very 

little  improvement  in  the  correlation  when  the  vital  capac- 

ity is  expressed  as  a  percent  of  the  predicted,  in  other 

words,  where  you  attempt  to  correct  for  age  and  surface  are 

Now,  the  residual  capacity,  or  the  residual  air  also  corre- 

■  t 

lates  with  a  quite  high  correlation,  as ; you  would  well  ex- 

pect, and  as  those  have  shown^ in  the  normal  individuals,  the 

correlation  is  very  poor;  in  order  to  disclose  the  corre- 

lation, one  must  add  in  other  people,  namely,  those  who  havei 

had  some  i-tipairment  of  their  residual  capacity. 

It's  rather  interesting  to  show  what  Doctor 

Gregoire  will  later  show,  that  in  asbestosis,  there  is  no 

correlation  whatsoever. 

Maximum  breathing  capacity  correlates  somewhat 

better  than  does  the  vital  capacity. 

The  next  slide.   Splitting  up  the  maximvim  breath- 

ing capacity,  you  see  that  in  normal  individuals,  the  corre- 

lation drops  considerably,  and  I  think  this  is  further  evi- 

dence that  we  possess  far  greater  reserves  for  breathing 
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power  than  we  do  for  circulation.   If  the  maxim-urn  breathing 

capacity  in  normal  men  was  a  strong  determinant  of  ability 

to  perform,  the  correlation  should  be  higher  and  I«m  sure 

that  when  we  are  able  to  measure  cardiac  output  during  peak 

exercise,  we  will  find  a  very  high  correlation.   However, 

when  you  have  impairment  of  the  breathing  pump  as  occvirs  in 

asbestosis  and  silicosis,  the  correlation  is  somewhat  im- 

proved, especially  in  silicosis. 

Next  slide.   The  ability  of  the  lung  to  remove 

carbon  dioxide  from  the  blood  is,  I  think,  one  of  the  very 

important  ones,  and  we  were  curious  as  to  how  that  might 

correlate,  and  there  is  a  correlation,  but  it  is  of  a  rathe
r 

low  order.  Very  poor  correlation,  as  you  see,  between 

aerterial  hemoglobin  saturation  during  exercise  -  these 
 were 

blood  saraples  removed  while  the  man  was  walking  on  the  mill
 

-  very  low  correlation  between  any  of  the  gas  exchange  meas| 

urements  and  peak  ability  to  work. 

I  rather  wish  that  Doctor  Motley  were  here  becaus^ 

he  could  correct  me  if  I'm  i^-ong  in  my  impression  that  he 

left,  that  perhaps  I'm  wrong  in  this,  because  as  I  un
der- 

stand what  he  said,  his  belief  is  that  the  single  best  in- 

dication of  whether  a  man  is  normal  or  not  fram  a  respjra  - 

tory  point  of  view,  is  whether  his  blood  gasses  are  normal, 

and  I  think  you  see  here  a  fairly  convincing  demonstration 

that  a  man's  ability  to  work  depends  relatively  little  on 
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his  arterial  saturation. 

This  is  not  diffictilt  to  understand  if  one  will 

recall  the  great  civilizations  have  been  built  at  altitudes 

where  every  one  was  unsaturated,  and  today  some  of  our  pro- 

ductive mines  operate  with  scrae  physical  energy  expended 

on  the  part  of  the  men,  at  altitudes  where  everyone  is  to 

some  extent,  unsaturated.   To  be  sure,  compensations  on 

the  part  of  the  body  do  occur,  but  the  same  thing  is  true 

in  the  diseased  man,  as  Doctor  McCann  will  undoubtedly  des- 

cribe to  you,  so  that  arterial  blood  gasses  were  surpris- 

ingly poorly  correlated. 

Now,  the  02V,  that  is  a  term  that  I  must  define 

for  you,  and  could  apply  on  one  of  the  previous  slides.  It 

is  what  we  refer  to  as  the  ventilation  equivalent.   It  is 

obtained  by  dividing  the  minimum  ventilation  by  oxygen  up- 

take, and  expressed,  it's  simply  an  expression  of  the  breatt 

ing  load,  it's  the  amount  of  air  that  a  man  must  breathe 

for  a  certain  amoimt  of  energy  expended,  and  it  is  surpris- 

ingly constant  in  normal  people,  has  a  very  narrow  range 

of  variation. 

Now,  you  see  here  a  fairly  high  correlation, 

herein  higher  than  we  had  anticipated,  n,60,  and  I  shall 

ji]mp  now,  just  to  the  very  last  one,  in  which  we  had  a 

multiple  correlation.   Incidentally,  we  had  multiple  corre- 

lations with  most  of  these,  and  I'm  only  showing  this  one. 
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because  it  Is  the  highest  that  we  obtained.   
If  one  com- 

bines maximuia  breathing  capacity  and  ventilation  
equivalent 

as  a  single  factor,  and  I  will  show  you  so
me  scattergraphs 

m  a  moment  on  that  to  point  that  out,  the
n  the  correlation 

equivalent  is  a  surprisingly  high  one,  .901^.
   This  came  as 

somewhat  of  a  surprise  to  me.   I  still  hav
e  difficulty  in 

believing  that  it  means  what  it  seems  to  s
uggest,  namely, 

that  there  is  this  very  high  dependence  on 
 M.B.C.  and  02V 

when  one  wishes  to  study  peak  abilities  t
o  perform. 

On  the  other  hand,  it  is  somewhat  common
  sense, 

isn't  it,  because  maxiirium  breathing  capacity 
 is,  in  essence^ 

breathing  power.  Ventilation  equivalent  is,  in 
 essence,  j 

breathing  load  and  the  ability  of  an  ord
inary  engine  to  i 

perform  is  certainly  directly  related  to 
 the  power  of  the  ! 

engine  and  to  the  load  that  one  puts  on 
 it. 

Next  slide.  Now,  we  were  interested  i
n  whether 

or  not  this  correlation  would  hold  up,  of  
M.  B.  C.  and  02V 

versus  oxygen  uptake  when  one  divided
  the  data  by  diseases, 

and  you  will  see  that  the  correlation  did
  hold  up.   Again, 

for  normal  individuals,  the  correlatio
n  is  nowhere  near  tha 

which  we  found  in  diseased  individual
s.   This  was  another 

evidence  that  breathing  reserves  are  
much  greater  than 

circulatory  reserves. 

Next  slide.   Now,  it's  always  well  to  look  
at 

scattergraphs,  because  as  Doctor  Hugh-Jones  pointed  out. 
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the  correlation  co-efficients  usually  look  much  
better  than 

do  the  scattergraphs,  and  the  scatter  will  show  y
ou  at  once 

the  wide  variation  which  can  also,  of  course,  be  
expressed 

by  the  standard  deviation  which  I  will  show  you. 
  This  is 

vital  capacity  versus  maximum  oxygen  uptake  and 
 there  is, 

of  course,  this  general  slant,  which  is  define
d  by  the  cor- 

relation  co-efficient.       ;-7   ̂ j^.'  .  •  ̂  

The  standard  deviation  is  large,  as  is  shown  by 

this  wide  scatter,  making  it,  of  course,  very  
difficult  to 

use  the  vital  capacity  as  a  good  measurement  
in  an  individ- 

ual, but  for  class  studies  or  group  studies,  it  is  
a  better 

tool. 

Next  slide.   This  shows  a  maximum  breathin
g  ca- 

pacity against  peak  oxygen  uptake,  and  you  will  s
ee  at  once 

that  there  is  a  -  somewhat  less  scattered  eif
ect,  still  ovei 

large,  and  there  are  some  exceptions  that 
 are  always  more 

interesting.   Here,  we  find  three  individu
als  way  down  here 

all  alone.   These  three  persons  were  cases 
 of  pulmonary 

granuloma  in  beryllium  workers,  who  posse
ssed  a  normal 

maximum  breathing  capacity,  but  whose  ab
ility  to  exercise 

was  very  limited  because  of  the  very  high
  ventilation  equiv- 

alent, and  when  you  correct  the  ventilation  equivalen
t,  they 

fall  back  into  the  body  of  the  chart,  as  you  will
  see  in 

the  next  slide.   Leave  this  one  on  just  a  momen
t. 

You  see,  if  you  take  above  the  average  peak  oxjge^ 
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uptake  above  1.3,  the  scatter  is  tremendous,  muc
h  more  so 

than  is  true  in  the  lower  percentages  here,  indi
cating  that 

respiratory  reserves  are  far  greater  than  circu
latory  or 

at  least  in  relation  to  work.   This  shows  you  the  M.  
B.  C. 

and  02V  comhined  as  a  factor,  and  here  you  have
  a  scatter 

that  is  certainly  far  less,  again  more  scatter
ed  in  the 

range  of  normal,  because  the  M.  B.  C.  has  undu
e  weight  at 

this  or  in  this  portion  of  the  distpidwitlon
  of  our  "data. 

But  here  we  have  a  quite  nice  distribution.
 

The  next  slide.  As  I  say,  it's  one  that  
surprisec. 

me.   I  throw  this  on  primarily  so  that  you
  can  see  the  co- 

efficient of  variation  which  defines  mathematicall
y  the  de- 

gree of  scatter  around  the  regression  line.  
Vital  capacity 

twenty-one,  1,981].  maximum  breathing  dapacit
y  and  very  great 

-  very  gratifyingly,  much  smaller  for 
 the  combination  of 

M.  B.  C.  and  02V# 

The  next  slide  brings  you  back  again  to  th
e  same 

distribution  of  M.  B.  C.  over  02V  using,  com
ing  down  now 

to  zero  instead  of  standing  at  three,  with  a  d
rawing  of  a 

grid  which  combines  the  regression  line 
 and  the  standard 

deviation  on  the  two  sides. 

The  next  slide  —  or,  that's  all,  I  think.   I 

want  to  summarize  this  rather  long  period  of  work  
by  saying 

that  as  one  would  almost  have  anticipated,  and  I  
presume 

if  I  had  gone  to  an  engineer  and  said,  "Now,  look,  we
  would 
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like    to  know  what   determines  peak  oxygen  uptake",   he  would 

say,    "Well,  what's    the   load  and  what's    the   power",    and  we 

could  have   avoided  all    this   work,    because    it's    just   a  com- 

mon  sense   correlation.      I  believe   that  the    correlation  is   a 

rather  surprising  one.      I  can  certainly  say   it's  a   surpris
- 

ing  one    to  me.      I   don't  understand  why  it's   so  high.      I  wouQJd 

think   that  circulation  should  have  entered  into   this  more
 

than  it  did.     We  had  no   one   in  the   series  who  had  been  
in 

or  was   in  congested  failure.      I'm  sure  we  had    some   early
 

cor  pulmonales   in   the  group.      Undoubtedly,   we   have  had
  some 

cardiac  patients   in  this   series,    severe   cardiacs,   we  wou
ld 

have   found  a  little  different  result. 

I  believe  that  this  type  of  study  applied  to  the 

cardiac  group  would  be  very  rewarding.  In  closing,  I  wou
ld 

like  to  say  that  tHs  study  is  the  end  result  of  the  labors
 

of  a  large  number  of  persons.  I  simply  have  the  pleasure 

of  presenting  it  to  you.  It's  been  carried  on  over  the  past 

ten  years  and  the  men  who  have  worked  in  the  laboratory  have 

all    taken   a  part    in  it.      Thank  you. 

(Applause). 

BY  DOCTOR  McCAM; 

since    the  next  speaker's  material   covers    areas 

-  much   the    same    area,    I   think  it  would  be  better   to    def^r 

the   discussion  on   the    two  papers   until  we    can  have    the    two 

papers    together,    so   I'll  now  ask  Doctor  Gregoire   to   present 



INSTITUT     LAVOISIER 
SOEURS  DE  MIS£RIC0RDE 

5757     BOULEVARD     ROSEMONT,     MONTr£aL     3  6,     P.O.,     CANADA 

T^l.     TURCOTTE     6961 

Montreal,  December  13,  1952. 

IE     BUREAU     DU     DIRECTEUR    MEDICAL 

Mrs.  A.B.  Bliim, 
Ssranac  Laboratory, 
P.O.   Box  551, 
SarpJiac  Lake, 
N.T. 

Dear  Mrs.   Bliim: 

I  am  sending  a  copy  of  my  conference  to 

Dr  G.  Wright  who  will  make  the  corrections  and  will  proba- 
bly send  it  to  you  immediately  after. 

I  hope  there  will  not  be  too  much  delsy 

and  at  test  you  will  know  that  I  have  sent  this  copy  and 
wheT^  you  can  get  it. 

With  my  best  wishes  for  a  Merry  Christmas, 

Very  truly  yours. is^^ ^^TcT^^ 

ro/fg 

Dr. demand  Gregoire,   M.D, 
Medical  Director. 

/ 
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SOEURS  DE  MISiR
ICORDE 

5757     BOULEVARD     ROSEMONT.     MONTRiAL     36.     
P.Q.,     CANADA 

T^L.     TURCOTTE     696  1 

Montreal,  "December  9.   1952. 

IE     BUREAU     DU     DIRECTEUR    MiOICA
L 

Mrs.  Lillian  R.  Blinn, 
Sarsnac  Laboratory, 

,P,Q,  Box  551. 

Upon  my  arrival  this  morning  I  found  your 
letter  of  December  the  3rd  concerning  the  report  of  the 
paper  I  gave  to  the  Seventh  Saranac  Symposium  in  September. 
I  asked  my  secretary  to  make  a  copy  of  this  paper  and  to 
send  it  to  you  as  soon  as  possible, 

I  also  want  to  thank  you  for  the  infor- 
mations you  gpve  me  concerning  my  Income  Tax. 

Very  truly  yours, 

?^g— ̂ >a-*-^-*-^ 

Pr  Fernand  G-regoire,  M.D. 
Medical  Director. 

PG/fg 
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BY  PR,  McCAMN; 

since  the  next  speaker's  material  covers  areas  -  much  of  the 

same  area,  I  think  it  would  be  better  to  defer  the  discussion  on  the 

two  papers  until  we  can  have  the  two  papers  together,  so  I'll  new 

ask  Doctor  Gregoire  to  present 
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PULMONARY   FUNCTION   STTOIES 

IN  MEN   EXPOSED  POP.  TEN    OR-  MOPE  YEAF 
HS   '^C 

IN:IALATIQN:,0P  ASBESTOS  FieRES. 

Fernand   Cri-egcire" 

■to 

^1 

^ 

a:.d 

George   if/.  Wrlyht     / 

Proir   the   Deparl-ment   of   Physiology,   The 'Tr 

Saranac  Lake,    New  York  -■■"::^-'' 

udeau . Poundati on. 

♦> 

Preaex^t  Address: 

Medical  Director,  Tnstitut  Lavoisier,  Montreal,  P.  Q., 

Canada 

f 
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Seventy-four  men  were  subjects  for,-  this ,  study,'  f 

of  whom  had  been,  in  the  course  of  their  dally  work,  exposed  to 

an, atmosphere  .containing, airborne  asbestos  fibres  in , var 

conceritrations.  '^he're^^  men  had  no'-exposTSre^' 

to  asbestos  fibre  other;^ than  that  which  might  possibly  occur  to 

anyone  living  in  their  community.   The  purpose  of  this  study  was 

to  learn  what  the  physiological  abnormalities  are  in, persons 

with  various  degrees  Of  pulmonary  x-ray  abnormalities  and  with 

various  degrees  of  intensity  of  exposure  to  airborne  asbestos 

fibre.   It  should'  be  .clearly  understood  that  this  study  was  not 

designed  to  disclose  the  proporllon  of  men  working  in  the  asbes- 

tos industry  whq:,might:have  roentgenographic  or  physiologic 

abnormalities. 

Now  we  can ;go  to  definitionH, 

How  can  one  define  and  quantitate  th'=*  various  degrees  of 

eo^osure  to  the  inhalation  of  asbestos  fibres?   The  thing  to 

start  with  was  the  diiratlon  of  exposure,  as  obtained  from  the 

subject  and  from  the  company.   We  arbitrarily  assigned  a  value 

of  two  units  for  each  year  of  exposure. 

The  various  Jobs  at  which  the  men  worked  v/ere  grouped  in 

four  categories  on  the  basis  of  thf-  intensity  of  exposure.   This 

classification  was  arrived  at  after  conference  with  the  indus- 

trial engineers  and  plant  physicians. 

The  men  working  underground  or  as  loaders,  drillers"  wet  or . 

in  shipping  shed,  the  primary  crushers  and  dryers  received  one 

unit  for  their  exposure. 

1   " 
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or  aa  dry, drilling  .and  grS^    '        ■  JBW^"^  ̂ °"^  ̂ ^^^^^e ^  ̂""^  assigned  three  units    Flo 

n^en,  screen  men,  millwright   test«.  
floor. 

a«..    .  tester,  grader  and  cobber  were assigned  six  units._The  min   ^. 
'Itliliiiiitr    ̂   shipper,  the  bagp-er  and  fh 

-re  assign^^ii^,.   Example:  ^^^^^ 

A  aubject  .ho:.pent  lO^^^^y^^^^  ,,,  10  ...,.,  , 
-  10  .eara  as  millwright  had  10......  130  .nits      ̂      "^ 

300  units  -r  30  years  or  emplo^..^^^^         ̂ --^  o.  .  ,^,^^  ̂ ^ 
As  far  as  the  x-ray  class iriAo 4-/   / 

the  ca3„  inrou.        =^"="^""°n  is  concerned,  
we  divided 

m  four  groups  on  the  baala  of  i-h.^, 

were  abnormal.  
'°°^''^-^-eree  by  which  they 

We  called  the  normal  x-ray  pattern  0.  pl  ,.  , 
Who  showed  a  alieht  ...  

designated  those -light,  exaggeration  of  linear  markings    p2r^, 
cated  a  marked  increase  Of  the  im..     ,        2+        '" 

oi  tne  linear  marklncs   p^"*^ 

a  haziness  or  ground  .1.,.                        categorized ^  ground  glass  appearance  in  the  miH^i    . 
fields  «r  ̂ -u   .                            

'"iddle  and  basal 
--S  Of  the  l„ng3.  ̂ is  category  in  general  embraced  those "I-.  considered  cwacterlstic  Of  Clinical  asbestosls. 
^  ^^  -  ̂^-^-"  in  asbestosi,  to  be  consistent  with  oneself in  -reading  the  fil^s  and  still  more  difficult  to  a 

another  on  each  fll..  .  p^r  this  r  ■     V  "<=""  
'° -gree  with  one 

byeixdlff    .  '"'""""•  -=''«1"  was  read  twice 
J  aix  aifferent  phv3lpl«r,«   4- 

=l«ns  and  two  oth    ',.  "apologists,  two  plant  physl- t.c  other  Clinicians.  That  made  a  total  of  IP 
In  each  case.   lT,uallv  th.  '°'*1  °f  12  readings 

^^0   aiffiouu.     "       ""  "°  «-««-„t  on  extremes,
 

-ese  fe     r         ̂   ̂̂   """"'•  "^  """  ̂   ^'   -  ̂ -. 
reached  ad     "'"  """^  ̂ ^""  """^  ̂   ""-  «—"'  -s 
the   .  "''^^'  ""'    '^^  ̂ ^^^«^-"  -a-  given  to the  radiologists.  ° 

1 ts 

s-iiiiSailiSlSi2i4i 
Si^ 
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In  assence,  we  have  attempted  to  rank  the  cases  in  respect 

to  the  degree  to  which  the  roentgenogram  departs  from  normal,' 

Each  person  was  thorou-.-hly  studied  from  the  clinical  stand 

IP'^oi'in'v^s^e  1 1  as  belnp-  subjected  to  the  phy^-!  olo-rl  cal  meas 

:reDorted.ln,  the  remainder  of  the  discussion,   , 

V/hat  are  the  abnormal  physiological  f^p.dings  on  a  case  who' 

fits  x-ray  and  clinical  criteria  c"  ashestosis? 

The  following  patient  is  a  good  example  of  it.' 

Mr.  W.  F.,  55  years  old,  had  spent  20  years  as  bagger, , 6  y^ars 

in  the  mill  and  8  years  on  sirface  where  there  wa^  no  dust.   That 

gave  hltn  a  figure  of  430  units  for  duration  X  intensity  of  exposure, 

The^ x-ray  that  you  see  (Pig.  1)  is  quite  characteristic ; of  advanced 

a s bes¥^l a^MidWth  1  s  subjer-t  was  unanimously  called  P   .   For  the 

last  16  years  he  was  a  chronic  cougher,  specially  in  winter,  but 

iexpectorated  little.   He  also  complained  of  exertional  dyspnea-:for 

the  last  7  or  8  years. 

The  physi -^logical  data  on  him  are  as  follows; 

Det.  Pred. 

M.  B,  C. 

LUNG  VOLUME 

T.  Vol. 

V.  C. 

F.R.C. 

Resp,  Res. 

Resld,  G, 

115  L/min. 128   L/raln. 

Det, Pred. 

4.28   L, 5.38  L. 

2.84 
4.06 

2.05 2.01 

0.61 
0.69 

1.44 
lo32 

■f3 
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ARTERIAL  FLOOD  AT  ̂ ^r. j se 

Og  Cons./Mg/cc. 

Og  Capacity 

^  Saturation 
Alv.  pOg 

Art,  pOg 

A.A.  Diff. 

Ogv 

Mln.  Vent,  at  S?® 

Og  Cona,/^2 

m.v./mbc 

Resp.  Rate  (6th  mln. ) 

.  Pulse  Rate  (6th  mln.)^^ 

The  Maximum  Br eathlnffCapacltv  1  «i  iik  t  /  , K  oapacicy  13  115  L/rnin.  versus  128  L/min. predicted. 

The  L„ng  Volume  Showed  a  diminution  of  total  volume.  This  1, 
aue  to  a  great  diminution  of  the  vital  capacity  that  I3  only 

2.S4  L.  instead  of  4.06  L.  or  70«  of  the  predicted  value,.   The 
absolute  figure  for  residual  air  ie  only  slightly  Increaaed  but 
m  %   over  total  volume  it  la  Increased  to  34^.   This  flgur.  alone.   ■ 
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howerer,  cannot  be  considered  abnorfflai^^^llS^eW^ 

hl3  age  who  were  considered  aa  normal  and  who  showed  the  same  per- centage • 

le  data  on  the  kr tl^^i^^^^^^^^^^^^^  ^^  ̂ ^  ̂ ^^^^ 
and  3  mph. ^re  abnormal.   The^^  saturation  of  hemoglobin  is  marked- 

ly subnormal  during  exercise.,  The  alv.pOg  in  mm.Hg  was  absolutely 
nonnal  at  105  mm.Hg.  The  art.  pOg  in  imn.Hg  was  abnormally  low  at 
30  mm.Hg  compared  to  a  mean  normal  of  82.5  with  a  S.D.  of  5.41. 

The^^.A.  difference  was  66  mm.Hg  when  the  highest  difference  In  nor- 
mal persons  at  exercise  is  27  mm.Hg , 

At  Maximum  Exercise,  3  mph.  and  8?^  grade,  this  patient  hyper- 

V^^^l-y^^f^  considerably  as  can  be;  seen  from  the:iiigh  O^v.^  ̂   Hi  a 
Og  cbn8umptionA2Ain.  attained  only  775  cc.  instead  of  1285  as 

predicted  for  a  normal  man  his  age. 

Tp  summarize,  the  physiological  abnormflLlittea  reside  almost 

,  only  in  a  diminution  of  the  total  volume  "bf  the  lung,  the  un^^^^^'^"^" 
saturation  of  the  arterial  blood  at  exercise,  an  increase  of  the 

^'AV  *?,^^^®^®"°®  ̂ "^^  ̂ °  *  ̂^^^   °^  arterial  pOg  and  in  the  inability 
to  perform  as  well  as  normals  on  the  treadmill  with  hyperventi- 
lation. 

Is  it  possible  that  one  can  get  the  typical  x-ray  charges  of 

asbestosis, without  the  physiological  abnornialitles  Just  seen,  after 
a  long  time  of  exposure  in  a  very  dusty  place? 

ifali_£;_L.,  48  years  old,  is  such  a  case.   This  subject  ' 

worked  one  year  as  shipper,  20  years  as  bagger  and  two  years  as 
granite  picker.  This  gave  him  a  total  of  366  units  for  duration 

X  exposure.   He  was  classified  as  p2+  (pig.  2)  and  complained  of 

.  J^,  ̂ ^-Mr^ibrJ^^.^jfi^......^  .^ 

«N5*
' 

^K...  ...„. 
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siiglit  oxertlonaT 'shortness  of  breath 

iximum  Breathing  Capacity  was  71^  of  predict 

100  L/mln,  instead  of  140  L/min,   Everybody  who  has  less 

of  predicted  values  is  considered  as  abnormal  because  the  S. 

The  Lung  Volume  was  in  normal  limits,  histotal  volume  being 

111?^  of  the  prediction  and  the  residual  air  28^  of  the  total  lung 

voliome. 

ARTERIAL  BLOOD  AT  EXERCISE;   3.5  n^h.   8^; grade   6  minute 

O2  Cons./Mg/ 

O2  Content 
Oo  Capacity 

^  Saturation 

Alv.  pOg 

Art.  PO2 

A.A.  Diff. 

cc 

910  cc.' 
19,86  Yol.;3S 

20.58  Vol, ^ 96.5  ̂  

98  mm.Hg 

78  mm.Hg 

20  mm.Hg 

^2^ 
26.9  L.: 

As  we  can  see,  the  saturation  is  perfectly  normal  and  also 

the  A.A.  difference. 

MAXIMUM  EXERCISE:   3.5  mph.   12^  grade  6  minutes 

.,  Min.  Vent,  at  37«        73  L/min, 

O2  Cons./M<j  1370  cc. 

°2^ 
R.  Q. 

M.V./MBC 

Resp,  Rate  (6th  mln.) 

Pulse  Rate  (6th  min.) 

31,4  L, 

1.04 
0.73 

56/m1n, 

168/mln, 

ii"t^i^^;/^t^^Af^kji^M»ji0¥-4imau,  ii  m  >  ■ 



As  you   can  see^    alf'^EtFiSffS^Pin  norroal  llndts., --The -02  con- 

sum  od/Mg  Is  even  slightly  greater  than  the  predicted  value  for  a 

ifinorma.! ,  man.^ 

The  : que sliOT^ay^xl^'e^sked ,  "Do  phyrioToglTabnorinallties 

develop  ; only  after  .x-ray {abnormalities  are  present?" 

The  next  case  illustrates  the  fact  that  in  some  instances 

there  !are  physiological  abnormalities  in  the  absence  of  clear  cut 

x-ray  changes  (Fig*  5) • 

Mr.  A.  S.,  48  years  old,  worked  as  railway  storekeeper  from 

1920  to  1935.   Prom  1935  to  1948,  he  worked  as  fibre  foreman  in 

mills  irtiere  the  concentration  'of  dust  was  considered  as  moderate,
 

and  the^  dust  of  aif ine  ;<5haracter .   He  received  a.:|;otal;  of  168 

^mits  for  duration  X  intensity  of  exposure.   The  patient's  only 

COTiplaint  was  occasional  head  colds. 

Det.  Fred. 

M.   B.    C . 137:  I i/mln. 
141  JLi/m 

LUNG   VOD'ME 
Det. Pred. 

T.    Vol.  ̂  5.38 

L. 

5.28  L. 

y^:-v.'c.  ■  ■. 

3.38 4.03 

F.F.C. 
2.53 1.98 

Reap.    Res. 0.55 

0.'73 
Resld.    C. 2.00 

1.25      - f   l^esld. 

37% 

24.8^ 

...^ Ctv«*iyft.*:i  ̂   ̂  



R.  Q. 
(If: 

,M™.^C^^  tHphV  :16^  g.ad«      6   minutes 

Cp   Coris./Mg     y  1385    cc, 
29.6   L. 

1.07 

«2- 
^..Q. 

:      -  M.V./MPC  ■  ;     :  0.56 
Reap.  Rate  (6th  min.)  ̂   30Ailn. 

Pulse  Rate  (6th  min. )  ,  ;  172/inJn. 

,;■   The  Maximnni  Breathing  CaWclty^^i^^^^^^^ 
There  was  a  >llght  Increase  ̂ f  the  <  residual  a5r  due  to  a    ' diminution  of  the  vital  capacltv  and  fn  «n  ̂ ^ pacity  and  to  an  Increase  of  the  residual 

.air  In^  liters;  hr..^^er,  37^  is  a  border-line, figure. 
:  v^The  Art  :;   :   ?^^ood  shows  a  significant  diminution  of  the 

saturation  and  a  diminution  of  the  arterial  pO^  with  an  increase of  the  A.A.  difference  to  30  nmi. Kg. 

■'A2''J?-'- 

Ws-' 

s...^  ̂ fcaf&afei.,  ̂ a.^iiiJtl.^W^.'^^^^^ii^' 4iui' K^t^6V&iii.    V     &sS!ii«i.-i^.OTUJ«i>«ifi(j4-       jM<ffe«5<(9if&:-  isi.toSv 



"it  ''is''in'tere~stinK'"to  noteF'tha'1 

d^d  not  influence  the  capaMt-y  of  this  man  for. 
work  when  he  is 

compared  to  the  group  of  so  caO^ ;^5ub,1ect3_ 
his.„-.age«.  ,h9 

consumes  even  a  little  more  Cg/M^' 
than  "the  mean  prec 

and  at  3.5  mph.  and  16"^  ̂ rade  he  does  not  hyperventilate  , much,  .^ 

his  CgV  beinr  only  29, b   L. 

One  can  also  raise  the  question  .as
  to  whether  or  not  all 

persons  subjected  to  prolonged  he
avrexposure/r^ill.  of ,  n^ 

develop  abnormal  x-ray  and  physlol
bE^cai; changes /This  ds  not 

necessarily  so  as  damonstrated:^by; 
 the  next  case. 

■  Mr.  L.  L.,  48  years  old;;  spent  ̂ ^.yeai^in  a  very  d^^ 

■place,  the  ..ahippir>«  department, as:  3hi^^^^^ 

in  mills.   This  gave  him  a  total  
of  504, units  for  duration  and 

intensity  of  exposure.   His  x-rays 
 (Fig.  4)  show  no  evidence  of 

asbestoses  and  he  was  classified  
0.-  He  had  no  complaints. 

•  Pet. -:?'^:-^•^-^;-:-^;^.:.^'Pred.  :■;.-.: 

M.B.  C.  158  LMn.    — ^39  L/inin. 

Pred.. 

• 

LUNG  VOLUME 
Det. 

T.  Vol. 6.57  L. 

V.  C. 
4.^4 

F.R.C. 2.59 

Reap.  Res. 0.76 

Resid.  C. 
1.83 

%   Res Id. /T. 
Vol. 

28^ 

6. 

57  L. 4. 

94 2* 

►  47 

0, 

,86 

1. 

.76 
24.8^ 

ii-*fc-V-  Vj»' 

■  '^'■:^'u  '^' 

*« 



;;«D;t:4yKSi«>: 

Xtnlfi     ',t^^ 

^lE^kS^StjCob'Wt SMDi:«»^ ;  CU'V 

Og  Content 

Og  Capacity 

%   SS^aM'on Alv»  pOg 

Art,  p02 

A.A.  Dlff. 

R.  Q. 

''HV  < ytS*/".*  ' 

inph.     105^  grad©     6  minutes 

0.05  cc, 

19.79  Vol.  % 

21.73   Vol.   5^ 

93  mm.Hg 

74  mm.Hg 

19  imn.Hg 

24.1    Lo 

.83 

MAXIMTO  EXERCISE r     3.5  mph..   ,12^  grade     6  minutes 

Min.    Vent,   at   37* 

Og  Cons./Mg 

OgV 

85.9  L/min. 

1475  cc, 

28.0  L, 

1.12 

0.55 

30/mln. 

160/mln. 

i-0:   ,         ,  ..'...-M.V./^BC, 
Resp,  Rate  (6th  min.) 

•  Pulse  Rate  (6th  min^) 

The  Maximum:  Breathing  Capacity  and  the  Lung  Voltnne  are  ab- 

solutely normal. 4 The  blood  data  are  also  normal  and  the  Og 

consumption  in  cc./Mp  at  maxlmiun  exercise  is  higher  than  the  mean 

normal. 

Now  going  to  group  study.   It  should  be  re-emphasized  that 

the  men  we  have  studied  do  not  include  all  of  the  men  exposed  in 

any  one  plant  nor,  in  addition,  are  these  men  random  samples  of 

the  working  populationo   The  men  were  chosen  on  the  basis  that 
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they  had  the  degree  of  exposure  needed  for  the  study,  that  they  '' 
be  free  of  extraneous  disease  (diabetes,  etc.)  and  that  they  be 

willing  to  cooperate.   Slnce^lw^^'^F^I^mer^^fffSRPlHelibei 

bias,,  it.  will  be  profitable  to  consider  certain  groups  with  the  „i^ 

reservation  that  our  data  may  possibly  not  indicate  the  true 

proportion  of  abnormality  t;hat  exists  ,;in  the  industry  as  a  whole. 

Using  the  data  that  we  have,  we  may  proceed  to  certain  questions. 

First  question:   Does  it; exist  a  correlation  between  the 

duration  and  intensity  of  exposure  and  the  development  of  x-ray 

patterns  characteristic  of  asbeatosls?  Table  T  Is  self-explanatory, 

•  -Table  I.   EXPOSURE  RATING  VS  X-RAY  CLASSIFICATION 

Units  Characterizing:  Exposure        0    P^   P^   P^"*" 

17  had  not  been  exposed  0 

3  had  between  0  and  100 

5  had  between  100  and  200 

23  had  between  200  and  300 

19  had  between  "300  and  400 

7  had  more  than  400 

There  is  no  good  correlation.   Out  of  23  cases  who  had  200 

to  300  units,  fiv^  or  20^  are  classified  0  and  three  P^  still  con- 

sidered as  normal.   Eight  or.  35^  were  true  asbestosis  cases.   About 

the  same  distribution  is  seen  for  exposure"  to  higher  concentrations. 

It  is  of  interest  that  there  were  no  severe  x-ray  changes  in  persons 

whose  exDosure  rating  was  less  than  200, 

For  the  purposes  of  correlating  exposure  with  various 

physiologic  measurements,  we  have  used  only  the  men  over  age  40, 

11 
5 1 B 

17 
1 1 i - = 3 

pr 

2 3 

-  
■'■ 

;  C 

5 

^  5 

3 7 8 = 

23 

4 2 4 9 = 

19 
1 22 1 

14 
2 

18 

3 
20 

= 7 

74 



gaxc lud 1 ng  the  smal 1  group  of  seven  men  below  that  age. 
W&^ie   II  shows  that  when  the  group  is  divided  on  ti^lK.s  of 

.severity  of  exposure,  the  age  distribution  is  homoaflnous  and 

enc©  can  be  neglected  in-  the  remainder  of  the  .'^HHt elated 
to  exposure. 

Table .11.   EXPOSURE.   Age  over  40 

Mean 
S.D. 

s.E.  :  : ^ Signifiicance 

Normal 50.9 
5.23 1.09 

   ■  ~^^^^^-. 

0 ;  50,7 
6.73 1.75 

.2 

None 

200-300 49o2 
6.91 1.51 

1.7 

None 

300-400 ' 46 6.58 1.64 
2.9 

None 

400+ 51,4  : 

4.47- 

^'V-  ■  1.69 .■-■>■ - 

'^■^■■'-'■■.5 

• ■  ■  '  None 

Table  III.   EXPOSURE  VS  M.B.G.   Det./L/Min. 

Mean-  '     S.D.    :  ■  S.E.   ■■;:->>;'»: t^">^:=---^'  ■-  ■  ■  :  S.E.  t:::> Signi- 
ficance 

Nonnal 124.9 15.84 3.3 

0  . ; :  ■:_.  ^ 128 15.44 

200-300 111.5 23.34 

300-400 101.7 20.99 

400+ 107.3 29.58 

3.99 

5.09 

5.20 

11.13 

3.1 

13  .4 

23.2 

17.6 

5.18 

6.07 

6.15 

11.67 

No  S, 
S. 
S. 

No  S. 

If  we  study  the  data,  we  can  see  that  the  mean  is  lower  and 

significantly  so  specially  for  the  subjects  in  the  group  300  to 

400,  but  some  individual,  are  still  in  normal  limits  and  the  group 

of  400  and  over  has  a  higher  figure  than  the  preceding  group, 

possibly  due  to  the  f?ct  that  the  number  of  subjects  Is  only  7  in 

this  group. 

¥;-• 



iifMfi:?j^^j!( 

In  %   prediction   *-»,- 
.  "  '    **"•  oaaa  l8  true. 

Tables  III  and  TV  rf^.^i W--  **na  iv  disclose  that  there  f-  o 

|:  «--P  but  the  ..auction  .oe,  „ot  .pp. J  .^^       '^""'^ 

-  --„.u.  ,.a  duration  or  „p.  j;    "-  ""^  -^-^°- Table__VV 
■^^^^^^ffi^^i^ieSAUomoLU!^ 

Slgnl- 



^i/imf-li: 

f  i  'ySh  ̂ MMii:/}::i 

Mean 

Normal 

SSES .;2ib5fci... 

4.12 

,63^ 4.22 

3.08 

2.96 

3.22 

.55 

.778 

.647 

o83 

.17 

.16 
,313 

Tables  V  and  VI  disclose  a  definite  restriction  of  the  size 

to  which  the  lung  can  be  enlarged  on  full  inspiration  and  of 

stroke  volume  in  those  persons  exposp'l  to  asbestos  fibre,  but 

again  there  is  no  relationship  between  the  magnitude  of  the 

change  and  the  severity  of  exposure. 

Table  VII. ffl^Sscr 
RE   VS  residua"^ 

S.E.ts 

1 . , 
Mean S.D. S.E. Slgnl-, fleanee 

■Normal 1.81 
.466 

.097 ;.  ■\..,.-;;\r; '■•:■■  ■• 

■  •■•  o'4\  -".\; ';: . 
1.84 

.475 
.123 .03 

.■'■/;■":.;.  16^ 

None 

200-300 1.59 
.356 ,078 

,22 

:     .124 

None 

300-400 1.80 
.:-.55,., 

.14 

•°^- 

.17 

None 

400+ 1.80 

.49  ' 

.18 .01 

.20 

None 

Table  VII  shows  that  there  Is  no  interference  with  the  degree 

to  which  the  lungs  can  be  emptied. 

*jft  <,-.^ia».ia'£Shrt>idjii.ii.ttlNte,ifcft^irti'w  :*•'■■' 
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^'  Table  VIII.  v.. EXPOSURE  VS  ARTERIAL  BLOOD  GASES  DURINr„=^T 

No.  of  Pe^ 

Mean  '^   Hb.  Sat.  with' 0, 

No.  of  Abnormal  Persons 

A. A.  O2  Difference 

No.  of  Abnormal  Persons 

0 
0-100 

100- 

200 

200-  ' 

300 

--'-30<^H 

400"^^W 

WW 

17 

3 5 

23 

19 

r; 

94.9 93.4 88.2 90.2 91.5.^... 

|92.
4 

0 0 3 

10 
7^ B 

20.9 23.0 31.5 31.4      ; 
27.« g| 

0 0 3 

12 

6  :^l HI 

Table  VIII  discloses  that  of  the  57  exposed  personSp  approxl 

mately  two-fifths  evidenced  definite  impediment  to  the  passage  of 

Og  from  the^^ULveoli  into  the  pulmonary  capillary  blood.   No  ready 

explanation  is  available  for  the  fact  that  there  seems  to  be  a 

more  severe  disturbance  in  this  regard  among  those  persons  with 

less  severe  exposure  as  compared  to  those  more  severely  exposed. 

Table  IX.   MAXIMUM  ATTAINABLE  Og  UPTAKE  DURING  EXERCISE 

0 

200- 

300 

300- 
400 

Maximum  Oo  Uptake  as 
^^  of  rPredicted:for  Normal, 

No.: of  Persons  Palling 
Below  2  S.D.  from  Prediction 

1025^ 

0 

86^ 

4 

855^ 

5 

Each  man  was, walked  on  the  treadmill  for  six  minutes  at 

successively  greater  intensities  of  work  until  the  maximum  ability 

to  increase  Og  uptake  was  reached.   In  a  normal  group  previously 

studied  in  this  laboratory,  this  ability  was  shown  to  correlate 

highly,  with  age,  5:thu8  permitting  one  to  predict  what  valu«  a  ̂ ^' 

t 

m 

'•»j^M&^i 
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-  "°^-l.  Peraon  should  attain  wit^'    J|^^^^^W 
to  13.85^.  Taw  IT  H.  ^°«fflclea"|f  variation 

Aaoia  IX  discloses  the  rol  t  ^^^latlon  equal 
^^°°.^SfLSPd^.apaclt^..^    .     VL^"'^fP.>tween  a,h.„.  , 

—«.;.._.  .„,  -.  alt::  r:  '---^ '°  ^^ 

A  similar,  compart,  on   -  -^^vaion  • 
cation  in  an  ati  .^.^-  

"''^   ""-^'^y  classlfi^ 

this  purpose  we  on:ltteH  ..,e  o   .,  ."^--^--e.   •  ,^ 
--ill       ^,.jr     ),jj,-        ̂         «^„^^ 

7-^3    Of  a^e.     Tall.   X   ,,  .     ,         ,  "  *'"^'   '^"'''^'^'  "^^ 

the   var.lo,:3   oate,.or:a,.   o-  ro.n-  <J^"rlbution  c,.™^ 

^6«;    hence,    the   eff...t    ,,   ,  ,  '         '''''■"  '''  ̂ ^^t^^^^ds •     ̂-^   -Ic.e    can    h.    dlsr.^.ar.M. 

^^■^'LS^^mUCAl'mi.      A-    ove- 
■^igni- 

ilisance 

MOfiiS 

■'M-  -^      '^.'.f^ r. !!.:■;-» ■*^»*       -^V/m    r^    •'■'• 

'■M^M^f^ 

■  T 



e:id  as  Vo 

&lue3  in  categories  pS' and  p2+  but
  there  is  no 

Normal 

XII   sho^  that   th«  Mftximiim  Breathing
  Capacit;; 

19   si^^^V^^  ̂ °"^^  ̂ "^  absolute  quantiv^' 

dicted^i^raS 

apparent  difference  between  the 
 decree   of   change   in  Maximum. 

Breathing  Capacity  of  these 
  two  categories . 

,  ̂^^^^^,rr-\     -  v-^>>v  r.TASSIFICATJON  vs  t.:.B.c.     DeW
i^!--:^ 

Moon       V    ̂ »-L« 

124.9 

124.3 

112.2 

107.4 

106.5 

15.84 
'*       20.79 

-  V  27.52 

26.48 

19.46 

4.77 
7.65 

e.84 

4.35 

0 89.8 
1*^.61 

4.27 

10.2 

No- 

■ST 

pj- 

'   82.6 

17.88 4.96 
17.4 No 

s. 

p2
 

77.4 
16.74 4.84 

22.6 

b. 

p2+
 

79.8 12.20 2.73 
20.2 

s. 

inspection  of  TaW.  xnl  .
ho.,  a  st.l.lng  di.ln.tlon 

 of  Total 

Vol^e   e.p.ciall.   in   t.oa. 
  *..in.  no.e   severe  .oent

.enog.apMc^ 

eHan.0.^  ̂-mat:  t.U  .educt
ion  i=  au.|..i™arilr,to,a

  diminution  in 

the  Vital  Capacity  1.  clearly  sh
own  in  Table  XIV .        , 
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^^^SmoKySTcyv.rrd Nonnal 

p2 

5.93  L, 

.5.66^ 

4,91 

4.10 

.97 

•  927 

.882 

.826 

.759 

.20 

.215 

.245 

.213 

.170 

■■';27 

.12 1.02 
i.83 

No  S. 
s. 

Th^realdual  air  IB  abaolute  values  .h 

Change  accept  for  a  311  H.      
'-'"^^  ̂ ^°*^  -o  slgniricant 

--.ual  al.  .^:ln  ^"---  -  -e •^•«.  w^preased  aa  a JS  of  Tr-t-oi  u  , 

i'S-i-''-^^it^ikfr?-,;,- 

>«a?'''j>jt:?iSiw--''-i^^'*f 
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Table   XV.      X-RAY   CIASSIFICATION   VS  RESIDUAL  AIR' ABSOtt^E' 

Mean 
S.D. 

S»E».''»^^«'fi■^fe.^ 
-*£i. Sl.;yilf  icance 

li  ormal 1,81 •  466 

.097 

-eM 

.2+ 

1.77 

1.93 

1.77 

1.50 

.428 

.43 

.489 

.428 

.098 

.119 
^ii26 

.096 

.12 

.04 

V51 

No   S. 

No   S. 

S. 

Table   XVI..      X-RAY   CIASSIFICATION  VSRSSIDUAL  AIR  AS  ̂   OF  T.V
. 

.'  ■.■  ■'  --Mean  '  ■   V    -      S^^^^  S.E.  -^    -<=^  -     :    Significance 

NoiTnal 30.4 
4.40 0.92 

o';-^""  Vl- ,'■ 
31.3 5.34 1.23 

.9 

Ko   S. 

pli.::::.v.-r>;; 

•■■K-":^,.^33'i:6  :: 6.397, 

l-'^'''*:    V 

3.2 

■'    No  S. 

p^:.':,"
-^^'^^ 

35.9 7.B5 2.03 5.5 

S. 

p2+ 

36  .1 5.135 1.15 
5.7 

S. 

These  data  on  pulmonary  volumlna  bltb   of  interest  for  two  reasons. 

The  hist ologlsts  report  the  occxarrence  of  "emphysema"  as  a  prominent 

coincident  lesion' with  asbestoais.   In  clinically  significant 

diffuse  obstructive  emphysema,  the  residual  air  is  always  enlarged 

in  absolute  values.   In  our  series,  theri*  is  no  evidence  of  an 

increase  in  residual  air.   This  fact,  considered  together  with 

the  fact  that  the  Maximum  Breathing  Capacity  is  only  moderately 

reduced  even  in  severe  P?"*"  cases  is  strong  -evidence  that -diffuse 

obstructive  emphysema  of  a  clinically  significant  degree  is  not 

a  prominent  or  important  feature  of  the  functional  aberrations 

attending  asbestosis.  Actually,  the  characteristic  effect  of 

■,\*if-     -■/■V^-^*   i  v.--- 



so  - 
eati8« 

»everlti 

ItCKBGOIRB 

afibeatoaia  on  the  pulmonary  dyiwunioa  and  volumlzia  la  to  < 

reatrlctlon  of  lung  noDllity— wall  characteriaed  as  a  "tight"  a 

"restricted"  lung.   Inspection  of  the  pulmonary  Tolumina  data 
strongly  suggests  that  the  abnormal It lea  parallel  the  s 

of  x-ray  abnormality.  ^   * 

The  data  shown  In  Table  X7II  shows  that  Interference  wlthi 

the  passage  of  Og  across  the  alveolar  membrane  was  not  at  all 

uncommon  and  occurrwl  with  Increasingly  graat  fi^equency  as  the 

changes  In  the  roentgenogram  were  more  pronounced.  It  Is  important 
to  point  out  that  the  majority  but  not  all  of  thoaa  categorized 

P2+  (frank  asbeatosla)  exhibited  some  abnormal  degree  of  Impediment 
to  O2  tran8f«r.  Of  perhaps  even  greater  lnt«»est  la  that  some  of 

those  persons  whose  roentgenograms  were  not  sufficiently  abnormal 
to  warrant  a  cla.slflcatlon  of  p2*  (frank  asbestosls)  also  showed 
clearly  reeognltabla  abnormal  Impediment  to  C^  transfer.  This 

flolliig  auggaeta  that  the  roentgenogram  la  not  necessarily  the 
earliest  and  most  aenaltlYa  Indicator  of  Injury  caused  by  in- 

halation of  aabestoa  f lbz*a. 

Ar^arl^  3ff^f:i  ̂   Durlnf  gy-^T>ftY«| 

So.  of  Oasaa 

36 
22 14 16 22 

Jle*n  )C  Batt2ratt<»i 

"'   '    ','  I"    11;  I         IWi 

:  Vc^0 .:■':/■ ''';    Hone 

93.66 W.l 87.3 

3.63 
4.5 6.64 

2 4 

16 

fci-ii 

^^  M.O'^^Ki-^^.:^-:^^'-'*-^-:  -  ■  n^  '''T^'  '^^■■" 

iSJ#4^ 



Ho«  AbrjoiTfiil  <^®^«»"'  Woi»B  None
 

V4>f  «iX  tdJMt 

to  aofc^  tbat  tfes  «it|«r$t3r  4»f  t1*#»»  la^ j!P^.|tm  r«t*^
d 

X-ray  C«t«go»T 

So.  of  Ciitoi 

Xoaft' 

^j-  -*^-*   ̂ , . 

'^-'t'l^'Tfci^i**^*-- ■**   i^     '^(..■i-         -.'' 
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Of  the  total  group  of  *74  aulj^ncta  in  this  ̂ tudy^.J,^ 

tievdi?  tse«n  •xpoaed  to  asbestos  fibr«  and  in  the  aub-group- nor= 

pbyalological  abDomaillty  was  foixndL.     la  the  remaining  
67  eubjecte, 

all  of  whom  wore  oocupatlonftlly  axpoaed  to  asbestos  flbpe,.  ph
ysio- 

logical abnorraalitles  w.jre  obserred  with  the  foUowlng  f
reWnclea . 

Subnormal  Arterial  pOg  dv»im  axarels*  26  s
ubjeots 

Aboormally  Increacod  Alveol»r-*rt«rlal    < 

bSd&A    I 

02  difference  -during  exer cUs      ^^  iub^  «*« 
Subnoraal  Vital  Capacity     ,-^^ 

Arterial  hemoglobin  tmsat«jratli»'^i:.^. 

diarlxjg  exercise 

Subn<*mial  taaxlunaa  ability  for  Og  t>pt«k« 

during  exercise  ^  ,^^^^^^,| 

SubnorBal  MaxiiBua  Breathlii  icapaoity  a« 

%  of  predicted  nomal  ^b1v» 

El  subjects 

12  st^Je^ti 

9  subjects 

.-^■'y't^^i'Sdi^  vj 

Tbla  sttMjy  de«at  with  74  ks»,.c^  whom  57  oases  had  h
ew 

i^  '^eet^x^tltms  txf  a«b^8tos 

'^,-j 

c«arr«3^tl4B  ^^^M^*] 

tli»de-(. 

,..»w,  5..^^.- 

^^5t^'-  - 

subjected  for  many 

dust* 

It  was  f  occttd  tbi<^1f|iM^' ,. 

between  th«  duratloo  a»4'  IWP 

welopment  <rf  the  x«ray  pattern  .^l»i*cterlstle  <»f  VsSwtosis.     "'^.^# 

Insofar  as  abadnsa  phy»iol.«gi«*l  data  «ra  eoac^riMKi,  ^.l>*tter
 

corrslatiai  Is  rcmnd  with* the  x-;«iy.|*ttsx«i  than  ̂ tH  Inteasitt 

duration  sf  exposore* 

5  I  >iS«.->s'    ̂   - 

''^^^^Sf;'^^^. 

r^  ,,£M 

■A\ 
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vFT^^iV-T*^Viv~s^5¥inte.  u■^  .  ̂J'^A'''m^ 

The  moat  frequent  abnormalities  wS^SS^^^^lSSSlSf 

'of  the  arterial  pOg  and  an  Increase  of  the  4JU  difference  during exercise;  a  diminution  of  the  vital  capacity;  and  a  diminution 

.percentage  of  saturation  of  the  arterial  blood  ditrlto'^ 
exercise. 

There  la  no  true  correlation,  however,  between  these  findings 
and  the  diminution  of  the  capacity  of  a  subject  to  work  on  a 
treadmill.  A  man  can  still  be  well  saturated  and  unable  to 

perform  normally,  while  another  one  can  be  unsaturated  and  able 

to  consume  as  much  O^/^  as  the  mean  of  normals  his  age. 

This  study  shows  that  the; physiologic  abnormality  is  chiefly 

that  ofra  "tight"  lung  that  is  expanded  with  difficulty  alid 

impairment  , of. ̂ s  transfer  between  the  gas" ̂ 
the  lung. 

This  is  in  rather  striking  contrast  to  the  abnormality  that 

is  ̂ost  commonly  seen  in  silicosis,;  namely  obstructive  emph^^^^ 
with  its  impairment  of  ventilation.         ^  ■. 

;v'fl 
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oxygen. 
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his  paper  on  the  pulmonary  fxinctlon  studies   in  men  exposed 

for   ten  or  more  years    to  the   inhalation  of  asbestos  fibers. 

BY  DOCTOR  GREGOIRE; 

(Doc.tor  Gregolre  i'ead  a  prepared  paper  which  was 

to  have  been  filed  with  the  Saranac  Laboratory,      Transcript 

of  his  remarks   is   available   in  the  event  a  formal  paper 

was  not  filed).  ■  '  "'"      ■  '    "' 

BY  DOCTOR  McCAIilN; 

There  may  be   considerable   disciiission  of-  these   two 

papers,   but  I  suggest   that  we    tate  about  a  four  or  five 

minute  recess  for  a  stretch  befbi-e  we  discuss   them. 

(Recess  from  12:30 Vtoi2?if0  P. :M.).  '; 
BY  DOCTOR  VORWALD;     :  : 

May  we   all,  take   our   seatsit   ̂      - 

BY  DOCTOR  McCANN;  , 

Will  the  meeting  plea.se  'coke',  to'-'brder? 

please  come  to  order?  Will  all  thos^e  who^^Mve  not  gotten 

their  banquet  tickets  please  do  so  before, Jtwelve  o'clock, 

before  twelve.   The  two  papers  which  I  have  just  heard 

by  Doctor  Wright  and  by  Doctor  Grego'ir^* are  now  open  for 

discussion.        ••  ••-  ,  ■• '  j''^-':-:   '  ■:'  -•:;  ̂ lisj^' 

BY  DOCTOR  HUGH-JOMSS;    *"''■•     
'^  ̂  '^"''■' 

:-    Ui 

.  -4  V'r^ I  would  like   to  make    two  comments   really.      The 

first  is   about  Doctor  Wright's  paper  with  which  I  was  ex- 

tremely interested,    and  he  put  forward  a  suggested  definiti 

on, 
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1 shall  we   say,    of  a  way  of  meas-uring  a  man's   capacity  for 

0' -  o* 
overall  work.      There  was   one  question  I  would  like   to   ask 

S^*:" 
him  about  that,    and  that  is    this,    that  many  people,    I» 

think  rtm  wight  in  saying,    Taylor  and  Briggs   originally  did 

"that  which  they  called   the  crest  load,    the  maximum  work  that 

people  can  do  in  a  steady  state.      Other  people  have  done H 
the  maximum  ability   to  work  as  measured  by  the   oxygen  con- H 't-*;-.    ■■;■"    ''■       ..-.:- sumption  which  Doctor  Wright  has  used* 

H 
•  ;-'^ Now,    there  is  always   one^  thing  that  worries  me      ,, I slightly 'about  thatv>and  that' is  this,    that   althoiogh  you     .;• 

and  I,   for  instance,   might  have  very  different  powers   to 

19 »■;'-       . '    ,   ,           '        .. do  our- maximum,    does   that  necessarily  limit  lis   at  the 

vV-'  ■  :   . ordinary  work  we're  going  to  do   in  ever^   day  performance,^ 

^ 

affiS" 
^  In  fact,    the   question:.i:3Ati^is?^iiat  does  Doctor  Wrigjit  have 

evidence   to   show  that   the  performance   at  sub -maximal  loads 
'^"i  ■":' '      '                 '  ...  -v 

.is  necessarily? worse   in  people  who  show  a  falling  off   of 

their  maximum  ability?      It  doesn't  always   seem  to  me   to         , 

necessarily  follow. 

For  example,    I  might  have   a  reduced  maximum  ven- 

^;4tv' . 

tilation  or  maximum  ventilatory  power  of  my  lungs   and,    ther« 
- 

^^■
- 

• 

fore,   not  be   able   to  run,    shall  we   say,    a  half  a  mile   as 

fast  as    I   could  before.      On  the   other  hand,    I  might  be   able 

• to  walk  at  a  slow  rate   for  a  long  time  perfectly  well   if  my 

own   thinking  on  that  subject,    and   I  would  like  his   comments 

on  that. 

^^^^H 
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The   other  thing  I  want,    and  I  hope  people  will 

excuse  me  because   Jtm  not  a  statistician,    I'm  a  male  physio].- 

ogist,    and  I  have  a  certain  amount  of  fears,   and  worries 

about  statistics.      I   think  you  know  about  the  same  kind  of 

known  estimations   that  are   given  that  if   all   the  blood 

capillaries   were  put  end  to  end,  they  would  stretch  around 

the  world.      Somebody   once   said  if  all   the   statisticians 

were  put  end  to  end,,  that  would  be   a  good  thing. 

With  those  remarks,    if  I  may  make   two   technical 

criticisms   on  the   statistics,    and  I  Hope  you'll   forgive  me. 

The  first  is   on  the  use  of  this  "correlaHon  co-efficient. 
Doctor  Wright  was  surprised  at   the  extremely  high   co-efficient 

he  got  between  the  maximum  breathing   capacity  combined  with 
';*r<. 

the  ventilation  equivalent  for  oxygen,   and  the  maximum 

power  to  work,      I  believe  that   is  an  exan5>le  of  what 

is    technically  called  a.  sp\irious   correlation.      He  has  got 

the  same   thing  coming  int.d  ̂ *he   top^  and  bottom  of  the  frac- 

tion,  namely,    the  ventilation  in  maxlmijm  breathing  capacity 

in  one   case   and  in  ventilation  equivalent  on   the   other,    and 

I  believe   in  his   examples   of  comparing  correlations,    he 

should  have  been  using  partial   correlations    throughout, 

that   if  you   are    comparing  the   overall   correlation,   what 

you're   observing  is   the   amount  one   test  relates    to   some 

other   test,    and  the   degree   of  that  is   a  set  thing  if  you're 

just  comparing  one    set  of   tests.      If  you're   comparing 
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another   test  to  the   first  thing,    in  this   case   oxygen  capac- 

ity: for  work,    the  reason  why  that  correlates   so  highly  may 

he   due  because   it's  partially   correlated  with  your  orig- 

inal  test  and  I  don't  think  you  can  put  out  or  compare 

things   on  that  basis  unless  you  take  a  count  of   the   par- 

.tial   correlations   and  particularly  of   the   spurious   corre- 

lations which  may  arise  from  fractions. 

That  is  one  technical  point«,vThere  are   two  other^o 

One  is    that  it  does   seem  to  me    that  if  people,    and  I  would 

like   to  ask  Doctor  Gregoire   this   question,  when  he   says  thai 

■these   tests    are   significantly  different,   what,  he  precisely 

-'means.      If  he  uses   twice   the   standard  error  of   the  differ- 

>,enc&  which  I   think  he  did,   that  assumes  a  normal  distr^bu-, 

'-Jion  curve  and  in  a  lot  "of  these    things  which  he  was  com- 

paring,  he   is  using  a  fraction  x^ich  I   know  and  can  demon© 

strate   is   not  no]7mally  distributed. 

■''^'.  I  would  like   to  ask  him  what  he    takes   as    a  level 

of  statistical  significance  when  the  thing  is  on  askewed 

distribution,  and  then  lastly,  which  I  think  is  an  iraportani; 

point,  and  I  put  it  up  in  all  humility  because  Ilm  not  sure 

the  real  answer  to  it,  and  that  is  this,  that  is  a  great 

fashion  in  physiology  to  which  many  people  have  been  addict-'
 

ed,  and  that  is  to  express  things  in  a  percentage  of  the 

predicted  normal. 

Now,    it  does    seem  to  me    that  what  Doctor  Wright 

hr 
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and  Doctor  Gregoire  did  in  two  of  their  slides  was  a  much 

more  valuable  way  of  doing  things,  and  that  is  they  showed 

the  regression  line  with  these  tests  scattering  about  it, 

and  I  think  instead  of  saying  that  somebody  at  that  point 

is  a  hundred  percent  of  a  predicted  normal,  you  should  say 

he  lies  within  plus  or  minus  a  certain  scatter  of  what 

would  be  expected  at  that  age«   In  fact,  you  should  sub- 

tract the  average  fall  with  age  and  not  express  it  as  a 

percentage.   To  express  it  as  a  percentage  assiimes,  for 

one  thing,  a  linear  regression,  'it  assumes  the  thing  goes 

about  the  mean  which  it  doesn't  in  any  case,  and  lastly,  in 

the  extremes,  it  is  entirely  incorrect  and  it's  a  thing  in 

physiology,  I  think  we  oxaght  to  fight  very  seriously,  that 

if  we  are  going  to  use  statistics/'T:  think  we  ought,  to  con- 

suit  expert  statisticians  on  those  things,  and  I  do  make 

those  comments  in  all  hiHaility.becsiusp.  i  do  think  a  lot  of 

the  physiological  conclusions  can  be  erroneous* 

I  was  extremely  interested  4^1  P99*o^  Gregoire »s 

conclusions,  his  last  ones,  about  the  differences  between 

asbestosis  and  silicosis,  and' I  have  no.  doubt  in  my  own 

mind  that  all  he  said  was  extremely  correct  statistically 

from  that  point  of  view,  and  I  think  it  was  a  fascinating 

and  a  very  valuable  and  able  study  though  I  wo\ild  like  to 

ask  him  whether  he  did  take  cognizance  of  the  various  other 

Individual  tests  as  far  as  their  significance  level  was 
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concerned*    . 

BY  DOCTOR  McCANN;  "* 

We're  going  to  finish  by  yoiir  scheduled  time,    it 

will  be  necessary  to  limit  this  discussion  and  I'll  ask "      ' 

Doctor  Wright  if  he  cares   to  answer  Doctor  Ht^gh-Jones. 

/BY  DOCTOR  WRIGHT;  # 

Doctor  Jones,    I,»m  afraid  you  read  more  into  my 

paper  than  I  wanted  to  be   in  it.     You  have  gone  beyond  now' 

and  are   applying  the  peak  bxygen  uptake   to  a  man's  abili-fcyV^ 

.  to   shovel,  coal,    and  I  have  refrained  from  doing   that   delib- 

erately, because   this  is  what  we  measured,    and    that's   ail    ' 

I  want  to  talk  about,   what  enters   into  a  man's   ability   to     ̂ 

perform  every  day  his  most  coiipleximotivation  alone,   how 

majiy   children  he  must  feed.- at  home    is   extremely  important,  * 

why  people  became  fatigued  on  their    job  is   a  most  complex  ^'' 

question.     Why  does   the  housewife  who  really,    in  many 

instances,   has  little  physical  labor   to  do,   with  oiir  wash- 

ing machines   and  so   on,   become   dead   tired  at   the   end  of   the 

day?      I  wouldn't  for  a  moment  say,    and  I  refrain  deliber- 

ately from  saying  that  peak  oxygen  uptake  will   tell  you 

whether  or  not  the  man  is  able   to  carry   out  a  fiill    day's 

work,  .  -   . 

I   can   show  you,    I'm  ava-e   you  have  many  examples, 

of  men  that   stay  on  the  payroll.      They  break  just  as  much 

tonnage  underground  as    the  .next  man  who  may  have  double  his 

■\. 
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m 
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peak  oxygen  uptake. 

What  I  do  believe   the  peak  oxygen  uptake  
gives  yot     "' 

some   infomatioii  on  is  .lathis  human  engine
   Is    able   to  do  . 

in  this  precise  piece  of  work. 

Now, -there  are-  two  extremes   that    this    soft  of
 

falls  in  the  middle  of;     There   is    the  
sudden  burst  of  ener- 

gy which  a  man  may  be  called  upon  to  do  in 
 running   from  a 

burning  building,  which  a  severe  cardiac 
 might  be   able   to ,    ' 

do.      That's   accomplished  anaphobia.     Then 
 there   is   the 

,  other  kind  i^t-you  are. referring  to,  
  the   sub -maximal  work 

that  is   carried  out  over. a  long  period  of  time   and  that  may 

not  bear  a  relationship. to  the  peak  oxygen  uptake. 

As*^a  matter  of  fact,    it  was   the  failure   of  its 

bearing  relationship   that  led  us   to  do 
  this   study   origin- 

ally,  because  we  had  observed   just  in  a  practical 
 way,    that 

men  were  ♦-  witti^  a, aow  maximum  breathing  capacity 
 who  had .  ̂, 

arterial   saturation,  Whc/ had  a  high  residual
  of  air,   were 

nevertheles3;able  to  do  a  full   day  underground, 
   doing  a   job 

that  was   cerSSl^'a' sub-maximal   job,    so   I  agree  with
  you 

fully.      I'm  glad  you  brought  the  point  up   t
hat  one   can  not 

transfer   this    sort  of  data  in  any  exact  mann
er  to    the  ques- 

tion of  whe&r  or  not^*ln  individual  is   able    to  do  a
  day's 

work  at  sub -maximal  labor. 

I  do  believe,   however,    that  it  is   a   tool   that   l
etJi 

the   clinician  find  out  how  well  he   is   able   to  estimate   
 the 

\A 
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^^^^r departure   from  normals 

^^^
-:.

- 
Now,    our  statisticai"'prob:^em  .woiild  take  a  consid- 

... ",■: .-    /•■ 

erable   amoiont  of  time.      I  recognize^ythe   things  you  are      ,„. 
-■■  ■  -■■     ■  ■           -  •  ...          -V     f^'-      i  ■'''"'.        I'                           ■  •     .-^  ■ 

talking  about  and  would  like- to i  have'  more   opportunity  to 

converse  with  you  in  that^.,regard,    .We  were   ^jrQrried  about 

whether  or  not  we  had   the    same'  backgroxind,    two    sideS   of   the 

correlation,    a  thing  that  I  believes' was   a  serious   criti- 

cism  of  Doctor  Motley's   data* 

t**"' It's   true  that  oxygen,  ,ojj.y gen  uptake,    is   a  fac- 

tor  that  appears,    and  ventilation  appears,  but  they  are   done 

under  different  circ\arastances   and  I  do  not  believe    they     are 

the   same* 

fc'te'  ,. 

It  wotild  be   something  like  -saying  that  a  man  who 

has   one  dollar  is  a  millionaire  because  he  possesses  a 

dollar.      Oxygen  uptake,   during  work,   when  it's   related  to 

W- ■.if  -^i^i^:   -    -       . ventilation  equivalent,    is   simply   the  amount   of  oxygen  being 

V'         .       ' "  ' used  in  relation   to  the   amount  of -aii"  being  breathed  at   the 

time.      It's    totally  different  from  maximum  breathing   capac- 

ity and  it's   totally   different  from  peak  oxygen  uptake 

and  I    think  we're   on  fairly  safe  grounds    from  that  point 

of  view* 

• You  raise   the   question  of  askewed  distribution. 

• 
It's    true   that   one   of   these   correlations    definitely  is  a 

cvirvo-linear   distribution   and  that's    the  maximum  breathing 

capacity  against  maximum  oxygen  uptake.      The   curve   is   in  the 

^^■■^^m^^^^^^^HII^^^HHI^^^^^H 
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process  of  being  fitted  at  the  present  time  in  an  effort  to 

see  whether  it  would  give  us  a  better  correlation  than  the 

formula  we  did  use,  which  was,_a  straight  line  formula, 

I  would  like  to  say  one  thing  that  Doctor  Greg- 

oire  perhaps  v;on't.be  able  to  touch  on,  aad  that  is  when  we 

say  a  thing  is  a  certain  percent  of  the  predicted,  we  are 

taking  into  consideration  the  two  standard  deviations  from 

normal.   These  are  most  of  th^  time  corrected  curves  for  agd 

or  some  other  factor  and  the  standard  deviation  of  the  nor- 

mal predicted  value  has  been  calciilated  as,  for  example, 

with  maximum  breathing  capacity  in  which  we  say  there  is 

such  a  figure  as  one  hundred  percent  or  a  normal  figure, 

the  scatter  around  that  regression  vllne  gives  you  a  standarc. 

deviation  if  you  wish  to  calculate  it« 

The  scatter,  for  example,  around  the  maximum 

breathing  capacity,  is  such  that  ties:  the  standard  devia- 

tion of  the  predicted  value  reqiiires  you  to  consider  all 

■people  over  sixty-six  percent  as  being  within  the  normal 

range.   Now,  the  matter  of  partial  correlation  is  much  too 

involved  for  us  to  discuss  here,-  We  can  do  that  afterwards,, 

BY  DOCOXJR  McCANN; 

Do  you  wish  to  make  further  comment.  Doctor 

Gregoire? 

BY  DOCTOR  GRSGOIRE; 

I   think  he  has    covered  it. 
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BY  DOCTOR  McCANN; 

If  not,  I  will  proceed  then  to  discuss  the  subject 

which  was  assigned  to  me,  which  concerned  the  cardio-ci
rcu- 

latory  aspects  of  Pneumoconiosis.   ; 

1  might  say  at  the  outset  in  answer  to  a  remark 

of  Doctor  Weight's,  that  I  do  not  think  the  clinician
  shoulc, 

omit  Afunctional  and  physiological  studies.   The  function
  of 

the  clinician  is  to  put  the  whole  mess  of  things  together. ■  ."^v  _        

He 'V'aii:  integrator..    He  must  take   all   aspects   of  the   man 

concerned,' into   account/  ii?^ft»s   going  to  make    any  sense. 

(Doctor  McCann's  paper,   from   this  point,   was  prepared, 
   and 

a  COPT  has  been  filed  with  the  Saranac  Laboratory. 

BY  DOC TOR  McCANN; 

In  the  printed  record  of   these  proceedings,    I 

shouldl'like   the   names   of  Doctor  Love  joy,    Hillfrank  and  othB]j*
s 

as   co-authors   of   the  paper  w^iicii  ̂   ̂ ^^^  read.      I'm  afraid 

I  haven' f  been  too   clear.      I  certainly  have  used  up  so  much 

time,    I'll   certainly  leave  very  little  for   discus
sion. 

Doctor  Waring  will   open  the   discussion, 

BY;DOCTOR  WARING; 

^  :..  .il^.^^i/  Doctor  McCann  and  Members   of   the   Symposium,   Doctoi* 

McCann  has,    as   always,    presented  factual  matter   as  we
ll   as 

philosophical  comments  with  such  a   happy   facility    that   I 

envy  him.      I'm  reminded  of   the   story  which  I  hope  o
ur  Brit- 

ish friends   here  will  not   find  incorrect,    about  Sir   Josep
h 
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7'i7£'    MECHANISMS     CONTROLLING    PULMONARY    VENTILATION    AND 

CIRCULATION    ARE    SO     INTIMATELY    RELATED     THAT    IT    IS     VIRTUALLY 

IMPOSSIBLE    TO     CONSIDER    ONE    WITHOUT     THE    OTHER,     EITHER    IN    NORMAL 

OR    PATHOLOGICAL     INDIVIDUALS,        It    IS    ALSO     TRUE    THAT    NO     CONSIDER- 

ATIONS   OF    THE    PULMONARY    AND     CARDIAC    MECHANISMS    HAVE    VALIDITY 

UNLESS     THEY    INCLUDE    THE    ENTIRE    CIRCULATION    AND    RESPIRATION, 

PERIPHERAL    AS    WELL    AS    PULMONIC,     AND     THE    CENTRAL    AND     VEGETATIVE 

NERVOUS    INTEGRATION    OF    THESE    FUNCTIONS, 

It    has    LONG    BEEN    REALIZED    THAT    IN    SOME    INSTANCES 

ADVANCED    PATHOLOGICAL     CHANGES    IN     THE    LUNGS    RESULT    IN    FAILURE 

OF    THE    RIGHT     VENTRICLE    OF    THE    HEART,         ThIS    HAS    BEEN    DESIGNATED 

AS    PULMONARY    HEART    DISEASE,     OR     GOR    PULMONALE,     WHEN    THIS    EVENT 

occurs  as  a  r^esult  of  greatly  increased  pulmonary  resistance 

to   the  transfer  of  blood  from  the  right  ventricle  to   the  left, 

.  The  situations  resulting  in  failure  of   the  right  ventricle  to 

adapt  to  increased  pulmonary  resistance  may  arise  acutely,   or 

may  result  from  reaching  the  critical  limits  in  slowly  devel- 

oping long  compensated  pathological   conditions  in  the  lungs, 

We  have  recognized  acute  Cor  Pulmonale  following  extensive 

EMBOLIZATION    OF    THE    LUNGS,     AND    IN    ANAPHYLACTIC    SHOCK,         ThE 

chronic   Cor  Pulmonale,    with   which  we  are   concerned   today, 

IS     THE   heart    failure    OF    HYPO VENTI LATED    EMPHYSEMA,     OR    OF 

EMPHYSEMA    PLUS    FIBROSIS, 
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Pnion    TO     THM    LAST    WAU    0„H    CONCEPTS    OF    Oon    PULMONALE. 

WERE    BOniNATEB    BY    PURELY    MECHANICAL    THINKINc.     BASED    ON    OVR 

KNOWLEBOE    OE    THE    MORBIB    AUATOmCAL    CHANGES    IN    THE    LESSER    Cm- 
CULATION    ACCOMPANYING     CHRONIC    PULMONARY    DISEASE.        SiNCE    THE 

""""     """   ̂ f^ffIl^fLI5I±IS211ll!LJ!^Il,^!Ef^E>[TIREL^^H^^ 
AJ^LOOD    OE    NEW   LIGHT    ON    THE    SUBJECT.        IhE    KEY    TO    THESE    NEW 

DEVELOPMENTS    WAS  T  HE    I N  TROmCTION_Ojr    THE    CARBIAC    CATHETER    BY 
Co  URN  A  ND    AND    Ran  GES     (  S'  )  , 

As    SOON    AS     THEIR     TECHNIQUES    WERE    APPLIED    TO     THE    STUDY 

OE    INTACT    MAN    IT    BECAME    POSSIBLE^     NOT    ONLY    TO     STUDY    THE    PRESSURE 

CHANOES.    in    THE    RIOHT    SIDE    OE    THE   HEART,     PULMONIC    ARTERY    AND 

PULMONARY    CAPILLARIES^     BUT    ALSO     THE    RESPIRATORY    CAS     TENSIONS 

IN    THE    MIXED     VENOUS    BLOOD,     TO     CALCULATE    PULMONARY    BLOOD    ELOW 

BY    THE    FICK    PRINCIPLE,     AND    TO    DESIGN    MANY    CLEVER    EXPERIMENTS 

FOR     CORRELATING    THE    ADAPTIVE    EUNCTIONS    OE    THE    RESPIRATION    AND 

CIRCULATION.         ThE    RESULT    HAS    BEEN    A     BRILLIANT    ILLUMINATION 

OE    THE    WHOLE    PROBLEM,     AND    A     SHIFT    OE    INTEREST    EROM    PURELY 

MECHANICAL    EVENTS     TO     THE    CHEMICAL,     HORMONAL,     AND    NERVOUS    MECH- 

ANISMS    UNDERLYING     THEM.        In    THE    IMMEDIATE    PHASE    OF    THIS 

DEVELOPMENT    WE    HAVE    STILL     CENTERED    OUR    INTEREST    ON    EVENTS 

OCCURRING    WITHIN    THE    THORAX,     BUT    WE    ARE    SHOWING    SIGNS    OF 

APPRECIATING    THE    PRACTICAL     SIGNIFICANCE    OF    ADVANCES    IN    NEURO- 

PHYSIOLOGY,    NOT    ONLY    OF    THE    RESPIRATORY    CENTER    AS     IT    MAY    BE 
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AFFECTED    BY     CEREBRAL    BLOOD    FLOW,     BUT    OF    THE    NUMEROUS    PERIPHER- 

ALLY   SITUATED    PRESSO-    AND     CHEHO RE  CEP  TORS ,     KNOWLEDGE    OF    WHICH    HAS 

BEEN    SC 
',0     WELL    REVIEWED    BY   HEYMANNS     \/     AND    Pl-SUNER    y  j     WHECH 

greatly  extend  what  we  formerly  knew  about  the  aortic  and 

carotid  mechanisms, 

This   whole   development  illustrates  beautifully  the 

DIRECTION    OF    CHANGE    IN    CLINICAL    MEDICINE,        It    IS    NO    LONGER 

POSSIBLE    TO     SOLVE    ITS    PROBLEMS    IN    THE    LIGHT    OF    KNOWLEDGE    OF 

THE    ANATOMICAL    AND    PHYSIOLOGICAL     CHANGES     IN    SINGLE    ORGANS    AND 

SYSTEMS,        ¥e    realize,     AS    NEVER    BEFORE,     HOW   MUCH    EACH     CELL 

depends   upon  every  other   cell,    the  whole  adding  up   to    the 

"personality"  of  the  organism.     For  many  years    the  pendulum 

swung  in   the  direction  of  more  and  more  differentiation  and 

specialization  in  the  pursuit  of  knowledge;  now  it  is  swinging 

the  other  way  toward  integration  and   understanding  of  the  adaptive 

responses  of  the  whole  person  to  his   whole  environment, 

In  1946  Lauson,    Bloomfield,   and   Gournand  y    published 

A     STUDY    of    the    EFFECT    OF    RESPIRATION    ON     CIRCULATION    IN    NORMAL 

MEN,         The    SLIDE    WHICH    I    WILL     SHOW    IS     TAKEN    FROM    THEIR    PAPER, 

Slide  1  ' 

In    this    SCHEMA     IT    WILL     BE    NOTICED     THAT     THE    INTRA- 

THORACIC   PRESSURE    DECREASES     TO    A     MINIMUM    AT    THE    END    OF    INSPIRATION 
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OF  Tfjj^ro-s   5   CTY.    /f^a,    ri^i-  i^^^^^r  Pc^LTfOiir^Hr  arterial  pressure  fRis^) 

■       AND    RIGHT    VENTRICULAR    STROKE    VOLUME    TO    A    MAXIMUM   AT  THE    SAME A 

POINT,     WHILE    THE    LEFT    VENTRICULAR    STROKE    VOLUME    AND    MEAN 

SYSTEMIC    ARTERIAL    PRESSURE    DECREASE, 

One    OBSERVES     that     the    right    and    left     VENTRICULAR 

OUTPUTS     VARY    IN    RECIPROCAL     DIRECTIONS    DURING    A     SINGLE    RESPIRATION; 

THE    DIFFERENCE    BETWEEN     THEM    IS    REFLECTED    IN    THE    CHANGING    VOLUME 

OF    BLOOD    WITHIN    THE    LUNGS,        FrOM    THIS    WE    MAY    INFER  THAT    IN 

PULMONARY   HYPERTENSION    THESE    RECIPROCAL     DIVERGENCES    MIGHT 

INCREASE     THE    DIFFERENCE    IN    OUTPUT    OF    THE    TWO     VENTRICLES    EVEN 

TO     THE    POINT    AT    WHICH    StARLING's    LAW    OF    THE   HEART     WOULD    HAVE    TO 

BE    APPLIED    TO    EACH    VENTRICLE    SEPARATELY     (NcGaNN  &X\/ 

Slide  2 

In  this  figure  are  shown   the  simultaneous  and  recip- 

rocal    VARIATIONS    IN    PRESSURE    IN    THE    THORACIC   AND    ABDOMINAL 

PORTIONS    OF    THE    VENA     CAVA     DURING    A     SINGLE    INSPIRATION    AND 

EXPIRATION.      This   is   taken  from  an  experiment  OF  Herbert  R, 

Brown J    Jr, ,    in  our  laboratories. 

This   illustrates    graphically  one  of  the  major  mechanisms 

for  returning   venous  blood   to    the  heart,    and  for   coordinating 

THE    blood    flow    WITH    THE     VENTILATION    OF    THE    LUNGS.        OnE     CAN 

READILY    SEE    THAT    THIS    MECHANISM  W OULD    BE    DISTURBED    PROFOUNDLY    BY 
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SUCH    ABNORMALITIES     ON    THE    ABDOMINAL     SIDE    AS    RELAXATION    OF    THE 

MUSCULATURE,     DIASTASIS    OF    RECTI,     ABDOMINAL    HERNIAS,     AND     VARI- 

COSITIES    OF    THE    VEINS    OF     THE    LEGS,     AND    ON    THE     THORACIC    SIDE    BY 

ADHESIONS     OR    EFFUSIONS    IN    PLEURA     OR    PERICARDIUM,     AND    BY    ANYTHING 

WHICH    TENDS     TO     ELEVATE    THE    ALVEOLAR    AIR    PRESSURE,     AS    IN    BREATH 

:■  HOLDING    DURING    ASCENT    FROM   A     DIVE,     POSITIVE    PRESSURE    BREATHING, 

OBSTRUCTION    OF     THE    AIR    PASSAGES,     THE     VALSALVA     MANEUVER,     SEVERE 

ASTHMA,     ANAPHYLACTIC    SHOCK,     AND    EVEN    PAROXYSMAL     COUGH,         We 

WERE    ABLE    TO     RECORD    AN    INSTANCE    OF    THE    LATTER    CONDITION     TO 

WHICH    WE     GAVE   THE    NAME       TUSSIVE    SYNCOPe"  \/_,     IN    WHICH    THE 

RIGHT     VENTRICULAR    PRESSURE    ROSE    DURING    A    BOUT    OF    COUGHING    TO 

MORE    THAN    200    MM,     Hg,,     AND    INTERRUPTED    THE    CIRCULATION    SO     THAT 

SYNCOPE   AND    CONVULSIONS    OCCURRED,        ThIS     CONDITION   HAD    BEEN 

DESCRIBED    BY    CHARCOT    IN    1876   AND    NAMED    BY    HIM     "LARYNGEAL 

Epilepsy", 

Slide  5 

Next  I  would  like  to  show  you  a  crude  schema  of  the 

total  circulation  in  order  to  bring  out  clearly  certain  basic 

relationships   within  the   circulation. 

Slide  4 

The  most  basic  fact   to   be  borne  in  mind  at  all    times   is 

S_tarling's    "law  of   the  heart",    which  states:      "The  energy  set 

FREE    at    each     CONTRACTION    OF     THE    HEART    IS    A     SIMPLE    FUNCTION    OF 
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THE    LENGTH    OF    THE    FIBERS     COMPOSING    ITS    MUSCULAR    WALL," 

In    OTHER    WOB.DS     THE    OUTPUT    OF    THE   HEART    IS     TO    A    LARGE    EXTENT 

determined  by  the  volume  and  pressure  of  the  venous   input, 

During  diastole  the  right  auricle  and   ventricle  are  distended 

BY    the    incoming    TIDE    OF    VENOUS    BLOOD,     AND     THE    FORCE    OF    THE 

contraction  of   the  right   ventricle  is  determined   thereby, 

Under  normal    conditions   the  discharge  of   the  right   ventricle 

determines   the  degree  of  diastolic  distension  of  the  left  heart 

and    thus   the  input  and   output   of   the   two   balance, 

Under  abnormal    conditions,   as  we  shall   see  later, 

intrathoracic   changes  may   impede   the  transfer   of  blood  from 

the  right   ventricle   to    the  left  so    that  the   output   of   the  left 

ventricle  is  diminished  and  the  balance  of  the  two    ventricles 

IS    UPSET, 

Before   we  pursue  t  his  subject  further  I  would  like 

TO  DIRECT  YOUR  ATTENTION  TO  THE  RELATIONSHIP  OF  THE  BRONCHIAL 

AND  CORONARY  CIRCULATIONS  TO  THE  PULMONIC,  ThE  FIRST  TWO  A_JIE 

IN  THE  REVERSE  DIRECTION  TO  THE  PULMONIC,  CARRYING  BLOOD  FROM 

LEFT     VENTRICLE    TO     THE    RIGHT, 

The    BRONCHIAL     CIRCULATION    ANASTOMOSES    WITH     THE    PUL- 

MONIC    (and    WITH     THE     CORONARY    AS     WELl),         ThE    NATURE    OF    THE 

BRONCHIAL-PULMONIC    INTER-RELATIONSHIP     WAS     CLEARLY    APPRECIATED 

BY     ViRCHOW  W  IN    1650,     WHEN    HE    POINTED    OUT     THAT     THE    BRONCHIAL 



FURNISHED  COLLATERAL  CIRCULATION  WHEN  THE  PULMONIC  WAS  BLOCKED, 

AND  THAT  THE  BRONCHIAL  VESSELS  BECOME  ENLARGED  IN  VARIOUS  TYPES 

OF    CHRONIC    PULMONARY    DISEASE,         ThESE    WISE    OBSERVATIONS    HAVE 

^ BEEN     CONFIRMED    IN    RECENT     YEARS    BY    ScHLAEPFER   \/    AND    MORE     ^. 

RECENTLY    BY    ]fl00D    AND    MiLLER    [/  ,     AND    LlEBOW  AND    LiNDSKOG     ]/. 

In    the    young    THE    COMMUNI CATIONS    BETWEEN    THESE    TWO 

ARTERIAL     SYSTEMS    IS    LITTLE    IN    EVIDENCE ,     BUT    AS    AGE    PROGRESSES 

AND    PULMONARY    AND     CARDIAC    STRESSES    MULTIPLY    THEY    BECOME    MORE 

AND    MORE    EAST       TO    FIND,        In    OUTSPOKEN    PULMONARY    AND     CARDIAC 

DISEASE    THEY    BECOME    MANIFEST,         THROUGH    A    BRONCHOSCOPE    ONE    MAY 

SEE    VARICES    OF    THE    BRONCHIAL     VEINS     IN    PATIENTS    WITH    MITRAL 

STENOSIS  J    AS    SHOWN    BY   FERGUSON,     KOBILAK,    AND    DiETRICH     S/ , 

I    THINK    WE    MAY    ASSUME    FROM    THESE    FACTS,     THAT    WHEN 

THE    RESISTANCE    TO     TRANSFER    OF    BLOOD    FROM    THE    RIGHT     VENTRICLE 

TO     THE    LEFT    IS    INCREASED,     WHETHER   THIS    RESISTANCE    BEGINS    IN 

THE    PULMONIC     CIRCUIT    OR     WHETHER    IT    BEGINS    AT    THE    MITRAL     VALVE, 

THERE    WILL    PROBABLY    BE    A     CERTAIN    PORTION    OF    THE    BLOOD    DISCHARGED 

FROM    THE    RIGHT     VENTRICLE    RETURNED     THROUGH     THE    BRONCHIAL     VEINS 

TO     THE    RIGHT    AURICLE,        As    PRESSURE    IN    THE    RIGHT    AURICLE    RISES, 

STASIS    IN    THE    BRONCHIAL     VENOUS    SYSTEM    MIGHT    BE    A    FACTOR    IN 

PULMONARY     CONGESTION    AND    EDEMA,         Th I S    SAME    FACTOR    APPLIES     TO 

THE    LYMPHATIC    SYSTEM.DRAINAGE    OF     VmiCH     CAN    BE    AFFECTED    ONLY 

ADVERSELY    BY    RISING    PRESSURE    IN    THE     GREAT     VEINS,        It    SHOULD    BE 

REMEMBERED     THAT    hflLLIAM    SnOW    dlLLER    W     AND    ROUVIERE    \/     HAVE 

-i 
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SHOWN    THAT    THE    LYMPHATICS    OF    THE    LUNG    EXTEND    DOWN    THE    BRONCHI 

ONLY    TO     THE    RESPIRATORY    BRONCHIOLES,     AND     THAT    THERE    ARE    NONE 

in  the  alveolar   walls, 

With   this  figure  still   before  you  let   us   consider   the 

PROBLEMS     OF     CONGESTIVE    FAILURE    OF    THE    CIRCUM  TION,        In    THE 

LABORATORIES    OF    GaRL     ¥i GGERS    ATTEMPTS     MERE    MADE    BY    LeVY    AND 

Berne  y    to  produce   congestive  failure  experimentally.      These 

WORKERS     TRIED    NUMEROUS    MEANS    OF    DOING     THIS    BY    INJURIES     TO     THE 

LEFT     VENTRICLE,     BY    TRAUMA,      CORONARY    LIGATIONS,     TOXINS,     ET    CETERA, 

All   of  these  efforts  failed  to  produce   congestive  failure. 

Success   was  attained  by  one  method  only,    that  of  applying 

constriction  to   the  main  pulmonary  artery. 

Congestive  failure  is   characterized  by  rising  pressures 

in  the  right  heart  and  veins,   and  diminished  output  of  the 

LEFT    VENTRICLE,        ThIS    IS    WELL     SHOWN    IN    NUMEROUS    PAPERS    BY 

NcNiCHAEL    AND    OTHERS    \/     ,  CONSIDERED    MECHANICALLY,     IN    THE 

LIGHT    OF    THIS    DIAGRAM,      CONGESTIVE    FAILURE    CAN    BE    BROUGHT    ABOUT 

IN    ONLY    TWO     ways: 

1)  OVER-DISTENSION    OF    THE   RIGHT    HEART    BY    A    FLOOD    OF 

INPOURING    VENOUS    BLOOD,     AND 

2)  INCREASED    RESISTANCE  WITHIN    THE    LUNG     TO     THE 

TRANSFER    OF    BLOOD    FROM    THE   RIGHT    VENTRICLE    TO 

THE    LEFT    SO     THAT    THE    OUTPUT    OF     THE    LEFT     VENTRICLE 

IS    REDUCED, 
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NcMlCHAEL  y  HAS  RECOGNIZED  THESE  TWO  TYPES  UNDER 

THE  DESIGNATION  OF  "hIGH  OUTPUT "  AND  "lOW  OUTPUT "  FAILURES  ^ 

AND    HAS    ILLUSTRATED    THE    OPERATION    OF    StARLING'S    LAW    IN    THESE 

cases  in   the  following  figure, 

Slide  5 

In    this    DIAGRAM    YOU    WILL     OBSERVE  T  HE    NORMAL     OPERATION 

OF  Starling's  law  upon  a  healthy  heart  in  the  uppermost   curve, 

ON  which   the   cross  illustrates   the   venous  filling  pressure  and 

CARDIAC    output    AT    REST,     AT    A    POINT    WELL     BELOW    THE    MAXIMUM    WHICH 

the  normal  heart  can  attain, 

In  the  middle  curve  the  maximum  output  which   the 

heart  can  attain  is  less   than  normal  and  the  resting  venous 

PRESSURE'l'-nS^UlRED     TO    ATTAIN    I?\lS    HIGHER    THAN    NORMAL, 

In  the  lower   curve  the  resting   venous  pressure  is 

higher  than  that  at  whicha  low  maximum  output  can  be  attained, 

The   CONDITIONS   underlying    "high  OUTPUT  failures" 

AR.E  such  as   these: 

a)  arterio   venous  aneurysms 

b)  beri-beri 

c)  SEVERE    ANEMIAS 

d)  hyperthyroidism 

e)  Facet's   osteitis 

f)  Emphysema  ^    A  lirL^  Uy^Jif  ̂ ^n^r^^j^'^l^  ̂   o^dAe^ 

g)  Chronic   GO 2  intoxication 



In  all   of  these   conditions   the  transfer  of  blood  from  arteries 

TO     veins    may    be    increased  J    BOTH    AS     TO    RATE    AND     VOLUME,     SO 

THAT    THE   RIGHT    VENTRICLE    IS    OVER    DISTENDED    BY     THE    INCOMING 

FLOOD    OF    VENOUS    BLOOD    TO     THE    POINT    OF    FAILURE^      UfMJt^  iA~    la     *W>   (-on^J^ 

The   CONDITIONS   underlying    "low  output"  failure  are 

THOSE    in    WHICH     THE     CAPACITY    OF    THE    LEFT    VENTRICLE    TO     INCREASE 

ITS    OUTPUT    SUFFICIENTLY     TO     MEET    THE    METABOLIC    DEMANDS    FOR 

OXYGEN    IS    IMPAIRED,     SUCH    AS: 

a)  ISCHEMIA     OF    LEFT    VENTRICULAR    MUSCLE 

b)  HYPERTENSION 

c)  left  sided   valvular  lesion 

d)  constrictive  pericarditis 

et   cetera 

All    ATTEMPTS     TO    EXPLAIN    THESE    TWO     TYPES    OF    CONGESTIVE    FAILURE 

WHICH    ARE    BASED    ON    PURELY    MECHANICAL     OR    ANATOMICAL    FEATURES 

ARE    DOOMED     TO    FAILURE,         WEAKNESS    OR    INJURY    TO     THE    LEFT     VENTRICLE 

DOES    NOT    SIMPLY    BACK    UP    BLOOD    IN    THE    LUNGS,         ThE    FIRST    PHENOMENA 

FOLLOWING    A     CORONARY    OCCLUSION    IN    THE    LEFT     VENTRICLE    ARE    NOT 

THOSE    OF     CONGESTIVE    FAILURE,     BUT    ARE    THOSE    OF    SHOCK,        If     CONGES- 

tive failure  ultimately  results  from  coronary  occlusion ,    it  is 

a   secondab.y  event,      i  shall  attempt   to   develop  an  hypothesis 

to   explain   why   this   is   so, 

Let  us  suppose   that  a   weakened  left   ventricle  is  faced 

WITH    A     stress    in    WHICH    IT    IS     UNABLE    TO    PUT    OUT    ENOUGH    BLOOD    TO 



MAINTAIN    THE'  NORMAL     OXYGEN    DEMAND    OF     CELLS    OF    THE    BODY,     SO    THAT 

AN    OXYGEN    DEFICIENCY    OCCURS, 

The    FIRST    REACTION    TO     OXYGEN    LACK ^BEFORE     COMPENSATION 

SETS    IN    IS    HYPERVENTILA TION    WHICH    LEADS     TO    A     LOSS     OF    CARBON 

DIOXIDE,      This  is  well   illustrated  by  the  behaviour  of  an 

unacclimatized  man  on  first  ascent  to  a  high  altitude, 

Slide  6 

The  figure  shown  is   taken  from  Dill  's  book,    "Life, 

Heat  and  Altitude",    showing  the  data   of  H,    T,    Edwards    y  , 

This  figure  shows   clearly  the  diminution  of  GO2  tension  (PGO2) 

and  go ^  content  of  the  arterial   blood  as  altitude  increases. 

Partial    compensation  occurs,    but   the  pB  of   the  arterial  blood 

IS    SHIFTED    DEFINITELY    TO     THE    ALKALINE    SIDE    (fROM    pH     7,35    TO     7,46), 

HyPOCAPNIA    resulting    from   hyperventilation    IS    ASSOCIATED     WITH 

DIMINISHED    blood    FLOW    THROUGH    THE    BRAIN    AS    SHOWN    BY    KeTY, 

Schmidt,   and  others     ' ,   and  also   by  peripheral   constriction 

which  tends   to   delay  and  diminish  the  transfer  of  blood  from 

ARTERIES     TO     VEINS,        By    REDUCING    THE    VENOUS    RETURN    THE     CARDIAC 

output  is  limited, 

It  is  probable  that  the  state  of  shock   which   charac- 

teristically OCCURS  following  an  infarction  in  the  left   ventricle 

IS,     AT    LEAST    IN    PART,      TO     BE    EXPLAINED    BY    THIS    MECHANISM, 
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This  is  illustrated  by  a  -patient  observed  on  our  wards  recently. 

This  patient  had  prolonged  hypotension  following  a   coronary 

OCCLUSION,         ¥hILE    breathing    room   air    his    arterial    Op    SATURATION 

GREATLY    REDUCED,     HIS    PGO 2    ̂^S    40    MM,     Hg,     AND     THE    pH    WAS     7,46, 

When  he  was    given  100  per   cent  oxygen  to  breath  the  arterial 

oxygen  saturation  rose,    the  pGO^  also   rose  from  40   TO   52  MM,    Hg, 

AND     THE    pH    fell     TO     7,56,        As     THE    PGO2    ROSE    THE    BLOOD    PRESSURE 

and  pulse  volume  markedly  improved, 

Table  1. 

GO 2  Tension  and  Shock  following  Myocardial   Infarction 

Breathing     pGOg       pOo         GOo  content       O2  Go n tent     O2  Sat,      pH 
mm,Hg,    mm,Hg,        mh/L.  vol,%  % 

Room  Air  40         44  21,7  13,06  71,5        7,46 

100%  O2  52  61  23,5  17,46  95,6        7,36 

If  we  examine  the  data   of  Peters  and  Barr   y  ,    we  find 

THAT    THE    ARTERIAL    PGO 2    OF    PATIENTS    WITH    HEART    FAILURE    RANGED 

BETWEEN  39,7  -   52,2  mm,Hg,      These   values  range  from  normal    to 

SLIGHT    ELEVATION,     AND    ARE     QUITE    LOW    COMPARED     WITH     VALUES     OF 

60   -  90  MM,    Hg,    and  higher   usually  seen  in   cases   of  pulmonary 

FAILURE, 

In  interpreting  these  results    we  have  postulated   that, 

IN    THE    development    OF    PRIMARY    HEART    FAILURE,     ANOXIC    HYPERVENTIL- 
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ATI  ON    THREATENS    THE    HONEO  STASIS     OF    GO  2    ̂ND   BLOOD    pH ,    
 AND     THAT 

AN    ADAPTIVE    REACTION    OCCURS    IN     THE    LUNGS     WHICH    MAY    P
ROTECT    THE 

BODY    AGAINST     GG 2    LOSS     OR    HYPOCAPNIA.        In    SUPPORT    OF 
   THIS    POSTULATE 

IT     CAN    BE    SAID     THAT    MEASUREHENTS    OF    THE    LUNG     VOLUME 
   IN     CONGESTIVE 

FAILURE    CHARACTERISTICALLY    SHOW   A     DECREASE    IN    THE   
  VITAL     CAPACITY 

AND    INCREASE    IN    RESIDUAL    AIR     (iN    THE    ABSENCE    OF 
   PLEURAL  E FFUSIOn) . 

This   change  is  such  as   would  diminish  alveolar   ventilation 

and  limit  go2  loss, 

In  experiments   on  normal  men,    which  were  carried  out 

ON    ourselves     (HuRTADO,     KaLTREIDER,     and    NcGANNyj     IN    A    LOW 

PRESSURE    CHAMBER,     WE    FOUND    THAT    A     SIMILAR    DECREASE    I
N    VITAL 

CAPACITY    AND    RISE    IN    RESIDUAL    AIR    OCCURRED,        ThIS,     AS     WE    WI
LL 

SHOW    LA  TER,     IS    PROBABLY     THE    ADAPTIVE    RESPONSE    IN    THE    LUNGS
     TO 

THE    NEED    FOR     CONSERVING     GO 2' 

■U     y-      Progressive  Failure  of    the  Lung   -   G
enesis   of   Gor  Pulmonale. ^^        V 

\ 

The  maintenance  of  homeostasis  of   the  internal 

respiration  requires  that  A  FINE  BALANCE  BE 
 MAINTAINED  BETWEEN 

BLOOD  FLOW  AND  ALVEOLAR  VENTILATION  IN  THE  LU
NGS.  We  HAVE  SEEN 

THAT  WHEN  PRIMARY  PATHOLOGICAL  WEAKNESS  OF  TH
E  HEART  DEVELOPS, 

SO  THAT  THERE  IS  A  DEFICIT  IN  DELIVERY  OF  OXYGEN 
 TO  THE  CELLS, 

THERE  IS  A  TENDENCY  TO  LOSE  GO 2  BY  HYPERVENTIL
ATION.  ThIS  MAY 

BE  COMPENSATED  BY  ADAPTIVE  CHANGES  IN  THE  LUNGS,
  WHICH  DIMINISH 

ALVEOLAR     VENTILATION    THUS    PREVENTING     THE    DEVELOPMENT 
   OF    ACAPNIA 



AND    SHOCK,        The    TRANSITION    FROM    CARDIAC    SHOCK    TO     CONGESTIVE 

failure  may  frequently  be  observed,  and  the  progress   of   this 

transition  is  reflected  in  the  rise  in   go p  tension  of  the 

arterial   blood  from  the  hypocapnia   of  shock   to    the  hypercapnia 

of   congestive  heart  failure, 

The  types  of  pathological    conditions   within  the  lungs 

which  lead   to  progressive  failure   to  maintain  an  effective 

alveolar     VENTILATION    WILL    NOW    BE     CONSIDERED,         ThEY    ARE 

(1)  Emphysema    -   obstructive,    postural,    and    compensatory, 

(2)  fibrosis,      (5)  patchy  atelectasis,      (4)    thickening  of 

alveolar   walls,      (5)  pulmonary  arteriolar  spasm,    sclerosis 

and  occlusion,      (6)   bronchial   spasm  congestion  and  edema. 

The  degree  of  emphysema   is  frequently  underestimated 

BOTH    BY    physical    EXAMINATION    AND    IN    X-RAYS     OF    THE    CHEST,        OnE 

OF    THE    MOST    IMPORTANT    DIAGNOSTI C    MEASURES     IS     THE    DIRECT    AUSCUL- 

TATION   OF     THE    LUNGS     WITH     THE    EAR    AGAINST     THE     CHEST,        OnLY    IN 

THIS     WAY    WILL     THE    LOW    INTENSITY    OF    THE    VESICULAR    MURMUR    BE    HEARD 

THROUGHOUT    AND     THE    RELATIVE    PROLONGATION    OF    THE    EXPIRATORY 

MURMUR    BE    APPRECIATED,         ThE    STETHOSCOPE    IN    SOME    INSTANCES    IS 

A    HINDRANCE   RATHER    THAN    A    HELP, 

For    a     QUANTITATIVE    ESTIMATE    OF    EMPHYSEMA     THE    MEASURE- 

MENT   OF    THE    LUNG     CAPACITY    AND     ITS     SUBDIVISIONS     IS     IMPORTANT, 

As    A     SINGLE    INDEX    THE    RATIO    RA/TC    IS    IMPORTANT.        In    FiGURE     7 

'  -"'ii.-.v  ■^■:.;.r)V. 

'•"kii 
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data  from  our  laboratories  relates    this  ratio    to    the  o2  saturation 

and   go 2  content  of  arterial  blood  w  . 

Slide   7 

Leaving  aside   the   question  as    to    whether  or  not   the  methods 

we  then  used   were  sufficiently  precise ,    the  relationship 

presented  here  remains  essentially  true,      as   the  degree  of 

emphysema  progresses   one  finds  a  progressive  decrease  in 

arterial   saturation  with  oxygen  and  a   progressive  rise  in  go 2 

CONTENT    OF     THE    ARTERIAL     BLOOD,         ThE    INCREASE    IN    GO 2     CONTENT 

IS     COMPENSATED,     AS    A    RULE,     BY     THE    INCREASE    IN    ALKALINE    RESERVE 

OF    THE    PLASMA     BROUGHT    ABOUT    BY    A     SHIFT    OF    BASE    TO     THE    PLASMA 

AND    OF    CHLORIDE    TO     THE    TISSUES    OR    URINE,        POLYCYTHEMIA    MAY 

ASSIST    IN    THE    INCREASED     TRANSPORT    OF    GO 2.        DuRING    THE    COMPEN- 

SATED   PHASE    THE    pH    OF    THE    BLOOD    WILL    NOT    BE    ALTERED,        As     COMPEN- 

SATION   BEGINS     TO     FAIL,     THE    TENSION    OF     GO  2     (PGO2J     BECOMES 

INCREASED,        DuE     TO     THE    FACT   THAT     CARBON    DIOXIDE    IS    A    NARCOTIC 

THE    SENSITIVITY    OF    THE    RESPIRATORY     CENTER    BECOMES    DEPRESSED, 

SO     THAT    IT    NO     LONGER    RESPONDS    NORMALLY    TO     THE    STIMULATION    OF 

GO 2*      This  explains  the  results   of  the  Scott  test  w  . 

Slide  6 

In  this  test  the  normal  individual  will  double  the  ventilation 

of  the  lungs  when  7  per  cent  go 2  is  added  to  the  inspired  air, 

while   the  patient   with  emphysema    increases    the   ventilation 



SLIGHTLY    OR    NOT    AT    ALL 3     AND    TOLERATES     THE    BREATHING    OF    PERCENTAGES 

OF    GO2    WHICH    NORMALS     CANNOT    ENDURE,        ThIS     TEST    IS    A    MEASURE    OF 

the  adaptation  to  a   chronic  or  persistent  hypercapnia, 

Once   the  respiratory   center  has  become  depressed 

by  co2  narcosis j    further  depression  of  the  center  by  other 
PRoIjucZ 

NARCOTICS,     SUCH    AS     THE    OPIUM   ALKALOIDS    MAY  fPRE  01  PI  TA  TeJ  A    RAPID 

and    critical  rise  in   carbon  dioxide  tension  and  acidosis, 

precipitating  decompensation  of  the  pulmonary  function  and 

secondary  failure  of   the  right   ventricle, 

The  administration  of  oxygen  may  also    contribute  to 

the  same  end,   by  removing  the  anoxia  which  is  one  of  the 

STIMULI    STILL     OPERATING    DURING    GO r,    NARCOSIS,        StILL    ANOTHER 

Or-      ̂  FACTOR    WHICH    MAY    PRECIPITATEPIS     THE    INTERCURRENCE    OF    BRONCHIAL 

INFECTION    OR    A     BRONCHOPNEUMONIA,      OR    A     SUDDEN    PNEUMOTHORAX 

WHICH    TEND     TO    FURTHER    DIMINUTION    OF    THE    EFFECTIVE    ALVEOLAR 

VENTILATION,        ThESE  FACTORS    WILL     BE    DISCUSSED    IN    MORE    DETAIL 

LATER,         They    are    mentioned    at  this    point    in    order     to    EMPHASIZE 

the  importance  of  recognizing  the  margin  of  reserve  of  ventilatory 

function  in  emphysema, 

■   -        In  addition  to    the  Scott   test   there  are  other   indica- 

tions   OF    IMPENDING    FAILURE    OF    THE    EMPHYSEMATOUS    LUNG,        ThE 

velocity    of    blood    flow,     as    MEASURED    IN    ARM    TO     TONGUE     TIME  r 

BECOMES    MORE    AND    MORE    ACCELERATED    AS     THE    HYPERCAPNIA     INCREASES] 
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It  is  not  uncommon  to  find   the   circulation  time  as  low  as 

8  seconds  in  emphysema  before  the  right  ventricle  fails, 

When  this  failure  does  occur   the  circulation  time  is  more 

prolonged,    yet  it  may  still  remain   within  normal  limits, 

The    RESTING     CARDIAC    OUTPUT    IS    ALSO    HIGH    IN    EMPHYSEMA 

before   the  right   ventricle  fails, 

Pulmonary  Resistance  to   Blood  Flow, 

as  a   final   step  in   the  differentiation  between 

primary   cardiac  and  primary  pulmonary  fa  i lure j    i  wish   to   review 
RECENT 

/\  ACQUISITIONS     TO     OUR    KNOWLEDGE    OF    PULMONARY    RESISTANCE    TO     BLOOD 

FLOW,     AND     THE    RELATION    TO     IT    OF     THE    RESPIRATORY     GAS    TENSIONS 

IN    THE    BLOOD, 

You    ARE,     NO     DOUBT  J     FAMILIAR    WITH     THE    DISCOVERY    OF 

VON    EULER    AND    LlLJESTRAND^     THAT    ANOXIA    RAISES     THE    PRESSURE    IN 

THE    PULMONARY    ARTERY    OF    THE    CAT.         ThIS    FACT    HAS    BEEN     CONFIRMED 

IN  MAN  BY  Motley,    eJ"  *^  I  V  ,    and  in  other 

LABORATORIES     INCLUDING    OUR    OWN, 

DiRKEN    AND    HeEMSTRA     V     V     CONFIRMED     THE    RISE    IN 

PULMONARY    PRESSURE    AND    ATTRIBUTED    IT    TO     THE    FORMATION    OF 

HISTAMINE    IN     THE    ANOXIC    LUNG,        If    ONE    LUNG    WERE    VENTILATED    WITH 

A    LOW    OXYGEN    MIXTURE    -    PULMONARY     VASO CONSTRI CTION    OCCURRED    ON 

THAT    SIDE,      THUS    DIVERTING    BLOOD     TO     THE    NORMALLY    OXYGENATED    LUNG     , 



#fe^  Vasomotor  nerves  appear   to  play  little  part  in  this  effect. 

Claims  have  been  made  that  the  histamine   content  of   the 

arterial  blood  is  elevated  in  anoxia j      '   and,   more  recently 

that   the  histamine   content  of  arterial   blood  is  higher  than   of 

the   veno us , 

In  OUR  OWN    "Chest  Laboratory"  blood  histamine  deter- 

minations  IN  anoxic  patients  have  been  made,    using  a   method 

DESCRIBED    BY    DR,     HeLEN     GrAHAM       ' ,         ThE    RESULTS    OF     THESE    DETER- 

MINATIONS   HAVE    NOT   BEEN    PUBLISHED,     BECAUSE    SO    FAR   THEY    HAVE    NOT 

BEEN    AT    ALL     CONSISTENT,        In    OUR     VASCULAR    LABORATORY,     DURWOOD    SmITH 

AND  Margaret   Cushman  have  made  umpublished  determinations   of 

HISTAMINE    OF     THE    BLOOD    AND    ALSO     OF    THE    LUNGS    OF    ANOXIC    PIGS, 

The    AMOUNT    of    histamine    in     the    lung    APPEARS     TO     BE     GREATLY 

INCREASED,         ThE    VARIABLE    QUANTITIES    OF    HISTAMINE    IN    THE    BLOOD 

MAY    BE    EXPLAINED    BY     VARIABLE    RETENTION    OR    DESTRUCTION    OF    HISTAMINE 

IN    THE    LUNG,         ThIS     WHOLE    QUESTION    OF   HISTAMINE    IN    ANOXIA    NEEDS 

FURTHER     CLARIFICATION,     BUT    THE    VIEWS     OF    DiRKEN    AND    HeEMSTRA 

ARE    PROBABLY     CORRECT,         ThE    KNOWN    ACTIONS     OF    HISTAMINE    ARE    SUCH 

as   would   constrict  the  pulmonary  vessels  and  dilate  the  alveolar 

capillaries, 

During    the  past   year   we  have  made  especial   effob.ts 

to   determine   the  effect  of  carbon  dioxide  on  the  pulmonary 

RESISTANCE    AND    BLOOD    FLOW,        ThESE    RESULTS    ARE    AT    PRESENT    BEING 

PREPARED    FOE,    PUBLICATION,        It     CAN    BE    SAID    HERE     THAT    3,6    PER     CENT 
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GO 2   AND     6   PER     CENT    GO 2    WITH    21    PER     CENT    OXYGEN    WERE    GIVEN    TO 

NORMALS    AND    PATIENTS     WITH    EMPHYSEMA.        In    THE   NORMALS     VENTILATION 

AND    BLOOD    FLOW    INCREASED    IN    RESPONSE    TO     INSPIRED    GO 2,     WITH 

VERY    LITTLE    RISE    IN    PULMONARY    ARTERIAL    PRESSURE    (-^9    PER    CENt), 

Patients   with  severe  emphysema   showed  little  or  no   increase 

IN    VENTILATION    AND    A     MUCH    LARGER    RISE    IN    PULMONARY    ARTERIAL 

PRESSURE    (28-106    PER     CENT) .        I    SHALL     TAKE    THE    LIBERTY    OF    SHOWING 

A     TABULATION    OF     THE     CORRELATIONS    BETWEEN     THE    VARIOUS    DETERMINANTS 

FROM    THE    UNPUBLISHED    PAPER    OF    MY    ASSOCIATES^     DOCTORS    LOVEJOY , 

Yu,    Jo  OS  AND  Nye, 
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These  data   were  all   obtained  in  a   study  of  patients  with 

CHRONIC    pulmonary    DISEASE, 
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Correlation  Between    Various  Determinants   in  16  Patients  t 
WITH  Pulmonary  Emphysema 

Pulmonary 
Mean  Pul,  Mean  Pul,  Total  Pul,       Arteriolar 

Art,   Press.      "Gap"  Press,        Resistance       Resistance 

Arterial  Blood  PCO2     -^0.693**  ■^■0,264 

Mixed    Venous  Blood 

pCOg  +0,615**  +0,200 

RA/TG  X  100  +0.624:**  +0.081 

Arterial   Blood  Or,  co 
saturation "0.490*  -0.002  "0.516  "0.512  ^ 

Cardiac  Index  "0.396  +0.206 

Arterial   Blood  PO2  "0,426  +0,095 

Mixed    Venous  Blood 

PO2  "0,050  "0.246 

Right  Auricular 

Pressure  +0.292  +0.645** 

**     Highly  si gnificant 
*       Significant 

+0. 742** +0.651** 

+0,  704** +0.582* 

+0.544* 
+0. 420 

"0.316 "0.512 

"0.518* 

"0.452 

"0.085 
"0.272 

"0,080 "0,001 

+0.279 

"0,114 

I 
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You    WILL    NOTE    THE    VERY    HIGH    AND    SIGNIFICANT    POSITIVE    CORRELATION 

OF    THE    ARTERIAL    PGO2    WITH    PULMONARY    RESISTANCE,         ThE    MIXED 

VENOUS    PGO2    IS    ALMOST    AS    HIGHLY     CORRELATED    AND     THE    RATIO 

RA/TG   ALSO     QUITE    HIGH    AND    SIGNIFICANT,        RELATIVE    TO     CARBON 

dioxide  -   the  oxygen  tensions  and  blood  flow  show  less  signifi- 

cant and  negative   correlations    with  pulmonary  resistance, 

Almost  uniformly  recent  studies   of   the  heart  failure 

problem  have   centered  on  the  inadequate  delivery  to  the   cells 

of   the   body   enough   oxygen   to   satisfy  the  demands   of   the  metabolism^ 

This   view  was  well  developed  by  J,   N,   Little  y  ,      Also   Gournand 

IN  HIS  Hamburger  Lecture    y    on  the  pulmonary  circulation   gives 

MAJOR    attention     TO     THE    FACTOR    OF    OXYGEN    LACK   AND    LITTLE    OR    NO 

discussion    of    the    GOn    FACTOR,'      MoRE    RECENTLY    WeSTCOTT    AND 

CO-WORKERS     Y      IN    A     STUDY    OF    ANOXIA    AND    PULMONARY     VASCULAR 

RESISTANCE    PAY    LITTLE   ATTENTION    TO     THE    GO 2    FACTOR j     EXCEPT    THAT 

THEY    OBSERVED     THE    EFFECT    OF     GIVING    5    PER     CENT    GO 2    IN    INSPIRED 

AIR     TO    FIVE    NORMAL     SUBJECTSj     BUT    NO    PATIENTS     WITH    EMPHYSEMA 

WERE    SO     OBSERVED,         WeSTCOTT    FOUND y     AS     WE   HAVE^      THAT    IN    NORMALS 

THE    EFFECTS-  OF    INSPIRED     GO 2    ON    PULMONARY    RESISTANCE     WERE 

VARIABLE    AND    SLIGHT,        OuR    RESULTS    IN    EMPHYSEMATOUS    PATIENTS , 

WHEN     THEY    ARE    PUBLISHED,     WILL     CONVINCE    YOU    I    AM    SURE,     THAT     THE 

GO p    FACTOR    IS    AT    LEAST    EQUAL     TO     IF    NOT    GREATER     THAN   THE    ANOXIA 

FACTOR    IN     CHRONIC    PULMONARY    DISEASE, 
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The   great  fallacy  in   this  exclusive  consideration  of 

ANOXIA  \LIES    IN  /-PHE    FA  QT)  THA  T    IT    DOES    NOT    ACCOUNT    FOR   THE    FAC 

THAT    ANOXIAj     UNDER    ONE    SET    OF    CIRCUMSTANCES ,     LEADS     TO     SHO  CK, 

WHILE    IN    OTHERS    IT    RESULTS    IN    CONGESTIVE    FAILURE,  y     /  l^y 

T 

In    our    LABORATORY    AND     CLINIC     WE    HAVE    BECOME     CONVINCED 

OF    THE    FUNDAMENTAL    RIGHTNESS     OF    THE     VIEWS     OF    YaNDELL    HeNDERSON   W  , 

WHO     OBSERVED     THAT    ANOXIA     LED     TO    HYPERVENTILATION    WITH    ACAPNIA 

AND    SHOCK    IN    SUCH     CONDITIONS    AS    LOBAR    PNEUMONIA,     AND     CARBON 

MONOXIDE    POISONING,         ThE    SAME    THING    IS     TRUE    IN    MOUNTAIN    SICKNESS, 

On   the  other  hand  bronchopneumonias _,    with   their   combination  OF 

EMPHYSEMA    AND    ATELECTASIS     CHARACTERISTICALLY    LEAD     TO     CONGESTIVE 

FAILURE,  The    DIFFERENCE    IN     THE    TWO     SITUATIONS    IS     TO    BE 

EXPLAINED    ON    TWO     COUNTS,        FlRST,     IT    DEPENDS    ON    WHAT    HAPPENS 

TO    THE     VENTILATION,        If    ANOXIC    HYPERVENTILATION    IS    NOT     CHECKED , 

ACAPNIA    AND    SHOCK    ARE    INEVITABLE,        If    ADAPTIVE    CHANGES    IN    THE 

LUNG    OCCUR,     SUCH    AS     THE    LOCAL     DEVELOPMENT    OF    HISTAMINE    EFFECTS 

ON    THE    BRONCHI,      THE    RA/TG    RATIO     WILL     INCREASE,     AND    PULMONARY 

CONSTRICTION    WILL     OCCUR,     AND     THE    LOSS    OF    GO n    WILL     BE     CHECKED, 

In  lobar  pneumonia    the  loss   of  GO 2  is  not  always    checked,    because 

ALTHOUGH    BLOOD    FLOW    IS    SHIFTED     TO     UNINVOLVED    LOBES,  THE    RAPID 

SHALLOW    BREATHING     CONTINUES     TO    HYPERVENTILATE     THEM,        In 

BRONCHOPNEUMONIAS     (anD    I    REFER    TO     CATARRHAL    NOT    INTERSTITIAL 

processes)     the     VENTILATION    IS     IMPAIRED    AND     GO 2    TENDS     TO    ACCUMULATE 

BEYOND    NORMAL     LEVELS,        SeCOND,      THE    EFFECTS    OF     CARBON    DIOXIDE    ON 
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TSE- PERIPHERAL     CIRCULATION   HAS    TO.- BE-  TAKEN    INTO    ACCOUNT, 
k:  ■    '•     '  "-■  ■•#  ,f  ■.;-. 

Carbon  dioxide  is  a  powerful  pharmacodynamic  agent.      In  general 

HYPOCAPNIA     tends     TO     SLOW    DOWN    THE    RATE    AND    VOLUME    OF    BLOOD    FLOW, 

This   is   well   shown  in  its  effects   upon   the   cerebral    blood  flow, 

(KetYj    Schmidt,    et  al).      Excess   of  GO2  tends   toward    vasodilata- 

TIOnUt  OWARD    ACCELERATION    OF     THE    RATE    AND     VOLUME    OF    BLOOD    FLOW 

UP     TO     THE    POINT    WHERE     THE    RIGHT     VENTRICLE    AND    PULMONARY     CIRCUIT 

CAN    NO     LONGER    ACCOMODATE     THE    FLOOD    OF    VENOUS    BLOOD    POURED    INTO 

IT, 

We  should  not   close  this  talk  without  some  attention 

to    the   cerebral    circulation  in  pulmonary  failure,      attention 

has  been   called   to    the  fact  that  some   cyanotic  patients  with 

emphysema  may  lapse  into  coma   when  oxygen  is   given,   and  recover 

CONSCIOUSNESS     WHEN    IT    IS    WITHDRAWN,         ThE    CEREBROSPINAL    PRESSURE 

HAS     BEEN    SHOWN     TO    RISE   AS    THE    CYANOSIS     CLEARS,     AND     TO    FALL    AS 

IT    RETURNS,        An    ILLUSTRATIVE    EXAMPLE    OF    THIS    IS    SHOWN    IN 

FIGURE    53.  2  .        \  / 

Slids — ft? 
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In  Figure  11   is  shown  a  more  extended   observation   of 

SUCH    an    event    in    a     woman     with    emphysema    and    BRONCHITIS,     WHO     WAS 

PUT    ALMOST    IN    EXTREMIS    BY     THE    ADMINISTRATION    OF    OXYGEN    AND 
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( Insert) 

Table  2 ^ 

>■**■■ 

Effect  of  Admixisterinc  Pure  Oxygen  by  Pressur 

Mask  on  the  Hlood  Gases  and  pW  of  Blood  of  a 
Patient  with  Obstructive  Emphysema,  with 

Concomitant  Changes  in  Intrathecal 
Pressure 

Oxygen  capacity     23.1  vol.  per  cent 
Hematocrit      51  per  cent 

before  oxygen after  I  5  minutes 
MASK OF  OXYGEN 

Oxygen  content 
Oxygen  saturation 

pCO»  mm.  of 
mercury 

pH 

16.15  vol.  per  cent 

69.9  vol.   per  cent 719 

7-3 

22.72  vol.  per  cent 

98.4   vol.  per  cent 

87-5 

7.18 

SPINAL   FLUID  PRESSURE 

mm.HzO 
160 260 

^^ 
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•t?:'M. 
RESCUED    BY    ARTIFICIAL    HYPERVENTILATION    IN    A     DrINKER   RESPIRATOR, 

FOLLOWING    A    PROCEDURE    WHICH    Wh ITTENBERGER        '    HAD    SUCCESSFULLY 

EMPLOYED,         This     case    has    been    reported     (NcGANNy     LOVEJOY    AN 

D  YuV). 

Up     to     this    POINT    I    have    DRAWN    IN    SHARPLY     CONTRASTING 

BLACK    AND    WHITE    A    PICTURE    OF    OUR     CONCEPT    OF    PRIMARY    HEART    FAILURE 

(left     ventricular)    and     THAT    OF    RIGHT    HEART    FAILURE    SECONDARY 

to  pulmonary  emphysema,     a  brief  and  sketchy  recapitulation  of 

their   genesis  is  as  follows: 

Anoxia 

Left  Heart  Failure 

1,  Hyperventilation  with  CO 2 LOSS, 

2,  Histamine  in  lung. 

3,     Pulmonary   vaso   constric- 
tion  AND    INCREASE   R,A, 

DECREASE     VG, 

4,  EUCAPNIA     OR    MODERATE    HYPER- 
CAPNIA     WITH    RISING    RA/TG, 

5,  Slowing  of   circulation  rate 
and  diminishing   cardiac  output, 

6,      Secondary  failure  of  right 
ventricle, 

Right  Heart  Failure 

1,  gop  accumulates  due TO        INCREASE   RA/TG. 

2,  Compensation  -  increase 
Na  and  decrease  Gl 
in  plasma, 

5,      Marked  increase  pGO p 
+    NARCOSIS    OF    RESPIR- 

ATORY    CENTER, 

4,  Decrease  effective 
ventilation. 

5,  Increase  in  venous 
INPUT,  Increase  in 
pulmonary  resistance, 

6,  Failure  right   ventricle 

In  tracing   the  course  of  events    we  must   consider   that  the  tensions 

of  o2  -and   go2  ̂ ^y  have  different  effects  at  different  points 



Ji(r    THi:    CARDIORESPIRATORY    MECHANISM,        FOR    INSTANCE: 

Low   ARTERIAL    pO 2    MAY    DEPRESS     THE    RESPIRATORY    CENTER    A     LITTLE    - 

BUT    THIS    IS     OFFSET    BY     THE    STIMULATION    OF    PERIPHERAL     CHEMO- 

RECEPTORS,        Net    result    HYPERVENTILATION.        At    THE    SAME    TIME    THE 

FORMATION    OF    HISTAMINE    IN    THE    LUNG  m^  ALTEB^]  THE    PULMONARY 

RESISTANCE    AND    ALVEOLAR     VENTILATION    AND     COUNTERACTS     GO  r)    LOSS 

THROUGH    HYPERVENTILATION, 

Low  pGQ 2 Arterial  blood  /i  associated   generally  with  a   diminu- 

tion   OF    RATE   AND    VOLUME    OF    BLOOD    FLOW,    HIGH    pGO 2    WITH    INCREASED 

RATE    AND     VOLUME,     AT  THE   SAME    TIME   AUGMENTING    THE    PULMONARY 

resistance, 

In  drawing   the   contrasting  picture  of  primary  heart  failure 

AND    pulmonary   HEART    FAILURE    WE    HAVE    BEEN    OBLIGED     TO     OMIT 

DETAILS    OF     CERTAIN     CASES    OF    PULMONARY    FIBROSIS    IN    WHICH    EMPHY- 

SEMA    IS     VERY    SLIGHT    OR    NON-APPARENT;     DYSPNEA    MAY    BE    MARKED    AND 

EFFORT     GREATLY    LIMITED.        I    REFER    TO     CASES    IN    WHICH    THE   RESTING 

LUNG    VOLUME    MAY    BE    DECREASED    AND     THE    RATIO     OF    RA/TG    NOT     GREATLY 

ALTERED,     ALTHOUGH    X-RAYS    MAY    REVEAL    EVIDENCE    OF    FIBROTIC     CHANGE, 

OR    EVEN     THOSE    SUGGESTIVE    OF    AN    IRREGULAR    EMPHYSEMA.         ThESE 

PATIENTS    MAY    SHOW   NO    HYPERCAPNIA ;     THEY    MAY    SHOW   NO     ELEVATION 

OF    RESTING    PULMONARY    RESISTANCE    AT    REST.         ThE    SYSTEMIC    BLOOD 

PRESSURE    MAY    BE     QUITE    VARIABLE    -    LOW    OR    NORMAL     IN    RANGE. 

Anoxia  AS  expressed   in  arterial   saturation  may  be   variable  from 
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^^Wrri^'oBS^BPoirxo^   ro   another.      Dyspnea   may  be  pronoun
ceb  at 

UEST    AND    EFFORT     GREATLY    LIMITED.  
      RESTING    RECORDS    OF    THE    RESP

IR- 

ATION   MAY    BE    VERY    IRREGULAR,     OR     THERE 
   MAY    BE    UNDULATORY     CHANGES 

IN    THE    MID-CAPACITY    LEVELS,     
AS     THOUGH     THERE    WERE    EXAGGERA

TED 

PERISTALSIS     OR     GREAT     VARIATIONS 
    IN    TONUS    OF     THE   BRONCHIAL 

MUSCULATURE.        MaNY    PERMUTATIONS 
   AND     COMBINATIONS    OF    THESE 

FINDINGS     WILL    BE    OBSERVED,     W
HICH    RENDER    THEM    MOST    DIFFICU

LT 

TO     INTERPRET.         ThESE     CASES    DO  
  NOT    SHOW    THE    PICTURE    OF    CONGE

S- 

TIVE    FAILURE, 

.  It    is    my    BELIEF    THAT    THESE    VARIATIONS  
  ARE    DUE    TO    A 

UIDE    RANGE    OF     CAUSES.        OnE    MAY, 
    ON    FURTHER    INVESTIGATION,     FIN

D 

AN    UNSUSPECTED    RENAL    ACIDOSIS,    
 FOR    INSTANCE,     OR    LATENT     CORONA

RY 

DISEASE.      They  may  reveal   e
vidence  of   cerebral  arterio

sclerosis. 

They  may  have  pot  bellies   with   thin, 
   weak  muscles  and   varicose 

VEINS.      One  suspects   that   th
e  sensitivity  of   the   chemore

ceptors 

BOTH    IN    AND     OUTSIDE     THE    CHEST    MAY  
  BE    ENHANCED    IN    SOME    OF     THESE 

PEOPLE.      One  may  suspect  tha
t  anoxia  may  not  induce  hist

amine 

FORMATION    UNIFORMLY    IN    ALL    PERSO
NS.         CERTAINLY    INDIVIDUALS     V

ARY 

IN    THEIR    SUSCEPTIBILITY    TO    ALL
ERGIC    DISORDERS.        NOT    INFREQU

ENTLY 

ONE    OBSERVES    MARKED    ANXIETY,     WHICH  
   COULD    PLAY    A     ROLE    IN    THE 

HYPERVENTILATION    OBSERVED. 

So     -     WHILE    ONE    MAY    PAINT    A     CLINICAL
    PICTURE    -    A     TEXTBOOK 

PICTURE    -    OF    HEART    FAILURE    FOLLOWI
NG    MARKED    EMPHYSEMA,     WITH 
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ANOXIA    AND    HYPERCAPNIA,     HE    IS    FACED     WITH    A    MULTITUDE    OF    VARIANTS 

FROM    THIS    PICTURE,         ThE    INTERPRETATION    OF    THE     CURRENTLY    USED 

TESTS    FOR    STUDY    OF     THE    LUNGS    AND    PULMONARY    CIRCULATION    REQUIRES 

all  the  resources  now  available  to  the  modern  internist^  and 

even  then  the  conclusions  reached  can  b  e  only  tentative,  as 

usual  the  most  difficult  factors  to  evaluate  are  the  psycho- 

logical  ones  and  the  neuro-phys i olo gi cal, 

In  summary  permit  me  to    quote  William  Harvey:    - 

"This   is  evidence  of   two  kinds    of  death,    failure  from  a   lack, 

AND    SUFFOCATION    FROM    AN    EXCESS,        In    THESE    EXAMPLES     OF    BOTH, 

one  may  find  proof  before  his  eyes  of  the  truth  spoken  about 

the  heart,  " 

"Failure  from  a   lack"  is  shock.      The  lack  is  of 

BOTH    OXYGEN    AND     G02j     ANOXIA    AND    ACAPNIA,      WITH    RESULTANT    SHOW- 

ING   OF     THE    CIRCULATION    IN    RATE    AND     VOLUME,         ThIS    SITUATION 

MAY    OCCUR    FROM   ACUTE    ISCHEMIC    OR    TOXIC    INJURY    TO     THE    LEFT 

VENTRICLE,        It    MAY    ALSO     OCCUR,    IN    FIBROSES    OF     THE    LUNG     WHICH 

are  not  accompanied  by  emphysema,    as   well  as   in   go  poisoning 

and  lobar  pneumonia, 

"Suffocation  from  an  excess"  is   congestive  failure 

OF    THE    CIP.CULATION.         WhEN    THIS     IS    DUE    TO    PRIMARY    DISEASE    OF 

THE   HEART,      THE    RATE    AND     VOLUME    OF     CIRCULATION    ARE    DECREASED 

BY   THE   "Check-valve"  action  of   the  lung,   due  to   local  action 
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OF    HISTAMINE,     WHICH    DIMINISHES    ALVEOLAR     VENTILATION    AND 

INCREASES    ARTERIAL    RESISTENCE    AND     COMPENSATES    FOR     THE    TEND
ENCY 

OF    ANOXIC    HYPERVENTILATION     TO     PRODUCE    ACAPNIA^    4^     'Ka^^rx.irun^  '^    /^ 

When  it  is   due  to  primary  pulmonary  lesions  assoc-
 

iated   WITH    EMPHYSEMA,     THE    VENOPRESSOR    EFFECTS    OF   HYPERCAPN
IA 

POUR    A    FLOOD     OF     VENOUS    BLOOD    INTO     THE    RIGHT   HEART,     WHILE    AT
 

THE    SAME    TIME    THE     " CHECK-VALVe"    MECHANISMS     OF    THE    LUNG 

INCREASE    THE    RESISTANCE    TO     TRANSFER    OF    BLOOD    TO     THE    LEFT 

VENTRICLE,     SO    THAT     THE  RIGHT    HEART    IS    OVERWHELMED.        Wh
EN 

SEVERE    ANOXIA     OCCURS,     THE  E VENTS ^WHI CH    DETERMINE    WHICH    FORM    OF 

DEATH    WILL    ENSUE    TAKE    PLACE    WITHIN    THE    LUNG. 
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TAKEN  FROM  PAGE   535. 

BY  DOCTOR  VARINGt 

Doctor  McCann  and  Members  of  the  Symposivm,  Doctor  McCann  has, 

as  always,  presented  factual  matter  as  well  as  philosophical 

comments  with  such  a  happy  facility  that  I  envy  him,  I'm  reminded 

of  the  story  which  I  hope  our  British  friends  here  will  not  find 

incorrect,  about  Sir  Joseph 
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James  J.  Waring,  M.D, 

Dr.  McCann  has  covered       N^ 

  (Dr.  Varing'  s  paper  on  file)   
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CARD IO-CIRCULA.TORY  ASPECTS  OF  THE  PNEDMONOCONIOSES 

by 

James  
J.  Waring,  

M.D.,  
M.A.C.P. 

Dr.  McCann  has  covered  his  assignment  so  heautifully  that  I  am 

reminded  of  the  story  of  the  visit  of  Sir  Joseph  Lister  to  a  formal  occasion 

of  a  great  English  university  where  he  made  a  splendid  address.   Following 

Sir  Lister's  address  there  was  a  demand  from  the  audience  for  the  local  Pro- 

fessor of  Surgery  to  say  something.  As  it  happened  the  local  professor  was 

extremely  modest  and  it  required  much  and  very  flattering  insistence  from 

the  audience  to  make  him  step  forward  on  the  platform.  Yihen  the  audience  be- 

came still  he  looked  them  over  and  spoke  as  follows:   "When  the  English 

Nightingale  sings  all  other  birds  should  be  still."  He  then  returned  to  his 

seat.  Perhaps  following  this  example  the  Rocky  Moiintain  Magpie  should  be 

quiet  since  the  Rochester  Nightingale  has  sung  so  beautifully. 

As  always.  Dr.  McCann  has  given  a  very  thoughtful  discussion  of 

the  varied  problems  facing  physiologists  and  clinicians  in  dealing  v/ith  the 

cardio-circulatory  pneumonoconioses.  Within  certain  limitations  he  sings 

the  praise  of  COp* 

In  the  past  we  have  indeed  erred  too  much  in  concentrating  atten- 

tion on  ventilation  to  the  neglect  of  the  pulmonary  circulation.  We  have 

been  too  intent  on  the  obvious  importance  of  getting  oxygen  into  the  lungs 

and  to  little  aware  of  the  importance  of  getting  carbon  dioxide  and  nitrogen 

out  of  the  lungs.   It  is  not  paradoxical  to  say  that  v/e  have  been  perhaps 

too  much  interested  in  "heart  failure"  to  the  neglect  of  "lung  failure." 

In  "lung  failure"  both  pulmonary  and  systemic  circulation  are  involved  and 

iicCann  is  quite  right  when  he  says,  "The  inter-relationship  of  the  functions 

of  ventilation  and  circulation  are  so  intimate  that  one  cannot  think  of  one 
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without  the  other," 

As  to  the  significance  of  emphysema  in  the  pneumonoconioses,  the 

difficulty  in  its  recognition  and  its  physiological  significance,  I  am  in 

agreement.  McCann  says  emphysema  is  the  chief  cause  in  the  genesis  of  right 
heart  failure. 

In  its  advanced,  diffuse  form,  emphysema  is  distinguished  by  its 

"absences": 

1.  Absent  or  diminished  cardiac  and  hepatic  dullness 

2.  Absent  or  diminished  diphragmatic  movement 

3.  Absent  or  diminished  breath  sounds 

4.  Absent  or  diminished  broncho-vascular  markings  by 
fluoroscopy 

5.  Absent  or  diminished  broncho-vascular  markings  in  the 

roentgenogram 

6.  Absent  filling  of  the  finer  bronchi  v/ith  lipiodol  in 

the  bronchogram 

7.  Absent  retention  of  lipiodol  after  the  bronchogram 

In  physical  diagnosis,  absences  are  always  less  conspicuous  than 

presences. 

Some  years  ago  R.  W.  Scott  (Arch,  of  Int.  Med.  26:544,  1920)  noted 

the  rem8.rkable  tolerance  of  the  large  lunged  emphysematous  patient  for  breath- 

ing for  short  periods  of  time,  say  only  ten  to  fifteen  minutes,  high  con- 

centrations (8  -  lOfo)   of  carbon  dioxide.  Added  carbon  dioxide  to  the  inhaled 

air,  v^ith  oxygen,  did  not  materially  stimulate  the  ventilation  of  these 

patients.   Hov^rever,  Scott  noted  the  appearance  of  acute  distress  at  certain 

higher  critical  concentrations  of  carbon  dioxide  in  these  patients.   One 

patient,  comfortable  on  breathing  9.28?^  CO2,  vras  in  great  distress  after 
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breathing  11.44^  COg.  At  this  concentration  his  minute  volume  was  only  14 

L/m.   In  other  v.ords,  with  a  potent  stimulus  to  respiration,  he  had  a  factor 

of  safety  araounting  to  about  7  L/m  as  compared  with  about  50  L/m  for  normal 

persons  under  the  same  conditions.  This  indicates  a  marked  limitation  in 

pulmonai-y  reserve. 

One  of  Scott's  charts  showed  that  when  the  normal  subject  breathed 

■8%   C02  the  tidal  air  was  increased  300,^;  but  in  the  emphysematous  patient 
only  25?^.   Note  the  significance  of  the  prolonged  expiration  phase  of  the  ' 

respiratory  cycle.  Prolonged  emptying  time  explains  the  reduction  of  M.B.C. 

Scott  concludes,  "The  level  at  which  carbon  dioxide  equilibrium  is  established 
is  definitely  higher  in  emphysema  than  in  the  normal." 

Through  the  generosity  of  Dr.  L.  L.  Anderson  of  the  Cardio-Pulmonary 

Division  at  the  University  of  Colorado  Medical  Center,  I  can  give  you  inter- 

esting but  incomplete  reports  on  a  group  of  patients  with  emphysema  due  to 

various  causes,  namely  asthmatic  bronchitis  and  silicosis.   I  have  divided 

these  19  patients  into  two  groups,  12  averaged  60  years  of  age;  7  averaged 

45  years  of  age.   The  older  group  had  a  residual  air  of  61.2??,  the  younger 

group  a.  residual  air  of  41^  The  older  group  had  an  M.B.C.  of  33.5  liters, 

the  younger  group  73.1  liters.  The  older  group  had  an  average  arterial  oxygen 

saturation  at  rest  of  71%'  and  the  younger  group  an  average  arterial  oxygen 
saturation  at  rest  of  91^.   For  seven  patients  over  60  years  of  age,  the 

M.B.C.  averaged  26.4  liters,  the  R.A.  61.4%  and  the  arterial  oxygen  satura- 

tion 75^.   The  average  pulmonary  arterial  pressure  for  the  12  patients  over 

60  years  of  age  was  much  higher  than  for  the  seven  persons  under  45  years  of 
age.  Anderson  has  studied  some  50  emphysematous  patients,  half  with  severe 

emphysema  and  the  other  half  with  moderate  emphysema.  None  were  in  heart 

failure  at  the  time  of  study.  All  had  either  normal  or  low  cardiac  output. 
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All  the  hypoxic  patients  had  pulmonary  arterial  hypertension  which  was  re- 

duced by  inhalation  of  high  concentration  of  oxygen.  All  these  patients 

after  exercise  showed  reduction  in  arterial  oxygen  saturation  vrith   further 

elevation  in  pulmonary  arterial  pressure. 

Since  Dr.  McCann  has  stressed  the  importance  of  carbon  dioxide, 

I  thought  I  would  here  tell  you  of  some  studies  done  by  Whitehead,  Draper, 

Goldensohn  and  others  at  the  University  of  Colorado  Medical  Center  on  what 

they  have  called  "Diffusion  Respiration."  This  work  adds  significantly  to 

our  knowledge  of  what  we  may  call  the  "pharmacology"  of  carbon  dioxide. 

Under  standard  experimental  conditions,  if  a  dog  is  given  enough 

sodium  pentothal  intravenously  to  suspend  respiration,  sufficient  oxygen 

for  its  metabolic  needs  continues  to  flow  invmrd  to  the  alveoli  of  the  lungs 

and  the  animal  may  live  for  as  long  as  90  minutes  without  the  application  of 

any  sort  of  artificial  respiration.  Curing  the  period  of  apnea  and  "dif- 

fusion respiration,"  the  energy  responsible  for  the  inflovv^  into  the  lungs 

of  oxygen  is  furnished  by  what  these  workers  have  called  the  "hemoglobin- 

oxygen  pump  (Figure  l)."  This  "piomp"  acts  in  the  following  manner:   as  long 

as  blood  circulates  through  the  limgs  a  steady  stretun  of  reduced  hemoglobin 

passes  through  the  capillaries  in  the  alveolar  walls  and  picks  up  and  carries 

away  as  normally  oxygen  from  the  alveolar  spaces.   The  volume  of  oxj'-gen  so 

removed,  however,  exceeds  the  volume  of  carbon  dioxide  that  coincidentally 

enters  the  alveolar  spaces  from  the  blood,  with  the  result  that  the  hmtesasbsr 

pressure  within  the  alveoli  falls  slowly  but  steadily  beloAv  the  atmospheric 

pressure  at  the  glottis  and  the  ambient  oxygen  moves  under  this  head  of 

pressure  into  the  air^-reys  and  down  into  the  lungs. 

Due  to  the  absence  of  expiration,  the  endogenously  formed  carbon 

dioxide  acciimulates  steadily  and  progressively  within  the  lung  alveoli  and 

blood  and  tissues  with  ultimately  fatal  results. 
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If  the  experiment  is  terminated  at  the  end  of  45  minutes  of  apnea, 

by  v/ithdravj-al  of  pentothal  and  the  institution  of  artificial  respiration, 

the  animal  will  make  a  perfect  recovery  (Figure  2).   For  the  success  of  the 

experiment  and  the  survival  of  the  animal,  certain  conditions  must  be  met: 

1.  The  animal  must  be  previously  de-nitrogenated,  that  is  by 

breathing  100?^  oxjrgen  for  45  minutes  his  body  must  be  largely  cleared  of 

nitrogen  gas.   The  presence  of  nitrogen  in  the  dead-space  air  is  followed 

by  its  accumulation  in  the  alveoli  during  apnea  and  this  interrupts  pressure 

relations  ~  smothers  the  pump  with  a  blanket  of  inert  gas. 

2.  The  airway  must  be  kept  open  at  all  times.   Obstruction  of  the 

free  flow  of  oxygen  leads  to  rapid  absorption  of  this  gas  from  the  alveoli 

and  rapid  collapse  of  the  air  spaces. 

3.  The  circulation  through  the  lungs  must  be  adequate  to  carry 

away  the  needed  oxygen. 

Important  metabolic  changes  taking  place  and  their  influence  upon 

the  circulation  may  be  summarized  as  follows: 

1.  Absence  of  respiratory  movements  and  their  influence  on 

circulation  of  the  blood 

2.  Extreme  respiratory  acidosis 

3.  Marked  hemo-concentration 

4.  After  30  minutes  progressively  increasing  hypoxia 

5.  Over-dose  of  pentothol 

The  following  are  the  important  observations  on  the  circulation: 

1.  No  significant  or  consistent  changes  in  heart  rate. 

2.  During  the  first  five  minutes  a  decided  and  consistent  fall 

in  systolic  blood  pressure  followed  by  a  gradual  return  to  normal.  With  re- 

establishment  of  ventilation  of  the  lungs,  the  blood  pressure  rises  rapidly 

w^ 
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to  a  level  significantly  above  normal. 

3.   Electrocardiogram  changes.   Frequently  during  the  first  30 

minutes  of  apnea  extra- systoles  appear.   In  everjr  case  these  extra  systoles 

disappeared  as  apnea  proceeded  and  the  pH  of  the  blood  fell  and  the  level 

of  pentothal  sodixim  diminished.   It  is  thought  that  the  extra  systoles  vrere 

due  to  the  large  dose  of  pentothal  sodium  required  to  induce  and  maintain 

anaesthesia. 

Other  experiments  showed  that  light  pentothal  anaesthesia  with 

low  pH  and  high  COg  do  not  of  themselves  have  a  marked  tendency  to  cause 

serious  disturbances  of  cardiac  rhythm. 

Another  interesting  obseinration  was  the  prolonged  absence  of  elec- 

trical activity  of  the  brain  after  about  20  minutes  of  apnea.   This  was 

quickly  and  completelj'-  reversible  and  was  not  associated  with  permanent  harm. 

McCann  calls  attention  to  the  very  alarming  symptoms  which  may 

develop  rapidly  in  a  hypoxic  patient  given  a  high  concentration  of  oxygerf  to 

breathe.  Under  certain  conditions  such  a  patient  will  show  decrease  of  cya- 

nosis but  clinically  he  becomes  much  worse.   Coma  and  convulsions  may  ensue. 

This  apparently  paradoxical  situation  s«sssfi=:ie  be  due  to  the  rapid  develop- 

ment of  a  high  grade  respiratory  acidosis.  During  the  period  of  hypoxia 

before  administration  of  a  high  grade  oxj'-gen  concentration,  respiration  was 

being  driven  by  anoxic  chemoreceptors,  and  the  respiratory  center  was  being 

depressed  by  a  high  COg  tension.   The  administration  of  oxygen  removed  the 

chemoreceptor  stimulant  to  breathing  and  left  the  patient  at  the  mercy  of  a 

depressed  respiratory  center.   Breathing  became  shallow,  CO2  accumulated  to 

a  still  higher  level,  the  pH  fell  and  serious  C.K.S.  symptoms  developed. 

Dr.  McCann  points  out  the  high  C.S.F.  pressure  v/hich  develops  in  these  patients. 

This  observation  was  made  also  experimentally  by  Goldensohn,  iYhitehead  in  1951. 
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This  type  of  "oxygen  poisoning"  is  due  more  to  the  fall  in  pH 

with  high  CO2  than  to  any  specific  effect  of  oxygen  itself. 

A  further  interesting  observation  vms  an  apparent  mainly  reflex 

anuria  which  developed  almost  immediately  after  or  simultaneously  with  the 

apnea. 

Further  significant  observations  v/ere: 

1.  As  apnea  proceeded  and  carbon  dioxide  increased,  less 

pentothol  was  needed  to  keep  the  respiration  suspended. 

2.  A  small  dose  of  barbiturate  reduces  or  abolishes  the 

distressing, effects  of  ventilation  of  human  persons  and  animals 

breathing  high  concentrations  of  carbon  dioxide. 

I  direct  your  attention  particularly  to  the  possibility  of  the 

precipitation  of  atelectasis  under  clinical  conditions.  Not  only  a  part  of 

the  lung  may  collapse  but  even  an  entire  lung  may  collapse  if  obstruction 

of  an  important  portion  of  the  ainvay  occurs  in  the  lung  in  patients  who 

have  been  breathing  high  levels  of  oxygen.   I  refer  you  to  Holmdahl  and 

Risholm's  article  of  1951.   These  men  report  a  fatality  from  massive  atelec- 

tasis of  the  remaining  lung  during  a  lobectomy  for  pulmonary  tuberculosis 

and  ascribe  it  to  the  mechanism  to  v/hich  reference  is  made  in  these  remarks. 

Dr.  Whitehead  made  sosns   other  interesting  observations.   Dogs  were  tested 

with  diffusion  respiration  at  various  barometric  pressures.  Duration  of 

life  at  the  lowest  barometric  pressure,  that  is  at  the  highest  altitude 

was  shortest.   The  duration  of  life  increased  slowly  as  barometric  pressure 

was  increased,  that  is  as  the  experiment  vms  tried  at  lov.-er  altitudes.  Long- 

est duration  of  life  was  at  sea  level.  As  barometric  pressure  was  increased 

above  atmospheric  pressure  at  sea  level,  duration  of  life  did  not  increase. 

1113 
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Legend 

Figure  1.   The  Hemoglobin-Oxyg
en  Punp.  The  ani:nal  has  been 

 de-nitrogenated 

and  no.  breathes  only  oxygen.  As
  oxygen  is  removed  from  the  lung

,  the 

alveolar  pressure  is  reduced  and
  oxygen  flows  down  the  airway. 

 Meanwhile, 

CO,  is  acoumulating.  ( Anesthesi^
  and  A^al^esia,  Nov.-Dec,  1949)

 

Figure  2.   Carbon  dioxide  conte
nt  and  pH  of  arterial  and  venous

  blood. 

During  "diffXxsion  respiration"  venou
s  COg  content  and  pH  show  reversal 

 of 

their  normal  relations  with  the  a
rterial.  After  resumption  of  ven

tilation, 

normal  relations  are  restored.   (A
nesthesia  and  Analgesia,  Nov.-Dec

,  1949) 

Footnote:   Figures  1  and  2  are  re
produced  through  the  courtesy  of 

 Anesthesia 

and  Analgesia. 

Scand.,  103,  1952,  fasc.  4. 
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Lister,  who  was  Invited  to  attend  a  graduating  exercise  of 

one  of  the  great  universities  in  the  British  ]sLes,  and  he 

gave  a  magnificent  address  and  at  the  end  of  his  address, 

there  was  some  demand  from  the  audience  that  the  resident 

professor  of  medicine  should  get  up  and  make  a  few  remarks. 

Being  a  modest  gentleman,  he  was  reluctant  to  do  it,  but 

the  demand  increased  and  finally  he  stood  up  and  he  said, 

"Ladies  and  gentlemen,  when  the  English  nightingale  sings, 

all  other  birds  should  be  still".   Now  when  this  Rochester 

nightingale, who  is  both  physician  and  physiologist, sings, 

I  think  the  Rocky  Mountain  magpie,  perhaps,  ought  to  shut 

up. 

Now,  he  has  emphasized  many  important  things,  and 

I  can  only  touch  on  them  in  just  a  few  moments.  He  indicts 

heavily  emplajsema.   and  the  physiological  changes  that  accom- 

pany emphysema  and  I  agree  with  all  that.   He  sings  in 

praise  of  carbon  dioxide  and  I  think  very  wisely,  and  also 

very  cautiously  so.  He  emphasizes  that  in  past  times,  we 

have  emphasized  too  much  heart  failure  and  too  little  lung 

failure,  and  one  surely  will  have  to  agree  with  him  on  that,, 

Now,  at  the  University  of  Colorado,  we  have  had 

competent  physiologists  and  bronchologists  and  since  Doctor 

McCann  was  kind  enough  to  send  me  a  copy  of  his  address  to 

try  and  digest  at  the  higher  and  more  rarified  altitude  of 

the  Rocky  Mountain r egions ,  this  denser  atmosphere  within 
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and  without,  why  I  am  grateful  to  him  for  letting  me  have 

that  and  I  wanted  to  tell  you  perhaps  something  about  the 

formal  pharraical  dynamics  of  carbondioxide  as  it  has  been 

studied  by  IDoctor  Whitehead  and  Doctor  Draper,  Doctor  Gold- 

enson  and  other  men  in  the  Departments  of  Physiolo^  and 

Phaimacology  at  the  University  of  Colorado  School  of  Medi- 

cine. 

So,  may  I  have  that  first  slide,  please?  Now, 

in  1908,  Volhard  talked  about  what  he  called  'oxygen  piompers 

and  the  experiments  which  I  will  tell  you  about  here  will 

demonstrate  something  of  this* 

Now,  if  you  will  look  at  the  slide,  you  will  see 

that  we  have  the  ambient  atmosphere  outside;  we  have  an 

airway  depicted  and  we  have  the  respiratory  alveolae,  and 

moving  from  left  to  right,  we  have  the  pulmonary  circulation 

in  the  capillary  bed* 

Now,  if,  as  was  done  by  my  colleagues,  if  an  an- 

imal is  first  de-nitrogenated,  that  is  if  he  is  permitted 

to  breathe  one  hundred  percent  oxygen  for  forty-five  min- 

utes vintil  the  nitrogen  is  pretty  thoroughly  washed  out  of 

his  system,  especially  his  repiratory  airways  and  if  then 

he  is  given  pentothal  of  sodium  intravenously  until  his 

respiration  ceases  entirely  and  if  he  is  now  continued  in 

a  one  hundred  percent  atmosphere  or  as  the  circulation 

proceeds  through  his  capillary  bed,  oxygen  is  picked  up  out 

m 
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of   the   alveolar  spaces   and  carried  away   and  carbon  flioxlde 

comes   into   the   alveolae.      His  respiration  has  ceased  en- 

tirely under   the   influence  of  pentothal  of  sodium,  but  be- 

cause   the  uptake  of  oxygen  volume  exceeds    the  indigenous 

COp   in  the    alveolar  space,    why   a  valent  of   pressure   is    cre- 

ated from  the   space   to  the  alveolae   and  the   oxygen  which  is 

alone  in  this    animal's   ambient  atraostphere,    the   atmosphere 

then  flows   from  his  glottis  down  through  his    trachea  and 

into  his   alveolae,    is  picked  up   and  carried  away,    and  the 

dog,  without   any  artificial  breathing  whatsoever,    and  Docto2\^ 

Whitehead  calls   this   the  fusion  restoration  rather  than 

oxygen  pumper  as   Vorhard  described  it,    the   animal  will  live 

without  any  form  of  artificial  respiration   just  by  virtue 

of   this   hemoglobin  oxygen  p\xmp«  .'    -  '         ' 

The  oxygen  is   taken   away  with  stifficient  rapida.ty 

in  the   alveolae   to  set  up  a  c\irrent,    to   set  up   a  radium  of 

pressure  from  the  atmosphere  down  into   the    lungs,    and   the 

animal  will   continue   to   survive   for   forty -five   minutes. 

Now,   he  will  die   after  that  time   if   the   experiment^ 

is    continued  for   the  reason  that   the   carbon  dioxide   elimin- 

ation gradually  blankets    the  alveolar  capillary  membrane   so 

that    the    oxygen  is  no  longer   able    to  move    into    the   -  into   the 

arterial   and   capillary  into   the  blood. 

Now,    the    animal  wovild  die    if  he  was   immediately 

taken  out  from  this   and  put  in  air,  because    then  there  woulc. 
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be  a  great  inflow  of  nitrogen  and  the  nitrogen  would  serve 

in  the  same  blanketing  way  and  he  would  die  very  quickly. 

Now,  if,  after  say,  say  after  twenty  minutes  the 

carbon  dioxide  has  begun,  has  been  steadily  increasing,  no 

longer  is  pentothal  of  sodium  needed  after  twenty  -  be
tween 

twenty  and  thirty  minutes,  because  the  carbon  dioxide 
 ac- 

cumulation, as  Doctor  McCann  referred  to,  is  sufficient  at 

this  time  and  has  an  oxidizing  influence  upon  respiratio
n 

and  for  the  last,  say  fifteen  minutes  or  longer  of  the  
ex- 

periment, the  animal  is  .not  breathing,' but  he  does  not  re- 

quire any  longer  pentothal  of  sodium  to  keep  him  in  this 

state. 

Next  slide,  please.  Now,  this  slide  shows  you 

here  up  above  the  blood  pressure  and  the  picket  fence 
 here 

is  the  spirometer  reading  and  the  movements  on  the  le
ft  he 

show  the  respirations  up  and  down  and  then  the.  pen
tothal 

sodium  is  given  in  sufficient  quantity  to  stop  h
is  breath- 

ing entirely  and  that's  where  you  see,  over  on  the  left,  th^ 

point  where  the  up  and  down  respiratory  movements  
quit* 

Each  one  of  the  large  moving  down  of  the  lines 

simply  indicates  the  point  at  which  the  spiromete
r  bell  is 

filled  again.  The  moving  down  simply  means  the 
 point  where 

the  spirometer  bell  is  filled  in  with  oxygenjover  
here  are 

the  respiratory  movements,  and  these  figures  her
e  do  not 

refer  to  minutes.   These  are  the  minutes  down  here,  but 

r<> 
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the=e  refer  to  certain  events  in  ̂
afs  happening  here. 

Now,  you'cansee,   although  respir
ation  has  quit 

here,    oxygen  Is  continued  to  he  ta
ken  up  by  this  oxygen 

hemoglohln  from  the  hell.     The  bell
  is  filled  again,   oxygen 

continues  to  be  taken  up,   the  bell 
 is   filled  agato,   oxygen 

continues  to  be  taken  up,   and  so   on
. 

At  this  point  up  in  here,   you  wi
ll  notice  that  he 

had  a  little  fall  in  blood  pressu
re   and  then  a  little  rise 

and  then  here,    this  is  a  run  o
f  X-ray  cystolic  contractions 

which  Doctor  Whitehead  showed  ve
ry  nicely  with  -  were  due 

not  to  fall  m  blood  pressure  a
i.d  not  to  fall  in  carbon 

dioxide,  but  to  too  much  pento 
thai,   and  then  you  notice 

that  they  disappear  and  the  bl
ood  pressure  falls  slowly 

over  here  and  after  some  sixty  m
inutes  over  here,   why  with 

complete  lack  of  circulation,   
there  is  complete  stoppage 

of  uptake  of  oxygen  from  the 
 bell. 

Next  slide.     Sow,  he   showed  very
  nicely  in  this 

Slide  here,   tl^e  in  minutes  in
  here  and  oxygen  saturation 

of  the  hemoglobin  is  here  and
  here   is  the  arterial  satara-

 

tlon  and  the  veinous   saturation,
   the   control  period.  This 

IS  during  the  period  of  abnema, 
  of  -  during  diffusion  and 

this    IS    after   the  period  of  abnema
.      You  notice    the  period 

of   arterial    saturation  maintains  
 remarkably  well  for 

thirty  minutes  here  as  hypoxia  d
evelops.     You  notice  the 

veinous   saturation  does   the  same   thin
g  and  then  very  r^>ldly 
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at  the  termination  of  the  experiment  which  is  simply  ter- 

minated by  giving  artificial  respiration  with  oxygen. 

Next  slide.  Now,  -this. slide  shows  time  in  min- 

utes down  here,-  control  period  he]?.e,  the  abnea  appeared  - 

here,  the  after  abnea  aperiod  here,  and  the  CO2  in  control 

percent  here^  You  will:io|ice  that  the  arterial  PH
  during 

the  accumulation  of  carbon  dioxide,  and  arterial  PH  fal
ls, 

the  veinous 'PE^  Vails  ankth®; arterial  and  veinous  CO^  both 

rise  quite  remarkably.  The  PH  falls  down  in  the  
neighbor- 

hood, in  the  average  arotind'  to  -6.69. 

The  next  slide,  please.  Now,  here  an  interesting 

thing  was  done.  .  This  is  similar  to  the  other  slide 
 I  showed 

you.   There  was  a  little  rise  in  blood  pressure  he
re  at  the 

beginning  of  the .experiment  and  a  little  fall.  Th
is  is  the 

respiratory  movements  here.   This  is  where  the  abne
a  appear, 

or  that  period  begins,  but  the  oxygen  uptake  conti
nues. 

The  spirometer  bell  was  filled  again  and  the  oxygen 
 uptake 

gains  again. 

Now,  at  this  point  right  here,  the  bell  was  he
ld 

so  that  the  bell  could  not  fall  and  monometers  
were  placed 

so  as  to  record  the  negative  pressure  that  woul
d  be  created 

under  these  conditions,  and  you  can  see  that  t
his  pressure 

fell  quite  remarkably  here  and  amounted  to  a
bout  fourteen 

centimeters  of  water.   In  other  words,  the  oxygen  u
ptake 

by  the  alveolar  capillary  system,  imder  these  conditions.
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and  you  can  see  that  this  pressure  fell  quite  remarkably 

here  and  amounted  to  about  fourteen"  centimeters  of  water* 

In  other  words,  the  oxygen  uptake  by  the  alveolar  capillary 

system,  under  these  conditions,  was  sufficient  to  create  a 

negative  pressure  in  the  -  or  in  the  airway  amounting  to 

umpteen  centimeters  of  water* 

Next  slide.   Now,  they  subjected  some  animals  to 

carbon  dioxide  inhalation,  and  Doctor  McCann  referred  to 

this  work  of  Doctor  Stott,  and  there  is  one  in  our  clinic 

out  there,  that  work  of  Doctor  Stott,  and  that  was  he  em- 

phasized the  importance  that  should  be  attributed  or  the 

significance  attributed  to  the  fact  that  the  emphysem
atous 

patient  has  a  remarkable  tolerance  to  C02^  He  lives  in 

an  atmosphere  of  low  oxygen  and  a  high  atmosphere^  of  COg. 

Now,  if  you  give  this  emphysematous  patient  car- 

bon dioxide  to  breathe,  he  establishes  it  remarkably  well 

until  a  point  where  he  comes  to  a  critical  level.   Pe
rhaps 

Doctor  Stott  reported  that  when  the  CO^  given  to  
breathe  w 

around  about  9.28  percent,  the  emphysematous  patient
  was 

remarkably  comfortable,  but  when  he  was  given  c
arbon  diox- 

ide to  breathe  as  high  as  11.28  percent,  he  was  very  ex- 

tremely uncomfortable. 

Now,  one  other  thing  in  relation  to  that,  and 

was  this,  both  in  these  animals  and  in  the  human  b
eings  who 

i^ere  subjected  to  ventilation  with  high  percentages  of 
 c 

as 

thab 

arbpi 
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dioxide.  Doctor  Whitehead  found  that  a  small  doxe  of pen to- 

thai,  while  the  CO2  was  being  breathed  at  high  concentratior,, 

could  show  amazingly  the  discomfort  of  this  high  COp  Venti- 

lation.  A  perfectly  noi^nal  person  breathes  a  high  COp  con- 

centration, why  he  becomes  very  quickly  very  uncomfortable 

and  this  discoinfort  is  very  easily  controlled  by  the  very 
small  dose  of  pentothal  sodixim. 

Doctor  Whitehead  found,  in  addition,  that  dxiring 

the  high  concentration  of  CO2,  there  was  more  barbiturate 

apparently  taken  up  in  the  central  nervous  system  than  when 

there  was  low 'C02,an<i-  that  suggests  the  clinical  danger  per- 
haps of  a  patient  who  has  been  given,  for  surgical  p\irposes, 

a  barbiturate  and  then  that  patient  comes  back  to  the  ward 

and  becomes,  anoxic  because  of  an  obstructed  airway,  and 

now,  very  quickly,  he  has  a  combination  of  high  COp  and 
esthetic  effect,  and  a  high  barbiturate  can  drive  or  can  be 

driven  into  his."  central  nervous  system  to  add  to  his  diffi- 
culties.  „:,.,, 

Now,  one  other  thing  in  relation  to  this,  and  that 

is  this,  that  when  a  patient  breathes  oxygen,  a  higher  per- 

centage of  oxygen,  I  should  have  mentioned  this  earlier  in 

one  of  the  slides,  when  this  patient  breathes  a  high  per- 

centage of  oxygen  and  he  gets  an  obstruction  of  the  airway, 

why  there  is  no  nitrogen,  there  is  only  a  very  small  amount 

of  CO2  there  early,  and  he  can  get  very  quickly  a  complete 
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collapsible  i™,  or  a  oollaps.  or  a  lobs  o.  a  se^ent  or 
i>-  lung,   simply  ,eoauao  «.e  residual  oxygen  Is  o„l,  the^ 
and  that  is  .ery  quickly  absorbed  under  these  conditions. NOV,,   hare  you  see   the  effect  on  a  human  being  of 
breathing  nearly  ten  percent  OOg, , twenty  percent,    thirty 
and  forty  percent  CO^  and  the  remarkable  effect  on  th.  ph breathing  these  different  percentages  of  CO 

Next  Slide. -Now:    expa;i,ental   slide  or   treating psychotic  patients  witi  C0„  and'^^l th    fh^c    4-  ' .^-S  ̂ ^  YitJa.  this    type   or   experiment. 
in  other  vorda.    It  was  thought  that  maybe  that  Inhalation  of 
Mgher  CO,  and  the  aropilhk-a»n.-lnPH  might  have  an  Impor- 
tant  influence  upon  the  underlying  abnormalities  within  the 
central  nervous  system  that  made  a  patient  achl.ophrenic 
or  at  least  so  abnormal  that  he  couldn.t  get  along  with  the rest  of  us,    and  so   thev   trifirt    -fv,-?.,    ̂  T^ney   tried  this    on  a  number  of  patients 

and  found  that  within  a  small  number,    that  they  were  appar- 
-tly  helped  by  breattng  this  high  percentage  of  cO,  with a  change   in   their  ph. 

fow,    they  found  also  one  other  thing  that  was   ve 
interesting  and  that  was   that  practically  i^edlately  the 
abnea  ensuee.    the  kidneys   stop  sereting  urine  and  when  the 
experiment  was   terminated  and  the  respiration  starts  again J 
y  Wdneys  immediately  start  secreting  urine  again,   and  th  y 
'determined  that  this  was  a  refle.  by  denervating  one   kidney' 

^.!Li!:J!f^^:^l-al  anesthetic  around  that  kidney,   and 
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leaving   the   other  kicJney  without   any  anesthetic   around  4t, 

and  they  found   there   that   the  normal  kidney  not  "denervated 
by  local   anesthetic   continued  or   stopped  secreting  immed- 

iately  that  the   abnea  was   started.      The   other  kidney   that 

was   denervated,   why,    continued  to    secrete   urine,  but   at  a 

lower  rate    than  normal,   and  after   the  experiment  was  termin- 

ated,   and  a  period  of  abnea  was   over  here,   why,    the   dener- 

vated kidney  rapidly  ratximed  to  a  higher  rate   of  .secretion 

of  urine   and   the   one    that  was^cnQt  denervated,   why,   restomed 

also  its  normal  rate   of  secretion. 

Now,    I  have  reported   this  bedause  I   thought    that 

these  might  have  mono-dynamic  influence  or  effects'"  of  car- ■  '- ■■  '-::.'r'\i''~y  '''       '  ''-'•■'  ■■■'■.'■'  ■  '  •,      ■         ",   ..'al'---.-   .. 

bon  dioxide  might  bear  an  .|.inportant  relation. to  what 

Doctor  McCann  has  been  telling  you, 
-IB.'    ■,  ■  .     i^--*^  ij  .  ..  .    i. 

(Applause).  ""* ' ' BY  DOCTOR  VORWALD; 

May   I  be^  jour  patience    just   for  a  few  moments. 

It  is   twelve   o'clock  and  there   is   only  one   announcement,    if 

you  remember,    the  photograph  which  was    taken  yesterday. 

There   will  be  a  young  lady  in   the   foyer  of   the  building 

for  most  of  you  who  wish  to  have   one.      I    am  sure  she  will 

satisfy  yotir   needs,    and   so  with  that,    let  us  be  off   to   lunclji. 

(Session  adjoiorned  at  12:00  noon) 

-oOo- 
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,  mijmsiosmimi:  t^  «fct^  this  ̂ ..      ;^  ■  v> 

■  _  «rogHlii^jiJK^^  and  Insidtred  :  ■ 

writ  «f  BBT  oad  iW^  %paaia, 

■■'■  '■ 'jSw'i'^^B^i'^J^^  after  the  at^at'tftdnrnlallrig" , ' ' 
. J- v; ':•>"?■,..,•«.,.:';»;■■■.■: *,4r.r -  ■■•.,    ,1"  ■    .-:'!«■:•:•■:■-■. --'v.- -.,:  ..■  ,■-'•■■  ,'       l■ 

pepal^  "^i  IStU^mlss*  M  aod  «hall  sot  detain 

;idPLXl^^  do  in  1^  itfioK^  t(iji»  amilib^         r 

mtt^  sad  IjifMa^pfiiS^ir^ 

^/'''^f'ltagaidi^^I^^  tht  pog«ihil3.ty  ifcl<ai 

nor  «bsrs«^  DQft  ̂jiOjr  ̂^^^ 

^^niliinjanitdp  bitiiiMi''€aDC^  of.  tte .  Issag  tasA JuS^^tcm^  tsA  aCLso'  "be-*  - 

^mim^iim'yt^^^^mi  and. other. local i»lta3d»«   .  '- 

I  -^  ■  ^iS^^%  jkQsSM6w&  a  note  of  the  iebatha  fSroa  asbestoois, 

artwit<Mrifc";id.'<ai'  ttf'^rrCTl.ffHlff j#ni^.  #titi|^'-'rf_  t9iiM»  also  Tdth  cancer 

of  tl»  l^ongy  rooorded  in  the  lilted  Slngdaa  troa.  1$^  tolSkl* 

[j  ,  I  plocod  ailaBeaido  thOB  f or  ooofperiBqsi    the  corr^^poodlz^  data  «e 

hare  fron  '^l^*-*****  and  oancer  of  the  Issag^    Sfaeea  ware  f aetiial 

data  "irtdch  aji^  for  themealrMi  tnaOCar  ai  they  ©>>  lS«^^;a^^ 

to  sake  w>  dadactiOBis,  oince  X  fatt  tfae  asbeaboaia  deaths  «ere  too 

few  for  the  irarpose#    I  hare  now  brought  theae  fignrea  up  to  date# 

■  iJv 

•C^ 

iC*-. 
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:  '«anBi3JK^re^^penSeataee '  of ' ^atha'-  -«lth  co^tllicafel^'^^gtio^^^ 

to  it»lle&te  &  jDanxal  relateiopship  befbaeen  the  xtttesotimi  of  iigi^^ 

i~iA"tb»''^LaQg8  and  wdbavfxedt  esxuser  of  •ii»"^fiSet''^1H*i«aM' ^^--^V 
xntibera  certaiolsr  dU.ctate  caation,    Henrszthe3a8s«  Uiggr  »qpr^^ 

the  great  laajarity  of  the  deoUia  fr«aa  9tlb^tosiM^itsixih:lmn:':i ]:::., ■■^^:'::- 

:^j^^ 

R^--,r:V:  ...V-^^A^'^ ..occurred  in  the,.IIattod  lElngd|0i%:..dnr4Bg  ■^ptmt  .iqpuijlwr  «f  Aloidkiiqri^ 

doetora,  and  others  in  the  nei^iborhood  Of  asbaatoa  plants,  of  the 

ru'5 
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:;t ■•'■"■  '  ̂*^*"-T**P**'^if?^?#*  '*o  «»^■;■of^■p|lBtDaoc<lniosiaJ  beeaose'of  tlw 

■■■-^'.  '■■:■*':;■■:   ■■^^*^^^*'""^^ 

•  ~  it  i»  aii)ely  that  Teiy  few  ̂ afib« 

:;  '-pern  asito9»itfi^:^aid^  ^^,f" '''"  Vj^--. '  S^-;-'>;;;:'-;-- 

:'vl  ■*he*«fi»«#-:«^  I  ia!&;i»:^  nay  that  iii-3-  :^V; 

I  Jv^?|*^:^P«^':^.^  fiar  the  eollection  of  sdailw:!  "''''' ' 
^"^ft^*'**^^  an  oflibeartosis  hazax^  »o  tb^ 
*^  "^f®**  *^^^f^^  gltAal  figarea  1^ 

i S         >       ̂ >°^^^^3^  ilgurea  iBciude  all  the     - 

■  V''  ̂ 5^?***,?^***'^^  ***e  period  '1x1  <jxestian,  ̂ ^ii<*  w  «sbi'', 

'■  #  v;  ;^:*^^'*? ^?£f^f■'*^  '^^^  ̂ W  perscmaL^knoiiledge  had  /^  ...  "" "^^'^r;-;^ 

r  v^^**^?^*^^  «*»«^  1S30,  have  escaped  iK>tioe,  tvt 

■  \;/--  "  '****««»  .^^'to^i^^  mttJBieet    thq^  laay  have  eisd^mt^ ', ' 
•  tarMx&tttkmo!^  eaamea^  indndlug  prfaaiy  or  secondaiy  long  caacirs^ 

;  ■  I         «ad  taaa  the  asbestosle  sad  occupational  factors  have  passed  tmrec<«^ei^« 
¥^,         Tiar  tile  reaaons  I  hsro  aentioQBdf  faoneraiy  »uA  deaths  hove  heea 

■^:l?:c-:j.i»sti^^       vOiStaClar^to^aRsape^ the htii^xAns  the  i^  20  years.  '' 
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-  B8t1n«fc1tm  of  tba  popolatijati  'w^cImI.  |»:,tlifll[|j!^^  ":tlEag%"«|i  1 '.  - 

JEb«ad  a  xBBiwr  of  jflBara  «go  in  IIm  ,:00hi»>^itoiaaato3V-«ay  »  ̂ 

araall  proportion  of  those  esspla^  m^m^^o»)A  %o  %^  or  taofjr 

Saponrs,  and  in  iAmx  iAm  ria^ ttf_ iewtiM^^  ^.^''^•''z' 

^^ilfflee  that_  of  the  g«oeral  pop«il^l«i|^';M  4f  one  re3atea"tl6»|i*-^y,;§4t 
cases  to  the  vhole  popolatlon  of  tbo  ooioBNOfvien  ̂ rade«  the  ri^  is 

.^?:-. 

'v1«^ 
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"'S:S:,':;;.|ta^,^       of  crpoaore-—  a^5«^ 

^:^\v?^a^'i«i'liaf^>©ai«-  f&r  dssbhs  from  ssbestosll^  •  'lX*i:^oa3PP,  .
'^  *  ■;":•"  '•■^ ' ' 

'■'-''^:ia^  of  1  to  33  yoa«  for  deaths  trc^  a«to«ito«te  tdtb  tobcr^^ 

•...■'t: 
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':S:$';fe»xmic^  and  c^acear;  ̂ .^'t£«t^3x^''  '1^^ 

a?q^£wdiffael  «bicb  csbbo  into  J!tLll  operations  ia  1932.,  twEO^  yeaxs 

it^;^^  1^^  ̂ Tfeet  ioad  lajis  ma?-  be  tiae  jexplaaatl<m  «dr;«liBr 

tb»i3aiS$ffa»  isaaaeeer  of  the  3xtng  appears  t«rbB  xljKlllEpijr | 

'';'':- '^^ISEjdjBJTf::^^^  enccwxtor  eases  of  ectres!»  msssit^,:  fibrosis  - 

:.;aaDi3;.giE»««'1»^^  aad^enren  anasarca  ssd  a.  •Xffl^aqgf'.^iver 

ld.1^  <Ib4^  lAiSh  tvi>erc332jo«fis  or  caneiRr  NOif  l^ie  IxBig)< 

;gb:  an  _fWfi|j|&!iS^By  jrtLtMn   3     to     "       years  ijram  thflr  <MBaenc€cse33fe 

<tf^iDipiMR&^    X^^  C8S»  do  nob  seem  to  o«n£r.    The  duraU.a&  ef  .     | 

iH|ii«iag|»^  1^     ̂ MSolbs  ia  death  froa  asbestosis  la  leiigtl^niDg^ 

wif  ̂ g^  <af  ifieafeh  ia  Increaslag  and  the  d^ree  of  fibrosis  fotad 

TSala  raesoB  that  cai^s  of  asbestosis  are  living  to  the  eanoez**    vV 

o&aarrii^  age  period^  and  if  -  and  I  sa^r  if  *  there  is  a  reXaetic»a3d|> 

.IkiIiHIJI,  sflgjeatosis  asad  cancer  of  the  lamg  and  if  irritation  .^  Id*  w    ; 

cnnBisd  £raa  the  asbestos  f  ibor-is  a  co-carcinogen  with  a  laiDg  lag    -: 
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t3ia  IXBig'  cn«^  ̂ 3iat  ̂ ^ranS  izC  tite  ̂ SMlria^pot^^^  becoaa  evi&ot. 

•'-'  "r.W'',- 

'■■■■'/':.-- :  -■:.■■■■  /:->^  .:^;  "\  ■:.'.  )-'^'^" ^-^v^"^    ■^;:'.--^'\  ■'  ■■;  :■-; v^-  v:  .^  ' :  .•^-:.  v  - 

;case8  i*M  as^elated  pwidfrlrtiilffltay  idjfe:%i^^  f 

wrapped  iwund  t3w  IdU&iQtV  ̂ "^^^^  ̂ ^^^  ̂   &  poltmv*  '^  ̂ -''  - 

Q£*  ISQfiOSt    &r«  liimch^  vas  there  no  coarrslatioa  in  yoor  series 

between  the  eDtt«Bk  i»£  aifbestosie  and  the  occsoBemacm  p£  jtme^^iMstic  cban^? 

m,  ISDumt    the  tlimw  eaWHl  of  careixuraa  ia;]M|M«S^  '; '  y 
in  advanced  caMS  of  «fllb»tosls^  zjot  in  alaoir  ccradltiais  iihere  a ' 

diagnosle  la  nade  aemij  hecaase  aab^itoais  sd^it  be  preaent« 

:A^'
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Chairman;     M.  W.   Thompson  2:30   to  5:30  P.M. 

sTalTel   "'  ̂^^^^ility  under  Workmen's  Compensation 
Theodore  C.   Waters 

George  W.   Wright,    M.   D. 
George  E.   Meredith 
Martin  F.   Hilf inger  . 

Discussion,    led  by 

Andrew  Kalmykow 

& 

vOhJald  coll 

BOX  89-91^'
- 

BY  DOCTOR  VORWALD; 

Ladies  and  Gentlemen,  may  we  begin.  We  have  a 

very  tight  program  for  this  afternoon  and  we  will  have  to 
adhere  as  closely  as  we  can  to  schedule. 

Now,  if  you  refer  to  your  programs,  as  you  un- 

doubtedly have  during  the  first  three  and  a  half  days  of 
this  Symposium,  you  will  note,  I  am  sure  that  there  are 
two  broad  areas  which  are  covered.   The  first  area  has 
reference  to  medical  phases  and  the  second  area  has  refer- 

ence primarily  to  the  medical-legal  aspects  in  compensa- tion. 

During  the  first  three  and  a  half  days,  guests, 
you  have  heard  Jenny  Lind  from  Boston,  you  have  heard  the 
oriole  from  Baltimore  leading  off  from  Doctor  Waring,  and 
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you  have  heard  the  English  sparrows,  and  I  discussed  this 

with  Doctor  Orensteln.   He  said  there  are  no  singing  birds 

in  South  Africa,  but  we  are  very  fond  of  the  ostrich,  so  - 

and,  yes,  we've  heard  the  nightingale  from  Rochester  and 

the  magpie  from  Colorado  and  no  matter  how  beautifiol  their 

song  might  have  been  or  how  comforting  or  discomforting,  I 

know  that  many  of  you  who  have  sat  through  this  three  and 

a  half  days  were  medical  men,  and  you've  had  some  distress 

parts,,.,  various  parts,  and  the  men  from  the  legal  profession, 

,  compensation  field,  sometimes,  I'm  sure  in  sympathy,  other 

times  -with  a,  rather  high  degree  of  forbearance,  but  now  it 

is 'their  turn  and  you  medical  men,  physiologists,  psychol- 

ogists and  psychiatrists  and  what  not,  must  sit  and  listen  
-■ 

to  them,  so  I  think  they  are  now  in  a  position  to  do  to  yot 

what  you  have  done  unto  them*       ^ 

'  '     Now,  much  of  this  prpgram,  particularly  the  last 

day;  and  a'half,  would  have  been  impossible  had  it  not  been 

for "the  great  help  and  counsel  of  the  co-chairman  of  this 

Symposium,  Mr.  Waters.   Mr.  Waters  has  been  a  long  frie
nd 

of  the  Saranac  Laboratory  and  the  Trudeau  Foundation  and 

I  want,  for  the  record,  to  say  again  that  the  success  whi
ch 

this  symposivim  may  have  is,  in  large  measure,  due  to  his 

effort. 

Mr.  Waters    coraes   from  Baltimore   and  he   is    to    act 

as   General  Chairman  for  the  next   day   and   a  half,    and  he   will 
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also  introduce   the  .speakers,    and  so  with   that, 
   Mr.  Waters. 

BY  MR.  WATERS; 

Thank  you,  Arthur.   I  know  that  I  speak  for 
 the 

participants  in  the  program  this  afternoon
  and  tomorrow, 

when  I  thank  Doctor  Vorwald  and  the  Saranac  L
aboratory  for 

the  opportunity  to  participate  in  the  del
iberations  of  this 

Symposium.  We»re  all  tremendously  intere
sted.  We've  ap- 

preciated the  information  that  you-.docts  have  given  us
.  ¥e 

would  like  to  perplex  you  with  some  of  the  
problems  that 

are  incident  to  the  administration  of  compen
sation  laws 

dealing  with  the  pneumoconiosis.   We  feel 
 that  we  have 

learned  a  low rWe'Sn^Uha^w^^^^        mor
e  before  the 

sessions  close!  ind  we 'liope  that  you,  in  turn,  will  find 

olt-  something  about  the  point  of  view  of  the  lawy
er  who  is 

trying  to  do  the  job  in  handling  claims  
dealing  with  this 

type  of  industry. 

.  :.;   Now,  ,I«m  going  to  be  very  brief  i
n  these  introduc- 

tory remarks,  because  this  afternoon,  it  is  m
y  pleasure  to 

introduce  to  you  the  chairman  who  will  
preside  at  this  par- 

ticular session.   I  can  only  say  that  he  is  a  gra
nd  person 

and  an  industrialist.   He  is  a  little  guy,  b
ut  a  big  man 

and  comes  from  an  industry  that  has  con
cerned  itself  and 

has  done  something  about  the  protection 
 of  the  health  and 

the  welfare  of  the  men  that  are  exposed
  in  that  particular 

industry.  Mr.  Thompson,  from  Hall  China  
Company,  Mr.  Mike 

Thompson.     ~     ' 
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WORKMEN'S  C0i4PENSATI0N  -  MEDICAL  Al^'D  LEGAL  ASPECTS 
lire,  A 5  --  CiPxt^^^ 

Chapter  Twenty-six 

Introduction 

M.  W.  Thompson 

The  object  of  this  symposium,  as  stated  in  the  program,  is  to  improve 

industrial  health.  Follovdng  that  lead  I  would  like  to  say  just  a  few  words 

about  industrial  medical  programs  in  small  plants.  I  believe  this  topic  has 

a  direct  bearing  on  workmen's  compensation,  the  subject  to  be  discussed  at 

this  session  of  the  sjrmposium. 

First  of  all  a  small  plant,  or  a  group  of  small  plants,  in  a  so-called 

6 1        hazardous  industry  cannot  really  improve  its  Workmen's  Compensation  position 

without  an  intelligent  medical  program.  Then  too,  it  has  been  my  experience 

that  if  a  State  Industrial  Commission  knows  that  a  certain  small  plant  or 

group  of  small  plants  in  any  industry  is  honestly  trying  to  eliminate  hazards 

and  handle  intelligently  its  industrial  health  problems  the  members  of  the 

Commission  will  give  to  that  plant  or  industry  a  more  favorable  consideration 

than  they  would  if  the  management  were  not  making  a  proper  effort  to  solve, 

its  own  problems.  The  members  of  the  Commission  are  human  and  if  they  know 

that  management  is  doing  its  best,  their  attitude  is  going  to  be  a  friendly 

one. 

Small  plants  in  the  United  States  comprise  over  3.6  million  establish- 

ments, employing  almost  19  million  workers.  When  we  realize  that  only  a 

small  percentage  of  these  plants  or  of  their  employees  is  experiencing  the 

constructive  benefits  of  on-the-spot  in-plant  health  services,  the  lorgency 

of  the  problem  becomes  apparent.  We  don't  need  to  bother  verj^  much  about 



the  industrial  medical  programs  among  the  larger  manufacturers.  Generally 

they  are  well  taken  care  of,  but  the  small  plants  -  and  I  come  from  a  small- 

plant  industry  -  do  need  more  and  better  information  and  more  intelligent 

leadership  along  this  line.  Fortunately,  many  organizations  are  doing  just 

this.  I  just  want  to  mention  a  few  organized  efforts  along  this  line. 

The  National  Association  of  Manufactiirers  made  a  very  comprehensive 

study  in  1951  of  industrial  health,  medical  and  safety  practices.  This  study 

will  be  available  in  printed  form  in  a  few  months.  As  a  matter  of  fact,  the 

study  has  been  completed.  It  is  a  very   voluminous  volume  but  it  will  be 

condensed  and  will  be  available  for  general  distribution  within  a  very  few 

months.  Comparison  of  the  previous  study  made  in  194-0  with  this  new  informa- 

C<<_        tion  shows  us  that  a  tremendous  advance  has  taken  place  in  those  eleven  years 

and  the  comparison  definitely  indicates  that  industrial  management  is  becoming 

more  and  more  aware  of  its  problems  and  responsibilities.  That  is  one  agency. 

In  the  industry  with  which  I  am  connected  we  have  received  invaluable 

help  and  guidance  from  the  Industrial  Hygiene  Foundation  of  Pittsburgh,  not 

only  in  studying  and  evaluating  the  hazards  in  our  industry  but  also  in  setting 

up  a  proper  medical  program.  The  Council  of  Industrial  Health  of  the  A.M.A.  has 

developed  and  will  soon  have  in  print  a  pamphlet  or  handbook,  entitled  Guiding 

Principles  for  Small  Plant  Industrial  Health  Services,  which  will  be  available 

to  all  and  which  will  be  particularly  valuable  to  management  and  to  general 

practitioners  who  devote  some  of  their  time  to  industrial  medicine.  I  under- 

stand that  the  National  Industrial  Conference  Board  in  New  York  at  the  pre- 

sent time  is  making  a  study  of  industrial  health  programs  which  will  be  pub- 

lished in  the  near  future. 



These  developments  indicate  that  today,  more  than  ever  before,  employers 

in  small  plants  realize  that  better  industrial  health  means  lower  workmen's 

compensation  costs,  increased  production,  better  employer-employee  relations 

proper  placement  of  employees  and  the  practice  of  preventive  medicine,  all 

of  which  really  produce  greater  profits.  This  enlightened  viewpoint,  to- 

gether with  the  assistance  from  the  agencies  mentioned  and  from  many  other 

organizations  working  along  the  same  line,  can  result  only  in  more  and  better 

industrial  health  programs. 
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BY  MR,   THOMPSON; 

Thank  you,   Ted,   for   those  kind  words.      You  know 

I «m  going  to   talk,    in  the  few  words   that  I  say   this   after- 

noon,   about  something  that   is   not  perplexing  at  all,    not 

along  the  medical  lines   or  along  the  legal   lines,    so   I  hope 

you'll  bear  with  me,      I  am  neither  a  doctor  or   an  attorney. 

I   just  try   to  be   a  plain  businessman. 

The   subject  for  oxir  discussion  this   afternoon  is 

Workmen's   Compensation   —  Medical  and  Legal  Aspects,    and 

we're  very  fortunate  in  having  as   speakers   on   the  program 

gentlemen  who  are   tops   in  their  fields.      The   team  is   in 

good  shape  and  we  can  look  forward  to   an  interesting  and 

informative   afternoon. 

I  notice   in  the   forword  on  the    inside   cover  of 

the  program  that   the  object  of   this   Symposium  is    to  improve 

indixs trial  health.      That's  why  we're  here,    so  following 

that  lead,    I  would  like   to   say    just  a  few  words   about   in- 

dustrial medical  programs   in  small  plants.      I  believe    -aiis 

has    a  direct  bearing  on  the    subject  we  are   discussing   this 

afternoon, Workmen's  Compensation. 

First  of  all,    a  small  plant  or  a  group   of  plants 

in  a  so-called  hazardous   industry  can  not  really  improve 

their  Workmen's  Compensation  position  without  an  intelligeni 

medical  program.      Then  again,    it  has  been  my  exoerience   tha my  experienc< 

if  a  State   Industrial   Commission  knows   that   a  certain  small 
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plant  or  group   of  plants    In  any  industry  is  honestly   trying 

to  eliminate  hazards   and  intelligently  handle  its   Indus tria: 

health  problems,    the  members   of  the   Commission  will  give 

more   favorable   consideration  to  that  plant  or  industry  than 

if  management  is  not  making  a  proper  effort   to   solve   its   owr. 

problems.      The  members   of   this  Commission  are   just  human 

and  if  they  know  that   the  people  in  the   industry  are  really 

doing  the  best   they  can,    their  attitude  is  going  to  be  a 

little  different*  <.; 

Small  plants   in' tJlae  United  States   comprise   over 
3«6  million  establishments,    employing  almost   19  million 

workers.     When  we  realize   that  only  a   small  percentage   of 

these  plants   or   their  employees   are  experiencing  the    con- 

structive benefits   of  on-the-spot  in-plant  health  services, 

then  the  lorgency  of   the  problem  becomes' apparent. 

We  don't  need  to  bother  very  much  about  the   in- 

dustrial medical  programs   among   the  larger  man\af acturers. 

Pretty  generally,    they   are  well   taken  care  of,  but   the    small, 

plants,    and   I  come  from  a   small  plant  industry,    do  need 

more   and  better  information  and  more   intelligent  leadership 

along  this   line.      Fortunately,   many  organizations    are    doing 

just   this,      I   just  want   to  mention  a  few  organized  efforts 

along  this   line. 

The  National  Association  of  Manufacturers  made   a 

very  comprehensive  study   in  1951   of   industrial  health. 
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medical  and  safety  practices.      This  will  be   available   in 

printed  form  in  a  few  months.      As  a  matter   of  fact,    the 

study  is,   has  been  completed  and   it's   a  very  voluminous 

volTime,   but  it  will-be   condensed  and  va  vail  able  for  general 

distribution  within  a  very  few  months,    they   tell  me.     Com- 

paring  this    -  comparing   its  previous   study  made   in  191^0  witt, 
this  new  information  shows  us   that  a  tremendous    amount  of 

advancement  has    taken  place   in  those   eleven  years  and  def- 

initely indicates    that  industrial  management  is  becoming  itoie 

and  more   aware  of  the  problems   and  its  responsibilities. 

That  is   one   agency. 

-■    .      '  ■         In   the   industry   that  I  am  connected  with,  we 
found  that   the   Indus  trial  hygiene  foundation  in  Pittsburgh 

gave  us   invaluable  help   and  guidance,    not  only  in  studying 

and  evaluating  the  hazards   in  our   industry,   but  in  setting 

up  a  proper  medical  program. 

The  Coxancil   of   Industrial   Health  of   the   A.   M.   A. 

has   developed  and  will   soon  have   in  print   a  pamphlet   or  a 

handbook.      Now,    it  is  entitled  Guiding  Principals  For 

Small  Plant  Indiis  trial  Health  Services,    and   it  is   pretty 

near  reary  for  publication.      It's  coming  along   in  fine 

shape.     When  ready  within  a  few  months,    it  will  be   available 

to   all   Interested  parties.      It  will  be  particulai?ly  valuab: 

to  management  and  general  practititioneaps  who  devote  some 

of    their   time   to   industrial   medicine, 
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.  ■   I  understand  also   that   the  National   Industrial 

Conference  Board  in  New  York  is  making  a  study   at  the  pre- 

sent  time   of  industrial  health  programs   which  will  be  pub- 

lished in  the  reasonabiy  near  future.      This   all    indicates 

that  today  more   than  ever  before,   employers   in  small  plants 

realize   that  better  indus|brial  he a-lth  means   lower  workmen's 

compensation  costs,   increased  production,  better  employer- 

employee  relations,    proper  placement   of  employees   and  a 

practice  of  preventive  medicine,    all  of  which  really  make 

for  greater  profits* 

'  This   enlightened  viewpoint,    together  with   the 

assistance  from  the  agencies  I  mentioned  above  and  from 

many  other   organizations  working  along    the   same  line,    can 

resTolt  only  in  more   and  better   industrial  health  programs, 

,    .vNpw,    from  there,   we   go   to   the   first   team,    and 

we've   got''  a"  fine  first  team  on  this   afternoon.     As  you   will 

notice   in  the  program,    Ted  Waters,   who   is   of  the   firm  of 

Milliken,Sa;Dckbrl:dge   and  Waters,   Baltimore,    Maryland,    is    th^ 

lead-off  man,    and  so,   Ted,    will  you  take    the  ball   from  here, 

BY  MR.  WATERS; 

You  see,    you  didn't  get  rid  of  me   as   easily   as 

you  had  expected.      Gentlemen,    as   Doctor  Vorwald  has   remarked, 

we  have  been  considering   the  medical  aspects    of   the   pneumo- 

conioses  for  several   days   and  I   know  you   share  with  me   my 

own  personal   feeling  of  appreciation  for   the   opportunity 
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to  meet   in  the   atmosphere   cjf  learning  ofV^he    Saranac  Labor- 

atory  and  of   this   Symposium\  to  re-cor^der   the  various   prob- 

lems   Incident  to   the  pneumoconioses'* 

(Mr.   Waters'   prepa:^ed  ffaper,   which  is   on  file  wltl. 

the   Saranac  Laboratory  was  v^^a), 

BY  im,   THOMPSON; 

Thank  you,    Ted. /l  lalways   thought   that  Ted  Maters 

knew  more   about  Workmen'^  Cortipensation  as   it  effects    the 
/     7  -'  r   >  >■''  ̂• 

various  states  throughout  the lunitecl  States  than  anybody 

else,  and  I'm  quite  sure  thatlpaper  proves  lt«v 

Now,  the.-iiext  i t em, ojn  the  program  this  afternoon 

is  Compensation  fbr  Disability \and  Dearth  Resulting  from  the 

Pneumoconioses* 

Now, /on  this  sub  ject,  \we,  have  a  group  of  four 

speakers.   Unfortunately,  Mr.  George  E.  Meredith  is  not 

able  to  attend  this  afternoon,  bAt  we  have  two  other  gentlej 

men  who  will  'more  than  fill  his  place,  but  to  lead  off  in 

this  particular  discussion,  we're  teolng  to  have  Doctor 

George  V7rignt,  who  is  Director  of  the   Department  of 

physiology  jot   the  Trudeau  Foimdation.   I  know  that  most  of 

you  know  tiat.   The  only  reason  I  repeated  it  is  because 

someone  might  be  here  this  afternoon  who  was  not  here  this 

morning,  so  Doctor  Wright,  will  you  please  take  the  stand? 

BY  DOCTOR  WRIGHT; 

Take  the  stand? 
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to  meet  in  the  atmosphere  of  learning  of  the  Saranac  Laboratory 

and  of  this  Symposiim  to  re-consider  the  various  problems 

incident  to  the  pietonoconioses. 

(Mr  .Vaters  prepared  paper,  vhich  is  on  file  with  the 

Saranac  Laboratory,  was  read) 
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COHGKPIS  OF  DISABILITY 

ONEER  WCmKMEH'S  C0MFii3iSATI0N  SIAyOTES 

During  the  present  week,  we  have  been  privileged  to  aeet 

in  an  atmosphere  of  learning  to  reCOTisider  the  problems  presented 

by  "pneumoconioses".  Certainly  there  ia  no  place  in  this  country 

where  that  subject  has  received  more  conscientious  scientific  and 

intensive  consideration  than  here  at  the  Saranac  Laboratory* 

ate   have  renewed  our  associations  with  the  ffleoorles  and 

teachint^^s  of  those  two  grand  sen  of  industrial  Bedielne«MLeRoy  D. 

Gardner  and  Arthur  J.  Vorwald-^together  with  thalr  nany  associates 

who  have  rendered  such  distinguished  service  in  this  field  of 

oedicine. 

the  previous  laeetings  of  the  8yi^>o8iuB  have  been  devoted 

to  the  laedical  aspects  of  pneumoconioses}  beginning  with  the 

present  session,  we  turn  to  the  legal  aspects  of  these  prt^xLems  to 

considers 

1.  Legislative  provisions  for  Ci^qpensation 

for  the  victims  of  these  diseases,  and 

2,  The  evaluation  of  disability  or  injiuy 

arisinj,  therefrom. 

These  problems  are  cojoplex  and  give  rise  to  differences 

of  opinion,  dependent  upon  tlie  point  of  view  of  approach. 

In  order  that  I  aay  Identify  myself  for  the  record,  I 

wish  to  state  that  in  my  professional  practice,  I  have  always 

represented  eioployers  and  insurers  in  loatters  dealing  with  this 

subject,  except  in  a  nuH4>er  of  instajaces  where  my  ea^iloyBr  clients 
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have  requested  ae  to  represent  their  eaploTees  in  the  presentation 

of  daifflS,  While  my  professional  representation  has  been  on  the 

side  of  employierSj  tay  thinking  has  always  been  influenced  hj  deep 

sentiBient  and  regard  for  tiiose  tragic  figtires  who  becone  disabled 

or  die  froa  diseases  for  which  the  aedical  profession  has  found  no 

cure. 

Our  brothers  of  the  medical  profession  have  already 

adoltted  that  tbey  do  not  know  all  about  pneuiooconioses.  There 

are  many  unsolved  questions  that  should  stimulate  continued  labora- 

tory research  of  the  type  and  character  that  has  distinguished  the 

aotirities  of  this  Laboratory.  From  the  legal  standpoint,  our 

legislatoreSj  ccs^itissions  and  courts  have  been  wrestling  with  the 

legal  problCHOS  relating  to  employer  liability  for  compeneationi 

and  here  again,  we  find  that  they  have  not  found  all  the  answers 

to  those  probX«i8« 

In  my  reoarks,  please  consider  that  I  an;  thinking  out- 

loud  with  no  conclusive  opinions,  but  still  ajo  one  of  a  group  who 

is  trying  to  find  answers  to  questions  that  have  so  perplexed  ay 

legal  brethren. 

Dr.  Vorwald  has  asked  me  to  discuss  the  legal  concept  of 

the  terra  "disability*  under  the  cotapensation  statutes.  As  a  prelude 

to  that  discussion,  may  I  reisind  you  of  tm   nature  of  an  employer's 

liability  to  pay  oon^>en8ation  for  these  diseases.  The  liability  is 

two-fold t   (1)  that  imposed  by  the  coinaon  law,  and  (2)  that  in^josed 

by  the  Workmen's  Cowponsation  Acts  of  the  several  states.  Coiruaon 

law  liability  results  from  tte  employer's  negligence  in  providing 

for  employees  a  safe  place  in  which  to  work,  safe  tools  with  which 
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to  work  and  failure  to  vam  eroploTees  of  dangers  incident  to  their 

employiuent.  In  such  actions  the  employer  retains  the  coiorwn  law 

defenses  of s 

1.  The  Fellov  Servant  DoctrliM, 

2.  Assimption  of  risk  by  the  employee,  and 

3*  Contributory  negligence  of  the  employee. 

The  cause  is  tried  in  a  Court  of  i^Wj  before  a  jury,  and  technical 

legal  principles  of  procedure  and  rules  of  legal  evidence  prevail. 

The  ultioate  questions  of  liability  and  damages  are  uithin  the  dis- 

cretion of  the  juiy. 

Several  decades  ago,  our  society  becane  (Ussatisfied  vith 

that  procedure  and  devised  the  Workmen's  C<»9>en8ation  Acts  to  pro- 

vide remedies  for  that  typo  of  industrial  injury.  Today  all  of  the 

states  and  federal  jurisdictions  have  enacted  such  Actsj  they  differ 

in  form  and  in  benafitst  It  states ^^  do  not  provide  compensation 

for  occupation  diseases,  and  in  21  states^  '  benefits  for  the  pneu- 

moconioses are   subject  to  liisitations  that  are  not  placed  on  benefits 

for  accidental  injuries,  irtiile  in  lit  states ^^'  no  benefits  are  paid 

for  partial  disability*  By  the  acceptance  of  the  provisions  of  the 

Goiapensation  Acts,  the  eaployer  becoiass  an  insurer  of  the  J^iealth  of 

his  employees  as  to  those  diseases  made  compensable  thereby  and 

loses  Me  contmon  law  defenses  in  such  actions,  while  the  ei^loyee 

surrenders  his  right  of  common  law  actions  and  accepts  the  Compen- 

sation Act  as  his  exclusive  remedy  of  the  injury  so  sustained.  In 

such  claiias  there  is  no  issue  of  negligence,  either  on  the  part  of 

eraployee  or  employer  and  the  technical  rules  of  procedure  and 

evidence  are  abandoned. 
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Perhaps  one  of  the  raoot  troublesoiae  aspects  of  ppovldiag 

coiopensation  for  the  duat  disesisos  reeulta  fjroni  the  varying  con- 

cepts of  the  terra  "disability*  under  the  Lair.  Soiae  corapensatioa 

laws  define  that  terra;  soiae  leave  it  to  cof^Lssion  or  coux<t  detezs- 

mination,  Certainiy  one  of  tiie  basic  purposes  of  the  compensation 

statutes  was  to  provide  monetary  coapensation  for  injuries  resulting 

in  loss  of  wage-earning  capacity  of  the  injured  eajployee. 

The  coiaaon  law  concept  of  the  term  is  that  of  "iajuiy  to 

the  body";  while  imder  the  compensatton  statutes ^  three  distiiust 

ccmcepts  of  the  term  have  been  adoptedt 

1.  Disability  i^slies  an  inability  on  the  part 

of  the  injured  employee  to  earn  full  wages  in  the  en|>loy- 

ment  in  which  he  was  last  employed.  (New  York) 

2.  Disability  shall  mean  that  an  ei^oyee  is 

totally  imable  to  perform  any  f^irtbsr  work  in  his  then 

occupation  or  in  any  other  trade,  business  or  occi^>atlon, 

(Vemtont) 

3*  Disability  means  the  event  of  an  e^}loyB« 

becoalng  actually  incapacitated,  either  partially  or 

totally  fro:n  perfonaing  his  work  in  the  last  occupation 

in  wiiich  he  was  exposed  to  the  hazards  of  such  disease. 

(MarylaiKi) 

Bearing  in  mind  those  concepts  of  disability,  let  us  con- 

sider only  briefly  the  three  laain  special  provisions  of  our  Compen- 

sation Acts  that  ap^ly  to  the  pneiimoconiosest 

1.  Limitation  Provisions  of  Monetary  Benefits, 
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2,  Limitation  Froyieioas  Relating  to  Filing 

Claims  after  Disablei&ent  or  Death,  and 

3»  Denial  of  CoapenBation  for  i'artial  Dieability, 

Time  does  not  permit  detailed  discussion  of  these  subjects, 

but  I  would  like  to  itsfer  to  their  purposes  and  objectives.  When 

lavs  were  first  amended  to  provide  coapensation  for  dust  diseases, 

it  vas  recognized  that  jnany  eapioyees  who  had  been  previously 

exposed  to  dust  had  acctmulated  dust  in  their  lungs  over  tte  period 

of  enployBent  antedating  the  offectlve  date  of  the  Law,  This  created 

so-called  "accrued  liability"  or  "potential  liability  because  when 

the  Law  was  anended,  oaployers  were  liable  as  insurers  and  depilved 

of  their  ocnmon  law  defeitsss.  Therefore,  raany  of  the  states  adopted 

provisions  known  as  escalator  clauses  of  monetary  benefits,  providing 

a  low  benefit  at  the  effective  date  of  the  Act  with  gradual  incrsases 

in  benefits  each  successive  mon^  thereafter,  £uoh  provision  was 

contained  in  tbs  Hew  lork  Dust  Disease  Act  of  1936.  This  servBd  to 

relieve  tne  JMaediate  iapact  of  liability  and  to  discourage  an 

avalanche  of  elaiins  as  soon  as  the  ttaendnent  becaiae  effective.  IaIs 

pattern  was  followed  in  many  states. 

While  »any  of  the  states  have  retained  thsee  Icirislative 

provisions,  others  have  since  repealed  them.  The  fact  is  that  the 

eiaployee  disabled  from  dust  diseases  is  just  as  much  entitled  to 

compensation  as  the  en^loyse  suffering  from  other  types  of  disability. 

Limitation  provisions  relating  to  the  filing  of  claims 

present  a  serious  question.  Eiaployers  and  tt^ir  insurance  carriers 

properly  desire  to  ascertain  and  discharge  tiieir  liability  under  the 

law  witliin  a  reasonable  time  after  last  exposure  or  tiie  termination 
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of  employment,  they  wish  to  avoid  continuing  liability  for  an 

extended  tiiae.  Oar  courts  have  interpreted  these  etatutee  liberally, 
giving  to  the  claiiaant  the  benefit  of  doubt.  With  that  philosophy, 
I  am  in  accord,  but  there  should  be  some  reasonable  time  limit 

within  which  claiias  raust  be  filed.  However,  our  courts  have  adopted 
the  general  theory  that  lindtations  of  tiae  for  the  fiUng  of  claiias 
do  not  begin  to  run  until  the  employee  knows  or  ought  to  know  that 

he  hais  contracted  tte  disease.  The  result  is  that  claiiw  are  filed 

and  allowed  years  after  the  eaployaent  has  teradnated.  Legally, 
such  doctrines  do  not  mke  sense.  With  respect  to  other  types  of 
injuries  or  in  cases  of  damage  acUons,  all  state  laws  provide 
eooe  fixed  period  of  tiine  within  which  claim  nuet  b«  fil«d  or  suit 

brought.  Why  not  as  to  these  diseases?  I  pose  the  questioa,  but 
do  not  profess  to  know  the  answer. 

With  respect  to  the  aatter  of  eo^pensation  for  partial  .  v^ 

disabUity  for  the  pneumoconioses,  a  far  wore  serious  problem  is 

presented,  and  the  legal  profession  Is  awaiting  informed  opinion  ' 

fron  our  D»dical  brethren  before  finding  the  solution.  If,  as  and 

when  the  Medical  profession  can  find  soae  satisfactozy  fowola  for 
evaluating  such  disability,  I  have  no  doubt  that  our  laws  will  be 

amended  in  this  respecti  but  we  do  not  seem  to  have  reached  that 
stage  yet. 

As  stated  before,  the  laws  of  Hi  states  provide  that  no 

ooapensation  shall  be  paid  for  partial  disability  while  in  k  states ^^\ 
legislative  provisions  attempt  to  provide  liaited  coopensation 

therefor.  It  is  not  loy  purpose  to  advocate  provisions  for  or  against 
such  benefits  as  we  shall  be  enlightened  upon  that  subject  by  the 
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•peakers  who  are  to  follow,  but  i  believe  it  will  be  of  inter«0t 

for  Be  to  outline  briefly  the  reasons  for  this  problea  and  to  state 

the  arguaents  for  and  against  the  allowance  of  corapensation  for 

partial  dieabllity. 

Tl»  old  Btory  is  true  that  the  day  ue  were  bora,  we  began 

to  die.  With  advancing  age,  ajost  of  us  snow  lung  changes  demon- 

strable upon  x-ray  exajnination.  i,very  einj^loyee  engaged  in  a  dusty 

trade  aay  show  such  laarkings  which  the  jaedical  profession  may 

attribute  in  part  to  his  exposure.  As  a  loatter  of  faot,  aany  sili- 

cotics are  engaged  in  trade  and  should  be  continued  in  their  esqploy- 

aent  even  though  they  have  desonstrable  evidence  of  the  disease  :  '* 

without  impairaient  of  wage  lo;s  or  esabarrassraent  in  the  perfomaaoe 

of  their  duties.  From  the  standpoint  of  the  employer,  he  feels 

that  to  allow  that  eaiployee  coeipensation  would  mean  that  he  would 

be  on  the  compensation  payroll  for  life,  with  the  prlvilegB  of  re- 

opening his  claim  from  ticje  to  tiine  with  increasing  benefitS|  in 

other  words,  every  employee  is  a  potential  claimant  where  he  has 

been  subjected  to  any  dust  exposure.  In  many  instances  such 

employees  may  continue  to  perform  their  regular  duties  for  a  nomal 

lifetime  without  va^e  lot^e.     But  from  the  staxuipoint  of  the  ei^loyee, 

he  feels  that  tie  has  suffered  sojne  injury — as  distinct  from  the 

concept  of  disability;  that  his  disease  may  later  become  complicated 

with  some  other  infection,  resiilting  in  wa£e  loss  or  leading  to 

death;  furtheriftore,  if  his  employment  is  te  irninated,  he  may  be 

denied  employment  in  a  similar  trade  uijon  physical  examination.  Eb 

way  not  be  •♦disabled"  but  he  is  injured.  Recently  in  a  aeeting 

wliere  I  participated  in  a  discussion  of  tMs  subject  with  Cr.  Vorwald 

i:  -' 
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«»  ocu«,  or  «,eir  „««„,  ^,  ̂   .,^,  .^  ̂ ^^^^__  ̂ ^ t^t  ter». 

In  Bu««a.y,  the  ̂ aeoaa  for  denying  and  granting  c«,pen. 
Bation  for  partial  dleabiUty  ax^  a«  follows: 
Beaaons  for  Denying  Goiap.n«.»^»,, 

1.  I»9>ossibillty  of  aedical  evaluation  of 
the  extent  of  disability, 

2.  Coi.«»nsaUon  should  not  be  paid  unless 

the  claimant  has  sustained  a  wage  loss. 

3.  £«pl,qrer's  liabiuty  should  be  fully 

det.«i«K,  and  discharged  inthln  a  ,*aeonable  ti«e 
after  tennination  of  exposux^  or  ea^ilo^nt. 

Iteasoae  for  G»^tin^  Co»|^«,^4.., 

1.  fiBployee  has  received  some  injuiy. 

2.  If  eaployaent  is  terainated,  employee 

-ay  be  unable  to  obtain  other  «ployaent  because  of his  condition. 

3.  Corapenaation  for  partial  disabUity 

froa  other  diseases  is  generally  allowed. 

Four  states  have  legislative  fonmaae  that  attempt  to 

answer  this  probO.^.  i^^  ̂   ̂ ^^^   ,^^^  ̂ ^^^^  ̂ ^^^ 
Virginia  and  Wisconsin,  and  I  co^nd  their  statutes  for  y.ur  con- 
«ide..tion.  The  gist  of   their  p«,viaio„s  is  to  provide  lifted benefits  for  "partial  diBab-fiifvn  +i, P«™.ai  dlaabllity",  the  pajMent  ef  which  dischargee 

the  e,^c^r  frc  continuing  liability.  £uch  -ethode  avoid  the 
Imposition  or  unjust  and  unreasonable  cost,  upon  ind.t^  and  ̂  
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the  liability  of  the  employer  tonainable  and  insurablej  they  also 

give  to  the  eaployee  monetaiy  bejiefits  during  the  peariod  of  his  re- 

adJtuBtraent  in  other  en^^loysjent  where  he  is  removed  from  continuing 

haeards. 

May  I  refer  briefly  to  the  provisions  of  the  Wozioaen's 

Coopeneation  Act  of  West  Virginia,  with  which  I  am  perhaps  more 

familiar  both  as  to  its  subject  matter  and  its  administration*  The 

lav  of  that  state  providee  as  follows* 

"Section  6-a,  Stages  of  Silicosis i  Benefits  and  Mode 
of  Payment  to  Employees  and  Dependents* 

An  esployBe  shall,  for  the  purposes  hereof,  be 
deemed  to  have  silicosis t  (1)  In  the  first  stage  when  It 
is  found  by  the  camidLssioner  that  the  earliest  detectable 
specific  signs  of  silicosis  are  present,  vhether  or  not 
capacity  for  work  is  or  has  been  impaired  by  such  sill* 
cosiSj  (2)  In  the  second  stage  when  it  is  found  by  the 
commissioner  that  definite  and  specific  physical  signs 
of  silicosis  are  present,  and  that  capacity  for  work  is 
or  has  been  impaired  by  that  diseasej  (3)  In  the  third 
stage  when  it  is  found  by  the  coaisaissioner  that  the 
employee  has  silicosis  resulting  in  total  permanent  die* 
ability,  whether  or  not  accompanied  by  tuberculosis  of 

the  lungs." 

Cos^ionsation  payable  for  first  stage  silicosis  is  the  sua  of  |1,000| 

for  the  B^cood  stage,  |2,000.  Such  payment  operates  as  a  full  re- 

lease and  discharge  of  the  eiaployer  for  continuing  liability.  There 

is  no  requirement  tliat  the  employee  shall  file  claim}  it  is  within 

his  election  to  do  bo.  Tire   purpose  of  the  statute  is  to  pi^yvide  a 

fund  for  his  readjustment  in  other  employment  where  he  did  not  con- 

tinue to  be  exix>sed  to  tlie  hazard  of  dust.  As  a  practical  matter, 

this  law  has  worked  successfully.  Ceirtainly,  no  state  has  had  more 

serious  problems  particularly  with  reference  to  dust  exposure  among 

coal  miners.  It  may  not  be  the  full  answer  to  the   question,  but 
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apparently  has  be«n  adBtinisiered  to  the  satisfaction  of  eaploxora 

and  employees. 

The  foregoing  diecusaion  has  been  presented  with  the 

pxirpoee  of  directing  your  thoughts  toward  those  queetione  that  are 

troublesoBie  in  the  adndniatration  of  laws  dealing  with  compensation 

for  pneumoconioses ,  State  legislatures  will  continoa  to  search  for 

proper  legislative  formulae.  Let  us  hope  that  our  aedical  brethren 

say  help  us  to  find  the  answer  to  tliese  probleias  and  also  find  soas 

method  to  effect  cure  of  these  diseases. 
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BEFEBEMCES 

Beference  (l)t  Four  States 

KAHSAS,  MISSISSIPPI,  OKLAHMtt.,  SOJXH  CAK)LIIiA. 

Reference  (2)s  Ywenty-oae  States 

ALABAMA,  AEIZOKA,  ARKANSAS,  COLOEADO,  FLORIDA, 

GEOaOIA,  IDAHO,  IOhZA,  MAKILAHD,  MASSACHUSETTS, 

MICHIGAN,  MINMESOXA,  HEW  HAMPSHIRE,  HEM  MEXICO, 

OREGQS,  PEMNSXLVAIIIA,  SOOIH  DAKOTA,  TEXAS,  UtAH, 

VEBMOKI,  USST  VIBGIlilA. 

Reference  (3)i  Fonrt— n  States 

AEIZOHA,  COLOHADO,  FLORIDA,  IDAHO,  MASSACHOSETTS , 

MICHIGAN,  MINNESOTA,  NEW  HAMPSHIRE,  NEW  lOHK, 

OHIO,  PENNSILVANIA,  SOUXH  DAKOIA,  UIAH,  VEKMC^T. 

Eaference  (li)i  Four  States 

MARIUHD,  NORIH  CAROLIHA,  WEST  VIBQIMIA,  WISCONSIN. 
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Chapter  Twenty-eight 

Compensation  for  Disability  a..d  Death  Resulting  fx-oa  the  Pneun>ooonlo=es 

Remarks  by  George  ¥.  Wright,  M.D.  
"   ■—--..----.   

This  is  a  most  complex  problem.   The  thingE 

.frequently  they  cannot  do. 

m?*ih/i 
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BY  DCCTOR  IWRXGHTt 

Take  th'e  stand? 

BY  MR.  T^MPSON: 

Yes>/  si 

BY  DOgrOR  WRIGH^. 

/  / /'I^m  not  so  ke^  about  that. 

BY/MR.  WATERS; 
/  /  ^ 

/  /   Raise  xpwr  hand  and  Dj^j-swSrn,  pleasier 

BY  DOCTOR  WRIGHT; 

As  a  maltter  of  fact,  I  wasn't  too  keen  about  the  early 

remarks  of  this  afternoon.  It  would  appear  as  though  I'm  to  be 

drawn  and  quartered  or  pilloried  in  some  way,   I'm  the  only 

medical  representative,  I  believe,  and  these  are  supposed  to  be 

the  lawyers'  innings.   I'm  at  least  permitted  a  few  words  before 

the  final  events. 

I  was  reluctant  to  appear  on  this  program,  as  I  think  Mr. 

Waters  would  inform  you,  and  before  saying  anything,  I  should 

like  to  establish  my  position.  There  are  others  in  the  room 

who  have  had  a  vast  experience  in  the  strictly  medical  aspects 

of  the  ccsapensation  problem.  At  first  hand,  I  mean.   I've  had 

relatively  little.  Most  of  the  knowledge  that  I  may  possess 

stems  from  questions  that  have  been  directed  toward  me  and  it 

is  by  virtue  of  these  that  I  do  have,  I  believe,  some  comprehension 

of  the  problem  faced  by  the  doctor  and  the  problem  faced  by  the 

legal  profession  and  the  problem  faced  by  the  administrators. 

I  would  like,  most  of  all,  just  to  be  here,  to  answer 

questions  if  I  can,  so  my  remarks  will  be  quite  brief. 
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This  is  a  most  complex  problem.  The  things  that  we  had  to 

talk  about  this  morning,  by  comparison,  are  simple.  They  are 

subject  to  measurement.  Doctor  Orenstein  said  to  me  in  the  course 

of  some  of  our  conversations  this  week,  one  of  the  great  dif- 

ficulties in  the  field  of  compensation  is  that  it  turns  on  a 

matter  of  opinion  and  opinion  is  difficult  to  measure.   If  a 

legal  problem  comes  up  about  construction  of  a  bridge,  an  engineer 

can  go  and  measure  it  and  can  state  in  legal  hearings  that  such  are 

the  measiirements  of  that  bridge,  and  if  you  don't  believe  it,  get 

someone  else  to  go  out  and  measure  it  and  it  will  come  out  the 

same  way.  Usually  the  information  desired  from  the  doctor  is  not 

subject  to  strict  measurement. 

Many  things  are  involved.   Some  can  be  measured,  but  in  the 

last  analysis,  the  physician  still  has  to  give  an  opinion  and  an 

equally  able  and  properly  motivated  physician  may,  as  sometimes 

does  happen,  take  the  opposite  side  with  a  conflicting  opinion* 

It  seems  to  me  that  so  long  as  we  must  deal  in  terms  of  opinion, 

we  are  going  to  be  beset  witii  a  man  who  will  take  one  side  and 

another  who  will  take  the  other  side.  I  must  say  Solomon  himself 

would  have  had  difficulty  in  some  of  the  circumstsuices  that  have 

been  presented  to  me. 

Now,  I  was  intrigued  by  something  that  Mr,  Waters  said.  I 

have  long  looked  for  a  definition  that  he  made  in  a  very  easy, 

offhand  manner  as  though  I  should  have  known  it  all  my  life.   This 

something  was  his  definition  of  disability  under  the  common  law. 

I  don't  know  much  about  law  but  I  do  believe  the  common  law  is 
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the  result  of  many,  many  years  of  experience.   Is  that  correc
t? 

BY  MR.  WATERS; 

That's  right. 

BY  DOCTOR  WRIGHT; 

And,  therefore,  it's  very  apt  to  be  common  sense.  Certainly 

the  common  law  definition  of  disability  is  much  more  common  sense 

to  me  than  is  the  definition  that  has  been  written  into  most  com- 

pensation laws. 

In  compsensation  law,  Mr.  Waters  said,  the  definition  of 

disability  hinges  on  the  matter  of  earning  power.  Who  is  to  measure 

earning  power,  and  how  is  one  to  measure  earning  power?  Many  things 

enter  into  it  that  can  be  determined  with  seme  degree  of  accuracy. 

There  are  other  factors  such  as  motivation  and  the  rights  of  a  man 

that  cannot  be  measured  but  that  also  enter  into  an  opinion  as  to 

whether  one  has  an  adequate  ability  to  earn  wages.  Certainly 

one  of  the  primary  problems  that  a  physician  comes  up  against  is 

this  matter  of  stating  whether  a  man  is  disabled  or  not. 

To  assess  disability  in  terms  of  "injury  to  the  body"  (the 

common  law  definition  of  disability),  much  more  nearly  approximates 

what  a  physician  is  trained  for  and  what  he  has  devoted  his  life 

to.  As  physicians,  we  are  used  to  looking  for  departures  from 

normal  and  if  disability  were  defined  in  terms  of  injury  to  the 

body  and  not  in  terms  of  ability  to  earn  wages,  I  think  that 

doctors  would  have  a  much  better  chance  to  satisfy  the  legal 

profession  and  those  charged  with  the  duties  of  administration 

of  these  laws. 
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It  makes  my  day  worthwhile  to  have  Mr.  Waters  tell  me  that 

the  common  law  definition  is  as  it  is.   It  appears  to  me  to  make 

sense*  It  certainly  makes  more  appropriate  some  of  the  studies 

that  we  have  done  because  our  aim,  thus  far,  has  been  to  attempt 

to  disclose  and  find  ways, such  as  an  engineer  would  use,  to  recog- 

nize depart\ire  from  normality  ©reinjury  to  the  body."  In  contrast,  when 

I'm  asked  to  talk  about  a  person's  ability  to  earn  wages ^  I  find 

the  task  most  difficult. 

Doctor  Orenstein,  in  his  opening  remarks  at  the  beginning  of 

this  Symposium,  made  another  statement  that  I  thought  was  very 

pertinent.   I  have  made  this  very  same  statement  publicly  and  in 

writing.   The  statement  is  to  the  effect  that  when  these  compen- 

sation laws  were  drawn  up,  the  lawyers  gave  the  doctors  credit 

for  ability  that  I  don't  believe  we  possess.  This  fact  has  caused 

its  share  of  trouble. 

BY  MR.  WATERS; 

The  docs  probably  were  not  consulted,  George. 

BY  DOCTOR  WRIGHT; 

In  the  Journal  of  the  American  Medical  Association  in  1949 

I  published  some  comments  concerning  the  medical  aspects  of  ad- 

ministering workmen's  compensation  laws  governing  industrial 

pulmonary  disease.   In  going  over  the  problem  in  my  own  mind 

again,  my  views  remain  essentially  as  appear  there. 

Certainly,  a  lack  of  proper  understanding  of  the  legal  defi- 

nition of  disability  has  led  to  much  trouble.  Many  of  the  men  in 

the  medical  profession  who  appear  as  experts  don't  know  the  defi- 

nition of  disability  as  it  is  being  used  in  the  legal  sense.   Hence, 
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the  coxxrt  and  the  doctor  speak  of  two  different  things  as  though 

they  were  the  same.   Confusion  is  bound  to  ensue. 

When  it  comes  to  accuracy  of  evaluating  departure  from  normal, 

which  is  some  of  the  background  information  on  which  a  doctor  must 

base  his  opinion,  we  run  into  more  difficulties.  Doctor  Fletcher, 

in  his  opening  remarks,  left  the  impression  with  me  that  he  would 

be  inclined  to  define  disease  in  statistical  terms;  a  diseased 

individual  being  one  who  departed  more  than  two  standard  deviations 

from  normal.  Now  I  should  like  to  show  a  slide  if  I  may.   (Fig,  I) 

This  is  a  chart  showing  the  distribution  of  one  of  the  functions 

of  respiration  as  measured  in  normal  individuals.  This  is  the 

maximum  breathing  capacity  of  a  hundred  and  sixty  normal  men.   I 

say  normal  men  because  we  were  unable  in  this  group,  after  searching 

for  it,  to  find  any  evidences  of  what  we  as  physicians  recognize 

as  disease.   I  would  like  to  direct  your  attention  to  the  enormous 

spread  of  this  particular  ability  of  the  human  being.  The  coef- 

ficient of  variation  is  so  great  that  a  man  might  have  a  fifty 

per  cent  loss  of  this  power  and  still  be  considered  a  normal  man. 

I'll  try  to  make  that  a  bit  more  clear.  Let  us  say  that  a 

perfectly  well  man  was  originally  a  high  normal;  in  other  words, 

up  in  the  top  part  of  two  standard  deviations.  Years  later  when  we 

examine  him  we  find  him  down  here  at  the  bottom.   Such  a  man  may 

have  sustained  an  injury  causing  a  loss  of  almost  fifty  per  cent 

of  his  abilities  but  still  be  in  the  normal  group. 

Now,  surely,  I  have  either  misunderstood  Doctor  Fletcher  or 

he,  I  believe,  is  in  error  if  he  is  going  to  attempt  to  use  the 

statistical  approach  to  define  disease  in  the  individual.  My 

main  purpose  in  showing  this  is  to  give  you  some  idea  of  the 
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difficult  position  that  the  doctor  finds  himself  in  who  is  presented 

with  a  patient  after  the  alleged  injury  has  occurred,  who  has  no 

notion  of  what  the  man  was  prior  to  the  injury.  The  doctor  may 

find  him  to  be  in  the  low  normal  group.  Lacking  information  as  to 

the  man »s  abilities  prior  to  the  alleged  injury,  the  doctor  must 
decide  whether  or  not  this  man  has  lost  powers  down  to  the  low 

point  or  whether  this  low  ability  is  what  he  was  originally  endowed 
by  nature  with.   It  is  not  a  simple  problem. 

May  I  have  the  next  slide?   (Fig.  II)   itn  ghow  you  another 

example  of  the  same  thing.  Thitypeak  work  ability,  the  slide  I 

showed  you  this  morning,  and  here  you  see  a  very  appreciable  scatter 

of  powers  to  perform.   I  showed  you  another  one  this  morning  in 

which  extraordinary  athletes  were  way  up  here.  Normal  men  possess 
great  difference  in  their  abilities. 

It's  true  that  when  an  individual  is  so  terribly  injxired  that 

he  has  very  few  of  his  original  powers  left  in  any  direction;  it  is 

then  simple  to  recognize  the  presence  of  injury.  But  when  the 

inJTary  is  of  lesser  degrees,  and  in  some  respects  this  type  of 

scatter  defines  the  degree,  the  opportunities  of  clearly  recog- 

nizing that  an  injury  has  occurred  are  rather  remote. 

I  have  put  these  slides  on  simply  to  indicate  the  extreme 

difficulty  that  a  physician  has  in  trying  to  form  an  opinion  that 

he  can  be  certain  about,  that  a  man  has  been  injured,  to  say 

nothing  of  deciding  how  badly  he  has  been  injured. 

Now,  if  it  is  hard  enough  to  do  that  on  a  matter  of  departure 

from  normal,  or  what  I  understand  the  common  law  definition  of 

disability  is,  just  think  how  much  more  complicated  it  is  to  say 
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whether  this  man  is  disabled  to  the  point  where  he  cannot  earn 
wages. 

Well,  I  don't  intend  to  labor  that  point  any  further.   I'm 

sure  that  you're  all  aware  of  the  tremendous  difficulties  that  we 

have  and  I  wonder  if  the  time  hasn't  arrived  to  perhaps  reconsider 

the  ways  in  which  the  laws  have  been  written.   Perhaps  the  laws 

can  be  brought  a  little  bit  closer  to  the  true  abilities  that  the 

medical  profession  has  to  assist  you  with  in  these  mattersi 

There  is  only  one  other  comment  I'd  like  to  make  and  that (jjetween  in.jury  and  di_saj)llityj5 

is  the  question  of  causal  relationship-^^iiirT^  which  "the  legal 
profession  and  the  administrators  again  turn  to  the  physician. 

Not  only  must  we  discover  whether  an  injury  has  occurred  and  the 

degree  of  inJTiry,but  I  believe  under  the  law,  causal  relationship 

must  be  shown.  Here  again  the  physician  is  asked  for  evidence 

that  is  not  always  available  at  the  present  time. 

The  first  paper  given  this  morning  by  Doctor  Bristol  reveals 

an  attempt  to  find  out  whether  or  not  diffuse  obstructive  emphysema, 
which  can  be  a  crippling  disease,  is  caused  by  so-called  inert  or 

non-specific  dusts.   This  is  a  very  pressing,  problem  of  the  present 

day.  When  faced  with  a  case  in  compensation  involving  this  situation, 
who  can  say  with  certainty  that  emphysema  is  caused  by  the  dust  in 'vcan; 

question.   Equally  so,  wh^^say  with  certainty  that  It  Is  not  caused 

by  it?  We  simply  don't  have  the  critical  information. 

Almost  all  of  the  ailments  that  I  know  of  which  occur  as 

industrial  disease  can  be  re-duplicated  symptomatlcally  and  even 

to  some  extent  on  the  radiogram,  and  (in  the  case  of  pulmonary 
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granuloma  of  beryllivm  workers)  even  at  autopsy  by  naturally  occurring 

non-industrial  diseases.   It  becomes  at  times  very  difficult  for 

the  medical  profession,  with  certainty,  to  ascribe  a  definite 

demonstrable  inj'ury  to  an  industrial  origin. 

The  last  plea  that  I  would  have  to  make,  Mr.  Waters,  is  for 

the  cooperation  of  all  concerned  in  a  much  more  intensive  study 

of  industrial  and  related  diseases  in  an  effort  to  get  more  factual 

information  to  disseminate  amongst  the  physicians.  They  have  my 

sympathy  in  that  they  are  often  so  hard-pressed  to  answer  questions 

that  cannot  at  present  be  answered,  ThajaifTou, 
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Remarks  by  Martin  F.  Hilfinger 

Particularly  difficult  problems.
 

.of  other  states. 
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Remarks  by  E.  R.  A.  Merewether,  M.D. 

i>^-: 
Before  1887  a  vorker  was  held  to  assume. 

o .National  Heqlth  Insurance  Act. 
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1 ^  Remarks  by  '  >v.i:-  X  .    Hill 

,■;',.■.  •        "  I  WKS  intrigued  by  Dr.  Yrigiit's  remark. 
L*    .   ''    -'-^ 
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;/;.-•    might  be   something  else . 



^Remarks  by  Andrev  Kalm
ykow 

\!e  have   just  heard  
 

..essential  to  this   end. 
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Remarks  by  Henr^'  D.  Sayer 

Mr.  vJaters  opened  his  discourse. 

  second  degree  silicosis . 

*  Paper  not  read  at  the  symposivim  on  account  of  illness  of  Mr.  Say
er. 



jl  ;;  AS  I1IDP5TRY  iRBOftRre  PHSTY  TRAPKS  g 

Partieularly  diffieult  vpr6blta»«x«  presented  ia^^ 

Coapensatlon  Lairs  by  silieosls,  aslMStosls  and  other  lung  Conditions 

'  residtixig  from  the  •inhalAtion,  'ovitr/leng^perlods  of  %im|^^'«^^ 
dusts*  These  problens  are  difficult  for  the  administrators  6f  the  lav 

from  the  standpoint  of  the  vozicers*  Acorn  the  standpoint  of  the  medlp»al 

professlQiiy'  the  aafety  engineer,  and  In  a  .i«ry  special  way  fMm*the 

standpoint  of  Industry,  vhloh  In  the  last  analysis  must  pay  ̂ vhele 

.JStf!- 

>        « 

eott  and  try  as  best  It  $an  to  eoUeet  sueh  eost  In  the  |)|^le|i^  of -Its;. 

produets  or  serrlee.  "''/''"■'■'■■''':.■'"-':"■ 

^^..       Jlotirlthstandiiig  that  industry  has  long  reeooilsed  and  >e2^ed  dut^ 

^"^ '  ̂    many  of  these  dlffieulties  and  has  earnestly  ooopemled  4ii%Mn$  1^(^  t "'   ̂   *  -      ̂ - ^ ■■'/■.. v  ".^;,-- .^- .^i*- •*,.;■  ■ 
work  them  out  In  praetlesl  nays*  ftlr  bo^  to  thm  wortcer*  M  to  iiidttsti^i  f 

gA^'tt  has  been^assuaed  by  many  tO;  be  hostile  to  any  formvOf  ;'4HpipB^|l^||p^^ 
Z^     sllleoslft  and  unfriendly^  the  workers  in  those  trftdkiiiau^ 

ereated*    Nothing  eoia^:lM  fux^r:irreii;*t^:^fBit«^;'^^ 
of  industry  ia Htw  Ybxk  state  has  been  outstanding  in  woxkbig  dipt,  irith  ̂    ̂ 

,  ̂   labor  end  theptoaie  authorities,  the  many  difficult  ̂ ^bibielM  l^ 

>  ta' prOYldlng  eompensation  for  dlsablUt/ fra  d^t  in^yii^^lima''mikB  mot 
too  disrupting  to  the  industries  involved,  thereby  avoiding  the  ereatlon 

^'' ''''''-'' ''-'f. of  widespread  unemployment.  '••-i^^"^t^#Si->i, ;;■■.;■■■.;:  ■  ■:^'..-^^ 
CharaeteristiiBally*  %he  original  pattern  of  eompensation  ;iiirir 

did  not  include  siiioosis  or  other  dust  disease  as  a  basis  for  claiming 

eompensation  firom  the  employer.    For  that  matter,  occupational  diseases  .^^^^^^^ 
(of  whi^  idlieosis  is  the  moirt;  fre<iuent  and  characterlstie  onb)  were 

not  directly  provided  for  in  the  early  laws.     Probably  that  fact 

resulted  from  the  want  of  a  remedy,  under  the  old  cognon  law,  for 

disease  resulttog  from  the  occupation.    When  eorapmisatlon  laws  were 



''     ""' ■'  ''  ""     '"  '  "  ■  ■-/"■.'"'■'  ...  '.'■■-'  -',  "»  •.■1:.    'I'-i'"'    ■-■    ■^/ff' 
"  ;■■-;..  ■'•>^.''-'  -"  ■'-    '-"■■■  "^-'•'-'■^■-'^■'^^■■■im.-'-'si- 

^- .^:y''-t'--'':  -  "'  ̂■:^. :;■■■:■  ̂  ■  "}'.:'%      ' 

..    .  aatn^^  sptelfieibLX^  to  in^  oeeupatlonal  disease^  dust  diJMaM joi^^^^^^ 

>^the  limga  was  not  i&oluded  presunably  beoaxuit  of  the  lack  of  under-      '"^'-.^j-T/^ 

^;. ^^'"litaBdlng'O^^tlii^Jiifttiir^  eaueation'-of  those 'oondlti(»i8. and  thel'>  :^'    -;.v^%i^i^ 

it 
detersdnatloa  BwdieaUy  of  them.  It  took  nany  years  of  intensive  study 

\f  Medieal  and  engineering  researchers  to  arrive  at  such  understanding. 

^^;^r  Wit^toiit  s^^   knowledge  of  the  nature  of  the  disease,  the  kinds  and 

Substance  of  dusts  -  ̂ oth  as  to  partlele  sise  and  coneentratlcn  "»«  ̂  

pi  -V  the  length  ̂ i^^^  the  effects  of  frequent  changes  of 
;^    sapl«yajSiit/the  fjdstenee  of  la^  offset  en 

fe   woridiig  ability  or  eanilJng  eapaeity,  the  vast  difficulty  in  nany  oases 

of  evaluating  disability  and  relating  it  to  the  occupation  or  allocating  "# 

the  disability  frequrotlyaaepg  dlffSrent  es^loysrs  by  whoa  tlw  worker 

has  been  esiploysd  under  injurious  exposures «  lawnakers  were  novlng  in 

enoplete  darkness^ In  attoaiptlng  to  bring  such  conditions  under  the  law*  >^ 

Vhey  «ttv#  aisi  with  tliKiprQbleai  of  disability^  JZlie  potential  oost  of  ,^4 

lll«advised  laws  was  frii^ktening,  both  to  industry  and  to  labor.  The  ̂   ̂^ ; 

OMt«r  so-^ealled  *'aecrttad  liability"^  is  understood  the  eost 

--sf^ftai'SOnpiNiiit]^^'^^^  that  becaas  - 
disablittg  after  the  law  becane  effeetive,  although  years  of  exposure 

had  oeeurredn  perhaps  in  the  saae  enployiWEit*  perhaps  In  other 

enpleyBmitSf  ereated  a  situation  unknown  and  little  understood. 

Employers  in  trades  where  dust  exposure  was  a  necessary  incident  of  the 

voric  could  net  view  with  unconcern  the  burden  of  possible  liability 

that  Bdi^t  wreck  their  buslnessj  labor  could  not  take  a  chance  of 

closing  down  the  Industries  on  whi^  their  livelihood  depended  and 

driving  then  out  of  the  State.  And  yet^  all  recognised  the  necessity 

of  doing  soowthing  about  it  to  get  silicosis  and  other  dust  diseases 

\inder  the  law  in  sons  f<va. 

:7^ 
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Finally,  after  «<»•  arMira  of  dlactiMlon  that  ̂   nowhw«>  Iha  " 
•ub^ect  waa  examlnad  by  the  InauatriaX  fiurvay  CoaPBl«»lgn,^aatt^^ 
the  leglalature  In  I926,  and  a  blU  vaa  <l«fted  to  bring  aUleoi^ 
under  the  law  with  provlalon  for  annual  physical  exaalnatlona1»r||itf 
workera,  ao  that  men  nl^it  be  reaoved  fro»  the  duat^^wwu^ 

'    oarly  nanlfeetatlona  of  the  dlaeaae.    Speaklni  |^ 'ti^ 
^rie  A.  X>aly,  Executive  Vlx»eP»»iaeiit^^O^^  , 
^th  the  Coamlaaion  *©  «e<ipt  the  bilj|;the  IMuatelJ^ 
Frwices  Peridna,  agreed  that  the  blU  eewititttted  E  loij  #tep  la^tt^^^^^ 
right  direction*    But  the  repre«eatatiTM  «r  labor  notified  the 
Coiiafion  that  they  would  oppoae  Moat  vigorously  any  blU  that  SMde 
provlBlon  for  nedlcal  exaalnatlons  as  a  eoodltion  of  eeiq)MUMitloii« 
The  proposal  waa  thereupon  dropped  by  the  Industrial  Survey  Coonlssiott. 
this  ma  long  before  sUleosls  or  other  dust  diSMse  was  epMili^iaiy        ' 
■entioned  in  any  state  eonpenaation  law.    labor's  poaltlon,  MUch  mis 
understandable,  was  that  the  mm  voi^dag  in  dusty  eiipleyMnta  aad^^o 
h»4  ao  other  trade  at  which  they  eould  voHc^  ShmOd  beolU^iMd  to 
eontinue  their  work  at  their  trade^  so  long  ««  they  mi*  |«iysioaXly 
able  to  do  ao.    They  preferred  full  wagea  to  eoippmsation.    Th^vere 
insistent,  and  rightly  so,  that  aeasures  should  be  enforced  t9r  the 
oontrol  of  dust.    The  employers  were  in  eonplete  agreeMat.irith  tl»t 
deaaad,  provided  the  aeasurea  of  eontrol  were  pi«ctieai  and  were  not 
auoh  ao  would  reduce  output  to  the  point  where  enployaenta  in  thia 
State  could  not  survive  In  coBQ>etition  with  Industries  in  other 
non-regulated  states. 

All  of  Industry,  Including  labor  and  Bsnageaent,  flnaUy  agreed, 
in  order  to  bring  silicosis  under  the  law  even  though  in  an  inconplete 
f ora,  but  with  the  expectation  that  benefits  would  rise  as  Industry  got 
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into  tlM.  stride «  upon  a  law  by  whleh  in  eonsidwtttiOR  of  no  pl^rtteal 

or  aodioal  exaninatlcms^  but  peraitting  aen  to  wortt  and  eazti  their 

rogalar  imges^  reduced  ccnpenfiatioa  benefits  voiad  be  paid  \ipoa  proof 

of  fmx  disability^  that  im,  inability  to  work  and  earn  waeea  at  ̂ ir 

regular  trade  i  such  benefits  to  Increase  in  aoeordanoe  with  a  sehedule^ 

jui  tine  passed  and  eoployiBent  in  a  dusty  trade  oontinued,  the  aaount 

of  ̂ OQpenaatlon  being  related  to  the  increased  exposure  under  the  law i 

no  physieal  exaAlmtions  to  be  required;  adequate  measures  to  be  taken 

for  th#  eontrol  of  dust  and  the  necessary  engineering  studies  to  be 

aaxvlMI  out  pronqptlyf  and  no  coiqpensaticn  to  be  payable  fstriiatiai 

dlMblUty.  That  law  was  enacted  in  1936*  and  since  that  tlaa  benefits 

hikiN^  3^isx«ased,  both  under  the  schedule  and  by  agreed  legiSlatloa^v 

after  the  top  aaount  set  in  the  schedule  had  been  reaehed/^^IAttt  now 

bonefita  f^r  full  disability  equal  those  for  any  other  eenditiqn  uader 

"  -v.jt  11^  ̂ ot  by  inadvertence  that  the  new  law  m^:M-,pF<oiw$Mim::r,^, 

^   for  banaflta  to  workers  claiming  for  partial  disability  resulting  from 

^hai^tM'*  ̂   Buoh.  benefits  Mere  excluded  because  of  the  laiiefe^  <^i 

dlffiettltlea  in  deterainiag  fthd  evaltatlng  partial  disability  J^ 

^^^Mim^mui  beeavise  it  was  deemed  essentially  unreasonable ^O ^lara^ ^-  , 

mpon  dadwtryj  and  thereby  the  buying  public,  too.  unmeasurable  burden 

of  eost  for  a  ooaditicn  that  is  not  disabling  in  the  scoe  that  It 

deprives  the  wezOcer  of  his  wage  earning  capacity. 

Let  us  consider  some  of  Xh9  characteristics  of  partial  disability, 

so->ealled.  In  silicosis  and  certain  other  dust  diseases,  and  why  it 

does  not  lend  Itself  to  accurate  determination  or  evaluatica  under 

eompeasation  laws. 
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^  Flrit,  ittnt  sax  that  tha  baslo  prlnelpX^  of  all  eoBixmfiatlen 

laws  Is  dlaablllty  or  death.  By  dlaabUlty  is  understood  Inalllity  to 

liork  and  eam  wages  seiM^^     war  provided  «a  a  percentage  of  the 

lost  earning  capacity  to  mlntaln  the  iniured  person  and  his  faially. 

Much  oon^aslon  of  thought  occurs  when  we  try  to  classify  as  a 

"disability"  merely  «  physiological  f^t  coostltuting  possibly  en, 
;  iapalnaeat  of  function^  but  net  necessarily  eonstituting  a  bar  to 

^earning  full  wages*  Sooe  are  prone  to  consider  a  ptoyaioioglcal  defect 

the  S8»  as  a  cCBipeasatl^  iisableiattit   TImi  Mr  rork  Workmen's 

CceipKisatbn  law  inl  Seetlen  37«  relating  to  occupational  disease^ 

defines  a  caapensable  disability  as  a  "disableaent*  which  prevents 

the  worioer  ftroB  ea»iiiig  li^i^^^l^^  The 

eoadition  of  sUlcosis  is  eise  eharacteristlc  ^^o^^^^^^      for  years  in 
^^aployaents  where  sillea^hfiit  is  gsMrated  or  pres^   The  dust,  to  be 

harmful  ̂   the  huaeu  bof^^aust^^O  a  certain 

microscopic  size  and  la  a  sufficiently  large  nuD^ier.  We  consaooiy  find 

workers  in  such  dust  escp^sures  showing  definite  evidence  of  silicosis, 

both  by  X-Ray  and  bj^  OlIaij*|jPi^f^^    and  ywt  they  are  woxfelng 
regular  hours  and  eamlifug  fail  wagas^  the  sane  as  those  who  do  not 

exhibit  the  sane  eoaditlcas.  The  doctor  correctly  testifies  that  the 

Ban  has  silicosis,  but  Ia  vliw  ef  the  fact  that  the  person  is  working 

a»l  eawilng  full  wages,  he  cannot  say  that  he  is  "disabled",  if  he 

cannot  woz^  and  earn  wagas^  he  is  totally  disabled,  and  in  any  such 

case  he  is  unqnestianably  entitled  to  full  compensaticvi  benefits  - 

as  a  life  pension  if  the  condition  is  classified  as  permanent^  and  as 

teopwary  total  disability  when  the  conditlcn  la  not  so  classified. 

Then  again,  there  Is  the  well-ni^  lapossibility  of  evaluating 

'^■^■J 
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^^ ̂ ^    1^i«  desree  of  partial  diMblllty  in  dtwl^  eorulitions  of  the  Iwga*  t  X 
«B  tpid  by  nedioal  experts  th«t  thsr*  li  no  standard  and  no  vai^Vof 

^^^   filing  by  X-i«y  the  degree^  if  any^  of  partial  diaabiUtyf    lM^;i*«^^ 
J  a  nax^oed  ailicoais  by  X-ray  loay  not  have  any  clinioal  aigna  or  syaptoW 
of  tha  condition,  while  other  sen  showing  very  little  or  no  positive 

.signs  by  x-ray,  naay  nonetheless  have  severe  coaplaints  Mid  shortness  of 
breath  and  allege  an  inability  to  earn  full  wages  at  their  oeeu|>fttlon* 

At|$lie^toneyard,  outtlng  and  polishing  stojw^  at  the  soulder^s  bench 

Or  in  the  fvm&rj,  running  a  rock  drill  in  ̂ le  tunMl  or  in  the  <{iiar^ 

/if2siiiptKlrork  J*ey  «a^  full nagesj  the  unions  se^^that^  if  the/ «a^^ 

•   4o  not;^  and  there  is  no  light  woric  or  partial  ability  to  ifogr^c.    IlMtt^ 

Mi 
ar#  only  tvo  elases  of  men  -  those  iiho  are  able  to  dad  do  vovft,  and  '  . 

Ihile  ifho  are  disabled  and  M  thereby?  entitled  to  full  ̂ oo^ensati^^ 

It  has  been  ur^d  that  ««ployeri  are;  disinelined  to  hix«  Jieif  Men 

who  are  knoim  to  have  any  degi«t;  ̂ ^ilioosis,  tfim:^^ 

tiae  disabled .  It  has  been  9aid  ̂ ia^^|he  feiui^,  of  ̂   e^  to  «ie»  of 

WM-:-.  l**y^e  ̂ ^i  compensation  benefits^  in  ease ;the  nui  later ib«fQoaes  totally 

1^^  1  disabled,  bars  such  a  nan  frea  getttlqi  r«i^^ 

■t   i^         founded*  list,  we  asiupfy^ 

enacted  a  few  years  ago,  whereby  the  eventiiil  total  disability  due  to 

•ilioosls  or  other  dust  disease  was  deested  t&  b$  in  the  hatisre  of  a 

aeoiasid  injixry  and  so  the  liability  of  the  employe  in  such  a  ease  Is 

I    shared  in  by  the  Special  Disability  Pund^  to  uhlch  all  eoployers 

contribute  regardless  of  whether  or  not  they  have  any  cases  that  are 

payable  out  of  the  Fund*  Since  Vew  York  State  led  the  way  In  a 

constructive  and  practical  manner  to  meet  l^e  problems  presented  by 

silicosis  and  similar  conditions,  and  since  in  its  main  features 

industry  has  cooperated  fully  and  has  agreed  with  the  program,  we  take 
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wltfg  In^t^  of  th*  Hew  York  Iiesislatur**^        v 

-       As  X  have  pointed  out,  however,  the  queetlon  of  ooapeniatlcn  for 

|f!i]^i^ JM^MXi^^  fraa  silicosis  presents  difficulties  that  to  us 

seSBl^  W;i^  When  attempting  to  sttmout  one  difficulty, 

we  find  that  thereby  we  nay  increase  the  diffioulties  pres^ited  by 

another^    It  Is  In  this  field  that  we  find    tbe  necessity  of  keeping 

ol«arly  In  Bind  t}»  distinction  between  a  physlologle  op  aaatoala 

dsj^t  *p  soreallcd  "disability",  and  the  diaablllty  that  prevents  , 
1NI09  JMUR^ng*    The  one  present  physical  discomfort  and  even  a  lovered 

Vitid  eapaclty,  without  loss  of  earnings,  while  t^te  other  presents  <, 

ths  actual  inability  to  wox^,  restating  in  loss  of  earnings  «-  in^^^her 

WoardS^viUk  economic  loss  siKih  as  the  coi^pensation  laws  ill  seefc  ts 

ij^Sisiify. .  To  compensate  for  a  bodily  injury  which  does  not  4wo2tW  a   r 

a  ffidus^^       irage*«amlng  capacity^  is  to  waii>  ̂ e  cMipeBMMSlda 

i  <^iiyi|i^Sp  i^  approaching  damages  recoverable  by  ae|l«sttii  at 

'■^'^■■^(^^•■jvlt  <wiy,;be:-saldby  those  who  urge  conq^ensation  for  partial:'::. /-:{:--.^;".'"-^--- 

...-  jf- 

dlaablllty  in  silicosis  that  this  is  no  different  than^ie  fUclBg 

l^i^lwlf ' 'i£s.^4^idii3«'  payment  for  loss  or  loss  of  tuie  of  a  nsiifl)^*  "-^Ikr' 
every  case  of  a  schedule  loss  of  a  msniber,   however^  it  is  necessary 

i^p  waaoB  a  finding;  that  the  condition  presented  has  reached  its     -^ 

waxijam  li^proveiMHit  and  that  it  is  a  permanent  loss .  Hot  so  with  .r, 

partlai  disability  froa  silicosis.  Instead,  we  aliticipate  that  the 

eonditltm  will  becone  worse,  end  if  the  woz4cer  continties  in  the  sane 

or  a  sladLlar  occupation,  we  look  for  e\'entual  total  disability,  which 

will  be  pemanent* 

In  considering  this  problem,  we  oust  keep  in  mind  another 

distinction.  Partial  disability,  following  a  traumatic  injury,  occurs 

%^i 
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genmUy  f oXlaving  a  period  of  total  dl8Al>ill^,  and  th«  palatial 

1^^, -disability  Host  oftmi  i«  rodueed  by  the  lapsa  of  tiore  and  the  effeot 

of  healing,  until  finally  It  disappears  liholly«  The  trend  of  partial 

disability  la  dttst  oasea  is  the  other  wayi  it  never  beeoaes  less,  it 

ean  only  ohange  for  the  worse. 

Another  thing,  at  what  point  do99  eompensable  pa^lal  disability  f^ 

begin?  In  the  ease  of  trBisaatle  injury  or  of  an  acute  occupational 

f ̂''?:  l^ilHtaiel  we  havi  I  point  before  whldi-ao  reeo^iixabie^eoiBpensable  ';^  .;^^^  i,. 
^#;.;.%..v:>i-- '     '^■^■■^  -vr:- •■:■■•     -  .- -v -■,.■•  .;  ■  V,  -  ;  I,.,/,  ;- 

eandltloa  ean  exlit,  that  la,  the  date  of  the  injury.  In  the  ease  of 

H  : -fllieoiiSjr^we  have  a  slowly  progressive  oonditioiu  As  generaUy  aeen,^  x 

silicosis  or  asbestosisJlt  Mnd  to  esdst  only  after  the  lapse  of  a:  long ' 

tins,  frequently  a«ny  7»mrB.    The  length  Of  tine  say  be  a  shorter  or 

longer  period  by  reason  of  ̂ e  euseeptibillty  of  the  Individual^  the 

kind  of  dust,  the  siae  of  partioles  and  the  nua&er  of  partlelea  found 

In  the  atBospliere*  This  nay  vsxy  fron  one  eBQ>l07a»nt  to  another  and 

most  often  does  not  all  oeeur  la  a  9ingL9  employment*  Just  when  a 

worlcer  nay  show  the  eharaeteristlc  X-ray  wazkings  of  the  disease  Is 

difficult  to  diaeever*  Certainly^  they  will  not  be  discovered  until 

too  late  unleas  physical  exanlatiQiis  are  Bsde  periodically,  will  a 

claim  be  made  aC  the  first  «i9»  Of  dust  by  X-ray,  or  by  a  reduced 

vital  capacity  of  «ie  lungs,  and  if  so,  will  an  award  be  made?  And  if 

made,  how  will  the  perccatage  loss  of  use  bje  measured?  will  an  award 

close  thm   ease  or  my'lt  bu'teMqus^  and  a  further  award 

wade?  And  If  then  total  disability  eventuates,  will  credit  be  given 

against  the  total  disability  award  for  the  amount  or  amounts  already 

paid  on  the  partial  ecnditlon? 

Will  the  employee  be  benefited  by  an  award  for  partial  dlribillty? 

I  think  not.  Ih  the  first  place,  once  a  man  has  been  officially  adjudged 
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operations  or^&tm  dust  will  be  quite  ̂ sailcel/  to  ̂ ve  eapldyiaeiit  to  a 

iaah  i^  bas  already)»eeKi  found,  hj  aedioi^oviiinee  and  ah  offielal  deoision 

of  the  referee,  to  have  ailieosis.     It  is  qtlite  likely  that  the  official 

board  ■a;}r  direct  that  suoh  person  shall  not  ret|un  to  a  dusty  trade  on    ; 

a  p«ialt7  6f  losing  all  subsequent  rl^^t  to  eooipensation  for  a  totai>/: 

disability*    And  in  like  eireuastanee,  any  ot^ber  enployer  will  hesitate 

a  long  tiM  before  hirlas  sueh  an  ̂ fieialiir  stamped  silieotio*    More-      ^., 

over*  fmr  iMn  jfho  have  worioed  at  a  dusty  tvttde  for  nany  years  will^ 

readily  1m: adaptable  for  woz4c  in  a  new  and  different  trade*    Experience 

has  idSMQikstrated  tlJM  and  tiais  again  that  aen  da  not  twidliyi  ̂ uuigi      \    ' 
occupations  «h«Etthigr  havo  learned  a  trade.    This  faet  has  been 

4   M  iMoe^tiised  froa  a^rly  times,  as  witness  the  old  saw  that  goes  '*^oeatiic«rS 

stick  to  thy' iSst^*'^^^  ̂ ^.  .    ;■'"'"'■-. 

'^  ,;H  And  What  of  tltd  offeel  upon  tha  worker  Who  aubeits  to  exaolnation 

and  is  then  f ouK^  to  be  in  sobs  dgrae  a  sUieotief    Would  it  surprise 

anyone  if  suoh  a  person  beesas  iaaediately  Impressed  and  utterly       ;^ 
\f^      >.:-^"-.'   -\-:-    ■-;"■:>.,■    -V'>,   -•^^.'■■^^"   ■^■.:'.-:/v*^/.  .-"  :^:^.-   '\\'\'\--      -:'  ■.■;■     '"-i^' -K^   ..  . -i..^--.",  .■^■.■--  ,      ■\,^-.  '.^■_  -y  :.    ■"■■■.  '•f\,    --.-^  "..■■- v'-.  i/-'-;--^'' 

disoouragedt    Vimiid  he  not  be  lilosly  to  fi^l  that  he  has  been  eondeasied 

to  early  total  disability  and  deathT    Hill  any  possible  benefit  of  the 

law  outweigl^   the  seriously  ̂ IMi^^  tkw  official  ad^ication 

of  his  disease?    Doctors  ai»reifttlly  try  to  spare  their  patients  the 

knowledge  of  a  fatal  and  aaliQumt  condition  tth»n,  they  find  one.     How 

aany  oases'We' thero^'of^pem  because  of  soae 
9  real  or  fanoied  desperate  conditionr    Would  the  aeager  compensation 

btmefits.  Whatever  they  aight  be,  aake  the  Coapensation  Law  a  kindly  one 

by  robbing  tdhe  wox4cer  of  peaee  of  aindt 

^ere  are  no  statistics  available  as  to  the  niaaber  of  aen  irtio  aay 

i^'< ;»?> 
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with  the  responsibility  of  directing  the    activities   of   the 

Associated  Industries   of  New  York  in  legal   and  legislative 

matters,    dealing  primarily  with   Industrial  relations.      Mr. 
Hilfinger. 

BY  MR.    HILFINGBR; 

Mr.   Chairman,    gentlemen  and  ladies:      George 

Wright  mentioned  the  birth  of  opinions,    and  so   forth  in  this 

subject,    and  I  sat   there    just  thinking  of  -  they  were  tell- 

ing  about   this  professor  in  medical   college.      It  wasn't 

your   college.   Mart,"  that  had  this   class    seemingly,    this    clajs 
for   two  years,    and  at  the  final  meeting,    he  was  having   with 

them,    at   the  final  meeting  he  was  having  with   them  before 

graduation,    he   said,    "Gentlemen,    Itye    told  you  a  lot  of 

things   in   the   last   two  years."      He   says,    "i   suppose   if  I 

said  that  fifty  percent  of  them   are    correct,    I   suppose    that 

would  be  a  good  average".'     He   said,    "The   trouble   is,    I 
don't  know  which  fifty  percent  it  is", 

I  feel  very  remiss   here   if  I  didn't   congratulate 

Doctor   Vorwald  and  Doctor  Wright  and  the    Trudeau  organiza- 

tion on   the  work   they   are    doing  to   solve   one   of  probably 

the  biggest  mysteries   among  the   problems    that  exist    today 

in  this   field  of   industry.      I  feel  very  much  subdued,    as    I 
stand  here   and  as   I   sat  here    this   morning  and   listened  to 

this  group,    and  I  understand  that    there   is  representatives 

here   from,    I    think  it's    ten  or  twelve    different   countries. 
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all  from  the  medical  profession,    and  the  present  chalrmaa 

mentioned  here   a  little  while   ago,    the   part   that    the  medi- 

cal profession   is  playing   in  industrial   safety   and  indus- 

^rial  welfare   and  I  congratulate  you  gentlemen  of  the   pro- 

fession because   industrial  medicine,    as   you  know,    is    just 

beginning  to   grow. 

You  mentioned   the   small -plants /j^ Mr.    Chairman.      I 

don't  think  it  will  be  long  before  every  plant  will  have  a 

direct  connection  with,  som,©  of  your  profession,   and   I   don't 

know  if  you  realize   it  or  not,   but   as    just  an  ordinary   citi- 

zen  to   sit  here  with' a  group   like    this    and  listen    to   the 

discussions  and  see  the   things   that  you're  doing  in  these 

graphs   and  so  forth,   which   are  getting  right   down   to  facts, 

I   say,    I'd  feel   remiss   if   I  didn't   compliment  you   and  con- 

gratulate  you  on   the   grand   job  you're  doing   to  help  relieve 

h\aman  suffering  and  make   life   a   lot  more   livable,   making 

living  a  lot  better,    and  I  think  it's  proper   to   say   that    the 

employer   today  is  more   and  more   approaching   the    subject  froir 

that   standpoint. 

Cost,    yes,    of  course,    that's   Important,    but  I 

think  behind  it  all,    is    the   attempt   to  relieve  human   suffer- 

ing,    and  I    think  we  have  made   tremendous   progress,    and  I'm 

sure    that  it  won't  be   long  before   you  gentlemen   in  this 

field  will  have    the   answer   to   the   problem  we're  discussing 

today. 

;-m;: 
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(The  remainder  of  >Ir.    Hilflnger's  paper  was   read, 

A  copy  has  been  forwarded  to  me,    and  it  is    attached  hereto), 

BY  MR.    THOMPSON;  - 

Thank  you  very  much,   Martin.      Now,   we  have  heard 

from  three    talks   on  Workmen's   Compensation  in  the   United 

States.      It  seems    to  me    that   it  would  be   very  interesting 

if  we  had  a  talk  on  Workmen's   Compensation  in  other   coun- 

tries,   so   I'm  going  to  ask  Doctor  E.   R.   A.  Merewether,    Sen- 

ior Medical  Inspector   of  Factories,    the   Ministry  of  Labor 

and  National   Services,    London,   Englaad,    if  he  would  be    kind 

enough  to   tell  us   about  compensation  for  the  pneumoconioses 

In  England* 

BY  DOCTOR  MEREWETHER;  ■ 

Ladles   and.  gsntlemen,    you  have    seen  me  before, 

but  it's  not  ray  fault  this   time,      I'm  a  stand-in.     With  a 

foot  In  both  professions,    I  have  been  extremely   interested 

In  these  papers,    and  It  does    illustrate    the   tremendous    dif- 

ficulties  not   only   intrinsically  on   the   subject,    but   in 

different  states   and  different  conditions.      Just   a  few 

words   that   I  have  written  this  morning,   which  will  give   some 

idea  of  our  evolution,    is  by  no  means  perfect,    and   it  may 

be   in  the    coiirse   of   evolution  still,    and  it  certainly  is 

not  necessarily   a  model   for  any  different  set   of   circum- 

stances. 

■^efore   I887,    a  worker  was  held  to   assume   all   the 
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Ladies  and  Gentlemen,  you  have  seen  me  before,  but  it's  not 

my  fault  this  time.  I'm  a  stand-in.  ¥ith  a  foot  in  both  professions, 

I  have  been  extremely  interested  in  these  papers,  and  it  does 

illustrate  the  tremendous  difficulties  not  only  intrinsically  on  the 

subject,  but  in  different  states  and  different  conditions.  Just  a 

few  words  that  I  have  written  this  morning,  which  will  give  some 

idea  of  our  evolution,  is  ly  no  means  perfect,  and  it  may  be  in 

the  coxirse  of  evolution  still,  and  it  certainly  is  not  necessarily 

a  model  for  any  different  set  of  circumstances. 

Before  1887,  a  worker  was  held  to  assume  hH  the 
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risks   of  his    occupation,    although  he   could  bring   suit   for 

action,    to  recover  for   injury  and  damage.     Proof  of  negli- 

gence was   difficult,    and  the  high  costs  made   it  very  expen- 

sive.     For   the   fifty  years    subsequent,    there  have  been  leg- 

islations   imposing  duties   on  the  emplo'yer^-pf  supplying  safe 

working  requirements,    on   the   old  principal   if  you  keep   a 

dangerous  element,   you  must  keep   it  under  control. 

Nevertheless,    so-called     acts   of  God  were  remark- 

ably  and  unduly  prevalent  and  many  were" the   tragic  and  un- 

just results,  ;' 

In  1887,    therefore,    the  employers  liability  act 

reached   the   statute  book.      The   act  dealt  with  accidents 

only   and  provided  for  a  measure   of  compensation  which,   how- 

ever,   could  be   advocated  partially  or  entirely  on  .the    sco*e 

of  contributory  negligence   on  the  part  of  the  workmen.      It 

was  not  until   the  advent  of  the  Workmen's   Compensation  Act 

in  1906,    among  the  pieces   of  legislation  at  that   time   that 

compensation  for  occupational  disease,    as  well   as  for  acci- 

dents  arising   out  of   and  in  the    coxirse   of  employment, 

arrived  on  the   scene. 

The   occupational    diseases   and  hazards   covered 

were   strictly   occupation,    that   is    to  say  practically  speak- 

ing,   they  did  not  occur   in   the   general   population  irrespec- 

tive  of  occupation.      They  were  specifically   set  out  in  a 

schedule    to   the  end,    on  one   side,    the   disease  uprisings,    and 
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opposite,  where  possible,  were  detailed  the  occupations  or 

exposures  which  comrrionly  caused  the  disease  or  poisoning* 

The  aims  of  this  method  of.^pr,0scription,  particular  pre- 

scription, as  opposed  to  general  prescription  of  diseases 

and  possible  poisonings,  were  two-fold:  Firstly,  to  reduce, 

speed  up  and  simplify  litigation,  and  secondly,  by  setting 

up  opposite  disease  or  poisoning,  the  relevant  occupations 

or  exposures  to' -to  afford  a  presumption  in  favor  of  the 

workman. 

',;-.'^r\^.<,:'Jiih}xa,    the  sche'dule  minus  the  disability,  and  put 

opposite  coal  miner,  mining,  if  a  man  developed  the  stigmas 

which  he  thought  were  due  to  hiss  occupation,  he  could  make 

a  .claim,  but  if  he  was  not  a  coal  miner,  to  succeed,  he  would 

have  to  prove  that  his  asthmas  were  due  to  his  work,  his  par-* 

ticular  work» 

He  -  if  he  was  a  coal  miner,  then  the  burden  of 

proof  that  the  asthmas  was  not  caused  by  coal  mining,  was  on 

the  employer,   This  is  still  a  feature  of  our  law  today. 

The  first  disease  and  poisoning  to  be  scheduled  in 

this  way,  subject  to  compensation,  wer  anthrax  and  lead 

phosphorus  and  mercurial  poisoning.   To  show  you  the  need 

for  such  legislation,   with  over  a  tho\isand  cases  of  lead 

poisoning  noticed  in  ray  department,  well  over  a  hundred  died| 

Slowly  and  after  full  investigation  and  proof  of  occupation- 

al causation  on  the  disease,  the  occupational  diseases  and 
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posionlng  were  put  in  the   schedule  vintll  now   there  are 

forty-four  on  the  list   Including  pneumoconiosis   and   others. 

It  was  not  until  1910   that  pneumoconiosis   was 

included  in  the  schedule.      In  form  -  in  the   form  of  silico- 

sis with  or  without   tuberculosis.      Total   disability  only 

was  provided  for,    and  silicosis  was    then   defined  as    fibroid 

crisis  due    to  silica  dust. 

Those  were   the   sin5>le  days,    and   the  1918  act  af- 

forded. rough  justice   to  worse   cases   since  even  with  the 

elementary  X-ray  apparatus   of  those  days,    the   slow  start  of 

silicotic  nodules   in  the  film  hit  the   expert  like   a  charge 

of  machine  gun  bullets* 

By   the. end  of  192^,    therefore,    the   disease   the 

compensation  covered,    and  the  machinery  for  diagnosis   quite 

inadequate   and  the  great  new  act,    the  Workmen's  Corapensatior. 

Act  of  I925. codified  the  previous   legislation  and  extended 

it  to  partial  as  well  as   total  disability,   alco   constituted 

our  experts  under  the  Home   Office,   with  your  Ministry  of 

Interior  to   deal  with  diagnosis   and  assessment   and   whose 

decision  was  final,. 

This  Board  successively  described  as   the  SilciosiJi 

Medical  Board,    the  Silicosis-Asbestosis  Medical  Board,    and 

now  it's    the   Pneumoconiosis   Medical  Board,    functions    today 

and  its    decision  on  diagnosis   questions   is   still   final. 

Up  until  1930,    the   compensable    dust  disease  was 
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still   limited  to   silicosis,   now   defined  as  fibrosis  of    the 

lungs    due  to  silica  dust  with  or  without  tuberculosis    and 

with  either  partial  or   total   disability*      Coinciding  now 

with  ray  entry  into   the  Factory  Department,    then   the  Home 

Office,    confusion  became  worse   confo\anded,     Mith  our  mixed 

dust  elements,    it  was  obvious  that   the    classical  descrip- 

tions  of  silicosis  following  on  pure  quartz  exposures,   was 

inadequate   to   serve   justice.      Coal  miners'    troubles  were 

much  in  the  public   eye.      The  disease  I«ve ?seen  in  the   pot- 

tery  and  grinding  trades   did  not  fit  and,  , to  make   the    situ- 

ation worse,    one   of  the  xmshakablo  foundations    of  knowledge 

at  that   time,    that  only  dust  containing,  free -siilca,   was 

really  injurious,    trembled  and  .tottered,    as   asbestosis   loomtd 

darkly   as   a  cloud  the  size  of  a  man's  hand  on  the  horizon. 

Many  free   surveys  were  set  on  .foot  and  completed, 

therefore,   between  1925  and  1930,    and  by   the  Workmen's 

Compensation  Silicosis   and  Asbestosis  Act   in  1930,   a  law 

was  made,   under  that   act,   the  range  of  dust   diseases   subjec" 

to   compensation  and  occupations   to  be   covered  were  greatly 

extended.      The   diseases  were   now   covered  by  an   extended 

definition,    fibrosis   of  the  lungs   due   to  silica  dust,    as- 

bestos  dust  or  other  dust,    to  be  defined,   with   or  without 

tuberculosis. 

Relative   calm  now  set  in  for  a  time,   but  soon 

uneasiness  became   apparent,    that   the  coal  miners   and  triraraet'S 
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were  not  getting  a  fair  deal.      The  slate   dressers   as   oppos- 

ed  to  the   slate  quarriers   and  some  foundry  operators, 

seemed   to  escape  adequate  notice   and  busy  nurses;    that  was 

a  very  awkv^ard  disease  and  missed  notice.      The  cotton 

workers   felt  they  were  left  out. 

Some   investigations,    on  a  considerable    scale,  were 

set  up  successively  in  the   coal  mines,    the  whole  gamut  of 

fovindry  work  and  so 'on,    the   slate   dressers   and  some  foxindry 
operators  being  dealt  with  on  existing  evidence, 

In  19i^-3»    this'  culminated  in  Workmen's   Corapensatior 
Pneumoconiosis  Act,  which  provided  comprehensively  for  coal 

miners  and  li»immers  and  cotton  workers,   also  in  legislative 

form.      The  definition  now  beame   fibrosis    of   the   lungs   due 

to  silica  dust,,  asbestos   dust  or  other  dust  including  the 

condition  known  as   dust  reticulation  of  the   Ixings, 

•1  may  say  it   is  now  a  pity,   we  are   taking   evi- 

dence  as    to  whether  this    is   quite    the  right    definition.      In 

the  meantime,    in   the  Beverage  Report  on  comprehensive   in- 

surance burst  like   an  earthquake    on   the   scene  and  resiilted 

in  a  series   of  acts.     Round  about  19ij.6,   most  of   them   coming 

into  force   in  19ii-8,    and  oior  new  law   today. 

The   one  we're  most  concerned  with  is    the  National 

Insurance  Injury  Act  in  19ij.6,   which   changed   the   whole   system 

of  what  was   formerly  Workmen's   Corrpensation.      Formerly, 

workmen's    compensation  was   a  liability  wholly   on  the   employer. 
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provisions  being  made  with  respect  to  pneiomoconiosis   for 

contributions   as   more   required  during   the   previous    five 

years,   but  even  then  sometimes   it  was    impossible   to  tax 

liability  to   an  eii5)loyer,    so   the  man   didn't  get   the 

money;    also  the   acts  were  Adjudicated  by  the   County  Coiirt 

judges  with, with  appeal  to  the  high  courts*      Compensation 

was  payable  for  partial   or   total    disability,   but  was  based 

on  loss   of  wages  with  an  upper  limit  as    to  the   amount  pay- 

able weekly  and  the   total   amount  payable   on  the  date   of  the 

claim. 

TJnder  the  new  actV   the   industrial  Injiiries  Act, 

the  present  Act,   con5)ensati9n  or  benefits,    as  it  is  now 

called,    is  payable  for  loss   of  "if  acuity,   which  is   not  quite 

the    same  as    disablement,    ahd;;;l|^' given  in  the    form  of  pen- 

sion if   the   assessment  is   twenty  percent   or   over,    and  in 

the  form  of  a  maturity   if 'It's  vmder  twenty  percent. 

Diagnosis    is  made   as  before,   by  the    Pneximoconiosis  Board, 

The  assessment   is   appealable   to   the  Appeal  Board,   but   the 

diagnosis  of  pne-umoconiosis   is   not.      The   equal   differences 

are   assigned  by  an  appropriately   constituted  appeal   tribun- 

al  and   the   different  interpretation  of  principals    of  the 

law  is  by   the  Commission,   who   is    the  Queen's   Counsel   of 

Distinction,    and  not  by  the   Courts, 

The   administration  of   the  mass   of   claims  by   safe- 

guards,  where   our   decision   is    investigated  by   a  non-medical 
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official  called  the  Insurance  officer,  is  helpful*  Rate  of 

percentage  for  total  disability  is  for -^-fiye. shillings  a 

week  irrespective  of  earnings  with  additions  to  wife  and 

dependents.   If  necessary,  that  saves  a  man* s  -  that  means 

if  a  man  is  a  veteran,  an  additional  allowance  is  given. 

The  basic  rate  of  pension  is  exactly  the  same  as 

the  basic  rate  for  disabled  war  veterans,! the  -  and  the 

'  -  ■  ,.«*«^^"    '  ;,■■■■;■ committee  under  His  Honor,  Jiadge  Haiicocki  of  which  I  was  a 

member,  correlated  on  an"' exact'  basis,  ytihei rates  for  what 

are. known  as  the  schedule  disabilities.   That  is  to  say 

that- if  a  man  had  lost  a  hand  as  a  resiilt^of  an  occupational 

accident,  he  would  get  exactly  ;the  same  award,  other  things 

being  equal,  as  a  soldier  who  lost  his  hand  as  a  result  of 

a  .war.  ■      ,  ""    ■  ,     ■ 

Furthermore,  if  the  injured  workman  from  circum- 

stances beyond  his  control,  is  xmable  to  maintain  himself 

and  family,  he  may  obtain  under  another  act,  the  Public 

Assistance  Act,  further  financial  assistance  to  prove  - 

on  proof  of  need.   Medical  treatment  is  covered  by  the 

National  Health  Insurance  Act,  rehabilitation,  vocational 

guidance  and  training  and  placing  for  a  new  occupation  is 

obtained  under  the  provisions  of  yet  another  act,  the  dis- 

abled persons  employment  Act, 

Special  factories  called  the  granule  factories 

are  set  up  in  South  Males  to  provide  employment  to  disabled 
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persons  mostly  miners  there.   Here  there  was  formerly  little 

alternative  work  for  pharmaceutical  factories.  Those  fac- 

tories, they  were  built  by  the  Government,  and  they  get  - 

the  firms  are  induced  to  go  there,  suitable  firms,  and  get 

a  very  low  rate  and  other  arrangements  provided  they  employ 

fifty  percent  of "disabled  persons,  not  necessarily  sili- 

cotics* . 

"'■'In  there  we  do  see  -  we  do  make  greatest  efforts 

to  keep  but  the  tubercle  as  we  do  in  all  the  dust  producing 

industries.   To  those  totally  unable  to  complete  in  the 

-  to  compete  in  the  labor  market,  even  under  relatively 

sheltered  conditions,  there  are  the  "rent-buy"  factories, 

which  are  almost  necessarily,  at  the  present  time  at  any 

rate,  run  at  a  loss.   Thus,  no  disabled  person  need  beg  for 

an  existence  and  the  inducements  to  disabled  persons  to  make 

the  most  of  the  disability  is  continued. 

...  -i  Costs  of  these  arrangements  are  paid  for  out  of 

a  fund  administered  by  the  Government  and  the  money  is  pro- 

vided by  contributions  by  the  employees  or  the  workers  with 

a  contribution  by  the  Treasury.   The  fund  is  a  very  large 

sum  in  hand  at  the  moment.   It  was  an  idea  —  I  pay  about 

a  poimd  a  month  is  about  my  share.   The  contribution  is  the 

same  for  men,  different  for  women,  different  for  joung   per- 

sons. 

Now,  an  insured  person,  \xnder  this  act,  is  anybody 
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Tinder  a  contract  of  service  with  certain  exceptions,  not  a 

person  under  a  contract  for  service. 

Now,  I've  got  tHO  minutes,  I  think,  just  two 

minutes,  yes,  two;  two  things  were  raised  that  were  very 

interesting, "by  Mr.  Waters,   The  common  law  of  disability: 

In  our  other  Workmen's  Compensation,  people  were  getting 

very  much  larger  damages  by  a  common  law  action.  Now,  he 

can  proceed  to  take  his  workmen's  coirpensation  and  he  can 

still  claim  against  the  employer.  Should  he  succeed,  his 

workmen's  compensation  am'otjnt  is  abated  by  the  appropriate 

sum*   These  common  law  actions ■ are ■exceedingly  interesting 

and  very  troublesome,  because  juries* -  as  one  of  you,  I 

think  it  was  Mr.  Hilfinger,  said  -  that  juries  were  very 

peculiar  in  the  way  they  award  , the, damages  and  then  you  fine  ' 

that  somebody  making  ten  thousand  dollars  for  loss  of  two 

fingers,  and  somebody  else  .madeV'may.iget  two  hundred  poiinds, 
/   -   ,.     -v..  ■  :•'■■*■"  <>  V"  *  '*    ■  "■- 

and  so,  however,  that  is  the  case  ah'd  there  is  a  very 

curious  reason*         ■■?v>  .;      .^,;>.^  ̂ ,:^ 

When  the  liability  was  put  on  employer,  of  cours€i 

there  was  a  certain  sanction  to  take  care  of,  but  believe 

me,  the  common  law  actions  were  even  more  greater  sanction, 

because  supposing  a  man  gets  his  hand  off  in  a  press.   Wellj 

necessarily,  the  Factory  Department  prosecutes  the  employer 

for  not  guarding  the  machine*  Well,  that  is  -  the  factory 

is  under  criminal  law,  not  civil  law,  and  a  successfvil 
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prosecution,    all   the  man  has   got  to  do   in  makin
g  his  clatai 

is   to  prove  the  conviction  and  he   can  prove   the
   negligence. 

Now,    the   other  point  is  limitation  of  claims.      In 

the   times  of . the  Workmen's   Compensation  Act,    the  worker 

first  may  have    two  years    to  make   a   claim  for 
  silicosis, 

then  it  was   increased  to  five  years   and  could 
 not  be   in- 

creased longer,   because   the   firm  might  have  gone   out  of
   ex- 

istence,  but  under   the  new  act,    there  is   no  limit  to    the 

time   the  man  may  put  in  a  clam  for  compen
sation. 

.      Then,    the   other  thing   is    that  when  a  man,    a  dis- 

abled person,    gets   another   illness,    ordinary  
illness   like 

everybody  must  get  and  is  disabled  with  it,   
 he,   of  course, 

gets    the  appropriate,   much  smaller   amount
  under   the 

■  National  Health  Insurance  Act.      Thank  you.  (Appl
ause) 

BY  MR.    THOMPSON; 

Thank  you  very  much,   Mr.   Merewether.     We're   goi
ng 

to   take   a  seventh  inning  stretch  for  exactly
  five  minutes, 

inasmuch  as   our  time   is    short   and  will  you  pl
ease  be  back 

in  your   seats   in   five   minutes, 

(Recess   from  l\.iJ>S   "bo  h,il\$  P.  M.) 

BY  DOCTOR  VORWALDt 

We'd  like    to  get  on  with  the   program,    so  will  y
ou 

please    take  your  seats;   we'd  like    to   get  on 
 with  the   prograij. 

We'd  like    to   start,    so    that   there  will  be  p
lenty  of   time 

for  ̂ ou  to   enter   into   the  discussion. 
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BY  MR.  THOMPSON: 

Yes,  we'll  please  come  to  order  again.  We  have 

only  one  more  talk  and  then  I'm  going  to  ask  just  a  few  to 

say  a  very,  very  few  words.   Our  last  speaker  is  Andrew 

Kalmykow,  Assistant  Manager  of  the  Casualty  Department,  As- 

sociation of  Casualty  and  Surety  Companies  of  New  York 

City.   He  has  specialized  in  compensation  matters,  both  in 

trial  practice  and  in  field  legislation.  Mr.  Kalmykow, 

BY  MR.  KALMYKOW;  : 

;;:_    (Mr.- Kalmykow  read  a  prepared  paper,  which  is  on 

file  with  the  Sa2?anac  Laboratory). 

BY  MR.  THOMPSON; 

Thank  you,  Andrew,  that  was  very  well  done;  I 

appreciate  it.  Now,  the  meeting  is  now  open  for  general 

discussion,  and  with  the  type  of  talks  we've  had  this  after- ■ 

noon,-  it  seems  to  me  that  there  should  be  a  good  many  ques- 

■tions.  We  ask  you,  please,  will  you  be  kind  enough  to  dir- 

ect your  question  to  the  speaker  who  you'd  like  to  have 

answer  that  question." 
BY  DOCTOR  BENNETT; 

I'd  like  to  ask  Doctor  Merewether  a  question.   He 

brought  up  the  question  of  medical  boards  and  I'd  like  to 

have  him  elaborate  a  little  more  on  that. 

BY  DOCTOR  MEREWETHER;  • 

I  thought  the  worst  had  now  come.   I  sat  in  the 

■?:^»?- 
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back  deliberately,     Ttie  decision  on  a  matter  of  diagnosis, 

a  question  of   diagnosis  as   called  for  in  the  regulations, 

is  for   the   expert  board  of  medical  men  whose   existence  has 

been  since  1926  and  is  final*  - 

BY  DOCTOR  MMGANO; 

My  question  is,  this,    is    this  medical  board  now  a 

fact-finding  body  or  an  examining  body,    in  other  words,   are 

any  controversies  permitted? 

BY  DOCTOR  MEREWETHER;        ■■  ■:.'::M>:^:..^  ' ■  II  I  ■!      ■  IMIIII-lM    ■     —11— ■—■Ml      ■      ̂ -^i*^  'i|^%.-\ 

It's   a  pure  diagnostic  board,    examining  board, 

it  does  periodic  examinations, 'does  post  mortems,   where, .■■■■■  -  f*.   '-'■  '„■ 

when  the  coroner   and  a  pathologist  -  we  have   inquests,   you 

know,    on  these   cases:a>y4the  :cbroner.(.and  the   Ixmgs   are  re- 

tained.      If  a  member  of   the  board  is  not  there  and   the  de- 

cision as    to  what -tiaefmah 'died;i'rom  is   for   the  board  and 

for  nobody  else. 

BY  MR.    THOMPSON f"'^       '  ' "  '     '\' —■^-■'^'''-  "V" 

Thank  you  very  much.  Doctor,   To  help  the  steno- 

grapher, when  you  ask  a  question,  would  you  be  kind  enough 

to  announce  your  name,  as  well  as  the  party  to  whom  the 

question  is  directed*     ,  ./i,; 

Any  other  questions? 

BY  DOCTOR  HERJ^IAN; 

Doctor  Merewether,   while  you're   still  available, 

we've  been  greatly  interested  in   the   administration  of  the 
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Occupational  Disease  Act  in  Maryland,  ,in  arriving  at,  sorae^ 

idea  of  partial  disability  in" it,-  specifically  in  silicosis, 

and  apparently  that's, a  foregone  conclusion  and  a  matter  of 

long  experience  now  in  your  jurisdiction.  Will  you  comment 

on  tttat,  how  you  arrive  at  some  ideas  of  partial  disability'^ 

BY  DOCTOR  MEREWETHER;      ,,  :     "    V        ''  ;  "  ̂^   ■-' 

You  know,  some  of  you  fellows  are  awfully  diffi- 

cuit«  'you  know,  I  slipped  out  to  have  a  quick  one,  but  I 

don't  feel  quite  well  even  now.   ' 

Years  ago,  I  was  Chairman  of  a  medical  board  ad- 

ministering pensions,  in  Ottawa, -you  remember  it,  and  grad- 

ually, there  was  built  up  a  system  of  assessment  which  I»ve 

no  doubt  you've  done  the  same  yourselves,  remunerations 

for  demonstrable  divergences  for  the  normal,   I  mean  if 

you  decidec  a  man  was  seventy  percent  disabled,  lost  all 

his  hearing,  fifty  percent  is  probably  too  high  and  so  on, 

or  lost  a  leg,  and  then  you  consider  that  as  the  case  then, 

the  man's  disability  in  the  general  labor  market,  you  can 

discover  what  really  was  the  proper  assessment  for  a  man 

with  what  we  call  silicotic  bronchitis  and  emphysema,  not 

hypertrophic  emphysema,  and  give  him  an  average  over  a 

period  of  time. 

Well,  now,  when  this  last  act  came  around,  where 

it  agreed  to  have  the  assessment  divided  in  ten  percent, 

twenty  percent,  thirty  percent  and  so  forth,  the  members  of 
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the  board  have   a  very  fair   idea  as   to  what  his    fair  percent 

of   disability  is.      It  is   true  that,    with  the   silicotic, 

well,   you  know  yourselves,    a  silicotic  has,    for  instance, 

interitiittent  attacks   of   slight  bronchitis   and  so  forth. 

If  he   is  bad,    or  reasonably  bad,   he  may  pop  off   in  one   of  b 

them,   but,    overall,   they  don't  get   so  much  intermittent 

attacks  until  they. get  very  severely   disabled.  r-    .. 

Well,    the  board  was   fairly  easily  able,    I   think, 

to  assess   these   things,      ten  percent  one  way  or  either  way. 

It»s   one  way   or   the. other,  which  is  within   ten  percent, 

which  doesn't  make   a  great  deal  of  difference  and   the  man 

can  always   claim  he's   got.wors#.      Yes,    I  agree  with    that, 

you  know  that  if  you  have   ever  seen  a  man  die,   which  many 

of  you  have,   you  have  watched  him  over  years  bedridden  and 

so  forth,    still   intelligent,    still   thinking  of   the   industry 

and "so  forth,    as   I've  watched  some  managers,    for   instance, 

and  high  class  executives;    it  is   a   terrible   disease   to   die 

from.     Asbestosis   is  worse. 

Well,    it  really  doesn't  matter  whether  your    ten 

percent  accurate   or   twenty  percent  accurate,    as   long   as 

substantial    justice  has  been  done.      This    craving  for    -  for 

particularity   in  the   executions   of  life  which  we   attempt    to 

do,   particularly  research  people,    which   I've   never    claimed 

to  be,    I  find  a  little   difficult   to  apply   to    the   normal 

operations   of  life.  '  (Applause). 
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BY  DOCTOR  HERMAN; 

I  really  wasn't  thinking  in  terms   of  small   incre- 

ments  of   tlie   kind  that  you  describe,      I  was    thinking   in  a 

broad  general  way,   if   a  man  is   -  if  he's   -  howars  you  going 

to  arrive   at  any  other  degree   of  disability  other  than  per- 

manent,  permanent  total,    I  -mean  would  it  be   a  question  of, 

oh,    let  us   say,    of  forty  percent  or  seventy-five  percent, 

which  after  all,    is  of  considerable  moment,    and  in  correlary 

to  that,   how  far  can  you  use  any  objective  means   of  arriv- 

ing  at  that  conclusion,    or  do  you  derive  yoxip   conclusions 

entirely  from  man's   subjective.: complaints? 

BY  DOCTOR  MEREWETHER ; -    '      : 

You  know.  Doc t6r  Herman,   you'll  find   just  as  much 

difficulty  in  asking  questions   as   I  have   in  answering  them, 

but  you're   like  most  doctors,    there  is.  a  certain  amount   of 

medicine,    and  a  certain  amount  of  inspiration,  but   it's 

quite   a  fact,   you  see,    these   things   are  permanent,    a  thing 

like  silicosis,   but  are  fluctuating,    and  it  doesn't  make  a 

man  who  is   assessed  at   thirty  percent,    let  us   say  ,   at   one 

time,    is   not  going    to  reach  a  h\andred  percent   seven  years 

later.      They  will   give  him  an  assessment  for  several  years, 

but  if  he   suddenly  becomes   worse,    say  gets    this   pneumothor- 

epc  or   something,    then  he   goes    onto    total  disability  in  a 

few  minutes,   well,    in  a  few  hours,    but  his   assessment  would 

then  be   raised  in  response    to   a  new  examination.      Does    that 
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answer  your  question?      It's    the  best  I  can  imderstand  it. 

BY  DOCTOR  HERMAN; 

Well,    it  would  be   a  great  deal  siii5)ler,    of  course, 

if   this  weren't  all  set  within   the  frame  work  of  law,    viilch 

is   necessarily  relatively  rigid.      If  it  were   a  question  of, 

oh,    let  us    say,   yoior  feeling  for  medicine,   your   diagnostic 

notions   or   anything  of   that  sort,    ti  would  be   a  great  deal 

simpler.; 

BY  DOCTOR  MBREWETHER; 

.     I  understand  you,  but  the  procedure   of  the   board 

is   a  little  different.     When  you  say  a  little  more   compli- 

cated than  appears   on  the  surface,    that  would  describe  it* 

Not  less   than  two  members   of  the  board  examine   the  man. 

Well,   now,    it  may  be   that   they're   a  little   doubtful   about 

some  point,    in  spite   of   their  experience.      Then,  they  con- 

sult other  members   of   the  board  in  other  parts   of  the   covm- 

,try,    or  London  or  somewhere  and  by  that  means,   rightly  or 

wrongly,    they  arrive   at  some  measure   of  disablement   or  the 

diagnosis,    and  assess    the  man  accordingly,   but  it   isn't, 

you  know,    after  you've   got  eight  of  these    types   of  cases   a 

day,   you  feel   as   if   it,    as    if   it's    just   about  time   to   go   to 

bed,    and  it's   very  exhausting  as   I'm  sxire  you  know,    and   thej' 

don't  do   a  vast  number;    they're   overworked  and  they're  far 

behind  with  their   cases,   but   they  do   try   and  do    justice   in 

that  way,    not?     They  have   a  great  attitude  within  the   limits 
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of  the  legislation  that  is"  laid  down  in  the  law,  which  is 

the  definition  I  quoted  to  you.   The  interpretations  of 

those  definitions,  medically  speaking,  is  investigated  in 

this  board  of  experts.   That  is,  I  don't  know  whether  I»ve 

made  it  clear  or  not. 

BY  DOCTOR  HERMM;  /^  ■  ' 

Well,  it's  -  I  have  some  idea  of  how  your  board 

operates,  but  I'm  not  sure  that  there  is  anything  comparable 

to  it  in  the  experience  of  anyone  in  -  of  anybody  in  this 

country.  Mr.  Waters  may  correct  me '^on  that. 
■  ■,-■  ■  ''^_. .  '-'['.% 

BY  MR.  WATERS;'. 
I  agree  with  you. 

BY  MR.  THOMPSON:   ■
;;:'"" 

Gentlemen,  are  there  any  other  questions? 

"'    (No  response). 

,  You;know,_we . are  very  fortunate  to  have  with  us 

here  some  members  from  the  State  Industrial  Commissions  and 

Medical  Boards  of  Review.   Now,  I  don't  know  them  all,  but 

I  wonder  if  -  if  Mr.  Hill,  who  is  Chairman  of  the  Michigan 

State  Commission,  if  he  would  care  to  say  a  word. 

BY  MR.  HILL; 

Well,  first  of  all  ...  '  ' 
BY  MR.  WATERS; 

Come  up  to  the  platform. 

BY  I-m.  HILL; 
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I  haven't  much  to   say,    I  guess,      I  will   say    this, 

I  was   Immediately  intrigued  by  Doctor  Wright's    remark   that, 

after   all,   medical   testimony  is   only  opinion  and,    therefore^ 

is   not   conclusive,    or   can  not  be   conclusive,   but   the  Work- 

men's Compensation  administrator  has   got   to  make   a  con- 

clusive  finding;    I  suppose   that's  his    job. 

My  own  experience  has  been  that,  when  we  were  per- 

mitted  to  or  were  mandated  by  our-  act,    to  send  disputed 

occupational   disease   cases,   that   included  dust  disease  cas- 

es as  well   as   lead  poison  or  anything  else,    to  an   impartial 
■■"■'"'J"  .'-  " 

commission  for  an  examination,    and  their  finding  was   con- 

clusive,   absolutely   conclusive,    on  the   question  of  whether 

or  not   the  man  had  the   disease  alleged,    that   at  least  half 

of  our   jobVas  done  right  there* 

If  it  was   reported  he  didn't  have   the   disease, 

that's   all   there  was   to   it,    and  his   claim  vjas    summarily 

dismissed,    so  it's,    at  least  we   thought,    it  was  much  easier 

to  have   it,    and  more    convenient,    and  we  got   a  better   -  or 

more   as   a  result,   when  used,    we  made   through  that  vehicle, 

let's  say,   medical    opinion  conclusive. 

Now,    I   think   there   is   one   ot^er,    one   other  item 

that   I  might  mention,    and  that  is   that   compensation  for 

occupational   diseases.    Including  dust   disease,    of   co\irse, 

has    created  a  great   incentive,    I  believe,    for  employers   and 

carriers    to   adopt  every  known  preventive  measure    and  probab..y 
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it  undoubtedly  has  created  the  ■incentive  for  research  in  an 

effort  to  find  other  measurfs)^^^ 

eases,   ,.'  ,  '  ' 

In  our  experience,  when  'We   first  had  an  occupa- 

tional disease   law,   we  had,    at  one    time,    sixty   lead  poison- 

ing  cases  pending  at  one    tim©..     Last  year,  we  didn't  have   a 

single  lead  poisoning  case.      I   asked  one   of   the    large    car- 

riers whether   the   coup anies  had  quit  using  lead,    and   they 

told  me  no,    they  had  just  foxind  a  way  to  manage   to  handle 

it  so   that  it  wasn't  dangerous.      Trichloroethylene  poison- 

ing,  for  instance,   when  that  was  under  our  original   act, 

which  was   a  schedule   act,    we  had  any  nxaraber  of   trichloro- 

ethylene poisoning.      That  was  a  sort  of  a  sixty-four   dollar 

word,    and  today,   you  don ' t  even  he ar  of  it,    and  I  asked,    oh, 

one   or  two   of   the  representatives   of  manufacturers,   whether 

or  hot  they  used  trichloroethylene   as   a  degreasing  agent. 

They   said , siore,  we  don '  t  have   any  cases.     We  prevent   it; 

we  prevent .,t|ie.   disease,    and  so    the  mere   fact  that   you're 

paid   coitipensation  benefits,    they  are  paid   to   the  unfor- 

tunate persons,    nevertheless,    the   fact  that    there   is    the 

potential  liability,   has  made   industry   and  carriers   very 

eager    to  prevent  it,    and   I   think  that   tremendous   good, 

wiJ;hout   any  question,   has   come  from  the  preventive  measures, 

and   I   think   that's   an  important   -  or  the    safety  end  of    it  is. 

an  important  angle    that  shouldn't  be   overlooked   in  a  dis- 
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cusslon  of   this   type. 

Now,  compensation  people  think  they  have  problems, 

but  I'm  amazed  at  having  been  around  here  a  couple  -  only  a 

couple  of  days,  to  see  the  tremendous  problems  that  the  doc- 

tors have  and  the  -  certainly,  my  little  compliment,  if  I 

can  add  it,  I  certainly  want  to  congratulate  them  on  the 

tremendous  work  they're  doing  in;. the  occupiational  disease 

fields  '     „    •     ̂   '     . 

Now,    if  you  want  lae   to  keep   on  talking,    I   can  say 

that   I   disagree  with  this   business   on  payment  of   compensaticjn 

for  partial  disability.      I   don ' t  think  you  can,    if  you're 

going  to  give   a  man,    a  man  compensation  inerely  because  he 

has   silica  deposit^ed  in  Ms  .Ivmgs, '.I  --^^  I  with   that, 

I  think   that  you've  got   to  tie   it  up  witii  the  vase   loss  and 

maybe    that's   a  way   -  maybe   I  »vi3  missed "  the  boat,    but  it   see4 
that  whether  a  man  is   working  in  the    same   occupation  or   in 

another   so-called  non-inj\irious    occupation,    if  he  is    re- 

ceiving  the   same   wages   in  both  occupations,    whether   it.'s   foi 

the    same   employer  or  for   a  different  employer,    I   feel    that 

he   shouldn't  be   entitled   to   compensation,    that   compensation 

should  be  paid  strictly   on  a  wage   loss    theory,    and  as  far 

as    that,    unless   he's  unable    to   secure   employment  because   of 

silicosis.      That  might  be    something  else.      Thank  you. 

(Applause). 

BY  l>ffi.    THOMPSON: 
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"  ?  Thank  you  very  much,  ̂ r.  Hill* 

BY  MR«  KNIGHT; 

Mr.  Chairman,  my  name  is  Knight,  from  Ill
inois, 

Chairman, of  the  Illinois  Industrial  commission
. 

BY  MR.  THOMPSON; 

Would  you  care   to  say   a  word,   14r.   Knight,
   please? 

BY  MR»    KNIGHT: 

.  JtP.   Chairman,   Ladies   and  Gentlemen;      I 
 have  heard 

a  good, dite^^out  medical  hoards   in  the   v
arious   states.      If 

the  problem  is   severe   there,    it  surely   j
ust  must  be   severe 

in  the   state  where    they  have   no  medical  bo
ard.      Illinois   is 

such  a  sta.te«         ,  ,, 

.  '^    In  other  words,    the  medical   testimony  produced  in 

'the  recbrdL  is  produced  entirely  by  partisan  fo
rces,    the 

petitioner  puts   on  his  medical,   pays  
for  his   medical   testi- 

mony/. The   respondent  places    their  medical    t
estmony   in  the 

record  and  pays   for  that  testimony.      Now,  
  I  know,    of   course, 

this   isn't  always   the   case,   but   in  the   four
  years   that  I 

have  been  in   that   capacity    in  Illinois,   
 I  know  of  certain 

doctors    that  will  willingly  give    ten  
percent  or   dollars 

worth  and  I  know  on  the  other   side   doctors
    that   are  willing 

to   testify  that  for   a  hundred  percentfor  
only  ten  percent, 

should  be  given. 

That  presents  quite  a  problem,  doesn't  it,  
to  the 

Commission  who  has  to  pass  upon  it,  and  when  none  of  us  are 
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doctors.      Our  Coramis^ibn  Is  made  uj)   of  five   commissi  oners 

who  sit  in  appeal.     We  have  fourteen  arbitrators   in  the 

field,    nine  arbitrators   in  Chicago  in  the  State   of   Illinois 

Building,   with  their  coiirt  rooms    there,    five   downstate   in 

strategic   territory.      The   arbitrators,    as  you  know,   hear  the 

evidence,    hear  the   testimony,   see   the   exhibits   and  then  if 

they  feel  an  appealla  warranted,    they  appeal  it  to  us    as 

what  is  known  as    the  Comfaission* 

Two,,  of  thpse  members   of  the   Commission  are    ap- 

pointed to  represent  management,    and  two   to  represent  the 

emplpyee   group* ;   We  don't   term  the   thing   labor  and  capital, 

but  that's  -the  make-up   of   the  Commission,    and  the   fifth 

member,    the   Chairman,    Is   the   independent  member.      That   hap- 

pens   to  be  my.  position.  ' 

.'i  have  seen  this   old  act,   both   as   to  workmen's 

compensation  and  as   to  occupationa  diseases,   grow  from  its 

infancy  in  Illinois.      In  1911,    when  the  Workmen's   Compen- 

sation Act  was  first  passed  in  Illinois,    it   came  within 

my  province   to  write   the   last  half  of   that   act.      I  was    just 

a  yoiing  lawyer  and,   of  coiirse,    I  knew  more   law   then  than   I 

ever  knew  since   and   so,    of  course,    I   copied  largely    the  New 

York  Compensation  Board  Act..      I   called  it  the   Illinois  Ccro- 

pensation  Board  in  conjunction  with   the    other   lawyers   that 

were  working  on  it,    so    the   nomenclature  wasn't  difficult. 

We    just   called  it  Compensation  Board,    and  it  wasn't  until 
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1918  that  it  became  known  as  th
e  Illinois  Industrial 

Commission. 

NOW,    seriously,   within  -  I   don
't  want  to  hurt  the 

feeling  of  any  of  you  people   fro
m  Pennsylvania  when  I   say 

this,  but  within. saae    twenty-four^  miles   of  my  de
sk  on  South 

Street,    I  am  told  that  better^
^aii  sixty-five  percent  of 

all   the   steel   in  the  TJnited  Sta
tes  is  manufactured.     Now, 

perhaps  Bethlehem  and  t^sp^
rtpainsylvania  points  wi

ll 

disagree  with  that,  b^t  I^know
  tl^t  .rt^  we ^ take  around  the 

curve   over  into  Gary^Ian^^cons
ider   the  amount  of   silica 

that's  used,   you  rea^i.e,.^aj^,
|ome^  idea  of  our  problem. 

we're   endeavoring  to : wort  It 
'out ̂  with  partisan  medical   tes- 

timony,  which  I   say  isv;lust  as,wrong  
as  for  the    ordinary 

layman  to  attempt  to  solve'  the  p
roblems  of  law.      He  might 

hit  it   once  in  a  while,   but  it
's  entirely  unlikely. 

Now,    I   am  -   this   last  191^9  legis
lature,    I  re-wroto 

the   act  at   the   request  of  both  m
anagement  and  labor,   prin- 

cipally  to  recodify  it,  .because   it  too
k  a  Philadelphia  lawyir 

to   tell  where    to  find   the   law,    the
  sections  were   interspersjd 

in  anything  but  properly  codified
.     Do  you  care   to  hear 

anything  about  this?      I  don't  kno
w  whether  you  do   or  not. 

BY  DOCTOR  MBRgjfJETHBRt 

Yes. 

BY  MR.    KNIGHT: 

YOU  care   to  hear   this.      So,  we   at   least  reco!aif
ie|^ 
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the   act  with  a  few  chaages   and  that  pertained  to    the    occu- 

pational  diseases    act   as   well.      Now,    you  must  bear  In  mind 

that,    in  Illinois,    the    Occupational  Diseases  Act   is  not 

mandatory.      The   company  doesn't  have   to   accept  that   act  if 

they   don't  choose   to  do  so   or  an  employer.      That   throws  a 

further   complication  into  the   thing,    and  the  farmer   isn
't 

under   the  Workmen's   Compensation  Act  unless  he  chooses   to 

come  under   that   act.  *      , 

>         ,..:     Now,    in  the  matter  of  pulmonary  disarrangements, 

what  we   call  the    shadow  land  cases,  we  feel    that   any  help 

that  we   can  get  on  this, honest  medical  help,    is   of  great    , 

value   to  us,    and  so  in  this   last  legislature,    I  tried  my 

best   to  get  a  provision  in  there  appointing  a  medical 

board,    and  if  possible,    a  medical  board  made  up  of   repre- 

sentatives from  both  of  the  political  parties.  v     . 

Now,    I   say   that  because   our  Senate  was  strongly 

Republican   this   last  time   in  Illinois,    and  where  you  get   on€> 

result  in  the   House,    you'd  get  another   one   in  the   Senate, 

and  so  the  whole   thing  has  been  very  perplexing  in  Illinois, 

We  have   about  2,260  cases  filed  a  month,   with  us,    which 

runs    into  26,000  or  27,000   cases   a  year  in  gross,   with  -  out 

of  about  62,000  injured  or  diseases  people   in  the  same  year, 

so   that  gives  you  about   the  percent  that's   filed  and  the 

percent  that's    settled. 

Now,    we  have   every   type  of   industrial  occupational- 

::m 
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disease   that  you  can   think  of.     As  you  know,    the  Ford  people 

have   c'ome   in  with  their  new  plant  with  some    3i|.,000  people 
working  in  that  new  plant,    and  then  we  have   all   the   other 

large  plants  with  their   tremendous   foundries   and   their   ex- 

posures  to  every  type   of   industrial  hazard*  ■ 

^  Nbw,    in  passing  upon  those,   we  listen   to   the    evi- 

dence  on  both  sides.      Of  course,    it's   our  hope   that  we   can 

strike  an  average  between  the   testimony  that   seems   to  come 

in  on  both  sides,  but  when  I  first  went  in   there    four  years 

ago,    I  broke   the   tie  in  a   case  with   the   Telephone   Company, 

where  ten  doctors  had  testified  on  one   side  and  twelve    on 

the   other.      I  read  the    testimony   of  the  first  doctor   on 

both  sides.   '';I' c%uld   just  as  well  not  have  read   the    testi- 

mony of   the?.other  eleven  doctors,    because   almost  verbatim, 

the  testimony  was    the   same, 

••:     Now,    that's   appalling,    and  I  don't  believe    the 

Medical  Society  stands   for  anything  of   that   sort,   but  by 

having  partisan  men  give   testimony,   you  put  a  premium  on 

tkat  sort  of   thing.      Therefore,    I   am  in  favor   of  a  medical 

board  made  as  non-partisan,    or  as   bi-partisan  as   you  can 

make   it,    and  hoping  from  that  board  to  get   direction,   be- 

cause  after   all,    this   touches   Into    the  vitals    of  the   whole 

nation,    into   the   vitals   of   the    citizenry   of   the    State   of 

Illinois    and  every  other   state,    at   least   I    think  it   does, 

and  so   each  year  we  hope  when  these   cases   come    In,    that  we 

"i:? 
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have  decided  to  drop  them,  but  still  we  keep  trying* 

(Applause)* 

BY  MR.  THOMPSON t         .;  ̂     , 

Thank  you  very  much,    and  we   appreciate   it  very 

much*      Now,    I'm  sorry,    our   time  is   running  short,    and  as    yoi: 

all  understand,    the  b  anguet ,  i  s   tonight ,    and  we  can't  over- 

run   the   time.      However,    there  are   a  few  other  gentlemen  thalj; 

I'd  like  very  .much  jus^  to  introduce   and  ask   them  if   they 
■.;  ■,      :  ->.^-?;-,<'^*'-;;-. - 

care   to,   to  speak  for  not  more   than  two  minutes* 

Mr.  Brodkin  of  the  State  of  New  Jersey,  with  the 

Commission  there* 

BY  MR.   BRODKIN; 

Mr •,  Chairman,    the  .hoTor  is   getting  very  late   and 

what  I'd  like  to  say  would  really  take  more   than  two  min- 

utesi    so  if  you  will  excuse  me* 

BY  ]^1R.    THOMPSON ; 

All  right,  thank'  you  very  much  for  being  here* 

I  know  that  there  are  two  representatives  of  the  Board  of 

Referees  of  the  State  of  Ohio*  Would  one  of  them  care  to 

say  anything? 

BY  THE  OHIO  BOARD  MEMBERS; 

I  have  no  pearl  of  wisdom  to  add  to  those  which 

have  already  been  offered;  thank  you, 

BY  MR.  THOMPSON; 

Thank  you  very  much.   Now,  Mr«  Herman  of  Maryland, 

in 
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Itell^ve  :&>ere,    Just  want  
to  Introduce  you.         v^.j  ; 

BY  DO0TORJgRM«£t  1^ 

-^~         ;;;r^or  tho  record.  Doctor  Hei^an.      I  do  represerjt 

a  ModicalBoard  and  Ld 
 rather  not  .e   identified  

wit.  t.e^ 

«i+--h   all   due  respect,   but   ..• 

lawyers,  witn  axx  
uuc 

pv  MB.  WATERS: 

,     That's   a  dirty   slap, 

T^v  DOCTOB  >HERMAN':
 

'  -"TT^m  I  was   extremely   intereste
d  in  hearing -the 

experience. i.;niinois,
  because  we  .ay  presen

t^ in  -P^e sentry, 

.n  Maryland,   he  faced  w
ith  a  somewhat  similar 

 situation.  .1. 

;   .o^^.twant^towash  a
ny  or   that  linen  here,

  hut  that', .n 

,   X        o^nn^   thinK  andllthink  import
ant  matter, 

extremely  interesting  tnmg^      ̂   ̂.     ̂       Vir..  ,  .. 

j^Y'T^ '"''Thompson;:  :       .^  -  s 

■"^  ;idonot  have  a  list  of/
 1.he. members  of  the  Com- 

^is^^inSe  various  
states  or  Eeferee  or  an

ything  like 

^thitF^^-^is^ly  °^  U^^'   
 I  understand,    is  here. 

PY  MP.  WISELY;., ,»^>-      .^v-/"  ■  .v  "■"'■'■>    'rW-C:    ■. 

v;      Glad  to  be  here,    thanks.  '     ̂         ' 

T^yMP.   TkOMPSOM.;,  '"
  ■^ 

If   there   are   any'  others,   wh
y  we  welcome   you,   and 

\,  ,ou  have   anything  t
o   say  we'd  be  very  happ

y  to  hear  it;. 

if  not,    the  meeting  is    adjou
rned.  '  ■  ^ 

.  The   attached  paper  of  Mr.    
Henry  Sayer  was  not  rea  .  .^ 

due   to  limitation  of
   ti^e.   However... 

M' 

ternoon  meeting 
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the  attached  paper  of  Mr.  Henry  Say er  was  not  read  at  the 

afternoon  meeting  due  to  limitation  of  time.   However,  I 

think  it  should  be  incorporated  in  the  minutes  of  this 

meeting.  . 

(Session  adjourned  at  6:00  P.  M. ) 
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HENRY    D.    SAYER 

GENERAl.  MANAGER 

COMPENSATION    INSURANCE    RATING    BOARD 

12S  PAKK  AVENUE  AT  FORTY-SECOND  STREET 

NEW  YORK  17,  N.  Y. 

September  2lf,  1952 

Dr.  Arthur  J.  Vorwald,  Director 
The  Trudeau  Foundation 
Saranac  Lake,  N.  Y. 

Dear  Dr.  VorwsLld: 

On  accoxint  of  Mr.  Sayer's  sudden  illness 

and  the  fact  that  the  doctor  has  ordered  him  to  remain  in 

bed  for  a  couple  of  days,  I  am  forwarding  to  you  herewith 

two  copies  of  his  discussion  paper,  which  is  incon5)lete 

because  it  does  not  take  in  any  of  Mr.  Hilfinger's  remarks. 

Sincerely  yours. 

^i^&u^ 

Florence  Los sack 
Enc.  Secretary  to  Mr.  Sayer 
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Discussion  by  Henry  D.  Sayer  at  the 
Seventh  Saranac  Symposium  held  at 
The  Saranac  Laboratory,  Saranac  Lake, 
New  York,  on  September  25,  1952 

Mr.  Waters  opened  his  discourse  by  identifying  himself  as  to 

his  activities.  So,  I  may  also  say  that,  while  I  am  of  the  insurance 

industry,  I  am  not  speaking  here  as  an  insurance  man  or  as  voicing  the 

views  of  any  particular  group  of  the  industry.  On  the  contrary,  may  I  say 

that  I  have  been  identified  for  nearly  forty  years,  in  numerous  capacities, 

in  the  administration  or  working  out  of  problems  in  workmen's  compensation. 

I  was  appointed  by  the  Governor  as  a  member  of  the  Industrial  Commission  and 

entered  upon  the  administration  of  that  law  in  1915,  before  the  law  had  been 

a  year  on  the  statute  books.  Ever  since  that  time,  I  have  maintained  a 

contact  of  some  kind  and  an  extreme  interest  in  the  system  of  workmen's 

compensation.  What  I  say  here  today,  therefore,  is  borne  out  of  an  intimate 

association  with  the  compensation  law  and  an  extreme  interest  in  it.  Thus 

I  speak  for  no  particular  group. 

Mr.  Waters  referred  to  the  two-fold  liability  of  the  employer  to 

pay  compensation  for  dust  diseases:  one,  the  liability  imjiosed  by  the  common 

law,  and  two,  thatJmposed  by  workmen's  compensation  laws.  That  is  entirely 

proper,  for  we  should  xinderstand  the  nature  of  the  differences  in  the  two 

systems.  I  think  in  this  discussion  of  the  legal  aspects  of  the  problem,  we 

should  keep  definitely  in  mind  the  liability  imposed  by  workmen's  compensation 

laws,  first  because  some  of  those  laws  are  compulsory,  as  for  instance  New 

York's,  and  the  others  are  elective,  but  with  such  penalty  for  non-election 

that  they  may  be  regarded  as  practically  compulsory.  He  has  rightly  pointed 

to  the  common  law  defences  to  any  action  under  employer's  liability,  among 

which  is  the  assumption  of  risk.  Silicosis  and  asbestosis  are  characteristic 
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risks  of  employment  In  duet  of  either  substance,  and  with  that  risk  it 

has  been  assumed,  in  the  absence  of  express  statutory  provision  to  the 

contrary,  that  the  employee  under  the  connnon  lav  in  effect  waived  any  right 
Of  recovery  of  damages  due  to  such  cause.  That  brings  us  right  back  to 

workmen's  compensation  laws,  much  of  the  argument  for  which  was  the  hardship 
and  injustice  due  to  the  archaic  common  law  defences. 

Damages  were  a  characteristic  of  actions  at  law  under  the  common 

lav;  compensation  for  loss  of  earnings  or  earning  capacity  is  the  outstanding 
fact  Of  statutory  workmen's  compensation  laws.  When,  therefore,  we  speak  of 
partial  disability  resulting  f«>„.  dust,  where  no  loss  of  earnings  is  yet 
involved,  we  are  really  speaking  of  damages  as  distinguished  from  compensation 
for  disability.  There  are  many  implications  involved  in  such  thinking.  Can 
ve  have  a  system  based  in  largest  part  upon  disability  compensation  and  at 

the  same  time  partly  based  upon  damages,  without  the  danger  of  breaking  down 
the  system  we  have  so  carefully  erected  over  the  years?  If  we  yield  to  the 

arguments  of  those  who  would  compensate  for  non-disabling  silicosis,  where 
vill  we  stop  in  the  matter  of  compensating  for  conditions  not  related  to 

earnings  or  earning  capacity?  Be  assured  that  once  that  point  is  yielded, 
you  will  experience  great  difficulty  in  preserving  the  compensation  system. 

The  compensation  system  was  arrived  at  clearly  by  the  acceptance 

by  employers  of  a  liability  limited  by  the  terms  of  the  law  itself  and  based 
Without  regard  to  fault  as  a  cause,  while  at  the  same  time  the  employers  in 
effect  yielded  to  a  liability  as  certain  as  daylight.  But  while  assuming 
such  a  certain  and  limited  liability,  the  employer  yielded  up  his  former 

right  Of  having  his  negligence  proved  before  there  could  be  any  recovery, 
and  permitted  the  abrogation  of  his  ancient  conunon  lav  defences  of  fellow- 
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servant's  negligence,  assumption  of  the  inherent  risks  of  the  employment, 

and  the  defence  of  contributory  negligence.  While  accepting  the  liability 

of  the  compensation  law,  he  assumed,  as  he  haul  a  right,  that  the  burden  of 

cost  of  the  compensation  system  would  not  be  so  great  as  to  drive  him  out 

of  business. 

Mr.  Waters  very  clearly  set  forth  his  conclusions  relative  to 

disability,  since  this  present  session  is  devoted  to  the  consideration  of 

that  aspect.  He  cited  the  different  concepts  of  disability,  as  set  forth 

in  the  statutes  of  different  states.  It  is  important,  I  think,  to  keep  in 

mind  just  what  we  mean  by  disability.  I  should  like  to  point  out  that  the 

early  basis  for  all  compensation  was  disability,  that  is,  inability  to  work 

and  earn  wages.  To  be  compensable,  only  those  disabilities  that  were  due  to 

accident  arising  out  of  and  in  the  course  of  employment  were  compensable  in 

nearly  all  the  states  where  compensation  was  the  law.  It  had  to  have 

relationship  to  earnings.  Consider  for  a  moment,  if  you  will,  that  all 

compensation  was  for  a  period  of  time.  That  period  had  relation  to  the 

inability  to  work  and  earn.  Then,  too,  the  measure  of  compensation  was  the 

wages  of  the  injured  man  at  the  time  of  the  accident  or,  as  in  New  York,  for 

one  year  prior  to  the  accident.  Why  was  wages  the  standard  measure  for 

con5)ensation  benefits?  Solely  because  that  was  what  he  lost.  The  compensa- 

tion rate  measures  the  relation  to  the  injured  person;  the  length  of  time 

of  the  payment  of  benefits  measures  the  seriousness  of  the  injury,  representing 

usually  the  period  of  time  the  man  was  unable  to  work. 

Mr.  Waters  has  told  us  of  the  law  and  its  administration  in  the  State 

of  West  Virginia.  He  tells  you  that  the  law  works  well  and  is  commended  by 

both  the  employees  and  the  employers.  I  cannot  believe  that  such  a  law  as  he 

refers  to  would  meet  the  increasing  demand  in  New  York  for  compensation  for 
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partial disability  from  silicosis.  I  doubt  that  it  is  any  solution  to  the 

problem.  He  tells  us  that  for  first-stage  silicosis,  the  State  Fund  pays 

$1,000.  Why?  First  stage  is  where  the  earliest  detectable  signs  of  the 

disease  are  found,  but  with  no  effect  on  the  working  capacity.  Is  $1,000 

needed  for  that  man's  relief?  I  doubt  it.  Is  it  any  compensation  for  the 

man  to  be  officially  declared  to  be  a  silicotic?  Is  the  certain  knowledge 

that  is  brought  home  to  this  man  worth  $1,000?  Will  it  "tide  him  over  the 

hump"  till  he  gets  established  in  some  other  occupation?  If  he  is  a  coal 

miner  in  West  Virginia,  it  is  not  going  to  be  easy  for  him  to  get  any  other 

kind  of  remunerative  work  that  will  maintain  him  and  his  family  -  at  least 

not  in  that  mountainous  and  coal -producing  State.  Does  he  perhaps  take  his 

$1,000  and  travel  to  another  State  and  get  a  job  as  a  coal  miner? 

For  the  second  stage,  where  capacity  for  work  is  or  has  been 

impaired,  the  Fund  will  pay  $2,000.  I  should  expect  that  there  would  be 

few  claims  indeed  for  the  first  stage,  the  worker  preferring  to  wait  for 

the  double  rate,  or  try  to  make  his  case  appear  to  be  a  $2,000  case.  Here 

again  what,  if  any,  economic  advantage  is  it  to  the  silicotic  worker?  I 

can  see  none;  but  I  can  see  where  it  might  be  an  advantage  to  the  coal 

producer  to  have  his  liability  to  that  man  fully  discharged  by  his  acceptance 

of  the  meagre  compensation  for  either  first  or  second  degree  silicosis. 
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ADDISON  E.MULLIKIN 

NOS  S.  STOCKBRIDGE 

^IrHEODORE  C. WATERS 

'jAMES  J.  MCGRATH,  JR. 
JOHN  S.  HEBB.nr 

THEODORE  C. WATERS, JR. 

LAW  OFFICES 

MuulikiNjStockbridge  X  Waters 
lO  Light  Street 

Bautimore  2 

TELEPHONE 
LEXINGTON  5950 

October  1,  19^2 

y 

Dr.  Arthur  J.  Vorwald,  Director 

The  Trudeau  Foundation  and 
The  Saranac  Laboratory 
P.  0.  Box  551 

Saranac  Lake,  New  York 

Re:  Saranac  Symposium  -  Legal  Sessions 

Thursday  Afternoon  and  Friday  Morning 

Dear  Art: 

I  believe  that  all  the  participants  in  the  program  left 

copies  of  their  papers  as  presented  with  the  stenotypist.^ 
   I  gave  to 

her  a  copy  of  my  remarks  on  the   subject  of  "Concept
s  of  Disability 

Under  Workmen's  CompensatiQn_Statutes"  and  have  in  my  po
ssession  a  copy 

of  tL  papers  of  (firrHilfin^iT-and  Mr.   Gej^oi^  I  ̂ o  no^J^-re
  a  copy 

of  the  papers  presented  by  Miss^onlon,  (^rTMcGee^  Mr.  Bar^f
ko^     ---   — 

Dr.f^raun  and  Mr.  T^-^Vnan.  If  for  any  r^aSCirW  need  copie
s  of  any 

of  these  papers,  I  wSuld  suggest  that  you  write  directl
y  to  the  par- 

ticipants in  the  program  or  I  will  do  so  at  your  tequest. 

/  This  will  dispatch  ray  responsibility  in  connection  with
 

the  Thursday  and  Friday  sessions^  but  if  I  can  bejof  any 
 further 

assistance  to  you,  please  let  me  know.  | 
1 

Sincerely  'yours , 

;  Theodore  cl    Waters 
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DISON  E.MULLIKIN 
lOS  S.  STOCKBRIDGE 
EODORE  C. WATERS 

JAMES  J.  MCGRATH,dR. 
JOHN  S.  HEBB.m 

LAW  OFFICES 

MULLIKIN,  STOCKBRIDGE   Si  WATERS 

lO  Light  Street 

Baltimore  2 

TELEPHONE 

LEXINGTON  S950 

THEODORE  C.WATERS,JR. 

October  1,  1952 

Dr.  Arthur  J.  Vorwald,  Director 
The  Trudeau  Foundation  and 

The  Saranac  Laboratory 
P.  0.  Box  551 
Saranac  Lake,  New  lork 

Re;  Saranac  Symposium 

Panel  on  Workmen's  C ompe ns ati on 

Dear  Art: 

At  the  time  of  the  conduct  of  the  Panel  on  Workmen's 
Compensation,  I  believe  that  each  participant  handed  to  the 
stenotypist  a  copy  of  his  remarks.  I  have  a  copy  in  my  own 
filesj  and  if  the  stenotypist  does  not  have  them,  I  would  be 
glad  to  send  these  copies  on  for  her  use. 

For  her  additional  assistance,  I  am  enclosing  here- 
xidth  copy  of  my  introductory  remarks  at  the  Symposium. 

You  will  recall  that  Mr.  Andrews  was  not  able  to  be 
present  and  Commissioner  Otto  Wisely  of  Utah  substituted. 

With  respect  to  the  question  and  answer  period,  I 
would  like  very  much  to / have  the  opportunity  of  editing  that 
discussion  so  that  no  errors  may  be  made  with  respect  to  the 
remarks  of  the  participants. 

/ Sincerely  yours. 

s 
Theodore  C.   Waters 
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Discussion 

DR.  BENNETT:   Dr.  Merewether,  -y,dll  you  elaborate  on  tne  subject  of  medical 
boards? 

DR.  MERElv-ETHER:   The  decision  on  a  matter  of  diagnosis,  as  called  for  in      V 

the  regulations,  i£  for  tne  expert  medical  board  that  has  been  in  existence 

since  1926.   The  board's  decision  is  final. 

*"AK.  ,  ■,' 
^.  MANGAlJO:   Is  this  medical  board  a  fact-finding  body  or  an  examining 

1'' ,  ;        body;  in  other  words  are  controversies  permitted? 

^ 



DR.  MEREWETHER:  It  is  exclusively  a  diagnostic  board,  an  examining 

board.  It  makes  periodic  examinations  and  does  post-mortem  studies.  Ve 

have  inquests  by  the  coroner  on  the  cases  under  review  and  the  lungs  are 

retained.  The  decision  as  to  the  cause  of  death  is  made  by  the  board  and 

by  nobody  else. 

DR.  HEEMATJ:  In  the  administration  of  the  Occupational  Disease  Act  in 

Maryland,  particularly  in  cases  of  silicosis,  we  have  been  greatly  inter- 

ested  in  obtaining  some  idea  of  the.  degree  of  partial  disability.  Appar- 

ently in  your  jurisdiction.  Dr.  Merewether,  it  is  a  matter  of  long  experi- 

ence. Will  you  comment  on  how  you  arrive  at  an  estimate  of  partial 

disability? 

DR.  MEREWETHER:   Years  ago,  in  Ottawa,  when  I  was  chairman  of  a  medical 

board  administering  pensions,  there  was  built  up  a  system  of  remunerations 

for  demonstrable  divergences  from  the  normal.  If  you  decide  that  a  man 

who  has  lost  a  leg  or  his  hearing  has  a  disability  of  a  certain  per  cent  in 

the  general  labor  market,  then  you  can  estimate  the  proper  assessment  of 

disability  for  a  man  with  what  we  call  silicotic  bronchitis  and  emphysema  - 

not  hypertrophic  emphysema  -  and  can  give  him  an  award  based  upon  the 

average  disability  over  a  period  of  time.  When  the  last  act  went  into  effect, 

in  which  the  assessment  is  divided  into  categories  of  10  per  cent,  20  per 

cent,  and  so  on,  the  board  members  had  a  good  idea  of  what  a  fair  per  cent 

of  a  man's  disability  is. 

It  is  true  that  a  silicotic  might  have,  for  example,  intermittent 

attacks  of  slight  bronchitis  and,  if  he  is  in  a  poor  condition,  he  might 

die  during  an  attack,  but  in  general  silicotic  individuals  do  not  get  many 
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intermittent  attacks  until  they  are  severely  disabled.  The  board  is  able 

to  assess  these  conditions  fairly  easily,  within  about  10  per  cent  one  way 

or  the  other,  and  of  course  the  man  can  always  claim  that  he's  getting 

worse.  But  it  really  doesn't  matter  -vdiether  you  are  10  per  cent  acciorate 

or  20  per  cent  accurate  as  long  as  substantial  justice  is  done.  Silicosis 

is  a  terrible  disease  from  which  to  die  and  asbestosis  is  worse. 

DR.  HERT^M:  I  wasn't  thinking  of  the  small  increments  of  disability  you 
a 

mentioned.  I  had  in  mind^ broader,  more  general  view:  how  do  you  arrive 

at  a  disability  of,  say,  4.0  per  cent  or  75  per  cent  instead  of  a  total 

permanent  disability,  a  difference  which  is  of  considerable  importance? 

How  far  do  you  use  objective  means  of  arriving  at  a  given  conclusion,  or 

is  it  derived  entirely  from  ttie   individual's  subjective  complaints? 

DR.  MEREWETHER:  It  is  difficult  to  answer  your  questions.  The  estimates 

of  disability  are  not  permsment  and  they  may  be  changed.  A  man  may  be 

assessed  as  30  per  cent  disabled  at  one  time  but  that  rating  does  not  bar 

a  finding  of  100  per  cent  disability  some  years  later.  He  may  have  a  cer- 

tain assessment  for  several  years  but  if  he  suddenly  gets  worse  -  say  he 

has  a  pneumothorax  -  and  becomes  totally  disabled  within  a  few  hours,  his 

assessment  woiild  be  raised  in  response  to  a  new  examination. 

DR.  HERMAN:  It  would  be  much  simpler,  of  course,  if  all  the  procedures 

were  not  set  within  the  framework  of  law,  which  is,  necessarily,  relatively 

rigid. 

DR.  MEREVJETHER:  The  procedure  of  the  board  is  a  little  more  complicated 

than  appears  on  the  surface.  Not  less  than  two  members  of  the  board  ex- 

amine the  man.   If  they  are  doubtful  about  some  point,  in  spite  of  their 
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experience,  they  consult  oiiier  members  and  by  that  means  arrive,  rightly 

or  wrongly,  at  some  estimate  of  disablement  or  diagnosis  and  assess  the 

man  accordingly.   They  have  great  latitude  within  the  liiiiits  laid  dovn 

by  law,  limits  fixed  by  the  definition  I  quoted.  The  interpretation  of 

the  definition,  medically  speaking,  is  investigated  by  this  board  of 

experts. 

DR.  HERMAN:   I  have  some  idea  of  how  your  board  operates,  but  I  am  not 
/5  I      _Jr^ 

\^tr"  sxire  that  there  is  any  comparable  arrangement  in  this  country. 

MR.  WATERS:   I  do  not  know  of  any  similar  plan  here. 

MR,.  KITIGHT:  We  have  heard  a  great  deal  about  medical  boards  in  various 

^{^         states.   If  there  are  serious  problems  in  those  states,  then  surely  the 

problems  must  be  just  as  severe  in  states,  such  as  Illinois,  that  have 

^         no  medical  board.  In  those  states  the  medical  testimony  in  the  record  is 

produced  entirely  by  partisan  forces;  the  petitioner  puts  on  a  medical  ex- 

UrKC^^~J^  ̂ ^^*  ̂ ^   ̂ ^-^^  ̂ °^  "^'^®  testimony,  and  tlie  respondent  places  his  own  medical 

'<i\:.^Q^  testimony  in  the  record  and  pays  for  it.  During  the  four  years  I  have  been 

chairman  of  the  Illinois  Industrial  Commission  I  have  known  of  certain 

doctors  who  are  willing  to  give  10  per  cent.  4^r.  if"p.  i2,<^. /^i-"^  .V^iV>^  .'^'.^. . 
   .^. . . .  ( stenotype  notes  iiot  clear) . 

That  situation  presents  quite  a  problem  to  the  Commission,  which  must 

pass  upon  it,  since  no  member  of  tlie  Commission  is  a  doctor.   The  Commission 

is  made  up  of  five  commissioners,  who  sit  in  appeal,  and  it  has  \U   arbitra- 

tors in  the  field.   Nine  of  these  arbitrators  are  in  Chicago,  with  court 

rooms  there,  and  5  are  doimstate  in  strategic  territory.   The  arbitrators 

hear  the  evidence,  listen  to  the  testimony,  view  the  exhibits,  and  then,  if 

\  I- 
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they  feel  an  appeal  is  warranted,  refer  it  to  the  Commission.  Tvo  members 

of  the  Commission  are  appointed  to  represent  management  and  two  to  represent 

the  employee  group  -  we  don't  term  the  arrangement  capital  and  labor.  The 

fifth  member,  the  chairman,  is  the  independent  member.  I  happen  to  occupy 

that  position. 

I  have  seen  the  old  act,  both  as  to  workmen's  compensation  and  as  to 

occupational  diseases,  grow  from  its  infancy  in  Illinois.  In  1911,  when 

the  Workmen's  Compensation  Act  was  first  passed  in  Illinois,  it  came  vrithin 

my  province  to  write  the  last  half  of  that  act.  I  was  just  a  young  lawyer 

and,  of  course,  knew  more  law  then  than  I  have  known  since  then.   I  copied 

largely  the  New  York  Compensation  Board  Act;  other  lawyers  joined  me  in 

working  on  the  act.  We  just  called  it  the  Compensation  Board,  and  it 

wasn't  until  1918  that  it  became  known  as  the  Illinois  Industrial  Commission, 

I  don't  wish  to  offend  any  of  you  people  from  Pennsylvania  but  I  am 

told  that  within  24.  miles  of  my  desk  in  Chicago  more  than  65  per  cent  of  all 

the  steel  produced  in  the  United  States  is  manufactured.  VJhen  one  con- 

siders the  amount  of  silica  used  in  those  operations,  some  idea  of  the 

silicosis  problem  will  be  obtained.  VJe  are  endeavoring  to  work  it  out  with 

partisan  medical  testimony,  a  procedure  just  as  wrong  as  an  attempt  by  tlie 

ordinary  layman  to  solve  problems  of  law.  He  might  be  right  once  in  a 

while,  but  it  is  quite  unlikely.  At  the  request  of  both  management  and 

labor  I  re-i^ote  the  act  for  the  194-9  legislature,  principally  to  recodify 

it  because  the  sections  were  not  properly  arranged.   In  Illinois  tlie  Occu- 

pational Diseases  Act  is  not  mandatory  and  neither  the  employer  nor  the 

employee  has  to  accept  the  act,  a  condition  which  complicates  mctters. 

Also,  the  farmer  doesn't  come  under  the  Workmen's  Compensation  Act  (inlesr. 

he  chooses  to  come  under  that  act. 

y^
' 
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In  the  matter  of  pulmonary  disarrangements  -  what  ve  call  shadov-land 

cases  -  we  feel  that  any  honest  medical  help  we  can  get  is  of  great  value 

to  us.   In  the  last  legislature  I  tried  to  have  a  provision  made  for  appoint- 

ing a  medical  board,  one  made  up,  if  possible,  of  representatives  of  both 

political  parties.  We  have  about  2.260  cases  filed  a  month,  or  approximately 

'^''^^"^  26,000  to  27,000  per  year,  oit*-of  about  62,000  persons  wiio  are  injured  or 

^  develop  an  occupational  disease  during  the  same  year.  These  figures  give 

,-v        you  the  per  cent  .'   .(stenotype  notes  not  clear).   Ve  have  every 

C'j  type  of  industrial  occupational  disease  you  can  think  of.  There  are  some 

"^  34,000  persons  working  in  the  new  Ford  plant  and  we  have  the  many  other 

large  plants  with  their  tremendous  foundries  and  their  exposures  to  every 

type  of  industrial  hazard. 

In  passing  upon  tiiese  cases  we  listen  to  the  evidence  on  both  sides 

and  hooe  to  strike  an  average  between  the  testimony  of  botn  sides.   In  one 

of  my  first  cases,  one  involving  the  telephone  company,  10  doctors  testi- 

fied for  one  side  and  12  for  the  other.  I  read  the  testimony  of  the  first 

doctor  on  each  side.  I  could  just  as  well  have  omitted  reading  the  testi- 

mony of  the  otiier  doctors  because  it  was  the  same,  almost  Verbatim,  as  that 

of  tlie  first  doctor  on  their  side.  I  don't  believe  that  the  Medical  Society 

stands  for  anything  like  that  but  by  having  partisan  men  give  testimony  you 

put  a  premium  on  that  sort  of  thing.  I  am  in  favor,  therefore,  of  making 

a  medical  board  as  non-partisan,  or  as  bi-partisan,  as  possible  and  I  hope 

to  get  from  that  board  direction.   This  matter  is  very  important  because 

it  extends  into  the  vitals  of  the  whole  nation  and  of  the  citizenry  of 

Illinois  and  of  every  otlier  state. 

DR.  HFFJ-I/vN:   I  was  extremely  interested  in  he^^ring  about  the  experience  in 

Illinois  because  ve  may  be  faced  with  a  somewh&t  similar  situatior;  in 

Meryland. 



I  was  immediately  intrigued  by  Dr.  Wright's  remark  that  after  '. 

all  medical  testimony  is  only  opinion  evidence  and  therefore  is  not 

conclusive  and  the  workmen's  compensation  administrator  must  make  the 

conclusive  finding.    That  is  our  job  and  generally  a  difficult  one. 

It  would  be  much  easier  and  we  would  get  a  better  result  if  so-called 

impartial  medical  findings  could  be  conclusive.   In  Mchigan  ve  were 

required  by  statute  to  send  the  claimant  in  all  disputed  occupational 

disease  cases  to  an  impartial  medical  commission  for  exajaination.  Their 

finding  was  absolutely  conclusive  on  the  question  of  whether  or  not  he 

had  the  disease  alleged.  At  least  half  of  our  job  was  done  right  there. 

If  it  was  reported  that  he  did  not  have  the  disease  his  case  was  summarily 

dismissed.   If  it  was  reported  that  he  had  the  disease  a  hearing  was  had 

to  determine  whether  he  had  a  compensable  disability.   It  was  a  convenient 

method  for  achieving  an  excellent  result  and  through  that  vehicle  medical 

opinion  was  made  conclusive.   However,  it  was  for  that  reason  our  Supreme 

Court  later  held  that  part  of  our  statute  to  be  -unconstitutional. 

I  think  it  is  quite  obvious  that  compensation  for  occupational 

diseases  including  the  dust  diseases  has  provided  the  incentive  for 

employers  and  insurance  carriers  to  adopt  every  known  measure  and  to  engage 

in  scientific  research  to  find  other  measures  to  eliminate  occupational 

disease  hazards  and  prevent  occupational  diseases.   We  had  over  60  lead 

poisoning  cases  pending  at  one  time  after  the  occupational  disease  part 

was  added  to  our  Act.   We  did  not  have  a  single  lead  poisoning  case  last 

year.   I  asked  a  representative  of  one  of  the  large  carriers  whether  the 

employers  had  quit  using  lead  and  he  told  me,  no,  but  tney  had  found  ways 

and  means  to  use  lead  so  it  was  not  harmiul.   It  was  not  unusual  to  have 

several  trichlorethylene  poisoning  cases.   Today  we  do  not  eve.-i  hear  of 

tne  disease.   I  have  asKed  representatives  of  manuiacturers  whether  tney lOl  c, 



UJZJ^    C  carry's) 

still  used  triciilorethylene  as  a  degreasing  agent  and  am  told  that  it 

is  used  because  it  is  an  excellent  degreasing  e.gent.   I  ejn  also  told 

that  tnere  ax-"e  no  cases  of  trichlorethylene  poisoning  because  safe 

methods  have  been  devised  for  using  it.   That  those  substances  can  now  be 

used  safely  illustrates  the  value  of  8n  adequate  prevention  program  and 

the  result  that  can  be  achieved  with  the  proper  incentive.    I  think  that 

tremendous  good  has  resulted  from  the  potential  liability  under  compen- 

sation acts  for  occupational  disease.  That  factor  should  not  be  overlooked 

in  a  discussion  of  this  type. 

I  disagree  with  the  idea  of  paying  compensation  for  partial 

disability  in  dust  disease  cases.   I  do  not  believe  a  man  should  be  paid 

compensation  merely  because  he  has  silica  or  some  other  dust  deposited  in 

his  lungs.   I  don't  think  a  man  with  abnormal  chest  findings  as  a  result 

of  such  deposit  who  is  working  in  the  same  occupation  or  in  another  so- 

called  non-injurious  occupation  without  any  loss  in  wages  should  be 

entitled  to  compensation  benefits.   I  think  compensation  in  dust  disease 

cases  should  be  paid  on  the  basis  of  wage  loss  caused  by  either  an  inability 

to  work  in  the  employment  in  which  he  was  exposed  or  because  of  unemploya- 

bility  due  to  abnormal  lung  findings. 

The  compensation  people  think  they  have  problems  in  the  dust 

disease  field  but  after  being  around  here  only  a  couple  of  days  I  am 

amazed  at  the  tremendous  problems  that  the  doctors  have  in  this  field. 

I  certainly  want  to  add  my  little  compliment,  if  I  may,  and  congratulate 

them  on  the  outstanding  work  they  fire  doing  in  the  occupational  disease 

field. 

/o  / 
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A-ogust  26,1953 

H&iu  Mary  Doixlon, 
Clmlnaan.,  h'orkaen's  Coi5pensa.tlon  Boai^i, State  of,. Hew  Yor&, 
State  Office  Bulldlns, 

- '  -^'■.  ̂ '■ 

.«r;; 
^         "  JlMink  you  for  your  ti^barrected  paper  and dlseu&sioh  for  the  SymposiTJueai^?  I^  job  of  editing 

i-ited  the  vas^dfus  details  eotmee ted  with  publication 
-       "^  &i^  goins '^o3n^  slowly  Isat  ata:^ly»     At  the  moisent 

i.,  .:  :   t^  prohlems  of  exj^i^e  coacern  lae  greatly  as  the 

r  j-     '  •jpublicatlon  cost  is  lEueh  laore  thtsaa  I  anticipated. 
'^v  1**^-'®'-*'^^  I  will  have  to  raise  Store  isoDtey  or  be 
'*'"'''     .eatisf led  with  a  nez^e  printing  job  without 

reprodiictions  of  x-rays,  microphotosraphs  and 
>-: -TOrlous  charts. 

¥lth  eveiy  best  wish, 
yours  sincerely. 

:'  %:^X^<. 

Arthur  J.  Vorisald,M.D» 
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August  28,1953 

^  '*•     -I  \ 

Hozu  Mary  Doiaon, 
chali-man,  Workmen' a  CoagpwBasatlari  Board iState  of  New  Xor^, 
State  0fnc©  JBoildliis^ 

r>'r.-. 

UM-: 

Dear  Mary^  .'■'.- 
It  su2Tp3*ls©a  me  to  toioif  that 

mqi^0lt0[0xt  has  not  submitted,  a  report  on  the 
project  referred  to  in  your  Xetter  of  August  I4th, 
As  I  know  nothing  about  this  project  I  ivould 
appreciate  havins  froa  you  some  of  the  details 
especially. as  they  pertain  to  the  ftmds  Involved, 
AlsfO  thft  date  aad  nature  of  this  project. 

'■■■■  :t--4 
Yours  sincerely. 

?^-^ 

^:.^ 

Arthur  J  . Vonrald, M.D, 
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Chairman 
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Aiigust  14,  1953 

^ 

Dr.  Arthiir  J.  Vorwald 
163  Park  Avenue,  Box  509 
Saranac  Lake,  N.  I. 

Dear  Arthur: 

On  my  return  from  a  few  days  vacation  I  find  your 
letter  of  July  27  and  I  am  very  sorry  indeed  to  learn  that 
you  are  resigning  as  Director  of  the  Trudeau  Foundation  and 
the  Saranac  Laboratory.  I  shall  be  glad  to  know  where  your 
work  is  going  to  take  you  after  you  have  completed  your  com- 

mitments in  Saranac  Lake.  I  hope  you  are  going  to  remain 
in  some  field  where  your  training  and  experience  will  be 
helpful  in  industrial  problems. 

Let  me  apologize  for  the  delay  in  returning  to  you 
the  material  sent  me  with  your  letter  of  June  17.  I  have 
made  a  few  changes  in  the  tentative  digest  of  the  discussion 
so  far  as  my  remarks  are  concerned,  and  send  it  to  you  here- 

with. I  take  it  that  the  stenotype  record  is  not  to  be 
published,  but  only  the  edited  copy. 

As  you  know,  I  have  not  received  from  the  Laboratory 
a  report  on  the  project  which  was  directed  by  George  Wright. 
I  think  they  should  somehow  get  that  report  into  my  hands. 
There  must  be  material  in  the  files  that  could  be  written  up. 
Can  you  arrange  this? 

With  regards  and  best  wishes,  I  am 

Sincerely  yours. 

Mary  Donlon 
Chairman 

MD/if 
Enc.  (1) 
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VIEWPOINTS  ON  COMPENSATION  FOR  PUUvIONARY  Aim OTHER  OCCUPATIONAL  DISEASES 

My  viewpoint,  as  to  workmen- s  compensation  for  pulmonary  and 
other  occupational  diseases,  is  of  course  the  viewpoint  of  the 

administrator.   As  such,  I  am  grateful  for  the  opportunity  of  ' 
particlpatinB  in  this  discussion  today,   m  the  past,  the  con- 

tribution of  workmen's  compensation  adr.iinistrators  to  discussions 
of  the  occupational  diseases  -  outside  of  their  own  organizations 
has  been  much  too  small,   m  part,  this  is  the  fault  of  the  adinin- 
Istrators  because  they  have  usually  been  too  busy  handling  the 
details  of  cases  to  have  time  also  to  record  and  organize  thoir 
exporionce.   The  viewpoints  of  lawyers  and  doctors,  as  to  com- 

pen-sating  occupational  disoasos,  have  thoroforo  often  received 
more  consideration  -  especially  during  legislative  co.nmltteo 
hearings  -  than  have  the  viewpoints  of  administrators. 

I  shall  present  my  viewpoint  in  the  light  of  the  historical 
development  of  occuDatlonal  disease  coverage  in  the  States. 

At  the  start  of  our  major  developments  in  this  field,  many 
looked  upon  occunational  disease  coverage,  and  especially  the  full 
or  general  coverage  of  such  diseases,  as  a  leap  in  the  dark.   The 
atmosphere  in  which  discussion  took  place  was  that  of  fear  born 
of  Ignorance.   Sneakers  brought  forth  a  portfolio  of  precedents 
from  the  experience  of  foreign  countries,  and  presented  this 
material  with  an  air  of  overwhelming  erudition,   stunned  audiences 
were  convinced  that  the  most  complicated  and  restrictive  schemes, 
/so  impressively  described  to  them,  embodied  the  last  word  of  the 
world's  existing  wisdom  upon  the  subject  of  occupational  disease 

compensation.  So  it  happened  that  schedules,  often  doublo-colymh 
schodules,  were  imported  from  abroad  and  sold  to  the  stato  legis 

latures.   It  seemed  irrelevant  to  note  that  the  diseases  listed  :| 
in  the  schedules  often  were  not  prevalent  in  the  particular  state 
which,  however,  might  be  afflictedwith  hazards  not  nientionod  at  ' 



all.   It  was  like  buyinc  a  hat  from  Paris,  just  because  it  was  a 

hat  from  Paris  and  regardless  of  whether  it  suited  the  wearer's 

face. 

It  happened,  however,  that  in  one  or  two  States  whoire  the 

original  injury  coverage  provisions  had  been  loft  broad  and  simple, 

omitting  the  restrictive  word  "accident",  the  courts  hold  that  the 

word  "injury"  included  oocuoational  diseases.   Such  States  therefore 

started,  almost  by  "accident",  with  the  same  compensation  coverage 

of  occupational  disoaseo  as  of  accidental  injuries.   Other  States 

observed  the  result  and  liked  it.   The  -orcvailinri  pattern  in  this 

country  now  is  full  or  general  coverage  of  occupational  diseases. 

In  this  respect  America  leads  the  world.   iVith  almost  every 

session  of  the  legislatures,  the  column  showing  the  list  of  States 

with  schedule  or  restricted  coverage  of  occupational  disease 

shrinks,  while  simultaneously  the  column  showing  the  list  of  full 

coverage  States  lengthens. 

In  every  strea..a  there  are  main  currents  and  counter-currents. 

Alarm  as  to  compensation  coverage  for  silicosis  flared  up  during 

tho  depression  that  followed  1929,  and  this  alarm  started  a  tidal 

v/avo  of  restrictive  bill-drafting,  in  part  applicable  to  tho  duct 

diseases.   In  consequence  many  of  the  State  compensation  laws  are 

now  cluttered  with  restrictive  and  discriminatory  provisions 

applicable  either  to  occupational  diseases/in  general,  or  peculiar 

to  the  dust  diseases  or  pncumonoconioeos. 

Silicosis  compensation  sometimes  is  more  a  phenomenon  of  un- 

employment than  of  physical  disability.   Largo  scale  unemployment 

of  foundrymen  and  miners  brought  on  the  silicosis  compensation 

scare  during  tho  1930's.  Men  out  of  jobs  turned  to  workmen's 

componsation  as  the  last  recourse  from  starvation.   Some  of  these 

men  roooivod  pormanont  total  disability  awards.  After  tho  war 

boom  in  tho  early  igifO's  had  Created  an  almost  •  In  sat  lab  la  demand  fop 

workers  and  cancelled  the  customary  hiring  tabus,  many  men  who  had 

received  permanent  total  disability  av/ards  returned  to  jobs;  at  wages 

higher  than  they  had  earned  before.  You  cannot  think  straight, 

as  to  vrorkmon' 3  compensation  for  partial  disability  from  silicosisi, 

unless  you  remember  that  hiring  practices  make  this  issue  a  hot 

spot  in  a  good  many  places. 

<:  -'jV. ,-, 

■■li^V 
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It  has  boon  notod  that,  as  to  occupational  diseaso  coverage, 

some  of  the  States  started  by  copying  a  foreign  pattern  of 

schedule  coverage.   Other  States  developed  an.    indigenous  or 

American  pattern  of  full  coverage,  which  is  now  the  prevailing 

pattern  in  the  states.   The  trend  toward  simple  and  comprGhonslvo 

coverage  v;as  complicated  by  economic  counter-currents  flowing 

from  tho  silicosis  alarm  during  the  1930' s.   Some  confusion  has, 

of  course,  been  created  by  these  counter-currents.   The  orderly 

and  normal  progress  of  occupational  disease  coverage  toward  under- 

standable and  simple  law  and  administration  was  definitely  inter- 

rupted.  To  clarify  our  thinking,  further  comment  on  the  historical 

background  seems  indicated. 

The  history  of  occupational  disease  coverage  in  the  States, 

if  and  v/hon  that  history  is  written,  might  be  entitled  "Tho  Con- 

quest of  Poar,"  The  first  episodes  have  to  do  with  fear  of  the 

monetary  cost  to  industry,  so  that  early  preoccupation  was  with 

tho  need  for  protecting  industry  from  being  ruined  by  supposedly 

unbearable  costs.   The  legislatures  v/crcftold  that  loose  practice 

on  tho  part  of  administrators  in  compensating  alleged  occupational 

diseases  v;ould  turn  v/orkinen's  compensation  into  "health  Insurance." 

Rare  or  exceptional  instances  in  which  questionable  awards  had 

been  iuadc  were  seized  upon,  publicized  and  magnified  out  of 

proportion  to  their  real  significance.   Calm  and  well-informed 

discussion  of  the  problem  was  sometinios  impossible  because  tho 

opinions  of  many  had  been  formed  by  vivid  impressions  of  exception- 

al cases.,  rather  than  by  statistical  compilations  from  considerable 

aggregates  of  experience.   The  cost  estimates,  not  anchored  to  - 

aggregates  of  mature  experience,  r./cre  sometimes  fantastic.   Tho 

production  of  a  statistical  average  is  often  the  boat,  if  not  tho 

only,  cure  for  distorted  thinking  both  as  to  performance  and  cost» 

In  1935  tho  private  insurance  carriers  would  not  provide 

coverage,  in  Now  York  State,  for  silicosis.   Insurance  could  bo 

obtained  only  from  the  State  Insurance  Fund.   The  Fund  set  its 

insurance  rates  high  and  hold  its  breath,  v/aiting  for  disaster. 

It  v/as  soon  discovered  that  the  insurance  risk  had  boon  oxaggoratod, 

Mr,  t'lUllor,  a  former  oxocutlvo  director  of  tho  Fund,  said:   "vVo 

v/erc  afraid  of  a  wolf  that,  was  not  there,"  Of  course  In  jtho  abscnco 

of  a  dopcndablo  statistical  basis  for  forecasts,  insuranco 
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actuaries  do  feci  compelled  to  make  full
-sized  coat  cstiiaatcs. 

That  is  their  business  responsibility. 

When  tho  actuaries  had  done  their  v;ork,  th
e  lawyers  were  then 

called  unon  to  draft  legal  restrictions  and 
 limitations  upon 

compensability.   The  resulting  patterns 
 of  occupational  disease 

legislation  in  some  of  the  States  can  bes
t  bo  described  o.s  barbed 

wire  cntanglumcnts.   Fantastic  restrictions
  v/cro  put  in  the  way 

of  compensability,  especially  as  to  silic
osis;  and  sometimes  the 

benefits  for  occu:vational  diseases  were  nu
t^on  a  lo.;er  level  than 

for  accidental  injuries,  either  as  to  cash
  nayments  or  medical 

care,  or  both.   The  laws  in  some  States  are
  still  cluttered  with 

discriminatory  details  that  arc  hard  to  get  ri
d  of.   Such  petty 

and  harassing  restrictions  are  a  liability
  to  insurance  carriers 

and  o:,iployers  because  they  arouse  hostility 
 in  the  ranks  of  labor, 

the  consequences  of  which  are  out  of  all  pro
portion  to  the  pinch- 

pcnny  savings  effected  by  the  restrictive  
provisions.  This  is 

beginning  to  bo  apparent  in  the  conflict  a
s  to  compensability  of 

partial  disability  from  silicosis.   Such  th
ings  keep  workmen's 

compensation  laws  in  politics  and  thoy- should
  bo  above  political 

considerations. 

In  New  York,  and  also  in  some  of  the  States  wh
oro  the  law  and 

administration  are  well  advanced,  the  second  st
age  of  thinking 

about  occur^ational  disease,  and  especially  silic
osis  coverage, 

has  now  boon  reached.   This  second  stago  of  thin
king  on  tho  subject 

of  occupational  disease  coverage,  is  marked  b
y  preoccupation  with 

an  effort  to  deal  justly  and  without  discrimi
nation  with  all  the 

victims  of  occupational  diseases.   The  question  a
rises,  can  we  do 

this,  and  if  so,  how?   It  becomes  necessary  to  t
i-y  to  sec  the 

problem  in  human  terms. 

VJhcn  occupational  disease  problems  are  seen  in
  h-uman  terms, 

appropriate  action  may  bo  expected.   Some  of
  tho  difficulties  of 

coverage  may  be  obscure  because  the  flood-ligh
t  of  research  has 

not  yot  been  turned  upon  them.   On  the  other  ha
nd,  some  of  tho 

remaining  tasks  for  legislatures  can  be  approach
ed  through 

demonstration.   In  a  certain  a.;:ricultural  State
,  there  hid  been 

porsiatont  and  formidable  opposition  to  ocouna
tional  disease 

coverage.   Committees  had  reported  adversely  on  th
e  proposal. 

^^- 
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Thcro  had  boon  the  usual  negative  arguments.   It  v/as  i
nsisted  in 

the  first  place  that  there  was  no  occupational  disease  problci
|r  in  .,.. 

that  state,  and  in  the  second  place  that  the  cost  of 
 occupational 

disease  coverace  would  tac  ruinous.   Such  a  juxtaposition
  of  con- 

flictins  and  incompatible  argumorlts  is  a  not  uncomiaon
  phenomenon 

in  hearinss  before  legislative  cor.imittcca.   When  at  la
st  the  pro- 

posal for  coverage  reached  the  floor  of  the  legislature,  tho 

proponents  of  cover ase  asked  permission  to  furnish  
a  demonstration. 

Permission  was  granted.   A  parade  then  started.  A  group 
 of  women 

employees  who  had  contracted  dermatitis  whilo  working  in 
 fruit  and 

borry  processing  establishments  marched  dovm  the  aisl
e,  holding 

out  their  tortured  hands  for  observation.   Pull  coverac
e  of  occu- 

pational disease  was  immediately  and  unanimously  adopted  by  tho 

legislature. 

One  of  the  most  perplexing  of  the  unsolved  Drobloms  in 
 many 

States  is  that  of  compcnsatinc  partial  disability  fr
om  silicosis. 

This  is  the  case  hero  in  New  York.   There  is  a  dearth
  of  informa- 

tion based  upon  comprehensive  administrative  research.   Two 

hypotheses  are  encountered.   One  is  that  there  is  no  suc
h  thing 

as  partial  disability  from  silicosis.  Another  is  th
at  the  adr<iin- 

istrativc  problems  of  handling  partial  disability  from  s
ilicosis 

arc  insuperable.   In  the  face  of  such  conflicting  opinion
s,  in- 

formation is  needed  as  to  what  happens  to  the  victims  of  silicosis 

before  they  roach  tho  stage  of  total  disability  for  v/ork. 

We  know  that  in  the  quarries  of  Vermont  and  Massachusetts 

there  are  men  who  have  worked  in  stone  all  their  lives,  who  ar
c 

getting  along  with  tho  vital  capacity  of  their  lungs  reduc
ed  to 

a  fraction  of  normal  capacity.     If  you  do  not  rush  them,  the
y 

can  do  a  day's  work.  However,  they  have  no  reserves.   But  t
heir 

disability  is  not  reflected  in  their  earning  capacity,  bec
ause 

their  skill  and  experience  offset  sat-lsfaotorlly  to ythe  e
mployer 

their  lack  of  physical  speed.   Those  men  usually  have  a  stron
g 

sense  of  family  responsibility,  and  with  groat  determinat
ion  thoy 

go  on  with  their  accustomed  work, ' of ton  with  undiminished  earnings. 

Those  who  base  their  generalizations  upon  this  scgi.ient  o
f  experi- 

ence may^arguo  that  there  is  no  such  thing  as  partial  disability
 

',,■  from  silicosis,  so  far  as  the  worlmen' s  compensation  laws  are 
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concerned,  because  there  is  no  -./age  loss  attributable  to  such 

disability.   This  contention  comos  i.iorc  easily  from  a  person  v/ho 

docs  not  himself  have  silicosis,  than  from  those  v;ho  have  to 

struggle  for  breath.   In  short,  one  segment  of  experience,  as  to 

silicosis,  is  commonly  disposed  of,  in  workmen's  compensation 

administration,  by  the  contention  that  there  is  no  such  thing  as 

industrial  disability,  partial  in  degree,  from  uncomplicated 

silicosis.   On  the  other  hand,  some  spokosmon  for  organized  labor 

Insist  that  the  prevailing  practice  of  not  coraponsatlng  partial 

diaabllity  from  silicosis  is  unjust,  and  some  of  them  arc  becoming 

militant  in  respect  to  this  grievance. 

'\rhilc  some  States  do  not  provide  compensation  for  partial 

disability  for  silicosis,  some  jurisdictions  have  had  considorablo 

oxpcrioncc  with  taking  care  of  such  cases  in  one  way  or  another. 

The  main  needs  arc  for  maintenance,  with  or  without  medical  aid, 

and  for  rehabilitation  and  for  jobs.  Under  varying  typos  of  lav/, 

the  maintenanco  payments  may  bo  on  the  basis  of  wage  loss  when  tho 

worker  has  to  change  to  work  that  is  less  exacting  physically.   Or 

there  may  be  payment  based  upon  estimated  "degrees"  of  nodulation. 

•  The  rehabilitation  provision  may  be  with,  or  without,  a  special 

av/ard  to  cover  tho  roughly  estimated  cost  to  the  jorker  of  chang- 

ing from  one  kind  of  employment  to  another.   These  varying  pro- 

visions can,  or  course,  either  be  used  well  or  abused. 

f The  rehabilitation  typo  of  provision,  for  the  silicotic,  at 

first  glance  looks  ideal,  especially  if  the  attempt  at  change  of 

employment  is  accompanied  by  a  luiw  sum  payment.  However,  it  should 

be  rciaombered  that  in  V/isconsin  the  provision  for  a  hardship  pay- 

ment is  used  by  the  adininistration  to  discourage  employers  from 

discharging  their  workers  v/hen  an  X-ray  shows  nodulation.   Some 

types  of  rehabilitation  provisions  can  be  used  primarily  to  close 

out  tho  cmrjloyor's  future  liability,  rather  than  to  improve  tho 

health  and  status  of  the  worker  which  is  the  true  purpose  of  re- 

habilitation.  If  there  is  an  allergy,  an  effort  should  be  made 

to  arrange  a  satisfactory  change  of  employment.  Ilov/cvcr,  the 

circumstance  that  a  worker  gets  a  new  job,  does  not  nocossarlly 

mean  that  he  will  either  keep  it  or  bo  able  to  get  continuous  em- 

ployment at  other  jobs. 

M^ 
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.more  tho  shop  housekeeping  has  boon  cloanod  up  and  the  dust 

removed  from  the  air,  it  sccns  preferable  not  to  interrupt  tho 

accustomed  cmploynent  of  a  v/orker  who  has  silicosis  because,  in 

many  areas,  whon  ho  has  been  thrown  on  tho  omployiacnt  market  it  is 

very  hard  for  him  to  got  another  job.   In  part  because  of  the  v/ay 

some  compensation  provisions  are  v/ritten,  in  somo  States  employers 

will  not  hire  a  man  who  has  an  unfavorable  chest  X-ray.  Faulty 

compensation  bill  drafting,  together  with  opprcasivo  hiring 

practices,  shunt  too  many  truly  employable  persons  toward  tho 

permanent  total  disability  classification,  or  toward  the  public 

v/elfare  rolls. 

So  far  as  Ncv/  York  is  concerned,  compensation  for  partial 

disability  from  silicosis  is  still  a  problem  for  the  legislature. 

If  compensation  is  provided  by  law  for  this  category  of  disability, 

the  New  York  V/orlcnon's  Compensation  Board  will  of  course  face 

another  disability  rating  problem.   At  this  point,  it  should  be 

said  that  in  compensating  occupational  discase^isos  adiainistra- 

tion  is  hampered  by  the  lack  of  early  and  correct  diagnosis  of 

disease.   Inexpert  diagnosis  and  tho  lack  of  wide  experience  with 

industrial  processes,  sometiincs  givo   a  false  start  in  the  in- 

vestigation of  cases.  Without  competent  and  prompt  diagnosis, 

maximum  benefits  do  not  flow  from  treatment.   At  present,  so  far 

as  tho  v/orlffiion's  compensation  authority  is  concornod,  tho  two 

stages  of  handling  occupational  disease  cases  are  almost  cor.nletoly 

separated.   The  first  stage  is  diagnosis  and  treatment;  tho  second 

stage,  disability  rating  and  adjudication. 

In  many  States  today  there  is  a  hue  and  cry  about  tho  high 

cost  of  workmen's  compensation.   Of  course,  tho  public  should  bo 

concerned  about  all  excessive  costs.  Hov/ovor,  in  discussions  of 

the  cost  of  workmen's  compensation  tho  public  is  frequently  misled 

into  supposing  that  the  legal  benefit  rates  aro^^too  high  or  that 

the  workmen's  compensation  administration  is  excessively  liberal 

in  its  interpretations  and  awards.   A  properly  worded  statement 

would  bo  that  probably  in  all  States  the  worlonon's  compensation  ^ 

costs  are  too  high  in  relation  to  v;hat  is  delivered  in  pajiuents 

and  services.  v;hat  the  public  has  not  boon  told  and  does  not  nov/ 

understand  is  that  the  major  source  of  unnecessary  loss  is  not 

I 
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tho  administrative:  proccssinc  o^  claims  --  v/hich,  of  course,  is 

not  perfect  --  but  faulty  diagnosis  and  treatment . 

At  the  present  stage  of  adjninistratlve  development  in  tho 

States,  the  v/orkmon's  compensation  authority  often  has  the  sad 

task,  v/hen  settling  or  adjudicating  both  disease  and  accidental 

injury  cases,  of  nooping  up  tho  results  of  prolonged  unsatisfactory 

medical  care.   How  much  longer  this  situation  will  be  tolerated, 

especially  by  the  more  advanced  administrations,  remains  to  be 

seen. 

I  have  mentioned  two  historical  stages  of  development  in  tho 

provision  of  occupational  disease  coverage  in  the  States.   In  tho 

first,  the  main  preoccupation  vras  that  of  shielding  Industry  from 

allegedly  unbearable  cost.   In  the  second  the  main  preoccupation 

was  on  compensating,  without  discrmination,  all  victims  of  occu- 

pational disease.  We  arc  now  in  a  third  stage  of  historical 

development  in  v/orkmcn's  compensation, with  emphasis  upon  prompt 

and  coi.ipleto  restoration  of  Injured  workers  to  their  fullest  work 

capacity,  Bocauso  of  an  obsoaalon  with  logril  problems,  i.iany  of 

them  excessively  technical,  wo  have  been  late  in  v/aklng  up  to  tho 

possibilities  for  reducing  both  human  losses  and  monetary  costs  in 

the  field  of  -jorlauon' s  compensation,  both  through  obtaining  tho 

right  type  of  specialized  medical  care  and  by  suppl.cmcntary  tcaiu- 

work  in  medical  care,  which  means  what  wc  have  called  "rehabilita- 

tion." 

The  advent  of  this  new  stage  of  development  calls  for  an 

integration  of  the  supervision  of  medical  care  which,  of  course, 

eventuates  in  disability  rating  and  adjudication.   At  the  present 

time  administration  deals  chiefly  \/ith  v/hat  is  really  only  a 

fragment  of  the  total  medical  problem.  \   report  by  tho  lato 

■  Dr.  floward  N.  Prince  onlModlcal  Examining  Facilities  of  tho  New 

York  State  v;orlancn's  Compensation  Board,  several  years  ago,  con-s 

tains  this  statement:   "The  Chief  I.Icdical  Examiner  should  institute 

an  integrated  medical  program  for  workmen's  compensation."   Such 

a  thing  has  not  yet  been  done  in  any  State.   This  failure  is 

responsible,  not  alone  for  huge  monetary  losses,'  but  also  for 

tragic  and  unnecessary  hur.ian  loss.  As  you  knov/,  the  monetary  cost 

of  v/orkmon's  compensation  arises  from,  and  is  augi.ientcd  or' dL.iinishcd 

i 
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bv.  the  extent  of  the  human  loss.   We  worry  about  monetary  loss  — 

perhaps  we  ought  to  v/orry  nore  about  it  --  but  our  paramou
nt  con- 

cern should  be  v/ith  the  .-huinan  loss.   If  we  reduce  the  huixan  loss, 

the  monetary  loss  v/ill  dwindle  also. 

Our  effort  in  New  York  is  to  protect  Injured  workers  to  the 

fullest  possible  extent.   If  the  oro-rains  of  prevention  and 

restoration  are  fully  developed,  the  cost  of  adequate  paynunts 

and  services  for  injured  woricers  should  not  be  ooprcs.Tlvu  to  industry,
 

At  present  the  nrogram  of  pro.apt  and  full  restoration  of  injured 

workers,  in  New  York  and  elsewhere,  is  the  uost  undeveloped  seg- 

ment of  worlancn's  coiToensation  administration.   The  resulting  loss, 

both  in  huraan  and  monetary  terms,  may  well  be  appalling.   l/c  shall 

study  how  best  we  can  serve  the  injured  -../orker  and,  as  new  light 

is  thrown  upon  the  task,  will  confidently  count  upon  the  coopera- 

tion of  our  pcopl...  in  perfecting  the  New  York-  performance,  so  far 

as  may  be  huiiianlj'"  possible. 

^ 



Ofl'lce  or  ttie  UJmirman  "" 
Vorkmen's  Compensation  Board  For  Release 
State  Office  Building 
Albany,  Nev  York 
Albany  3-5511,  Ext.  333 

Address  of  Hon.  Mary  Donlon,  Chairman  of  the 

New  York  State  Workmen's  Compensation  Board, 
at  the  Seventh  Saranac  Symposium  at  Saranac 
Lake,  Nev  York,  Friday,  September  26,  1952 

VIEWPOINTS  ON  COMPENSATION  FOR  PULMONARY  AND 
OTHER  OCCUPATIONAL  DISEASES 

My  vlevpolnt,  as  to  voitanen's  compensation  for  pulmonary  and  other 

occupational  diseases.  Is  of  course  the  viewpoint  of  the  administrator. 

As  such,  I  am  grateful  for  the  opportunity  of  participating  in  this 

discussion  today.  In  the  past,  the  contribution  of  workmen's  compensation 

administrators  to  discussions  of  the  occupational  diseases  —  outside  of 

their  own  organizations  —  has  been  much  iao  SBiall.  In  part,  this  is  the 

fault  of  the  administrators  because  they  ha^e  usually  been  too  busy 

handling  the  details  of  cases  to  have  time  also  to  record  and  organize 

their  experience.  The  viewpoints  of  lawyers  and  doctors,  as  to  compensating 

occupational  diseases,  have  therefore  often  received  more  consideration  — 

especially  during  legislative  committee  hearings  —  than  have  the  view- 

points of  administrators. 

I  shall  present  my  viewpoint  in  the  light  of  the  historical  develop- 

ment of  occupational  disease  coverage  in  the  States. 

At  the  start  of  our  major  developments  In  this  field,  many  looked  upon 

occupational  disease  coverage,  and  especially  the  full  or  general  coverage 

of  such  diseases,  as  a  leap  in  the  dark.  The  atmosphere  in  wiiich  discussion 

took  place  was  that  of  fear  bom  of  ignorance.  Speakers  brought  forth  a 

portfolio  of  precedents  from  the  experience  of  foreign  countries,  and 

presented  this  material  with  an  air  of  overwhelming  erudition.  Stunned 

audiences  were  convinced  that  the  most  complicated  and  restrictive  schemes. 
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BO  impressively  described  to  them,  embodied  the  last  vord  of  the  world's 

existing  wisdom  upon  the  subject  of  occupational  disease  compensation. 

So  it  happened  that  schedules,  often  double-column  schedules,  were 

imported  from  abroad  and  sold  to  the  state  legislatures.  It  seemed 

irrelevant  to  note  that  the  diseases  listed  in  the  schedules  often  were 

not  prevalent  in  the  particular  State  which,  however,  might  be  afflicted 

with  hazards  not  mentioned  at  all.  It  was  like  buying  a  hat  from  Paris, 

just  because  it  was  a  hat  from  Paris  and  regardless  of  whether  it  suited 

the  wearer' s  face. 

It  happened,  however,  that  in  one  or  two  States  where  the  original 

inj  try  coverage  provisions  had  been  left  broad  and  simple,  omitting  the 

restrictive  word  "accident",  the  courts  held  that  the  word  "injury"  in- 

cluded occupational  diseases.  Such  States  therefore  started,  almost  by 

"accident",  with  the  same  compensation  coverage  of  occupational  diseases 

as  of  accidental  injuries.  Other  States  observed  the  result  and  lik^it. 

The  prevailing  pattern  in  this  country  now  is  full  or  general  coverage 

of  occupational  diseases.  In  this  respect  America  leads  the  world.  Vith 

almost  every  session  of  the  legislatures,  the  column  showing  the  list  of 

States  with  schedule  or  restricted  coverage  of  occupational  disease  shrinks, 

while  simultaneously  the  column  showing  the  list  of  full  coverage  States 

lengthens. 

In  every  stream  there  are  main  currents  and  counter-currents.  Alarm 

as  to  compensation  coverage  for  silicosis  flared  up  during  the  depression 

that  followed  1929,  and  this  alarm  started  a  tidal  wave  of  restrictive 

bill-drafting,  in  part  applicable  to  the  dust  diseases.  In  consequence 

many  of  the  State  compensation  laws  are  now  cluttered  with  restrictive 

and  discriminatory  provisions  applicable  either  to  occupational  diseases 
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in  general,  or  peculiar  to 
 the  dust  diseases  or  pneumo

noconioses. 

Silicosis  compensation  sometim
es  is  more  a  phenomenon  of  une

mployment 

than  of  physical  disability.  
Laz^e  scale  unemployment  of  fo

undrymen  and 

miners  brought  on  the  silicosi
s  compensation  scare  during  t

he  1930- s. 

Men  out  of  jobs  turned  to  workm
en's  compensation  as  the  last  

recourse 

from  starvation.  Some  of  these
  men  received  pennanent  total 

 disability 

awards.  After  the  war  boom  in  
the  early  19A0's  had  created  an 

 almost 

insatiable  demand  for  workers  an
d  cancelled  the  customary  hiring

  tabus, 

.any  men  who  had  received  penaa
nent  total  disability  awards  re

tun^ed  to 

jobs  at  wages  higher  than  they 
 had  ean.ed  before.  You  cannot 

 think 

straight,  as  to  workmen's  compe
nsation  for  partial  disability 

 from 

silicosis,  unless  you  remember  t
hat  hiring  practices  make  this  i

ssue 

a  hot  spot  in  a  good  many  places . 

It  has  been  noted  that,  as  to  o
ccupational  disease  coverage,  s

ome 

of  the  States  started  by  copyin
g  a  foreign  patten,  of  schedule

  coverage. 

Other  Stat^developed  an  indigen
ous  or  American  pattern  of  full 

 coverage, 

which  is  now  the  prevailing  patt
ern  in  the  States.  The  trend  to

ward 

simple  and  comprehensive  covera
ge  was  complicated  by  economic 

 counter- 

currents  flowing  from  the  silicos
is  alam  during  the  1930' s.  Some

 

confusion  has,  of  course,  been  
created  by  these  counter-curren

ts.  The 

orderly  and  noxmal  progress  of 
 occupational  disease  coverage  

toward  under- 

standable and  simple  law  and  administratio
n  was  definitely  interrupted. 

To  clarify  our  thinking,  furth
er  comment  on  the  historical  b

ackground 

seems  indicated. 

The  history  of  oocupatlooal  dis
ease  coverage  in  the  States,  if

  and 

vhen  that  history  is  vritten,  
might  he  entitled  "The  Conquest

  of  Fear". 

.   ̂    V-    4-  /i^  vn+h  fear  of  the  monetary  cost  to  industr
y. 

The  first  episodes  have  to  do  wx^n  
le^r  oi 

so  that  early  preoccupation  vas
  vith  the  need  for  protecting  

industry 

from  being  ruined  by  sup,»sedly 
 unbearable  costs.  The  legislatu

res  vere 
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told  that  loose  practice  on  the  part  of  administrators  in  compensating 

alleged  occupational  diseases  would  turn  workmen's  compensation  into 

"health  insurance."  Rare  or  exceptional  instances  in  wliich  questionable 

awards  had  been  made  were  seized  upon,  publicized  and  magnified  out  of 

proportion  to  their  real  significance.  Calm  and  well-informed  discussion 

of  the  problem  was  sometimes  impossible  because  the  opinions  of  many 

had  been  formed  by  vivid  impressions  of  exceptional  cases,  rather  than 

by  statistical  compilations  from  considerable  aggregates  of  experience. 

The  cost  estimates,  not  anchored  to  aggregates  of  mature  experience, 

were  sometimes  fantastic.  The  production  of  a  statistical  average  is 

often  the  best,  if  not  the  only,  cure  for  distorted  thinking  both  as  to 
performance  and  cost. 

In  1935  the  private  insurance  carriers  would  not  provide  coverage, 

in  New  York  State,  for  silicosis.  Insurance  could  be  obtained  only  from 

the  State  Insurance  Fund.  The  Fund  set  its  insurance  rates  high  and  held 

its  breath,  waiting  for  disaster.  It  was  soon  discovered  that  the  insurance 

risk  had  been  exaggerated.  Mr.  Muller,  a  fomer  executive  director  of  the 

Fund,  said:   "We  were  afraid  of  a  wolf  that  was  not  there."  Of  course  in 

the  absence  of  a  dependable  statistical  basis  for  forecasts,  insurance 

actuaries  do  feel  compelled  to  make  full-sized  cost  estimates.  That  is 
their  business  responsibility. 

When  the  actuaries  had  done  their  work,  the  lawyers  were  then  called 

upon  to  draft  legal  restrictions  and  limitations  upon  compensability.  The 

resulting  patterns  of  occupational  disease  legislation  in  some  of  the 

States  can  best  be  described  as  barbed  vire  entanglements.  Fantastic 

restrictions  were  put  in  the  way  of  compensability,  especially  as  to 

silicosis;  and  sometimes  the  benefits  for  occupational  diseases  were  put 
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on  a  lover  level  than  for  accidental  injuries,  either  as  to  cash  payments 

or  medical  care,  or  both.  The  laws  in  some  States  are  still  cluttered  vith 

discriminatory  details  that  are  hard  to  get  rid  of.  Such  petty  and 

harassing  restrictions  are  a  liability  to  insurance  carriers  and  employers 

because  they  aixsuse  hostility  in  the  ranks  of  labor,  the  consequences  of 

which  are  out  of  all  proportion  to  the  pinch-penny  savings  effected  by 

the  restrictive  provisions.  This  is  beginning  to  be  apparent  in  the  con- 

flict as  to  compensability  of  partial  disability  from  silicosis.  Such  things 

keep  workmen's  compensation  laws  in  politics  and  they  should  be  above 

political  considerations. 

In  New  York,  and  also  in  some  of  the  States  where  the  law  end  ad- 

ministration are  well  advanced,  the  second  stage  of  thinking  about 

occupational  disease,  and  especially  silicosis  coverage,  has  now  been 

reached.  This  second  stage  of  thinking  on  the  subject  of  occupational 

disease  coverage,  is  marked  by  preoccupation  with  an  effort  to  deal 

justly  and  without  discrimination  with  all  the  victims  of  occupational 

diseases.  The  question  arises, .  can  we  do  this,  and  if  so,  hov?  It 

becomes  necessary  to  try  to  see  the  problem  in  human  terms. 

When  occupational  disease  problems  are  seen  in  human  terms, 

appropriate  action  may  be  expected.  Some  of  the  difficulties  of  coverage 

may  be  obscure  because  the  flood-light  of  research  has  not  yet  been 

turned  upon  them.  On  the  other  hand,  some  of  the  remaining  tasks  for 

legislatures  can  be  approached  through  demonstration.  In  a  certsiin 

agricultural  State,  there  had  been  persistent  and  formidable  opposition 

to  occupational  disease  coverage.  Committees  had  reported  adversely  on 

the  proposal.  There  had  been  the  usual  negative  arguments.  It  was 

insisted  in  the  first  place  that  there  was  no  occupational  disease  problem 
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in  that   State,  and  in  the  second  place  that  the  cost  of  occupational 

disease  coverage  would  be  ruinous.  Such  a  juxtaposition  of  conflicting 

and  incompatible  arguments  is  s;  hot  uncommon  phenomenon  in  hearings  before 

legislative  committees.  When  at  last  the  proposal  for  coverage  reached 

the  floor  of  the  legislature,  the  proponents  of  coverage  asked  permission 

to  furnish  a  demonstration.  Permission  vas  granted.  A  parade  then  started. 

A  group  of  vomen  employees  wlio  had  contracted  dermatitis  vliLle  working 

in  fruit  and  berry  processing  establishments  marched  down  the  aisle, 

holding  out  their  tortured  hands  for  observation.  Full  coverage  of 

occupational  disease  was  immediately  and  unanimously  adopted  by  the 

legislature. 

One  of  the  most  perplexing  of  the  unsolved  problems  in  many  States 

is  that  of  compensating  partial  disability  from  silicosis.  This  is  the 

case  here  in  New  York.  There  is  a  dearth  of  information  based  upon 

comprehensive  administrative  research.  Two  hypotheses  are  encountered. 

One  is  that  there  is  no  such  thing  as  partial  disability  from  silicosis. 

Another  is  that  the  administr&tive  problems  of  handling  partial  disability 

from  silicosis  are  insuperable.  In  the  face  of  such  conflicting  opinions, 

information  is  needed  as  to  what  happens  to  the  victims  of  silicosis 

before  they  reach  the  stage  of  total  disability  for  work. 

Ve  know  that  in  the  quarries  of  Vermont  and  Massachusetts  there  are 

men  who  have  worked  in  stone  all  their  lives,  who  are  getting  along  with 

the  vital  capacity  of  their  lungs  redmced  to  a  fraction  of  nonnal  capacity. 

If  you  do  not  rush  them,  they  can  do  a  day' s  work.  However,  they  have 

no  reserves.  But  their  disability  is  not  reflected  in  their  earning 

capacity,  because  their  skill  and  experience  offset  satisfactorily  to 

J 
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the  employer  their  lack  of  physical  speed.  These  men  usually  have  a  strong 

sense  of  family  responsibility,  and  with  great  determination  they  go  on 

with  their  accustomed  work,  often  with  undiminished  earnings.  Those  who 

base  their  generalizations  upon  this  segment  of  experience  may  argue  that 

there  is  no  such  thing  as  partial  disability  from  silicosis,  so  far  as  the 

workmen's  compensation  laws  are  concerned,  because  there  Is  no  wage  loss 

attributable  to  such  disability.  Thty  contention  comes  more  easily  from  a 

person  who  does  not  himself  have  silicosis,  than  from  those  who  have  to 

struggle  for  breath.  In  short,  one  segment  of  experience,  as  to  silicosis, 

is  commonly  disposed  of,  in  workmen's  compensation  administration,  by  the 

contention  that  there  is  no  such  thing  as  industrial  disability,  partial 

in  degree,  from  uncomplicated  silicosis.  On  the  other  hand,  some  spokesmien 

for  organized  labor  insist  that  the  prevailing  practice  of  not  compen- 

sating partisil  disability  from  silicosis  is  unjust,  and  some  of  them  are 

becoming  militant  in  respect  to  this  grievance. 

While  some  States  do  not  provide  compensation  for  partial  disability 

for  silicosis,  some  jurisdictions  have  had  considerable  e^rperience  vd.th 

taking  care  of  such  cases  in  one  way  or  another.  The  main  needs  ere  for 

maintenance,  with  or  without  medical  aid,  and  for  rehabilitation  and  for 

jobs.  Under  varying  types  of  law,  the  maintenance  payments  may  be  on 

the  basis  of  wage  loss  when  the  worker  has  to  change  to  work  that  is 

less  exacting  physically.  Or  there  may  be  payment  based  upon  estimated 

"degrees"  of  nodulation.  The  rehabilitation  provision  may  be  with,  or 

without,  a  special  award  to  cover  the  roughly  estimated  cost  to  the  worker 

of  changing  from  one  kind  of  employment  to  another.  These  varying  pro- 

visions caji,  of  course,  either  be  used  well  or  abused. 
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The  rehabilitetion  type  of  provision,  for  the  silicotic,  at  first 

glance  looks  ideal,  especially  if  the  attempt  at  change  of  employment 

is  accompanied  by  a  lump  svun  payment.  However,  it  should  be  remembered 

that  in  Wisconsin  the  provision  for  a  hardship  payment  is  used  by  the 

administration  to  discourage  employers  from  discharging  their  workers 

when  an  X-ray  shows  nodulation.  Some  types  of  rehabilitation  provisions 

can  be  used  primarily  to  close  out  the  employer's  future  liability, 

rather  than  to  improve  the  health  and  status  of  the  worker  which  is  the 

true  purpose  of  rehabilitation.  If  there  is  an  allergy,  an  effort  should 

be  made  to  arrange  a  satisfactory  change  of  employment.  However,  the 

circumstance,,  that  a  worker  gets  a  new  job,  does  not  necessarily  mean 

that  he  will  either  keep  it  or  be  able  to  get  continuous  eaployment 

at  other  jobs. 

Vhere  the  shop  housekeeping  has  been  cleaned  up  and  the  dust  removed 

from  the  air,  it  seems  preferable  not  to  interrupt  the  accustomed  employ- 

ment of  a  worker  who  has  silicosis  because,  in  many  areas,  when  he  has 

been  thrown  on  the  employment  market  it  is  very  hard  to  him  to  get  another 

job.  In  part  because  of  the  way  some  compensation  provisions  are  written, 

in  some  States  employers  will  not  hire  a  man  who  has  an  unfavorable  chest 

X-ray.  Faulty  compensation  bill  drafting,  together  with  oppressive  hiring 

practices,  shunt  too  many  truly  employable  persons  toward  the  permanent 

total  disability  classification,  or  toward  the  public  welfare  rolls. 

So  far  as  New  York  is  concerned,  compensation  for  partial  disability 

from  silicosis  Is  still  a  problem  for  the  legislature.  If  compensation 

is  provided  by  law  for  this  category  of  disability,  the  New  York  Workmen's 

Compensation  Board  will  of  course  face  another  disability  rating  problem. 

At  this  point,  it  should  be  said  that  in  compensating  occupational  disease 
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cases  administration  is  hampered  by  the  lack  of  early  and  correct  diagnosis 

of  disease.  Inexpert  diagnosis  and  the  lack  of  vide  experience  vith 

industrial  processes,  sometimes  give  a  false  start  in  the  investigation 

of  cases.  Without  competent  and  prompt  diagnosis,  maximum  benefits  do 

not  flov  from  treatment.  At  present,  so  far  as  the  vorkmen's  compen- 

sation authority  is  concerned,  the  tvo  stages  of  handling  occupational 

disease  cases  are  almost  completely  separated.  The  first  stage  is 

diagnosis  and  treatment;  the  second  stage,  disability  rating  and  adjudication. 

In  many  States  today  there  is  a  hue  and  cry  about  the  high  cost  of 

vorkmen's  compensation.  Of  course,  the  public  should  be  concerned  about 

all  excessive  costs.  Hovever,  in  discussions  of  the  cost  of  vorfcmen's 

compensation  the  public  is  frequently  misled  into  supposing  that  the 

legal  benefit  rates  are  too  high  or  that  the  workmen's  compensation 

administration  is  excessively  liberal  in  its  interpretations  and  awards. 

A  properly  vorded  statement  vould  be  that  probably  in  all  States  the 

vorkmen's  compensation  costs  are  too  high  in  relation  to  what  is  delivered 

in  payments  and  services.  What  the  public  has  not  been  told  and  does  not 

now  understand  is  that  the  major  source  of  unnecessary  loss  is  not  the 

administrative  processing  of  claims  —  which,  of  course,  is  not  perfect  — 

but  faulty  diagnosis  and  treatment. 

At  the  present  stage  of  administrative  development  in  the  States, 

the  workmen's  compensation  authority  often  has  the  sad  task,  when 

settling  or  adjudicating  both  disease  and  accidental  injury  cases,  of 

mopping  up  the  results  of  prolonged  unsatisfactory  medical  care.  Hov 

much  longer  this  situation  will  be  tolerated,  especially  by  the  more 

advanced  administration^  remains  to  be  seen. 
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I  have  mentioned  two  historical  stages  of  development  in  the  pro- 

vision of  occupational  disease  coverage  in  the  States.  In  the  first, 

the  main  preoccupation  was  that  of  shielding  industry  from  allegedly- 

unbearable  cost.  In  the  second  the  main  preoccupation  was  on  compensating, 

without  discrimination,  all  victims  of  occupational  disease.  We  are  now 

in  a  third  stage  of  historical  development  in  workmen's  compensation,  with 

emphasis  upon  prompt  and  complete  restoration  of  injured  workers  to  their 

fullest  work  capacity.  Because  of  an  obsession  with  legal  problems  many 

of  them  excessively  technical,  we  have  been  late  in  waking  up  to  the 

possibilities  for  reducing  both  human  losses  and  monetary  costs  in  the 

field  of  workmen's  compensation,  both  through  obtaining  the  right  type 

of  specialized  medical  care  and  by  supplementary  teamwork  in  medical  care, 

which  means  what  we  have  called  "rehabilitation." 

The  advent  of  this  new  stage  of  development  calls  for  an  integration 

of  the  supervision  of  medical  care  which,  of  course,  eventuates  in 

disability  rating  and  adjudication.  At  the  present  time  administration 

deals  chiefly  with  what  is  really  only  a  fragment  of  the  total  medical 

problem.  A  report  by  the  late  Dr.  Howard  N.  Prince  on  Medical  Examining 

Facilities  of  the  New  York  State  Workmen's  Compensation  Board,  several 

years  ago,  contains  this  statement:   "The  Chief  Medical  Examiner  should 

institute  an  integrated  medical  program  for  workmen's  compensation." 

Such  a  thing  has  not  yet  been  done  in  any  State.  This  failure  is 

responsible,  not  alone  for  huge  monetary  losses,  but  also  for  tragic 

and  unnecessary  human  loss.  As  you  know,  the  monetary  cost  of  workmen's 

compensation  arises  from,  and  is  augmented  or  diminished  by,  the  extent 

of  the  human  loss.  We  worry  about  monetary  loss  —  perhaps  we  ought  to 

worry  more  about  it  —  but  our  paramount  concern  should  be  with  the 
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humaa  loss.  If  we  reduce  the  human  loss,  the  monetary  loss  will  dwindle 

also. . 

Our  effort  in  New  York  is  to  protect  injured  workers  to  the  fullest 

possible  extent.  If  the  programs  of  prevention  and  restoration  are  fully 

developed,  the  cost  of  adequate  payments  and  services  for  injured  workers 

should  not  be  oppressive  to  industry.  At  present  the  program  of  prompt 

and  full  restoration  of  injured  workers,  in  New  York  and  elsewhere,  is 

the  most  undeveloped  segment  of  workmen's  compensation  administration. 

The  resulting  loss,  both  in  human  and  monetary  terms,  may  well  be  appalling. 

Ve  shall  study  how  best  we  can  serve  the  injured  worker  and,  as  "new  light 

is  thrown  upon  the  task,  will  confidently "  count  upon  the  cooperation 

of  our  people  in  perfecting  the  New  York  performance,  so  far  as  may  be 

humanly  possible. 
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man  later  on  8ho««d  &  nio«  oosnetlyb  result*     Tluit  it  the 
point  of  view  that  I  am  presentizu  in  eonneetion  with  the 

problttaa  of  the  medieal  board  in^ workmen ^aooapeaiaation* 
Thank  you* 

BY  MISS  DONLQNl 
/ 

(Applauae) 

Thank  you,  Doctor  Xooee^  for  that  Introduction  to 

the  diactiaalon  of  fxmctiona  and  Talues  of  MdicaX  hoards  an<L 

medical  examiners  in  oontroyerted  ooaipezuifttion  cases  and  fo]> 

that  very  interesting  little  example  of  what  your  coinpany 

did  outside  its  requirememts  to  do  so*  I*m'Stt|re  that  those 

who,  like  Boctor  Mogee,  approach  these.  ;pr^l)l«jH|^>rith  a  more 

human  concern  for  people J  womld  always  try  to  do  the  extra 

little  thing  as  nicely  as  he  wat  able  "to  do  it  In  that -oiUiei'^ 
X  think,  of  G 

oinrse. 

in  a  controvtj^ed  oompensatioxf 

case  such  as  we're  discikssing,  our  prohlam  ia;  what  are  the 

issues  under  the  compshsation  laws,  and  X*«  sure  Doctor 

Mcaee  was  only  telling  us  that  laws  can  not  be  written  to 

cover  every  situation,  and  that  you  do  have  to  bring  a 

hxunan  viewpoint  to  it* 

Now,  as  to  tl3ie  medical  boards  and  medical  examin- 

ers. New  York,  of  oou>?se\  has  both  medical  examiners  and  in 

the  dust  or  chest  diseases \<iu8t  inhalation  and  chest  dis* 

eases,  a  medical  board  of  lonk  standing,  and  X  speak  with 

pardonable  pride,  of?  the  great \bility  la  this  field*  We 
i  ^ 

had  hoped  that  all  three  members  of  that  board  would  be  witti 

'vl 

,V' 

'^ 
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in  the   state  of  Nev  Y
ork,   prxort^935,

  ̂  

.,,jj..   ••   ■•/  / 
         ''  '  /     as  toards/as 

time  goes  on. 
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us  today,  but  proUBaiorxal  engagemen
ts  have  kept  away  from 

us,  both  Doctor  iiberson  and  Doctor  
Whipple .A^m  I  «m  sure 

n^any  of  you  know.  However,  we  have
  the  gqod  luck  to  have 

the  chairman  of  olr  board  of  chest  c
onsultant  a  here  in  New 

York  State,  with  ixa  today.  / 

I  think  anything  I  could  ?ay  to  peo
ple,  as  true 

to  their  experienie  in  this  field/  a^out
  Edgar  Mayer,  wouldj 

be  telling  you  sonething  that  ̂ 0\i  already  know.  It  has  beea 

one  of  my  real  privileges  since  I 
 came  into  the  field  of 

workmen's  compensation  admijiistratio
n,  to  work  closely  with 

him  in  handling  oi  probleins  that 
 arise  in  the  controverted 

cases  under  the  diWereni  provisions 
 of  law,  first  our  old 

Article  4a  of  Umlied /overage,  an
d  now  the  more  general 

coverage  that  we  ha^/ of  the  du
st  diseases  in  worto^n's  com- 

pensation* 

He  is  w/li  known  here  at  Saranae  wh
ere  he  has 

worked  long.     H/knoVn  wherever  society,   lea
rned  societies      j 

xueet  to  consid/r  this\  problem.     He  is  a
  very  able  physicianj 

in  this  field.     I  presW  to  you  the
  chairman  of  the  New  York 

State   Board  of  Chest  Consultants,   Doctor  Edga
r  Mayer.  | 



-**■ 

RY  DOCTOR  MAYER: 

I  ̂ant  to  apologize  for  Dooto
rs'Ambi^raon  and  B«MD=r- vZZ!  '\  1 

Whipple,  Unfortunately,  i.^pF^-^-^- Doctor  
Amberson  go^.  7^ 

pr^pl«,feiy-tewr--fc^t  the  College  of  Surge
ons  la  meeting  In  /j 

New  York,  anl  Bellevue  haa  to  take 
 Its  part  In  the  proceedings^ 
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It's  very  obvious  that  in  the  past  five  years,  there 

have  been  very  outstanding  advanced  contributions  made  here 

in  this  field  by  the  excellent  group  that  are  working  in 

Saranac  ana  to  whom  v/e're  all  so  much  indebted. 

X 

♦ 
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'e  who  said,\  Apuoerson  and 

how  we  funetljKi^and  if  I  xaay  say  tJbsCt  I  vlll,TjkVn.er  inmodes^^ 

ly  say  wk^t  I  oonsider  as   ovLi<values» 

I  ylisterday  was  app:*  cached  by>^(5ne  etf  my  le^l 

friends,   an  advj^or  to  Induetx^ 

Whipple  aren't  hezy  and  you're  going  to  facey«tsi  alone?     And 

I   do  do  that  with  mabh  J^pldation,   but  I/shoul^  probably 

feel  that  some   repr^sen'tative  of  labop^rho  would  be  here 

would  make   th^^ame  remark  to  me* 

i-*^^*?  Z^/i^n  Hew  York  State,  prior  to  1935,   certain 
occupational  diseases  were   compensated  in  accordance  with  a 

schedule*     Silicosis  and  other  dust  diseases  were  not  in** 

eluded  in  this   schedule*     The  laws  of  1835,  Chapter  250,   or 

254,   extended  the  Workmen's  Compensation  coverage  to  all 

occupational  diseases  and  silicosis   then  became  compensable 

in  New  York  State* 

Because  of  the  lack  of  knowledge  of  the  extent  of 

the  accxnied  liability,   the  premium  rates   for  this   Insurance 

were   considered  high*     In  1936,   the  law  was  amended  — -^ 

i?ihgh\yeutd  look  these  up  -•  Chapter  887,   limiting  the  cover4 

age   and  compensation  benefits, providing  for  dust  control  and 

prevention  of  silicosis  and  other  dust   diseases,  and  provid4 
I 

ing  for  the   extabllshment  of  a  committee  of  three  expert  con- 

sultants  to  study  each  claimant  and  to  inform  the  Industrial 

Coimnissioner  and  the  Industrial  Board  of  their  opinion  as   to 

the  findings  in  such  cases  *, 

.._]_ 
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The  law  was  again  amended  in  1947  to  provide  full 

benefits  for  disabling  silicosis  and  other  dust  diseases 

under  Chapter  431  and  at  the  present  time,  the  law  that  deals 

with  the  work  of  the  expert  consultants  if  -  is  found  In 

Paragraph  49-a  of  the  Workmen's  Compensation  Lawo 

Now,  as  to  o\ir  functioning,  as  soon  as  a  claim  for 

silicosis  compensation  is  filed  with  the  hoard,  it  is  re- 

ferred to  the  after  care  seirvioe  of  the  Workmen's  Compensa** 

tion  Board,  This  after  care  service  obtains  a,  chronologioa]. 

history  of  the  claimant ts  illness,  and  a  detailed  chronology 

of  his  employment  record*  The  claim  is  brought  to  the  at- 

tention of  the  employer ,  and  the  insurance  carrier  and  the 

claimant  is  referred,  for  examination,  to  a  physician  des- 

ignated by  one  of  the  latter*  A  hearing  is  held  in  the  case 

before  a  Referee  in  compensation,  and  if  a  claim  is  contro-| 

verted  by  either  or  both  sides,  the  patient  is  then  referred 

to  a  member  of  the  board  of  expert  consultants* 

The  examination  requires  the  taking  of  very  care- \ 

full  occupational  history  from  the  beginning  of  the  patient's 

industrial  life,  including  all  aspects  of  exposure  to  dust, 

and  it  is  at  this  time  that  the  file  is  referred  to  the  Di- 
t 

vision  of  Industrial  Hygiene  of  the  Labor  Department  for  an! 

examination  of  the  working  condition  surrounding  the  claim- i 

ant  and  for  such  dust  diseases  as  may  be  necessary  in  order! 

to  eavluate  for  such  disturbance  as  may  be  necessary  in  order 
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to  evaluate  the  dust  hazard. 

In  certain  cases,  the  Division  of  Industrial 

Hygiene  summarizes  additional  data  and  opinions  with  reference 

to  past  exposures  suffered  by  the  claimant.   The  examination 

also  includes  a  very  complete  physical  examination,  a  fluor- 

oscopic chest  study,  and  (we  carry  out  the  procedure  that 

has  been  worked  out  here)  diaphragmatic  rise  with  expiratory 

timing,  as  an  aid  in  evaluation  of  emphysema,  as  well  as 

inspiratory  and  expiratory  x-rays.   Occasionally  we  take 

lateral  and  oblique  x-rays,  and  on  rarer  occasion  planigrams. 

Often  we  take  electrocardiograms,  especially  in 

vascular  hypertensives,  and  laboratory  studies  are  made  as 

are  necessary  in  the  opinion  of  the  examiner,  such  as  repeated 

sputum  studies  or  even  gastrics,  blood  examinations,  erythrocyte 

sedimentation  rates,  and  so  forth,  ' 

In  evaluating  the  hazards  of  occupation  exposure. 

"% 
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the  examiner  is  aided  by  the  report  of  the  Division  of  In- 

dustrial Hygiene  which  has  made  (or  is  now  requested  to  be 

made)  spot  studies  of  the  plants  and  the  working  conditions. 

In  evaluating  disability,  the  examiner  may  call 

for  special  physiological  studies  of  pulmonary  function  with 

the  best  available  methods.  V/hen  exact  diagnosis  in  eval- 

uation of  disability  is  Impossible  through  one  examination, 

we  are  allowed  (as  Doctor  Merewether  has  mentioned  is  the 

custom  in  England)  to  make  follow-up  and  auxiliary  studies. 

On  occasion  we  may  classify  a  claimant  as  tempor- 

arily totally  disabled  when,  for  instance,  it  is  impossible 

to  evaluate  the  activity  of  a  confluent  shadow  in  the  lung. 

We  may  classify  such  a  patient  as  totally  temporarily  dis- 

abled and  re-evaluate  his  condition  at  the  end  of  three 

months,  i On  rare  occasions  hospitalization  is  carried  out 

when  additional  studies  are  necessary  to  establish  diagnosis 

through  bronchography,  bronchoscopy,  angiography  or  surgical 

biopsy. 
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^fr'^^Wllty  may  be  r^jited  to  allergtaiSi  tf^  in 
industry  through  exposure  to  >«**««  dusts,  we  fire  allowed 
a  consultation  opinion  of  analogies  and  thla  1«  often  recoa- 
mended.     If  pulmonary  disease  may  he  related^o^i^  upper 
reeplratery  traot^   epecial  examination  by  a  nostymnd  throat 
8l?eolallst  Is  requested*^ 

Finally,  the  con5)leted  history  arid iihi'^liysioai; 

-^  «xaadnatlon  with  the  conelusions  as  to  dl  a^osli  mnd^aal 
relatlonshlpand  degree  of  disability  is  reported* -poplM 
of  the  reports  are  s^nt  to  all  interested  partiMyW^ veil 
as  to  the  attending  physicians  and  to  the  xnedioal  director 

of  any  hospital  or  sanitorium  in  which  treatment"  has  been 
carried  out,     if  the  olaim  is  then  eontro^Jted,  th^  oase 
is  *ef erred  baek  for  examination  to  the  eomplete  boards 

The  contents  of  such  report  of  the   committee,  in* 
troduoed  in  eYidence,  constitutes  prima  faola  evidence  of 
fact  as  to  the  matter  contained  therein  and  any  of  the  ma- 

terial of  such  report  is   then  subject  to  examination  upon 

demand*  ■  ■ 

  ^»  *^«  event  of  a  claim  for  death  benefits,   one 

■■^Vi. 
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member  of  the  board  examines  all  available  evidence  pertain- 

ing to  such  claim,  including  the  medical  and  the  hospital 

records,  the  x-rays  and  other  reports  that  are  made  during 

the  lifetime  of  the  deceased,  as  well  as  any  autopsy  findings 

and  shall  render  the  findings  and  report  thereon. 

•  Now,  as  to  the  values  of  the  board,  I  am  putting 

this  very  briefly.   I  think  Doctor  McGee  presented  the  function 

of  such  medical  boards  very  well.   Our  board,  impartial  in 

nature,  has  proved  of  great  value  from  both  the  medical  and 

legal  aspects.   We  are  free  of  any  obligation  except  that  of 

Impartiality  to  both  employer  and  to  claimant.   We  can  freely 

acknowledge  a  conclusion  to  be  one  based  upon  opinion  from 

experience  only, when  medical  evidence  does  not  permit  scientific 

proof.  We  are  not  necessarily  restricted  to  one  examination  to 

establish  diagnosis,  causal  relationship  and  disability.  Fre- 

quently conclusive  diagnosis  can  not  be  made,  as  you  well 

recognize, until  time  has  elapsed  for  the  development  of  sig- 

nificant subjective  and  objective  signs. 

Examinations  of  all  three  of  us  in  hearings  before 

referees  are  frequent  and  are  characterized  by  unrestricted  and 

frank  questioning  by  counsel  of  both  claimant  and  employer, 

as  well  as  by  the  referee. 

We  think  that  the  impartial  character  of  our  con- 

clusions, both  in  our  reports  as  well  as  in  our  testimony. 
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hxw9   aerved  to  gain  the  board  the  necessary  respect  of  the 

referees,  as  well  as  that  of  the  counsel  on  hoth  sides.' 

From  the  aedical  point  of  view,  iw  have  .attempted 

to  set  a  high  standard  for  thoroiigh  and  conscientious  exam^ 

Ination  in  reaching  a  diagnosis  and  establishing. causal 

relationship  in  evaluation  of  disability* 

Our  work,  in  part,  has  seryfcd  to. highlight  many 

of  the  different  clinical  problems  of  industrial  pulaonary 

dUeases,  as  well  as  the  problems  in  CTaluating^ldae.  degree 

of.  disability  in  pulmonary  disease,*  a«L  accordingly^  we  wer<i 

among  the  very  early  ones  to  acknowledge  thl»  and  to  call 

freely  upon  the  aid  of, the  physiological  laboratory* 

We  believe  that  such  openmindedness  in. helping 

to  aolve  these  difficult  clinical  problems, In  Industry^ >ay 

ultimately  do  much  to  define,  with  the  cooperation  of  the 

workers  bere  in  Saranac  Lake /with  whom  wf  Jmyoj  b^en  f^-j*  , 

tunate  to  be  In  such  intimate  cont^cU  we  will  u3:tttta4el»^ 

^y^-^^tiisyi_^iatu»''^^8^iJ^*:sS^^^»^*>   *^*  can  I>«|«xpecte4  la 

the  future  by  way  of  aid  from  the  laboratory*  ,' 

During  this  week,  I  have  been  impressed  with  s  ome 

of  the  difficult  future  problems  that  will  pwobably  arise 

because  of  the  added  information  that  our  British  friends 

have  brought  us,  as  well  as  the  information  that  has  come 

from  Doctor  Vorwald  and  Doctor  Wright's  laboratories, 

^^SS^^psa^   I  can  see  where  o\ir  legal  friends  will  be  a^klnf; 
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us  to  define  the  word  t pneumoconiosis'  which,  as  you  have 

learned  at  this  session,  is  nov^  going  to  be  re-defined.   I 

can  see  where  new  problems  will  come  up  in  relation  to  what 

were  formerly  considered  as  inert  dusts.   You  saw  in  the 

excellent  pathological  sections  of  Doctors  Vorwald  and 

Fletcher  focal  emphysema,  which  could,  in  certain  instances, 

eventually  lead  to  total  disability  and  which  may  be  caused 

by  a  sufficient  quantitative  deposit  of  so-called  inert  dusts. 

In  relation  to  graphite  and  carborund\im  dust  — 

dusts  that  we  have  been  regularly  considering  inert  —  should 

we  now  accept  the  suggestion  that  there  are  no  such  inert 

dusts  when  they  are  inhaled  in  excessive  amoiints  and  so  seen 

radi ©logically? 

This  may  become  a  problem  in  the  evaluation  of 

disability.   In  the  future  we'll  probably  be  calling  more 

frequently  upon  our  Division  of  Industrial  Hygiene  for  eval- 

uation of  the  quantity  of  such  dusts. 

Doctor.-George  Wright,  with  Doctor  Leonard  Bristol, 

in  their  presentation  of  emphysema  as  an  independent  disturbance 
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Of  the  lung,  separate  from  that  which  is  derived  from  in- 

dustry, have  placed  before  us  a  problem  that  has  disturbed 

us  for  many  years.  We  recognize  that  much  emphysema  is  of  ' 

the  so-called  essential  type  unrelated  to  industry  and  presents 

disturbing  problems  to  us  in  defining  a  causal  relationship 

to  industrial  exposures. 

The  problem  of  cancer  of  the  lung  in  relation  to 

industry  also  presents  itself.  Do  we  have  now  to  give  serious 

consideration  to  the  chromates  and  to  asbestos  (l  think  all 

the  other  exposures  have  been  rather  well  defined)  as  causative 

factors  to  industry?  The  Germans,  as  you  have  heard  this  week, 

have  granted  causal  relationship  to  asbestos  in  the  develop- 

ment of  cancer  of  the  lung. 

These  are  some  of  the  problems  that  I  can  see  will 

confront  us  more  often  in  the  future  and 
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on  which  we  will  have  to  have  much  more  accurate 

information.   (T|J*^ 
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BY  MISS  DONLOKt 

Thank  you.  Doctor  Myyer*  I  can  only  say  for  my 

colleagues  i7ho  are  administrators  of  workmen *8  compensation 

from  other  states,  and  I  see  several  of  them  here  in  the 

audience,  that  I  wish  you  the  great  good  fortun^^of  heing 

able  to  have  a  medical  hoard  chaired  by  so  diatingulshed 

a, person  in  this  field  as  Doctor  Edgar  Mayer ,  but  doii*t 

any  of  you  bid  for  him,  because  ve  want  him  here  in  iTtf  ̂ ork^i 

Mow^,  to  conclude  this  part  of  the  discussion,  and 

then  we  will  have  it  followed  by  a  period  for  discussion 

ft»om  the  floory  we  have,  of  course,  the  legal  Vlewpoint«^:: 

We  lawyers  always  have  to  come  in  on  this  partly,  and f is p  we 

are^rgoing  to  have  the  legal  viewpoint;,  i^ahd  we  have  a  gentle* 

man  to  discuss  it,  a  lawyer  who  is  very  well  ̂ [uallfied  %a 

do  ao^  He  is  the.Assistant'  Counsel  of 'Republic  Steel  CoiEpai:^ 

at  the  home  office  in  Clevelandj^  Ohii»,;  but  we- here' In  Hew 

York  know  him  and  have  worked  with  Mm^,  and  I  fin  surethat .; 

many  of  you  from  other  states  also  knew  and  have  worked  witb 

him*  Without  anything  more,  I  turpi  the  floor  over  to  him,, 

Mr.  A.  J«  Qentholts.^ 

BY  Mr\  GEHTHOLTS 

(Mr.  QenUiolts  read  a\prepared  pap\||r  whieh  is  on 

file  at  tne  Saranac  Laboratory )^ 

'^l 

BY  MISS 
'»^;'  '■■. 
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Remarks  by  A.  J.  Gentholts 

At  the  outset.   

.of  Workmen's  Compensation  Laws. V 
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THE  FUNCTIONS  AND  VALUE  OF  MEDICAL  BOARDS  AMD 

OTiPTCAL  EXAMINERS  IN  -CONTROVERTED  COMPENSATION  
CASES 

At  the  outset,  I  am  compelled  to  state  that 
 it  seems 

rather  ridiculous  for  me  to  attempt  to  eithe
r  discuss  this 

subject  with  the  members  of  this  panel  or  to  p
resent  any  sort 

of  a  formal  paper  about  it  to  this  audience,  fo
r  I  fully 

realize  how  authoritatively  anyone  of  you  can  di
scuss  it. 

I  thirJc  it  would  be  helpful  to  report  briefly  as
  to 

how  far  legislation  establishing  Medical  Board
s  of  Review  has 

progressed  in  the  United  States.   The  esta
blishment  of  Medi- 

cal Boards  of  Review  was  not  thought  of  until  the
  enactment 

of  occupational  disease  lawso    Today  there  are  
only  five 

states  that  do  not  have  some  type  of  occupationa
l  disease 

coverage;  namely,  Kansas,  Louisiana,  Mississipp
i,  Oklahoma 

and  Wyomingo    3y  the  introduction  of  this  
type  of  Workmen's 

Compensation  claims  founded  on  disease  arising  i
n  industry, 

the  legislatures  in  many  states  have  enacted  
laws,  in  addition 

to  occupational  disease  amendments,  establishin
g  Medical  Boards 

of  Review, 

The  picture  is  somewhat  different,  however,  wh
en  we 

consider  the  legislative  action  which  has  taken  p
lace  in  the 

establishment  of  Medical  Boards  of  Review.   Alt
hough  occupa- 

tional disease  has  been  recognized  as  a  proper  administ
rative 

function  under  .Vorkmen' s  Compensation  Laws  In  k3>    states, 

only  eighteen  states  have  enacted  laws  establish
ing  Medical 

-1- 



Boards  of  Review  of  one  kind  or  another.    The  states  are: 

Arizona  N.  Carolina 
Colorado  Ohio 
Georgia  Oregon 
Idaho  ^5-  Pennsylvania 
Iowa  S.  Carolina 
Maryland  S.  Dakota 

%  Michigan  Texas 
-"r  Minnesota  Utah 
Nevada  Wo  Virginia 

•55-  The  Minnesota  and  Michigan  statutes  were  held 
unconstitutional  in  19k5   and  I9I4.6  respectively; 
by  court  decision  in  Pennsylvania  the  statute 
became  inoperative  in  19ij.6, 

New  York  State  has  in  a  manner  approached  this  type 

of  legislation  by  the  adoption  of  a  statutory  amendment 

(Section  13,  sub-section  (d)  of  the  Compensation  Act)  pro- 

viding for  the  appointment  of  an  in^jartial  specialist  in 

injury  cases  -  the  report  and  findings  of  such  specialist 

not  being  binding  on  anyone »   If  this  system  is  to  prevail 

it  would  seem  proper  that  both  claimant  and  the  en^jloyer 

should  be  given  the  absolute  right  to  obtain  an  examination 

by  a  disinterested  specialist. 

It  is  interesting  to  observe  that  of  the  I8  states 

enacting  laws  establishing  Medical  Boards  of  Review,  only 

5  states  (Georgia,  Idaho,  Maryland,  Minnesota  and  Ohio)  have 

established  such  Boards  with  final  jurisdiction  as  to  medical 

facts. 

In  addition  to  the  Medical  Boards  of  Review  in  the 

states  which  have  been  enumerated,  you  of  course  are  familiar 

with  the  procedure  which  has  been  adopted  in  the  establish- 
-2- 



ment  of  tribunals  characterized  as  "Silicosis  Boards  of 

Referees",   In  many  instances  these  tribunals  are  separate 

and  distinct  from  the  Medical  Boards  of  Review,   The  Silico- 

sis Boards,  as  the  name  iriplies,  are  restricted  only  to  the 

consideration  of  silicosis  cases  or  other  respiratory  dis- 

easeso   The  Medical  Boards  of  Review,  on  the  other  hand, 

are  established  for  the  consideration  of  medical  evidence  per- 

taining to  occupational  disease  cases  generally.    In  some 

states  the  right  of  appeal  is  available  from  the  decision  of 

the  3ilico3is  Board  of  Referees  to  the  Medical  Board. 

The  states  which  have  enacted  laws  establishing  Sili- 

cosis Boards  of  Referees  are  as  follows: 

Arizona  Nevada 
Arkansas  N.  Carolina 
Colorado  Ohio 
Georgia  Oregon 
Idaho  *  Pennsylvania 
Iowa  S.  Carolina 
Maryland  S.  Dakota 

-If-  Michigan  Texas 
■A-   Minnesota  Utah 

"West  Virginia 

%  The  Minnesota  and  Michigan  statutes  were  held 
unconstitutional  in  19k3   and  19i;6  respectively; 
by  court  decision  in  Pennsylvania  the  statute 
became  inoperative  in  19ii.6o 

In  New  York  State  the  Condensation  Act  has  been  amend- 

ed to  provide  for  the  appointment  of  a  "committee  of  expert 

consultants  on  chest  diseases",  three  in  niimber,  which  also 

provides  for  an  examination  by  one  of  the  members  thereof „ 

There  is  nothing  in  the  statutory  law  which  makes  the  opinion 

or  report  of  the  experts  conclusive  or  binding  on  anyone. 

"3- 



Of  the  19  states  which  enacted  laws  establishing  Sili- 

cosis Boards  of  Referees,  only  5  states  (Georgia,  Idaho, 

Maryland,  Minnesota  and  Ohio)  established  such  Boards  with 

conclusive  and  final  jurisdiction. 

The  experience  in  Minnesota,  Michigan  and  Pennsylvania 

should  be  of  interest  since  in  these  three  states  Medical 

Boards  of  Review  were  established  by  legislative  action  but 

today  are  Inoperative  because  of  court  decree. 

The  Michigan  Workmen' s  Compensation  Act  was  amended, 

effective  October  29,  1937,  by  incorporating  the  Occupational 

Disease  provisions  of  the  Law,  better  known  as  Part  VII  of 

Act  No.  61,   Briefly  stated,  this  amendment,  in  addition  to 

providing  Workmen's  Condensation  awards  for  Occupational 

Disease  claims,  authorized  the  appointment  by  the  Workmen' s 

Compensation  Board,  or  any  member  thereof,  of 

"a  commission  of  three  qualified  inpartial 
physicians  to  examine  the  injured  employee 
and  to  report.   The  report,  when  signed  by 
at  least  two  of  the  members  of  said  commission, 

shall  be  final  and  conclusive  as  to  the  condi- 
tion of  said  erqjloyee  with  respect  to  the 

alleged  disease  or  diseases,  .  .  « 

Following  such  legislative  enactment,  a  niimber  of 

cases  were  prosecuted  through  the  court,  culminating  in  the 

finding  by  the  Supreme  Court  of  Michigan  in  the  Dation  v. 

Ford  Motor  Company  case,  31^  Mich,  l52,  22  NoW.  (2nd)  2^2, 

decided  in  I9I4.6,  that  such  law 

"is  unconstitutional  as  denying  due  process, 
since  the  Legislature  cannot  circumscribe 
judicial  power  of  the  courts  by  making  the 



factual  findings  of  the  agencies  conclusive, 
even  though  the  findings  are  wrong. 
'Due  Process  of  Law'  requires  notice  and 

opportunity  to  be  heard,  and  it  imports  the 

right  to  a  fair  trial  of  the  issues  involved 
in  the  controversy  and  a  determination  of 

disputed  questions  of  fact  on  the  basis  of 

evidence,  «  ." 

Since  the  abolishment  of  the  Medical  Board  of  Review 

by  court  decree  in  19i<.6,  the  administration  of  controverte
d 

occupational  disease  claims  in  Michigan  has  been  prosecuted 

in  the  same  manner  as  injury  cases.   A  quick  survey  of  the 

situation  existing  today  in  Michigan  indicates  that  represen- 

tatives of  en^loyer  and  claimant  alike  prefer  the  existing 

administrative  procedure  rather  than  the  methods  which  were 

required  to  be  followed  under  the  1937  act,  which  in  my 

opinion,  established  an  iirperfect  setup  ̂ xndev   the  Medical 

Board  of  Review  principle. 

Similarly,  in  Minnesota  the  Medical  Commission  (as  the 

Medical  Board  of  Review  was  called  in  that  state)  only 

existed  for  a  very  short  period  of  time.   In  Minnesota  the 

Workmen's  Compensation  Act  of  1913  was  amended  in  19i4-3  to 

include  occupational  disease  provisions.   At  the  same  time 

a  Medical  Commission  (or  so-called  Medical  Board  of  Review) 

was  establishedo   The  Medical  Commission  under  the  statute 

consisted  of  three  doctors  selected  from  a  panel  of  l5,  . 

chosen  by  the  Dean  of  the  College  of  Medicine  of  the  Univer- 

sity of  Minnesota,  the  Council  of  the  Minnesota  State  Medical 

Association,  and  the  Governor, 



The  findings  and  conclusions  of  such  Board  were 

adopted  by  the  Industrial  Commission  in  so  far  as  medical 

questions  were  concerned  and  such  decisions  were  final. 

This  system  lasted  for  a  period  of  approximately  two  years 

until  the  statute  was  held  unconstitutional  in  the  case  of 

Hunter  v.  Zenith  Dredge  Company  on  July  6,  19ij.5.  The  basis 

for  the  decision  was  the  same  as  in  Michigan  in  that  the 

Medical  Board  of  Review  statute  was  found  to  violate  the  due 

process  provisions  of  both  the  Minnesota  and  Federal  con- 

stltutionso 

Since  the  abolishment  of  the  Medical  Board  of  Review 

in  this  state,  the  procedure  has  reverted  to  that  formerly 

in  existence  whereby  under  the  statute,  the  Industrial  Com- 

mission is  authorized  to  appoint  one  neutral  physician  whose 

findings  and  conclusions  shall  be  furnished  all  Interested 

parties;  either  party  may  within  five  days  after  receipt  of 

such  report  demand  cross-examination  of  the  neutral  physic- 

ian.  The  report  and  cross-examination  are  both  considered 

as  evidence. 

A  somewhat  similar  situation  arose  in  Pennsylvania, 

following  the  enactment  of  an  amendment  to  the  Compensation 

Law  on  July  2,  1937,  which  made  certain  specified  occupation- 

al diseases  con^jensable.   At  the  same  time  the  Workmen's 

Corr5)ensation  Board,  or  Referee,  was  authorized  to  appoint  a 

Medical  Advisory  Board  in  cases  Involving  claims  for  silico- 

sis, the  Board  to  be  conposed  of  one  or  more  duly  qualified, 
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iiJ5)artial  physicians  or  surgeons  to  be  selected  from  a  panel 

made  up  of  names  from  lists  of  doctors  furnished  by  the  deans 

of  all  of  the  legally  recognized  medical  schools  in  Pennsyl- 

vaniae    The  so-called  "Medical  Board"  in  this  instance  was 

authorized  to  conduct  clinical,  pathological,  and  x-ray  ex- 

aminations, and  to  file  with  the  Workmen's  Condensation  Board 

or  Referee  its  written  report  stating  further  its  opinion 

as  to  whether  or  not  the  claimant  suffered  from  silicosis  or 

anthraco- silicosis  and  whether  such  disease  resulted  in  any 

disability  and,  if  so,  as  to  what  extents 

The  Morkmen* s  Condensation  Board  or  Referee  was 

authorized  to  consider  such  so-called  Medical  Board  report 

only  as  evidence  of  findings  and  to  be  considered  with  any 

other  medical  evidence  offered  on  behalf  of  the  claimant  or 

the  employer;  the  doctor  or  doctors  serving  on  such  Medical 

Board  were  obligated  to  appear  and  be  subject  to  examination 

and  cross-examination  upon  written  requests 

In  19)4.1  this  Act  was  amended  again  by  authorizing  the 

Governor  of  the  state  to  request  the  deans  of  all  of  the 

medical  schools  in  Pennsylvania  to  serve  as  a  committee  in 

the  nomination  of  10  physicians  especially  qualified  for 

membership  on  the  Medical  Board;  three  to  be  roentgenologists 

and  three  to  be  pathologists,  these  names  to  be  certified 

to  the  Secretary  of  Labor  and  Industry,   Prom  this  list  of 

names,  with  the  approval  of  the  Governor,  the  Secretary  of 

Labor  was  to  select  the  Medical  Board  consisting  of  three 
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members.  Including  one  roentgenologist  and  one  pathologist. 
Under  this  amendment,  the  duties  and  powers  of  the  Board 

were  not  materially  different  than  under  the  original  1937 Act. 

It  is  interesting  to  note  that  no  Medical  Board  was 

ever  constituted  or  appointed  in  Pennsylvania  until  May  1950, 
Following  the  appointment  of  the  Medical  Board  in  19^0,  a 
number  of  cases  were  prosecuted  under  such  administrative 

procedure.   All  of  these  claims  were  occupational  disease 

cases  of  alleged  silicosis  or  anthraco-silicosis«   In  every 
instance  the  Medical  Board,  without  hearing  and  simply  from 
examination  of  the  claimant,  and  apparently  without  study  of 
the  record,  made  what  purported  to  be  final  findings  of  fact 
without  reporting  their  findings  to  the  Workmen's  Compensa- 

tion Board.   Upon  appeal  of  all  of  these  cases  to  the  Com. 
mon  Pleas  Court  of  Pennsylvania,  the  court  held  in  each  in- 

stance that  the  Board  had  exceeded  its  authority. 

Apparently,  the  unsatisfactory  method  pursued  by  the 

Pennsylvania  Medical  Advisory  Board  caused  Pennsylvania  Legis- 

lature in  January  1952  to  repeal  sections  of  the  Occupational 
Disease  Act,  completely  abolishing  the  Medical  Advisory  Board. 

Because  of  the  failure  in  operation  of  Medical  Boards 

of  Review  in  three  great  industrial  states  in  this  country, 
one  might  question  whether  the  principle  of  this  sort  of 
medical  tribunal  in  the  administration  of  controverted 
con^jensation  cases  is  proper. 
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From  my  own  point  of  view,  I  do  not
  believe  that  this 

is  so  and  in  support  of  such  position
,  it  is  appropriate  to 

point  to  the  experience  of  Ohio  where
  the  adoption  and  use 

of  both  Medical  Boards  of  Review  as  we
ll  as  Silicosis  Referees 

have  proven  quite  satisfactory. 

The  first  Occupational  Disease  law  was 
 passed  in  Ohio 

in  1921  covering  four  specific  occupation
al  diseases.    In 

1921^.  an  appropriate  constitutional  a
mendment  was  passed  en- 

compassing all  of  the  occupational  disease  provis
ions  of  the 

Workmen's  Compensation  Law.   At  the  p
resent  time,  following 

several  amendments  to  the  Occupational  Di
sease  Law,  it  is 

considered  as  a  blanket  statute  permitti
ng  awards  in  all 

occupational  disease  cases,  in  additio
n  to  2k   diseases 

specifically  enumerated. 

In  1937  the  Ohio  Legislature  enacted
  a  Medical  Board 

of  Review  statute.  At  the  same  time  a
n  amendment  was  enacted 

establishing  a  Silicosis  Board  of  Ref
erees.   Under  the  Ohio 

Act,  approximately  ̂ 00  recognized  physicians  and  surgeon
s 

are  selected  as  a  panel.   From  this 
 panel  individual  members 

of  Boards  of  Review  are  appointed  from  
time  to  time.   These 

physicians  and  surgeons  reside  and  pr
actice  all  over  the 

state.   in  addition,  some  of  these  a
ppointees  are  residents 

outside  of  Ohio  as  the  law  does  not  re
strict  such  appoint- 

ments to  residents  of  Ohio.   The  selections 
 are  made  by  the 

Dean  of  Medicine  of  Ohio  State  Univers
ity,  the  Director  of 

the  State  Department  of  Health,  and  
the  Head  of  the  Depart- 

ment of  Medicine  of  the  Industrial  Commiss
ion. 
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Prom  time  to  time,  as  Medical  Boards  of  Review  are 

required  to  decide  controverted  occupational  disease  cases, 

the  three  appointive  agencies  select  from  the  panel  of  ap- 

proximately 500,  three  physicians  for  each  meeting  of  such 

Medical  Board  of  Review.   The  same  physicians  are  rarely 

called  upon  the  second  time,  for  by  reason  of  their  profes- 

sional duties  and  practice  they  may  be  unavailable  for  such 

service.   The  list  has  remained  more  or  less  permanent 

except  for  resignations  or  removal  because  of  death,  illness 

or  other  personal  reasonso 

The  administration  of  controverted  occupational  dis- 

ease claims  under  this  setup  is  as  follows: 

The  controverted  claim  initially  is  processed  through 

the  Medical  Department  of  the  Commission  for  the  recommenda- 

tion of  the  Medical  Department  for  allowance  or  disallowance, 

by  the  Industrial  Commission  itself  or  by  one  of  the  several 

Claims  Boards  which  operate  in  various  sections  of  the  state. 

Upon  disallowance  of  the  claim  by  either  the  Claims 

Board  or  the  Industrial  Commission  itself,  the  claimant  has 

'the  right  of  appeal  to  the  Medical  Board  of  Review.   Upon 

appeal  the  entire  file,  including  all  medical  proof,  is 

available  to  the  Board,   The  complete  record  in  the  case  is 

read  and  studied  by  the  Medical  Board  of  Review  in  the 

presence  of  the  claimant,  his  counsel  and  eitgjloyer' s  repre- 

sentative.   The  claimant  may  offer  additional  medical  proof 

and  factual  proof  at  such  hearing.   The  Board  may  examine 
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claimant  or  refer  him  to  a  recognized  specialist  for  further 

examination. 

Now,  here  is  the  Important  difference  in  the  Ohio  Act 

as  distinguished  from  many  of  the  states  which  have  enacted 

the  so-called  "Medical  Board  of  Review"  provision.   If  the 

decision  of  the  Board  is  in  favor  of  the  claimant,  such  find- 

ings shall  be  binding  upon  the  Industrial  Commission.   In  other 

words,  the  decision  is  final  and  there  is  no  appeal  by  the 

amployer  either  to  the  Industrial  Commission  or  to  the  courtse 

On  the  other  hand,  should  the  decision  of  the  Medical 

Board  of  Review  be  adverse  to  the  claimant's  position,  an 

appeal  may  be  made  to  the  Industrial  Commission,   Experience, 

however,  shows  that  this  situation  occurs  very  infrequently. 

There  is  no  appeal  to  the  courts  on  occupational  disease  cases, 

either  by  the  claimant  or  the  eirployer. 

The  Silicosis  Board  of  Referees  is  appointed  by  the 

Industrial  Commission  and  is  generally  recognized  as  being 

made  up  of  men  of  outstanding  qualification  and  training  in 

diagnosis  and  treatment  of  respiratory  diseases.   The  statute 

is  specific  in  Ohio  that  all  claims  for  silicosis,  whether 

controverted  or  not,  must  be  referred  to  the  Silicosis  Board 

of  Referees  for  examination  and  recommendation  as  to  diagnosis, 

extent  of  disability  and  other  medical  questions  connected 

with  the  claims   Such  Board  has  the  authority  to  employ  other 

specialists,  roentgenologists  or  pathologists  in  case  of  death, 

in  the  administration  of  this  work, 
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The  procedure  with  respect  to  the  administration  of 

silicosis  claims  is  as  follows: 

The  claim  is  first  investigated  by  the  Industrial 

Commission  to  determine  whether  the  statutory  provisions  of 

the  law  have  been  corplied  with;  such  as  (a)  exposure;  (b) 

disability  within  the  statutory  period;  (c)  diagnosis  of  one 

or  more  licensed  physicians. 

A  synopsis  of  the  case  is  then  prepared  for  the  use 

of  the  Silicosis  Board  of  Referees,    In  every  instance 

where  the  claimant  is  physically  able,  an  independent  medical 

exEtmination  is  conducted  by  such  Board  at  the  time  of  hearing. 

If  the  claimant  is  physically  unable  to  be  present,  all 

available  medical  data  is  obtained  from  the  hospital  where 

the  individual  is  receiving  treatment. 

Upon  completion  of  such  study  and  examination  by  the 

Board,  the  claim  is  heard  in  Columbus,  none  of  the  interested 

parties  being  present.   The  findings  of  the  Board  are  then 

referred  to  the  Industrial  Commission,  who  fixes  a  time  and 

place  of  hearing  upon  the  report  of  the  Silicosis  Board  of 

Referees.   Copies  of  the  findings  and  conclusions  of  the 

Silicosis  Board  of  Referees  are  furnished  all  interested 

partieso   An  adverse  finding  by  the  Silicosis  Board  may  be 

appealed  to  the  Medical  Board  of  Review,  whose  decision  shall 

be  final,  the  same  as  in  occupational  disease  cases  generallye 

If  an  award  is  made,  the  employer  may  file  an  Application  for 

Reconsideration  before  the  Industrial  Commission;  again  this 
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decision  is  final  with  no  appeal. 

Under  this  form  of  administrative  procedure  by  such 

Medical  Boards  of  Review,  as  well  as  Silicosis  Boards  of 

Referees,  statistical  information  shows  that  approximately 

$Ofo   of  the  silicosis  claims  heard  are  allowed.   Approximately 

30^  of  those  disallowed  are  appealed  to  the  Board  of  Review; 

of  those  which  are  appealed,  approximately  10^  are  allowed. 

As  to  Occupational  Disease  claims  generally,  statisti- 

cal information  shows  results  quite  similar  in  experience  to 

silicosis  clairasa   Approximately  90fo   of  the  cases  heard  are 

allowedo   Of  the  10^  disallowed,  90^  are  appealed  to  the 

Industrial  Commission;  of  those  which  are  appealed,  10^  are 

allowed. 

Thus  it  will  be  observed  that  in  the  administration  of 

occupational  disease  claims  in  Ohio,  the  experience  seems  to 

clearly  show  that  the  functions  of  such  Medical  Boards,  as 

well  as  Silicosis  Boards  of  Referees,  have  proven  to  be  a 

distinct  ad-j'ancenent  in  the  administrative  procedure  in  con- 

troverted corpensation  cases.   Experience  in  Ohio  has  shown 

that  among  representatives  of  Industry  and  Labor,  lawyers 

and  physicians,  the  present  procedure,  while  not  entirely 

satisfactory  in  some  respects,  functions  in  such  a  manner 

that  little  or  no  resistance  or  criticism  is  heard  respect- 

ing it. 

The  proof  of  such  a  statement  is  found  in  the  fact 

that  since  the  advent  of  these  Medical  Boards  of  Review, 
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beginning  in  1937,  in  only  five  instances  has  an  attempt 

been  made  to  set  aside  the  decisions  of  such  Boards  by  appeal 

in  mandamus  to  the  Supreme  Court  of  Ohio.   In  each  of  these 

instances  the  Court  found  either  originally  or  on  appeal  to 

the  Supreme  Court  of  the  United  States,  that  the  decision 

below  was  sound,  that  there  had  been  no  denial  of  the  due 

process  of  law  and  that  the  position  of  the  Medical  Board  of 

Review  should  be  sustained. 

To  summarize,  therefore,  as  to  the  essential  reasons 

for  the  apparent  satisfactory  administration  procedure  of 

Medical  Boards  and  Silicosis  Boards  of  Referees,  I  think  they 

can  be  stated  as  follows: 

1,  General  recognition  of  con^lete  impartiality 
in  selection  of  highly  qualified  physicians. 

2,  The  initial  investigatory  procedure  prior  to 
the  claim  being  presented  to  such  Boards  to 
determine  conpliance  with  statutory  provisions 
of  law,  such  as  exposure,  disability  within  the 
statutory  period,  preliminary  diagnosis  of  one 
or  more  licensed  physicians,  and  period  of 

employment  within  the  state. 

3,  Exclusive  jurisdiction  as  to  diagnosis  with  no 

appeal  to  the  Industrial  Commission  or  to  the courts. 

I  believe  it  would  be  helpful  here  to  paraphrase  the 

subject  assigned  by  stating  it  this  way  -  "What  can  be  gained 

by  having  Medical  Boards  of  Review?"   I  realize  full  well  in 

discussing  this  subject  there  are  wide  differences  of  opinion 

respecting  it.   You  are  all  well  aware  of  the  divergent 

viewpoints  existing  among  members  of  the  legal  profession 



specializing  in  Workmen' a  Con?>ensation  claims  representing 

claimants  as  well  as  those  attorneys  representing  casualty- 

insurance  companies  and  large  and  small  self- insuring  employ- 

ers,  A  similar  difference  of  opinion,  I  believe,  exists  in 

the  medical  profession  among  many  recognized  top  physicians 

and  surgeons  who  are  active  in  their  practice  in  the  adminis- 

tration of  Workmen's  Compensation, 

Why  does  this  condition  prevail?   I  think  one  answer 

is  that  there  are  always  deep-seated  fears  present  among  law- 

yers representing  both  claimants  as  well  as  the  employer, 

that  by  the  establishment  of  a  Medical  Board  of  Review,  cer- 

tain fundamental  rights  and  privileges  are  taken  away,  thereby 

preventing  either  the  Injured  person  on  the  one  hand,  or  the 

employer  on  the  other,  from  having  his  day  in  court. 

I  am  sure  you  have  heard  the  statement  made  many  times 

in  discussions  respecting  this  type  of  Workmen's  Con^jensation 

administrative  procedure,  that  no  doctor,  even  though  he  has 

■been  appointed  on  a  Medical  Board  of  Review  established  by 

law,  should  be  permitted  to  express  an  opinion  without  being 

subject  to  cross-examination.   In  my  opinion,  if  a  medical 

board  is  Inpartially  and  properly  established  there  is  no 

reason  or  necessity  for  the  right  of  cross-examination  to 

exist, 

I  am  firmly  convinced  that  in  the  enactment  of  statutes 

of  this  character,  the  Medical  Board  of  Review  can  only 

function  properly  when  it  is  constituted  in  such  a  manner -15- 



that  it  is  completely  impartial  and  removed  entirely  from  any 

political  or  any  other  kind  of  influence.   By  that  I  mean 

that  such  Board  should  have  con^ilete  freedom  to  decide  cases 

independent  of  any  pressure  or  influence  from  claimant, 

employer,  labor  representative,  or  anyone  interested  whatever 

in  such  claim.   Further,  the  method  of  selection  of  the  panel 

representatives  for  appointment  on  the  Medical  Board  of  Review 

should  be  controlled  to  assure  selection  of  physicians  and 

surgeons  recognized  generally  by  the  public,  the  legal  profes- 

sion, industry,  and  the  medical  profession,  as  outstanding  in 

the  medical  fraternity,  not  only  from  a  professional  but  also 

from  an  ethical  and  moral  point  of  view.   Furthermore,  when 

such  Medical  Board  has  been  established  by  law  in  the  manner 

thus  described,  then  there  is  no  prohibition  against  giving 

such  Board  final  jurisdiction,  when  its  decision  is  in  favor 

of  the  claimant, 

I  therefore  feel  that,  as  heretofore  stated,  the 

establishment  of  properly  constituted  Medical  Boards  of  Review 

in  the  administration  of  controverted  compensation  cases,  can 

be  found  to  be  a  distinct  advantage  in  the  administration  of 

Workmen' s  Compensation  laws. 

A.  J,  Gentholts 
Assistant  Coiinsel 
Republic  Steel  Corporation 
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V    V  TEB  fUVCnOIS  ASS  TAUQB  OF  lODZOU.  SOABBS  AID 

KCfiZCAL  J^Zmns  IV  COSTROTBEOXD  OOMPXVSATXOI  CA8I8 

Th«  fer«vord  oa  th«  pr^graa  for  thit  Sjapoiim  glTM  »•  %Im  •\im%if 

for  «h«  Mttlac  "that  laOnttrUl  hmlMh  %•  i^i«T«d".    Vhat  i«Xati«a  to  «hft% 

o^JoetlYo  hat  Iho  AiBoties  of  *  aodleal  board  and  Mdioal  ooMiiaon  la  9n>tf» 

▼ortod  ttoapoaoatloB  oaooif 

It  if  a«rood  %7  tmaj  of  no  that  tho  aott  nooftd  roottlt  of  lava 

lac  aeapoaoatloB  for  iadaatrlal  iajuriot  is  that  of  aafar  wsMag  eaadltlMi  to 

ladaatfj.    Yiil  otot«toa  oororins  ooapoaaatioa  for  ooo^patloaaX  diaoaaa  «!▼• 

•npport  to  tho  iadaatrlal  hjrgioao  aoroaoat  ftallar  to  that  vhioh  tiM  atatataa 

for  laj«>7  cm^«  %«  tho  aafotr  aoriaoatT    Thoro  io  roatoa  to  holiaro  ttet  totli 

a  oaluhrlooo  ooqooX  aajr  ho  had  tnm  tho  vloo  adalalatratloa  of  lam  daaliac 
vith  ooeapatioaal  diooaoo. 

Vo  thio  oad  it  anot  ho  rMcahorod  that  tho  lam  rofor  to  oao^aiUaal 

dlaoaooo  and  aot  to  tho  lo«ioa  of  aea-oooapatleaal  Ulo  to  vhloli  tha  iMMaa  fladi 

io  hair.    By  proTldlB«  ooapomation  for  o^oapatloaal  diooaooa.  aaoamta  diaipo- 

ali  aad  tho  rooogaltion  of  oorroot  otlolocf  hoTo  hooa  clToa  aov  al^flaaaaa.         K^ 

maid  ajipoar  to  ho  looo  ineoatlTo  for  i»»plaat  hoalth' 
ao  a  roapoaoU 

hllltr  of  iadoatrjr.  I  kaov  of  ao  otato  lav  tlMtt  oajrt  tho  aaplojor  ohaald  pay 

for  all  illaoio  eoatraotod  darlag  tho  ooorao  of  oaploTBoat*  laeladlac  Umoo  of 

aaa-oocapatloaal  orifla. 

Za  tbooo  eonoato.  I  otart  with  tho  proaiooo  (l)  that  aovpoaaatioa 

lam  for  hoth  ia^orjr  aad  diooaao  arlolac  oat  of  aad  boaaooo  of  oaoopatioa  ara 

dooirahlo  la  prlaeiploi  (2)  that  cood  atelaiotratioa.  oroa  of  iaadoqnato  lam, 

eaa  roaoh  oqoltahlo  aad  mrthgr  oodo t  aad  (3)  that  It  io  aoeoptod  ao  daolraUa 

to  roduoo  arroro  la  daeioloaa  to  a  alalanB. 
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OtMp«t«Bl  atdloal  Ai«0Mitl«  MTTto*  f^rea  a  tan  of  atdioC  •saaia«r» 

Mft  aid  la  »lBlalsia«  •rroM  la  aoapowtioa  d^dltloaa.    Tb«  past  f«v  3r«art  bar* 

•Ma  a  traad  t«Mrd  llbaraliiatiaa  of  b«i«fitt  and  Axil  ooTtrac*  of  oooapatlonal 

4it«asta  iattaad  af  ■eh«tel«  e«fv«ra«tt.    fortr-«hra«  ttatM.  In  addltiva  to 

Alaska.  HawaU,  Paarta  Ueo.  %ba  Bitlriet  of  OoltoiUa  aad  fadaral  JaritdietUat 

aadcr  tht  LMstbor«Ma*t  A«t,  aov  )»▼•  Ma*  fem  of  Mapmatloa  for  oMvyittloaal 

dlttaM^.     Xa  twaatjr  or  ■•»•  tUlao  thtro  it  iiroTioioB  for  aodioal  axiAiaort  U 

fygvaiab  toaa  tjpa  of  mttIoo  to  tho  adaiaUtratlTo  ootHQ). 

Tarioos  roaooao  hava  booa  proaoatod  for  a  beard  of  aodioal  onaiaori, 

Soao  of  thoM  aro  tha  folloida«i 

(1)  Ooatravoroj  ia  ae«p«wa%ioa  haariac*  umally  arloos  froa  tho 

of  fort  to  aaowar  oao  or  Mro  of  thMo  qiooolioao^i  It  thoro  a  dioabilitjT  Vtaat 

it  ito  dicrMt  Vhat  it  Ifto  eaaMt  fhoM  ar*  aodioal  ̂ oMtioao  of  fMt  aad  not 

of  lav.    fhoir  aaav«r  rogairM  aodioal  attidjr  aad  dia«noait. 

(2)  Xa  iadttttrial  aodioUo.  aa  U  aU  atpMto  of  aodioiao,  tho  iaU- 

Tidoal  it  parMMNBt.    To  oafiffnard  th*  iatorMto  of  tho  iajurod  or  ill  voxkor 

tho  TiiTOioiaa  WMt  tevo  tho  opportvaitr  to  inrMtiip^to.  to  onaino  aad  adrioo 

at  an  ospoH.    It  io  iapertaat  that  "thoro  ho  a  plaoo  for  a  qi&iot  aad  ohJMtivo 

diooaaoioa  to  diopol  diooropaaoiM  or,  at  loaot.  vookoa  thai.    »ieh  eeaoidora- 

tioa  ohoold  ho  oarriod  oat  ia  «ood  fkith  vith  no  ond  othor  than  to  oorro  tho 

truth.** 

(3)  Aa  andorotandiae  of  aodioal  taralneloar  aay  hMt  ho  siToa  hj  • 

sodioal  hoard.    OioasrooaoatOt  oeaftefioa  aad  orroro  aro  ofttiaM  tho  rooalt  of 

oisplo  prohloao  of  oMoatiM.     *Tho  laB«naco  of  the  erafteaaa  wiet  he  aodo 

itttoUieihlo  to  thOM  antutorod  ia  th*  oraft.* 

(4)  There  hae  hooa  adtatioa  for  eoae  plan  idiieh  will  creid  tho 

andMirahle  opMtaole  of  laeoq^tMt  and  prejudiood  tMtiaoaj  of  aodioal  vit* 

aoMM  oelMtod  for  oppooinc  liti«iato* 
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(5)  A  eoopatAiit  MAdleal  board  eaa  i»  meh  la  ••l«etiae  thoa«  patients 

yih»  BtMd  speolal  rahabllltntion  ceatorat.  Kaxlaun  llslta  oa  sedleal  benefits 

are  aald  to  exiot  In  the  etatutae  of  aereBtaeR  etatat.^  The  vorker  neada  to  W 

aaAa  ready  t«r  the  job  before  theea  banaflte  aiplra.  BehabUltation  ?reperlr 

has  baooaa  an  lapertast  part  of  the  eanpentatlon  proeraa.  It  It  wholly  logiflal 

to  nee  the  eoratlre  and  retraining  perloda,  follovlag  l&Jory  or  dlaaaaaf  ta  ' 

rattore  and  iBprera  the  eamlng  poirer  of  the  handicapped  vorker.  lore  la  • 

Vl^c%  for  ̂ lAaaea  frea  capable  aedleal  axaalnere. 

(6)  "The  falmeie  of  the  aethod  of  ataeaeln«  the  oeat  of  varteeaU 

lllaeai  a«Binet  bnalnaea  ae  eneh.  on  the  grmud  of  anravatlea  of  a  pre-eslatiac 

•oadltlaa  le  eealn^  sore  and  sore  Into  question.  ■*  famraas  daeeneratUa  dlt- 

eaaes  af fllat  the  taaaan  bod/  and  go  nndeteeted  ft  rears.  Proffraae  toward 

sarlotts  diaablsMnt  M17  be  vndeteetad  by  the  vlctla.  hla  eo.«ork«rs,  his  fi«lly 

•nd  ersa  by  his  flsaily  physielaa.  Nedleal  axaalners  are  wr  bast  f^nn*  U 

dsallac  vltb  the  qnastlea  of  aegraTatlea  or  aoo^eratloa  of  pre-esistlBe  dla. 

ease  and  Judlelaaaly  allevlac  the  benefit  of  the  doubt  to  the  eUlasnt  worker. 

(7)  frea  tlae  to  tlae  one  obserree  the  In^lalaos  preaadora  of  ̂  

asoaalae  that  dlseaee  reco^nited  followlae  an  aoeldant  vas  therefore  due  to  tba 

aoeldant  (sftU  Ittft  JStt  ̂ paplK DSftM.  A  ̂ odfo  has  bean  qaotad  as  saylac 

■Vhether  a  partloolar  event  «as  an  indastrial  aeeldaat  is  ta  be  detanlnad  not 

by  Isifal  definitions  bat  by  the  ooMon  ssase  vlevpelnt  of  the  arerage  asa. "  Z 

last  say  flaUy  that  the  "aeaMn  seaee  rlavpolnt"  has  led  repeatedly  to 

devs  arrers  la  aedleal  dlagaosls  and  that  the  "aTarage  aaa*  has  bean  ef 

astsandlngly  little  help  In  aedleal  prepress.  Iteoently  a  waoui  brulssd  her -.  I. 

brsast,  vhlah  ereat  direoted  her  attention  to  a  ttawr  underlying  the  soperfielal 

Injury.  Oeaaoa  sense  Inoerreatly  led  her  to  assoae  that  the  bruise  eaased  the 

tuaer.  The  tuaor  was  a  eanoer  antedating  the  bruise  by  at  leaet  a  few  weeks. 

She  hae  trobably  been  eared  trw  death  by  oaneer  threngh  early  sorgleal 
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tr«ta«B%  vbieh  feXlovtd  h«r  coed  fortim*  1&  g«%tln£  ft  hralf  at  tbat  puriiooUr 

tlM. 

Th«  >■— >B  •«&••  ▼l«wi»la%  of  thft  «r«rftc«  aaa  1m<  lAtifti^d  t)m%  ilM 

•«rth  «»•  fUt.  It  WM  %h«  una  I— in  wlsdM  vf  tb*  f«v  tSMplleaftl  ma  iA* 

d«Mafttmt«d  that  tha  tarth  %aft  Mt  flat.  X  do  aot  vlth  to  labor  tho  poiat. 

Nodioal  board!  vUl  Mko  aiftakoa.  bat  thoro  will  bo  fowor  taoli  alotakot  thoa 

If  aodioal  daoloioao  aro  aado  bj  thooo  aatraiaod  ia  tbat  ftold.  Xf  flToa  tbo 

opportaalty  ao  todhalolaao*  aoapotoat  aadlool  oaaalaoro  «u  roadh  alooor  to 

otratort  woAtag  aloBO. 

(8)  A  aodioal  board  to  a  aal^oo  aad  Mchlj  uooftal  otator  for  tho  aoea^ 

■nlatioa  of  aov  kaovlodco  of  dlooaoo  prooootoo  and  of  tholr  rolatioa  to  oowipa- 

tioa.  Oarofol  itadjr  of  tho  aoewdatod  oxporloaeo  of  aodleal  advioorr  boarif 

with  rfporto  to  aodioal  Joonalo  vUl  A&rthor  oUrify  oboonro  diooaao  aad,  ia 

tvra,  fkolliUto  aero  oqaitablo  ateiaiotfatioa  of  oeapoaoatloa  boaofiti. 

onaplo  of  aa  lafonntiTo  aad  talaablo  aoatribatiea  to  kaevlodgo  io  oooa  ia  a 

ropoH  bjr  Vatlciao7,  baood  oa  oacporioneo  of  tho  Modioal  Advioorr  Board  of  tba 

Xadaotrial  OoMlaoioa  of  Ari 

Xt  io  gmmnaij  a^ood  that  aodioal  tootiaeaj  it  iaditpoaoabU  tdioa 

tho  oxiotoBoo  of  a  dioabilitf,  ito  dosroo  aad  ito  omloo  aro  ia  doabt,  fho 

oal  gildonoo  ia  ooapoatatioa  adaiaiotratioa.  taeh  ̂ Odaaoo  io  portioolarljr 

iaportaat  ia  otatoo  vhoro  eooopatioaol  diooaooo  aro  oororod  aador  broad  prori- 

oioao,  for  foootioaoblo  eUiao  aro  aoro  likolj  to  bo  broo^ht  andor  oooh  ooror- 

aco  aad  eoatooto  baood  eh  oonoal  rolatioaohipf  aro  aoro  likoljr  to  arioo. 

Vb*  ■****—*—  vhoroby  tho  phx«ieiaa*o  aaxiaal  ooatribatioa  oaa  bo  aado 

to  tho  adaiaiotratioa  of  tho  ooapoatatiea  ojntai,  X  bolioro  to  bo  a  lo^  aattor. 

At  tho  Saraaaa  Syapooivno  ia  19^  I  «iiootioaod  tho  viodoa  of  any  ploa  «hi«h 
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«natf«rr«A  l«^  rMpoatlUllttM  of  •  e«ttp«Matin  MMittlM  to  a  phriiolM 

or  *  Mdioia  %0M^^    Zt  lo  ropn«MBt  to  tho  Aado-^teorletfi  tiwditiofto  of  *M« 

tioo  lo  p&MO  •  Xl%l|Pa»  •%  tho  a«rw  •f  vttaootoo  ho  e«BM%  too  or  ehaU«aot 

to  hftTo  Mo  ri^to  otaaft  or  fhXl  oa  tho  teoit  of  wrorooloA  f^oto  «liioh  aielbt 

ho  Tof^toA  OT  o«pUlitot.    rooolhlj  ft  rfpgrofo&tfttlvo  of  tho  aodlooX  hoort  ihovU 

ho  cvftUahlo  tPt  viootltidi^  nd  «noo-onadBiac  at  tho  hoMrlac.    Xt  aogr  ho 

doolf»hU  th»t  tho  MUool  hoM«  roriov  tootlMitj  fWi  tho  hoorUc  to  ooo  if 

thoro  ftro  oflAitlofto  to  tho  lafoMfttioR  lAUSi  «m  MatUhlo  to  thoa  vhM  mHm 

thoir  doeloiOB  o«  «odi«a  «MlC. 

Votonf'  hM  paid  •fkwi  agr  om  «porioMo.  I  ho&tofvo  tt«t  aodiool 

hoftrdo  oBd  oottooltaatii  oppolatod  mdm  tho  prtvitloBO  of  oooopotional  dltoaoo 

•tattttoo  haro  aatorlaUr  Mtiatfi  to  tha  adalalotvaUoa  of  tho  lav.    «hat  H«B«r 

io  hfttor  quaUflod  to  paoo  oa  ooatrovorolol  aodloftl  «ttooti«ttt  thoa  a  tfalaod. 

iapoHiol  aodloaX  hoor«.  thevto^lr  mpttrlmMA  la  tho  oahjoot  aattor  of  tha 

dlooaoo  for«litahao^poaoati«i  it  ooo^tT* 

At  a  Bkrf»rd  Lav  t«hooX  diaaor  ia  1895  tho  Uto  Mr.  Jtetioo  Bolaoa 

roMTkoi.  Ha  idoal  ojrotMl  of  lav  aoald  draw  its  pootalatoo  and  itt  logloUtlvo 

juatifieatioa  froa  ooioaoo.*^    . 

fha  aSa  of  ooeial  lavi  io  Jaatioa  aid  hot  ahaaa. 
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Discussion 

MISS  DONLON:  In  regard  to  ttie   fiuictions  and  value  of  medical  boards  and 

of  medical  examiners  it  seems  to  me  there  axe  three  different  systems  that 

have  been  orgeriized.   One  is  the  plan  found  faulty  in  its  constitutionality 

xn  Michigan  and  in  Penn sylvan ia^,  i«d  ̂ s  long  as  ve  have  due  process  clausee 

I  suppose  ve  >hAn.  ii<^h  to  cuHng'e  our  legislation  in  such  a  way  that  it 

will  not  r-un  tlae  risk  of  infringing  on  the  due  process  guaranteed  to  our 

citizens.   In  the  second  system  there  is,  as  Doctor  Mayer  explained,  the 

kind  of  board  we  have  in  New  York,  which  is  a  permanent  board  in  that  it 

gives  part  time  to  these  problems  all  the  year  and  tiieref ore  .g^te  a  back- 

ground of  experience  from  them.  i«i%'Tliirdly,  there  is  the  Ohio  board, 
Ao)   presented  by  Mr.  Gentholts,  which  is  drawn  from  a  large  panel  -  I  believe 

he  said  500  physicians.  We  should  remember  that  in  Ohio  all  insurance 

imder  worinnen's  compensation,  except  self-insuraJice,  is  under  a  state 

monopoly  system  and  therefore  there  i«H-t  quite  the  risk  of  finding  people 

who  ere  not  wholly  impartial  because  thc;^  have  boon  rctcdned  by  tlie  insur- 

ance coiTioanies. 

131.  OTI:F^:   My  primary  practice  is  in  Mar:'l6nd  but  I  would  like  to  say  a 

word  about  my  practice  before  the  silicosis  board  of  Vest  Virginia.  Under 

the  procedure  of  that  board  claimants  are  sent  to  Charleston  where  they 

are  hospitalized  for  tliree  days  under  tlie  direct  supervision  of  the  mem- 

bers of  the  silicosis  board.  Physicians  on  behalf  of  the  employer  and  of 

the  clEiment  ere  permitted  to  participate  in  tiie  examination  and  to  testify 

lefcre  the  board  with  respect  to  his  condition.   The  silteosls  botrd  then 

makes  its  re^.ort  to  the  Commissioner  and  the  Coraraissioner,  after  a  formal 



Dlflcosslon 

^ittSS  WSUmt    In  regard  to  the  ftmcUons  and  ̂ ue  ̂ f"^*^  b«»arda  and 

..,      Jif  iidlcal  exaainers  It  8e«M  W»e  there  are  toi^
liff el^t  «y»ie«i  that 

^#       '  '  have  been  or«ani.ed.    One  ia  the  plan  found  faulty  in  Its  consUtationalit
y 

^^^■V    '     in'  Michigan  and  in  P&msylvania^  J»*CL  long  ae  ve  have  due  proceaa  clauses^ 

:^|^^t,C    ̂   1  ffappoae  w  B^S^feSt^-^kangSmMr  legislation  in  such  a  i«y  that 
 it 

vin  not  nm  the  rlalt  of  Infrin^ng  on  the  due  process  guar
anteed  to  our 

»  ». 

*.'-'"":- 

•  ̂"^ 

cltlaeaa.    In  the  eecond  eystea  there' is,  as  aeeter- Mayer  e
xplained,  the 

Idad  of  baard  we  have  in  Hev  lork,  vhich  is  a  permanent  board  la  that  it  ̂j^^^^^j^^ 

•gives  part  tlae  to  these  |«rolileM  all  the  year  and  ̂ therefor^  g^  A^back- 

ground  of  experience /Ml  i«.th.^«.~  fnrt|lhirdly,  there  is  ttie  Ohio  board, 

^^sented  by  Mr,  GenthoXts,  tddch  is  drawn  from  a  Urge  panel
  -  I.beUeve 

ha  said  500  physicians.    ¥e  should  rawaber  that  in  Ohio  aU  insurance       
  ̂  

under  voxtawn«fl  coBpensati'on,  except  self-^^surance,  is  under  a 
 fltate 

monopoly  ayatea  and  therefore  there  J&t*»  quite  the^risk  ©
r  finding  people 

'   who  are  not  *toiir  lapartial  because  ̂ ^p^S^'b^^gT^taiaea.  by  the  Insur- 

snee  eois^ipenies* 

MB.  MlTSm    Hr  priaary.practic^  is  in  Maryland  but  
I  wotild  like  to  say  a 

Aiiisod  about  «y  practice  before  the  silicosis  board  of  Vest  Vi
rginia.    Under 

'   'the  procedure  of  that  board  claiaants  are  sent  to  Charleston  ̂ are  they 

'    are  hospitaUaed'for  three  days  under  the  direct  supervision  of  the  aaa- 

'bers  ©f  the  silioosia  boaid.    Physicians  on  behalf  of  the  enployer 
 and  of 

tha  claiwmt  are  pe»itted  to  participate  in  the  examinati
on  and  to  tesUfy 

before  lie  board  wlfli  respect  to  his  condiUon.     The  siUc
osis  board  then 

makes  its  report  to  the  CoBadssioner  and  the  Coauaissioner
,  after  a  formal 

■■'■■■  ■-■■VoS' 
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hearing  in  which  the  claimaiit  and  his  doctors  and  the  employer  and  the
 

employer's  doctors  are  heard,  renderr,  e   decision.  My  practice  
tiiere  hf,sn't 

been  ruch  Tiore  successful  than  it  has  heen  b-fore  r.y  good  friend,  Pr.  :if  t
hen 

HeriTiEn,  vho  is  pre-ent  -ct   tliis  s^nnposium,  bu.t  tne  point  I  vish  to  nelce  as 

that  the  memberE:  of  the  silicosiE  board  do  participate  as  examining  docto
rs 

of  the  claimant  end  tlie  iiniversal  prfctice  before  the  board  is  for  thie 

Commissioner  to  sustain  the  findings  of  that  board.   I  happen  to  be  one  of 

those  attorneys  vho  have,  en  occasion,  tf:ken  their  opinions  tc  the  cour
ts, 

to  their  sorrow. 

I 
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Chapter  Thirty-oee 

The  Presentation  of  Medical  Evidence  in  Controverted  CoHpens;-ticn  Cases 

Eemarlis  hy   Daniel  C.  Er&un,  M.D. 

During  my  tenure  es  nedicsl  director. 

.sfter  all,  he  vas  under  oathl 



THE  PRESENTATION  OF  MEDICAL 

EVIDENCE  IN 

CONTROVERTED  COMPENSATION  CASES 

by 

Daaiel  C.  Braua,  M.  D.  i* 

Medical  Director,  Industrial  Hygiene  Foundation,  Mellon  Institute, 
Pittsburgh,  Pennsylvania 

During  my  tenure  as  medical  director  of  a  large  corporation,  I 

several  times  had  the  e3q>erience  of  watching  nay  medical  colleagues  spend 

some  very  uneasy  moments  as  witnesses  in  compensation  hearings.    I  knew 

that  they  were  of  the  highest  caliber,  capable,  and  esteemed  in  the  profession. 

Yet,  placed  in  the  position  of  expert  witnesses  in  a  controversial  situation, 

they  allowed  themselves  to  do  and  say  things  which  were  often  embarrassing 

to  themselves  and  to  others.     Most  of  this  embarrassment  arose,  I  would  say, 

through  failure  on  the  part  of  the  physician  to  observe  certain  fundamentals. 

A  basic  consideration  In  the  presentation  of  medical  evidence  is  that 

the  real  purpose  of  the  hearing  Is  to  bring  about  a  Just  and  equitable  adjudication 

of  the  claim.     If  the  medical  witness  never  loses  sight  of  this  concept,  he  will 

not  permit  his  position  to  become  one  of  zealous  partisanship.     Such  Is  not  the 

proper  function  of  the  expert  medical  witness.     He  has  a  clear  duty  to  testify 

*To  be  presented  at  the  Seventh  Saranac  Symposium,   Saranac  Lake,   New  York 
September  26,    1952. 
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when  calUd  and  to  present  the  medical  fact.  a.  clearly  and  concisely  as 

possible  in  order  to  aid  the  court  In  the  proper  interpretation  of  these  facts. 

It  should  be  obvious  that  this  function  is  of  the  utmost  importance  in  esUbllshing 
whether  the  claimant  has  been  disabled  as  the  result  of  an  accident  or  occupational 
disease,  and  the  nature  and  extent  of  such  disability.     The  performance  of  this 

duty  requires  from  the  medical  witness  the  same  high  level  of  integrity  as  does 
the  everyday  practice  of  his  profession.  . 

If  we  presuppose  adequate  training  and  experience  on  the  part  of  the 

physician,   there  remain  two  main  requisites  for  proper  medical  testimony. 
The  first  Is  adequate  preparation  of  the  case.    However  well  trained  in  the 

profession  and  In  Ms  speciality,   the  witness  Is  not  necessarily  an  expert  in 

the  case  at  hand.    I  have  never  quite  understood  why  so  many  doctors  assume 

that  they  Can  dash  Into  court  and  testify  extemporaneously.    It  seems  to  me 

that  for  his  own  sake,  and  in  Justice  to  the  claimant,  he  should  be  willing  to 
prepare  his  testimony  with  the  same  careful  attention  to  detail  with  which  the 

lawyer  prepares  hi.  case.     Admittedly  this  horrible  example  which  we  are 

using  generally  has  with  him  the  hospital  records  which  he  nervously  leafs 
through  while  mumbling  his  testimony  into  his  lap.   which  in  itself  detracts 

from  anything  he  may  have  to  say.     Really  adequate  preparation  of  medical 

testimony  requires  thai  the  physician  keep  complete  records  on  the  case  from 

the  beginning.     AU  ca.es  of  personal  injury  or  illness  arising  in  the  course  of 

occupation  are  of  the  type  which  have  what  Kammer^  has  called  a  -high  medico- 

legal potential".     In  such  cases  he  lists  the  following  minimum  components  of  a 
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^  'W  fuil  medical  record:    (1)    a  record  of  the  phystcal  status  of  the  person  before  a 

specific  event  (accident  or  exposure).   (2)  an  accurate  description  of  the  event, 

and  (3)  a  record  of  subsequent  changes  in  the  Individual.     I  am  sure  that  by 

this  he  means  "including  adequate  and  frequent  x-rays",   but  the  Importance 

of  x-rays  at  the  time  of  accident  and  during  the  progress  of  the  case  needs  to 

be  stressed.     Certainly  with  such  records  the  medical  witness  should  not  be 

in  the  embarrassing  position  of  relying  on  his  memory  or  contradicting  his  own 

statements  with  respect  to  the  record. 

Helpful  as  the  medical  records  may  be,    they  constitute  only  a  portion 

of  the  preparation  for  testimony.     Hypothetical  questions  are  frequently  put 

to  the  expert  witness  and  he  should  give  adequate  thought  beforehand  to  the 

j^  possibilities  of  such  questions  and  the  answers,   based  on  a  reasonable  chain 

of  causation. 

In  this  connection,    it  would  be  well  for  the  physician  who  may  be  called 

as  a  witness  to  consider  the  case  from  a  broad  viewpoint.     Instead  of  confining 

his  thinking  to  the  type,    location,   fixation,   and  union  of  a  fracture,   he  should 

regard  the  person  who  sustains  the  fracture  as  a  complete  individual --the  effect 

of  the  fracture  on  his  future  physical  and  emotional  status,    and  the  possible 

connection  with  preexisting  or  coexisting  pathological  conditions.     One  of  the 

obstacles  to  good  testinony,    and  therefore  to  a  just  disposition  of  the  case,   is 

the  frequency  with  which  witnesses  are  caught  off  guard  by  a  question  which  they 

did  not  anticipate  because  their  thinking  was  too  narrowly  circumscribed.     For 

^  example,    consider  a  situation  in  which  a  man  dies  while  working  in  an  atmosphere 

known  to  contain  soixie  percentage  of  carbon  monoxide. 



An  autopsy  shows  beyond  question  that  death  was  due  to  coronary 

occlusion.     The  medical  expert  testifies  that  coronary  artery  disease  was  the 

proximate  cause  of  death  and  that  death  was  inevitable  because  of  the  patho- 

logical condition.     Various  questions  arc  asked  him  concerning  the  conditions 

which  exist  in  the  coronary  arteries  and  which  lead  to  a  coronary  occlusion.' 

He  discusses  the  changes  in  the  arterial  lumen  and  resulting  anoxia.     Suddenly 

he  is  asked  whether  a  man  with  this  set  of  conditions  would  not  be  more  likely  to 

have  a  heart  attack  if  a  portion  of  his  hemoglobin  was  saturated  with  carbon 

monoxide  and  hence  not  available  for  transportation  of  oxygen  to  the  tissues;  ;.., 

Possibly  because  he  has  not  acquainted  himself  with  the  effect  of  rvarious  con- 

centrations of  carbon  monoxide  in  the  blood,   or  because  he  failed  to  determine 

the  level  of  carbon  m.onoxide  in  the  blood  In  this  particular  case,    or  because 

he  failed  to  inquire  into  the  concentration  of  carbon  monoxide  in  the  environment, 

he  finds  himself  in  a  weakened  position  and  is  gradually  forced  to  admit  that 

carbon  monoxide  may  have  aggravated  the  man's  condition.     This  exact  situation 

may  seem  to  be  exaggerated,   but  It  is  not.     It  illustrates  the  necessity  of 

acquainting  oneself  with  all  the  information  available.     It  may  be  necessary 

that,    in  the  preparation  of  a  given  case,    the  physician  review  the  latest 

literature  in  order  to  apprise  himself  of  the  newest  Information; 

A  second  requisite  of  good  -nedlcal  testimony  Involves  the  conduct  of 

the  witness,    and  this,    too,    will  be  in^proved  by  viftue  of  proper  preparation 

much  as  outlined  above.     He  -nust  not  only  be  scrupulously  honest  in  his  testimony, 

but  his  depfi'^tment  must  be  such  as  to  impress  the  referee  or  the  Jury  that  he  is 
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hone.t.    He  should,  of  course,  conduct  himself  In  a 
 gentlemanly  manner  on 

the  stand  and  refrain  from  flippancy  and  argumentation
.     To  allow  himself  to 

become  bombastic  or  pompous  quickly  indicates  to  t
he  court  that  he  U  not 

sure  of  his  ground  and  just  a.  quickly  leads  to  retalia
tion  In  kind  by  the  opposing 

attorney.     Any  witness  will  Improve  the  quality  of
  the  medical  testimony  and 

add  to  his  own  composure  If  he  will  remember  to 
 take  time  to  be  sure  that 

he  understands  the  question  directed  to  him  and 
 the  Implications  of  his  answer 

before  formulating  his  reply. 

In  the  matter  of  actual  testimony.   It  Is  ImporUnt  to 
 face  the  referee  or 

jury  and  to  enunciate  clearly  and  distinctly.     One 
 of  the  moat  common  criticisms 

(and  probably  the  most  justified)  of  medical  witnes
ses  Is  their  tendency  to 

testify  In  the  jargon  of  the  medical  textbooks.     "T
he  language  of  the  craftsman 

must  be  made  Intelligible  to  those  untutored  In  the 
 craft.     The  compensation 

referee  or  commissioner  In  evaluating  the  medical
  testimony  should  be  aided 

2 

by  the  use  of  simple  medical  language  whenever  
the  occasion  offers.  " 

While  It  Is  certainly  unwise  to  make  dogmatic  stat
er.ents  especially  In 

hypothetical  matters,    such  as  those  dealing  with
  aggravation  of  preexisting  conditions, 

one  of  the  things  most  deplored  by  lawyer.  Is  th
e  lack  of  a  definite  expression 

on  the  part  of  the  medical  witness  when  such  might  b
e  expected  of  him.     If  he 

i..   m  fact,  an  expert  he  should  be  prepared  t
o  state  his  opinion  and  not  resort 

to  vague  terms  such  as  'probable"  or  "possible".
     The  same  vagueness  also 

frequently  appears  In  support  of  a  witness's 
 estimate  of  percentage  of  disability. 

I  believe  that  the  disability  should  be  base
d  upon  some  reasonable  standard. 

although  I  will  admit  that  opinions  vary  wi
dely  in  this  respect. 



In  most  cases  of  tkis  kind,   the  x-ray-  filtns  pla/  a  yery  important  part. 

The  witness  should  familiarize  himself  with  the  rules  regarding  their  admission 

as  evidence  in  the  particular  jurisdiction.     Films  must  be  properly  identified. 

Their  interpretation  should  be  regarded  as  a  privileged  communication.     The 

medical  witness  should  reaieaiber  the  limitations  of  the  x-ray  and  should  be 

frank  to  say  so  if  the  findings  are  equivocal.     He  should  properly  correlate 

the  x-ray  and  clinical  findings  without  attempting  to  Over-emphasize  the  x-ray, 

or,   on  the  other  hand,   to  make  it  conform  to  the  clinical  aspects  of  the  case. 

In  the  matter  of  chest  x-rays,   it  is  i  nportant  to  remember  that,    to  be  of  value, 

they  should  be  made  under  certain  specified  conditions  of  technique.     The 

length  of  exposure  should  not  exceed  l/lO  of  a  second,   for  example,   and  the 

film-target  distance  should  be  not  less  than  4  feet. 

I  do  not  wish  to  leave  the  impression  that  most  doctors  are  poor 

witnesses  or  that  all  the  difficulties  arise  because  of  their  shortcomings.     The 

evidence  In  such  cases  Is  bound  to  be  controversial  and  it  is  expecting  a  great 

deal  to  ask  that  the  physician  remain  entirely  objective.     There  are  other 

reforms  which  could  be  made  and  which  would  contribute  greatly  to  the  obtaining 

of  good  iiriedical  testimony  in  controverted  compensation  cases.     For  one  thing, 

there  is  a  need  for  more  training  in  Tciedico-legal  disciplines  in  our  medical 

schools.     Legislation  should  give  greater  consideration  to  the  value  of  neutral 

^nedical  exaiTolners  or  aiedical  boards,    such  as  the  Long  Shoremen's  Act 

provides.     Waters     has  consistently  pointed  out  the  value  of  such  impartial 

testi-nony,    and  22  states  now  provide  for  medical  boards.     The  pernicious 

practice  of  one  side  or  the  other  employing  a  physician  who  Is  willing  to  testify 
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for  the  highest  bidder  can  be  minimized  by  the  medical  society  and  the  bar 

association  concerned  working  together  In  the  manner  of  the  Minnesota  plan 

on  medical  testimony'*.     This  Joint  effort  of  the  Minnesota  Judicial  Council  and 

the  State  Medical  Association  results  In  a  review  of  the  testimony  given  by  a 

medical  witness,    if  such  a  review  is  requested  by  the  judge,    or  a  physician 

or  an  attorney  representing  either  side.     The  review  is  done  by  a  committee  of 

physicians  who  arc  aided  by  three  specialists  in  the  particular  field  involved. 

It  has  resulted  in  more  careful  and  honest  testimony  on  the  part  of  medical 

witnesses.     Another  great  need  Is  for  standard  criteria  on  which  to  base 

disability  evaluation. 

In  closing,   I  believe  that  the  most  Important  single  requisite  for  the 

presentation  of  medical  evidence  is  the  scrupulous  honesty  of  the  witness. 

This,   I  think,   can  be  illustrated  by  an  amusing  story  which  Is  told  of 

Dr.  Henry  Rowland,    then  Professor  of  Physics  at  The  Johns  Hopkins  University. 

During  his  suit  against  the  public  utilities  companies,   he  was  asked  by  the 

celebrated  Joseph  H.   Choate,    in  cross  examination,    "Who  is  the  greatest 

living  physicist?"    Dr.    Rowland  unhesitatingly  replied,    "lam".     Afterward, 

when  asked  by  President  Gilaian  of  Hopkins  why  he  gave  that  answer,   he 

smilingly  replied  that  it  was  a  little  e:Tibarrassing,   but  that,    after  all,   he  was 

under  oath! 
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.  COtil'HOVi^kl'iitD  tXagEBSATIOa  CASES 

T«  R.  B&BSASO 
JtAnagor*  Caq»niiablai  &  Safety 

Bethl^iiKi  stoeX  Cq. 

DOttirill  isote,  ik^  tbs  izrtroduct]i»n,  that  J  tea  sn  eajflo^ve 

of  a  laz^  iiidu»tri^  ecBuserju    Broee^  q^te  naturaUy,  s^  yicmpoli^  ia 

i£L0eu88lj3g  ecatrowerted  eon^isjuMtlaa  cases  is  t^  4af ~  the  dsfao^anW    I 
think  joa  viH  a,graft  tb^A  It  couLd  iiardOy  bo  othearvisdf  althoo^  I  aa 

not  xitliottt  expeoriaooe  on  the  plaintiff  sidei  ̂ srixig  spent  saaae  ysan  i» 

general  psaetios,  i^ior  to  eaplegpsat  vlth  BetlOtiieB  Steel  .catpmsr.    la 

,Si^9Msr  that  s6r*Jt<kl«ri«  mj  be  of  geoeral  49}plleatiotL  and  Intez^aty  t  hvtf' 
tried  to  aQa2y«e  the  probloa  piresented  here  Dtok  lioth  the  pGUdntiff  aad 

defttidattt  standpoiot*    In  addition^  einco  this  ayapoi^xcsi.  iM  eoBottep^d 

*  with  health  prshleaa  peortaining  to  Matiaara  wpoised  hy  ix>balatidn  to  ixw 
dustrial  siifbstaQoeSj  ay  discussioa  is  priadLpellr  oosMsermd  vitk  the 

pnwieatation  of  evideaoe  in  Uiat  t:?pe  of  case. 

I  take  It  that  "controverted  coapenaation  ease*,  ̂ ^jpUss  to 

a  <^Xaim  for  disaldlity  alleced  to  be  the  result  of  eaplpTBBOti  pi^iami 

of  Tdiich  isoder  the  cosapens&ttcn  leaf  has  lieon  denied  vipaa  the  eonsidevedt     :  ' 

Judgnent  of  tbe  eaploryer  or  carrior  invaLvedj  bat  only  aft«r  fall  Ijon^ti-  ; 

;0il^^^  inclnding  medical  co!]aiiltati<»  ,aiid  cqpd^^ 

,  Although  ttiia  atdience  is  nialnXy  6c^x)eed  of^  J^ioro^^  pfegr*!-^  H 

datej  and  others  specializing  in  coc^nsatipa  vgork^  It  would  sees  advisable 

to  /establish  the  neaniog  of  a  fev  of  the  texus  coiitainsd  in  this  tapi^W 
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:*vss«*; 

(«ngaat*d) 
■BtfiftW'^ 

^•'/jiiV^- 1 

Its 

:r.        '■   ■  .   ", 
■;;:•%,■' ':,.r..; 

i?l^' 
?^--; 

9|(Q^;fhi«h  ,i >aif8  in  ̂ ediod    are  ̂ prra^tsticsi"^ 

-lifc' 

-OvjLfiQiod'-  «•-'&  iieanBi.'caai^ia^ii^^  term  'and  Sjot'  '. 

"^^&9>td9ii^pfflrts  or  dtti'^VMl  jbrcNB^  tfiiBk)iBteteaait8  oac^ 

-«r«sl-:iia5r  aa,  ̂   t|^il|^'-&  vis*,  j«lg£aant  tdd<fti  tl»-ia^ ^onat". ;  ,•:, 

yloni^iSCi:SOte  that  although  pa:«8«nit8etiaai  of  oviiSeeas^^  \^J^i&t» 

iidLt|^  z«^Ei»^  jiroeedore  of  pilacing  srldmioelwftov  Aboard  b^^ 

;  tbs  p>Qa^p«i^r  :.<}d^1l^^  to;«prove  a:aattttr^;in\gu08tiaaF''j^ 

InflgBTWii  tla»  briLinf  ywi|iw!taag  It"*    CertalxOy,  tia  can  a^tec  that  in  nxor 

Ition  caaoe,  and  navt  ooeiqpatlcoa^  laedleal  qtieaiicBis 

::i!S:%? 

isrtt  zu>^  only  of  primsry  pil^aiiv^ 

4li  disi^toi.    For  t}»  iaemeln^^  1^  -mb  aust  rely  on  the  cq^KiaiciiB 

of  pbyBidBDS  and  Arda  sudi  oplnixna  and  other  evictence  tbe  hearing  official 

thm  f orae  bid  ««ai  flSpiaioDS  and  nates  his  findii^s»« 



w^^^^- 

^^^ 
-"V-\^V 

fbs  fK«M»|«^t^  tut  JbdS^  Stdanbe 

(a«at<4} 

Pag»  3 

1/ 

I' •I 

hi.. 

Wr' 

1    .ir  - 
1 1'  ' 

,^/ 

.  fba  rta«»  trrfidteoce  I»  preaeotod  In  conpexjsatloa  or  othar 

lltigatloQ  J*>  therefom*  to  provide  «  basl*  ito-  tl»  txlal  agpiug
r  ta 

foiw  a  belief  or  cplaion  <m  the  affiraatiw  or  aefiatlve  Bide  of  the  f
acU 

in  dispute.    To  coawiaae  tlie  coaaaisitfm  or  co«irt  that  the  »ide  which
  he 

zepi^ezit^  ifi  the  ̂ i^'ct  one  is,  the%  the  idtiaate  objective  of  the 

lawer  ia  ttt«eaofriag:t»»  evidence.     It  1»  aodoaatic  that  »  disputed
  irab- 

;Jeet  or.  4i«)^i»7^'vheafc  pweeoted  ly  a  powoo  th^^       famil
ier  witii 

aU  pheeee  of  thelseae  and  cwl»sed  k  the  validity  of  hie  »rBoa8nte
. 

In  addition,  the  evidence  oast  be  eupported  hy  facte  stated  in  a  logic
al 

and  ooneSite  mbibbt*    It  i»  fVairtfwentm  that  to  conviaace  another  ym,  yoor
^ 

8elf;'Si^^1#6^i^^'^'t^^<>'  70^  poeiti«u 

' "^       The  presentation,  argiaaant  ae,  as  in  the  wibject  tinder  dia- 

oooion,  the  aedical  ̂ plaioxj^  is  bat  the>Mol«i<»  ^  *  <^«^  «^  events 

idiichbegidavrt«i0tiidtrji  iartstlgatifloj  land  OOBq^mng  of  all  aaterial 

f&ete.    It  la  ay  beUef  that  Utigation  i^  nost  frc<ioBatly  *on  or  lost 

at  thie  «t««!a«  ̂ »  b«»  •i^  heard  or  read  of  brUliant  iross-exaadnatim 

of  a  hostlie  witasese  or  a  strategio  sdBitaalon  ,«r  obieotioo  vfliixdi  «2jaaged 

the  xema%  of  Utlg^tioi-    There  i#  no  doobt  that  these  evwots  have  
oo* 

c«rred,  bttt  that  they  are  aost  generally  the  prodect  of  lasgHranee  pOea- 

xdoe,  ;^.r*^v<«g  stody#  tad  thoroai^  faaUlarlty  with  the  ease  at  Issud 

is  equally  tree.  , 

Originally,  co^wnsatiaa  lass  iwre  enacted  v  a  aethod  Taj 

trhich  inforoally  ani  «ithottt  the  del^r  and  difficulties  of  court  precede 

uree*  the  question  ̂   ̂ ^i^nt  *<>^  i"****"^*^  «*^  diseases  could 

be  disposed  of,    Si»«  that  tiae,  hosever,  judicial  interprotaUons,  lil- 

rV'i 



Mi?;% 

Mr?ts.*? 

cxeaa^  mdleaa  In^^  advaoee  «»f  t«i^^ 

:  '^^  oenxtri&ctad  ̂ ^^emer^^wMi^^  ' ; 

states' vbecrfT;  ̂ te^ 

tbirar^v  is  310  qoBstiim  ibaty 'JTos*'  reiwcns  ,<p3:nri0ip  :tp'4iil3L'  oi!- i»^^«^^j|ii-ia)S]^';> 

I^M^gld^asver'  oec«P«  "■'■^■"  \-"  '*:'  ■  >-"'■  .  ̂:.:-  '■;■ 

'■-4xC--*  wriMiisaTepa«i,it^  tbe^jSa^faijBim'-i^ yt^^      htm .x^^BXvedhfbtjeiSm^ 

pv9pB3^a  tat  thE^  -h&axia^^lifi&^l^ia^ 

•pite  t2)Q  llaet  tliat  tids'-.  l*- 4i  Toolieh-  gpflftlj^r'l^ 

eooBcmt  replies  that  lie  will  so  testiiy.    11m  j^tornay  t^^  iB^SfSj  *TlMad^  I 

3nau"  and  »Goo6bye«  with  the  atateaent^  "Fiw«  ScmsIv^^  I 

:]»ariiig.«    Far  too  oftexi  this  Is  tbs  2\3ll  oxUaft  j^ j^^ 

tbo  pliTBiciaa  and  attoroEy  until  tljc  pt]^iciaa  ta!o98tiioiritoM8  stand. 

T«t«  that  aasie  attqrzxiy  isrill  critlclaa  tbo  sl^i^iBi  «|t6r  tiw  Hfflir!,ng  for 



The  Vpap^Muatt&tlcn.  of  Jiedieal  fivitteiee  ̂ <^ 
in  Cootronmrted  Coa^ieiui&tlaci  Ca«M 

(cont'd)  VU^l'^v^'^'^  -^^    ■ 

'/:f 

S9t  havlBg  glvsa  the  proper  aasmxm  %9  bi»  i>oar3y  t^repwrOd  qitsmtidQS*^ 

Gonvazcely^  «e  have  aU  esqpeHeztcQi  tba  d«ot<ar  iduk  «%»pe»ar« 

at  tbB  hBwrlns  «ith  oecdy  lialfjor  evtm  2ks»«  of  jds  notes  «f  «T>ini1mf,1qtt 
.        ."v     i.    ■ti.(-«    - 

or  nMppoBC^xij^  d&ta  for  Ms  qpiniim;  irMch  fact  wajf  mt !»  disoorearod  toh* 

tiX  be  has  ft3z«a^  tegim  to  tedtii^.    Iteltheo*  of  tha  flpamifadag  eressts 

dbouM  i9ver  occur  and  tiselr  ptcevontioa  is  tfae  jalxxfe  respgosibllttT'  of 

attoxxtey  and  pfaSrBxelan* 

Db  tbose  oases  idierolzi  laddical  opinloa  it  «  dseidizie  ilk^ntlr^ 

tbo  twrnoratibnily  for  tho  deteatxdnatioa  of  tbe  caaa  and  vbether^or^dilil^ ' 

iba  ttlatwflBBt  vill  paroeuro  an  arard^  areata  tpon  tha  attans^  asod  ̂ jihgridciAcu 

This  itf  paifiiCQiarly  trus  in  occt^tional  disease  oases*    Xa  tho^iKuMtiasi 

,  of  tho  <xa0stlan8  preseztbed^  the  attomey  and  pt^iysielaa  oaxmot  ̂ ueb'Jim  izw  ~ 

dirlduaXSjr  oadii  responslbiXB  for  his  osn  tspaeiHliudA  fiald  of  tinf^baSsg. 

Tbo  attorn^  and  pfagffsielan  sro  «  taaa.    Too  AwqueasUTy  attorney  and  jA9»- 

iciasi  soon  to  feel  that  they  mat  iraaloosly  goard  tho  ftfcro^atliws  of -ttaalr 

protCBmStMrna  that  the  exdiaage  of  advice  and  aaqperlsBeo  is  a  sign  of 

noakoBsa  and  ignoraoce.    It  cannot  ho  gsdn  said  ̂ bst  the  oos^te  and 

tlioroa^  cooparatlon  betei^tn  the  attorney  and  pliQrsician  is  aost  ONMNitiaX 

to  th»  Ottd  thats 

(1)    Both  thorou^jbly  xinderstand  the  nodicOl  and 
legal  issues  involvod. 

(i)    Both  kooir  the  evidenco  available  vhieh  is 

to  be  offered}  the  aaiuier  of  its  laresenta-' tion;  together  with  supportlnc  authorities* 

^)    Botii  are  agreed  vopoax  the  purpooe  of  the 
.  .U.;  evidtaice  and  vdiat  aUegatdons  it  supports* 
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Cases ¥ 
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^  'ffe'j 

'V-i# 

I    inS-i  P' 

-/»<'■•' 

-i-J. '-a: 
,-f.* 

?:^*s'! 

Ijistory  irm<^  has  tji^  t^flBii  ly  the  i*!?»ixA
^ 

laa^m  or  tte  dlaiaaafc,    ̂   lije  »aa6  t<&)ett^  W  «fet«fw^ 

%i 

,  .  , ..  ,««apl9t»  «^arU,  loO^Jng  occ^tional^^. 

^ 

:-r?r 

ja^aielfla  shoiOd  «!«wtfUt«  ̂  

c  Wai  «u«Uin  or  carroberafce  hia  Bsdioal
  0piM«b 

ET?!* 

^•^' 

f^f^   ,p»5U0B»iil^i«fli«aybedeciBivB.   
 in  oect^wUfloai  dla^ttM^^ 

''^'^"'' '  W  jfflW  1M«M  *»»1wuaI2y  those  of  caasA" jMO^Kbt 

-of  iwatdi,  and  «t«A  and  aat«»  of  di
saMli^^ 

oati,aAtt«4i*»M«c».    «hoa,  ttooa^  c
««nf am««  bat*i»«i  i*t««^ 

*i*  - 

«ot  1»  oi«.d.a  »  toelarot  matter..    B^-
ri.  «  ««--«*WI.  ««• 

,rill  «l«o  serve  to  d5j«A  th»  attantlon  of  
tli»  laartag 

-tmm^mMm^m.. 
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m, 

I    ♦"fe 

':-«li)09'^it^^4»'  tte  :^itsiji 

1^: 
IS-  : 

li^ 

bd^ittrtidsi^t^  iisofar  «J 

tilid  ;;^«i«iM)a';t<^  ̂ idth  x«^6f|^|^Uli !-J^,vi3;.^S 

ia  «hi»f  of  ̂ _ 

r 
tef*- 

abbSte  to  «pi^^  to  tbs  qoaatiflibB  vhl^  isl^^       'Mi^ 

•^j^-z'tf^rffaffptff'ifff:  ■^'ht|i*r  p^ya^^wg  so  as  to  best  develop  tlie  laediedl  testis 

Mg^^^iMItt^  vmSQ^^  Oippoaing  aedUtia  c^plolcsv  shoalU 

^o^sad  80  ihat  ̂   a^iilbmi^rW^       ̂ ^^  to  eoodwsb  Sfdvttnta^^^ 

«CEQ£x)atioD«  Sto^  <»£  '^  literature  oa  tto  AJntmim  alle^  la  siqjpdrt  of » 

fir  ecutnoy  to  atdicMii  qplxiioa  to  bs  prssonted  I7  bot^  parties^  vin  facile 

i^-i- 



^''^tS'^m^twemsiGf^  aiB  also  of  smisUum  ist 

|<>, ,.  ̂   AB  ̂   re^at  of  thia  !}»• 

^'|!9,pi^^»r  »»d7  far  S^# 

SaasiJSMr  vltb  the  ffeu^U  of  tb8  easoj^"' 

and 

il«Mga  tie  naSs  ̂ pteaotA  tha 

ror 

MMateaas  and  extent  of 

||i^^iei«Bl8  tor  tl»  aifia;ea*li«wJ4?»^' •    So  tbat  cXaritjr  wgr  l^jft£|iB^«^ 

it  iMmaflciol  to  pc^ptare  a  ehe<±  list  of  tbB  vt^^dUouMi' 
l99aB«  la  order 

to  asffuro  tfott  testlBfQSQ^  Is  prosented  on  all  Mtibon  In  4$iipt(U  «ld  In 

'Cbe  Dstwro  aoA  extent  of  ttm  hasazd  to  T*^*^j^Mmt  ̂ jOlsgas 
he  «a^  sspoood  ia  «i  essential  eleia^t  in  occtQMtieBial  itftJHlirf  ctnntD- 

Aroof  of  e^qrasure  or  oon-^^xMtire  docs  not  usuaOly  Inrolvt  iQ)»  Hbttatlaraor 

of  physiciaiis  since  euc^  evidence  ia  8tQ}pIled  hy  IxiittBtnii^  i^slSmoiMtm^ 

^tima»tm,  etcl  but  it  does  not  fcaixxr  that  tias  addict  ««Utea0S  Ss  la 



:^V 

IScJtatrdvlsji^ldP' 
xfaiai^ 

L%%: 
^1  'W<Ji'^. 

■4||^'^  way  coacsOTnedJHith  tls©  iteUlis  or  tfee  cJaiBwaf 

kt  of  psmim»  pOTBaia^ 

jof  Mtht  attanaejTK.aawt 

iM^  «dHiBi»tr«tar»,^  the  fact 

asagr  fidbSppStv"  In  tbe  steel 

4 

Bl' 

•f* 

it..^l^y»ician  f  aa&lwi^  themelvBO  with  th^ 

tbat  in  ia£c3^7ie«iA&  the  cJ^Ooaixt  Jis ■t?l%. 

i^ioo  of  M«  AB^jloysKaA  activities-    It  "is  quit© 

„  anA  aatijre  of  tl»  basards  of  the  oeccQ)&tici»a  pro&st» 

i^if'-iiaylligifww  fe]r«l«iaiaat  and  ̂ M^aaaant  wilsw^ 

th©  Uaso  4330W  »afi86«*»«3l  al2jpwi  tbe  parUfiS  to 

^^a^WBtli«jd«»cpll>tioi»  and  too3w  ta  ressivd  «w?h  oT  44ja.f?|*wy 

c<meeiwl  arfstlcw  haia  1^^  »iai^  3jrfivlAail»  «i^^  iadaatarlal 

oecap&tleim.  .  A  oaoctwltaat  «C  vwdi  toartiaBasar  la  that  the  aocHcal  9ffU 

^4    doned  tsoeaaa  wtfa  ia«terst«K!abl»  axvl  the  heailsg  coawlaitttior  la  «aa3M»a# 

eiBoe  to  la  ake  to  foj«  a  Bfental  plctora  of  the  tiaaie  wMnt  of  the 

claln  ̂ irtiich,  aftwp  all,  la  the  ooctpaUooal  proceaa  the  claJaaat  and  the 

Industry  which  ̂ a^isj^fi  Ma  are  porf owlae.      At  the  saaa  tine,  »a^ 

pzepar«tl€tt  axKi  teatiawDT  fwnioh  exceHaot  «>pportunltiaa  fcr  «ffW^ 
'  ;  •.', 

' '}  -» 



HCWSTOfj 

Ject, 

seztted 

value  of  tto  t^ttiaoBSQT**  1lhBraf)a«<y| 

^^^*'
' 

pared  HisimciXve^j^  IMm^  oak  be  accfwplTjtfMN!* .  gwNQawi  to  «iQi;^/tba  tija» 

Xe<;ulrod  far  the  Iseariag  ssa  iCUH  t)$  ̂ irtTtifihnd  in'  ̂tds  ittgi^^^^,. 
fbars  iM  »  eQBQQct  8d«t»de(^ioii  of  t2i».£«ffpo86  of '^^oiaat-exBaH 

imtiosu    j^  isQT  e|ds^LAB#  I^J^i^aM  )»W^  indoi^^    -vitbocA  «  speelfie 

pttfljosd  lA  sdad.    £xpe3r£IPi'|ilgi&i£e#^t2ist  «eX(iOBS^  if  e««r«  i«  a  pl^iii^ 
cimi*8  cpiBlcsa  c^taaged  tlaroit^  Jero<»-<ac6wrfT>ftt1<i^Ji^   am  tlw  eOQtz«r7^ 

Ma  «lttt  tho  <}ppaartai4t7  to  strcaostbest  tho  ouMiiai  t^  nMd^  1)9  ha*  a^xva^r 
J  z  /  ̂̂   .^  r:'  -*  .;.  ,r  -  I  /  /  //  •   '.?  1  'I  >  7  .,^  v^.  -. 

„     ̂     /'   ̂  ̂'  V MiJT'^SDStfa* t«0tiflBd«    Carfc8ia3y»'«^tciliBa3L«ciSo  or 

.     , .  XOtt  «U1«  of  course^  «9px«ciate  tiiat  i^ci  "X  havo  Mid  la  ̂ lis 
pi^ier  is  peztrooBl  oi^oioa  azid>  fVirttaeanBOiB,  ia  joot  tixSiaastive  of  the  m/b^ 

Ject»    Ita  ptorpoM,  rathsar^  iam  beanr  to  hltffUji^.fOBP  of  t^  ̂aantlal 

J? 

^1 
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itijBQ^aafcaas^l^^  and  atw^jrw: 
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It  is  my  privilege  today. 

X 

, in   silicosis   cases. 
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It  Ls  my  prlvllegA  today^  ta  outlina  the  procedure 

followed  by  the  United  Steelvorkera  of  ibnerioa»  Dlst.  4,  and 

its  counsel  in  presenting  a  elaim  for  disahillfey  due  to  8lllcosla|« 

A  knowledge  of  the  purpose  for  which  a  vedloal  report 

is  nade  should  be  of  material  aid  in  its  preparation*.'- 

The  claim  is  nade  pursuant  to  Seo*  5  Sub*  S,  Far*  88  ; 

of  the  Workmen's  Comp  Law,  effective  JUly  1,  1947*  Certain 

specif ic  requirements  nust  be  mat  which  differ  materially 

from  the  ordinary* 

The  claim  Is  properly  initiated  by  the  preparation  and 

filing  of  A  C  5  form  entitled  "Employees  Claim  for  Compensation"  j 

and  such  filing  causes  the  Board  to  refer  the  claimant  to  the  .   | 

Board  of  Chest  Consultants  for  examination  and  opinion.  Upon  ' 

receipt  of  the  Consultant's  reports  the  case  la  scheduled  for    I 

hearing. 

Claimant's  attorney  must  then  proceed  to  prove  the 

claim.  Such  proof  in  a  silicosis  claim  requires  that  two 

major  factors  be  established  that  need  not  be  asserted  In 

the  ordlnsury  Workmens  case. 

First t  Exposure  to  injurious  dust  within  two  years 

prior  to  disability. 

Second:  That  claimant  is  totally  disabled. 

As  to  the  first  factor ,  the  claimant  is  aided  by  the 

:  provisions  of  Sec.  47  of  the  law  which  reads  a»  follows!  "Any 

]   exposure  to  the .haear^l|^of  harmful  dust  in  thiv  state-' for  a,  ̂  

period  of  sixt^'^'days  a^ter 'Sept.' 1^  1935,  shall  be  presumsd^i 
in  the  absence  of  substantial  evidencato  the  contrary,  to  be 

Injurious  exposure^^  -■  --  %   -^  '- 



'lif^-iM>:^.^>;^:i-^^':i.'*S^i:^i0^^  --^  -^A:-  ,^;. •v^^x'a.v  a.  ;:-*  ■  ,  ̂ ^ 

Thus  It  l8  possible,  merely  by  having  the  claimant 

testify  to  the  nature  of  the  duat,  to  establish  whether  or 

not  It  Is  injurious,  and  It  la  then  the  obligation  of  the 

carrier  to  offer  substantial  evidence  that  such  dust,  for 

a  variety  of  reasons,  may  not  have  been  Injurious,  Commonly 

fcheterrler  of fers . aviaftnCB  tha^  thB  dust  may  not  have  contained 

Blllca  or  other  Injurious  matter,  that  the  concentration  was  of 

^op  Ip*  a  dust  count,  o^th^   ps^'tlclea  too  lajt'g*. 

Ir  *  -o  •**  ̂ *.""»**  f o''t«*'»K' ^J?**^.  Section  47  la  in  the  law, 
for  otherwise  It  would  be  almost  Impossible  for  th*  claimant 

lt~'- 

r. 

4,  #  ' 

to  prevail*  No  dust  counts  or  .particular  size  measurements 

are  ever  available  to  tho^^clalmant  who  never  haa  occasion  to 

consider  the  matter  UAfcl^  aftar  the  •ffect  has  been  felt.  On 

theoother  hand,  the  coagpany  may  at  any  time  hava  Its  plant 

inspected  and  have  reports  available* 

Usually,  however,  such  counts  are  not  made  until  after 

the  claim  Is  filed  and  unless  the  carrier  or  en^doyer  can 

establish  that  the  conditions  under  which  tha  claimant  worked 

were  substantially  the  same  as  at  the  time  of  Inspection,  the 

preaunq?tlons  as  to  Injurious  exposure  will  not  have  been  over- 

come and  claimant  may  then  proceed  to  the  question  of  total 
disability. 

This  Is  primarily  a  medical  question.  Present  medical 

opinion  appears  to  be  that  silicosis  per  ao.  Is  not  disabling. 

Any  disability  is  evaluated  on  the  basis  of  complicating  factors. 

The  attorney,  therefore,  must  be  able  to  establish  by  competent 

fiMdlcal  proof  either  that  the  condition  Is  complicated  by 
Infection,  emphysema  or  cardiac  Involvement, 

I 
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It  la  most  Important*  therefore,  that  the  attending 

pbyslclanji  in  reporting  to  the  board,  Investlgata  end  detail 

such  coDQ>licatlng  conditions  and  be  prepared  to  support  his 

opinion*  It  is  not  necessary  that  the  dust  disease  be  the 

sole  cause  of  the  disability  but  it  must  be  at  least  a,   con- 

tributing factor.  Furthermore,  unless  the  physician  is  able 

to  conclude  that  claimant  is  totally  (Jisabled  the  proof  must 

fall. 

In  evaluating  the  degree  of  disability,  it  is  usually 

necessary, to  take  into  consideration  factors  other  than  the 

immediate,  effects  of  the  disease  Itself  and  Its  ccmplieaj^ons. 

The  age  of  the  claimant  is  an  Important  factor  a^  are  other 

diseases  from  which  he  may, suffer* 

It  is  proper  for  the  physician  to  state  that  even 

though  the  silicosis  in  and  of  itself  plays  only  a  part  in 

the  entire  picture,  that  nevertheless.  If  it  is  a  contributing 

factor  to  the  total  disability,  then  the  condition  is  at  least 

in  part  related  to  the  occupation. 

I  have  mentioned  Infection,  emphysema  and  cardiac 

involvement  as  con^licating  factors  in  silicosia.  These  egppear 

to  be  the  only  conditions  presently  considered  ae  complications. 

We  who  have  represented  the  United  Steelworkers  of  America  in 

the  Buffalo  su>ea  have  observed  a  significant  nuniber  of  cases 

in  which  individuals  ejq>osed  to  silica  have  also  been  found 

to  be  suffering  from  carcinoma  of  the  lung. 

No  physician  has  yet  expressed  the  opinion  that 

exposure  to  silica  has  any  connection  with  this"  condition, 

WeihopaTthat  f»itur«  studios  may:  throw  further  light  on  the  questli 

« . '  .<r7  * 

\x 

I 
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We  also  beUeva  that  coap^nsation  should  be  awarded     i 

for  partial  disability.  Wo  do  not  claim  that  the  exact  degree  I 

can  ever  be  determined,  but  the  exact  degree  of  'partial  disability 

never  can  be  evaluated  In  any  case*  It  should  be  enough  that   | I 

silicosis,  even  though  not  totally  disabling,  effectively       j 

destroys  the  earning  capacity  of  a  stonecutter,  xaolder, 

bricklayer  or  other  mechanic  in  his'  skilled  occupation  and 

forces  him  to  seek  emplc^Tinsnt  at  lover  wages  in  other  occu- 

pations. We  hope  therefore,  that  there^msy;- soon  be  a, realist 

re-evaluation  of  this  problem,  % 

On  behalf  of  the  United  Steelwol^i's  of  America  Dlst',  4,; 

I  thank  pr.  Vorwald  and  Ulss  Donlon  for  the  opportunity  of 

explaining  a  few  of  the  problems  of  our  members  and  of  out- 

lining briefly  our  objectives  In  silicosis  cases* 

c 
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Discussion 

10/30/53 
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MP..  KKIGHT:   From  all  that  I  have  heerd  here
  and  from  my  experience  of  ̂2 

years  vlth  the  Compensation  Act  and  as  ch
ainr.sii  of  the  Illinois  Industrial 

CoiaralBsion  I  am  heartily  in  favor  of  an  advi
sorj'  medical  board,  the  board 

in  our  state  of  Illinois  to  be  chosen  by  the  '^^^^''^'
^J^^^^^^'^^^''^''  '^^'^ 

state,  among  them  being^ the  University  of 
 Illinois,  Pe*h^l-Coii*gS ,  North- 

vestern'and^ Chicago.  I  believe  that  ve  vho  ha
ve  no  mandatory  occupational 

disease  act  are  practically  helpless  at  ti
mes  in  the  proper  administration 

'#1  "       of  ttiat  act.   If  the  medical  men  can't  be  of  assistance 
 to  us,  I  knov  of 

no  one  Avho  can. 

DR.  KFPyiAN:   It  vculd  have  been  interesting  
and  possibly  useful  to  hc-.ve 

heerd  sometr.ing  about  the  disadvajitages  of 
 .-iedically-trained  boards  or 

technically- trained  board?  in  arriving  at  substa
ntial  justice.   Feing  a 

physician  and  a  member  of  a  board  that  is  c
onstituted  somevhat  differently 

from  t..cse  of  oti^er  states,  I  am,  cf  course,  b
eartily  in  favor  of  the 

medically-trained  board. 

\  I  believe  tn.t  Ir.  Eraun's  renu^rks  are  particul
arly  pertinent  since 

frec-ently  physicians  appearing  before  us 
 are  ill-prepared  in  the  tectii^ony 

they  give  and  their  records  are  inaoequate.
   If  tne  reouisntes  of  good  medi- 

cal testimony  vere  -ore  generally  recognized  
by  pliysicians,  medical  ad-aini- 

stration  vculd,  j-S  Dr.  Eraun  pointed  out,  be  much
  simplified. 
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I  vould  like  to  inquire  vhether  or  not  Nev  York  recognises
  partial 

disability  in  silicosis  and,  if  it  does,  viiat  are  the  mea
ns  used  in 

arriving  at  such  a  determination. 

MISS  DONLON:   In  New  York  state  workmen's  compensation  is 
 dcnfed  for 

partial  disability  in  the  dust  diseases.   As  I  pointed  out  in  my
  paper 

.'5'
 

there 
are  a  number  of  reasons  ^.efcQSief'^1*^**©^*****?^  foi-  ̂ ^f^'t  positicn^^^^^^  ̂ ^ 

MR.  MANGANO:   I,  for  one,  steeped  in  legal  traditions,  vculd  
very  much 

dislike  to  see  any  board,  especially  a  medical  txDard,  have  tiie  fi
nal  say 

in  fact-finding.  I  do  not  believe  that  anytliing  can  replace  the  give 

and  take  of  the  examination  and  cross-examination  of  expert  v.dtn
esses 

even  though,  on  occasions,  there  may  be  abuses.  I  vould  much  rat
her  place 

my  reliance  upon  an  absolutely  impartial  tribunal  vdth  adequate  re
view  by 

the  courts  than  to  rely  upon  any  board,  however  competent  and  h
owever  ex- 

pert. I  believe  that  the  case  cited  by  Mr.  Tiernan,  in  which  the  board
 

of  New  York  state  disagreed  with  the  medical  experts  on  both  sides,  is 
 a 

typical  example.  I  don't  know  who  erred  in  that  case  but  obvious
ly  someone 

did,  and  when  one  considers  how  much  disagreement  there  is,  even  amon
g  the 

most  learned  experts,  I  believe  that  the  give  and  take  of  compete
nt  cross- 

examination,  with  proper  preparation,  is  the  proper  solution  to  
finding  the 

facts  and  ascertaining  the  truth.  . 

MISS  DONLON:   I  do  not  believe  that  any  doctor  involved  in  tri
e  situr^ticn 

to  which  Mr.  Mangano  and  Mr.  Tiernan  referred  ce^i  be  said  to  have
  erred  in 

what  he  said.   I  think  that  both  the  doctor  for  the  union  and  t
lie  doctor 

for  the  company  gave  an  ho.. est  opinion,  based  on  their  exp
erience  and  under- 

standing of  a  difficult  and  a  nnrrovr  set  of  facts,  and  I  ain  confident  t
hat 



■-^■'^  ̂ %5^f^ 

ISse<0alQai 

Ha»  EHKaart    Fj.oa  all  that  I  have  heard  hej-e  and  from  fflsr  «rp«l«swe 

of  I|2  yeartt  vith  the  Coa^jensation  Act  and  as  chairaan  of  th&  tXUittSli 

Inlustxial  Caasd^lcBi  I  an  heaztilsr  In  f aror  of  ea  advlsoccy  wrtJoal 

boanl^  tl*  boaM  In  aar  state  of  HHnois  to  be  diosen  Tasr  **» 

fflodlcdl  ooOOages  idiiMii  the  state,  aaang  them  beljog  the  Itetonarsity 

o£  miaoisji  StortJaKstern  miivsrwl,ty  esA  the  tfed-Trersity  oit  Cbicagol 

J  believe  tbot  ir»  •■ho  hajre  no  oandatoiy  occopatiosoal  disease  ̂ act 

«re  practical37  helpless  at  tinee  in  the  pEraper  adsdMstratioi^  odT 

thftt  Kct^ .  If  the  xaedieal  nen  ctm't  be  of  assistance  to  vs^  X, 

kncMT  t6f  no  ooe-iAio  can* 

im«  S^S^lHI    !Et  vnOd  ha:ve  been  interesting  end  possilO^  isB^dttal 

tc  te»»  faMucd  *aaethiag  -about  the  disadrants^es  of  ffledlcal3y»* 

trslned  boards  or  tedhrtf CfilTjMaralnBd  boards  in  arriving  «ft  ««db-»,  , 

fftaztiaL  jtEstLee«    Being  a  ptojrsician  and  a  ncmber  of  a  board  tbdii^, 

iseonstltafasd  ttoomhat  differeatlT-  frcm  those  of  other  ststttis^  I 

aa^  of  0(ftanB»9  heartily  in  favor  «tf  the  aedical  ,ly4raiHed  board* 

I  believe  that  Dr.  rraim^s  rcsarks  are  partlcolarily  'patiAsa^ 

aSoofs^  ftroqaoAly-  pigrsiclans  appearing  before  ns  are  lll<-¥<rapsred 

in  the  testisooor  thej  give  and  their  records  are  ioadeg^iatev  %t 

the  requisites  of  good  nedical  testlaony  irere  more  genei»lly  *tHf    ?,: , 

cognised  ly  phyaictans,  nedical  adBdnistration  ■wooldj,  as  S^«  Baraaa 

pointed  oat^  be  mach  simplified* 

.':c. :•■■;-■'  '■ :  :■■■'  ■  .<- 

■?>* 
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partial  MiCT'NIIItgr  in  gllJCOTgis  andj^  if  It  does,  vhab  are  tbe 

neaiis  used  in  arrlring  at  such  a  detezsdxiatiinu 

IffSS  BCBSLEIf:    :Di  Ifew  Tbrk  state  wcsrtoaaa'a  coia|)ensati<ai  is  not 

providsd  Tor  paitial  dLsabilitsr  in  the  dnat  dl8»a»e»,    is  I 

pointed  cut  in  i^  picper  there  are  a  nordser  of  reasons  for  that 

position.    Ttano  wn  stat^i  «•  some  rtQprescnxbed  at  this  esympositBa  •»  tdiat 

do  eoHigwttBrtie  f<tf  partlaLl  4l1flflhnitisr« 

...>HiHUKttlDt    Xjt-fSar  <me«^  steaped  in  XegaX  traditions^  waai£Lverj 

meli  digttfeft  itt  jww  JBV'  .^^drd,  «»pwdlany  a  aedical  boards  have 
'•  s  ■"■',-. 

the  filial  «aqr'l8  raolHCinding^  I  do  not  believe  that  azQrtblng  can 

nep38O0  tSiii  jplarat  «nd  take  of  the  mawl  nation,  and  aross-^xscdyaatiank 
. :   "t  ^^  ■  "     '■-  -..' "  ■■"'.  . 

of  mipeae%Ji^i^b0MK»0  4nraD  thOQgh«  <MS  occasions*  there  mas'  he  sUfoseBm 
"^  ■    ,   •  ^         •     ■       .       ̂ ,  .-.■^•■".-  ■■: ;    . I  wntld  nacH  nther  place  iqy  rialiaace  TJ^pan  «n  aiwolstel;r  liBpartiaLL  ̂ 

.triJtRin.^i4-th  ateqEoato  redUnr  }]y  the  eocorfai  than  to  rwl^r  ixpon  asgr 

board^  howffvrakr  ooncietttat  a&d  honovor  eaq^ert*!   Z  believe  that  the      y    . 

CBEie  cited  Iqt  Bi**-  Heman^  in  ̂ riiich  -the  board  of  Berer  Xork  Wate 

disagyioed  fdtiitfao  aedieal  experts  <Bt  bo^  si4teSj»  is  a  tTl^ieal 

egcampl6»   X  doa*t  !qbov  iriio  ezred  in  that  case  but  obvlcmsl^  tteseons 

didj  azid  idten  one  c(tttsidars  how  such  disagre@aent  there  is«  evwi 

anuKig  sKidb.3«amod  ezpertsj  X  beUera  'toat  the  give  and  take  of 

coopetent  cr<MHNeBilaination>  -cdth  proper  preparation^  Is  the 

proper  soloticHi  to  f iix!ing  the  facts  az^  ascertalzdns  the  tratl-.« 

.ft  -■  . 

,^    •.X'^ 
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to  •  '  '         '         "' 

to  faafo  «C3mS  lA  itot  be  ;aa!iU   X  tbtak  tliafc  |»ot»i  the  doctor  f» 

msxs  tmloa  and  tlie  '>diM;t«r  Scar  tSie  ccatpa^f  gacve.  loi  haoacfc  n)iESxix)a, 

based  <»  their  ̂ Baqpeyittkce  .end  iinte»t«fli(lJi3tr  llC  *  dtfftqalt  «pd  a 

Qarnnr  eet^of  f&et8>  end  X  «ai  ocBxCideaA  iU  tlw  Boarid  of  Ch«rt 

Consultanta  liJosnise  @cf«  aa  honest  epfadOB^  l39*Bd  oa  tlnir  Istow* 

Xedge  yy^  ̂ teaqpoarleaee  Is  tha  sbbkt  Bitoatloa*   Th^  drcoDOStaacee 

iM^ch  ttiidb  tiiif  fisAK  ̂ "W"^'*  «aa  tto  dediaiflo  ̂   ths  hcmxdf,  tb» 

fizidiag  tlucb  foxier  ma*  Im  tStere  lias  ma^WA  to  <»npens8tloit 

l)ecan»e  the  diJ^sWLHtsr  w*r  xmJjr  partlel  «f«»  ̂ 

p^TSidanSji  oias  foi*  tlie  ea^Hs^reir  mA  the  4tlier  jCar4;be  QnqjljSfyeey  \ 

bad  foooi  ths^ ihemiisa  m^KAsiX dliWhri^<a^,and^  ̂ ttet^efiarey  a 

coigpeTwabXB  oi^aiSl'tllQa  tteSer  oor  Xsew 

,  ISbat  doett  this  prmet   It  proves  l»v  diCflea3l^  ie  the  sitQiiM.ott 

of  voT^ksaba^n  coc^ensatlon  adsdidstratiosi  Itt  tbe  fiftce  of  taedical 

opiMoaiedlA«A«i«039^«)^peslte^   the  lamdlCQi^' Is  t^  iof  a  3n 
rfiich  piaioBS  greai  restTlctiastti  im  tl»  rS^it  of  tthe  cslalBBBit*    Ifed 

tie  a  lav  la  tide  «t«te  liddi  petnitted  a  fSadIng  of  ̂ iieaMlity  for 

a  partial  disahlHty^periaie  i»  nocdA  not  ftai  cwspeteob  docfcote 

straiaing  qtrfLte  90  hard  ae^thajr  do  to  «iecl  toWl  dieabilliy* 

SB*  S&liQ&IK>»   I  doiioi  tdiaSi^  glW.tb»ii9X^eKS&<n  tl»t  X  ti^?^^ 

A-ry  improper  nsotlvea  to  aiy  of  the  'vltnOTses  tbs^  te9tli!led« 
.   -      •  •  •;<  * 

MISS  DOHLCSIt    Ho,  it  was  «m3y  tSx  *word  error  to  ifelch  I  fltojected. 

:*'- 

M.-.V., 
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S.  ■,,  -..^  ,^;,..v^  _^^^^    I^^ta,^oo*that«-tU  ^^.ii-         • 

a„  now  ««tro«rtea.  tbat  .Uffer
eoce  of  op«id««ri*..  «*.««* 

f;''"  I  thongh «»« TOS  anjrtfdng  nmwal  *oat  i*-
  :" 

beU»«  that  jyJW  <rf  th«  a«  to
slcaUT  M«*  !««»*»», «- 

tto,  t*t  tl-t «  a«  f<«
ea  t"  »*«•<'«■'''*««

"*'"''*"  ** 

„„r  ci«rt  lmo«Uaee  in  the  feoe  
of  sntl<rat.d  ,t«t*e«  itA^ 

,,,,,g«„  1„  «dWne  i*  year 
 and  I  think  thrt  «*h  »f  «» -Bifl- 

«115- «»M  be  »»l«d  «  t»« 
 c-p»«tl«  «t.  «f  th,  «rl»a

 

cBtioo  of  n««  aM  «x=ept*l. -aaiMl  ta«»>l»««:»  **»  =^,t*  ̂ ^• 

,^rt«dW.  f or  ea^.  lir.  W.t««
  »f*r«l  to  th.  »rt  «BBirf* 

,0«,,««ttooActtttehhebeli
««di«avBryiOod«*».«*^^ 

-  l»Mt  Vtaglnla.  if  .<y  i^ornatd.-.  1»  c«T«t,  ««W-
^  ..<,.-.. 

.       rf  the  <a.e.t  ««  li^t«i  to  those 
 cai«  in  *lch  »*fl«.  «n  V 

laertifiod  to  the  roentsen«p-an.    »4=7
  «  tao»  that  «b««  .CW  ,  ̂  

.  '         b,v«y  .dgnlfioant  ana  diaaaing  pn3»ona^  d«*  «««^  j*«»<* 

^  «iaence  of  no^oatlnn  in  a  
roentpmog«=  of  the  cl*^^^ 

can  ae^  *o.  to  tfest  Virgli^a  a  do
ctor  for  the  clidnerf.  er  .  

;■ 
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tbeir  ivoaaSttt  la  t]»  case  ol  an  ImHaddaal  lAio  is  ̂ ffablfld  Svm 

rttlmonary  dost  iHsesase  ajai  90  frovod  to  be  ̂ ffj^^?<>^^  iwct  iSio  h^. 

Utt  iW<fallit.ioa  1b  IOb  dfaofft  roentgenogram*    Fln^X37>  iftiat  k32id>of 

diaaibilltj  az«  «e  talldLzig  abcnzt  «i^  eamaaijo  or  xeOieal? 

'  "^.r.^' 

If  *'j  i 

=•^^'*.    v^^f 

<^ ,-«-  V  '•'  s^ /-  .• ;  >j;  H'  •  '''O  ?,- 

■y,r'  ̂ ^^:4^i^v  -^^^i^^^C^^^-^^^^ 
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I  -would  like  to  inquire  whether  or  not  New  York  recognizes 

partial  disability  in  silicosis  and,  if  it  does,  what  are  the 

means  used  in  arriving  at  such  a  determination. 

fflSS  DONLON:  In  New  York  state  workmen's  compensation  is  not 

provided  for  partial  disability  in  the  dust  diseases.  As  I 

pointed  out  in  my  paper  there  are  a  number  of  reasons  for  that 

position.  There  are  states  -  some  represented  at  this  symposium  -  that 

do  compensate  for  partial  disability. 

im.  .MNGANO:  I,  for  one,  steeped  in  legal  traditions,  vrauld  very 

much  dislike  to  see  ai^  board,  especially  a  medical  board,  have 

the  final  say  in  fact-finding.  I  do  not  believe  that  anything  can 

replace  the  give  and  take  of  the  examination  and  cross-examination 

■V  of  e:q5ert  witnesses  even  though,  on  occasions,  there  may  be  abuses. 

I  would  much  rather  place  n^  reliance  upon  an  absolutely  impartial 

tribtmal  mth  adequate  review  by  the  coiirts  than  to  rely  upon  any 

board,  however  competent  and  hovrever  expert.  I  believe  that  the 

case  cited  by  Mr.  Tieman,  in  which  the  board  of  New  York  state 

disagreed  with  the  medical  experts  on  both  sides,  is  a  typical 

example.  I  don't  knovv  who  erred  in  that  case  but  obviously  someone 

did,  and  when  one  considers  how  much  disagreement  there  is,  even 

among  most  learned  experts,  I  beHeve  that  the  give  and  take  of 

competent  cross-examination,  T/ith  proper  preparation,  is  the 

proper  solution  to  finding  the  facts  and  ascertaining  the  truth. 
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MISS  DONLON:  I  do  not  believe  that  any  doctor  involved  in  the to 

(/'  situation /vhi oh  Mr.  Ifemgano  and  lir.  Teirnan  refeired  can  be  said 

to  have  erred  in  yftiat  he  said,  I  think  that  both  the  doctor  for 

the  -union  and  the  doctor  for  the  coinpany  gave  an  honest  opinion, 

based  on  their  experience  and  understanding  of  a  difficult  and  a 

narrow  set  of  facts,  and  I  am  confident  that  the  Board  of  Chest 

Consultants  likevd-se  gave  an  honest  opinion,  based  on  their  know- 

ledge and  experience  in  the  seaie   situation.  The  circumstances 

which  made  this  case  unusual  was  the  decision  of  the  board,  the 

finding  that  under  oiir  law  there  was  no  right  to  compensation 

because  the  disability  was  only  partial  even  though  two  eiainent 

phcrsicians,  one  for  the  employer  and  the  other  for  the  employee, 

had  found  that  there  was  a  total  disability. and,  therefore,  a 

compensable  condition  under  our  law, 

Miat  does  this  prove?  It  proves  how  difficult  is  the  situation 

of  workmen's  compensation  administration  in  the  face  of  medical 

opinion  so  diametrically  opposite.  The  handicap  is  that  of  a  law 

which  places  great  restrictions  on  the  right  of  the  claimant.  Had 

we  a  law  in  this  state  which  permitted  a  finding  of  disability  for 

a  partial  disability,  perhaps  vie  yiould   not  find  competent  doctors 

straining  quite  so  hard  as  they  do  to  find  total  disability, 

MR.  MKGANO:  I  do  not  wish  to  give  the  impression  that  I  imputed 

sny  improper  motives  to  any  of  the  v.'itnesses  that  testified, 

LUSS  DOHLOII:  No,  it  was  only  the  v/ord  error  to  which  I  objected. 
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IJR.  TIERi^IAK:  I  wish  onHy  to  point  out  that  that  is  wliy  all  cases 

are  now  controverted,  that  difference  of  opinion  exists,  not  that 

I  though  there  was  anything  unusual  about  it. 

DR.  FRIEDMN:  I  do  not  believe  as  so  many  have  inferred  that  the 

adiniiiistration  of  justice  in  cases  involving  occupational  diseases 

of  the  chest  is  hampered  by  dishonest  doctors  and  laTjyers.  I 

believe  that  99,kh%   of  them  are  basically  honest  people.  The 

major  difficulty  we  doctors  and  lai/vyers  encounter  in  atterapting 

to  solve  intelligently  andfequitablly  claims  for  compensation  is 

the  fact  that  we  are  forced  to  render  opinions  on  the  basis  of 

our  current  knowledge  in  the  face  of  antiquated  statutes  which 

were  enacted  5,  10,  l5  or  more  years  previously.  We  make  considerable 

progress  iji  medicine  each  year  and  I  think  that  much  of  the  diffi- 

culty could  be  resolved  if  the  compensation  acts  of  the  various 

states  were  sufficient^jr  flexible  in  nature  to  permit  the  appli- 

cation of  newer  and  acceptable  medical  knowledge  from  year  to  year. 

Yesterday,  for  example,  llr.  Waters  referred  to  the  Tfest  Virginia 

Compensation  Act  which  he  believed  was  a  veiy  good  act;  but  in 

ITest  Virginia,  if  ̂    information  is  correct,  occupational  diseases 

of  the  chest  are  limited  to  those  cases  in  which  nodules  can  be 

identified  in  the  roentgenogram.  Today  we  knmv  that  there  can 

be  very  significant  and  disabUjig  puinonary  dust  disease  Trithout 

any  evidence  of  nodulation  in  a  roentgenogram  of  the  chest.  I 

can  see  hmv  in  lYest  Virginia  a  doctor  for  the  clajjnant  or  a 



doctor  for  the  defendant  would  have  great  difficulty  in  resolving 

their  problem  in  the  case  of  an  individioal  v/ho  is  disabled  from 

pulmonary  dust  disease  and  so  proved  to  be  disabled  but  v;ho  has 

no  nodulation  in  liis  chest  roentgenogram.  Finally,  what  kind  of 

disability  are  we  talking  about  -  economic  or  medical? 
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their  kr^owledga  and  experience  in  the  ««M»^ei^^^  ̂ rcu^tanet^  ̂ ^  ̂ ^  . 

^ich  made  thie  case  unusual  vas  the  deci1do^^i.!l^»^1.i«^,<«=^«:^^ 

6^  the  finding  that  under  cur  ̂ .^*^^^1.5^%|^^^^]^^^%4^  '^-^ 

becaase  the  dicalaility  vas  only  partial  eveA  
tiuih'iW'eainent  phy8iclai8>- 

one  for  the  employer  and  the  other  for  the  «ploy«»;  ̂ .^^  *^*^  ̂ ^"^^ 

vaa  a"  total  disability  and,  therefore,  a  p^^Swt^STcoSdiUo
n  under  our 

^mt'   ■..    ! 

l&v* 

Vhat  does  this  provet    It  proTee  ho^r nrii^laiMi^cr^ooa^^e&tion    ̂         \| 

adjri^nistraUoJ^iii  tte  face  of  medical  opinion  &^^  Hu.p  a  ̂ rell^^.,      . 

quflU^fcedhpexauu  ia^  the  poaitlnn  ̂ .feere-tfetes^^^-  diametrically  opposite , 

,..«««.    The  handicap  iB  that  of  a  lair^  placea  .re^^^ 

on  ttie  ri^t  of  the  claimant.    Bad  *e  «  laiT  la  thia  et
ate  h&a&  pSimltt^l 

a  finding  of  disability  for  a  pirUal  diaabtUty,  pe
rhapa  ve'vould  not  find 

competent  doctors  strminiag  qai^tg^^^|#o«-«^^  "--^^t--_^      ■ 
ability- 

\i»'^^ 

MR.  KMCASOt    I  do  nOtVish  to  give  the  Uipr<i»Biott  tha
t  I  ii^ted  any  im- 

proper  moUves  to  any  of  the  witaeasea  thAt  >stlf^. 

^•  l!^, 

MISS  DOSLOHx    llo,  it  was  only  the  vord'^error  <  to.  v
hich  I  objected. 

v'«:£«t'-1f*> 

.-^"^f. 

'^'^ 
k 

ME.  TIEKUSt  -I'vish  only  to  point  out  that  that  U  ̂
7  •!!  cawe  are  noir 

controverted,  that  difference  of  opinion  exiats,  
not  that  I  thought  there 

v&a  anything  ̂ nviP"*^  about  it* 
/  ,  ■       - 

DR.  rElEEMlI*    I  do  not  believe,  a.  ao  many  Have  inf
erred,  that  in  the 

administration  of  jusUce  in  cases  Involving  ;>ccup.t
ional  dieeames  bf^th* 

cheat  many  of  our  doctors  or  many  of  our^  Imvyer*  ire  di
ahoneat j  I  feSiieve 

V 
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the  Board  of  Chest  Consultants  likewise  gave  an  honest  opinion,  based  on 

their  knowledge  and  experience  in  the  same  situation.  The  circximstance 

which  made  this  case  unusual  was  the  decision  of  the  board  ̂ .n  Lhu  opposite 

&^^^,   the  finding  that  under  o\a   law  there  was  no  right  to  compensation 

because  the  disability  was  only  partial  even  though  two  eminent  physicians, 

one  for  the  employer  and  the  other  for  the  employee,  had  found  tliat  there 

was  a  total  disability  and,  therefore,  a  proto^tinViln  condition  under  over 

What  does  this  prove?  It  proves  how  helpleae  workmen's  compensation 

administration  3/^  in  the  face  of  medical  opinion  that  vould-^.tiep  u  v.'ull- 

q--i^^f.-i«r-|  jn,m.«i.,n  "Ln  -h.h p  p^.qitTr.n  whoyft— hhi-rty;  ̂    diametrically  opposite  ̂  

ji^»  oeeug.  The  handicap  is  that  of  a  law  which  places  great  restrictions 

on  the  right  of  the  claimant.   Had  we  a  law  in  tlais  state  which  permitted 

a  finding  of  disability  for  a  partial  disability,  perhaps  we  would  not  find 

competent  doctors  straining  quite  ̂   hard  as  they  do  to  find  total  dis- 

ability . 

KP..  MAIIGANO:  I  do  not  wish  to  give  the  impression  that  I  imputed  any  im- 

proper motives  to  any  of  the  witnesses  that  testified. 

MISS  DONLON:  No,  it  was  only  the  word  error  to  which  I  objected. 

MR.  TISRNM:  I  wish  only  to  point  out  that  that  is  why  all  cases  are  now 

controverted,  that  difference  of  opinion  exists,  not  that  I  thought  there 

v:£S  anything  unusual  about  it. 

DE.  TRIEDiAAK:   I  dJ  not  believe, /as  so  many  have/inferred,  thkt  in  the 

sdraiiiist/ation  of /justice  in  ca/es  involving  occ/upational  diseases/ of  the 

chest  m/ny  of  ouJ  doctors  or  mfejiy  of  our  lavrydrs  are  dishonfest;  I /be-lieve 
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JAMES  L.  HILL 
COMMISSIONER 

WORKMEN'S  COMPENSATION  COMMISSION 
LANSING   13.  MICHIGAN 

September  12,  1952. 

Arthur  J.  Vorwald,  M.D., 
Director,  The  Tinideau  Fotmdation 
and  The  Saranac  Laboratory, 
P.  0.  Box  551» 
Saranac  Lake,  New  York. 

Dear  Doctor  Vorwald; 

Enclosed  are  two  copies  of  my  proposed 
remarks  for  the  panel  discussion.  I  have  also  sent 
a  copy  to  Mr.  Theodore  Waters. 

I  am  looking  forward  to  meeting  you 
and  participating  in  the  Sympositun. 

Sincerely  yours. 
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As  originally  oxaoted  none  of  the  vDrkments  compensation  acts 

specifically  provided  for  the  payment  of  benefits  for  disability  or  death 

resulting  froia  occupational  diseases.   However,  the  Massachusetts  Act 

passed  in  1911  covered  personal  injuries  without  the  qualification  that 

they  be  accideatal  but  it  wae  not  until  1929  that  it  was  determined  that 

silicosis  was  covered  ty  the  law.   It  is  now  generally  recognized  that 

disability  or  death  frc»a  occupational  diseases  should  be  compensated. 

Occupational  disease  coverage  is  provided  in  J^  States,  Alaska,  District 

of  Columbia,  Hawaii,  Puerto  Rico  and  under  the  Federal  Baployees' 

CkJQpensation  Act  and  the  Longshoremen  and  Harbor  Workers'  Act.   General 

coverage  fof^ll  occupational  diseases  is  provided  in  24.  States,  Alaska, 

District  of  Colxmbia,  Hawaii  and  under  the  federal  Employees'  Compensation 

Act  and  the  Longshoremen  and  Harbor  Workers'  Act.   Schedule  coverage  is 

provided  in  a,(?*  States  and  Puerto  Rico.  It  is  quite  obvious  that  the  all- 

inclusive  type  of  coverage  provides  the  better  protection  and  the  only  just 

coverage.   There  is  not  one  good  reason  to  give  compensbtion  benefits  to 

one  man  suffering  from  an  occupational  disease  and  daiying  them  to  another 

simply  because  the  latter  is  suffering  from  a  disease  not  known  vhen  the 

schedule  was  made. 

The  provisions  regarding  payment  for  disability  or  death  and 

medical  care  in  the  case  of  occupational  disease  are  usually  the  sane  as 

for  other  injuries  except  for  pulmonary  dust  diseases  which  are  subject  to 

limitations  not  placed  on  benefits  for  other  injuries,   A  man  disabled  by 

a  pulmonary  dust  disease  is  as  much  a  casualty  of  industry  as  a  man  who 

Biiffers  a  ruptured  disk  or  a  broken  leg  but  he  does  not,  except  in  a  few 

jurisdictions,  get  the  same  treatment . 

As  I  understand  it,  the  term  ■pneumoconiosis"  means  dust  storage 

/ 
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and  includes  all  conditions  of  the  liings  that  result  trom.  the  inhalation 

of  dust;  that  from  simple  dust  storage,  and  those  from  the  storage  of 

various  irritating  dusts,  the  most  comraon  of  ̂ rtilch  is  silica.   I  under- 

stand tiiat  silica  is  the  most  harmful  dust  to  which  vorkers  are  exposed 

and  that  silicosis  is  the  most  comjion  of  the  dust  diseases  found  in 

industry.   As  a  compensation  administrator  my  experience  has  been  limited 

to  the  evaluation  of  silicosis  cases  so  I  ehall  direct  my  remarks  in  the 

main  to  some  of  the  problems  we  meet  in  the  handling  of  silicosis  claims. 

Of  course  it  is  comparatively  simple  when  the  employer  or  carrier 

is  satisfied  that  the  vrorker  has  a  disabling  siUcosis.   In  those  cases 

the  benefits  under  the  Act  are  automatically  paid.   However,  that  may  not 

be  an  adequate  disposition  of  the  case  because  many  workers  suffering  from 

silicosis  are  as  much  in  need  of  rehabilitation  as  the  worker  suffering 

froju  the  effects  of  a  traumatic  injury.   A  foundry  worker  suffering  from 

silicosis  and  unable  to  return  to  his  skilled  trade  but  able  to  work  should 

be  given  the  opportunity  and  the  means  to  learn  another  occupation. 

Our  serious  problaas  arise  in  the  contested  cases  where  the 

employer  and  the  carrier,  if  the  risk  is  insured,  contends  that  the  worker 

does  not  have  silicosis  and  denies  that  he  is  disabled  because  of  silicosis. 

Adrdinistratively,  it  was  a  comparatively  simple  task  under  the  original 

occupational  disease  part  of  the  Michigan  Act  to  determine  whether  a 

worker  had  silicosis.   It  provided  for  the  appointment  of  a  commission  of 

three  qualified  impartial  physicians  to  examine  the  worker  when  it  was 

disputed  that  he  was  suffering  from  an  occupational  disease.  It  also  pro- 

vided that  the  report  vhen  signed  by  two  of  the  members  was  final  and 

conclusive  on  the  question  of  whether  or  not  the  claimant  was  suffering 

from  the  disease  claimed.  So  in  every  disputed  silicosis  case  the 

2. 
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claimant  vas  cited  for  such  an  imparUal  e
xamination.   If  the  report 

Stated  that  he  did  not  have  silicosis  his
  claim  vas  sumraarily  dismissed. 

If  it  vas  reported  that  the  worker  had  
silicosis  a  hearing  vas  necessaiy 

to  detemine  vhether  he  vas  disabled.  
 That  procedure  vorked  satis- 

factorily.  It  provided  a  scientific  method  for  
the  detemination  of 

medical  facts  and  relieved  us  of  th^t  bu
rd^.   It  vas  used  for  over 

eight  years  until  our  Supreme  Court  
held  the  provision  unconstitutional 

because  it  violated  the  due  process  claus
e  as  tne  opportunity  vas  not 

given  for  cross  examination  of  the  phys
icians  vho  made  the  medical  finding. 

Nov  ve  must  make  the  medical  fact  findi
ng  from  the  medicd  testimony  sub- 

mitted by  the  parties.   The  testimony  is  gener
ally  conflicting,  rarely 

can  it  be  reconciled  and  at  best  it  is  p
uzzling  and  very  difficult  to 

evaluate. 

As  I  understand  it,  there  are  three  rat
her  standard  factors  vhich 

niust  be  considered  in  deciding  whether 
 a  man  has  silicosis,  first,  occupa- 

tional history,  second,  characteristic  X-ra
y  findings,  Third,  characteristic 

clinical  symptoms. 

Ordinarily  it  is  not  difficult  to  decid
e  vhether  the  vorker  could 

have  had  sufficient  exposure  to  silica  d
ust  during  the  course  of  his 

«aployment  to  ca^se  silicosis.       The  real  
problem  begins  vhen  we  attempt  to 

evaluate  the  X-ray  findings.  Some  phys
icians  insist  th.t  a  worker  cannot 

have  silicosis  unless  his  X-rays  show 
 discrete  or  conglomerate  nodular 

fibrosis.   They  say  that  silicosis  c
nnot  be  diagnosed  vithout  such  X-ray 

evidence.   They  refuse  to  consider  ret
iculation  or  increased  linear  markings 

regardless  of  the  occup.-tional  history 
 and   the  clinical  symptoms  as 

diagnostic  of  silicosis.   However,  m
any  will  admit  th.t  a  microscopic 

examination  of  the  lung  tissue  might  re
veal  evidence  of  silica.   Other 



physician8  insist  that  increased  linear  saarkings,  vhea  considered  with 

the  history  of  exposure  and  the  clinical  symptoms  can  be  diagnostic. 

They  call  the  condition  early  silicosis. 

Can  silicosis  be  diagnosed  froai  occupational  history,  chest 

X-rays  showing  reticulation  and  characteristic  symptoms  or  must  the  X-ray 

show  discrete  nodular  fibrosis?   Is  there  such  an  entity  as  a  clinical 

dust  disease  caused  by  storage  of  silica  dust  that  can  be  diagnosed  as 

a  dust  disease  thovigh  not  labeled  silicosis  because  it  cannot  be  recog- 

nized as  silicosis  from  X-ray  films?   Which  of  tiie  three  factors, 

occupational  history.  X-ray  findings,  symptoms,  is  tiie  most  important  in 

deciding  whether  the  worker  has  silicosis  or  a  pulmonary  disease  caused  by 

silica  storage?   Is  there  a  correlation  between  the  extent  of  the  emphysema 

and  tie  extent  of  the  lung  involvement?   Does  an  extensive  emphysema 

indicate  more  silicosis  than  can  be  recognized  by  X-ray?   Can  the  emphysema 

be  due  to  silica  storage  without  X-ray  evidence  of  discrete  nodulation? 

Some  physicians  say  the  emphyssaa  is  secondary  to  the  aging  process  and  not 

to  silica  storage  when  the  X-ray  film  fails  to  disclose  nodular  fibrosis. 

They  maintain  that  there  must  be  nodular  fibrosis  in  order  to  have  suffi- 

cient Ivmg  involvement  from  silica  to  cause  emphysema.  Other  physicians 

take  a  contrary  view  and  state  that  where  the  X-ray  shows  increased  linear 

markings  together  with  emphysema  that  the  emphysema  is  caused  by  the  lung 

involvement  due  to  silica  storage.   Is  it  possible  to  determine  which 

medical  theory  is  accurate?   The  answers  to  these  questions,  if  they  can 

be  specifically  answered,  would  be  invaluable  to  the  compensation  adminis- 

trators who  ere  not  fortunate  enough  to  have  an  imp^irtial  medic  1  board  to 

make  the  medicol  determination.   It  seeius  quite  obvious  th  t  the  most 

satisfactory  result  can  be  obtained  by  having  the  medical  determination  of 
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whether  the  claimant  has  siUcosis  or  any  clinical  dust  disease  conclu- 

sively decided  ty  a  qualified  impartial  medical  board,  * 

A  large  percentage  of  oiir  silicosis  claims  in  Michigan  arise 

because  the  unemployed  foundry  worker  or  miner  is  not  able  to  get  a  Job.       '^1 

It  is  the  policy  in  some  foundries  to  discharge  a  worker  when  his  chest 

X-ray  shows  an  a'mormal  condition.   That  policy  is  not  used  by  a  single 

mining  company.   The  worker  invariably  is  refused  employment  when  he 

applies  at  another  fotmdry.   Generally  he  has  had  several  years*  exper- 

ience in  a  skilled  occupation  and  knows  no  other  trade.   He  is  willing        '  ̂' 

and  able  to  continue  working  at  his  trade  but  his  training,  e3q)erience 

end  ability  to  work  are  of  no  value  to  him  when  he  cannot  get  a  Job. 

Having  failed  to  get  a  job,he  employs  an  attorney  and  a  silicosis  claim 

is  filed.   It  is  not  unusual  for  the  physician  Vho  recommended  the  dis- 

charge to  testify  that  the  man  does  not  have  silicosis  because  the  disease 

cannot  be  recognized  from  chest  X-rays.  The  claimant »s  physician  will 

probably  testify  that  the  X-rays  show  first  degree  silicosis  or  both  may 

testify  that  the  X-rays  show  increased  linear  markings  but  one  says  no 

silicosis  and  the  other  calls  it  early  silicosis.   It  makes  no  difference 

to  the  man  whether  it  is  discrete  nodxilar  fibrosis  or  increased  linear  mark- 

ings.  He  does  not  care  what  the  physician  calls  his  condition.   The 

important  fact  to  him  is  that  he  cannot  get  a  job  at  his  trade.   He  may 

not  be  phj-sically  disabled  but  he  has  a  definite  disability  because  his 

potential  earning  capacity  has  no  value  when  he  is  not  employable.   His 

loss  of  employability  must  be  considered  in  determining  his  right  to 

compensation.   Physical  inability  to  do  the  Job  cannot  be  the  sole  test.  ! I 

We  have  a  similar  situation  when  a  foundry  lays  off  men  in  a  slack 

period  or  ceases  operations  and  when  a  mining  company  closes  its  mine. 

The  foundrj'  worker  with  abnormal  chest  findings  simply  cannot  get  a  job 
I 
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and  sometimes  the  foundry  does  not  recaU  him  for
  vork.   Though  the 

mining  companies  invariably  provide  surface  job
s  for  the  men  who  have 

silicosis  and  should  not  work  underground,  they
  will  not  hire  another 

company* s  workers  when  they  nave  abnormal  chest  findin
gs.  These  men 

^oecome  compensation  claimants  because  they  are  
not  able  to  secure 

employment  at  their  respective  trades.   Vha
t  c.:^n  be  done  to  prevent 

this  loss  of  employability  of  workers  with 
 abnormal  chest  findings? 

How  can  the  needed  productivity  of  these  men  be
  utiUzed?   It  is 

certainly  unrealistic  to  put  these  skilled  w
orkers  on  the  shelf  and 

give  them  compensation  which  is  unproductive  a
nd  at  best  a  very  poor 

substitute  for  a  regular  pay  check.   Most  o
f  them  would  prefer  to  con- 

tinue at  their  trade.   We  are  in  a  vicious  cycle  bec
ause  of  the  employer* a  • 

employment  standards.   Of  course,  if  you  want
  to  blame  someone,  you  can 

readily  blame  the  compensation  administrator
.   We  are  public  servants 

and  it  is  rather  popular  to  maie  us  a  whipping  
post.  But  any  fair  analysis 

of  the  problem  will  indicate  th^t  the  loss  of  
employability  which  pre- 

cipitates a  large  percentage  of  the  silicosis  claims  is 
 due  either  to  the 

employer' s  lack  of  understaiiding  or  his  refusal
  to  attempt  to  solve  a 

problem  that  is  peculiarly  within  his  power 
 to  solve.   The  industrial 

physician  is  not  entirely  blameless  because  t
tie  emplo:,er  often  acts  on 

his  advice.   The  burdens  are  not  going  to  be
  relieved  until  employers 

use  even'  scientific  measure  known  to  remove  
the  dust  hazards  and  provide 

safe  working  conditions,  as  many  have  already 
 done,  and  then  make  every 

effort  to  utilize  tiie  skills  of  every  availabl
e  worker  even  though  he  may 

have  some  chest  abnomalty  wnen  such  conditio
n  will  not  prevent  him  from 

performing  his  work.   Only  then  will  ve 
 have  a  paucity  of  silicosis 

claims  and  tiie  cost  both  in  human  misery  
and  compensation  for  silicosis 

will  level  off  to  a  very  lainimua. 

6. 
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Several  of  the  compeasation  laws  
proYide  that  no  compensaUon 

is  payable  for  partial  disability
  fn,M  siUcosis.  It  would  be  

almost 

impossible  to  evaluate  percentage
-wise  a  aan»s  loss  of  physical  

ability 

due  to  silicosis.   A  siUcotic  
is  either  enployable  in  his  regul

ar 

occupation  or  in  another  occupatio
n  where  there  is  no  exposure  to 

 sUica 

dust  or  not  eiuployable.   He  sho
uld  be  compensated  when  he  canno

t  work 

at  his  regular  trade  or  is  unable
  to  secure  work  because  of  sili

cosis. 

He  should  be  compensated  for  his  
wage  loss  when  he  is  employed  in 

 a  non- 

injurious  occupation  at  a  lower  
wage.  He  should  be  paid  compens

ation  in 

the  amount  of  the  difference  betw
een  his  weekly  wage  in  his  skill

ed 

trade  and  that  in  the  non-injurio
us  occupation  l:ut  not  to  exceed 

 maxi^ 

payable  for  total  dieabllity.
 

ShouW  the  compensation  laws  conti
dn  a  provision  that  to  b. 

compensable  disaUUty  from  slUc
osiB  »st  occur  within  a  specif

ied  period 

after  the  last  exposure  or  after 
 the  last  day  of  worlc  for  the  emp

loyer 

fro,.  vho«  compensation  is  claime
d,   I  »7.   absolutely  not.  but 

 several 

States  have  such  a  limitation  in  
their  compensation  law  vaiyiBg  In 

 time 

from  120  days  to  2  years.   Sho
uld  a  man  become  disabled  from

  silicosis 

25  months  after  he  ̂ ..   for  one  reason  or  another,  
left  the  employment  i. 

Which  he  was  e^sed  to  sUic.  d
ust,  he  would  not  have  a  r«.edy 

 in  many 

01-  our  States  in  which  siUccsis  i
s  supposed  to  be  compensable.  His

  right 

to  compensation  would  be  barred 
 because  of  the  lapse  of  time  

since  exposure 

or  en.ploym.nt.   There  is  no  go
od  reason  for  denying  compensat

ion  merely 

because  the  worker's  disability  
did  not  occur  within  a  specified 

 period 

after  exposure  when  the  cause  of  t
he  disability  is  established.   He

re  in 

New  York  a  worker,  or  in  case  of  d
eath,  his  dependents,  need  only  fi

le  a 

claim  within  90  days  after  disabl
ement  and  after  knowledge  that  t

he 

disease  Is  or  was  due  to  the  emplo
yment.  The  only  time  limitation  i

n 

7. 
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Mlchigeu  is  that  notice  of  the  dleable&ttat  miet   be  gX^ca  to  the  employer 

•within  120  days  after  the  date  of  die&bleaent  which  hse  been  construed 

by  our  Supreme  Court  to  be  within  120  days  after  the  voricer  hae  knowledge 

or  reasonable  ground  for  knowledge  of  hie  die&bl«3ent*   In  at  least 

fire  other  States  any  limitation  against  the  claim  does  not  start  to  run 

until  the  vozJcer  ie  disabled  fross  the  dieeaee.  There  is  absolutely  no 

reason  for  auucing  it  laore  difficnilt  to  get  benef ita  for  silicosis  then 

for  a  treuofitic  injury  when  the  diseaee  is  due  to  the  nature  of  the 

eBtploynteaat* 

Vbrkmen's  eoapaasation  for  silicosis  has  created  sever.il  problems, 

acaie  of  which  can  be  Bolred   by  an  sssortiaent  of  limiteitlons  manifeetly 

unfair  to  the  voricers,   I  beliere  the  old  edage,  "an  ounce  of  prevention 

ie  vortili  a  pound  of  cure*,  is  apropos  in  this  field.   Host  of  the  probleais 

ean  be  solved  by  prerentire  measures  designed  to  eliminate  or  fflinimize  the 

«lllea  hazard  and  by  realistic  and  sensible  e^aploysient  standards.   The 

duration  of  the  probleas  wiU  depend  directly  upon  the  willingness  or 

unvillingness  of  eaployers  to  adopt  such  measures  and  employment  standards* 
r' 
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•^-c.-te.^i^_  '<^^^  -y^^^^^p:^ A8  originally  «iacted  none  or  tho  iiorkmen*e  coapcasatioQ  aett     -*v^ 

•pacifically  provided  for  the  pciTBieat  of  benefits  for  disability  or  death  **^3^^ 

restJ-ting  froa  occuputioa&l  dise&see.   Hovarer,  the  Massachusetts  Act 

peeeed  in  1911  covered  personal  injuries  without  the  ijualifi cation  that 

they  be  accidental  but  it  was  not  until  1929  that  it  was  determined  that 

silicosis  was  covered  by  the  law.   It  is  now  gaierally  recognised  that 

disability  or  death  f  ran  occupational  diseases  dtiould  be  compensated, 

Occaipational  disease  coverage  is  provided  in  iH  States,  Alaska,  District 

of  Columbis,  Hawaii,  Puerto  Rico  and  tmder  the  federal  Baployees* 

Coispensatior,  Act  gnd  the  Longshoreaem  and  Harbor  Workers*  Act.   QoQeral 

coverage  for  all  occupational  diseases  is  provided  in  2^  States,  Alaska, 

District  of  Coluiflbia,  Hawiii  and  uadsr  the  Federal  Eaployeas'  Coaapensation 

Act  «nd  t&e  Longehoreffien  and  i^rbor  Workers*  Act.   Schedoie  ooverage  Is 

provided  in^  Stateg  and  Puertc  Rico,  It  is  <julte  obvious  th&t  the  all- 

inclusive  type  of  coverage  provides  the  better  protection  and  the  only  just 

coverage.   There  ie  not  one  good  reason  to  give  compensetion  benefits  to 

one  man  suffering  frraa  an  occupational  diseese  and  dcnyiag  them  to  another 

•liaply  because  the  latter  is  eaffering  froa  a  diseese  not  lcn«»m  when  the 

schedule  wE.g  made. 

The  provieions  regarding  payment  for  dissldlity  or  death  end 

medical  c&re  in  the  c^ta   cf  oceupAtional  disease  ere  usually  the  same  as 

for  other  injuries  except  for  pulmonary  dust  diseases  which  are  subject  to 

liaitatione  not  placed  en  benefits  for  other  injuries.   A  man  disabled  by 

a  pulmonary  duet  dieecse  is  as  much  a  oa8u*f.lty  of  industry  cs  a  oac  who 

suffers  a  ruptured  disk  or  tt  broken  leg  but  he  does  not,  except  in  a  few 

jurisdictions,  get  the  ea^ie  treatisent. 

As  I  understand  it,  the  tersi  "pneumoconiosis"  means  duet  storage 

.  / 
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and  includes  all  conditions  of  the  lungs  that  result  from  the  inhalation 

of  dustj  that  from  simple  dust  storage,  &nd   those  froa  the  storage  of 

various  iirrLtating  duets,  the  most  contaon  of  which  is  silica.   I  under- 

stand to&t  silica  is  the  aiost  h&riaful  dust  to  whicii  workers  are  exposed 

and  that  silicosis  is  the  most  coaaon  of  the  dust  diseases  fovind  in 

industry*   As  a  coapensation  adaiinistrator  rs^f   experience  hes  been  limited 

to  the  evaluation  of  silicosis  cases  so  I  shall  direct  my  remarks  in  the 

main  to  some  of  the  piroblems  we  meet  in  the  ij&ndling  of  silicosis  claims. 

Of  course  it  is  coapariitively  simple  when  the  employer  or  cairier 

is  satisfied  that  the  worker  has  a  disabling  silicosis.   In  those  cases 

the  benefits  under  the  Act  are  automatically  paid.   However,  tlmt  may  not 

be  an  adequate  disposition  of  the  case  becau&e  many  workers  suffering  from 

silicosis  are  as  much  in  need  of  rehabilitation  as  the  worker  suffering 

from  the  effects  of  a  traumatic  injury.   A  foundry  worker  suffering  from 

silicosis  and  unable  to  retura  to  his  skilled  trade  but  able  to  stork   should 

be  givea  the  opportunity  and  the  means  to  learn  another  occupation. 

Our  serious  problaas  arise  in  tiie  contested  cases  where  the 

employer  and  the  carrier,  if  the  risk  is  insured,  contends  thit  the  worker 

does  not  have  silicosis  and  denies  tiiat  he  ie  discibled  because  of  silicosis* 

Administratively,  it  was  a  coapti.ratively  eiaple  tcisk  under  the  original 

occupational  disease  part  of  the  ̂ iichigMn  Act  to  deteraine  wiiether  a 

worker  had  silicosis.   It  provided  for  tne  appointment  of  &  commission  of 

tliree  quaLlified  impartial  physicians  to  examine  tne  worker  when  it  was 

disputed  that  he  was  suffering  fros  an  occupational  dlGeuse.  It  also  pro- 

vided that  the  report  when  signed  by  two  of  the  meabere  was  final  and 

conclusive  on  tne  question  of  whetiier  or  not  tiie  cliiixa;int  was  saxfering 

from  the  disease  claiaied.  So  in  ever:/  disputed  silicosis  case  the 

2. 
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claimant  was  cited  for  such  an  iaparti&l  exajaination.   If  the  report 

stated  that  he  did  not  have  silicosis  his  claim  vas  euncaarily  dieaissed. 

If  It  was  reported  that  the  worker  had  Bllicosis  a  hearing  was  necessar:,^ 

to  determine  whether  he  vas  disabled.   That  procedure  voiced  satis- 

factorily.  It  pixjvided  a  scientific  method  for  the  deterainatioa  of 

medical  facts  and  relieved  us  of  that  burden.   It  was  used  for  over 

eight  years  until  our  Supreme  Court  held  the  provision  unconstitutionfiJl 

because  it  violated  the  due  process  clause  as  the  opportunity  was  not 

given  for  cross  exaaination  of  the  physicians  who  made  the  aedical  finding. 

How  we  Bust  oaJce  the  laedical  fact  finding  from  the  medical  testimony  sub- 

mitted by  the  parties.   The  testimony  is  generally  conflicting,  rarely 

can  it  be  re<»noiled  and  at  best  it  is  puaallng  and  very  difficult  to 

evaluate. 

As  I  understand  it,  there  are  tiiree  rather  standard  factors  vdiich 

must  be  considered  in  deciding  whether  a  man  has  silicoeist  First,  occupa- 

tional historyi  Second,  characteristic  X-ray  findings}  Third,  clri&racteriBtio 

clinical  symptoas. 

Ordinarily  it  is  not  difficult  to  decide  whether  the  worker  could 

have  had  sufficient  exposure  to  silica  dust  during  the  course  of  his 

employment  to  cause  silicosis.   The  real  prt>bl£sn  begins  when  we  atteapt  to 

evaluate  the  X-ray  findings.  Some  physicians  insist  th.t  a  worker  cannot 

have  silicosis  unless  his  X-rays  show  discrete  or  conglomerate  nodular 

fibrosis.   They  say  that  silicosis  cannot  be  diagnosed  without  such  X-ray 

evidence.   They  refuse  to  consider  reticulation  or  increased  linear  siarkings 

regardless  of  the  occupj-tional  histoiy  and  the  clinical  syaptoas  as 

diagnostic  of  silicosis.   However,  many  will  admit  th- t  a  microscopic 

oxiuaination  of  the  lung  tisaue  might  reveal  evidence  of  silica.   Other 

3. 



phyeiciaaB  insist  thtt  inoreaaed  linear  aaricings,  when  considered  with 

the  history  of  exposure  and  the  clinical  eysaptoms  can  be  diagnostic. 

They  call  the  condition  early  silicosie. 

Can  silicosie  be  diagnosed  froa  occupational  iiistory,  chest 

X-rays  showing  reticulation  and  characteristic  symptoms  or  must  the  X-ray 

show  discrete  nodular  i'ibrosie?   Is  there  such  an  entity  as  a  clinical 

dust  disease  caused  by  storage  of  silica  dust  that  can  be  diagnosed  as 

a  dust  disease  though  not  labeled  silicosis  because  it  cannot  be  recog- 

nized as  silicosis  froa  X-ray  films?   Which  of  tiie  three  factors, 

occupational  history.  X-ray  findings,  symptoas,  is  the  most  important  in 

deciding  wiiether  the  wsrker  has  silicosis  or  a  pulmonary  disease  caused  by 

silica  storage?   Is  there  a  correlation  between  the  ext«it  of  the  aaphyseaa 

and  tie  extent  of  tlie  lung  involvmoat?   Does  an  extensive  emphysema 

indicate  more  silicosis  than  can  be  recognized  by  X-ray?   Can  the  eaphysoaa 

b©  due  to  silica  storage  without  X-ray  evidence  of  discrete  nodulation? 

Sonie  physicians  say  the  emphysema  is  secondary  to  the  aging  process  and  not 

to  silica  storage  when  the  X-ray  film  fails  to  disclose  nodular  fibroois. 

They  maintain  tii&t  there  must  be  nodular  fibrosis  in  order  to  have  suffi- 

cient lung  involvement  froa  silica  to  c^use  eaphyseaia.  Other  physicians 

take  a  contrary  view  and  state  that  where  the  X-ray  shows  increased  linear 

markings  together  with  eajphysema  thixt  the  emphysesna  is  caused  by  tne  lung 

involvement  due  to  silic  storage.   Is  it  poesilxLe  to  detenaine  which 

medical  theory  is  accurc.te?   The  answers  to  tiiese  questions,  if  t'ley  can 

be  specificiilly  answered,  woxxld  be  invaJ-uable  to  the  caTipensation  adminis- 

trii-tors  who  ti^e  not  fortun;  te  enough  to  have  an  impartial  aedic  1  board  to 

aake  tne  nedio-l  determination.   It  seen:s  quite  obvious  th  t  the  aost 

satisfactory  result  cui  be  obtained  bj-  iiaviUc;  the  raedicel  determination  of 
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vh«Uier  the  claimant  has  silicosis  or  any  clinical  dust  disease  ccmoltt-
 

sirely  decided  by  a  qualified  impartial  medical  boerd. 

A  large  percentage  of  our  silicoeis  claims  in  Michigan  arise 

because  the  unemployed  foundry  worker  or  miner  is  not  able  to  get  e  job. 

It  is  the  policy  in  soiae  foundries  to  discharge  &  worker  whm  bis  chest 

X-ray  shows  an  atnonaal  conditicai.   That  policy  is  not  used  ̂   e  single 

aining  coapany.   Ti.e  worker  invariably  is  refused  eanployaant  when  he 

applies  at  esnother  foundry.   Generally  he  has  had  several  years*  e3q>er- 

iecxoe  in  a  skilled  occupation  and  knows  no  other  trade.   He  is  willing 

and  able  to  continue  working  &t  his  trade  tut  his  training,  experience 

end  ability  to  work  ere  of  no  value  to  him  when  he  cannot  get  a  Job, 

Having  failed  to  get  a  job,he  eaploys  an  attorney  and  a  silicosis  clajja 

is  filed.   It  is  not  unusual  for  the  physician  trho  reocKonended  the  dis- 

charge to  testify  that  the  man  does^  not  have  silicosis  because  the  disease 

cannot  be  recognized  fraa  chest  X-rays.  The  daiaant's  physician  will 

probably  testify  that  the  X-rays  show  first  degree  silicosis  or  both  »ay 

testify  that  the  X-rays  show  increased  linear  markings  tut  one  says  no 

silicosis  and  the  other  c&Us  it  early  silicosis.   It  makes  no  difference 

to  the  man  whether  it  is  discrete  nodular  fibrosis  or  increased  linear  mark- 

ings.  He  does  not  coro  what  the  phyBici'in  calls  his  condition.   The 

important  fact  to  hia  is  that  he  ccjanot  get  a  job  at  his  trade.   fie  may 

not  be  physici-lly  diet-bled  bat  ha   has'  a  definite  disability  because  his 

potential  earning  capucity  has  no  vtlue  wheu  he  is  not  saployable.   His 

loss  of  eaploy&bility  aust  be  considered  in  determining  his  right  to 

compensation,  ?iijsi.c<i.l   inability  to  do  the  job  cannot  be  the  sole  test. 

We  have  u  siailt^r  situation  when  a  Toundry  lays  off  men  in  a  slack 

period  or  ceases  operations  and  when  t.  mining  company  closes  its  mine. 

The  foundry  worker  with  libnormal  cheet  findings  simply  Ciinnot  get  a  job 

5. 
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and  soaetlmea  the  foundry  does  not  recall  him  for  wrk.   Though  th» 

mining  companies  invariably  provide  Eurface  jobs  for  the  men  vho  have 

silicosiB  and  siiould  not  work  underground,  they  will  not  hire  another 

company* s  workers  when  they  have  abnormal  chest  findings.  These  m«a 

become  compensation  claimants  because  they  are  not  able  to  secure 

onployment  at  their  respective  trades.   What  can  be  done  to  prevent 

t^s  loss  of  employability  of  workers  wiln  abnormal  cheat  findings? 

How  can  the  needed  productivity  of  Uiese  men   be  utilised?   It  is 

certainly  unrealistic  to  put  these  skilled  workers  cm  the  shelf  and 

give  than  compeaasation  which  is  unproductive  and  at  best  a  very  poor 

substitute  for  a  regular  pay  check.   Most  of  them  would  prefer  to  con- 

tinue at  their  trade.   He  are  in  a  vicious  cycle  because  of  the  esaployerfe 

eo^iloyment  standards.   Of  course,  if  you  want  to  blame  someone,  yoa  ««a 

readily  bleme  the  compensation  administra.tor,   Ve  are  public  servants 

and  it  is  rattier  popular  to  make  us  a  whipping  post.  But  any  fair  &aaXjaiB 

of  the  problem  will  indicate  that  tiie  loss  of  employability  which  pre- 

cipitates a  large  percentage  of   the  silicosis  claims  is  due  either  to  the 

oaployerVs  lack  of  understanding  or  his  refusal  to  attempt  to  solve  a 

problem  thJit  is  peculiarly  within  his  power  to  solve.   The  industrial 

physician  is  not  entirely  blameless  because  ti^ie  employer  often  acts  on 

his  advice.   The  burdens  are  not  going  to  be  relieved  until  employere 

use  every  scientific  measiu'e  known  to  remove  the  dust  hazards  and  provide 

safe  working  conditions,  as  many  have  already  done,  and  then  make  everj' 

effort  to  utilize  the  skills  of   every  available  vrarker  even  though  he  may 

have  some  chest  abaoraalty  when  such  condition  will  not  prevent  him  from 

performing  his  work.   Only  then  will  we  have  a  paucity  of  silicosis 

claims  and  the  cost  both  in  human  misery  and  compensation  for  silicosis 

will  level  off  to  u   very  ainiaum, 
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Several  of  the  ccaapensation  laws  pjrovide  that  no  compeneation 

l8  payable  for  partial  disability  from  Bilicosis.  It  would  be  almost 

iaposeible  to  evaluate  percentage-wise  a  man«s  loes  of  physical  ability 

due  to  eilicoslB.   A  silicotic  is  eitlier  employable  in  his  regular 

occupation  or  in  another  occupation  where  there  is  no  exposure  to  silica 

dust  or  not  employable.   He  should  be  compensated  when  he  cromot  work 

at  hie  regular  trade  or  is  unable  to  secure  work  becnuse  of  silicosis. 

He  should  be  compensated  for  his  wage  loss  when  he  is  employed  in  a  non^ 

injurious  occupation  at  a  lover  wage.  He  should  be  paid  corapensation  la 

the  eaount  of  the  differ«ice  between  his  weekly  wage  in  his  skilled 

trade  and  that  in  the  non-injurious  occupation  tut  not  to  exceed  ataximum 

payable  for  total  disability. 

Should  the  compensation  laws  contain  a  provision  tlifet  to  be 

ccHspensahle  disability  from  eilicosis  must  occur  within  a  specified  period 

after  the  last  expcsare   or  after  the  last  day  of  work  for  the  eaployer 

from  vtiom,  compensatiaa  is  claiaed?   I  say,  absolutely  not,  but  several 

States  have  such  a  limitation  in  their  coapenestion  law  varying  in  tiao 

from  120  days  to  2  years.   Should  a  man  become  disabled  from  silicosis 

25  months  after  he  has,  for  one  reason  or  another,  left  tlie  employment  in 

whicli  he  was  exposed  to  silicc  duct,  he  would  not  have  a   reaedy  in  many 

of  our  States  in  which  silicosis  is  supposed  to  be  coarensable.  His  right 

to  ooapec3ation  would  be  barred  because  of  the  l£pee  of  time  since  expoeur« 

or  employment.   There  is  no  good  reeson  for  denying  coa,;eas:ition  merely 

because  the  \«>rker»B  disability  did  not  occur  within  a  specified  period 

after  easposure  when  the  cause  of  the  disability  is  established.   Hare  in 

New  York  a  worser,  or  in  c-^se  of  de.'itn,  Ms  dependents,  need   only  filt  a 

claim  within  90  days  after  dieaolecient  £nd  iifter  knowledge  tivit  the 

disease  is  or  was  due  to  the  employment.  Tlie  only  tiao  liiait;^ tion  in 7. 



Michigan  is  that  notice  of  the  disablement  atust  be  giT«a  to  the  employer 

vithin  120  days  af1>er  the  date  of  disablement  idiich  has  been  constnxed 

by  o\jT  Supreme  Court  to  be  vithin  120  days  after  the  vorker  has  knowledge 

or  reasonable  grotind  for  knowledge  of  his  disablement.   In  at  least 

fire  other  States  any  limitation  against  the  claim  does  not  start  to  run 

until  the  worker  is  disabled  fi^jm  the  disease.  There  is  absolutely  no 

reason  for  making  it  more  difficult  to  get  benefits  for  silicosis  than 

for  a  traumatic  injury  when  the  disease  is  due  to  the  nature  of  the 

employment. 

Workmen's  compensation  for  silicosis  has  created  several  proKLems, 

none  of  which  can  be  solved  by  an  assortment  of  limitations  manifestly 

unfair  to  the  workers.   I  believe  the  old  adage,  "an  ounce  of  prevoation 

is  worth  a  pound  of  cure*,  is  apropos  in  this  field.   Ifost  of  the  problens 

can  be  solved  by  preventive  measures  designed  to  eliminate  or  minimize  the 

silica  hazard  and  by  realistic  and  sensible  employmoit  standards.   The 

duration  of  the  problems  will  depend  direciily  upon  the  willingness  or 

unwillingness  of  employers  to  adopt  sudi  measures  and  employment  standards. 

/"
■ 
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yi 

V    t 

BY  MR.  WATERS: 

Oentlemen,  will  the  gantl
amen   in  the  hack  part  of

^ 

the   roo.  .IndXy  oca  f
orward  and  he  seated.   

   I  have  two  an- 

novmcemants    to  make.      
Doctor  Torwald  has   ra.u

asted  .a   to 

^ounca   that  Doctor  A
lvln  A.  Rush  will  he  d

riving  to 

Michigan  hy  way  of  »ata
rtown  and  Rochester.     

He  has  avall-^, 

ahle  rooM  to  ta.a  cara   of
  two  passengers  and  will 

 he  very    . 

gl.a   to   take   two  passen
gers   with  hi..      Doctor

  Rush,    I  l=e- 

,leva   IS  m  the  audie
nce   and  If  anyone  w

ould  he   interested 

m  that  invitation,  pla
asa  speak  to  him  prompt

ly. 
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The  second  announcement  is  that,  due  to  airplane,;.^ 

■  ■:.<:"  ,'■-•;«■ 
schedules  this  afternoon,  we  must  conclude  the  af ternopn..^C-, 

session  by  ij.:30.   I'm  very  sorry  to  have  to  tell  you  that,^:^ 

but  several  or  two  of  the  participants  in  the  panel  have  :'X 

reservations  on  that  plane  and  I  understand  that  severalv.^  " 

of  the  members  in  the  audience  are  in  a  similar  situation»^|,: 

'■.■.■■.**-1 

Well,  we  come  now  to  what  I  believe  is  and  shoiildX 

be  one  of  the  most  interesting  sessions  of  the  Symposium;:, 

dealing  with  the  panel  upon  the  subject  of  the  Administrat 

of  Workmen's  Compensation  Laws.  This  panel  deals  with  ttt^ 

laws  primarily  as  they  relate  to  the  ̂ compensation  for^^the./;!; 

pneiirnoconioses. 

The  parties  in  interest  subject  to,  that  adminis^J 

tratlon,  are  four,  the  employee,  the  employer,  the  i
ns- 

carrier  and  the  public.  Industrial  workers  have  their
  pri- 

mary  contact  with  the  administration  of  American  jurispria^ 

dence  before  our  various  compensation  commissions,  and  
thef 

successful  administration  of  these  laws  is  a  matter  o^  pon^f 

corn  to  all  of  the  four  parties  whom  I  have  just  id
entified, 

i         One  of  the  speakers  this  morning  referred  to  thej •^  •»;**- 

fact  that  more  claims  came  before  our  compensa
tion  commis-^ 

sions  than  any  combination  of  claims  or  suits
  that  come  ba-' 

fore  our  law  courts,  so  I  think  that  that  statement
  is  very; 

significant,  and  may  I  say  just  a  i^ord  with  respect  to  ou
T^^ 

■:jf 

procedure   this   afternoon. 
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I  shall  Introduce  each  participant  In  the  panel  ,. 

and  he  will  make  a  brief  statement  as  to  his  point  of  view 

in  the  administration  of  the  law.   This  will  be  followed 

by  the  presentation  of  prepared  questions  to  the  partici- 

pants in  the  panel.   We  feel  that  that  will  better  enable 

them  to  develop  their  subject  and  their  discussion  to  your 

interest*  Following  the  prepared  questions,  the  audience 

will  be  .invited  to  direct  questions  to  the  panel  and  to 

participate  in  the  discussion.   No  one  has  been  told  what 

to  say  and  what  not  to  say.   This  is  an  open  foriom.   It  is 

your  meeting  as  members  in  attendance  at  this  Symposium, 

Even  though  we  may  disagree,  and  I  happen  to  know 

that  among  these  five  gentlemen  sitting  up  here,  there  is  :' 

substantial  disagreement  with  respect  to  various  features 

of  the  administrations  of  the  law,  we  still  expect  the  in- 

dividual opinions  so  expressed,  and  we  hope  that  the  dis- 

cussions presented  will  lead  to  an  open  and  frank  discus- 

sion of  the  various  phases  of  the  subject. 

May  I  ask  those  in  the  audience  who  desire  to 

present  questions,  to  do  so  in  a  form  as  simple  and  direct 

as  is  possible.  Bear  in  mind  that  this  subject  today  is 

subject  particularly  to  limitations  of  time.   It  is  hoped 

that  when  these  questions  are  directed  to  the  panel,  not  on^ 

but  several  of  the  members  will  participate  and  join  in 

their  answers,  but  limitations  as  to  time  require  that  not 

more  than  two  minutes  be  given  to  those  answers,  ana  jour_ 

:M 
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cooperation  in  that  respect  will  be  deeply  appreciated.  ■■!■ 

The  first  speaker  upon  the  program  has  served  with 

distinction  as  a  member  of  the  Workmen's  Compensation  Cora- 

mission  of  the  State  of  Michigan  for  many  years,  and  in  that 

capacity,  he  has  served  a  distinct  public  office  in  the  ad-': 

ministration  of  his    job.      Compensation  laws   are   complex*  ,  ,-v 

'■ .  iK 

■  \    ,T  . 

We  lawyers  happen  to  make  them  so,  both  as  they  relate  to"'- 

the  letter  of  the  law  and  its  interpretation,  and  they  have 

presented  peculiar  problems  to  those  viio  are  charged  witla  ■■' 

their  administration*  --^J 

The  State   of  Michigan,    with  its   vast  industry,  .'':^ 

has  experienced  all  of  those  problems    that  we  have  been-^.dls-j  j; 

cussing  here  diaring  the   course   of   this    symposium.      James. L>^ 

Hill  became  Legal  Advisor  to  the   Commission  in  193^.     Ther^'.-|    ̂ ^ 

fore,    you  recognize   the   length  and  the    Importance   of  his  -i^.^^'q 

service.      Since   that  time,   he  has  been   serving  as    one   of  l.ts 

members.      He   is   also   a  past  president  of  the   International/ 

Association  of  Industrial   Accident  Boards   and  Commissions 

and  brings    to  us   a  wealth  of  experience,   not  only  in   the 

formulation  of  legislation,   but   in   the   administration  of 

the   laws.      It  is  my  pleasxire   to   Introduce   to  you,    Coinmis-    , 

sioner  Hill, 

BY  C0MI-1ISSI01\[ER  HILLt _   

Mr,   Chairman,   Ladies   and  Gentlemen:      It's  an  honoi 

and  a  privilege   to  be  here,      I'm  grateful  for  the    opportunl^'*:^ 
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Mr.  Chairman,  Ladies  and  Gentlemen:   It's  an  honor  and  a 

privilege  to  be  here.  I'm  grateful  for  the  opportunity 

w 
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to  participate  in  this  symposium.   I'm  tremendou
sly  Impress- 

ed with  the  amazing  job  that  is  being  done  here  and  I?  only  ̂ ^i 

wish  that  all  compensation  administrators  could
  have  this 

experience,  as  I  am  sure  that  it  would  be  as  insp
iring  to  . 

them  as  it  has  been  to  me,  - 

As  originally  enacted,  none' of  the  workmen's 

compensation  laws  specifically  provided  bene
fits  for  dis-  'j 

ability  or  death  resulting  from  oc
cupational  disease.   How'-'^t 

ever,  the  Massachusetts  Act,  passed  in  19
11,  covered  per- 

sonal  injuries  without  the  qualification
  that  they  be  acci,- 

dental,  but  it  was  not  until  1929  that  it  was  determ
ined) |^;,| 

that  silicosis  was  covered  by  the  law. 

It  is  now  generally  recognized  that  disa
bility  or 

death  from  occupational  diseases  shoul
d  be  compensated. 

General  coverage  for  all  occupational  
diseases  is  provided 

in  2k   states,  Alaska,  District  of  Colu
mbia,  Hawaii  and  under 

the  Federal  Employees  Compensation  Act  
and  the  Longshoremen, 

and  Harbor  Workers'  Act.   Shcedule  co
verage  is  provided>-in 

20  states  and  Puerto  Rico. 

It  is  quite  obvious  that  the  all-inclus
ive  type 

og  coverage  provides  the  better  protec
tion  and  the  only 

j^xst  coverage.   There  is  not  one  good  reason
  to  give  company  I, 

sation  benefits  to  one  man  suffering  f
rom  an  occupational 

disease  and  to  deny  them  to  another  simpl
y  because  the  latte|r 

is  suffering  from  a  disease  not  known  when 
 the  schedule  was 

"1 

'1 
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The  provisions  regarding  payment   for  disability* 

or   death  and  medical   care   in   the   case    of  occupational" 

are  usually   the   same  as   for  other  injuries,    except  for  pul- 

monary dust  diseases  which   are   subject   to  limitations,    riotiis 

placed  on  benefits   for   other   Injxiries,  ;;v.n« 

■    -'-A  man  disabled  by  a  pulmonary   dust   disease  ,  is  ;..ai3, 

much  a  casualty  of  industry  as   a  man  who   suffers  from  a 

tuped  disc   or  a  broken  leg,  but  he   does  not,    except   in  a  ;| 

few   joirisdictions,    get   the    same   treatment. 

'  Now,    I  was  not  here   on  Monday  morning,    so  I  didn't 

have  the  benefit  of  the  definitions,  but  as  I  understand  the 

term  'pneumoconiosis'  it  means  dust  storage  and  includes 

conditions  of  the  lungs  that  result  from  the  inhalation  of 

dust,  that  from  simple  dust  storage  and  those  from  the  stor- 

age  of  various  irritating  dusts,  the  most  common  of  which  is 

silica*  .f 

. ■  I  understand  that  silica  Is  the  most  harmful  dust 

to  which  workers  are  exposed  in  industry,  and  that  silicosis 

is  the  most  common  of  the  dust  diseases  found  in  industry.  , 

As  a  compensation  administrator,  ray  experience  has  been  lim- 

ited to  the  evaluation  of  silicosis  cases,  so  I  shall  direct 

my  remarks  in  the  main  to  some  of  the  problems  we  meet  in 

the  handling  of  silicosis    claims. 

Of  course,    it's   comparatively  simple  when  the 



*:4tr 

employer   or   carrier  Is^  satisfied  that  the  worker  has   a  cUa^ 

abllng  silicosis.      Inthose   cases,    -^e  benefits 
'providecii-by 

the   act   are   automatically  paid.      However,  .that  may  not  be  .ax
i 

adequate  disposition  of  'the   case.     Many  workers   suffering
   . 

from  silicosis   are   as  much  in  need  of  rehabilitation  
as   the 

worker   suffering  from  the  effects   of   a  traumatic    mjury.   
   •. 

A  foundry  worker   suffering  from  silicosis  and  unab
le   to  work 

at  his    skilled   trade,  but  able    to  work,   should  be  
 given  the 

opportunity  and  the  itieans  for  rehabilitation.  
:,^ 

Our  serious  problems    arise  in  the   contested  cas
es, 

where   the   employer   and  carrier,    if   the  risk  is 
  insured,    con- 

tends  that  the  worker  does  not  have    silicosis  and  
denyes 

that  he   is   disabled  because   of   silicosis.      
Administratively, 

it  was   a  comparatively  simple   task,   under   
the  originai:part 

of  the   occupational  disease  part  of    the   act,
    to   determine 

whether   a  worker  had  silicosis.      It  provided  
for   the    appoint 

ruent  of   a  commission  of   three   qualified,    impartial 
 physiciaijs  ̂, 

to   examine   the  worker  when   it  was   disputed  
that  he  was   suf- 

fering from  an  occupational   disease. 

It  also  provided  that   the  report,   when  sign
ed  by 

two  members,   was   final  and  conclusive   on  t
he  question  of 

whether   or  not   the   claimant  was   suffering  f
rom  the    disease 

claimed.      So,    in  every  disputed  silicosis   
 case,    the  claim- 

ant was   cited  for   such  an  impartial  physical 
 examination. 

If   the  report  stated  that  he   did  not  have   si
licosis,    his 

^1f 

)  i. 
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claim  was   summarily   dismissed.      If  it  was  reported  that  the' 
worker  had  silicosis,    a  hearing  was  necessary  to   determine  - 

whether  he   was   disabled.      That  procedtire   worked  satisfac- 

torily.     It  provided  a   scientific  method  for  the   determina- 

tion of  medical   facts   and  relieved  us   of   that  bvirden.      It    * 

was   used  for   over  eight  years,    until  our   Supreme' Court  de- 

cided   the  provision  was  unconstitutional   because   it  violated 

the  due  process   clause,    as   the   opportunity  for  cross-examin- 

ation of   the   physicians  who  made   the  medical  finding,  was 

not  given. 

Now,   we  make    the  medical   fact-finding  from  medical 

testimony  submitted  by  the   parties.      The   testimony  is   gen- 

erally conflicting,    rarely  can  it  be  reconciled  and  at  best, 

it   is   puzzling   and  very   difficult  to  evaluate.     As   I  imder- 

stand  it,    there   are    three   rather   standard  factors   which  must 

be   considered  in  deciding  whether    a  man  has    silicosis: 

First,    occupational   history;    second,    characteristic  X-ray    . 

findings;    third,    characteristic  clinical  symptoms* 

Ordinarily,  it's  not  difficult  to  decice  whether 

a  worker  could  habe  had  sufficient  exposure  to  silica  dust 

during  the  course  of  his  employment  to  cause  silicosis. 

The  real  problem  begins  when  we  attempt  to  evaluate  the  X- 

ray  findings.  Some  physicians  insist  that  a  worker  can  not 

have  silicosis  Tinless  his  X-rays  show  discreet  or  conglom- 

erate nodular   fibrosis.      They    say   that  silicosis   can  not  be 

w 

.*■■ 
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diagnosed  without  such  X-ray  evi
dence. 

They  refuse   to  consider  reticulation
  or  increased- 

linear  markings,   regardless  of  occu
pational  history  and 

clinical   syB,ptoms,    as   diagnostic   of  si
licosis.      However,    manfe 

will  acMlt  that  a  microscopic  examinat
ion  of  the  lung  tlssue|,« 

might  reveal  evidence  of  silica
. 

Other  physicians   Insist  that  incr
eased  linear  mark- 

ings when  considered  with  history  of  ex
posure,   and  clinical 

symptoms,   can  he  diagnostic.      Th
ey  call   a.e  condition  early 

silicosis,     can  silicosis  be  dia
gnosed  from  occupational 

history,    chest  X-rays  showing  reticulat
ion  and  charaoterist J   , 

sy^toms,  or  must  the  X-rays  s
how  discreet  ngdular  fihrosis, 

IS   there   such  an  entity  as   a  clin
ical   dust  disease  caused  hy 

storage  of  silica  dust,   that   can  be  diagn
osed  as  a  dust.<Ujj^,- 

ease,   though  not  labeled  silicosis
  because  it  can  not  be 

recos^l-d  -    slllcosla   from   the  X
-ray,     Which   of   the   three 

factors,   occupational  history.  X-
ray  findings,    symptoas, 

is   the  most  important  In  decidin
g  whether   the  worker  has 

silicosis   or  a  pulmonary  dust   disea
se   due   to    dust    storage, 

IS    there   a  correlation  between  the
   extent  of   the   emphysema 

and   the    extent   of  the  lung   Involve^
nt,      Does   extensive    em- 

physema indicate   more    silicosis    than  can 
 be   recognized  by 

J        -1-^   c3nTnf-«    Storage  without  X-raj- 

X-ray?      Can  emphysema  he   due    to 
  silica  si;orag« 

evidence   of  discreet  nodulatio
n? 

some  physicians   saj    the   emphyse
ma  is    secondary 
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the  aging  process  and  not  to  silica  storage  when  the  X-ray^' 

film  fails  to  disclose  nodular  fibrosis.   They  maintain 

there  must  be  nodular  fibrosis  in  order  to  have  sufficient 

lung  involvement  to  cause  emphysema.   Other  physicians, 

take  a  contrary  view  and  state  that  where  the  X-rays  show 

increased  linear  markings,  together  ^^rith  emphysema,  that  the 

emphysema  is  caused  by  the  lung  involvement  due  tosilica'  '■• 

storage*  .   ' 

Is  it  possible  to  determine  which  medical  theory 

is  accurate?   The  answers  to  these  questions,  if  they  can  ,; 

be  specifically  answered,  w  ould  be  invaluable  to  the  compen4' >: 

sation  administrators  who  are  not  fortunate  enough  to  have 

an  impartial  medical  board  to  make  the  medical  determina-; 

tion»   It  seems  quite  obvious  that  the  most  satisfactory  re- 

sult can  be  obtained  by  having  the  medical  determination,  of 

whether  the  claimant  has  silicosis  or  any  clinical  dust  dis- 

ease conclusively  decided  by  a  qualified  impartial  medical 

board* 

A  large  percentage   of   our   silicosis    clairris   in 

Michigan   arise  because    the   unemployed  foundry  worker   or 

miner  is.  unable    to  get   a   job.      It   is    the  policy  in  some 

foundries    to  discharge   a  worker  when  his    chest  X-ray  shows 

an  abnormal   condition.      That  policy   is   not  used  by  a  single 

mining  company.      The  v/orker   is    invariably  refused  employment 

vdien  he    applies    for  work  at   another   foundry* 

/.'."•-j*! 

;;^:?] 
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Generally,  he  has  had  several  years  experience  in; 

a  skilled  occupation  and  knows  no  other  trade.   He  is  will- 

ing and  able  to  continue  working  at  his  trade,  but  his  trairJ-<-5;SI 

ing,  experience  and  ability  to  work  are  of  no  value  to  him 

when  he  can  not  get  a  job.   Having  failed  to  get  a  job,  he 

employs  an  attorney  and  a  silicosis^iClaim  is  filed.   It's 

not  unusual  for  the  physician  who  recommended  his  discharge 
■     ̂   ,  ■■-  -:■  ■  ■  ■"• 

.  *■  V  ■■  ■ 

±o  testify  that  the  man  does  not  have   silicosis,   because 

the   disease   can  not  be  recognized  from  chest  X-rays» 

The   claimant's  physician' will  pi?6bably  testify 

that  the  X-rays   show  first,  degree  ..silicosis,  or  both  may    tes- 

tify  that   the  X-rays  shovi  increased 'llnfear  markings,    but  one 

says  no   silicosis   and  the   other   calls   it  early  silicosis*   , 

,It  makes  no   difference    to   the  man  whether  it's 

discreet  nodular  fibrosis    or   increased  linear  markings. 

He   doesn't   care  what  the  physician  calls   his    condition.   The 

important  fact,    to  him,    is    that  he   can  not   get  a    job    at  his 

trade.      He  may  not  be  physically  disabled,   but  he  has    a  def- 

inite  disability,   because  his  potential   earning  capacity  has 

no   value    to  him  when  he   is   not   employable.      His   loss   of   em 

ployability  must  be   considered  in   determining  his    right    to 

compensation.      Physical  inability   to  do    the    job    can  not  be 

the   sole   test. 

We  have   a    similar   situation  when   a  foundry   lays   o:^f 

men  in  a  slack  period  or   ceases   operations,    or   a  mining 
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within  his  power  to  solve. 

The  industrial  physician  is  not  entirely  blameless 

because  the  employer  often  acts  on  his  advice.   The  burdens 

are  not  going  to  be  relieved  until  employers  use  every 'scienl-  ̂ i 

tific  measure  known  to  remove  the  dust  hazards  and  provid'o- 

safe  working  conditions  as  many  have  already  done,  and  then 

make  any  and  e-fferj   possible  effort  to  utilize  the  skills 

every  available  worker  even  though  he  may  have  some  chest ''^ 

abnormality  when  such  condition  does  not  Interfere  with  his 

performance  of  work# 

Only  then  will  we  have  a  paucity  of  silicosis 

claims  and  the  cost  bought  in  human  misery  and  compensatiori 

for  silicosis  will  level  off  to  a  very  minimum*      -  V 

Several  of  the  compensation  laws  provide  that V no 

compensation  is  payable  for  partial  disability  from  silico- 

sis.   It  would  be  almost  impossible  to  evaluate  percentaga-' 

wise  a  man's  loss  of  physical  ability  due  to  silicosis •'■5/ A' 

silicotic  is  either  employable  in  his  regular  trade  or„-in,, 

another  occupation  where  there  is  no  exposure  to  silica  or  , 

not  employable.   He  should  be  compensated  when  he  can  not^  •,. 

work  at  his  regular  trade  or  is  unable  to  secure  work  becaudo 

of  his  silicosis.   He  should  be  compensated  for  his  vage  lOSJ 

when  he  is  employed  in  a  non-injurious  occupation  at  a   "'  " 

lower  wage.   He  should  be  paid  compensation  in  the  amount/  » 

of  the  difference  between  his  weekly  wage  in  his  skilled 
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trade  and  that  in  the  non-lnjiirious   occupation,   but  hot 'to 

exceed   the  maximum  payable   for   total   disability. 

Should  the  compensation  laws   contain  a  provision 

that   to  be   compensable,    disability  from  silicosis  must   occur 

within  a  specified  period  after   the  last  exposxire   or  after 

the   last  day   of  work  for  the   employer  from  whom  compensation 

is   claimed?     I  say  absolutely  riot,   but  several   states  have 

such  a  limitation  in  their   compensation  law,    varying  in 

time    from  120  days   to   two   years.      Should  a  man  become   dis-"- 

abled  from  silicosis   25  months^ 'after  he  lias,    for  one  reason 
or  another,    left  .the.  employment   in  vfaich  he  was    last  exposed 

to  silica  dust?;  "If  soy   he  would  "not  have   a  remedy   in  many 
of  our  states   in  which  silicosis  is   supposed  to  be   compen- 

sable*     His   right   to  c  on^sensation  would  be  barred  because 

of   the   lapse   of   time  since  exposure   or  employment,  ..: 

There  is  no  good  reason  for  denying  compensation 

merely  because  the  worker's  disability  did  not  occur  within 

a  specified  period  of  time  after  exposure  when  the  cause  of 

the  disability  is  established.  Here  in  New  York,  the  worker 

or  in  case  of  death,  his  dependents,  can  go  and  file  a  clalrr 

within  ninety  days  after  disablement  and  after  knowledge 

that  the  disease  is  or  was  due  to  employment.  The  only 

time  limitation  in  Michigan  is  that  notice  of  the  disable- 

ment must  be  given  to  the  employer  within  120  days  after 

the   date   of  disablement,    which  has  been   construed  by  our 
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this   discus sion» 

BY  MR.    COMOLLY;  •..  . 

(Mr.   Connolly   read  a  prepared  paper  which  is   on 

file   at   the   Saranac  Laboratory). 

BY  MR.  WATERS; 

Thank  you.   Bill,    that  was   beautifully  done. 

Our  next  participant  is   so  well   knox^m  to   this    aud- 

ience   that   I  will  make  but  brief  coimtient  in  his    introduction 

His    friendship   with  the   Saranac  Laboratory,    for    industry. 

.     Our  next  speaker,   William  L.   Connolly,   is   a 

Director  of   the  Bureau  of   Labor  Standards   of   the  United 

States  Department  of  Labor.      He  was    called  to   that   post    aftoj? 

having  served  for  six  years   as   Director   of  Labor  of   the 

State    of  Rhode   Island  where  he   supervised  the    administration 

of   the  workmen's   compensation  laws   of  that   state. 

To  his   honor   and  credit,    he   is   a  former   president 

of   the  Rhode   Island  State   Federation  of  Labor.      Some   years 

past,   he  has   served  with  distinction,    and   I  underscore   that, 

word  distinction,    as   chairman  of   the  Co-ordinating  Committee 

of   the   President's   Conference   on  Industrial    Safety. 

-,  Bill  Connolly  probably  knows  more   about   the  prob- 

lems  incident  to  the   administration  of  workmen's   compensatioji  i 

laws    than  any  of  us   in   this   room.      Over  and  beyond  that,'  hii;- 

is    a  grand  person  and  I  know   that  his   remarks    this    afternoon 

will,  go  directly  to   the  basic   issues   that   are   involved -in 

^ 

i  -"'Sai 



Seventh  SaranaeSjrBposiuai,  Saraaao  lake/  K.  I. 

SOBJECTi    •--   JAttJja^  of  Wcrfaaen'jS  Coffip«QsationJjwfl 

Ma 
; J  accepted  ted^Wsdber^^  invitation  to  p^icipate  in  tRla  panel  discussion 

vltb  a  great  :deaX,,sof :* iftire  and  of flclal  satisfaction. 

viii 

jUJ.  of  tis^  iQM^nli^   ilt|SnQ^$2iKa*lQan  vorkers  who  are  exposed  to,  <w  snfftering 

fn^  the  effect sjof^p^  grateftuL  to  the  Saranae'lAborsrtKary 

for  this  opporttiiidty^'^  oar  ej^eriences  iji  the  variduir: 

P^I^»aaSl®gal»vt^^  of  -this  ;pr^lem. 

'^lif^ 

^?MI 

«ll^bf  yoti,  arises  fir^;  ft 

■;;';v^2;r';35S concernida 

deg?^; firom  cgr  biaci^round  as:^  tmiogo  «ndj^^^  vhose 

fffl^gllpr:  off icii^ 
WBBA'':'U6i^iV94' 

vptxi  the?f  act  that  the  Bdrean  of  Xebor 

s^^^ ,       ,,„           s»  whichilnov  head jSws  the  i^ 

%^^^gi3u£p;|isMar6  ago  in  ass«yblin|f,cnc'S^  the  1Rsition«a  Siiledefa  iCoafe*^^     ̂  

#|l:J^m^H    •  *^S*  <^f  >*«t  has  hMn  rdone^  of  siHcosis  and  tt« 

||^f#^|*th«r^  1^^  principles^  laid  down  bjr  that  , 

«^^;^  '^o''^^^^*^  in  a  manner  of  speaking,  a  continuation  off  : 

"^t-- ?"'■  .      ■.,■.,•                  ■-'"'■    .                -■   ■ :'      '"  '    ■.   ''■':•  '.  •.■  J   -I  .,':_,.*'■ '                        ,::■■,    •  •,.;^' ■'.-■■•-;.:. ^'■■:';■■             .,•:, 

'ff^)ii-^l^:iM  is  a  service,  rarttier  than 

^M  bperatihg,  agen^^^  laws,     ̂ jr  oiirselves,  we  administer  no  legls^ 

tv,  ,";<   "^*'^^P*^8TalM.^w»^^^^ .*4  .-.-■.■{,  ;i:?'    ....... 

i^'-'l^f "  ■"' 5^It  is  our  jwi^^  techhicsQ.  and  consultative  services  to  others 

^r
- 



in  formulating  eWdards  end  la  devlolng  cmd  Improving  edmlnlstratlve  method*  "^«-^^^' 

and  techniques  In  tha  fields  of  labor,  social  and  related  legislative  and  pro- 
notional  programs. 

We  operate,  ̂ n  behalf  of  the  Secretary  of  labor  and  the  ft-esldent  of  the 

Ifaited  States,  continuing  conferences  in  such  fields  as  labor  legislation,  in- 

dustrial safety,  employment  of  the  physically  handicapped,  and  child  labor  bM 

youth  employment.  Iftiese  are  supplemented  by  special  conferences  'like  the  one  on 
sillooals. 

We  participate  in  the  affairs  of  a  amber  of  other  organisations,  such  as  the 
International  Association  of  Governaeatal  labor  Officials,  the  International 

Association  of  industrial  Accident  Boards  and  dommisslons,  in  which  the  Bureau 

^    funotlona  a»  a  sews^iat,  ̂ id  in  such  others  as  the  ITational  Safety  Council  and 

^'yM 

the  Amerlcwt  pii^l^^^^Uon, 

In  all  of  ttil^^'^^^ltesfeWllable  to  the  group  and  its  individual  members 

the  assistance  bf^|p|^wtlme  specialists,  both  in  helping  to  agree  upon  generally 
•^  ''-v;.^./^*?^  ̂ ^^^  standards  into  effect  at  the  operating 

,4,- 

acceptable  ^-stAndardA;!^ 

level. 

This,  we  f«45.^:^f;roW^etal  service  -  to  assiat  the  States,  which  make 

up  our  federated' eysteto  of  government,  and  groups  of  the  oitlaens  who  make  up  our 
democracy,  to  devise  proper  standards  and  objectives  for  their  efforts,  and  effect 
methods  of  attaining  thm. 

In  ngr  remarks  here  today,  I  intend  to  adhere  to  «ie  familiar  role  of  my 

Bureau  ̂   of  keeping  the  principle  and  objectives  clearly  in  mind,  and  of 

passing  along  such  infpnwitlon  as  ve  have  gathered  concernliig  the  progress  made, 
toward  their  realisation. 

The  National  SUlcosis  Conference  was  composed  of  f^  major  committees  . 

.^-;:.oae  on  prevention  through  .medical  control,  another  on  prevention  through  engineering .-"  'f- 



cm  Its  rejgalatory  and  adminiatratlv*  phaseii^  * 

^ii*-'.-  i  J «e  an4  objects  with  which  vooathia^panel^e^ 

if.  lAst  «jWQfflii^1^    ̂ Ojatjon  regulate  phases*  :  - 

J^4M 

w  fean  all  agree  with  the  first  principle  stated  hy  that  connittee 

^.^  .  ,     »^hat  ̂ the  priinary :  sbiutlbii  biftiie  silicosis  jjrohleaiiii^^^^^^^^ 

i^ei*  >  MSvry  preventitm, -is  inherent,  In  workstia  *«  ota^pcnsattbn^iip^ 

,:^,-^,  or.  administration', which- -seeks  ;toVBit^Jbilie'«08ts  'to'iSllI-'^'''*'^^^'-'^ 

|^;.by . toidue  restrictioijs :  on^-the  '-rights,  of  eluiBtantSj  le/^enigat^^^J^pfS 

aff|iti*fv^: fcii 

^iiii^sStm^ce" ..bf  ̂ ,the  system  -to;  .injtirpid:" ^workers  -'and  .to.; it^-fiittid^i^iymi^^^ 

^iNB!!K»m^«d■■:*dl«fethiIlt^ 

..s.  ,. .---,.  -.■»«.-.-  ..iuBt'-.dl'sisafies''-  'should'..':^' dcfiipejisahleg-.  that  thii-«5dTit^tt«Wift-i 

"   ̂'''*   '  :t^  elective,  and  that  disabled  empilOijrees  airtr  *enttti^ 

arw'S 

'fa 

^p|poipensatlon  {as  i*oae  ̂ ^led  as  a  3^^  inj' 
m: !^ 

i^": 

im 

■-mM.^^. 

(liM^Jprincipl*  ttie  oojBDiltte©  feccannended  the  n^^  dlsBJisti 

"*        ■■■*""'   3ra*l«**a*ed;fVoja,  their  ■jpbs:^bec«rtJ8iB- of. ;a 

,,,   Lpjpj^^anpiKaseiBi* 

rdcoBne&datlons  of  the  0QBmitt#6  iwre  then  •  preventioin,  -jjtist 

■yere'.-other'.'X'eoonaiiendations,  too.-- 

tbi^ , jproblem  of  aocmnulated  exposvre  the  ooBmltt^  i^KtooBended  a-  . 

mual^^of^neflts  payable  by*  tl»  employer  stefftlngi^^  of  ' 

itetatwsj^jbl^^  accidental  injtiry,  andvinoreasiiig  to  i(X)  p*^ 

^l^?<^:0f,5:1a?:7  7^  being  paid  to  the  disabled  employee  but  of 

*IWtfial;'^i^-Mtabllshed^j1i3P'--<^^  ''fe:" ■'  ■'  ̂ M  r.     -^V  ■:{'  '--^-"  ■-■''•.^ ' 

iff).: 

^m^i- 



tcf^pie  recoBBneiidatioti  that  the  hoard  »«f' 
tatlomi 

m9% 
%v:^£^ 

*. 

'06  .<rae8- 

^ouia  b«  ao|^  less  than  4  2-year  period  for  f^^M£- 

iif^  of  last  itapomzre**' 

!►  coounittee  redojEmett^Sc^aBfdleal  care  "up  to  that 

E^ls  aanifestly  of  tiom,^.^^ 

■^jLB  vhfire*^|^if^|^^^.^16  years  ago,        if/ 

^    '      far  *ave-i*#lipBt^fll8«je  then? 

';;||^»eadoti8  progreee 
In  ti^e 

•J  t.        -  "  "ft 

v^s  ebor^l  ̂ ^t«rms  of  porogress  it  vas 

ey  Bridge  in  West  V: 

le  other' fields 'oovet«d  by  eonmittee  re< 

*iWl!4ia^1«gB«)54^«yJ»#  opened  t»p  seTeral-'s«f51||« 

ty«six  States.  Haska,  the  Matrldt  of  ColtmOiJ^Vlilrtti,  and-^Wl*! 

provide  compensation  for  all  occupational  41aeas<»8* 

too  cover  only  listed  dlQeaees* 
Bfi:  -A     V 

-,j^JStates,  benefits  parable  f«r  silicosis  and  asbeetoiiJB'lu^  mibject  to 

^limitations.     In  IS'^Sta'ias  no  benefits  «re  paid  for  par|iial  dleabllity^" 

^Ut  provides  no  allouaBoes  for  vedlcal  care  in  the  j^sm  of  ellieoeis. 

*Wp*,  we  ptiU  have  far  t<?  go  in  according  to  victiafi  of  pneumocoi^ieeee  the  r 

••^,.^p^t«ent  accorded  to  workers  /sttfferlng  ftrcm  'Accidental^  Injury  br  other 
diseases. 

A> 
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'^M^^.l^i^lfe^;^  :.^U.  5-;  DEft^RTMENT'OF  LAJBOR 
■?^-5.i^3^^^^'-*'Sfc^^';^UREAU  OF  LABOR  STANDARDS*'  '  " 

-September  3,  1952 

   ■vUs-^^-'^-f  ■  ■""^"  •"■*^■■ 
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■'-ri' 

■t'ifr_ 

•,-.•(  ■V;     -A  ,«>»,•' 

Dr;   Arthur  J.   Vorwald, , Director 
.The.  ;5Trudeau  Foundatipri  and 
The, Saranac  Laboratory 
Tv^O.   Box^  551  , 

Saranac  I^e,  New  York   *V  i. 

Dear  Dr.  Vorwald: 

Thaiikypu  for  sending  a. copy  of  the  printed'    '  V 
program  for  the  Seventh  Saranac. Symposium.  The  schedule  '  V 
is^'^coinpletely  in  line  with  my  understandings  with 
:Kr.'''jMaters,\  ■■'■:'.  •>  \\' 

K?  ̂  V  ■;;  ■;:|if^^  at  the  openihg'of 
§^i^  V'^t^tjianei  disdussioni'is' enclosed  in  compliance  with  your 
",  request. ,  Another  copy. has 'been  .sent  to  Mr.  Waters,  along  with 
\'    the  questions  which  I  am  suggesting. 

^''^,  -:S''.    '^  -Si;rice  my  participation  in  the  Symposium  is' strictlj j^':in  line;  of  duty, "  my  expanses  will  be  paid  out  of  our  travels- 
appropriation.         .  V  ■ 

'month. I  am  looking  forward  to  being  with  you  later  this 

Very  truly  yotirs. 

WILLIAM  L.  CONNOLLY 
Director 

^y.  'r 

H* 

'■H& 

» t  rSHfe;  -^"i 

J    ̂ ^r 
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BY  MR,  WATERS; 

Thank  you.  Bill,  that  was  beautifully  done. 

Our  next  participant  Is  so  veil  known  to  this  audience 

that  I  will  make  but  brief  comment  in  his  introduction.  His 

friendship  with  the  Saranac  Laboratory,  for  industry. 

'-  ̂ i^m^  -'iis l«^i;i:^4., 
■^l.^^m,i^i^0^ 

im 

■  '■■.  ■"■■S 

M^"^:'-- '' v^l^^^^^^^^^^^^^l HHI £ 
!^| 

^S 
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■tv^I'i^  few?. 

l:^"Wi?''i 

,v^M 

for  management  and  labor  and  f orJ;he  successful  admlnlsSS 
•  tlon  cf  io:^ensatlon  lawsds 'so  .ioilSwn  £' 

one  Of  U3  that  It  is  not  riecessary^for  me   to  comment  upon,, 
them.     It  has  been  my  privilege  to^  have  taown  him  -  V 'hl^; 
known  many  Insurance  executives  dari^g^iSie   course  of  ij^jjr-jj 
fesslonal  practice,  but  I  know  of %!,&*■  aftd  'l-^n'W^ 
all  Sincerity  and  honesty;  I  know  of ,no;ine'who  has  a,bet& 
understanding  Of  the  rules  and.  responsi:bllity  of  'IniuSce 
carriers  in  the  field  of  wor^e^ij<i^e5s:&lpn,3|aK;Ben,;- 
Keuchle.  -.   ;    .  --- 

He 

'''W^iM'^:0 

was   B^!ri66l^t^'j^.^fi^^ i'df  '  the. -IndiS 
CoB^lssion  ol^:Wi3conllW^  I  hapi^en^d^  to 

^  today  and  I   --^^."^^n^'i^^^^^ .wrestling  with  :thls> problem?" r-&-^^^^ 

1912,"so  he  has  had  forty  7^'^^^^^ He   laterAe-- 

:  Employers  Mxaln^al  lability  |lhsurance:cb^^        of  Wispil:^. 
■This  afternoon,   iie  b^i^g    to1is_^a  healthy;   helpi^ 

■   gressive  viewpoint  with  respect^#^e'responsiMli 
insurance   in  the   administration  of  compensation  laws. ^^^Mi^' 
Keuchle.  ...    .,;^<$stS^-M-. 

"BY  IVIR.    KEUCHLE;     ■  ^...-  '      ̂ v    .^-  "■■■^^''   _    -, 

(Mr.   Keuchle  read  a  prepared  paper,   which  is W 
file  with  the  Saranac  Laboratory), 

BY  MR.  WATERS:  :  W^ 



EMPLOYERS    MUTUAL   LIABILITY    INSURANCE 
   CDM'PANY  OF  WISCONSIN 

EMPLOYERS   MUTUAL    FIRE    INSURANCE   COMP
ANY 

WAUSAU,    WISCONSIN 
B.  E.  KUECHLE 

VICE-PCESI3EKT  *ND  CLAIM  MANAGER 

AMg^JftJ_G,   1952 

I 

Arthur  J.  Vorwald,   M.   D.,   Director 

Edward  L.  Trudeau  Foundation 

Trudeau,   New  York 

I  am  attaching  a   copy,    not  completely 

polished,  of  my  rems-iks  for  the  Symposium. 

Look   it  over,   please,    and  feel  perfectly 

free  to  use  your  red  pencil. 

I'm  merely  sending  you  this  memo  now  so 

that  you  may  know  I'm  woricing  on  the  paper. 
I'm  sending  it  to  several  people  in 

Wisconsin  and  elsevriiere  for  comments,    to 

be   sure  I  have  all  my  information  correct. 

Prior  to  the  session  I'll  send  you  a  final draft. 

BEKuechle  22 
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s^^. 
-  '^fii 

-  "^p 

,   if;J>f^|^^$?' 

ASiaixsnuLTioH  or  }mfaam*$impmBSSJQS  lavs  as  issi  seuts 

Liability  tMttPMuM  Co«$>«x)y  of  Viseo&sin ».* 

X«  WiscMnaSa  «»  here  XiT«d  wifti  «  KKealXod  oeesgpational  disees*  lav  ainoa 

JvHj  $1  X919*    Oa  that  '4ate  aa  aa«BdB«ot  to  ih«  Visooasln  Lav  booasna  af f aetire  \tol«k. 

said  that  tha  pmriaioaa  of  iba  ooaq^aasa^Loa  lav  *ara  axteadad  ao  a«  to  iaeLude^  in     YQ'* 

additioa  to  aoeid«atal  iajariaa^  all  ̂ tber  isjarieay  iadLuiiag  oootq>atiozial  diseaaag^' 

groiring  eat  of  and  iaoidaatal  to  tha  m^iajmsni^^    At  praaaat  oar  lav  dafinas  ea 

A\,    •  lajurr  aa  aaatal  or  dbijraieal  Itam  oax^iad  bgr  aeaidaat  or  diaaasa* 

•^.. ttedar  VaX*  aaanrtmaatt  at^lojraz*  bava  baea  raqairad  to  paf^  tnder  tha  dafinition  of    ̂ M 

•v. 

iajariaa^  daioM  ariaiag  oat  of.  Ultimttlaa  daa  not  oaly  to  tha  ooaana  ooot^tioaaL 

diaeaaaa  aadi  as  daznatltiaj  siliooatii  and  aabastoaiai  bat  dalas  ariaing  f3x>B  dia. 

ablUtSoa  «attaad  b7  laaUpojci  Maal«if-^^^ favar^  aad  otisar  sivtlar  noaladoatrial/j^ 

diaaaeavi  Vhaa  tha  faota  la^oatad  that  thoaa  dieaaaaa  wart  eontractad  throogh 

^    '^  iadaatrial  a^qpoaarOf  as  fbr  ataaplai  a  taacher  ooatxaotlng  aaaalaa  from  tm  apidaaio     ̂ 1 m^'t 
"■I 

'^t  thiff  diaaaaa  iabirltiioolxooiu     -  -        ' 

Siaoa'X^I^  thara  has  aarar  bMtt|il  |^apt\th«0Vg^  th^l^gialatttra  to  xastarlot 

:^.i 

^'.^->^  tha  j^iraaaQhUcf^ft  tha  maadaant  X  (lootad  axoajgiljUroaa  iastaaea*    This  oeoarred  dariaj| 

tha  diays  of  thajiatlMMtdi.  sUlMM^iMi^  $6)t^  vttia  aaay  smploireaB  \iho  had  baen  asmosad  to 

'  filioa^  aad  disfduxfad  baocaaa  of  tha  daprasaioa  att«oiptad  to  oollaet  fbr  aither  a  raal, 

H 

^^^ 

Vat  usaalXy  aa  JaagtnaTy  polaoaaxy  disability*',  Xa  oae  of  our  granite-out  ting  cantaroi    '.^ 

wxk  praotioally  eaaaad  baoaaaa  «f  ooapatitiiaa  f  >oa  Minaaaota^  vhich  had  no  occc^atloaiutl 

diaaaaa  X«v«    Aa  a  yaaalty  Iftaaaaota  aaaafaetarara  vara  abla  to  assort  stoaas^  bo^ 
ii'<? 

^f'  '  atmotural  aad  aoatauatalii  iato  Vieoeatia  at  a  graat  daal  lover  cost  than  they  oould  ba'\^;{ 

;prooeaaad  ia  tha  atata*    5Cba  Oaioa  ra^ueatad  iha  legislature  to  raduca  beztefits  vmder 

/;^a  obii^iaaaatioa  lav  for  alUaocta  daiaMrjTbijr  i©  par  eant.    tha  biU  vas  pasBod  by  bbth^j,; 

yA 

hottsas  of  tha  lagialatore,  Iwt  was  retoed  by  tJie  Qovermr, 

♦  Daliverod  at  Saranth  Saraaao  6;;a3)0«LtA  »*  Saranao  Lake,  Mev  Yoric,  on  Septeaber  2^,  195' 

^'  m 

I' 



I  **■  s 

flil«  iBcidttttt  avak:«d»d  lnt6r««t^  parU^i  la  Vl»««»itt,  iaoludtag  ̂ mOAyer^'- 

b  .^  vak  thi  iBdttatrtil  CoamlssloJt  to  tfc»  faet  ife«t  «&  Mci^patlonal  dlcaat*  X«r  •«»  *«  WttSp;; 

Vd  to  ̂   i»i««ly  •oaeted  wd  adalnlstered  «o  tiwit  e6ap«tt8«tlon  »«ld  b«
  UUxially 

^2* 

,-  '<'^ 

ii^V,  granUd  to  «oployee8  actittlly  dt«abl»d  vlth  *  ptdMonaiy  diaeaes  «nd  it«  «oapllc*
tloa  \ •X 

^^
 of  tuberdolofllo  and  Bttll  not  thiow  wt  of  «plo3»«it  ladlfldwa*  idtb  idaiaal  dimpoSr-sl^g

 

with  no  eoB^aicatlog  Infoctiea  uho  whw  aot  itibjoct^dto  oxoooalvo  asspowro  i
Mch  tioiad' 

oavae  piogr«»8lon  of  their  dlao&«a» 

Tho  stops  takoB  to  acooii?)lloh  Ihow  «d»,  irhlLo  »dt  dlcouMod  la  ,ehxDaologi«j«X  o^fto^l^ 

J»%"
 

vare  tbo  foUovlBgi 
<tr~    •■*■ 

:y 

?''•  ~ 

%\  «a«  reeogulMd  that  marAy  l>«oaiiuo  «a  thditliwa- iii^i'iiwo  flbroalo,  eroa 

^■^-■i.*?.-  " 

~'>    apptoaaotig  iho  iibdrfLar  »ta«a,  as  |br  Instwioo  1» 'slOleosis,  did  aoi  i^eassarlLy  aast^ 

P^%3ttw*.4bat  oaaOoyoo  liokd  lioWt,t*r',of£"4l^<^  oool«ily^o»iia»kc«aay..4b  W  ilteod  to^  ||J 

Itoavo  hla  trade,  particularly  ̂ ore  dust  ooatoai-^Bdor  eontrol  aoaawos  was  lAthta 

^iawaaKly  safe  Halts  woo  Iho^  bo  i^iW  p8id,i,f«fl3k^utt*  of  ooi«>oa«tio»'ll,^^ 

tto-oallod  aodlcal  parUal  dlsaWUty.    Tbia  priftciplo  iiao  rocognlaod  by  lixo  loglaU^/ 

h- 

^  and  proaoaily  the  Comisaioa  has  the  authoilty  to  osmrd  ooiqjoaaati<m  vp  to  ♦JSPO  tAwo;'^ 

[^*  oodi  a  aodioal  disability  oxista,  and  It  la  lni*^lilo  for  tho  o^Ooyae  to  ooatlnno 

mdor  fnrtbor  dangototts  oaposTSro*    ®JO«flL^Sf*»  aB»ployor  dlaehant*  •!*  ta^T^ 

:^e«ttso  of  a  aoadiaaiaiag  fibrosis  prior  to  a  tladin$  lor  tho  ladaatrial  fioiMitplon  '^|  jS 

^^At-is  laadrlsablo  Ibr  tho  anmloyoo  to  oontinno  tigplo|Mnt»  tho  oaqjloyor  i*o  «o  dieohargos 

\'  his  ii^aoyee  shall  be  prlaarily  liable  for  this  aUovaaoo  ovoa  thotigh  ins«yo4  fbr  his 

'^'«o^>«fi8atloa  liability.    Thla  paywat  ttp  to  13500  |»  In  tho  natore  of  a  rehabilitation 

vh.ijII«w«oo,    It  «idtooqQflotly«  tho  aoployoo  ohoald  a«t«aUy  boooao  diaahlod,  too  1»  not  .      f 

Wrod  fMa  making  a  further  elato  «ilthongh  aay  allomneo  granted  hla  for  tho  wadieMix^j 

,  .  .  ,    :  .  '    '/': 
oondltlon  ahall  be  appUed  agalaat  tho  otrnrd  fbr  tho  disabling  condition,  ^/-  . 

.  A'  ?  X  haro  in  ay  files  a  letter  froa  Mr.  ©•  U  fp*K  Cblof  fitaUsUdan  of  tho  . 

"  tlaoonain  Industrial  CoaBiission,  reading  as  follovst    'n  hO»o  diodced  back  to  1^^  boft»ro..j>^^ m^ 
rwnlng  aoxosa  a  aingjle  ease  of  « nondisabling  alUoosla.'     In  the  eingle  ease 

 the 
■  ■  -'.-i 

^i   /■  lajtnred  vas  awarded  $655  Indeanlty." I3#**H 



ft'.^' 

■^    •  *   -jv 
-    »     -  -  , , , ,  ̂   ̂   >> 

It  M8  rarther  r«ooenls«i  MsLy  la  th*  «dtalni«tr»tioa  of  th«  Iw  that  ti*frciiUi&%^ 

ij    * 

•a  •  oo^Aicatioa  of  fibtoBls  vas  th«  pxdLneipal  fftotor  $n  produetng  dUabilitj  «ad  Z' 

^.«i*t  It  1IWI  U?)ortattt  to  4littii&at«  contact  Infooiiouu    Also  tKat  eertaiR  lii»idtt8l» 

sottod  to  haro  a  aoro  rapid  pxogrossion  of  f Ibfoela  «vf a  linero  the  os^oaoro  m»  vithla .    *'^ 

rMflonablj  oafo  lialtoy  aad  that,  thereforo,  raaoral  fiov  further  •xponm  »M  in  the  5  - 
interest  of  euoh  a  noiker* 

■f 

V 

1*^   ̂          *     w 

trader  the  Visaensln  Lav  the  IndttBtglai  l(fc»imtrtlfli  hat  the  ttothozlty  to  i«mie 

K    •      V-y. 

^^.^^^r'  -order*  lAlflh  hare  the  effect  of  lav,  to  piwide  fbr  the  safety  aad  health  of  «g5>loyeei!|&r 

if  - 

Wm*  fao-  H»nMl  ordera  have  been  iesiied  reqaltilig  pl^ieal  exaainatloiito  if  mpixiy^M^' 

XndttatriA  Covaieeioa  did  sponeor  eereral  ooafereaoee  of  npireeeatatiTee  df  le£or  '^v^'^-  '. 
iadn8tz7^?dth  the  idea,  ae  stated  in  the  call.tff*fi»e  of  these  ooafereaoos,  "to  «»da«»oih'^ 

to  iroik  d^t  eoM  tdaifbm  physical  exaaiaation  jpngnai  trhidh  eaa  be  eiteltted  to  •       ̂  

'  organised  labor  aad -Mhldi  ehoiild  have  ̂ eir  aaqttiliiied  ap]»xtmtl«>*  -^"^-^ 

Sacik  a  pxogrett  vas  i^pnnred  by  r^reeentaUves  of  iKbor  «ad  ia^yatxy^  tt«l^'iio^«iI3J  6i 

.  .. ...  ?  "J^J^ea^  Sxaalaations  of  Industrial  Voxkers"  aad  pohUshed  by  the  V^LsooaeU  ladasialij^ 
J^&^*^Oo■rt»•|oa  la  1939.    The  stetntts  are  snffideatly  adeqjoate  to  assure  agaiast  aiy 

•i^Uj(:^.\.^^^  ̂   abuse  by  iadustiy  of  the  physical  exaaiaation  prograa  as  reoowaoded  by  the  4  '  -'v- 

IndiiatJlaX  Goanission^  aad  I  kaov  of*  ao'lnatsaoe  vhere  any  peaalUes  have  beta  ««)plied 
egeiast  eay  enployer* 

to  i|dd  further  lnc«itive  for  proper  aeaanras  of  daSt  eoatXDl«  the  luiustrial 

Coaaiasloa  kaa  the  aathoilty  to  peoallBe  an  enployeY  15  per  eeatof  tbeprlaaxy 

„  eom>easatioa  aad  it  is  not  peradsaible  to  insure  this  peoalty  liability* 

II- \ 

It  . 

Another  prablw  In  adalnistration  vhich  had  to  be  reaolved  vaa  the  <|tteatien  of  pri^'^''*^) 

ratlag  liability^  both  as  between  eajployers  and  as  between  insurance  earriera*    ii^ie    -  Ay^i 

Bchaefer  case  the  court  held  that  where  an  individual  was  siaultaaeoualy  eis>loyed  by 

three  «iq>loyera  idie  all  contributed  to  the  eaposare,  the  liabillly  should  be  prorated      ̂ ^^^ 

««>ng  the  three  sapleyers  angloylng  the  Injta^d  at  the  tiae  the  disability  began* 

(1)     Schaefer  and  Coapany  v.  Industrial  Coaaissloa,  195  Vis,  317, 

/#*
' 

(Page  3) 



f4yi 

'  C  ii 

.1 Ifofirarreri^  'th^  oovH  ddnied  th«  oonteation  of  tfaeo*  thive  «qplo7ers  that  two  ea 

lyora  AouLd  also  bo  lielfi  X1&U.»«    Thia  ruling  icas  TObseqnenilj  strengthen©*  by^i 

MDdRo^t  to  th#  law  uhloh  jnaeea  the  date  of  disftblllty  and  the  Uabllity  tOt  the  ̂ ife 

j^seblllty  on  'the  Oaet  iJay  of  uoxfc  fbr  the  lasteo^jloyer  «ho  caused  the  disftbillVjr* 

e  the  Xpdnatrial  Goanlseloa  Is  not  botmd  ly  way  specific  method  In  the  lav  «« '^ 
(Wln&tloii.of  iteiher  &  certain  period  «f  eaplojvent  caused  the  disability^  iXhMi 

been  held  by  the  0ojonle6ion  that  ajjproxlaately  90  days  ©f  ̂ xpouxan  for  the   ̂ 

a^^y^T  KotOil  be  snffldoat  to  apeU  llablUty,    An  et^Ooyer  who  is  held 

l^^r.  these  ooadiiloaaasyaot  l^k  for  oontnbutlon  fxxja  prwlous  es9>lo7ttra  even  thq^ 

^eapoaure  asy  have  been  of  a.  aaai^ye  oharacter  prior  to  the  last  eopXoTaent  aad 

[lOilaal  dajdac  i^  pei*iod  of  ai^pl«:««tft  Ibr  the  last  eoployer. ?^ 

W?**f '****'"^  **'  *^«  enplojrar  on  the  laat,4ay  bt  xoric  of  the  e^>loyee  assuaea 

thj^- 

■^i^fllbmty*    Onr  St^pftotia  Court  M^i  that  the  j^atli»^  length  of  expoaare.ia- 
kit  end  that  aay^ther  ruL*  yoiHd  mk»  It  yery  dlfflcnlt  to  adalnlator  the  oe< 

:^tto)r ^Z tht  Coort  aald  tbat  fin  insnraaoe  4sar3tier> 

-/  / 

>&ftl  disease  prorlaloat'Of^ 

'iwto  clala  would  not  be  aaterl^y  haiaed  beotnse  under  the  law  of  averages  anch 

4  ̂  "•fiJaU«e4betiieen  oarriera*^ 

'%!h9  tflsMiiela  aUtntft  1»  dealtnea  t^^^piotect  tin  empioyM  for  disability  that  »^1 
^W  after  aspoaure  has  eeaaed*    Lack  of,  notice  of  injuiy  is  not  a  bar  to  reooYeiy  if^ 

'j.?!*^''  **■  ̂ ^  «Ul«<i*    Regardless  of  i&ether  noUce  vas  received  by  the  eaployer 

.♦IP^t^  the  el«i«  does  not  beeone  ouUaved  mta  two  years  txom  the  date  of  lnjuiy  or 
Wi»  «r  ftw  th*  date  the  enployee  ar  hla  dependents  knew  or  eu^t  to  have    knoim  the 

^ft»ttdre  of  the  dlaabdUty  and  Ite  reUtlen  to  the  eaq?loyaent.     There  la  another  saving  . 

f«*f«?;,'*lf^i»«ld»  «»t  the  right  to  ooapensation  shaU  oot  be  barred  if  the  employer    \' 

IWr^alwad  have  taioTOidthin  t^^  two-year  period  that  the  employee  had  sustained  the'  I* 
1^  W^^ry  on  »djldi  the  olaia  la  based.     In  oases  of  rehabilitation  awards  for  cases  of 

^;?f**^^  f*^*****'  *^  disabUlty  or  death  eventually  ensue,  an  applicaUon  for 
•Misfits  say  be  filed  at  any  tlira.    In  all  cases,  the  general  six-year  statute  of 



"i's,   ̂  

tin 

';#->':/.'^*#t%'^'''^^'i^ 

t»'sf 

ba 

.-'  -..^^  >itOi  .«u-«  .  ™x.,  «#  "-«»,.!»» ^*^«^t»  —     -    - 

t-v-  f 

.^v-i 
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Comment 

MR,  WATERS:  Thank  you,  Bill,  for  an  excellent  presentation. 

Our  next  participant  is  so  well  knovn   

,to  this  subject. 

£,^*;j> 

Remarks  by  B.  E.  Kuechle 

In  Vrisconsin  we  have  lived. 

% 

some  time  after  1928. 
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•ad  the  Zadtwtri&L  Coawlaaloa  to  the  j&iet  that  aa>ooq[>atlon«l  disease  lav  saA  as  we 
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in  tnxs  particular  problem. 

I  regret  that  I-Ir,  E^rle  T  a»,^       , 

.ram   H  ■  .  '     "^'  ̂^'^'^^'  ̂   ̂^^-^  -  the  p,o gram  and  xntended  to  participate  in  tl.is  session  a.  ^ 

session  as  one  representing  the  viewpoiSt 

lisr 

*^ 

.f> \ 

of  management,  is  unable  to  be  here.  We  are  fortunate,  however,  in  having 

found  a  substitute  who  will  more  than  fill  the  job.  Mr.  Otto  A.  Wi^ely,^'    \ 

Chairman  of  the  Commission  of  the  State  of  Utah  administering  the  compensa- 

tion law  of  that  state,  has  served  in  that  capacity  for  the  past  eleven  years 

and  is  the  father  of  the  occupational  disease  law,  with  particular  reference 

to  the  pnevmioconioses,  which  became  effective  during  those  j^ears.  He  is  well- 

informed  on  the  whole  subject  of  labor  and  industrial  relations  and  mil  speak 

on  the  responsibility  of  management  in  the  administration  of  the  law  and  will 

deal  with  such  subjects  as  prevention  and  rehabilitation. 
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696. 

Well  done,  Ben.   Ben's  remark  on  confusion  reminds 

me  of  a  story  on  one  of  ray  professional  associates  which  I 

am  going  to  take  the  liberty  to  tell.   It's  very  short.   He 

defended  a  criminal  convicted  upon  a  criminal  charge  and 

sentenced  to  the  electric  chair.   Just  prior  to  the  executiok, 

he  visited  the  death  house.   Before  leaving  the  prisoner,  he 

tried  to  say  something  that  he  thought  would  be  comforting 

and  stiombled  aroiuad  in  his  mind  for  the  proper  expression 

and  found  that  he  could  not  say,  "I  hope  to  see  you  soon", 

because  he  did  not  hope  to  see  him  soon  where  he  was  going, 

nor  could  he  say,  "Happy  Landing",  because  he  knew  that  his 

landing  would  not  be  happy.  Like  a  flash,  the  top  expres- 

sion came  to  him,  and  he  left  him  with  the  greeting  "More 

power  to  you",  so  Ben,  I  say  to  you  and  to  your  insurance 

associates,  "More  power  to  you  in  this  particular  problem". 

It  is  with  regret  that  I  must  tell  you  that  Mr, 

Earle  T.  Andrews,  who  was  on  the  program  and  had  intended 

to  participate  in  the  session  this  afternoon,  representing 

the  point  of  management,  is  unable  to  be  here.   He  called  me 

last  night.   His  company  is  faced  with  a  strike  on  Monday 

morning,  and  he  asked  me  to  convey  to  Doctor  Vorwald  and  to 

the  audience,  his  sincere  and  deep  regret  that  he  could  not 
come. 

However,  I  know  that  we  are  all  most  fortunate  in 

that  we  have  found  a  substitute  who  will  more  than  fill  the 
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job,   I4r.  Otto  A.  Wisely,  is  the  Chairman  of  the  Commission 

of  the  State  of  Utah,  administering  the  compensation  law  of 

that  state.   He  is  a  graduate  of  the  Law  School  of  the  Uni- 

versity of  Utah  and  is  a  clinical  lectiirer  in  that  universit^ 
in  its  medical  college.   He  is  Chairman  of  the  Commission 

and  has  so  served  for  the  period  of  the  last  eleven  years,  ̂ 

During  the  time  that  the  occupational  disease  law  with  par- 

ticular reference  to  the  pneumoconioses  "became  effective, 
and  he  has  been  its  daddy. 

He  is  well  infonned  on  the  whole  subject  of  labor 

and  industrial  relations.   Perhaps  I  should  express  one  per- 

sonal criticism  of  him,  because  on  more  than  one  occasion,  "' 
he  has  had  to  serve  the  role  of  a  character  witness  for  our 

good  friend,  Paul  Richards  from  the  same  state,   I  have  ask- 

ed him  to  say  just  a  word,  particularly  with  respect  to  the 

responsibility  of  management  in  the  administration  of  the 

law,  dealing  with  such  subjects  as  prevention  and  rehabili- 

tation.  Commissioner  Wisely, 

BY  COMIISSIOHSR  WISELY; 

Thank  you,  Ted,   I  am  very  happy  that  I  have  been 

able  to  attend  this  symposi-um,   I  came  here  because  of  the 

insistence  of  Doctor  Paul  Richards,  and  that  insistence  was 

in  the  nature  of  a  telephone  call  to  Governor  Pee  telling 

him,  you  tell  Otto  to  goto  Saranac  Lake,   I  told  the  Gover- 

nor I  wouldn't  do  it.   He  knew  that  -  he's  a  very  good  frie4d 

.:!  f  ■ 
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BY  COMMISSIOHER  WISELY; 

Thank  you,  Ted.  I  am  very  hapj^  that  I  have  been  able  to 

attend  this  symposium.  I  came  here  because  of  the  insistence  of 

Doctor  Paul  Richards,  and  that  insistence  was  in  the  nature  of 

a  telephone  call  to  Governor  Fee  telling  him,  you  tell  Otto  to 

go  to  Saranac  Lake^   I  told  the  Governor  I  wouldn't  do  it.  He 

knew  that  -  he's  a  very  good  friend 
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Comment 

MR.  WATERS:  That  was  a  well-presented  and  very  effective  statement  of 

Mr.  Hill's  point  of  view.  On  many  of  the  issues  I  happen  to  disagree  with 

Mr,  Hill  but  that  is  my  privilege  and  the  similar  privilege  of  those  in  the 

audience. 

The  next  speaker,  William  L.  Connolly,  is  a   

.involved  in  this  discussion. 

Remarks  by  William  L,  Connolly 

'^'^  CI  D\<-      ̂   accepted  Ted  Waters'  invitation  to  participate  in  tiiis, 
^6^--  ̂  

^^^
 

G.-'^ 
,to  these  main  goals. 
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Remarks  by  Otto  A.  Wisely' 

/  /l  am  happy  that  I  have  been  able. 

c.^:..\   

!X  V^  \^^  <.  !    we'  11  see  that  they  do. 
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Since  1945  labor  and  management  have  cooperated  in  legislative  nro- 
gr^s  to  the  end  that  all  legislation  pertaining  Co  v^rkmen's  comp^nsltiorind occupational  disease  has  been  agreed  upon  in  advance  of  the  introductioJ  of 
Allek     \TmTn''"""  ?'""  r'^  '^  '^^  legislature  after  the  bills  were  L- 
Se  2bors  o^  tS  °°=^?^^^°"^1  ̂ ^^^--  Disability  Law  (l94l)  is  the  result  of the  labors  ox  the.  Commission  and  a  joint  labor-management-medical  profession 
n^rin   ••  ̂^  "r-^^"  ̂   ̂'^-^^^^"^  ̂ ^^^y  committee.  The  importance  of  ?his 
?nH  Hn^J  ̂ '  .^^i  xt  elimnates  litigation  and  argument.  B?th  sides  must 

less  i?1^  o,?1  ̂ "''r^^  "'.f  "°'  ̂'^^  ̂ °"^  ̂ -^^^^  °^  ̂^^  l^->  neverthe- J-ess,  It  is  our  law  and  we  v.ill  abide  v;ith  it  in  good  spirit. 

The  number  of  contested  cases  is  indicative  of  the  attitude  of 

'^ITfT/I^^^^'^^^^^  ^"  ̂"^"^  °-  '^"  ̂ ^^^  ̂ ^^^  management  is  on  the  losing 

rlt^s  sLT.nl    V/,"^"""   contested.  We  receive  thirty  thousand  accident^ reports  annually   Last  year  only  seventy-eight  went  to  formal  hearing.  Of this  number  only  two  involved  an  occupational  disease.  During  the  last  four years  only  nine  cases  were  appealed  to  our  Supreme  Court.  One  of  these  in- volved an  occupational  disease  -  silicosis. 

PanPl    .^PP^^^t^ly  seventy-five  cases  have  been  processed  by  our  Medical 
n^ltfJ^n   ̂ ^^^*°^°^^  st^^^^-  o"ly  one  case  appealed  to  the  Supreme  Court  and only  two  cases  were  formally  heard  by  the  Commission.  Both  labor  and  manaS- ment  accept  the  medical  findings  and  ratings  of  the  Panel  without  queswSf 

wifh  ,..+v,^'^^f'^^^^^^  "^^^"^  "-^  ̂    problem.  We  all  realize  that  we  cannot  rate with  mathematical, accuracy.  In  the  absence  of  infection  we  usually  rate  sili- cotics as  follo.^:  SI  -  0^;  S2  -  25-50^;  S3  -  50-100^.  Sixty-five  p ere S  and up  IS  usually  considered  total.  If  infection  is  present,  then  the  ratingis 
temporary  and  total  in  all  cases.  raiding  is 

cho3n..v.?^o?fT*  believes  in  speedy  disposition  of  cases  because  of  the  psy- 

re5?fnnf  -    1     r^^^  ̂''•^^''^^  "^^  ̂ '^  -maintenance  of  good  labor-managemeSt 
JeT^'lf f '   ̂ f'"^^'\^°  ̂ ^s®^  ̂ ^e  speedily  set  for  hearing;  hearings  are  brief; aeiays  are  not  countenanced  and  decisions  are  quickly  released. 

n,oH^.  1      Management  believes  in  giving  the  injured  man  the  best  possible 

c2  care'^''J;sJ?r,^^,?^^^'^=^l  P^^°^^^  °^^  1^^  Pl^^^s  no  dollar  limit  on  medi- 
Ssease  ;.."°  P^v^^^'^^'-°!'  t' '   however,  limited  to  $1,500.00  in  occupational 
SJSts!      ̂ '^n^Sement  has  taken  the  lead  in  efforts  to  increase  medical 

mony   Il,e°m i^^r. ̂ "m  mnagement  insist  on  hone.t,  scientific  medical  testi- 
mony,  i^e  Utah  State  Medical  Society  has  cooperated  at  all  times  and  in  every 

htM 
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v/ay  possible  to  eliminate  the  fee  doctor  and  the  medical  
advocate  from  in- 

dustrial medicine  and  particularly  from  formal  hearings.  If  we  draw  a  b
ad 

n-Lmiber  we  3end  the  transcript  to  the  Board  of  Censors  and  we 
 get  results. 

Neither  labor  nor  management,  and  certainly  not  the  Commis
sion, 

believe  in  excessive  legal  fees.   In  fact,  fees  are  very
  low   Beneficial 

legislation  demands  low  fees.  Our  ce:iini^  is  ten  percent.
  The  law  is 

intended  to  benefit  the  employee  and  his  dependents  and  not
  the  legal  pro- 

fession, -^egal  fees,  we  discovered,  have  a  direct  bearing  on  the  mmiber
  of 

cases  contested. 

Another  important  development  credited  to  both  labor  and  manage-  
_ 

ment  is  the  compulsory  autopsy  law  adopted  in  1949.  If  compe
nsation  is  clamed, 

the  Compassion,  on  its  o.vn  motion,  or  on  reouest  of  any  interested 
 party,  may 

order  an  autopsy.  If  the  widow  or  dependents  refuse  permissi
on,  no  conipen- 

sat^on  is  payable.  Twenty  autopsies  have  quite  positively  co
nfirmed  the  find- 

ings and  diagnoses  of  our  Medical  Panel.  This,  more  than  any  other  f
actor,  has 

instilled  confidence  in  the  minds  of  all  concerned  that  the  pane
l  methoa  really 

can  work. 

Fianagement's  vievjpoint  is  illustrated  by  the  fact  that  since  
1941, 

effective  date  of  the  occupational  disease  law,  ipanagement  has
  not  taken^ ad- 

vantage of  the  many  defenses  available.  Our  law  defines  disableme
nt  as  mab- 

ility°to  carry  on  any  occupation  for  remuneration  or  profit. 
 This  defense 

has  never  been  used  although  in  many  cases  it  was  a  complet
e  defense.  Dust 

courjts  are  no  longer  requested.  Length  of  exposure,  unless 
 obviously  ̂ absurd, 

is  not  cuestioned.  Of  course,  when  two  or  more  employers  are
  involvea,  the 

thirty  day  and  last  employer  requirement  becomes  important
  as  between  employers 

but  not  as  to  the  employee. 

In  short,  in  Utah,  occupational  disease  claims,  especially  si
licosis, 

are  boiled  aov.^  to  the  siir.ple  fact  of  employment,  the  existence
  of  the  disease, 

disablement-  medically,  and  in  a  few  cases  -  statute  of  lijnitation
s.^ _ The  metal 

mdning  industry  has  recognized  and  assumed  a  moral  obligat
ion  for  silicotics. 

The  contest,  if  any,  is  between  employers. 

Finally,  mana-ement  has  cooperated  wholeheartedly  in  the  o
pen  door 

policv  of  the  Commission.  V/e  have  no  star  chamber  sessions
,  no  inner  sanctums. 

Mienever  possible  ̂ ve  resort  to  a  sort  of  pre-trial  discussion  v;hich  aljnost 
always  obvis,tes  a  hearing. 

If  we  succeed  in  solving  the  job  of  rehabilitation  and  job
  place- 

ment, Utah  will  have  solved  its  major  occupational  disease  proble
ms,  ^oth 

labor  and  mianagement  are  working  on  the  problem. 

Tliank  you. 

Otto  Wiesley  -  Chairman 

Diited:  July  6,  lv53 
INDUSTRIAL  COIMISSICIC  Or  UTAH  and 
Lalcr  relaticms  board. 
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MR.  WATERS:  It  is  a  vonderful  experience  vhen  you  cm  hear  a  Commissioner  tell 

that  type  of  story. 

I  do  not  have  to  remind  this  audience  of  the  responsibility  and  role  of 

the  Medical  Director  of  our  large  corporations.  The  physician  who  is  successful 

in  that  role  is  more  than  a  doctor  -  he  enjoys  a  personal  relationship  with  the 

men  subject  to  his  charge  and  is  closer  than  any  other  representative  of  manage- 

ment. He  becomes  father  confessor  to  the  company  employees  -  he  is  successful 

only  in  so  far  as  he  instills  complete  confidence  of  his  men  in  the  discharge 

of  his  duties. 

Dr.  Lloyd  Hamlin  is  the  Medical  Director  of  one  of  the  largest  and  best 

managed  of  our  industrial  corporations,  the  American  Brake  Shoe  Company.  His 

ii  J- 

\ 

experience  has  been  so  extensive  th..t  he  is 
 foully  familiar  with  the  medical 

problems  presented  by  pneumoconiosis,  the  ro
le  of  Medical  Departments  and 

their  relation  in  tne  administration  of  workme
n's  compensation  laws. 

\ 
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Chapter  Thirty-two 

Administration  of  Workmen's  Compensation  Laws  as  They  Relate 

to  the  Pneiamoconioses 

The  administration  of  workmen's  compensation  laws  as  they  relate  to  the 

pheiamoconioses  was  discussed  by  a  panel  having  the  following  members: 

Moderator 

Panel  members 

Theodore  C.  Waters 

^
-
 

James  I.Hill 

William  L.  Connolly 

B.  E.  Kuechle 

Otto  A.  Wiseiy 

Lloyd  E.  Hamlin,  M.D. 

■,^'-'. 
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/^^k  Introductory  remarks  by  Theodore  C.  Vaters 

tr The  panel  discussion  that  will  be 

Q-r^ 

  «ill  be  appreciated. 

f  The  first  speaker  on  the  program   

.and  its  administration. 

i   A-v-v m 
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8  A  B  A  «  A  G      8JE  H^  0  £  X.9  X 

ON      "PNEUMONIC  ON ZOSSS* 
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SARANAC  L&BCffiAT(»tI 
Saraoac  Lake,  Nev  Xovk 

6opt«aber  22«26,  X9f>2 

Panel  on 

■Adgdnigtratlon  of  W6rkiaMi»a  Caigwosatlon  lane* ,  *''^t  t. 

vmiowcsQSCi  jomksss 

The  Panel  discussion  that  vill  be  preSMmted  at  thl«  seeelon 

dealt  with  the  "Adoinistratioa  of  the  Workasn**  CaMpeaeatlon  Lbm^  ot 

th«  eeveiral  states  relating  to  opneuaooooioMMi"*  ISM  parties  la  intexiMrt 

are  foart  tl»  emplajw,  the  Ba^JLoyr,  the  lasuranfMi  earrler  and  the 

pobUe*  Industrial  workers  have  their  principal  ecmtaot  «1^  the  ad» 

Bdnlstratloa  of  Araerican  Jurlsprodenoe  before  our  Tarloos  cowpensatioa 

ooamlssioas,  and  the  sucoessful  administration  of  ths  1«MI  is  a  aatter 

of  oonoem  to  the  four  parties  to  nhon  I  have  Just  raferrsd* 

May  ̂   say  Just  a  word  with  r«qpeet  to  our  prooedure*  I  shsU 

Introduce  eaoh  Panel  participant  and  ha  will  aake  a  brief  8tat<msnt  as 

to  his  point  of  view  in  the  adislnistration  of  ths  laws.  This  will  be 

followed  by  the  presentation  of  prepared  questions*  It  is  hoped  that 

the  question  and  answer  period  will  promote  discussion  and  devel^  the 

ccntroversial  aspects  of  the  subject.  Following  the  prepared  questions^ 

the  audience  will  be  invited  to  direct  questions  to  the  Panel  and  to 

participate  in  'Uie  discussion.  No  one  has  been  told  what  to  say  or  what 

not  to  say.  Even  though  we  may  disagree  with  the  point  of  view  of  one 

■■,.*:■..-■/  ̂ h'iMS' 
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or  sore  of  ths  spealcon  or  lAXSa.  tboM  in  Uie  audieneo,  it  is  oar  dMir* 

to  present  a  forum  for  the  open  and  frank  discussion  of  the  subject. 

May  Z  ask  those  ia  the  audience  to  px^sent  their  questicms  in  as  sin;^ 

and  direct  a  font  as  possible  so  they  aay  be  undex^tood  by  the  participants 

in  the  PaaetL  and  others  in  attendance.  It  is  hoped  that  several  of  the 

participants  in  the  Panel  will  join  in  the  answer  to  the  questions,  but 

lindtation  of  tine  requires  iaqposition  of  a  period  of  not  more  than  tiiree 

ninutes  for  the  answer  to  given  questions.  Xour  cooperation  in  this 

respect  will  be  appreciated* 
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INYRODPCTlOii  W  PARTECIPAMTS 

or  THB  PAREL  OH         ;,  ̂ 

"THE  ADMINISTBATION  OF  WDRKMEH'S  COMPEMSAgOW  LAWS" 

HONOBABLE  JAMES  L.  HILL,  Coeimieoioner         '^  J  '\'"./' ■  \ Worioaen'B  Cmnpensatlon  Ck»Bideiri.oii^,;  c; . 
Lansing  l^p  Michigan 

The  first  speaker  on  the  program  has  senred  td.th  distinction 

.as  a  laember  of  the  Wbz^oaenVs  (}oeQ)ensati(m  Ccmraission  of  the  State  of 

Michigan,  fie  has  rendered  the  people  of  his  state  a  dLstinot  public 

serrLoe  in  the  adainistratifMa  of  his  offloe. 

Compensation  lavs  are  ooaplex  and  those  featuares  dealing  vith 

pneumoconioses,  both  as  thejr  relate  to  the  letter  of  the  lav  and  its 

interpretation,  h«7e:,p9!»8ented  peeullior  pro^  vith 

their  administration.  The  State  of  Michigan  Kith  Its  TBst  industry  has 

experienced  all  of  the  problens  that  we  hove  been  discussing  during  this 

syBQjosiua, 

James  L.  Rill  became  legal  advisor  to  the  Coinraission  in  1936, 

and  since  that  time  has  been  serving  as  one  of  its  members.  He  is  also 

a  past  president  of  the  International  Association  of  Industrial  Accident 

Boards  and  Ccmnissions,  and  brin^  to  us  a  wealth  of  experience  InJ 

formulation  of  legislation  and  its  administration. 
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WILLIAM  L,  COHSQLLT,  Director 
Buireau  of  Labor  Standards 
U,  S.  Department  of  Labor 
Washington  25,  D.  G. 

Oar  next  speaker,  MLlllaa  L.  Connolly,  la  a  Director  of  the 

Bureau  of  Standards  of  the  United  States  Department  of  Labor.  He  was 

called  to  that  post  after  having  served  for  6  ̂ ears  as  Director  of  Labor 

for  the  State  of  Rhode  Island,  where  he  supervised  the  adtadnlstratlon 

of  the  workmen's  compensation  laws  of  that  state,  fo  his  honor  and 

credit,  he  Is  former  President  of  the  Rhode  Island  State  Federation  of 

Labor.  For  soae  years  past,  he  has  served  as  Chalmaa  of  the  CrO<-ozdlnatlng 

Coiffialttee  of  the  President's  Conference  on  Industrial  Safety* 

Bill  Connolly  knows  more  about  labor  relations  and  responsibility 

of  management  and  labor  in  the  matter  of  the  adminlstratlpn  of  oonpensatioa 

laws  than  most  of  us  in  this  rocn.  He  is  a  grand  perscQ  and  I  know  his 

remarks  this  afternoon  will  go  directly  to  the  basic  issues  JLovdlved  in 

this  discussion. 
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SASLS  ¥•  AXZiZEWB*  Ylce  President 

in  jOtuurge  of  Ogperatloiui    ■  Vs ''■■•;  ■'  ^^"ii^-' Pem»fl3^ania  ttUiBB  Sand  Coipoaratlctti  ^s5^v 
Hancock,  Wast  Virginia 

Hanagenent  has  a  double  responsibility  in  tba  administraticm 

of  VozkiaBn*8  C<»$>ez3i8atlon  Lawsi     (1)  To  provride  reasonable  and  adequate 

eoaiwnsiticm  for  Industxdal  Injuries^  and  (2)  To  effect  medical  ttiad 

engineering  nethods  of  control  for  the  prerentlfm  of  Industrial  injuries. 

Zoo  zoany  modem  executives  have  rested  ccaof ortably  in  plush 

ohaire  and  offices  vdth  but  little  z«al  c<»icept  of  the  uorking  conditions 

to  ufaioh  their  ei^oyees  are  eaqx^ed.    Earle  I.  AndrevSy  <mr  next 

speaker^  is  an  engineer  who  has  rubbed  shoulders  with  and  worlced  in  all 

places  ̂ and  under  all  circuostances  to  which  the  aen  under  his  chaxtS* 

are  subjected*    fie  knows  what  silicosis  is  all  about  and  lie  kaont  of 

the  resp<»udbilit7  of  ntanageoent  for  tAte  protection  of  his  «qplo7eea 

against  that  disease.  ^'P^f^Wf^tiVtKf  :^'' 
To  ae  it  is  a  perscmal  prlvUege  to  participate  in  tUs  jno*  . 

gran  with  Kr.  Andrews.     He  and  I  have  been  assocdAteid  in  bosiness  orer 

nangr  jears  and  I  have  personal  knowledge  of  his  concern  for  the  health 

and  iralfare  of  the  ooploTees  of  his  company. 
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B.  E.  KOECHLB,  Vice  Pr«8i<ltoat 
and  Claim  Manager 

Bs^loy&cB  Mutual  Liability 
Insurance  Company  of  Wisconsin 
Wausau,  WSLsconsin 

Oir  next  participant  ie  so  well  known  throu^imt  our  audience 

that  I  will  aake  but  brief  coaaaent  In  his  introduction.  His  f  ri«nd^iljp 

for  Saranac  Laboratory,  for  industry,  managenent  and  labor  and  for  the 

successful  administration  of  coHQ)en8ation  laws  are  well  known  to  each 

and  everyone  of  us.  It  has  been  ny  privilege  to  have  known  many 

insurance  executives  during  the  course  of  ny  professional  practice,  but 

I  know  of  no  one  who  has  a  better  understanding  of  the  role  and  responsi- 

bility of  insurance  carriers  in  the  field  of  woriaoen*s  coo^pensation  than 

Ben  Kuechle. 

He  was  schooled  in  the  of  flee  of  the  Industrial  Contiissloa  of 

Wisconsin  and  later  became  V  ce  President  and  ClaiiB  Manager  of  Enployers 

ftutual  Liability  Insurance  Company  of  Wisconsin,  dis  afternoon,  he 

brings  to  us  a  tealthy,  helpfia  and  progressive  viewpoint  with  respect 

to  this  subject. 
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W.,  UjOTD  HAMLIN,  Hedlcal  Dlreotor 
Aoerloan  Brake  Shoe  (kuapaiay 
2501  Blue  Island  Avenue 
Chicago  8,  Illinois 

I  do  not  have  to  remind  this  audience  of  the  responsibilltgr 

and  role  of  the  Medical  Director  of  oar  nodezn  corporations,    th» 

piQrsldan  «fao  Is  successful  In  that  role  is  more  than  a  dootor—^ie 

enjoys  a  personal  relationship  vlth  the  asn  e^ubjeot  to  his  charge  and 

^^v  is  closer  than  any  other  representative  of  manageoent*    fis  beccoes 

fatiaer  confessor  to  the  compazqr  eiqplqyees«<->fae  is  successful  onl^  in  so 

far  as  he  Instills  cc»iplete  confidence  of  his  men  in  the  discharge  of 

his  duties. 

,  Or*  Iil(^  %alln  is  the  Medical  Zllrector  of  one  of  the  largest 

and  ht>st  managed  of  oar  IndustxlaL  oQrporatioiis«Hi*laarioaa  Brak«  JBhoe 

Casapaxty^i    BLb  escperlence  has  been  so  extensive  that  he  is  Ailly  fcmiliar 

with  the  »edlcal  problems  presented  ter  pneunooonlosas.  theTDliJi  of 

.  ■■- '.   ■■■         '    .^'  •  .,^  "     -  ■«■   <Ji"-*-    \ 
> Medical  Departments  and  their  relation  In  the  admihistratim  of  tioxtoe&'s 

CGopensatlon  laifs.  ■    r-::-k.'^^',''*'''^'t^^^Xf^:^'' 

'•■■-_  ^.^    W'''^'  ■■■      '  ■■■■'        ■    ■       ■ 
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CLOSIWQ  BEMARKS 

It  Is  vith  regret  that  I  must  bring  this  Panel  discussion  to 

a  close.  Many  of  the  questlj^ns  that  hare  been  presented  are  highXsr 

controTersial  and  Z  am  certain  that  many  of  us  have  differences  of 

oionion  with  respect  to  these  matters, 

^  W9  are  indebted  to  Saranac  Laboratory  for  this  opportunity  to 

have  received  sudi  authoritatiTe  infonaation  and  advice  about  problaus 

«ith  which  all  of  us  must  deal  in  the  transaction  of  our  business. 

On  your  behalf  ̂   wish  to  thank  the  participants  in  the  Panel 

for  the  excellent  presentations  that  they  have  made  and  for  their  honest 

escpressions  of  <^inl«t]  on  their  b^alf ,  I  wish  to  thank  you  for  your 

Interest,  considsratioit  and  pax-ticipation  in  the  proceedings  of  this 

Panel*  I  know  VaaX  Vac,   Vorwald  and  his  associates  in  the  Laboratoxy 

are  deeply  indebted  to  you  and  to  the  meirb  ers  of  the  Panel  for  your 

Joint  o<mtrlbution8. 
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or  mine,    of  coiorse,    that's    the   only  reason   I  could   tell   him 

that.      He   said,    "All  right.    Otto,    if  you  don't  think  you I 
could  go,   but  I   think  you  should  go",    and  I'm  very  happy 1 

i' that  Paul   induced   the   Governor   to  order  me   to    attend   this I 
?•. 

symposium* 

There   is   another  reason  why  I  am  happy  to  be  here, 1 
Very  early   after  the   occupational    disease   law  was   adopted. B 
became   effective,    on  July  1st,    1941,    in  Utah,   my  first  sili- H 
cosis  hearing  found  us  with  very   few,    if  any,   men,   medical 1 

• 
men  who  knew  anything  about  silicosis.      Thero  was   one   excep- 

tion  to   that,    and  that's    the  gentleman  who,    this    day,   is 
1 

%/,.   
 ■ still   the  pioneer  in  industrial  medicine,    and  one   of  the H 

f'        : outstanding  experts   in  the   disease   of  pneumoconioses,    and 

that's   Doctor  Paul  S.    Richards,    and  he  suggested  that  we  hac 

better   lay  a  foundation,    and  we   did» 

We  had  Doctor  Roy  Gardner,   Doctor  George  Wright, 

from  Saranac   and  Doctor  Hussey,   who   at    that   time,  was   with 

Johns -Hopkins,      They  did  a   splendid   job,    and   I  want   to   say 

to   these  men  that   that   case,    the  Prance   case,    never  did   go 

to   the   Supreme   Coujr-t.      It  was    too   damned  well      done,    laid 

• 

the   foundation  for   all  future  hearings,    and  we're    deeply H 
indebted   to   these    three   gentlemen   and  to    the  pioneering H 

• 
work   that  Doctor  PauJ.  Richards    did. ■ 

My  grand  daughter   frequently   tells   me   that   patience 3 ■ 

is    a  virtue.     Well,    I  have  been  patient  all  week,      I  had   a 1 
^^^^^^^^^i! 1 
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lot  of  questions    that  popped  up   in  my  mind,    as    the  various^
^^ 

speakers  paraded  across    this  platform,  but  all   t
hose   questi.cjnsl 

,  ̂jf^\ 

were  asked.   Patience,  you  see,  but  no
t  all  of  them  were 

answered,  as  you  well  know, 

.  ;  ,     Now,  I  have  been  asked  to  speak 
 to  you  briefly  on 

the  same  subject  that  has  been  discus
sed, from  the  viewpoint 

of  management,  and  this  will  be  rather
  a  peculiar  way  to  ex- 

press  the  viewpoint  of  management,  becau
se  you  will  not  und^r-. 

stand  our  philosophy  and  our  procedur
es  unless  you  come  to 

Utah.   It's  easy  to  read  a  law  and  you
  may  interpret  it  as 

syou  think  any  lawyer  or  any  court  would  inte
rpret  it,  but  ̂^ 

youtd  better  not  pass  judgment  on
  the  Utah  occupational 

disease  disability  law  until  you  com
e  to  Utah  and  see  us  in 

action,  see  what  we've  done. 

'  Now,  we  have  about  30,000  reportable  injuries  
in 

the  state  every  year,  not  many  of  th
em  o.d.'s.   Of  course,; 

and  of  that  number  last  year  only  
78  went  to  a  formal  hear- 

ing, not  a  bad  record,  I  would  judge.   
Since  we  amended  the 

statute,  and  created  our  medical  
panel  for  occupational  dis- 

eases, particularly  for  silicosis,  three  
and  a  half  years 

ago,  not  one  single -case  has  gone  to  the  Supreme  Court 
 of 

the  State  of  Utah  and  not  once  did 
 either  party  question 

the  medical  findings  and  the  diagnos
is  of  our  medical  panel 

The  only  formal  hearing  we  have  h
ad  in  an  occu- 

pational disease  case  in  the  last  four  years,  pose^^nlj^* 

'^  r 
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question  and  that  was   the   degree   of  disability  which,    of 

coiorse,   was  very   interesting  to  me.      I    took  the   position 

that   a  man  who   is   rated  seventy-five  percent  disabled, 

should  be   rated  totally   disabled  if,    for   no  other  reason, 

than   that   a  man  seventy-five  percent  disabled  certainly  is 

not   on   the   labor  market  after   that. 

As  far  as   rating  his    disability,   we  have  no  par- 

ticular   trouble.     We   don't  contend  that  we're   right    always. 

We   think  we   get  within  ten  percent   either  way,    generally. 

The   parties   seem  to  be   satisfied  and,    after   all,    that's    the 

Important   thing,    if  you  make   an  award,    is    to    satisfy   the 

applicant   that  he   has   received  enough  money,    so  we   get 

along   very  nicely   in  that  respect* 

Another   thing  about   our  procedure,    and  all    the 

way    through  now,    you  might   as   well  be    thinking   of  manage- 

ment,   as   I'll   show  you  in   just  a  few  minutes,    this   is  man- 

agement's  viewpoint,   we  believe,    in   speedy  action. 

If   the  Referee    —   I  only  have   one  at  this    time   — 

doesn't  get   the  rough  draft  of  his   proposed  findings    of  fact 

and  conclusions   of  law  to  me   within  ten   days   after  he  hears 

a   case,    I'm  going  to   get  a  new  Referee,    and  that   decision 

is    out  in   the  mail  within  t wen ty-f our  hours   after  the  Refere 

finally   sends   in   the   final  proposed  findings   of  fact   and 

conclusions   of  law. 

I  understand   that   some   cases   in   some    states  have 
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been  pending  for  years.      If  that  happened  in  Utah,   we'd  get 

a  new  coinmission,    new  referee,    new  everything.      The   -  it 

Just  doesn't  make   sense.      Oiir  procedure   is   extremely  simple 
and  I  believe   laws   that   we   have,    particularly   the   o.d.   law 

and  the   amendments   in   the   last  few  years,    have    the   complete 

and  always   have  had  the   com:Plete   approval   of  management.      - 

As   a  matter   of  fact,    I  might   tell  you  here  at   this 

point   that  since  191^5*   four   successive  legislative   sessions, 

every   law  pertaining  to  labor   and  industry   compensation, 

laws    and  labor  laws,   were   submitted   to   the   Senate   and   the 

House,    in  agreed  form  with  a   letter  accompanying   the  bill^ 

We   don't  want   any   amendments.      We   can't   even  cross   a  T  6r-- 

dot  an  i.      Me  want  those   laws  passed   just   the  way  we  hand 

them  to   the   Secretary  of  the    Senate   and    the   Clerk   of  the;a 

house,    and  I  hope  we'll   succeed  in   doing  that  the   next  sessi.oni 

Now,  some  of  you  might  think  that  in  that  kind  pf 

a  deal,  labor  would  get  the  short  end.  That  is  not  truef/^ 

In  every  single  instance,  labor  has  received  more  than  they 

requested  in  many,  many  respects,  and  the  net  result  has"  "^ 

always  been  a  law  that  is  completely  satisfactory  at  the 

moment  and  later   on  for   that  matter,    to  both   sides. 

Now,    as   far   as   medical   problems   are    concerned,   we 

don't  have   any    trouble  with   that   either.      If  I   catch  a  doc- 

tor who  doesn't   tell    the    truth,    and  some    of  them   do   not, 

some   of   them  are    just   plain  ignorant,    you  know,    but    some  of 

/■•I 
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them  just  don't   tell    the    truth,    all  we    do   is    send   the    tran- 

script of   the    testimony    to   the  Utah  State  Medical   Society 

and   the   Board   of   Censors  makes    short  work   of   any  man  who 

gives  us   any  ridiculous   testimony. 

To  give  you  an  example,    if  you   say    this    wouldn't 

happen,    it   did,      A  man  was  hit   in  the  mouth,    loosened  a 

couple   of   teeth  and  I    think   they  were    already  loosened  be- 

cause he  had  a  very  bad  case   of  pyorrhea,    went   to    a  dentist. 

A  dentist  pulled  a  couple  of   teeth,    bled  a  little  bit,    swallo 

the   pyorrhea  infected  blood.      One   of  our  doctors   took  the 

witness   stand  and  under  oath,    testified   that   this  man   de- 

veloped a  peptic  ulcer   that  had  reached   the   near  perfora- 

tion  stage   in  three  weeks.      The  pyorrhea  germ  did  it,      I 

tried  to  take  him  off   the  hook  by   telling  him,    why,    what 

you  really  mean   is    that   he    had   an  ulcer    and   the    germs    sort 

of  aggravated  it,    effected  it  a  little  bit.      He   didn't 

swallow   that  hook  either.      So   I  sent  a  record  to   the  Medi- 

cal Advisory  Board,      They  called  him  in,    I  mean   the   State 

Medical   Society,      They   called  him  in,    and  he  said,    "I   didn't 

say  it".      They   showed  him   the   transcript.      He   said,    "Well, 

I  guess   I  did,    shouldn't  have  gone   quite    that    strong".   They 

said,   well,    "Why   did  you  say   it".     Well  he   s ays y The  guy   told 

me  he   lived  in  a   trailer   camp   and   I  wanted  to  help  him". 

You  see,    there  was    a  doctor   that  was   practicing   economy   in 

that  medicine.     We  have  had  a   few  like    that,    and  as    I   say. 
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we  make  short  work  of  them. 

Of  coiirse,   here  is  a  secret,      I»m  a  lawyer  until 

recently  a  member  of   the   law  school   faculty  of  the  Univer- 

sity  of  Utah  and  a  lot  of   other   civic    jobs,    and  I  want  every 

lawyer  to  make   a  living,    but  if  you  are  practicing   law  in 

Utah  and  you  depend  on  workmen's    compensation  fees    for   a 

living,   well  you  wouldn't  even  pay  your  office  rent.      Our 

fees    are  very  low.      There   are    times,   however,   when   a  lawyer 

will  make  something  out  of  nothing,    as  we   say,    and  we   will 

pay  him,    order   a  substantial   fee  paid  him. 

Now,    how  do  we    accomplish  all   this?      For  example, 

the  Utah  Occupational  Disease  Disability  Law  has   a  defini- 

tion.    We  don't  like  definitions   in  Utah.     We   don't  have 

any    trouble  with  them.      We  do   have   one   definition,    and  that 

is    the   definition  of  disablement.      Disablement  is  defined 

as    inability   to  carry  on   any  gainful  work  or  occupation  f
or 

reraTineration  or  profit. 

Well,    sir,    you  know,    for   eleven  years,    there  has 

not  been  one   employer  in  Utah  that  has    ever  raised  that         , 

defense   and   they  could  have   done    it   in  every   damned  cas
e  we 

had.      Now,    that's   the   attitude   of   the    employer.      Same   thing
 

on  disability.      In  our  state,    a  man  must  become    totally 

disabled  within   two  years,    not  from  the   last  day   of  e
xposurej, 

but  from  the   last   day   of  employment,   and   then  he  has   o
ne 

more   year   in  which   to  file   a   claim.      A  widow  has    six  mo
nths 

K; 
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in  a   case   of   death,    to   file   a   claim. 

Me   also  have    in  Utah,    a  compulsory  autopsy  law, 

for  both  W.    C.    and  0.   D.      It  has  been   extremely  helpfia 

and  I'm  getting  back  to   this  medical  panel   now.      I'm  nuts 

about   the  medical  panel,    in  fact,    so  much  so   that   I'm  going 

to   ask  the   next   session  of   the   legislature    to   amend   the 

Workmen's      Compensation  Act   to   authorize  me   to   appoint  a 

medical  panel   to   determine   disputed  medical   questions    in 

accidental   injiory  cases. 

We   also  have    a  non-statutory  medical  advisory 

board   that   examines  men  v;ho   claim  they  have   a  permanent 

partial  disability  following  recovery  and   they  meet   on 

Fridays,    examine   these  men,    recommend  rating   to  us    and  w^   .^^ 

always   accept  their  rating.      In  eleven  years    I  have  been  on 

the   Commission,    not  one    of   those  has   gone    to   a  Supreme   COTirt 

and  we  have  had  less   than  six  formal  hearings   growing  out  ol 

that   kind  of  procedure. 

Now,  you  might  say,  well,  you're  either  terribly 

dumb  in  Utah,  employers,  employees,  labor  unions,  medical 

society,  and  so  on.  That  isn't  the  case  at  all.  We  have 

tried  to  do,  and  we've  accomplished  it,  I  think,  is  to  de- 

crease, to  an  Irreducible  minimum,  the  distance  that  so  fr 

^„^v,-^n,r  a^-^c-f-c!  -hAtween  labor  and  management,  the  commissio: 

man 

Jf 
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and  li lagement . 

society,    and  so   on.      They're   friends    of  ours, 
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Now,    they  fight  like   Hell   over  other   labor  prob- 

lems,  but  when  it   comes    to'  workmen's    compensation,    occu- 

pational  disease   laws,    as   I  have   already   told  you,    they 

work  together  hand  in  hand  in  a  very  friendly  manner 
 and 

present   to  the   legislature,    the    changes    in  the   law  tha
t  both 

parties  believe,    experience  has    taught  us   should  
come. 

Now,  on  this  question  of  rehabilitation,  Ted,  take 

another  minute  is  all,  we  are  just  beginning  to  thi
nk  about 

it,  because  our  permanent  partial  disability  law  for  o.d.  ,^^^ 

cases  has  given  us  a  little  headache.  That,  too,  I 
 think 

we  can  solve,  perhaps  without  any  legislation.  We  c
ould  f; 

shoot  a  coup3.e  of  insurance  adjusters  and  
our  attorneys  In.'- 

Utah,  there  are  only  two  out  of  eighty-five,  and  it  isn»t  C^^ 

one   of   them,    we  woulSn't  have   any   trouble. 

These  men  who   are   permanently  partially   disabled 

and  so  rated,    they  go  back  to  work  in   a  mine   if   the  panel„J^ 

says    they  should.      They  go   to  work  anywhere   in  the 
  State    of 

Utah,   but  they  have    two   insurance   carriers   who    just 
 raise     • 

particular  Hell,    and  so  we   have   not   a   compensat
ion  problem, 

no   difficulty  determining   that   they're  partially
   disabled 

or  what   the   degree   of  disability   is,   but   they    come  bac
k   to 

me   from  Park  City,    the   CIO  Steelworkers  man,   he   
says,    "Hell 

Otto,    the    guy  can't  get  a   job;    what   are  you  go
ing   to   do  witt. 

him"?     Well,    that's    the   question  I'm  mulling  around
  in  my 

mind,    and  not  long  ago,    and  with  this    same   employer  a
gain,. 

'  ̂?^ 
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the   Secretary  of   the  Utah  Miners  Association,    and  the   Sec- 

retary of   the   Calcium  Assurers  Association,    and   said,    "Otto, 

when  you  get  back,   you're  not  going   to  have   any  more    trouble 

with  those  permanent  partial   disability   cases.      The   panel 

says   they  can  work  somewhere;    we'll   see    that    they   do". 

Thank  you. 

BY  m.    WATERS: 

It's  a  wonderful  way  when  you  can  hear  a  Commis- 

sioner tell  that  type  of  story.   I  do  not  have  to  remind 

this  audience  that  the.,  responsibility  and  role  of  the  medi- 

cal director  of  our  modern  corporations  is  important.   The 

physician  who  is  successful  in  that  role  is  more  than  a 

doctor.   He  enjoys  a  personal  relationship  to  the  man  who 

is  subject  to  his  charge,  that  is  probably  closer  than  that 

of  any  other  representative  of  management.   To  state  it 
■■f'L 

simply,  he  serves  for  the  confessor  to  his  employees,  and  he  '.■/ 

is  successful  only  insofar  as  he  instills  complete  confi- 

dence in  his  men  in  the  discharge  of  his  duties, 

Lloyd  Hamlin  is  Medical  Director  of  one  of  the 

largest  and  best  managed  of  ovir  industrial  corporations,  the 

American  Brake  Shoe  Company,  a  company  that  certainly  knows 

all  that  should  be  known  about  silicosis,  or  the  pneumo- 

conioses.  His  experience  has  been  so  extensive  that  he  is 

fully  familiar  with  the  medical  problems  presented  in  the 

administration  of  compensation  law.   Forgetting  adminis tratio^^ 

:w 
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of  corq^ensation  laws  for  a  moment,  the  problems  presented 

by  these  diseases  among  the  employees  of  the  company  and 

the  role  of  the  medical  departments  and  their  relationship 

in  ̂ he  proper  administration  of  compensation  laws.   Doctor 

Hamlin, 

BY  DOCTOR  HAMLIN; 

(Doctor  Hamlin  read  a  prepared  paper  which  is  on 

file  at  the  Saranac  Laboratory.) 

BY  MR.  WATERS; 

I  am  pleased  to  advise  the  audience  that  the  air- 

plane kchedule  has  been  changed.   The  weather  apparently 

has  cleared  and  there  is  not  the  quite  pressure  of  ■■time  that 

we  were  subject  to  when  we  started  the  meeting. 

It  is  always  the  chaiiinan  -  the  prerogative  of 

the  chairman  of  any  meeting  to  reverse  his  field,  and  I'm 

going  to  reverse  my  field  today.   There  have  been  a  nuniber 

of  prepared  questions  to  be  directed  to  the  panel,  but  I 

think  the  audience  comes  first  and  we  will  welcome  any 

questions  that  you  may  wish  to  direct  to  any  individual 

member  of  the  panel.   In  propoxonding  those  questions, 

kindly  give  your  name,  the  company  with  which  you  are 

affiliated  or  your  address  and  the  participant  of  the  panel 

to  whom  you  wish  your  question  directed.   If  you  run  short 

of  questions,  I've  got  one  or  two  that  I  want  to  slap  to  the 

members  of  the  panel  myself,  but  at  the  moment,  I  invite 
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Remarks  by  Lloyd  E.  Hamlin,  M.D. 

Diiring  the  month  of  Jime  1945,   a  man. 

.exposure  to  dust. 
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Daring  the  BontJt  of  Juna,  i$l4^,  «  man  waa  Idar^ 

;};V*i;V^ 

la  one  of  oar  ftotmdries.    H«  had  prwrlotts  experlono«%8  an  airgtaiBwf; 

m)erator  and  chain  wm  in  another  eooq^tangr  for  a  period  of  5  7fsrs»  :;ttMi 

pr»-plaoeBent  chest  x-ray  revealed  no>yid«nee  of  slUcosii  or.Qther  -    ,   - 

pathological  condition.    Three  years  later  in  2^U8,  an  arnpal  chest  x-ray 

survey  conducted  by  our  Medical  Department  at  this  locatlan«  «>0Tealed 

an  early  nrinlmal  toberculoua  lesion  in  the  upper  lobe  of '.^,«Bplayee*8 

left  lung*.  The  matter  vas  Ijnraediately  brought  to  his  attention  and  h«  ,, 

was  advised  to  seek  medical  care. 

There  is  littLe  doubt  that  the  disease  would  not  hajra  hit«n 

discovered  so  early  had  it  not  been  for  the  x-ray  service  fUmiahed  by  -. 

the  Qoiq>any  as  part  of  its  regular  health  program.    Additional  indapen*  ,?■-.' 

dent  medical  studies  substantiated  our  findings  and  eliminated  the 

presence  of  occi:pational  disease  of  the  lungs.    The  man  ̂ ecetved  side 

benefits  at  once  under  the  ctmqaany  ConqMrehensive  Insurance  KLai^  and  shortly 

there-after  was  admitted  to  the  city  hospital.    In  this  l^fititution  a 

diagnosis  of  silicosis  was  made  solely  on  the  basis  of  the  history  of    : 

aqjlc^ment  in  a  foundry  and  a  claim  for  conpensatioftwaaillad  which  alleged 

that  the  disease  had  been  acquired  at  our  plant*  ■/\:r-':fj'''::-r' 

M 
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Za  spite  of  the  faot  that  tha  man's  eatix«  laivth  of  aervico 

at  this  plant  was  only  3|  yaars  and  that  repeatad,  aeoumte  ixkdhutxlid. 

ligrglene  suzvesrs  during  all  of  this  time  revealed  Bttt  counts  far  below 

accepted  safe  linits  both  for  grose  dust  and  tr^  alliea  (average  0*3 

wi  1 1  ion  parUrles  per  cufaio  foot  of  «ir,  fnni^^f^T^  ̂ gj^  ineri  ailioates 

as  well  as  f^e  silijca  and  iron)  and  In  spite  of  ̂   fact  that  eapert 

nedical  testimonar  by  exceptionally  well  qualified  pb^eian«  definitely 

vindicated  that  there  was  no  evidence  of  fHicosla  and  that  the  aan'a 

ccmdition  was  due  entirely  to  tubennilosiSf  thji  :^«ree«  coivletaly  ignor- 

ing the  medical  and  legal  facts  subnitted  by  the  deffnse  awaxded  the 

qlaipirit  ccaapensation  in  the  sum  of  $U»OQO»  ~^'\ 
f   Months  later  after  a  review  of  the  findings,  thik  indoatrial  eo»» 

■lesion  handed  down  a  final  award  of  JL60  weeks  eotapenration  At  |2^,00  per 

,mk  based  .on  the  informaUon  that  the  naa-liad  ttorked  ,«a  «  Jheketfat  helper 

from  March  18,  19U6  to  September  8,  19U8,  a  period  «f  S^  years.  This  vas' 
;«onatpued  to  mean  that  he  had  been  eiqxMied  to  "sLUoa^dost"  and  had  then^ 

contracted  silicosis.  As  had  been  adequately  denonstrated,  no  itnsafe  e». 

pbsure  existed  at  -Uiis  occupatioi.  This  fact  waa  entirely  ignored. 
On  September  10th,  a  circuit  court  Judge  affinaed  the  award 

of  the  industrial  commission  necessitating  filing  with  the  Court  of  AppeAs 

where  the  matter  now  rests.  In  the  meantime  an  of  fear  of  aettlenent  fz<oai ,;  16 

the  claimant's  attorn^  for  $3,000  has  been  received  with  the  inference 

that  a  smaULer  sum  would  be  considered.  -.  ,.?.i 

^> 
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Th^*  'i«  not  far  aqrwatui'iiui  wrosaal  d3q>«rlenee  to  those  ̂ Irtftltig 

iilth  conpeiwation  law?  nor  is  It  necessarily  true  of  all  eases.    It  ̂ 8  > 

recognised  .that  there 

work  idioare  doing  a 

fair  and  loabiased  nansu 

one  quoted  are  all  too 

Host  progressi^ 

'the  vozicer  the  benefit  of 

as  to  reeponsitaililgry  bat  si 

Occupational  Disease  tmn  not\ 

in  the  end  do  not  wovk  cut  to 

injustice  to  the  vtaxy  ones 

IJhai  effect  does 

competent  people 

>y'v^ 

;aged  in  ecnpensation  , 

pl7  the  statutes  in  a 

that  decisions  such  as  the 

recognise  the  validilgr  <»f  ̂ Tlag 

donitit  iftiere  there  Is  a  reasonable  qtwstiox) 

tusljr  mfair  interpretatlcms  of -the- 

aTooae  resentment  and  bittexuesa  ,bat 

«nplO|sree*8  advantage.    Tfa^s  ther  do^an. 

is  designed  to  help. 

re  on  .       ' 

saH 

.'S 

A.    Itodostay 

At  a  time  Mhen/indostiy  x^  becoming  empl<qree  health  consdoos 

and  is  spending  great  sjfais  of  wonsy  to  Ijnprove  woilcing  enyironmaitts  and 

ihstitate  bealth  Ifefid  ij^nsittoie  prograns'yin  a  period  i^ere  mountilag  costs  ~"  '^•^^ 

and  decz^asing  eami^s  alght  easily  dictate  otherwise,  deeisioos  of  this 

eort'  am  bound  to  r/iise  the  qnestion  as  \to  whether  the  financial  outiJgr  is 

justified.    In  spjAe  of  opinion^  to  the  cdntraxy  jQl  industxy  is  net  the . 

selfldiy  dollars  ittnd  cents  wise  organization  it  is  so  frequently  depicted 

,v%to  be  by  those  ifiose  questionable  backgrounds  refute  their  own  right  to  . 

critidLse.    1^  /tyom  cdaipaiqr  Plains  for  totVl  disability  because  of  sili* 

Il^^'v;'' 

cosis  have  been  instituted  and  paid  when  these  could  have  been  avoided  but 

because  the  looral  and  legal  aspects  were  recc sed,  ihanagement  made  a 

K,t?^f  C|>:jidtncere  and  honest  effort  tor  «eei  Its  Just  obligations. 
:.».-:-Si-i.  '■  ■,  .  '  '\    '  ■■■■-■'■,■.,.:.■■  ■ 
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Jti  another  Instance: 

A  few  years  ago  ve  gaTS  aqfUqrBent  to  a  nan  who  had  been  woxktng 

undergz^9und  for  IX)  yeara  Ixl  the  oosd.  alneff  of  PanziaylYBQla*    A  preplaeemeat 

chest  isHray  at  the  time  of  his  eiqpCLoyiaent  In  191^^  Indloated  that  he  had '- 

rather  ei^iensivB  pathology  1&  pi»  lunga  whUh  was  Interpreted  as  silicosis 

vlth  indetendnate  tuberculous  infection*    Because  industrial  hygiene  surreys 

at  this  plant  indicated  dost  coieentrations  in  19U6,  l^li?  and  19l»8  veil  baLov 

ttCoapte^  safe.liiolts,  the  man  vas  allcired  to  nork*    He  continued  to  be  en- 

ployed  for  a  period  of  approximately  three  year^  at  the  end  of  which  tine 

nndiflpntedl  medical  evidence  showed  thai  M0  conditicm  was  actually  better 

than  when  he  b^an  to  woxic  at  the  plant*    fuirthenBore,  his  occtqiational 

fltaroais  showed  Ta>  evidence  of  pn^greseion  whatsoerer*    The  man's  services 

were  discontinued  for  "Roles^  Violation,"  following  which  he  instituted  a 

claim  for  total  disability  on  the  grounds  of  silicosis  iMch  he  claimed  vas 

acquired  at  this  plant* 

In  spite  of  the  medical  opinion  of  outstanding  chest  experts  and 

roentgenologists  and  the  medical  opinion  on  behalf  of  the  Pull  Board  of 

Dust  Gonsiataia^  idiereitt  iOlj  ̂  i^  testified  positively  and 

tmequivocaUy  ;that  the  cl almant'e  disi^illty  was  not  due  in  any  way,  ei-Uier 

directly  or  00  the  theory  of  aggraratiSn  to  his  three  years  work  at  this 

plant,  the  x^eree  found  that  the  claiaaat  sustained  an  occupational  disease 

due  to  silieosis  as  a  result  of  hie  o^oupation  at  this  plant*     The  case  was 

regarded  as  compensable  because  of  tbawpreiwraption"  that  the  alleged  exposute 

was  harmful  and  because,  as  stated  hy  the  referee,  there  was  "absence  of  sub» 

stantial  evidence  to  the  contrazy." 

i^^a 
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^^  '   ■  '      '  ■    '  "  .'■'  ■'      r  -■'•   ■  .«. '     .!.■  i/.j-'"-  "  .V  - 

'%t*^^^^^:*^^^  ^e  ease  vas>ext«],8lv6l7  and  coiqpletdT' tzdjBd  with  eYldence 

offered  on  a^  of  the  Issues  involved^  including  the  natar8.of  the 

claimant's  vork^' the  pz«cise  «3;>08ture  to  i^ch  he  was  subjected,  his^^^^^^^^? 

condition  at  the  beginning  and  termination  of  hLs  emplo^yment,  and  on    ■  ' 

every  other  issue  which  Is  la!p<»*taat  in  the  f all*  eraltiation  and  deter- 

mination of  an  alleged  silicosis  claln  of  the  type  here  involved.      h 

This  is  not  by.  any  neans  an  tmusual  eaqperience  to  those  deal- 

ing with  oonpensation  laws  nor  Is  it  necessarilsr  true  of  all  eases.  It 

is  recognized  that  there  are  manor  competent  people  engaged  in  compensation 

work  who  are  doihg  a  fine  job  And'trtariring  to  iqpply  the  statutes  in  a 

fair  and  unbinied  manner,  but  the  fuct  remains  that  decisions  such  as 

the  ones  quoted  are  all  too  frequent*  -  * 

Management  realises  its  responsibility  to  the  injured  worker 

and  cannot  nor  does  it  wish  to  shirk  th*t  reponsibility.  Healthy  em- 

ployees are  mandatory  for  healthy  Industry.  Most  proganessive  concerns 

today  recognize  the  ralidity  of  j^^   tiie  woi^er  the  benefit  of  the   ,  s 

doubt  where  there  is  a  reasonafeie  qoestion  as  to  liability,  but  such 

obviously  unfair  interpretations  oif* the  Occi^patiohal  Disease  Laws  not 

only  arouse  resentment  and  bitterness  but  in  the  end  do  not  work  out  to 

the  employee's  advantage.  Thus  they  do  an  injustice  to  the  veiy  ones 

the  law  is  designed  to  help*       . ;  :  ,;       ;  ' 
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At  a  time  when  Indus  txy  is  becoming  enployee  health 

conscious  and  Is  spending  great  sums  of 'money  to  Inprovs  working 

envifonments  and  institute  health  and  hygiene  programs  In  a  period 

where  mounting  costs  and  decreasing  eaxTiings  might  easily  dictate 

othenrlsej  decisions  of  this  sort  ar»  bound  t6  raise  the  question  as 

to  tdiether  the  financial  outlay  is  justified,  \  ZQ  spite  of  opinion  *' 

'  to  the  contrary  all  Industry  is  not  the  selfLsh^ -hilars  oodlcents 

.  wise  organisation  it  Is  so  frequently  depicted  to  be  by  thos^  whose 

questionable  backgrounds  refute  their  own  "right  to  criticiae.  In  my 
own  coB9>any  claims  for  total  disability  because  of  silicosis  have 

been  instituted  and  paid  ̂ en  these  could  have  been  avoided  but''be« 

.:,,<}au8e  the  moral  and  legal  aspects  werti  z>ecppiiacidy  management  m^da  . 

a  sincere  and  honest  effort  to  meet  ita^iisi^  obligations;  ■    ̂  

-$' 
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The  right  of  appeal  to  higher  courts  is,  of  oourse,  reeognised 

-  hut  the  Texy.faot  that  so  nangr  deeisiona  hgr  referees  and  industrial  ooioniB* 

sions  are  reviewed  and  even  carried  to  the  Supreme  Court  is  evidence  thai 

there  is  roon  for  a  great  deal  of  iBproveaent*  The  additional  cost' of 

such  ismecessarj  litigation  is  difficult  to  JttstiQr  and  has  aaeh  to  do  with 

the  policy  of  being  "fair  bat  tough"  which  many  industries  hare  now  been 

forced  to  adopt*  ,  ' 

B«  The  Indoatrlal  Phyaiclaa 

The  industrial  piTsieian'  whose  first  consideration  shoiild  be« 

and  usually  is  to  the  itmm  being  he  is  caring  for,  is  severely  handiciQjped 

by  nLsintezpretations  pliKsed  on  his  honest  opinion,  obvious  disregard  of 

qualifications  and  e3(perie»oe,  and  the  sad  but  none  the  less  actual  di8« 

^"^      ̂       tortion'bf  aedieal  facts  Tqr'his  own  colleagues.  The  uninfoxned  practitioner 
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whi^  becwes  an  «3ipert  witness  on  the  least  provocation,  whether  it  ht  the 

)3iagp9  of;  financial  gain  or,  a  adstaken  sense  of  generosity  to  an  enq>layee,     -r  : 

-^te  i^oiali8%;oir  internist  i^  has  never  been  inside  a  loanufacturii^  plants 

in.h$8  life  b^wt^>peakif  with  tiie  yoice  of  authority  on  industrial  diseases 

of  .i^itw^t^^    MKtn3y\,f»om  hearsay^  are  two  of  the  most 'difficult  probleni  f^'' 

with;^irtdich'^^tha"^^  indnstxy  has  to  contend.    Refusal  to  consider  what'' 

is  obvloiudy  joxthoritative  medical  opinion  in  preference  to  inexperienced 

aijtcl  patently  biased  testimony  on  the  grounds  that  the  board  or  reteaeme  has 

'%    JM  1^  facts,  and  that  as  far  as  it  or  he  is  concerned 

'  J'QM  .doctor's  opinion  is  as  good  as  anothers"  is  not  a  logical  or  honest 

concept  of  Justice.     Anyonei  who  holds  such  a  responsible  position  certainly 

x.^'. 
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^  V%     "'/  ougJ*  to  pbsiM^  the  lability  to  nake  «ooe  ;<ll«tlnctlon  on  the  ground,  of  -^ 

t*-  -  c«mnoa  sense" «v«n  If  he  knows  iiothix^  of  the  aedical  temdnologjr  tnvplred*  ,    ,^, 

The  nedloal  miXaetf  Mho  dellt»ex^t^  distorts  the  truth  to  make  his  testl-  ''"^ 

Toaaj  fanrtmjB  to  either  the  <dlalfflant  or  oaoiagwaent  is  Just  as  guiliT-*  " 

The  Industrial  i^^^oian  is  not  expected  to  do  other  than  render  an^honest 
opinlm  on  a,  given  ease.    Vo  industry  should  attempt  to  influence  his  de- 

cision in  Its  btiialf  nor  should  the  physician  allow  this  to  happen.    Manage- 

acnt  ehottld  look  to  the  doctor,  and  usually  does,  for  guidance  in  the  dis-  ; 

,     ̂ _      piositlon  of  pny  ease  from  *  nodical  or  physical  disability  stand^lat,  ^ 

^*^    .  When  the  doctor  i^>art8  from  these  principles,  he  should  no  longer  be  en- 
gaged in  the  praotlee  of  Industrial  aedieine. 

C.  Hehabilitation  ^ 

^  Little  needs  to  be  said  concerning  the.  effect  of  such  injndlcioas 

Interpretatlomi  of  thf  Oooiq>ational  Disease  Laws  on  r^abilitation.  The 

individual  nbp  cuffers  most  of  course  is  the  afflicted  worker  himself.  Host 

enlightened  Industries  realize  they  have  an  obligation  to  accept  their  share 

of  crippled  vorkann,  provided  th«y  are  employable  but  when  praialised  by 

awards  for  ocnpensation  on  the  basis  of  alleged  aggravation  of  previous 

poliaonaiy  ooeupational  disease  or  last  enployer  resptmsibility,  they  cannot 

be  blamed  for  refusing  to  hire  such  applicants.  The  doctor's  work  is  made 

■ore  difficult  since  he  would  like  to  pass  these  people  for  work  but  it  is 

r&''^^ij:\-^^'^  **^  to  protect  the  interests  of  his  aaployer  as  well  as  those  of  the 

cnplcyee, ;  ,  '•%; 

^*^~ 
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#.,  generaiay,  they  are  aapecially  «g>pli««WL«  to  the  pneumoconioses.  Tbo 

diversiV  P|  aqjoawes  and  the  wide  vaiieiy  of  nnreXatBd  chest  poentgeno- 

graphic  patterns  that  aiaulate  di««bliftg  or  potentLaTly  disabling  ocei^a. 

tlonal  fibrosis  of  the  lungs,  dcnand  that  as  In  az^'  other  field,  medicaX 

cplal«n  shouU  he  liaited  to  thos*  who  hare  adequate  first  hand  knowledge 
of  these  eonditlons. 

As  an  industrial  plgrsician  who  has  observed  this  scene  orer  a 

considerable  nunber  of  years  with  a  sincere  IttHaaa  interest,  I  cannot  help 

but  feel  there  is  great  need  for  less  Selfeehness^  nore  tolerance,  more 

Bnit»ul  understanding  ai^  Just  plain  honest  dealing  by  evetyone  concerned 

in  the  adBini8tration..and  ftppUoation  of  the  «te|fjnxsation  laws* 

It 

r  - 

i.^ 

(Slides  deadnstrating  variety  of  unreUted  chest 
roentgrtiogri^hie  pattern*  which  may  be  and  fre- 
<H»atly.are  nistaken  fer  eUieosis.) 
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#    ''      i  '.:    nvijhaj;  ahoulji^^t^  be  towardthe  conpary  and  (tti?)lcijreea 
^L-'-':^. 

.:Jw 

^:^|r ' V  -      he  senres  when  dealing  vlth  compensation  olaijBfl  foz*  pulmonary  occT:^atlonal 

&;ii,.^i:"';:' •-':'■■■.■:  '.diaease? V 

JL.       (1)     First  of  all  he  miist  decide  whether  in  his  opinitm  the  claim 

is  legitimate  as  far  afl^tlia  eraployeft's  plqralcal  atatus  is 

'  ̂  ̂   concerned*  -  "■    .      '^ 

W'  -        '-'-■'■  -^      .^      .  ' i^  :J  (2)  When  comrinced  that  this  la  ao^-he  should  make  evexy  effort 
■■---,■■  <   "        ^       ^ 

to  see  that  the  enployee  geta^'due  consldex'aticm*  >  It  is  his 

'■•        ■     "      ■  ■       -  '  -    '  ^  '  ■  -t  -'  - 
duty  to  do  thiSf  and  to  denonstrato^M^aanagement  that  it 

must  accept  its  pz'oper  responsibility*    He  must  do  this  even 

^(''  in  the  face  of  adverse  pr«raure  from  his  enployer  where  he 

might  be  ejected  to  reader"  an  ̂ pinion  Xovorable  to  his ■         t  -   , f  y 

(the  employer (s)  side  of , the  case.  The  doctor  should  stand 

on  this  principle  "tdien  he  knows  he  is  right  and  fight  for 

it  and  the  eBg)loyee  even  to  the  extent  of  losing  his-  own 

position,  '      /  •  ' 

(3)  On  the  other  hand,  hs\8hcn)ld  be  «quai:iy  aonsiderate  of 

-> 

**!^^.' 
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when  he  is  convinced  that  the  emplcyee^s  claim  is  not 

I  
  

,  >■:>.■  :'■ . 

'  V  wnen  ne  is  convxnceci  uia«  uis  empxq^e* 

...->-■■•■  '■■■■■-  legitimate*  ■  "'-■'-•:  "'o,  •      '"^-''X  '  /^'i-..' 
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£U.s  sworn  teatiniony'  should  be  tiaibiiued  evsn^ibhou^  it 

f# 

# 

mdaaa  9ta  adverse  decision  to  the  conQJazT^a  C'^X  l^ve  g^ 

this  kind  of  testinozgr  on  more  ti{ian  one  o(Kiasibiii  »  eg« 

Stran  ICaupplka  vs.  Ford  Motor  Coopaqgr*)     Any  conpany  who 

has  the  interest  of  its  enplo/ees  at  heairt  niUl  not  ask 

or  e3q)ect  him  to  do  othend.se. J^<^A 
-&'■' 

■'^m^ 

QUESTION  n  ;        " 

1)0  you  i)e!U.efTie  an  organissatLon  is  Justified  in  refusing  or 

Xi  BJilns  CTylioyiaeot  to  applicants  for  wozic  who  are  af fee  ted  with 

pneuaoCooLosis?  :'\''  ■/■'■";  ̂ -.^v^^^^^^  ■•W^-'^'^i 

Aw 

;.;■:'■  ̂;-ss;: ■;V:^^^'; 

This  depends  on  several  factors.  S 

:(X)  The  type  of  pneumoconiosis  «•  obviously  if  due  to  inert 

s^tf'dust,  applicant  is  eoqployable*  "'-- 

{2)  ,.  Past  esqperience  as  to  the  number  of  unjust  claims  .  ;  ̂̂;^ 

■aiv/-. 

■  -f''^-'.'^-   V  ■>.  ̂ l 

?^c;•v^^ 

i.**-: 

,.?; 

^|«id-and  validity  of  _,adyerse  decisions.  Granting  ■,'A:^:'?*sg^!;^^-J,:^:^a|^^^v^ 

'iwards  unless  reasonable  doubt  ezd^ts' or  because' 

the  c<»apangr  "can  afford  to  pay"  besides  beijig  die*; 

honest  practice^  renders  a  dis-service  to.  both    ^^ 

nanagenent  and  eiqployee* 

Jpx  cases  of  slaple  or  uncomplicated  pneuooeoniosis^  -'^ 

>ii»et  applicants  are  eoqilao^   and  should  be  «o 

""^tac^Ated  provided  some  assurance  is  givuL/lhat  panaltjjr 

'   will  not  be  Incurred  and  also  provided  the  eoqiloyev 

2j-4;^has  taken  adequate  precautions  to  safeguard  the 

tHay^  ftoBL  further  hanoful  exposure  to  dust. 

.10. 
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Discussion 

MR,  XALMYKOWs   I  would  like  to  ask  a  question  which  relates  to  the  problem  of 

whether  or  not  there  should  be  a  liability  based  on  the  last  injurious  exposure. 

Would  it  be  advisable  to  have  prolonged  and  extensive  litigation  with  the  pre- 

sentation of  evidence  to  the  chairman  and  the  determination  of  the  extent  of 

exposure  -  details  which  may  require  considerable  tiiae  -  in  order  to  allocate 

the  cost  of  liability  between  each  employer  in  a  particular  silicosis  case?  As 

a  practical  matter,  how  would  one  handle  a  situation  like  that? 

/ 

MR.  HILL:  It  is  my  undersHianding  that  insurance  compaiiies  like  the  system  in 

which  the  last  employer  pays  all  the  liability. /In  Michigan  we  are  able  to  ap- 

portion liability  between  employers  but  the/entire  amount,  nevertheless,  is 

charged  against  the  last  employer.  In  o^der  to  encourage  the  employment  of 

^yt^^  individuals  who  have  an  abnormal  chest  roentgenogram  we  have  suggested  that 

^^XJi^   •'■  ■ '  '"    there  should  be  joint  contributions  from  the  insurance  companies.  They,  however, 

do  not  approve  that  plan. 

Although,  in  Michigan,  the  last  employer  is  charged  with  the  entire  amount 

of  liability,  we  have  not  yet  had  a  situation  involving  a  dust  exposure  of  as 

little  as  one  day.  There  was  a  case  in  which  the  Ford  Motor  Company,  on  employing 

1-7 
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In  Michigan  our  Act  provides  that  the  total  compensation  due    ^ 

is  recoverable  from  the  employer  who  last  employed  tne  employee  in  the 

employment  to  the  nature  of  which  the  disease  was  due  and  in  which  it 

was  contracted.   In  a  contested  case  proceedings  are  commenced  against 

the  last  employer  where  there  was  exposure.   If  liability  is  established, 

that  employer  and  his  carrier  are  liable  for  the  payment  of  the  award. 

If  there  were  prior  exposures  the  last  employer  can  request  a  hearing 

and  have  the  other  employers  brought  in  for  the  purpose  of  apportioning 

the  total  liability  among  the  various  employers.   The  apportionment 

provision  as  between  employers  has  beai  in  effect  since  our  Act  was 

enacted  in  1937  and  I  don't  recall  over  5  cases  in  which  it  has  been 

necessary  to  have  a  hearing  to  apportion  the  liability.   Generally  the 

prior  employers  and  their  carriers  get  together  and  fix  their  proportionate 

liability  by  agreement.   That  is  also  done  in  tne  uncontested  cases  where 

it  is  admitted  that  the  employee  is  disabled  and  the  last  employer  or  his 

carrier  agrees  to  pay  the  compensation  due  and  the  prior  employers  and 

their  carriers  agree  to  contribute  a  fixed  amount  to  tne  last  employer  or 

his  carrier. 

A  rather  unusual  situation  arose  in  one  case  where  the  Ford 

Motor  Company  employing  a  man  told  him  tnat  the  results  of  his  pre-employ- 

ment X-ray  examination  would  not  be  available  for  tnree  days  and  that  if 

it  showed  an  abnormal  chest  condition  he  would  be  released  from  employment. 

The  X-ray  study  did  reveal  that  the  man's  chest  condition  was  abnormal 

and  therefore  he  was  released.   A  claim  naming  the  Ford  Motor  Company 

and  the  prior  employer  where  he  had  had  a  long  exposure  to  silica  dust 

was  then  filed.   We  held  the  prior  employer  liable  rather  than  the  Ford 

Motor  Company  and  our  Supreme  Court  said  we  were  correct. 

As  I  vinderstand  it,  the  employers  and  insurance  companies  like 



the  system  which  places  the  full  responsibility  on  the  last  employer 

and  it  certainly  makes  it  more  convenient  for  the  employee  in  proceed- 

ing for  compensation.   We  have  suggested  that  in  order  to  facilitate 

the  employment  of  employees  with  abnormal  chest  findings  there  should 

be  apportionment  of  liability  between  the  various  insurance  carriers 

that  have  insured  a  particular  employer  during  the  period  of  the 

employee's  exposure.   However,  the  carriers  do  not  seem  to  want  that 

provision  and  prefer  that  the  carrier  on  the  risk  at  the  time  of  dis- 

ablement be  charged  with  the  entire  liability. 



a  man,  told  him  that  ihe   results  of  his  pre-empldyment  X-ray  examination  would 

not  be  available  for  three  days  and  that  if  i4  showed  an  abnormal  chest  condi- 

tion he  would  be  released  from  employment/  The  X-ray  study  did  reveal  that  the 

man's  chest  condition  was  abnormal  and  -^iierefore  he  was  released.  A  claim, 

naming  the  Ford  Motor  Company  and  another  employer,  was  then  filed.  The  Commission \  ^ 

\  / 
in  its  ultimate  wisdom,  did  not  use\  the  provision  of  the  last  employer  but  held 

//.,      that  the  employer  previous  to  the  Ford  Motor  Company  was  liable.  The  court  agreed 

^j2j2,    with  this  view.  /    \ 

If  the  last  employer  is  liable  for  the  full  amount,  he  can  call  in  the  other 

^  c^.■-^     employers.  That  rule  has  been  in  effect;  in  Michigan  since  1937  and  I  can  recall 
r^<^ ■AA^ »<>* 

only  four  or  five  cases.  Generally  the  employers  settle  the  claia  by  agreement, 

jgj^(j^  tf^    each  employer  contributing  a  proportionate  amount.  Remember  that  all  cases  are 

Ij'^  not  contested  and  that  there  have  been  cases  in  i-Aiich  the  employers,  vhile  ad- 

mitting that  an  individual  had  a  disabling  silicosis  and  that  xmder  the  law  the 
i  \ 

amount  due  him  should  be  paid  by  the  last  employer,  have  gotten  together  and  each 
/ 

one  has  paid  a  p^t  of  the  amount.  This  arrangement  is  not  made  under  some  regula- 

/  \ 
tion  or  formula  but  the  employers  arbitrarily  fix  the  amount  each  one  is  to  pay. 

MR.  WATERS:  Mr.  Kuechle,  vhat  can  be  done  to  minimize  unemployability  as  a  dis- 

abling factor  in  dust  disease  cases? 

MR.  KUECHLE:  That  question  gives  me  an  opportunity  to  read  a  paragraph  from  a 

letter  from  Mr.  Harry  Nelson,  Director  of  Compensation  of  the  Wisconsin  Industrial 

Commission.  I  submitted  my  proposed  talk  to  him  because  I  didn't  want  to  make 

any  errors  in  speaking  about  the  statute  and  in  returning  the  draft  to  me  his 

concluding  comment  was  this: 

"As  I  read  your  talk  I  again  wondered  why  other  states  floimder 
around  with  elaborate  and  abstruse  provisions  for  partial  dis- 

ability which  is  really  non-existent." 

>  X.'  ci  ̂  

(iv 



An  answer  to  jour   question  about  viiat  can  be  done  to  minimize  the  non-employability 

of  an  individual  who  shows  some  evidence,  clinical  or  X-ray  -  it  vovild,  of  course, 

have  to  be  X-ray  evidence,  at  least  of  silicosis  -  depends  entirely  upon  what 

sort  of  law  and  what  sort  of  administration  you  have.  In  Jim  Hill's  state, 

Michigan,  there  is  a  pretty  desperate  situation.  There  is  a  lav  and  Jim  Hill  and 

his  associates  must  administer  it  the  way  the  legislature  put  it  on  the  books. 

Industry  in  Michigan  is,  in  fact,  refusing  to  employ  people  who  have  X-ray  evi- 

dence of  silicosis.  Am  I  correct,  Jim? 

MR.  HILL:  Yes.  Industry  refuses  to  employ  those  persons  and  some  foundries 

discharge  iihem  after  a  periodic  examination.  That  starts  the  trouble. A.  A 

MR,  KUECHLE:  Heie  is  a  group  of  employers  wlio,  by  their  actions,  say  that  a  man 

with  that  amoiint  of  silicosis  is  a  hazard  to  them  as  far  as  employment  is  con- 

cerned. The  situation  is  not  the  Commission's  faiilt  and  is  not  the  employer's 

fault.  The  law  is  faulty  and  the  administration  can  do  nothing  except  administer 

the  law  the  way  it  is  in  the  books. 

In  Wisconsin  we  have  no  such  trouble.  In  Wisconsin  today,  in  foundries  which 

have  dust  control  measures  we  know  are  adequate  and  which  restrict  the  degree  of 

dustiness  to  safe  limits,  industry  is  employing  on  the  recommendations  of  Dr.  Sander 

and  of  other  equally  qualified  physicians  indivlduaJ.s  ■who  have  silicosis^  well- 

recognized  nodular  silicosis.  These  individuals,  who  may  come  from  another  state 

or  from  another  foundry  in  Wisconsin  or  from  some  other  industry  are  employed 

because  our  Commission,  as  Mr.  Nelson  pointed  out  in  his  letter,  takes  the  position 

that  there  is  practically  no  such  thing  as  a  disabling  silicosis  from  the  stand- 

point of  a  man's  ability  to  do  his  work. 

Let  us  remember  why  we  have  compens;^tion  laws.  Some  people  seem  to  be 

ilM 



-  I.«- 

laborlng  under  the  delusion  that  compensation  laws  were  designed  primarily  to 

give  people  money.  That  is  not  correct.  I  happen  to  be  well  acquainted  with 

the  committee  from  the  Wisconsin  Legislature  that  drafted  the  law  -vAiich  was 

passed  in  1911.  The  chairman  of  that  commission,  Mr.  Sanborn,  was  a  personal 

friend  of  mine  and  I  discussed  the  matter  with  him  many  times.  'When  that  bill 

was  submitted  to  the  Legislature,  the  committee  gave  several  reasons  for  a  com- 

pensation law  and  the  number  one  reason  was  to  reduce  the  number  of  accidents 

Eind  injuries  in  industrial  pursuits.  That  is  the  goal  we  have  been  trying  to 

follow  and  that  is  the  goal  every  administrator  should  have  in  mind. 

Wealth  is  created  only  through  the  use  of  human  energy  in  the  development 

of  our  natural  resources;  in  no  other  way  does  one  produce  real  wealth.  When, 

for  any  reason,  a  man  who  is  employable  is  not  permitted  to  work,  we  are  sacri- 

1^6,    f icing  part  of  the  wealth,  the  potential  wealth  of  our  nation,  and  every  agency, 

every  individual,  who  plays  a  part  in  administering  a  compensation  law  should 

first  and  foremost  look  to  the  one  fadtor  of  keeping  a  raian  at  work.   It  is  true 

that  some  workers  in  the  foundries  have  extensive  silicosis  and  can't  run  a 

hundred  yard  dash  but  how  much  better  it  is  to  let  them  continue  for  the  rest  of 

their  life  at  their  favorite  occupation  without  a  wage  loss.  In  Wisconsin,  in 

many  of  the  foundries  we  insure^,  we  have  individuals  \ih.o   had  nodular  silicosis 

twenty  years  ago  and  are  still  working.  Why  nd  keep  them  at  work  rather  than 

give  them  a  fev  thousand  dollars  and  throw  them  out  of  work.  That  is  when  they 

die J  that  is  when  they  become  a  burden  on  society;  that  is  wiien  we  must  support 

them  through  public  and  private  dharity.  I  say  ttiat  every  law  ought  to  be  re- 

examined with  the  idea  of  designing  it  in  such  a  way  that  in  the  administration 

of  that  law  there  is  every  inducement  to  keep  men  at  work  rather  than  to  pay 

them  money. 



6K 

MRe  ¥ATERSs  It  is  not  siirprisiiig  that  Mr.  Connolly's  remarks  ran  head-on 

into  a  subject  I  discussed  at  the  meeting  yesterday  afternoon,  this  germane 

subject  of  the  question  of  limitations.  I  mentioned  that  in  damage  actions 

all  states  imposed  limitations  of  time  within  which  a  suit  cr  claim  must  be 

filed  and  that  under  most  of  the  compensation  statutes  there  are  specific 

limitations  of  time  when  the  compensability  of  the  claim  must  arise  or  of 

time  within  which  that  claim  must  be  filed.  If  I  iinderstand  Mr.  Connolly's 

remarks  correctly,  he  woiild  like  to  throw  some  of  those  limitations  statutes 

out  of  the  window.  This  is  just  another  area  of  disagreement  that  I  have  with 

him  and  with  many  other  members  of  the  panel.  I  believe  it  to  be  of  vital 

interest,  however,  that  Mr.  Connolly  should  have  the  opportiinity  to  say  in  a 

little  more  concrete  form  what  he  thinks.  I  should  like,  therefore,  to  direct 

to  him  this  question:  Should  time  liiTiitations  on  the  filing  of  claims  for 

pneumoconiosis  be  liberalized  or  abolished? 

MR.  CONNOLLY:  In  preparing  my  paper  I  had  one  thing  in  mind:  at  nop  time  did 

I  wish  to  discriminate  against  people  with  dust  disease.  Nowhere  in  the  United 

Q        States  have  we  a  law  on  our  books  which  states  that,  for  a  man  who  is  going  to 

be  compensated  for  the  loss  of  a  hand  the  time  limitation  starts  from  the  time 

of  his  exposure  to  wirat  may  cause  the  loss  of  the  hand,  yet  that  is  exactly 

what  most  of  the  laws  state  today  on  silicosis.  They  state  from  the  time  of 

last  exposure.  If  you  are  going  to  put  time  limitations  on  other  sections  of 

the  act,  do  the  same  thing  with  silicosis,  but  if  you  are  not  going  to  place 

time  limitations  on  other  impairments,  then   treat  silicosis  victims  exactly 

the  same  way.  In  other  words,  I  say  that  if  there  is  going  to  be  that  statute 

of  limitations  it  should  be  from  the  time  of  disablement,  exactly  the  same  as 

it  is  for  iihe  loss  of  a  hand  -  from  the  time  a  man  loses  a  hand  hsr  would  have 



< 

two  years  to  report  that  accident. 

There  will  always  be  disputes  if  you  state  the  time  of  last  exposure  because 

the  man  may  go  on  for  two  or  three  years  without  knowing  of  his  impaix^ent  or  he 
may  be  careless  about  it  and  then,  vhen  he  is  disabled,  come  in  and  make  his  claim 
only  to  have  it  disallowed  on  the  basis  of  the  statute  of  limitations.  When  I 

administered  the  law  in  Ehode  Island,  I  had  that  problem  and,  strange  as  it  may 
seem,  I  made  the  administrative  ruling  that  the  time  liBiitation  mea^t  from  the 

time  of  disablement,  yet  not  a  single  case  was  challenged  on  the  basis  of  that 
ruling.  Every  claim  was  paid,  and  we  ̂e  quite  a  few  -  I  believe  there  were 

about  70  -  insurance  companies  writing  insurance  in  Rhode  Island.  I  just  want 
the  person  with  silicosis  to  be  treated  exactly  the  same  way  as  an  individual 

with  any  accident  or  with  any  dust  disease.  I  a.  using  the  word  silicosis  when 

perhaps  I  should  be  using  the  tenn  pneumoconiosis,  and  if  that  condition  can't 

be  treated  the  same  as  any  other  accident,  then  I  say  abolish  the  state  of  limita- tions. 

MR.  EUECHLE:  I  do  not  consider  Mr.  Connolly's  comparison  an  appropriate  one. 

In  one  case  you  are  dealing  with  a  progressive  disease;  in  the  other  case  you 
refer  to .a  man  whose  hand  has  been  chopped  off.  I  agree  with  Mr.  Connolly, 

however,  that  if  you  are  going  to  have  a  statute  of  li.,n.tations  at  all,  it^ought to  be  a  very  liberal  statute.  If  you  want  to  keep  these  men  at  work,  U.ey  must 
have  some  reasonable  assurance  while  they're  working  that  if  eventually  they 
break  down  they  are  going  to  be  taken  care  of. 

MR.  CONNOLLY:  I  agree  with  that. 

MR.  KUECHLE:  In  Wisconsin  we  have  attempted  to  handle  the  situation  in  such  a 

way  that  a  man  has  practically  no  statute  of  limitations  ever  applying  against  him. 



MR.  BARDICH:  Dr.  Hardy  told  us,  earlier  in  this  symposium,  that  cases  of  beryllium 

disease  were  turning  up  ten  years  after  the  termination  of  exposure.  From  my  past 

experience  I  anticipate  that  two  years  from  now  she  will  be  telling  us  that  cases 

are  turning  up  twelve  years  after  the  last  exposure.  How  then  is  one  going  to 
set  any  kind  of  a  definite  time  limit? 

*  DR.  RICHARDS 5  One  of  the  greatest  difficiilties  we  are  encoimtering  on  this  panel 

today  is  the  fact  that  we  have  written  too  many  laws  in  ignorance ,  Ity  good  frien^. 

Otto  Viesley,  brought  before  you  some  points  on  this  subject.  Our  state,  Utah 

^  is  just  a  little  state  but  we  had  twenty  years  of  thorough  investigation  before 

we  wrote  an  occupational  disease  law.  Mien  we  were  ready  to  ̂ ^rite  that  law  we 

brought  in  labor,  management,  attorneys,  environmental  engineers  -  they  even  per- 

mitted a  couple  of  us  doctors  to  creep  into  the  crowd.  With  that  background  as 

a  basis  we  all  sat  down  with  equal  responsibility  and  wrote  a  law.  You  may  not 

agree  with  it  but  it  has  worked.  If  you  don't  agree  with  it,  then  give  us  some 

reason  -vday  it  isn't  a  reasonable  law. 

V 

0^ 

1 
MR.  CONNOLLY:  I  didn't  disagree  with  itj  I  said  it  is  almost  impossible. 

^•fy 

DR.  RICHARDS:  It  isn't  impossible  because  it  has  been  done.  ¥ith  that  as  a  back- 

ground, when  we  confront  the  law  we  have  today,  labor  is  just  as  responsible  for 

^^\..  ̂ ^^^   1^^  «s  is  management  or  the  attorney  or  the  health  engineer  or  the  doctor. 
So  we  have  on  our  statutes  a  law  that,  when  submitted  to  our  legislature,  was 

^>>'   passed  without  a  single  dissenting  vote,  and  if  labor  now  wishes  to  condemn  this 
law  we  say:   "All  right,  gentlemen,  you  are  condemning  the  law  that  you  helped  to 

build  after  twenty  years  of  investigation,  after  a  thorough  analysis  of  all  your 

health  problems  as  accurately  as  we  conoid  make  it,  after  a  health  investigation 

throughout  our  state  during  wiiich  thousands  of  films  were  taken."  So  it  is 



evident  that  our  pneumoconiosis  problem  vas  not  met  indiscreetly  and  -v-dthout 

some  foresight.  I  feel,  therefore,  that  if  we  coiild  establish  a  pattern  •whereby- 

all  the  parties  involved  sit  down  in  council  and  discuss  what  they  want  to  do, 

a  lot  of  these  problems  would  be  worked  out. 

Many  of  the  problems  that  have  come  before  this  group  today  will  only  be 

worked  out  educationally.  The  success  of  such  an  operation  will  be  measured  by 

how  well  the  boards  that  are  to  administer  these  laws  can  get  along  with  manage- 

ment and  with  labor  and  can  deal  with  all  the  other  factors  involved.  If  we  can 

sit  down,  in  the  united  capacity  of  a  cooperative  and  amalgamated  group,  and 

study  our  problems,  there  will  be  an  agreeable  solution  to  all  these  things. 

I^.  CONNOLLY:  One  of  the  greatest  problems  in  the  United  States  today  is,  as 

Dr.  Richards  very. we Jl-  put  it,  poor  laws.  ¥e  in  the  Bureau  of  Labor  Standards 

have  been  trying  to  develop  a  so-called  model  law  that  will  bring  at  least  some 

of  our  states  in  line  with  other  states.  Perhaps  the  governor  of  Dr.  Richards* 

state  has  control  of  the  legislature  but  -when  I  went  in  as  Director  of  Labor  in 

Riiode  Island  we  had  a  very  bad  law  and  as  the  Director  of  Labor  I  submitted  23 

amendments  to  correct  some  of  the  abuses  in  that  law.  I  succeeded  only  in  making 

that  law  more  hodge-podge  than  it  was  in  the  beginning.  But  we  did  correct  some 

things  here  and  there, 

I  then  went  to  the  governor  of  the  state  and  asked  him  to  set  up  a  commission 

to  study  the  law  and  to  bring  back  to  the  legislature  a  report  on  what  a  model  law 

should  contain.  The  report  was  made  and  the  bill  has  been  before  the  legislature 

for  three  long  years.  We  still  have  the  hodge-podge  law  in  Rhode  Island. 

We  can  go  straight  across  this  country  yet  we  will  not  find  two  workraenTs 

compensation  laws  that  are  anywhere  near  alike.  One  of  the  greatest  fights  I'm 

having  right  now  in  Washington  is  to  prevent  the  federalization  of  workmen's 

coinpensation.  That  attempt  is  not  coming  from  the  federal  government;  it  is 



coming  from  people  outside  the  government.  I  have  taken  the  stand  that  work- 

men's compensation  cannot  be  federalized  and  for  that  reason  I  oppose  federal- 

ization. The  International  Association  of  Accident  Boards  and  Commissions,  -which 

is  made  up  of  all  the  workmen's  compensation  commissioners  in  this  coiintry  -  I 

am  the  secretary- treasurer  of  that  organization  -  have  asked  that  a  meeting  of 

all  workmen's  compensation  commissioners  be  called  in  Washington  for  the  purpose 

of  setting  up  this  model  law.  But  even  there  we  can't  get  agreement.  Some 

people  who  want  to  come  into  that  meeting  have  views  so  far  apart  that  we  would 

succeed  only  in  having  another  knock-down,  drag-out  fight. 

¥e  are  all  working  toward  the  end  of  simplifying  workmen's  compensation  laws 

and  when  I  said  it  was  impossible  I  meant  that  there  are  too  many  people  in  our 

state  legislatures  who  differ  in  their  views  on  "vdiat  should  be  included  in  the 

law  and  what  should  be  omitted.  That  is  the  main  difficulty  and  that  is  vhj  1 

said  it  was  impossible.  If  we  could  control  the  legislatures  we  certainly  could 

get  up  a  good  model  law.  The  present  law  in  Mississippi  is  one  of  the  best  laws 

in  that  part  of  the  country  as  it  was  just  enacted  in  19/4-8,  That  law  was  drawn 

up  in  the  Bureau  of  Labor  Standards.  In  Mississippi  changes  in  the  law  were  made  - 

changes  we  didn't  like  -  but  it  came  out  in  pretty  good  form.  Mississippi  was  the 

last  state  in  the  union  to  enact,  in  194-8,  a  workmen's  compensation  law.  That 

law  represents  our  closest  approach  to  putting  into  one  act  all  the  things  we 

believe  would  be  good  for  all  parts  of  the  nation. 

MR.  BAENAKO:  In  your  opposition  to  the  statute  of  limitations  are  you  talking 

^^^<  about  exposure  or  about  disability?  Are  you  opposed  to  limitations  in  general  or 

''-\.'-'*      are  you  considering  only  the  problem  of  whether  the  time  liirdtation  sJ-iould  extend 
<  '■" 

from  the  last  exposirre  or  from  the  date  of  disability? 

D^  ■% 



nY  MR.  CONNOLLYS  My  position  is  that  the  limitation  should  extend  from  the 

««^   date  of  disability. 

MR.  HILL:  The  workmen's  compensation  laws  are  designed  to  provide  benefits 

for  disability  or  death  that  result  from  an  injury  which  arises  out  of  and  in 

the  course  of  employment.  The.  term  injury  includes  diseases  and  under  an 

G:> «- "^ '^^^"-''^ 

all-inclusive  type  of  occupational  disease  coverage  it  wculd  include  any  kind 

3x  ju5»y>^:{  i^-  "uaJuk:^*^ 
of  disease  that  would  result  from  exposure  to  beryllium, and  if  beryllium  was 

listed  in  the  schedule  j-^-alsu  would  ho-eovered.     ^ 

Somebody  will  have  to  take  care  of  these  people  viio  become  disabled  and 

die  from  berylliosis  or  -v-Tho  suffer  any  other  disabling  result  from  exposure  to 

beryllium.  Either  they  must  be  paid  benefits  under  the  compensation  law  or 

■fafa6^  fCii^.eC  jM'/f^ev^X  yOg^^ifnOt^uly/^  -  they  must  be  paid  benefits  by  Bomebody  el  ere 

xiiciieryyBemsrypisx^.  ^1   submit  that  they  should  fefrt-'tfeeat^btfede^  workmen  •  s  compensation  Ae,^^  • 

anc^^'that  the  ,only  possible^iijnitationxypu  x;an  have-'wdulfl  iSe  'a  Ifmitation/fl^om)       2 

//  /  /  7  /  ̂ /yc'  ■  '  -  -      - ther  date  of  dz'sablemea^jai  ^''it  can  be  established  that  the  delayed  reaction  is 

due  to  the  employment^  I  agree  that  there  should  be  some  limitation,  from  the 

date  of  disablement,  in  which  a  claim  should  be  made  or  proceedings  started.  But 

certainly  I  do  not  believe  that  a  worker's  claim  should  be  banned  merely  by  the 

lapse  of  time.  Even  if  the  effects  of  beryllium  are  not  felt  or  do  not  cause 

disability  until  10  or  12  or  15  years  after  exposure,  nevertheless,  if  the  indi- 

vidual's condition  arises  out  of  and  in  the  course  of  his  employment,  he  should 

be  compensated, 

MR.  WATERS:  This  is  an  important  question,  one  upon  which  I  personally  have 

strong  views.  Mr.  Kuechle  and  Dr.  Hamlin,  in  your  opinion  should  employees  be 

permitted  to  sign  waivers  when  continued  exposure  would  definitely  jeopardize 

/  ". .  k.,. 



their  future  health?  Under  the  statute  of  many  states  provision  is  made  for 

an  employee  to  -  sign  a  waiver  which  would  limit  or  eliminate  the  continuing 

monetary  liability  of  the  employer  under  the  statute. 

MR.  KUECHLEs  Personally,  I  believe  that  waivers  are  an  abomination.  ¥e  have 

never  permitted  a  policy  holder  of  ours  knowingly  to  take  a  waiver  from  an 

u:      a£j>         employee.  If  a  man's  condition  is  such  that  he  shoiold  not  receive  furtlier  ex- 

posure, the  only  humane  thing  to  do  is  to  remove  him  from  that  employment. 

Most  employees  do  not  understand  and  never  will  understand  the  implications 

of  the  signing  of  a  waiver.  I  believe  it's^  little  short  of  being  criminal 

to  permit  the  talcing  of  waivers. 

DR.  EAMLIN:  Most  of  us  would  agree  with  Mr.  Kuechle's  view  that  it  isn't  fair 

^'  to  ask  any  employee  to  sign  a  waiver  g>^  anything  that  might  affect  his  future 

heaG-th.  There  are  other  things,  however,  that  might  ̂ sJfect  the  sitiiation.  If 

an  employee  could  be  put  to  work  with  the  assurance  that  he  would  not  suffer 

(5         any  further  exposure  -  I  mean  through  the  use  of  industrial  hygiene  and  dust 

control  measures  and  the  elijaination  of  all  hazardous  cJipuMiius  -  then,  of  course, 

'v  \/"         a  waiver  wouldn't  be  necessary.  And  I  see  no  objection  in  allowing  an  employee 

V^ 

V   /  ;^    to  continue  at  a  job  where  there  might  be  some  -isAzaxd,   provided  the  exposure  is 

5       one  that  is  well  controlled. 

This  |je±nt  brings  up  the  question  of  maintenance  of  dust  control  measures. 

¥e  know  perfectly  well  that  dust  concentrations  can  be  reduced  to  a  iiitij  iifiirtnrj 

safe  level  but  if  that  condition  is  not  maintained  adequately  over  a  long  period 

of  time  and  constantly  kept  in  mind,  there  is  no  guarantee  that  the  employee 

will  not  have  an  exposure  in  the  future. 

Legally,  as  far  as  I  understand  it,  the  signing  of  a  waiver  is  not  permis- 

sible and  I  do  not  believe  that  it  sho^lld  even  be  considered. 

.  -■-') 



MR.  WATERS:  Dr.  Orenstein,  viiat  is  the  practice  in  South  Africa  as  to  the 

use  of  waivers? 

DR.  ORENSTEIN:  The  signing  of  such  a  vaiver  is  forbidden  by  statute.  The 

underlying  philosophy  is  that  vhile  you  may  prejudice  your  ovn  rights  you  have 

no  right  whatever  to  prejudice  the  rights  of  your  dependents. 

MR.  WATERS:  I  wish  to  direct  a  question  to  Commissioner  Wiesley  and  to 

Commissioner  Hill:  From  your  experience  what  is  the  most  difficult  problem  in 

determining  contested  pneiomoconiosis  cases? 

^  MR.  VJIESLEY:  For  the  record  my  answer  is,  I  don't  have  any.  The  first  seven 

*/  years  of  my  experience  were  just  a  hit-and-miss  proposition  and  I  couldn't  get 

^t^'"'  Dr.  Richards  to  help  me  take  or  read  the  X-rays  and  arrive  at  a  diagnosis.  We 

just  had  to  accept  the  report  sent  in  from  some  unreliable  source  in  which  the 

^P  diagnosis  was  based  entirely  on  employment  history  with  no  knowledge  of  whether 

u7^-^^  the  man  did  or  did  not  have  exposure.  Since  we  have  had  our  medical  panel  we 

'l-^J^'^/i   ̂ ^"'^  have  proven  rather  conclusively  that  we  have  a  good  many  doctors  in  Utah  yjho 

* '!.  At   v'V^^   don't  know  silicosis  from  measles.  You  may  be  interested  to  know  that  twenty 

^^r  (/"^ ^i^^.->    men  who  have  been  processed  by  our  panel  of  experts  have  died  and,  because  of 

■''  tj-  "'      ̂         our  compulsory  autopsy  law,  an  autopsy  was  done  on  every  one  of  them.  We  were 

not  satisfied  with  only  the  panel  diagnosis.  The  records  of  many  of  the  cases 

were  sent  to  Canada,  to  Dr.  Sander,  to  Dr.  Pendergrass,  and  in  everj^  instance 

they  verified  the  diagnosis  of  our  panel  and,  of  course,  the  autopsy  findings 

verified  the  diagnosis  of  both  groups.  I  say,  therefore,  that  at  the  present 

time  we  don't  have  any  difficulty. 

Regarding  the  question  of  exposure  we  do  not  have  any  problem.   In  194-1, 

in  the  very  first  case  I  processed,  I  personally  heard  it  and  wrote  the  decision. 

■J->' 
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The  case  went  to  the  Supreme  Coiirt  and  my  decision  was  affirmed.  The  medical 

testimony  was  qiiite  unsatisfactory  -  all  we  had  was  the  radiologist's  reading 

of  the  film  and  his  diagnosis  of  silicosis  and  inactive  tuberculosis.  The 

State  Insurance  Fund  didn't  do  anything  about  the  matter  so  the  record  stood. 

The  superintendent  of  the  mine  testified  that  there  was  some  silica  rock  in 

the  mine  and  the  evidence  showed  that  the  man  had  worked  only  in  that  place. 

I  said,  on  the  record  this  man  has  made  a  prima  facie  case.  He  has  the  disease, 

he  is  totally  disabled,  there  is  the  only  place  where  he  worked,  the  evidence 

shows  that  there  was  exposure  to  free  silica  dust.  Therefore  we  made  the  award. 

The  Supreme  Court  agreed  with  our  decision. 

All  our  cases,  so  far,  have  come  from  mines.  Our  Supreme  Court  takes  judi- 

cial notice  of  the  fact  that  in  every  non-ferrous  mine  and  every  coal  mine  in 

Utah  the  miner  is  exposed  to  free  silica  dust.  Therefore  we  don't  have  any 

problem  on  this  point. 

¥e  have  that  30-day  provision,  and  the  last  employer  in  whose  employ  the 

individual  was  exposed  to  free  silica  dust  is  responsible.  He  never  takes  the 

trouble  any  more  to  make  dust  counts.  We  don't  have  to  go  into  the  evidencej 

we  don't  have  any  problem. 

MR.  HILL:  I  wish  I  could  agree  with  Mr.  Wiesley.  Our  biggest  problem  is  simply 

this:  Is  the  man  disabled?  I  can  illustrate  the  problem  best  by  a  couple  of 

typical  situations. 

Here  is  a  man,  in  his  fifth  decade,  who  has  been  working  in  a  foundry  for 

20  or  30  years.  Suddenly  he  says,  "I  can't  take  it  any  more,  I'm  tired  out,  I'm 

short  of  breath  walking  upstairs.  My  chest  feels  tight  and  I  cough  all  the  time", 

u-o  he  just  quits.  He  hasn'tlTaeea  to  a  lawyer  ̂ <Sc^;i^^^^^s((lA:,y'6ah^v.^t- onQiy^Bai" 



he  is  going  to  csae  pretty  soon. 

Then  he  files  a  claim.  He  simply  says  he  can't  work  and,  of  course,  we're 

in  this  disputed  medical  field  again  and  ask,  is  the  man  disabled?  There  may 

be  some  disagreement  about  the  X-ray  diagnosis  but  frequently  the  doctors  will 

say  that  the  individual  has  early  silicosis  with  some  fine  nodulation  but  that 

the  condition  does  not  interfere  with  his  ability  to  work.  Nevertheless  the 

man  says  he  can't  work  and  the  physician  who  testifies  for  him  says  it  would  not 

be  advisable  for  him  to  return  to  work-^    ̂ ^wc5l>->^  . 

¥e  have  also  the  situation  of  a  man,  probably  in  the  same  age  group,  vho 

has  been  working  a  long  time  and  who  gets  a  stubborn  cold  -  maybe  he  has  bronchitis, 

maybe  pleurisy.  The  family  physician  treats  him  during  the  winter  and  in  the 

course  of  the  treatment  sends  him  to  a  radiologist.  The  report  by  the  radiologist 

states  that  the  man  has  early  silicosis  with  perhaps  a  minimal  amount  of  fibrosis 

or  possibly  ,^i^J^ more  than  a  minimal  amount.  The  family  physician  then  informs 

the  man,  "You  have  dust  in  your  lungs,  you  shouldn't  go  back  to  work  at  the  same 

job.  I'll  write  a  note  and  you  take  it  to  your  employer  when  you  return  to  work^," 

The  man  takes  the  note  to  the  employer,  who  then  has  the  man  examined  by  the 

plant  physician  and  X-ray  pictures  taken.  After  receiving  the  report  of  the 

studies  the  employer  tells  the  man,  "You  have  minimal  silicosis  but  it  won't 

interfere  with  your  returning  to  the  same  job.  Either  you  work  at  that  job  or 

you  have  no  job  at  all." 

How  in  the  world  does  one  decide  those  cases?  They  involve  almost  insur- 

mountable problems.  In  the  first  case  illustrated  there  is  a  man  with  a  good 

work  record  of  many  years  who  suddenly  quits.  Are  we  going  to  say  that  he  is 

not  disabled  because  the  X-ray  evidence  doesn't  fit  the  pattern  of  the  man  who 

is  supposed  to  be  disabled  from  silicosis?  And  in  the  second  case  are  we  going 

l^t 



to  assert  that  the  man  doesn't  have  the  right  to  rely  upon  the  advice  of  his 

family  physician? 

MR.  WATERS:  It  is  a  good  thing  that  the  question  was  not  directed  to  a  lawyer 

the  question  as  to  vhat  one  considers  to  be  the  most  difficult  problem  dealing 

•with  contested  pneumoconiosis  cases  -  because  the  reply  might  not  reflect  too 
much  credit  upon  some  of  the  Commissioners. 

Many  of  the  questions  that  have  been. presented  are  highly  controversial 

and  I'm  certain  that  there  still  exists  differences  of  opinion  among  us  with 

respect  to  them.  I  think  it  is  only  fair  to  say  that  we  are  indebted  to  The 

Saranac  Laboratory  for  this  opportunity  to  receive  such  authoritative  informa- 

tion and  advice  about  these  problems  with  which  all  of  us  must  deal. 
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American  Brake  Shoe  Company 

Medical    Department 

2501  Blue  Island  Avenue 

ChicagoS,  Illinois 

September  9,  1952 

Arthtir  J.  Vorwald,  M.  D«,  Director 
The  Trudeau  Foundation  and 
The  Saranac  Laboratory 
Saranac  Lake^  New  York 

Dear  Art: 

I  have  revised  my   talk  along  the  lines  you  suggested  and 
also  since  writing  you  I  have  added  another  case  record  because  it 
points  out  very  definitely  the  type  of  thing  I  am  talking  about. 
Will  you  kindly  therefore  insert  the  attached  three  pages,  numbers 

3,  U,  and  5  to  replace  page  3  of  the  manuscript  you  already  have. 
Kindly  number  the  succeeding  pages  to  conform  with  these. 

/-"^       I  have  also  attached  my  replies  to  the  questions  I  sub-     ̂  
(  roitted  in  the  event  you  wish  to  see  these  before  the  panel  discussion,  ^r 

Yours  sincerely,       >«^ 

7cU*^^-"
 

L.  E.  Hamlin,  M.  D. 
Medical  Director 

leh/era 
Ends, 

cc:  Mr,  Theodore  C.  Waters,  Baltimore,  Md. 
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American  Brake  Shoe  Company 

Medical    Department 

2501  Blue  Island  Avenue 

Chicago  8,  Illinois 

Augiist  26,  1952 

Arthur  J.  Vorwald,  M.  D, 
Director,  The  Trudeau  Foimdation 
and  The  Saranac  Laboratory 
P.  0.  Box  551 
Saranac  Lake,  New  York 

Dear  Art: 

I  am  enclosing  herewith  a  copy  of  my  talk  for 
the  panel  discussion,  as  you  requested.  I  hope  it  meets 
with  your  approval.  I  am  also  sending  a  copy  to  Ted  Waters. 

I  plan  to  show  about  a  dozen  slides  to  demon- 
strate the  variety  of  conditions  that  may  simulate  silicosis. 

Kindest  regards. 

Yoxirs  sincerely, 

L.  E.  Hamlin,  M.  D. 
Medical  Director 

leh/em 
End, 



TAKEN  FROM  PAGE    707« 

BY  m.,   WATERS; 

I  am  pleased  to  advise  the  audience  that  the  airplane 

schedule  has  been  changed.  The  weather  apparently  has  cleared 

and  there  is  not  the  q\iite  pressure  of  time  that  we  were  subject 

to  when  we  started  the  meeting. 

It  is  always  the  chairman  -  the  prerogative  the  the  chairman 

of  any  meeting  to  reverse  his  field,  and  I'm  going  to  reverse  my 

field  today.  There  have  been  a  number  of  prepared  questions  to 

be  directed  to  the  panel,  but  I  think  the  audience  comes  first  and 

we  will  welcome  any  questions  that  you  may  wish  to  direct  to  any 

individual  member  of  the  panel.  In  propounding  those  questions, 

kindly  give  your  name,  the  company  with  which  you  are  affiliated 

or  your  address  and  the  participant  of  the  panel  to  whom  you 

wish  your  question  directed.  If  you  run  short  of  questions,  I've 

got  one  or  two  that  I  want  to  slap  to  the  members  of  the  panel 

myself,  but  at  the  moment,  I  invite 

i'
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your  questions.      Any  questions,    gentlemen? 

BY  MR.    KALMYKOW; 

I»d  like   to  address    this   question  to   the   last 

speaker,   which  relates    to   the   question  of  whether   there    shou|ld 

be   a  liability  based  on  last  injurious   exposure   or  not,   and 

Mr.    Keuchle,    if  I'm  not  mistaken,    didn't  express  an   opinion 

on  that   subject  himself,      I  was  wondering  if   the   last   speak- 

er would  think  it  advisable   to  have   a  long  and  extensive 

litigation  and  evidence   having  to  be  presented  to   the    chair- 

man,   the  extent   of  exposure  \ander  all  employers  which  may 

spend  a  considerable  period  of   time,    to  be   able   to   allocate 

cost  of  liability  between  each  in  a  particular  silicosis 

case,    just   as   a  practical  matter,   how  would  you  handle  a 

situation  like    that? 

BY  DOCTOR  HAMLIN : 

That's   a  pretty   long,    involved  question  for  me , 

and  I  don't  claim,    as   I   said,    to  know  much     about    the    ad- 

ministration.     I   think  that's    a  question  that  might  be   dir- 

ected better   to   one   of   the   other    speakers,      I'm  not   sure 

that   I  quite  understand    just  what  you  were    -  what   the 

gist  of  your  question  is, 

BY  MR.   WATERS; 

Commissioner  Hill,    do  you  mind  if   Commissioner 

Hill   answers    that? 

BY  MR.    KAL^IYKOW:      No. 
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BY  COMMISSIONER  HILL; 

I  may  not  be   able    to   answer  it,   but    I   got    the  gist 

of   it.      You  say  does  he    oppose   a   system  whereby   the   last  ex- 

posure   pays   all   the  liability?      Now,    as    I  xander stand   it, 

the   insurance   companies   like    that   system.      In  Michigan,   we 

have    -  we're   able    to  apportion  liability  between  employers, 

but  the   last  employer  is    stuck,  but  we've   suggested  that   in 

order   to  facilitate   employment   of  employees  with  abnormal 

chest  X-rays,    that   there   should  be   contribution  between  In- 

sviraace   companies,  but  they  don't  want  that. 

Now,    in  Michigan,    the   last   employer   is   stuck  with 

the   entire   amount.     We  have   not  had  any   situations    that   in- 

volve  as   little   as   one   day.      The   Ford  Motor   Company,    in  one 

case,    employed  a  man  and  told  him  on  pre-employment  that 

they  couldn't  get   the  result  of  his   X-ray  examination  for 

three    days,    but  if  it  showed   that  he   had  abnormal   -  an  ab- 

normal  chest  condition,    that  he   would  be   released  and  so   as 

it  did,    he  was   released.      Then  a   claim  was   filed  naming   the 

Ford  Motor  Company   and  another   employer, and   the    commission 

in  their  ultimate  widdora,    didn't  use   the   provision   of   the 

last   employer,   but  held   the   employer   previous    to    the  Ford 

Motor  Company,    and  the   court   said  we  were   correct. 

But  your  whole    -    the   whole   problem  here    is    that 

the    -   if  the   last  employer   Is    stuck  for    the   full   amount,   he 

can  call   in  the   other  employers.      Now,    that   rule  has  been  ii|i 
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effect  in  Michigan  since  1937  and  I  can  recall  only  three 

to  five  cases,  generally  the  employers  settle  it  by  agree- 

ment, and  say  you  contribute  so  much,  you  contribute  so 

much,  you  contribute  so  much. 

Now,  remember  that  all  cases  are  not  contested 

and  there  have  been  cases  in  which  employers  have  contrib- 

uted where  they  have  agree.d  that  the  man  had  a  disabling 

silicosis  and  the  amount  payable  should  be  paid  by  the  last 

one  under  the  law,  but  the  boys  getting  together,  the  sev- 

eral employers,  and  say,  I'll  pay  this  much  and  I'll  pay 

that  much.   They  do  it  not  under  some  regulation,  I  mean 

they  just  arbitrarily  fix  the  amount  each  is  going  to  pay 

out  of  the  total  amount  due.   There  is  no  particular  formula,. 

Now,  I  don't  know  if  that  answers  your  question  or  not. 

BY  MR,  WATERS; 

Thank  you,    Jim,      I  am  going   to   again  exercise 

another  prerogative   and  direct   a  question  to   one    of    the 

members   of   the  panel   that  has  been   the   subject  of   discussior, /■^J 

in    the    course   of   the  meeting  yesterday  afternoon  and   thxs 

morning.      Ben  Keuchle  happens    to  be   one   of  my  father  con- 

fessors  in   this  field.      This    question  is   not  prepared  for 

him,  but  I'd  like    to   get  his   reaction,    both  from   the    stand- 

point of  management  and  an  insurance    carrier,    with  respect 

to   this   question, 

Ben,   what   can  be   done    to  minimize    the   unemployabi-.itT 

Vj" '. 
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as    a   disabling  factor    In  dust   disease   cases?      Would  you    say 

a  word  about  that? 

BY  im,    KSUCHLE; 

That   gives  me   an  opportunity    to  read   a  paragraph 

from  a  letter  from  Mr.    Harry  Nelson,    the   Director   of  Com- 

pensation of    the  Wisconsin   Industrial   Commission,    which  I 

neglected   to  read  when  I  was  up  here  before.      I   submitted 

my   talk   to  him,   because   I   didn't  want   to  make   any   errors   in 

speaking  about   the   statute,   various   statutes  of  limitations 

that  we  have   in  our   law,    and  his    concluding  paragraph,    in 

sending  the   draft  back  to  me   is   this: 

"As   I  read  your   talk,    I  again  wondered  why  other 
states   fiounder  around  with  elaborate   and  obstruse 

provisions   for  partial   disability,   which   is   really 

not  existent." 

Now,   your  question,    what   can  be   done    to  minimize 

the  non-employabillty   of  an   individual  who  has    some   evidence, 

clinical   or  X-ray,   naturally  would  have   to  "be  X-ray,    at 

least   of  silicosis    -  that   depends   entirely  on  what   sort  of 

a  law  you  have   and  x>rhat  sort   of  administration  you  have. 

Now,    I   know   over  in  Jim  Hill's    state,    the  great 

State   of  Michigan,   you  have   a  pretty  desperate  situation. 

They  have    a  law,    and  Jim  Hill   and  his   associates  have   got 

to   administer   it   the  way   the   legislature   put  it   on   the 

books.      Industry   is,    in  fact,    refusing    to   employ  people   in 

the  State    of  Michigan  who  have  X-ray   evidence   of  fibrosis, 

am  I   right,    Jim?   ^ 

'M 
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BY  COMMISSI  PITER  HILL: 

yes,    I  mean,    they  refuse   to   employ   them,    some   of 

the    foundries    discharge    them,    just   say,    you're    out    of   a    job 

on   a  periodic  X-ray   examination,    that   starts    the    trouble, 

BY  ¥R.    KEUCIJLE; 

Now,    here   is   an  employer  group  who,    in  fact,    by  : 

their   actions,    say  that   a  man  \-ii.t'h   that  amount   is    silicosis 

is   a  hazard   to   them   as   far   as   employment  is    concerned.      It 

isn't    the   Commission's   fault,    it  isn't  the  employer's  fault, 

the  law  is   faulty,    and  the   administration    can't  do  anything 

but   administer    the  law  the  way    they  have   it   on   the  books.  ;,.;» 

Now,    we  have  no   such  trouble   in  Wisconsin.     You  ;/' 

gentlemen  and  ladies   here  would  be   amazed,    and  Doctor  Sandei ;, 

would  verify  this    if  he's   here,   when   I   tell  you   that   in    , 

Wisconsin  today.    In  our   foundries   where  we   know   dust    control^ 

is   adequate,    we're   keeping  well  within  safe   limits,    indus-^; 

try  is   employing   on   the  recommendations   of  Doctor  Sander  and 

other  equally  qualified  physicians,    men  who   have   silicosiji.'j; 

today,   who  may  come  from  another   state    or   from  another  foun-'J 

dry   in   the   State   of  Wisconsin   or  from  some   other   industry 

that  we  will  recognize    -   that  have  well  recognized  nodular 

silicosis,   because   our  Comralssion,    as   1-Ir.    Nelson  pointed  ou' 

"■•fv 

in    this    letter,    takes    the   position   that   there    is   practically |j 

no    such   thing  as    a   disabling   silicosis   from  the   s tandpoing 

of  the  man  continuing   to   do   his   work.      Now,    let's   remember 
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what  this  —  am  I  talking  too  long? 

BY  MR.  WATERS; 

Go  ahead, 

BY  MR.  KEUCPILE: 

Let's  remember  what  we  have  compensation  laws  for,, 

Some  people  seem  to  be  laboring  under  the  delusion  that  com- 

pensation laws  were  primarily  designed  to  give  people  money 

That  is  not  correct,   I  happen  to  be  well  acquainted  with 

the  committee  from  the  Wisconsin  Legislat\are,  in  1909,  that 

drafted  the  law  which  was  passed  in  1911»   The  Chairman  of 

that  Commission,  Mr,  Sanborn,  was  a  personal  friend  of  mine! 

I  talked  with  him  many  times,  and  when  that  bill  was  submitf 

ted  to  the  legislature,  they  gave  -  the  Committee  gave  sev- 

eral reasons  for  a  compensation  law,  and  number  one  reason 

was  to  reduce  the  number  of  accidents  and  injuries  in  in- 

dustrial pursuits. 

Now,  that  is  the  goal  we  have  been  trying  to  fol- 

low, and  that  is  the  goal  every  administrator  should  have  . 

in  mind.  Wealth  is  only  created  through  the  use  of  human 

energy  in  the  development  of  our  natural  resources,  and  in 

no  other  way  do  you  produce  real  wealth.   When  a  man  is 

not  permitted  to  work  for  any  reason,  who  is  employable, 

you  are  sacrificing  part  of  the  wealth,  potential  wealth  of 

this  nation  of  ours,  and  every  agency,  every  individual  who 

plays  a  part  in  administering  a  compensation  law,  should. 
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1 
.  •:.:.. first  and  foremost,    look  to   the   one   factor   of  keeping   a  man '  ■     ■               ■-                                                                                                                                                          i 1 

- at  work.                          ' ' 

Now,    it's   true   that   some   of  these   fellows   in   the 1 
'•■",-,;■ foundries,   have   extensive    silicosis   and  they   can't

  run  a 

hundred  yard  dash,   hut  how  much  better   to   let   them   go   o
n 1 

for   the  rest  of   their  life   at  their  favorite   occup
ation ■ 

-v" 

without   a  wage   loss,    and  we've   got   people    in  Wisco
nsin  in 

a  lot  of  the   foundries  we   insured,    who  had  nod
ular   silico- 

sis  twenty  years   ago  and   they  are  still  working.     Why  n
ot 

keep    them  at  work  rather   than  to  give   them   a   fe
w   thousand 

1 
• 

dollars   and  throw  them  out   of  work?      That's  when   they
   die; 

that's  when   they  become   a  burden  on   society;    that
's  when 1 

we've  got   to  support  them   through  public  and 
 private   char- 

■ 

ity.      I   say   that  every  law  ought  to   be    looked  a
t  again  with 

the   idea  of   designing   it  in   such  a  way      that   in   th
e    admin- 1 ^r^'

 

istration  of  that. law,    there   is    every   inducement   to   keep 
I 

men  at  work  rather   than   to  pay   them  money. 
■ 

t-    . BY  MR.    WATERS: 1 Thank  you,  Ben.      It's   not   surprising   that     Bill 

Connolly's   remarks   ran  head-on  into   one   of   th
e   subjects 1 

I 
that   I  happened   to   discuss    at   the  meeting  

yesterday   after- 
■ 

• 
noon.      Perhaps  Bill  wasn't  here,    but  it   de

alt  with  this 
1 

i 
■ 

• other   germain  subject   of   the  question  of   limitat
ions.      In 

1 

1 
1 

I 
summary,    you  recall    that  I  mentioned   that

   in  dainage   actions^ 
I 

all   states    imposed  litnitations   of  time  w
ithin  which   suit  or' 1 

1                                                                                                                                                                                                                ; 

1 
1 I 

                                         ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^M^^^^^M^^^^^^^M^^M 

■ 

^^^H 

iJ^^^^^^HII^H^H^^^^Hi^^^^^^^HII^^^H ■ 
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claims  must  be  filed  and  under  most  of  the  compensation 

statutes,  there  are  specific  limitations  of  time  when  the 

compensability  of  the  claim  must  arise  or  the  time  within 

which  that  claim  must  be  filed. 

Now,  if  I  understood  Bill  correctly  in  his  re- 

marks, he'd  like  to  throw  some  of  those  limitations  stat- 

utes out  of  the  window.   This  Is  just  another  area  of  the 

many  disagreements  that  I  have  with  him,  and  many  of  the 

other  members  of  the  panel,  but  in  the  light  of  that  dis- 

cussion, and  I  think  it  is  of  vital  interest  to  the  record 

of  this  symposium,  that  Bill  should  have  the  opportiinity  to 

say  a  little  more  concrete  form,  what  he  thinks.   To  that 

end,  I'd  like  to  direct  to  him  this  question: 

Should  time  limitations  on  the  filing  of  claims 

for  pneumoconioses  be  liberalized  or  abolished?  Will  you 

say  a  word  about  that,  please.  Bill? 

BY  I-IR.  CONNOLLY; 

Glad  to,  Ted.   In  answering  that  question,  and 

when  my  paper  was  prepared  I  had  one  thing  in  mind,  that    i 

at  no  time  did  I  want  to  discriminate  against  people  with 

dust  diseases.  We  haven't,  anywhere  in  the  United  States, 

a  law  on  our  books,  which  says  that  a  man  who  is  going  to 

be  compensated  for  the  loss  of  a  hand,  the  time  limitation 

starts  from  the  time  of  his  exposure  to  what  may  cause  the 

loss  of  the  hand,  and  that's  exactly  what  most  of  the  lav/s 

' 
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say  today  on  silicosis. 

They  say  from  the  time  of  last  exposure.  Now,  if 

you're  going  to  put  time  limitations  on  other  section
s  of 

the  adt,  then  do  the  same  thing  with  silicosis,  but  if 

you're  not,  then  treat  silicosis  victims  exactly  the  sam
e 

way,  in  other  words,  I  would  say  that  if  there  is  going  t
o 

be  that  statute  of  limitations,  then  it  should  be  from  
the 

time  of  this  disablement,   exactly  the' same  as  if  he  lost
 

his  hand,  from  the  time  that  the  hand  comes  off,  he  would
 

have  two  years  to  report  that  accident, 

Wow,  there  is  always  going  to  be  disputes  if  you 

say  the  time  of  last  exposure,  because  the  man  may  go  two 
 , 

or  three  years  without  knowing  it  or  he  may  know  it  and 
 be 

careful  about  it,  or  be  careDsss  about  it  and  then,  when 
 ha 

is  disabled,  come  in  and  make  his  claim,  and  it's  di sail owe
 ^  ; 

on  the  basis  of  the  statute  of  limitations. 

Now,  I  had  that  problem  when  I  administered  the 

law  in  Rhode  Island,  and  strange  as  it  may  seem,  I  mad
e  the 

administrative  ruling  that  that  meant  from  the  time  of
  the 

disablement  and  not  one  case  was  challenged  on  the  basis 
 of 

that.  Every  claim  was  paid  and  we  have  quite  a  few 
 insur- 

ance companies  writing  insurance  in  Rhode  Island.   I  think 

were  some  70,  and  so,  that's  my  position  on  it.   I  just 
 wan 

the  silicosis  person  treated  exactly  the  same  way  as  any 

other  accident  or  any  dust  diseases. 
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I'm  using   the  word  silicosis  perhaps  when   I 

should  be  using  that  pnetunoconiosis   and   if   they   can't  be 

treated   the   same    as   any  other  accident,    then  I  say  abolish 

the   statute   of  limitations, 

BY  I^.   WATERS; 

Very  well  done.  -  . 

BY  MR..    KEUCHLE: 

Now>"can  I  fight? 

BY  MR.   WATERS; 

Sure,    come'ahead,    three  minutes    to  fight, 
BY  MR.   KEUCHLE; 

I  d6n*t,-think  Bill's    comparison  is   appropriate 

at  all.      In  on^   case^   you're   dealing  with  a  disease    that  isj 

progressive;    in  another   case   you're   having  a  man's   hand 

chopped  off.      However,    I  do   agree  with  Bill    that   there 

ought  to  be,    if  you're  going   to  have   any  statute   of   limita- 

tions  at  all,    a  veiy  liberal   statute.      It   ties   right   in 

with  what  I   said  a  moment  ago,    if  you  want   to  keep    these 

men  at  work,    they've   got   to  have    some    reasonable   assvirance 

while    they're  working   that   if   eventually   they  break    down 

they're  going  to  be   taken   care   of, 

BY  MR.    CQM^QLLY: 

Well,    I   agree  with   that, 

BY  MR.    KEUCHLE; 

We  have   attempted,    in  Wisconsin,    to  handle    that 

■--;«i 

:■:■«*  I 
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situation  in  such  a  way  so  that  a  man  practically  has  no 

statute  of  limitations  ever  applying  against  him.  Now, 

some  of  you  may  want  to  write  my  president  and  tell  him  I 

ought  to  be  fired*        . 

BY  MR,  BARDIC H; 

Mr.  Maters,  may  I  ask  a  question? 

BY  MR.  WATERS; 

You  may,  Mr.  Bardich. 

BY  m.  BARDICH; 

We  were  tol-d  on  Monday  that  cases  of  beryllium 

disease  were  turning  up  ten  years  after  the  termination  of ■ 

the  exposure.  From  ray  past  experience,  I'll  bet  a  cookie   ..^ 

that  two  years  from  now,  she'll  be  telling  us  that  cases  ar^  'I 

turning  up  twelve  years  from  the  last  exposure.   Now,  on 

that  basis,  how  are  you  going  to  set  any  kind  of  a  definite 

time  limit? 

BY  MR.  WATERS; 

Since   I   am  not   a  member  of  the  panel,    I'm  going 

to   ask  one   of  my  good  brethren  to  answer  Mr.   Bardich's 

question.      Jim,    I   see  Doctor  Richards   seems    -  would  like 

to   comment  upon  it,    is    that   correct,    Paul?  ^y 

BY   DOCTOR   RICHARDS; 

Yes.      I  would   say  one   of   the  greatest  difficulti
eji 

that  we   are   encountering   on  this   panel   today   is    that  we  havo 

written   too  many   laws    in   Ignorance.      Now,    to   come  back  with 

i 
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my  good  friend.    Otto  Wisely,    and  recapitulate   somewhat    of ,  ., 

a  pattern  of   the   thing   that  he  brought  before  you,   now,   we 

are    just  a  little   sagebrush  state  out   there,    folks,   but 

we  have    twenty  years   of   thorough  investigation  before  we 

wrote   an  occupational   disease   law.     When  we  got   ready   to 

write    that   law,    we  brought   in  labor,   we  brought  in  manage- 

raent,    we  brought  in   the   attorneys,   we  broioght  in  the    envir- 

onmental  engineers  'and  lo  and  behold,    they  permitted  a 

couple   of  us   doctors    to   creep   into    the    crowd, 

■'      Well,    now,    then  with  that  background,    that   as   a    . 

basis,   we   all    sat   down  with  equal  responsibility   and  wrote 

a  law.     ¥ell,    you  may  not  agree  with  it,  but  the   damned 

thing  has  worked.      Now,    then  if  you   don't   agree  with   it, 

then  give   us   some  reason  why  it   isn't  reasonable^ 

BY  I'lR.    CONNOLLY: 

■■>f. 

•    1 

•  '^^J* 

Well,    I   didn't  disagree;    I  said  it's    almost  im- 

possible. ^ 

BY  DOCTOR  RICHARDS; 

It   isn't   Impossible,    because   it's  been  done.   Now, 

then  with   that    as    a  background,    when  we    confront  the   law 

that  we've   got   today,    labor   is    just  as   responsible  for   that 

law  as  management  or   as    the    attorneys    or  as    the   health   en- 

gineers  or  as   the   doctor.      So  we've  got   a  law  on  our    stat- 

utes  that  when  it  went  before   our   legislature,    there  was  no 

one   single   dissenting  vote    in   that   legislature,    and  now   theh 

f 
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if  labor  wants   to   come   and  condeinn  this    law,    we    say,    all 

right,    gentlemen,    you   are   conddmning   the    law  that   you  help- 

ed to  build  after   twenty  years   of   investigation,    after  a 

thorough,    after   a   thorough  analysis    of   all   of  otjt   health 

problems,    as   accurately    as  we   could  make   them,    in  a  health 

-   in  a  health  investigation   throughout   our   state,    which  re- 

sulted in  the   taking  of  thousands    of  films,    so  our  pneumo- 

conioses  problem  was   not  met   indiscreetly  and  without  a 

little  foresight*      Therefore,    I  feel    that   if  we   could   es- 

tablish a  pattern  whereby   all   of   the   parties  involved  sit 

down  in  council  on  what   they   want   to   do,    I  believe  a  lot  of 

these  problems  would  be  worked  out. 

Now,    I   think  a  lot  of   the  problems   that  have   come 

before   this   group    today  will   only  be  worked  out   education- 

ally.     The   success   of   the   operation   of   this    thing  will  be 

how  well   can  our  boards    that   are   to   administer   these  laws 

get  along  with  management,  with  labor   and   all   the    other 

factors    involved.      If  we    can   still  sit  down,    in   the   \inited 

capacity  of   a  cooperative   and  amalgamated  group   in  studying 

our  problems,    there   is   still   an  agreeable   solution  to   all 

of  these    things » 

BY  im,  WATERS; 

Gentlemen,    you   know,    I  wish    that    this    plane  that's 

supposed   to   leave   Saranac,    vjould   leave   at   five   o'clock   in 

the  morning   instead  of   five   o'clock  in   the    afternoon.      I 

■»:. 
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predicted   today  He  were  going  to  have   a  slugging  match, 

and  Bill  Connolly    just  whispered  in  ray  ear    that  he    couldn't 

take   everything   that  Doctor  Richards  had  said  and  he  wants 

to  reply.      I   am  going  to   let  him  reply,   but   I'm  sorry  to 

tell  you  that  when  he   is    through,    I  must   again e xercise  my 

prerogative   and  make   a  few  remarks.      Time    is   running  out 

and  I  would  like    to  hear   from  Bill,    for   the   record. 

BY  m.    CONNOLLY:    

One   of   the   greatest,  problems  we  have   in   the  Unite 

States   today  is,    as   Doctor  Richards   very  well   put  it,   poor 

laws.     We,    in  the  Bureau    of  Labor  Standards,   have  been    try- 

ing  to   develop  a  so-called  model  law   that  will  at  least  gpt 

some   of  our  states    in  line  with  others.      Now,    if  you  take 

perhaps   the   Governor   there   has    control   of  his   legislature, 

but  let  me    tell  you   that  v^hen    I  went  in  as   Director   of 

Labor  in  Rhode   Island,    we   had  a  very  bad  law,    and   as    the 

Director  of  Labor,    I   submitted  twenty-three   amendments    to 

correct    some   of  the   abuses    in  that  law.      I   just  succeeded 

in  making  that  law  more  hodge-podge   than   it  was   in  the 

beginning. 

Sure,  we  aid  correct  some  things  here  and  there. 

I  then  went  to  the  Governor  of  the  State  and  asked  him  to 

set  up  a  commission  to  study  the  law  and  to  bring  back  to 

the  legislature  a  report  on  what  a  model  law  should  con- 

tain.  He  did  that.   That  bill  has  been  before  our  legis- 
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lature  for    three   long  years.      We   still  have    the   hodge-podge 

law  In  Rhode   Island. 

Kow,   vj-e   can  go   straight    across    this   country  and 

we    can't  find   two   workmen's    comp   laws   that   are   anywhere   nea:}' 

alike,    and  one   of   the   greatest  fights    I'm  having  right  now, 

if  you  please,    in  Washington,    is   to  prevent  the  federaliza- 

tion of  workmen's    compensation. 

Now,    that  Is   not  coming    from  the  federal   govern- 

ment.     It  is   coming  from  people   outside   the  government,    and 

I  have   taken  my   stand  that  the  workmen's   compensation  can 

not  be  federalized,    and  for   that  reason,    I   oppose   it.      The 

International  Association  of  Accident  Boards  and  Commission^ 

which  is  made  up   of  all    of   the   workmen's   compensation   com- 

missioners  In  this   country,   and   I   am  the   Secretary-Treasure:j:' 

of   that  organization,    they   also  have   asked   to   call  a  meet- 

ing in  v;ashington,    af  all  workmen's    compensation  commission 

ers   for   the  purpose   of  getting  up  this  model  law.     We  can't 

even  get  agreement   there.      We  have   some  people    that   want   to 

come   into   that  meeting   that    -   and  their  views    are    so  wide 

apart  and   so   far   apart   that  we'd  only  succeed  in  having   another 

knock-down,    drag-out   fight  where  we   coiildn't  do   the    job. 

Now,    we're    all  working   toward  the   end  of   slmplifyf 

Ing  workmen's    compensation  laws,    but  when   I   said  it  was    im- 

possible,   I   say    that   there   are   too  many  people   in  our    state 

legislatxires  who  differ   In   their   views    on   what    should  be 
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here  or  what  should  he  there  in  a  law,  and  that  Is  the  main 

difficulty,  and  that  is  why  I  said  it  was  impossible*   If 

we  could  control  these  legislatures,  fine,  we  certainly 

could  get  up  a  good  model  law,  the  law  that  is  now  In  Mis- 

sissippi is  one  of  the  best  laws  around  that  part  of  the 

country,  I  guess,  of  any  of  the  lav/s,  for  they  just  enacted 

their  law.  in  19ij-8.   That  law  was  drawn  up  in  the  Bureau  of 

Labor  Standards,  When  it  got  down  there,  they  did  make 

changes  in  it,  changes  that  we  didn't  like.   However,  it 

came  out  in  pretty  good  form  and  they  were  the  last  state 

in  the  union  to  enact  a  workmen's  compensation  law,  and  as 

I  say,  it  was  in  I9I4.8,  but  that's  the  closest  we've  come 

to  being  able,  to  put  into  one  act,  all  of  the  things  that 

we  think  are  good  throughout  the  nation,  ,■ 

BY  ¥R,   WATERS: 

Gentlemen,  word  has  come  to  me  that  I  may  have 

been  mistaken,  after  all,  in  honest  confession  is  good  for 

the  soul,  and  I  must  ask  my  friend.  Doctor  Richards,  with 

respect  to  this,  the  time  for  the  departure  of  the  plane. 

The  reason  I  ask  that  is  that  word  has  come  to  me  that  a 

nixmber  of  those  in  the  audience  would  like  to  stay  on  for 

further  discussion,   Paul,  do  you  know  about  the  plane? 

BY  DOCTOR  HUSSEY: 

The  bus  leaves  the  hotel  at  5:35  daylight  time, 

BY  DOCTOR  VORWALD: 
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That's  the  time  on  the  clock  there, 

BY  DOCTOR  RICHARDS; 

We  have  one  hour  before  the  bus  leaves. 

BY  MR.  WATERS; 

Well,  then  I  think  I  was  perhaps  a  little  prema- 

ture in  my  remarks,   I  understood  it  was  five  o'clock. 

Therefore,  vjith  your  forbearance,  let's  continue  this  dis- 

cussion a  few  moments.   Are  there  any  other  questions  you 

would  like  to"  direct  to  the  panel? 

BY  MR.  BARNAKO; 

Mr,   Connolly,    in  your   opposition   to    the    statute 

of  limitations,    are  you  talking  about  exposure   or  disability?    '« 

BY  MR.  WATERS; 

Do  you  mind  addressing   the   question  so    the   audienc 

can  hear?      This   is   very  important   and  I'm  sure   that    tliis 

discussion  will  be  helpful, 

BY  m.    BARNAKO; 

My   only  question  is   your  opposition  to   the    statute 

of  limitations,    is   whether  you're   opposed  to   them  generally 

or  whether   it's   a  problem  of   from  the   last  exposure   or    date 

of   disability? 

BY  MR.    CONNOLLY; 

Date   of   disability,    that's   my  position, 

BY  MR.   BARNAKO; 

And  that's  what  you  would  desire? 

.^« 
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BY  MR.    COITNOLLY; 

That's   right. 

BY  MR.    WATERS; 

Are    there   any  more   questions   from  the  floor? 

Commissioner  Hill  wants    to   say   something;    all   of  them  want 

to   talk,  ''  ■  •  ,  •    • 

BY  CQMMISSIQITBR  HILL:    , 

Well,    I'll    tell   you,    the   reason   that  he   started 

to   ask  me    to    try   to   attempt   to    answer    the   gentleman's  ques- 

tion about   disability,    from  delayed  disability  froraexposur^ 

to  beryllium,    and  that  was   called   to  my   attention  and  that 

is  why   I   asked  that  he  return.      Now,    somebody   is   going  to 

have    to   take    care   of   these  people    that  become    disabled  and 

die  from  berylliosis   or   any  other   disabling  result  from  ex- 

posure   to  beryllium. 

The  workmen's    compensation  laws   are   designed   to 

provide  benefits    for  disability  or  death  that   result   from 

an  injury  which  arises    out  of   and  in   the   court  of   the    em- 

ployment and   the    term  Injury,    Includes    diseases   and  under 

an  all-inclusive    type   occupational   disease   coverage,    it 

would  include   any  kind   of   a   disease   that  would  result   from 

exposure    to  beryllium  and   if  beryllium  was   listed  in  the 

schedule,    it  would  also  be   covered. 

Now,    you're   either  going  to  have    to   pay   them  com- 

pensation benefits   under   the   compensation  law  or   the    state 
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or   the  federal  government  or  somebody    else   is  going   to  have 

to  pay  benefits   under   some  plan. 

Now,    I   submit   that    they   sho\ild  get   it  under  work- 

men's   compensation,    and   that   the   only  possible   limitation 

you  can  have  would  be   a  limitation  from   the   date   of   dis- 

ablement.     Now,    the   delayed  reaction,    nevertheless,    if  you 

can  establish  that  it's   due   to   the   employment,    that's   the 

test.      If  it   can  be   established   that   it's   due    to   the   em- 

ployment,   then   there,    I  agree    that   there  should  be    some 

limitation  from  the   date   of  disablement   in  which  claim   should 

be  made   or  in  which  proceedings   should  be  started,   but  cer- 

tainly I   don't   think  that   a  worker   should  be  barred  merely 

by  the   lapse   of   time.      If    the   effects   of  beryllium  are  not 

felt  or   do  not  become   disabling  \mtil   ten   or   twelve   or   fif- 

teen years   later,    nevertheless,    if   the    condition  arises 

out  of  and  in   the   coijrse   of  the    employment,    than  it   should 

be   compensated* 

BY  MR.  WATERS: 

Here   is    an   important  question,   gentlemen,    one 

with  which   I,    upon  which  I  personally  have  had  a   strong 

opinion.      I'm  going  to   direct   it    to   two  members   of    the  panel, 

Ben  Keuchle   and  Roy  Hamlin.      In  your  opinion,    should  employ- 

ees be  permitted  to   sign  waivers   when  continued  exposure   to 

-  would  definitely   jeopardize   their  future   healthjionder   the 

statute   of  many   states,    provision  is  made   for    an   employee 
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to   sign  a  waiver  which  would  limit  or  eliminate   the   contin- 1 
^^H^"* 

uing  monetary  liability  of  the    employer  under  the    statute. 1 
May   I  repeat   the   question:      Should  employees  be  permitted  to       ' 

 ■ 

^^'
'' sign  waivers   when   continued  exposure  would  definitely 

%■
■ 

jeopardize    their  future  health?     Will  you   say   a  word   abou
t 

that,    Ben? 

«i'- BY  MR.    KEUCHLE: 

JP^'"
 

Personally,    I   think  waivers   are   an  abomination. 

B-'--' we  have   never  permitted  a  policyholder  of  ours,    knowingly. 

m- to   take   a  waiver   from  an  employee.      If   a  man's   condition 
 is 

such  that  he    shouldn-«t  remain  at   further  exposure,   there   is 

^  '      ■ 
only  one  humane   thing  to  do   and  that's   —  what  hap

pened  — 

#:-:-  ■■ there  is   only  one  humane   thing  to   do   and  that   is   take  him
 

W'  ^' out   of   the   employment,   but   to   take  away,   which  most  e
mploy- 

■ ='''?«■,*', 

^
'
 

ees   don't  understand  when   they   sign  what   they  call  a  waiv
- 

'"'■■' 

t;: er,   but  the   implications   of  it  they   do  not  underst
and  and 

never  will  understand,    and  I  think  it's   nothing  short
  of 

■-'i"h: 

■'i;.-' criminal   to  permit   the   taking  of  waivers. 

'.>'  y; 

'.T** 

BY  'm.  WATERS: 

Doctor   Hamlin,    will  you  comment   for    just  a  moment 

upon  that  subject? 

• BY   DOCTOR   HMLIN: 

• 
I    think   that  most  of  us  would  agree    that,   with 

what  Ben    just  said,    that   it   isn't  the   fair   thing   to    ask  
 any 

employee    to   sign  a  waiver,    anything  that  might  possib
ly 

1                                                    ,   ,     '   ~~ — 
T 

^                                  1^ 
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prejudice  his   futiire  health.      There   are   other    things,   how-* 

ever,    that  might  effect  that. 

If   an  employee   could  be  put  to  work  with    the    as- 

surance   that  he  vjould  not  suffer   any  more   exposure  and  I 

mean   through  the  use    of   industrial   hygiene    and  dust  venti- 

lation and  cutting  down  all   hazardous   exposures,    then,    of 

covirse,    a  waiver  wouldn't  be   necessary.      I   see  no   object, 

whatsoever,    and  I   don't  think  that  you   can   -  you  can   take   a 

chance   even  where   you  have   exposure    that's  pretty  well   con- 

trolled,   in  allowing  an  employee    to   continue  where   there 

might  be    some  hazard. 

Now,    that  brings   up   the   question  of  raaintance 

on  that    job.     We  know  perfectly  well    that   you  can  reduce 

dust   concentrations   to   a   sat;isfactory   safe  limit  and   can 

carry  on,    but  imless   that   is  maintained  adequately   over  a 

long  period  of  time,    and  constantly  kept  in  mind,   you   can 

not  guarantee   that   that   employee   is   not  going  to  have   some 

future   exposure.     Legally,    as   far   as    I  understand,    it's   not 

permissible   and  I   don't   think  that   it   shoiild  even  be   con- 

sidered. 

BY  MR.   WATERS:  ,  .: 

Glad  to   say   that    these   gentlemen   agree  with  me. 

Doctor  Orenstein  of  South  Africa  is   with  us,    and   if  he'd  be 

kind  enough,    I'd  appreciate   it   if  he'd  say   just   a  word  as 

to   the  practice   in  his   country,    as    to   the    use   of  waivers. 

:^^' 

-^ 

...e" 
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Doctor,   woTold  you  be  good  enough  to   do    that?     Do  you  mind 

coming  to   the  platform,   please,    sir? 

BY  DOCTOR  ORSNSTEIN; 

It  is,    by  statute,    forbidden   to   sign   such  a  waiver. 

The  underlying  philosophy   that  you  may    -  that  you  may  pre- 

judice yovir   own  rights,  but  you  have  no  right  whatever    to 

prejudice   the   rights   of  yotir  dependents, 

BY  MR.  WATERS; 

'  Thank  you.  Doctor.   I'm  going  to  pose  one  more 

question  to  the  two  commissioners  who  are  present,   I  think 

it's  an  important  question,  because  of  the  symposium  here,  and 

Now,  general  interest  and  concern  with  those  concerned  with 

compensation  laws. 

The  question  is  this.   I  direct  it  first  to  Com- 

missioner Wisely  and,  secondly,  to  Commissioner  Hill,  and 

if  Bill  Connolly  wants  to  get  mad  with  them,  I'll  listen  to 

him  for  a  half  a  minutes.   Commissioners,  from  yoiir  exper- 

ience, what  is  ths  most  difficult  problem  in  determining 

contested  pneumoconioses  cases?   Otto,  would  you  say  a  word 

about  that? 

BY  COMMISSIONER  WISELY: 

Let  me  put  this  in  the  record:  My  answer  is. 

Hell,  I  don't  have  any.   You  asked  me  to  speak  from  exper- 

ience.  Frankly,  the  first  seven  years  of  my  experience  have 

been  just  a  hit  and  miss  proposition,  and  I  couldn't  get 
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Doctor  Richards    to  help  me  make    or  read   the  X-rays   and  ar-
 

rive  at  a   diagnosis,    we    just  had  to   accept   the  report  of 

some   silly   ass   sent  in,    basing  his    diagnosis    entirely  on 

employment  history,    no   knowledge   of  whether   the  man   did  o
r 

did  not  have   exposure,    and  since  we  have  had  our  medica
l 

panel,   we  have  proven  rather  conclusively   that  we  have   
a 

Hell   of   a  lot  of   doctors   in  Utah  who  don't  know  si
licosis 

from  measles,    and  you  might  be   interested  to  know,    th
at  be- 

cause  of  our  autopsy,    compulsory  autopsy  law,    twenty  men 

who  have  been  processed  by  our  panel   of   experts    died.     We 

did  a  post  on  every  one   of   them.      We  weren't   satisfied
  wltfe 

just  our  panel  diagnosis.     1  sent  many  of   them  to  
Canada, 

some    to  Doctor  Sander,    some    to  Doctor  Pendergrass,    and   i
n 

every  single . instance,    they  verified  the   diagnosis    of  our 

panel   and,    of   course,    the   autopsy   verified   the   di
agnosis 

of  both  groups,    so  at   the  present   time,    I   say  we   don'
t 

have  any  difficulty. 

How,    if  you  want  to  go   into   the   question  of   expos|. 

lire,    there    again  I'm  sorry   to   say   to  you,    in  spite   of 
 the 

doubts    that   some   of  you  seem   to  have    that  we   don't  
have   any 

problem,   because   in  I9I4JL,    the   very   first  case    that  
 I  pro- 

cessed,   I  personally  heard  it,   wrote    the   decision.      I*  went 

to   the   supreme   Court  and   I  was    affirmed.      The   ev
idence 

showed,    and  the  medical   testimony  was   God-awful 
 rotten, 

all  we  had  was   the   radiologists'    reading  of    the   film
,    and 
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his  diagnosis  of  silicosis,  and  Inactive  tuberculosis. 

m: 
NOW,  the  State  Insurance  Fxind  didn't  do  anything 

I-; about  it  so  the  record  stood.   The  employer  was  unpredicted. 

.V'..v and  the  superintendent  of  the  mind  testified  that  there  was 

some  silica  rock  in  the  mine  and  the  evidence  showed  that 

that  was  the  only  place  the  man  worked,  so  I  said,  on  that 

record,  gentlemen,  this  man  has  made  a  prima  facie  cas
e. 1 

He  has  the  disease,  he's  totally  disabled,  this  is  the  only 

^  ̂ $:^r'--   ' place  he  worked,  the  evidende  shows  that  there  was  free 
« 

*
«
•
 

silica  dioxide  dust  exposure,  so  we  made  the  award.   The 

Supreme  Court  said,  that's  right,  and  our  court  has  gone 

.' 

farther  than  that. 

'*~i.    "...  , 

■  si  -;  ■'  , All  of  our  cases,  so  far,  come  from  the  mine.  Our 
, 

.:''%■:: 

Supreme  Court  takes  judicial  notice  of  the  fact  that  
every 

'  -.  '  -i 

'  '■■*■«■•.-  . non-ferrous  mine  and  every  coal  mine  in  the  State  of  Utah
 

.  ■ 
has  or  exposes  the  employee  to  free  silica  dioxide  dus

t,  so 

we  don't  have  any  problem. 

,v 

Now,  we  have  that  thirty  day  thing.   The  last  em
- 

iJ., 

■^r;  ■■■ 

ployer  is  liable,  in  other  words,  the  last  emplo
yer  in  whos 

employ  the  employee  was  exposed  to  free  silic
on  dioxide 

> 

<  - 
>  ■ 

dust,  he  never  takes  the  trouble  any  more  to  mak
e  dust  coun 

i>S. 

• 

We  don't  have  to  go  into  the  evidence;  we  don't  hav
e  any ; 

• problem.                    '•'__• 

BY  i-lR.  WATERS: 

Jim,  I'm  going  to  ask  you  to  take  three  mi
nutes 

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ ^^^^^^B Hh 



732. to   comment  on  that  subject,    if  you  will,    please.      For   the 

benefit  of   the    audience,    I'll   repeat    the   question:      Prom 

your   experience,   what   is    the  most  difflcxilt  problem  in 

determining   contested  pneumoconioses    cases? 

BY  CO]yiMISSIOI\[ER  HILL; 

I  wish  that  I   could  agree  with  my  brother,    Mr, 

Wisely,      Ovir  biggest  problem  is    simply   this:      Is    the  man 

disabled?      Now,    in   -   I   can   illixs  trate   it  best  by  a  couple 

of   typical  situations. 

Here   is   a  man  in  his   fifth  decade,    who  has   been 

working  in  a  foundry  for   twenty   or   thirty  years,    and  all 

of   a  sudden  he   says,    I   can't  take   it  any  more;    I'm   tired  ou 

I'm  all  in,    I'm  short  of  breath  walking  upstairs.     My   chest 

feels   kind  of   tight   and  I'm  coughing  all    the   time;    so  he 

just  quits.      He   doesn't,    he   hasn't  been   to   a  lawyer.      He's 

going   to   get   there  pretty  soon, 

Sp;  he  -starts    a  claim.      He    just   says   he    can't  work 

and -then,    of   course,    we're    in   this   disputed  medical   again, 

and  is    that  man  disabled?     He    says   he   can't  work.      There 

may  be   some    disagreement  as   far    as   the  X-ray   diagnosis   is 

concerned,   but  frequently,    they'll   say  he  has    either   early 

silicosis,    that    there    is    some  fine   nodulation,    but    that    doe  S 

not   interfere   with  his   ability   to  work.      Nevertheless,    the 

man  says   he    can't  work  and,    of  coiirse,      the   physician  who 

testifys    for  him  says    it  would  not  be    advisable    for   him   to 
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return  to  work. 

■  Then  we  have    the   situation  where   a  man  has  been 

working  a  long  time,    probably   in   the   same    age   group.      He 

Igets   a   stubborn   cold,    maybe    it's   bronchitis,   maybe   he   has 

pleurisy.      He's    treated  during   the  winter  by  his   family 

physician  and  in  the   course   of   the    treatment,    the  physician 

sends   him   to   a  radiologist  and  he    says    that  he    -  reports 

that  he  has    early   silicosis,    maybe   some  mineral  fibrosis, 

maybe   some  more,    so  the  family  physician   tells    the  man,    you 

got  dust   in  your  lungs,    Joe,    you   shouldn't  go  back   to  work 

at   the   same    job,      I'll  prepare   a  note   and  you  take    that   in 

to  your  employer  when  you  go  back  to  work,    so  he   does,    and 

the   employer   says,    0.    K. ,   and  you  have    the  plant  physician 

exa^ilne  him,    take  X-rays   and  they  say,   yes,    you've   got   a 

mineral   silicosis,    but   it  v/on't   interfere   with  your   return- 

ing to   the    same    job.      You  either  work  at   that   job   or  no  ijob 

at  all. 

Now,    how  in  the  world  do  you   decide   those   cases? 

Those    are    just   simply   almost  insurmountable  problems,    and  it 

seems    to  me    that   to  be   realistic   in   the   first  illustration, 

here   is   a  man  with  a  good  work  record  of   long  years    and  all 

of   a   suaden  he    quits.      Are   we    going   to    say   that   he    is    not 

disabled,    because   you   look  at   the  X-ray   evidence    and  you 

look  at   the  X-ray   and  you   say,    no,    this    doesn't   fit   the 

pattern  of    the   man  v/ho  is   supposed   to  be    disabled  from 
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silicosis?  And  in  the  second  instance,  are  we  going  to  say 

that  the  man  doesn't  have  a  right  to  rely  on  the  advice  of 

his  family  physician? 

BY  MR.  WATERS; 

It's  a  good  thing  that  that  question  was  not  dir- 

ected to  a  law;^'-er  as  to  what  he  considers  to  be  the  most 

difficult  problem  dealing  with  contested  pneumoconioses 

cases,  because  it  might  not  reflect  too  much  credit  upon 

some  of  the  Commissioners. 

Gentlemen,  it  is  indeed  with  regret  that  I  must 

bring  this  panel  discussion  to  a  close,  because  many  of 

the  questions  that  have  been  presented,  and  I'm  sure  that 

many  of  them  still  In  yoiir  minds,  are  highly  controversial" 

and  I'm  certain  that  there  exist  differences  of  opinion  '*  ' 

among  us  with  respect  to  them.   I  think  it  is  only  fair  to 

say  that  we  are  indebted  to  the  Saranac  Laboratory  for  this 

opportunity  to  receive  such  authoritative  information  and 

advice  about  these  problems  with  which  all  of  us  must  deal 

in  the  transaction  of  our  respective  businesses. 

On  your  behalf,  I  wish  to  thank  the  participants 

in  the  panel  for  the  excellent  presentations  that  they  have 

made  and  for  their  honest  expressions  of  opinion  and  on 

their  behalf,  I  wish  to  thank  you  for  your  interest,  con- 

sideration and  participation  in  the  proceedings  of  the  panelj.* 

I  know  that  Doctor  Vorwald  and  his  associates  in  the  laborat^ory 

:^¥iA 
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Chapter  Thirty-four 

Summary  of  the  Symposium 

Arthur  J.  Vorwald,  M.  D. 

During  the  symposium  ve  have  had  the  opportunity  to  explore  and  discuss 

common  problems  vith  the  objective  that  industrial  health  be  improved.  A 

review  of  the  papers  and  discussions  shows  numerous  entries  on  the  positive 

side  of  our  hypothetical  ledger  but  there  are  quite  a  number  on  the  negative 

side  also:  there  are  many,  many  things  \diich  we  just  do  not  know  at  the  present 
time  , 

Ve  have  discussed  definitions  and  terminology  and  have  found  out  that  there 

is  not  uniform  agreement  about  the  concept  pneumoconiosis.  How  broad  shall  the 

term  be?  Shall  it  be  a  liinited  one?  I  believe  that  the  weight  of  opinion  re- 

vealed by  the  discussions  would  indicate  that  the  concept  of  the  dust  disease 

pneumoconiosis  should  be  a  broad  one  and  should  not  be  restricted  to  those  condi- 

tions in  which  significant  damage  to  the  lung  has  been  produced  by  dust.  Con- 

cerning the  term  silicosis  there  is  some  question  as  to  whether  the  definition 

in  use  today  is  a  correct  one. 

In  reviewing  old  problems  it  was  brought  out  that  the  mechanism  by  which 

free  silica  exerts  its  effect  upon  tissue  is  not  definitely  known.  Of  various 

theories  presented,  one  dealing  with  the  denaturization  of  protein  by  silica  is 

now  under  investigation  by  the  Department  of  Biochemistry  of  the  Trudeau  Foundation. 

Mention  was  made  of  divergent  opinions  concerning  asbestosis,  which  indicated  that 

observations  about  individuals  in  the  asbestos  industry  in  Canada  and  in  the 



United  States  il±d-  not  agree  with  similar  observations  about  workers  in  the 

industry  in  England.  Dr.  Hardy  showed  that  beryllium  still  presents  many 

problems  and  that  even  today  we  are  not  sure  that  beryllium  is  the  only  factor 

in  the  disease  associated  with  exposure  to  that  element.  Dr.  Hardy  believes 

that  there  is  perhaps  a  precipitating  factor;  it  will  be  recalled  that  many 

years  ago  Dr.  Gardner  suggested  that  there  might  be  a  factor  "x".   Regarding 

Shaver's  disease  there  was,  from  the  evidence  presented,  at  least  an  implication 

that  the  aluminum  component  of  the  baioxite  produces  the  disease.  Production  of 

the  new  synthetic  silicas,  the  ultrami  croscopic  silica  particles,  was  shown  to 

impose  many  difficulties  for  the  physician,  for  the  industrial  hygienist  who 

has  to  detect  these  substances  in  the  atmosphere,  and  for  our  colleagues  in  the 

legal  profession  v^o  must  administer  laws  which  refer  to  disease  caused  by 

particles  of  microscopic  rather  than  ultramicroscopic  size. 

An  entire  day  was  devoted  to  subjects  related  to  pneumoconiosis  in  coal 

miners,  dioring  which  we  had  the  benefit  of  the  opinions  and  observations  of  our 

colleagues  from  Great  Britain.   It  was  brought  out  that  we  do  not  know  whether 

the  carbonaceous  component  of  coal,  per  se,  is  damaging  to  pulmonary  tissue  or 

wheiiher  the  coal  dust  and  the  accompanying  damage  seen  in  the  lungs  of  coal 

workers  necessitate  the  presence  of  some  substance  other  than  the  carbonaceous 

component  of  coal.   There  were  discussions  regarding  radiological  classification 

of  coal  miners  and  standardization  in  the  interpretation  of  shadows  present  in 

the  roentgenogram,  and  it  was  made  obvious  to  all  of  us  that  the  role  of  the 

radiologist  is  indeed  a  difficult  one.   The  talks  reveald  also  that  the  epidemi- 

ology of  pneumoconiosis  in  coal  workers  appears  to  be  more  advanced  in  England 

than  in  the  United  States. 
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The  discussions  on  pulmonary  cancer  disclosed  that  there  are  relatively- 

few  industrial  substances  which  definitely  have  the  capacity  to  produce  cancer 

of  the  lung  but,  as  Dr.  Hueper  pointed  out,  there  are  many  materials  which 

cdrtainly  should  be  watched  thro\igh  the  years  and  which  are  indeed  potentially 

hazardous.  We  were  informed  that  the  clinical  evidence  classifying  chromate 

as  a  carcinogen  is  not  too  well-defined  and  that  the  evidence  from  Dr.  Baetjer's 

experimental  studies,  to  date,  is  negative.  We  wei^  told  about  the  experimental 

production  of  pulmonary  cancer  by  beryl  1  ivun  but  it  was  noted  that  the  associ- 

ation of  cancer  and  beryllium  was  an  observation  that  applied  only  to  experi- 

mental animals  and  should  not  be  transferred  to  human  subjects,  pending  validation 

of  the  observations  on  experimental  animals  and  pending  proof  of  an  increased 

incidence  of  pulmonary  cancer  in  individuals  who  have  been  exposed  to  beryllium. 

There  was  an  extensive  discussion  of  pulmonary  disability,  partial  and 

total  disability,  pulmonary  function  and  dysfunction,  breathlessness;  all  those 

things  were  mentioned.  It  is  evident  that  from  the  physiologist's  standpoint 

there  has  been  much  improvement  in  technic  and  methodology  for  establishing 

whether  pulmonary  disability  exists,  but  irrespective  of  all  those  refined  technics 

the  evidence  presented  by  the  physiologists  today  is  somewhat  disturbing.  I  feel 

sure  that  clinicians,  administrators  of  industry  and  members  of  the  legal  pro- 

fession are  not  yet  willing  to  accept  the  implication  that  there  is  often  a  degree 

of  pulmonary  disability  which  we  have  not  realized  would  be  .  I  hasten 

to  point  out  that  dust  exposures  do  not,  in  every  single  worker,  give  rise  to  a 

pulmonary  disability,  that  industrial  workers  are  a  part  of  the  general  population 

and,  as  individual  persons,  are  subject  to  those  pulmonary  diseases  wnich  afflict 

also  members  of  the  general  population  who  have  had  no  exposure  to  dust.   It  is 
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Chapter  Thirty-four 

Summary  of  the  Symposivmi 

Arthur  J.  Vorwald,  M.  D, 

During  the  symposium  we  have  had  the  opportunity  to  explore  and  discuss 

common  problems  with  the  objective  that  industrial  health  be  improved.  A 

review  of  the  papers  and  discussions  shows  numerous  entries  on  the  positive 

side  of  our  hypothetical  ledger  but  there  are  quite  a  number  on  the  negative 

side  also;  there  are  many,  many  things  Tdiich  we  just  do  not  know  at  the  present 
time, 

¥e  have  discussed  definitions  and  terminology  and  have  found  out  that  there 

is  not  uniform  agreement  about  the  concept  pneumoconiosis.  How  broad  shall  the 

term  be?  Shall  it  be  a  limited  one?  I  believe  that  the  weight  of  opinion  re- 

vealed by  the  discussions  would  indicate  that  the  concept  of  the  dust  disease 

pneumoconiosis  should  be  a  broad  one  and  should  not  be  restricted  to  those  condi- 

tions in  which  significant  damage  to  the  lung  has  been  produced  by  dust.  Con- 

cerning the  term  silicosis  there  is  some  question  as  to  whether  the  definition 

in  use  today  is  a  correct  one. 

In  reviewing  old  problems  it  was  brought  out  that  the  mechanism  by  which 

free  silica  exerts  its  effect  upon  tissue  is  not  definitely  known.  Of  various 

theories  presented,  one  dealing  with  the  denaturization  of  protein  by  silica  is 

now  under  investigation  by  the  Department  of  Biochemistry  of  the  Trudeau  Foundation. 

Mention  was  made  of  divergent  opinions  concerning  asbestosis,  which  indicated  that 

observations  about  individuals  in  the  asbestos  industry  in  Canada  and  in  the 



United  States  ii±d^  not  agree  vith  similar  observations  about  vorkers  in  the 

industry  in  England,  Dr.  Hardy  showed  that  beryllium  still  presents  many 

problems  and  that  even  today  we  are  not  sure  that  beryllium  is  the  only  factor 

in  the  disease  associated  with  exposure  to  that  element,  Dr,  Hardy  believes 

that  there  is  perhaps  a  precipitating  factor;  it  will  be  recalled  that  many 

years  ago  Dr.  Gardner  suggested  that  there  might  be  a  factor  "x".  Regarding 

Shaver's  disease  there  was,  from  the  evidence  presented,  at  least  an  implication 

that  the  nlnTti-imiTn  component  of  the  bauxite  produces  tiie  disease.  Production  of 

the  new  synthetic  silicas,  the  ultramicroscopic  silica  particles,  was  shown  to 

impose  many  difficiilties  for  the  physician,  for  the  industrial  hygienist  who 

has  to  detect  these  substances  in  the  atmosphere,  and  for  our  colleagues  in  the 

legal  profession  who  must  administer  laws  which  refer  to  disease  caused  by 

particles  of  microscopic  rather  than  ultramicroscopic  size. 

An  entire  day  was  devoted  to  subjects  related  to  pneumoconiosis  in  coal 

miners,  during  which  we  had  the  benefit  of  the  opinions  and  observations  of  our 

colleagues  from  Great  Britain.  It  was  brought  out  that  we  do  not  know  whether 

the  carbonaceous  component  of  coal,  per  se,  is  damaging  to  pulmonary  tissue  or 

whether  the  coal  dust  and  the  accompanying  damage  seen  in  the  lungs  of  coal 

workers  necessitate  the  presence  of  some  substance  other  than  the  carbonaceous 

component  of  coal.  There  were  discussions  regarding  radiological  classification 

of  coal  miners  and  standardization  in  the  interpretation  of  shadows  present  in 

the  roentgenogram,  and  it  was  made  obvious  to  all  of  us  that  the  role  of  the 
z 

radiologist  is  indeed  a  difficult  one.  The  talks  reveald  also  that  the  epidemi- 

ology of  pneumoconiosis  in  coal  workers  appears  to  be  more  advanced  in  England 

than  in  the  United  States. 
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The  discussions  on  pulmonarj'"  cancer  disclosed  tliat  there  are  relatively 

few  industrial  substances  vhich  definitely  have  the  capacity  to  produce  cancer
 

of  the  lung  but,  as  Dr.  Hueper  pointed  out,  there  are  many  materials  \
riiich 

cdrtainly  should  be  watched  through  the  years  and  which  are  indeed  potentia
lly 

hazardous.  We  were  informed  that  the  clinical  evidence  classifying  chroma
te 

as  a  carcinogen  is  not  too  well-defined  and  that  the  evidence  from  Dr. 
 Baetjer's 

experimental  studies,  to  date,  is  negative.  We  were  told  about  the  e
xperimental 

production  of  pulmonaiy  cancer  by  beryllium  but  it  was  noted  that  th
e  associ- 

ation of  cancer  and  beryllium  was  an  observation  that  applied  only  to  experi- 

mental animals  and  should  not  be  transferred  to  human  subjects,  pending  validation 

of  the  observations  on  experimental  animals  and  pending  proof  of  an  increa
sed 

incidence  of  pulmonary  cancer  in  individuals  who  have  been  exposed  to  beryll
ium. 

There  was  an  extensive  discussion  of  pulmonaiy  disability,  partial  and 

total  disability,  pulmonary  function  and  dysfunction,  breathlessnessj  all 
 those 

things  were  mentioned.  It  is  evident  that  from  the  physiologist's  standpoint
 

there  has  been  much  improvement  in  technic  and  methodology  for  establishing 

whether  pulmonary  disability  exists,  but  irrespective  of  all  those  refined  
technics 

the  evidence  presented  by  the  physiologists  today  is  some^at  disturbing.  I
  feel 

sure  that  clinicians,  administrators  of  industry  and  members  of  the  legal  pro- 

fession are  not  yet  willing  to  accept  the  implication  that  there  is  often  a  degree 

of  pulmonary  disability  which  we  have  not  realized  would  be  .  I  hasten 

d  ■'^''^'"    to  point  out  that  dust  exposures  do  not,  in  every  single  worker,  give  rise  to  a 

pulmonary  disability,  that  industrial  workers  are  a  part  of  the  general  population 

and,  as  individual  persons,  are  subject  to  those  puLnonary  diseases  vhich
  afflict 

also  members  of  the  general  papulation  who  have  had  no  exposure  to  du
st.  It  is 

-<?«-' 
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cases  of  that  kind  that  constitute  a  problem  -v^en  determining  -vdiether  an 

individual's  disease  is  the  result  of  his  occupation  or  whether  is  has  no 

relation  to  his  occupation. 

Finally,  I  believe  that  the  symposium  has  provided  the  opportunity  for 

the  exchange  of  ideas  and  the  discussion  of  problems  in  vrtiich  we  have  a  mutual 

interest  and  I  am  grateful  to  all  vho  attended  our  meetings. 

LDR.  OEENSTEIN:  On  behalf  of  the  overseas  participants  in  this  symposium,  all 

of  whom  I  am  sure  share  my  views,  I  wish  to  express  our  appreciation  of  the 

opportunity  of  attending  the  symposium.  Our  problems  are  perhaps  not  the 

problems  of  the  various  administrations  of  American  men  in  the  United  States. 

'^.  The  symposium  brought  out  one  more  what  previous  symposiums  have  done:  that 

<  the  problems  of  pneumoconiosis  are  extremely  complicated;  that  whether  one O 

deals  with  the  etiology  of  the  disease,  with  the  various  ways  in  which  its 

effects  could  be  ameliorated  or  prevented,  with  compensation  problems  or  with 

the  administration  of  workmen's  compensation  laws,  one  has  a  feeling  of  pushing 

against  an  elastic  wall  which,  as  one  thrusts  it  aside,  comes  back  with  almost 

equal  force.  But  gradually  we  are  making  progress,  and  a  symposium  such  as  this 

one  \^   posing  problems,  which  is  the  first  step  in  the  solution  of  any  problem, 

helps  the  forward  march  of  knowledge.  For  the  opportunity  of  participating  in 

this  sympesium,  even  in  the  role  of  listeners,  we  are  deeply  grateful  to  all 

those  who  have  organized  the  symposium  and  have  worked  so  hard  to  make  it  a 

success,  and  in  particuls-r  to  Dr.  Arthur  J.  Vorwald  and  to  his  staff. 
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735« are  deeply  Indebted  to  you  and  to  the  participants  in  tlie 

program  for  the  job  that  they  have  done  in  their  contribu- 

tions, ajid  now.  Doctor  Vorwald* 

BY  DOCTOR  VORVJALD; 

The  end  of  this  meeting  is  not  easy  to  come  before 

you  as  tired  as  I  am  and  as  tired  as  I  know  all  of  you  are. 

I  shall  attempt  to  review  the  highlight^' off  the  symposium,..^ 

to  express  to  you  my  pleasure  and  the  pleasure  of  all  of  us 

in  having  you  with  us  during  the  course  of  the  week. 

At  the  outset  of  the  symposium,  I  quoted  from  my. 

foreword  on  your  agenda,  that  at  the  symposiiim  represeijtativ|9S 

of  each  of  varying  interests  would  have  the  opportunity  to 

explore  and  to  discuss  common  problems  with  the  objective 

that  industrial  health  be  improved. 

During  the  course  of  the  week,  we  have  had  that  . 

opportunity  to  explore  and  to  discuss  and  if  we  review  the 

course  of  the  week,  we  will  find  that  the  positive  side  of 

o\ir  hypothetical  ledger  is  full,  but  I  am  distressed,  as  I 

am  sure  many  of  you  are,  by  the  negative  side  of  that  ledger 

There  are  many,  many  things  which  we  just  do  not  know  at 

the  present  time. 

We  have  had  discussion  about  definitions  and  ter- 

minology, even  there  there  is  not  uniform  agreement  as  to 

the  concept  of  pneumoconioses*   How  broad  shall  it  be? 

Shall  it  be  limited?   I  think  that  the  weight  of  opinion  at 
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are  deeply  indebted  to  you  and  to  the  participants  in  the 

program  for  the  job  that  they  have  done  in  their  contributions, 

and  now.  Doctor  Vorvald, 
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the  discussions  would  Indicate  that  the  concept  of  the  dust 

disease,  the  concept  of  pneuinonoconiosis  should  be  a  broad 

one,  that  it  should  not  have  reference  only  to  those  dusts 

which  produce  significant  damage  to  the  lung. 

¥e  have  had  discussions  about  the  term  silica, 

silicosis,  what  is  silicosis.   As  our  discussions  have 

proceeded,  is  our  definition  of  today  a  correct  one?   On 

that  afternoon,  there  were  general  reviews  with  respect  to 

some  old  problems,  problems  pertaining  to  silicosis  and 

we  attempted  to  show  there  that  these  -  the  mechanism,  the 

mechanics  or  the  method  whereby  free  crystalline  silica 

exerts  its  effect  upon  tissue,  is  not  as  yet  definitely 

known.   Varied  theories  were  presented  in  even  a  more  re- 

cent one,  that  which  has  emanated  from  our  own  department 

of  Biochemistry  -under  Doctor  Sheean. 

Me   have  heard  about  asbestos,  that  there  too,  thera 

are  some  differences  of  opinion,  particularly  between  arbi- 

trations which  have  been  brought  about  or  come  about  from 

patients,  subjects,  studies  of  industry  in  this  country,  as 

opposed  to  those  in  England. 

Beryllium,  as  it  was  presented  by  Doctor  Hardy, 

poses  still  many  problems.  We  are  not  quite  sure  even  today 

that  beryllium  is  the  only  factor,  as  Doctor  Hardy  mentioned 

She  believes  that  there  is  perhaps  a  precipitating  factor. 

The  Factor  X,  which  was  forwarded  by  Doctor  Gardner  a  good 
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many  years  ago. 

With  bauxite,  it  is  -  there  is  implication  at 

least  that  the  aluminum  component  of  bauxite  produces  dis- 
ease,  what  those  implications  are,  I  leave  to  your  judg- ment. 

The  new  synthetic  silicas,  by  Doctor  Pratt,  the 

new  horizons  in  that  regard,  which  are  complicated  by  many 
problems,  the  production  by  industry  of  ultra-microscopic 
particles  which  impose  many,  many  difficulties,  not  only 
for  the  physician  but  also  for  the  industrial  hygienist 

Who  must  detect  those  .substances  in  the  atmosphere,  and  also| 
for  our  legal  colleague.s. who  must  administer  laws  having 
reference  to  disease  which  mi ̂ t  result  from  those  older microscopic  particles. 

Then  the  next. day  we  had  a  whole  day  of  dlscusslonj 
on  coal  and  we  had  the  benefit  of  the  opinions  and  obser- 

vations and  studies  by  our  colleagues  from  England,  but  ever 
there,  we  are  not  quite  sure  that  was  coal  dust.   Me  today 
do  not  know  whether  the  carbonation  component  of  coal,  per 
se,  is  damaging  to  the  pulmonary  tissue  or  whether  coal  dustl 
and  the  resulting  or  the  damage  seen  in  the  lungs  of  coal 
workers,  necessitates  the  presence  of  some  other  substance 
other  than  the  carbonation  component  of  coal. 

We  had  discussions  with  respect  to  radiological   j 
classification,  an  attempt  to  introduce  standardization  in  I 
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the  reading  of  shadows  which  are  present  In  the  Roentgeno- 
grara.   I  think  it  was  obvious  to  all  of  us  that  the  role  of 
the  radiologists,  is  indeed  a  difficult  one.   Visualize,  if 
you  will,  the  radiologist  who  must  read  shadows  in  the 

Roentgenogram  and  interpret  those  shadows.   Can  you,  stand- 
ing on  the  curbstone,  watching  the  parade,  and  can  you  see 

the  shadow  of  two  men  cast  on  the  street,  and  look  at  those 
shadows  and  tell  me  which  one  is  black  and  which  one  is 

white?  Which  one  is  twenty  years  of  age  and  which  one  might 
be  thirty?  Which  one  has  good  pulmonary  function  and  which 
one  does  not?  I  think,  in  a  sense,  the  problems  facing  the radiologist  are  somewhat  comparable. 

The  epidemiology  of  coal "workers  is  more  advaneed 
in  England  than  in  our  own  country.   We  have  heard  about  the 
problems  pertaining  to  the  coal  miners  in  this  country,  but 
there  I  must  admit  that  the  -  those,  the  problems  pertain- 

ing to  the  coal  miners  and^tl^^coal  mines  in  our  country, 
have  not  been  reviewed  as  avidly  as  they  have  been  in  Eng- 

land.  In  conseqience,  there  are  many  areas  in  the  coal 
mining  enterprise  which  are  not  defined  as  or  with  respect 
to  their  problems ,  .     ■ 

Pulmonary  cancer,  you  will  recall  the  discussions 

concerning  pulmonary  cancer,  that  in  the  final  analysis, 
there  are  relatively  few  substances  in  industry  which  are 
definitely,  definitely  have  ths  canarltv  ^-.      "^        -^  capacity  to  produce  cancer 



t^e  ysa.3,   „Moh  are    In.eea  potentially  hazardous. 
we  heard  about   the  chro.atea,    that  the  clinical evidence  with  r&s-ne^ni-   +-^     -u raapeot  to  chroraate  being  a  carcinogen,   u  no 

too  well  defined,   and  that  certalnlT  f..     .. 
""^3"  ̂ ^^  the  experimental 

evidence  of  Doctor  Baetier     (-hot  »„-^ ■'     '    '''''*  evidence   to  date  Is  nega- 

tive.    „e  have  heard  about  the  experimental  production  of Pul^onar,  cancer  b,  bernilu^,  but  that  Is  onl,  an  obser- 
vation m  experimental  animals,    and  certainly  should  not 

have  reference  to  human  subjects,   pending  validation  of       ' 
those  Observations    m  experimental   animals   and  pending   the discovery  of  an  Incidence  In  Individuals  „ho  have  been  ex- posed  to  beryllium. 

The  next  day  we  had  a  very  good  discussion  on  ' 
pulmonary  disabilities,    disability,   pu^onary  function,    dla 
«^nctlon.   partial  and  total  disability,  breathlessnes.. 
loss   Of  .acuity,    all   of  those    things   were  mentioned;   which one  shall  we   accept? 

Certainly.    I   think  It  Is   evident   that   from   the    . physiologist's    standnm-n+-      a-u standpoint,    there  has   been  znuch  improve«.ent 
in   techniques    and  raethodologv   and   h«o^ "oxogy   and  design  for  establishing 

Whether  pulmonary  disability  exists,   but  Irrespective  of  al those  refined   techniques,    the   evidence  presented  by   the 

":•'  ■  T' 
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after  clinicians,  the  administrators  of  industry,  the  legal 

profession,  are  not  willing  as  yet  to  accept  those  implica- 

tions that  there  is  often  a  degree  of  pulmonary  disability 

which  we  have  not  realized  would  be  free,  and  I  hasten  to 

add  also  that  the  evidence  to  date  points  to  the  fact  that 

not  all  dust  exposures  in  every  single  worker  gives  rise 

to  a  pulmonary  disability,  that  we  must  remember  that  indus- 

trial workers  are  also  individuals  of  this  large  population 

of  the  world  and  that  they,  as  persons,  are  also  subject  to 

those  pulmonary  diseases  which  afflict  the  general  popula- 

tion and  having  no  exposure  to  dust.  It  is  those  cases  whicja 

constitute  a  problem  when,  is  the  disease  which  an  indi
vid- 

ual has  -  when  is  it  the  result  of  the  inhalation  of  dust? 

When  is  it  the  result  of  hiss  occupation,  or  when  is  it  a 

disease  which  has  no  reference  whatsoever  to  his  occupation? 

Those  are  the  problems. 

So,  in  summary,  in  final  conclusion,  I  believe 

that  the  objectives  of  this  symposium  have  been  s  tated, 
 that 

we  have  otir  exploration,  that  we  have  had  otir  discuss
ion. 

For  that,  I  am  grateful  to  all  of  you,  especially  to  th
ose 

who  have  sat  here  so  long,  to  those  vjho  have  often  said  s
o 

little,  who  have  been  here  to  many  previous  symposiums,  who 

are  really  the  experts  in  these  problems,  and  I  call  your 

attention  to  ovir  dear  friend.  Doctor  Paul  Richards,  to 

Manfred  Bowdich,  to  Raymond  Hussey,  and  Doctor  French,  who 
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just  left,  they  have  said  very  little,  and  I  had  hoped  that 

they  would  participate  more  than  they  did  in  ths  program  of 

our  symposium.      Thank  you,  ̂   y.      ,  (Applause), 

BY  DOCTOR   ORENSTEINt  ■      •^•'^ 

On  behalf  of    the   overseas   participants  in  this 

symposium,   many   of  whom  have   already  gone,    but  who   I'm   svire 

would  share  my  views,    I  wish  to   e^qjress   our    appreciation  of 

the   opportunity  of   attending  the    symposiiim.      Our  problems 

are  perhaps  not   the  problems  of   the  various  administrations 

of  American  men  In  this  United  States, 

The   symposium  brought  out    once  more  what  previous 

symposia  have   done,   that  the   problems  of  pneiimo  con  loses 

are   extremely   complicated;    that,    at  first  sight,   whether   one 

deals   with   the   etiology,    the  history  of   the   disease   or   the 

various   ways    in  which  its   effects   could  be  presented   and 

ameliorated,    the   compensation  and  the   administration  of 

worlonen's   compensation  laws,    one   feels   that   one   is    almost 

up  against    an  elastic  wall  which,    as   one   pushes   aside,    comes 

back,   with  almost   equal    force,   but   gradually,    we   are  be- 

ginning to   see   daylight,    and  a   symposium  such  as    this,    by 

posing   the  problems  which,    after   all,    is    the  first  step    in 

the   solution  of   any  problem,   helps   the   forward  march  of 

knowledge.      For   the   opportunity,    therefore,    of  participating 

in  this   sympoiium,    even   in  the   role   of   listeners,    we   are   all 

deeply  grateful    to  all   of   those  who  have  organized  the 
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symposluni  and  who  worked  to  -  worked  so  hard  to  make  it  a 

success,  and  in  particular  to  Doctor  Arthur  J,  Vorwald  and 

his  staff.   Thank  you. 

-oOo- 

(Syinposiuia  concluded  5:10  P.   M.    September  26,    1952). 

REPORTER'S   NOTE: Proper  names    appearing   throughout  the 
transcript,   where  not   specifically  spelled 
by   the   speakers,    are   sx±>ject   to   change   or 
correction. 

-Vc* 

Page   137   -  Reference  was  made    to  periods 
of  early  earth  history.      The    terms   in  the 
stenographic  notes   appear    to  be   Carnivor- 

ous,  Rotation  and  Tertiary,   but  because 
of   Inability   to   check  their  accuracy,    the 
blank   spaces   have  been   left  to  be   filled  ljn< 

Page   162   -  Certain  German  language  was 
used  which  was  xmintelliglble.      The   words 
missing  would  appear   to  refer    to   "pinhead" type   dust   deposits    in  pneumoconiosis* 

Ifedical    terminology  and   spelling  has  been 
checked,   wherever  possible   with  Borland's 
American   Illustrated  Medical   Dictionary. 
Some   errors,    however,   may   appear    through 

the   rfcipoTT-teTr-^taying  inoorrectly  heaoxd oarticular   terminology. 


